
Post Mortem 

Some Errors 

\ With reference to your 
lolour Magazine (12 June), 
I would like to point out 
that a few enors crept into 
the interview with me. 

I did not appear in the 
ISCE (conducted after Class 
XII], but in the ICSE exams. 
1 obtained 94 marks in Sci¬ 
ence, and not in Econo¬ 
mics. Ms layati Chakrabor- 
ty’s name has wrongly been 
spelt as )ayanti» 
Kanad Chakraborty, 
^ 'olcutta Boys’ School 

rooiTUK 
It was encouraging to see 

the article on the Calcutta 
Swimming Club (12 June) 

' Ela Patnak. Unfortunate- 
|the research was rather 
lited. > 
The club has reason to be 

proud, not only of a second S)osition at the national 
evel, but of swimmers who 

have set records and won 
their events at the national 
swimming championships. 
To name two such swim¬ 
mers—Nafisa Ali and 
Darius Anklesaria. There 
were other swimmers 
whose diving and swim¬ 
ming abilities have yet to 
be equalled. To name a 
aw—Shus Kocher, Zoltan 

jt^fzgai, the Sharma 
rothers, Petra Baldik and 

Feroze Antia. 
I sincerely feel that it is 

the swimmers who add to 
the charm of a swimmim 
club. These swimmers di 
deserve a mention in the 
article as the standard of 
swimming was at its peak 
(n the early 70s. 
flm Ankiesoria, 
Qicutto 

Ictttta Roads 

Your Investigation on 
Icutta roads (5 June) was 

steresting to read. But 
^^ik Guha should have 
^mentioned road cleaning. 

British days the streets 
used to be washed twice a 

day, but new this is never 
done. 

Here I would like to 
know Mr Asoke Kumar’s 
(Commissioner of Calcutta 
Corporation) excuse, why 
the civic administration is 
never able to keep up with 
the garba^ clearance, and 
why they have stopped 
their truck service which 
once used to collect gar¬ 
bage from door to door. 
Negligence- of the corpora¬ 
tion is quite evident. 

However, the way thinra 
are going at present only 
point to the further decline 
of Calcutta. To ray mind, a 
solution to the traffic prob¬ 
lem could be a satellite 
town in the suburbs and 
flyovers in the crowded 
areas. As such we can only 
hope that Calcutta will re- 
min her former dory and 
become the proud city she 
once was. 
Syed Roshodath Ali, 
Calcutta 

Spirited Speech 

This has reference .to 
your Eating Out feature (24 
April). 

Since when has alcohol 
become a part of the Indian 
meal? How on earth could a 
marazine of your repute 
and responsibility act as a 
medium to introduce this 
damaging fashion and cul¬ 
ture to our society? Your 
open and tantalizing adver¬ 
tisement of expensive beer 
with ‘Badshahi’ food only 
increases the frustrations of 
the 98 per cent middle- 
income, educated (i.e. 
those who are able to read 
your magazine) salaried 
people. 
Kumori Raj. 
Calcutta 

Of Plucked Eyebrows 

The interview with Swa- 
tiiekha Chatterjee was 
wholly engrossing, as it 
threw light both on the 
actress concept of acting 
and the director’s dedica¬ 
tion. Enthusiasts of Ray 
films were, perhaps, over¬ 
whelmed do receiving this 

issue (5 Jime). 
Another thing can be 

noticed in the published 
photonaphs of Bimala. To¬ 
day, if not all, most of the 
actresses are seen with 
plucked eyebrows as they 
hopelessly depict Bowth- 
akuFons of Thorn’s time. 
Just see the cover photo- 
^aph of Bimala, and you'll 
find that her eyebrows 
aren’t plucked. So, that’s 
Satyajit Ray, with all his 
penections! 
Oebashish Kundu, 
Siliguri 

Wonder Why... 

It seems the comics fea¬ 
ture is on the out—1 don’t 
know why because that is 
the first feature I turn to 
even Sunday morning. Be 
kind enough to continue 
with it. 

Markina has long been 
reduced from two pages to 
one, but what happened to 
Crime Puzzle? Reduced 
from one page to zero, I 
daresay. Calcutta will nev¬ 
er see colour, even after 
repeated requests. I wonder 
then why you call the 
magazine what you call it. 
Shamindra Sengupta, 
Calcutta 

Potatoes and Heirs 

The article on The For- fiotten Heirs of Tipu Sultan’ 
1 May) was very infoipia- 

tive. It also seemed to echo 
the words of Sir Thomas 
Overbury: "The men who 
have not anyrthing to boast 
of but their illustrious 
ancestors are like pota¬ 
toes—the only goocf be¬ 
longing to them is under- 
mund.’’ 
SubuJ Sen, 
Calcutta 

Calcutta 

This refers to the Calcut¬ 
ta photograph of Priya Ran- Sn Hati (15 May). It was a 

iautifuliy aesthetic photo¬ 
graph. 
Abhijit Sen. 
MoJcnln, Hooghly. 
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PANORAMA / Calcutta Models 

POSING PROBLEMS 
Modelling may seem all glitter from afar.But it’s 
as gruelling a job as any 

Modelling is o piofpsston sur- 
roundwil mistdkpnlv bv an 

dUM of glnnioui The universal loii 
cppt of d model is that of d leggy 
young beauty lauiuhing products 
with d flash of a smile But good 
models are not horn the\ are cre¬ 
ated 

And a lot ol hard work goes into 
that rredtion 01 course a girl who 
modeib miisl insliu(tnel\ have a 
ceitdin somidhiiig to be able to 
project It either before a lanieia or 
on a fashion show rnrnji but on the 
whole the* sleiPotyjieH concept 
whic h IS an omlKidinierit peihaps of 
leiinssoiis A Dieciiii of Fait 
Women A daughter of tlie gods 
divinelv talhAncI most divinely 
fail does not ovist m leal life She 
IS created for the cameia In roalitv 
she' niav look like an\ othei giil but 
with the swish of i makeup brush 
she IS transloinic'd into a i leature of 
rare beautv wor'hv of the i oveis of 
Vogue or ( osmopoJifoii 

The fndian model has risen to the 
heights rtf glaiiioui and reached the 
forefioiit of celebritx living oul\ m 
the last 20 years oi less Buxure that 
the (iiih lamou' modelling names 
that were heaid were wesletn ones 
Su/\ I’dikei Jean Shiirnpton 
Veriislikd or Iwipgv Today. India s 
lug title*' are Idled with would-be 
models, aspirants to the c rowii of 
Cheryl Tiegs or Brooke Shields 
Some Indian models have even 
made it as fn as the western world 
of Janie .ind the catwalk 

But Calcutta has remained fai 
behind Why’ The ladies .jf Calc ulta 
are. acc urding to goneral c onsensus, 
sweeter bv tar as the song goes 
Some time ago a Bombay soc lahte, 
very much a part of the champagne 
paity cin uU. commented. “Bombay 
guts may be the most glamorous, hut 
it s a stereotyped glamour, mostly 
The most atti active and interesting 

Facing page modala: Moon Moon 
Sanj Late Singh (Inaat, far left) and 
Anita Bhatia 

Right: Roma Futnanl 

looking girls come* from C^alrutta 
Tliey aren’t assembly line jobs " 

A survey of the c urrent modelling 
scene in Calcutta, howoser, shows it 
as being leagues behind Bombay, 
though admittedly, things have im¬ 

proved almost radically in the re¬ 
cent past There are few models in 
Calcutta of the celebrity cuhbte of 
the well known Bombay countei- 
parts Fashion shows are staged 
here but tor the main part, they 
seem to be performed in a casual, 
almost de'ultoiy manner, laiking 
the frenetic pace of Bombay shows 
The models are attractive, but lark 
the proiesional training of Bombay 
models The shows themselve lack 
Uie tightness the mtiicacy and the 
sheer frivolity of Bombay shows 

Indian mucic'is have much more 
by W'ay of froodom of expression, as 
fashion shows are almost like sliow- 
hi/ displays, with dam mg and a lot 
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of sparkle The clothes shown are 
almost secondary to the public.itv 
generated by the shows themselves. 
Classical ramp modelling ~ stalking 
elegantly down a tamp for the sole 
purpose of showing designer t lothes 
and flinging a tew glacial looks at 
the audience-does not exist tn In¬ 
dia. Maybe because India iaiks a 
Yves St baurent, a Pierre Cardin or 
an Ungaro. But morn bet ause the 
audient.e here would rather st‘e a 
show full of verve and .sparkle than 
ol deadpan expressions and haute 
couture 

Surprisingly, most Calt utta mod¬ 
els—among those who t an be said to 
be modelling on a fairly regular 
basis—prefer live modelling to 
phologruphit. "It’s much more sti¬ 
mulating." romment.s Anita Bhatia, 
who has tried f»oth. "In live modell¬ 
ing there exists all the exc.iteinent of 
being up on a stage, lacing a live 
audience. Also, theie is some si ope 
for individual thinking, for creating 
ideas." Manu Bhulla has been the 
male model in numerous Calcutta 
fashion shows. 1 Ic says, “Livn mod¬ 
elling is much more fun. You need 
team spirit, though, and everybody 
must Contiibute his or her bit. Also, 
if a model is really good, this ionics 
out on stage. A phniogenic luodet 
needn’t nece.ssarily be good on 
stage. A live show is much more of a 
challenge to the model." 

The piime reason for the lack of 
good snows in Calcutta is perhaps 
the lack of a professional choreog¬ 
rapher. Whereas Boiiibav boasts of 
an exclusive clutch of well known 
names, who put tugetiier exciting, 
spectacular extravaganzas, Calcutta 
has not even one The alternative? 
To hire one of the exilusive 
choreographers from Bombay at an 
equally exclusive price to train the 
Calcutta models, or else to put up a 
show with a lot al choreographer, or 
none, bocal sponsors have often 
opted for the latter alternative The 
result—a homespun affair, lacking 
the'iiHcessarv ingredients t make a 
show something special If someone 
dues fake on the onus of organising 
shows themselves, Ihev find it a 
thankless task 

Zahava Hirji. who has organised- 
shows of her own, describes typii al 
pre-show routine work: “First. 1 
meet the sponsor, and give him the 
overall estimate of costs, including 
the lights, music, etc. He approves 
the budget. Then comps the writing 
of the theme, finding the models, 
the choreography, the music and 
lights, and then rehearsals. Finally 
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comes the show. It's a lot of hard 
work." But the hard work on the 
part uf the iiiudels can be rewarding 
if the audience response is good. 
And it often is. "The public demand 
(or fashion shows is there," points 
out Zahava, "there are just not 
enough people to sponsor them in 
Calcutta." There is a greater quantity 
and better quality of fashion shows 
and models in Bombay because the 
iilni industry is situated there; also 
all the leading advertising agencies, 
she adds. The ad world, hence the 
modelling world, is relatively small 
in Calcutta. "Here.” savs Zahava, 
"the advertising has been based on 
indicstrial pro)ei Is and the like, it is 
rare that a nuijui campaign comes up 
here. The Boiiibav models are leg- 
ularlv doing .such i anipaigns There¬ 
fore tliey are lietter known, and tar 
more experieiii erl " 

The Calcutta models' attitude to¬ 
wards lacing the camera is certainly 
not as professional as their Bombay 
counterparts Bombay is full of 
young hopefuls, eager to do their 
stint, on the wliole the Calcutta 
girls' attitude seems to dillcr. "I 
wouldn't be interested in taking it 
up iulltinie." states Nina Ghosh, 
"it's not a stable piofession.” Chinky 
Tagore and Anita Bhatia agree, as do 
most others Modelling seems fine 
as a hubb^', but not as a profession 
What iacturs would make them 
more serious towards their work? 
Only if the overall setup improves. 

Tehnaz Dastoor 

if there is more money in it, and 
bigger and better campaigns. "Cal¬ 
cutta models are paid so little," 
points out Chinky. She is not in¬ 
terested in taking it up seriously at 
all. For Chinky, modelling is "just a 
hobby, something to do and get a 
little pocket money.” 

Often the models are given a raw 
deal while modelling, and this only 
goes towards creating a further nega¬ 
tive feeling. Chinky reveals how 
she, along with some other models, 
agreed to do a photographic modell¬ 
ing stint on fashions for one of the 
better known ad agencies The 
shots, the agency promised the mod¬ 
els, were di.splav shots for the 
clients only, and would not be used 
in aiiv form of advertising. A lew 
months later, Chinkv spotted one of 
her shots in .i full page advertise- 
moiit m a magazine When she 
contacted the ageiicv tor an expl<ma- 
tion. they disclaimed all knowledge 
of the proceedings, and put the onus 
on their Delhi office This is a fairly 
i oniiiion (K currence, and the model 
ultimately gets left in the luri h. with 
nothing to bac k her up ('i did it as a 
triendly job, for the friend of a 
friend. How was I to know it would 
end like this'^") and no modelling 
fees wliich, in this case, for a colour 
photograph, would have been no 
paltry sum. 

It IS partly because uf instances 
such as this, vvh,ch are numerous, 
that many Calcutta models are wary 
about taking modelling seriously. 
Having done some modelling my- 

I self, I nan vouch for it. On one 
^ ociasiun, some time ago, another 
I model and 1 were kept waiting trom 
* 3 pin till past 11 pm in tull makeup, 

changing from one outfit to another, 
while the art director searched for 
‘inspiration’ in foreign magazines! 
Nowadays, with the situation im¬ 
proving. ad agencies are more will¬ 
ing to pay double sitting fees for an 
over-long session. 

Once m a while, Calcutta discov¬ 
ers someone who models seriously 
and has figured in many advertise¬ 
ments. sudi as Moon Moon San or 
Roma Futnani, and lately, Lata 
Singh. Often they move on to better 
things. But on the whole, the girls' 
attitude remains casual, and they 
are willing to model only within 
limits. For instance, it is very diffi¬ 
cult to get one of the more regular 
models We to pose for a shot which 
may be even slightly daring. They 
usually refuse outright, a fact that is 
at odds with the popular dare-bare 
image that models have. A magazine 



recently ran a cover story on Born* 
bay models who have posed foi 
some of the more daring ads. In 
Bombay, the stigma of being ‘cheap,’ 
if one aid such ads, no longer exists, 
and the Bombay models can openly 
talk about doing them. Here the 
stigma still exists, so the models 
refuse. As far as this aspect is con< 
cemed, Calcutta modelling has not Sown out of its adolesence into 

ase adulthood. Tehnaz Dastoor, 
who models a good deal herself 
besides organising models for 
photographic shootings, says, “A lot 
of girls will only do sari ads, and 
will not do anything even in a 
strappy dress.” Calcutta is much too 
conservative compared to Bombay 
or Delhi. “A lot of the good looking 
girls are either on the verge of 
getting married, are married, or are 
going away,” adds ZahaVa. 

The same problem—of not 
enoiigh money by modelling 
alone—exists for male models, too. 
Modelling is not lucrative enough to 
be regarded as more than a mere 
hobby, in the spare time between 
executive work. “You definitely 
can’t make a career out of it,” says 
Manu Bhalla. What about fashion 
shows? “The demand for the female 
model is naturally greater, so the 
ratio of male models to female mod* 
els remains wide." Is it possible for 
Calcutta to see mats and better 
fashion shows? “Yes. if the sponsors 
themselves adopt a more encourag* 
ing attitude. This they will do only 
when they realise the tremendous’ 
popularity of fashion shows." And 
increase the budget. 

Lately, however, even male mod¬ 
els are making headway in this 
female dominated field. This may be 
put down to the recent boom in 
advertising based on consumer 
goods, particularly cigarettes. Binny 
Wadehra is a male model who has 
enjoyed recent popularity in Calcut¬ 
ta, having modelled for products as 
varied as cigarettes, pharmaceutic¬ 
als and cosmetic products. An in¬ 
dication of his popularity is the fact 
that he has been flown out of Calcut¬ 
ta on various occasions for cam¬ 
paigns, which hitherto was some¬ 
thing only the Bombay models did. 

Usually, advertising agencies 
hunt for models themselves, a.s 
modelling agencies are few in Cal¬ 
cutta, The role of the modelling . 
agency is to act as a* go-between, 
keeping files on models, whom they 
supply to the advertising agencies 
on a commission basis, The od 
agencies then choose the type of 

The moMlIng bcww has baen good to me’: Moon Moon Sen 
model they need for their particular 
campaign. Tehnaz Dastoor, a well 
known Calcutta model, organises 
shootings and models for the ad 
agencies and is therefore familiar 
with the agencies’ current needs and 
trends in modelling. "There is quite 
a demand for models in Calcutta," 
Tehnaz says, "and the demand is 
growing.” But very few models in 
Calcutta name their own price, she 
adds. 

Cht the whole the pay scale is 
much lower than that of the top 

Bombay models, the improvement 
in the pay scale of Calcutta models 
has occured very recently though it 
is still nowhere near Bombay. But 
most agencies do not quibble about 
modelling fees as some have been 
known to do in the past. It can 
improve even further. Tehnaz feels, 
if the models club together and 
chmge a uniform rate. Ad agencies 
often turn to lesser known and more 
publicity-eager faces merely be¬ 
cause they charge less by way of 
fees. Because of this, the modelling 
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rateit remain stagnant. Roma Futna> 
nl. one of the most photographed 
models in Calcutta, agrees: “Calcut- 
iB models are badly paid compared 
to Hombay models." 

They are also sometimes on the 
rp(,»'iving end of bad deals because 
most of them lack experience or do 
not know how to go about extricat- 
ing t/iemsplves from tricky situa¬ 
tions Tf'hna? mentions the instance 
ui <1 Mi’ll known Boinbav male mod¬ 
el who dnmands and gets a four- 
figuro sitting fee. Even black and 
white photographs in Bombay fetch 
foiir-tigum tees, if the model Is well 
known. 1'his (.an never happen in 
Calcutlii imdni the prevailing cir¬ 
cumstances unless an ad agency 
wants d particular model, and is 
willing to settle for anyone else. 
Tehna/, says. “Latolv more products, 
more a.ssignm(‘nts are being done in 
Cah.uttii with local models, particu¬ 
larly bv the bigger ad agencies.” 

This show's that there has de¬ 
finitely b(*en an improvement on the 
modc'lling scene. Modelling has 
been gaining wider acceptaiu.e in 
Calcutia, particularly in the past 
year or so. One reason for for the 
increased number of campaigns 
being done m Calcutta could be due 
partially to the recent tax on travel 
imposed on the ad world, forcing 
them to stay home and hunt for local 
talent Also, shouting a campaign in 
Bomhuy is expensive. 

With this, one .sees the emergence 
of (I new breed of models, with a 
more prulessional outlook towards 
their job They are being paid better 
and are therefore willing to take 
modelling with a greater degree of 
seriousness than before. However, 
they aie lew in number. Tehnaz 
admits that sometimes models 
“bark out |ust before a shooting, 
with no pnor warning, on some 
exc.u.se This is unethical, the fact 
remains that tliev are paid, they are 
not doing it tree ’’ Sometimes the ad 
agencies, as i anally, cancel a shoot¬ 
ing. after the model has made the 
oftoit to come, dressed and madeup. 
This a(.ts as a further deterrent to the 
models Roma Futnaiii says that 
“some agencies make you run 
around to find out ii the ad has been 
accepted or not, and to collect the 
payment. They never inform you 
themselves." There have been times 
when she has modelled for an ex¬ 
port product, to be published abroad 
only, and found it in an Indian 
magazine for a totally different pro¬ 
duct some weeks later “At that 
point what can you do? No matter 
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what you say, the ad has already 
been printed." 

Nonetheless, Roma has enjoyed a 
fairly long modelling stint, which 
includes more than 85 assignments, 
and important campaigns such as 
Orient Fans. Nescafe, Brooke Bond 
and Keo-Karpin Hair Oil, to name 
only d few. She has started model!- 
ing again, after a year-long layoff, 
and remains one of Calcutta's most 
photogenic taces. Does she have any 
advice to give to aspiring models? 
Only this; “No one can force you 
into doing an assignment you don’t 
want to do, so think twice about 
accepting anything you have doubts 
about." 

Lata Singh, wife of the Asiad gold 
medallist in golf, Lakshman Singh, 
(see Colour Magazine, 23 /an), is a 
recent addition to the Calcutta mod¬ 
elling scene. She is the ideal inst¬ 
ance of a Calcutta based model who 
is taking her career professionally 
and going places. Lata has gone to 
Bombay to model on several occa¬ 
sions. proving that if a Calcutta 
model is good enough, and dedi- 

One sees the emergence of a 
new breed of models, with a 
more professional outlook 

towards their job. They are 
being paid better and are 
therefore willing to take 
modelling more seriously 

cated enough, there is no reason 
why the professionals in Bombay 
should not take her seriously. Lata is 
already making her presence felt 
having modelled for Sprint, a new 
soft drink made by MacDowells, as 
well as Shaw Wallace and Lai Imli, 
among others. 

Any survey of the Calcutta mod¬ 
elling scene would be incomplete 
without mention of Moon Moon 
Sen. Calcutta’s brightest rising star, 
once in the modeliling world, now 
in films. Her ascendency as a model 
has been phenomenal though it has 
now taken a back seat to her acting 
career. She still models, however, 
tor a few exclusive campairas, 
mainlv ad films. "The modelling 
scene has been good enough to me,” 
she says, “and I think the advertis¬ 
ing people are very competent here: 
the models and photographers in 
Calcutta are also very good,” She 
feels that models should be regarded , 
on par with Bombay models, and 
treated accordingly. "After all, its 
not as if the girls there are more 
beautiful or anything," She says 

they should also be bdtthf piid and 
offered package deals to do M'hole 
campaigns, not just display shots lor 
the clients, or lust the press ads. 
This would give Calcutta modelling 
a much needed boost, "'rhe agencies 
sometimes shoot press ads M'ith 
Calcutta girls, and then announce 
that they aie going to Bombav to 
make the ad film with a Bombav 
model. That's not right. The adver¬ 
tising companies should use Calcut¬ 
ta girls more.” 

Muon Moon herself started mod¬ 
elling after her marriage, just as 
"something to do." Having friends 
In the ad world helped, and within a 
short time she became Calcutta's 
celebrity model, able to command a 
price of her own. She then moved 
into the film line with Bobi Shotne 
and is currently one of Bengal's best 
known film stars. In spite of her 
heavy schedule in both Bengali and 
Hindi films, she still makes time for 
modelling, although must of it is 
now done in Bombay. Moon Moon 
has of course come a long wav since 
her early modelling days and todav. 
as a model she is verv much in 
demand 'nationally. However, hers 
is a unique case and cannot be 
compared with the other Calcutta 
models, as she models as a celebritv 
in her own right. But if the image 
and status of the Calcutta model has 
received a .fillip in recent times, 
credit must be given to Moon Moon 
who helped focus media attention 
on Calcutta models. 

Calcutta modelling has moved up 
since its unfancy though this prog¬ 
ress has been hindered partially bv 
the city’s conservative attitude to¬ 
wards a profession which has been 
wrongly given a ‘fast’ and glamorous 
image. People are gradually realis¬ 
ing that it is a job like any other and 
that the outlying glamour cuni.eals 
the sweat and tears. Certain things 
can never be altered such as the fact 
that Bombay will always head the 
modelling scene. Campaigns will 
always be bigger in Bombay, so the 
corresponding need for moiiels will 
be greater. But the times are chang¬ 
ing, and with them, the models are 
professionalising their attitudes 
The advertising agencies are more 
willing to recognise the fact that 
local talent does exist. Hopefully, a 
time will come when the agencies 
will stop having to look to Bombay 
altogether. 

Ruma Sircar 

.Photographs: Anil Grover 



TALKING SHOP / Tie Qty 

THE USES OF VICTOMA MKMOMAL 
Apart from the obvious 

OY meets girl and. 
To ensure that the 

rest of the story follows 
through smoothly, conge¬ 
nial circumstances are of 
vital importance and what 
is a better place than the 
sprawling lawns of the 
Victoria Memorial? 
Rather, such are the ideas 
of many parents of this 
city wno are looking 
around for a ‘suitable 
match' for their progeny. 
These ‘liberal’ parents get 
their respective children 
along for a picnic to the 
Memorial and there is a 
'chance' meeting of the 
two ‘candidates.' It is a 
rather unique combina¬ 
tion of odhunik and pura- 
tan practices as one of the 
officials of the monument 
remarked. It keeps to the 
traditional form of 
arranged marriages and at 
the same time gives a 
chance to the boy and the 
girl to meet each other. 

Of course, the corollary 
to this practice is the use 
of the Memorial as a lov¬ 
er’s nest. • Whether it be 
morning, afternoon or 
evening, under all the di¬ 
verse moods of the weath¬ 
erman, one can spot cou¬ 
ples lost in the world of 

stars and moons. The 
Memorial is a convenient 
place to cOme to—spa¬ 
cious, green and it gives 
the couples a certain 
anonymity which assures 
them their privacy. 

There is another gla¬ 
morous aspect to the 
Memorial. Being a 
museum of national im¬ 
portance it has a very high 
profile all over the coun¬ 
try. Often, one finds film¬ 
makers drawn towards it 
for some classy shots, 
either to capture a lost era 
or perhaps as a majestic 
backdrop for some scene. 
Recently Tarun Majumdar 
was .spotted moving 
around on the premises, 
trying to get the proper 
angle for a shot for Amor 
Geeti, based on the 
famous Nidhubabu and 
his toppa. 

On certain special occa¬ 
sions, like the Ganga 
Sagar Mela, there are bus¬ 
loads of people coming 
from the neighbouring 
states and villages to visit 
thd Memorial: Sometimes 
one sets to see' a sight 
which is a mixture of a 
comic and pwhaps a tra¬ 
gic attitude. Before enter¬ 

ing the 'temple' dedicated 
to ‘Rani Victoria,’ some of 
the more humble visitors 
actually offer flowers to 
the ‘deity’ after taking off 
their shoes. For them this 
is actually a temple to be 
visited in the neon lights 
of the 'shehar.' 

Much more in the ear¬ 
lier days, but not so much 
now there was a rather 
dangerous use of the 
Memorial. Apart from the 
usual chhintoi cases of 
necklaces, watches, etc, 
there were other cases of 
the lawns being used as a 
pick-up place for call 
gjrls, for taking drugs and 
in one instance it was 
used for the recruitment 
of young boys into the 
army by agents who gave 
them false school certifi-' 
cates and charged enor¬ 
mous amounts. An officer 
quoted one particular case 
of a boy from a very good 
and well-to-do family 
who had confessed to hav¬ 
ing picked up over 150 
gins from the premises 
and pMsed them over to 
his customers. 

Fortunately, such cases 
are vfry few and far be¬ 
tween"now, alter the ap¬ 
plication of very rigid 

rules. Besides, an addi¬ 
tional security force has 
been sanctioned for the 
Memorial which will en¬ 
sure the safety of the visi¬ 
tors. It'll perhaps help to 
remove the stigma that 
this is a place where ‘good 
girls are not seen after 
sunset.' 

There is of course the 
other essential use of the 
museum itself—as a trea¬ 
sure house of priceless 
collections of various 
‘things. It has a crucial 
value as an educational 
institution and a research 
centre for those with an 
academic bent of mind or 
interested in delving into 
the details of the British 
Raj. As a report summed 
up—it depicts the 18th 
and 19th century modern 
Indian history and culture 
and the historical pers¬ 
pective of the study of 
Calcutta city. 

Considering the diverse 
utilisation of the grand 
monument, originally 
conceived of as a museum 
dedicated to Queen Vic¬ 
toria, one can only marvel 
at the imamnation the hu¬ 
man mind is capable of. 

Sumita Banerjea 
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NOSTALGIA / Metro and the Metropolis 

GOODBYE TO CALCDTTA_ 
The author remembers a mad melange of trams, buses, rickshaws, 
cows, cyclists, taxis and old beat-up Ambassador cars 

Tni lempfrdture is lO** degrees, European traffic experts to go lor 
Iniimditv 100 per cent Between roads or flyovers easily constructed 

now <nid the monsoon in two at a fiat tion of the cost, was rejected 
inotitlis time both will get worse No one m Calcutta that 1 spoke to 
Fow t r (uts lemain lengthy and un- held out much hope for its sucessful 
piedu table the Japanese-built tele* completion or operation Most be- 
plione SI stem rareh works and that lieve that it would even now— 
vd‘t tienih running like a banked despite the large vttaste of money 
sewei tlirough the i entre of the city and effort—be safer and more sensi- 
diul allegedh to become a metro has hie simplv to fill it in, instead, 
not onlv mide tiasel virtiiallv mi because of political pride and 
pussilik but (dicutta hideous As d bureaucratic mtransigency. spas- 
iluld in the I‘HO'l thought Calcut- raodic digging will probably con- 
la that village of palaces a heaven tinue year after year, until Calcutta 
on earth and on eat h of tour visits grinds finally to a halt No work can 
liunng tht last 20 years there be done m the rams, and only a 
appi ared to lie mitigating c in umsl quarter of every rupee spent contn- 
antes loi evidence oi decline the butes to the construction The idea 
Kangladi sh war refugees, a Marxist of trams actually operating under- 
gcneinmeiit The metro unlikely ground in Calcutta-—prey to subsi- 
evei to be fmishedi a permanent clence, flooding, loss of power, ex¬ 
tie I igurement <eems the last straw tremes of heat, to say nothing of an 

It was the Russians a decade ago inevitable invasion of pavement- 
who loisted this folly a central dwellers—is even more appalling 
government not a state proiect on than the desecration ot the city and 
Mrs Gandhi than at her most sus- the waste 
roptiblf The advue of British, Meanwhile trams, buses, nek- 
Aiiieru in Japanese and various shaws, cows, cyclists, taxis, and old 
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beat-up Ambassador cars jostle 
along what little remains ot the 
streets The public and private 
buses, carrying double their proper 
loads, trequentlv lose or squash 
their protruding passengers or over¬ 
turn In the suburbs oi uprountrv 
pedestrians who ratelv look in 
either direction when crossing the 
road, are rrguiarlv knocked down, 
though in surprisingly few numbers, 
and when this oi c urs the offending 
bus, taxi or car is immediately sur¬ 
rounded and set on tire Tho driver 
runs for his life and the passengers 
too, if they are lucky 

Of course Calcutta, that Brech 
tian city ot the imagination—a met¬ 
ropolis beyond invention—has 
been, in the eyes of most people, in 
decline for ovei a century Five 
generations of mv family have lived 
there off and on probably contribut¬ 
ing to that, and a number of them 
have died there The British 
cemeteries, in fact are one of the 
few things that flourish Though no 
longer a jnxiwth industry m the same 
way, th^ ghosts bloom under re¬ 
vived conservationist interest, pam¬ 
pered as few living things are m 
Calcuttta 

One of my earliest memories of 
Calcutta IS the race-course, the most 
centrally situated ot any major city 
m the world That at least, has not 
changed A c ouple of minutes from 
the colllerv-like inferno of Chowr- 
inghee and lying between the Vic¬ 
toria Memorial and the Hooshh. its 
track, paddocks and turreted stands 
form die same fine flounsh to the 
•outhem end of the maidan There 
nm no longer be palatial residences 
at Garden Reach the handsome col¬ 
onial houses of Aiipore are mostly 
company flats or taken over by 
Marworis—those shrewd Rajasthani 
entrepreneurs who have become the 
affluent scapegoats for all Bengal's 
economic injustices—and Kidde^ 
pore docks are only a shadow of 
their former ^ory, but the race¬ 
course, with Its flags flying. Its 
lU'isply suited men and dazzlir^ 
women, is as splendid as ever From 



the boxes on the members’ stand, 1 
with Chowringhee only discernible I 
at roof level, it might still be as I ■ 
used to dream of it through a decade j[ 
of adolescent separation. Satyajit I 
Ray, to whom 1 delivered a viewing- fi 
filter and who lives in the next 
street—^huge shabby houses among 
palms and banana trees—wherfs 1 

> used to visit my grandmother, “says 
he could not imagine living any¬ 
where else, so the dream must still 
be real for someone. 

One thing the Bengal government 
learned from the Bangladesh war 
was that Calcutta ran afford no more 
refugees. Accordingly, during the 
Assam atrocities, camps were set up 
in the frontier areas, and approaches 
to Calcutta sealed. Although critir.- 
ism ot Mrs Gandhi for. persisting 
with the elections in Assam remains 
fairly general, tea-planters who have 
spent their whole lives there do not 
support it. According to them, there 
was little reason to predict butrherj, 
(’.erlainly not on the scale that took 
place. Plainly, government advisers 
underestimated the real or contrived 
feropity ot local feeling, but if it was 
a misjudgement there was no prec.e- 
dent for acting otherwise. 

in general it is impossible not to 
be amazed at the good humour and 
gentleness with which Indians, and 
the people of Calcutta especially, 
support the trials of then existence. 
Yet the violence when ilertipts is 
horrifying. Large-scale demonstra¬ 
tions are no problem. Thousands 
mass on the Maidan under lo(.dl 
banners, the haranguing goes on all 
day, and then, when everyone is 
worn out, they disperse peacefully 
and return to their homes. It is the 
individual violence that shocks. 
Hardly a day 'passe.'i without reports 
of an unwanted wife or daughter-in- 
taw being set tire to and burned to 
death; last week, in a change of 
roles a wife set fire to her husband. 

There is no green quite like the' 
green of Bengal. And once you 

are out of Calcutta the landscape 
assumes the timeless quality and 
serene beauty that haunt for ever 
tho^e who fail prey to it: the raised, 
ruler-straight road lined with tamar¬ 
ind. peepul. bamboo, mango, gol 
raohur, ashoka; wheat and rice 
stretching away to the horizon: wa¬ 
ter buffaloes, only heads visible, 
motionless in hyacinth-tilled lakes; 
the occasional cyclist under a black 
umbrella and, at the hour of the 
cowdust, creaking bullock carts. 
The villages are mere scatters ,of 
thatched huts and markets, rivers 

I ur\e under coconut palms, women 
in turqiunse, lemon or pink saris 
.stride in their mar\ ellous way under 
pilcliois r>r ( opnei bowls. Within 
lialt an bout Cali iitta simply seems 
on aberration The empty baltlelield 
ol Pl.is,sev, rerorded bv a single 
momiment, or the Residem.y ruins 
at LiK.know liave more iimnediac v 
than the broken sev\age-pipe 
wasliing tac.ilities and lightless .sub¬ 
urbs ol Calcutta 

No matter whom you ask, ‘corrup¬ 
tion' is always the answer wlien you 
trv to assess responsibility ior iii- 
efficeiicy and c haos; corruption 
among politit.ians, civil servant.s, 
petty otticials, businessmen No¬ 
thing proceeds without briliery, to 
.such an extent that the inhabitants 
ol C'alcutla are disinclined to believe 
that this is not standard practice 
everywhere for everything. At the 
same time West Bengal, under its 
Marxist government, has one ot the 
most lionest and c.ivlli.sed adminis¬ 
trations in India. Uidortunately, it is 
also a powcr-consi.ious one and 
investment in Bengal lia.s as a (.on- 
sequence dried up. j.R.D. Tata, the 
70-year-old head ol the Tata empire 
and one ot the shrewdest men in 
India, recently gave an interview to 
Calcutta’s new newspaper I’lik Thci-- 
c’.RAiMi (better written and printed 
than any of its older rivals] in which 
he laid much of the blame for India's 
present plight on Nehru's adherence 
to the Soviet pattern of industrial 
development and neglect of agricul¬ 
ture. According to Tata, the disman¬ 
tling of bureaucracy, as recently 

a(.hic\cd by Jayewardene in Sri 
Lanka, and n change from a par¬ 
liamentary to an Indian-adapted 
presidential system offer the only 
hope oi reversing tlie present slide 
into disorder and bankrupt! y. 

Afloctiori for a city can blind one 
to alino.st aiivthiiig. 1 don't think, all 
the .same, that I shall eve: want to 
return to Calcutta; not only because 
ol its un.sight]inus.s and the relent¬ 
less degradation of human life there, 
hut be! ,nise, for the first time, 1 felt it 
as a taintiv hostile place. It was to be 
expet.led that all monuments to the 
Raj should be disposed of, but the 
painting out or removal of every 
sing'n road sign in Pliiglish and the 
replui.ement of familiarly named 
(hihlbood streets by Lenin Sarani 
and Karl Marx Sarani etc., give* one a 
strange feeling. It is as if the past had 
been rearranged to create not only 
i.ontusiun but a sense of alienation 
and dispo.sscssian. 

Bengalis, for all their bureaucratic 
obstructiveness, can be marvellous 
lieople and occasionally, at sunset 
or dawn, with Uie air sweet oft the 
Hooghly, tlie old ties seemed to be 
re-establishing themselves. But if I 
ever had to live in India again it 
would certainly be Bombay or Bang¬ 
alore, even Delhi, that I would 
choose, not Calcutta and that is an 
admission I never expected I would 
have to make. 

Alan Ross 

(Courtesy: The Spectotor) 
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GUIDE / The Clubs of Calcutta 

DALHOUSIE INSTITUTE 
A warm offbeat atmosphere blends with sunshine and laughter 
at this multifaceted institution 

My <,ric’k*’( never made more 
than gimtle medium paie. even 

l)V HaUvRuuge standards On the rest 
dav ot the Test match against India 
in UlO*!. Hill I^awrv’s team dropped 
in at the (duh when' my iamilv were, 
and still are. memSors. An im¬ 
promptu cricket matt h was orga¬ 
nised and, to (lip a long storv short, 
1 disturbed Dung Walters' stumps. 

That'.s only part ot the .storv. I was 
st.arcelv eight years old when I had 
the great Australian batsman's wit.k- 
et. hot the record, we used a plastic 
bat. ball and slumps—artificial 
et|uipment. Howevei, besides that 
cricket kit used in one t-an 
vouch lor the tact that there's very 
little else that's not genuine at the 
Ualhousie Institute. 

There's one item the DI .serves in 
wholesome nuantitie.s— homeliness. 
Unlike some ot the other (.lubs in 
the citv, there are lew trills and 
formalities. As a fourth-year inedic.- 
ul student who joined the dub along 
with her family a vear ago reveals, 
“There are no nangups. People just 
came and got themselves intro¬ 
duced...no-nuscs-high-up-in-the-air 
tvpos." 

Earliest recordi! .show that the DI 
was the brainchild of the Masonic 
I,odge and it came into existence on 
March 4, 1865. In fact, that was the 
date on which the cornerstone of the 
original building, on the site ut the 
present Telephone Bhavan in 
Daihousie Square, was laid 

Leafing thfough the yellowed 
pages of history om finds that be¬ 
tween the years 1865 and 1948 the 
institute at 34 Daihousie Square had 
carved a niche lor itself in tills city. 
Rev. Firminger’s list in Thacker's 
Guide to Calcutta puts DI. known 
then as 'The Highbrow' in the categ¬ 
ory 'SociRtie.s—Literary and Scien- 
tilic’, along with the Asiatic Society. 
(How many HI members knew that'n 
The club lost its original building, 
which had a fine auditorium, o 
library and several statues, in 1948. 
it was in the wilderne.ss for eight 
years till it secured its present pte; 
raises on 42 fhowtalla Road. 
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The Late Mr I'.). Coelho, the 
(lull's secretary for over 25 years, 
piaved a very important role when 
the club shifted premise.s. He nur¬ 
tured it in no small measure. There 
have been others who have done the 
same, but none more effectively 
than the Late Douglas Alexander 
King (Douggie). the president of the 
institute in the Sixties, It was ho. 
and lew' will di.sagree. who trans 
formed the DI from being just 
another club into a unique institu¬ 
tion, tor the f,imilv. 

Wininac Aarons, who has been a 
member for over 20 years explains, 
“Till the Sixties the DI was more nr 
less an exclusive Anglo-Indian 
affair. How'ever, owing to immigra¬ 
tion in that community and, I gue.s.s, 
a broader outlook towards society, 
the Di took on a cosmopolitan fla¬ 
vour.” 

How does one become a member 
of the DI? First, one has to be a very 
patient individual. Did one hear you 
asking why? Well, simply because 
there is a long waiting list. Never¬ 
theless, to be a member one has to be 
duly proposed and seconded by two 
permanent members of the club. 
That's the first step. After this, 
prospective members are intro¬ 
duced to the council, an elected 
body which controls the affairs ot 
the institute. 

The entrance tee for a family with 
children below the age of 16 is Rs 
1800. After the initial payment, the 
monthly subscription is a very 
reasonable Rs 60 (which includes all 
charges). The entrance fees for an 
individual gentleman, an individual 
lady and for a junior (between 18 
and 21 years) are Rs 1500, Rs 1000 
and Rs 300 respectively. The month¬ 
ly subscriptions in these categories 
range from Rs 15 to Rs 40. Inciden¬ 
tally, this is one of the few clubs in 
the city where ladies can be mem¬ 
bers in their own right. 

At the three tennis hard courts, 
me^ihers can. besides booking the 
court.s on an hourly basis at their 

Photos: Ashoke Chakrabarty 

own convenieiK.n, avail of ‘free ten¬ 
nis' over the weekend and on 
Wednesday under floodlights. A 
coaching si.heme hilfiks tlie need for 
unearthing irnsh teniii.s talent. 
Su.san Sinclair Jones, the first gir) 
from India to make it to the main 
draw ol junior Wimbledon, and 
Rina Einy are products ot this 
hchemc. At this year's Wimbledon 
Championships, Rina w'ent dow'n 
fighting to the eighth seed Hana 
Mandlikova 5-/ 3-0. 

Quizzing and the DI always go 
together. "The intellectual exercise 
must surely be an inheritance from 
the institute's highbrow past. There 
is little doubt that the Di, whjc.ii has 
been dubbed the home of quizzing, 
has the best quiz team in the 
country. 

Quizzes are normallv held on the 
law'n and the concrete area sur¬ 
rounding it The latter also serves as 
a basketball (ourt as well as q dance 
floor (into the wee hours ot the 
morning tor those inimitable ‘DI 
shows') 

If dances or quizzes aren't your 
kettle of fish, vnu still have a great 
deal to choose troni. An imioor 
badminton court, three table tennis 
boards; a couple of billiard baizes, 
bridge tables and a well-stocked 
library can all be uked by members 
and their gue.sts. And one can top all 
this up with some reasonably priced 
food from the club's kitc.hen. 

Aquatics is another sport very 
popular at the DI. Over the years the 
club has produced some top class 
swimmers, the most well-known of 
whom is Nafisa Ali—the model- 
cum-actress-cum-photographer- 
cum-waterbaby. 

The 25-metre pool, set against a 
backdrop of coconut trees, can be 
used by members without any 
charge. Guests of members, and 
there aremany during weekends, are 
also allowed uso of the pool with 
charges ranging from Rs 5 to Rs 15. 

The 'Three Hours Endurance* 
held annually, is a unique aquatic 
event. This must surely rank as one 
of the longest swimming races in the 



Though 2t-gun-8alutes are long ended, a warm welcome still awaits members at the entrance 

The swimming pool A saviour in summer 

tuuntiv t ompetitois have to swim 
non stop for three hours Some of 
them end up doing over J5l) lengths 
of the pool equivalent to ovei six 
miles Some achievement for swim 
mers who onlv partii ipate for the 
kick of it Of late childien some 
e\en below the age of 10 havi Seen 
( iiipleting the (oiiise lhatisoniy 
out ot the mam stouts on the 
swimming pool the sav'oui iii 
summer 

A prayer read In the Bishop oi 
Calcutta when tht cornerstoiii of 
the original building wa > I ud iii 
IBliS IS a guiding fotc c to the 
institutes aims and objects which 
III the c lub s eaily stages took sh ijir 
under the presidentship ol tiu Hon 
ouiable Sir Cecil Beadun I init> 
nant Cioveinoi of Beng il 1 lit 
prayer which one is sure sums nji 
what the UI is still all iboiit got s III 
this May all the 1 now ledge h i 
Rimed be used not siltishly oi 
gaiitly but humbU and /t if ! 
tor the welfare ot olbt r inn 11 

dilfereiit laces and vaiion oft q 
tior.s hen meet tom tin r in p 
and goodwill and i hints o' 
undeistand and help t ich ot) • i 

Derek O’Brien 
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QUIZ / Neil O’Brien 
' ] Ruben Chow- 

dhury, Gauhati-7, 
has expressed 
some doubt that 
Adolf Hitler's ear¬ 
lier surname was 
SchiUgruber (22 
May), and so 

I we've cbeoked 
I_I carefully. Adolf 
Hitler’s father, Alois (born 1837), 
was illegitimate and for a tinye bore 
his mother's name Schikigruber. but 
by 1876 he had established his 
claim to the surname Hitler. Adoll 
Hitler (born 1889) never used any 
other name, and the name Schiki¬ 
gruber was only revived by his 
political opponents in Germany and 
Austria in the 1930s. Thank you, 
Ruben, for drawing our attention. 
We do check our correspondents’ 
answers but the odd one slips past. 

What would one eat at a Barme¬ 
cide Feast?’ is the question of 
Prashant Singh, IIT, Kharagpur. 

The answer is; Nothing. The 
phrase is derived from one of the 
stories in the Arabian Niglit.s. A 
prince of the Barmecide family, who 
loved prac;ticai jukes, invited Scha- 
cabat., a poor starving wretch, to 
dinner and set before him, a large 
number of empty dishes. How do 
you like the soup?’ asked the rich 
man. 

'Excellent.’ replied the beggar. 
'And the bread?’ 

‘Never tasted better.’ came the 
polite reply. 

Imaginary wine was later offered, 
on which Schacabac pretended to 
get drunk atid then proceeded to 
knock the Barmecide about. Seeing 
the humour of the situation and how 
the joke had been turned on him, the 
Barmecide forgave Schacabac and 
provided him with a really sump¬ 
tuous feast. And so a ‘Barmecide 
feast' has come to mean illusory, 

r.11th . Question: Who 
composed these 

“It WBs the night In the 
Coliseum 
That’s when I annihi- 

»-. ' leted him. 
I gave him a lot of sand 
The one they called the old man. 
He was old and I was new, 
You could tell by the bombs I 
threw.” Shaliendra Verma. Calcutta- 
26. 
Ans; Muhammad All before his fight 
with Archie Moore. 

irnaginary or disappointing benefits. 
Ashok Malik. Calcutta-17, has 

sent this report: 
"The Blrla Industrial and Tech¬ 

nological Mu.seum (BITM) orga¬ 
nised its annual science quiz to 
coincide with the ‘Eastern India 
Science Camp' held on its premises. 
The quiz was a grand success, 
attracting many entries. It was re¬ 
corded at the BITM television studio 
and shown on closed-circuit TV. La 

Martiniere for Boys were the win¬ 
ners, beating South Suburban High 
School in the final. A. K. Ghosh 
Memorial School finished third. 
The vyinning team comprised 
Saurav Sen, Katabrata Mitra and 
Ashok Malik. Saurav Sen also won 
the individual prize of Rs 100, .scor¬ 
ing over 50 points—a new record, 
brushing aside the old one of Basav 
Sen (34 points) of Don Bosco School 
(Park Circus) set last year.” 

Both Jacqueline Druat, Calcutta- 
13. and Lalit Ghoraria, Gauhati-.'., 
have asked for the origin of the word 
' honey mooJi.' 

The term is supposed to have 
originated from the old Germanic 
custom of drinking diluted honey 
for a period of 30 davs after mar¬ 
riage. It is more likely a jocular 
coinage with possibly a cynical allu¬ 
sion to the affection of the newly- 
vveiis changing like the moon—ex¬ 
citement and then dome.stication. 

Michael Marklew, Calcutta-16, 
tells ns that the first to sign .the 

.American Declaration of Independ¬ 
ence was John Hancock, to which 
we adil a couple of interesting side¬ 
lights. Hancock, as President of the 
Provincial Congress, was the first to 
sign that historic document and his 
name has become a synonym for a 
person's signature. His was an espe¬ 
cially large first signature, "so that 
the King of England could read it 
without spectacles!” 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. Which is the biggest hotel in the world and how 

many moms does it have? (Kenneth 'Young, 
Burnpur). 

2. Which planet is called the Earth's twin? (Zarin 
Ahmed, Calcutta-16). 

3. Whose signature appears on one-rupee notes? 
(H K. Snvastava, Calcutta-26). 

4. Which country leads and which country is last 
in the marchpast at t!',e opening of an Olympiad? 
(Rajeev Bajoria, Calcutla-6). 

> 5, Whv is the magazine Punch so named? (P. N. 
Baskey, Calcutta-25), 

, 6, What is the motto of the Lite insurance Corpora¬ 
tion of India? (Manju Radhakrishnan. Calcutta- 
29). 

• 7. How did (alcutta's Garden Reach get its name? 
(Upayan Banerjee, Calcutta-16). 

8. Is there a Disco Island? (Sujoy Das, Naihati). 
9. Which is the oldest capital city'^’ (Nirmal Roy. 

Calcutta-191. 
10 W'hat is the real name of Mother Teresa? (Sushil 

Srivastava, Kharagpur and Kama) Maitra.'Cal¬ 
cutta-36). 

niqxBlaa Bi|xu;oy sauSy 01 
'b'e OOS‘7 

aouis papqBqui .^isnonuijuoo ‘(buA^') snospuiBQ 6 
'PUB[S] 

iBog pauB'j sauipauios si n puBfuaaig UJajssM 
IP ipjjis siAEQ aq} ui ‘(.oqsia, osiy) ‘sa^ ‘8 

suapjBO 
jBOiUBiog aqj ajisoddo (spiiaq o/a\ uaOMjaq jSau 
aqi JO jJBd jqSiBJjs e) qoBSJ b uo pajBuiis si ij 

/ajBjjaAA jinoA jo areo a^jB) 
I.—(6110 uiBqBAeuiBqBA iaBiuaqs5|B8oA, ‘9, 

•Apiij pun 
qjimj ‘Aejd laddnd aqj jo ojaq aqj ‘qounj jajjv •£ 

•js8{ ‘uotjBu jsoq aqi 
‘.JS.11J sAbmib si ‘sauiBf) aqj jo japunoj sb ‘aoaajD ')^ 

•aouBuij JO Ansmipij aq; jo AjBjajoas ’€ 
snuBA z, 

•suiooj OOZ'E MliM (aaoosoJi^j) bAisso^ ISI^^H 'I 

Answer to JOIN-THE-OOTS; 
One of the ways of joining 
these 25 dots* 
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HARKmS 
_Real Chivalry__ 
l«)imd hfi was standing on A proud disabled who 
crutc.hfis. A leg was mis- did not allow his disnbil- 
sing. ity to cloud his i hivalry. 

No Smoke Without Fire 

Travelling by public 
transport in (Calcutta 

can be a ver\' interesting 
experience as wo meet so 
many kinds of people. 
There may be the young 
man with a heavy growth 
of beard who insists he is 
a voting lad and reiuses to 
vacate the ladies seat. If 
vou try to dislodge him 
his irate mother will say 
that the apple of her eye is 
very vouiig and frail. 

However, it was a very 
pleasant change when on 
an ovort:rowded bus a 
lady Hos offered a seat bv 
siK h a voiifli. Wlien she 
turned to thank him she 

IT happened in a mini¬ 
bus. It W'as office time. A 

commuter boarded the 
bus and saw a number of 
passengers smoking 
cigarettes. Among the 
smokers were elderly and 
middle-aged officegoers 
and a few youngstjers. 
This gentleman—an 
elderly executive—was 
aghast. Earlier, he had 
lived in an area where ho 
was not required to use 
any public vehicle—far 
less a minibu.s. 

A law abiding man, lie 
could not stand this viola¬ 
tion of law. He gently tap¬ 
ped the .shoulder of the 
man sitting by his side 
and pointed to the notice: 
Smoking Prohibited.’ The 

smoker smiled wryly and 
continued to puff. The 
gentleman then looked at 
the other smokers and 
said: “Smoking is prohi¬ 
bited in a public vehicle." 
There was no response. 
He repeated, in a some- 
wbaT' raised voice, what 
he had said earlier. 

This time a young man, 
with a cigarette between 
his lips, replied: “Smok¬ 
ing is not prohibited 

while the vehicle is sta¬ 
tionary." The gentleman 
said, “No, you cannot 
smoke inside a public 
vehicle- moving or sta¬ 
tionary. The law en¬ 
joins. ..” 

“Hang your law!" but¬ 
ted in a grey haired smok¬ 
er "Laws are there for 
everything, but who’s 
going In abide by them?" 

“Laws are there to pro¬ 
vide everyone in the 
country with jobs. Who is 
doing that?” quipped a 
bearded teenager. Said 
another: “Hawkers have 
put up permanent stalls 
on footpaths; isn’t that 
illegal?” 

“The government agen¬ 
cies have damaged roads 
and parks. Ask your gov¬ 
ernment to be law abid¬ 
ing!” said another. 

’The protester felt in¬ 
sulted. Meanwhile, the 
mini started moving: but 
the smokers continued 
smoking. Ironically, even 
the conductor, was smok¬ 
ing a biriJ When he came 
to ask fur the fare, the 
protester asked him not to 
smoke. “Smoking inside ii 
bus is a cognizable off¬ 

ence. Yon can be arrested 
wdthout warrant You can 
be fined and iniled,” he 
.said gravely. 

“The man to arrest ami 
jail me is still in his 
mother's w’omb,” solemn¬ 
ly declared the conductor. 
Some of the smokers 
laughed. "If vou go on 
smoking.” shouted the 
protester, “I’ll see that you 
are arrested.” This time he 
was really infuiiated. 

“A Daniel has come to 
judgment,” commented 
one smoker. “He’s going 
too far", commented 
another, “He alone seems 
to know the law", jeered a 
third. 

“Sambhu” cried a hefty 
fellow, “stop the vehicle 
and allow' the lawyer to 
get down.” “He’s from 
another planet, not fit to 
travel with us," added the 
bearded boy. 

Sambhu, the conductor, 
tugged at the bell. The 
minibus stopped and the 
gentleman was asked to 
get off the bus. And he 
did, but sadly, to the 
accompaniment of deri¬ 
sive laughter and booing 
of the smokers inside. 

Airs Fare SOME w'iseguys have a 
peculiar way of pull¬ 

ing people’s legs. In a dou¬ 
ble decker bus of route 2B, 
a heated argument was 
heard from the stairs of 
the rear door. 

It all started when tbe 
condm.tor asked for the 
fare from a passenger. The 
I'.ommutor, a boy in his 
late teens, told the con¬ 
ductor that he would not 
buy his tu;kp.t. Wlien the 
c.onductor asked for lire 
reason, the boy said that 
he had some problem. f)n 
being asked what the 
problem was, he made it 
f lear that it w'as a very 
serious one and if the con¬ 
ductor came to know ab¬ 
out it, he himself would 
not ask for the ticket. 

All this only enraged 
the conductor vvho ulti¬ 
mately lost his head. He 
got hold of the collar of 
the boy and shouted at the 
top of his voice. “Now, 
tell me, what your prob¬ 
lem is otherw'i.se I’ll hand 
you over to the police ’’ 
He was naturally taken to 
he the u.sual compulsive 
ticketless traveller. 

“The problem," replied 
the boy calmly, “is’ that 1 
already have the ticket.” 
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MOOSE MILLER By Bob Weber 

OOOZ.Y 
GOLF E<aO\FMe»4T 

r MOOSE! 
' You're a 

yRREp/y:^ 

oooz.y 
golf EQUXPMENT 

OOOZY 

iSP^ 

eaiMffli 

NO.mHICS/ 
I'M Too OLO 
To JOlhi AH 

EXERCISE 
CLASS 

I'M GONNA SHUT MV EVES ANp WHEN I OPEN 
THEM— I EXPECT YOU To 6E GOME 

'mSm I'Vx/V'Af 

Snsi 

MOOSE ^ 
IS USTEP 

TWICE IM 
THIS eoOK 
OF WORLP 
RECORPS • 

THE 

LAZIEST 
AND THE 

MESSIEST^ 

( VME’RE also LISTEO IN THERE / THE VltoRLD's . 
most OISSUSTEO people 

111! 







BIRTHDAYS Inner Eye 
NEXT SEVEN DAYS 
FROM JULY 3 TO JULY 9 

lucky for contacts and negotia- your promises'But there are Endeavour to avoid arousing 
tions Take deasions Court chances of promotion and the hostility of your employer 
cases and debts will not bother transfer You will win law suits Don t be erratic in business 
you Spending on repairs and receive good news Take care of your and your 
possible A journey is likely A Purchase of luxury items in the family s health A law suit will 
good week for sportsmen family possible drag on 

RIES 
Mar 21 Apr 20 
The first few days of 
the week will Drove 

LJuly 23 Auy 22 

You Will h%re to 
_ struggle to keep 

AGITTARIUS 
Nov 22 Dec 22 
Happiness through 
a new friendship 

AURUS 
Apr 21 May 2? 

Friends will be luke¬ 
warm in their deal¬ 

ings with you Avoid bad com¬ 
pany and controversies Some 
of your problems may take 
serious shape A happy week 
for women, but not ideal for 
romance Travelling is unlikely 

IRGO 
Aug 23 Sapt 22 

The beginning of the 
week will ke^ you 

busy, with late nights Others 
will help to solve your problem 
Value the suggestions of VIPs 
and elders Your family de 
mands will be met Success in 
sports and betting is yours 

APRICORN 
Dec 23 Jan 20 

Good fortune on all 
fronts IS predicted 

Attend to your business and 
remain watchful ir love and 
domestic matters Drive and 
initiative on your pait will be 
rewarded Possibilities of be¬ 
neficial changes and travel 

EMINI 
May 21June 2i 

Make hay while the 
sun shines A sud¬ 

den loumoy IS likely Through 
discussions you will arrive at 
correct decisions Business 
men should mark time Friends 
will prove helpful and you, in 
turn, will help your near ones 

1BRA 
S«pi 21 Oei 12 
An ideal week for 
businessmen, for 

new contacts and profits No 
family problems but take care 
of youi nealth You will hear 
good news and there is every 
possiblity of an enjoyable 
week and romance 

QUARIUS 
tan 21 Feb 19 

The week calls for 
utmost care and tart 

in your dealings Steady prog¬ 
ress on all fronts Medical ex¬ 
penses are foreseen in the 
famly A lot depends on your 
initiative and timely intuitions 
Avoid being extravagant 

ANGER 
June 22 July 22 

Smooth going if you 
take the nght steps 

Avoid haphazard attempts at 
anything or gambling A week 
of opportunities, particularly for 
romance and businessmen 
Serviceholders may find them¬ 
selves transferred. 

SUGGESTIONS 

CORPIO P||n iSCES 
Oct 23 Nov 1' Fob 20 Mai 20 

A rapid improve- * A lady may cause 
ment in your finan- _ unexpected anxiety 

cial position is predicted A favourable week for financial 
Chances of promotion and negotiations, dealings with 
transfer You will be close to elciers and lawyers Avoid 
your cherished goal and be- being emotional Secret mat 
nefit from the companionship ters will be in the forefront, and 
of the young be prudent 

LUCKY NUMBER AND COLOURS 
SUNDAY MEDITATION JULY J 8 BLUE 

MONDAY domestic AFFAIRS JULY 4 4 GREY 

TUESDAY SHOPPING JULY 5 9 ' GREEN 

WEDNESDAY BUSINESS AFFAIRS JUIY 6 6 LIGHT BLUE 

THURSDAY CORRESPONDENCE lULY 7 1 ORANGE 

imiDAY ROMANTIC AFFAIRS JULY a 2 YELLOW 

SATURDAY " SPORTS JULY 9 3 

July 3 
You will have excellent oppor¬ 
tunities to enhance youi busi¬ 
ness and improve your finan 
cial position duitng this year 
You will bring an important 
matter to‘fruition between the 
months of January and Febru¬ 
ary 1984 A happy successful 
life in forecast 

July 4 
You will benefit unexpectedly 
from a journey or by the coop¬ 
eration of a lelative A happy 
romance or event is probable, 
buf may be followed by a slight 
reversal or separation Your 
steady progiess in business 
will continue 

July 5 
A mixed gull is foreseen A 
sudden change is likely to en¬ 
able you to consolidate your 
activities and establish your 
position on a secure basis 
New friendships relatives and 
p'-ofitable travel will beneht 
you, promotion may be round 
the corner A secret matter 
may turn to your advantage 

July 6 
Yours IS a most auspicious 
anniversary Business expan¬ 
sion and happiness in love and 
domestic affairs is indicated. 
The course c' your life will 
proceed smoothly A quiet 
year of steady progress is pre¬ 
dicted Forge ahead 

July 7 
Your year begins well, in some 
cases with a substantial spe¬ 
culative gain or happy ro¬ 
mance or event Theieafter 
you aie advised to eschew all 
needless risks You will enjoy 
steady lortune and domestic 
happiness probably with a 
happy romance in the family 
July 8 
A busy active year lies ahead 
with a big turnover but no more 
than average profits in most 
cases You will gam through 
secret information or associa¬ 
tion or business Much will 
depend therefore on fhe de¬ 
gree to which your tremendous 
energy can be canalised 

July 9 
Your outlook IS mainly favour¬ 
able this year A fair measure 
of success and good fortune is 
show, including speculative 
enterprise but you are advised 
to keep on good terms with 
your employer and ‘ authority" 
Auspicious expenditures ifi 
family are probable 

M.B. RAMAN 



WONDERLAND 

r JUST-A-MINUTE 

SOLUTIONS 
Across: 1 Football 4 
Acrobat 6 Horn 8 Ship 9 
Butcher 10 Dinosaur 
Down: 1 Feather 2 
Thom 3 Latch 5 Emper¬ 
or 7 Rabbi 8 Socks 

Barter Bank 
If \ ou read an item in this 
pa^a (hut you Wish to re¬ 
spond to please write in 
to Barter Bank, c/u hir 
Thkhaph Colour Maga 
/nil 6 Piafulla Saikui 
Strri t Lal< dlta-700001 
Also if yo'i wish to rntei 
an Item in this roJumn 
pleast wiife in with de 
tails to the address given 
nlioie W< shall inf row 
you o| rp'>pnn&r*s to your 
rnsertions by post 

• Stamps: I would like to 
ex( hange some Indian 
and loieign stamps for 
cassettes of the Beatles, 
Bonoj M or 'VBBA Please 
i oritar t Avijit Bi\ndo-l 
padhyav 

• Stamps: I am willing to 
exchange stamps of Italy, 
Belgium and Spain in lieu 
of Atrwan, Arabian and 
Australian ones Please 
wiite to Pulak Pvne 

Shamlu Dude|a 

JOIN—THE—DOTS: Joining the 9 dots of a square with 
foui sliaight lines is kid stuff but (an you join these 
dots yyiyfi (jnly eight straight lines without a break' 

• Books: Tarn willing to 
ofier books bv Enid Bly- 
ton Nancy Drew and 
some Bengali ones by 
Shibram (Jhakrabuity and 
Lila Majumdar In ex¬ 
change I would like an LP 
of Masoom or an English 
disc ot ABBA 01 Ventures 
1 hose interested may con- 
tact Anasuya Chatterjee 

• • • • s 

• • s • • 

• ••0m 
Answer on page 14 

• Amplifier: I have a 7 
watt amplifier and an 
electronic insect, mos-» 
quito and amphibian re- 
jieller The amplifier is in 
brand new condition I am 
VI illing to exc hange them 
lor a bicycle (in good 
shape) 
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3)QD[]T]o#[rW[bDir 
-by Hal Kaufman- 

CARD^OiN 
TRICKERYI 

Extand a hand, palm 
up. Balanca a playing 
card atop your Index 
fingar. On top of tha 
card, over your finger, 
place a small coin. 

Now, challanga a 
friand to ramova the 
card without touching 
tha coin. Here is how it 
is done: 

Simply flick the card 
with tha index finger 
of your other hand, 
strlxing it squarely 
against tha edge. 

Struck properly, the 
card will fly out, leav¬ 
ing the coin sitting 
atop your fingar. 

GREAT DAY! Only a lepraclMun can play a drum from tha 
InsMa at shown above. Add lines to complete the picture. 

a Green Light! Fill 
blanks: 1. A green traf- 
fic?-signals go. 2. A 
^een-indicates a 
way with plants. 3. A rival 
may be green with-. 
'4. A greening is a kind 
of- 

• Sum FunI Vowels are 
removed from this Spa¬ 
ceSaver math: Sm of sx 
nd thr nd twnty is———. 
How quickly can you 
answer? 

suiu-Aiuein) st A|ue«A) 
pue eoiLi) pue xts )o uins ei(x 

PAINT SETl Simply add the followinp colors neatly to the scene 
above: I—Red. i—Lt. blue. 3—Yellow. 4—Lt. brown. S—Flesh. 
4—Lt. green. 7—Dk. brown, a—Ok. blue, t—Oh. green. 

CAM YOU TRUST YOUR CVEST There are at least six differ- 
ancas In dFawkif details between lap and battem panels. New 
gulcMv can yeu find NlamT Rheck ansemrs with these belew. 

'»uu«HIP >1 •X.IU'»'PSMtw •! jaeiov uiihKn t Sumiui (I 
ntwr MDIVunn Ml SWIOIW't 'JUMV* t| imey -t 'MaoifMi, u PMH I 

SPELLBINDER 
SCORE 10 points for using all the 
letters in the word below to form 
two complete words: 

WATCHERS 

THEN score 3 points each for all 
words of four letters or more 
fet&nd among the letters. 

Try te score at least SO points. 
wttf'ipjiV 



7 DATS M 
A 

T w T p 
4 5 6 7 8 j 

Rajeev Goswami and Meenakshi In 'Painter Babu' 

The information given below 
Is accurate at the time of 
going to press. 

HINDI FILMS 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Andha Kanoon. Elite (SN 
Banetjoe Road, ?41383)—4 
shows , Ba.‘?usree (S P 
Mukheriee Road 4788081, 
Moonlight (T C Dutta Road 
3433391 Bina (Bidhan Sarani 
341522) 

Another superstar of the 
South makes his Hindi film 
debut with this film Rainikant 
IS a young man whose tether 
was murdered and his sister 
raped and killed by three 
gangsters (Pran Prem Chopra 
and Danny) He has grown up 
now but the crime has re¬ 
mained a thorn in his flesh 
and he seeks revenge His 
other sister HemaMalini was 
also an eye witness to the 
scene and seeks revenge but 
only through the law She is in 
fact now a police officer Ra Kikant takes advantage of the 

opholes of the law to do his 
|ob, and bumps into Amitabh 
Bachchan who is another soul 
wronged by these very 
loopholes Both |Oin hands and 
Rajnikants lady love Reena 
Roy also throws in her mite 
t Rama Rao directs and 

shows that the law is an ass 
Angoor: Metro (Chowringhee 
Road 233541), Basusree 
(S P Mukherjee Hoad 
478808) and Bina (Bidhan 
Sarant 341522)-all noon 
shows 

Another remake of 
Shakespeare s A Comedy of 
Errors, this tine by Gulzar It 
works out into contemporary 
slapstick *his story of mis 
taken identities of two long lost 
brothers But it manages to 
retain much of its original 
charm 

Bemlaal. Roxy (Chownnghec 
Place 234138) 12 3 6 9 Bijoli 
(S P Mukheriee Road 
473462) 3,6 9 Chhabighar 
(MG Road 352740) 

, end Darpana (bidhan Sarani 
562040)-230 530 8 30 

A remake of the Bengali film 
Ami, Shey O-Shakha which 
had Uttam Kumar in the lead 
m fact this one is dedicated to 
tne late superstar 

The story of friendship be- 
9A 

tween two young men—Vinod 
Mehra and Amitabh Bach¬ 
chan Mehra is the saccharine- 
layered son of a golden 
hearted judge who adopts the 
waywaid son (Bachchan) of an 
impoverished school teacher 
The two have more than just 
this in common they both be¬ 
come doctors and also fall in 
love with the same girl 
(Raakhee) The rest is the 
usual melodrama of sacrifice 

Amitabh gets Vinod to marry 
Raakhee sends him abroad 
and becomes a partner in his 
nursing home from where he 
mints money from illegal abor¬ 
tions Several coincioences la 
ter Vinod is hauled off for 
muider Amitabh again comes 
to his veocue and takes the 
seven-year rap 

Hrishikesh Mukherjee 
directs with assurance 
Gandhi Orient (Bent nek 
Street 231917) Sree iBidhan 
Sarani 551515) Ujjala(Russa 
Road 478666)—11 2 15 
5 30 8 45 

Fifty SIX years of the Mahat¬ 
ma s life have been conde¬ 
nsed into a three hours film by 
Sir Richard Attenborough 
Self-confessedly it is a oiog- 
raphical film on the filmmaker's 

personal hero But all the 
ideology political turmoil, per¬ 
sonal equations, are there 
What isn t is the character of 
Netaji Among others 

The film opens with the 
assassination of Gandhi by 
Nathuram Godse and then 
goes back to Mohandas poli¬ 
tical awakening in South Afn- 
ca The young confident attor¬ 
ney IS transformed into a lead¬ 
er of his people fighting for 
CIVIC rights in the first non¬ 
violent struggle 

With his homecoming, his 
journey through India is fol¬ 
lowed with affectionate detail 
in some of the outstanding 
shots in the film Other memor 
able shots are of the Jaliianwa- 
la Bagh massacre, the Dandi 
March, the explanation of the 
saatpheras by an elderly Gan- 
dhiji and Kasturba to a foreign 
journalist the scenes bringing 
out the Mahatmas obstinate 
nature as well as his self- 
mocking sense of humour and 
his dilemma during Partition 

The film then comes full 
circle to the scene of assas¬ 
sination A star studded film, 
with a superlative performance 
from Ben Kingsley as Gandhi 

Himmatwala: Hind (Ganesh 

Chandra Avenue 274259)—4 
shows. 

The way to vour rival s 
daughters heart is through 
courage So Jeetendra tnes 
this ploy to win over Amiad 
Khan s daughter, Sridevi This 
film IS plugged as the storm- 
ing-in of Srivedi, but actually it 
IS a comeback film after the 
hnxftffire taiiuie of So/va 
Sawan 
Mahaan- Jyoti (Lenin Sarani, 
241132)-4 shows 

In this film, Amitabh Bach¬ 
chan plays tnple roles—and 
that 1$ the most talked about 
aspect of the film As the 
father, he teams up with 
Waheeda Rehman, ana as the 
two younger Amitabhs, he has 
Zeenat Aman and Pan/een 
Babi for company 

Masoom: Mini Gem (AJC 
Bose Road, 249828)—12, 3, 
6 9 

An adapted version of Ench 
Segal s Man, Woman and 
Child, this film is one of the 
most talked about this year 
Directed by Shekhar Kapur, 
his first attempt has come out 
with flying colours 

NIkaah: Paradise (Bentinck 
Street; 235442)—12, 3, 6, 9 



B R Chopra directs 
with'apioinb 
Painter Babu: Metro (Chowr- 
Inghee Road, 233541)—2 30, 
S 30, 8 30, Priya (Rashbehari 
Avenue, 464440)—11 45, 
2 45 5 45 8 45 

A more or less Manoj Kumar 
him—a little less than more 
than his usual adventures into 
the making of a film Brother 
Rajeev Goswami is the new 
star this time and cast oppo¬ 
site new star Meenakshi and 
Neelima 

A young painter is pas¬ 
sionately loved by three young 
vyomon the first is a childhood 
flame, the second is a working 
class girl and the third a 
classmate but a spoilt daugh¬ 
ter of a godfather The third is 
also the catalyst for all the 
action in the film The first is 
forced into marriage to a sidey 
the second gets abducted and 
beaten up The lest of the film 
doesnt have a story it has 
songs 
Yeh To Kamaal Ho Gaya. 
New Cinema (Lenin Sarani 
270147) Naaz (Lower Chitpur 
Road, 262773) and Liberty 
(Chittaranjan Avenue 
553046)—all 4 shows Jawa- 
har (Keshab Sen Street 
343556)—3 6 9 

Belongino to the new bieod 
of masala films from the South, 
this one comes a little bit like a 
fresh breath ol air Thunks 
largely to Kama! Hassan to 
whom the film is inoirectly de¬ 
dicated and v'tgin beauty 
Poonam Dhillon Along with 
them IS a phoren attraction 
Anna The film is directed by T 
Rama Rao 

A thief comes out of jail and 
finds his good son unjustly 
sent to Borstal by an evil 
lawyer In a vengeful mood, he 
steals one of the lawyer s twins 
and brings him up as a super 
thief 

Kama* thereby gets twc 
roles to do, one as a nimble 
fingered pickpocket and the 
other as a lawyers foreign 
returned son Both, of course 
have their individual lady 
loves 

The rest is Hindi phillum 

FOREIGN FILMS 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Arthur; New Empire 
(Humayun Place 231403)— 
12, 3, 6, 8 30 

One of those brainless 
romantic Hollywood comedies 
Of course, there's plenty of 
technical gloss But formula 
reigns supreme Happily drunk 
playboys pick up hookers who, 
of course, get thrown out of 

Dudley Moore and Liza MinelH in ‘Arthur' 

posh bedrooms b/ stiff upper 
lip valets Next morning sobri 
ety comes but ulong with it 
their tough tycoon fathers 
come down with a heavy hand 
Threats of rutting them off 
from an inheritance of 7bC 
million dollars are flung around 
and they are insisted upon to 
mai'y rich girls they dm t love 
But money being money hero 
(Dudley Mooro) decides to go 
buy soine dresses and meets 
poor girl Liza Minelti The rest 
ha ha is ha ha-ha 
Gandhi. Globe (Lindsay 
Street 231769)—11 30 3 30 
7 30 
Modern Problems (A) Tiger 
(Chowrirghee Road 
235977)-12 3 5 45 8 15 

Called a wish fulfilment 
comedy about a fellow who 
develops telekinetic powers 
and uses them to strike at 
people who drive them crazy ’ 
An ail traffic controller (Chevy 
Chase) has no job satisfaction 
and back home, he discovers 
that h,s girlfriend has deserted 
him And generally he is left 
hanging around feeling lonely 
dejected and jealous about hts 
girlfriend s egghead Prince 
Charming 

In a ridiculous highway acci¬ 
dent where he is drowned 
under nuclear garbage he 
suddenly acquires telekinetic 

ower Thereafter, it is the 
ero, his revenge and the spe¬ 

cial effects man 

Tarzan the Ap« Man: Light¬ 
house (Humayun Place 

2314021- -1? 2 45 5 45 8 30 
The film i*- perhaps tilled 

wrongly it should have been 
called Jana the Whatever 
There s nothing in the fii,Ti ex¬ 
cept the extraord,nary Bo De 
rek -and with nothing on most 
ot the time So who s Tarzan > 
Just for the records Miles 
O Keefe 

BENGALI FILMS 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Agradanee Uttara (Bidhan 
Sdranee 552200) Purabi 
(M G Road 350680) and In 
dira (Indra Roy Road 
471757)- 3 6 8 45 

Diiected by Palash Banerjee 
from Tarashankar Bando- 
padhyay s story the film stars 
Soumitra Chatterjee Sumitra 
Mukherjee Sandhya Roy Anil 
Chattenee Chhaya Devi and 
Prasenjil 

Ananda Ashram Rupbani 
(Bidhan Saram 553413) 
Bharati (S P Mukherjee Road 
474686)- 2 30 5 30 8 30 

A Shakti Samani superhit 
starring the legendary Uttam 
Kumar with Sharmila Tagore 
Moushumi Chatterjee Rakesh 
Roshan Prema Naravan and 
the veteran Ashok Kumar The 
music IS by Shyamaf Mitra 

Utsarga: Radha (Bidhan 
Sarani. 553045)—2 30, 5 30, 
8 30. and Puma (S P Mukher- 
)ee Road)—3 6 9 

Another mindless tearjerker 
from Tollyqunqo But auded to 
It IS the shabby technical per¬ 
formance 

The enfant tornbl'-^ under¬ 
goes a change ot nearl on the 
arrival of a oerlicated teachei 
and bfj daughter in the village 
In due course he bee omes the 
pride of ttie village Romance 
and villainy follow The prodig¬ 
al son goes to Calcutta be¬ 
comes a relebialod doctoi the 
eligible lady is loiced into mar¬ 
riage the heio descend'- on 
the ceremony scene just too 
late and then vows to dedicate 
his life to suffering humanity 

Direr ted by Tapan Saha the 
tiim ha'- in its cast Mohua 
Roychoudhury Santu Mukher¬ 
jee Mnnal Mukherjee and Ra- 
jeshwari Roychowdhury 

TV 

CALCUTTA 

3 July 
3 00 World of sports 
5 30 Feature film in Hindi 
7 25 Saptahiki 
8 45 Focus Current affairs 
9 15 SLVJ launch 
4 July 
6 34 Chiching Phank 
8 45 Chitramala: Film songs 
in various languages 
9 15 Aur Bhi Oham Ham 
Zamane Main (senal) Reoti 
Saran Sharma 
5 July 
6 34 Telescope A program¬ 
me on Children s Magazines of 
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the Ramayana in the Nehru 
museum, 
7.00: Play in Bengali. 
8.45. Maujiram(l) King of 
Jungle: Film. 
8.55: An interview with Vijey 
Merchant 
9.20: ABC of football(lll). Pas¬ 
sing (I). 
6 July 
6.34: Pallikatha: Pallipar- 
ichrama 
7.00: English film serial. 
7.40: Darshaker Darbare. 
8.00: Chitrahar. 
8 45: The Lucy Show (13). 
9.15. In this our land Sports ?oods industry in Punjab. 

July 
6.34: Industrial programme: 
Education for rural workers. 
6.’50 Ghare Baire. 
7.10: Ektu Bhebe Dekhun 
photo feature. 
7.15: Aikataan. A programme 
on national integration. 
7.40: Chitramala: Bengali film 
songs. 
8.45- Places of pilgrimage: 
Kanya Kumari. 
9.05 Light music, Gostho 
Gopal Das. 
9.15: Fate of Forest 
8 July 
6.34: Jana Ajana: A program¬ 
me on Physics. 
6.45: Nazruigeeti by Swapna 
dey 
6.55 Tarunder Janye 
7.40: Sports Roundup 
8.10: Rabindrasangeet Oak- 
shini. 
9.15: Bharatanatyam Chitra 
Visveswarah. 
9 July 
5,19: Folk song: Swapan Ma- 
jumder/Sindhurani Dey. 
5.30. PreyashI: Feature film in 
Bengali 
8.45: Ancient Heriner-ll. 

1^' 

9.15: Balen Filmon Ki; A prog¬ 
ramme on film appreciation. 

SPECIAL EVENTS 

3 July; 6 pm 
Prachin Kala Kendra (Chan¬ 

digarh) organises a classical 
evening with Bela Saha and 
Bijoy Cnakraborty in vocal and 
a Kathak dance recital by 
Shobha Koser. ' 

At Mahajati Sadan (166 C.R. 
Avenue; 346665). 
3 July: 7 pm 

Calcutta Group Theatre pre¬ 
sents Kono Ek Din, a modern 
Russian comedy by Alexei 
Arbuzov in Bengali, under the 
direction of Anal Gimta. 

At Academy of Fine Arts 
(Cathedral Road: 444205). 

S & 6 July: 7 pm 
Murderer by Anthony Shaf¬ 

fer is presented by Masque. 
The cast comprises Rohit Ohri, 
Dipika Roy, Rajeev Dubey and 
Toto Bagchi. The play is 
directed by Deepika Bahri and 
Dipika Roy. 

At Gyan Manch (Pretoria 
Street). 

7 July: 7 pm 
Supergroup' presents an 

evening of unusual rock music. 
The musicians include Dilip 
Balakrishnan, Lew Hilt, Jeff 
Ricks and Damien. 

At Vidya Mandir (Moira 
Street). 

9 July: 6 pm 
A musical evening with Man¬ 

na Dey, Arati Mukherjee and 
Dipankar Chatterjee organised 
by Sanghasree (HoWrah). 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road; 449937). Rohit Ohrl and Toto Bagchi In ‘Murdarar’ 

BOOKS 
Below are the ratings of bestselling books for the week 
ending June 25, '63: 
Fiction 

1. The Little Dnimmar Qirl by John le Carre. 
2. The Prodigal Daughter by Jeffrey Archer. 
3. The Plundwara by Jonathan Black. 
4. The Almighty by Irving Wallace. 
5. Mlatrala Daughter by Judith Krantz. 
6. The Third World War by Gen. ^ John Hackett. 
7. The Dark SWe Of The Dream by John Star. 
8. The Orele by Steve Shagan. 
9. Dreama Of Glory by Thomas Ptoming. 

10. The Heritage by Peter Driscoll. 
Non-fiction 
1. Quinneaa Book Of World Records (1983). 
2. Boumvita Book Of Knowledge (Vol. 1-4F 
3. The Pleaaure/Oellght Of Vegetarian Cooking by 

Tfirtfi Ofildi* 
4. The Ufa Of Mahatma Gandhi by L. Rusher. 
5. The Bible Of Manai^ment by C. Nofthcote Parkinson 

and M.K. Rustomji. 

Santu Mukheriee and Mohua Roychoudhury in ’Utaarga’ 

(This list is based on information given by* 
Oxford Book & Statloneiy (Company, Kwattty Book 
Company (Dharamtalla and New Atipore), Modem Book 
Depot and Genesis-Book Shop.1 
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I Left: His first poems were published 
S' in Desk in 1951 and his first novel in 
S’ the Puja issue of Desh in 1966. He 

joined the Ananda Bazar Group of 
Publirations in 197U and today, Sunil 
Gangopadhyay (49) is the a.ssociate 
editor of the magazine that recognised 
his worth first. Having won the Anan- 
da Award in 1972, Gangopadhyay 
was elected natioiiul poet four years 
ago. Now, the well known man of 
letters has walked away with the 
Bankim Award for his novel, Shei 
Shomoy Among the final i ontenders 
were Jvotinuoy Nandy and Monoj 
Bose. 

Below: An unforgettable combined 
perfoi rnauf e at Kala Mandir the other 
day was that of Girfia Devi and V. G. 
Jog. A superlative recital by the lady 
was bejewelled by some magnificent 
music by the violinist And if music 
lovers had anyone to liiank it was the 
Nail Seva Sangha who organised the 
show 



Above: SarathI Chatterjee (19) has 
already left an impressive imprint in 

the classical music field From a 
music oriented family, he won the 

first prize m a nationwide AIR music 
competition (1981) In mid June he 

won the title of Surmani from the Sur 
Singar Samsad in Bombay 

Right: One of the most popular out 
side’ stars who made it big in Bengali 

films is Tamya. Starting with the 
superhit DeyaNeya in the early 60s 
in a ‘comeback’ late in life she made 

the bilingual Lnlkuthc a runaway sut 
(ess too Quickly tollowed another 

hit Adalat O Ekti Meve She has 
another two lined up Ajov Kar s 

prestigious Madhuban and Palash 
Banerjee s ShiJulipi She was lerenth 

in Calcutta to do another important 
film Bikash Mukherjee s Nidhiibubui 

1 oppci 

< 

Left. Passion for auto¬ 
mobiles runs deep in RIshi 
Kumar’s family His father 
maintains a Rolls Royce, 
his brother has driven 
Formula cars in the UK. 
and between them, the 
three Kumars form the 
backbone of the Calcutta 
Motor Sports Club Rishi 
(24) has now designed 
and built his own cm "be- 
c ause India is 20 years 
behind in car technolo¬ 
gy ” His vehicle is built 
around a reinforced 
Ambassador chassis 
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Prevention is better tium cure 

U 

fim 
deslgiis and manofactufcs 

Fif« Protection Systems 
tailonnade to your needs 

Whether its a plant, port or a multi-storied building, its 
vital to have a Fire-Protection and Detection System to 
prevent loss of life and property. 

Will has the expertise and the engineering skill to 
design, manufacture and instal fire-protection systems 
best suited to your needs. 

Western India 
Industries Limited 
B04, Sahyog, 68 Nshru Place, Naw Dalhi-110019 
Regd. Office : 227/1 Acharya Jagadish Bose Road. Calcutta 700020. 
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Post Mortem 

Tamil Culture 

The arti( Ip An I,mld\p 
m Calc iitta (26 Juiiel dp 
suibiiig the ramil atmoc^- 

hpip with sdicastic and 
ittpr remarks about Jamil 

Nadu IS highly painlul 
espe» idllv Kamala Raiiia- 
natlian s c uiniuents about 
lamil Nadu as a luiiow- 
mindpd and bigutc'd part ot 
the tmmtr\ It shows that 
she hasn t understood ui\ 
thing about her native 
place A gill psppi lalU a 
PG student supposed'to he 
a symbol ot the pride and 
high morale ot Tamd cul 
tuie has tiled to dtmuli'h it 
without an\ idc a ot it This 
shows onl\ hei mini itiin 
mind and its luabiiiti to 
reason 

Bv her otlii i c otnnn nts 
we siiiiph wondii how 
that gill lould live iii a 
tai oft plait* when she 
could not understaiiil her 
own neighboiiihood and 
her own people She is 
advised not to sjioil the 
reputation built hv the ni o 
pie who a^e a're. d\ tin if 
and also bv the p» oph w ho 
contnbuiid to it bv their 
daih thought* and actions 
tiom ciistaal plates 

It IS highlv pitihil if th 
Bharali Tamil Sangam li is 
members like her We 
eainestlv request tin* Bhai 
an Tamil Sa’igam to teach 
her about ov»r I mill r ultuic 
and manners 
H Baskarcin M t>i\ cikuiinii 
and K MunaiuJnn 
Indian School of Mii’ps 
Dhanbad 

We wore so pleased and 
thiilled to see the aitule 
An Enc lave in C.alc iitta 

(2fa june) with a nire to\c*r- 
age on lamiliaiis in south 
Calcutta Your dvnamir 
c cyrrespnndent Sh\ am I ek 
warn has done a laudahh* 
)ob by bringing out a c leai 

irture of the lucrative 
usiness run b\ the Tami 

bans with certain piin 
ciplos 

The article should have 
elaborated that pc ople fiom 
all the four states of the 

southern region have set¬ 
tled down in the locality 
ami the word Madrasi’ 
actually indicates the peo 
pie from the state of Tamil 
Nadu alone Most of the 
people in the northern 
states siinplv descibe the 
people Irom the South as 
Madrasi wliuhevei statu 

they be long to it is abso 
iutelv mcoiieit 
li k 'looftliv 
( (I If 111 to 

1 he artic le on ( ah utta s 
larnihans (26 |iuie) made 
intc It sting ica'iJiig lo 
those who have not social 
lad with Ihi in the tact 
tint the Til ijoiitv of the 
lominiinitv chose to settle 
dove ri in the t itv only to gel 
rid ot sn 1 il nmserv atisiii 
111 llifii hcime stitc nuu 
sc c n I bit suipiisiMg 
Pc ih >ps 1 will sound gia 
tilv in t j the m th t ( lU iit 
Ih i nliki limtling ilombiy 
or d i//ling I)c Ihi has 
otfcHO them their c he i 
islied lilitifv 
/{tipi ( fKik’olioctv 
(ciirulfc 

Not Quite 

III dll util It on the Cal 
cult I t lulct and Tootball 
(lull I 2f) j II lie) Kaiu 
Mukheijn is not quite cui 
I fit when he write* 

Mtliough the ( lub did lit¬ 
tle to piomote the game 
amongst Indians 

Xpiil from helping to 
bring ml the first evc*r Nlt C 
tt tin tu Iiiclid in 192b and 
irpn seiitinc' India toi tin* 
fust time at the Impeiial 
C11C kc*l (. onferenc c w hic h 
resulted in India being 
cu c ordc'd Test status in 
l‘H2 the C alruttd Cricket 
flub plaved a pioneering 
Idle in the formation of the 
( ru ket Xssoc lation ot 
Bengal 

Bengal s topmost cncke- 
teisolthe 1920s and 1910s 
eg kiilick and Canesh 
Bose Sushil Bose Shute 
Banttjee owed not a little 
to the faiihties and en 
' oiiiagement of the f'CC 
and its leading cricketers 
like R B Lagden, A L 
Hosie TC Longfield, M 
Robertson 

T he* present e ol many 
Oxford and ( amliiulge 
blues and amateurs fuim 
Lnglisli county cue ket 
teams in the C ale utta ( nrk. 
et (dub team set a \ c ly high 
standard ol c ric ket w liic h 
was a some e jf inspiiaticei 
and erniildtion by loc ai 
.iickeleis tin many (it 
(ades 

Call utta C 11 kf t I lub 
aKo sponsoic’d the iiinual 
Bengal si hoc Is y*- British 
sc bods male til* win h 
w is the* fust legular fix 
lilies ul reiMc iiililivi 
c nc kc t in t ate utta 

Paiikdi fjiipti the I lost 
outstaniting ciort> idmi 
nisti ito’ liiili 1 has evi r pio 
ducfd used to admit fieeiy 
his debt to R B I agdi n iitid 
othc 1 ( ( C stalw irts for 
what he Icaint ticmi them 
h\ wav of spci'ts ailmims 
tiation 

I 111 leadership ol the 
((( 111 losteinig and im 
proving the game in Bengal 
IS also i*vulenl from the 
jiart it played in the one 
and only vie ton ol TU ngal 
in the Ranp I rnphy final in 
19 I he v\ inning Bengal 
ti>ain w IS led ov loin I ong 
iu‘ld end had fne Inglish 
ciiiktUrs tioni L( ( and 
th* Bdlivguii) (lukcd f lull 

The E den (i udeiis tons 
idered by manv visiting 
teams as one of flu best 
cm ket grounds of the 
world was cieated and 
maintained by ( ( < for 
manv decaclts \iicl the 
cm ket loiilisls betwufn 
rCC and the leading Indian 
c lubs of Calc iitti Sporting 
Union Aryans Klohun 
Bdgan 1 own were thu 
highlights of tfie i nc ket 
sc»ason in t nlc utta in the 
pii World War II days 
Most cnckoters in those 
dav s felt that si oring a c cn 
tuiy at the (ididens ngun«’f 
CCC was the pinnaila of 
one s dc hiev ement 
Sanaf Laiiiii 
Cak utfii 

The photogrufrhs of Chan 
dan/uigcir Churr h in the 19 
June issue of (hloui Maga¬ 
zine were by Susaiita Chat 
terjee and not us mrn 
lioned - Editor 
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GUIDE / School Admissions 

GRUELLING PROCEDURES 
FOR APPLICANTS 
One aspect x)f an education system made harrowing 
by the pressure of numbers 

I thought it was the kerosene line at 
first, but the tins were missing and 

the atmosphere (it was so intense) 
didn’t suggest anything of the sort. 
Manoueverlng, manipulating and 
withstanding the dirty looks thrown 
at me I reached the front of the line, 

“Your form, Rs 2 please.’’ Direct 
and a ^o-procrastination tone. 

.’’Excuse me...” Head lifts—had 
dared to talk. 

1 begin again, albeit a bit nervous, 
“Excuse me. I'd like to meet the 
principal.” 

Head lifts again, wary and on 
guard. "Regarding?” 

“Admissions.” The cat is out of 
the bag. 

"The Principal does not meet any¬ 
one for admission.” 

Eventually 1 get inside and come 
to the decision that I am'going to 
send my child to boarding school 
because standing in queues, making 
detailed explanations about my 
lifestyle, fp^ng birth certificates, 

paying donations and private tution 
fees is. the price one has to pay to 
keep one’s child in a school in the 
same city aS its home. 

The cause for the rush and press¬ 
ure is not only the paucity of 
schools in the city, where out of a 
total child population of 4 lakhs 
belonging to the primary age group, 
'over 1,25,000.children are unable to 
attend . anv schoof 
The total number of private institu¬ 
tions (with which we are concerned) 
exceeds 600 and have to provide for 
the remaining children Out of these 
600 schools, the 24 that we have 
covered are only able to provide 
approximately 3000 seats next year. 

. Then there is the question of the 
‘good school,’ a vague term which' 
covers anytljiing from an allround 
education, to elitism, snobbery, and 
a good catch in the marriage market. 
This is why a school like St Xavier’s 
is flooded with about 1600 applica¬ 
tions every year, even, though it has 

lonly about 140 vacancies. Fr Wav- 
reill, the principal, says he is almost 
tempted to hold a lottery to solve the 
problem of wading through so many 
admissions. 

This quest for the ‘good school’ 
seems to have confined itself to the 
English medium schools which only 
goes to prove that the middle and 
upper classes are still in favour of a 
western education. Most of these 
schools are Anglo-Iniiian or mis¬ 
sionary schools and are protected 
under the Minorities Act of *the 
Constitution. Therefore, these 
schools have a very definite admis¬ 
sion policy of their own, and prefer¬ 
ence is given to members of their 
own community. Most of them fol¬ 
low the syllabus for the Indian 
Council ‘of Secondary Education 
(ICSE ftr ISC) under the Inter-State 
Board for Anglo-Indian Education. 

What most parents (especially 
those who do not benefit from the 
lichodls’ admission policies) are cla¬ 
mouring for is a fair and standar¬ 
dised recruitment policy with equal! 
opportunity for all. Most principals 
seem to feel that the answer lies 
either through a test or an interview. 
Mrs Ayesha Das, a parent involved 
in the issue, objects to the system of 
entrance exams on the grounds that 
it is cruel to expect a child to cram 
any amount of knowledge which in 
actual fact a school should teach the 
child. She* says that most schools 
expect the child to know the 'Three 
Rs’ not only in English but also in 
the vernacular before the child com¬ 
es to school. (And this is one of the 
reasons why the nursery school has 
,become a lucrative business.) Is it 
any wonder, then, that when the 
child begins to crack under the 
pressure and is totally confused in 
the entrance examination? Take the 
case of a boy who was coached at 
home and told that in Hindi a ‘bat’ 
(animal) was called a ‘Chimgadar’. 
in Hindi test when this child got a Iiicture of a cricket bat he promptly 
abelled it ’chimgadar.’ 

Mrs G. Clarence, principal of Wel¬ 
land Gouldsmith School for Girls, 
says that during the interview it is 
quite common for a child to come 
mong with the private tutor and start 
reciting Twinkle Twinkle Little Star 
‘when asked her name. Fr Wavreill 
calls the system a necessary evil 
because to make a choice objectively 
from 1000 pupils is impossible. Sr, 
Lucy, principal of Loreto Bowbazar, 
says she thinks it unfortunate .that 
u,.— ... -:-1 

• tentinued on Page 7 9t Xavtaria: A eenturyK>W ataiwert 



Details At A Glance 
NAME ADDRESS CLASS AGE VACAN¬ 

CIES 
BOARD 

St Xavier’s Primary Dept Infants to Class I- 4settions !1 t lds» It M III 
Collegiate 
School (Boys) 

12 Wood Street 
Secondary 
Dept 30 Park 
Street 

Class X, Class 
XI & XII 

6< years children in 
tcich 

M a d h \ a in 1 k 
( 1 a - s X1!- 
JliglHl Secixi 
dais (\V 
Bengal i 

Don Bosco 
School (Boys). 

23 Darga Road 
Calcutta-17 

Class I to X, 
Class XI and 
XII 

Class 1 
6 ryears 

1M» ( lass X ICSK 
( lass Ml ISC 

La Martiniere 
School for 
Boys. 

11 Loudon 
Street Calcutta- 
V> 

Lower 
Nursery to X, 
Class XI and 
XII 

3+year,i KSl and 1S( 

Calcutta Boys’ 
School. 

72 S N Baiier- 
jee Rd Cal 
cuna-40 

Piepnratoryto 
Class X, Class 
XI and XII 

Not le,ss than 
5 yeais oi 
more than 6 
years on 1 
April 

KKj It SI and 1st 

Calcutta Girls’ 
School. 

l. S2 J.enin Sara 
m. Calcutta-n 

Preparatory to 
(lass X, Class 
XI ahd XllI 

41'years 150 3 sec 
tion> 

ICSh .ind 1st 

Welland 
Gouldsmith 
School for 
Girls. 

288 B B Gangu- 
1> S* Calcutta 
12 

Nursery to 
(lass X, Class 
XI and XII 

3 + years 100 K.SI .ind ISC 

St. Joseph's 
College for 
Boys. 

69 B B Ganguly 
St Calcutta l2 

K G to Class 
X, Class XI 
and XII 

51 years 100 K SI and 1S( 

Loreto Mouse 7 Middleton 
Row, Calcutta- 
"l 

Nuiserv to 
Class X, Class 
XI and XII 

44 yeais 80 IC.SL and Iliph- 
ei Stiondars 
(VV Bengal) 

Loreto Day 
School. 

6.S P H Gangu¬ 
ly St Calcutta 
12 

Nursery to 
Class X, Class 
XI and XII 

41 ycai s 80 M a d h \ <. m 1 k , 
llighei Sn on 
dais (W 
Bengal) 

Loreto Day 
School 

122 Lower 
Citciilai Kd 
Caltutta-14 

Nursciy to 
Class X 

41 years 80 Madhyamik 

Loreto Secon¬ 
dary School. 

169 Lenin Sara- 
ni, (nicuttn 13 

KG to Class 
X 

5 4 years 80 icsr 

St. James 
School for 
Boys. 

165 A J C Bose 
Road, ( alcutta- 
14 

Lower 
Nursery to 
Class X, Class 
XI and XII 

LN 
.3 1 \ e a I s 
Class 1 — 
64 years 

,3S and 40 
resp 

ICsr. <ind ISC 

Pratt Memo 
rial School for 
Girls 

168 A J C Bose 
' Road Calcutta- 

14 

Ixiwer 
Nursery to 
Class X, Class 
XI and XII 

L N —3-4 vents 2 ,sec tions. .50 
in each 
(approx) 

ICSL and 1S( 

Frank 
Anthony Pub¬ 
lic School (co¬ 
ed). 

29 Beniapukur 
Rd 

Nursery to 
Class X, Class 
XI and XII 

Nursery—4 + 
years 

120 U SI and ISt 

Assembly of 
God Church 
School (co-ed). 

18 1 Royd 
,Sireet Calcu'ta- 
16 

Ixiwer 
Nursery to 
Class X, Class 
XI and XII 

34 years Vanes from 
J car to year 

ICSL and ISC 

The Park En¬ 
glish School, 
(co-ed). 

115 Park Street 
Calcutta-16 

Nursery to 
Class X 

44 years 60-65 IC.SL 

Abhinav Bhar- 
atl. (Co-ed) 

Pretoria Street 
Calcutta-16 

Montesson to 
Class V 2 En¬ 
glish sections 
and 3 Hindi 
sections 

Depends on 
admission to 
which class 

,50 to 60 

• Admission procedures on Psge 6 • Table of admission details continues on Page 7. 
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How To Go About It 
• St. Xavier’s School I nquin from 
wrh Jul\ otivv infs at school office for 
admission foims and dc'taiU of the 
tyifahiis for the enlraiu i c xumination 
! onipleled forms iriiisf tear h the offu e 
JiiiiiiK till first four day! of Septern- 
jer 11 all piol)abdil\ the sc hool term 
A ill he c>xt( mild to April 

First priorit\ in admissions is given 
,0 Koinan f alholirs then to the thil 
iren ol tx students and then to the 
niotheis of the piesent pupils 

I here IS also a special Infants class 
•oi Komaii ( atholic s only Ihese rhil 
frc'n foiin one out of the loui see lions 
• Don Boseo Dec aiise oi the c hango 
11 the sc hool s term the admission 
proi cdure is as yet undec idl'd One is 
x*quc‘stc‘d to look at the notice boaid 
foi aii\ inloituition The entrance ex 
imination will probablv be held in 
Dec emliei 
• La Martlnlsre for Boys* All ajiplira 
tions for 1984 are closed 
• Calc utta Hoys Sc hool The forms 
ate available during the first week of 
September along with an instrurtion 
sheet fhe admission test will piob- 
obly be held in Derember 

Fust priontt is given to Anglo- 
hidiun chilclien then to Christian 
children and then to the brothers of 
those already in the school 
• Calcutta Girla’ School: f orms are 
clibtnlnited in August and there is no 
examination instead an inteiview is 
held Priority is given to Christian 
I hildren then to Iransfet cases and 
then to neighbourhood children Chil¬ 
dren who come from an English- 
speaking home have an advantage 
• Watland Gouldsmith (Girls): Reg- 
istialion cards are distributed in Octo- 
bei There is no entrance exam fiom 
Nursery to k C. but for t lass I a test is 
held 

Priority is given to Anglo Indians 
and Christians The boarding section 
IS lestriitcd to Christians there are 
two seals ce'erved in each class lor 
rhildun whose parents have been 
transferred to the city 
• St. Joseph's College fer Boys* En¬ 
quiries should be made at the office in 
mid July 1 he school is run by Christ¬ 
ian Brothers 
• Loreto School. Applications should 
be submitted in writing along with a 
self addrps',ed stamped envelope be¬ 
tween 1 August and 7 September The 
application <hould state the child s 
name and religion the parent s name 
and adclrc'ss and the child s date of 
biith Applications will be acknow¬ 
ledged bv iiost No information will be 
given cner the telephone 

Fust priority is given to Catholics 
next priority to the sistc'rs of those 

already in the school then to the 
c hildren of ex students and then pre¬ 
ference is given tc those who live in 
the neighbourhood Applications 
should be made to other schools to 
avoid disappointment llowevc'r there 
is no entrance examination only an 
mien lew with the child ami its pa 
rents is taken 

• St James (Boys)' In Novembei 
admission forms will be distributed 
tor the lower Niiiscrv and Cliss I 
Fvc'rv child given a form will be 
interviewc'd along with his |»arcnts by 
the principal in Januaiv Applicants 
tor Class 1 who aie surcess<ul tn the 
interview aie expected to sit loi a tost 
in Febiuary 1 irsl priorilv is given to 
Christian and Anglo-Indian children 
and the brothers ol present pupils tor 
admission I hen to brothers of pupils 
in the sister sc hool Pratt Memorial are 
ronsidc'ied Alter that there is open 
competition 
• Pratt Memorial (Girls): Apphe ations 
should be sent in before the puja 
holidays Only 'iO forms are distri¬ 
buted to outsiders because of other 
priorities Top priority is given to 
Anglo-Indians second to the staff's 
children and then to the children of 
ex students 

Children at the age of 6-1-1 years aie 
eligible to join the boarding section 
• Frank Anthony (Co-ad): Enquiries 
should be made at the school s office, 
and an application should be depo 
sited there In the interview know 
ledge of English is no criteria Priority 
IS given to Anglo-Indian children 
whose parents have to produce their 
Anglo-Indian Association mem¬ 
bership cards 
• Aaaembly of God; Written applica 
turns should be sent in by August 
after which enrolment forms will be 
sent to selected pupils The school 
caters mainly to children belonging to 
the AG community and the Anglo- 
Indians who live around the aiea 
• Park Engllah (Co-ad): Since 
brothers and sisters of present stu¬ 
dents get first preference a circular is 
issued to all their parents in Novem¬ 
ber informing them that admissions 
will be taken After this if there are 
anv seats to be filled Anglo-Indians 
and genuine transfer cases aie consi¬ 
dered Only then is admission open to 
all for admission to the nursery, an 
interview is taken and the child is 
asked general awareness questions 
• Apaajay School: Since the school is 
as yet unreiogmred (it hopes to get 
recognition by this year, ancTis prepar¬ 
ing tc smut up Its first batch of Class 
X) the classroom population is mig- 
lant and so there are vacancies m most 

of the (lasses I rom '5 July to Septem¬ 
ber name', hre legisten d mil foinis 
gi\en out A letlei w ill bt si nl iiilorm 
ing the parents whin tin i xam inter- 
vityv IS tn be held lliis is usii illy in 
November ami the s< hool is not 
changing its term from ii'l .ear 

^dmlsslon is opi n to all I le n iti 
not more than 4tl e h.ldii n in i c he 
1 he'll are only about 410 pupils m tin 
sc bool 
• Hindi High (Boys) 1 lu si ho )l e in 
English medium om \p[jl i iiime 
should he sent tliroiii.li tlu jio I mil 
seleite'd pupds will nu i\ i tier ii w 
slips Ihetests indiiitiivi in li hi 
from Septe'inber to Novi nl.t i \iiin 
sions aie niadi on tlu 'iisis ol nuiit 
• Our Lady Queen of the Missions 
(Girls). Applications sheuiltl lu made 
in writing and ai i omjiaiiu d with a 
photostat copv ol the birth mtiliiati 
and dropped in the postbox ru n tin 
sehoul gilc i)n Ji'i |iil\ ji m ills 
should (lieik the notm boinl ti see 
w bethel then childitn s luimi s ([ipi ai 
on the list Those who are ili ibl in 
reque'sted to colie et apiilii alnui loiins 
on 25 August from tlu oHue be tween 
8 JO um and 12 noun \ii interview 
follows 
• South Point (Co-ed): I lom l July 
onwards between 9 am aiui l pm 
registration foims are availahit it Iht 
office Interviews an held in mill 
August The school leiin is not he mg 
changed 
• Neyr Vista: forms will he disiri 
buted tor t lass I and abo\ e in Si jilc ni 
ber and October \dmi.sion i- still 
ipen for the transition e 'ass Sim e 

there are very tew varamu* in fhe 
olhei classes the ehild ‘ appin at ion is 
filed along with the test re nil' W hen 
there IS a vac anev the chi Id ismitihed 
There is no hard and las* policv 
• Mongrace (Co-ed)' In\iiiiions an 
invited in the first wee I oi April 
Parents are then intimati d as to 
whether their ehildie'ii luve tiien 
dccppteid or not There is no e 'am and 
no interview 
• Tiny Tots Nursery and K G I onns 
ate distnbuted betwc'en 11 and 18 
luly Interviews are held m \ugus* 
and the examinations in September 
Priority is given to those childreii who 
can speak and follow English and to 
those with co-operative guardian' 
The test is held for the c hildren in the 
4+ age group Thev are expee li'd to be 
able to read and write tlu Lo ,hsh 
alphabet 
e Abhinev Bharatl (co-ed) fhe pa 
rents should e ollect a waiting list form 
and enrol tha uhild When a seal falls 
vacant the child is invited with its 
mother to sit for a psvchulogu a! test 
Forms wdl be'distnbuted lor the turn¬ 
ing year after the pujas In lanuarv 
forms will bo distributed for (.lass I to 



Details At A Glanee 
NAME ADDRESS CLASS AGE VACANCIES BOARD 

Th« Apeejay 11.S Park Street. Nursery to 3-t- to 4-» 25. Central Board 
School (co-ed). CaIcutta-16. Class X years. 

Hindi High 1&2 Moira Nursery to Nursery—4+ Nursery; Central Board 
School (Boys). Street. Calcutta- Class V years. 100. 40-50 in 

17. . (Junior Sec- the. Senior 
tion); Class VI School, sub- 
to XII. Ject to 

vacancies. 
Our l.ady 34 Syed Amir Nursery to A+years. 90. ICSE 
Queen of the Ali Avenue. Cal- Class X 
Missions. 
(Girls) 

cutta-17. 

South Point 16 Mandeville Nursery to Nursery 1— looO Madhyamik 
School, (co-ed) Gardens. Cal- Class X; Class 3 + years (approx) in 2 Higher Secon- 

cutta-19. XI and XII Nursery II— 
A+years. 

session^. dary. 

‘New V' 1 s t a Loudon Street, Transition to ^ Transition: 20 to 24. 
School - Calcutta. Class V S + years; 

Class V; 
lO+years. 

IVl 0 n K r a c e I Short Street. No homogene- 2—6 years. Varies from 
School. nous clas¬ 

sroom system. 
There are 

year to year. 

mixed groups 
instead. 

Tiny Tots P-15 Durga Montessori to J'/S years to 2V) Years- 
Nurserv and Road. Calcutta- Nursery in AVi years. 20 vacan- 
K.G. School. 17. three stages. cles; 

years—70 
children; 4V> 
years—Vac¬ 
ancies vary 
from year to 
year. 

many (children have to begin their 
lives with a ‘failure,’ which damages 
their self-esteem, simply because 
they cannot get into a certain school, 

Mr John Mason, principal of St. 
James, says that although the inter¬ 
view is not a foolproof system, it is a 
way of checking that the child is 
physically sound, socially adaptable 
and that its parents are aware and 
interested. Many other principals 
affirm this and say that they use 
tests from Class 1 onwards only to 
check whether the child is upto the 
standard of the class. 

Some parents will do almost uiy- 
thing to get their children into 
school. I have personally seen a 
father request the principal of a 
nursery school to change the date on 
his child's birth certificate so that 
the child is eligible for admission to 
a primary school. Mr Mason says 
that it is these children who turn out 
later to be below the class standard 
because they are too young to cope 
and so they become the target for 
private tutions. 

Some schools will take something 
before giving a child admission. 

Mongraot: Adhwtnl to tiM 
MontMtori iMlhod 

This ‘something’ may be in the ff»in 
of gifts, donations and building 
funds, which In one school is callea 
the ‘brick system.’ However, vwry 
few parents will openly decisure 

whMher they have had to pay a 
bribe to get their child into s^ool. 
In some cases they even start 
rumours when their child is refused. 
One father says that he cannot afford 
to pay a donation of Rs 4,000 to 
muol his dau^ter in a school in the 
Bailygun^ area. 

Speaking to a secretaiy at one of 
these schools, it is learned that tk>y 
generally act as the buf^ between 
the authorities and the parents. This 
person says that dealing with mas¬ 
ses of parents can get very tiring. 
Some of them ate ao persistent that 
they get to be irritatii^. Often pa¬ 
rents offer 'gifts’ in the hope that, 
their applications will be ccmsi- 
deted favourably^ 

On the other hand, Mrs Srila 
Banerjee, another parent, says that 
in most school offices parents are 
treated like third class dtizens, Imt 
dare not protest for thmr applica¬ 
tions might not evdn rud) the ]»1q- 
ciptl. 

BlaPntfiak 
nwtosiitaBbBeiii 
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LIMELIGHT / Sunil Gangopadhyay 

HIS FINEST HOUR 
An appreciation by Santosh Kumar Ghosh 

Between us were the 
yawning years; and just 
as if to symbolise them, 
the separating tabl# that 
was probably good old 
teak. Not surprising, 

therefore, that at the joint, predict¬ 
ably hospitable, we for a moment 
just exchanged gazes, each trying to 
measure the other. He, if I was half 
as predatory as in those times when 
on a spree. I, on my part, Whether 
the fresh panache to his cap has 
been put in place with grace. His 
eyes were still and searching, mine, 
curious and peering. 

A wordless duel to start with. Aii 
the time my fidgety fingers kept 
telling the unseen beads in an un¬ 
heard prayer that the session must, 
hot (repeat not) drift into an exercise 
in futility. 

Interviewing celebrities is simply 
not up my alley. I think I am not 
good at it. Never was. At best my 
sole skill is touching up a copy or 
two brought in. Give me any other 
task and butterflies will in no time 
start fluttering in the stomach. 
Would it raise a laughter, tearing the 
placid mask off his Lama-like face if 
I straightaway set the ball rolling, 
reminding him of the awards in my 
bag—that like every dog, I too have 
had my day? Well, that was in the 
dim. distant past. The time? it could 
be a bare few decades after Moses 
led his men across the Sinai! The 
statement has the odour of the Old 
Testament, hasn't it? Pointless too, 
in this year of grace, with the 21st 
Century less than a couple of de¬ 
cades away. I would feel a failure 
and a fool if not a muscle twitched 
on Sunil’s serene visage. 

For, with him, the case is diffe¬ 
rent. “Those times” may be the title 
that won him the laurels but he 
stands firm on the ground now, and 
stalks the stage with great power 
and prowess. A lot of perseverance 
(not to speak of perspiration) went 
into th% penning of what today is 
admittedly his magnum-opus (Shei 

, Shamoy) with historical events as 
the canvas. And along with that a 
generous dose of imagination, of 
course. In this innovative pattern, I 50 along with him the whole way for 

on't I know that fiction is a demanr 
ding mistress? End product: a com¬ 
pact, whole spanning three decades 
(1840-1870) of the past century. 

When did the novel as a genre 
reach its apogee? Well, let the scho¬ 
lars split hairs, trying to fix the date 
the avid reader would find nothing 
wrong in hailing the work as a 



with hit wtte 
masterpiece. For it recalls the days 
that pass for Bengal Renaissance. A 
procession of reforms, revolt.s—so¬ 
cial. religious and cultural—in a 
mere 30 or 40 years. The Sepoy 
Mutiny and the indigo unrest aside. 
Deru/io and his disciples looking 
beyond the Western horizon, 
womens' education alone was a 
mighty stride. Pitted against the 
iconoclasts were the revivalists, 
hell-bent on reinstalling faith on 
pedestals swept clean. Motiists vs 
Dualists, deists, theists. polytheists 
all in a battle array. (Incidentally 
Sunib now fiftyish with chalk-like 
sideburns lending wisdom to a 
chubby face, still claims to be an 
aetheist. albeit ruefully agreeing that 
there might be farces unknown 
beyond comprehension and the hu¬ 
man ken. No mystic by any token, 
his nerves respond to the mysteries 
of the universe). Coming back to the 
setting of the book, it seems to be a 
shambles restructured. That is his 

.great achievement; Between two 
covers, his piecing together of the 
lives of great men and facts of the 
eriod has been masterly. All 
rought into one broad fociis. 

01) whuld have seen none of 
this in print unless Sunil came 

out of his shell. We hardly realised 
when the stiff-necked face-to-face 

encounter graduated to a tete-a-tete. 
Never noted for laqu.icity, he was. 
however, communicative. Enough 
for me. 1 felt a bit relieved th.it 1 wj.i 
not talking to a sphinx 

But speak-easies are speak-ea.siHs 
and Suntl, winner of the literary 
award and latterly the centre oi a 
none too wholesome controversy, 
spoke. There he was, the invariable 
.Sunil, carefree and as ahvay.s casvial- 
ly dressed, his blubbcry hulk quite 
happy on the foam-rubber perch. 
Now blinking, now beaming, now 
wreathed in something clf»se to a 
beatific smile, his face deceptively 
frank and innocent, his eyes a .see- 
all intelligent blue. The perfect pu.- 
ture of a prize boy, if he does not 
mind the appellation in his finest 
hour. 

Some people get a prize and find 
themselves famous. To Sunil, fame 
came first and the award rather late 
in the day. The event has, to twist a 
proverb, brought coal to the mount¬ 
ing pithead of his popularity. 

“The 19th Century has always 
been my fond subject of study and of 
immense interest. I have read a lot 
about it, I might have written some¬ 
thing on this anyway, but the im¬ 
mediate inspiration, would you be¬ 
lieve, was a dream, a day-dream'f 1 
had a vision of Vidyasagar. Yet 

.'vali{)iasanna Sinha was picked up 
as a tainti'dl figuru Thu reason? Well, 
I don't know. Maybe, the appeal of 
iiis liu.irl-Wt.rrning exuberance was 
irresis!il)!e. And lia; n»yriatJ-minded 
jiersonality had a magnetic pull. 
E\c(ilh'iu even as a period piece, 
menling at the same time all the 
conditions tiiat go to make a Iradi- 
licuud here. Other luminaries were 
there. I tried my best to fit their 
private iives to suit the ends of 
licliiii,. vVnter.s believe in exposing 
life; <ilso ai tne .same time, they 
arttully conceal some ftspects of the 
same hie." 

A few sips can work wonders; 
make pulp of hard wood. As Sunil 
was waxing eloquent on the intru¬ 
sion ol reality into the realm of 
imagination, 1 steered the topic 
away from the track. 

“Any sense of fulfilment after you 
felt that the work was over and done 
with?" 

"A writer w'ould sooner be dead if 
he has a feeling of fulfilment, or 
satisfaction. Nowhere, never." His 
words came forth shrill and sharp as 
though from a well of despair. 

That was not the moment to re¬ 
mind him of Gibbon. The classic 
precedent wouldn’t have registered. 
"There may bo a sense of release 
though,” Sunil conceded as if to 



——   'I 

consoJ* me. Or wee he just soliJo* 
quieUigt 

Inunadiatelv I felt that he was far 
Grom ioflatad. The victor was a 
looer. 

'‘Sometimes the wayward pen 
charts its own course, you know; the 
monster defles the master. The epi¬ 
sodes keep weaving an endlMS web 
and the author, helpless, just bows 
to the dictates of the characto's. His 
own creatures, just fancy!" He said 
in a raspy voice as though giving a 
secret away. 

"How does it feel to have baued a 
prize,” my question, an Arupt 
swwve. 

"A windfall, that is all.” Just like 
Sunil and his own brand of sang¬ 
froid. The voice seemed floating 
away with the wind. 

Then a pause. Only then you 
knew there was more to it, and the 
windfall was not all. “Uneasy lies 
the head, etc” has an indisputable 
vintage value. Old is gold. 

Sunil inhaled the smoke of the 
cigarette he had just lighted before 
the other had bmn burnt out. A 
premature death sentence— 
cigarettes stubbed out in a chain. He 
was apparently desperate, trying to 
puff some unsavoury feelings away. 
Now looking impressed in thought, 
now surfacing, alternating uncer¬ 
tainly between gloom and glee, he 
was visibly ill at ease. Something 
must have hit an inner cord of his 
mind. 

That was the entire scenario. If 
you care to read it, here it is: “How 
does it feel, is that what you ask? 
Well, one could use the money, but 
just think of the ever tinkling tele¬ 
phone, the choked mail box. Which 
means all of a sudden from the 
periphery you have been jerked intq 
the centre. A trifle embarr^sing, 
when things are falling apart and the 
centre cannot hold.” 

From the way he blurted out, it 
was hard to find whether hOj was 
speaking or spitting. | 

"This time the award was a cinch, 
wasn’t it?” I chimed in, if only to 
brush his paranoiac view of things 
aside. 

‘The award may be a cinch but 
the ballyhoo that followed wias not.” 
For the first time Sunil’s voic4 came 
clear and incisive. “They say 1 have 
tarred certain hoary images. Either 
they have not read or they have not 
understood a thing. May I tell you 
that Susobhan Sarw, Benoy Ghosh, 
Sarasi Kumar Saraswati, Pratul Gup«- 
ta,, Nishith Ranjan Roy, to name a 
few. were among those who said a < 
to 

lot of good things about the book 
while it was being seriaJieed in 
'Oesh*. I have recently been to the 
States where I met a scholarly 
Qiinese lady. I amjust back from 
the Soviet Union. There the views 
expressed by connoisseurs are poles 
apart hrom those aired around here 
from those aired around hate from 
the pontific partisan heights. 

Bitter yet cneerfd, Sunil by then 
seemed to have regained hU bear¬ 
ings. No question of his being a 
dyed-in-the-wool Marxist writer, he Erofessed. “But do the Marxists here 

now their Marx either?” That was 
his pertinent query. ‘‘They seem to 
be more Christian than Christ him¬ 
self. Prostituting the prize to serve 
the parties’ endfs—Oh Lord!” 

I would rather he was not all that 
harsh. There is no need, although all 
water has not gone down the bridge 
yet. Out-heromng Herods is but a 
time-worn practice and Sunil, as far 
as I know, is no admirer of official 
patronage in the realm of arts, which 
oftener than not results in a mess- 
up. 

If the award system is to stay, it 
might follow the Goncourt pattern, 
in France, it has helped many a bud 
to bloom. Finding new talents was 
what Sunil clearly hinted at. There 
must be a competent screening com¬ 

mittee to boot. 
Interruptions were, okay at the 

session. Butting in, I endeavoured to 
point out the other side of the 
shield. A prize puts its seal of 
recognition on the total works of 
veterans for their life-long creative 
contribution. 

"There, there," he said in a gruffy 
voice, “Is the amount sufficient to 
give the recipient a cushy berth 
where he can rest and relax and at 
the same time get ready for his next 
book? Any holiday resort where a 
creative self could find a home away 
from home? The prize, a measly 
sum, only makes an odious caste- 
distinction in the writers’ ranks.” 

"A damp squib, would you say?” 
“No. Not as far as that. I was only 

thinking aloud. What the powers 
that be could do; the little done and 
the undone vast.” 

"Telfme more of the book.” I said, 
to give the talk a sharp turn. “Your 
hero was the time of course?" 

“Yes, in a sense. My idea was to 
tackle it at two levels. Their kindred 
points as well as why they cannot 
meet.” 

“Ever felt any sort of identifica¬ 
tion with any of your characters?" 

His answer was first a muffled 
cough, a prelude perhaps to an 
amazing revelation. “Yes with one. 



with Chaiidranath, the son of a 
whore.” As I looked ashen and 
stunned, he was not put out. “I am 
proud of him. just imagine a lad 
from the lower depths of society 
daring Debendranath. Remember 
his words? He said the Maharishi 
was preaching the doctrine of one¬ 
ness but did he ever care to convert 
his domestic servants? Or perhaps 
the sanctum sanctorum was only for 
the upper class privileged? The old 
man ipnst have been beaten out of 
his wits.” 

"Shock-therapy?” I quipped. 
“No therapy. I only diagnosed. 

The boy's voice was mine. Through 
him I spoke." 

UNIL was getting even more ex¬ 
pansive as the minutes ticked by. 

and the hours wore on. He has saved 
a sigh for the Bengali short story 
neglected nowaiiays and shunted to 
the sidelines. (Sunil himself was 
once one of the finest exponents of 
this form. That was before he made 
his mark as a novelist.) 
- "Success also brings a sort of 
timidity in ils trail. Has it been so in 
your case?” It my poser was blunt, 
equally so was the reply. 

It was a firm negative. To calcu¬ 
late in advance whether his next 
Ixjok will be a hit has never been his 
game. No fu/Aa or forward trading in 
the arts. He does not trim his sails. 

he claimed, to suit the course of the 
wind. He is a different, derring-do 
kind of sailor. 

More was coming off his chest. 
His reading tastes and habits. Sunil 
is not chooky there. Quite often he 
borrows his son's book while the 
days spent with Dorian Gray .still 
remain a cherished memory. Of the 
yesteryears he spoke nostalgically. 
Adolescence puts a creative mind 
on a solid base. What one was has 
always a bearing on what one is. 

I was tempted to ask about his 
hobbies. The answer was "kite¬ 
flying once and now playing cards." 
Sadness shrouded his voice when 
he spoke of the struggle for thread¬ 
bare existence. These days he is as at 
home with his family as when with 
a bevy of friends. The noisy nights 
of merry revelry. 

Yes, he knows the houses of ill- 
fame loo. They are changing, and 
changing fast. Some girls there are 
quite accomplished and chaste at 
least in their taste. A largely social 
and potentially cultural revolution 
is on. Unsung, unreported. A girl 
once pointed out the flaws in his 
writing. The concept of the charac¬ 
ter was all wrong, she told the 
creator, her guest of the evening. 

Once one such a girl, of her free 
will, stepped into a police station to 
testify for Sunil, then in the soup. 

The Sunil of those days, mind you, 
when he was often out on perilous 
nocturnal adventures. Nothing un¬ 
ethical there. Those were the days 
when girl friends were a rara-avis, 
and male quest coinpulsi vely sought 
nests in red light'zones. 

1 sipped in silence his words as 
well as what was bubbling in the 
tumbler, liking his candour a great 
deal. Time was when he often toyed 
with the idea of committing suicide. 
Indeed, attempted it twice. For no 
reason whatsoever. Not that he was 
jilted, no cherchez la femme. 
Suicide for suicide's sake. An inex¬ 
plicable urge to die. 

Sunil took a long breath to recite 
lines from jivanananda Das (Aartha 
noy kirti noy.hipanna bismayn). 
The clue lies in the last phrase, you 
must have a sense t)f peril, mingled 
with wonder. 

His most rapturous moments? 
Well there too, a surprise, His first 
encounter with D.K. (Dilip Gupta) 
and the towering stature of Satyajit 
Ray. Both have left an indelible 
impress. 
<< Why did you take to writing?” My 

crucial question when the session 
was about to fold. 

“The school-final over and with 
nothing better to do, 1 fell in love. A 
slip of a girl, she wa.s the driving 
force. A poem appeared in 'Dosh'. 
She is no more around- but the 
poems are still the very breath of my 
being. Writing, writing, writing—a 
relea.se, also a load." 

As Sunil was shedding his. there 
was load-shedding in the pub. Look¬ 
ing out, we could see the evening 
grey and rainy. 

The last shots; If told to choose 
one of the two. which will be your 
choice? Poetry or prose? 

Pat came thie reply. “Why, poetry 
of course." 

"Between poetry, women and 
wine?" 

“Poetry again." 
"Suppose you were told only to 

travel?" 
"I won’t mind. For if I have a 

chance to loaf around, winning the 
rest will pose no problem." I am not 
sure. Staring into his eyes, I thought 
I could see all. Amateurish suicide 
attempts notwithstanding, Sunil is 
in love with life. Meanwhile lights 
were back again. His glistening eyes 
told what the lips could not. One 
whose interests even today are tem¬ 
poral and not spiritual, would want 
to live as long as love was alive. 

Photographs: Al<^e Mitra 
<1 
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Soumitra Chatterfea, Nupur Ohattar)aa and Arunava Adhlkary in ‘Agradanaa’ 

Tha Information glvan balow 
la accurate at tha time of 
going to praaa. 

HINDI FILMS 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Andhaa Kaanoon (A): Elite 
(S.N. Banerjee Road: 
241383)--11, 2, 5.16. 8.30. 

Another superstar of the 
south makes his Hindi film 
‘debut with this film. Rainikant 
is a young man whose father 
was murdered and his sister 
raped and killed by three 
gangsters (Pran, Prem Chopra 
and Danny). He has grown up 
now. but the crime has re¬ 
mained a thorn in his flesh and 
he seeks revenge. His other 
sister. Hema Malini. was also 
an eyewitness to the scene 
and seeks revenge, but oniy 
through the law. She is. in fact, 
now a police officer. Rajnikant 
takes advantage of the 
loopholes of the law to do his' 
job, and bumps into Amitabh 
Bachchan who is another soul 
wronged by these very 
loopholes. Both pin hands and 
Rainikant's lady love. Reena 
Roy also thiows in her rriite 

T. Rama Rao directs and 
shows that the law is an ass 
Angoor; Metro (Chownnghee 
Road, 233541)—11.45 

Another remake of 
Shakespeare s A comedy of 
Errors, this time by Gulzar, It 
works out into contemporary 
Slapstick, this story of mis¬ 
taken identities of two long-lost 
brothers But it manages to 
retain much of its original 
charm. 
Avtaar: Mapsuc iR A Kidwai 
Road; 242266). Basusree 
(S.P. Mukheriee Road' 
478808), Moonlight (T C Dul- 
ta Road. 343339) Bina 
(Bidhan Sarani. 34152c). Pur- 
nasree (Raja Ra| Krishna 
Street 5540l3)—all 4 shows 

This film, directed by Mohan 
Kumar and set to tunes by 
Laxmikant Pyarelal. staring 
Rajesh Khanna and Shabana 
Azmi. 
Bemisal: Roxy (Chowringhee 
Place; 234138)—12, 3, 6. 9: 
Bijoli (S.P. Mukherjee Road; 
473462} and Darpana (Bidhan 
Sarani; 552040)—2.30, 5.30, 
8 30 

A remake of the Bengali film. 
Ami, Shey-O-Shakha. which 
had Uttam Kumar m the "ad; 
♦n fact, this one is dedicated to 
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the late superstar. 
The story of friendship be-i 

tween two young men—Vinod 
Mehra and Amitabh Bach-, 
chan. Mehra is the saccharine- 
layered son of a golden 
hearted judge who adopts the 
wayward son (Bachchan) of an 
impoverished school teacher. 
The two have more than just 
this in common; they both be¬ 
come doctors and also fall in 
love with the same girl 
(Raakhee). The rest is the 
usual melodrama of sacrifice^. 

Amitabh gets Vinod to marry 
Raakhee, sends him abroad 
and becomes a partner in his 
nursing home from where he’ 
mints money from illegal abor¬ 
tions. Several coincidences la-' 
ter, Vinod is hauled off tori 
murder, Amitabh again comes, 
to his rescue and takes the 
seven-year rap. 

Hrishikesh Mukherjee 
directs with assurance. 
Hlmmatwala: Hind (Ganesh 
Chandra Avenue; 274259)—4 
shows. 

Tho way to your rival’s 
daughter's heart is through 
courage. Sc Jeetendra tries 
this ploy to win over Arnjad 
Khan’s, daughter Sridevi. This 
filnr: IS plug^ as the storm¬ 

ing-in of Sridev; but actually ft 
is a comeback film after the 
box office failure of 5o/va 
Sewan. 
JaanI Dost: Opera (Lenin 
Sarani), Crown (R.A. Kidwai 
Road; 244822), Naaz (Lower 
Chitpur Road; 262773)—4 
shows, Ganesh (Upper Chit¬ 
pur Road; 332250), Rupbani 
(Bidhan Sarani; 553413), 
Bharati (S.P. Mukherjee Road; 
474686)—3 shows. 

Tho film directed by 
Raghavendra Rao stars Dhar- 
mendra, Jeetendra, Sridevi 
and Parveen Babi. The music 
is by Bappi Lahiri. 

Mahaan: Jyoti (Lenin Sarani; 
241132)—4 shows. 

in this film, Amitabh Bach¬ 
chan plays triple roles—and 
that Is the most talked about 
aspect of the film. As the 
father, he teams up with. 
Waheeda Rehman, arid as the 
two younger Amitabfw, he has 
Zeenat Amah and Panreen 
Babi tor . company. 
Nlkkah: Paradise (Bentlnck 
Street; 235442)—12, 3. 6, 9. 

B.R. Chopra directs with 
aplomb. 
Painter Babu: Metro (Chowr- 
inghoe Road: 233641)—2.30, 

5.30, 8.30; Priya (Rashbehari 
Avenue; 464440)—11.45, 
2.45, 5.45, 8.45. 

A more or less Manpj Kumar 
film—a little less than more 
than his usual adventur^ into 
the making of a film. Brother 
Rajeev '^Goswaml is the new 
star this time, and cast oppo¬ 
site new star Meenakshi and 
Neelima. 

A young painter is pas¬ 
sionately loved by three young 
women: the first is a childhood 
flame, the second is a working 
class girl and the third, a 
classmate, but a spoitt dainh- 
ler of a godfather. The third is 
also the catalyst for all the 
Action in the riim. The first is 
forced into marriage to a sidey, 
the second gets abducted and 
beaten up. 'The rest of the film 
doesn't have a story: it has 
songs. 

Souten: New Qnema (Lenin 
Sarani; 270147); Grace (M.Q. 
Road; 341544j; Mltra (^an 
Sarani; 551133), Kalika (Sada- 
handa Road; 478141)—4 
shows. 

The film, dedicated to 
women and housewives, is 
directed- by Saawan Kumar 
from his .own story and has. 



been set to tunes by Usha 
Khanna 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Agradenee. Uttara (Btdhan 
Saranee 552200; Purabi 
(M G Road 350680) and In- 
dira (Indra Roy Road 
471757)- 3 6 8 45 

The film is based on 
Tarashankar Bandopadhyay s 
story and is a severe indict 
ment of oastoism The pro 
tagonist an ill terate biahmin 
qoes throuoh a gradual de¬ 
gradation and ends up eating 
half cooknd ofterings made to 
tho dear) during sradh 
Observations ate made on the 
machinations o( the rich and 
powerful to attain their own 
selfish ends 

Poor direction however 
mars the turn Palash Banerjee 
tails to make anything worth 
while nut of this film studded 
as It IS with Soumitia Chatter 
lee Sendhya Roy Sumitra 
Mukherjee Anil chatterjee 
and Praseniit 
Jin) Ram Tinl Krishna Akee 
Oehe Ramakrishna Radha 
(Bidhan Sarani 553045)- 
2 30 5 30 8 30 Puma (S P 
Mukherjee Road t/4567) —3 
b 9 

A film on the Avatar 
directed by Niranian I'ev the 
cast inoludes Manju Ctiakia 
borty Satya Banerj'e Taiun 
Kum ir Bankim Ghosh Anan 
da Miikherjee Anndam late 
Padma Oevi indulekha Oevi 

the director himself and others 
The music has been com¬ 
posed by Amal Dasgupta 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Battle Beyond The Stare- 
New Empire (Humayun Place 
231403)—12 3 6 8 30 

After the runaway success 
of Star H/ars there have been 
several imitations in the trail 
blazed This one is yet another 
space adventure with a touch 
of science fiction naive sim 
plistic and tiresome 

A peace loving planet Akira 
IS threatened with conquest by 
a celestial scamp who has the 
ultimate weapon of destruction 
called the Stellar Converter 
Doom stares Akira in its face 
An emissary shuttles around to 
gather a bunch of effective 
mercenaries Some romantic 
interest is thrown in tor Diver¬ 
sion 

Starring Richard Thomas 
Robert Vaughn George Pep- 
pard and John Saxon 
Bom Free- Minerva (Chowr 
inghee Place 241052)—12 3 
6 8 30 

Virginia McKenna and Bill 
Travers star in this ever popu¬ 
lar film 
Gandhi Globe (Lindsay 
Street 231769)—12 4 7 45 

Fifty SIX years of the Mahat¬ 
ma s life nave been conde¬ 
nsed into a three hours film by 
Sir Richard Attenborough 
Self-confessedly, it is a biog- 
raohtcal him on me fUmmaker a 

personal hero But all the 
ideology, politicat turmoil, per¬ 
sona! equations, are there 
What isn t is the cfiaracter of 
Netaji Among others 

The film opens with the 
assassination of Gandhi by 
Nathuram Godse and then 
goes back to Mohandas poli¬ 
tical awakening in South Afn- 
ca The young confident attor¬ 
ney IS transformed into a lead¬ 
er of hts people, fighting for 
CIVIC nghts in the first non¬ 
violent struggle 

With his homecoming, his 
loumey through India « fol 
lowed with affectionate detail 
In some of the outstanding 
shots in the film Other memor¬ 
able shots are of the Jalhanwa- 
la Bagh massacre, the Oandi 
March, the explanation of the 
saat pheras by an elderly Qan- 
dhi|i and Kasturba to a foreign 
journalist, the scenes bringing 
out the Mahatmas obstinate 
nature as well as his setf- 
mocking sense of humour, and 
his dilemma dunng Partition 

The film then comes full 
circle to the scene of assas¬ 
sination A star studded film 
with a superlative performance 
from Ben Kingsley as Gandhi 

Our Spy In Los Angelea (A): 
Society (Corporation Place, 
241002)—12 noon 

The Body (A). Lighthouse 
(Humayun Place 231402)— 
12 3 6, 8 30 

This IS a British 
documentary which tells the 
facts about the human body 
which you and I do not know' 
But It tells them rather badly 

The central idea is that the 

A scene from 'Battle Beyond The Stars’ 

human body is nothing to be 
ashamed of in fact it is some¬ 
thing to be proud of Various 
scenes and settings are used, 
helped by Vanessa Red¬ 
grave s commentary to estab¬ 
lish that fau 

On the lines of those sex 
education films, this one is 
likely to draw in the crowds— 
more for vicarious pleasure 
than for any education 
Rough Cut (A). Tiger (Chowr- 
inghee Road 235977)—12,3, 
5 45 8 15 

The film stars Burt 
Reynolds Lesley-Anne Down 
and David Niven 

CALCUTTA 

17 July 
3 00 World of sports 
5 30 Feature film in Hindi 
7 25 Saptahiki 
8 45 Focus Current affairs 
5 15 Sham-E-Ghazal 
IS July 
6 34 Chiching Phank 
7 00 Biinan Prasange Scien¬ 
ce of Locomotion 
7 55 Sahitya Sanskriti 
8 45 ChKramala: Film songs 
in vanous languanes 
9 15 Aur Bni Gham Haiti 
Zamana Mam (serial Part-7) 
Peoti Saran Sharma 
IS July 
6 34 Harekarakamba Tabla 
Lahara Khayal, Bharat 
Natyam 
7 00 Play in Bengali 
8 00 Health hints 
6 45 Film Division 
documentary 
900 Bk Mulaqaat An rnter- 
viei* with Gen Sam 
Manekshaw 
9 20 ABC of Football (6) 
20 July 
6 34 Paltikatha Rural life in 
Bengali culture 
7 00 English film senal 
7 40 Darshaker Oarbare 
8 00 Chitrahar. 
8 45 The Lucy Show (IS) 
915 In this our land Bicycle 
9.36 Folk music Marathi 

21 July 
6 34 Industrial progiamme A 
programme on unorganised 
worker 
715 Music 
7 40 Chitramala: Bengali 
Film Songs 
6 45 Places of Pilgnmages 
Haji All 
9 05 Light Music Telegu 
9 14 Ekakar ftimonSmht^ 
by Qu/zar tntroduoad by Jag- 
mohan 
22 July 
519 Quiz in Bengali 
5 45 Malancha 
6 20 Feature fOm in Engliah. 
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9 1!> Naiiofidl fjroijtanme of 
music and dunce 
23 July 
5 19 Folk Duncti ot North Pen 
q^l Dinesh Hoy und party 
h 30 R«t«r Rajanigandha 
Bengali feature fi'm Cast 
Uttam Kumar Aparna ben 
Paffon Sanyal Dilip Mukherjee 
and others 
8 l0 Sports found up 
8 45 Yamini Kriahnamurty: 
Film. 
9 J5 6afen f Ilmon Ki A prog- 
r^tnaie on Film Appreciation 

SPECIAL EVENTS 
-mini w 

Si» ... 

17 July 10 am 
in aid uf Thakurpukur 

Swada^ Bpse Hospital Swap* 
iHi'Vfmi presents 160 dancers 
c4 Uday Shankar India Cultura 
Contn In a dance drama 
TapwAn Direction Amala 

lipimndra Sadan (Cathed- 
ralRMd 449937) 
17 JMy; 6.30 pm 

BoHurupee presents its 
lataat ptoduction Oharmadhar* 
mat wntton by Shyamal Sen- 
guptli mind directed by Amar 
Ganguly The main partici* 

are Kumar Boy Amar 
Kaliprasad Ghosh, 
Ghosh. lai»ada 

MuHbtriee, Soumitra Basu, 
Nfintta Maumdar and Avarat 

Academy of Fine Arts 
(Cathedral Road 444205) 
17 July: «4i0 pm 
In^ Cultural Troupe pre- 

sanlfTagore s dance drama 
Shy^ma. with Sadhan Guha 
Pony “ tly (auba and Aditya Mitra m 
danca^^ghya Sen and Ban- 
d)^ oinha in songs and 
NUMrmeKhar Basu, sudipta 
Roy irwMKlhuchhanda Bhat- 

tacharya in narration An 
added attraction of the evening 
would be the staging of 
another Tagores dance dra¬ 
ma, Kalmrigaya, by 60 child 
artistes 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road, 449937). 

17 & 18 July 6.30 pm 
Anamika Kala Sangam and 

Regent King present Anjan 
Sheher (based on the play 
Prisoner Of The Second Ave¬ 
nue), a play in Hindi by Hum 
Productions, Bombay 

T he story centres round one 

Albert Pinto who hails from 
Goa and is tired of the city of 
Bombay He is about to lose 
his job but tries to hide the fact 
from his wife When the inevii 
able happens his wife finds a 
secretanal job But Albert be 
comes a nervous wreck His 
eldest brother and sister are 
willing to provide medical ex 
penses but not any loan to 
leave Bombay and set up a 
small business in Goa His 
wife loses her job following a 
recession and there is a fear 
that she might not be able to 
withstand the strain By this 
stage however Albert is ready 
to face life again 

The cast includes Shaft In- 
amdar Neena Gupta Ratique 
Mukaddam and Rati 

At Kala Mandir 
(Shakespeare Sarani 
449086) 
18 July 6 30 pm 

An evening or Tagore songs 
by Subinoy Poy and Ritu 
Guha 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed 
ral Road 449937) 
19 July 6 30 pm 

Anamika Kala Sangam 
Capstan Filter Kings and Bad 
al Chowdhury present an 
evening with Pandit Ravi 
Shankai with Shanta Prasad 
on tabla 

At Kala Mandir 
(Shakespeare Seram 
449086) 
20,21 and 22 July. 7.30 pm 

Naseeruddin Shah Akash 
Khorana and Ratna Shah 
Pathak from part of the cast in 
Don Juan tn Hell written by 
Bernard Shaw The play is 
directed by Satyadev Dubey 
and presented by Seagull 
Empire and the British Counci' 

At Gyan Manch 

M 
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BOOKS 

Below are the ratings of bestselling booKs for the week 
ending July 9 1983 
Fiction 

1 The Little Drummer Girl by John Le Carre 
2 The Dark Side Of The Dream by Jon Starr 
3 TTie Almighty by Irving Wallace 
4 The Mlatrala Daughter by Judith Krantz 
5 Outrm by Henry Danker 
6 The Pfunderera by Jonathan Black 
7 The Circia by Steve Shagan 
8 The Angela weep by Wilbur Smith 
9 Black Heart by Eric van Lust-badei 

10 Exocat by Jack Higgins 
Non-ftctlon. 

1 Gulnneaa Book Of World Records (1983). 
2 BournvMa Book Of Knowledge. 
3 Benson A Hadgae— Cricket Year. 
4 The LHa Of Mwiatma Gandhi by L Fischer 
5 The Record Breaking Sunil Gavaskar hy CD 

Clark 
This list IS compiled on the basis of information supplied by 
Oxford Book & Stationary Co, Kwality Book Co (New 
Allpore and Oharsmtalla), Mrxiem Book Oejsot and Gene¬ 
sis Book Shop 



THEATRE 

BENGALI 

17 July: 3 and 6.30 pm 
21, 23 July: 6.30 pm 
Aghatan: Rangana ('153/2A. 
Acharya Pralulla Chandra 
Road; 556846]. 

Written by Biru Mukherjee, 
the play has been directed by 
Gyanesh Mukherjee, and the 
star attraction is the versatile 
actor Anup Kumar. 
NahatMt: Tapan Theatre (37A 
& 37B Sadananda Road: 
425471). 

TRAVEL 

PLAN^ 

Calcutta—Bangkek—Hong 
Kong—Tokyo: Calcutta de¬ 
parture, AI316 (2‘) at 2205 
hours; Calcutta arrival AI307 

at 0200. 
Calcutta-Bangkokt Calcutta 
departures, T(3312 (1, 3. 6) at 
1345; Calcutta arrivals, TQ311 
(1, 3, 6) at 0900. 
Calcutta—Karachi—Copen¬ 
hagen: Calcutta departure 
Sl«76 f4, 7) at 0800, Calcutta 
arrival SK975 (4, 7) at 0630. 
Calcutta—London—New 

York: Calcutta departure, 
AI103 (2) at 0030. 
Caleutta-London: Calcutta 
departure, BA144 (2, 5) at 
2145, Calcutta arrival BA145 
(1, 4) at 1350, 
Calcutta-Kathmandu: Calcut¬ 
ta departure TG 311 (1, 3. 6): 
0945; Calcutta arrival TQ 312 
M, 3, 6): 1300. 
Calcutta-Deihl: Departures, 
1C 402 (daily) at 1735 hours. 
1C 263 (daily) at 0630; Calcutta 
arrivals, 1C 401 (daily) at 1040. 
|IC 264 (daily) at 2205. 
iCaIc.utia-Bpmbay; Depar¬ 
tures, IC 176 (dairy) at 0640. 
IC 273 (dally) at 1950; Calcutta 
arrivals, IC 175 (daily) at 0850, 

IC 274 (daily* at 1850. 
Calcutta-Madras: Depar¬ 
tures. IC 265 (daily) at 1435, 
Calcutta arrivals, IC 266 (daily) 
at 1935. 
Celcutta-Gauhatl: Depar¬ 
tures. IC 223 (daily) at 1140, 
IC 230 (daily) at 1425, 
Calcutta-Ranchl-Patna- 
Lucknow-Dolhl: Departure, 
IC 410 (daily) at 0550; Calcutta 
arrival. IC 409 (daily) at 1045. 
Calcutta-Kathmandu: Depar¬ 
tures, IC 247 (1, 3, 4. 5, 7) at 
1330; Calcutta arrivals, IC 248 
(1, 3, 4. 5, 7) at 1250. 
Calcutta-Oacea; Departure, 
IC 223 (daily) at 1440; Calcutta 
arrival. IC 224 (daily) at 1640. 

TRAINS 

Departure EASTERN RAILWAY, 
Up Time (HOWRAH) MAIL 

1 
5 
3 

81 

103 

19- 20 Delhi Kalka Mall 
20- 00 Amritsar Mall 
20- 40 Bombay Mall via Alla¬ 

habad 
EXPRESS 

9-45 Alr-Cond, Express Tri- 
Vilkiy via Gaya 
Dep.—Tues. & Wed. up to 
New Delhi 
Dep.—Satuiday up to 
Amritsar 
Arri —Tuesday, Wednes¬ 
day & Saturday 

9-45 Alr-Cond. Express Bi- 
Wkly via Patna 
DejX—Thursday up to New 

'■—Sunday up to Amritsar 
Arri.—Monday & Friday 

101 16-55 Rajdhani Alr-Cond. Exp. 
4 days a week 
Dep—Mon., Thurs., Fri & 
Sunday 
Am.—Wed., Tues, Sat, & 
Sunday 

173 5-45 HImagIri <Jammu-Tawl) 
Exp fn-Wkly 
Dep.—Wednesday, Satur¬ 
day & Sunday 
Arn.—Monday, Tuesday & 
Friday 

67 10-55 Bombay Janata Express 
Tri-Wkly 
Dep.—Monday. Wednes¬ 
day & Friday 
Am.—Tuesday, Thursday 
& Sunday 

61 23-00 Dahradun Janata Ex¬ 
cess Wkly 
Dep.—Sunday Arri.— 
Sunday 

21- 35 Boon Express via Grand 
Chord 

10-10 Toofan Express via Main 
Line 

14-20 Amritaar Express 
21-00 Dflhl Express via Mam 

Line 
21- 10 Delhi Janeta Expreee via 

Main Line 
22- 00 Gorakhpur Expreee 

9 

7 

49 
11 

39 

19 

Arrival 
Time Dn 

8-15 2 
7-55 6 

■12-35 4 

17-10 82 

17-10 104 

11-05 102 

23-35 174 

Departure 
Up Time 
21 
57 

16-25 
6-10 

Mlthlla Express 
Kanchenjunga Express 
Tri-wkly 
Dep.—Tuesday, Thursday 
& Saturday 
Arn.—Wednesday, Friday 
& Sunday 

Arrival 
Time Dn 
6-45 

19-30 
22 
58 

59 18-55 New Bongaigaon (Kam- 
rup Express 

6-30 60 

165 12-30 New Bongaigaon Janata 
Express 

13-35 166 

307 6-10 Black Diamond Expreas 21-20 308 
309 17-15 Coalfield Express 10-25 310 

305 16-20 Asansol Express 8-45 
SOUTHEASTERN RAILWAY. HOWRAH 

'MAIL 

306 

3 20-00 Madras Mall 6-10 4 
2 20-15 Bombay Malt via Nagpur 7-20 1 

EXPRESS 
60 14-15 Gitan)all(Bombay) Exp 5 13-40 59 

days a week 
Dep.—Mond., Tues., Wed., 
Fri, & Sat. 
Arn, — Mond , Tues., 
Thurs., Fri & Sat. 

134 21-10 Ahmedabad Express 4 4-00 133 
days a week 
Dep.—Tues., Thurs., Fri. & 
Sunday 
Arri.—tues.. Wed., Fri, & 
Sunday 

30 12-40 Bombay Express via 
Nagpur 
Coromandel (Madras) Ex¬ 
press 
Madras Janata Express 

14-30 29 

21-15 68 141 15-45 11-00 142 

37 23-10 4-10 38 
13 17-30 Tata Steel Express 10-18 14 
11 6-20 Ispat Express 21-50 12 

■ 5 22-10 Jharsuguda Express 5-00 6 

8-15 62 15 21-25 Ranchi Hatia Express 6-40 16 
7 20-50 Purl Express 5-30 8 
9 18-45 Puri (Jagannath) Express 8-25 10 

6-55 10 

45 10-50 East Coast (Hyderabad) 
Expreas 

16-45 46 

SEALDAH (MAIL. EXPRESS & PASS.) 
18-15 8 

43 19-15 Darjeeling Mail 8-45 44 
15-45 50 , 53 21-00 Qaur Expreas 

Jammu Yawl Express 
5-00 54 

6-05 12 51 11-45 15-40 52 
13 20-20 Upper India Expreaa 11-55 14 

5-20 40 
303 18-20 

via SBG Loop 
BhagtrathI (Lalgda) Ex- 10-20 304 

10-50 20 praae 
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RAINBOW / Wimbledon 

"tt :N and the MARTINA MOLOTOV 



the Uniied States ahd leh handers had a smashtng time at 
Wimbiedon in early July. Martina Navratilova won the 
women’s singles for the fourth time in six years, beating 
fellow American Andrea Jaeger to piiip (6-0,6-3). McEnroe 
likewise made mincemeat out of Cnns Lewis (New Zealand), 
winning 6-2,6-2,6-2 to take the championship for the 
second time in his career. Photographs: AP 

I MeEmoe: power aii^ precision 



MARKliraS 
_Pen Friends_ 

A LOf respondent 
writes. 

The first girl I came 
across in the little post 
office was fair, buxom, 
with plucked eyebrows. 
She looked glamorous 
enough to do a song sequ> 
ence around a tree in a 
popular Hindi movie 

We berume quite 
friendly bhe always had a 
friendly smile and lent me 
her pen on many occa¬ 
sions 

One day I half pkingly 
suggested to her that the 
Bombay film world would 
possibly be more up her 
street. She looked rather 
bashfully at me and said 
she preferred to took for 
her loving husband and 
sell postage stamps 

When 1 visited the post 
office again she had 
gone tiansferred to 
another btanch The next 
one who had taken her 
place was dark with gazel¬ 
le eyes, thick eyebrows, 
unglamorous but pretty 
enough to act in a Satyajit 
Ray film In fact, she was 
always discussing Man- 
ikda with her coltegues 

One day, as usual, 1 had 
forgotten my pen and 
asked her if she would be 
kind enough to lend me 
hers for a little while Her 
dark eyes twinkled and all 
she said was, “Shyamalee 
told me about you... 
Please don't hesitate to 
ask.” 

When I reached my flat 
I was deeply touched by 
this silent bond of 
friendship the lack of a 
pen had cemented be¬ 
tween two strangers. 
There is a brighter side to 
personal drawbacks, too. 
18 

Room for ImproToment 
This correspondei^t, 

who travels by mini¬ 
buses regularly, came 
across a rather startling 
revelation while travell¬ 
ing the other day. It was 
peak hour and the mini¬ 
bus was still quite empty 
with plenty of standing 
space. To the utter sur¬ 
prise of the passengers the 
mini started to skip stops 
and choose its stops at 
random. The driver and 
the conductor’s mate 
would have some hush- 
hush deliberations as 
soon as the stops 
appeared Then the mate 
would have a pod look at 
the crowd and gesticulate 
to the driver to either slow 
down or to speed away. 

The passengers started 
speculating. Did the bus 
intend to complete the 
current trip in order to 
accommodate another 
quick trip? In the rush 

hour this seemed highly 
improbable. Or did the 
bus suffer from some 
mechanical defect? The 
criterion for its random 
selection was hard to 
grasp. 

Or was it at all random? 
While all the passengers 
had blank loou on their 
faces, a quickwitted soul 
came up with a startling 
answer which on re¬ 

trospection turned out to 
be perfectly true. Ex¬ 
plained he with a dead¬ 
pan expression: "Arre 
moshai, why don't you 
understand their latest 
trick? They don’t pick up 
fat persons nowadays. In 
fact, they’d prefer two 
slim ones to a fat one. 
More space, more tickets, 
mdre profits . as simple as 
that ” 

An executive of a pub¬ 
lic sector undertaking 

had come on an inspec¬ 
tion visit. This was his 
first visits to Calcutta. A 
Mahara.shtrian from Bom¬ 
bay, he had heard about 
Bengali cuisine and being 
a non-vegetarian, he was 
eapr to savour Bengali 
delicacies, especially fish. 

When he was invited to 
dinner by the local chief, a 
Bengali, he was naturally 
delighted. 

There was an elaborate 
dinner. Tbe menu con¬ 
sisted of mixed fried rice, 
chiken curry, fish fry, alu 
dum, raita and icecream. 
It was a good dinner, nice¬ 
ly cooked. But the guest 
was not satisfied. 

Ditmer over, while the 
guest and the host were 
having a smoke, the visi¬ 
tor asked the host which 
of the items were ’Benga¬ 
li.’ The host was a little 
surprised. He said, why, 
everything was Bengali I 
He had always enter¬ 
tained his pests with 
such fare, all cooked at 
home. The Maharashtrian 
thereupon said: “Well, if 
you don't mind, the 
mixed fried rice was 

Chinese, the chicken cur¬ 
ry was Moghlai, tire fish 
fry Continental, the alu 
dum Punjabi, the raita 
Gujarati and the icecream 
nondescript. I didn’t find 
anything typically Ben¬ 
gali.” 

The host considered 
this for a while, then said 
prpfoundly, “See, Bengali 
food is too ‘personal.’Be¬ 
cause we are concerned 
about the palate of tlie 
guest, we do not inflict 
our typical food on them. 
Rather, we offer them an 
assorted fare.” 

The guest smiled, being 
convinced that there was 
no such thing as 'Bengali 
food’ and that whatever 
he had heard and read 
about the art of Bengali 
cooking was perhaps a fig¬ 
ment of imagination of 
Bengalis. 



BIRTHDAYS Inner Eye 
NEXT SEVEN DAYS 

FROM JULY 17 TO JULY 23 

RIES 
Mar 21-Apr 20 

Beware of disagree¬ 
ments and over- 

impulsiveness. Children and 
intellectuals may prove helpful. 
A general state of contentment 
will prevail despite some finan¬ 
cial irregularities. A cheerful 
surrounding and an awakened 
ambition will prove effective 
antidotes. 

EO 
July 23—Aug 22 

A steady week is 
foreseen. Your out¬ 

look will be excellent. Your 
business will make good head¬ 
way provided you avoid con¬ 
frontation with your superior. 
Promotion through clever hun¬ 
ches possible. A jovial perso¬ 
nality will help you in the mak¬ 
ing of a successful career. 

AGITTARIUS 
Nov 22—Dec 22 

Your business will 
prosper exceedingly 

and promotion Is more or less 
certain. A new friendship will 
encourage you in all your 
attempts. Be guided by your 
own intuitions. Travel and ex¬ 
pand your business to the 
utmost of your ability. A sue- 
cesshil week is predicted. 

happy. Your financial position 
is likely to improve through 
adoption of ultra modern 
ideas. Do not spend all your 
gains on pleasure. Make the 
most of favourable vibes' in all 
spheres. 

EMINI 
May 23-Jun9 21 

Be guided by your 
own intuitions. 

Chances of promotion likely. 
Your business and financial 
interests will expand rapidly 
due to a couple of lucky hun¬ 
ches. A splendid opportunity 
wil come your way and should 
be seized. Change of place for 
service holders possible. 

^ IBRA 
■ . Sept 23—Oct 22 

Your ruling planet is 
- not propitious. 

Therefore, mark time and 
practise caution and restraint 
in your activities. Some good 
fortune is predicted. Do not 
make any important change in 
your private or business life. 
Friends and relatives will be 
helpful. 

AURUS mr IRGO 
1 Apr, 21-May 22 W Au0 23—SepI 22 

An eventful week is w A domestic dis- 
predicted. Children agreement may dis- 

any dispute whicn may lead to 
costly litigation. Do not antago¬ 
nise your employer and pay 
attention to the minute details 
of your profession. A fair mea¬ 
sure of success will be 
achieved. 

APRiCORN 
Dec 23—Jan 20 

Your regular life will 
proceed smoothly 

You may benefit through insur¬ 
ance or secret matters. Apart 
from a threat of some decep¬ 
tion (probably in a love affair), 
your outlook is quite favour¬ 
able in your dealings with 
property and elders. Rise in 
financial status likely. 

QUARIUS 
Jan 21—Fab 20 

A happy domestic 
relationship will pre¬ 

vail. A romance may bring joy 
and you will gain through a 
secret matter. A new friend Is 
destined to be of much help. 
Pay attention to business and 
accept the advice of elders. 
Chances of winning a lotterv. 
Your health will remain good. 

ANGER 
. June 22—July 22 

A sudden break in 
your employment or 

business likely. Should this be, 
a change for the better would 
result. A domestic joy for the 
rest of the week predicted. 
Your prospect on a secre* 
friendship is reasonably good. 
You will gain through property 
or insurance. 

CORPIO 
Oct 23~-Nov 21 

Delajis and obsta¬ 
cles in domestic and 

business affairs likely. Take 
nothing for granted especially 
where property and elders are 
concerned. Conserve your re¬ 
sources and recent gains. A 
week of adverse outlook in 
business and financial mat¬ 
ters. 

ISCES 
Feb 21-Mar 20 

You will be affected 
by some secret 

associations. Your outlook im¬ 
proves after a difficult start in 
which attempts will be made to 
deceive you. An elderly person 
will help you. Possibility of 
promotion tw the weekend. 
Your life will proceed on an 
even note. 

SUGGESTIONS LUCKY NUMBER AND COLOURS 
SUNDAY SFORTS JULY 17 3 RED 
MONDAY - BUSINESS AFFAffiS JULY 18 6 BLUE 
TUESDAY SHOPPINQ JULY 19 5 ORANGE 
WEDNESDAY CORRESPONDENCE JULY 20 7 WHITE 

THURSDAY BUSINESS AFFAIRS JULY 21 4 GREY 
FRIDAY MEDIATION JULY 22 9 GREEN 
SATURDAY TRAVEt. JULY 23 2 SHVeB GREV 

July 17 
A mixed grill will be your por¬ 
tion, albeit ''seme success 
eventuates Beware of decep¬ 
tion and choose friends care¬ 
fully Make no erratic changes 
before December. Courtship 
and marriage should be defer¬ 
red. Financial success and 
advancement are foreseen. 

July 18 
Your year passes on an even 
note. Elders and young associ¬ 
ates will contribute to your 
happiness. Chances of an un¬ 
expected good fortune, em¬ 
ployers and elders being espe¬ 
cially well-disposed. Push your 
affairs to the utmost. 

July 19 
A year of good health and 
prosperity of your spouses, 
partners and close associates 
will be the marked feature. 
Chances of an ever-growing 
restlessness and desire for 
change on your part and, 
broadly speaking, this unset¬ 
tling influence will be of sup¬ 
reme importance.- 

July 20 
You will erijoy good iortune 
and domestic happiness dur¬ 
ing the year, probably includ¬ 
ing a happy romance or event 
in the family. A substantial 
speculative gain in 1984 is 
likely. A passionate love affair 
threatens to cause much sor¬ 
row. Otherwise a happy year. 

July 21 
Your prospects are much bet¬ 
ter especially in regard to love 
and domestic affairs. A benefi¬ 
cial change of job or residence 
is not unlikely. Do not let 
domestic or love affairs inter¬ 
fere with your business, or else 
you will be affected very much 
in 1984. 

July 22 
Your prospect is excellent. 
Your business and financial 
interests will expand rapidly. 
Check a tendency to extrava¬ 
gance. Your business makes 
good progress. Use tact with 
your employer and old per¬ 
sons. 
July 23 
Your anniversay is one of the 
best in the calendar. Your out¬ 
look improves attar a difficult 
start in which attempts will be 
made to deceive you. Your 
.status will be raised among 
relatives. A secret matter will 
come to fruition. 

M.B. RAMAN 



WONDERLAND 
' IsOLUriONS- 

Actm*: 4 DIamettr 6 
Lightship 7 Ambutaincs 
11 Crucible 
jDown: 1 Fang 2 Feet 3 
Mesh 4 Dollar 5 Sphere 
6 Bam 9 Lock 10 Nibs. 

.Barter Bank 
11/ you read an item in this 

, Ipage'that you wish to re- 
ispond to.^please write in 
to Barter Bank, c/o The 

Telegraph Colour Maga¬ 
zine, 6, Prafulla Sarkar' 
Street, CaJcutta-700001. 
Also, if you wish to enter 
on item in this column, 
please write in with de¬ 
tails to the address given 
above. We shall in/rom 
you of responses to your 
insertions by post. 

•Sareee: I have some im¬ 
ported sarees which are 
four to five years old. I 
would like to exchange 
them for some old Indian, 
ones. Anybody interested 
may write to Sipra Sahay. 

; eRacord Playar: 1 have a 
Fiesta record player and 

I 30 new EP records (film, 
folk and modem). I am 
willing to offer them for 

I an old spool tape recorder 
in wuikiug order. Please 
write to S. Ravi. 

aShoaa: I have a pair of 
almost new skating shoes, 
a huge collection of colour 
blow-ups of present day 
cricketers of the world 
a^d picture postcards. I 
want to exchange all these 
for modem En^ish novels 
and Life magazines. Those 
interested may contact' 
Aloke tSainaddar. 

' • Plcbiret; Wanted any 
pictures and cuttings of 
princess Didna for which I 
am offering stamps of the 
UK, US and Germany. 
,^ntact Shamita Tripathy. 



DoDOLDtirWODDffOg 
- by Hal Kaufman- 

• STRANGE WOROI 
Than is an Engllah 
word of mora than 
two lattars of which 
”ia”lsthamiddia,la 
tha bsginnino, and 
ia tha and. aimough. 
thsrs ia but ons *a” 
and ona "i* in Ka 
sntirsiy. . «« 
d PM pu* ButuuSiq «s w ||-itppiui 
Pin d d) .PMid. d iMOM MU 

MYSTERY 
STORY 

It ail hap^nsd in a 
brightly tightad, ala- 
gantlv appointad 
room. Dozsns of ayaa 
wars on tham aa tha 
If .vKj-'-' iji' iJK » '' 
But than, a man with 
tha fira of victory in hia 
ayaa dalibaratsiy 
raiaad tha stick ha car- 
riad and cant tha pala 
ona spinning. 

Tha othar nalthar 
acrsamad nor falntad. 
Thars was no sign of 
haartbraak, rsaant- 
mant; not avan a mur¬ 
mur was haard from 
tha crowd, bacauaa—7 
dMQ piddd'o*! (0 AlOl* MA ltn( t,|| 

ON THE ROCKS! What can you draw to complete the picture 
ahovef To find out, add linet from 1 to 2, 3, etc. 

a ALL THUMBS I Using your thumbs and no other 
fingers, unbutton a button of your shirt. Then, if 
you succeed, try to rebutton it simllariy. 

a Sum Fun I There are five consecutive numbers 
that add up to exactly 50. What are they? Answer in 
one minute, without peeking below. 

'•MMI PIW UPI^ 'mT'PUIU 'Mha 

m 
FLOWER SHOW! Apply the following colors neatly to the scene 
above; 1—Red. 2—Lt. blue. 3—Yellow. 4—Lt. brown. 5—Flesh 
tones, a—Lt. green. 7—Ok. brown 8—Ok. green 9—Pink. 

SPELLBINDER 
SCORE 10 points for using ali the 
letters In the word below to form 
two complete words: 

REMANOEO 

CAN YOU TRUST YOUR lYEIf Tliare are at least six differ- 
aacat tai draertaa dalalb Sahaaea tap sad bottom panels. How 
cafckly can yaa fM themt Clwck answers with those below. 

*1 liee'« tuPMlilPdiPoe 
’»d Jtq ipwax t PPMW d pMv P.iiPna'{ tuMiiip ii mmAMN ‘I ppmcamiiq 

THEN score 2 points each for all 
words of four letters or more 
found among the letters. 

Try to score at least SO points, 
MMHu *1*0 tutiSpuPPiOKWo 



QUIZ / Neil O’Brien 
TWfCalcutta's Batigal 

XlllJtb threw open 
its doors to the 
children of rnBin- 
bers for its first 
ever quiz competi¬ 
tion. With interest 
in World Cup 
cricket building 
up, the six three- 

member teams took their names 
from the captains in the Prudential 
(ilup. rho yound question master, 
Harry Q'Brien, handled the quiz 
wjth iamiliar aplomb, putting the 
voungsters at their ease. At the end 
of a relaxing and entertaining even¬ 
ing. Kapil’s Three finished first, 
ahead ol Clive's Three. 

Barry’s cnmmoin, “I sincerely 
hope the World Cup has the same 
order ot finishing,” turned out to be 
prophetic. 

Sunanda Das, Galrutta-14. wants 
information on the signature tune of 
All India Radio. 

“The tune is a melody of eight 
seconds duration, repeated with in¬ 
tervals ol 10 .seconds in between. 
The instrumenls u^^c^ are the violin, 
viola, cello and tanpura. It was 
composud by John Foulds and has 
been in use now for a long time. 

This tune is al.so used to fill 
unfoieseen intervals between prog¬ 
ramme Items. If heard during a 
transmission, it gennrally implies a 
mechanical or other breakdown.” 
(Information courte.sy AIR). 

‘Who was the first Indian to win 
the Victoria Cross?' is the question 

received from Gaufam Karar, Cal¬ 
cutta-36. 

Hospital Apprentice Andrew 
Fitzgibbon of the Indian Medical 
Establishment won the Victoria 
Cross at Taku Forts, China, on 20 
August, 1860. Fitzgibbon, an Anglo- 
Indian born at Peteragurh (sic) dis¬ 
played great coolness and courage 
in attending to the wounded under 
heavy fire and w'as himself wfound- 

11th Question: Why 
were cowboys of the 
old West wary of stran- gers with long hair? 

luchtr Godura Viveks- 
nand Road, Durgapur- 
4. 
Ana: Because horse- 

thieves In those days. If not hanged, 
had their ears cut as punishment They 
grew their hair long to hide their cut 
ears. So, naturally, anyone with long 
hair was suspected of being a horse- 
thief. 

ed in doing so. Ho was only 1.5 years 
and throe months old when he won 
his cross, thus making him the 
youngest VC on record. 

On 31 October. 1914, at Hollebeke 
(Belgium] Sepoy Khudad Khan of 
the 129th Duke ot Connaught’s Own 
Baluchis won the Victoria Cross and 
became the first Indian soldier of the 
Indian Army to do so. Though a 
sepoy in a Baluchi regiment, Khu¬ 
dad khan was actually a Pathan. 

His regiment sustained the full 
force of a German assault when 
Khudad Khan was working one ol 
two machine guns One gun was out 

of action and all the men killed, bi 
Khudad Khan himself wounded, n 
mained firing his gun. Left for deai 
by the enemy, he managed to craw 
away to rejoin his unit. A niontl 
later. King George V. while on hi 
first visit to the battlefront, pre 
sented Sepoy Khudad Khan witi 
the Victoria Cross while he wa 
recovering from his wounds in . 
field hospital. 

Ruby Ganguly, Calcutta-19 woub 
like to know about the Oberaramer 
gau Passion Play. 

Oberammergau is the name of 
beautiful alpine village in Bavari 
(Germany) whi(.h is worldfamou 
for its pas.sion jilay The play i 
staged every tenth year and dozen 
of villagers take part. Christ, Hi 
Disciples, the Holv Women ,ind a! 
the other familiar characters ar 
played by the villagers theinselvei 
who rehearse tneir great productioi 
very thoroughly and show it magni 
ficently. Linked with the touri.s 
industry, it has now become bi 
business. Seats are booked far ii 
advance from abroad in the fin 
largo theatre which has been buil 
solely to house this production 

About 350 years ago, plague wa 
rife in Bavaria with tragic loss c 
life, but the village of Oberammei 
gau was spared. In thankfulness t 
God, an act of worship was prop 
osed. The villagers decided to enar 
the Passion of Chri.st as nearly a 
possible to the actual crutifixio' 
and consequently the performanc 
takes several hours to complete 

QUESTIONS 

1. What is the name of the National Basketball 
Trophy? (A.K. Singh, Cak.utta-1) 

2. Why does ‘X-mas’ stand for ‘Chri.stmas’? (Safdar 
Hussain, Calcutta-14) 

3. What is a positron? (Radhikanath Maliick, Cal- 
cuttn-70) 

4. If an ouch is not an expression of pain, what is 
it? [Abhik MazumJar, Calcutta-29) 

5. Dr Kildare is a comic strip hero, but w'here is the 
city of Kildare? (Abdur Rakib, Howrah-3) 

6. Who invented the motor cycle? (Bishnujee 
Singh, Calcutta-28) 

7. What is the longest English palindrome ? (Chan- 
chal Chakraborty. (Dalcutta-Slj 

8. What is the highest adult male voice in Western 
music? (Anup Datta; Calcutta-64) 

9. What is the origin of the word ‘woman’? (Kanan 
Capoor, Calcutta-27) 

10. Whose real name Is 'Tenzin Gyatso? (Amarendra 
Kumar, Sindri) 

ANSWERS 
•BUieq iBiBQ luesBJci aqx 01 

■qsnSua PIO 
01 jei{rj8d uoiiBuiJoi 8—uBm-i-(uBuiOM) 6 

•Oi’lV 'B 
•japtAipan 'Z, 

•jajuilBQ qeillioo '9 
(ajig) puBiBjj JO ojiqnda^j aqi s* 

■qooojq p8|{8Ma[ V 'k* 
's.uojpaja U6 sb lunouiB auiBs 

aqj JO ‘oAiiisod ^noq; ‘aSjsqo e pus aajjoafa 
tie JO sseui aqi qjiM ajoiimd Xiejuauisia uy ‘G 

.•SBtujstjqa, Joj uoiibiA 
-ajqqB ub si pjoM aqi aouan ’()S)iq3) soisjjq^ 
113843 aqi JO fq3 sib]}|Ui aqi joj spuuis x ’2. 

■(aatnoM) XqdoJi qeliej 
-BSBg aqi puB (uayq) dno lapouiajAj ppox aqx t 

Solution to JOT'A’SLOT 



mcL 
Right: As a token of appreciation for 
his dedicated work, Avinash Chakra* 

varty was awarded a certificate of 
honour by the Rotary Club. The 
award was given to the recently 
retired programme executive of 

Doordarshan Kendra, Calcutta. He 
was with this centre since its incep¬ 
tion. Beginning his career with All 

India Radio in 1948. Chakravarty 
received a cash award in 1969 for 
his outstanding work in AIR and 
also a letter of commendation for 

services rendered to AIR during the 
Bangladesh liberation war in 1971. 

Below: A bank employee by profes¬ 
sion, Dr Sankar MoJumdar is. what 
he calls himself, “a practising pain¬ 
ter.” He has just received an invita¬ 
tion for the 31st International Con¬ 
ference for Human Sciences to be 
held in Tokyo at the end of August. 
Majumdar, an MA in English Litera¬ 
ture and Language, has done his 
doctorate on the role of reality in art 
(painting) with special reference to 
Rabindranath Tagore, the painter. 
Since 1968, he has had many exhibi¬ 
tions. including those abroad. 
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Comics 
X TELL PDf? WE'RE 6OIN0 
10 BE IN R:7f? SOMB REALLY 
10U6H SLEPPIN®/ '*l>— 

i» ■ 

ARCHIE 

SNOWFALL THIS V^TELL ME ABOUT IT, N 
YEAR HAS BEEN W/ ARCHIE/ THIS FLAKY 

L BELOW NORMAL/ 7 WEATHER HASN'T 
n--^f^CX?UCEQ ONE FUKE5 

NOTHING IS CCMING 
OUT/ PIP YOU GET 
ANY INSTRUCTIONS 
WITH THIS THING SV 

1 ^IF' 
r [CAN'T ITH 
i ) FINP [pLi 
'A ANVrAn 

IFM3UASKME 
THE RENTAL 
PLACB SNOWED 
n Yd'' 

rpipiw 

LISTEN UP, EVERYBODY/GRAB XT HEY 
Y3UR SKIS AND GET OYER ID MY/ VERONICA 
PLACE/1 JUST RENTED A J^AU tflWlTf 
SNOW-MAKING MACHINE/y ^ 

It.. ' . *' 'I 

Wi 

MAYBE THE WSTRUCTIONT THIS HOSE IS ALL 
BOOKLET IS IN THE 7 TWISTEP//VWVBE IF 

^^^HOUSE/—<ll STRAIGHTEN IT OUT 

\m^' 

I;f: 

BOY'’I'VE HEARD OF 
SNOW ON A TV sex 
BUT 7MV IS RlDiCULOUS' 

t. 

PWOK' ITtL BE GOOD TO 
GET HOME AND RELAX/ 
f I'VE REAUY BBBH SNOWED 
UNDER WITH WORK AT^ 

HE OFFICE 

0. 



JULIET JONES 



MOOSE MILLER By Bob Weber 

A4005E 3asr eoRRO^P 
AK< DRILL. 

ME'S FIK4ALLV TMINlKtKlG 
, AiBOUT SQMETMII^Q > 
V ^SlOeS FOOD 

^ Molly/ 
I'M GOIKG 
DOWKTOWNi 
TO PICK Lip 

MV shoes . 

' ARE 
THEY 
READY 
Yet, 

ToKY? 

cruhch.'cruhch! 
SLURP/ GULP.' 

ITlS MOOSE 
Ti4B AlOOCKER 

CHESTER.' PLEASE POK^T 
HIT MOOSE WITH THAT 
BASEBALL BAT 

L€C* 

■ ■■ ^ 

lf> 

///. 

KOf IT'S MOOSE 
OALLOPlHS HOME 

WITH A PITIZA 

'Cl 



DR. klLDARE 
tie ffAUMSiy eUAUPEI^ HOME OP THE 
A\y!5T8WOUS feOSA PEPOffE PEBCMBP HI6H 
OV0S. THE MEPITERRANEAM IN THE SOUTH OP 
FBANCE . I- 
—-' 1 WANT 
PR.JAAieSHiLPARE 
mfOUSHl HEPE, AUffRF/^ 

By Ken Bald 
*TWo CATS LATER LET ME UNPER- 
—-- SWilP WU.MR 
MUSCAT VOU WANT TO COMB 
WITH YOU TO THE SOUTH OF FRANCE, 
BUT YOU'RE NOT TFLLINS MB WHY? 

THE LOCKHORNS 



PANORAMA / ALOA 

FOR THOSE WHO ALSO LIVE 
Love, and service, for all-animals 

Founded by one Mrs Elizabeth 
Doris Matthews in 1948, the All 

Lovers of Animals Society has a 
unique record—it serves pets and 
strays alike. This tradition dates 
back to the society's early days 
when Mrs Matthews, aided by a few 
friends, started the clinic. Persistent 
indifference to their efforts and a 
dearth of funds did not deter the 
society from its ideal of selfless 
service. For over three decades the 
ALOA and Mrs Matthews were 
almost synonymous, till the latter’s 
death in 1982. 

“Today the ALOA is yet to get 
used to her absence. She remains, as 
she always will, the spirit behind 
everything we‘do. She is no more, 
but the show must go on,” says Mr 
S. N. Biswas, the present adminis¬ 
trator. A former government servant, 
the bespectacled administrator also 
keeps the society’s accounts. As the 
functional head of the society Mr 
Biswas is aided by three doctors, 
two compounders, two peons, one 
sweeper and one driver—all paid 
workers. Together they constitute 
the staff serving At the clinic at Kyd 
Street and the society’s hospital on 

Park Street. The latter unit is an 
enlarged version of the Kyd Street 
Clinic and provides the same facili¬ 
ties for treatment of diarrhoea, 
dysentry and skin diseases, besides 
facilities for neutering and spaying 
operations. 

Apart from these semi-specialised 
chores, the ALOA feeds a sizable 
number of stray dogs in the city. A 
three-wheeler belonging to the soci¬ 
ety makes daily rounds of the 
streets, feeding the hungr}- strays 
with a meal of meat and rice. 

The ALOA also has plans for 
expansion, envisaging a full scale 
hospital-cum-home complex at Mcs 
Matthews' Chandannagar resi¬ 
dence—a project already cleared by 
the local municipality and to be 
financed by the money left by Mrs 
Matthews. 

The ALOA, mindful of the com¬ 
plexities and varieties of animal 
diseases and the sophistication their 
effective treatment hivolves. envi¬ 
sions a large modern hospital com¬ 
plete with a full-scale operation 
theatre, a doctor's examination 
room, a dispensary, a pathological 
test-room, a rescue home for 40 

animals, a quarantine room lor sick 
animah, a trebis for big animals and 
pens for a hundred birds. Neverthe¬ 
less, the society has to cope with a 
chronic shortage of funds, notwith¬ 
standing donations and grants from 
domestic and overseas sources. For 
the fiscal year '82-83 the society has 
received Rs 49,000 from the Animal 
Welfare Board (Govt of India) with 
the RSPCA being the other major 
donor. Contributions from indi¬ 
vidual donors, some of them coming 
from as far as England, W. Germany 
and Sweden, -also constitute a sub¬ 
stantial part of the budget. 

Besides cash contributions, the 
ALOA also accepts help in kind. No 
help is too small to be welcomed. 
Old garments sent over from Lon¬ 
don and Burdwan, or waste paper 
and scrap siven by UBl and ICI are 
sold, the proceeds being earmarked 
for the upkeep of the place. These 
old rags and scraps, when sold, 
made the ALOA richer by Rs 6,655 
in 1981. Dunlop India Limited, in a 
thoughtful gesture, keeps the society 
supplied with ambulance tyres, 
while G. C. Chatterjee and Co assists 
the society with its audit work, free 
of cost. 

• But, barring Rs 200 from the gov¬ 
ernor’s personal fund, the ALOA, 
despite repeated appeals to the chief 
minister, has not received any finan¬ 
cial assistance from the government 
to date. This attitude of studied 
indifference is also manifest in the 
cusfoms authorities’ refusal to 
waive the import duty of Rs 5,000 
on the free supply of the anti-rabies 
vaccines from- the RSPCA. 

Despite this, the society, deter¬ 
mine to carry on the mission of the 
departed mother, spends Rs 70,000 
every year on the treatment of about 
4,000 animals, 80% of which are 
either stray or abandoned. 

Pets belonging to members of the 
ALOA depot receive preferential 
treatment at the society’s units. 
However, members enjoy a'reduc¬ 
tion of Rs 5 on treatment charges. 
Membership fees (Rs 400 for life 
members, ^ 24 for annua! mem¬ 
bers) go towards the replenishment 
of the general funds. Non-members 
are chained Rs 5 as visiting fees, 
while an operation, depending on 
its complexity, costs between Rs 15 
and Rs 40. In a private clinic, asserts 
Mr Biswas, fees would be around Rs 
18, with operations costing any¬ 
where between Rs 200 and Rs 5(ra. 
Choosing not to restrict itself to its 
feeding and nursing role, the ALOA 
has also published a book titled 4tltfM>l«ggeddogunderf|oiiHiaoh«ek4patttwKyd3trMt CKnic 
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The Other Mother 

Mrs Matthews wtth some helpers In me early flays of the society 

Born in 1901 at Arrah. an 
oliHCure town in Bihar, and 

educated in London, Elizabeth 
Doris Matthews had a dnep love 
tor animals This not-so-unique 
trait, in consonance with an 
cqualfy commonplace incident, 
launched her on a course that 
resulted in the birth and growth 
ot a movement that, attaf 3t> 
years, survives, thrives and looks 
forward to wider acreptance. 

It all began one fine summer 
day. India had bei.omc indepen¬ 
dent a year before and Calcutta 
was still left with a good number 
ol Europeans who still stuck 
around, basking m the afterglow 
even though the imperial sun had 
finally set. To cater to the needs 
of these pet-keeping sahibs and 
their Indian counterparts. Calcut¬ 
ta already had a number of vet- 
clinics. The Calcutta Society for 
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals 
was by far the most renowned ofl 
them. It is here that Mrs Matth¬ 
ews, first aghast at the long 
queues oi suffering animals, and 
then infuriated at the vets’ readi¬ 
ness to serve her dog first 
(obviously owing to her fair skin)| 
resolved to set up a clinic/ 

Funds became a problem, but 
Mrs Matthews had that courage 
oi conviction which compen¬ 
sated for this handicap. The 
founders' list contains seven 
names, all European, including 
that of Mr S.J. Matthews, a tennis 
marker at South Club, without 
whose unstinted support the pro¬ 
ject might not have got off the 
ground. Her clinic, the All Lovers 

Of Animals vSoc ipt\ was attract 
ing more and moie members, 
rendering it.s original premises 
behind Park NIansinns in¬ 
creasingly inadequate and. fon- 
ing it to move to its present 
address at Kvd Street. 
Mr.s Matthews started going out 
and feeding her own lunch to 
stray dogs and cats in the early 
days ot the clinic. Till recently 
the figure of Mrs Matthews fond¬ 
ly feeding the strays ot Calcutta 
was a familiar sight in the Park 
Street-(^howringliee area. Every 
day she would make it to Calcut¬ 
ta all the way from Chanclannagar 
just to teed and be with her'pets' 

The society soon came to own 
an ambulance that took over from 
headcarriers and went out on 
daily rounds with its load of 
animal feed, eagerly awaited and 
welcomed by joyous barks and 
wags at every turn of the road. 
.Persistently prone to bites and 
scratches, the lady took it all with! 
the indulgent smile of a mother.! 

But time was running out fori 
Mrs Matthews. In a relentless 
chase of her fond dream this 
octogenarian lady was drawingi 
on her dwindling reserves of 
physical energy for too long. The 
end came on 28 February, 1982. 
In an ironic turn ol events Mrs 
Matthews tripped over one of her 
dogs at Chandannagar and never 
rose again. But, prior to her 
death, the heirless lady had left 
all her moveable and immove¬ 
able property and a sum of Rs 3 
lakhs to her able lieutenants to 
carry pn her work. 

Care and Management of Dogs" by 
M. K, Sengupfa, a veterinarian 
attached to the society. 

The surietv has not lost sight of its 
original goal which was to foster 
man's love for animals. Every Janu¬ 
ary a poster exhibition is held in 
from ot the Indian Museum. Drawn 
by children, the posters depict 
animals in their myriad moods 
"The idea is to make budding artists 
ilevtiop a love for animals," said Mr 
Biswas. Apparently the idea is bear¬ 
ing fruit, for the collection drives on 
the society’s flag dav. in the first 
tortnight of September, are drawing 
more and more participants ftoni 
schools—St Anthony's. Pratt Memo¬ 
rial and St Thomas’ being only a few 
among them. 

Chandannagar Chapter 
IF the si ene at the Calcutta chap-, 

ters ot the ALOA is one of un¬ 
alloyed o])tiniism, the one al Chan- 
dannagar presents the other side of 
the coin. Dilapidated and weedrid- 
den, the ALOA's Chandannagar 
home broods in abysmal despair. 
Mrs Cynthia Mary Westmoreland, 
the 7.‘>-yHar-old widow of a founder 
of the ALOA, presides over sixi 
bighas of desolation and neglect. 
Originally a home tor 40 dogs, 20 
cats and two goats, the place now 
has only 27 animals, the rest having 
died of starvation 

Today, the unfortunate dogs are 
each allotted a nondescript morning 
meal consisting of throe chappatis 
and a little tea with khichiri in the 
atternuon. The cats, loo, have to do 
with the meagre amounts of milk, 
bread and fish, that come their way 
from time to time. The goats, nor¬ 
mally reliant on leaves and plants, 
have now settled for chappatis and 
rice owing to steady defoliation of 
the garden. Mrs Westmoreland cites 
the case of a paid doctor responsible 
for daily care of the animals but who 
was last seen three months back. 

No less vocal, the staffers at the 
Chandannagar unit of the ALOA 
recalled two dogs called Patch and 
Danny. "The dogs,’’ says one atten¬ 
dant, "died so hungry that in their 
last days one took to chewing leaves 
while the other ate its own stool." 

"We were dumb onlookers, un¬ 
able to pay the butcher his dues for . 
over six months.” adds the cook. 

This is a sad commentary on a 
movement that was born in love.i 
nursed in love and spells love forj 
those who are loved by so few. 
Surajit Roy and 
Nandita Chatterjee 
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Post Mortem 
Charisma 

The Colour Magazine 
had published a writeup 
about Charisma, a furniture 
shop on Lord Sinha Road 
(26 December 1982, Guide 
on Christmas and New 
Year Shopping), 1 would 
like to warn unsuspecting 
readers like me about this 
shop. 

1 had placed an order for 
a wall cabinet la.st February 
and paid an advance of Rs 
2,500. The cabinet never 
got done although the de¬ 
livery time was within four 
weeks. Despite my repe¬ 
ated requests and visits 1 
was only given casual 
promises causing me much 
harassment'. After three 
months I came to know 
from the sub-contractor 
that the order was placed 
on him only the day before, 
after Charisma received my 
ultimatum. I was compel¬ 
led to cancel the order. 

In May. 1 was given a 
cheque in refund of my 
advance. Upon presenta¬ 
tion, the cheque has been 
dishonoured twice and a 
registered A/D letter sent to 
the shop has been returned 
with the remark. ‘Not 
accepted.’ I have neither 
received the refund nor a 
reply from Charisma. 
Gopn Sen, 
Calcutta 

Amusing 

1 find the illustrations by 
Debasish Deb on the Mark¬ 
ings page more amusing 
than the accompanying 
text. Why don’t you pub¬ 
lish the illustrations in 
colour? 
Leela M. Chose, 
Jamshedpur 

Thars All 

In the Contents column 
(19 June) it was written: 
“Rainbow: /[ll about a 
gorgeous snakecharmer.’’ 
But there were just four 
sentences written about her 
as a caption. Was that all 
about th.e snakecharmer? 

The only thing 1 like ab¬ 
out the Colour Magazine 
are the photographs of Cal¬ 
cutta. It is hardly a colour 
magazine. The quality of 
the paper is nut the same as 
before and you should try 
and improve it. 

Unlike the newspaper, 
the magazine is “putnown- 
able.” 
Anushko Ghosh, 
Colculfo 

Short Memory 

The article on Swa- 
tilekha Chatterjee (5 June) 
distorted some significant 
facts. It is reported that 
Rudraprasad Sengupta finst 
spotted her in the play, 
Kolkatar Electro, in 1977. 
Kudra did not even see this 
play. 

I happened to know that 
Rudra was then looking for 
a new person to cast in 
their next play and because 
Swatilekha's performance 
had impressed me then, I 
phoned Rudra and sug¬ 
gested that they try her out. 
Rudra a^eed, 1 contacted 
Swatilekna through a rela¬ 
tion, and so it happened 
that “a star was oorn.” 
Memory does seem to be 
rather short. 

Incidentally, she played 
the role of Mrs Sarti in the 
play Galileo, and not Virgi¬ 
nia as written. 
Sunanda Bosu, 
Calcutta 

Chamed Circle 

Your article on (Calcutta 
Models (3 July) was dis¬ 
appointing because it just 
gave some information ab¬ 
out leading female models 
of Calcutta. It did mention 
the name of a solitary male 
model; otherwise, it was 
dominated by female 
beauties. There are hun¬ 
dreds of male aspirants 
knocking on the doors of ad 
agencies for a break. 

Ruma Sircar would have 
done some justice to young 
aspirants had she done 
some more field work to lay 
bare the whole ramut of the 
problems one faces while 
trying to get a break as a 
modm rather thaii playing 

up already recognised and 
established female models. 
From what 1 understand it 
is impossible to break into 
the charmed circle without 
having a godfather, 
Dilip N. Dave, 
Calcutta 

Dynamism 

It was nice to read about 
Mrinal Sen and his films 
(26 June). Mrinalda has cer¬ 
tainly come a long way in 
providing serious films. He 
has the instinct to hit at the 
right spot. Directors like 
Purnendu Pattrea are also 
reat, but get hogged down 
ecause of their lack of 

dynamism. 
Prohlad Ghosh. 
Calcutta 

How Dare 

"I am the first ass among 
the first 20 asses," said 
Kanad Chakraborty (12 
June) who topped the ICSE. 
Kanad may be an ass or a 
prodigy, but how did he 
dare to call the other 19 
asses? 
Subhash C. ‘Nirav’, 
Colcufta 

Moulall 

It was very disappointing 
to note that instead of 
appreciating the article on 
Moulali (8 May). Mr 
Mobin-Ai-Rashid has con¬ 
demned the pronunciation 
and spelling of Quran. I 
would like to remind him 
that Islam, or any religion 
for that matter, is not so 
unstable that it can be pro¬ 
faned by mere misspelling 
or mispronunciation. 
Rozat Qutlriddin, 
Calcutta 

Not South 

In your report on Subrata 
Majumdar (Dress Circle, 15 
May), the name of the col¬ 
lege should have read as 
Seth Anandram Jaipuria 
College and not South 
Anandram, etc- 
Arunesh Datta, 
Calcutta 
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PERSONALITY / Debabrata Chakrabarty 

CONTOUR, RHITHM, CBARH AND GRACE 
Admired for the speed and movement depicted in his works, this 
sculptor has also been influenced by fibreglass technology 

Debabrata chakrabarty 
appears docile, eyes with¬ 

drawn, wearing glasses, slightly fati¬ 
gued: but his inner self is a bedrock 
of strength and tough resolve. Here 
is a sculptor who has weathered 
triumphs and setbacks of a tumul¬ 
tuous creative career, ignoring the 
glamour of publicity tempests 
sought by many artists today to 
boost their egos and shield artistic 
deficiencies. 

Debu, as he is affectionately 
known in art circles, has a studio 
strewn with plaster, wood, fibreg¬ 
lass, aluminium and other varied 
material, absolutely crude and vir¬ 
gin in their feature, but on studying 
them, oue observes these very mate¬ 
rials transforming themselves into 
sculpture. Each a piece of utter 
beauty: contour, rhythm, charm, 
spell, delicacy and grace. Nut only 
that, the melody that emanates from 
each one of them is mellifluous, 
permeating into our soul. The com¬ 
bination of visual delight merged 
with ihe eloquence of the delicate 
sound of his creativity, sprung from 
his deeper core, gives us a unique 
experience. What one consistently 

admires in his work throughout is 
movement and speed. 

There are many sculptors who 
may have depicted movement in 
tbeir works with success, but to add 
stress to speed needs great skill, 
which he has in plenty, and also a 
keen sense of observation not only 
of the environment, but life as a 
w'hole. Debubrata’s achievement is 
due to the fact, that he remains 
constantly at work, mentally at 
least. His mind is always preoccu¬ 
pied with the process of assimila¬ 
tion of ocular experiences he en¬ 
counters daily with clarity and free¬ 
dom. For, freedom is the essence of 
the creative act. All creativity begins 
in freedom. To create is to bring to 
birth possibility, thus transfonning 
it into actuality. The readiness and 
the openne.ss with which he is able 
to create and view the world 
around, gives him a grasp over the 
scene outside his being, uniting 
with the inner vision. The creation 
results from the merging of the- 
subjective and objective worlds, 
overcoming the split between the 
external imagery and his internal 
impression of that imagery. 

Clay, cement, plaster, wood, wax 
and aluminium are some of the 
media he has exploited successful¬ 
ly, until 1968 during his visit to 
Hyderabad when he encountered a 
new medium of- fibreglass at Hylam 
'and Company. Here, he saw in the 
demonstration room of the com¬ 
pany, fibreglass with resin being 
utilised for bathtubs, helmets and 
such other items. He felt instinctive¬ 
ly that this medium had enormous 
potentiai 'for sculpture if properly 
turned to advantage. Since then, 
Debu has evolved multiple techni¬ 
ques to use it for his own gainful 
creative ends. “How durable could 
fibreglass be for outdoor sculpture?” 
I enquired. Debabrata picked up the 
bust of a female figure done in this 
medium, and showed it to me, 
pointing out the rough texture of the 
medium, stressing its durabilitj^ By 
tapping it with his finger and emph¬ 
asising, “Fibreglass of l/8th inch 
thickness is completely bulletproof. 
Compositions with this thickness or 
slightly more could withstand the 
onslaught of lime.” Science and 
technology, indeed, have helped 
-advance plastic art considerably. In 
the field of painting also, acrylic, 
plastic emulsion8hnd.many.modern 
methods are being commonly used 
today. 

Aluminium, another exciting but 
difficult medium, yields gracefully 
to the deft hands of Debu. Swim¬ 
mers, a two-figure composition in 
this medium, has immense swift¬ 
ness of lines, momentous speed, 
animation and also an agility that is 
most noteworthy. This particular 
composition has found a soft corner 
in the heart of Debu. as he intends to 
erect it in the centre of the pond of 
his home at Bally,-on the outskirts of 
Calcutta. He has already com¬ 
menced work on this project by 
Installii^ a massive column, and 
hopes to begin work on figures 
shortly. Aluminium being a shiny 
metal, could enhance the beauty of 
the sculpture, when reflet;^' on 
ripples ot the pond on coolDreezy 
days, elevating its viewers to a mys- 



;ic trance. 
Another medium that attracted 

;)ehahrata is wood. Over the years, 
lis knowledRe of woodcraft has- 
:onsiderably evolved to pick up the 
)est timber merely at a glance. Its 
ige, surface, texture, grain and many 
)ther salient qualities can be gauged 
jy him instantly. This visual exper- 
i,se enables him to decide not only 
he. exterior, but the internal attri- 
jutes of wood as well. He has had 
jxperience of working on a variety 
-if wood, but his preference has 
ilways been for mahogany and teak. 
‘Mahogony must he regarded as the 
king' of all wood, for it yields to 
>evere chiselling, faithfully and sub- 
nissively,” Debu says smilingly. 
iVorks in his studio convince us 
ibout this annotation. No wonder 
Jebabrata’s wood period’ from 
1960 to 1970, has produced pieces 
)f poems in wood. 

To finish a sculpture in bronze, 
lot only does one need thorough 
knowledge of technique, but the 
enacily to adhere to precision, for 
.he process is cumbersome and de¬ 
mands the utmost attention. Debab- 
■ ata's two striking pieces: Our 
i/oyugc and Mon Sifting on Charpoi, 
joth in bronze, are works of delicate 
iiid fastidious critftsmanship, and 
lU'ove his virtuosits over this diffi- 
;:uit medium. Both the themes glor¬ 
ify the rural setting. The lethargic 
villager tending his lone donkey 
with a feeling of uncertainty, invoke 
sympathy for his and his compan¬ 
ion'.s depressed condition; both may 
like to convey their inner feelings to 
us, but helplessly cannot. Our 
V'( yage is a sculpture thf is extreme¬ 
ly sensitive and responsive to deep¬ 
er emotions of truth. To arrive at the 
trulhj a work of art, in its es.sence. in 
its intrinsii value, its fundamental 
structure, must bo reduced to the 
minimum and evaluated more in 
depth, eliminating all the super- 
fluoufi elements and illusory effects. 

Indian artists were by no means 
alone in their strivings, thoir revolu¬ 
tionary aspirations, for all their sub¬ 
jectivity was certainly part of the 
general European consciousness at 
the outset of the post independence 
era—a consciousness that vastly 
altered the sense ot life and stylistic 
expressions in art here. Debu’k 
works may have stylistic affinity to 
the West, but in its feelings and 
tfepth, closely associated to his en¬ 
vironment, customs, habit, belief, 
usage, conditions of life and so 
forth, prevailing in this land of 
*nyths and legends where life is 

perpetually in colourful growth. 
Let us now turn and see Debabra- 

ta's commissioned works: between 
1971 and 1973, with Surajit Das, he 
jointly executed for Nehru Zoologic¬ 
al Gardens, Hyderabad, two massive 
dinosaurs in fibreglass, one measur¬ 
ing 25 feet in height and 51 feet in 
length and the other, 11 feet in 
height and 26 feet in length. Both 
these works are considered as the 
world's biggest models in fibreglass. 
Mr T.M. Reed, director of the 
National Zoological Park of 
Washington, U.C. said: “Very popu¬ 
lar with children is a park for pre¬ 
historic animals made of fibreglass. 
The dinosaur model looks more like 
the original beasts must have looked 
tike than any I have seen so far." 
Debabrata and Surajit took nearly 
two years to research and study this 
massive prehistoric animal: its fos¬ 
sil, anatomy, overall structure, tex¬ 
ture of skin, formation of eyes, teeth 
and so forth. Another feather in 
Debu's cap of success lies at 
Himachal Pradesh Geological Sur¬ 
vey Museum, Saketi, where two 
giant sized tortoises have been made 
in fibreglass, each measuring 14 feet 
in length and five feet in height. 
Today Debabrata Chakrabarty is 
considered a master in the fibreglass 
technique. 

Debabrata works as an engraver 
and sculptor at the Government of 
India Mint. Alipure, Calcutta. Here, 
he has executed some excellent de¬ 
signs for coins and medals. In 19B0, 
a coin on the theme, “Rural 
Women’s Advancement," was de-. 
signed by him, showing the figure of 

a rural woman husking corn. This 
design found admiration in various 
parts of the world and silver coins in 
the denomination of Rs 100 and Rs 
10 were minted, which went into 
important world coin collections. 
Similarly, another series on ‘‘World 
Food Day.” designed bv him, 
minted in mixed alloy, was also 
well received by world coin collec¬ 
tors. 

Debabrata had his training in 
.sculpture trom the Government Col¬ 
lege ot Arts and Crafts. Calcutta, 
under Prof Chintamoni Kar and 
graduated in 1959. Since then, he 
has participated in important ex¬ 
hibitions here as well as abroad, and 
of the numerous awards to his cre¬ 
dit, mention must be made of an 
impressive design he engraved for 
the Covernment of India for Ihe 
Asian Games, which gained him 
international appreciation and 
fame. 

Debu‘.s talent is undoubtedly pro¬ 
found. His intimate knowledge of 
material and the ability to conceive 
creative forms from it is exceptional. 
It is this maturity that has helped 
him in the execution of massive 
dinosaurs on one side and miniature 
coins on the other. Debabrata Chak- 
rabartv’s sndhano towards his art 
teaches us; As long -as the mind 
remains as one's clear basis, unchal¬ 
lenged by any 'disturbing potent 
force, there is no need to heed to 
those thoughts which flow against 
its creativeness. 

J. Sultan Ali 



.Beer Facts 
Hl)\\ (Id VDii f?D iibciut 

I iiiiK liiiic’ a new 
hi and ot h('ei in a c it\ 
i\ li»"r«* llien is nun h i om- 
pelition <oi Ihe frolhv li 
(|iii(l Ihre IS liovv i beer 
iiiannfaitiller went about 
Ins ( iiiipaigii in ( alrutta 

j\ liei r Drinking Con¬ 
test uds Ill'll) at different 
i iubs ol the < it\ at the end 
Ilf v\ hu h the u inners from 
eai ii (liil) made it to the 
gii/'/ling linair under 
hl.i/ing spotlights The 
lilies m a nutshell went 
like this At the bang of a 
gunshot I ninpetitors had 
to upon the fieer (siupplied 

free of i liaige by the spon¬ 
sors) and drink straight 
from the bottle for all of 
two minutes The winner 
in the men s category guz¬ 
zled as many as four bot¬ 
tles to earn a free tu ket for 
two to Kathmandu 

There was also an event 
for couples The rules 
were the same, exi ept 
that of course the total 
amount consumed by the 
two was taken into 
account And for the re¬ 
cord, the lady downed 
more beer—two and three 
quartei bottles—than her 
husband No comment 
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Beautification of 
Calcutta IS a campaign 

that reappears time and 
again to assault the city 
with a many pronged {irogramme However, the 
acelift IS but temporary 

and the old city lapses 
into its wrinkled dirtiness 
once again 

The roads of Calcutta 
known for their hawkers 
and pavement dwellers, 
garbage dumps and 
potholes have now ac¬ 
quired an added attrac¬ 
tion These arc large and 
ugly wire sheds, harbour¬ 
ing within them a variety 
of small birds Some of the 
south Calcutta roads 

where these are mos 
apparent, sport not merel 
a feathered look but a fin 
ry one as well, bee ause 
few of these sheds hav 
rabbits in them 

There aie two opinion 
about this project of im 
porting nature into iirbai 
surroundings Some fee 
it's a quaint idea (Jther 
argue that it is a bird 
brained scheme becauv 
these cages with their in 
nocent victims, far fron 
rendering any positive be 
iiefu, ailudlly clutter u| 
the pavement, causmi 
further congestion oi 
already nairow pave 
roents and roads 

One Track Mind 
A man who was trans 

ferrecl to Nc*w Delhi 
from Lalciitta two \ears 
ago was noticed being 
totdlH paitial to trams on 
his revisit to the city He 
would let a half empty bus 
go by Icven though that is 
a rarity is our city) in 
tavoui ol a tram 

This was very surpris 
ing because all thiough 
his stay in Calcutta, this 
man was known for his 
apathy towards these 
(S 

‘ stupid, slow moving 
vehic les ’ He would have 
none of these ‘wornout 
contraptions ’ He 
also had strong objer tions 
to their contribution to the 
traffic jams in the city 

Another peculiar thing 
was noticed that he 
would preserve the tram 
tickets, too But nobocly 
dared to ask him anything 
despite the puzzlement 
knowfng him to be a man 
of devastating wit 

Finally, on his depar¬ 
ture for New Delhi again, 
someone summoned up 
enou^ courage to ques¬ 
tion him about his new 
games The answers, 
however, were less puz¬ 
zling than the acts He was 
merely feeling homesick 
in Delhi and missing the 
trams very much And he 
was taking the tram tick¬ 
ets along for his wife as 
she had asked him to 
bring along something 
typically Calcuttan. 



^Counter Points^ 
Recently a typical 

(;ase came to the 
notice of tiiis corrospoii- 
deiil at tiounter No. 7 in 
the Reservation office of 
Eastern Railway at New 
Koila Ghat. A man well 
known (if seemed) to the 
counter clerk approached 
him with a ticket leservecl 
in the name of one Mr 
L M Miikherjee with a re- 
(jiiest to chaiif'e it in the 
name of one Mr S.K. Ras- 
lopi. 

Our corre.spondent was 
stunned to see tiiat the 
re((ue.st was heeded im- 
niedialelv and the ticket 
wa.s changed accordingly. 

In the case of a general 
passenger, iirst of all the 
ticket would have to be 
(,<nu:ellHd by foregoing a 
(.eitdiii amount and only 
then reservation in the 
name of another person 

5oDt< I ng" eou NfiRj 
S.e.RAIltMAy_ 

voiild have been po.s.sible. 
Lesson; (i) there is no 

leed to iiiiaiige your nnme 
ly making an altidai il be^ 
ore a )iidiciai Magistrate, 
u.si .ipproiich any RaiJ- 
vav Reservation office, 
ii) Rroxy is possible in 
he railways even if you 
lave laft school/cullege. 

A few days ago, some 
^female passengers 
died to catch up with a 
ladhyamgrain local train 
Ji' a veiy simple reason; 
he train left on its sche- 
'uled time at 9 am. 
The agitated passengers 

tormed up to the station 
Easier and demanded !c 
mew why the train had 
So on time, an unusual 

and who would be 
fisponsible for such a dis- 
*tor in their routine life. 

Hard Pressed 
ONE of the ways in 

which our reporting 
department has kept track 
of the quick passage of the 
first year of Thk Ti;ui- 
iiKM'ii has been by, be¬ 
lieve it or not, following 
the schedules of the Presi¬ 
dent. Giaiii Zail Singh. 

His E-xcellency initially 

A further six months 
and exactly a year after 
the launch of Thk Tc.lk- 
CKAPH saw the Giani make 
his third visit to tlie city. 
This time he stayed for 
four days and proved to be 
a memorable experience 
for newsmen. 

The major problem 

from the script. Readers 
who read about his calls 
to the nation to end dow¬ 
ry, bring national uuitv. 
fight regionalism imd re¬ 
main nonaligned .should 
note that they w'ere all 
extempore calls to the na- 
lion. 

In fact, so confused 

vi.sited Calcutta just a lew 
days before Thk Tele- 
cr.Ai’ii was lauu(;hed in 
July la.st year when he was 
the Presidential candidate 
and iiad come to seek the 
votes of legislators hero. 
He conslitnfed the first 
major assignment of our 
fledgling reporting depart¬ 
ment. 

He next came exactly 
six months later to inau¬ 
gurate the Netaji Institute 
of Sports at Salt Lake, this 
time with all his Presiden¬ 
tial trappings, and once 
again provided a first ex¬ 
perience for the newborn 
newspaper, that of cover¬ 
ing ceremonial pomp and 
.splendour. 

faced by reporters of all 
newspapers here was lan¬ 
guage. At every function, 
a copy of the President’s 
speech in English would 
be circulated in advance. 
When Mr Singh would 
launch into his speech in 
Urdu (interspersed with 
Punjabi quotations) the re¬ 
porters would be lulled 
into thinking that this was 
no problem for the report 
could be based on the 
copy in their hands. 

Invariably, however, ab¬ 
out five minutes after the 
President would start his 
speech, panic would reign 
in the press corner. For, 
the President is an im¬ 
pressive orator and has a 
penchant for deviating 

were the reporters, that 
after the first day of his 
trip, all newspapers re¬ 
ported different version.s 
of what he had said. Be¬ 
hind the scenes at The 
Ti;i.i;c;raph it was decided 
that henceforth only those 
reporters with north Indi¬ 
an origins would be sent 
to cover his programme. 
The Presidential entour¬ 
age, too. seemed to have 
taken note of the com¬ 
munication gup between 
the President calling and 
the nation hearing from 
the second day onwards, 
Mr Singh's press secretary 
made it a point to recall 
the President's words in 
English for the benefit of 
the Press. 

Timely Warning,. 

WE ARE NOT 

F0BTI£AIM$ 
LEAVUSie 

OH rmu 

They wanted to know 
why this train wasn’t 
allowed a late departure 
like the other trains. 

Even while the station 
^ master was recovering 

from the shock of being 
presented such arguments 
to which he had no 
answers, the announce¬ 
ment could be heard that 
another train was about to 
leave, so please hurry up, 
it’s already 40 minutes 
late. 
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LIMELIGHT / Soma Chatterjee 

ONCE MORE WITH FEELING 
So what if she failed in her first foray into films? 

SOMA CHATTERJEE had made a 
hall hearted attempt to enter 

BeiiKaii films in 197H with hit roles 
in Pcinkhircii and Kninnkini Konk- 
(ihati. Now, the young (24) and 
pretty Soma is trying to storm back 
with Shankar Bhattacharya’s Anwe- 
son. And tJiis time it's fur real. 

Seven years of marriage and two 
children later. But this time it’s for 
real. 

Soma got married to a successful 
businessman, settled abroad, in 
1t)7(i and returned to Calcutta soon 
after. Tuli, her daughter, now five 
years old. was born and so was her 
film "career." Both films were major 
disa.sters and the critics took her 
apart. Couldn't she have waited hn a 
better film, contiidering 
that her foster father. 
Uttam Kumar, had the 
Bengali film industry at 
his feet? Couldn't she 
have been a little more 
prudent especially as she 
was ripe for a film career 
then? 

“I was doing nothing at 
that time," she says with 
some hurry. As if she is 
trying to .sweep the past 
two films under the rug. 
"And Babi (Uttam) had 
casually suggested that 1 
do the films. There was a 
good scene towards the 
end—you know, the 
crying bit. and emotions 
and all that. So I just took 
a shot at it. 1 hud always 
l)een interested in acting, 
had done plays in .school 
and college. 1 had watch¬ 
ed Babi and mother and 
films were close to me, 
anyway." 

Does she accept the 
general opinion that she 
cannot act to save her life? 
She smiles, somewhat 
nervously, and in her 
hree/H-gentle voice says; 
"Both were minor roles 
and as an actress there 
wasn't any .scope to ‘come 
tmt.' But if a director can 
handle me, 1 can emote. 

I'm a sensitive person. Babi di^ 
handle me in Kalankini Kankabali 
because of the death of the director 
Piyush Bose. But there were hardly 
enough scenes to matter. As 1 said, I 
did both the films just for a lark." 

She does confess that, in retros¬ 
pect, they were mistakes. They 
could be .just the past that could 
affecit her future. Make things that 
much more difficult. That memory 
might be keeping good directors and- 
roles away from her and now she 
will have to rise above her reputa¬ 
tion. "It’s true, thosfe two roles might 
have created a certain prejudice in 
the minds of the better directors. 
Maybe that's why I have just one 
film so far. But most of tho.se who 

have seen the rushes of Anwesnr 
have congratulated me for my natui 
alness." 

Shankar Bhattacharya had gon 
over to her house when she returne 
from Zurich for the second time la 
year and delivered her se(.ond chili 
Neil, now a year old. History repi 
ated itself and she was signed for h 
film, based on a .story Krishna Bn 
Phare Nee by Syed Mustafa Sira 
Only, this time she plays the centn 
character of Krishna in this su: 
pense thriller. Others in the film ai 
Pradip Mukherjee, Sumitra Mukhe 
jee, Sabitri Chatterjee, Anil Chatte 
jee, Kalyan Chatterjee, and in a gue: 
appearance, Supriyu Devi. 

Anwestin (The Search) is the thir 
film of this very promii 
ing director, Shanka 
Bhattacharya, whose ec'‘i 
lier films were Duur an 
Shash Haksha. “He’s 
very uncompromisin 
kind of director,” say 
Soma. “He takes the la; 
bit out of anyone. The un 
was very helpful to mi 
too. Basically. I'm a direr 
tor’s actress, I need direc 
tion." The film has bee 
completed save the Hut 
bing, and will be release 
by the year-end. 

i'aking on a lead role c 
such ihiport, and afte 
being butchered by th 
critics for her acting t« 
lent, she must have gc 
somewhat overwhelmc' 
by the situation. She rt- 
fuses to take that provoca 
tion. "I'm taking a ver 
realistic view of it all. I*ti 
dedicated. 1 w'ant to mak 
it. But I don’t forget th 
fact only a handful o 
films are made here ever 
year and no actor cai 
build a career on thi: 
arithmetic...Cirdumst 
ances, of course, can b 
changed. A few dedicate! 
persons could chang< 
things and the film induii 
try would look up again 
I've seen the charisma off 



single person. Uttam Kumar, which 
brought in flocks of people. Dedica¬ 
tion always works. 

“I'm not saying that dedication 
ran make anyrjne Uttam Kumar. But 
he was absolutely nothing when he 
started, he had^a tremendous strug¬ 
gle. But could anyone deny him his 
place in the sun? And I would like 
to at;knowledge my debt to Shankar- 
da here. People feel that I'm too 
‘.sophisticated' to do post types of 
roles in Bengali films. But .Shankar- 
da had guts and he cast me in the 
lead. The role is of a middle class 
girl, very ordinary. I’ve been ex¬ 
tremely lucky to have him as my 
first director. Look at Raakhee and 
her tiackground; yet she did the role 
of a highly .sophi.sticated adverli.se- 
ment executive in Doosro Aodmi. I 
didn’t see the fUm, but heard that 
she did it superbly. That’s what 
acting is all about." 

One cannot overlook the tact that 
.Soma has made a rc-eiitrv when the 
.scene is vrsry drab. I’he resultant 
vacuum in tertns of actresses surely 
made things a good deal easier. 
And she seems to be doing 
a Muon Moon .Sen. Did 
she. considering theii 
common points, have a 
Moon Moon .Sen (.(im¬ 
plex? A kind of .S(i|iri\a's 
daughter competing with 
.Snchitra's? Almost star¬ 
tled by the suggestion, she 
•savs: "Why should ! have 
a Moon .Moon complex! 
She's such a sweet person. 
There s room for healthy 
competiti(jn, hut 1 haven't 
entenjd films just becau.se 
she has.” 

How long did she give 
herself to make it this 
lime? And how long did 
.she think she would last, 
having made it? “One 
thing is sure,” .she says, 
and one imagined her grit¬ 
ting her teeth, “if 1 don't 
make it, L'll do something 
else. I intend doing higher 
studies, I'll do that. But if 1 
can emote. I don’t see why 
I shouldn’t make it. 
IVhen is always the big 
guestion.iThe answer 
is always around 
the corner.” 



Soma has on« more offer, a fairly 
ii»n.satioi)al one, except tliat it’s still 
very tentative. Samaresh Basu’s con¬ 
troversial story about sex and cor¬ 
ruption, Prajapati, was staged in a 
soinow’hat watered down version in 
1974 with Basabi Nandy first play¬ 
ing the lead role of .Shikha. It (nay 
now be filmed by Biswarup 
Muklierjee with Soma playing 
Shikha, tin infra-red character. And 
this could be the role of a lifetime. 

For those interested in numerolo¬ 
gy. Anwe.san could be the flashpoint 
of her career. It will be her third 
film. Soma's birth date is 12 July 
(which adds up to three), she stays 
at 3, Moira Street and her parental 
configuration has always been a 
threesome, she being the only child 
of Supriya and Biswanath Chow- 
dhury. I Ittam Kumar, the man with 
whom she clicked so well, was born 
on 3 .September and this is his third 
death anniversary and her own 
family now consists of herself and 
two children (with the husband 
settled abroad). By the look of 
things, she's iKiund to be third time 
lucky. 

When Soma was just 13, Ra| 
Kapoor h.id expressed his desire to 
cast her as Hobby. Later, when she 
was in Bombay for the'prqmiere; of 
Amanush, she was once again 
offered films. But she wasn’t keen 
then being too young and having 
only a vague interest in films, any¬ 
way. But now she's more than will¬ 
ing and will grab the earliest oppor¬ 
tunity. The point remains whether 
she will be able to cope with Bom¬ 
bay's fast pace if she chooses to be 
too coy. She has already expressed 
her serious objections to enacting 
"sexually suggestive sequences.” 
“Given the chance. 1 would love to 
become the Meena Kumari of the 
Bengali screen." she has been 
quoted as having said. “My entry 
into films is not a financial compul- 
siem. I need not go to Bombay for 
money alone. I’m serious about rny 
career now, and I would love to do 
films in Bombay if 1 get the proper 
chance," .says Soma with the usual 
explanation of being willing to ex¬ 
pose if the scene is “relevant.” She 
feels that a surfeit of sex is not 
desirable, but one cannot insist on 
its total avoidance nowadays. 
“Only, I don’t want to go to Bombay 
to do a vamp role or a cabaret daoce. 
But Bombay will be good. Unfortu¬ 
nately, Tollygunge hasn’t kept pace 
with things. That’s really sad. Hindi 
films, on the other hand, are in <m 
enviable position even in Bengal.” 
to 

What will be another asset to Soma 
is her linguistic flair; she is perfectly 
ill home with English. Bengali and 
Hindi. 

Supriya Devi, too, had gone over 
to Bombay for three quick guerrilla¬ 
like attacks, and come home rather 
successful. It was during the time 
she was in Bombay for Aop Ki 
Parchhaiyan (with Dharmendra) 
that Soma first met Uttam Kumar. 
“He would come over to our house 
in Jodhpur Park to see Ma with film 
offers. 'This was when she was di¬ 
vorced. 1 was five years old then and 
getting ready to leave for Darjeeling. 
(Her schooling was at St Mary’s 
Convent, Nainital and she graduated 
with English Honours from Lady 
Brabourne. Calcutta.) Since Ma was 
away, I was staying with my aunt at 
Beckbagan and he came with a letter 
from Ma. 1 remember he took me out 
in a huge car and bought me lots of 

chocolates and icecreams. He was 
already ‘Uttam Kumar' by then and 1 
was loo shy. I didn’t .speak n word 
throughout! Later, we shifted to 
Moira Street and 1 became used to 
seeing Babi. I never felt any hostility 
towards him. And he was too nice a 
man to feel hostile towards. Later, 
Ma explained things to me and 
asked me to write letters to him. 1 
never asked any questions. I just did 
so. At that age, I suppose you accept 
things more eosily. 

“I also remember very distinctly 
the day in 1964 when I was busy 
changing my name to Chatterjee 
(after Uttam Kumar, when he legally 
adopted her) on all my book covers. 
My schoolmates, of course, kept 
teasing me about it—you know how 
kids can be...The one thing 1 can 
recall about Babi is his generosity. 
He never said no to anything I asked 
for." 

Living alone with her mother in 
.sprawling house cun be friglitenin 
sometimes, one supposes, especia 
ly when both have gone throng 
turbulent times. “My mother is 
very .strong person," says Soma wit 
obvious pride. “She can take a lot ( 
beating from time. I'm different, I’l 
emotionally dependent, 1 alway 
need a guide. But she—sho’.s .<itwn( 
that’s the only word that fils her. h’c 
the la.st three years she's been a' 
alone. After the death of Babi, she 
had a multitude of problems tin 
could have shattered anyone. Ht 
career is also toward.s its end. An 
yet she's c.arried it ofl so well, 
hasn't been easy: she’s lived with 
legend for 17 years. I don’t knm 
what I would have done in h« 
place—maybe, gone to pieces. Bu 
then, one has to be placed in th 
circumstances to know. Most hi 
man beings have this instinct ft 
survival, they rise beyond their ow 

I strength when it comes to th 
B crunch." 
5 Soma spends most of her lime i 

reading (she's a voracious reader 
playing the piano, watching movie; 
She is trying her hand at modelling 
too, though it is .strictly a casut 
interest. .She has had training i 
Indian cla.ssical dance. 'V’pt, th 
‘void’ must be enveloping her sonif 
times, getting her down. "Thero ar 
times when vou feel the void. Bu 
every human being feeks tiiis void j 
some time or tlm other. That’s lift 
And 1 do have my friends. Bringin 
up children is a fulltime vocation, 
love watching them grow, it doesn 
make me feel old. (t helps th.at I’l 
hopelessly romantic, the dream 
.sort. And I'm an optimist.” A voict 
les.s luiigh h<iiig.s in the air. But th 
tinkle is missing. 

Her reasons for returning to Gal 
(;utta, she says, are for the sake c 
her children. "I want to organis 
their lives in Bengal 1 want thorn ti 
grow up in Bengali surroundings. 
Her husband, Prasun Kumar (ioswa 
mi, has agreed to the arrangement e 
her living in Calcutta with the chii 
dren, she says. She dismlsse.s a! 
speculations that she had marita 
problems earlier and that she’s .sepa 
rated again as “gossip rags" workin: 
overt ime. 

But one leaves her with a contra 
diction gnawdng at the mind. He 
nameplate reads Soma Goswami 
She’s returned to films as Sonu 
Chatterjee. 

Anil Grover 

Photographs: Nemai Ghosh 



NOSTALGIA / Film Industry 

WHO REMEMBEK8 DHAM KOMAR? 
Does the evergreen hero’s memory linger on? 

HAKESPEARE was a student of 
human nature with all its prop¬ 

ensities, good or bad. On the occa¬ 
sion of the third death anniversary 
of Mahanayak lltlam Kumar, which 
falls' on July 24, one is painfully 
reminded of the Shakespearean la¬ 
ment, “Blow, blow thou winter 
wind. Thou art not so unkind as 
Man’s ingratitude." 

Yes. that departed cinematic hero, 
who not only dominated Bengali 
cinema for more than three decades 
but gave it a commercial base, is 
now passing into oblivion. When he 
died prematurely three years back, 
there were numerous meetings 
where pious resolutions were 
adopted for setting up a museum 
comprising articles he had used, 
still pictures Irom the films in 
which he featured and the awards 
which he had won. A street to be 
named after him, the establi.shment 
of a film institute in his memory and 
the rechristening of Technicians’ 
Studio, where he had his last shoot¬ 
ing stint, as Uttam Studio are other 
resolutions that remain merely on 
paper and totally unimplemented. 

Supriya Devi made a move to 
laise funds by organising cultural 
shows for the relief of distressed 
technicians, a cause for which 
Uttam Kumar had a very soft corner, 
but she was prevented by a court 
ihiunction from using his name for 
the purpose. However, she managed 
to collect Ks 9U(JU ami handed over 
the amount to an executive of the 
Film Technicians’ Association. Sup¬ 
riya Devi also approached the West 
Bengal CM and requested him that 
Minto Park, where Uttam Kumar 
used to stroll for nearly 17 years for 
his morning constitutional, be 
named after him. The CM, to whom 
Uttam Kumar had once delivered a 
cheque for Rs 4,12,099 which he 
raised by organising an exhibition 
cricket match between popular film 
stars (after visiting Bombay and 
Madras for this purpose even with 
an acute ajtack of cardiac asthma), 
assured Supriya Devi that this prop¬ 
osal would be favourably consi¬ 
dered. Shortly afterwards, Minto 
Park was renamed ‘Shaheed Bhagat 

Singh Park!’ Even Uttam Kumar’s 
modest personal request to the CM 
to exempt the film Dui Prithivi 
(produced by Shilpi Samsad in aid 
of film technicians) from payment of 
amusement tax went unheeded. 

Uttam Kumar was a great huma¬ 
nitarian. On March 26, 1947, just 

before Independence, while Bengal 
was engulfed by a communal holo¬ 
caust this writer could see the en¬ 
thusiasm with which ii boy of 21 
begged for funds from door to door 
in the affluent sections of Bhowani- 
pore, organised proce.ssions where 
he sang songs with folded hands 

The hero before hie cremation: Victim of ingratitude? 
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and urfjed people to help the victims 
of communal riots, and prepared 
food and delivered it to the houses 
of the victims of communal frenzy. 
Uttam Kumar never lagged behif.d 
when West Bengal experienced 
droughts or floods and he 
approached people with a beggar's 
bowl fur old and used clothings, rice 
or money, to help the distressed. I 
personally know of several cases- 
where he generously contributed 
funds so that indigent parents could 
marry their daughters, educate their 
children and ailing people, without 
anv resource, could purcha.se medi¬ 
cines. No wonder his funeral pro¬ 
cession was followed by millions 
with tear-soaked eyes, many re- 
c:uunting his humanitarian activities 
for relief of the helpless and the 
di.stres.sed. 

Every year his death anniversary 
is observed by various cultural 
forums from where appeals are 
made to the state government and to 
the (Calcutta Corporation to name a 
street after him. to set up his statue 
near Tollygunge tram depot— 
methods of perpetuating the mem¬ 
ory of this immortal hero of the 
Bengali screen. He was the only 
artiste to be honoured with a ‘Nagar- 
ik Sambardhana' by Calcutta Cor¬ 
poration. on lanuary 19. 1969. Yet. 
the latter has not yet felt the necessi¬ 
ty of responding to persistent re¬ 
quests from various forums, includ¬ 

ing the WB.st Bengal Citizens’ Rights 
Ojmmitlee, for naming a park or a 
street after Uttam Kumar. His 
brotlier, Tarun Kumar, had told this 
writer that the Central Government 
had taken a decision to do some¬ 
thing to perpetuate his memory but 
one fails to see any such move to 
date. The request for giving the 
Dadasaheb Phalke Aw'ard post¬ 
humously to Uttam Kumar (as was 
done in the case of Prithviraj 
Kapoor) has also elicited no re¬ 
sponse. What is wor.se is that in the 
exhibition of stills of prominent film 
personalities organised in Society 
Cinema on the occasion of Filmot- 
sav-’82held in Calcutta, no picture of 
Uttaip Kumar was on display. 

On the occasion of the second 
death anniversary Of Uttam Kumar, 
held in Rabindra Sadan under the 
auspices of Smriti Sangstha to pay 
homage to the departed hero, sever¬ 
al renowned singers like Owijen 
Mukherjee. Srikumar Chatterjee. 
Tarun Bannerjee. Chinmoy Chatter¬ 
jee, Salinath Mukherjee, Utpala Sen. 
Sushil Mailik, Ohirendra Chandra 
Mitra. Bandana Sinha. Argha Sen 
and Usha Uthup sang Tagore songs 
appropriate to the occasion. Recita¬ 
tions by Partha Ghosh and Gauri 
Ghosh and the presence of Debdulal 
Bannerjee were also noteworthy. 
Supriya Devi and Sumitra Mukher- 
jee spoke with choked voices about 
Uttam Kumar but several popular 

•m Kumar and Supriya Devi Jn aartSir daya 

film stars, who were his contempor¬ 
aries. were conspicuous by their 
absence. 

There are two parallel organisa¬ 
tions of film and stage artists, oper¬ 
ating in West Bengal, namely 
Avinetri Sangha and Shilpi Samsad, 
the latter having been set up by the 
late Uttam Kumar. Wliat is intri¬ 
guing and painful is that Avinetri 
Sanj^a has so far not initiated any 
move to honour the departed artist. 
Shilpi Samsad. as reported by Tarun 
Kumar, has many moves on the 
cards, such as setting up of a three- 
tier stage, and also two complexes 
for screening films and staging latra 
periormances, named after Prom- 
othesh Barua and Fani Vidyabinode 
respectively. The theatre, which 
will be named after Uttam Kumar, 
will al.so have an annexe where 
residential accommodation will be 
built and provided to indigent 
artists and technicians. Requests 
have been made to both the State 
Government and Calcutta Corpora¬ 
tion for allotment of land for the 
purpo.se and die position, presum¬ 
ably, will rest at that. 

On the evening of june 17 last. 
Bangla Chalachitra Pnroskar Sainity 
(Bengali Film Award Society) held 
its eleventh yearly session at Rabin¬ 
dra Sadan with a lilesize portrait of 
Uttam Kumar on the singe and the 
veteran film journalist Mamijendu 
Bhanja in the chair. Film artists like 
Tarun Kumar. Aiiup Kumar, Suven- 
du Chatterji and Sumitra Mukherjee 
were present on the occasion be¬ 
sides the .offbeat film maker 
Utpalendu Chakravorty and the re¬ 
nowned story writer. Samaresh 
Bose. But the recipients of Uttam 
Kumar Smriti Puroskar (Uttam 
Kumar Memorial Award). Bi.swajit 
and Savitri Chatterjee, were not pre¬ 
sent! 

It is an iiidi.sputed fact that Uttam 
Kumar glowed like a blazing sun on 
the film horizon of Bengal for 3U 
long years. There had been quite a 
few actors before him. some of them 
quite impressive, and yet they did 
not leave their footprints on the 
sands of time as this legendary heroi 
had done. His advent into filmland' 
is a story of an uphill climb. But. 
surpassing all obstacles bv dint of 
hi.s perseverance and fine histrionic 
talents, Uttam Kumar reached an 
apex in the late Fifties and from this 
point he never had to look back. He 
virtually gave his ‘love, labour and 
life’ to the Bengali cinema and his 
very appearance in any film, even 
with weak and incoherent scripts. 



Suchitra Sen and Uttam Kumar In ‘Priya Bandhavi’ 

On the occasion of his 
third death 

anniversary, his 
ninnerous fans and 

admirers feel that no 
one has initiated any 

move to perpetuate his 
hallowed memory. On 

the other hand, some of 
his contemporary 

artists have even gone 
to the extent of 
belittling his 

contribution to 
Bengal’s film industry 

and his unmatched 
talent as an artist by 
pointing out that the 
film industry in this 
state did not die with 

Uttam Kumar 

sp«lt cointnercial success. Me be¬ 
came a phenomenon and in the 
Seventies. Uttam Kumar became a 
Mahanayak frnm a Nayak and main¬ 
tained this .stance till his death. 

As he was aging, he expres.sed a 
desire to retire from acting and 
(.:oncentrate on film making, hut was 
snatched from our midst by an 
untimeiv death. Since then, leading 
film distributors are disinclined to 
advance money for filmmaking, ex¬ 
hibitors are refusing to screen trashy 
films being made by the dor'.en by 
numberless mushroom film produc¬ 
ers who are not being able to recover 
bare production costs, and the in¬ 
dustry in West Bengal is now in a 
state of acute economic crisis. It 
faced a similar crisis of greater mag¬ 
nitude in the Fifties and it was 
really the Uttam-Suchltra starrers 
that turned the tide and weaned the 
audiences away from the tinsel gla¬ 
mour of Hindi commercials. He was 
indeed a lucky portent to Bengali 
cinema who is now being missed. 

In the declining years of his life. 
Uttam Kumar could very well fore¬ 
see the approaching slump in Ben¬ 
gal's film industry. He attributed 
this to various ‘avoidable’ factors. 
He said that if the state government 
had saddled him with the task of 
promoting regional films the first 
things to be done would be to. 
remodel the studios in Calcutta with 
modern and sophisticated equip¬ 

ment. set up a board of renowned 
diret;tors for the selection of topics 
and approval of filmscripts, so as to 
eliminate Ihird-rato stories which 
are u.sed for filmscripts: ensure 
adequate power supply for the stu¬ 
dios: make plans for establishing a 
training institute in Calcutta on the 
pattern of FTII. Pune, so that new 
aspirants with a flair fur acting 
could deve.lop their acting talents, 
break the vicious circle of distribu¬ 
tors and exhibitors who block re¬ 
lease of regional films' and arrange 
minimum need-based remuneration 
for technicians and workers. He 
would also set up a home for aged, 
infirm and indigent artists. 

On the occa.siun of his third death 
anniversary, his numerous fans and 
admirers feel that no one has initi¬ 
ated any move to perpetuate his 
hallowed memory. On the other 
hand, some of his contemporary 
artietos have even gone to the extent 
of belittling his contribution to Ben¬ 
gal’s film-industry and his unmatch¬ 
ed talent as an artist by pointing out 
that the film industry in this state 
did not die with Uttam Kumar: that 
Uttam could impress only in the 
romantic roles he played in his 
earlier films and that his films 
which were made and released in 
the Eighties are nothing much to 
talk about and that they are still 
them to stem the rot that had set in 
recently. This is how Uttam 

Kumar s contemporaries are eva¬ 
luating their illustrious fellow- 
travnllor who was undoubtedly a 
sheet-anchor of Bengal's film indus¬ 
try in a period of acute crisis and 
who.se talent, in the words of Satya¬ 
jit Ray. was such that Bengal would 
need several years to find a match 
for him. One feels like reciting from 
Shakespeare's immortal couplet that 
degenerated human nature being 
what it is. the word ‘gratitude’ has 
merely become a platitude. 

And yet Uttam Kumar will con¬ 
tinue to live for years in the hearts of 
the people of this state—the vast 
gathering who .shouted ‘Uttam Amar 
Rahe’ at the cremation ground as his 
pyre was being lit on the afternoon 
of July 25, 1980. They pay their 
homage to the departed artist by 
patronising the films of yesteryears 
in which Uttam Kumar played lead 
roles and which are even now being 
systematically and regularly resche¬ 
duled in Calcutta’s showhouses. 
Meanwhile, new films continue to 
languish in cans as the exhibitors 
have a feeling that the cine-going 
public has no taste for insipid stuff, 
directorial flaws, implausible stor¬ 
ies, unimpressive acting and defec¬ 
tive technical qualities. If such films 
fail to draw audiences, the fault lies 
squamly with their makers. At least 
Uttam Kumar left while the going 
was good. 
Phoni K. De 
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QUIZ / Neil O’Brien 
Amit Kumar Sar- 
kar, Calculta-35. 
asks about Mona¬ 
co as a tax-free 
state. Many mil¬ 
lionaires live there 
and Bjorn Borg has 
been given the 
sobriquet ' t be 
Count of Monte 

Carlo.' Citizens of Monaco can never 
break the bank at Monte Carlo. They 
are piohibited from any local gamb¬ 
ling, but thev are exempt from taxa¬ 
tion and make a lot of money from 
the foreign ‘suckers’ who are en¬ 
couraged to gamble their little hearts 
out. 

The terrace at the rear of the 
famous casino in Monte Carlo was 
for years the jum])ing-off place of 
unfortunates \yho lost everything at 
the gaming tables. If you jump from 
there today, you land in the lobby of 
a new hotel! 

Here’s a quiz report from Ranchi. 
The Inter-Alumni Quiz Contest, 

introduced for the first tinie in Ran¬ 
chi by the Bengal tingiiteering Col¬ 
lege Alumni Association, was a 
roaring success. Six teams from 
alumni of different universities. B.E. 
College (Shibpur). Indian Institute 
of Sidence (Bangalore), jadavpur 
University, .Sambalpur University, 
Regional Engineering College (Dur- 
gapur) and Calcutta University, par¬ 
ticipated. Prof T. O’Brien of St 
Xavier’s College, Ranchi, was the 
Quiz Master who volleyed questions 
on a wide range of subjects. Till the 

half-way mark the teams had scored 
evenly btit the second half saw 
Calcutta and Jadavpur forging 
ahead. Calcutta University was the 
eventual winner and received from 
Shri S.K. .Sanyal, general manager, 
MECON, the running trophy in 
memory of the late A.K. Chattaraj, 
an alumni of BIT, Mesra. 

The success of this maiden ven¬ 
ture is sum to make this quiz contest 
an important annual event here. 

Rajat Kr Chakladar. I)urgapur-4, is 
interested to know, ‘What is a son¬ 
net and what is the difference be¬ 
tween a Petrarchan and a 

11th Question: What 
Is the Great Australian 
Salute'? <Sarbajlt 
.Ghosal IIT Kharagpuijl 
Ans: Waving one's 
hand before one’s 
face to keep the bush 

flies off during the Australian 
summer. 

Shakespearian sonnet.’ 
‘Sonnet’ is derived from the Old 

French for ‘little song’ and at one 
time ."eferred to any short lyric, 
especially any lyrical love song. The 
sonnet proper, however, is usually a 
14-line poem. The Petrarchan or 
Italian sonnet (after the Italian poet 
Petrarch, 1304-74) begins wdth an 
eight-line section (octet) and ends 
with a six-line section (sestet). The 
typical rhyme .scheme is a-b-b-a-a-b- 
b-a (octet) and c-d-e-c-d-e or c-d-c-d- 
c-d (sestet). The English or 
Shakespearian sonnet is made up of 

three quatrains (four-lines) and con¬ 
cluded with a couplet which 
summarizes or caps the quatrain. 

Originally concerned almost ex¬ 
clusively with love, the subject mat¬ 
ter of ,the sonnet, is now virtually 
unrestricted. 

Ko.se Thomas, Calcutta-16, asks ‘Is 
it true that Muhammad Ali was once 
in a Broadway musical?' 

Yes, in a show called Buck White 
(1969). Ali chose to challenge 
Broadway in a musical version of 
Big rime Buck White, a play which 
described the turmoil that ensues 
when its militant black titular hero 
arrives to address the Beautiful Alle- 
lujah Days Society. Ali and the 
show, by relatively inexperienced 
WTiteis, w'cnl down for the count of 
.seven performances. 

‘Which is the most expensive film 
ever made, .to date?’ asks Talat 
Afroze, Calcutta-14. 

“The highest-ever budgeted film 
has been Star Trek which received 
its world premiere in Washington 
DC on December 6,1979. Paramount 
stated that the cost of this space 
epic, was $46 million.® 
The Guinness Book of Records, 1983 

Ehtesham Anjum, Calcutta-16, 
asserts that ‘Reading is to the mind 
what exercise is to the body’ was 
written by Joseph Addi.son and not 
Richard Steele (22 May). The Oxford 
Dictionary of Quotations gives the 
source as Richard Steele, (The Tot- 
Jer, No. 147). But then Addi.son and 
.Steele go together like Tweedledum 
and Tweedledee! 

QUESTIONS 

1. When is the ‘calm’ of a hurricane? (Arun 
Agarwal, Calculta-7) 

2. What is the motto of Calcutta University? (Man- 
oj Mohta, Calcutta-70 

3. What does the phrase ‘as the crow flies' mean? 
(S. Prakash, Jamsh idpur-l) 

4. In an electronic calculator, what is L.E.D? 
(Moloy Chandra Chakraborty, Dhanbad) 

5. What is a kerf? (Pankaj Agarwal, 24-Parganas) 
6. Which is the most expensive food in the world? 

(Kalyan Sengupta, Calcutta-19) 
7. What is this sign ” placed below^ a line to show 

an omission called? (Syamal Bhattacharya, Cal- 
cutta-9) 

8. What is an nye-aye? (Biji George, Calcutta-14) 
9. W'hat would be wrong with a person suffering 

from bulimia? (Subir Das, Calcutta-67) 
10. The film Gandhi won eight Oscars. But in what 

three categories was it nominated and failed to 
win? (Siddhartha Chatterjee, Gtlrgutta-29) 

ANSWERS 
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ANSWERS TO ‘THE PROVERBIAL TEST': 
Silence Is goloen, familiarity breeds contempt, an apple a day 
keeps the doctor away. Jack of alt trades, master ot none, 
necessity is the mother ol invention, people who live In glass 
houses shouldn't throw storxes, many hands make light work. 14 



BIRTHDAYS Inner Eye 
NEXT SEVEN DAYS 
FROM JULY 24 TO JULY 30 

RIES 
March 21—Apr 20 

Your week presages 
_ reviving fortunes, 

beneficial business changes, 
travel and success in secret 
matters. New friendships are 
likely. Beware of extrava¬ 
gance. Your health will im¬ 
prove. Curb overgenerous im¬ 
pulses and guard against mis¬ 
representation. 

EO 
July 2.') -Aug 22 

Watch your busi¬ 
ness closely The 

stellar portents are somewhat 
conflicting. A possible inheri¬ 
tance and new friends are 
depicted. But separation from 
a loved one will sadden you. A 
secret mattei will progress. 
Adopt novel and original ideas 
in business for your success. 

AGITTARIUS 
Nov 22--Dec 22 

A week of sustained 
good fortune is indi¬ 

cated. Deal confidently with 
lawyers, agents, employers 
and elders. Your business and 
social activities are likely to 
expand Avoid impulsive deci¬ 
sions. Much will depend on 
your initiative for the degree of 
success attained. 

AURUS 
Apt 21—May 22 

An eventful week is 
predicted. Good for¬ 

tune including gains through 
elders may be accompanied 
by anxiety and dissension. 
Chances of a sharp disagree¬ 
ment in your profession 
although a good outcome is 
foreseen. Do not take hasty 
decisions. 

IRGO 
Aug 23—Sepi 22 

Gain and loss, 
happiness and sor¬ 

row are strangely intermingled 
this week. Much will depend 
on your own actions. Avoid 
friends who are suspect. Seek 
and act upon the advice of 
elderly womenfolk. Avoid con¬ 
frontation with those in author¬ 
ity. Do not speculate. 

APRICORN 
Dec 23 -Jan 20 

Financial and social 
expansion are pre¬ 

dicted. Inheritance and much 
conviviality are likely thougn 
also some loss through legali¬ 
ties. Utilise your energy to 
realise ambitions. Empbyers 
and officials will be helpful. 
Children will contribute to your 
happiness. 

EMINI 
May 23—June 21 

Your affairs will reg- 
i.stor some progress 

An unexpected benefit is likely 
Deal tactfully with those ir 
authority. Exercise prudence 
in your work as a sharp quarrei 
threatens you. Do not neglect 
your business. Defer cxiurtship 
and love affairs. Material suc¬ 
cess will eventuate. 

IBRA 
Sept 23 Ocl 22 

A deceptive element 
prevails in domestic 

and love affairs. Guard against 
disagreements. Use tact when 
dealing with womenfolk. You 
may gain financially in the later 
part of the week. Courtship 
and love correspondences 
should be deferred. Attend to 
your business minutely. 

QUARIUS 
Jan 21 -Feb 20 

Avoid hasty actions 
in all your tdealings. 

You may expect a fairly good 
fortune. Your employers will be 
helpful but eiders may cause 
some concern. Womenfolk 
may cause anxiety or provoke 
displeasure which will lead to 
happier situations. Much will 
depend on your own actions. 

ANGER 
Juns 22- July 22 

An unexpected 
event will be the not¬ 

able feature of the week. 
Financial expansion is likely. 
Some elderly person or prop¬ 
erty may wony you. Do not 
spend on questionable plea¬ 
sures. A fair measure of happi¬ 
ness is promised provided you 
exercise discretion. 

CORPiO 
Oct 23—Nov 21 

Your stellar portents 
are propitious. 

Financial success is likely. 
Chances of a promotion and 
benefits from higher author¬ 
ities. Guard against extrava¬ 
gance and disagreements. 
Your affairs will make rapid 
progress. A pleasant journey 
is likely. 

iSCES 
Feb 21- Mar 20 

Your week calls for 
utmost care and tact 

in all your dealings. At least 
one pleasant surprise awaits 
you. You will benefit from your 
employer. One of your women¬ 
folk may worry you but others 
will make you happy. A secret 
matter will prosper. Good tuck 
will be yours. 

SUGGESTIONS LUCKY NUMBER AND COLOURS 
SUNDAY AUSPICIOUS AFFAIRS JULY 24 10 YELLOW 

MONDAY BUSINESS AFFAIRS JULY 2S 9 ORANGE 

TUESDAY SHOPPINO JULY 26 2 WHITE 

WEDNESDAY CORRESPONDENCE JULY 2? 3 RED 

THUftSDAY DOMESTIC AFFAIRS JULY 28 8 BLUE 

FRIDAY MEDITATION JULY 29 5 GREEN 

SATURDAY SPORTS JULY 30 7 NAVY BLUE 

July 24 
Your year will be mainly fortun¬ 
ate, the more so it hasty. Irra- 
tioiiai conduct is avoided in 
business, domestic and love 
affairs. A romantic courtship 
and or happy marriage »r 
event is scheduled for you. 
July 25 
Your year promises moderate 
success despite some sad¬ 
ness. New friends and conge¬ 
nial family associations are 
foreseen. Curb the dissatisfac¬ 
tion and restlessness now per¬ 
vading you. You will be praised 
by all your friends and rela¬ 
tives. 

July 26 
The stars In their courses 
greatly favour you promising 
success, unexpected benefits, 
changes and happiness. Much 
will depend on your initiative 
as to the degree of good for¬ 
tune realised. A great love of 
psychic and musical subjects 
likely Much travel is predicted. 

July 27 
Your anniversary promises in¬ 
creased successful activity in 
business, intellectua! and so¬ 
cial spheres. Domestic har¬ 
mony IS shown along with a 
happy event. Courtship and 
marriage are well signified 
among family Guard against 
extravagance and imposition. 

July 28 
Your anniversary is most prop¬ 
itious especially if gambling 
and spTCUlation are avoided 
Health improves rapidly and 
happiness is yours. A secret 
help will help you in settling a 
difficult, worrying business or 
lending money. 

July 29 
A busy, active and successful 
year is promised. An unex¬ 
pected change or reversal wilt 
later give way to brighter con¬ 
ditions. Womenfolk may occa¬ 
sion some anxiety to menfolk 
or vice versa. Watch finances 
closely, this advice applying 
also to your womenfolk. 

July 30 
Domestic, social, love affair^ 
and marriage are well signi¬ 
fied. as also the health of 
yourself and children. A fair 
measure of success comes 
your way. A secret matter will 
bring happiness during Octo¬ 
ber or November. Concentrate 
on business, courtship, mar¬ 
riage and social activities. You 
will be well settled in 1984 
only. 

M.B. RAMAN 
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RAINBOW / Pranab Mukerji 

THE LEN’S EYE 
DESIjRIBING hiinsplf as "a worth¬ 

less son of a worthy father/ 
Pranab Mukerji (46) recalls that his 
first b/w picture was published by 
Anandabazar Patnka about 20 years 
ago A set of five pictures of animals 
was used on the front page of the 
same paper a decade ago "As a 
freelancer I started with an earning 
of Rs 4 a dajf and that, too, very 
uncertain Today, I have the latest 
eciuipment,' he says modestly And 
all through, Mukerji has remained a 
freelancer and wants "to die as one ” 

Mukerji was the only invited Indi¬ 
an photographer at Prince Charles' 
wedding was accredited by the PIB, 
government of India as war corres¬ 
pondent and cameraman to cover 
the 1971 Indo-Pak war, attended the 
25th midnight session of Parliament 

‘and many other such exclusives, all 
as a freelancer He is also on the list 
of Associated Press photographers 
since 1981 and had the honour of 
Time magazine selec ting his picture 
of Mother Teresa from among 
thousands submitted by va¬ 
rious competitors He is now into 
industrial photogiaphy The key of 
his success he says, is that he never 
vyalks if he can run And his one 
regret is that senioi photographers 
harbour p>-ofessional jealousies to 
the extent of jeopardising vounger 
talents 

Mukerji has an affinity for huma¬ 
nitarian causes Earlier, he has done 
features on cancer, leprosy and the 
mentally retarded In the first week 
of July, he had an exhibition of his 
photographs taken on his vanous 
tours abroad, the pioceeds of which 
will be donated to the Lighthouse 
for the Blind 
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HINDI FILMS 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Andhaa Kaanoon (A): Eltte 
(S.N. Banetjee Road 
(241383)—11, 2. b 16, 8 30, 

Another superstar ot the 
south makes his Hindi film 
debut with this film Rajnikant 
1^ a young man whose father 
was murdered and his sister 
raped and killed by three 
gangsters (Pran, Prem Chopra 
and Danny). He has grown up 
now, but the crime has re¬ 
mained a thorn in his flesh and 
he seeks revenge His olhor 
sister, Hema Malini, was also 
an eyewitness to the scene 
and seeks revenge, but only 
through the law. She is, in tact 
now a police officer Rajnikant 
takes advantage ol the 
loopholes of the law to do his 
job. and bumps into Arnitabh 
Bachchan who is another soul 
wronged by these very 

joopholes Both join hands and 
Rajnikant's lady love, Reena 
Roy, also throws in her mite. 

T. Rama Rao directs and 
shows that the law is an ass 
Angoor; Metro (Chowringhee 
Road; 233541)—11.45, 

Another remake of 
Shakespeare s A Comedy ol 
Errors, this time by Gulzar. It 
works out into contemporary' 
slapstick, this story of mis¬ 
taken identities of two long-lost 
brothers But it manages to 
retain much of its original 
charm. 
Avtoar: Majestic (R.A Kidwai 
Road; 242266) Basusree 
(S P Mukherjee Road 
478608). Bina (Bidhan Sarani 
341522) Purnasree (Raja Raj 
Krishna Street. 554033)—all 4 
shows. 

A self appointed messiah 
called Avtaar and his servant 
boy called Sewakcan pul 
together can give a tearjerking 
monument Avtaar succeeds 
eminently. 

The film slads with the 
Aviaar’s widow's, marble bust 
being garlanded. If you’re puz¬ 
zled why, the Vest of the film is 
spent in trying to tell you the 

answer. 
A rich girl (Shabana Azmi) 

forsakes parental love and 
money to marry a motor 
mechanic who lives on love 
and fresh air Two decades 
pass, their two sons grow up 
and in an attempt to provide 
the best for his son, overwork 
takes Its toll and Rajesh Khan- 
na's right arm, after an acci¬ 
dent, remains in as peculiar an 
angle as his smile 

Accident insurance helps 
him to buy the house in the 
daughter-in-law's name. The 
son of course squanders ev¬ 
erything Tho younger son also 
deserts him to become the 
ghar jamai of a powerful 
businessman. Disillusioned, 
both take to the streets with 
the faithful servant (Sachin). 
Certain scores are settled and 
the avtaar helps to build an old 
people s home where the in¬ 
mates are encouraged to 
work 

A film in which Rajesh Khan- 
na truly storms back. 

Bemisal: Roxy (Chowringhee 
Place; 234138)—12, 3, 6, 9; 
Bijoli (S P. Mukherjee Road: 
473462)—2 30. 5.30, 8 30 

A remake of the Bengali film, 
Ami, Shey-O-Shakha, which 

had Uttam Kumar in the lead; 
in fact, this one is dedicated to 
the late superstar. 

The story of friendship be¬ 
tween two young men—Vinod 
Mehra and Amitabh Bach¬ 
chan. Mehra is the saccharine¬ 
layered son of a golden 
hearted judge who adopts the 
wayward son (Bachchan) ot an 
impoverished school teacher. 
The two have more than just 
this in common; they both be¬ 
come doctors and also fall in 
love with the same girl 
(Raakhee). The rest is the 
usual melodrama of sacrifice.. 

Amitabh gets Vinod to marry 
Raakhee. sends him abroad 
and becomes a partner in his 
nursing home from iliegal 
abortions. Several coinci¬ 
dences later, Vinod is hauled 
off for murder. Amitabh again 
comes to his rescue and takes 
the seven-year rap. 

Hrishikesh Mukherjee, 
directs with assurance. 
HImmatwala: Hind (Qanesh 
Chandra Avenue- 274259)—4 
shows 

The way to your rival’s 
daughter's heart is through 
courage. So Jeetendra tries 
this ploy to win over Amjad 
Khan's daughter Sridevi. This 
film IS plugged as the storm- 
ing-in of Sridevi but actually it 
IS a comeback film after the 
box office failure of Solva 
Sawan. 
Jaani Dost; Opera (Lenin 
Sarani), Crown (R.A. Kidwai 
Road; 244822), Naaz (Lower 
Chitpur Road; 262773)—4 
shows. Ganesh (Upper Chit-, 
pur Road; 3322^), Rupbani 
(Bidhan Sarani; 553443), 
Bharati (S.P. Mukherjee Road; 
474686)—3 shows, 

A film from the South with all 
the patent monstrosities. Dhar- 
mendra plays a truck driver 
who sacrifices everything for 
an orphan friend from child- 
hond Jeetendra, the orphan 
friend, is a police officer now 
and works as a spy in a crimin¬ 
al organisation. Parveen Babi 
plays his long lost sister and is 
also the debt Jeetendra pays, 
to friend Dharmendra. The 
leader of the gang for which 
Jeetendra pretends to work is 
the killer (Amjad Khan) of his 
father years ago. Sridevi. 



Jeefendra's lover is also one o< 
Amiad Khan s victims and she 
plays a karate champ. 

Innumerable songs, 
dances—and yes—the much 
talked about sex siren. Silk 
Smiths, provide the rest of the 
iilillatinn. 
Mahaan: Jyoti (Lenin Sarani. 
241132)— 4 shows 

In this film, Amitabh Bach- 
chan plays triple roles—and 
that IS the most talke'd about 
aspect of the film. As the 
father, he teams up with 
Waheeda Rehman, and as the 
two younger Amitabhs, he has 
Zeenat Aman and Parveen 
Babi lor company. 
NIkaah: Paradise (Bentinck 
Street: 235442)—12,3, 6, 9 

B R. Chopra directs wth 
aplomb 
Painter Babli; Metro (Chowr- 
inghee Road. 233541)—2 30 
5 30. 8 30. 

A more or less Manoj Kumar 
film—a little less than more 
than his usual adventures into 
the making of a film Brother 
Rajeev Goswami is the new 
star this time, and cast oppo¬ 
site new stars Meenakshi and 
Neelima. 

A young painter is pas¬ 
sionately loved by throe young 
women, the second is a work¬ 
ing class girl and the third, a 
classmate, but a spoilt daugh¬ 
ter of a gootather The third is 
also the catalyst for all the 
action in the film. The first is 
forced Tito marriage to a sidey, 
me second pets abducted ana 
beaten up The rest ot the film 
doesn I have a .story it has 
songs 

Souten; New Ci.nema (Lenin 
Sarani. 270147) Grace (M.G. 
Road: 341544). Mitra (Bidhan 
Sarani, 551133), Kalika (Sada- 
nanda Road, 478141)—4 
shows. 

The film dedicated to 
women and housewives, is 
directed by Saawan Kumar 
from his own story and has 
been set to tunes by Usha 
Khanna. 

Sun Merl Lalla: Lotus (S.N. 
Banerjee Road: 242664) and 
Park Show House (Park 
Street; 441971)—4 shows; 
Sree (Bidhan Saranee, 
5S1515) and Ujjala (Russa 
Road: 478666)—12 noon. 

The film, directed by Chan- 
der Bahl and music by Raam 
Laxman, stars Rajkiran and 
Deepika. 

BENGALI FILMS 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Agnisamskar; Sree (Bidhan 
Saranee: 551515), Purabi 
(M.G Road- 350680) and Uj- 
)ala (Russa Road; 478666)— 
3. 6, 8.45. 

Directed by Agradool. this 
old hit has Ullam Kumar, Sup- 
riya Devi and Anil Chalterjee in 

’the leading roles The music is 
iby Heinanla Muukheriee. 

Agradanee; Uttara (Bidhan 
Saranee; 552200), and Indira 
ilndra Roy Road: 471757)—3, 
6, 8.45. 

The film is based on 
Tarashankar Bandopadhyay's 
story and is a severe indict¬ 
ment of casteism The pro¬ 
tagonist, an illiterate brahmin, 
goes through a gradual de¬ 
gradation and ends up eating 
half-cooked offerings made to 
the dead during sradh. 
Observations are made on the 
machinations of the rich and 
powerful lo attain their own 
selfish ends. 

Poor direction, however, 
mars the film. Palash Banerjee 
fails to make anything worth¬ 
while out of this film studded 
as it is with Soumitra Chatter- 
jee, Sandhya Ro Sumitra 
Mukherjee, Anil Chatterjee, 
and Prasenjit. 

El Chhilo None: Radha 
(Bidhan Saranee: 553045)— 
2.30, 5.30, 8.30; Puma (S.P. 

Mukherjee Road; 4745671 
A hilarious comedy, directed 

and set to tunes by Subir 
Sarkar, stars Juin Baneriee, 
Samit Bhanja. Chinmoy Roy. 
Anup Kumar, Satya Bando- 
padhyay and others. 

FOREIGN FILMS 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Battle Beyond The Stars* 
New Empire (Humayun Place 
231403)—12, 3, 6. 8.30. 

After the runaway success 
of Star Wars, there have been 
several imitations in the trail 
blazed. This one is yel another 
space adventure with a touch- 
of science fiction- naive, sim¬ 
plistic and tiresome 

A peace loving planet, Akira. 
IS threatened with conquest by 
a celestial scamp who has the 
ultimate weapon of destruction 
called the Stellar Converter. 
Doom stares Akira in its face. 
An emissary shuttles around to 
gather a bunch of effective 
mercenaries. Some romantic 
interest is thrown in for diver¬ 
sion. 

Starring Richard Thomas, 
Robert Vaughn. George Pep- 
pard and John Saxon. 
Born Freer Minerva (Chowr- 
inghee Place; 241052)—12. 3, 
6, 8.30. 
QendhI; Globe (Lindsay 
Street; 231769)—12, 4. 7.45. 

Fifty six years of the Mahat¬ 

ma's life have been conde¬ 
nsed into a three hours film by 
Sir Richard Attenborough 
Seif-confessedly, it is a biog¬ 
raphical film on the lilrnn-iaker’s 
personal hero But all the 
Ideology, political turmoil, per¬ 
sonal equations, are there. 
What isn t is the character of 
Netaii Among others 

The film opens with the 
assassination of Gandhi by 
Naihuram Godse and then 
goes back to Mohandas poll- 
(ical awakening in South Afri¬ 
ca The young confident attor¬ 
ney IS transformed into a lead¬ 
er of his people, fighting tor 
CIVIC rights in the first nonvio¬ 
lent struggle 

With his homecoming, his 
journey ttirough India is fol¬ 
lowed with affectionate detail 
in some of the outstanding 
shots in the film Other memor¬ 
able shots are of the Jallianwa- 
la Bagh massacre, the Dandi 
March, the explanation of the 
saat pheras by an elderly Gan- 
dhiji and Kasturba lo a foreign 
journalibf, the scenes bringing 
out the Mahatma's obstinate 
nature as well as the selfmock- 
ing sense ol humour, and his 
dilemma during Partition 

The film then comes full 
circle to the scene of assas¬ 
sination. A star studded film, 
with a superlative performance 
from Ben Kingsley as Gandhi 

Rough Cut (A): Tiger (Chowr- 
inghee Road; 235977)—12, 3. 
5.45, 8.15. 

The film stars Burt 
Reynolds, Lesley-Anne Down 
and David Niven, 

Cinema crime's favourite is 
the diamond thief Throw in a 
winsome lass, a seemingly 
naive Scotland Yard inspector, 
a 30 million dollar diamond 
heist being planned meticu¬ 
lously and you have the same 
old tried formula—or Rough 
Cut 

But this one does come off 
as an enjoyable comedy and 
fun film. Burt Reynolds plays 
the thief par excellence. The 
gorgeous Lesley-Anne Down 
plays the sidekick. And David 
Niven the inspector whose 
ambition is to put Reynolds 
behind bars. 

The Body (A): Lighthouse 
(Humayun Place; 231402)— 
12, 3, 6. 8.30. 

This is a British 
documentary which “tells the 
facts about the human body 
which you and I do not know." 
But it tells them rather badly. 

The central idea is that the 
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huni.in body ts tiolhinq to be 
ashamed <>t in lac t it i< some 
Ihincj to be pioud ol Various 
scenes and ‘ ettiriqs are used 
helped by Vanessa Red¬ 
grave s commentaiy to estab 
lish that fact 

On Iho lines of those sex 
education films this one is 
likely In draw iq the crowds. 

TV 

CALCUTTA 

24 July 
4 00 World ol sports 
5 30 Feature film in Hindi 
1 2S Saptahiki 
8 45 Focus Current affairs 
9 15 Aaruhi Light Music 
25 July 
6 34 Children s film in English 
8 10 Malhai Ke Prakar Lata 
fat hussain Khan 
8 45 Chitramefa Film songs 
in various languages 
9 15 Aur Phi Gham Ham 
Zamane Main (serial Part 8) 
Reoti Satan Sharma 
26 July 
6 34 Harekarakamba Tabia 
Lahara Khayal Bharat 
Natyam 
7 00- Play in Bengali 
8 10 Sitar Debiprasad Chat 
ler|ee 
8 45 The World nf Nature 
preset ted by Khushwant 
Singh 
9 00 Ek Mulaqaat An inter¬ 
view with Dr URK Rao 
9 20 ABC of football (7) 
27 July 
6 34 F>allikatha Floriculture 
7 00 English film serial 
7 40 Oarshaker Oarbare 
BOO Chltrahar 
8 45 The Lucy Show (16) 
9 15 In this our land Kalam- 
kari 
28 July 
6 34 industrial programme 
Documentary on electronic in 
dustry in West Bengal 
7 40 Dnstikono Songs of 
Dinendranath Tagore by Indira 
Group 
845 Places of Pilgnmages 

The shrine of Bombay Jesus in 
Goa 
9 05 Light Music Himachal 
Pradesh 
9 15 Indian sea foods Film 
29 July 
6 34 Jana Ajana 
6 55 Tarunder Janye 
7 40 Sports round up 
6 10 Rabindrasangeet 
8 45 Towards Progress 
Fishing 
915 National Programme of 
Music & Dance Moods ballet 
by Sachin Shankar Ballet Unit 
30 July 
519 Shyamasangeet Ashim 
Choudhury 
5 30 Regional feature film 
8 45 Documentary on power 
production. 
9 15 Whats the good word 
Quiz programme 

SPECIAL EVENTS 

24 July. 6 pm 
In aid of Mandra Vivekanan- 

da Sevasadan Smriti presents 
a programme to commemo¬ 
rate the death anniversary of 
Uftam Kumar The notable 
prattcipants include Samaresh 
Basu, Prafulla Roy, Arundhuti 
Devi Tapan Sinha, Satinath 
Mukhegee, Utpala Sen, Chin- 

moy Chatterjee Haimanti 
Shukla, Shakti Thakur Banas 
ree Seiraupta Bam Tagore 
Partha Ghosb Gouri Ghosh 
Debduial Bandopadhyay 
Shambhu Bhattacharjee 
Partha Mukherjee Ananda 
Shankar Tanusree Shankar 
Sumitra Mukherjee Usha 
Uthup Shoma Chatterjee end 
Supnya Devi 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed 
ral Road 449937) 

24 July. 6.30 pm 
Bohurupee presents its 

latest production Dharmadhar 
ma wntten by Shyamal Sen 
gupta and directed by Amar 
Ganguly The main paitiri 
pants are Kumar Roy Amar 
Ganguly Kaliprasad Ghosh 
Oebtosh Ghosh Tar^ada 
Mukherjee, Soumitra Basu 
Namita ^jumdar and Averee 
Dutta 

At Academy of Fine Arts 
(Cathedral Road 444205) 
24 July: 8.30 pm 

Rangakarmee celebrates •*« 
50th show with Panchay 
(based on Arnold Weskers 
Roofs) directed by Rudrapra 
sad ;Sengupta Fhe cast in¬ 
cludes Ashe Shastri, Om 
Pareek, Usha Ganguly, Ashok 

A uene from ‘We Bombed In New Haven’ 
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bmqh vinayak Joshi Bnkul 
OhoJ Ft ijo h Shciinn and 
Rani Milid 

At K a I fi rn a n d 1 r (B) 
(Shakpspeni0 Sdidiiee 
4490851 
26 July 7 pm 

A sell out on opening nilo 
The Ccuntrv Shovi goes into a 
repeal perfornnnee Bertie da 
Siivd with Wil'ie Soiame and 
Cyrus Tnid in a swinging con 
cert of country musir 

At Gyan Manch (Pretoria 
Street) 
26 July 5 30 pm 

Rupmanjari pre>enl«- Ta 
gore s d in< e rtraina Shyania 
with Sadfian Guhi and Pol'y 
Guha in dimes and Dhiren 
Bose and Bandana binha in 
songs An added attraction of 
the evening would be a solo 
locital ot Nazrul songs by 
Sufapa Bose ano ruadinqs and 
reruafions of selected pieces 
by Santu Mukheijee Ajitesh 
Banerjee and Jochhon Lias 
tidar 

At Sisir Manch (Acharya 
J C Bose Road 411451) 
27 & 28 July 6 30 PM 

Joseph Hcllei s We PombeJ 
In New Haven adapted as the 
sequel to Catrh JZ will be 
staged by Shobiz 

Set in an Amt rit an Air F orre 
base the plav is a runny yet 
moviiq portrayal of the effect 
of war on men s minds It is 
directed by Mithno Roy de 
signed by Anita Bhatia and 
choreographed by budrshna 
Roy 

The cast includes Vinay 
Sharma Kabir Dudsja Abhijit 
Sinha Roy Sndeshna Hoy 
Siddharta Gaulan Lanl 
Vachani and Anil Pathak 

At Gyan Manch (Pretoria 
Street) 

THEATRE 

BENGALI 

24 Jufv 3 and 6 30 om 
28 and 30 July 6.30 pm 

A8ami Hazir Biswaioopii (2A 
Raja Rdj K sspn Street 
553262) 

The play directed by Rash 
bihari Sarkar from Bimal Mit 
ras story has Vasant Chow 
dhury Premangshu Kiron 
Sofia and Ujjal Senqupta and 
Sreela Majumda' with Oiiip 
Roy in the leading roles 
BIbor Rungmahal (76 IB 
Bidhan Sarani 551619) 

Subhendu Chalterjee and 
Subrata Chatlorieo along with 
Santosh Dutta form the lead¬ 
ing part of the cast in this play 
directed by Samar Mukherjee 
from Samaresh Basus story 

Rangini. Circarena (6 Raja 
Raj Rissen Street 557213) 



The play is based on 
Samaresh Basu s Bt/on 
Bibhuin and is directed by 
Samar Mukhenee The leading 
artistes are Haradhan Baner- 
lee, Sailen Mukherjee, Samar 
Mukherjee, Srirup Mitra, 
Jayasree Sen Oebika Geeta 
Karmakar, Aloka Ganguly, 
Geeta Dey arKi Miss Shefali 

Sundarl-LoSundari: Jogesh 
Mime Academy (S P Mukher¬ 
jee Road 460746) 

Directed and acted by Chin- 
moy Roy. the play stars Sumi- 
ta Mukherjee Oeboprasad 
Singha Rupak Majumdar Juin 
Banerjee and others 

TRAVEL 

Calcutta—Bangkok—Hong 
Kong—Tokyo: Calcutta de¬ 
parture, AI316 (2*) at 2205 
Hours, Calcutta arrival AI307 
(3) at 0200 
Calcutta-Bangkok: Calcutta 
departures. TG312 (1, 3, 6) at 
1345, Calcutta arnvals. TG311 
(1. 3. 6) at 0900 
Calcutta—Karachi—Copen¬ 
hagen: Calcutta departure 
SK9>6 (4, 7) at 0800 Calcutta 
amval SK975 (4, 7) at 0630 
Calcutta—London—New 

York; Calcutta departure, 
AH 03 (2) at 0030 
Calcutta-London: Calcutta 
departure, BA144 (2, 5) at 
2145 Calcutta arrival BA145 
(1, 4) at 1350 
Calcutta-Kathmandu. Catcut 
ta departure TG 311 (1. 3, 6) 
0945, Calcutta arnval TG 312 
(l. 3. 6) 1300 
Calcutta-Delhi; Departures, 
1C 402 (daily) at 1735 hours 
1C 263 (ilaily) at 0630, Calcutta 
arnval;, 1C 401 (daily) at 1040 
1C 264 (daily) at 22US 
Calcutta-Bombay. Depar¬ 
tures, 1C 17b (daily) at 0640, 
iC 273 (daity) at 1950, CalcuHa 
arrivals IC 175 (daily) at 0850 

IC 274 (daily) at 1850 
Calcutta-Madras* Depar¬ 
tures, iC 265 (daily) at 1435, 
Calcutta arnvals, tC 266 (daily) 
at 1935 
Cafculta-Qauhati: Depar¬ 
tures. IC 229 (daily) at 1140, 
IC 230 (daily) at 142b 
Calcutta-Ranchi-Patna- 
Lucknow-Delhl: Departure, 
IC 4 to (daily) at 0550. Calcutta 
arrival. IC 409 (daily) at 1045 
Calcutta-Kathmandu; Depar¬ 
tures, IC 247 (1, 3, 4, 5, 7) at 
1330 Calcutta arrivals, tC 248 
(1 3. 4 5, 7) at 1250 
Calcutta-Oacca: Departure. 
IC 223 (daily) at 1440 Calcutta 
arrival IC 224 (daily) at 1640 

Departure EASTERN RAILWAY. 
Up Time- (HOWRAH)MAIL 

1 19-20 Delhi Kalka Mall 
5 20-00 Amritsar Mall 
3 20-40 Bombay Mall via Alla¬ 

habad 
EXPRESS 

81 9-45 Alr-Cond. Express Tri- 
Wkly via Gaya 
Dep —Tubs & Wed up to 
New Delhi 
Dep —Saturday up to 
Amritsar 
Arri —Tuesday Wednes 
day a Saturday 

103 9-45 Alr-Cond. Express Bt- 
Wkly via Patna 
Dep —Thursday up to New 
Delhi 
■—Sunday up to Amritsar 
Arri—Monday & Friday 

101 16-55 RaidhanI Alr-Cond. Exp. 
4 days a week 
Dep —Mon . Thurs , Fn & 
Sunday 
Am —Wed , Tues, Sat & 
Sunday 

173 5-45 HImagiri (Jammu-Tawi) 
Exp Tr-Wkly 
Dep—Wednesday. Satur¬ 
day & Sunday 
Am--Monday, Tuesday & 
Fnday 

67 10-55 Bombay Janata Express 
Tri-Wkly 
Dep —Monday, Wednes- 
da)r & Fnday 
Am —Tuesday. Thursday 
& Sunday 

61 23-00 Oehradun Janata Ex- Bresa Wkly 
ep —Sunday Arri — 

Sunday 
9 21-35 Doon Express via Grand 

Chord 
7 10-10 Toofan Express via Mam 

Line 
49 14-20 Amritsar Express 
11 21-00 Delhi Express via Mam 

Line 
39 21-10 Delhi Janata Express via 

Mam Line 
19 2^-00 Gorakhpur Express 

TRAINS ' 

Amval 1 Depanure Arrival 
Time Dn Up Time lime Dn 

21 16-25 MIthiia Express 6-45 22 

8-15 
57 6-10 Kanchenjunga Express 19-30 58 

2 Tn wkly 
7 55 6 Dep — Fuesday, Thursday 
12-35 4 & Saturday 

Am — Wednesday, Friday 
& Sunday 

17-10 82 59 18-55 New Bongeigaon (Kam- 
rup Express 

6-30 FO 

165 12-30 New Bongalgaon Janata 
Express 

13-35 166 

307 6-10 Black Diamond Ex|»rsss 21 20 308 
309 17-15 Coalfield Express 10-25 310 

305 18 20 Aaaneoi Express 8-45 306 
SOUTHEASTERN RAILWAY, HOWRAH 

17-10 104 3 20-00 
MAIL 

Madras Mail 6-10 4 
2 20-15 Bombay Mall via Nagpur 7-20 1 

EXPRESS 
60 14-15 Gitaniali(Bombay) Exp 5 

days a week 
13-40 59 

11-05 102 Dep —Mond , Tues Wed 
Fri & Sat 
Am —Mond Tues 
Thurs Fri & Sat 

••34 21-10 Ahmedabad Express 4 
days a week 

4-00 133 

23-35 174 Dep - Tues Thurs Fri & 
Sunday 
Am —Tues Wed , Fri S 
Sunday 

30 12-40 Bombay Express via 
Nagpur 

14-30 29 

21-15 68 141 15-45 Coromandal (Madras) Ex¬ 
press 

11-00 142 

37 23-10 Madras Janata Express 4-10 38 
13 17-30 Tata Steel Express 10 18 14 
11 6-20 Ispat Express 21-50 12 

5 22-10 Jhsrsuguda Express 5-00 6 

8-15 62 15 21-25 Ranchi Hatia Express 6-40 16 
7 20-50 Purl Express 5-30 8 
9 18-45 Purl (Jagannath) Express 8-25 10 

6-55 10 

45 10-50 East Coast (Hyderabad) 
Express 

16-45 46 

SEALDAH (MAIL. EXPRESS & PASS.) 
18-15 8 

43 19-15 Dariesiing Mail 8-45 44 
15-45 50 53 21-00 Qaur Express 5-00 54 
6-Ob 12 51 11-45 Jwnmu Tawi Express 15-40 52 

13 20-20 Upper Inals Express 
via SBQ Loop 

11-5*' 14 
5-20 40 

303 18-20 Bhagirathi (Lalgola) Ex¬ 10-20 304 
10-50 20 press 
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9 Across |6 Across 8 Down 

W Across 

THE PROVERBIAL TEST by Shamlu Dudeja 

•T.M.C.S. the B.’ 
Not difficult to find what the 
above adage says, when 
accompanied by the picture 
alongside. ‘Too many 
cooks. .'Canyou decipher 
the following proverbs, 
where the key words have 
been replaced by initial 
letters; no pictures to help! 

S. isG. 
P B C' 
AnA.aD.K. theD.A. 
l.ofA.T.M.ofN. 
N. is the M. ufl. 
f’.W.L.I.G.H.S,T.S. 
M,H.M.L.W. 
ANSWERS ON PAGE 14 

Barter Bank 
If you wad an Hum in this 
poge that you wish lo re- 
.spond lo. pJeoso ivriti; in 
to Barter Bank, c/a Tm: 

Tt:i.h:(;HAi’ii (,’olour Mtigo- 
zine. (i, Pnilulla Saikur 
Sfreftl. Calcutta-7nO0OL 
Also, if vou wish to enlni 
an item in this column, 
pleuse n'lilc in with do- 
iails to the fiddres.s given 
above. We shall inhvm 
you of responses lo ,\ our 
in.s{?rlion.s by post 
• Stereo: I have a two-in- 
one stereo (thrown, 
lapanese) in good working 
•condition. It con.sisls of a 
two-band radio and a 

•player. I would like to 
exchange it lor a Walkman 
or anv stereo tape recor¬ 
der Please write to 
Kakesh Bhatia. 
• Coins: 1 have some 
coins oi England and 
some 300 stamps of Au¬ 
stralia, Mew Zealand. 
Malaysia, Argentina and 
England. 1 would like to 
exchange them for foreign 
picture postcards or books 
by fames Hadley Chase. 
Write to Sonbhik Ghosh 
• Records: i would like to 
exchange a LP (Super) 
Veh Hai Amiltibh for a LP 
of Tagore song.s or two EPs 
of Tagore songs and a roll 
of Indu film. Interested 
persons may write to 
Kaushik Maitra. 
• Greeting cerds: I would 
like to have old issues of 
The Telegraph Colour 
Magazine for which 1 am 
offering new greeting 
cards. Those interested 
may contact Arvind 
Mukul. 



ai][]i]Di)[rWDi]0[r, 
-by Hal Kaufman- 

lagani 
niuai 

!■ 
IQ 

ISbi 

• WORD IS OUTI In- 
sert the same 
seven-letter word 
four times to com¬ 
plete this sage 
advice on the avoi¬ 
dance of needless 
worry: "Never— 
—until s you." 

Qiqnoji, SI SMi'etQ 
jnoj tiC 01 piOM buissiui oqj 

CHECK-OUT 
CHALLENGE 

Three pencil checks 
have been inserted in 
the diagram above. 
You are asked to dis¬ 
tribute five more such 
checks so that there 
will be one and only 
one in each vertical, 
horizontal and diagon¬ 
al row. 

Remember, there 
are to be eight checks 
in all; five are to be 
inserted. 

How is it done? 

UMOP 1SJI| UMOp 
UMOp qm&ie uuop qixis uMOp 

pJiq) UMOp MIUOAUS UMOp pU099^ 
'UA\op ssoini? j oj | 

HOCUS-POCUS 

MIWI 

• Riddle-Me-This' Which insect is pait ilowi.'r^ The 
forget-me-gnat. With what kind of a shoo can you 
blow your nose? A tiss-shoo Why wcio the au¬ 
thor's words so trite? That's all he rote. 
• Chain Oarne! How long a siring of anin’dl names 
can you make using the last letter of each riitme for 
the first letter of the next? Example: Horse, elk, 
koala, etc. 

FUNNY FACE! Add colors to this circus scono- 1—Red. J-Lt, 
blue. 3~Yellow. 4—Lt. brown. 5—Flesh. 4—Lt gteen. / - Lt. brown. 
B- Dk. bloc.»—Dk. purple. 10—Maroon. 11 -Lt purple 

CAN YOU TRUST YOUR EYESt TiMro art at laast sIk dlNtr- 
ofictt in drawing dataila batwaan tap and bottom pantla. Hew 
qatekiy can yen find ttwmT Cliack anawara wHb ttwaa baiaw. 

JRAAOJJRU Si 9 «| M*IO ( 

joijolus 91 j»f f JCift ajv s6R*t C 6ui9iiui tt S ii l 



Comics 
HE>' MO/W, ARE VOU THROWING 

OUT THIS aP VACUUM y 

•“^CLEANfcR^ m-Urx:Z 

YES, ARCHIE.'I HATE 
TO DO IT.' I REAULV 
LIKE THIS MACHINE 

m 

ARCHIE 
BUT THE HOSE BROKE ANP 

THE COMPANY POESN'T ^ 
STOCK PARTS POR THIS A 
TWENTY-YEAR-OLP MOPEL/ 
“T—v anymore 

I 

MY MOM HAS TO JUNK ^ 
HER TWENTY-YEAR-OLP , 
BLOWHARP VACUUM A 
BECAUSE SHE CAN T ^ 
GET ANEW HOSE fORlT7 

■^WE HAVE ONE OF 
THOSE, BUT THE 

SWITCH BROKE, 
SO WE'RE GEITING 
A NEW ONE ' 

91 

1 .n 
i 

HEY JUG,/YEAH.'OH, 
IS THE <IGETIT- 

SWITCH ALL] YOU MEAN 
THAT'S Jm cm PUT 

. BROKEjXOUR HOSE ON 
^ YOUR MOM'S 
WACUUM ' 

"^WE SOT THE ^ 
VACUUM BACK, 

^ MOM' V 

A'EAH, WE HAP TO CHASE ) 
THE TRASH TRUCK SIK ^ 

BLOCKS ANP SORT THROUGH 
Sw A TON OF STUFF.' ^ 

OKAY JUG, WHERE 
PIP YOU PUT THE 

^ HOSE? ^ 

MOM, WE Y THE TRASH 
GOT A HOSE MEN JUST 
K?R lOUR /TOOK IT 
VACUUM 'A AWAY.' 

m 

ME^ I THOUGHT 
Vt^PUTIT 
SOMEPLACE.' ) 

'a ■ 

.mil i.''‘X 

i\ 

VOU MEAN TO \ IT'S AIL RGHT, 
Tat ME AFTER BOVS' IT WAS 
ALL THAT, WE > A NICE 
LOST THE ^GESTURE >, 
HOSE?y \ ANYWAY.'/ 

tmY MOM, YTHE trash men 
WE FOUNP ) just took THE 

g ^THE HOSE//VACUUM AGAIN' 

A OH, NO IT'S THOSE TWO KIPS 
AGAIN ' ANP TO THINK 1 TURNEP 

POWN A Nice QUIET JOB AS A 

'l-srl 



JULIET JONES 
wue &otne poinn id this 

ttovxooe FinuPA clob AftP 
fKBfiBUT VOUft njKN pens, 

eeu^-ifmeo^/mrr tv 
fiOUNV KtHCAPe? 

A FAvOP-PeCAee- 
PUL. THBBe P-iev, 
CAM BB UTTKAL/ 

BBPOfSB SOO CAM TEU AjUf 
HDVK TO UMg A EBTreK 
UPB, TOD BtiOOLPfCAm¥ 
THB HINP OF UFC I LA* 

J MOW. IP SOU CAM CAU- 
IT •i,lVlMa.''THAT'S‘ 

MV BAT. 

WE (SET heat—^OME-nyW^. 
MV M07H»S/ FATrtEC AMP 
Pl)f ICIPM (.IDE TMEEE with 
ME* TOD WOMPBE WHV I 
WAMT TO EBEAM OUT OP 

^ THIE JUNGLE? 

7HATE WHAT I HOPE : 
cam help tod po/ me 
KIMCAPE/ IP TOD'LL 
at LEAdT LI^TEM 

TOMB, ' 

■E J ) / ■$tiPE, J'l 
AE. L BUTLAP^ 

^ <SOT IP ■ 
/m MB? i«si: 

f,.<WATHATieEA 

ZB, I'LL UPTEM. 
lapv... all sod 
r IP THEOIZV. , 
’ I (POT A PLAaI 
J^ALL'/ WOEMP/ 

' I is 'M; 

b t983 Kii^ Syi^icEt*, Irw M^rld flghti ftun^ 

By Lee Falk 





DR. KILDARE By Ken Bald 

THE LOCKHORIMS 



TALKING SHOP / The Shrievalty in Caloitta 

A TIME WHEN IT WAS HIGH NOON 
During the earlier years of the British Raj, the Sheriff had a lot of clout 

The oitice of Sheriff in India is an 
ornamentai one at present. 

However, it was not always .so and 
there were days when the sheriffs 
used to enjoy considerable power 
and authority. 

We can trace the office ot Sheriff 
back to the Anglo-Saxon period 
when he was the reeve of a shire (the 
King's Officer in the provinces). 
From the Norman conque.st till the 
beginning of the 13th century, he 
was little less than the governor of a 
province. He collected the king's 
revenues, presided bver the shire 
court and recruited men fur the 
army. However, his powers de¬ 
clined during the reign of the Tudor 
Kings and, by the 17th century, he 
became just another officer whose 
duly included carrying out the 
orders of the court, arresting de¬ 
btors, seizing their property and 
hanging those found guilty of 
felony. So. when the office of Sheriff 
was introduced in Calcutta, along 
with the founding of the Supreme 
Court in the year 1764, it had 
already lost much of its former 
glory. 

However, the early Sheriffs of 
Calcutta were not just dim reflec¬ 
tions of their English counterparts. 
They had the rare opportunity of 
working with men like Warren Hast¬ 
ings and Sir Elijah Impey in creating 
history and laying the foundations 
of the British Empfire in India. 

They took a keen interest in cur¬ 
rent ahairs. The first Sheriff of Cal¬ 
cutta, Alexander Macrabie, was pre¬ 
sent at the historic execution of 
Maharaj Nandakoomar and gave a 
beautiful description in his notes 
about how the Raja faced his unjust 
death sentence with quiet dignity. 
"There was no lingering about hiiii, 
no affected delay. He came cheerful¬ 
ly Into the room...said he was rcady- 
....without the least mark of melan¬ 
choly or depression on his part." 

The early Sheriffs of Calcutta 
were mostly government officials; 
only a few were merchants. They 
had little trouble in discharging 
their duties for, in its initial stages at 

. ^fast, the British judicial system had 
Woved to be most effective in India. 

I'Sheriff'!! mert, whom Macaulay had. 

named “Cathpoles," could be seen 
making frequent trips outside Cal¬ 
cutta to carry out the orders of the 
court. The supremacy of the court 
was recognised by all. The judges 
listened gravely to the hearing of 
even the must trivial cases and 
wrote their orders on a piece".of 
paper asking the Sheriff to arrest or 
release the persons concerned. 

The Sheriff himself was not 
spared and sometimes His Lordship 
issued warrants for his arrest as 
well. Before the establishment of the 
Court of Insolvency, the Sheriff fre¬ 
quently had to send his men for the 
.seizure of debtors' belongings. This 
duty was performed so meticulously 
that they often took away everything 
they could lay their hands on—from 
laundry bills to household furni¬ 
ture. Sometimes, even neighbours’ 
properties were not spared. Mrs 
Thackeray, mother of the noted 
novelist William Thackeray, in a 
letter to the Sheriff once complained 
that his men had t^ken away her 
carriage while confiscating the 
property of the lady with whom she 
was staying, rhankfully, she got 
back her carriage immediately. 

The Sheriff was also responsible 
fur jail administration and the Jailor 
was recruited by him. Endles.s 
streams of debtors flooded the 
‘Hminbaree', as the Old Jail in Cal¬ 
cutta was called at that time. 

Calcutta was a gambler’s paradise. 
Besides, people from all spheres of 
life, including clergymen, judges, 
magistrates, traders, soldiers—ail 
trying to copy lavish oriental lifes¬ 
tyles—lived beyond their means 
and were consequently always in 
debt. Their life inHurinbareewas far 
from unpleasant. Both the Sheriff 
and the Jailor treated the debtors 
and the native princes, imprisoned 
on political grounds, with great 
kindness and did everything in their 
power to enhance their comforts. 
They were allowed to bring their 
family, servants and even domestic 
pets inside the jail. They were a- 
merry crowd and the walls of the 
prison echoed with laughter. 

Unfortunately, the court was not 
•to reign suptynej^r a long time. 

Respect for the law gradually started 
to wane in Bengal. The frequent 
clashes between the supreme Court 
and the Governor-General-in- 
Council encouraged other officers of 
the East India Company to harass 
the agents of the law' at the slightest 
opportunity and. more often than 
not. Sheriff’s men became their 
victims. In 1815. Alexander Mack¬ 
enzie. a judge and magistrate of 
Bihar assaulted the Sheriff's men 
when the latter went to arrest him 
on the strength of a decree on a debt 
charge. The Sheriff asked lor the 
help of the army. William Butter- 
worth Bailey, secretary to the gov¬ 
ernment at Fort William, im¬ 
mediately sent a battalion of sol¬ 
diers to Bihar. Mackenzie was 
arrested but he escaped imprison¬ 
ment due to some understanding 
with his creditors, How'ever. his 
quarrel with the Sheriff did not end 
there. In 1821. he intervened on 
behalf of his friend A.C. Barwell 
when the Sheriff’s men came to 
arrest Harwell and again assaulted 
and killed some of them. This time 
the Sheriff did not get the army's 
help. 

As the days went bv. the conflict 
between the Sheriff and the officers 
of the East India Company in¬ 
creased. The officers tried to curb 
the Sheriff's activities outside Cal¬ 
cutta. In 1826, Mr Wright, a com¬ 
pany official, forcibly released a 
wealthy nobleman arrested by the 
Sheriff’s officer. Henceforth it gra- 
duallv became impossible fur the 
Sheriff to execute the w'rits of the 
Supreme Court outside Calcutta. His 
officers were often attacked and 
severely assaulted. 

Towards the middle of the 19th 
century, after a life of about 100 
years, the Shrievalty became a dying 
institution. An act. introduced in 
1862, stripped the Sheriff of his 
main responsibilities. His jurisdic¬ 
tion was limited to Calcutta only 
and his revenue was diverted to 
other departments. From then on, 
the office of the Sheriff became just 
a showpiece, a mere shadow' of its 
former glory, 

Karnika Sen 



DRESS CIRCLE 
Left: Rai\f{t Mi^umdar, a 
young bus conductor em¬ 
ployed by the Calcutta 
State Transport Corpora¬ 
tion, married an orphan 
from the Home for Desti¬ 
tute Girls in Uttarpara, 
Anita Chakraborty (18). 
The lady was brought to 
the Home when she was a 
few months ohl after her 
father abandoned her; her 
mother, ton. died when 
she was 11. Said Majuin- 
dar; “1 want to create an 
example in the hearts of 
the young people of the 
society." 

Below: The Federation In¬ 
ternationale de la Presse 
Cinemato^aphique Jury 
awarded the International 
Critics Prize to DuJio. a 
film by Saikat Bhat- 
tacharya, for its honest 
and artistic portrayal of 
humanitarian problems. 
The film was also shown 
in the Indian Panorama 
(1983). The filpi’s heroine, 
Debika Mukherjee, is seen 
at right. 
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Post Mortem 
Old Wine 

The article by Kanchan 
Gupta on house hunting 
(10 July) was like old wine 
in a new bottle. He would 
not have had to waste his 
energy if he had married 
his would-be wife first and 
gone house hunting 
together. For bachelors in 
Calcutta, hostels, boarding 
houses and sometimes 
paving guest hou.ses are the 
only resorts. 
Samir Pal. 
fJolrutto 

Tolerance 

1 was shocked to read the 
letter of Mobin-Al-Rashid 
(20 June) in whicli he has 
overreacted on the spelling 
of a proper noun. Syntax is 
a brancn of grammar deal¬ 
ing with sentence structure 
and henc.e it is no point 
following Arabic syntax 
while writing in English. 

Even QIJ doesn’t i;orrect- 
tv represent the pronuncia¬ 
tion of the alphabet Kaf or 
Qaf which is u gmtural con¬ 
sonant pfonounced by 
thrusting further down the 
throat than the ordinary K. 

To me and to every sensi¬ 
ble Muslim, writing the 
more common and estab¬ 
lished English spelling of 
the name oi the Holy Book 
does not tantamount to pro¬ 
faning the si.ripture or the 
faith in anv way. 
.Syed Marshood Ali, 
Calcutta 

Reference Mr Mobin-Al- 
Rashid’s letter (26 June), I 
was stunned at the veiled 
threat to vour rejmrter for 
.spelling the Islamic scrip¬ 
ture as Koran instead of 
Quran. He perhaps did not 
bother to inform the read¬ 
ers that not only the 
alphabet Quaf (or Kwaaf?), 
but several similar 
alphabets in Arabic like 
Pay, Kha. Dwad, etc cannot 
be pronounced in the cor¬ 
rect manner nor written in 
any script other than Ara¬ 
bic or languages conform¬ 
ing to the Arabic script. 
Secondly, I don’t remember 

seeing anv books or articles 
in English where the spell¬ 
ing Koran was not usen. In 
fact, the alphabet Kaf in 
Arabic cannot be pro¬ 
nounced even if written as 
Quran in English. 

As for profaning the Holy 
Book, the number of guiltv fiersons would run into bil¬ 
lons, because barring some 

3 crores of Urdu speaking 
Moslems of northern India, 
the 9 crores of Bang¬ 
ladeshis and a crore of 
(west) Bengali Muslims are 
incapable of writing the 
alphabet Kaf in their 
mother tongue. Bengali, 
which has no equivalent 
for this and n t It e r 
alphabets. Twelve crores of 
devout Moslems in East 
Asia and Indonesia should 
also be put in the dock. Tiie 
English speaking Moslems 
(and non-Muslims) already 
stand convicted by Mr Al- 
Rashid. 1 hope he will take 
this criticism in the right 
spirit as Islam is not only a 
socialistic religion, but 
teaches tolerance towards 
even enemies. 
Debaprosud Banerjee, 
Calcutto 

Correspondence on this 
subject is now closed.— 
Editor 

Unique 

Mrinal Sen’s interview 
(26 June) is a pointer to the 
distinct truth that most of 
our so-called young Benga¬ 
li avant garde filmmakers 
are far less than their fore¬ 
runners. Nearly everybody 
of the group is venerating 
the poor man’s case on any 

ossible plea. This zeal, 
owever ardent, is making 

them victims of an abstract 
socialism which has no¬ 
thing to do even W'ith the 
Marxian concept of art. 

All these flashing rebels 
treat Sen as a trendsetter. 
Sen himself, too, out of his 
‘elderbrotherliness,’ is an 
unorthodox sponsor be¬ 
hind the expansion of most 
of these young talents’ 
career. But does any one of 
them ever confess that film 
at first is a critique of the 
self and anything else after¬ 

wards? Do they care to real¬ 
ise what it is to confront 
complacency without self 
degradation? Their answer 
most probably is that they 
are young, too voung for 
such high philosophic 
utterances, But Sen, Ray or 
Ghetak, when they started 
had no guardians. The 
young rebels are playing on 
a much smoother field than 
them. The scope Is now 
larger and time is now ripe 
for the youngers to realise 
and practise what Sen has 
disclosed in his unique in¬ 
terview. 
Sanknr Majumdar, 
Howrah 

One for the Roads 

In your issue of 6 June, 
the article on roads was 
praiseworthy. But the pic¬ 
ture depictiiig Rishi Baiik- 
im Setii near Howrah sta¬ 
tion was wrongly cau¬ 
tioned as Vivekananoa 
Setu. 

Vivekananda Setu. on 
the riverHooghly. i;onnec;t.s 
Bally and Dakshineswar. 
Mono; Kumor Ltihiri. 
Rally (Howrah) 

Bankim Chandra Setu wn.s 
previously known a.s Vive- 
kanundo Setu. prior to the 
inauguration of the exten- 
sion of the existing flyover 
by Mr /yoti Ba.su in 1982. 
Similarly, Rabindra Setu is 
still known by its prejvious 
name, Howrah Bridge.— 
Editor. 

Rainbow 

The Rainbow feature (22 
May) was excellent. The Eiicture showing the Iran- 
raq war reminoed one of 

the dreedfulness of war. 
Ashim Kumar Sarkar, 
Calcutta 

Calcntta 

Your Calcutta pictures 
are always unique. I have 
made an album and paste 
all the pictures there. But 
you must also publish them 
tu colour. 
Oebabrata Roy, 
Purulio 
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GUIDE / Motor Training Schools 

HOW TO 6ETINT0 THE DRIVER’S SEAT 
And to steer the right course on the roads of Calcutta... 

IF you are a boy and above 21, or a courses leading to professional ii- an; 
girl above 18. and vou are In- cences. Amona those offerina non- Ve! Igirl above 18. and you are In¬ 

terested in learning how to drive a 
car, the best place to start from is 
one of the motor driving schools 
which have mushroomed over the 
years in almosst every part of Cal¬ 
cutta. These schools are not only 
equipped with experienced trainers 
and special dual-control cars, they 
also help the learner get through the 
formalities without too many snarl 
ups. it is best to avoid the Motor 
Vehicles Department since their 
offices are usually crowded and the 
officers hard pressed for time. 
Moreover the formalities are very 
tricky and time consuming—one 
has to stand in a queue for hours at 
end~and. therefore, the best way 
out v> to leave it all for one of the 
training schools who get things 
done for you in a trice. 

There is a plethora of motor train¬ 
ing schools but only a few offer 
courses leading to non-professional 
licence (NPL). Most of them offer 

courses leading to professional li¬ 
cences. Among those offering non- 
professional courses, the pioneer is 
Bhagwandas Motor Training and En¬ 
gineering School which has five bran¬ 
ches spread all over the city. The 
other-schools which offer training 
for non-professional licences are 
namely Alfa Motor Training School 
and Khanna Motor Training School. 

To begin with, one has to fill in 
three forms: 
Form A : which is a form of applica¬ 

tion for licence to drive a motor 
vehicle and has to be filled in by 
the applicant: 

Form C: which is a form of medical 
certificate in respect of an appli¬ 
cant for a licence to drive any 
vehicle. It has to be filled up by a 
registered medical practitioner; 

From L Lr A: which is a form of 
application for a learner's li¬ 
cence. Along with these, three 
copies of your photograph have 
to be submitted. 

All the three forms are available.at 

any driving school or at the Motor 
Vehicles Department (off Sarat Bose 
Road). After filling in the forms, one 
has to submit them at the motor 
training school which he or she has 
ioined. The schools then take the 
trouble of submitting them at the 
Motor Vehicles Department w'hich 
finally issues the licence. 

The enrolled candidate is given a 
learner’s licence on payment of Rs 
7.50 as a learner's licence fee. This 
licence is valid tor three months and 
the date for a driving test, conducted 
by the Motor Vehicles Depaitment. 
is given. The test takes place 45 days 
after the learner's licence is issued, 
in case you are unable to appear for 
the test, you are given another test 
date. These arrangements, as a rule, 
are done by the driving schools. 

The learner’s licence is a must 
before you start learning driving. 
You have to carry it with you while 
you are on trial driving. The driving 
schools provide a trainer along with 
(Continued on page 6) 

REST INSURED. 
• The Blue Book ; Any newly 
purchased vehicle has to be ro¬ 
istered at the Motor Vehicles 
Department along with a registra¬ 
tion fee (amount depending on 
the make of the vehicle). On 
registration, the owner is issued 
the Blue Book, which contains 
particulars about the owner, the 
vehicle-capacity and 
weight-along with the engine 
and chasis numbers. When the 
vehicle changes hands, the Blue 
Book is transferred to the new 
owner’s name. 
• Road tax; The vehicle owner 
has to pay road tax every year 
(amount depending on size of the 
vehicle) to the government for 
the use of roads. The owner has 
to prove the -vehicle is insured 
before he is given a tax token. 
• Tax token: This is a token 
given on the payment of road 
taxes and has to be renewed 
every year. It has to be displayed- 

in such a manner that it is visible 
from outside. The token is usual¬ 
ly fixed to the windscreen. 
• Insurance: There are different 
types of insurance policies and 
while some are optional, others 
are compulsory/mandatory. Pre¬ 
miums have to be paid yearly and 
the insurance value depends 
upon the make and year of pro¬ 
duction of the vehicle. Payment 
of insurance value depends on 
depreciation cost. 

tf no claim is made for a par¬ 
ticular year then premium for the 
next year is adjusted by reducing 
the net amount by a certain per¬ 
centage, according to the No 
Claim Discount Clause. A max¬ 
imum of 60 per cent discount is gven. The clause is applicable so 

ng as the policy is renewed 
within 90 days of expiry of the 
last policy. 

Insurance policies are not 
transferable. All premiums have 
to be Mid to .the National Insur¬ 
ance Company Limited. 

Third Party Iiisvrance: This is 
an obligatory insurance neces¬ 
sary to obtain the tax token. It 
covers a third person involved in 

' an accident or the driver of the 
vehicle if it's a direct mishap. 
The minimum premium for this 
insurance is Rs 120. 

Act Only Insurance. This in¬ 
surance becomes obligatory at 
times. It covers death and injury 
and the minimum premium to be 
paid is Rs 100. 

Comprehensive / insurance: 
This covers third party premium, 
owner damage premium, riot and 
strife risks, etc. It is preferred and 
is also advisable to adopt. The 
premium for this form of insur¬ 
ance is variable, depending on 
the items covered. 

Discounts; If one is a member 
of the AAEI, some reduction is 
given in the annual premiums. 
The No Claims Discount is also 
subtracted from the gross amount 
of the premium paid. 

M.G. 



STOP, LOOK, AND 60 Calcutta-lO IMium.' 
47-5133. 

47-5131. 

* Bhagwandas Motor I'raining 
and Engineering Schools: 
* Al Shyarabazar (north Cal¬ 
cutta) 13. Bidhan Sarani: Cal¬ 
cutta-4: Phone: 55-1648. 55- 
3003. 
* At Bhawanipore (South Cal¬ 
cutta, near Motor Vehicles) 
61-E. Sarat Bose Road: Calcut¬ 
ta-25; Phone: 47-4864, 47^ 
9370. 
* Near Southern Market 
(south Calcutta) 194, Shyama 
Prosad Mukherjee Road; Cal¬ 
cutta-26: Phone: 41-0841. 
* At Alipore (South Calcutta) 
8/1. Alipore Road; Calcutta- 
27; Phone: 45-1501, 45-5055. 
* At Taratala Plot no-46, 
Block C, New Alipore; Calcul- 
ta-53: Phone; 45-3756. 

All these schools offer a one- 
and-a half month’s course and 
gives individual training. 
Fees charged are Rs 500 {-t-Rs 
35 which includes the lear¬ 
ner’s licence fee, test and the 
licence fee). Training is given 
three days a week for half-an- 
hour per day. One is allowed 
to choose one’s own timing. 
Pick-up facilities are given to 
girls only at no extra charges 

•Alfa Motor Traning and En¬ 
gineering School: 

60-A. Garcha Road; Calrutta- 
19 Phone; 47-2955. 47-7079. 

This school offers a one-and- 
a-half month's course to get a 
non-professional licence. In¬ 
dividual training is given 
three days a week for 20 mi¬ 
nutes a day. One is allowed to 
choose one's own timing. 
Fees charged are Rs 500. 
which includes the learner's 
licence fee. Other fees have to 
be borne by the candidate. 
They charge extra fees for 
pick-up facilities, depending 
on the distance from their 
office. 

• Khanna Motor Training 
S^hoc^ s 
10 M. G. Road; Calcutta-9; 
Phone: 35-3642. 

This school gives training five 
days a week—Monday to Fri¬ 
day—for half-an-hour per 
day. There is no facility for 
individial training. Fees 
charged are Rs 550. They do 
not arrange for pick-up unless 
you are staying very close to 
their office. 

• Automobile Association of 
Eastern India (AAEl): 
13. Promothesh Barua Sarani; 

This is a unique organisation 
which gives its members in- 
nunieraule facilities. It pays to 
join this organisation because 
as a member you (.an; 

* Learn driving with vour own 
car or a contracted car at a 
charge of Rs 200 and Rs 500 
respectively: 
* Appear for you driving test 
under me authority of this 
organisation whicli also 
arranges for your licence: 
* Get an international driving 
permit and many other ser¬ 
vices like breakdown service, 
legal advice, car attendants, 
car examination and motor 
repairing classes. To cap it all, 
they also provide club ser¬ 
vices. 
* Admission fees are Rs.lOO 
and annual membership fees 
are Ks 70 and Rs 35 fur all 
other additional cars. Those 
who want to learn driving a 
motorcycle or a scooter can 
also avail of the association's 
services along with other ser¬ 
vices. 
* Membership facilities are 
transferrabie to other parts'of 
the country. 

M. G. 

Picking up ttw rigtit signalt 
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(Continued from page 4) 

H specially equipped car. The lear¬ 
ner is either picked up from home 
(this facility is offered only by some 
schools: see box) and practical driv¬ 
ing instructions are given. 

Small booklets are provided by 
the schools in which different traffic 
rules are mentioned. These brx)klets 
help the candidates prepare for the 
oral test, also taken by the Motor 
Vehicles Department. Cn the xlay of 
the test candidates are taken by their 
respective schools to the Motor 
Vehicles oftice. A lest fee of Rs 7.50 
has to be paid. After registration, the 
candidates are asked to report at the 
test grounds which is usually Richie 
Park (situated close to the Motor 
Vehicles Department). After a long 
wait, which usually runs into hours, 
the examiners come to take the lest. 

On successfully completing the 
pni(;tii;al part of the test (which is 
usiuillv driving round the park, tak¬ 
ing (..iiuiul turns and showing sig¬ 
nals. and pcrtorniing a Itiree cid Easy riding 

U-turn, which includes the use ut 
the reverse gear), the candidates are 
asked to report a.t the Motor Vehi¬ 
cles Department for the oral tests. 

If one gets through both the tests, 
then a Rs 20-Iicenco tee has to be 
paid. The licences are issued on a 
particular day. between 4 pm and 5 
pm. This licence is valid for three 
years and a renewal fee of Rs 50 is 
required to renew it for onother 
three years. 

In case you are interested in ban 
international licence, then you have 
to apply for one after 15 days oi 
getting your normal licence, The test 
fee for this licence is Rs 15 and tliis 
licence is valid for five years. The 
test is more rigid than the normal 
test. 

And now that von have the li¬ 
cence end know all about the turns 
and the gears and how to steer \'out 
way through the milling crowds thal 
is Calcutta, the roads are for you. 

Mila Ghosh 

Photographs: Tapan Das 



MARKINQS 
.The Rl^t Note. 

UluctnitoiM: Oebulib Deb 

< < TN memory of melody 
Iking Md Rafi,” proc¬ 

laims a metal contraption 
at the natty ‘Mohammad 
Rafi Garden.' Situated on 
Circus Avenue, the garden 
is the handiwork of the 
Student’s Boy’s Club, 
Wanting to keep alive the 
memory of singing col¬ 
ossus Rafi. the club 
embarked on this venture 

last year, on Rafi's 
.second death anniversary 
on 31 July. They’ve fenced 
off a portion of the kutcha 
area between the pave¬ 
ment and the road, adja¬ 
cent to the Circus Avenue 
and Karaya Road intersec¬ 
tion. 

That’s not all though. 
The club has started a 
'school' midway in this 

garden. The ‘Circus Ave¬ 
nue Free Night School' 
attracts about 40 to 45 
students daily. The 
youngsters seek guidance 
from the three teachers 
who do duty. Guidance is 
offered in Hindi, Bengali, 
Urdu and English. 

However, it is the gar¬ 
den to which one is mag¬ 
netically drawn. Apart 
from varied types of flow¬ 
ers, It IS a miniature zoo, 
having rabbits and birds 
on exhibit. They had also 
caged a kid monkey, but it 
died sometime back. It 
costs the club in the vicin¬ 
ity of Rs 350 every month 
for the upkeep of the gar- 
den, including the 
amount earmarked for the 
feeding of animals. 

A bouquet to the SBC 
for branching out from the 
monotonous regimen and 
initiating a novel venture. 

SOME weeks ago, on a 
hot and lazy afternoon, 

she happened to be sitting 
in the verandah of a house 
situated in the hpart of 

..Ups and Downs- 
Ballygunge, when her 
attention was attracted by 
a tiny red plastic bucket 
which was being slowly 
let down by a thin rope 
from a neighbouring three 
storeyed house. 

To investigate this mat¬ 
ter, she got up and fol¬ 
lowed the rope up with 
her eyes to find that this 
was being done by a small 
boy from the verandah of 
the third storey of the 
house. With him were 
another three boys who 
were watching this act 
with the utmost attention. 
The bucket had safely 
landed on the pavement 
of the road below, just 
outside the building, right 
into the firm grip of an 
equally eager icecream 
vendor. 

He looked up and 

shouted out to the boys, 
“Kyo dega? {What shall I 
give you?)." 

‘‘Char (four) orange 
stick.” shouted back one 
of the boys from the top. 
‘The icecream man very 
carefully placed the four 
orange sticks into the 
bucket and ehouted out 
something again. 

Immediately, the boy 
started carefully pulling 
up the bucket and within 
minutes the precious boo¬ 
ty had reached its destina- 
tion. "How much?” 
shouted down the boy 
again. As soon as the icec¬ 
ream man shouted up the 
amount, the money was 
put into the bucket which 
was once a»in lowered 
down safely into the 
hands of the icecream 
vendor. 

Loansome Stars 
A perpetual pain in 

the neck to the 
bank managers ere the 
clients who borrow, bu* 
never pay back. Young en- 
trepreneurs. when 
approaching the banks for 
loans, are all smiles and 
full of inomises, but when 
they finally talk the mana¬ 
gers into sanctions and 
'"have already put the but¬ 
ter on their toast," as a' 
manager put it, they Ije 
come different persons. 

After paying the interesi 
for a few months or, at 
most, a year, their enthu¬ 
siasm gradually petens olu 
in most cases. Repeated 
reminders from banks fall 

on deaf ears. Sometimes 
personal visits to the 
clients’ residence by the 
bank managers are 
answered with the typical 
he-is-out-of-station ex¬ 
cuses. 

A lady branch manager 
of a nationalised bank in 
north Calcutta has, recent¬ 
ly, oome up with what she 
thinks could be a brilliant 
idea if, of course, put into 
effect, for screening and 
eiiodnating clients who 
come to borrow. 

"It's actually very sim¬ 
ple, you see, why don't we 
check their horoscopes?” 
she asked. 
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f Left; Doe eyed, raven 
I haired Mahima (26) is now 
I a voice to watch our for in 
I the world of gha7.als. A 
I President's Ctold Medal 
" winner, she has done her 

master’s in classical 
music from Delhi Uni¬ 
versity and among her 
many gurus is her own 
mother. Usha Rawat. Her 
first performance was for 
AIR at the age of eight and 
fortunately for her, she 
has a music loving hus¬ 
band (Pranav). Maj Gen 
Rawat's daughter had her 
LP released in a function 
in Delhi ten days ago. 
Mahima has come a long 
way when, at 11, she 
heard Begum Akhtar sing¬ 
ing at her parents' house. 

I Left: A music programme 
i- starring Bappi Lahiri, 
I* indigenous disco 

music director, was pre¬ 
sented by Regent and 
Green Room in the second 
week of this month. The 
star attractions were 
Mithun Chakravorty, Kim 
and Kalpana Iyer. 

Right: So what if I.S. 
Johar. Kabir Bedi and Per- 
sis Khambalta have made 
it to Hollywood? Victor 
Banerjee’s signing on for 
David Lean’s film based 
on E.M. Forster’s Passage 
to India is the greatest 
news for Indian cinema in 
many decades. After turn¬ 
ing down Gandhi and The 
Far Pavilions, Victor has 
bagged the prize role of Or 
Aziz. 



Left: Whenever Ravi Shankar perhsrins, 
it's news for music lovers. But this time, 
presented by Anamika Kula Sangam and 

^ Badal Chowdhury, he performed with 
Samta Prasad on the tabla. They have not 
combined for a long time and the prog¬ 
ramme, some ten days ago, was charged 
with electricity. However, while Ravi 
Shankar soared as usual, it was some 
disappointment for the audience to 
watch the tamous labia player make 
mistakes which wore certainly not usual 
for him. 

Below: A rising exponent of Odissi is 
Arundhati Roy (left) and Abhyit Roy 
(right) is getting into the limelight with 
equal promise in Kathak. Both greiduatr^d 
in dance from Kabindra Bharati Uni¬ 
versity and recently gave evidence of 
their mettle in a recital presented by the 
Indian Council of Cultural Relations. 
Arundhati, apart from her interest in 
dance, is a familiar face on the TV 
screen, being one of Doordarshan Ken¬ 
dra's presentatirm announcers. 

!jiV 



LIMELIGHT / Bula Chowdhury 

POOLING ALL HER RESOURCES 
Swimming against the tide and still coming out the winner 

II- there is one national champion 
known to consistently squint and 

(Juck for cover everytime the spot¬ 
light has been turned on her. it is 
l'i-\ ear-old Bula Chowdhury. Small 
wonder why. when called on her at 
her Hind Motor residence for this 
interview, it took a lot of persuasion 
by her mother before she agreed to 
)oin us in the talk alxiut her and her 
rec ord breaking feats in swimming 
pools around tlie country. Her in¬ 
volvement in the c.onversation sel¬ 
dom went beyond monosyllabic re¬ 
plies to most of our questions: more 
often than not she would smile 
sh\ h, draw rimless circles on the 
floor with her big toe and give the 
impression that she would rather 
have watcheti television. 

Bula lirst made a big splash as a 
riine-vear-old in the 1979 National 
.'\ge Croup Aquatic Championship 
(NACACi) held in Bombay. She 
finished first in five of the events in 
her age group. The following year, 
in Trivandrum, she not only won 
seven gold mt.dals but also sank the 
national mark in one event and 
equalled it in another. The NAGAC 
has f)een a personal favourite of 
Bula and in the meet held in New 
Delhi earlier this month, she set the 
Talkatora swimming pool ablaze 
1C 

with five new national marks in het 
group. 

Born in 1970 of a typically middle 
class Bengali family, Bula is the 
third child of Mr Ajit Kumar Chow¬ 
dhury and Mrs Bakul Chowdhury. 
Her paternal grandfather hailed 
from a nondescript Chittagong vil¬ 
lage. He father spent 17 years in 
Burma, nurturing his small busine.ss 
unit, before moving home and 
hearth to Hind Motor in 1966. 

Bula took to water like the prover¬ 
bial duck. Says her father with 
unconcealed pride; ‘Ours has been 
a family of good swimmers. But 
Bula, even as a tiny two-year-old, 
showed signs of being out of the 
ordinary. When she was five years 
old she joined the Chatra Swimming 
Club in Seratnpur. This is when she 
caught the attention of Mr Pashupati 
Kundu. To this day he continues to 
be her friend, guide and philosopher 
in matters swimming." 

Bula's first taste of competitive 
swimming came during her first 
year with Chatra SC. This was over 
the stretch from Bhadreswar to 
Serampur. Barely seven years old, 
she was selected to don Bengal 
colours in the NAGAC meet in 1977. 
It was the 50 metres backstroke that 
had won her her spurs but unfortu¬ 
nately, due to extraneous factors. 

I the Bengal team was not sent for the 
I meet that year. 

The following year Bula reali.sed 
her dream of turning out for Bengal. 
She made her debut in the N.AGAC 
meet in Madras. She participated in 
no less than four events: the 50 
metres backstroke, the 100 metres 
freestyle, the 200 metres freestyle 
and the 200 metre,s individual med¬ 
ley. She did not finish among the 
first three of any of the four events. 
But, as Bula herself recalls, she was 
not disappointed. Then came the 
Bombay NAGAC meet and the first 
of her history-making perlonnanr.es. 

From age group and national 
school games competitions it was 
one big jump for Bula when she was. 
not unexpectedly, .selected for the 
trials to select the Indian team for 
the IX Asian Games. Pitted against 
seniors, she did not lare too badly. 
Her efforts of 1 minute 08.7 seconds 
in the 100 metres biuterflv and 2; 
29.7 in the 200 metres butterfly 
succeeded in imsting new national 
marks. 

One thing which Bula coivsiders 
very significant is her meeting the 
well known East German coach, 
Bernard Johnke. As the coach of the 
Indian swimming contingent lor the 
Asiad campaign, johnke visited Cal¬ 
cutta in 1981. Says coach Pashupati 
Kundu; "1 had heard that {ohnkc 
was staying in Fort Willidin. ! 
wanted to show him what Bula was 
capable of, especially with the but¬ 
terfly stroke. We arranged tor a 
demonstration and johnke was vis¬ 
ibly impres.sed by Bula's natural 
style in the butterfly.” 

johnke went back to Patiala ami 
in February 1982 Bula received 
summons to report at the Patiala 
camp. For the first time this slip of a 
girl was exposed to the continental 
school of aquatic training. 

What was the training like? For a 
change, Bula becomes eloquent 
when asked this question. "It was 
all very new to me. Earlier, I would 
manage to practise only about 3,000 
to 4,000 metres daily. But by the end 
of Ills training I was doing anything 
between 7,000 and 18,000 metres 
every day. Where I was once doing 
four laps of practice, I was able to do 



40. My stamina improved incredibly 
IS did my timings," 

Another setback for Bula came 
immediately after the Asiad trial 
jamp when .she was selected for the 
Brisbane Commonwealth Games but 
..ould not make it there. She had an 
ittack of viral fever and was admit- 
ed to the All India Institute of 
vledical Sciences (AllMS). There 
die had a taste of official apathy and 
nismanagement. Coming out of the 
lospital. she toiind that she did not 
vium' Avhat to do ne,\t. There were 
10 instructions from the Swimming 
•uderation ot India (SFl) for further 
oac.hing at i’atiala. So she decided 
o return home. 

Another controversy about her 
nissage to Brisbane had emerged 
.irior to the team's departure for the 
.ianies. The^tuestion on whether the 
government should bear her passage 
o Brisbane or her familv had been a 
natter of dispute. Ultimately her 
lather made arrraiigenients.for a sum 
)f Ks 7.()l)() out of which the secret- 
ir\ ot the state association had also 
lent sulistantial help. However, as 
die could not make it to Brisbane 
:he money was refunded. 

The preparations for the Asiad in 
delhi last year, though a blessing for 
Buia personally, 'vere not without 
its disappointing and frustrating 
moments. She was down with 
. liicken pox within davs of reaching 
I’atiala for tlie preparatory camp. 
\tter being laid low for 21 days, 
oach jobiike asked her to undergo a 

medic cil examination. The following 
;iav she was ordered back to the 
pool bv jolinke who immediately 
put her through a 10,000 metres 
workload. Other coaches and swim¬ 
ming officials raised their eyebrows 
vvlieii they learnt about this. But Mt 
I’ashupati Kundu allayed their fears 
In telling tlie Doubting Thomases 
that johiike was right in what he was 
doing to Bula. [Bula not only reco¬ 
vered in time for the trials but also 
achieved the qualifying standards to 
represent India in the Asiad.) 

Her sensational peiformance at 
the Asiad trials notwithstanding, 
there was never really a chance of 
her winning anything at the Asiati 
Games. After observing the perform¬ 
ances of all the potential competi¬ 
tors at the camp [ohnke .said that 
none of them were likely to bag a 
medal at the Asiad. The training 
would, however, advance their stan- 
fiards by at least 10 years. His 
comments proved to be true. 

Of course there were many other 
factors that played a part, specially 

in Bula's case. The main drawback 
was the very short time e't the 
coaching camp. She got an effective 
training time of seven months only. 
The camp started in February and at 
the end of the month the inmates 
were released for a couple of weeks, 
even though johnke was against this 
break since it meant a rescheduling 
of the training programme and be¬ 
ginning it all over again. Then came 
the National Age Group Aquatic 
Championship at Kanpur from 23 to 
28 June. After that Johnke wanted 
that should go back straight to the 
camp from Kanpur. Here again the 
officials intervened and they were 
given 3 break for 10 days. 

All the lireiiks went aguinst iier 
achieving the expected results. And 
of course her illness has sapped her 
of much of her strength. In any case, 
in her opinion, more longterm 
coaching camps with scientific 
!training programme would be 
necessary before any noticeable re¬ 
sult in international competition 
could be achieved. 

And this brings us to the crucial 
question—what is wrong with Indi¬ 
an swimming? As Bula sees it, the 
problems are many but all of them 
can be solved if tackled properly. 
The primary difficulty is, of course, 
with the coaching. Previous to the 
coming of Johnke as the coach, 
scientific training and practice was 
conspicuously absent in the Indian 
swimming arena. No coach from 
Bengal nor the NIS roaches were as 
well acquainted with modern train¬ 
ing methods. 

And oi course neither the govern¬ 
ment nor the Swimming Federation 

of India has a longtime programme 
of locating talent and then training it 
properly. In the last Asiad, the .sup¬ 
remacy of Japan was rudely shocked 
by South Korea and China. Doth 
these countries follow the policy of 
“catching them voung" and training 
them scientifically. All their need-s 
including education are looked aftei 
by the government. The result is 
there for the world to see. 

The next problem is the availabil¬ 
ity of a swimming pool. A propei 
swimming pool sliould have a mini¬ 
mum length of 50ni and width of 
20m with at least 8 lanes each of 2.,5 
m wide. The depth of the pool 
should be at least 1.8 m. At the end 
of each lane there should be automa¬ 
tic electronic timing pads. The wa¬ 
ter of the pool, chlorinated and 
completely clear and Iransparent, 
should be kept at a minimum 
temperature oi 77“ F. There are ver> 
few swimming pooJ.s in the countrj 
answering to these international 
specifications. Calruitta has no such 
pool. What is worse it has no public 
swimming pool. Those at the Fort 
William and at the Anderson ('.lub 
are restric:ted to a particular category 
of members only. The renowned 
swimming cluiis of Calcutta, vi/. the 
National Swimming Club, the Cen¬ 
tral Swimming Club, the Halkhola 
Club and the Bowbazar Bayaiii Sam- 
ity have no swimming pools. They 
use the tanks at Azad Hind Bagh, 
Deshbandhu Park and the College 
Square which are obviously used foi 
other purposes also. 

The only public, swimming jiool 
at Beliaghata in Calcutta is on the 
verge of ruin. After a bitter struggle 

BULA’S BEST 
Bula’s timing at the Asian Games trial at the Delhi National Stadium 

(12 to 17 September 1982) 

This was the first time Bula had participated in Ifte Open Meet, 

200 metres butterfly 1st 2. 29.7 .sec.s (iiatumul 

100 metres butterfly tst 
refiord) 

1; UB.7 sue s (imtiiiiifil 

100 metres backstroke 2nd 
record) 

1: 17,7 secs 

800 metres freestvle 
(1st Persis Madan) 

2nd 10: 30.2 seas 

200 metres freestyle 
list Anita Sood) 

2nd 2: 22.2 secs 
(1st Anita Soud) 

1: 04.0 secs 100 metres freestvle 2nd 

400 metres freestyle 
(Isl Anita Sood) 

2nd 5: 03.5 secs 

200 metres individuul 
(Ist Anita Sood) 

3rd 2: 46.3 secs 
medley (1st Persis Madan) 
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for its custody among the govern¬ 
ment of West Bengal, the Calcutta 
Imitruvement Trust, and various 
other sports bodies in the city, the 
pool has now been rendered thor¬ 
oughly unusable. The swimming 
pools belonging to big hotels andlhe 
private ilubs are beyond the reach 
of an average person. 

Bula u.sed to do most of her 
practising in the Hooghly. This cre¬ 
ated problems for her. When she 
later went to a closed swimming 
pool, she had difficulty in her tim¬ 
ing and rhythm. Moreover, the first 
time she swam in a proper swim¬ 
ming pool she could not keep her 
eyes open in its chlorinated water. 
The swimming pools at the Delhi 
Asiad were like heaven for her. 
After that it’s been back to .square 
one for her. .Says Bula: “I cannot get 
any swimming pool to practise in. I 
have to practi.se in the Hooghly. The 
muddy water prevents the coach 
from delecting flaws and errors in 
my method and style. 

"And lastly, there is the question 
of physical fitness. In this we are far 
behind foreign competitors. Living 
conditions and diet have much to do 
will) it. The average Indian is hand¬ 
icapped here. When at home it is 
difficult to keep to the required diet 
chart. An average of Rs 26 per head 
per day was spent in the training 
camp on food only. How many 
average Indians can afford to spend 
that much?’’ 

Bula is all praise for her contem¬ 
poraries. She holds a very high 
opinion of Anita Sood, Persis 
Madan. Geeta Anand, Geisele 
Barocha. Kavita Sood (all Maharash¬ 
tra) and Mina 'I'hapa from her state. 

Says Bula: "In order to better her 
own timings Anita had persuaded 
me to compete in the 800 metres 
freestyle at the Asian trial games. At 
the NAGAC at Fort William in 1981. 
Anita had lamented that she could 
not find a suitable competitor and 
she was having to compete with the 
clock. Imagine my joy when she said 
that she had found a true competitor 
in Bula.’’ 

Her jov also knew no bounds 
when .she beat Persis in the 100 and 
200 metres butterfly at the Asian 
trial games. “But remember one 
thing about Persis: she usually con¬ 
centrates on the backstroke. I am 
waiting for the day when I will be 
able to compete with Geeta Anand, 
the best in the breaststroke.” Bula 
says. 

An early riser. Bula follows a 
fairly rigorous practice scliedule. On 
12 

Th9 futura it bright 

some days her mother takes her to 
her club at Serainpur where she 
practises in the Hoc^hly. On the 
other days her coach comes over to 
her place at around 6.30 in the 
morning to supervise her practise at 
a nearby pond for almost three to 
four hours, fohnke had given a 
practice chart to her coach and she 
follows it strictly. Obviously she 
misses her classes for the day. 

After lunch she takes some rest. 
Again at 3.30 or 4 in the afternoon 
she dives into the..pond for another 
three hours. After seven hours in the 
pool she has hardly any energy for 
her studies. Once in every IS days 
she gives herself a complete day’s 
rest. 

A student of Kajmohan Pal Bnlika 
Vidyalaya. Bula is now in class IX. 
Her Madhyamik examinations are 
due in 1985. How' is she going to 
cope with the exams considering 
her tight practice schedule'? In all 
probability, she won’t. She is quite 
sure: "No, I won’t be able to sit for 
the examinations. 1 do not feel I will 
be successful.” Bula is likely to miss 
inan\ more classes due to the forth¬ 
coming national senior meet and the 
Asian Age Group Championship in 
Hong Kong. Bula feels the fate of her 
studies has more or less been de¬ 
cided already, even though her 

' father is keen that she should study. 
Had there been the facility of a 

training camp where both practice 
and studies could have gone on 
simultaneously she woidd not have 
to neglect her studies. 

Bula .seems to have l)een hardlv 
affected by her laurels. There is 
virtually no pride in her. Whenever 
she is at iioiiie she is just the same 
with her Uh-hI friends to whom the 
metropolises and the Asiad are still 
a wonder. However Hula’s parents 
recall that she was trulv happv 
when the Ladies Study Group ad- 
iudge<l her the best sportswoinan for 
1982-83 and presented her a cash 
award of Ks 11.000. 

How wilt Bula fare in the adult 
age group? If some ot the opinions ot 
specialists are any guide, then sh«‘ 
should have a briglit future. Suns 
Bernard johnke: “Had Bula been a 
resident ot a western couutrx. f 
could unhesitatingly have guaran¬ 
teed that she would bag at least one 
Olympic medal." 

W Dilip Mitra. honorarv secret¬ 
ary of the Swimmiiig Federation ol 
India and the National Swiininiiig 
Club, agrees that Bula has the poten¬ 
tial to be a great swimmer. But she' 
needs more rigorous conditioning 
and practice. Unlike Maharashtra's 
Anita Sood she has not been able to 
keep up her Asiad trial timings. 
Says he: "Bula should com entrate 
on freestyle and butterfly only. And 
she has to stop practising in the 
river. She may have developed 
strong muscles by swimming in 
cross currents but swimming is now 
more of a fine arj and to develop 
this art fully one needs the still 
waters of a pool. She should come 
over to Calcutta to practise in tanks. 
Also, during the off-season, she 
needs to devote cuusideraiile time to 
weight exercises." 

Bula has. not unexpectedly for a 
girl of 13, other more exciting things 
on her mind. Her one source of 
recreation is watching television. 
When our conversation ended she 
immediately jumped up to put the 
TV on. It was time for Chilrolior. But 
she was in tor a disappointment: all 
she could get was one .song betore 
the progVamme finished. 

We tried to con.sole her by point¬ 
ing out that the next day was Tliur.s- 
day and she could see (.MilniiiKilu 
then. Bula was, however. Iieyoml 
consolation. “Don’t vou kmm'.” she 
shot back, "about the inler-cliib 
competition starting tomorrow at 
the Ohakuria lakes? As a coin|)etitor 
where do 1 have the time for (.’hilro- 
mofo?" 
Sumit Mukherjee 



LIMELIGHT / Dibyendu Barua 

MAKING THE RIGHT MOVES 
A king among the pawns, and still in his teens 

WHEN Bobbv Fischor of tlie Un¬ 
ited States was' locked in a 

chess battle with Boris Spassky of 
the Soviet Union in 1972. Dibyendu 
Barua was not even six years old. He 
knew the moves and learnt them 
early from his father Binoy who 
used to plav an occasional game 
with a friend of his. 

Dibyendu learnt not only the 
moves of the game, but was also able 
to judge the positions and suggest 
better moves, and once showed a 
move better than the one his father 
was about to make. This of course 
surpri.sed Binoy and his friend, who 
did not even know that Dibyendu 
had learnt the game. Thereafter 
Dibyendu started playing regularly 
with his father, sometimes losing, 
sometimes winning. Within a short 
time he picked up the game so 
thoroughly that his father would 
have no chance of winning. About 
Hiis time, in November 1972, there 
was an open-to-all chess tourna¬ 
ment at the Writers Buildings, Cal- 
c.utta, and Binoy entered his son’s 
name in the tournament. There was 
quite a sen.sation that such a boy 
was competing with the grownups, 
and his photograph w'as published 
in the mainline ciailies of the city. 
There was a somewhat mocK- 
serious editorial in one of them 
encouraging the young players tak¬ 
ing part in the tournament. Dibyen- 
ciu’s performance was disastrous 
and the event was soon forgotten. 
This however did not discourage 
the boy or his father. Dibyendu 
stuck to the game as if nothing of 
i;ou.se(iuence had happened, and his' 
father continued to encourage him. 

Today, after more than 10 years, 
Dibyendu is a celebrity. He started 
his chess career seriously in 1975 
wlien he participated in the 5th 
national junior championship 
where he secured the seventh posi¬ 
tion; in 1977 he went to Kottayain to 
participate in the 6th national junior 
championship, He fared none too 
well securing the twelfth place, but 
in 1978 he showed an overall im¬ 
provement, winning the first place 
in the state junior championship in 
lamiarv and also topping the state 

senior championship competition. 
In the same year in the All India 
Open-to-AlI tournament he was 
placed seventh and in Mav in the 
National ’B' played at Putaciii he got 
the tenth place. In 1979 he com¬ 
peted in six tournaments, in the 
National 'A' {Trichur). obtaining the 
sixteenth position. He got the 
second place in the National Junior 
(Nagpur), the fourteenth in the Inter¬ 
national Alekhine Memorial Trophy 
(Calcutta), the fifteenth in the 
National ‘B’ (Hyderabad), the third 
in the World Minor Tournamenf 
(Mexico), and again the third in the 
Asian Junior (Shivkashi). 

A match for an of thorn 

In 1980 his results were nmre 
impressive. He competeil in as 
many as seven e\’enl.s that vear. 
securing the top po.sifions in the 
National Sub-Junior (Udavpur) and 
in the National Junior Oaipur). 
seventh in the National ‘B’ (Delhi), 
fifth in the World Sub-Junior 
(France), sixth in the World Junior 
(We.st Germany) again first i;. the 
National Sub-Junior (Pondicherry), 
and third in the National Junior 
(Tamil Nadu). 

In 1981 he showed promising 
results at the National ‘A’ (Delhi), 
and stood sixth in the Rated Chess 
Tournament (Bangalore), third in 
the World Sub-Junior (Argen'tina), 
first in the Lloyd’s Bank Junior 
Master Trophy, seventh in the 
National Sub-Junior (Karnataka). In 
1982 he again won the All-India 
Kodmons Open Tournament (Cali¬ 
cut) and the National ‘B’ (Agartala), 
showed ample promise in the 
Lloyd’s bank (London), stood fourth 
in the Bhilwara Grandmasters’ 
Tournament. 

Incidentally, Dibyendu got his In¬ 
ternational Master title this year 
when he obtained his third and final 
international norm in the Bhilwara 
tournament. 

In 1983. so far he has competed in 
four important tournaments and has 
stood .second in the National Junior 
(Delhi), first In the National ‘A’ 
(Agartala), was joint winner at New 
York Open Tournament, and won 
the Buffalo Open Championship. 
His latest achievement was in the 
USSR, where he was inyited to 
compete in a tournament of sixteen 
players of class which included 
nine Russians and seven players 
from Hungary. Austria. Yugoslavia, 
Bulgaria, Austria, Chechoslovakia 
and India. There were as many as 
seven Grandmasters, five Interna¬ 
tional Masters, and four seasoned 
competitors. 

From his track records it is by 
now clear that he has progressed 
phenomenally. Already in his rather 
short career he has met as many as 
eighteen Grandmasters, losing tu 
only eight. He won against four and 
drew the game with six. His most 
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sensational win was against Victor 
Korchnoi in London !n August 
1962. At one time, in a difficult 
position Korchnoi had a chance to 
draw, but he did not play the line, 
instead tried to win, thinking 
perhaps he could count on the inex¬ 
perience of a comparatively young 
player. As proved later Korcnnoi's 
calculation was wrong. When he 
resigned the game, Korchnoi just 
walked out without shaking hands 
with Dibyendu. 

Dibyendu encountered his first 
Grandmaster when he was only nine 
in Yuri Averbach, the celebrated 
Russian player, theoretician and 
end-game specialist. Averbach play¬ 
ed^ 30 in a simultaneous demonstra¬ 
tion on the Calcutta Universitv Insti¬ 
tute Hall, defeated most of them 
showing his wonderful faculty as a 
chess player as well as his leg 
power. He was continually on his 
feet walking almost all the time from 
tour in the afternoon to about 10.30 
in the night. Dibyendu lost the 
game, but it was his first taste of a 
Grandmaster, and the experience 
helped him to gain a fnaturity. 

In 1979 another Grandmaster 
from the Soviet Union came to 
Calcutta and participated in the 
International Alekhine Memorial 
Trophy. In that tournament Dibyen¬ 
du drew with Gipslis earning a lot of 
accolades from the Grandmaster. It 
is not an easy task to draw with a 
Grandmaster. This gave Dibyendu a 
boost. In the Lloyd's Bank Tourna¬ 
ment in 1981 Dibyendu played 
against three Grandmasters, drew 
with Tony Miles and former World 
Champion Smyslov. Dibyendu had 
White pieces. Incidentally. Smyslov 
is now 62. and he is still in the 
running for the next world cham¬ 
pionship scheduled to be held in 
1984 if all goes well. 

Dibyendu's next victory was 
against Korchnoi. Again, Korchnoi 
was not a spent force as some might 
have believed when he lost twice in 
the world championship events 
against Karpov. He has .shown his 
ability to recover, and he is also in 
the running, and may challenge 
Karpov next year. In the Bhilwara 
tournament Dibyendu drew with 
two Grandmasters. Oorfman and 
Tamanov, and won a gruelling 67- 
move game against Kupreichik in 
1982. In Russia this year he met 
some more Grandmasters and drew 
with Dolmatoff, lost to four, and 
won against two, Raskavsky and 
Csom. 

How long Dibvendu would take to 
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become a Grandmaster. Is a question 
frequently being aisked by persona 
who perhaps think it is a kind of 
college examination, and one has to 
obtain, say, 60 per cent to be number 
one. For one thing, chess does not 
resemble any examination. Chess 
plavlng at its greatest height is as 
difficult, if not more, as conquering 
the Everest. To be an IM one has to 
compete in FIDE recognised tourna¬ 
ments and obtain norms. Usually 
obtaining three norms played with¬ 
in a certain period gives one the IM 
title. There are at the moment about 
a thousand IMs in the world. We 
have only six IMs. (Arson. 
Ravisekhar. Ravikumar, Parames- 
waran. Dibyendu and Thipsay), and 
not a single Grandmaster. The only 
unofficial Grandmaster we ever had 
was Sultan Khan (1905-1960). To 
become a Grandmaster then again 
one has to obtain Grandmaster 
norms—maybe doing very well in 
three strung FIDE recognised 
tournaments would do the trick, but 
those tournaments are not many to 
go round. In India the chances of 
having many strong Grandmasters 
tournaments could not be many. 
One has then to go out of India to get 
the title. And that is not the only 
constraint. Modern chess is such a 
proposition that one has to be a 
specialist in all the phases of the 
game. The competition is fierce, and 
only persons with vast practical and 
theoretical knowledge of the game, 
together with strong physiques and 
sound nervous system .should try to 
be a Grandmaster. 

There are now about two hundred 
active Grandmasters in the world. 

and they are mainly in Europe and 
Russia. In Asia there are only three 
Grandmasters. The reason tot the 
small number of IMs and GMs in 
Asia is manifold. The game is not 
popular amongst the general public, 
it is not encouraged at the school 
level as many people think it would 
spoil the children and ruin-.Jheir 
academic career. People also 
thought, probably rightly, particu¬ 
larly before the Fischer-Spassky 
match in 1972, that chess as a career 
was a gloomy one and should be 
limited to the older people as a 
pastime. Even now there is 
tremendous family opposition to the 
game. It is also a fact that more than 
ninety per cent of the top players 
learnt the game when they were very 
young—before they were eleven. 
That means, generally, a child must 
learn the moves, and practise the 
game fairly regularly and take keen 
interest^in it before he is fourteen or 
so. Chess prodigies are not many, 
but they became che.ss prodigie-s 
because chess playing ran ii» the 
family. Fischer's case was a bit 
different. The lonely child needed 
something to keep him occupied, so 
his elder sister bought a chess set 
thinking it would be an ideal thing. 
He learnt the moves from the in¬ 
structions leaflet supplied with the 
set. unlike Ca.sal)lanca, Keros. Kar¬ 
pov and many others wdio learnt the 
moves from their family meintiets. 
And only when thousaiid.s of young 
persons start playing chess seriouslv 
can, statistically speaking, some ot 
them turn out to he the best players. 
Until then we will have to bo satis¬ 
fied with a gifted individual here, 



and Hiiollier theru. 
Many tliink that the onlv person 

who haK some r.hant.e of becoming a 
Graiidniasler in this country is 
Dibyeiulu. Tlie hope is not un¬ 
reasonable though F3il)yBn(Ui has liis 
limitations. In a letter dated 17 )mie 
the president of Loudon Cihess Asso¬ 
ciation, Stewart Reuben, wrote to 
Uibyendo's father, "It n\av be theore¬ 
tically possible to obtain at!M norm 
at the Hiitish Championship, but it 
is extremely unlikely. At the Lloyds 
flank Mast(;rs also ii would be very 
difficult. The possibility at the Be¬ 
nedictine depends on the people 
who actualh' play Frankly, Dibven- 
du is not vel read\ to achieve the 
CM norms. It is es.sential that he 
learn to contioi his handling ot the 
clo( k better. In particular when he 
runs short of time, he becomes con- 
fuseil as to the number ot moves he 
must make. It is desirable that he 
learn either to keep a clieck or to 
retain a heaii c;ount." 

1 asked Dibyendu,\vho is generally 
calm and collected, the reason for 
this confusion. Me replied, "1 take 
more time in the oijening." Dibyen- 
du is wf;ak in the opening and he 
knows it. Until recently he didn't 
study the theories of chess, first 
because he did not have the time, 
and secondly because he did nut 
have the books. What does he do 
with his time? He has to go to his 
school w'henever he is in town. Next 
year he will appear for the higher 
secondary examination, and after 

that he intends to study engineering. 
He is good at studies, always secur¬ 
ing more than 60 per cent marks. 

Dihyendu has a happy disposition 
and with his parents, Binoy and 
Nilima, elder brother flehashis, and 
younger sisters, IJeepika and Devika. 
he looks even happier. 

When will Dibyendu become a 
Crandinaster is a natural question 
but not an easy one to answer. He 
has many plus points. He has a 
dogged determination. He is frail but 
has th(( stamina to withstand super¬ 
ior forces. The best Indian player at 
the moment, lie has just touched 
247v5 on the FIDE rating, which is 
the rating barometer of the cliess 
players, a rating alw'ays subject to 
change. Karpov was 2775 and Fi.s- 
cher 2780 a few years back. Most ot 
the GMs are over 2450. Ruvisekhar is 
now 2400, Tliipsay is 2480. Ravi 
Kumar is 2395, Parameswaran is 
390. They are, as 1 have mentioned 
beforedMs. Aaron's rating used to he 
2295 a few years ago. .So Uibyeiidu 
tops the rating. Very recently 'raima- 
nov .said about him, "He is quite 
good in his pla and his standard is 
quite high, but he needs more ex¬ 
perience. His play is more tactical 
than positional. He appreciates c.om- 
binations quickly and uses them, 
but, in higher tournaments, posi¬ 
tional play counts for a lot of suc¬ 
cess." In the same interview Dorf- 
man said. "I think Barua is playing a 
bright game, but Ravisekliar is plav- 
ing a more consistent and stoafly 

game throughout." 
Dorfman and others thought 

Ravisekhar and Dibyendu should 
play each other so that both can 
learn from the exercise. 

The tragedy is that Dibiendu does 
not have stronger players to play 
with and improve his .skill barring 
Ravisekhar, who lives in a distant 
city. It would have improved 
Dibyendu's ability if he could go to 
Russia or America and stav there for 
at least a year, learning and practis¬ 
ing, This should be done without 
delay. "Time is running out" said 
one of the welllwi.shers from Amer¬ 
ica. who thinks he is now in the 
most formative stage. Of course he is 
having some plaving the Grandma.s- 
ters and International Masters, but 
w'hat he needs at the moment is 
regiihtr training. This along can 
wipe out some of his weaknes.ses. 
Otherwise in the difficult competi¬ 
tive w'orld of (.hess lie would cer¬ 
tainly .'^ail somewhere as so many 
prodigies do. 

Who can help Dibyendu right 
noM'? The Stale Ghess Association 
certainly could, hut they do not have 
sufficient resources or will. The ne.xt 
is the st.ile government, whom 
Dibvemiu's lather is reluctant to 
approai.h hw ause he has to .go to it 
for airlares ami dailv allowances 
needed during Diliyeiidu's slays 
abroad. Whenever Dibvendu is in¬ 
vited to a toieign coiiniry it liecomys 
his fatber's lieadaclie to tind the 
money to cover the expense.s, This is 
a national sluime. India's Federation 
ot Cliess also seems lo be in poverty, 
as its late.st letter lo Dibvenrhi'.s 
father reveals, hi it Nasiruddin Gha- 
lib writes:'The cost of the Certifi- 
(,iile (IM) was Rs H55, the amount 
collei:ted Iroin Ravisekhar liiil the 
dollar has gone up. .so von mav send 
Rs 9t)0 through a DD in tavoiir of All 
India C]hess l-'ederatioii p,i\<ihle at 
Hyderabad." 

Prtihalily the I'edenition (oiild not 
alter the rules lor Dilivendii, but he 
will now ha\'e lo send it from his 
own pocket The (.onstant worry tor 
monuv is another impedimeiii fur 
the voting |dii\(!i. In an interview in 
(he United Slates, where he was 
asked about Ids chances ot hec.oiiiing 
the world cliainpioii one day. 
Dibyendu bad said. "I am never stire 
of anything." That of course was Ids 
mode.sty: but it i,olild also be a true 
comment if we take into considera¬ 
tion the tremendous odds he is 
forced to face. 

Himanish Goswami 
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Facing page: 
John Travolta, aynonymoua with disco, prepared 
for his role In the new film, Stay/ng Alive, by doing 
soma body building. He playa a dancer who 
eonouers Broadway on ttw opanlng night of a new 
muaicai with hia explosive Interpretation of a man 
tempted by the forces of evil. The film is directed 
by Sylvester Stallona. 

The pretty little American student, Samantha Smith 
(11), vlaitod the USSR at the Invitation of Soviet 
Praaldont Yuri Andropov. Hare, she la seen being 
conducted round om of the historic buildings in 
Moscow. 

• '*■ wjfti .'Jl'-y' 

' ’ 'ft 

Below: 
On Flag Day, a huge 2-acre American flag was 
dlsplai^ on the Ellipse, at the base of ttie 
Wa^ington Monummit )ust south of the White 
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la accurate at the time of 
going to preaa. 

HINDI FILMS 

REGULAR SHOWS 

\ngoor: Metro (Chowringhee 
load: 233541)—11.45, 

Another remake of 
Shakespeare's A Comedy of 
zrrors, this time by Qulzar. If 
vorks out into conterrtporary 
lapstick, this story of mistaken 
dentities of two long-lost 
irothers. But it manages to 
etain much of its original 
:harm. 
tvtaar; Majestic (R.A. Kidwai 
^oad: 242266), Basusree 
S.P. Mukherjee Road; 
178808). Bina (Bidhan Sararil; 
S41522), Purnasree (Raja Reu 
<issen stret; 554033)—all 4 
jhows. Roxy (Chowringhee 
»lace: 234138)—3. 6. 9. 

A self appointed messiah 
lulled Avtaar and his servant 
}oy called Sewak can put 
ogether can give a tearjerking 
nonument. Avtaar succeeds 
jminently. 

The film starts with the 
4vfaar'5 widow’s marble bust 
jeing garlanded. If you're puz- 
ded why. the rest of the film is 
spent in trying to tell you the 
inswer 

A rich girl (Shabana Azmi) 
orsakes parental love and 
Tioney to marry a motor 
nechanic who lives on love 
ind fresh air. Two decades 
lass. their two sons grow up 
jnd in an attempt to provide 
he best for his son, overwork 
akes Its toll and Rajesh Khan- 
la's right arm. after an acci¬ 
dent. remains in as peculiar an 
angle as his smile 

Accident insurance helps 
iim to buy the house in the 
daughter-in-law's name. The 
son of course sequanders ev- 
jryfhing. The younger son also 
deserts him to become the 
yhar jamai of a powerful 
businessman. Disillusioned, 
both take to the streets with 
he faithful sen/ant (Sachin). 
Certain scores are denied and 
he Avtaar helps to build an old 
beople's home where the in- 
nates are encouraged to 
work 
famfsal: Roxy (Chowringhee 
>lace; 234138)—12 noon, Bi- 
bti (S.P. Mukherjee Road; 
I73462)—2.30. 5,30. 8.30. 
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A remake of the Bengali film. 
Ami, Shey-O-Shakha. which 
had Uttam Kumar in the lead: 
in fact, this one is dedicated to 
the late superstar. 

The story of friendship be¬ 
tween two young men—Vinod 
Mehra and Amitabh Bach- 
chan Mehra is the saccharine¬ 
layered son of a golden 
hearted judge who adopts the 
wayward son (Bachchan) of an 
impoverished school teacher. 
The two have more than just 
this in common; they both be¬ 
come doctors and also fall in 
love with the same girl 
(Raakhee). The rest is the 
usual melodrama of sacrifice. 

Amitabh gets Vinod marry 
Raakhee, sends him abroad 
and becomes a partner in his 
nursing home from illegal 
abortions. Several coinci¬ 
dences later, Vinod is hauled 
off for murder. Amitabh again 
comes to his rescue and takes 
the seven-year rap. 

I f rishikesh Mukherjee directs 
with assurance. 
HImmstwela: Hind (Ganesh 
Chandra Avenue; 274259)—4 
shows; Ultara (Bidhan Sarani; 
552200)—noon. 

The way to your rival's 
daughter's heart is through 

courage. So Jeetendra tries 
this ploy to win over Amjad 
Khan s daughter Sridevi. This 
film is plugged as the slorm- 
ing-in of Sndevi but actually it 
IS a comeback film after the 
box office failure of her Solva 
Sawan. 
Jaani Dost: Opera (Lenin 
Sarani)—4 shows 

A film from the South with all 
the patent monstrosities. Dhar- 
mendra plays a truck driver 
who sacrifices everything for 
an, orphan friend from child¬ 
hood. Jeetendra, the orphan 
friend, is a police officer now 
and works as a spy in a crimin¬ 
al organisation, Parveen Babi 
plays his long lost sister and is 
also the debt Jeetendra pays 
to friend Dharmendra. The 
leader of the gang for which 
Jeetendra pretends to work is 
the killer (Amjad Khari) of his 
father years ago. Sridevi, 
Jeetendra's lover, is also one 
of Amjad Khan's victims and 
she plays a karate champ. 

Innumerable songs, 
dances—and yes—the mudi 
talked about sex siren. Silk 
Smiths, provide the rest of the 
titiilation. 
Nikaah: Paradise (Bentinck 
Street; 23S422)—12, 3, 6, 9, 

Talkie Show House (Sibdas 
Bhaduri Street, 552270)— 
noon 

B.R. Chopra directs with 
aplomb. 
Painter Babu; Metro (Chowr¬ 
inghee Road; 233541)—2.30 
5.30 8.30. 

A more or less Manoj Kumar 
film—a little less than more 
than his usual adventures in 
the making of a film. Brother 
Rajeev Goswami is the new 
star this time, and cast oppo¬ 
site new stars Meenakshi and 
Neelima. 

A young painter is pas¬ 
sionately loved by three young 
women; the second is a work¬ 
ing class girl and the third, a 
classmate, but a spoilt daugh¬ 
ter of a godfather. The third is 
also the catalyst for all the 
action in the film. The first is 
forced into marriage to a sidey, 
the second gets wducted and 
beaten up The rest ot the film 
doesn't have a story: it has 
songs. 
Raia Jani: Regal (S.N. Baner- 
jee Road)-l2, 3. 6. 9. 

An old hit starring Dharmen¬ 
dra, Hema Malini. Premnath, 
Chopra and others. 
Soutan: New Cinema (Latin 
Sarani; 270147), Grace (M.G. 



Road; 478141)—4 shows. 
Gem (Acharya J. C. ^se 
Road: 249828)—3 shows. 

Some exquisite shots in 
Mauritius are the highlight of 
the film apart from plenty of 
glamour, emotions and war¬ 
drobe. 

The film centres around a 
smalltime boat owner (Rajesh 
Khanna) who fails in love and 
marries the daughter (Tina 
Munim) of a wealthy banker 
(Pran) who has a nasty second 
wife (Shashikala) and brother- 
in-law (Prem Chopra). He also 
gets involved in some marital 
clashes and an extra-marital 
(all right, platonic) affair with 
his Harijan accountant's (Dr 
Shriram Lagoo) daughter 
(Padmini Kolhapure). 

Khanna becomes a shipping 
tycoon, but misunderstand¬ 
ings. villainy, songs and 
dances lead to an explosive 
situation. The film ends with a 
supreme sacrifice by Kolha¬ 
pure and all's well because the 
barren wife offers flowers on 
the other woman's arthi and 
accepts the widowed (now 
dead) other woman’s child as 
her own. 
Sun Meri Leila: Lotus (S.N 
Banerjee Road; 242664)—4 
shows; Sree (Bidhan Sarani; 
551515) and Ujjala (Russa 
Road; 478666)—noon. 

The film, directed by Chan- 
der Behai and music by Raam 
Laxman, stars Rajkiran and 
Deepika. 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Born Free: Minerva (Chowr- 
inghee Place; 241052)—12,3, 
6, 8.30. 

Virginia McKenna and Bill 
Travers star in this ever popu¬ 
lar film. 
Bronco Billy: New Empire 
(Humayun Place; 231403)— 
12, 3. 6. 8.30. 

Written by Dennis Hacken, 
the film stars Clint Eastwood 
and Sondra Locke. Direction; 
Ciint Eastwood. 
Duck You Sucker (AM Tiger 
(Chowringhee Road; 
235977)—11.45, 2.45, 5.45, 

This is not a slapstick romp 
(as the title may suggest), but 
a ponderous melodrama about 
the Mexican revolution. 

Rod Steiger is an honest 
peasant bandit who lives mod¬ 
estly off the pickings of high¬ 
way robbery. James Coburn, 
with an enviable arsenal of 
explosives on hitri, arrives in 
Steiger's life astride a motorcy¬ 
cle. He is an erstwhile IRA 
terrorist on the run from Irish 
law. Steiger joins forces with 
him In the hope of realising a 

lifelong ambition to rob a bank. 
The rest is action. 
Going Steady(A): Jyoti (Lenin 
Sarani: 241132)—12, 3, 6. 
8.30. 

A touch of European flavour 
to teenage romance, the film, 
directed by Boaz Davidson, 
stars Yaftach Katzur, Jonathan 
Segal, Zachi Noy, Yvonne 
Michaels, Daphana Armoni 
and Rachel Steiner. 
Heavy Metal (A): Globe (Lind¬ 
say Street: 231769)—12, 3, 
5.45. 8.30. 

The film, based on onmnal 
art and stories by Richard Cor- 
ben, Angus McKie and Dan 
O’Bannon, promises a step 
beyond science fiction. Direc¬ 
tion: Gerald Potterton. 
Modern Times; Puma (S.P. 
Mukherjee Road; 474567)—3, 
6. 9. 
Red Sun (A): Elite (S.N. 
Banerjee Road; 241383)—12, 
3, 6, 8.30. 

An old hit starring Charles 
Bronson, Ursulla Andrees, 
Toshiro Mifone and Alan 
Deion, 
The Body (A); Lighthouse 
(Humayun Place; 231402)— 
12. 3. 6, 8.30. 

This is a British 
documentary which "tells the 
facts about the human body 
which you and I do not know. 
But It tells them rather badly. 

■The central ideas is that the 
human body is nothing to be 
ashamed of; in fact, it is some¬ 
thing to.be proud of. Various 
scenes and settings are used, 
helped by Vanessa Red¬ 
grave's commentary, to estab- 
ush that fact. 

On the lines of those sex 
education films, this one is 
drawinn in the crowds. 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Agnisamakar: Sree (Bidhan 
Saranee; 551515), Purabi 
(M.6. Road; 350680) and Uj¬ 
jala (Russa Road; 350680) 
and—3, 6. 8.45. 

Directed by Agradoot, this 
old hit has Uttam Kumar, Sup- 
riya Devi and Anil Chatterjee in 
the leading roles. The music is 
by Hemanta Mukherjee. 
Agradanee; Uttara (Bidhan 

Saranee; 552200), and Indira 
(Indra Roy Road; 471757)—3, 
6, 8.45. 

The film Is based on 
Tarashankar Bandopadhyay's 
story and is a severe Indict¬ 
ment of casteism. The pro¬ 
tagonist, an illiterate brahmin, 
goes through a gradual de¬ 
gradation and ends up eating 
naif-cooked offerings made to 
the dead during sradh. 
Obsen/ations are made on the 
machinations of the rich and 
powerful to attain their own 
selfish ends. 

Poor direction, however, 
mars the film. Palash Banerjee 
fails to make anything worth¬ 
while out of this film studded 
as it is with Soumitra Chatter- 
ee, Sandhya Rovi Sumitra 
iidukheijee, Anil Chatterjee, 
and Prasenjit. 
Si Chhllo Morte: Radha 
Bidhan Saranee; 553045)— 
?.30. 5.30 8.30. 

Too many comedians spoil 
this broth. 

The alleged comedy stems 
from the absurd situation in 
which a girl in love finds herself 
because of a host of suitors. 
Additional fun Is supplied by 
her rich eccentric grandfather 
obssessed with writing poetry 
and forcing everyone in sight 
to listen to his recitations. 

Generally, the film is nothing 
to laugh about. 
Kajla DIdl: Darpana (Bidhan 
Sarani; 552040)—2.30, 5.30, 
8.30, Bhabani (Russa Road; 
461528)—2. 5. 8. 

The film, directed by 
Kaushik with music by N. 
Bhaskar, stars Gayetree 
Mukherjee, Satya Banerjee, 
Ajitesh Banerjee, Tarun 
Kumar, Nandini Mallya and 
others. 
Srinkhat (A): Rupbani (Bidhan 
Sarani; 553413), Aruna (M.O. 
Road; 359561), Bharati (S.P. 
Mukherjee Road; 474686)— 
2.30, 5.30. 8.30. 

Directed b); Abeer Basu the 
film has Abhijit, Beena, Utpat 
Dutt, Joy Sengupta, Anup 
Kumar, Robi Ghosh. Chhaya 
Devi and Sreela Mazumdar in 
the leading roles. The music Is 
by Robin Banerjee 

CALCUTTA 

31 July 
4.00; World of Sport. 
5.30; Feature film In Hindi. 
7.25; Saptahiki. 
8.45: Focus; Current Affairs. 
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9.1S; Sham-E-Qhazai. 
1 August 
6.34; Chiching Phank: Ta- 
?ore's drama Juta Abiskar and 

abla Lahara by Sandeep 
Das. 
7.00: Biinan Prasange: Scien¬ 
tific explanation of drought an<f 
flood. 
8.45: Chitramala: Film songs 
in various languaoes. 
9.15. Aur Bnl Gham Main 
Zamane Main (9): Sariai by 
Raotl Saran Shama. 
2 August 
6.34: Telescope; WHId Lite. 
7.00: Play In Bengali; Brajo 
Sarmbad. 
8.45; Maujiram (l): Film. 
8.55: Ek Mulaqaat: An intar- 
viaw with Dr ^iim AH. 
9.20: ABC of Football (5). 
3 August 
6.34; Pallikatha; Palllpar- 
icharma. 
7.00: English film ssrlsl. 
7.40: Darshaker Oarbare. 
8.00: Chitrahsr: Film songs in 
Hindi. 
8.45; The Lucy Show (17). 
9.15: In This Our Land: Hand- 
loom. 
9.35: Folk music; Punjab. 
4 August 
6.34; Industrial programme: 
Problems of unorganised 
labour. 
6.50: Ghare Baire; Self em¬ 
ployment for handicapped. 
7.40: Chitramala: Film songs 
in Bengali. 
8.45; Places of pilgrimage; 
Varanasi. 
9.15: Santoor: TV 
documentary. 

8 August 
6.34: Jana Aiana: Programme 
on human digestive system. 
6.45: Adhunik; Tarun 

6.55; Tarunder Janye; Debate 
covering the role of youth in 
development work. 
8.10: Rabindrasangeet: 
Dakhinee. 
8.45: Lef Them Not Faff: TV 
documentary on hardlife of the 
ragpidrer. 
9.15: National programme of 
Music & Dance; Prabha Atre. 
6 August 
5.30: Feature film in Bengali: 
Blgnan^>-Bidhata. 
Cast; Chhabi Biswas, Jahar 
Ganguly, Robin Mazumdar, 
Renuka Roy and others. Direc¬ 
tion: Bimal Roy. 
8.45: Film: The Tatt. 
9.15: Quiz programme in 
Hindi. 

DHAKA 

31 July 
6.50; Sports programme. 
9.00: Film: Hart To Hart. 
10.25: Probaho: Magazine 
programme. 
Second Channel 
7.30: Film: Best Of The West/ 
Alfred Hitchcock Presents. 
1 August 
6.30: Cartoon: Fang Face/ 
Woody Woodpecker. 
7.00; Tagore's song. 
10.25; Fflm: Wheete. 
2 August 
7.30: Film: Different Strokes. 
8.55; Drama aeries: Shokal 

Sandhya. 
10.25: Film: Traper John MD. 
Second Channel 
6.30: Sports programme. 
3 August 
6;30:.Cartoon: Battle Of The 
Planets. 
9.00; Film: Man From Atlantis. 
Second Channel 
7.25: Film: M*A*S’H 
4 August 
8.30: Drama of the week: 
Chand Bene. 
10.25: Film: Yes Minister. 
Second Channel 
6.30: Rim: Great Western. 
Theatre. 
5 August 
6.30: Cartoon: Littlest Hobo' 
The Spider Man. 
10.25: Friday night cinema: 
Shane. 
Second Channel 
6.30; Drama. 
6 August 
Morning Session 
9.50: Cartoon: Hans Christian 
AnHopson 

10.45; Film: You Asked For It. 
11.10: Ebari Obari; Family 
quiz. 
12.05; Film: The Powers CM 
Mathew Star. 
12.55: Sports programme. 
Eveniiig Session 
7.30; Rim: Bewitched. 
6.55: Jatra: Traditional Benga¬ 
li drama. 
10.25: Rim: Dallas. 
Second Channel 
6.30: Musical show. 
NOTE: The timings given 
hare are Dhaka timings. iST 
will be 30 minutes Ims in 
each ease. 
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SPECIAL EVENTS 

31 July: 10 am 
Gandharbalok Katakendra 

presents the dance drame, 
Krishnayan, based on the life 
of Lord Krishna. The notable 
participants are Sadhan Guha, 
Polly Guha, Rekha Maitra, 
Dhurjati Sen and Shyamal 
Maharaj in dances and 
Haimanti Shukla. Pintu Bhat- 
tacharya, Samaresh 
Choudhury and Lalita Dhar 
Choudhury In songs. The 
programme is directed by Prof. 
Shyamal Maharaj. 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road; 449937). 
31 July: 6,30 pm 

Bohurupee presents Bertolt 
Brecht's Galileo with Amar 
Ganguly. Tarapada Mukher- 
jee, Soumitra Basu, Sumita 
Chatterjee, Namita Majumdar 
and Averse Dutta in the lead¬ 
ing roles. 

At Academy of Fine Arts 
(Cathedral Road: 444205) 
1 August: 5.30 pm 

Sur Sourabh felicitates 
Angurbala Devi through a 
programme of Bnndagan and 
a dance drama Alibaba. 

At Sisii Manch (Acharye 
J.C. Bose Road, 441451). 
4, 5 ft 6 August: 7 pm 

Joseph Heller's We Bombed 
In New Haven, adapted as the 
sequel to Catch 22. will be 
staged by Shobiz. 

fne cast includes Vinay 
Sharma. Kabir Dudeja. Abhijit 
Sinha Roy. Sudeshna Roy, 
Siddharta Gautam. Lalit 
Vachani and Anil Pathak. 

At Gyan Manch (Pretoria 
Street). 
5 August: 6.30 pm 

Katnak presents a program¬ 
me of readings from Tagore's 
Shesher Kabita by Soumitra 
Chatterjee, Lily Cnakrabony, 
Nilima Das, Bikash Roy, 
Partha Ghosh, Gouri Ghosh, 
Pranati Mitra Mustafi, Jagan- 
nath Bose, Urmimala Bose, 
Dhiman Chakraborty and 
Sonali Sen. The programme is 
directed by Bikash Roy. 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed¬ 
ra) Road; 449937). 
5 August: 7 pm 

Theatron presents Medea, a 
plm by Euripedes. 

1ne cast includes Arundhati 
Banerjee. Ranjan Sarkar,. 
Abhijit Sen, Bijoy Chakraborty 
and Babu Dutta Roy. Dirac- 
tion: Salk Banerjee. 

At Academy of Fine Arts 
(Cathedral Road; 444206). 
6 August: 6.30 pm 

PLT presents its popular 
lay Ebar R^ar Pala, directed 
r Utpat Dutta. 
At Academy of Rne Arts 

(Cathedral Road; 444205). 



THEATRE 

BENGALI 

31 July; 3 and 6.30 pm 
4 and 6 August: 6.30 pm 
Aghatan: Rangana'('153/2A, 
Acharya Prafulla Chandra 
Road; 556846). 
BIbor: Rungmahal (76 
Bldhan Sarant: 551619). 

Subhendu Chalterjee and 
Subrata Chatteriee along with 
Santosh Dull a form the lead¬ 
ing part of the cast in this play 
directed by Samar’Mukherjee 
from Samaresh Basu's story. 

TRAVEL 

Calcattax-Bangkok—Hong 
Kong—Toiwo: Calcutta de¬ 
parture, AI3ie (2*) at 2205 
hours; Calcutta arrival AI307 
(3) at 0200. 
Catoutta-Bangkok; Calcutta 
departures, TG312 (1, 3, 6) at 
1345; Calcutta arrivals. TG311 
(1, 3, 6) at 0900. 
Calcutta—Karachi—Copen¬ 
hagen: Calcutta departure 
SK976 (4.'7) at 0800, Calculta 
arrival SK975 (4, 7) at 0630. 
Calcutta-London—New 

York; Calculta departure, 
AI103 (2) a| 0030. 
CaicuttarLondon; Calcutta 
departure, BA144 (2, 5) at 
2145, Calcutta arrival BA145 
(1, 4) at 1350. 
Caicutta-Kathmandu: Calcut¬ 
ta departure .TG 311 (l, 3, 6): 
0945; Calcutta arrival TG 312 
0. 3. 6): 1300. . 
Calcutta-Delhl: Departures, 
1C 402 (daily) at 1735 hours. 
IC 263 (daily) at 0630; Calcutta 
arrivals, IC 401 (daily) at i040. 
IC 264 (daily) at' 2205. 
Caleutta-Bomb»: Depar¬ 
tures, lu 176 (daily) at 0640. 
IC 273 (daily) at 1950; Calcutta 
arrivals, IC 175 (daily) at 0850, 

IC 274 (daily) at 1850. 
Cnicutta-Madras: Depar¬ 
tures. IC 265 (daily) at 1435, 
Celcutta arrivals, IC 266 (daily) 
at 1935. 
Ciilcutta-Gauhatl- Depar¬ 
tures, IC 229 (daily) at 1140, 
IC 230 (daily) at 1425. 
Calcutta-Banchl-Patna- 
Lucknow-Dethi: Departure, 
IC 410 (daily) at 0550; Calcutta 
arrival, IC 4^09 (daily) at 1045. 
Caicutta-Kathmandu: Depar¬ 
tures, IC 247 (1, 3. 4, 5. 7) at 
1330; Calcutta arrivals. IC 248 
(1, 3, 4. 5, 7) at 1250. 
Calcutta-Dacca:' Departure. 
IC 223 (daily) at 1440; Calcutta 
arrival, IC 224 (daily) at 1640. 

Departure EASTERN RAILWAY, 
Up Time ( HOWRAH) MAIL 

1 ig-20 Delhi Kalka Mall 
5 20-00 Amritsar Mall 
3 20-40 Bombay Mali via Alla¬ 

habad 
EXPRESS 

81 9-45 Alr-Cond. Express Tn- 
Wkly via Gaya 
Dep.—Tues. S Wed. up to 
New Delhi 
Dep.—Saturday up to 
Amritsar 
Arri.—Tuesday. Wednes¬ 
day & Saturday 

103 9-45 Air-Cond. Express Bi- 
Wkly via Patna 
De^—Thursday up to New 

"—Sunday up to Amritsar 
Am.—Monday & Friday 

101 16-55 Rajdhani Alr-Cond. »p. 
4 days a week 
Dep.—Mon., Thurs., Fri. & 
Sunday 
Arri.—Tues, Wed., Sat. & 
Sunday 

173 5-45 HImagIrl (Jammu-Tawl) 
Exp Tri-Wkly 
Dep—Wednesday, Satur¬ 
day & Sunday 
Am.—Monday. Tuesday & 
Friday 

67 10-55 Bombay Janata Express 
Tri-Wkly 
Dep.—Monday, Wednes¬ 
day & Friday 
Arri.—Tuesday, Thursday 
& Sunday 

61 23-00 Dehradun Janata Ex- Brass Wkly 
ep.—Sunday Arri.— 

Sunday 
9 21-35 Doon Express via Grand 

Chord 
7 10-10 Toofan Eigness via Main 

Line 
49 14-^ Amritsar Express 
11 21-00 Delhi Express via Main 

Lins 
39 21-10 Delhi Janata Express via 

Main Line 
19 22-00 Gorakhpur Express 

TRAINS 

Anival 1 Departure Arrival 
Time Dn. Up Time Time Dn 

21 16-25 Mithila Express 6-45 22 

8-15 
57 6-10 Kanchenjunga Express 19-30 58 

2 Tri-wkly 
7-55 6 Dep—-Tuesdry, Thursday 
12-35 4 & Saturday 

Arri.—Wednesday, Friday 
& Sunday 

17-10 82 59 18-55 New Bongaigaon (Kam- 
rup Express 

6-30 60 

165 12-30 New Bongaigaon Janata 
Express 

13-35 166 

307 6-10 Black Diamond Express 21-20 306 
I 309 17-15 Coalfield Express 10-25 310 

305 18-20 Asansol Expresn 
HEASTERN RAILWAY, HOW 

8-45 306 
SOUT RAH 

17-10 104 3 20-00 
MAIL 

Madras Mail 6-10 4 
2 20-15 Bombay Mail via Nagpur 7-20 1 

EXPRESS 
i 60 14-15 Gltaniall(Bombay) Exp 5 

days a week 
13-40 59 

11-05 102 Dep—Mond., Tues. Wed., 
Fri., & Sat. 
Arri.—Mond., Tues., 
Thurs., Fri & Sat. 

134 21-10 Ahmedabad Express 4 
days a week 

4-00 133 

23-35 174 

30 12-40 

Dep.—Tues., Thurs., Fn, & 
Sunday 
Am.—Tues., Wed., Fri. & 
Sunday 
Bombay Express via 
Nagpur 

14-30 29 

21-15 68 
141 15-45 Coromandal (Madras) Ex¬ 

press 
11-00 142 

37 23-10 Madras Janata Express 4-10 38 
13 17-30 Tata Steel Express 10-18 14 
11 6-20 Ispat Express 21-50 12 
5 22-10 Jharsuguda Express 5-00 6 

8-15 62 
15 21-25 Ranchi Hatia Express 6-40 16 
7 20-50 Puri Express 5-30 a 
9 18-45 Puri (Jagannath) Express 8-25 10 

6-55 10 

45 10-50 East Coast (Hyderabad) 
Express 

16-45 46 

SEALDAH (MAIL, EXPRESS ft PASS.) 
18-15 8 

43 19-15 Darfeellng Mall 8-45 44 
15^5 50 53 21-00 Gaur Express 

Jammu Tawi Express 
5-00 54 

6-05 12 51 11-45 15-40 52 
13 20-20 Upper India Express 11-55 14 

5-20 40 
303 18-20 

via 8BG Loop 
BhagIrathI (Lalgola) Ex¬ 10-20 304 

10-50 20 press 
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QUIZ/Neil O’Brien 
V. S. Subrama- 
nian, Caicutta-29 
and Arlin Cuba. 
Calcutta>17, both 
tell us that Albert 
Einstein, like so 
many others, did 
hav^e his last 
words; but why do 
we not know what 

he said? The nurse who was attend¬ 
ing Einstein when he died, unfortu¬ 
nately did not know German, the 
language in which he spoke his last 
words. 

Bhaswati Chatterjee, Calcutta-60, 
has seen pictures of curling and 
would like to know something about 
the game. 

Curling is a game similar to bowls 
played on a smooth ice-surface 
('rink'). It is really not known 
whether the game originated in the 
Low Countries or in Scotland, 
although Scotland claims it as its 
‘ain jtame.' Two four-men teams 
alternately slide 2 flat, round stones 
(‘granites') with handles per man at 
a 'circular target.' A point is scored 
for each .stone fully or partially in 
the ’target.' the winner having the 

most points after 10 or more 'ends' 
or bowling all 16 stones by both 
teams. Opponents' stones may be hit 
and knocked out of position. The 
game's name comes from the twist 
imparted to the stone, making it 
execute a curve. Teammates sweep 
the ice frantically with brooms just 
ahead of the sliding stones to in- 

—===—111th OuMtlon: Whet 
Coo !• a levirate marriage? 

(Anup Datta, Sait Lake 
■QHb City, Calcutta) 

Ana: The euatom ot 
marrybig a widow to 

■.I III I her late husband’s 
brother (Latin; Lavira (brother-in¬ 

crease accuracy and .distance.’ The 
old Scottish proverlj, "What we 
have we hold," is not true of curling 
which has spread to other parts of 
the world, especially North Amer¬ 
ica. Air Canada sponsors the world 
championship for the Silver Broom 
trophy. 

Satish Murthi, Cochin-11, )aved 

Haider, Calcutta-14. Prasiipta Sen, 
Calcutta-10 and Subroto Mukherjee. 
Calcutta-64 have all asked about the 
significance of 'R' on a doctor's 
prescription. 

Let’s analyse the two parts. The 
letter 'R' stands for Latin Recipe 
('take'). The decorative tail is the 
symbol of Jupiter (4) under whose 
special protection all medicines are 
placed. It could be paraphrased: 
'Under the protection of Jupiter, the Eiatron of medicines, take the fol- 
owing drugs in the proportions set 

down.’ Another le.ss popular theory 
is that it was an ancient prayer to the 
Egyptian god of healing. 

Finally, this year's Argus Plate, 
open to teams who have not won an 
open AQUO quiz over the last throe 
years, will be held at the Dalhousie 
institute—prelims at 5 pm on Fri¬ 
day, 5 August, the finals at 6 pm ou 
Sunday, 7 August. It's the only 
trophy that anyjteam can win just 
once. Winners since its inceptif)n in 
1980: D.l. 'B'. All At Sea and Cream. 
Brian Cecil and Kahir .Sen make 
their debut as quizmasters on the 
open circuit and over 30 team.s are 
takirig part. See you all there! 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 

1. Who or what is a penang lawyer? (Siddhartha' 
Mukherjee, Calt;utta-4) 

2. What i.s the cup that cheers but not inebriates? 
(Kunajit Sengupta, Durgapur-12) 

3. Who might use a Stanley Gibbons number? 
(Chiradeep Banerjee, Calcutta-25) 

4. What is a stein? (Santanu Ghosh, Beiurmath) 

5. What is the word tor the study of human beauty? 
(Md Mogheos Ahmed. Patna-4) 

B. Who was the first Indian to climb Mt. Everest? 

■iiUMquo HI 
•AByeiAj fi, 

(06-fU ivioj. 
puB E9-01) 9961 ‘BijBjjsnv sa puBygug ‘ja)(e'i uji) » 

•D tl H «M.l. -i. 
AoSijOjNj SiU'/iia_L '9 

■.\SOTOIO>1 '9 
•jaaq joj Aneiaaclse ‘Snui atiJO) v 'F. 

(sduieys joj anUon?yi>3 MsHWa 
pjepuB)S aqy si anaojBjBy) .suoqqyj^) jsijaiBiiqd y 'E, 

•Bai r. 
•qOIJS SiUlljlBAA JO puj5| V 1, 

(Aparajita Rao, Cak;utta-19) 

7. What is housed in Bush House, London? (J. P. 
Uutla. C;alcutta-4.5) 

8. Who has the best bowling record in a cricket 
Test? (Laxman Diyalani. Cal(:utta-25) 

9. From which language did the word 'bamboo' 
originate? (Rongon Neogi. Calcutta-25) 

10. Whal is the Island of Pearls'^ (Kalim A.F. Khan, 
Calcutta-58) 

Solution to THE DEVIL’S PRINT 

Since my written notes from 
earlier years have partially 

disappeared, these books shall 
always be kept at the party 

archives at my disposal. 
They remain my property. 

Munich, 1932—Adolph Hitler. 

You are riqht, the word used by Hitler was 'archive'; but 'archives' was used to align the last two lines. 
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BIRTHDAYS Inner Eye 

NEXT SEVEN DAYS 
FROM JULY 31 TO AUGUST 6 

RIES 
Mat 21-Apr 20 

Exercise caution in 
ail your atfairs. 

Avoid iaw suits, hasty deci¬ 
sions and actions. Defer 
changes. Pursue ail corres¬ 
pondence carefuily. Do not be 
disheartened if progress is 
siow: the cloud will pass. Your 
health will improve after initial 
indifference. Conserve your 
resources. 

EO 
July 23-Aug 22 

Your profession, so¬ 
cial and intellectual 

services will expand. Much will 
depend on your own Initiative 
as to the degree of success 
realised. Some help from sec¬ 
ret sources is likely. Women¬ 
folk will help you in a number 
of ways. Do not neglect your 
business. Guard against erra¬ 
tic decisions and actions. 

AGiTTARiUS 
Nov 22-Oso 22 

Concentrate on 
business expansion 

and make changes if desired. 
A happy and successful week 
iS envisaged if doubtful roman¬ 
tic adventures are eschewed. 
You will be duly rewarded for 
your courage, initiative and 
business accumen. Children 
and womenfolk may cause 
some anxiety. 

AURUS 
Apr 21-May 22 

The planets are well 
placed in your 

zodiac. Your own initiative will 
brighten the chances of a good 
fortune including a pleasant 
surprise. You will enjoy more 
than average luck and happi¬ 
ness during the week and gain 
in both expected and unex¬ 
pected ways. A beneficial jour¬ 
ney IS likely. 

IRGO 
Aug 23-Sept 22 

Your week proceeds 
more or less on an 

even note. Attend closely to 
your business. Health of 
womenfolk or perhaps an elder 
may cause concern Medical 
expenditures are shown 
among the family Financial 
success is presaged, but do 
not be careless in business 
interviews. 

APRICORN 
Der 23-Jan 20 

Your fortune will be 
revived in unex¬ 

pected ways. Chances of new 
friendships are likely. Property 
speculations are well signified 
Exercise caution in love 
affairs. An excellent week for 
travel, changes, commencing 
new business, legal and prop¬ 
erty matters. Your health im¬ 
proves gradually. 

G 
EMINI 
Mav 23-Jcine 21 r IBRA 

SepI 23-Ort 22 A Your week is fraught Provided business 
with difficulties and details are given 

romantic attach- 
may prove un¬ 

sorrow, 
menl. which 
wise. IS likely to cause much 
disaster. Apart from this, you 
will be rewarded for your cour¬ 
age and initiative. Be circums¬ 
pect in your conduct with the 
opposite sex. Your health will 
remain oood 

due attention, you will enjoy a 
fair measure of success and 
happiness. Secret rhatters are 
well signified as also new 
friendships and elderly rela¬ 
tives. A profound yet scintillat¬ 
ing intellect is evidenced which 
will ensure good fortune. A 
pleasant journey is likely. 

QUARIUS 
Jan 21-FeD 20 

Your week is indica¬ 
tive of financial loss 

throogh overgenerosity or ill- 
health, particularly where 
womenfolk are concerned. 
Property, speculation, 
courtship and love affairs 
should at best be avoided. 
Guard against extravagance, 
rash actions and overstrain^ 
Deter changes. 

ANGER 
June 22-July 22 

Your week indicates 
sustained good luck 

and happiness. You will be 
praised by your friends and 
relatives. Children will contri¬ 
bute to your happiness. 
Pleasant journeys, benefetial 
changes in profession, fresh 
intellectual and artistic activi¬ 
ties and valuable new 
friendships are all foreseen. 

CORPIO 
Ocl 23-Nov 21 

You wilt surmount 
unexpected d>ificul- 

ties through courage, resour¬ 
cefulness and by the helps 
from friends and strangers. 
Avoid unnecessary risks in 
business, family and social 
activities. Children and young 
colleagues are well signified. 
Do not fear to adopt new 
methods in your work. 

ISCES 
Fob 21-Mar 20 

Your week is indica¬ 
tive of financial suc¬ 

cess, often unexpectedly. 
Some kind of indisposition or 
deception by womenfolk is 
threatened Attend to your 
business carefully. Provided 
obstinacy and self-will are 

■curbed, j^ur affairs will make 
rapid progress often in unex¬ 
pected ways. 

SUGGESTIONS LUCKY NUMBER AND COLOURS 
SUNDAY TRAVEL JULY 31 4 GREEN 

MONDAY BUSINESS AFFAIRS AUGUST 1 9 LEAF GREEN 

TUESDAY PILORIMAaE AUGUST 2 6 WHITE 

WEDNESDAY MEDITATION AUGUST 3 1 VEUOW 

THURSDAY DOMESTIC AFFAIRS AUGUST 4 2 GREY 

FRIDAY CORRESPONDENCE AUGUST S 3 RED 

SATURDAY ENTERTAINMENT AUGUST 6 e BLUE 

July 31 
A most happy and successful 
year Is predicted. Children witl 
prosper. Intellectual activities 
wilt make progress and your 
health improves. Your ambi¬ 
tions will be fulfilled. Do not 
neglect your business for plea- 
sure. Conserve your re¬ 
sources. 

August 1 
Yours IS the most auspicious 
birthday in the calender. Your 
anniversary promises in¬ 
creased successful activities in 
business, intetlectuai and so¬ 
cial spheres. Domestic har¬ 
mony is also shown. Stellar 
portents are propitious. 

August 2 
Disappointment and sorrow 
threaten your domestic life. 
Defer requests, courtship, 
marriage and changes. A 
pleasant financial surprise will 
eventuate. Womenfolk may 
cause concern. Safeguard 
your health and that of your 
mother. Medical expenditures 
are shown within the family. 

August 3 
You may expect a year of 
ups-and-downs. Progress and 
much happiness are envis¬ 
aged f;om 1984 onwards. 
Wemenfolk will help you but do 
not nmlect business for plea¬ 
sure. Guard against erratic de¬ 
cisions and actions. Your life 
proceeds on an even note. 

August 4 
A happy, successful year is 
envisaged, especially if doubt¬ 
ful love adventures are 
avoided. Much manual dexter¬ 
ity, travel, good fortune and 
happiness are presaged. A 
secret help is vouched safe in, 
settling a worrying business. 
August 5 
Stellar portents indicate a 
mixed grill. A busy, active, 
successful year bringing much 
happiness lies ahead. Finan¬ 
cial success may be followed 
by untoward reverses. Do not 
spoil your chances of happi¬ 
ness and good fortune by im- 
petuousity. 

August 6 
You are strongly advised to 
keep a strict watch on fi¬ 
nances. Exercise caution In 
property matters. Take care of 
your and your family's health. 
Avoid excesses. A secret mat¬ 
ter will prosper. Much will de¬ 
pend on your own actions. 

M.B. RAMAN 



Comics ARCHIE 
r WCLL.SK, IT'S time 
' FOR THE SCHOOL'S 
, ANNUAL PICNIC AGAIN ' 

0. frU 

COME ON,VEHONICA'r NO Wfir ITS TOO 
LET'S ENTER THE ) UNPIGNIFIEP' I 
TlJG-0- WAR." ^.^MISHT GET MY NEW 

PRESS ALL PIRTV^ 
annual fNCNIC 

m 
i''" 

msm 

4 

R 

!to. %'fti 

BECAUSE THE REST OF THE 
^VEAR HAS CERTAINLY BEEN 
Sl^ PICNIC/ 

% 

ANP THE PIE-EATING 
CONTEST IS OUT TOa" I'M 
ON A PICT, ANP BESIPE^ 
ITS SO C5^—-— 
MESSy.VANP BESIPES ^ 

rv voj'P have to 
\\ FIGHT JUGHEAP 
\VF0R the PIES. 

^4 

w i 
\fGO 

[ WANT TD if STO 
\COMPETE.'/\^ 

'GO AHEAP ARCHIE " I'M NOT 
STOPPING VDU." I'M GOING TO 
.get a LEMONAPE/ 

/COACH. MY LINE 
{ ISSNAGGEPON 
VS^ETHING/ > 

^WELL. PONT PULL 
^ ON IT, IT'LL 

i^a 
V‘ 

h 1 

LOOR.ARCHIE." 
VERONICA IS finally 
ENTERING INTO THE 
SPIRIT OF THNGS." 

\v 

VESeUTSHES 
GCH^ THE WtaONG 
mV/ THE SACK 
RACE IS OVER 

THERE." J/ 

if 

R 



JULIET JONES 

MANDRAKE By Lee Falk 



MOOSE MILLER By Bob Weber 



OR KILDARE By Ken Bald 

THE LOCKHORNS 



WONDERLAND 

1 

n JUST-A-MINUTE 

By Shamlu Dudeja 
The Devij’s Print: Hatl Hitler not been such a perfect dictator, he may have been a 
better typist! Can you decipher the ‘overprints' message which have been typed 
in Munich in the '30s?: 
Solution on Page 22 

’S^e^iireciaiot my jcirspeBi^. 

SOLUTIONS 

Across: 1 Rifle 5 Safe 6 
Berry 8 Pincers 11 
Toast 12 Com 13 Joker 
Down: 1 Robe 2 Furni¬ 
ture 3 Haversack 4 Tent 
7 Yacht 9 Lace 10 Star 

Barter Bank 
If you read an item in this 
poge that you wish to re¬ 
spond to. please write in 
to Barter Bank, c/o Thk 
Ti7iji(;ii,'\rii Colour Maga¬ 
zine. 6 Prat alia Sarkar 
Street, Calcutta 700001. 
Also, if you wish to enter 
an item in this column, 
please write in with de¬ 
tails to the address given 
above. We shall inform 
you of responses to your 
insertions by post. 
• Mountaineering 
Goods: I would like to 
offer a high altitude suit, a 
sleeping bag and two pairs 
of high altitude goggles for 
which I want a couple of 
Kodacolor negative film 
rolls. Anybody interested 
may contact Oeepak 
Sharda. 
• Records: i have some 
78 rpm records of re¬ 
nowned singers of the last 
35 years including those 
of S.D. Burman and K.L. 
Saigul. I would like to 
exchange them for ghazals 
of Begum Akhtar or any 
other ghazal singers*: 
Please contact Amit Paul. 
• Csmera: I would like 
to offer my Olympus Pen 
electronic camera (35 
mm) for any other foreign 
camera of equal value. My 
camera is worth around 
Rs 1,000. Those interested 
may write to T. Banerjoe. 
• Camera: 1 have a 
Minolta automatic pocket 
camera which has not 
been used. I would like to 
exchange it for a 35-105 
mm zoom or a 200 mm 
tele or a 25 mm wideangle 
lens usable with Minolta 
XGB SLR. Write to Oebab- 
rata Biswas. 
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<^QD[fiin#[rWl}DD[p[!S 
- by Hal Kaufman- 

WHICH DAY’S 
CHILD... 

On what day of the 
week were you born? 
Let's see. Take the last 
two figures of your 
birth year. Divide by 
four, diregarding re¬ 
mainder. Add to first 
number. Then add day 
of the month. 

Add 1 for Jan. (0 if 
leap year), 4 Feb. (3 if 
leap year), 4 Mar., 0 
Apr., 2 May, 5 Jun., 0 
Jul., 3 Aug., 6 Sep., 1 
Oct., 4 Nov., 6. Dec. 

Divide by 7. Remain¬ 
der gives day of week: 
Sat. 0, Sun. 1, Mon. 2, 
etc. Ex.: May 11, 
1969—69 + 17 + 11 + 
2 equals 99. Divide by 
7, remainder is 1, 
therefore original birth 
day was Sunday. 

* Riddle-Me-ThisI What kind of music puts ripples 
on a pond? Plunk rock. What do you call a crafty old 
man? An artful codger. 
• Just One! Just one o* these rabbits is for real: A 
horseshoe rabbit, a tennis shoe rabbit, a ballet 
slipper rabbit, a snowshoe rabbit, a ski boot rabbit. 
Which one? Answer in one second. 

-MiA03 y 

CAN YOU TRUST YOUR KYIS? Tbere areal leart Nx 411^ 
Micas in draiulefl dalaIN balwam lee bUgn 
eelclily caa yae fbUI tliawT Cbaek aeswers Mitli Ibasa bslsw. 

I |U*j*uiP (I MIIIIIMU c 0 t •< 4.nM I 

SPOT CHECK! A4d cotort neatly to ttw scone above: 1—Red. 
2—Lt. blue. 3—Yellow. 4—Lt. brown, t—Flesh. 0—LI. green. 7—Dk. 
brown. S—Ok. graen. f—Ok. purple. 10—LI. purple. 

SPELLBINDER 
SCORE 10 points for using all the 
letters in the word below to form 
two complete words; 

GRIMACEO 

THEN score 2 points each for all 
words of tour letters or more 
found among the letters. 

Try to score at laast SO pelbts. 
' wrui w JO. unjSwt •len wu 
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The Telegraph Readers’ Forum The Telegraph Readers’ Forum 

I-^-:-1 

The Tdegra]^ 
Readers’ Forum We are happy to announce the start of a Readers’ Forum. Each 

month we ask our readers to send in their views on a 
specific subject in an effort not merely to provide a ventilation of a 
cross section of opinion but also to try and elicit new ideas and 
approaches. The problems that continue to burden our lives are 
multiplying, and the once-glorious ‘solutions’ seem tired failures 
now. But the search for answers must continue. The TELEciKAi'n 
would like to promote a small effort in that direction. 
Perhaps the.most appropriate moment to begin would be August 15. 
And the first subject that comes to mind is our coming Independence 
Day itself. 
We will publish a representative selection of your entries on August 15. 
So please send in, within 250 / 300 words, your essay on this subject: 

A Day of Hope or a 
Moment of Despair? 

To help us m our reference and filing, please fill in the coupon and send 
it along with your entry. Books will be sent to the three best entries. 

Cut here 

Name. 

Occupation.Age 

^ Address. 
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A called Lakme 
and a woman called you. 

Hie result is dieer magic. 

Lakind shampcx) 
The beauty tieatmerft tor yc^ 

The conditioner in Lakme shampoo does ell kinds of lovely 
things to your hair. 

It leaves a glossy coating on every single hair shaft which gives 
t>ody and bounce to your hair. 

Makes it more mani^ble. 
And leaves it tangle-m. 
For soft, sbii^, silky, unbelievably beautiful hair, there's only 

one shampoo. 
It's ctited Lakme. 
Not an ordlnaiy shampoo. 
Neither are you an ordinary woman. 

TMm m tour kindi of hair. 
Thsie «t tour kindi el Ukim thwipee. 



Post Mortem 
Ready Reference 

The discerning reader 
found your article, ‘School 
Admissions’ (17 July), su¬ 
perfluous and inconse- 
)uenti«l. The information 
^ven is so commonp]ac:e 
and repetitive as to have 
little practical value. What 
secomes more clearlv 
established is the deliber¬ 
ate effort to pad the pages 
with scrappy, loosely con¬ 
nected, insignificant bits of 
information. And this in¬ 
dulgence of vours is no¬ 
thing new. Perhaps, you are 
facing a shortage of worth¬ 
while matter these days. 

What started as a glossy, 
colourful, entertaining and 
wholly absorbing periodic¬ 
al is slowly turning into a 
drab compendium for 
ready reference. A rriaga- 
zine that was expected to 
take the city by storm has 
now started languishing 
Maybe, you are being lulled 
into complacence by tem¬ 
porary success. 

Your concern for r:on- 
sumer service is under¬ 
standable. Stretching this 
to its logical conclusion, ic 
is expected that very soon 
you will be providing your 
readers with ready refer¬ 
ences of onion, potato, 
kerosene and baby food 
dealers, their stock-in-trade 
position, availability 
prices, procurement proce¬ 
dure, etc. Calcutta being a 
city of scarcities, and the 
trade specialisation your 
magazine has currently 
picked up, definitely 
assures for it a bright and 
stable future. But what a 
sharp blow and disappoint¬ 
ment for its enthusiastic 
readers. The ultimate be¬ 
neficiaries will be the lof.al 
and petty dealers. 

Even the most casual 
reader of your magazints 
can sense voiir unques¬ 
tioned predilection for mis- 
sionar^edudational institu- 
tious. The elaborate cover- 
aw you have accorded to 
them in the pkst, issues, too, 
the symphony of irrational, 
untralanced,' unmitigated 
praise you sang for them 

when they turned ‘silvery’ 
and the refrain of eulogy 
and adulation you keep 
horn-biowing ceaselessly 
for them, all have an appa¬ 
rent justification. An infant 
publication like yours, tod¬ 
dling and wobbling in this 
overcrowded, intensely 
competitive trade, straining 
its utmost to find a footh¬ 
old, can be excused for 
going to inordinate lengths 
as these. But for heaven’s 
sake, keep a sense of prop¬ 
ortion, know the direction 
you are drifting into and, 
above all, assess everything 
you write on in its correct 
perspective. 
Shekhar Anund, 
Calcutta 

Impressive 
Tl^a article on Sunil Gan- 

gopadhyay by Santosh 
Kumar Ghosh (17 July) was 
very impressive. It is appa¬ 
rent that Gangopadhyay 
came to the forefront as a 
noted Bengali writer due to 
his mighty pen. His style of 
writing ana projectinj^ the 
events and occurrences are 
very authentic and heart 
touching. He is doing re¬ 
markable service for Benga¬ 
li literature. He has also 
tried his best to project the 
various problems of pre- 
sentday youth and s,ociety 
in his novels. 
B.N. Bose, 
Jamshedpur 

Second Year 
Fulfilling our earnest ex¬ 

pectations, The Tki-kgraph 

Colour Magazine has step¬ 
ped proudly into its second 
year. Lots of kudos, cheers 
and a melodious tune of 
"Happy birthday to you" 
from me will still fall short 
in front of the immense 
pleasure and joy I re¬ 
ceived from the magazine. 
However, along with the 
usual quota of bouauets, 
Imre are some brickbats 
which are bestowed with a 
loving heart for the further 
development of the maga¬ 
zine. 

On the first page you 
previouslv published 
Kaleidoscope, now it has 

been replaced by Post Mor¬ 
tem. You have stopped giv¬ 
ing crime puzzles. You 
have al8.o stopped review¬ 
ing records. 

When the magazine was 
only a few months old. you 
started a column on the 
schools of Calcutta, and to 
begin with, you had South 
Point and Don Bosco. We 
hope to read more of these 
in future. 
Subhash Chakroborty, 
Calcutta 

Discrimlnatoiy 
U is my strong view that 

your Quiz column is highly 
di-scriminatorv as it accepts 
questions that can be 
an’swered easily only.* 
Tough questions, it put, are 
never accepted. This i.s 
shameful. 
Shrisiik Nath, 
Calcutta 

Shame 

Barun Ghosh deserves ail 
praise tor ins report, ‘With¬ 
ering Before They Bloom,’ 
(19 June). The chief minis¬ 
ter deserves a Lenin Prize 
for West Bengdl’s alarming 
growth in child labour. Mrs 
Indira Gandhi should hang 
her head in shame. 

According to ILO, India 
has the largest child labour 
force in the world—a stag¬ 
gering 16..5 million in the 
age group of 3-15. In rwient 
years, it has assumed grea¬ 
ter proportions with th<! 
population growth and 
ignorance among the rural 
masses. The revelations 
have failed to .stir the coii- 
.scienceol the politicians in 
power. 
Abir Padhy. 
Berhompuf (Orissal 

Pinned 
Tiianks lor Ihc iisitnie on 

the Rodin .Show 1.5 
Tile pictures were gtuul 
enough to be i ut oiil aoti 
kept, lint being on llie cen- 
trespiead. •Siizon' got lier 
beiititiiul aquiline nose 
pinned. 
Anomiht Hov ond (•niitam 
.Solid. 
(,'uhiiffii 
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LIMELIGHT / Paritosh Sen 

PORTRAIT OF AN ARTIST 
Or, what made him what he is today 

The (lay we met Paritosh Sen was 
a strarige melange of monsoon 

clouds and memories. Through the 
dark silhouette of the perpendicular 
iron bars of the wincfow and over 
the fleshy green haze of leaves, the 
sky was an ominous grey as the 
clouds piled on, constant in their 
intent and threatening to spill their 
contents any minute. But within the 
whitewashed security of his study, 
the artist gave us glimpses into the 
intimate and some very precious, 
details of his life and limes, punc¬ 
tuating the passing hours with pre¬ 
gnant silences followed close on 
heels by myriad moments charged 
with nostalgia. 

Through tlie argosy of flashbacks 
and the misty haze of bygone years 
lived to the hilt, Paritosh Sen, dis¬ 
tinguished artist and critic whose 
canvases have been exhibited the 
w’orld over and who can rightfully 
claim his nomenclature among the 
top five living artists in India today,, 
took U.S back through the .tangied 
arteries of Dhaka to that one particu¬ 
lar narrow road in the Nabab-bari 
locality he still holds dear to his 
heart; Jiadabahar Lane. The street 
on which he ILsped his childhood, 
squandered his youth and dreamt 
his p.rivate, sun-drenched dreams of 
becoming an artist. The dreams are 
still aliv(i and can be looked upon, 
fraught with vivid colours rinsed 
out from the lush emerald of paddy 
fields, the dull green of bamboo 
thickets, the flaming vermilion in 
his mother's parted tresses, the som¬ 
ber brown of /arnrool tree trunks 
knotted with age, the turquoise of 
the kingfisher’s wings, the black 
smeared in the magic eyes of young 
girls crowding the family puja pan- 
dal. From the texture of skins and 
the passion of the flesh: from the 
lust of life and the agonv of death 
symbolised by the diabolic orange, 
now leaping into the sky in some 
weird demonic: dance, now hissing 
its venom in malevolent flickers of 

ellovv emitted from the flames of 
Is father's funeral pyre. For Pari- 

to.sh Sen, jindabahar Lane will re¬ 
main an undying mark of a private 
springtime that still lives on. 

It was on jindabuliar Lane that the 

artist spent Ids first sixteen years in 
the rambling family house overrun¬ 
ning with relatives and his brothers 
and sisters. His father, a well known 
kabiraj, ruled the family with an 
iron rod, a man of fearsome temper 

and infinite gentleness. Paritosh Son 
says. "My father had married twice 
and as a consequence.we were an 
extremely large family. From his. 
first marriage there were eight ( hil- 
dren and my mother had a dozen of 

'There wee no time to feel left out or ionety' 
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Ker own sired by him. So you can 
well imagine what a full house ours 
was! There was no time to feel left 
out or lonely and 1 had the added 
advantage of being born an ex¬ 
trovert. My only regret is that I was 
never able to steal a single private 
moment from my mother and share 
her affection. She was so busy with 
household affairs that she could 
never give her time to the children. 
When 1 got up in the mornings, she 
was usually already halfway 
through her chore.s in the kitchen 
and witen I went to bed at night, she 

was as bu.sv us ever That is why, in 
iny later years, whenever I met a 
woman or fell in love, I wanted her 
1o mother me a.s w'ell!” 

It was a dangerous situation and 
Parilosli Sun overcame his Oedipus 
complex soon enough. But we are 
almost sure that ho still misses the 
affectinii he never got ns a child. Hi.s 
lather died when he was barely 
seven years old and in the rumble- 
tumble of days that followed, no¬ 
body in the family recognised his 
talent as an arti.st. But Paritush, the 
(.hild. was deeply touched by the 
wonderment of nature’s colours and 
her many capricious moods. He* 
looked upon the w'orld with grow¬ 
ing amazement end awe and often 
translated what he saw in vivid 
visuals on paper. By the time he 
finished high school his art 
leacher had recognised his talent 
and he was more or less determined 
to do a full-fledged course in tine 
arts. 

“My elder brothers were dead 
against the idea,” Paritosh Sen tells 
»is with an ironic smile, “but my 
mother understood me, curiously 
enough. Eventually, they let me go 
but there was no promise of any 
nionetary heip. After I arrived in 
Madras, one of my brothers took 
pity on me and sent me some cash. 

In the environment In which I .grew 
up I couid only share with myseli 
my aspirations as an artist. My 
scnool art teacher and my headmas¬ 
ter, however, were always very en¬ 
couraging.” 

At the age of 17, young Paritosh 
went to Madras to study at the 
Government Art & Grafts College. It 
was the year 1936, two years before 
the Second World War. 'Tliere were 
many private longings, many beauti¬ 
ful dreams that were still unfulfil¬ 
led. But the stage was slowly being 
set and on the canvas of life, the 

portrait of an artist received its first 
major brush strokes. In the plethora 
of ambition and desire , a .sembl¬ 
ance of symmetry was taking shape, 
a balance and beauty of forms was 
quietly evolving. 

"The years in Madras were very 
rigorous. We were training under 
the guidance of Dchi Prasad 
Roychowdhury, the renowned 
sculptor and artist, who was our 
principal and also a very demanding 
teacher. Not an idle moment was 
spent. We were being pushed to 
work really hard. He insisted tiiat 
we produce work every single day 
and we painted like mad. Delii 
Prasad Roychowdhury himself took 
it up with fiendish energy and 
he expected it from us. My days 
were full to the brim. It was a period 
of constant learning. Some of 
other colleagues were K.C.S. Panni- 
kar, Gopal Ghosh and Prodosh Das- 
gupta." 

After completing the course in 
Madras, Paritosh Sen went to teach 
art at Daly College in Indore. The job 
came to him when Sudhir Khastagir. 
who was already an art teacher at 
the prestigious Ooon School in De- 
hra Dun, mentioned to Paritosh that 
there was . urgent need for an art 
teacher In Daly College. They were 

casuall) (.hatting at a coiniiion 
friend s drawing room in Clalc.utta 
when tile proposal i anio up. 

"Will you be able to go that far 
away from Calcutta, to leach a 
bunch of pampered boys who nia\' 
not liv(' up to your expectations'.'’" 
Sudhir Khastagir liad asked pro¬ 
vocatively. 

"Whv not ’" had lienu l*antosii's 
simple hut enthusiastic answer. 

The deal was dim hed ami foi 
almost ten years Parito'-h .Sen taugiit 
art to bovs between tlie ages ol six 
and foiirtef'n. Me also found time to 
paint luiiuself Slovvlv, his indi¬ 
vidual styht began to evolve. And for 
the liist time he got the opportunilv 
to travel and witness India’s art 
heritage, (.onturios old, at Saiichi. 
Khajuralio. Klephaiitu. Ellora and 
tlie timeless maslerpiece.s ol Ajanta. 

When it came to the lemale fortn. 
the classicai Indian artist <ind .scut|)- 
lor v\ent into ecstasy and broke all 
th(’ barriers of prude, conservative 
morals. Paritosh .Sen was lasciiiated 
by tint im.redihly sensuou.s, rohiisl 
yet totally feminine hmiaie form lie 
got an opportunity to see in i l.i.ssii.a! 
Indian art. 

"One of the most glorious aspects 
of our classical ait lav in the excell¬ 
ence in treutmimt ol the leimde 
form. Whether it lx; that ol a god¬ 
dess, a yak.shi. an upsuro, a prim.ess 
or a mithufKi, it wa.s invariably 
glorified,’’ Paritosii Sen had de¬ 
dal eai in an artide once on the 
female form in Indian art. He had 
gone on to say, “Yet. despite the 
idoiisatioM and cationicai con¬ 
straints, the female form was always 
inve.sted witfi a rare, robust earlhi- 
ness. The Indian artist succeeded 
eminently in capturing it in all its 
supple, provocative and variegated 
stances, in rendering it in 
all its sensuous variety. Apart trom 
the obvious teminine endowments 
of the breasts and the hips, thf' most 
subtle—and for the arfi.sl the most 
elusive—part of the female anatomy 
Ls the region from just below the 
navel to tiie top of what Kalidas 
described as the novo durbodnfa 
shyamci. the freshly grown, deep- 
hued grass. This region can be 
likened to the most gentle ri.se and 
fall of the contours of a distant mooi 
on a misty niorning—imperceptible, 
yet very much there in its tactile 
feeling. Only someone who has had 
the chance to make his sensitive 
hand travel gently over it could 
create a torso as beautiful ns that of 
the Sanchi dryad figure, the Nokas 
•figures or the broken skirted figure 
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by a sixth century north Indian 
sculptor. It is said that when Isadora 
Uuncaii. tilt! famous American dan¬ 
cer, went tn see Rodin, due to his 
failing eyesight the sculptor could 
not .see the htMUlifuI iaidy of the 
d.itu:er. Instead, with t'.vo big hands, 
he gently tell tlie curves and subtle 
planes ot her exquisitely lithe body 
uiul went again and again over that 
iirea which I have just mentioned 
and complimented her on the most 
periect pubi.s he ever knew'." 

Whether it was the Donor Couple 
on tlie hicade of the Karli caves 
i arveti in the sticond century A.D., 
or llu* Amravati woman, or the lusty 
sensuality ot tlie Ajanta girls, with 
• heir eyes halt open like lotus petals, 
P.iritosh .Sen was filled with oelight 
:it watching tiiese \vondrou.s forma 
transtixed forever in time. That may 
i>e tlie reason <vliy the urban, con¬ 
temporary woman leaves him cold. 
With a sardonic laugh he says. "Bar¬ 
ring rare exceptions, they are shape¬ 
less. to sav tlu‘ least. By and large 
their breasts are either too small or 
when released from their props, 
they tunihle down like a roll of 
gau/e clotli. The w.se of tlie foreign 
invention of the bra has taken away 
tlie (ielight oi perf;eiving the soft 
nioveinents of dancing breasti 
nnder the rolie. Their hips have lost 
•he delighttul rhythmic gyration 
w iiicli came so naturally to their 
prerlecessors. tliaiiks to the sen.se- 
less women's footwear of today. The 
region aruiind the navel, instead ot 
henig .1 feast for the eye.s causes 
visual shoe ks due to the layers of 
lat—tlie inevitable result of .self in¬ 
dulgence. iiidulence and greed. 
Tliev should turn their attention to 
tlie lo\elv fisherwomen of Mahar¬ 
ashtra. the Andhra peasant girl, tlu; 
working women of Rajasthan, not tc 
t.ilk oi the Santhal girls of Bihar and 
Bengal. If the presentday movie 
stars, specially of the .south Indian 
\ ariety. are models of feminine en> 
cliantment, they are a far cry from 
their .Smravati or Ajanta ancestors. 
Thev are coarseness personified. No 
wonder the female form has almost 
tiisappeared or been rendered sadly 
anaemic in contemporary Indian 
art!" 

Paritosh Sen held his first exhibi¬ 
tion In Lahore at the age of twenty- 
rwQ and immediately after. Uday 
Shankar invited him to his Centre at 
Almorah. Amrita Sher Gill, the pro¬ 
lific painter, had died by th«n but 
her cain ases were much discussed 
and h<^ld in very high esteem. In 
Almorah. Parito.sh painted some 

evocative landscape and was glad 
to be among friends, specially 
Zohrah. the exotic dancer and 
Kamesh Saigal. At the end of 1949 
he boarded a ship which was to take 
him ultimately to the Mecca of all 
aspiring artists—Paris. 

It was. a chance decision that 
linked Paritosh Sen's destiny so 
inextricably with the art movement 
in Europe. Walking along the streets 
of Bombay, he happened to read a 
poster plastered on the facade of the 
Scindia office with the alluring mes¬ 
sage of getting people across to 
Liverpool for £35. His heart missed 
a beat. Surely he would be able to 
muster up that amount to set sail 
with others and satisfy his wander¬ 
lust! Across the road,'in the Times 
of India building, sat his good 

Whether it was the 
Donor Couple on the 

facade of the Karli caves 
carved in the second 
century A.D., or the 

Amravati woman, or the 
lusty sensuality of the 

Ajanta girls, with their 
eyes half open like lotus 
petals, Paritosh Sen was 

filled with delight 

friend, Michael Brown, the then 
editor of The filustrated Weekly of 
India. Paritosh went to see him and 
discussed the possibility of doing £ 
few covers for the magazine which 
used to reproduce paintings as their 
cover illustration each week. 
Michael Brown gave him the green 
signal and Paritosh painted fever¬ 
ishly for a couple of days before 
returning to him. Brown immediate¬ 
ly took six paintings from the lot the 
artist had produced and gave him Rs 
1200 on tne spot. ‘This should pay 
for vour passage and a suit," he had 
told Paritosh Sen with a laugh, 
before shaking his hand and 
wishing him luck. Having taken < 
leave from his job for a year, Pari¬ 
tosh bid Oaly College go^bye anc 
turned his sight to the West. His 
days timre vi'ere going to be the 
ueatpst lesson be could have ever 
.earht. For he went there armed with 
only a keen mind and some cd his 
precious canvases, lie spent die first 
three months in London, eking'out 

his existence via art reviews in 
Hindi and English over BBC. Then 
came an invitation to hold an ex¬ 
hibition in Brussels where he man¬ 
aged to sell some of his work and 
make a little money. Paris, inevit¬ 
ably, was the next stop. 

"The minute I stepped into Paris. 
1 knew that I would have to start all 
over again. The slate had to be 
wiped clean of the past. When I 
visited the museums and the art 
galleries, I realised that 1 knew 
nothing about painting. Nothing at 
all! For a whole year 1 did not touch 
a brush. I was understanding mod¬ 
em art. I was imbibing. I had seen 
the work of some of the great mas¬ 
ters like Gaugin, Cezanne and Van 
Go^ in reproduction when I was in 
India but to stand before an original, 
face to face, was a fantastic experi- 
enai. It gave me gdose-ptmples all 
over. I would stand for hours before 
the work of such great masters, not 
once but several tim^. 1 was thirty'- 
one years old and I was ready to 
understand and absorb things. I am 
glad I didn’t go to Paris earlier." 

From his room in a tiny little attic 
in a plebian locality. Paritosh Sen 
attended classes not only in paint¬ 
ing but vital subjects like the history 
of art that put things in proper 
perspective. At that timf no college 
of art in India had heard of such a 
subject! Some friends from his 
homeland who were also in Paris 
then were Raza, Ramkumar and 
Akbar Padamsee. Later. Hussain 
joined them for about three months. 
Souza, who was living in London, 
also came to visit them once in a 
while. Living on a shoestring 
budget, eating at subsidised uni¬ 
versity canteens and spending hours 
and hours in galleries and 
museums. :those.were the days in 
Paris. Looking back in time, Paritosh 
Sen tells us. ‘Those who were in my 
class knew the history of European 
art and had an intellectual apprecia¬ 
tion of art. This did make me feel 
ver\' inferior in the beginning. But 
my sensibilities were developing at 
a very fast rate. 1 was seeing things 
in a different light. So many new 
things were happening to me." 

But Paris was also the city of love 
and I^ritasfa Sen was smitten by its 
euphoria. But none of the involve¬ 
ments were serious. Only once did 
he come close to the portals of 
Venus when he felt for a charming 
Yugoslav belle but a.H he puts it. 
“1 aid not even hold her hand! VVe 
would .go out together, walk the 
houleVards, share coffee snd go to 



the cinema. But that was all. I cared 
for her a lot. With the others, it was 
just infatuation. A bit of fooling 
around. There was no dearth of 
women in Paris and they came as 
easy as a cup of coffee. But what 1 
learnt in my five years there was a 
lesson of a lifetime.’* 

The highwater mark of his stoy 
was his encounter with Pablo Picas* 
so, whom he had gone to see only 
for fifteen minutes and with whom 
he ended up spending five hours. 

“1 introduced myself to him as an 
Indian painter at tne opening of.the 
Salon oe Mai in Paris in 1953. 1 
asked him when 1 could visit him 
and show him some of my work. To 
which he very kindly asked me to 
come to his studio the day after the 
next. 1 was, of course, tremendously 
excited. On the appointed day at 
exactly 10.30 in the morning 1 ar* 
rived at his Rue de Grande Augustin 
Studio with mv friend Barin Saha 
who helped me to lug my canvases. 
Within seconds all my excitement 
disappeared and utter disappoint* 
ment took its place when 1 disco¬ 
vered that the greet painter had. as a 
matter of routine, granted inter¬ 
views to at least three scores of 
people all on the same day and at 
the same hour. Picasso of course 
knew too well what he meant when 
he had said. ‘Come, day after 
tomorrow!’ 

However, sheer luck got Paritosh 
Sen and his friend past the door and 
into the presence of Picasso, who 
not only saw his canvases but w'ith 
great enthusiasm showed the Indian 
artist .some of his work. His humour, 
his modesty and his courtesy were 
so contrary to the many stories 
Paritosh Sen had heard about the 
creator of Guernica’s arrogance, 
temper and ego. The hours spent 
with Picasso were unforgettable and 
the encounter was, according to 
Paritosh Sen, “the best lesson 1 
could have ever learnt." 

On his first visit to America on 
the )ohn U. Rockefeller grant, he was 
emotionally charged with the vio¬ 
lence that had gripped the West. 
The result was IB large and brood¬ 
ing canvases uainted in 1972 on the 
theme of violence. Before that, on 
his return from Paris. Paritosh Sen's 
paintings reflected the humdrum 
life of ordinary people. People who 
you would meet on the streets of 
Calcutta. The barber, the rickshaw- 
puller, the roadside-artiste. There 
were also satires and lampoons of 
middle-class morals and values, of 
politicians and people who are in 

' WfMiMvtr I mtt • woiTMin, I wantad har to mothar ma' 

power. He has also done a series of 
canvases on the poverty in New 
York where the old and tlie aged are 
left on the streets and the ‘bag- 
ladies’ who traverse all over the city, 
carrying their belongings in 
cellophane bags; neglected, aging 
and unloved. Inspite of his very 
successful exhibitioii last year in 
Delhi, the sales were not exciting. 
As one of his admirers put it. hie 
paintings are very difficult to live 
with; macabre in content, brooding 
yet eloquent in their message. Pari¬ 
tosh Sen did come close enough to 
abstraction but he retraced his steps 
because he says that his paintings 
must carry a special message. They 
must be able to talk to the viewers. 

In whatever medium he puts his 
message across, whether it's paint 
and canvas or just ink and paper, 
Paritosh Sen's unvanquished 
humanism comes through. At the 
time of writing, he is busy setting up 
facilities offered to artists at the Lalil 
Kala premisea at Keyatala in south 
Calcutta. It is a dream project which, 
when ready, will give established 
artists and sculptors a haven to 
continue with tneir \^'ork undis¬ 
turbed. The print making section is 
already in operation and the sales 
counter is open to public. Paritosh 

^en is also writing. Two of his books 
are already out and another one will 
hit the bookstands soon. It will be a 
collection of short stories weaved 
around some special paintings. He 
has already written one on tht 
Mughal painting from )ahangir's 
time entitled The Death of Inayat 
Khan and another one on ihe 
famous Bodha of Ki.sliengorh. Cur¬ 
rently he is drafting the third story 
based on Van Gogh's studv of The 
Chair. 

There are very many thing.s in the 
city which disturb Paritosh Sen. Tlie 
brutalisation of children, for one. 
The sluggish art scene. The dehuma¬ 
nisation of emotions. But with a 
smile he says. "As long as I am 
physicallv fit I will go on saving 
what 1 have held dear to my heart. I 
have developed my values which 
have been born out of m.\' social 
awareness. 1 am a stauncli believei 
in the humanist tradition. I still 
nav’fe faith in love and felJaw- 
feeling. despite- the traumas of 
anguish and the \oiiom oi hate. " 

For the artist, his springtime can 
ne\'ar get over^ 

Text and photographs: 
Subhra and 
Jayabrato Chatterjee 
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RAINBOW / World in Colour Photographs: AP 

Make mine musical: Lady 
Diana strikes the right 

note while flashing her 
famous heart-stopping 

smile and greeting 
members of the British 

Duran-Duran pop group. 
The Princess of Wales 

and her husband. Princs 
Charles, attended a rock 
music gala in London in 

Juty-end. the programme 
having been presented in 

aid of the Prince of 
Wales Trust. 



Against a backdrop of the Arc de Triomphe, French troops paraded on the Champs Elysees Avenue on 14 
July for the commemoration of Bastille Day. 

Vn explosion near the Turkish counter in the main hali at Paris Orly airport in mld-Juiy killed three and 
njured 48 others. The bombing was claimed by the Armenian Secret Army for the liberation of Armenia, 
-ranch medical staff and firemen evacuating one of the victims after the bomb outrage. 

» 



MARKINOS 

The coin shortaKH con¬ 
tinues uiniiiHted in 

this ( ilv. Many battles of 
wits and sliort clianKH la¬ 
ter. the i.ity’s transport 
people decided to intro¬ 
duce coupons as change. 

A correspondent writes; 
A leading (Jalcuita 

newspaper carried a very 
intere.sting and informa¬ 
tive artic.le on how tlie 
i;itv's peclestiiun life is 
coming to a complete 
standstill due to the en¬ 
croachment of hawkers 
and unlicensed shanties 
which are ucr.upving a 
giant percentage of the 
already crowded street.s of 
Calcutta. One can reariily 
agree to this apparent 
slow death ol liuman 
pathways due to the coii- 
timioiis growth oi unau¬ 
thorised occupation ol 
public areas. 

Anollier heartrending 
menace Ihal is devouring 
whatever little is loft of 
walking space in the citv 
are the strav and diseased 
pariali dogs, sometimes 
oc.cupving an entire width 
ot a pavement, making it a 
l»a/:ardous experience ior 
the fiedestrian. The only 
option hen-ill have would 
be to divert his walking 
direction right onto tlie 
road, risking his life and 
limbs. 

In a certain area of 
sonMi Calcutta, which is 
to 

.In His Own Coin. 
encashabie on your next 
trip as part of the fare. We 
don’t know the fate of this 
brainwave yet. 

Recently. a friend 
visited a Hark Street res¬ 
taurant and after a sump¬ 
tuous lunch, waved a 
hundred rupee note with 
a flourish when the waiter 
brought in the bill ot Ks 
80. 

Not experding any prob¬ 
lem in getting two tenners 
as balance, the friend did 
not anticipate that no wai¬ 
ter in his right mind (or 
uniform) ever does that: 
there is every possibility 

that the customer will 
pick up both tenners (if he 
thinks a tenner as tip is 
too much) and walk off. 
But he was mistaken. 

This waiter brought 
back a few rupees and 
some postage stamps as 
the balance, hoping that 
the customer would do 
the needful. Not to be out¬ 
witted, the friend picked 
up the currency notes, a 
few stamps, and left the 
rest of the stamps as tip 
for the waiter. 

Some people put their 
foot down. This customer 
had stamped it firmly. 

Worked Out 
The city's bus commu¬ 

ters despite travelling 
in acute discomfort dur¬ 
ing the office hours are 
very well known for their 
keen sense of humour 
which successfully nips 
many a brewing trouble in 
the bud. 

That this aptitude is 
also shared by our bus 
conductors was suitablv 
demonstrated when the 
conductor of an L14-B 
proclaimed the 
approaching new emplov- 
ment exchange at Salt 
Lake as "Bekar Bhavaii." 

supposed to be a rather 
posh one. there are these 
innumerable pathetic cre¬ 
atures swarming on the 
pavements and. at places, 
spilling onto the roads. 
All that a passing human 
dues is to sigh and walk 
away as fast as possible, to 
get out nf sight of the 
pathetic scene. This is 
surely not enough and nut 
the solution to this grave 
and increasing problem. 

The dog catchers 
should be more systema¬ 
tic in their jobs, which if 
done in the proper man¬ 
ner. will reduce or even¬ 
tually eradicate the prob¬ 
lem completely. The litter 
of these unfortunate crea¬ 
tures seems to increase 
last. The state of the 
starved and nursing 
mother-dog is deplor¬ 
able—a bag of bones and 
full of sores. The problem 
needs a very urgent solu¬ 
tion to make the life of the 
city's pedestrian a trifle 
mure safe and bearable. 

For the walking public, 
another extremely irritat¬ 
ing problem that is faced 
quite often on the streets 

of Calcutta are the trees 
which liave been planted 
with such great care and 
measured distance. The 
intention is. of course, to 
beautify the city. But am¬ 
ple care shutdd be taken 
to justify this intention. At 
certain areas, these plants 
now need either to be 
trimmed or tied with a 
rope to train the growth. 
The weeding around these 
plants needs to be meticu¬ 
lously done. The sides of 
the pavements need prop¬ 
er cleaning of the strav 
grass that keeps growing. 

lUuitratloiw: Debatith Dab 

One or two oi the trees 
have grown in a hapha- 
/.ard manner. This blocks 
out the view of 
approaching (>edestriun8 
from either side of the 
path, sometimes resulting 
in a collision, or a sudden 
diversion which cun be 
quite dungeroti.s as one 
can do nothin)* much but 
to ste|) out onto the road, 
lids i.ould very easily 
leaddo an accident as this 
can startle the driver of a 
()assing vehicle who is 
tlriving at a cuintortable 
speed. 



.Very Crass Coimeetloiis. 
A correspondent sent 

us this poem: 
Oh where are you Sweet- 
Angel One<Hundred Nine¬ 
ty Nine? 
When wiii your dulcet, 
tones thrill us again over 
that wretched line? 
We dial and groan as the 
line purrs on and on. 
We hope against hope and 
sigh. 
Have you really vanished 
without a single goodbye? 
Come gladden our hearts 
once more with your 
"Namashkar. May I help 
you?” 
We await your presence 
but patience wears 
through. 
Precious minutes are 

vi'asted, tempers get 
frayed. 
Desperate efforts on the 
dial make fingers blue. 
The machine remains in¬ 
ert. as we long for you. 

_^Naming 
The Calcutta Universi¬ 

ty has done it again. 
Once more the universi¬ 
ty's pundits have man¬ 
aged to create a flutter and 
therefore generate interest 
among the students. And 
it was necessary because 
interest in the university 
had reached an all time 
low over the past few 
years. 

Ever since the universi-' 
ty had the brainwave of 
introducing the computer 
marking system, ex¬ 
aminees are having a hard 
time to figure out how to 
spell their names. Outtas 
are trying their level best 
to habituate themselves in 
spelling their names as 
Oatta while those who 
spell 3anjay with A’s have 
from now on to spell it 
with O's. 

It seems the computer is 
progranuned to deal with 
certain spellings only and 
therefore names are 
changed in such a manner 
that they have a deadly 
effect. 

The real trouble begins 
when you have received 
your university certificate 
and want to apply for a fob 
or admission to a course 
somewdiere else. When 
the certificates are scruti¬ 
nised. inevitably the uni¬ 
versity certificates will 

Names_ 
not match with the other 
certificates. Therefore, 
you have to run around 
a'nd get an affidavit done 
and make do with the 
solace which the great 
traditirm of this institu¬ 
tion brings to its scholars 
if you land up with no¬ 
thing. 

And it is hard to con¬ 
vince people that it was 
the university which 
changed your name. Be¬ 
cause there are othw uni¬ 
versities,. and . boards 
which talm the help of 
cmnputers «ad none of 
them have thoui^t of such 
a method to keep In the 
news. 

Mtmitiiml 
STRANGE are the 

methods that 
businessmen will use to 
attract clientele. One has 
heard of special reduction 
sales, free samples, gift 
packs and attractive com¬ 
petitions. among others, 
but a snackbar in Alipore. 
specialising in south Indi¬ 
an dishes, Iws decided to 
be more innovative.. . 

Being situated in an 
ores dominated by a major 
military establishment, it 
offers a special reduced 
price for its goodies to all 
military personnel. This 
ploy has proved to be 
quite successful for the 
snackbar is always 
crowded. Majors and 
lieutenant colonels, bark¬ 
ing out orders of dosas 
and Idiis in between salut- 

■ing each other, form the 

face, however, is in iden¬ 
tifying the brave defen¬ 
ders of the country, for 
even nujors and lieute¬ 
nant cnionels suinetiines 
do step out in mufli. no¬ 
where in the manuals it 
being specified that dosas 
are to be eaten in uniform. 

judging by the experi¬ 
ence of an acquaintance of 
ours, it seems they have 
now solved the problem. 
The acquaintance, having 
carefully balanced his 
budget, ordered a well- 
calculated dosa and a 
plate of idiis. To his sur- 
'prise. the bill turned out 
to be much less than he 
had bargained for. On 
questioning, he was in¬ 
formed most patronising- 
Iv. that he being a major, 
the ratea were special. But 
how did they know he 

bulk of the clientele apart was a major? Simple: his 
from a few run of the mill bristling moustache! 
civlliaris cowering in the Our friend did not think 
corners. it tactful to inform them 

. One problem which the that he was. in fact, mere- 
men behind the counter ly a seller of vanaspati. 

lost Cause 
A lady on her way 

home after playing 
golf found a woebegone 
stray Lhasa Apso lost near 
the race course. Being an 
animal lover slw put an ad 
in |he paper about the lost 
dog while her teenage 
-daughter m^d the dog 
Scni^ and started doting 
on her. 

Next day she revived 
IK) telephaifie ceils and as 
many visitoiik No, they 
were not the owners. Tti^ 
bed come.to compliment 

her on her loving nature 
and also to pet Scruffy. 

Scruffy, strangely 
enough, enjoyed being 
lost and all the attention 
she received. The owners 
never turned up. But the 
lady made a host of 
friends in the bargain and 
her house liecame a club 
for animal lovers. 

Calcutta will not be Cal-, 
cutta without people who 
are willing to fight for a 
Most cause.' 
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going to press. 

HINDI FILMS 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Aao Pyar Karen: Society 
(Corporation Place; 241002)— 
12 15. 3, 6, 8.45. 

Directed by Prakash Varma. 
the film stars Benjamin Gilani. 
Radhika Bartake, Amritpal. 
Anita Advani, Mahavir Shah. 
Jalal Agha. Yunus Parwaiz 
and others. 

Uncle Singh, a rich de¬ 
bauch, suffers a heart attack 
and calls for his three 
nephews—Bhola. Shashi and 
Bobby and illegitimate son 
Tom, to distribute his wealth. 
Bho'a, impotent due to econo¬ 
mic problems, has a wife who 
diverts herself with dancing 
Shashi's wife was raped in 
college and has taken refuge 
in religion Bobby lives alone 
with his servant Ling Fa. with 
whom he practises karate and 
smashes crockery 

The three rush to their un¬ 
cle's house and are stunned at 
seeing Tom, who has come 

from America. As a result of a 
conspiracy they hire a nautoh 
girl as a nurse for Uncle and 
put a King Cobra in Tom’s 
room. 

The story ends happily for 
Uncle falls in love and regains 
fiis health and Tom captures 
the snake. The conspiracy is 
discovered but Uncle is forgiv¬ 
ing and promises a reward to 
the first person to have a child. 
In the end they ail help to 
outsmart the villainous kidnap¬ 
per of Uncle's newly born 
twins. 

A totally insufferable film. 
Angoor: Metro (Chowringhee 
Road; 233541 )—11.45. 

Anuttier remake of 
Shakespeare’s A Comedy of 
Errors, this lime by Gulzar. It 
works out into contemporary 
slapstick this story ot mistaken 
Identities of two long-tost 
brothers. But it manages to 
retain much of its original 
charm. 
Avtaar: Majestic (R.A, Kidwai 
Road: 242266), Basusree 
(S.P. Mukherjee Road; 
478808), Bina (Bidhan Sarani; 
341522K Purnasree (Raja Raj 
Kissen Street; 554033)-all 4 
shows, Roxy (Chowringhee 
Place: 234138)-3. 6, 9. 

A toaijerker worth seeing 
the film stars RajeshKhanna, 
Shabana Azmi, Sachin and 
others. 
Hlmmatwala: Hind (Ganesh 
Chandra Avenue; S'r42S9)-4 
shows; Uttara (Bidhan Sarani; 
552200)-noon. 

The way to your rival's 
daughter's heart is through 
courage. So Jeetendra tries 
this ploy to win over .Amjad 
Khan's daughter Sndevi. This 
film is plugged as the storm- 
ing-in of Sridevi but actually it 
is a comeback film after the 
box office failure of her Solve 
Sawan. 
daani Dost: Opera (Lenin 
Sarani)-4 shows. 

A film from the South with all 
the patent monstrosities. Ohar- 
mendra plays a truck driver 
who sacrifices everything for 
an orphan friend from child¬ 
hood. Jeetendra, the orphan 
friend, is a police officer now 
and works as a spy in. a crimin¬ 
al organisation, Parveen Babi 
plays his long lost sister and is 
also the debt Jeetendra pays 
to friend bharmendra. The 
leader of the gang for which 
Jeetendra pretends to work is 
the killer (Amjad Khan) of his 
father years ago Sridevi, 

Jeetendra's lover, is also one 
of Amjad Khan’s victims and 
she plays a karate champ. 

Innumerable songs, dances^ 
and yesjhe much talked about 
sex siren, Silk Smitha, provide 
the rest of the titillation. 

NIkaah: Paradise (Bentinck 
Street: 235422)-12, 3. 6, 9; 
Talkie Show House (Shibdas 
Bhadun Street; 552270)-noon 

B.R.Chopra directs with 
aplomb. 

Souten; New Cinema (Lenin 
Sarani; 270147), Grace (M.G. 
Road, 341544)-4 shows. 

Some exquisite shots in 
Mauritius are the highlight of 
the him apart from plenty of §lamour. emotions and war- 

robe. 
The film centres around a 

smalltime boat owner (Rajesh 
Khanna) who falls in love and 
marries the daughter (Ttna 
Munim) of a wealthy banker 
(Pran) who has a nasty second 
wife (Shashikala) and brothe- 
in-law (Prem Chopra). He also 
gets involved in some marital 
clashes and an extra-maritai 
(all right, platonic) affair with 
his Hariian accountant’s (Dr 
Shriram Lagoo) daughter 
(Padmini Kolhapure). 

Khanna becomes a shipping 
tycoon but misunderstandings, 
villainy, songs and dances 
lead to an explosive situation. 
The film ends with a supremo 
sacrifice by Kolhapure and 
all's well because the barren 
wife offers flowers on the other 
woman's arthi and accepts the 
widowed (now dead) other 
woman's child as her own. 

Sun Merl Lalla: Lotus (S.N. 
Banerjee Road: 242664)-4 
shows; Sroe (Bidhan Sarani; 
551515) and Ujjala (Russa 
Road; 478666)-nobn 

Yet another Rajshree Produc¬ 
tions’ assembly-line product, 

Rich Boy (Raj Kiran) returns 
from the USA and inherits the 
vast industrial empire of his 
father. Poor Girl (Deepika, a 
new find) has a father who 
works in Rich Daddy's factory, 
but that does not stop Rich 
Boy from falling In love with 
Pool Girl. There is the usual 
dose of national integration 
and villainy. 

The lead pair is passable, 
but there isn't much else to 
raoommend the film. 



FOREIGN FILMS 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Bom Free: Minerva (Chowr- 
ingee Place; 241052)-12, 3, 6, 
8.30. 

Virginia McKenna and Bill 
Travers star in this ever popu¬ 
lar film. 
Bronco Billy: New Empire 
(Humayun Place; 231403)-12, 
3. J, 8.30 

As Billy McCoy,Clint East- 
wood once again plays the 
silent man with a heart of gold, 
fists of steel and a will of iron. 
Growing up as a slum kid, he 
now lives in an unreal world of 
open frontiers that are no lon¬ 
ger there. And he is the star of 
a wild west show. The audi¬ 
ences and pickings are 
meagre. Apparently, Billy lacks 
showmanship. 

A poor little rich girl (Sondra 
Locke) walks into his life and 
after the usual confrontations, 
Billy decides to teach her the 
lesson of how to live and love 
like ordinary folks 

The story is as flat as s 
pancake and the perform¬ 
ances. tired. 

.Caveman: Tiger (Chowring- 
hee Road. 235977)—11.45 
2.45. 5.45. 8.15 

A prehistoric comedy star¬ 
ring Ringo Starr and Barbara 
Bach 
Going Steady (A): Jyoti 
(Lenin Saram; 241132)-12 30, 
3. 6 8 30 

The story is set in the 50s and 
the nafrative probes the now- 
on-now-oft romance of Benji 
(Yaftach Kat2ur) and Tammy 
(Yvonne Michaels). There are 
the usual trappings of mis¬ 
understandings. tender mak¬ 
ing-up. fat boy jokes, rival 
motorcycle gangs and so on. 

There is plenty of levity tor 
those who relish those kind of 
scenes. But the film ends 
where it starts—at square one. 
Hanky Panky: Globe (Lindsay 
Street; 231769)—12, 3, 5.45, 
8.30. 

A romantic mystery comedy 
and thriller, the film has Gene 
Wilder, Gilda Radner, Kath¬ 
leen Quinlan and Richard Wid- 
mark in the leading roles. It is 
directed by Sidney Poitier and 
the music is by Tom Scott. 
The Body (A); Lighthouse 
(Humayun Place: 231402)— 
12, 3. 6, 8.30. 

This is a British 
documentary which "tells the 
facts about the human body 
which you and I do not know. 
But it tells them rather badly. 

The central idea ' is that the 
human body is nothing to be 
ashamed of; in fact, It is some¬ 
thing to be proud of. Various 

Yaftach Katzur In ‘Going Steady’ 

scenes and settings are used, 
helped by Vanessa Red¬ 
graves commentary, to estab¬ 
lish that fact. 

On the lines of those sex 
education films, this one is 
drawing in the crowds. 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Nlshlbhor: Uttara (Bidhan 
Sarani; 552200), Purabi (M.G. 
Road; 350680), Ujiala (Russa 
Road; 478666)—3. 6, 8.45. 

Directed by Rashbehari 
Sinha, the cast includes San- 
dhyarani, Satya Banerjee, Kali 
Banerjee, Geeta Dey, Anup 
Kumar, newcomer Somnath 
Chowdhury and Debasree 
Roy. The music is by Satyen 
Ganguly. 
SamaptI (A): Sree (Bidhan 
Saram; 551515). Indira (Indra 
Roy Road; 471757)—3. 6, 
8.45. 

Based on Oulendra Bhow- 
mick's Ulukhagra and directed 
by Bijoy Basu, the film has 
Madhabi Mukherjee, Sumitra 
Mukheriae, Lily Chakraborty, 
Anup Kumar, Nirmal Kumar, 
Chinmoy Roy, and Tapas Pal 
and Debasree Roy In the lead¬ 
ing roles. 
Sanearer Itikatha: Radha 
(Bidhan Sarani; 553045)— 
2.30, 5.30, 8.30: Puma (S.P. 
Mukherjee Road; 474587)—3, 
6 9 

’ Tlie film, directed by Arabin- 

do Mukherjee, stars Santu 
Mukherjee, Sumitra Mukher- 
iee, Rajeshwari 
Roychoudhury, Sova Sen. Kaj- 
al Gupta, Swaroop Dutta, 
Anup kumar, Ashim Kumar, 
Satya Banerjee and Tarun 
Kumar. The music has been 
composed by Shyamal Mitra. 
Shllpl: Bijoii (S.P. Mukherjee 
Road; 473462)—2.30, 5.30, 
8.30. 

An old hit starring the legen¬ 
dary pair Utlam Kumar and 
Suchitra Sen. Paharl Sanyal. 
Asitbaran, Molina Devi and 
Kamal Mitra play the other 
important rotes. 
Shrinkhal (A): Rupbani 
(Bidhan Sarani; 553413). Aru- 
na (M.<3. Road; 359561), 
Bharati (S.P. mukherjee: 
474686)—2,30 5.30 8.30. 

Directed by Abear Basu, the 
film has Veena, Abhijit, Joy. 
Anup Kumar, Robi Ghosh, 
Chhaya Devi and Sreela 
Mazumdar in the leading^roles. 
The music is by Robin 
Banerjee, 

CALCUTTA 

7 August 
4.00; World of Sport. 
5.30: Fssture film In Hindi. 
7.25; Saptahiki. 
8.45; Focus: Current Affairs. 
9.15: Bazme OawaU 
8 August 
6.34: Chiching Phank: Dance 

Drama Ghumanta Rafpuri. 
7.55: Sahitya Sanskriti: Baisha 
Sravan: A programme on the 
death anniversary cf Tagore. 
6.45; Chitramala: Film songs 
in various languages. 
9.15. Aur Bni Gham Ham 
Zamane Mam (10) Serial by 
Reoti Saran Sharma. 
9 August 
6.34; Harekarakamba. 
6.45; Choral songs on National 
Federation conducted by 
Nikhil Chatterjee. 
7.00. Play in Bengali' Jtinglee. 
8.45; The World of Nature 
presented by Khushwant 
Singh. 
8.55; Ek Mulaqaat: An inter¬ 
view with Lala Amarnath. 
9.20: ABC of Football (6). 
10 August 
6.34: Pallikatha’ An ideal krishi 
vijnayan ksndra. 
7.00: English film serial. 
7,40: Darshaker Darbare. 
8.00: Chitrahar; Film songs in 
Hindi. 
8.45: The Lucy Show (18). 
9.15 In This Our Land; Mur- 
shidabad silk. 
9.35: Folk music: Kashmiri. 
11 August 
6,34: industrial programme; 
Documentary on Bengal Che¬ 
mical. 
8.00; Seasons through folk 
songs and dances: A compo¬ 
site programme. Dance: Shan- 
tl Bead. Music; Lokgeeti San- §astha. 

.45; Places of pilgrimage: Kali 
Temple. 
9.15: Steel Rant of Vizag: TV 
film. 
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12'Augu«t 
6.34: Jana Ajana: Programme 
on human digestive system 
(Part II). 
6.45: Raianlkanter gan by 
Krishna Chattetjee. 
6.55: Tarunder Janye: Prog¬ 
ramme on vocational training 
and professional studies. 
8.10: Rabindrasangeet: Ara- 
bindo Biswas. 
8,45: Towards progress; 
Tobacco. 
9.15: National prooramme of 
Music ft Dance: Shehnai by 
Ustad Bismillah Khan. 
13 Awuat 
5.30: Ftoure film In Bengali: 
OMfibandhu Chittaranian. 
Cast: Anil Chatterjee, Lily 
Chakraborty, Haradhan 
Banerjee and others. Direc¬ 
tion; Ardhendu Mukherjee. 
Music: Hemanta Mukherjee. 
8.45; Documentary. Child 
Hawker. 
9.15: Baten FHmon Ki: A prog¬ 
ramme on film appreciation. 

7 August; 9.30 am 
Beigatchia Netaji Sangh Presents Ananda Shankar and 

anusree Shankar and troupe 
in a programme of audio visual 
orchestra and ballet. 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road; 449937). 
7 August: 8 pm 

Rangakarmee presents the 
Hindi Guria Ghar (based 
on Ibsens A Doll's House), 
with Usha Qanguli, Puran Jais- 
wal, Chhavilal. Rajesh Shar- 
ma. Pratap Jaiswal, Asha 
Shastri, Om Pareek, Master 
Hirkendu Ganguli, Baby Sona 
^hra and Ran) Mitra in lead¬ 

1* 

ing roles. Direction: Tripti 
fi^ra. 

At Kalamandir (B) 
(Shakespeare Sarani; 
449086). 
7 August: 6 pm 

Sraabon Hove Ele Phire, a 
programme of Tagore songs 
with dances, will be presented 
by Tribeni. The notable partici¬ 
pants include Sumitra Sen, 
Argha Sen, Sushil Mullick and 
Indrani Sen in songs and Ala- 
kananda Roy, Sutapa Dutta 
Gupta, Rekna Maitra and 
Snigdha Qoswami in dances. 
An added- attraction of the 
evening would be a solo recital 
of Tagore songs by Subinoy 

Roy and a programme of read¬ 
ings from selected portions of 
the play Rala by tripti Mitra 
and Saonli Mitra. 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road; 449937). 
7 August: 6.30 pm 

Pratidhwani presets its 
maiden venture Krishnamay, a 
ballet choreographed by Guru 
Kelucharan Mahapatra and 
the music composed by Girija 
Devi. 

At Qyan Manch (Pretoria 
Street). 
7 August : 6.30 pm 

Theatron presents Medea, a 
ptw by Euripedes. 

The cast includes Arundhati 

BOOKS 

Below are the ratings of bestselling books for the week ending 
25 July. 1983: 

Fiction 
1. Exoeet by Jack Higgins 
2. Shame by Salman Rushdie 
3. Other Side of Dream by John Star 
4. Angel's Weep by Wilbur Smith 
5. The Little Drummer Girl by John le Carre 
6. Outrage by Henry Denker 

. 7. Hollywooa Wives by Jackie Collins 
8. Different Seasons by Stephen King 
9. The Almighty by Irving Wallace 

10. Black Heart oy Eric von Lustbader 

Non>fiction 
1. Guinness Book of World Records (1983) 
2. Cadbury's BoumviM Book of Knowledgs 
3. Cricket World Cup 1M3 
4. Yoga for HealBi 
5. India Who’s Who 1983 

8‘his list is based on information given by: 
xford Book ft Stationary Cwnpany, Kwattty Book 

Company (Oharamtatla and New AUpore), Modern Book 
Depot and Genesis Book Shop). 

Banerjee, Ranjan Sarkar, 
Abhijit Sen, Bijoy Chakraborty 
and Babu Dutta Roy. Direc¬ 
tion' Saiii Banerjee. 

At Sisir Manch (Acharya 
J.C. Bose Road: 441451). 
9 August: 8.30 pm 

In aid of Rabindra Charcha 
Bhavan, Patranu presents a 
programme entitled flab/ndra- 
nam. The participants include 
Santosh Ghosh, Gour Kishore 
Ghosh. Amitabha Chowdhury, 
Subhash Mukherjee. Nkendra- 
nath Chakraborty, Sankha 
Ghosh, Sunil Gangopadhyay, 
Amitava Dasgupta, Pumenefu 
Pottrea, Nabanita Dev Sen, 
Samaresh Majumdar, Debdul- 
al Baneilee, Pradip Ghosh, 
Amiya Chatterjee, Gouri 
Ghosh, Kaial Choudhury and 
Ivy Raha. Also a programme of 
Tagore songs with discus¬ 
sions, Turrti Ki KeboU Chhabl. 
with Dr Somendranath Bose, 
Partha Ghosh and Kumkum 
Chatterjee. 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road, 449937). 
11 ft 12 August: 7 pm 

Nathaboti Anathaboth. a 
play dramatised by and featur¬ 
ing Saonli Mitra is produced by 
Sombhu Mitra and presented 
by Sarathi. The programme is 
sponsored by Regent King, 

At Sisir Manch (Acharya 
J.C. Bose Road: 441451) 

7 August: 3 and 6.30 pm 
11 (£ 13 August: 6.30 pm. 
Aghatan: Rangana (153 2A 
Acharya Prafulla Chandra 
Road; 556846). 

Written by Biru Mukherjee,. 
the play has been directed by 
Gyanesh Mukherjee. and the 
star atti action is the versatile 
Annp Kumar 
Asami Hazir: Bisvvaroopa (2A 
Raja Raj Kissen Street: 
553262) 

The play, directed by Rash- 
behari Sarkar from Bimal Mit¬ 
ra s story^. has Vasant Chow¬ 
dhury, Premariflahu, Kiron, 
Sofia and Ujjal SenguptSwith 
Sreela Majumdar md Dilip 
Roy in the leading roles. 
BIbor: Rungmahal (76 16 
Bidhan Sarani: 551619). 

Subhendu Chatterjee and 
Subrata Chatterjee along with 
Santosh Dutta torm the lead¬ 
ing part of the cast in this p^ 
directed by Samar Mukherjee 
from Samaresh Basu's story. 
Rengkil:. Ckcarena (6 Raja 
Raj Kl^n Street; 557213). 

The play is based on 
Samaresh Basu's Bijon 
Bibhuin and is directed by 
Samar Mukherjee. The leading 
artisles are Haradhan Baner- 



Ba. Satian Mukharjaa, Samar 
ukharfaa, Srtrup MItra, 

Jayaarea San, Debika, Gaata 
Karmakar, Aloka Ganguly, 
Gaata Day and Miss Shefall. 
Sraaman Sraamati: Pratap 
Manch (Acharya Prafulla 
Chandra mad). 

Directed and acted by 
Gyanesh Mukher|ee, with the 
leading artiste Basabi Nandy. 
8undarl-Lo-8uiidari: Jogesh 
Mime Academy (S.P. Mukher- 
iaa Road; 460746). 

Directed and acted by Chin- 
moy Roy, the play stars Sumi- 
ta Mukherjee, Deboprasad 
Singha, Rupak Majumdar, Juin 
Banerjee and others. 

TRAVEL 

Caleutta—Bangkok—Hong 
Kong—-Tokyo: Calcutta de¬ 
parture, AI316 (2*) at 2205 
hours; Calcutta arrival AI307 gi) at 0200. 

aioutta-Bangkok: Calcutta 
departures, TG312 (1, 3, 6) at 
1345; Calcutta arrivals,' TGsl 1 
0. 3, 6) at 0900. 
Calcutta—Karachi—Copen¬ 
hagen: Calcutta departure 
SK976 (4, 7) at 0600, Calcutta 
arrival SK975 (4, 7) at 0630. 
Calcutta—London—New 

York: Calcutta departure, 
All 03 (2) at 0030. 
Caleutta-London: Calcutta 
departure, ■BA144 (2, 5) at 
2145, Calcutta arrival BA145 
(1. 4) at 1350. 
Calcutta-Kathmandu: Calcut¬ 
ta departure .TQ 311 (1, 3, 6); 
0945; Calcutta arrival TG 312 
M, 3, 6); 1300. 
Calcutta-Delhl: Departures, 
1C 402 (daily) at 1735 hours. 
1C 263 (daily) at 0630; Calcutta 
arrivals, 1C 401 (daily) at t040> 
1C 264 (daily) at 2205. 
Caicutta-Bombay: Depar¬ 
tures, iC 176 (aaitv) at 0640. 
1C 273 (daily) at 1950; Calcutta 
arrivals, IC 175 (daily) at 0850, 

IC 274 (daily) at 1850. 
Caleutta-Madraa: Depar¬ 
tures, IC 265 (daily) at 1435, 
Calcutta arrivals, IC 266 (daily) 
at 1935. 
Calcutta-Gauhatl: Depar¬ 
tures, IC 229 (daily) at 1140, 
IC 230 (daily) at 1425. 
Calcutta-Banchl-Patna* 
Lucknow-Oelhl: Departure, 
IC 410 (daily) at 0550; Calcutta 
arrival, IC 409 (daily) at 1045. 
Caicutta-Kathmandu; Depar¬ 
tures, IC 247 (1, 3, 4. 5. 7) at 
1330; Calcutta arrivals, IC 248 
(1, 3, 4. 5, 7) at 1250. 
Calcutta-Dacca; Departure, 
IC 223 (dally) at 1440; Calcutta 
arrival, IC 224 (dally) at 1640. 

Departure EASTERN RAILWAY, 
Up Time (HOWRAH) MAIL 

1 19-20 Delhi Kalka Mail 
5 20-00 Amritsar Mail 
3 20-40 Bombay Mali via Alla¬ 

habad 
EXPRESS 

81 9-45 Alr-Cond. Exproaa Tri- 
Wkly via Gaya 
Dep.—^Tues. & Wed. up to 
New Delhi 
Dep.—Saturday up to 
Amritsar 
Arri.—Tuesday, Wednes¬ 
day & Saturday 

103 9-45 (Alr-Cond. Express B<- 
Wkly via Patna 
Dep.—Thursday up to New 
Delhi • 
"—Sunday up to Amritsar 
Arri.—Monday & Friday 

101 16-55 Rajdhani Alr-Cond. Exp. 
4 days a week 
Dep.—Mon., Thurs., Fri, & 
Sunday 
Arri.—Tues, Wed.. Sat. & 
Sunday 

173 5-45 KImagIrl (Jsmmu-Tawl) 
Exp 'Tri-Wkly 
Dep.—Wednesday, Satur¬ 
day & Sunday 
Arri.—Monday. Tuesday & 
Friday 

67 10-55 Bombay Janata Expraaa 
TrI-Wkly 
Dep.—Monday, Wednes¬ 
day & F.'iday 
Arri.—Tuesday, Thursday 
& Sunday 

61 23-00 Dehradun Janata Ex- Brass Wkly 
ep.—Sunday Arri.— 

Sunday 
9 21-35 Doon Express via Grand 

Chord 
7 10-10 Tootan Expraaa via Main 

Line 
49 14-20 AmrHaar Express 
11 21-00 Oajhl Expriaa via Main 

I Ine 
39 21-10 Delhi Janata Express via 

Main Line 
)8 2St-00 Gorakhpur Expraaa 

TRAINS 

Arrival 1 Departure Arrival 
Time On. Up Time Time On 

21 16-25 Mithila Expreaa 6-45 22 

8-15 
7-55 
12-35 

57 6-10 Kaneheniunga Expreaa 19-30 58 
2 
6 
4 

Tri-wkly 
Dep.—Tuesday, Thursday 
ft Saturday 
Arri,—Wednesday, Friday 
& Sunday 

17-10 82 59 18-55 New Bongalgaon (Kam- 6-30 60 

165 12-30 
rup Ewress 
New Bongalgaon Janata 13-35 186 
Express 

307 6-10 Black Diamond Expreaa 21-20 308 
309 17-15 Coalfield Expraaa 10-25 310 
305 18-20 Aaanaol Express n-45 

SOUTHEASTERN RAILWAY, HOWRAH 
306 

17-10 104 3 20-00 
MAIL 

Madras Mali 6-10 4 
2. 20-15 Bombay Mail via Nagpur 7-20 1 

EXPRESS 
60 14-15 QltanjalKBombay) Exp 5 

days a week 
13-40 59 

11-05 102 Dep.—Mond., Tues., Wed., 
Fri., ft Sat, 
Arri.—Mond,, Tues., 
Thurs., Fri & Sat, 

134 21-10 Ahmadabad Express 4 
days a week 

4-00 133 

23-35 174 

30 12-40 

Dep.—Tues.. Thurs., Fri. & 
Sunday 
Arri.—tues.. Wed., Fri, & 
Sunday 
Bombay Express via 
Nagpur 
Coromandal (Madras) Ex¬ 
preaa 

14-30 29 

21-15 68 
141 15-45 11-00 142 

37 23-10 Madras Janata Express 4-10 38 
13 17-30 Tata Steel Express 10-18 14 
11 6-20 Ispat Express 21-50 12 

5 22-10 Jharsuguda Express 5-00 6 

8-15 62 
15 21-25 Ranchi Hatia Express 6-40 16 
7 20-50 Puri Express 5-30 8 
9 18-45 Puri (Jagannsth) Express 8-25 10 

6-55 10 

45 10-50 East Coast (Hyderabad) 
Express 

16-45 46 

8EALDAH(MAIL. ft EXPRESS.) 
18-15 8 

43 19-15 Dar)eallng Mali 8-45 44 
15-45 50 S3 21-00 Qaur Express 5-00 54 
6-05 12 51 11-45 Jammu tawl Express 15-40 52 

13 20-20 Upper India Express 11-55 14 
5-20 40 

303 18-20 
via SBQ Loop 
BhagirathI (Lalgoia) Ex¬ 10-20 304 

10-50 20 preaa 
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CINEMA / 'Amar Geeti’ 

REVOLT SET TO MUSIC 
Farun Majumdar has just completed his prize venture 

••It' 

Director Tarun Majumdar IT is IHfh t.eiitury Calciitia, just 
«ft«r tlip Battle of f’lassev. At ii 
iniisi(..c)l Katlierin)^ in a 
niHliurajn's house in north 

Calcutta, a scmg. vulgar in import, is 
l)eing sung on the pretext of evoking 
the passion-tilled dovolitm 
accorded to Radha and Kristina. 
Suddenly, a handsome young man 
in his twenties stands up in anger 
and protests loudly against the 
vulgarity. 

Bvervhodv i.s bewildered as they 
do not tiiul anything amiss. After 
.nil. the deeds of gods and goddesses 
could not be tlesciibed as vulgar 
even if the language is so. Asked 
what he would do it he composed 
songs, the young man hesitates fur 
the hriefest of moments and replies 
lioldly that he would express the 
sentiments and ways oi human love 
in his compositions. To him human 
love is leal, [uire and beautiful, and 
there is no need for (.rude words to 
uxpre.ss them. 

Thirty-five years later, towards 
the end of the IHlh century, the 
same man. handsome despite the 
years, is singing at a musical soiree 
in the outhouse of a renowned 
maharaja. A love song with sad 
fConlJMuer/ on ptijiv 18)' 
16 
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fContinued from pafie 161 
tunes pervadus the atmosphere. 
There is silence all round. Only at 
Intervals, faint murmurs of approval 
can be heard. Ultimately the song 
comes to an end. Only absolute 
silence meets it. They have been 
struck speechless. 

Such had been the magical force 
of the Bengali (oppa song, as com¬ 
posed and sung by its creator and 
gmatest exponent, Ramnidhi Gupta, 
more popularly known as Nidhu 
Babu. The angrv young man had 
kepf his word, and at the age of 53 
was born the toppa composer, 
Nidhu Bubu 

The two episodes are but portions 
of the film y\mar Geeti, recently 
completed bv Tarun Majumdar. one 
of the finest contemporary directors 
here. He chose this theme for his 
latest venture for three reasons: one, 
to depict the social and cultural 
state ot Bengal in the latter half of 
the IBlh century; two, to focus our 
attention on the cultural stagnation 
of presentday Bengal by drawing a 
close parallel and finally to revive 
the compositions and songs of 
Nidhu Babu which is now more or 
less a lost grt. 

Ramnidhi Gupta was born in 1741 
near Triveni and at an earlv age 
came to live at Kumartuli in north 
Calcutta. He died at the same place 
at the ripe old age of 97. He had. 
therefore, the opportunity to wit¬ 
ness a plethora of social, historical 
and poiiticdi changes. When he was 
burn some 16 vears before the Battle 
of Pldssev, Bengal was passing 
through a dark era. There was 
allround aiian.hv. tvrannv. poverty 
and moral depravation. The Mughal 
kingdom was coming to an end and 
the British Kuj in tlie guise of the 
East India Cumpanv wa.s striving to 
strike root in Bengal. This political 
anarchv leit its stamp on the social 
and cultural lile of Bengal to a 
marked degree. Said Majumdar: 
"Immedmtelv alter the battle of Plas- 
sey a sucio-politit.al calamity visited 
Bengal. The rural folks were the 
worst siifferens. The songs of the 
t'hornn kabis reflected this calamity. 
The raias, maharajas and zainindars 
were the sole patrons of majlis and 
songs. In those days there was no 
media and one had to depend solely 
on ri(.h patrons. But these rich peo¬ 
ple patiihsnised cultural entertain¬ 
ment Which was extremely base in 
nature, 'like khemia, kheur, bai 
naach, etc." 

It was during this dark age that 
Ramnidhi Gupta was born and grew 

up to rescue the Bengali song from 
its decadent state. He was not only 
the creator of toppa in Bengali, bVit 
is considered to be a forerunner of 
what we now call the 'modem 
kabya sangeet.' Nidhu Babu was a 
particularly well educated man. He 
was well versed In Sanskrit and 
Persian as also in English, a rare 
qualification those days. This prog¬ 
ressive background helped him to 
rebel against reactionary ideas and 

rotest against the depravation of 
is age. 
When he was 35, he left Calcutta 

for Chhapra in Bihar to serve at the 
government collectorate for 18 long 
years, it was fortunate for us that he 
did so, otherwise much of his 
musical talents would have been 
lost in the murky and turbulent 
environment of Calcutta at the time. 
Nidhu Babu was well versed in 
classical music even before he came 
to Chhapra. Here he learnt toppa 
from an Ustad. 

Toppa had originally been the 
song of the camel riders. The mer¬ 
chants from the Middle East had 
brought it with them and had spread 
it through Rajputana and Punjab. 
Nidhu Babu quickly learnt the art 
and was eager to modify and project 
the inner rhythm of toppa in Benga- 

‘When some crisis 
befalls a country it is the 

foremost duty of an 
artiste to stand up and 
speak out the truth. In 

most cases, the 
artistes surrender* 

li. But his Ustad differed as he felt 
that the Bengali language was toe 
frail to. bear the strength and fast 
flowing rhythm of toppa. 

Nidhu Babu then started compos¬ 
ing and singing toppa in Bengali. 
This type is quite different from thp 
Punjabi one. known as Sheri Mia's 
toppa. the leading exponent of 
which was Ustad Gtilab Nabi. In the 
Punjabi toppa. the 'tan' is fast flow¬ 
ing. Nidhu Babu succeeded in intro¬ 
ducing a flowing undulatory move¬ 
ment on each ‘tan' and this gave a 
'melanchutlc touch to the toppa. 
This special characteristic was later 
on developed by Kali Mirza and 
Sridhar Pathak and their successors. 
Though all types of lyrics are com¬ 
posed for toppa. the expressions of 
love and separation are its chief 
ingredients. 'This toppa is exclusive 

ly Bengali in character and appeals 
to Ben^li sentiments. 

Nidhu Babu had composed some 
400 songs or more, most of them 
between 1790 and 1810. Compared 
to the compositions of his age, these 
were simply outstanding. In clarity 
of thought, brevity of expression 
and chastity of language, they stood 
head and shoulders above all others. 
It is noteworthy that compositions 
of such high literary value could 
exist before the advent of Raja Ram- 
mohun Roy. Iswarchandra Vidyasa- 
gac, Banklmchandra and others. 
Even Rabindranath Tagore was in¬ 
fluenced by Nidhu Babu. It is even 
Isaid that the popular Rabindra- 
sangeet, Aaj tomake dekhte elem 
aunek diner pore, has much in 
commoQjvith one of Nidhu Babu's 
songs. 

In private life, Nidhu Babu came 
into contact with a baiji named 
Sreemati and was very much influ¬ 
enced by her. Sreemati was no 
ordinary woman. She was the 
source and inspiration of some of 
his more famous toppas, the notable 
one being Bhalobosnibe bole bhaio- 
boshine, amaar shovab aye toma 
boye aar janine. 

"At present, there is no personal¬ 
ity like Nidhu Babu. When some 
crisis befalls a country it is the 
foremost duty of an artiste to stand 
up and speak out the truth. In most 
cases, the artistes surrender and 
come to a comfortable compromise. 
By this they may gain something for 
tHe time being but surely there is no 
place for them in history. Given the 
general acceptance of the trend to¬ 
wards vulgarity, the bold protest of 
Nidhu Babu and the stance taken by 
him acquires exceptional signifi¬ 
cance. 1 believe his example will 
serve an impetus to us." 

Nidhu Babu was once invited to 
sing at a musical gathering in Patna. 
The raja who sponsored it had also 
brought from Calcutta a group of 
kheur, khemta and tarja singers. 
Nidhu Babu returned to Chhapra 
and a couple of davs later a girl 
named Sreemati in the group from 
Calcutta came to him with the re¬ 
quest that he teach her the songs 
which he sang at Patna. She even 
promised to give up her profession 
and lifestyle and to obey him abso 
lately. 

At first he refused, but noting hei 
sincerity and determination he 
finally agreed. He found that 
Sreemati had the makings of a true 
artiste in her and soon she became a 
source of inspiration for his songs. 



Slowly and relantleasly there de* 
veloped, besides their guru-disciple 
relationship, another subtle rela¬ 
tionship which both of them refused 
to admit to themselves. 

At this time a complication set in. 
Raja Mahananda Roy, the dewan of 
Murshidabad and a close friend of- 
Nidhu Babu, came to see his friend 
at Chhapra on his way home from 
Patna. The raja was, by nature, m 
impetuous person. He saw Sraematl 
and was at once attracted towards 
her. He lust no time in proposing to 
her. She was shocked and natmeUv 
refused But he would not take a 
' no” for an answer. He reminded 
Nidhu Babu about his earlier prom'- 
ise of being readv to sacrifice any¬ 
thing for him. and now wanted 
Sreemati as the price. He reacted 
sharply tu the raja’s (itoposal, but 
ultimatelv had to concede. Sreemati 
ielt her guru had 'utilised* her to 
meet his own ends. So. she agreed to 
stay with Mahananda at Calcutta on 
the condition that Nidhu Babp 
would never \isit them. 

With the departure of Sreematij, 
Nidhu Babu became a tutgllv 
changed man. He '.eemed to have 
lost ail purpose in lile He gave up 
his job as well as his sonp. He 
came over to Calcutta and when U 
appeared he was set on -self- 
destruction. he met Sreemati 
through diamaUc (in umstances. 

Howe\ er, the union wJs not to be. 
With time Mahananda perceived 
that he had been unable to win 
Sreemati tullv There still remained 
a fine barrier between them W'hi<.h 
he could not (toss He was deter- 
mined to win Sreemati and wooed 
her in ecerv wa\. Sreemati once 
asked Mahananda to use his influ¬ 
ence to popularise Nidhu Babu's 
songs. This, ol course, was g self- 
destructive step for Mahananda ag 
through this effort, Nidhu Babu’p' 
position would only get bonspU- 
dated. 

Yet, he carried out her roquest. He^ 
called a gathering of prominent con-, 
servatives and offered them huge 
sums on condition that they strived 
to pbpularise Nidhu’s songs. After 
initial hesitation they agreed. On, 
returning home, he overheard the 
conversation between Nidhu andl 
Sreemati and misconstrued it cos^ M. leaJousv and rage compel- 

n to go back on his word tu 
patronise Nidhu's songs and their 
irlendship was threaianed. At tbia 
stage. Sreemati intervened and a 
solution was fuumt. 

The story emvers untv a small part 

of Nidhu Babu’a long life of (i? 
years. Said Majumdar. “It is quite 
impossible to t^ and trace his life¬ 
time ihrough a feature film. So 1 
have selected only a certain portion 
whhdi appears to be his must pro¬ 
ductive juried. This is between 
177g,to 1768. Sreemati's association 
with Nidhu Babu was only tor 17 
years and out of those 17 years my 
film povers almost 16.” 

• Musing over the initial diiticul- 
ties l^ceo in making such a ttlm. he 
sold: ‘There are no photographs ot 
Nidhu' jBabu. I had to seioct the 
characters ip this iiim mostly 
through difterent works of eminent 
historians. Some books like Colcutto 
700 Years Ago. Mahoraj Nanda 
Kumar, Bangqloer Goon and many 
others mune to my rescue. A bit of 
imagit^tion also had to come in. 
This is probably the first time film 
shooting has imn carried out inside 
Victoria Memorial. The authorities 
were very much impressed bv the 
subject and gave roe the net-essary 
.permission.” MAJUMPAK felt it IS the 

beginning of a sort of cultu¬ 
ral crisis in Ben^i life 

today. “Today, there is definitely a 
dearth of composers end a stagna- 

• ' .. ' ' ' 
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tion in expressluos and lyrics,” he 
said, “and in the name of orchestia 
what is going on is simply unbear¬ 
able. Forty years after Tagore, we 
have not. barring a few cases, come 
across notahlo and refreshing com¬ 
positions which can command our 
respect We have lost the vitality, 
strength, flow, rhythm and depth in 
our music, in the pre-Nidhu Babu 
age, most oi the artistes surrendered 
themselves to the needs oi the rich 
tor patronage and were thus lost to 
art and society. Only Nidhu Babu 
dared to doiv this patronage and 
reiused to surrender himself, there¬ 
by ushering in a new wave in the 
field of music.” 

The film, shot in colour, has 
Souxmtra Chatterjee in the role of 
Nidhu Baba and Sandhya Roy as 
Sreemati. Biswajeet is cast as Raja 
Mahananda Roy and George Baker 
appears as the collector of Chhapra. 
Other notables in the cast are the 
two Satya Bandopadhyays. Chin- 
rooy Roy, Meenakshi Goswami and 
Shekhar Chatterjee. Ramkumar 
Chatterjee, noted exponent of old 
Bengali songs, is the chief advisor to 
the musical side oi the film while 
Hmnaiita Mukhe^ee continues as 
music directoi as in other Tarun 
Majumdar films The shooting has 
been carried out on different loca¬ 
tions in Calcutta, apart from the 
studios, and was completed in five 
months. 

The director was in a dilemma 
while selecting the songs for the 
film. There were so many of Nidhu 
Babu's compositions to choose from 
and most of them equally rich in 
language and import. Eventually, 
Majumdar ended up taking as many 
as 24 numbers. He explained: “After 
much consultation with a number of 
stalwarts in various disciplines. I 
gave preference to the ones with the 
most forceful lyric».” 

The director has also given an 
idea of the kind of songs that Nidhu 
Babu had to confront. These include 
songs that were sung at pakkhir 
adda, which was nothing but 
meaningless entertainment. Songer San, which were a commentary on 

» prevailing social events end on 
those people who were the cause of 
the events, have also been plctu- 
rised. Majumdar has also included 
•hots of the khemta, kheur, tarja and 
bai nach In his film but, said he, “I 
have used these dances only as a 
backdrop c^inst which I want to 
4epict the true Nidhu Babu." 

Stunlt Mukherjee 
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QUIZ / NeU O’Brien 
Debasish Pal, Dlst 
Burdwan, wants to 
know why Hindu 
custom prohibits 
eating during an 
eclipse. Perhaps 
there is some 
legend for the ori¬ 
gin lost in the mist 
of time, but Mrs 

Kalyaiii Sen and Mrs Roma Chakra- 
borty of the Department of Micro¬ 
biology. Bose Institute, Calcutta, 
have a scientific explanation. Mrs 
Sen, whom I consulted, is sure that 
solar radiaton has an effect on 
atmospheric bacteria. She believes 
that the ancient Indians knew about 
the changes in bacterial activity 
caused by solar radiation. During an 
eclipse the siin rays are cut off and 
the absence of solar radiation helps 
bacteria to multiply at a faster rate. 
As the effects of these pathogenic or 
non-pathogenic bacteria could not 
be determined by common men, 
eating such food was forbidden be¬ 
cause most food-poisoning cases are 
c;aused by bacterial contamination. 
Hence tiie general belief grew that 
no cooked food should be kept 
during an eclipse. However liquicis, 
such as milk and water, which 

QUESTIONS 

could easily be thrown away, were 
preserved by immersing a few tulsi 
(basil) leaves which, Mrs Sen con¬ 
tends, deter the rate of germination. 

So our ancestors were not just 
superstitious, but their men of sci¬ 
ence deserved the reputation they 
enjoyed. 

"Why is a ‘vaccine* so called?” 
asks Anjan Mukherjee, Calcutta-64, 
who goes on to say: ‘in 1794, Ed¬ 
ward jenner, a Gloucestershire doc¬ 
tor, first discovered the safe method 

11th. OuMtibn: What 
la common to theae 
words: aspirin, 
karossns, cornflskas 
and llnoiaum*? (V.S. 
Ramesh Rao, Cal¬ 
cutta) 

I Ana: They are all trade names that 
I have become words. 

of inoculating matter taken from 
cow-pox vesicles as a means of 
artificial immunization against 
smallpox. As this first work of Jen¬ 
ner was with cow-pox, all inocula¬ 
tions thereafter have been honoured 
with the name ‘vaccine’. In Latin 
VQCco is a cow.” 

Supriyo Gupta, Calcutta-14, has 
some questions on that strangest of 
animals—^the duck-billed platypus 

of Australia. 
This curious creature has the 

shape and size of a small otter 
covered with short brown fur; a 
heavy flat bill like a duck; a short 
flat tail; short legs with five-toed 
and webbed feet. Its young are pro¬ 
duced from eggs, are born blind and 
hairless and suckled from milk- 
glands destitute of nippies, which 
open into a temporarv pouch. It 
swims for its food, which consists of 
bivalve molluscs, insects, worms 
and larvae. i 

Sudeshna Sen Gupta. Hooghly, 
reports that “a quiz was organised at 
‘Arghya’, the residence of Mrs An- 
jali Sen Gupta, by some enterprising 
local boys and girls. Out of the ten 
teams taking part. Crazy Boys came 
first,,.with two Bullets as runners- 
up. Kalyan Banerji and Susruta Ray 
were the quiz masters. An interest¬ 
ing aspect of this quiz was that 
instead of taped music for the Audio 
Round, Bob Antony played hi.s 
Spanish guitar. Although the quiz 
was on a modest scale, the organis¬ 
ers hope to extend their invitation to 
more teams next time.” 
Postscript: See you this evening at 6 
at the Dalhousie Institute for the 
finals of the Argus Plate. 

ANSWERS 

1. Which is the largest flying bird? (Soumitra Jash, 
Dhanbad) 

2. Which are the three leading countries in the 
publication of books in the English language? 
(Susanta Ganguly, Calcutta-54) 

3. What is the funny bone? (Jaydip Roy Chow- 
dhury, Sahagunj] 

4. In which Olympics was the Olympic flame lit for 
the first time throughout the Games? (Omkar 
Bhattacharyya, Serampore) 

5. How many warheads is the MX missile capable 
ot carrying? (Shibam Bhattacharya, Calcutta-75) 

6. What is speleology? (Samrat Mukherjee. Calcut- 
ta-35 and Sudipta Bhattacharya, Calcutta-54) 

7. What is singer Elton John's real name and for 
which ^oup did he perform at the start of his 
carper? (Kumar Basu, Calcutta-19) 

8. Which language is spoken by the largest number 
of people in the world? (Shahid Hcssain, Cal- 
cutta-19) 

9. What is yellow cake? (Debanjan Biswbs, Chin- 
surah) \ 

10 What is the world record ioi solving‘Rubik's 
Cube? (Ashok Bhartia, Rani^nj), 
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Inner Eye 

NEXT SEVEN DAYS 
FROM AUGUST 7 TO AUGUST 13 

rs] AS Mar 21-Apr 20 

The good days are 
- ahead. Your words 

and deeds will carry we^ht. 
Others wifi assist you in your 
ventures. Your meeting with 
seniors and elders wrtil tw fruit¬ 
ful. You will enjoy the week 
with your family. Tliis is the 
most suitable time to seek 
success through speculative 
ventures. 

“75^ AURUS 
■ Apr 21-Mar 22 

* Exhibit your talent 
- this week. Chalk out 
your future plans. Be prepared 
to shoulder new responsibili¬ 
ties. You will benefit from 
meeting officials and stran- gers Your financial status and 
usiness activities will, remain 

good. You will be praised by 
your friends and relatives. 
Take care of your hearth. 

EMINI 
■ V May 23-June 21 

Domestic affairs and 
- speculative sources 

will bring much happiness. 
Your business will present 
many problems that require 
constant care. You wilt meet 
VIPs but immediate results are 
unlikely. Children will contri¬ 
bute to your happiness. You 
will be held in nigh esteem. 
Your health remains good. 

<'1 ANGER 
. June 22-July 22 

' Your attempts will 
- succeed and there¬ 
by you will be able to exploit 

will help you in your planning. 
Some may gain in sports, spe¬ 
culation or gambling this week. 
Don't worry about debts and 
pending suits. Your relatives 
will find means to fulfil their 
desires. Mind your health. 

SUGGESTIONS 
SUNDAY 

MONDAY 

TUESDAY 

WEDNESDAY 

THURSDAY_ 

FRIDAY 

SATURDAY 

■ a July 23-Au9 22 

Be vigilant through- 
-— out the week. Your 

meeting with others will only 
result In loss of time. Secret 
matters may cause concern. 
Be prepared to shoulder new 
responsibilities in business. 
Your financial status will be. 
raised by degrees. A pleasant 
journey is likely. Your health 
remains good. 

IRGO 
Aug 23-S8PI 22 

A pleasant homef- 
- ront Is indicated. 
Your incomplete ventures are 
likely to materiaiiso. Pursue 
your objectives with greater 
zeal. You may have to under¬ 
take long journeys. Business¬ 
men will acquire new stocks. 
Your words and deeds will 
carry weight. Pending suits will 
drag on. 

n IBRA 
* S»pl 23-Ocl 22 

^ The week will keep 
_ you busy. You are 
likely to meet disappointment 
and some of your friends may 
betray you. Correspondence 
will be difficult. Avoid gambling 
and speojlation. Not an ideal 
time for love and matrimonial 
affairs. Keep a close watch on 
everything. Debts may cause 
concern. 

CORPiO 

' • Take care in corres- 
_ pondence to avoid 
controversies. A tough time in 

but don’t be dejected. You wilt 
be making new contacts with 
VIPs. Keep constant watch on 
pending suits. Avoid love 
affairs. Attend to your business 
carefully. Do not neglect your 
and your family's health. 

SAGiTTARiUS 
Nov 22-0«C 22 
All your affairs will 

- make fair prog¬ 
ress. Elders may cause some 
annoyance but this wiH pass 
over. You will be successful in 
a secret matter. Concentrate 
on your business. Defer social 
activities and dealings with 
elderly womenfolk. Your health 
wilt improve. Go ahead, fear 
nothing. 

APRICORN 
V 4 Oac 23-Jan 20 

A good week for 
- businessmen to en¬ 
ter into new contracts. You will 
get back a mctor part ol your 
money tying with others. Your 
family members will acquire 
costly clothes and ornaments. 
An unexpected transfer or 
promotion is likely. Do not be 
extravagant. A good week for 
students. 

QUARiUS 
/m Jan 21-Fab 20 
Am You will be re- 
_ warded for your ta¬ 

lent and ability. Financial diffi¬ 
culties are likely to cause con¬ 
cern. Consult your elders in 
solving your problems. Trade 
with distant parties will be en¬ 
couraging. Some may have to ' 
go on short journeys. Do not 
gamble or speculate. Your 
health remains good. 

- ISCES 
Fab 21—Mar 20 

A good week for the 
- working class. 

Chances of a promotion or 

will be lukewarm and noncoop¬ 
erative. Don't provoke any 
family member. Be tolerant if 
you want to avoid con¬ 
troversies and conflicts. 
Medical expanses are indi¬ 
cated. Short tours are likely. 

LUCKY NUMBER AND COLOURS 
nvrTBITAINMENT AUGUST 7 

MEDiTATION AUGUST 8 

Lit 
AUGUST 9 

ATION MOVES AUGUST 10 

TTT 
TALKS AUGUST 11 

AFFAIRS AUGUST 12 

AUGUST IS 

BIRTHDAYS 
August 7 
Pleasant new friendships, 
courtship and perhaps mar¬ 
riage are indicatod this year. 
Cmidren and young col¬ 
leagues are well signified. 
Variable influences promise 
success and happiness. Dis- Eutes over financial matters 

etween January and Febru¬ 
ary 1984 are likely. 

August 8 
Your affairs register some 
progress and an unexpected 
benefit may be expected. Your 
life proceeds on an even note 
and you will achieve a fairly 
good fortune and happiness. 
Do not take needleiss risks. 
Guard against impulsive ac¬ 
tions. Health may cause con¬ 
cern. 

August 9 
A fair amount of success is 
foreseen this year, some 
through unexpected and un¬ 
usual circumstances. Guard 
against quarrels and arousing 
the enmity of others. Provided 
financial restraint is practised a 
satisfactory year is predicted 
August 10 . 
Endeavour to curb the dis¬ 
satisfaction and restlessness 
now pervading you. Avoid 
quarrels and don't take unwise 
decisions during October and 
November. You will develop 
new interests and beneficial 
changes are promised pro¬ 
videdyou avoid extravagance. 

August 11 
Your year promises moderate 
success despite some sad¬ 
ness. Womenfolk will play an 
important part in your Hfe. New 
friends and con^nial family 
associations are scheduled. 
Be content with smalt gains- 

August 12 
Mixed influences indicate 
some success but also some 
losses and separation from 
loved ones. Property, specula¬ 
tion, dealings with authority, 
courtship, marriage and 
changes are ill-signified during 
this year. Courage, faith and 
fortitude will help greatly to 
surmount the .difficulties. 

August 13 
Your year will be notable for an 
unexpected event which wHI. 
benmt you. Financial expan¬ 
sion may be accompanied by 
some-litigation concerning 
property. Do not spend on 
questionable pleasures and 
worthless friends. Attend to 
your business. 

M.B. RAMAN 
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By Shamlu Dudeja 

.GREENERY BLUES: A gardener 
has planted twenty shrubs around 
a centrallpatch of lawn, as shown 
in the illustration, six in a row. 
The lady of the house found some 

patches more crowded than the 
others end ordered the ma/r to 
replant these'same shrubs, savan 
in a row, to relieve congestion! 
How did he overcome ' 
this problem? 

Solution on Pago 20 

SOLUTIONS 
Across: 1 Flag 3 Arab 7 
Crocodile 9 Books 11 
Spotlight 12 Lamp 13 
Date 
Down: 2 Lyre 4 Rails 5 
Bread 6 Monocle 8 
Easel 9 Broom 10 Shot 

Barter Bank 
If you read an item in this 
page that you wish to re¬ 
spond to, please wriVe in 
to Barter Bank, c/o The 
Tbucgraph Colour Maga¬ 
zine. 6 PrafuIIa Sarkar 
Street. Calculta-700001. 
Also, if you wish to enter 
an itf?m in this column, 
please write in with de¬ 
tails to the address given 
above. We shall inform 
you of responses to your 
insertions by post. 

• Microphone: 1 would 
like to have a microphone 
(Ahuja or A.K.G. or Sony] 
for which I am offering 30 
pieces of EP and SP re¬ 
cords of Hindi and Benga¬ 
li modern, folk and film 
songs. Those interested 
may contact Ravi Sircar. 

• Cassettes: I have a pre- 
recorded cassette of 
Sanam Ten Kasam and 
Teri Kasam which 1 
would like to exchange for 
a pre-recorded cassette of 
Troyee or Aandhaa Kaa- 
noon. Please write to 
Arindam Guha. 

• Books: 1 have an adv¬ 
anced textbook of inorga¬ 
nic chemistry by Theiwd 
Moeller. 1 want to ex¬ 
change it for a book on 
quantum mechanics or 
any such on recent topics 
in chemistry. Please con¬ 
tact Gautam Basu. 

s Blowups: 1 have more 
than 50 blowups of 
famous sportsmen. I 
would like to exchange 
tjhem for Indian first day 
covers of 1981-82. Any¬ 
body interested may write 
to Rafeev Bajoria. 



^mfeirWBDDirlg 
-by Hal Kaufman- 

• THINK BIGI Thn 
punchline of this 
parody of an old 
Oriental baying is 
scrambled: When 
Mr. Big says at 
noon: "R is night", 
Mr. Little, who^ no 
fool, replies: "BEHO 
LOTH EMOO NAND 
THES TARS." Rear¬ 
range cap-letter 
spacing for sense. 

LET S GO 
FISHING 

Clues to five letters in 
the name of a certain 
fish are contained in 
the verse-riddle stated 
below: 

My first is in nose, 
but not in face. 

My second's in shoe, 
but not in lace. 

My third is in boat, 
but not in crew. 

My fourth's in green, 
but not in blue. 

My fifth's in skull 
but not in head. 

My whole's a voraci¬ 
ous fish 'tis said. 
What fish am I? 

P.S.: Letters may be 
found among those 
scrambled in picture. 

r^aiiu 

HOCUS-FOCUS 

OIOOING INI Start at dot I, draw a Una to dot 2,3, a and m 
on, to HO wtMt's milling trom tita diagram abova. 

e Half Hazard! If I had as many again, half as many 
again and two and a half, I would have 20 coins. 
How many coins have 17 Answer quickly. 

e Riddle-Me-Thisl What Car is used to carry eggs? 
The yolks-wagen. What is the difference between 
abeam and abaft? It's a matter of sea-mantics. 
Where do boat crews pick up knowledge? At scull 
sessions. 

CAN YOU TRUST YOUR RYRST Tbara ora at iMit tin diffor- 
ancoi in drawliig datalit botwaon tog and bottom ganals. How 
eidckly can yo« find tbam? Cboch aniwori with ttwH balow. 

'jatJOMt fi uojdy '* 'ivw*ui» t| I 'jatJOiii 
•I watO} > MiHitio toH't JkiiniN *1 MS I auiniui If ifitp <im$ i .MMiMftto 

HOUSE PARTYI Add colon nMtIy to this tinwly clwn-up icono: 
I—Rod. 2--Lt. bluo. 3—Yallow. 4—Lt. brown, s—Flash tonas. 4—Lt. 
gnwn. 7—Ok. brown. S-Dk. grMn. f—Dk. blue. 

SPELLBINDER 
SCORE 10 points tor using all the 
letters In the word balow to torm 
two complete words: 

PLATELET 

THEN score 2 points each for all 
words of tour letters or more 
found among the letters. 

Try to score at least SO points. 
'(!■« luifiawtcietnerf 



Comics 
«?E<5GIE, you've OUTPONE VOURSELF/ 
THIS 16 THE MOST B(?ILLIANT THING 

YOU'VE EVER PONEr,,,,, ' . ■’‘tm 

REGGIE GOT A PICTURE ^ 
OF A FICTITIOUS STUPENT 
NAMEP’Vl«y/V'/Ajf"IN-nO ^ 
THE 5CHOOLVEARBOOK.V 

WHAT PIP HE PO-- SIGN 
-7 HIS NAME ANP ,—■ 

I SPELL IT RIGHT? J 

M 

I - ■ 
I":,," ■''H 

I; s’i 
I '>?<■' 

m - 

^ HEY, THAT'S A 
PICTURE OF/My'POG/ 

' THE PRINCIPAL HAS 
SEEN HER ANP KNOWS 
>SHE'S MINEf HE'LL > 
> THINK I PIP IT.T^ 

JUGHEAP, MR. > 
WEATHERBEE WPULP 

LIKE TO SEE YOU.V 

YtACBoOf 

JUGHEAP JONES, > 
STUPENT AT RIVER- 
pale high, home¬ 
room NO. 213'^ 

s.' 
J I t 

I/; 1 /fis ^ lA f 

OKAY, JUGHEAP, YOU CAN 
KNOCK OFF THE PQW. , 
SHTICK,! KNOWIT'S ^ 
SOCIALLY UNACCEPTABLE, 
TO COOPERATE." ^ 

KYES,SIR."VOUCAN\ 
' TORTURE ME ANP ^ 
brainwash me, but 
m never TELL THAT 
REGGIE- ER" I MEAN- 

OH,aEA5E,5lR,PON'T A, 
LANP ON REGGIE." HE'LL J( 
KNOW I TOLP ANP MY 
LIFE WOULP BE MISERABLE." 

OUGHEAP, I CAN'T 
LET REGGIE GET 
s AWAY WITH THIS..., 
Av HOWEVER... y 

Oil'll 

I WON'T TAKE ANY 
OFFICIAL ACTION, IF 
YOU HELP ME TEACH 
HIM A LESSON." > 

ANP NOW THE PROM KING, > 
REGGIE MANTLE, GETS TO HAVE 
THE FIRST PANCE WITH THE^ 
.,_P^ OUEE^. 

...KAYMNB* 

^ im 
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TALKING SHOP / Santiniketan 

SOWING THE SEEDS OF HARMONY 
Every year around this time, ‘Briksharopan Utsava’ is celebrated 

When my footsteps will 
no longer leave any trace 

,.On the dust of this road 
Who will dare say that I 

am no more? 
I shall take part in all 

your gomes. 
You tvili coll me by a new 

name 
Lock me in neiver arms 

And time and again will I 
come and go 

My very old self of all 
times. 

Thus Gurudev Rabin¬ 
dranath gazed at eternity. 
He looked upon death not 
as a negation of the life- 
process, but as a renewal 
tliat throws upon the gate¬ 
way of the mysterious un¬ 
known from one world to 
another, from the finite to 
the infinite. Our mortal 
bounds may perish, but 
the endless cycle of time 
continues to unfold itself 
in life and death as two. 
Inevitable aspects of exist¬ 
ence. So. on this day, as 
we commemorate Rabin¬ 
dranath Tagore's death 
anniversary, we do not 
mourn, rather we try to 
live up to his ideals, we 
reiterate our faith in the 
life Beyond. 

On 22 Sravana (8 Au¬ 
gust), the death 
anniversary of Tagore is 
observed at Santiniketan 
with due solemnity. After 
the early morning Vaita- 
lik, there is a memorial 
service at the Mandir 
which evokes an atmos¬ 
phere of spiritual rapport 
and communion by chant¬ 
ing a selection of Vedic 
mantras. The evil can be 
lifted, the mantras said, 
and a discovery made of 
the continuum in which 
nothing is amiss, nothing 
is lost, in which the spirit 
is free to take its eternal 
ioarney. The songs chosen 
tea the occasion which In¬ 
cludes Tagore’s unique 

song of unbounded peace: 
Here in front, is the ocean 
of peace, deepened among 
the audience a sense of 
the presence in spirit of 
the asrama guru, to whom 
they had congregated that 
morning to pajr their tri¬ 
bute. A Voltdlik song, 
Aguner porasmani, fol¬ 
lows the divine service. 
On this day Rabindra Bha- 
vana usually organi8e.s an 
exhibition on Tagore and 
the Uttarayan remains 
open for visitors. 

When I am no longer on 
this earth, my tree, let the 
ever renewed leaves of the 
spring murmur to ‘the 
way-farmers; the poet did 
love while he lived. These 
lines were written by Ta¬ 
gore in a visitor’s book of 
the little spatown of Fured 
on the shore of the lake 
Balaton where he planted 
a linden sapling to com¬ 
memorate his stay in Hun¬ 
gary in 1926. This has a 

bearing oni his concept of 
death which is not all 
negation, but a gateway to 
higher life. Consistent 
with this unique philoso¬ 
phy of life and death, the 
tree plantation ceremony 
is held as usual in the 
afternoon on the same 
day, symbolising the 
bloom of new life and its 
growth. 

Santiniketan, which 
started with two Chhatim 
trees standing in their pre¬ 
carious isolation in the 
midst of a yawning empti¬ 
ness on all sides, grew 
steadily into a forest 
school, truly so called. 
The famous Sal-Bithi, 
Mango-grove and other 
avenues and orchards 
came into existence. Ta¬ 
gore started his school at 
Santiniketan as he 
thought it was just the 
place which would fit in 
with his lapovana ideal. 
Bqt once in Santiniketan, 
he soon discovered the 

Nurturing hmnony batuvwm man and nottira 

irony of the situation. 
Around Santiniketan he 
found the vast barren 
plains extending to the 
horizon with their wave¬ 
like rise and fall. He found 
his prospective tapovuna 
encircled and threatened 
by a widening desert. 

Tagore wanted to give 
the people new festivals 
which would satisfy their 
intellectual and emotional 
requirements, and make 
for social harmony. Brik¬ 
sharopan is one of the 
many social festivals- he 
inaugurated for this pur¬ 
pose. After Tagore, Brik¬ 
sharopan Utsava is 
observed at Santiniketan 
on 22 Sravana. The 
ground is suitably pre¬ 
pared and decorated with 
exquisite alpona, designs 
marking out the holes 
where ^e saplings are to 
be ceremonially planted. 
The function begins with 
the arrival of the dancing 
procession. The girls 
come in a procession car¬ 
rying leaves imd flowers 
woven into various .artis¬ 
tic designs. Five young 
boys end girls dressed up 
to impersonate the five 

'elements sit on the raised 
decorated dais; five stu- 
‘dents recite the verses 
written by Tagore special¬ 
ly for this ceremony as 
propitlaton' invocation of 
the five elements: earth, 
water, fire, wind and sky. 
Vedic mantras, Tagore's 
songs invoking plant life 
and urging neighbourly 
amity between man and 
the world of plants, are 
sung by the choir. The 
sapling are then planted 
and the function con¬ 
cludes with the well- 
known song of Tagore 
which bids godspeed to 
germinating life. 

Debt Prasanna 
Chhatopadhyay 



DRESS CIRCLE 

Left: Just back from his ihh concert 
tour of Europe, $ubroto Roy ChoW' 
dfamry this time had 30 concerts and 
gave eight lectures in nearly three 
dozen cities of West Germany, 
Switzerland, France, England and 
Belgium within a period of nine 
weeks. This time, the tour was spon¬ 
sored by Amnesty International, 
among others, and full houses ' 
wherever this sitarist played 
brought him an advance contract for 
1984. He was accompanied by Asit 
Pal of AIR on the tabla. 

Right: One of the young reporters of The Telegraph was 
recently honoured with the Lions’ international award for 

excellence in journalism (English) "in the service of 
humanity." Barun Ghosh (25, at left) highlighted the plight 
ol 28 luckless girls interned in Presidency Jail, Alipore, in 

his expose, Born In Chains (issue datra 7 May). In an 
appropriate gesture, Barun kept the running shield, but 

donated the entire prize money of Rs 500 to the Soroptim- 
ist International Club of Calcutta, the social welfare 

organisation working for the girls about whom he wrote. 

at Uhl Rgy is familiar to readers of EngUsh 
ntrire for her translation works and her own 

She has received several honours for her- 
' Wc^hwemod abroad. Last fortnight, she was 
' iidlitl^by the Forum: Indian Literature at Raj 
Bhavan».11>egpvemor,MrB.D. Panda, awarded 
hetthecert^icate oi honour and later,; speaking 
idxnit heirnvtni achievements, Ray stressed the 

^euessity of better translation f^nlities.. 
29 
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CALLING £VeRYBObY UNDER 14!! 

You've never had 
something as good 
come your way! 

The Wiz Biz Club Is In full swing now. Thousands of 
children from all over India have already become members of 
the most exclusive newspai^er club In the country! Join their 
fraternity and taste the joy of novelty each week. 

Fill In the form given below, attach a postal order worth 
Rupees five In favour of "The Teiegrapn" and mail it. Or 
better still. Cut out the coupon and bring along the money to 
the office of The Telegraph. The address: 6, Prafulla Sarkar 
Street, Calcutta 700 001. 

join the WIz Biz Club! Join the world of fun! 

Application Form 

Name (in block capitals) Surname. 

First name - ■ - ■ ■ . 

Date of Birth . 
AririrftM 

Name of school you attend 

-Class.-.-. 

Hobblea^ntereSts - . 
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Qose-up is for dose-ups 
Singing undci tiic unibicUa on a iain\ M|jj|||U|M 

cLt\ shaiing smiles slianng gexx! tinii's And 
'vouie tonhdem because vouve u>ed C lose up |^^S|5 

Tianspaient led Close ups two super j|MBp 
wliiten'-*is leave >oiii leeili liieii whitest and us 
special moudwasli keeps vout bieatli its Ireshesi 

So. smile a close up smile .tnd su> confident, 
because after aO,Close up is for close ups 

with 
a great ^ 

new moutliwash 
flavour 

The Toothpaste and Mouthwash in One 

LIMAS CX *58 2416 A QuHHyProduotlv HINDUSTAN LEVen 





PERSONALITY / Gautam Sarkar 

A SOCCER GREAT’S RARE DODBLE 
The captain of IFA’s first division league winners, Mohun Bagan, 
the diminutive linkman has created history on the Maidan this year Donning the jersey of 

either Mohun Began or 
East Bengal is achieve¬ 
ment enough for the 
thousands of footballers 
dotting the Maidan's 

various grounds the year round. To 
captain either side is, naturally, a 
rare honour. To lead both sides is a 
’privilege not granted till this year 
jwhen the 32-year-old, slightly built 

iceptained the amber-and-red eleven 
•of East Bengal. And now, Gautam 
jSarkar has completed this historic 
•season in the most memorable way 
Ipossible; by leading his side to the 
ititle of the gruelling, four-month 
'long first division league of the 
Indian Football Association. 
I Gautam has been one of the coun- 
!try’s leading linkmen for 13 long 
years in the course of which he has 
won laurels aplenty. But he hasn’t 
felt as privileged as in leading 

1(5 5 ,55 kgs) Gautam Sarkar was 
appointed the captain of Mohun 
Bagan. Seven years ago, he had 

Mohun Bagan to the league title this 
year. It is an honour he has sacri¬ 
ficed for and sought. As he says: “I 
left East Bengal in 1977 but from the 
very next year they have been dang¬ 
ling fantastic offers in front of me 
which I have ignored for the simple 
reason that Mohun Bagan has tre¬ 
ated me very well. Even this year 
they came with an offer much better 
than Mohun Bagan's, but money is 
not everything, is it? And then at the 
back of my mind was the thought 
that I could very well become the 
first man to lead both East Bengal 
and Mohun Bagan. 1 decided to stay 
on and have not regretted my deci¬ 
sion since.”. 

Gautam and his club know he had 
enough reason to wonder whether 
he was doing the right thing. For the 
1983 football season had begun dis¬ 
astrously for Mohun Bagan. They 
lost the first two tournaments in 
which they participated—the Fed¬ 
eration Cup at Cannanore and the 
Sanjay Gandhi Memorial Trophy at 

Patna. Criticism was levelled at 
them from all quarters, the chief 
targets being the senior players. It 
iK'as also said that Gautam Sarkar 
was unlucky and hence the deba¬ 
cles. 

Word of this reached Gautam 
which only made him more deter¬ 
mined. “We senior players were 
determined to prove ourselves. We 
knew we had to do It in the leanie 
because that is the championship 
that matters. And Mohun Bagan had 
not won it since 1979," says 
Gautam. 

“In a way, I am thankful to my 
critics. Their criticism made all the 
difference. Our coach, Aroon 
Ghosh, had been branded unlucky 
because he had been unable to win a 
league title in all his years of 
coaching. And when 1 captained. 
East Bengal in 1976 we had failed to 
win the league. All this I was acute¬ 
ly aware of. So I am really happy 
that we have been able to break the 
jinx.” 

Does he think Mohun Bagan have 
been just plain lucky or did they 
deserve to win? Says Gautam: “We 
created the most number of.scoring 
opportunities. That we failed to 
score on most occasions is a diffe¬ 
rent-matter altogether." And his own 
role? “1 am one of the fortunate few 
who have won more titles with my 
team than I have lost. I do not mean, 
to say that I was responsible for 
victory every time but surely a little 
credit is due to me." The critical 
approach and modesty are typical of 
the man vvhose boimdless energy 
has long Been a legend on tm 
Maidan. Born In Asansol on January 8, 

1951, Gautam came to live in 
Calcutta when his father, 

Monoranjan Sarkar, who used to 
work with Indian Telephones, was 
transferred hero. Gautam j^ed a 
feel for the ball at a very early age. 
“My mother told me that whenever I 
saw »ball I used to be attracted to it. 
md ^ould play with it,” he remem¬ 
bers. 

This love for the ball developed' 
and, in course of time, Gautam 
joined the Boranagar Sports Club 



Tackling Pale in Cosmos' match against Mohun Began in 
1977: a memory that lingers 

and started playing in the district 
(24 Parganas) tournaments. In 1964 
he represented the junior district 
side and two years later the senior 
team. The same year (1966) he made 
his debut in the Calcutta league 
when an official of jorabagan Club 
(then playing in the third division) 
spotted him and asked Qautam to 
play for his side. That year proved to 
be one of the turning points in 
Cautam’s career. 

"At that time, every year, a 
tournament was held at the Barrack- 
pore Airport ground in which ail the 
lop players of the Calcutta Maidan 
usect to play. It was there that I got a 
chance to play against them for the 
first time," Gautam reminiscenced. 
Gautam’s striking performance 
prompted talent scouts Amal Sen- 
gupta and N. Mondal to ask him to 
join Eastern Railways. “It was a 
tremendous break for me because I 
got a chance to practise with the top 
players. The following year when 
the team went to play in the inter¬ 
railways tournament, I played seven 
matches in the leagues. So, after a 
year in the third division, I went 
directly into the first division—a 
giant leap forward for me." 

Gautam has not looked back 

since. In 1968 he was. selected to 
represent the junior Bengal side. His 
debut was memorable; "After win¬ 
ning the east zone championship at 
jorhat (Assam) we went to Jabalpur 
and won the all-India cham¬ 
pionship," he recalls. In 1969, 
Gautam joined the Kidderpore Club, 
considered the nursery of Calcutta 
football, and came under the wing of 
coach Achyut Banerjee. It was there 
that Gautam started developing the 
finer points of the game. He began 
playing sc well, especially against 
the big teams, that he got his big 
break within three years when East 
Bengal asked for his services in 
1972. 

“It is the dream of every footballer 
to represent Mohun Bagan pr East 
Bengal. I knev«r the risk I was taking 
when 1 joined East Bengal in 1972. 
They already had two established 
linkmen in Mohan Singh and 
Samaresh Choudhury, who consti¬ 
tuted a formidable pair and had 
played creditably for India. It was a 
thrilling experience to play with 
them and at the same time it was a 
great challenge to make it to the 
team.” 

Gautam got his chance soon: in 

the second half of Uie second match 
in the league. He acquitted him.sell 
so well that he became a regular m 
the side. That year he came cjf age as 
a footballer, passing ttie ultimate 
te.st—playing against Midmn Hagan 
and Mohammedan Sporting--with 
flying colours. Against the latter, he 
even scored the opening goal o) hi.s 
side's 2-0 victory. “1 knew it was an 
important match for me. Had I per¬ 
formed badly in that encounter my 
career might have progressed dif¬ 
ferently,"Gautam acknowledges. 

That year he again came under the 
coaching of P.K. Banerjee with 
whom he had earlier been associ¬ 
ated with in Eastern Railways. 
Gautam gained imrnf?asurably from 
P.K.'s coaching. As he .says: “I 
already had a lot of respect for him 
as a player and soon I wti.s to see 
how he built up our side. He used to 
insist on practice and kept repeating 
that unless we practised we woidd 
not develop our skills. He inspired 
me greatly to develop in me a 
tenacity I never thought 1 had." 

The period 1972-7.'5 can he called 
the East Bengal era in Indian foot- 
bail. Apart from winning the fir.st 
division IFA league successively. 
East Bengal, with P.K. Banerjee as 
coach, annexed nearly all the coun¬ 
try's titles. Gautam was very much a 
valuable part of the side. How did 
they do it? "I think the main reason 
for our success was that we hod 
become a family—so wonderful was 
our understanding." Gautam .still 
remembers his performance against 
two foreign clubs, both from North 
Korea—one in the 1973 IFA Shield 
final and the other in the 1975 DCM 
tournament at Delhi. 

It was also during this period that 
Gautam donned the Indian jersey. In 
1973 he was selected for the junior 
Indian side that went to Teheran 
and the following year he repre¬ 
sented the junior side first at the 
Mordeka tournament and then at the 
Teheran Asian Games. In 1975 he 
went to Medan to play in the Marah 
Halim tournament. And then he was 
mysteriously sidelined. 

In 1976, he had some problems 
with his club. “The team w'as going 
to play in a tournament at Bokaro. It 
is not a first class tournament so the 
best teams do not usually go and 
even if they do, they do not send 
their full side. That year East Bengal 
lost and the entire blame fell on four 
erf us (Sudhir Kamiakar. Tarun Bose, 
Ashoklal Banerjee and Gautam) foi 
not going, and the club suspended 
us,” Gautam remembers. 



Thus Gautam was forced to We had never dreamt of being so only selector to be present through* 
leave the club the following close to Peie that he would hug us out the championship. "Bengal 

^ year. Then began his long asso- and present us with medals. Every- already have a lot of players (14) In 
ciation with Mohun Bagan which thing about that game still lingers the list. How many more do they 
still continues. For Gautam the first on.” want?" Hussain asked. If Bengal 
year itself was memorable—and Then came the Srinagar nationals had. or has, 30 players who are 
with good reason. As he says: “Just in 1978 when he captained Bengal better than their counterparts from 
prior to the IFA Shield we played and won the Santosh Trophy. But other parts of the country, -does It 
against Cosmos who had in their followers of the game In the country mean that all of them are not going 
ranks the greatest player to kick the were shocked when Gautam along to be called for the camp? 
ball ever, Pele. Before the team came with Shyam Thapa and Manash Perhaps this interesting story ab- 
here, they had played matches in Bhattacharya was not called for the out the Marah Halim competition in 
other countries—in other words camp for the Asian Games to be held 1975 may help in solving the mys- 
they were a well prepared side with in Bangkok later that year. The then tery of Gautam’s exclusion. Ahmed 
at least six to seven world class chairman of the selection commit- Hussain had accompanied the team 
players. Some of our players were tee, T.O. Abdullah, who is still one gg gu official Tluoughout the trip he 
pessiinistic and thought we would of the vice presidents of the All- -was seldom with the team or even in 
ose di.sastrously But Pradipdo India Football Federation, is re- the place where the contingent was 

(who had switched as a coach from ported to have said that Gautam was staying Gautam, in his usual 
East Bengal to Mohun Bagan in not included because he was not fashiom spoke aloud about Ahmed 
1976) told us that since the match likely to have made it to the final 18 Hussain’s absence, especially at 
was being played on our home who would go to Bangkok. That was night. On one such occasion, Mr 
ground we had the upper hand, and not only a preposterous statement, Hussain probably heard it all.'The 
this helped a great deal. but a dangerous one. Translated, it effect was apparent as soon as the 

"I think the football Mohun Bagan meant that the selectors had already team returned to India. Gautam was 
played that day will be remembered made up their mind about the final to be called up only thrice in all the 
for a long time. I doubt whether any composition of the team before the intervening years. 
Indian team will be able to repeat camp was held. Then why did they Hone of these were happy asso- 
that performance for many years to go through the farce of a selection .ciations. The first was for the Aga 
come. For me, it was one of the best camp? And how did he know that Khan Cup in Dacca in late 1977, but 
matches in my entire career and a Gautam would not qualify? he had to leave midway so that he 
memory that I will cherish for Another ridiculous statement was could play for Mohun Bagan. After 
long—^rubbing shoulders with Pele. made then by Ahmed Hussain, the that came the Srinagar disaster refer- 

Wlth his parents, a perennial source of encouragement 



red to. 
"I do not know why I was not 

called for the camp. There was some 
talk that it was due to some rude 
behaviour on the ^und, but I 
assure you I never did anything. The 
only consolation could be that they 
thought I was not fit to play for my 
country,” says Gautam. However, 
Gautam was included in the camp at 
Thp last moment because of AICs’ 
insistence, but Gautam quietly de¬ 
clined the invitation, saying he had 
to nurse an injury. 

The next time Gautam was called 
to represent the country was in 1979 
when the team toured West Asia 
and he performed creditably once 
again. Next he was called for the 
Asian Games coaching camp at Salt 
Lake where the much talked-of inci¬ 
dent occurred in which 21 players 
left the camp, Gautam being one of 
them. After that he has been called 
only once. "When the team was 
leaving for Bangkok, in 1981, they 
asked me to join the camp. But my 
father was precariously ill and I 
furnished certificates proving that 
he was seriously ill and asked them 
for permission to join the camp after 
10 days. I asked them to give me a 
chance and to select me only if they 
thought me fit. But unfortunately 
they never did give me the oppor¬ 
tunity,” Gautam rues. 

Gautam was again hopeful that he 
would be considered when the 
Nehru Gold Cup was held in Calcut¬ 
ta in 1982, but again he was dis¬ 
appointed. Yet his achievements are con¬ 

siderable. As a linkman in the 
country's two top teams he 

must have played no less than 700 
matches, an achievement that any¬ 
body would be proud of. To have 
put in 13 years in the demanding 
role of a midfielder is even rarer a 
feat. 

“Yes, it has been a long, long 
time,” says Gautam thoughtfully. 
“Perhaps the main reason why I 
have been able to carry on for such a 
long period is that I am basically a 
determined and tenacious player. I 
try to work as hard as possible and 
that is why, even during the off 
season, I train by myself. And I have 
always had tremendous encourage¬ 
ment from my guru. Swami Swar- 
upananda Paramanghadeb, and 
from my parents. They have always 
urged me to go ahead.” ' 

Gautam is hapj^ with what he 
has achieved. “When 1 was with 
East Ben^, ! was part of what is 
generally luiown as the ‘golden era.’ 

We won nearly all the major tourna¬ 
ments during 1972-75. After I joined 
Mohun Bagan in 1977, we won the 
triple crowm (IFA Shield,'Rovers, 
Durand). After that it has generally 
been the Mohun Bagan era. We have 
won more tournaments than we 
have lost." 

That brought us to the topic of 
retirement. “Frankly, I have not 
thought about it yet," said Gautam. 
“I am not saying that I can go on 
playing forever. There comes a time 
when all players have to hang up 
their boots. But I feel that I can carry 
on for another two years. 1 will carry 
on till the time when I am wanted in 
a side. The day I feel I am becoming 
a liability in the team, 1 will say 
goodbye. 

“I am looking forward to the day 
when some young player will come 
and force me out of the team. I will 
cherish that moment and will teach 
him all that I have learnt during my 
career. When we came into the big 
teams, we had to work really hard to 
find a place in the team. I. think the § resent players, except for a few like 

atyajit Ghosh, Tarun Dey, Bikash 
Panji, Monoiit Das and Krishnendu 
,Roy, lack this determination and 

drive. 
“Unless young players come for¬ 

ward to replace us. Bengal cannot 
stay at the top for long. 1 know that 
India has hardly any position in 
world football. But in India, Bengal 
is .still considered the best. We must 
do everything possible to ensure 
that it stays the same. And for this, it 
is essential that younger players 
come forward and challenge us.” 

“When I joined Mohun Bagan, I 
was known as the ‘East Bengal boy’ 
because of my five-year association 
with the club. But gradually Mohun 
Bagan accepted me and now 1 am 
known as the ‘Mohun Bagan boy,’ 
The club officials have treated me 
well and have given credit where it 
was due, At prB.sent, 1 have no 
thought of leaving the club. If they 
go on treating me as they have in the Bast, 1 will not have any reason to,” 

le then added rather seriously: 
“One cannot predict anything about 
the future. You never know, I might 
even be injured and might have to 
retire before I have planned to. So I 
will take things as they'conie." 
Sarajit Deb 

.Photographs; Nikhil Bhattachaiya 
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Rainbow 

HUNTING THE HILSA 
With the monsoon come the Hilsas. This feature 
shows how they are caught 

After the long haul: a flahtetnan lyith a particularty good catch conslatlng of 
some fine specimen, of Hilea 

THE' very word Hilsa 
holds extraordinary 

appeal for gourmand Ben¬ 
galis who accord it a royal 
stature among fish. 

Every year, between 
June and October, from 
Triveni in Hooghly to Kid- 
derpore in Calcutta at 
least 2500 fishermen with 
over 300 boats are en¬ 
gaged in Hilsa fishing. 

The birth rate of the 
Hilsa, says an elderly 
fisherman with the ex- Eerience of 30 years be- 

ind him, is gradually de¬ 
creasing because of water 
pollution, haphazard 
hunting and lower in¬ 
tensity of high and low 
tides (very important for 
breeding). 

But last year saw a Hilsa 
boom, after 27 years, 
when 16,000 tonnes (an 
all time record) were 
caught. Prices in Calcutta 
came down to Rs 15 a kg. 

According to a spokes¬ 
man of the state fisheries’ 
department this abund¬ 
ance was due to the fact 
that Hilsa could enter in 
large shoals as the silt at 
the bay mouth had gone 
due to increased flow of 
water from the upper re¬ 
gion. 

But the large shoals of 
Hilsa are yet to arrive this 
year in the fresh water 
zone of the Hooghly be¬ 
cause of the late monsoon, 
poor rainfall and sharp 
rise in humidity. As a 
result, prices are still 
steep—upto Ks 30/40 a kg. 

Most Hilsa fishermen 
come from the Noakhali, 
Barishal and Khulna dis¬ 
tricts of Bangladesh. A 
boat carries 6 jto 8 fisher¬ 
men and a ^up leader. 
Throe decades ago the 
number of boats Was only 
75. The four-fold increase 
since has deflated the in¬ 
dividual fisherman's in¬ 
come. 

Initial expenditure' in 
Hilsa fishing is high and is 
hardly recovered on sell¬ 
ing the-catch. . A standard 
size boat costs Rs 10,000. 
Equipping it with net; 



Top: Casting the ‘boya’ 
(anchor); Left: Home with 
a good catch 

and other accessories re¬ 
quires another Ks 15.000. 
Maintenance costs be¬ 
tween Rs 8,000 and Rs 
10,000 a year. 

In contrast, their earn¬ 
ings are uncertain. Each 
boat sails out twice a 
day—at low and high tide. 
If dame luck smiles, the 
catch is large. If not. a 
single fish, or maybe two, 
will be all they bring back 
after five or six hours of 
labour. 

Inevitably, then, most 
Hi Isa fishermen are in 
debt to mahafans. They 
take loans from mahajans 
and are consequently 
compelled to sell their 
catch to them also. Yet, 
they remain basically con¬ 
tented people. Simpie- 
heartbd, god-fearing and 
soft-spoken, they have 

I only one addiction: bidis. 
! Text and photographs: 

Biswaranjan Sarkar 



DRESS CIRCLE 

Left. What were Farooque Shaikh 
and Deepti Naval doing in Calcutta at 
the Victoria Memorial and Eden 
Gardens some ten days back? Shoot¬ 
ing for Koshan Wadhera's Mam Aur 
Men Tanhat, that’s what. The music 
bv )agjit and Chitra Singh was re¬ 
leased many months ago though the 
film IS still being shot. Directed by 
Al-Waheed, a song was picturised at 
the Victoria Memorial and a few 
romantii scenes at the Eden Gar¬ 
dens The unit also visited Chan- 
demagore to shoOl some scenes with 
Farooque and Kalpana Iyer. 

Right: The brothers four (from left to 
right) are fPradip Mukherjee, Prolay 

Mukherjee Or Oipak Mukheijee, 
and Dr Oebasish Mukherjee. Coming 

from a large family, they have five 
sisters, too. The eldest brother is an 
electronics engineer with the Grea¬ 

ter London Council's computer 
education department, the second 

practises cardiology and internal 
medicine in Florida, the third is 

senior planner with a leading firm, 
also in Florida; and the youngest a 

Leverhulme Reseaich Fellow in the 
electrical engineering department of 

another leading firm in the UK. 
Their ties are very strong, yet they 

know precious little about one 
antitner's professions. As one 

brother said: "When we all meet in 
Calcutta annually, there seems no 

time for anything—it’s just one big 
, picnic," 

10 



Above: Nishal Khan, the rising sitai star 
arrived m Cali utta last week after a h(‘< tn 
four-month toui of Europe Aim u and 
Ameru a His perfoiinanr e at the Sinithso 
man, Washington 0 C in one of the must 
prestigious musir festivals in th( USA has 
added another feather m his c np Nishat 
will be performing at iSaia Maiulir on 
September 5 tor a programme piesented b\ 
Behaag and sponsored bv Capstan I liter 
Kings He will be giving acc ompaniment to 
Malavika Sarukkai who will perforin Bhar 
ata Natyam 

Left: Adiudged the best publu ist lor her 
work in Chhut b\ the Bangla ( halai hitra 
Puraskar Samiti at a function at Rabiiidra 
Sadan recently Nita Sarkar proved a point 
in a male dominated iield She is probably 
the only woman cine public ist cum-aitist in 
India She has worked with top film diiei 
tofs like Satyajit Ray and Mrinai Sen as a 
publinst and erti&t and is also thn first 
woman to send tableaux to foreign c ciun 
tries for three successive vears undei the 
sponsorship of British Airways She is 
currently concentrating on the surrealist 
style, often adopting the tantia symbol 



The Information given below 
Is accurate at me tlnw of 
going to preaa 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Avtaar Msuestic (R A Kidwai 
Road 242266), Basusree 
(S P Mukherjee Road, 
476808) Bina (Bidhan Satani, 
341522) Purnasree {Ra|a Rffl 
Kissen Street, 554033)-^ll 3 
sliows Roxy (Chowringhee 
Place 234138)—4 shows 

A tearjerker wor^ se^g, 
the film stars R^esh Khanna, 
Shabana Aami Sachin and 
others 

Bazaar Metro (Chowrtng- 
heeRoad 233541 )-^ shows, 
Basusree (S P Mukherjee 
Road 478808), Bina (Bidhan 
Sarani 341522), Maiastic 
(RA Kidwal Road 242266) 
Purnasree (Raja Raj Kissen 
Street 554033)—noon 

A young woman (Smita 
Patii) nas run away to Bombay 
(rum her parental home in 
Hyderabad in the hope of mar¬ 
rying her lover (Bharat 
Kapoor) but finds hersBtf in 
the position of a keep Tp help 
hemelf she is fori^ to hunt 
for a bride for her lovers mid¬ 
dle aged business associate 
who has returned from the Gulf 
with plenty of money They go 
to Hyderabad and stumble 
across Supriya Pathak a 

SuleMw Deshpande and Supriya Pathak In 'Bazaar' 

Shaikh) The deal is settled 
and that gives an opportunity 
to a journalist friend 
(Naseeruddin Shah) to vent 
his feelings about it all In the 
end Smita herself rebels and 
refuses to marry her lover 

Sagar Sarhadi s first directo 
nal venture deals with a st ong 
story line and Naseer puts in 
an outstanding performance 

Bakaraar Orient (Bentinck 
Street 231917)—4 shows 

Directed by V B Rajendra 
Prasad, the film has Padmini 
Kolhapure Suniay Dutt and 
veteran Ashok Kumar in the 
leading roles Music is by Lax 
mikant Pya'elal 

Bataab Jyoti (Lenin Sarani 
241132)—12 3 6 8 45, Gem 
(Acharya J C Bose Road 
249828)—2 5 15 6 30 Naa/ 
(Lower Chilpur Road 
12 

262773), Liberty (Chlttaranjan 
Avenue, 553046)—4 shows, 
Uttara (Btdhan Sarani 
552200)—^ shows 

The hero lives on a pictures¬ 
que ranch with his mother, 
making a meagre living as a 
farmer A nearby stud farm 
and palace are bought by a 
millionaire who has with him 
an arrogant daughter 

The hero spends the first 
half of the film taming the 
shrew and hen goes 
through the process of falling 
in love The nch father refuses 
to accept the match, but some 
complications later is forced to> 
qive in Then follows another 
dose of villainy, action scenes 
with horses dogs guns and 
fist*. 

Sunny Deol and Amrita 
Singh both make their debuts 
in this film the former with 
great promise the latter with¬ 
out any Well directed by 
Rahul Hawaii 

HImmatwala: Hind (Ganesh 
Chandra Avenue 274259)—4 
shows 

The way to your rival s 
daughters heart is through 
courage So Jeetendra tries 
this ploy to win over Arnjad 
Khan s daughtei Shdevi This 
film IS plugged as the storm¬ 

ing-ln of Snaevi but actually it 
IS a comeback film after the 
box office failure of her Solva 

Jael Hamaart: Society (Cor¬ 
poration Place 241002)—3 

.shows, Kalika (Sadananda 
Road, 478141) 

The hero is featured as a car 
thief and is the long lost son of 
a nch man He is inducted into 
a gang which tries stealing a 
gom sword in the possession 
of hiB father about which he did 
not know On the other side of 
the fence is a young cop who 
IS the lover of the thief s sister 

There is nothing missing in 
this film tights disco dances, 
family melodrama, car chases 
animals and, of course. Silk 
Smitha Leading me caste are 
Rc^nikant, Raaxesh Roshan, 
Anita Raai and Ranjeeta The 
film IS, briefly, the triumph of 
the crude 

Kaaiaeona: Rupbani (Bidhan 
Sarani 553413), Aruna (MG 
Road 359561) and Bharati 
(S P Mukherjee Road, 
474686)-^ 30. 5 30, 8 30 

The film stars Peroze Khan, 
Parveen Babt, Prem Chopra, 
imbaz and Danny 

.Ntkaah: Paradise (iBentinck* 
Street, 235422)—12. 3, 6. 9, 
Talkie Show House (Shibdas 

Bhaduri Street 552270)— 
noon 

B R Chopra directs with 
aplomb 

Soirten. New Cinema (Lenin 
Sarani. 270147)—4 shows 

Some exquisite shots in 
Mauntius are the highlight of 
the film apart from plenty of 
glamour, emotions and war¬ 
drobe 

NEW RELEASES 

Arpan: Opera (Lenin Sarani), 
Grace (MG Road. 241544), 
Ganesh (Upper Chikwr Road, 
332250) 

Directed by J Om Prakash 
and music by Laxmikant 
Pyarelai the film stars Jeeten- 
dra, Reena Roy, Parveen Babi 
and Rai Babbar 

FOREIGN FILMS 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Parts I Love You (A); Metro 
(Chowringhee Road, 
233541)—noon 
The Body (A): Lighthouse 
(Humayun Place, !»1402)— 
12, 3. 6, 830 

This IS a British 



documentary which "tella the 
facta about the hum«i body 
which you and I do not know> 

The central idea is that the 
human body is nothing to be 
ashamed of; in fact, it is some¬ 
thing to be proud of. Various 
scenes and settings are used, 
helped by Vanessa Rdd- 8rave's commentary, to est^ 

th that fact. 

NEW RELEASES 

Rivals (A): Minerva (Chowr- 
inghee Place; 241052)— 4 
shows. 

Joan Hackett, Robert Klein 
and newcomer Scott Jacoby 
star in Krishna Shah’s film, .a 
love story that ends with a 
scream. 
Hey There, It's Yogi Bear: 
Globe (Lindsay Street; 
231769)—4 shows. 

Produced and directed by 
William Hanna and Joseph 
Barbara, screenplay by 
Joseph Barbers, Warren Fos¬ 
ter and William Hanna, the film 
stars Daws Bulter as the voice 
of Yogi Bear and Don Messick 
as the voice of Boo-Boo and 
Ranger Smith. 

The Greek Tycoon: Tiger 
(Chownnghee Road; 
235977)—4 shows. 

The film stars Anthony 
Quinn and Jacqueline Bisset. 

BENGALI FILMS 

REGULAR^HOWS 

Samapti (A): Sree (Bidhan 
Sarani; 551515} & Purabi 
(M.Q. Road; 3^0)-3, 6, 
8.45; Indra'Roy Road; 
471757)—3. 6, 9. 

A young uhool going boy is 
forced to give up his studies 
and go to work. He has a 
conscience, and also looks af¬ 
ter his loving mother, ailing 
father and younger sister. The 
village is controlled by an evil 
zamindar and his slimy son, 
and this forces him to go to 
Calcutta. He becomes a waiter 
in a shady restaurant. He re¬ 
turns to his village with a new 
awareness, lalto back to the 
zamindar and finds love in the 
breast of his childhood friend. 
There Is ateo a subplot involv¬ 
ing the viltage whore and The 
zemindar's son. 

Tapas Pal, Debashres Roy, 
Sumitra Mukher|ee and 
Madhabi Chakraborty lead the 
cast which puts in Indifferent 
performances or indulges in 
hamming. 

MEWJRELEASgB 

Chekh: Mitra (Bidhan Sarani; 
551133), Priya (Rashbehari 

Avenue; 464440)—4 shows; 
Madhuban (Regent Park)—3 
shows. 

The eye symbolises a socie¬ 
ty divided into warring cissses. 
It Is a society where tne official 
laws are bent and twisted to 
senre the interests of the prop¬ 
ertied classes. But the working 
class retains Its fighting spirit 
and its determination to protest 
and resist. The passions that a 
dead man's eyes arouse in the 
fitm symbolise the energy that 
the ideals of a stmggling work¬ 
ing class retain even arter the 
physical death of a revolution¬ 
ary worker. 

It is the spirit of the working 
class that crystallises around 
itself the support of a 
courageous class of liberal 
humanitarians, represented in 
the film by Dr Mukherjee who 
is not cowed down by the 
Emergency and can go on 
Insisting on his right to know 
whose eyes they are and to 
look into the papers. His refus¬ 
al to operate may not be s 
revolutionary act in itself, but 
has a value of its own in the 
perspectives of his class posi¬ 
tion and the times in general. 

Directed by Utpalendi/ 
Chakraborty, the film has won 
national and international 
awards. 

Om Puri, Shyamanand 
Jalan, Anil Chatteriee, Shreela 
Mazumdar and Madhabi 
Chakraborty form the leading 
cast. 

Jabanbandi: Radha (Bidhan 
Sarani; 553045)—2.30, 5.30, 
8.30; Puma (S.P. Mukherjee 
Road; 474567)—3, 6, 9. 

The story is based on the 
entangled family drama of a 
shrewd professional witness 
•who had to prove himself to be 
a person with human flesh and 
blood when hisrown son's trial 
for murder touched his sensi¬ 
tive nerves. 

An authentic story written 
and directed by Pranab Baner- 

the picture has Mohua 
Roychoudnury, Santu Mukher¬ 
jee, Kali Banerjee, Santwana 

Bose and Shekhar Chatterjee 
in the leading roles. 

Sreeradhar Manbhanjan: 
Surasree (Canal West Road: 
353836). Rupam (College 
Street). Aleya (Rashbehari 
Avenue) and Bhabani (Russa 
Road; 461528)—-dll 3 shows. 

Tapati Bhattacharya stars 
as Radha in this musical film 
directed by Sonai Mukherjee 
and music by Kalipada Sen. 

TV 

CALCUTTA 

28 Auouat 
4.00: World of sport. 
5.30: Fbaiuie Him in Hindi. 
7.25: Saptahiki. 
8,45: Focus; A programme on 
current affairs. 
9.15: Aarohl: Light music. 
29 August 
6.34: Chiching phank. 
7.00: Bifnan prasnage: En¬ 
vironment education. 
8.45; Chltramala: Film songs 
in various languages. 
9.15; Aur bni gham hain 
zamana main (12): Serial by 
Reoti Sarwi Sharma. 
30 August 
6.34: Harekarakamba; Tapa- 
ban presented by Uday 
Shankar India Culture Centre. 
Direction; Amala Shankar. 
7.00: Play Mrial: Triahul. 
6.00: Healdi hirsts; Problems of 
vWon. 
f .00: file mulaqaet: An Intar- 
vi0w with Vidyawaff Stokaa. 
9.20: ABC of football (9). Smlu IM(harlas,6rilolNW fioyetieudhury in 'JabanbandT 
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31 Auouflt 
7.00: A programme on Jan- 
mastami ana kirtan. 
8.00: Chitrahar. 
8.45; The Lucy Show (21). 
9.15: A special programme on 
Jannrastaml. 
1 September 
6.34: Industrial programme: 
Documentary on Imitation 
Jwelteiy. 
7.40; CfbItramala (Film songs 
m Bengali). 
'6.45: Places of pilgrimage: 
Jama Masiid. 
9.15: Wildlife (1); By M.A, 
Parthasarathi. 
2 September 
6.45; Khayal; Purabi 
Mukhsr)ee. 
7.40: Sports round up. 
9.15; National programme of 
music: Singh Bandhu. 
3 September 
5.30; Feature In Bengali: 
Chawa Pawa. Cast: Uttam 
Kumar, Suchitra Sen and 
others. 
8.45: The Desert (pait-l); Sci¬ 
ence film. 
9.15: Prashna Manch: Quiz 
programme in Hindi conducted 
fay taxman Tandon. 

RECORDS 

The Australian group Men 
At Work from Melbourne have 
had a meteoric rise to popular¬ 
ity beginning with their 1981 
best selling debut album. Busi¬ 
ness as Usual released by 
CBS. They are on top of the 
US charts and have even won 
a Grammy Award for the best 
new artist of the year. 

Their new wave sound is a 
tight mix of styles borrowed 
mainly from groups such as 
The Police, and Cars. Yet, 
they have worked hard at ttieir 
debut and if you want to add it 
to your rock collection, listen to 
the opening track Who Can It 
Be Now, forward to Down 
Under, and then flip the cas¬ 
sette and hear the last three 
songs. With a dearth of 
memorable rock releases, you 
might as well, since it will 
provide great music to jive to at 
your next party. 

Who Can It Be Now by 
leader Colin Hay, begins with a 
catchy sax intro, very Police¬ 
like which blends into a sing- 
along tune and a wailing sax 
solo—their single which took 
them to the top Australia five. 
The other'Q)2t£^oithy[track on 
side 'A' is the Aussie oriented 
Down Under with a reggae 
beat and packed in with col¬ 
ourful flute touches. 

Side 'B' Is relatively superior 
to 'A' since it contains a variety 
of moods. Be Qood Johnny 
should be popular with te^- 
hoppers, but its Touch The 
14 

Untouchables is the 
best track in the album both 
musically and lyrically. Catch a 
Star, is emotively handled and 
the subsequent Down By the 
Sea is soft and lilting. 

Survivor, Eye of the Tiger: 
The cassette is surviving pure¬ 
ly on the strength of its brilliant 
title track. A gutsy driving rock 
number with a disco-ish beat, it 
succeeds because of an im¬ 
mediately catchy melody line 
very well sung in a difficult, 
extremely high register. The 
track has an effective, though 
not very original or intelligent, 
beginning. 

The rest of the tracks, col¬ 
lectively, are on an inferior 
plane. Though the vocalist is 
the best in the group, his style 
doesn't change and neither 
does his pitching. The num¬ 
bers lack melody; they are all 
heavy rock with distortion units 
on guitars at full blast, heavy- 
handed chord work and drum¬ 
ming. A very poor man's Deep 
Purple.' Short bursts of relief 
are offered on Ever Since the 
World Began, a slow rock 
piece with a piano introduction 
and American Heartbeat, but 
neither can touch The Eye....' 

SPECIAL EVENTS 

28 August: 6.30 pm 
Bohurupee presents its 

latest production Dharmadhar- 
ama, written by Shyamal Sen- 
gupta and directed by Amar 
Ganguly. The main partici¬ 
pants are Kumar Roy, Amar 
Ganguly, Kaliprasad Ghosh, 
Debfosn Ghosh, Tar^ada 
Mukherjee, Soumitra Basu, 
Namita Majumdar and Averse 
Dutta. 

At Academy of Fine Arts gsthedral Road; 444205). 
August: 3 pm tp 8 pm 

Photoexpo and action replay 
on TV of India’s triumph at 

Prudential World Cup by 
Amiya Tarafdar. 

At Academy of Fine Arts 
(Cathedral Road; 444205). 
28 August; 8.30 pm 

Orchid (Lake Gardens) pre¬ 
sents a children's dance dra¬ 
ma Bhim Badh, written by 
Narayan Ganguly and directed 
by Snarmiia Ghosh; and folk 
lore and dances of liidia under 
the direction of Basab Biswas. 

At Sisir Manch (Acharya 
J.C. Bose Road; 441451). 
28 August: 7 pm 

The Theater Cuttack Mrlll 
stage the play Bregel Gate, 
presented by Rabindra Sadan 
Staff Welfare Society. 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road: 449937). 
29 August: 7 pm 

In aid of Society for 
Leprosy, Shanshaptak pre¬ 
sents Sombhu Mitra and Saoli 
Mitra in a programme of recita¬ 
tions and readings from 
selected portions of the drama 
Chand Baniker Pala. 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road; 449937). 
30 August: 6.30 pm 

Shilpi Jajabar presents a 
musical evening with Hemanta 
Mukherjee and Ranu Mukher- 
jee; also Tagore's dance dra¬ 
ma Shapmochan, with Chin- 
moy Chatterjee, BanI Tagore, 
Bhaswati Mukherjee, Mala 
Guhathakurta and Anushila 
Chatterjee in songs, and Asit 
Chatterjee, Anindita Bose, Sii- 
parna Mukherjee, Nirmal Bur- 
man and Aditya Mitra in 
dances. Narration: Debdulal 
Banerjee, Partha Ghosh and 
Gouri Ghosh. 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road; 449937). 
30 August: 6.30 pm 

Current Theatre presents 
Samaresh Basu's Baghinl, 
with Ajitesh Banetjee, Samir 
Majumdar, Ujjal Sengupta, 
Premangshu Basu, Sailen 
Mukherjee, Geeta Karmakar, 
Seemantini Das, Sreela Ma¬ 
jumdar and Sulata Choudhury 
in the leading roles. Direction; 
Samir Majumdar. 

At Rangana (Acharya Pra- 
Tulla Chandra Road; 556846). 

flttu Quha 

31 August: 7 pm 
Sursanchayan and Regent 

King present Ritu Guha in a 
solo recital of Tagore songs. 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road: 449937). 
283 September: 12.30,386 
pm 

Harm) Sur and Saalapadi, 
the two Bengali supernit films 
starring the legendary pair 
Uttam,r Kumar and Suchitra 
Sen, will be screened on the 
2nd ^d 3rd respectively. 

At Sisir Manch (Acharya 
J.C. Bose Road; 44.1451). 

THEATRE 

Aghatan: Rangana (153/2A 
Acharya Prafulla Chandra 
Road: 556846]. 

Written by Biru Mukherjee, 
the play has been directed by 
Gyanesh Mukherjee, and the 
star attraction is the versatile 
Anuo Kumar. 

Susovan, smart, jolty and 
extrovert, marries a school 
teacher, Anita, who is the only 
child of Jitu Sakar, a hardware 
merchant, and Swayangprava, 
a violent-temperea, 'accom¬ 
plished' society lady. 

On an invitation from Dlgbi- 
jay Sigha-Ray, a zamindar, 
Susovan and Anita start for 
Muchkunda-Kundaleswari. At 
the station, Susovan runs Into 
a childhood friend, Santwana. 
They remain so engrossed in 
talk that the train leaves, with 
Anita on it; so they decide to 
travel to Muchkunda in a taxi. 

But Anita, extremely upsvi, 
returns to Calcutta. Swayang¬ 
prava, furious, starts for Much- 
kunda with Anita and Jitu. 
Meanwhile Susovan and Sant¬ 
wana have been forced to put 
up at a remote inn as husband 
and Vrife after the breakdown 
of their taxi. Santwana's hus¬ 
band, Brojeswar, a history pro¬ 
fessor, comes to know and is 
furious, too, but accepts it 
sportingly after Susovan's ex¬ 
planation. 

In the meantime, Swayang¬ 
prava and her party have 
reached the inn and Brojeswar 
tries to pacify everyone. 
Swayar^prava decides to re¬ 
turn alone to Calcutta. Howev¬ 
er, she meets Sadarangalal, a 
social worker and witness to 
the Panthosaia incident. She 
realises that she has been 
made a fool of and heads for 
Muchkunda again with Sadar- 
ang on his motorcycle. An 
accident occurs and they take 
shelter in Harimatar Panthani- 
vas. Susovan and others, 
hearing of the mishap, rush to 
the panthanlvas where every¬ 
thing is sorted out and the 
drama brought to a happy oon- 
.duaion. 



BIbor: Rungmahat (76/IB 
Bidhan SaranI; 551619). 

Tha atory deals with a model 
Neeta who had to loojc after 
the family for her incapacitated 
father. She dreamt of a new 
life since she met Palash. 
Bohemian Palash also turned 
a new leaf after he got to know 

Ranglnl: Circarena (6 Ri^a 
Kissen Street; 557213). 

The play is based on 
Samaresh Base’s BIjon 
Blbhuin. 

Abha, the daughter of a poor 
school teacher, turns. rdown 
lover pop-singer Subeer in 
order to marry Jolly, the only 
!-TaTi*a1»JITTWa^nJTaJTt [TaTTiJiTTtUiiTn 1 

Neeta loved each other they 
did not have faith in one 
another. They could not accept 
each other as an independent 
entity and thereby suffered 
from pangs of primitive 
Jealousy. Their bouts of love 
were followed by fits of fight¬ 
ing. And during one such fit of 
g^uarrel, the primitive man in 
Palash comes out of the cave. 

Subhendu Chatterjee and 
Subrata Chatterjee along with 
Santosh Dutta, Saikat Pak- 
rashi and Tapati Bhattacharya 
form the leading cast in this 
play directed by Samar 
Mukherjee from samaresh 
Basu’s story. 

Mailika: Kashi Biswanath 
Manch (20/2C Canal West 
Road; 355598). 

The play, directed by 
Qyanesn Mukherjee from 
Jarasandha's stoiy, has Sabitri 
Chatterjee and Sarbendra in 
the leading roles. 
Nahabat: Tapan Theatre (37A 
& 37B Sadananda Road; 
425471). 

Directed by Satya Bando- 
padhyay, this play is regularly 
being staged for th^ past siif 

.years and more. 

Sir J.C. Majumdar. But her 
dream. of building a home 
with a loving partner is shat¬ 
tered when she realises that 
she is married to the licentious 
son of a greedy, lusty pervert. 
Ultimately, Sir J.C. who from 
the very beginning had 
opposed their marriage tries to 
kill Abha end her son, little 
knowing that he himself is 
hunted by his mistress niece 
Jaya who wants to avenge her 
i^mother's death. 

The leading artistes are 
Haradhan Banerjee, Saiien 
Mukherjee, Samar Mukhenee, 
Srirup Mitra, Jayasree Sen, 
Aloka Ganguly, Geeta Karma- 
kar, Geeta Day, Debika Mitra 
and Miss Shefali. 

Samadhan: Star (79/3/4 
Bidhan Sarani; 551139/40/ 
4077). 

The story centres around 
Arati who lived with her mater¬ 
nal uncle Binode, aunt Kamata 
and grandfather Satyaprasan- 
na. They lived in harmony till 
Kamala's niece Rekha comes 
to stay for her B A exams. 
Daughter of rich parents, 
Rekha continues her lifestyle 
even at her not sp well off 

aunt's. Trouble starts when 
after paying Rekha’s examina¬ 
tion fees, Ramala runs out of 
money. To complicate matters, 
Rekha makes advances to 
Manoj, a rising doctor intended 
to be Arati's groom. However, 
all ihe complications are 

solved aniicably. 
Ranjitmull Kankaria directs 

ithis family drama which has 
Mahendra Gupta, Kail Baner¬ 
jee, Haridhan Mukherjee, 
kalyani Mondol. Manju Cnak- 
raboty and prasenjit in the 
leading roles. 

Sreematl Bhayankarl: Bijon 
Theatre (5A Raja Raj Kissen 
Street; 558402). 

Based on Tha Taming ottha 
Shraw, the play centres 
around two sisters. Dolon, the 
elder, screams, beats and 
chases her suitors away. The 
widower father has by now 
given up all matrimonial ex¬ 
pectations with regard to her. 
But, to the consternation of ail, 
a tough young man named 
Prolay takes up the challenge. 
He marries Dolon, having 
asked and received a dowry or 
Rs 60,000, and takes her to his 
.home in Jabaipur. 

Meanwhile, tha sweet- 
tempered Jhulan has three- 
suitors. Two of them disguise 
themselves as old men and 
teach her music and other 
things, but are ultimately found 
out, The shrewd father, want¬ 
ing to recover the Rs 60,000, 
says that whoever gives him 
the sum can marry the girl, 
which one of the suitors 
promptly does. At the wedding 
Prolay demonstrates, in a con¬ 
test, that Dolon is the most 
obedient and pleaSIant wife 
and that the shrew has truly 
been tamed. 

) 



LIMELIGHT / Monica Lakhmna 

QUEST FOR THE Tim 
Picked the second runner-up in the Miss India 
contest, she represented the country in the 
Miss Asia Quest ’83 in Manila recently 
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Girls will be girls. Especially pret¬ 
ty ones. 

And had Monica Lakhmna won 
a position in the Miss Asia Quest 
1983 in Manila last month, she 
would have been in eminent com- Eany. Hie two previous Indian glitter girls to 

ave won the Asian tiara are Zeenat Aman 
(1970) in the third year of the beauty pageant 
and Tara Ann Fonseca three years later. 

Monica was the only regional runner-up 
(Miss Calcutta] to go into the second round of 
the Miss India 1983 finals in Bombay, spon¬ 
sored by Femino. She ended up as the second 
runner-up to Rekha Hande (Miss Bangalore), 
who has been a winner five times before, and 
Sweety Grewal (Miss Delhi). While the first 
two represent India in the Miss Universe and 
Miss World contests, respectively, Monica (20) 
wore the Sari-and-sash at Manila. 

“Nowhere is the wealth of the Orient and the 
Pacific more exemplified,” says the official 
brochure of the Phllippinos organisers, “than 
by a showcase of the most charming, talented 
women...This is a fusion of nations. This is 



Miss Asia Quest 1983.” Miss Philippines, Gloria 
Monica, as one of the “most allur- Dimayacyac (18), a fashion model 

ing ladies this side of the globe,” as and student of foreign service with 
the President of Miss Asia Quest, endowments reading 5' 5", lOS lbs 
Inc, Mr Leandro D. Enriquez, said in and 34>23V2-35>/2. Gloria became the 
his message, went with determina- second Filipina to w'in the hon- 
tion more than trepidation to win ours—and 50,000 pesos (Rs 50,000). 
the Asian crown. Only, she went Last year’s winner was also Miss 
with a determination of the other Philippines, equalling India’s re- 
kind. She was determined to win on cord though still one behind leaders 
merit alone and was determined not Australia, 
to ‘‘compromise.” She wanted the So many feline contenders for the 
glitter, all right, but not through the stardust must have made the atmos- 
grime often pasted behind it. And phere somewhat electric, I sug- 
thereby hangs Monica’s tale of de- gested. “Not really,” replied Moni- 
feat, a beauty contestant’s tale of ca. ’’They’re all very friendly. Every- 
triumph. thing starts after the pageant is over: 

Described as a “willowy Sikh” by the bitching, the nastiness, the 
the organisers, this olive complex- barbs. Everyone feels that justice 
ioned Loreto College student of was not done. After the Prejudging 
education and history is as out- and preview trends, she was natur- 
standing a beauty as they come. ally very disappointed with the re- 
With statistics that can send you suits. But she was reluctant to talk 
reeling (35-24-35), Monica is 120 lbs about it lest it be taken as sour 
of dynamite tightly wrapped in a grapes. “My disappointment was 
lissome frame of five feet and six more from the fact that the actual 
inches (without heels). winner walked in from the blue. 

Joe Quirino, the TV host of the Even the audience dissolved almost 
popular Seeing Stars and one of the immediately after the results—there 
most respected journalists in Man- was such a lukewarm response to 
ila, page-oned a preview of the the announcements. Had Miss New 
contest in the Times Mirror thus: Zealand won, very few would have 
“Although the odds-on favourite to minded.” 
win the crown is Israel’s Dorit According to Monica, Joanna 
Kadosh...three others are her stiffest Jones (22) was by far the best in 
competitors; India’s Monica Lakh- every way: a stunning face, perfect 
mna, Guam’s Monica Baza and Tur-' figure (5' 10". 133 lbs, 34-24-35) and 
key's Nazan Saatci." The Prejudging outstanding in the interviews, 
of the 14 contestants was done by 15 “Everyone was surprised that she 
judges at the Philippines Plaza didn’t win although she came in 
Hotel and Monica was a very prob- third,” said Monica. “I mean, one 
able wiiuier till then. The signifi- doesn’t mind losing if it’s to the 
cance of this lies in that 75 per cent right person, but one does feel upset 
of the marks are scored here. “But in if one loses to someone who is 
the Beauty Pageant later, God knows, generally considered a non-winner, 
what happened, I was. nowhere in Anyway, it isn’t the end of the 
the picture!” said an understand- world. I’m not heartbroken or any- 
ably foxed Monica. The winner was' thing like that.” 

Tb« woman who would be queen: Monica Lakhmna with other 
conteetama at Manila 

What were her immediate feelings 
when she realised, on the ramp, that 
she had receded tp the back^ound? 
“I remained perfectly still though I 
couldn’t keep the smile on any¬ 
more,” she laughed. “In a way I felt 
complimented when the President 
himself told my mother that I prob¬ 
ably lost because I was considered 
too conventional, too snobbish and 
too much of a prude by standards 
there. He also said I wouldn’t have 
been able to handle the next two 
months’ programmes by myself, had 
I won. It’s amazing, the things one 
saw there. But I must add that we 
were very well looked after a.nd it 
was great fun. It was a 25-day ego 
tr^.” 

While she found Miss New Zea¬ 
land ‘^a real darling," she pin¬ 
pointed Miss Turkey as “the fastest 
ot the lot, followed by Miss Thai¬ 
land and Miss Israel.” All four fi¬ 
gured in the list of five finalists. 
“But,” she added hesitantly. “Miss 
Philippines left ali of them far be¬ 
hind. Hardly any of the contestants 
had chaperones with them; and the 
Filipinos are really too much. They 
don’t waste a second and get too 
familiar too quickly. They’ll put you 
in all sorts of embarrassing situa¬ 
tions. Even before you have stepped 
on their soil, they'll ask you if you 
have boyfriends and chuckle that 
Indian boys must be blind or some¬ 
thing. They’ll ask if anyone has 
already proposed to you almost be¬ 
fore you’ve been introduced tp 
them. You talk about the American 
male? The Filipinos have outstrip¬ 
ped them. The Americans are frank 
and if you’re game, fine. But, other¬ 
wise, they look the other way. But 
these Filipinos....! 

“They might have thought that 
mother was very strict with me. But. 
actually. I’m very strict with myself. 
And they know nothing about India 
there. They think Indira Gandhi is 
the daughter of Mahatma Gandhi 
and India is the land of floods and 
bride burning. We were all the time 
roaming around in shorts and things 
like that', presented to us by spon¬ 
sors. But I refused to sit in my 
swimsuit in 'those’ kind of poses. I 
refused any shot without my ‘India’ 
sash covering me. I didn't want to 
bend to conquer” 

Monica’s quest for the Asian tiara 
is over. But would she'take another 
go? "Never,” she said firmly. “Never 
again at the Miss Asia.” 

Text and photographs: 
Anil Grover 



TALKING SHOP / Mantu Chakrabarty 

A LEADING MAN OF ^SMALL’ LETTERS 
,1 , ... . ... „ . „.— .. , . 

Never before has so much been contained in so little, thanks to ‘micro-art’ 

POSTCARDS, on an average, have 
space enough for about 150 

words, an address and a postage 
stamp. Imagine llie shocked face of 
the ioca! po.stman if all 150 words 
are written on the back of the post¬ 
age .stamp itself, along with the 
address, and desposited in the mail¬ 
box for deliverv. And yet, this im¬ 
probable situation is made possible 
l)y the finely developed micro-art of 
Mr Mantu (’hakrabartv, a resident of 
Chanipahafi village in 24 Farganas. 

Mr Chakrabartv (38) can be called 
India's leading man of ‘small’ let¬ 
ters, having decided to specialise in 
the uninne sphere of calligraphy 
which makes a molehill out of a 
mountain. His passion for the mic- 
rocosinic aspect of writing and 
drawing started at the end of his 
schooldavs when he wrote Prasna. a 
poem by Rabindranath Tagore, in its 
entirety on a dried cucumber seed. 
However, he remained dissatisfied 
with just trails'.rilling alphabets 
onto a minute writing surface. He 
wanted to develop his artistic poten¬ 
tial to the hilt and so he fiwitched to 
microscopic drawings instead of let¬ 
tering 

Tndav. Mr Chakrabarty has come 
a long way from his excited begin¬ 
nings as a schoolboy. Some of his 
extant works are a portrait of the full 
figure of the goddess Saraswati 
(etched on a rice grain) and another 
portrait of the goddess of learning 
on a ininute«three millimetre long. 

Mantu Chakrabarty 

conch-shell. Of course, the finest 
piece in his collection is the Taj 
Mahal, outlined on a poppy seed. 

Recognition of his talents has 
been on a much larger scale than his 
works, says Mr Chakrabarty. 
“Almost all the states of India have 
sent me a token amount by way of 
grants and I am grateful to them and 
all other well-wishers,’’ he adds. “In 
fact, such recognition, from the most 
unlikely .sources, has helped inspire 
me in difficult times." It may be 
mentioned that Queen Elizabeth II 
and ex-President of the United' 
.States, Mr Gerald Ford, have also 
sent messages of appreciation to Mr 
Chakrabarty. 

However, the pecuniary aspect of 
this artist’s condition remains de¬ 
pressing. He is a practising 
homeopath and the nominal fees he 
charges are barely enough to sup¬ 
port his wife and three children. 
Free of acrimony about his finances 
and the lack of governmental sup¬ 
port, despite approaches to the de¬ 
partment of education, he empha¬ 
sises that he is full of vigour and 
onthusiani. Since this same depart¬ 
ment has promised him financial 
support by the time he is 58 years 
old, he will need all the stamina he 
has to hold out for another 20 vears. 

Mr Chakrabarty is all praise for 
the curiosity of the people of Calcut¬ 
ta. According to him. they are full of 
inquisitiveness and support for his 
art and an exhibition he held in 
1978 bn the grounds facing the Birla 
Planetaiium was well-attended. 
Furthermore, the Indian Museum 
wanted to purchase his collection 
but had to give up its efforts to do so 
in the face of Mr Chakrabarty’s 
reluctance to part w'ith his creations. 

The artist as ambassador is a 
welcome sight anywhere in the 
world and it is heartening to learn 
that Mr Chakrabarty gifted two of 
his portraits on rice grains, those 
Rabindranath Tagore and V.I.Lenin, 
to the Indo-Soviet Friendship Socie¬ 
ty. 

Santi Kumar Das 
PhiMograplu: Aloke Mitra 

tj* 
The Taj on a poppy seed l^oyal appreciation Siutiewati on a rice grain. 



QUIZ / Neil O’Brien 
Gautam Ghosh re¬ 
ports on the 4th 
Argus Plate Quiz 
held at the 
Dalhousie Insti¬ 
tute. "This quiz is 
basically meant to 
encourage the les¬ 
ser lights, by mak¬ 
ing previous win¬ 
es well as winners 

of other “open" AQUO quizzes over 
the last three years ineligible for 
participation. Despite the ab.sence of 
many of the top Calcutta teams, the 
general .standard was uniformly 
high and the competition, by and 
large, razor keen." 

“Two gruelling elimination 
rounds were held from each of 
which four teams qualified for the 
finals. The eight teams who lined up 
for the final were {in order of sea¬ 
ting); Moneychangers, IIT Kharag¬ 
pur, Soup, Loaning Bin, Chatur- 
mukh. Help, Vulnergbles, Argus 
'A'.” 

“From the very outset a ding-dong 
battle ensued between Chaturmukh 
and Vulnerables for the top hon¬ 
ours. Chaturmukh took a quick lead, 
scoring particularly well in the 
visual round, only to be overtaken 
by Vulnerables midway through the 
first half. At the interval, the scores 
of the top four teams were: Vulner¬ 
ables ISV,!, Chaturmukh 16, Soup 
12, IIT Kharagpur 7‘/2." 

“Vulnerables maintained their 
slender lead virtually throughout 
the second half. However, jn the 

second audio round, with only two 
rounds to go, Chaturmukh secured 
three points to overtake Vulner¬ 
ables. Once again the contest was 
wide open with Chaturmukh on 25, 
Vulnerables on 24 and Soiip with 
21. also within striking distance. 
During the last two rounds, howev¬ 
er. it was Vulnerables all the way, 
securing four points in the penulti¬ 
mate round and two in the final 
round to finish on top with 30 

11th ChiMtion: What 
It tha profaaalon of an 
acdyalaat? (Slddhar- 
tha Lahlrl, Oilcutta) 
Ana: “A atrlp-teaae 
artlat. Prom ‘Ecdy- 
ala’—a zoological 

tarm for caating off the outer akin or 
aheli by certain animals and rep- 
tilea.’’ 
(The atory goea that the American 
author H.L. Mencken coined a “dlg- 
nltlad” word for a atrippar as a 
gallant reaponae to a atrlp-taase 
artlat who aakad him to do ao.— 
O’B.) 

points. Chaturmukh could not add 
to their score and had to remain 
content with the second spot. Soup 
finished a strong third with 22 
points. IIT Kharagpur, the only out- 
station team, were fourth." 

"Vulnerables, a y.oung team, were 
represented by Saurav Sen, Arpan 
Cuba, Ravi Subramaniam and 
Samantak Das. Congratulations, 
Vulnerables, and better luck in the 
next Argus Plate, Chaturmukh and 

the others.” 
"The Quiz Masters, Brian Cecil 

and Kabir Sen, did a commendable 
job in what was their maiden effort 
in an AQUO quiz. They were able to 
retain the attention of the partici¬ 
pants and the audience throughout 
the quiz, with broad-based and in¬ 
teresting questions." 

“A word of praise is due to the 
enthusiastic audience who braved 
heavy rain, high humidity and prot¬ 
racted power cuts to encourage the 
teams by their presence." 

Samir Soota, Calcutta-29 knows 
that although most countries cele¬ 
brate Labour Day on 1 May, in the 
USA it is celebrated on the first 
Monday in September. He would 
like to know why. 

Although declared a national 
holiday in 1894, the US Labour Day 
was inaugurated in 1882 by the 
Knights of Labor, an American 
labour organisation. May Day was 
first declared a holiday in 1888 by 
the Second Socialist International. 
The first May Day celebration, com¬ 
plete with parades and speeches, 
was held in Paris that year. 

Postscript: Owing to unavoidable 
circumstances we have been unable 
to contact some winners of the 11th 
Question competition. We apologise 
and request those winners who have 
not heard from us to please let us 
know. Also write clearly on the 
envelope or postcard ‘11th Question 
Winner’. 

QUESTIONS_ 
1. What is special about the film There’s One Born 

Every Minute? (Mihir Pal, Barasat) 
2. What is Turkish Delight? (Gautam Mukherjee, 

Calcutta-29} 
3. What is the kiss of life? (AmalKr. Das. Calcutta- 

15) 
4. Who introduced the term ‘rock-n-roll’? (Gautam 

Karar, Calcutta-36) 
5. What is ‘deja vu’? (Elizabeth Shah, Calcutta-39) 
6. In World War 11, what was the Hump? (Abhik 

Mazumdar, Calcutta-29) 
7. Which two republics of the USSR are members 

of the UNO? (J.C. Choudhury, Calcutta-38) 
8. Which is the world’s tallest lighthouse? (Arun 

Karmakar, Calcutta-9) 
9. What is Hu La? (Dhamen Kangjamcha, Imphal) 

10. Whose portrait is believed to be the Mona Lisa? 
(Manideepa Neogi, Calcutta-50) 

Answer to SHOOT OUT ' 
13 six times and 11 twice gives an exact score of 100. 
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Inner Eye 

NEXT SEVEN DAYS 
FROM AUGUST 28 TO SEPTEMBER 3 

BIRTHDAYS 
August 28 
Your energy, initiative and 
business acumen wilt help to 
surmount successfully many of 
the difficulties besetting you. 
New friends and congenial a associations are sche- 

aiso the success of 
children. 

RIES 
Mw 21-Apr 20 

Many perplexing 
problems beset your 

path during the first four days. 
Courage, faith and fortitude 
wilt help to surmount the diffi' 
cutties. Be tactful and circums¬ 
pect in dealing with those in 
authority. Good fortune is fore¬ 
seen through some travel. 
Watch your health. 

EO 
July 23-Auo 22 

A favourable week 
for courtship, but fi¬ 

nance should be well main¬ 
tained. Some happiness 
eventuates, and children and 
intellectual pursuits are well 
signified. A sudden change of 
place is probable. An impor¬ 
tant Journey is likeiy in the near 
future. 

AGiTTARlUS 
Nov 22-D«C 22 

' Exceptional good 
fortune will be your 

portion. Those in authority are 
likely to prove helpful. An ex¬ 
cellent weak for military, erl- 
gineering and ultra-modern 
concerns. Seaet matters are 
well signified. Young people 
and intellectuals will contribute 
to your success. 

AURUS V IRGO 

T Apr 21-May 22 Aug 23-S«pt 22 
m The week is indk»- Domestic, social 

tive of sustained affairs, love and cor- 
good tuck and happiness. Util¬ 
ise these stellar influences to 
achieve your goals. Watch 
your profession closely. Health 
may need extra care. Much will 
dec^d on vitality. Womenfolk 
will prove generally helpful. 
Travel if necessary. 

respondenca are well signified 
this week. Give importance to 
domestic issues. A secret mat¬ 
ter will progress well and unex¬ 
pected good fortune comes 
your way. A sudden change of 
plAbe ts like^. Sofhe travel is 
also foreseen. 

APRICORN 
Dac 23-J«n 20 

A mixed gnil por¬ 
tents professional 

worries. Eschew new ven¬ 
tures. Deal tactfully with elders 
and employers. Safeguard 
your and your family's health. 
Endeavour to curb the spirit of 
discontent now pen/ading you. 
Refrain from unnecessary 
risks. 

EMINI 
May 23-Juns 21 

Favourable and 
sweet memories 

presage financial expansion 
with much help from elders 
and high officials. Domestic, 
love and social activities are 
best deferred. Gifts are in store 
for womenfolk. An enjoyable 
travel is presaged. Apply your 
energy to business. 

IBRA 
Sapt 23-Oct 22 

Your good fortune 
keeps Increasing, 

despite separation or threat of 
estrangement from a close 
associate. Expedite all busi¬ 
ness opportunities to the full. 
Make changes if desired. Be 
tactful and circumspect in 
dealings arith your employer, 
friends and the opposite sex. 

QUARiUS 
/A Jan 21-rab 20 

Your week will be 
- intensely active. 

Success crowns all your 
efforts, whether financial, per¬ 
sonal or social. Valuable new 
friendshbs are foreseen. Chil¬ 
dren will contribute to your 
happiness. Make the most of 
the excellent vibrations now 
operating in all spheres. 

ANGER CORPIO 
June 22-July 22 Od 23-Noy 21 P 
A favourable week Mar Stellar portents 
for making progress. strongly favour Intel- 

and marriage are well signi¬ 
fied, as also the health of seif 
and womenfolk. Your family 
will acquire expensive clothes 
and ornaments. Financial 
affairs are likeiy to improve 
rather unexpectedly 

warn against prodigality and 
gambling. Courtship and love 
are best deferred, inheritance 
is likely and health improves. 
Seize oppotunities for 
advancement and financial 
success. 

ISCES 
FM 21-Mw 20 

A persohal dis¬ 
appointment will be 

ment. wtter health, travel and 
new friends are indicated. Do 
not squander on luxury and 
worthless friends. Pursue all 
correspondence carefully. 
Speak and act upon the advice 
of elders. 

SUGGESTIONS LUCKY NUMBER AND COLOURS 
SUNDAY — ' ni ' 1 ■ AUGUST 28 8. BLUE 
MONDAY — ’ TI'T'"! AUGUST 28 B RED 
TUESDAY AUGUST 30 10 YBXOW 

WEONESJAY ■■■MKEOSiZai AUGUST 31 1 

THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 1 3 GREY 
FRIDAY DOMSSTIC AFPAM SEPTEMeER 2 4 OmCEN 

SATURDAY SFORTa SEPTEMBER 3 2 WMTE 

August 29 
Materially, your year promises 
to be exceptionally successful 
despite some disputes but 
caution in dealings with the 
opposite sex is advised. Gain 
will be attended by heavy ex¬ 
penditure, perhaps involving 
litigation. You may expect an 
eventful year. 

August 30 
Your anniversary is well au¬ 
gured provided expenditure is 
controlled. In chances tor busi¬ 
ness expansion act upon your 
own intuition but endeavour to 
get full value for money. 

August 31 
Important, unexpected and be¬ 
neficial changes in profession 
are presagea. Utilise your in¬ 
creased energy and initiative. 
Promotion or other recognition 
and increased business activi¬ 
ties are prognosticated. 

Saptembsr 1 
Your fortunes revive in unex¬ 
pected ways. Property and 
speculation are well signified. 
Health o' womenfolk, perhaps 
an elder, will need care Con¬ 
centrate on business expan¬ 
sion and make changes ir de¬ 
sired. A pleasant financial sur¬ 
prise awaits in early 1984. 

September 2 
Favourable and unfavourable 
influences presage financial 
expansion, including much 
help from elders and young 
people, but accompanied by 
anxiety, difficulties and a dis¬ 
appointment before the 
yearend. Deal tactfully with 
those in authority. Forge 
ahead with all your projects. 

September 3 
Concentrate on business ex¬ 
pansion rather than courtship, 
marriage and social activities. 
Your affairs prosper, elderly 
relatives, employers and stran¬ 
gers aiding you. Your financial 
position improves, inheritance 
Being likely. Refrain from spe¬ 
culation and extravagance. 

M.B. RAMAN 
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WONDERLAND 

rJ JUST A MINUTE 

By Shamlu Dudeja 

SHOOT OUT 
This is an old Bagatelle indeed. What is the minimum 
number of shots required to get exactly 100? 
(The same number can be scored more than once) 

SOLUTIONS 
AeroM: 2 Puffin 5 Ham 
6 Ticket 7 Pier 10 Rain 
11 Jockey 12 Ivy 13 
Rafter 
Down: 1 Latin 3 Factory 
4 Note 6 Trinket 8 Sieve 
9 Ajar 

Barter Bank 
Jf you read an item in this 
page that you ivish to re¬ 
spond to, please write in 
to Barter Bank, c/o The 
TamiHAPH Colour Maga¬ 
zine. 6 Prafuila Sarkar 
Street. Calculta-700001. 
Also, if you wish to ent$r 
an item in this coJumn. 
p/ease write in with de- 
tails to the address given 
above. We shall inform 
\’ou of responses to your 
insertions by post. 

• TapaHveordar: I have a 
tape-recorder (National 
Panasonic, japan) worth 
around Rs 1.000. I would 
like to exchange it for a 
foreign electronic camera 
(35 mm) of equal value. 
Please write to Sushil 
Agarwal. 
• Books: I have lots of 
English novels and com¬ 
ics which I would like to 
exchange for a pair of 
skates, or foreign curren¬ 
cy. Please contact San jay 
Agarwal. 
• Records: I want to ex¬ 
change records by Boney 
M. johny Wakelin, Frank 
Sinatra, Neil Diamond, 
Diana Ross and Chic and 
the Soturduy Night Fever 
and Grease albums for 
other recordt. Contact 
Ajay Sinha. 
• Stamps: I have about 20 
stamps’from Nepal. Gha¬ 
na. Italy and Poland 
which 1 would like to ex¬ 
change for coins from Ger¬ 
many. USSR. Poland and 
Brazil. Cuntact Shomik 
Sengupta. 
s Comics: 1 offer Red 
Rackhdms Tieosure in re¬ 
turn for Tintin and the 
Lake of Sharks or Cigars 

■of the Pharoah. Writs to 
;Sudip Ghosh. 
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3][iDiroo#[rW[}DD[rI]f 
-by liftl Kaufman- 

• HAL'S PALSI 
Dear Hal: To aavo 
enargy, I would likia 
to rapiaea tha agita¬ 
tor in my washing 
machina with a llva 
octopus. Whara can 
I gat mora informa¬ 
tion on this? Daar 
Pal: Try a manual of 
arms. 

MYSTERY BARRELS 
Fivo of the barrets 
ssid9 contain cider 
and one contains vine¬ 
gar. If two of the bar¬ 
rels containing cider 
total 33 gallons, and 
three of the remaining 
barrels containing cid¬ 
er total 66 gallons, 
which of the six barrels 
contains vinegar? 

Hint: Once you've 
found the barrels in¬ 
volved in the first 
amount, finding the 
barrels involved In the 
second amount is 
simply a matter of eli¬ 
mination. 

Give it a try. 
Jl6tU{A 

•Ml SUIVIUOP iSJjsq U0iit6<0z •HI 

ON THE NOSE! Which cm*cf tour tskM tlw toll toNw 
noM of tto trainod aaal abovof Wt'll tot yw docMo. 

a Sum Funi Think of number. Add tha naxt 
consecutive number. Add nine. Divide by two. 
Subtract tha original number. Add six. Answer is 
below. 
a Riddle-Me-ThisI How did the farmer transport 
his cows? In a moo-ving van. What did the grave 
robbers wear on '.heir feet? Ghoul-oshes. 

HOC US-FOCUS 

CAN YOU TKUtT YOUR EYIST Itora ara at toaW six dHtar- 
oaaas la drsudai dalalls hatoaaa tap aad bottom aaaals. Haw 
aotaMy caa yes Had ItomT Chock aaswors wHh Hisaa totow. 

SKY HIGHI Add colors noatly to tto sky-divine scono abovoi 
1—Rod. 2—U. bluo. 3—Yollow. a-Lt. brown. 5—Fiosh. t—Ok. pvr- 
pio. 7—Ok. brown s—Ok. bluo. 9—Dk. groon. 10—Blaek. 

SPELLBINDER 
SCORE 10 points tor using all tto 
tottars In tto word bolow to form 
two comptoto words; 

PROPOSAL 

-sunuui ti ntto *wMn -* iwmuip •* wm sui.i««tM '< 
•l MSH '»-SuiMtui n «diu< X i| uiiy s tuwsHip •« j|fH 'I '.msumpmio 

THEN SCOTS 2 points oach tor alt 
words of four lottors or moro 
found among tto lottors. 

Try to leoro at toast M pahns. 
-MOi ‘iwi :UMJSt«W nsItlM 



mics 
USA, PIP >OUI? {PASPY '>^5, 

WE OPULPHAVt I BUT NOT 
SLU/MBER PARTWiONISHT' 

T VOUI? HOlJAFg 
.P'-P 

ARCHIE 
^ WHEN THEf?E'S ^ 
24 INCHES OF SNOW 

IN HONOLULU/ J 

r- 

♦f'4- 

;i All our folks turneo 
tHUAlBS POWN ON HOSTINO 
OUR SLUMBER RARTY/ THEY 
$AJP IT'P BE TOO NOISY.' 

Pm 

4% . 

" V * —. I 

NO SWEAT BETTY.' A 
MY RAP HAS A TRAIL£R J 
UP AT THE LAKE.'HE <. 
SAIP MY FRIENPS ANPI) 
CAN USE IT r-T'- 
ANYTIME.' y/jUOHEAP,' 
-V /-^ / VOU’RE THE 

GREATEST." 

CANT TOU WAIT 
TO REPOSSESS 

^ IT?I PONT 
1 HAVE THE 
L MONEY NOW.' 

THAT'S OPP.' IT FEELS 
LIKE WE'RE MOVING.' NO- 

WAIT- WE'RE STOPPING/ 

4' 
I- 

'v v ■ •, t ■ . .. 
V'4 ^V'' , ; ’‘*1 

HEV, GIRLS, WAKE UP/ 
COME OUTSIPE ANP 
LOOK AT THIS.' 

mj /n ^ 

life 
I >■ 

■' A 

V 

ft ' I 

9) J 

HEYf mirr COME BACK! 
■ ■' -■■ yr.r.ivituf^^'i 

iV 

' ■ ’ij A 

GOOP NEWS, GIRLS.'r ONLY 
I EKaAINEP EVERY- /TEMPDRARILV- 
THING ANP VOU'REy WE'LL BE RIGHT 
FREE TO 60!Jr BACK IN, AFTER 

yOa.SET TOURS. 



JULIET JONES 
TrtORf^LL FVfe 

rfOUfV.yiHENHB V/AlOffi 
ufj tie mnsLE ofj Vie 
ffteoftr T»PB OF iicMM THe 
CWPBF WHO fiOT Uf UP/ atmep who aer Uf 

■'ifA 

m 

HOW MKHTT 
CAWViau.7 AiH'T 
WHe aoiHO TO ecr 
WU^CIQUP> J 
«OM(JV7 wC 

r«He 
FKOMiseP 

TO A#K NO 
aueariOH^ 

HOW^ 
LAren. 

By Stan Drakt 
POLL OP IHBfCe 

CAwreeu., ru p 
TUB PACKA&B A 
•men TAK* OFF. 

MANff^gguVggf^/ 

\ 

0HLe&& 1% OiAZV.^ WHAT I'/rt 
LOO^e AT COMMm»O/f0f 
WORAf/f HOW ABOUT THAT fI 

LDARE 
PR.KItCWTE IS mslSTIKS 
ON ^CAAMNINS YOU, 
(SRftNPMCfTHfP. HE SAY! 
HE FEELS THAT PERHAPS 

HE OAN HELP. 

3TIN0 J T 

' ■ SAYS j 
hapsJm 

THEN WE'LL HAVE 
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HARKINCS 
The fact ^hat Calcutta 

Telephones is a big 
joke is no longer news. 
But occasionally the 
wrong numbers and cross 
connections lead to 'se¬ 
rious' aftermaths, as hap¬ 
pened to a friend of ours. 

She belonged to the 23 
exchange and had been 
trying for half an hour to 
get through to a 44 ex¬ 
change number when she 
finally hoard a ring. It 
was, needless to say. a 
wrong number. 

Tempers were frayed 
and even the w’oll mod¬ 
ulated male voice on the 
other end didn’t hold any 
appeal. What ensued was 
a neated argument with 
the choicest abuses flung 
at each other. It must have 
been love at first sound for 
our young man, who de¬ 
cided to end the quarrel 
and bec:ume friends. Like 

The paradox of human; 
nature is apparent ini 

the behaviour of cycle- 
rickshawaliahs waiting 
for passengers outside 
Tollygunge Station. 

At any given time of 
day, passersby can hear 
these rickshawallahs 
bursting into romantic 
Hindi songs like O snathi 
re tere bino bhi kya jina, 
Home tumse pyar kitna 
and so on. Also, the backs 
of their pedalled contrap- 

any respectable girl she 
nciildn't give !ier number 
*' • ’ipietestn ^er, but 
' !• I ■'( 1 “Icphoiies has 
Us V'., V Just then she 
received an outstation call 
and had to give her num¬ 
ber to the operator. 

After that, the voice 
(she didn’t know his 
name) kept calling up ev¬ 
ery other day till she final¬ 
ly succumbed to his 
charms and they became 
friends. 

For over a year, the tele- 

tions provide space to in-: 
scribe lines such as Sisirel 
ki dhan hoi borsha no; 
hole? Dur theke ki premi 
hoi kachhe no niey? (Can 
paddy be ^own without 
rain? Can the fruits of love 
be enjoyed by remaining 
distant from the beloved?} 
or Phool chav prithivi, 
sishu chay knelna, ami 
chqi fomake tumi kano 
amay chaona? (A flower 
needs soil, a child needs 
toys, I need you, why 

phonic romance con¬ 
tinued before they de¬ 
cided to see each other for 
the first time. They met 
and were convinced it 
wasn’t a wrong number 
this time. They got mar¬ 
ried, had two children 

'.and are now living happi¬ 
ly ever after. 

The moral of the story 
is, don’t get upset the next 
time you get a wrong 
number. Who knows it 
mav be Mr Right at the 
other end. 

don’t you need me?) 
However, when it com¬ 

es to dealing with passen- 8ers, the golden hearts of 
bese lover bws harden 

considerably. 'Their arro¬ 
gance coupled with their 
exorbitant fares are 
astounding. 

The hapless passenger 
can only muse whether 
the passion of a poet and 
the arrogance of a street 
rowdy are blended in 
them. 

Mini Nap 
IF anything symbolises 

the treachery of Calcut¬ 
ta’s roads it is those ubi¬ 
quitous minibuses. These 
wasp-like vehicles have 
attained the dubious repu¬ 
tation of being the cause 
of all road accidents, of 
having the rudest person¬ 
nel and of being the big¬ 
gest blight on the Calcutta 
landscape. 

Imagine the discomfort 
of our correspondent, 
therefore, when he caught 
a minibus that was diffe¬ 
rent to Thakurpukur from 
Esplanade at 9.30 one 
night. The minibus went 
through its normal mo¬ 
tions of weaving in and 
out of the traffic under the 
mistaken impression it 
was a two-wheeler. The 
conductor was as surly as 
usual, but there was a 
certain something missing 
in the atmosphere. 

For the major part of his 
journey, our correspon¬ 
dent could not place his 
finger on the cause of this 
eerie sensation. Then he 
suddenly realised in a 
flash—^there was no cal¬ 
ler-boy leaning pre¬ 
cariously out of the door, 
shouting out the destina¬ 
tion in that typical harsh, 
unrhythmic voice. Good! 
thought our correspon¬ 
dent, and sat back com¬ 
fortably in his seat. 

However, he was in for 
a shock when he moved 
towards the door to alight 
at his stop. A shock which 
made him think of the 
travails of the other side. 
For there was the caller- 
boy, hanging out as usual, 
typically dirty and ragged, 
but-—asleep in that very 
.position. 

Notes 



At the height of the 
recent state-wide 

agitation by junior doctors 
in government hospitals, 
an acquaintance met with 
an instance of misbe¬ 
haviour on the part of 
junior doctors in the out¬ 
door eye department of 
Nil Ratan Sircar Hospital. 

He had taken his sep¬ 
tuagenarian grandmother, 
who had earlier under¬ 
gone an operation, to the 
hospital for a checkup at 
about 9 am. She was given 
some eyedrops three 
times in 45-minute cycles 
along with a number of 
other patients, some of 
whom were old and had 
come from distant parts of 
the city and the suburbs. 

Around noon a junior 
doctor arrived and disco¬ 
vered that the wrong 
eyedrops had been admi¬ 
nistered. He ordered the 
compounder to dilute the 
one already given and 

.Not Seeing Eye to Eye 
then administer the cor¬ 
rect one. The patients and 
those accompanying them 
were obviously disgrun¬ 
tled for it would take a 
few more hours. Our ac¬ 
quaintance was'unable to 
conceal his strong feelings 
in a conversation with 
another man whereupon a 
doctor, overhearing them. 

came forward and abused 
him in filthy language. 

Thus provoked, our ac¬ 
quaintance lost his temper 
and reciprocated in like 
manner. Immediately, 
some more doctors ar¬ 
rived, and asked him'to 
apologise. This he refused 
to do unless the doctor 

EYE DEPARTMENT 

apologised, too. The doc¬ 
tors then threatened to 
hand him over to the 
police. But he was ada¬ 
mant and ultimately they 
took him to the outdoor 
in-charge. This gentle¬ 
man, having heard both 
sides, at first made a mild 
request that he apologise, 
but refrained from insist¬ 
ing on it and asked the 
doctors to return to their 
duty. 

However, the matter did 
not end there. His grand¬ 
mother was called last, 
after those who had ar¬ 
rived much later. But 
what rankled our ac¬ 
quaintance most was the 
repeated comment there- 
aner that, being in such a 
jhurry, he should have 
taken his grandmother to 
a private clinic. 

What else does this in¬ 
cident illustrate but the 
unscrupulousness of the 
new medicos? 

He is a fairly senior 
officer of a giant pub¬ 

lic sector undertaking. 
She is a typist in his de- fiartment. Both used to 
ive in their office flats— 

the officer in a big flat in 
central Calcutta, the typist 
in a tiny flat at Tolly- 
gunge. Both applied for 
purchase of housing board 
flats. The typist was allot¬ 
ted a three roomed flat 
by lottery as per govern¬ 
ment rules,, she belonged 
to the upper income 
group . The officer had no 
such luck. A friend of his, 
hearing this, arranged for 
allotment of a flat for him 
through the ministerial 
quota. But as no three- 
roomed or bigger flat wes 
available at that time, a 
two-roomed one was 
allotted to him. 

When the officer took 
possession of his new flat, 
he saw that the total us¬ 
able area was almost the 
same as that of his ex¬ 
isting drawing room! He 
has a medium-sized fami-. 

Blocking Pn^r Growth 
ly—wife and three chil¬ 
dren-engaged in higher 
studies and research. He 
had a sizeable collection 
of books, furniture, etc. He 
had lived for two decades 
in the Chowringhee 
Square area and was re¬ 
luctant to shift to the far 
end cf Salt Lake. 

But since he now own¬ 
ed a flat, his office in¬ 
sisted that he move out. 
And being a conscientious 
and law-abiding indi¬ 
vidual, he ultimately 
shifted to his new flat, 
disposing of most of his 
books and belongings. 

The lady typist and her 
family were quite helpful 
to the officer at the initial 
stages. They rendered all 
sorts of service—^from get¬ 
ting an electric connec¬ 
tion to lending puja re¬ 
quirements. She would 
often come to the officer’s 
flat and help the officer’s 
wife in her household 
chores. Often the officer’s 
two daughters would be 
invited to her flat, which 

was a bigger and better 
onelHer only son, a boy of 
12, would also come to 
the officer’s flat and spend 
time with his two daugh¬ 
ters—^both post-graduates, 
taking lessons from them. 

Days rolled by. The 
visits became fewer. 
Once, when the officer 
asked her why she did not 
come as often as before 
she replied she was very 
busy with a lot of social 
and cultural work in her 
own block and hence had 
little time to go to other 
blocks. Something in her, 

‘tone’ made the officer 
think that perhaps the 
owner of the three- 
roomed flat had become 
conscious of her territorial 
superiority. 

ConHrmation of this 
soon followed. One day 
the officer’s daughters met 
the typist’s son. When 
they invited the boy to 
their house, pat came the 
reply: “Your flat is so 
small. I go only to the flats 
in our block which are big 
and comfortable. We, E- 
Block people, do not go to 
F-Block.” 

29 
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CALLING EVERYBODY UNDER 14!! 

You've never had 
something as good 
come your way! 

The Wiz Biz Club Is in full swing now. Thousands of 
children from all over India have already become members of 
the most exclusive newspaper club in the country! join their 
fraternity and taste the joy of novelty each week. 

Fill in the form given below, attach a postal order worth 
Rupees five in favour of "The Telegraph" and mail it. Or 
better still. Cut out the coupon and bring along the money to 
the office of The Telegraph. The address: 6, Prafulla Sarkar 
Street, Calcutta 700 001. 

Join the Wiz Biz Club! Join the world of fun! 

Application Form 

Name (fn block capitals) Surname_ 

First name_,_ 

Date of Birth_ 

Address_ 

Name of school you attend_ 

Class_ 

Hobbies^nterests_ 



A shanpoo called Lakme 
and a woman called you. 

The result is sheer magic 

BOOK-BANK. 

Lakin£dianipooy\ithocnditianer. 
Ine beauty tiesommt EXT ycur hair 

The conditioner in Lakme shampoo does ait kinds ol lovely 
things to your hair. 

It leaves a glossy coating on every single hair shaft which gives 
body and bounce to your hair. 

Makes it more manageable. 
And leaves it tangle-free 
For soft, shiny, silky, unbelievably beautiful hair, there's only 

one shampoo. 
it's called Ukme 
Not an ordinary shamp<>o 
Neither ate you an ordinary woman 

«iii^ * use# ' 

There ere lour kinds of hair. 
There are lout kinds ot .Ukmc shampao. 

Contract>t.S*21t 



Post Mortem 
Appalled 

Your Liiuolii’hl on 'I’liu 
I’iiliis' 211 was quitu 
intorostiu)’ and intorma- 
tive. I'nlortunatKlv. tin* 
)erson w!io shut iiito the 
inieliKhl rot.ant !v—Mr 

Swraj l*aul. and tiio roasons 
for this, havon l heon dealt 
with satistactorilv. histead. 
the artit.le was inainlv cen¬ 
tred around the Apeejay 
CIroup. 
A. .Votccn kimifir. 
Dur.uo/uir 

First Step 
J congratulate Mr Ghosh 

for his lucid article on abor¬ 
tion, one of the burning 
issues ot contemporary 
society !‘A problem that 
won't go awn\ ' Aug 14). 

Legal abortion is a safe sur¬ 
gical jtrocedure with a 
maternal mortality rale ot 
1.4'100,000 live births 
whereas illegal abortitm 
has a maternal inurtalitv 
rate of SO-IOU'IOO.OOO live 
births, especially in de¬ 
veloping countries like 
India. 

Data from a study con¬ 
ducted by the Indian Coun¬ 
cil for. Medical Research 
has show'll that Iwo-thirds 
of the women who under¬ 
went medical termination 
of pregnancy had later 
accepted effective con- 
trace4Mive methods. Thus 
the opportunity to exercise 
a retroactive judgement ab¬ 
out an unwanted pregnan¬ 
cy might act as the first step 
towards consistent con¬ 
traceptive use ill future. 
This positive association 
between abortion and con¬ 
traceptive care might be 
further strengtlieneu w'hen 
abortion services are pro¬ 
vided as part of integrated 
maternal and child health 
and contraceptive care. 
Dr Mohan Lai SarJeor. 
Hony }t .Seel. 
Indian Medfcal Associa¬ 
tion. 
Budge-Budge Branch, 
Budge-Budge. 
24 Ptirgumis 

This relers to the l»o\ 
itfiii. Till when and liow, 
l)\ llitriui Gluisli. wliii h 
contaiiiN .some iiii.orreci in- 
lurniation. 

The Medical Termina¬ 
tion of PregiiaiK v Act (ler- 
inits abortions upto tlie 
2Htli week ot pregiiam.v 
.md not upto 20 weeks, as 
slated. The phras.“ ‘luid- 
trimesler pregnant \' is ile- 
fined as the pregiiaiii.v 
period ranging from the 
t3th week to tlie 28th and 
not uplo the. 20th week, 
'['he methoil ol terminating 
mitl-trime.sler pregnancy is 
not liv.slerta /onii' but iiv.s- 
(erofoniv wliitdi means 
opening up of the uterus bv 
the abdominal route, re¬ 
moving tlie prodm Is ol 
conception and then re¬ 
pairing the opening. Ilvs- 
lereclomv. on the other 
liand. is a gynaecological 
operation in wliich the en¬ 
tire uterus is removed due 
to some iiK iirable t.ondi- 
tioii such us canc er. 
Kdllol Boscik. 
Goiihoti 

Baruii Ghosh's re¬ 
mark about unmarried pa¬ 
tients being pestered with 
embarrassing questions is 
unfortunate. Tne medico¬ 
legal aspects of MTP com¬ 
pel questions which are not 
very pleasant, and hence 
they are asked to produce 
their guarclians. After all. a 
girl ol 10 may verv well 
look 18 and the house 
surgeon has every right to 
be on the .sale side. 
Dr Siddhnrtiia Mukher/ee. 
(Ailcutta 

Omissions 

While appreciating the 
highly informative study of 
Ela Pathak on English 
medium schools (luly 17|.I 
am rather confused to find 
that some important En¬ 
glish medium schools, 
quite popular and well 
known tor their good 
academic performance and 
record, have been left out of 
the list. 

For instance, I may men¬ 
tion names of schools like 
fulieiii Day School, St 
Paul’s, Carmel, Loreto Con¬ 

vent. Kamesh Mitra Girls, 
Pallia Bhavan. Bidya Bhar- 
ati. Modern High School. 
Were lliev deliberate or 
ill ( ideiilal oini.ssicins'.'’ 
U.R. Bose. 
Addl .Secrefurv. 
Merchants" Chamber of 
Commerce. Calcutta 

Revealing 

The article on Sunil Gan- 
gopadhvay (July 17) was 
very revealing. For a 
change, such a man was 
given a well deserved, in¬ 
telligent coverage. 

Your magazine makes 
good reading for Sunday 
mornings and afternoons. 
Plea.se re-introduce the Top 
Ten book list and the re¬ 
cord reviews. And do stop 
turning the Quiz column 
into 'an encyclopaedia. An 
essay or short storv com¬ 
petition would be excel¬ 
lent. 
foydeep Bhollorhorvu. 
Colrufla 

This tor That 
"1 came. 1 saw, 1 con¬ 

quered” could be applied 
to Thk Tkcegrai’M and its 
Colour Magazine. There are 
many readers like me W'ho 
have an impatient w’ait ev¬ 
ery Sunday morning. This 
growing popularity evi¬ 
dences an increasing de¬ 
mand for more coverage of 
features of life in Calcutta 
and it.s neighbourhood. I 
suggest that a page be ear¬ 
marked for reports relating 
to the woes and ills of 
Calcutta and its neighbour¬ 
hood accompanied by 
photographs, to reach the 
eves of the city fathers. 
Arun SunyaJ, 
Calcutta 

Thank vuu for the Col¬ 
our Magazine wliicti pro¬ 
vides a varied tare. But I 
teel you are providing too 
many pages (tour) for com¬ 
ics. This can be reduced to 
two pages, and the other 
two allotted to science, sci¬ 
ence fiction, science book 
review.s. etc. 
vSommith Miikher/ee. 
Cuiciitfd 
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LIMELIGHT / The Calcutta Samaritans 

A KINDLY LIGHT LEADING MANY 
An organisation which is a haven of peace for many in the city Subfect: An advocate ui tin* 

Calcutta Higii Court. Let's 
say his name is Mr Das A 
middle-aged man. he is 
married and has a taniilv 
to look after. Wlien he 

was in his earlv thirties and doing 
well profes.sionallv. a problem crop- 

ed up. He was spending more than 
e earned. 
As a result, there was hell let 

loose at home—a nauing wile (she 
was from a family where she never 
had to lift a finger and look at the 
state she was in now...etc.), children 
demanding more from their father 
every dav and general mismanage¬ 
ment. 

Result; a slow and steady decline 
professionallv. mental unrest, in¬ 
somnia, bickering, the works A 
doctor friend recommended mor¬ 
phine to Mr Das to soothe his torn 
nerves. In the span of the next ten 
years, Mr Das turned into a habitual 
morphine imbiber while his dosage 
went up considerably. 

A probable conclusion: Mr Das 
died a slow and painful death. 

No, he didn't. After having .squan¬ 
dered half his wife’s money on 
morphine, he was at his wits' end. 
All “friends” had deserted him,' his 
legal practice had gone to worthier 
juniors, and he was a broken man in 
spirit and action, unable to fend for 
himself. What could he possibly do 
to extricate himself from this situa¬ 
tion? Either kill his wife and family 
and abscond, or commit suicide 

He decided on the latter and set 
about it seriously. And, like all 

otential suicidees. loreshadowed 
is plans to a few friends. One oi 

them suggested a visit to 17 Royd 
Street, vvhere he could expect to 
receive help 

Mr Das found the place behind an 
innocuous looking church. A well 
mannered and soft-spoken young 
lady enquired whether she could be 
of any help. H»8 first thought was to 
ask her for some money, and being a 
shameless enough addict, he 
promptly did so. But what for, she 
wanted to know. Expecting her to 
take pity on him, he poured out his 
story. She did not give him any 
4 

inune\. nor did she throw him on I ot 
the place. She merelv asked him to 
(,ome back the next day. promisiiiH 
to trv to arrange something tor him. 

The next du\. the dav alter and 
the next, was all talk, talk and more 
talk. He discovered that she was a 
better friend than anv he had hat! 
before. He also found himself pro¬ 
viding the answers to his own prob¬ 
lems. solutions whic.h he had never 
given a thought to: simple ones, real 
ones. 

Twentvseven months later, Mr 
Das was a normal adult male, cap¬ 
able of taking his own decisions and 
with a heartfelt hatred for mor¬ 
phine' He had had just a tew ses¬ 
sions with doctors in between. 

Miracle? Not quite, but almost. 
The people responsible for Mr 

Das' new lease of life are a young 
couple, the proverbial good Samar¬ 

itans, who have given away the best 
years of their lives caring for mental¬ 
ly affected and suicidal people And 
all free of charge. 

They are the founders of the Cal¬ 
cutta Samaritans. If you want to 
commit suicide and are still in two 
minds about it, they will bring you 
back to your senses If you are at 
your wits' end, trying to find a way 
to stay alive with sanity intact, they 
will restore your spirits. If vou are 
friendless, they will befiiund vou. 

And “befriend'' is the catchword. 

They believe in the 
freedom of 

will.. .acquiescence to 
their 

‘treatment*—^their 
friendship—is half 
the battle won. To a 
person who needs 

sympathetic 
judgement, force will 

only add to the 
burden 

I'or they not onlv make \on teel easy 
enough to pour out your grievam es. 
hut also that you belong to them, 
that \ ou ate close enough to accept 
ad\i(e. to let them show vou the 
riglit diret.tion The\ helj) vou re¬ 
gain your iiasit. contidenre in your¬ 
self and mankind in general 

Mr Viiavan Pavamani. the man 
with the kind voice and salt and 
pepper hair, and Mrs Premila Pava- 
maui, tilt' lady wdth the sweet smile 
and large eyes, are the ultimate 
“made tor each other" couple They 
share the same aim--to guide peo¬ 
ple to happiness, "foi there is too 
much sorrow in this worlti ” 

uring the forties, a bov tailed 
Vijayan and a girl named Pre¬ 
mila were growing up in tw'o 

different cities in Kerala, nurtured 
bv the same Christian beliefs, but 
differing in spirit and action, in 
temperament and personality; little 
knowing that tlieir lives w'ould 
merge one dav 

Vijayan finished his s( hooling in 
Calicut, graduated from the Calcutta 
Bible College and went to Bombay, 
whore job opportunitie.s were bettor. 
However, it was his creative genius 
which finally landed him a job. 
Kitab Mahal Publishers employed 
him as an artist in their firm, w'here 
his job was designing book jackets 

Being un crunitc voting man in 
the world of the sixties, where spir¬ 
itual (.onsciousness was the spirit ol 
the dav, Vijayan soon realised the 
purposelessness of the llte he was 
leading, the importrtni.e of the goals 
that were receding ever further. 
Even the Theosophical Society's 
messages of universal brotherhood 
seemed to offer no concrete plat¬ 
forms. He was totally disillusioned, 
flis mind rebelled against the fact 
that the churches were relying more 
and more on theorisation and 
rituals, and were gradually becom¬ 
ing meaningless. 

He resigned from his job, and 
decided to go home to Calicut and 
join the church, to help people the 
right way. However, he reached 
home a changed man, a reborn 
Christian, for throughout the jour¬ 
ney he had medltat^ on the basic 



beliefs of his religion. He joined the 
Youth For Christ organisation, since 
he knew n,ow that it was the younger 
generation that he had to tap. Soon 
he was working among affluent 
youth, handliiig cases of addiction 
and giving counselling’classes and 
moral instruction in schools. 

Meanwhile, Premila had left 
Cannanore for a boarding school in 
Malabar. She received the best 
possible convent education, despite 
her father’s premature death. Her 
mother, their sole guardian, tried 
her utmost to give the children the 
best in life. After leaving school, she 
opted for a secretarial course, leav 
ing her younger sister the oppurliin 
ity of higher education. 

She became socrulary to u 
surgeon, from w'hom she received 
intensive training on the handling 
and care of patients. Througliuul 
this period, she suffered pangs of 
agony similar to Vijayan's and for 
the same reasons. Her upright na¬ 
ture and her religious upbringing 
kept her going when she joined the 
Operation Mobilisation project in 
Bombay which helped the 
anguished through (.orrespondence. 
As she typed out the letters, she 
realised the immense gult tiuit sepa¬ 
rated her from reality and suffering. 
She saw hippies and foreigners who 
wanted to be Indian and do thinp 
which were more down to earth. 

They were no hypocrites, and she 
felt the need to reach out to the 
distressed herself. 

It was through her work that she 
met Vijayan and was simply bowled 
over by his dynamic personality and 
sincerity. Their outlooks differed, 
but she got along well with him. and 
in 1967, he proposed, she accepted 
and they became man and wife. 
Some tijiie was to pass before they 
could come to Calcutta. They w'ere 
tramsferred to Delhi, where their 
twins were born. Then they received 
a message from Calcutta, saying that 
Vijayan would have to be in charge 
of tbe YFC. office here and ihal it 
was uigunt. 

In Calcutta again the majority ot 
cases they were required Itj help out 
with were of youngsters who were 
eidbtiunally distresred. 

The Favamanis lived in the 
grounds of St. Paul's Cathedral. 
Being an able mentor, and realising 
the inadequacy of such little as he 
was able to do, Mr Pavamanl felt the 
need for an organisation where such 
problems would be dealt wdth ex¬ 
clusively. He mentioned his idea to 
the then canon of the Cathedral, the 
late Sublr Biswas w'ho w'as \er\ 
enthusiastic about it and gave him a 
book on the London Samaritans and 
their achievements. This was exact¬ 
ly what Mr Pavamani w’as searching 
for, And thus, the Calcutta Samar¬ 

itans was born in 1971, with the 
working principles of the London 
organisation. 

Volunteers were vital at this stage, 
because just two people could not 
tackle the problems of the many 
who came to their doorstep in 
search of a new nio. So they adver¬ 
tised in the local dailies for young 
volunteers who would have to be 
good listeners, possessing rational 

‘reasoning powers and above all. 
having compassion for people. 
These qualifications were neces¬ 
sary. since only such persons would 
be able to penetrate minds which 
were in shambles and in need of 
proper attention. They would have 
to be competent enouglr to tie loose 
ends together, evolve a solution to 
the life and death problem of an 
unbalanced person who was on his 
way to commit suicide out of sheer 
desperation. 

Mrs Dalmiya was one such per¬ 
son. She had come to the Pavamanis 
for insight into a personal problem 
and when she felt that their advice 
and friendliness had done some¬ 
thing positive, she volunteered to 
join them. She spread the word 
around, and soon, hordes ol social 
workers were pouring into their 
office to enroll as counsellors. Those 
who met the requirements were 
taken in. the knowledge of their 
analytical and logical minds re- 
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c:riiitR(i niul intensivH training givan 
0VHrv wunk. And thus, the familv 
l)«i;aine cnnipJelt*. 

he doors of their (ifti(.« ure 
open from 9.30 ani lo H pin 
everyday. The atmosphere is 

one of (|iiiet confidence and under¬ 
standing. A Klas.s-walled ciihicle 
serves as the consultation room, 
where ( iienls talk to their ( ounsel- 
lors, fiiach counsellor is assigned one 
client at a time, so that all conversa¬ 
tion is ahsolutelv confidential. The 
Pavainanis are the onlv ones piivv 
to-ail cases, providing Koideliiies 
when an option tails. 

The workinn sy.stein is novel, lie- 
cause the telephone—the insini 
ment which contriluites lo .so mm.li 
ahuse and irritaliilitv—is used as the 
primary means oi (omnuinication. 
Tho.se seeking help c.ontac f the 
Samaritans at 247832. This also 
serves the purpose ol .inonvinilv. 
siiu.e people who iuive crossed the 
liomidarv ot hope prefer to remain 
namele.ss at least initially (the euo 
persists, and names make a diller- 
ence|. 

C^lienls are \erv varied and in- 
tereslinn Tlie\ are never the same, 
never have (|mle the same prohlems. 
Mrs Sudha I’alil. .sei.retarv ol the 
Samaritans, spoke ol one liov. h.irelv 
23. from a ^ood tamilv. and like the 
rest ol the Iions of his af>e in e\er\ 
way lint one. He was lascinaled In 
tilth and dirty work suidi as i leaniii.u 
tiarha^e. cointnodes and unh\ >>ienic 
places. He loved to wallow in diit. 

Most people would ha\e prefer¬ 
red not lo assoi iate witii such <i 
(lersoii and hut lor the .Samaritans, 
he would have snllered in a hell¬ 
hole ot an asvlinn <md ^one from 
had to worse. Alter Mrs I’alil look 
him under her i are. she sm.i.eediMl 
in inakin({ .some inroads into his 
perversion. lliilorliiiialeK. just he- 
tore she could reach the "critii al" 
pi.int. the point where he would 
change lor the hotter, the voung m.m 
suddenly disatipeared. The .Samai- 
itans never tried to trai.e him down. 

This sounds ahsolutelv unlike 
anything that a soi iai servii e orga- 
ni.sation would ever do: 1ml tins 
organisation does it lot a reason. To 
them, he just did not want to carry 
on. and tlu.v believe in the freedom 
ot will just a.« they do in Hod. 
Aci.ording to Mr Favamani. ac- 
quies(,encn to their “treatment"— 
their frieiulshiiJ—is "half the battle 
won. Nothing can be achieved 
through c.ompulsion. To a person 
who needs .sympathetic judgement, 
force will onlv add to the burden." 

Where to contact them 
Since Ihe first of hat month, the 

offices of Ihe Sunuiritans have 
shifted lo Flat IFi. .'frd floor. 53/B 
Elliot Hood. (Jolcutto 700 016. The 
telephone, however, haa been re- 
liiined by the office on Royd Street 
where Premila conclucta the ches¬ 
ses lor destitute children. Since 
there is no telephone at their office 
in Elliot Hood ore hns lo go there 
to them in confidence. 

So it yon ore contem/doting 
suicide, it your child is toeing 
deolh hrcniise of inodequole 
flings, it iiuj ore o girl who is 
peifile.xed by puberty, if yon hove 
deliiupiency problems in your 
foinilv. nufl of eourse, if yon orii 
iinrin/ilfM’ed—ius’f dini 247832 or 
go over to Elliol Hood. 

This bidiet in basic human qual¬ 
ities. in Ihe spirit ol man and the 
ultimate saving that "man is his own 
master." are the nuitivating forces 
behind the organi.sation. And this 
has enabled them to strike out to Ihe 
wider and more depressing field ot 
drug adfliction. The frustration and 
streiss that accompanies an addict's 
daily lite. is so distressing, specially 
when they liave crossed the lioiinds 
ot reality and are in their own world 
ol delusions, tiuil it pro\ ides a 
straight path lo .selt-annihilatioii. 

Even in a city like Calcutta, vvliere 
the pai.e ot life is not as last as in 
other cities ot the country, drugs 
lia\'H pervailed nearly 40 per cent of 
families, the upper middle class 
lieing the most affected. It is quite 
llte “in" thing for young students to 
lielong to a group whic.h lias 
aci.epted tlie role of narcotics as the 
VHr\' essence ot staving alive. 

As happens with the Samaritans, 
it is mostly the members ot an 
addict'.s family who contact them, 
tiring along the "patient" under 
some (iretext or tlie other, and ex¬ 
pect the Samaritans to cure him or 
her in a short while. 

tint here one is dealing with an 
obsession, a person whose will has 
desenefl him. He is so detached that 
he does not liother or cannot bother 
about life; he just lives on and drifts 
because he does not die. Seif-injury, 
irritability and loss of control over 
limbs are results of a drug-dulled 
brain.' Pain of any kind is ab.sent 
from their environ. So. they need 
even more special care, sympathy 
and understanding—the very first 

medicine to self-realisation, to 
motivation and a purpose in life. 

The Arunoday Midway Home 
was established by the Samaritans 
to provide just this sort of treatment 
to these wasted lives. The home is in 
Narendrapur. just a few miles from 
Calcutta. The term “midway" is 
important. The addicts for whom 
this Home has been constructed, are 
midway between reality and iliu- 
sion: they simply drift on. On the 
other hand, the Home provides the 
.sustenance they need on the roafl to 
salvation—between tlie primary 
psychological treatment and even¬ 
tual cure. The cure provided here 
offers hope in place ot despair: tlie 
hiatus of living in a state of semi- 
coiisciousiioss is eliminated. The 
patients are first counselled and 
given occupational therapy; then, if 
need lie. tliev are referred to a doctor 
who. again onlv if necessary, sends 
tliem to a nursing home. Tlien ( lim¬ 
es the Midway Home and tiiiall\. 
normalcv. 

When the treatment is oier. the 
bill includes only tlie (osl ot medi¬ 
cines because the spccialisls wlio 
look alter the patients do not cliarge 
anything from tiiose who (.annut 
afford their services. "We are very 
lucky to have sucli a team of spec.iai- 
ists with us and are extremely 
thankful that tliev empattii,se with 
our cau.se." savs Mr Favamani. 

It is not always that ( lienls iwed 
medical attention, thev almost al-' 
ways come tor financial help too.. 
Hut this constitutes a severe prob¬ 
lem for the Samaritans because, 
tliougli they would sincerely like to 
help, being a free-service organisa¬ 
tion means tliat sometimes they lack 
lunds for their o'vii upkeep, Mrs 
Dalmiya. now the chief volunteer 
and organiser-ciim-treasiirer. 
atteiiqits to raise tunds through 
charity shows and donations. In 
1971). when Cliff Kichard was in 
Calcutta, he was so impressed by the 
work the Samaritans had done till 
then, that he agreed to sing for them 
and donated the proceeds to the 
organisation. Aiianda Shankar also 
performed at a fund-raising prog¬ 
ramme organised by the Samaritan.s. 
Through lectures, cultural shows 
and exhibitions, these well u isliers 
of the distressed obtain their means 
to stay in working condition for 
years. 

With the money that they ha\'B 
collected, they have started various 
auxilliary units. Vocational assist¬ 
ance is provided with the help of the 
Missionaries of Charity in the way 



of driving lessons, welding training, 
secretarial courses and mechanical 
training. 

A Samaritan school was founded 
four y«ar.s ago in order to make the 
np;.dihourfKHni cinidren (who waste 
their live.s in some form or the other, 
be it friends or finance) realise the 
meaning ot existence and to instil in 
them a love of learning. Children 
attending primary lessons at this 
school are later motivated to join the 
regular schools in the city. Dependents Anonymous is the 

name of a telknvhooti formed 
on the inspiration ot Mr Pava- 

mani and consisting of men and 
women willing to share their "ex¬ 
perience. sttunglli ami hope with a 
view to solving their common prob¬ 
lem ot dependence on addiction, 
habituation and captivities, often 
leading to insanity or early death." 
This fellowiiood prefers to remain 
in the shadow ot the otlier activities 
of the Samaritans, so that the feeling 
of anoin initv is nurtured "to deflate 
the ego and respect (.ontidem e." 

Kecentlv. an in'erestingcase came 
into the hands ot the Samaritans. 
One evening. Mr Pavaniani was 
going down Park Street, when he 

spotted a young African lying on the 
pavement with a crowd around him. 
When the African came to his 
senses. MrPavamani took him to his 
house, found he was half starved 
and weak, fed him and agreed to 
help him out after hearing eierv- 
thing. He was a Nigerian, who had 
been studying busines.s manage¬ 
ment In Lucknow and had come to 
Calcutta on a project. He was out 
sight-seeing when he was mugged, 
his watch and wallet stolen, and he 
fell unconscious on the pavement. 

The police registered the case: the 
Nigerian embassy did nothing to 
help but. on the contrary, discour¬ 
aged the student from returning to 
his country. The Samaritans were 
left with a problem on their hands. 
Finally, through the initiative of Mr 
Pavamani ana the monetary assist¬ 
ance provided by a few of his con¬ 
tacts. the boy was able to return 
home safely. 

And the stories do not end there. 
The Samaritans hat'e saved people 
closer to home from a lot of innihie. 
And there lies another .sturv. 

On a sunny da\ in in7*>. dunng 
the Emergency, a professor from 
South India arrived. He said that his 

wife had deserted him. he was 
suicidal and required Vijavan’s help 
to live. He had read .some ol their 
literature, and felt that oiil\ they 
could be his true saviours. They 
gave him shelter in the Cathedral 
grounds. He seemed an affable man, 
offered to work for them and did so 
night and dav. Vijiiyun gave him 
occupational therapy and found that 
this professor was not only in¬ 
terested in politics, he was an ex¬ 
tremely knotvledgeable person, a 
person who would hardh resort to 
suicide to save himselt! Two and a 
half months went by in a flash, and 
then one day the police arrived. The 
house was searched, the protessor 
taken aside and his luggage ransack¬ 
ed. It was then the Pavamanis real¬ 
ised that they were harbouring the 
most wanted man during the 
Emergency—Mr George Fernandes! 
His di.sguise was so pertect that no 
one had managed to penetrate it till 
then! During the janata government 
V'iiavan was offered profii.se help 
which he declined, prelerring not to 
involve politii s with the work he 
was doing. .Mr Fernandes, liowever, 
has never lurgotten their .ser\ic<>s. 

Baniali Mitra . 



CINEMA / ‘Khandhar’ 

IS MRINAL SEN’S LATEST HIS BEST ? 
The films of Mrinal Sen are after his return to narrative filmmak- obligatory call on this aunt, Subhash 

always full of surprises, ing. He has left his earlier non- jo|ns him out of an impulsive 
Each new film is different narrative style behind, and our cine- curiosity. Tlrny find the old lady on 
from the previous one, yet ma is all tne richer for it. her death bea, waiting every mo- 

integrally linked to it by subtle A city-bred young man Dipu ment for the return cu the young 
strands of imagery and Id^eas. His (Pankaj Kapoor) takes two of his man who had promised to nmrry 
latest Hindi film Khandhar is very friends to spend a weekend at the Jamlni. Everyone else knows'that 
much a continuation of his study of crumbling country seat, where his the young man will never return, 
the middle class milieu and its predecessors were powerful zamin- but ue old lady, now totally blind, 
problems of values in the recent dors many generations ago. The mistakes the silent Subhash for him, 
Bengali films like KharJj and Ek Oin friends—Anil the writer (Annu and pleads with her unseeing eyes 
Pratidin. Yet it is different from Kapoor), and Subhash the photo- and urgent voice to carry out the 
these films in the sense that it views grepher—start off with a sense of promise. 
the milieu outside its usual urban physical adventure but what ensues Dipu and Jamini are too dumb- 
setting. is a re-discovery of their values, founded to tell her the painful truth. 

In that sense asain, it is cognate While looking for abstract visuals and Subhash, in a moment of over- 
with Akaier Sandhaney. where he among the ruins, Subhash discovers whelming compassion, is compel- 
aiso observes the urban middle class instead the palpable reality of a led to play along in this dangerous 
as a visitor to a rural setting, young mrl (Shabona Azmi), who game. But life is inexorable, end 
Adapted from the Bengali short lives alone with her paralytic when the time comes the visitors 
story of Premendra Mitra called mother (Geeta Sen) in one corner of take their leave to go back to Calcut- 
Telenopolo Abishkar, this film re- the derelict mansion. ta perhaps never to return, and the 
veals a more mature Mrinal Sen, When Dipu goes to make an girl has no alternative but to tel] her 
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mother the terrible truth. 
Mrinel Sen's film is about the 

inevitability of life, which cannot 
allow the photographer to be the 
Prince Charming who will save the 
damsel in distress from the deserted 
castle. But neither can it negate the 
young girl’s deep yearning for a 
man's love, nor can it erase the 
image of the girl among the ruins 
clicked by the internal shutter of the 
photographer’s mind. By being true 
to his own compassionate self, Sub¬ 
hash tells a lie—that is the paradox 
of human valpes with which Mrinal 
Sen deals. It is a paradox that exists 
on many levels at the same time, 
between the true and the false, 
between fantasy and reality. 

Khondhar deals with the interior 
world of its characters in a manner 
that no Mrinal Sen film has done 
previously. Human relations are ex¬ 
plored not around words^spokeiv^ut 
through silent gestures, and on the 
many layers of thought and feeling 
that underlie even a mundane con¬ 
versation. The. relationship of Jami- 
ni with her mother is shown with 
great delicacy. They both have no 
one but themselves to fall back on, 
yet both intensely wish for the mar¬ 
riage. 

Clnematically. what adds a spe¬ 
cial dimMislon to the human sltua- 
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MrinalSen: 
Naseeniddin is 
one of the 
greatest actors 
in the worid 

Telegraph.' Among your Hindi films, Khwidhar, 
like the previous Mrigaya, is a narrative film. What 
prompted your departure from the non-narrative 
style of your earlier films like Bhuvan Shome and Ek 
Adhuri Kahani? 

Mrinal Sen: My interest in the non-narrative 
approach has its genesis in my reading of Joyce and 
Woolf during the formative years. I felt that the 
structure of their novels was able to reflect the 
shrinkage of time and space in our technological 
civilization. In the 60s, 1 discovered what the 
non-narrative style could achieve in cinema, in the 
works of the French New Wave, specially Godard. 
Bhuvan Shome was inspired by this and by a desire 
to shake the iron-clad conventions of Indian cinema. 
In a conformist society like ours, where people rarely 
wish to depart from the experience of their predeces¬ 
sors, our cinema needed a certain madness to open 
up new horizons of expression. 

Bhuvan Shome and interview were made out of 
my commitment to social change and my medium. I 
wanted to use the tools of my trade to defy existing 
traditions and explore new avenues. In that sense, 
film technique has a political role, but I discovered 
that, by itself, it was not enough. I was not able to 
reach my audience in the manner I wished to; even 
though Bhuvan Shome was a success, it was an 
accidental one. The audience, fed on narrative 
cinema, used their stock responses to read a story 
into a film in which I intended to tell none. 

The effort to reach out to my audience with the 
desired effect led me to the definitive narrative 
structure of Mrignj o. Even here I used the end card 
to exhort people to stand up, in order to make my 
political point. Mrigaya has a 1930s setting, and 1 
tried to invest the storv with a contemporary 

relevance. You must remember that it was made 
during the Emergency. I have always tried to 
restructure any narrative according to my own 
artistic and political ends. 

Q: But Mrigaya is quite different in tone and 
temper from Khandhar? 

A; Ye.«, primarily, Khandhar is about the middle- 
class, while Mrigaya had a working-class setting. My 
upbringing and political education in the Commun¬ 
ist movement always taught me to be wary of the 
middle-class and its values. But the political changes 
that took place aft3 the Emergency, and specially 
the emergence of the Left Front, has left me more 
respectful towards my oVvn class. For me, making a 
film about the middle-class becomes like dragging 
myself by the hair to the mirror, and shaking my own 
finger at myself. Th.at is the difference between 
Khandhar and Mrigaya. 

When I look back at Mrigaya, I find it is too one 
dimensional, too pat, and unable to render the 
complexities of reality. In trying to discover means 
of communicating to my audience 1 went back to my 
IPTA background, but its aesthetics and style are 
unable to tackle the complexities of life today. 

Q; What precisely do you mean by the IPTA 
background, and why is its approach no longer 
applicable? 

A: The kind of approach and values that IPTA 
ropagated in different art forms was based on a 
ope for the future, on a new sun rising in the 

horizon. Political situations in the 30s and 40s were 
conducive to such hope, because the political enemy 
was clearly identifiable, and the artist cquld easily 
take sides. But after the transfer of power in 1947, 
after the ideological disputes between the commun - 
ist parties of the Soviet Union and China, after the 

tion is the locale. The broken walls 
and caved-in ceilings of the crumb¬ 
ling mansion becomes a uhysical 
incarnation of -the lain rinth of life. 
The image of a decaying building 
has been a recurrent motif in the 
recent Mrinal Sen films, and it is 
interesting to notice that they are all 
in the colonial style. 

Architecturally, they seem to rep¬ 
resent the decaying feudal-colonial 
value.s that continue to remain in 
our society. Life continues to go on 
among the ruins, nith thv complex¬ 
ities of middle-class proolems and 
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conflicts. When Jamini breaks down 
before her mother at the end of the 
film, the camera moves away to 
show the servant girl walking away 
from them throuj^ the ruins. 

Much of what Mrinal Sen 
achieves in Khandhar is done 
through some remarkable visual im¬ 
agery. not only of the ruins, but also 
of the people who are there in it. 
The dichotomy of fantasy and real¬ 
ity in which the characters live, can 

..be discovered among the bricks that 
stare out from the once stately walls 
and towers. Mrinal Sen creates a 

kind of middle-cla.ss Xanadu, where 
living human beings are torn be¬ 
tween the abject reality of existence 
and rosy wish-fulfillment. 

In Khandhar acting plays an ex¬ 
tremely important role. In por¬ 
traying the internal world of his 
characters Miinal Sen has depended 
very greatly on his cast, and they 
have turned out e film which is rare 
in Indian cinema in terms of subtle 
and understated acting. Geeta Sen. 
as the paralytic mother, ia left with 
little more than her expression and 
the urgency in her voice to com- 



splitting of the communist party here, confusion is 
the dominant reality. The red flag fs no longer |ust a 
rallying point for the artist, it is also the vortex of 
conflicting political opinions. But the dichotomy of 
the situation is such that he cannot totally ignore it 
either. 

In .such situations it is impossible for any one to 
know the truth. On the contrary, it is more truthful to 
accept the confusion. As Elio Vittorini wrote in a 
letter to Palmiro Togliatti, “The point is not to pocket 
the truth, the point is to chase the truth, to go after 
it." Today, I cannot see any new sun rising in the 
horizon to pledge myself to. Instead, I pledge myself 
to look around in the prevailing ideological confu¬ 
sion. When the tramp changed his character with 
Chaplin’s The Great Dictator, the rise of fa.sci$m was 
responsible. The confusion in my own times is 
responsible for the change from the simplistic 
pattern of Mrigaya tc» the more complex structure of 
Khandhar. and Ek Din Profidin. and AkoJer San- 
dhoney. They are examples of my chasing of the 
truth. 

Q; Would you say that Khandhar, like the other 
two films, is a film about despair amidst the 
confusion? 

A: On the contrary, none of thcise films are about 
despair, but about the hidden strength of the indi¬ 
vidual who is genuinely bewildered by the political 
::onfusion. The confusion is real in moral terms, but 
the sensitive individual's struggle with his own 
conscience and values is no less real. In Akaler 
Sandhaney, Ek Din Pratidin and Khandhar 1 wish to 
say like Calvero in Chaplin’s Limelight, “Life goes 
on. that is progress." 

Q; What dictated your choice of the storx’ /or 
Khandhar? 

A; In terms of style and content Premendra Mitra’s 
storj' Telenapofa Abishkar moved me deeply when 
it came out in late 30s. Most of my leftist friends 
had considered it then as an example of art for art’s 
sake. But when I read it again recently, it touched a 
chord deep within me, in my present state of 
confusion. The stor]i is related to our inherent urge 
to fantasize, even though we confront the reality 
around us. even though we understand it. But life is 
also too strong an influence, it constantly plucks us 
back from where fantasy has taken us. 

Q: You have said that you try to invest any story 
you choose with meanings of your owm. What 
meanings have you inve.sfed in Khandhar? 

A; 1 am constantly apprehensive that in the moral 
and political confusion of our times, we are in 
danger of erosion of- basic human values, like the 

purity of our love and hatred, like the warmth of our 
convivial life. This fear is reflected in khandhar. and 
the hope to fight it with, is toutdied upon. When the 
photographer returns to his (,ah.utta studio at the 
end of the film, the human ioinpa.s.su>n that he ha.s 
shown during the holiday has touched him. and 
enriched him. His image of the girl among the ruins, 
not only liangs on the walls oi his studio, hut is also 
embedded in his mind. 

Q; (iodarri and Truffout »vere important influences 
on your earlier work. Which filmmakers today 
would you identify as making a reier onl nnpre.s.s/on 
on your work? 

A'; I think I was too overwhelmed by agitprop to 
understand and res|Kio(i |o the earlv Antonioni. 
Bergman and specially Bresson, whom I am now 
deeply moved by. I admire their ability to capture 
the interior world of the individual through the film 
medium. nres.son’s film Four .Nights of a Dreamer 
has shown me how silence can be punrituateB by 
words, how film can freeze not only a moving image, 
but also passing time. Khondhar is particularly 
relevant in this context since here loo 1 have tried not 
only to freeze time but to extend it. to study it at 
length. And 1 think that no other medium but Him 
allows us to do this. In Indian cinema, the only other 
example of such use of film is in Uski Roli though 
Mani Kaul makes a fetish of it. ^ 

Q; What is your experience with the cost of 
Khandhar, which includes many new' actors from 
our new' cinema? 

A: Both the new actors and the old have made 
Khandhar an exciting experience for me. Geeta is rny 
wife, but she hardly acted in my earlier films, 
possibly because she was too close for me to assess 
her. But she has turned out performances of great 
depth and feeling in the last few films, and specially 
in Khandhar. 

The new set of actors (Naseeruddin .Shah. Shabana 
Azmi, Pankaj and Annu Kapoor) have ai.so contri¬ 
buted immensely to this film, by their ability to 
understand the language of silence in which Khan¬ 
dhar is written. If has been exhilarating to W'ork with 
them, both on the intellectual and emotional level. 
The dedication, honesty and sensitivity with which 
Shabana has transformed herself into a middle-class 
Bengali girl in a rural setting leaves me speechless 
with wonder. Both she and Naseer have an extraor¬ 
dinary ability to capture moods and emotions at 
multiple levels. My visits to film festivals puts me in 
touch w'ith the work of different kinds of actors, but i i 

c;an say without hesitation that Naseer is one of the j 

greatest actors in the cinema world today. J. G. I 

municate the tension with which 
she clings on to life on her death¬ 
bed. It is a performance of unusual 
economy and stunning power. 

Pankaj and Annu Kapoor support 
the cast with great competence, 
allowing Naseeruddin Shah to ex¬ 
plore Sudden shades of meaning and 
significance. When we see him back 
in his Calcutta studio at work with 
an advertising model, he shows how 
many of us escape from one reality 
to other planes of reality. 

Shabana Azmi contributes very 

greatly to the warmth of the film. 
With anguish she looks at the 
visitors taking their leave, and her 
final breakdown in front of her 
mother are carried off with touching 
sensitivity. When she looks down 
from the broken parapet towards the 
photographer sitting beside the 
duck pond, her mixed feelings of 
hope and a sense of fruitiessnes.s 
come through powerfully. 

In terms of craft. Khandhar is so 
well made that technique is never 
visible. Surprisingly fur a Mrinal 

Sen film, the music (Bhaskar Chan- 
davarkerl is an object lesson in 
di.sciplined and understated emph¬ 
asis. B»)th in form and content. 
Khandhar reveals a new Mrinal Sen. 
with new dimensions in hLs 
observation .of human beings and 
liis understanding of the middle- 
class predicament. There can be no 
doubt that this is his best. 

Jagaiuiath Guha 

Photographs: Subhash Nandy 
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going to pr^aa 

HINDI FILMS 

NEWREjJEj^g 

Nlahaan: Majestic (R.A. Kid- 
wai Road: 242266), Bina 
(Bidhan Sarani; 341522), Pur- 
nasraa (Raja Raj Kissen 
Streat; 554033), Krishna (T.C. 
Du'ta Street; 844262)—4 
shows. 

Directed by Surondta 
Mohan and rDosic by Rajesh 
Roshan, the film stars Rajesh 
Khanna, Jeetendra, Rekha 
and Poonam Dhillon 

REGULARSHOWS 

Arpan: Opera (Lenin Sarani), 
Grace (M.G. Road: 241544), 
Ganesh (Upper Chitput Road; 
332250). 

Directed by J. Om Prakash 
and music by Laxmikant 
l^arelal. the film stars Jeeten¬ 
dra. Reena Roy, Parveen Babi 
and Raj Babbar. 
Avtaar: Basusree (S.P. 
Mukherjee Road; 478808)—3 
shows, Roxy (Chowringhee 
Place; 234138)—4 shows. 

A tearjerker worth seeing, 
the film stars Rajesh Khanna. 
Shabana Azmi. Sachin and 
others. 

Bazaar: Metro (Chowring¬ 
hee Road; 233541)—3 shows. 
Basusree (S.P. Mukherjee 
Road; 478808)—noon. 

A young woman (Smita 

Patih has run away to Bombay 
from her parental home in 
Hyderabad in the hope of mar- 
rving her lover (Bharat 
Kapoor), but finds herself in 
the position of a keep. To help 
herself, she is forced to hunt 
for a bride for her lover's mid¬ 
dle aged business associate 
who has returned from the Gulf 
with plenty of money. They go 
to Hyderabad and stumble 
across Supriya Pathak, a 
iroung girl in love with a neigh¬ 
bourhood boy (Farooque 
Shaikh). The deal is settled 
and that gives an opportunity 
to a journalist friend 
(Naseeruddin Shah) to vent 
his feelings about it all. In the 
end, Smita herself rebels and 
refuses to marry her lover. 

Sagar Sarhadi's first directo¬ 
rial venture deals with a strong 
story line and Nasser puts in 
an outstanding performance. 
Bekeraar: Orient (Bentinck 
Street: 231917) & Jagat 
(A.P.C. Road; 365108)—4 
shows, Mitra (Bidhan Sarani; 
551133) & Priya (Rashbehari 
Avenue; 464440)-^oon. 

Shallow problems, callow 
youth and the tantrums of two 
young males: this is the story, 
in brief. 

Sunjay Dutt falls in love with 
the neighbour (Padmini Kolha- 
pure) of his best friend 
(Mo'^nish Behl). But he is 
forced by his elder brother to 
marry the daughter of a rich 
man (Supriya Pathak). Several 
tantrums later, you get two 
dismatched couptes. Padmini 
IS then found pregnant with 
Sunjay s child though mairied 
to Mohnish The rest of the film 

Farooque Shaikh and Smita Patil in ‘Bazaar’ 

M T W 
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IS spent in unravelling the 
knots. 

Apart from Padmini's looks, 
this film IS full of rubbish. 

Betaab: Jyotl (Lenin Sarani; 
241132)—12. 3, 6. 8.45; Gem JAcharya J.C. Bose Road; 
14982^2, 5.15, 8.30; Naaz SLower Chilpur Road; 262773) 
i Ujjala (Russa Road; 

478666)—4 Shows; Liberty 
(Chittaranjan Avenue; 
553046), Uttara (Bidhan Sara¬ 
ni; 552200)—8 Shows. 

The hero lives on a pictures¬ 
que ranch with his mother, 
making a meagre living as a 
farmer. A nearby stud farm 
and palace are bought by a 
millionaire who has with him 
an arrogant daughter. 

The hero spends the first 
half of the film taming the 
shrew and they then go 
through the process of falling 
in bve. The rich father refuses 
to accept the match, but some 
complications later, is forced to 
give in. Then follows another 
dose of villainy, action scenes 
with horses, dogs, guns and 
fists. 

Sunny Deol and Amrita 
Singh both make their debuts 
in this film; the former with 
great promise, the latter with¬ 
out any. Well directed by 
Rahul Hawaii. 
HImmatwala; Hind (Ganesh 
Chandra Avenue: 274259)—4 
shows. 

The way to your rivals 
daughter's heart is through 
courage. So Jeetendra tries 
this jMoy to win ovei Auijud 
Khan's daughter Sridevi This 
film is plugged as the storm- 
ing-in of Sridevi but actually it 
is a comeback film after the 
box office failure of her So/va 
Sawan. 
Souten: New Cinema (Lenin 
Sarani; 270147)—4 shows. 

Some exquisite shots in 
Mauritius are the highlight of 
the film apart from plenty of 
glamour, emotion and war¬ 
drobe. 

The film centres around a 
smalltime boat owner (Rajesh 
Khanna) who falls in love and 
marries the daughter (Tina 
Munim) of a wealthy banker 
(Pran) who has a nasty second 
wife (Shashikala) and brother- 
in-law (Pram Chopra). He also 
gets involved in an 
(all right, platonic) affair with 
his Harijan accountant's (Dr 
Shriram Lagoo) daughter 
(Padmini Kolnapure). 

Khanna becomes a shipping 

T F S 
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tycoon but misunderstandings, 
villainy, songs and dances 
lead to an explosive situation. 
The film ends with a supreme 
sacrifice by Kothapure and 
all's well because the barren 
wife offers flowers on the other 
woman's arihi and accepts the 
widowed (now dead) other 
woman's child as her own. 

FOREIGN FILMS 

NEW RELEASES 

Not Now Darling (A): Jamuna 
(Marquis Street. 243715). 

Modem Times: Tiger (Chowr¬ 
inghee Road; 235977)—4 
shows. 

The great Charlie Chaplin’s 
all-time great full-length laugh- 
riot 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Jamuna 

Excallbur(A): New Empire 
(Humayun Place; 231403)— 
12, 2.45, 5.30, 8 15, 

The story about King Arthur 
and his knights is too much of. 
a cliche to repeat here, but the 
film is marred by mechanical 
acting, dreadful dialogue and 
uninspired direction. No matter 
how good the pageantry or 
production values, it is a for¬ 
midable task to present a 
mediaeval costume epic and get away with it. A film by John 

oorman. 
Paris I Love You (A): Metro 
(Chowringhee Road, 
233541)—noon. 
Rivals (A): Minerva (Chowr¬ 
inghee Place; 241052)—12. 3, 
6, 8.30, 

Krishna Shah is remem¬ 
bered here tor his disaster. 
Shahmar But this is a film he 
made eailier and vtith compa¬ 
rative expertise 

A moderr>day, story on the 
Oedipus Complex, it is set in 
the complex social back¬ 
ground ot uptown Manhattan 
Joan Hackett is a young widow 
and her ten-year-old son is 
unusually close to her. Into 
their world comes a man. 
apparenilv a lackadaisical 
guide She teels attracted to 
him but is aware that she will 
tind it difficult to deal with two 
males, poles apart from each 
other, and both m need of her 
She marries him nevertiTeless. 

Rivals IS a sensitive study of 
psychological hangups Scott 



Jacoby as Ihe son puts in a 
ynod pertormance 
Thit Body (A): Ughthouse 
(Humayun Place; 231402)— 
12, 3. 6. 8.30. 

This IS a British 
documentary which “tells the 
facts about the human body 
which you and I do not know.' 

The central idea is that the 
human body Is nothing to be 
ashamed of; in fact, it is some¬ 
thing to be proud of. Various 
scenes and settings are used, 
helped by Vanessa Red¬ 
grave's commentary, to estab¬ 
lish that fact. 

BENGALI FILMS 

NEW RELEASES 

Banaeree; Darpana (Btdhan 
Sarani; 552040)—3 shows. 

Sumitra Mukherjee, Oipank- 
ar Oey. Anil Chatterjee and 
Robi Ghosh form the leading 
cast of this film directed by 
Gyanesh Mukherjee. 

Prlthlbl Amare Chaye: Rup- 
banni (Bidhan sarani; 
553413), Aruna (M.G. Road; 
359561), Bharati (S.P 
Mukherjee Road; 474686)—3 
shows. 

An old hit starring Uttam 
Kumar and Mala Sinna along 
with Sandhyarani, Pahari 
Sanyal. Chhabi Biswas and 
Anup Kumar. Nachiketa 
Ghosn has composed the 
music of this film directed by 
Niren Lahiri. 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Chokh: Priya (Rashbehari 
Avenue: 46440)—3. 6. 8 30; 
Mitra (Bidhan Sarani; 
551133)—3. 5.45. 8.30. 

The eye symbolises a socie¬ 
ty divided into warring classes. 
It IS a society where the official 
laws are bent and twisted to 
serve the interests of the prop¬ 
ertied classes. But the working 
class retainb its fighting spirit 
and its determination to protest 
and resist The passions that a 
dead man's eyes arouse in the 
film symbolise the energy that 
the ideals of a struggling work¬ 
ing class retain even after the 
physical death of a revolution¬ 
ary worker. 

It is the spirit of the working 
class Hhal crystallises around 
itself the support of a 
courageous class of.liberal 
humanitarians, represented in 
the film by Dr Mukherjee who 
is not cowed down by the 
Emergency and can go on 
insisting on his right to know 
whose eyes they are and to 
look into the papers. His refus* 
al to operate may not be a 
revolutionary act m itsetf, but 

has a value of its own in the 
perspectives of his class posi¬ 
tion and the times in general. 

Directed by Utpalendu 
Chakraborty. the film has won 
national and international 
awards. 

Om Puri, Shyamanand 
Jaian, Anil Chatterjee, Shreela 
Mazumdar and Madhabi 
Chakraborty iorm the leading 
cast. 
Jabanbandi: Radha (Bidhan 
Sarani: 553045)—2.30, 5.30. 
8.30; Puma (S P. Mukherjee 
Road; 474567)-3, 6, 9. 

The story is based on the 
entangled family drama of a 
shrewd professional witness 
who had to prove himself to be 
a person with human flesh and 
blood when his own son's trial 
for murder touched his sensi¬ 
tive nerves. 

An authentic story written 
and directed by Pranab Baner- 
jee, the picture has Mohua 
Roychoudnury. Santu Mukher¬ 

jee. Kali Banerjee, Siantwana 
Bose and Sheknar Chatter^ 
in the leading roles. 

SamaptI (A): Sree (Bidhan 
Sarani; 551515) & Purabi 
(M.G. Road; 350680)—3. 6, 
8.45; Indra Roy Road; 
471757)—3, 6. 9 

A young school going boy is 
forced to give up his studies 
artd go to work. He has a 
conscience, and also looks af¬ 
ter his loving mother, ailing 
father and younger sister. The 
village is controlied by an evil 
zamindar and his slimy son. 
and this forces him to go to 
Calcutta. He bwomes a waiter 
in a shady restaurant. He re¬ 
turns to his village with a new 
awareness, talks back to the 
zamindar and finds love in the 
breast of his childhood fnend. 
There is also a subplot involv¬ 
ing the village whore and the 
zemindar's son. 

Tapas Pal. Debashree Roy. 
Sumitra Mukherjee and 

Madhabi Chakraborty lead the 
cast which puts in indifferent 
performances or indulges In 
hamming. 
Breeradher Manbhajan:. 
Surasree (Canal West Road;< 
353836). Rupam (College 
Street), Aleya (Rashbehari 
Avenue) end Bhabani (Russa 
Road; 461528)—ail 3 shows. 

Tapati Bhattacharya stars 
as Radha in this musical film 
directed by Soma Mukherjee 
and music by Kalipada Sm. 

TV 

CALCUTTA 

4 September 
4.00; World of sport. 
5.30; Feature film in Hindi. 
7.25; Saptahiki. 
8.45; Focus; A programme on 
current affairs. 
9.15; Bazme-E-Qawali. 
5 September 
6 34; Chiching phank. 
7.00; BIjnan prasnage. 
6.45; CnRramala: Film songs 
in various languages. 
9.15; Aur bhi gham hain 
zamane main: Serial by Reob 
Saran Sharma (10). 
6 September 
6.34; Telescope. 
7.00; Play In Bengali. 
8 00: Health hints. 
9.00: Bk mu>agaat: An intar- 
view with Sh. Muikh Raj 
Anand. 
9.15: National programme of 
dance: OddlesI dance recttal 
by SorMi Maneingh. 
7 September 
7.00. English film serial. 
8.00: Chitrahar, 
8.45; The Lucy Show (22). 
8 September 
6.34: Industrial programme; 
Educational programme for ru¬ 
ral & unorganisedworkers. 
8.00: Seasons through folk 
songs and dances; Shanti 
Bose & LokgeeU Sanstha. 
8.45: Places of pilgrimage; 
Jawalamukhi. 
9.15; A programme on Interna¬ 
tional Literacy Day. 
9 September 
7.40: Sports round up. 
6.10: Rabindrasangeet. by 
Baitanik. 
9.15: National programme of 
music; Sitar recital by Nikhil 
Banerjee. 
10 S^ember 
5.30: Feature In Bengal): Har¬ 
monium. 
8.45: Good for all of us; Film. 
9,15; Satan Frimon Kt. A prog¬ 
ramme on film appreciation. 
DHAKA 

4 September 
6 50. Sports programme 
9 00: Film: Hart'To Hart. 
Second Channel 
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7,30- Film: Best Of The West 
Alfred Hitchcock Presents. 
5 September 
6.30 Cartoon: Fang Face 
Woody Woodpeckei. 
7.00. Tagore's song 
10.25 Ffim; Wheels. 
6 September 
7 30: Film: Different Strokes 
8.55 Drama series: A ami 
Tumi Shey. 
10 25. Film: Traper John MD. 

12 55. Sports programme. 
Evening Session 
7.30: Film: Bewitched. 
8.55: Jatra; Traditional Benga¬ 
li drama. 
10.25 Film: Dallas. 
Second Channel 
6.30 Musical show. 
NOTE: The timings given 
here are Dhaka timings. 1ST 
will be 30 minutes toss In 
each case. 

Malavika Serukkal: born to dance 

Second Channel 
6 30 Sports programme 
7 September 
6 30 Cartoon: Battle Of The 
Planets. 
9.00. Film: Man From Atlantis 
Second Channel 
7.25 Film: M*A'S-H 
8 September 
8 30 Drama of the week: 
Kusum 0 Keel 
10 25 Film; Yes Mimsle' 
Second Channel 
6.30 Film: Great Western 
Theatre 
9 September 
6.30' Cartoon: LiltlesI Hobo 
The Spider Man 
10 25 Friday Night Cinema: 
Mr Jericho. 
Second Channel 
6,30, Drama 
10 September 
Morning Session 
9 50 Cartoon; Hans Lniislian 
Andersen 
to 45 Film: You Asked For If 
ti '0 Ebari Oban F.imilv 
i.tu'<r 
fj'ns Film: Ihe Pw"’, < i< 

Moihr-w M " 
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SPECIAL EVENTS 

4 September: 10 am 
Julius Caesarer Sash Saldm 

will be staged by Theatre 
Commune. 

At Academy of Fine Arts 
(Cathedral Road: 444205). 
4 September: 9.30 am 

Dakhinee will present a 
programme of Rabindra- 
sangeet. 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road; 449937). 
4 September: 6.30 pm 

Rabitirtha celebrates its 37th 
anniversary with the dance 
drama Ramayana. 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road: 449937). 
4 September: 6.30 pm 

Bohurupee presents its 
latest production Dharmadhar- 
ma. written by Shyamal Sen- 
gupta and directed by Amar 
Ganguly. The mam partici¬ 
pants are Kumar Roy. Amar 
Ganguly. 4<altpiasad Ghosh. 
Namita Maiumdar and Averee 
OtJtta 

At Academy of Fine Arts 
(Cathedral Road; 444205). 
4 September; 6.30 pm 

Rangakarmee presents. 
Maa. me Hindi adaption of 
Gorky's Mother. The cast in¬ 
cludes Usha Ganguly, Vinayak 
Joshi, Om Pareek, Ashok 
Singh, Rajesh Sharma, Asha 
Shastri and Ram Mitra. Direc¬ 
tion: M.K. Rama. 

At Kala Mandir (B) 
(Shakespeare Sarani; 
449086). 
5 September; 6.30 pm 

Benaag and Capstan Filter 
Kings present Malavika Saruk- 
kai in bharatnatyam and a sitar 
recital by Nishat Khan with 
Shankar Ghosh on tabla. 

At Kala Mandir 
(Shakespeare- Sarani; 
449086). 
6 September: 6.30 pm 

Rabitirtha presents Suchitra 
Mitra in a solo recital of Tagore 
songs. 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road; 449937). 
7 September: 6.30 pm 

Binodini Natyagosthi will 
stage the play Shey Timire, 
acted by lady artistes only. The 
cast includes DipIka Banerjee. 
Sabita Mukherjee, Tripti 
Ganguly, Sreemati Pyne, 
Malati Cnoudhury, Miss Shefa- 
li, Qeeta Dey, Lily Chakraborty 
and Madhabi Chakraborty. 
Direction- Geeta Dey. 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road; 449937). 
7 September: 7 pm 

The Bengali adaption of the 
popular Greek play, Medea, 
will be staged by Theatron. 
with Arundhati Banerjee, Ran- 
jan Sarkar, Abhijit Sen. Bijay 
Chakraborty, 

At Academy of Fine Arts 
(Cathedral Road; 444205). 
8 September: 7 pm 

Ankur and Regent King pro 
sent Naathbati Anaethbat, a 
play dramatised by and featur¬ 
ing Saoli Mitra and produced 
by Sombhu Mitra. 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road; 449937). 
9 September: 7 pm 

In aid of chanties, Raider- 
shar}—a play by Mono] Mitra 
and directed by Kumar Roy. 
will be presented by Bohur¬ 
upee. The cast includes Amar 
Ganguly. Soumitra Basu. 
Namita Majumdar Kaliprasad 
Ghosh and Kumar Roy. 

At Kala Mandir 
(Shakespeare Saraiii. 
449086). 
10 September; 9,30 am 

Tapan Memonal Club pre¬ 
sents Ananda Shankar and 
Tanusree Shankar and troupe 
in a programme of Indian 
Dance Creations and audio 
visual extravaganza. 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed 
rat Road: 449937). 

10 September; 6.30 pm 
Sangeetacharya Kumar 

Sachin Deb Burman Memorial 
Committee organises a prog¬ 
ramme of musical recitals by 
renowned singers. 

At Rabindra'Sadan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road; 44993?). 

THEATRE 

Aghatan: Rangana (153/2A 
Acharya Prafulla Chandra 
Road: 556846). 

Written by Biru Mukhenee, 
the play has been directed by 
Gyanesh Mukherjee, and the 
star attraction is the versatile 
Anup Kumar. 
BIbor: Rungmahal (76/1B 
Bidhan Sarani; 551619). 

Subhendu Chatterjee and 
Subrata Chatterjee along with 
Santosh Dutta form the'lead¬ 
ing part of the cast in this play 
directed by Samar Mukherjee 
from Samaresh Basu's story. 
Nahabat; Tapan Theatre (37A 
& 37B Sadananda Road: 
425471), 

Directed by Satya Bando- 
padhyay, this play is regularly 
being staged for the past 7 
years and more. 
Rangini: Circarena (6 Raja 
Rai Kissen Street; 557213). 

the play is based on 
Samaresh Basu's Bijon 
Bibhuin and is directed by 
Samar Mukherjee. The leading 
artistes are Haradhan Baner¬ 
jee. Sailen Mukherjee, Samar 
Mukherjee, Srirup Mitra, 
Jayasree Sen. Debika, Geeta 
Karmakar. Aloka Ganguly, 
Geeta Dey and Miss Shefaii. 
Samadhan; Star (79,'3/4 
Bidhan Sarani; 551139/4077). 

Ranjitmull Kankaria directs 
this family drama which has 
Mahendra Gupta. Kali Baner¬ 
jee, Haridhan, Salindra, 
Kalyani, Manju Chakraborty 
ana Prasenjit in the leading 
roles. 
Sreemati Bhayankari: Bijon 
Theatre (5A Raja Raj Kissen 
Street: 558402). 

A Theatre Unit production, in 
which the star attraction is the 
famous comedian Robi 
Ghosh, who acts as well as 
directs. 

TRAVEL 

Calcutta—Bangkok-»Hong 
Kong—Tokyo: Calcutta de¬ 
parture. AI316 (2*) at 2205 
hours; Calcutta arrival AI307 
(3) at 2345. 
Calcutta-Bangkok; Calcutta 
departures. TG312 (1. 3. 6) at 
1345: Calcutta arrivals. TQ311 
(1. 3. 6) at 0855 
Calcutta—Karachi—Copen¬ 
hagen: Calcutta departure 



9K976 (4. 7) at 0800, Calcutta 
arrival SK975 (4, 7) at 0630. 
Calcutta—London—Naw 
York: Calcutta departure, 
AI103 (1) 2355. 
Caleiitta-London: Calcutta 
departure, BA144 (2) at ^45. 
Calcutta arrival BA145 (2) at 
1335. 
Caleutta>KathnMHidu: Calcit- 
ta departure TO 311 (1, 3, 6); 
0945; Calcutta arrival TQ 312 
0, 3, 6): 1300. 
Calcutta-Deilii: Departures, 
1C 402 (daily) at 1735 hours, 
1C 263 (daily) at 0630; Calcutta 
arrivals. 1C 401 (daily) at 1040. 
1C 264 (daily) at 2205. 

Csleutta>Bombay: Depar¬ 
tures, 1C 176 (daily) at 0640, 
1C 273 (daily) at 1950; Calcutta 
arrivals. 1C 175 (daiiv) at 0850, 
1C 274 (Oaily) at 1850. 
Caleutta>Madraa: Depar¬ 
tures, iC 265 (daily) at 1435, 
Calcutta arrivals, IC 266 (daily) 
at 1935. 
Calcutta>Port Blair: Depar¬ 
ture IC285 (2, 5) at 0^, 
(Calcutta arrival IC286 (2, 5) at 
1040. 
Caleutta-Oauhatl: Departures 
IC249 (daily) at 0600, IC229 Mat 1140, Arrivals IC2S0 

0 (1, 2. 3, 5, 6) and at 
1220 (4,7), IC230 (daily) at 
1425. 

Caleutta-Gauhatl-Texpur* 
Jorhat-Lllabari-DIbrugarh: 
Departure IC211 (daily) at 
0615; Arrival IC212 (daily) at 
1735. 
Calcutta-lmphei: Departure 
IC255 (daily) at 0945: Arrival 
IC256 (daily) at 1540. 

Calcutta-Agartala: Depar¬ 
tures IC237 (2.4,6. 7) at 0545, 
IC235 (1, 3. 5) at 1420. IC243 
(daily) at 0700: Arrivals iC236 
(1,3. 5) at 1705, IC238(2,4.6. 
7) at 1100, and IC244 (daily) at 
0900. 
Calcutta-Bagdogra: Depar¬ 
ture IC221 (daily) at 1135: 
Arrival IC222 (daily) at 1355. 

Calcutta .Jorhet'Olbrugarh: 
Departure tC213 (1, 3,4,6) at 
0620; Arrival IC214 (1.3,4,6) 
at 1040. 
Calcutta>Silchar-lmphat: De¬ 
parture IC255 (dalfy) at 0945; 
Arnval iC256 (daily) at 1540. 
Calcutta-Ranchl-Patna* 
Lueknow-Delhl; Departure, 
IC 410 (daily) at 0550; Calcutta 
arrival, tC 409 (daily) at 1045. 
Calcutta-Kathmandu; Depar¬ 
tures, IC 247 (1, 3, 4, 5, 7) at 
1330; Calcutta arrivals, IC 246 
(1. 3, 4, 5, 7) at 1250. 
Caleutta-Daeca: Departure, 
IC 223 (daily) at 1440: CatoutM 
arrival. IC 224 (dally) at 1640. 

TRAINS 

Departure 
Up Time 

1 19-20 
5 20-00 
3 20-40 

81 9-45 

103 9-45 

101 16-55 

173 5-45 

67 10-55 

61 23-00 

9 21-35 

49 14-20 
11 21-00 

39 21-10 

19 22-00 

EASTERN RAILWAY. 
( HOWRAH)MAIL 

Delhi Kalka Mail 
Amritear Mall 
Bombay Mail via Alla¬ 
habad 

EXPRESS 
Alr-Cond. Express Tri- 
Wkly via Gaya 
Dep.—Tues. & Wed. up to 
New Delhi 
Dep.—Saturday up to 
Amritsar 
Arri.—Tuesday, Wednes¬ 
day & Saturday 
Air-Cond. Express Bi- 
Wkly via Patna 
Dejj —Thursday up to New 

"—Sunday up to Amritsar 
Arri.—Monday & Friday 
Ra|dhanl Alr-Cond. Exp. 
4 days a week 
Dep.—Mon., Thurs., Fri & 
Sunday 
Arn.—Tues, Wed Sat. & 
Sunday 
HImagirl (Jammu-Tawl) 
Exp Tri-Wkly 
Dep.—Wednesday, Satur¬ 
day & Sunday 
Arri.—Monday, Tuesday & 
Friday 
Bombay Janata Express 
Tri-Wkly 
Dep.—Monday, Wednes¬ 
day & Friday 
Arri.—Tuesday, Thursday 
& Sunday 
Dehradun Janata Ex¬ 
press Wkly 
Dep.—Sunday Arn.— 
Sunday 
Doon Express via Grand 
Chord 
Toofan Express via Main 
Line 
Amritsar Express 
De}hl Express via Main 
Line 
Delhi Janata Express via 
Main Line 
Gorakhpur Express 

Arrival Departure Arrival 
Time Dn. Up Time Time On 

21 16-25 MIthila Expcass 6-45 22 

8-15 
7-55 

57 6-10 Kanchenjunga Express 19-30 58 
2 
6 

Tri-wkly 
Dep.—Tuesday. Thursday 

12-35 4 & Saturday 
Arn.—Wednesday. Friday 
& Sunday 

17-10 82 59 18-55 New Bongalgaon (Kam- 
rup Express 

6-30 60 

17-10 104 

11-05 102 

23-35 174 

21-15 68 

8-15 62 

6-56 10 

18-15 8 

15-45 50 
6-05 12 

5-20 40 

10-50 20 

12-30 New Bongalgaon Janata 13-35 
Express 

6-10 Black Diamond Express 21-20 
17- 15 Coalfield Express 10-25 
18- 20 Asansol Express 8-45 
SOUTHEASTERN RAILWAY, HOWRAH 

MAIL 
20-00 Madras Mail 6-10 
20- 15 Bombay Mail via Nagpur 7-20 

EXPRESS 
14 15 Gltanlali(Bombay) Exp 5 13-40 

days a week 
Dep.—Mond.. Tues.. Wed., 
Fri.. & Sat. 
Arri.—Mond., Tues., 
Thurs,, Fri & Sat. 

21- 10 Ahmedabad Express 4 4-00 
days a week 
Dep —Tues. Thurs . Fri. & 
Sunday 
Arn.—Tues., Wed . Fri & 
Sunday 

30 12-40 Bombay Express via 
Nagpur 

14-30 29 

141 15-45 Coromandal (Madras) Ex¬ 11-00 142 

37 23-10 
press 
Madras Janata Express 4-10 36 

13 17-30 Tata Steel Express 10-18 14 
11 6-20 Ispat Express 21-50 12 
5 22-10 Jharsuguda Express 5-00 6 

15 21-25 Ranchi Hatia Express 6-40 16 
7 20-50 Puri Express 5-30 8 
9 18-45 Purl (Jagannath) Express 8-25 10 

45 1 10-50 East Coast (Hyderabad) 
Express 

SEALOAH(MAIL A EXPRESS.) 

16-45 46 

43 19-15 Darjeeling Mail 8-45 44 
53 22-00 Gaur Express 5-00 54 
51 11-45 Jammu Tawl Express 15-40 52 
13 20-20 Upper India Express 

via SBG Loop 
Bhagirathi (Lalgola) Ex- 

11-56 14 

303 18-20 10-20 304 

IS 



RAINBOW / Worid in' 

'm-S: 

'4\ 

INitpiim l» th« liAM 
oiiMmatton, 'MtHOetotow; wf^eh is 
M«pH| UttsiMps suthoiftfss isfsks 
t^lts of giNinliiHilhs 
$yrtwt trooiMi havs'svsciMtod sofiM 
positlont. 
« Tht bMUtirul fscado of NcUtmtns 
oatiisdrat in Chad's caiiltal cm it 
podtmarksd with bulM hoiss siM its 
ontrancs biochsdl bricks, scars of ths 

liiirr] 
rebsl forcos of fomwr President 

GouhoMni Ouddei Isunchedsn attack. 
Conflict between the troepsof President 
Habre and those of Ouddei haafsoed 
ainoe ^70 as part of a 20-year civil war. 
• M fidiainena, tocal beys widi a group of 
French paratroopers sent to back up ^ 

nr.nTn:i; ? ^ 
picture can ba seen on the T-shirt of one of 
the boys. 
• A Sri Lankan soldier atamhi guard 
before business premisaa in Coiombo 
which have been barricaded arttiie a 
wroman walks past burnt down stores after 
riots itoatroyad aome 1.000 horms and 
buataieaaos and left 207 peo|^ dead In the 
muntry aarttar last monm. 





GUIDE / Men’s Wear 

FOR THE SMART ALEC ABOUT TOWN 
A rundown on what Calcutta has to offer for the sartorial male 

The yellow'purple shirt 
may seem avant garde 

on an intense macho pos¬ 
ing for the cameras but 
may not do the same for 
vou. You may not even 
have the savoir-faire of a 
nawab, to look elegant in 
casual wear. And 
although the non¬ 
conformist will disagree, 
the fact that clothes add a 
lot to your personality is 
undeniable. 

A youngster, when 
asked what he thought of 
men's wear, replied 
“leans, T shirt and North 
Star, what else does one 
need?” This may well be 
the answer of most young 
males around town. It's 
nice not to give clothes 
too much importance and 
you may stick to your 
frayed jeans and faded T 
shirt but don’t expect to 
get a'lady killer'reputation 
with it. More often than 
not a well groomed look 
will appeal more than a 
shabby unkempt one, to a 
lady. 

The jeans revolution 
took away a lot of the 
romance of the tie and 
tuxedo dinner but the lat¬ 
ter is sure to turn up again 
like a bad penny. Girls 
still spend a good deal of 
effort in looking nice and 
dressy for an evening out 
and often complain of the 
disinterest most men 
show in their attire. It is 
not unusual to .see boys in 
three-piece suits in Delhi 
or Bombay, even if it's a 
night out to the disco but 
Calcutta has always been 
rathef staid and conven¬ 
tional in its taste. The 
Calcuttan will shy away 
from these "formalities.” 
not realising that a three- 
piece suit can look re¬ 
freshingly informal and 
classy. If you <h)n‘t be'ieve 
me, just ask anv at’’!. 

To begin with it 
wouldn't be a bad idea to 
start with a survey of all 
the places where you can 
get men's wear, ready¬ 
mades, fabrics, tailors, 
and other accessories. 
There are some shops 
where you can get every¬ 
thing in a man's war¬ 
drobe, so you don't have 
to hunt around for a shirt 
from one shop and a tie 
from another. There is no 
dearth of places in New 
Market w'hich cater to ail 
tastes. 

Mohans (at B-93 New 
Market, 249584) has ready¬ 
made shirts and trousers 
costing from Rs 100 to Ks 
300 and from Rs 140 to Rs 
375 respectively. T shirts 
by Smash, Move and Pro- 
iiue may cost anything be¬ 
tween Rs 25 to Rs 250. 
They stock fabrics from 
Raymonds, Oinesh and 
Vimal. Besides these there 
are pyjamas (cotton and 
terrycotton), belts, ties, 
socks and swimming 
trunks. Jeans by Flying 
Machine, Polo, Legwear 
cost between Rs 90 and Rs 
175. For winterwear there 
are pullovers, readymade 
suits and blazers for Rs 
800 to Rs 1300. Tailoring 
charges for suits are Rs 
450. 

Novelty or V’Sons Collec¬ 
tion (at F-68 New Market) 
stock fabrics from 
Raymonds. Vimal. Digjam 
and (iwalior. They have 
readymade shirts costing 
between Rs 100 and Rs 
1B4 and an assortment of 
handkerchiefs, ties, socks 
etc. 

Stylo (at 2 Lindsay 
Street; 232415) keeps suit¬ 
ings from Raymonds and 
shirtings ,from various 
mills, "rnej' do not have a 
readymade department 
and tailoring charges are 
Rs 95 for trousers and Rs 

45 for shirts. They tailor 
suits for Rs 600, safaris for 
Rs 225 and blazers for Rs 
400. 

Chicago (at 1 Lindsay 
Street; 2343^)) also have 
fabrics from the same 
mills as Stylo but the 
tailoring is slightly cheap¬ 
er. They charge Rs 80 for 
trousers, Rs 30 onwards 
for shirts, Rs 500 onwards 
for suits. Rs 200 for safaris 
and Rs 330 for blazers. 

Allahadin, next door, 
who started Talk of the 
Town, now have their own 
exclusive boutique for 
shirts. Their cotton shirts 
for office wear cost Rs 55 
and terrycot Rs 105. Shirts 
for evening wear may 
come for anything be¬ 
tween Rs 145 and Rs 175. 
These are half-sleeved. 
Full-sleeved ones cost Rs 
10 to Rs 15 more. They 
also have T shirts for Rs 
130 to Rs 145. And they 
claim they will have, for 
the first time fn Calcutta, 
designer shirts in cotton, 
which will cost between 
Rs 65 to Rs 75. 

Talk of the Town (20 J.N. 
Road), also exclusively for 
shirts, have a range be¬ 
tween Rs 55 and Rs 190. 

Burlingtons (43 Pai-k 
Man.sjon, Park Street: 
249588) have everything 
from tie pins to briefcases. 
Readymade shirts cost be¬ 
tween Rs 95 and Rs 161) 
and readymade trousers 
between Rs 150 and Rs 
175. There is also a collec¬ 
tion of Swiss cotton shirts 
for Rs 325. Tailoring 
charges for shirts with im¬ 
ported collars are Ks 65 
and for trousers Rs ItO. 
Their speciality is evening 
shirts or party shirts 
which cost between Rs 
150 to Rs 375. They stock 
fabrics from Raymonds 
and Oigjain and tailoring 
charges for suits are Rs 

595 and tor safaris Rs 295. 
They also keep shoes 
made in coilaburation 
with an Italian firm which 
cost between Rs 325 to Rs 
350. other shoes costing 
between Rs 130 and Rs 
295. Ties, socks, iieits. 
briefcases and wallets are 
also available. 

Vogue, on Park Street, 
keep fabrics from Digjam 
and OCM. They tailor 
shirts for Rs 20 onwartls 
and trousers tor Rs 75 
omvards. They also tailor 
shenvanis for Rs 600 and 
suits and safaris. They 
liave a branch at 9 A 
Chowringhee Place, Barkal 
AIL and one at 5 Lindsa> 
Street. 

Park Fanc> Stores (Park 
Centre. 24 Park Street: 
213568) sell cotton shirts 
lor Rs 65. terrv cot for Rs 
130. jeans tor Rs 130. cor¬ 
duroy and gaberdine 
trousers for Rs 220 and Rs 
140. Their T shirts. b\ 
Smash and Move, c.onie 
between Rs 35 and Rs 61. 

Trend, also in Park Cen¬ 
tre. is another boutique 
wliicli sells shirts. Price-- 
range between Rs 130 and 
Ks 180. 

Peppermint (Mona Lisa. 
17 Camac Street) keeps 
spun and terrycot readv- 
made shirts costing tie- 
tween Rs 110 and Rs 651) 
Tailoring charges foi 
shirts are Rs 35 and trous¬ 
ers Rs 90. They also ha\ e .i 
collection of Chinese silk 
prints for shirts. 

(iargi nr FI's (12 Ixradon 
Street) have casiiai shirt.s 
costing Iwtween Rs l.dl 
and Rs 160. cotton FI'*- 
sliirts between Rs 68 and 
Rs 103 and other shirts 
between Rs 160 and Rs 
255. Jeans by FI's, or ol 
drill, canvas and c:ordurov 
t:ost between Rs 162 tn Rs 
308. 
Pftitibha Pachisia 



\bo%e! rlist rame tho National 
Award winning film Kanku 
then t Bine Panno\ another 
National Award winner And 
nuw Kantilal Rathod has i ctin 
pletedRamnagri {starrmp Amol 
Palekar and Suhasini M jla\) a 
film presented b\ Hrishikesh 
Mukherjee Rathod iias prior to 
being bitten by the feature film 
bug w on o\ er a do/en presti¬ 
gious ad film awards He was 
rerentJ\ in Calcutta to promote 
the sale of his film in the eastern 
region 

Left A Goddess of Dance is 
how the French described her 
after seeing her sc intillating per 
formance MalavHca Sanikkal 
(24) probably one of the most 
sensational young dance-stais in 
India has a soft corner for Odissi 
buf this time she will piesent her 
maiden Bharata Natyam recital to 
a Calcutta audience Tomorrow is 
the Day 
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QUIZ / Neil O’Brien 
Pranab Ghosh re¬ 
ports on a quiz 
for iuniors; "The 
ninth Percy Bap'- 
tiste Quiz (run by 
AQUO for school 
children upto 
Class X) was held 
in the hall of the 
Dalhousie Insti¬ 

tute. The teams were, in order of 
seating, Loreto House, Julian Day, 
La Martiniere (Boys), St James’, St 
Xaviers) Calcutta Boys’, Dalhousie 
Institute. South Point and La Marti¬ 
niere (Girls). 

On that lovely evening beaming, 
earnest faces, cheered all the way by 
an enthusiastic audience, mostly of 
school children, keenly battled it 
out for twelve rounds ending in a 
most exciting finish. 

The questions covered a gamut 
of interesting subjects. Interesting 
indeed! Whoever knew the mnemo¬ 
nic for the fate the wives of Henry 
VIII met: ’Divorced, beheaded, died: 
divorced, beheaded, survived!’ LM 
(Girls) correctly answered. ’German 
goitre’ turned out to be a paunch 
acquired by heavy beerdrinking. 
Fancy, school kids correctly answer¬ 
ing that one! 

Hardly a question bounced back. 
Even the tricky ‘googlies’ were deft¬ 
ly played. Question; 'Who was Pan¬ 

dora's father?’ Answer; She had 
none, for she was made by Hephes- 
tus for Zeus so that he might 
through her punish man. Question: 
‘What vowels are there on the bot¬ 
tom line of a typewriter keyboard?’ 
Answer: ‘None.’ 

The visuals provided a pleasing 
variety ranging from a young Chur¬ 
chill to Hercules slaying the lion, 
with Flemming Delfs, the Javan rhi¬ 
noceros and Paul Revere thrown in 

11th Question: Where 
In your bedroom 
would you find e rusl- 
le? (Soumyedlp 
Chowdhury, Calcutta) 
Ane: It le the space 
between the bed and 

the well; also, the pert of the bed 
I next to the well. 

between. Some of the guesses pro¬ 
vided entertainment. 'What is com¬ 
mon to Lai, Pat, Notey and Kalmf?' 
"They are tennis players”, answered 
someone. (They are In fact sags), 

After three rounds Don Bosco (9) 
and Julien Day (6) took an early 
lead. CBS on 2 did not look like the 
eventual winner. At the half way 
^tage the shores were Don Bosco- 
15; Julien Day-11: South Point-9; 
followed by CBS and D1 on 8: 
Loreto, L.M. (B) and L.M. (G) in a 
cluster on 7. After the 10th round 
Don Bosco was leading with 19; 

breathing down their neck was CBS 
with 18. Excitement mounted when 
CBS whizzed past Don Bosco in the 
penultimate round. 

The final points tally; CBS-23; 
Don Bosco-20: Loreto and South 
Pojnt-19: Julien Day, DI and LM(G)- 
17; LM(B)-15: St Xaviers'-12; and St 
James’-9. The winning team com¬ 
prised Sandeep Talukdar, Joydeep 
Dey, Mohan Dutta and Sheshadri 
Sen. 

Thus another exciting and enter¬ 
taining Quiz was over. Kudos to the 
young Quizmaster Barry O’Brien 
who with an effortless ease did a 
splendid job. He maintained an un¬ 
flagging tempo iaced with wit and 
humour which enlivened the pro¬ 
ceedings. One missed the quiet, 
almost self-effacing figure of Percy 
Baptiste, the donor of the Trophy 
and sponsor of the quiz who from 
far away Australia (where he has 
migrated) has continued his interest 
for the regular holding of this Quiz' 
Postscript: The next open quiz is 
Argus’s ‘Close Up’ Quiz, the newest 
on the AQUO open circuit. An 
elimination round will be held to¬ 
day at 5 pm at Christ the King Parish 
Hall. The preliminary rounds will 
tak»< place at the Dalhousie Institute 
on 9 and 10 September at 6 pm. 
Quizmasters Pranab Ghosh and 
R.M. Sen. 

QUESTIONS 
1. What is the meaning of judo? (B.P. Bhowmick. 

Calcutta-14) 
2. Where are Islands of Langerhans? (Reena Sinha, 

Patna-6) 
3. What does the word ‘piano’ mean? (Nirjhar 

Dasgupta, Calr;ultd-15) 
4. Which is the Land of Long White Cloud? (S. 

Garg, Calcutta) 
5. In slang what is a coffin nail? (Suvasish Ghosh, 

Calcutta-37) 
6. Which country elects it.s king periodically? 

(Bappa Mukherjee, Calcutta-29) 
7. Which poet died at the age of 39 when he was 

about to collaborate with the composer Stravins¬ 
ky on a grand opera? (Girish Sambhu, Khar¬ 
agpur) 

8. Who is the Father of the U.S. Constitution? 
(Kajeev Bajoria, Calcutta-6) 

9. What are Leonids? (Krishna Piilai, Giridih) 
10. How did the term ‘quinella’ come about in terms 

of horse racing? (Subesh Roy, Calcutta-26) 

Answer to HEAR, HERE! 

ANSWERS 
'.lepjo pejjo:) aq; ui Apjes 

-s-aoeu lou b uj sjapa8 a.'ieid omj jsjtj aqj 
pe[es O) pejttibaj bi ju^und aq; qo:qA\ ui tluipaq 
(uo)BZi[e)0) kjjBnsn) jo tujoj e- asuas ames aqj 
UT ,e[aumb, qstuBds jo uopeidepe ue luraj sfl 01 

oaq uope[|8}suoo aqi uioj} 
ateuiSuo oj Jeadde qoiqM sjoa4atu jo suiearis •6» 

V'S n 3q» JO 4U8pis8J({ qjfr ‘uostpByq sauiBl b 
■SBUioqj, ubjAq 't, 

•BjsABjBpj '9 
(umop eqj ui [leu ajom auo $i pa^ouis 

epaiBSp iUSAa jBqi jaqaq aqj uiojj) apajeSp y ’S* 

•puB{Be2 MBfq f- 
‘auo) JO uojiBpBjS sp SupSBjdxa ‘.ptiui 

puB )jos, (UBi(eii) a|io/ a ouD;d jo uotjBiAarqqv 'C 

seajoued tmuinq aqi u] '7» 
•Abm apuaS aqj, ‘t. 

The words from the two columns are homophone (Hear, here). (1-h; meet, meat) {2-a; eye, I) {3-b; die, dye) (4k:: 
check, cheque) (5-g; racket, racquet) (6-f: weight, wait) (7*d: knit, nit) (8-e: eun. son) 
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Inner Eye 
NEXT SEVEN DAYS 
FROM SEPTEMBER 4 TO SEPTEMBER 10 

“El RIES 
/A Mar 21-Apr SO 

* * Moderate success 
- and happiness are 
predicted If extravagance and 
law suits are avoided. Influen¬ 
tial relatives and friends, espe¬ 
cially womenfolk, will prove 
helpful. Your home front will 
remain lively and Joyful. 
Chances of meeting an old 
friend of the opposite sex. 

~7P] AURUS 
I Apr 21-May 22 

• The week will prove 
- difficult and trying. 
Safeguard your health and that 
of your family. You will benefit 
in diverse ways. Guard against 
physical and mental over¬ 
strain. Attend to business and 
correspondence carefully. Do 
not make any changes or 
travel. 

^ EMINI 
W May 23-June 21 

^ Some exciting days 
-are ahead bringing 
in unexpected good fortune. A 
happy domestic front is fore¬ 
seen. Borrowing or lending 
may cause some trouble over 
the weekend. Some medical 
expenses are likely. You wrill 
Qaiii through valuable new 
friendships. 

ANCER 
■ - June 22-July 22 

The week begins on 
- a happy note. You 

will gain in speculative ven¬ 
tures. But do not take needless 
nsks. The week is particularly 
favourable for business expan¬ 
sion and speculative invest¬ 
ment. A happy romance is 
predicted. You will hear good 
news. 

n Eo 
j July 23-Aug 22 

“ Your reasoning 
- .power and keen 
perception will help to sur¬ 
mount all your difficulties, par¬ 
ticularly in business. Watch 
finances carefully. Do not 
speculate. Intellectual activi¬ 
ties are well signified. Exercise 
care and prudence where 
documents are concerned. 

“wtI IRGO 
a’ Aug 23-S»pt 22 

• Chances of a 
- change in your busi¬ 
ness or profession are likely. 
However, it will be a change 
for the better. The rest of the 
week promises domestic joy. 
All your affairs will run smooth¬ 
ly and you will make impress¬ 
ive headway. Love and mar¬ 
riage are well signified. 

n IBRA 
j Ssp! 23.0C1 22 

~ Be content with slow 
-1. (but steady) prog¬ 
ress and meet inevitable de¬ 
lays and obstacles with pati- 
ance and tact. Occult advice 
may prove very helpful at this 
juncture. Exercise care and 
discretion in dealings with the 
opposite sex. Devote extra 
attention to business details. 

SCORPIO 
Oct 23-Nov 21 

This week will be of 
- mixed fortunes. Pay 
great attention to financial and 
professional matters. Your 
own hunches and hard work 
will benefit you. A property 
deal will be settled in your 
favour. Some opposition from 
an old person is expected. 
Chances of promotion. 

SI AGITTARIUS 
22 Dec 22 

A fair measure of 
-' success and good 
fortune is indicated. High offi¬ 
cials will prove helpful. You will 
receive good news. Specula¬ 
tion is likely to pay this week. 
Your domestic front will remain 
a source of joy and happiness. 
Do not neglect your health. 
New friendships are foreseen. 

^ APRICORN 
. Dae 23.Jan 20 

^ A busy week lies 
-—j ahead. Make the 
best of the favourable influ¬ 
ences. More than average 
success is predicted resulting 
In a promotion in many cases. 
On the social front, things look 
slightly complicated. Take all 
reasonable risks and forge 
ahead. Watch your health. 

“jTI QUARIUS 
Jan 21-Fab 20 

Exercise caution 
- and restraint in both 
your professional and personal 
fife. Take nothing for granted. 
Avoid speculation and gamb¬ 
ling. Some trouble from an old 
friend is foreseen. Your 
domestic problems will be 
solved by the weekend. A jour¬ 
ney may be postponed. 

PISCES 
Fab 21-Mar 20 

A week of mixed for- 
-tunes is predicted. A 
sudden change of place will 
strengthen your position A 
new friendship will brighten 
your prospects. A promotion is 
probable. You will be praised 
by your friends and relatives. 
Your domestic life will not pose 
many problems. 

BIRTHDAYS 

September 4 
You will be busy settling 
into or arranging new homes 
(or refurnishing old ones) at 
the beginning of this period. In 
March and April 1984— 
chances of a romance. An 
excellent time lor marriage 
proposals and engagements. 

September 5 
You will experience an in- 
eresting eventful year. In- 

lluentiai relatives and friends, 
especially womenfolk, will 
greatly add to your happiness. 
Business proceeds normally, 
despite a sense of insecurity. 

September 6 
You are likely to ^ain through, 
alders and dealings in proper¬ 
ty. In some cases there will be 
successful speculative trans¬ 
actions. Peruse carefully ail 
corre^ondence. Watch 
expenditure specially where 
friends are concerned. 

September 7' 
Quick business success will 
come in November and this 
will be followed by a happy 
romance and gbod fortune. 
You will gain social prominen¬ 
ce in 1984. 

September 8 
Your year will be difficult and 

trying, especially for your 
health and that of womenfolk. 
During October and around 
December you may have to 
encounter heavy oppositiorr 
from elders and especially’ 
from business partners. 
Nevertheless, you will succeed 
in every sphere in January. 

September 9 
Life will be full of happenings 
and the year will pass on an 
even tenor. Elders and young 
associates both will aid you 
greatly and contribute to your 
happine.ss in a big way. 

SUGGESTIONS 
SUNDAY_ 

MONDAY 

rUESDAY_ 

iVEDNESDAV 

rHURSDAY_ 

Friday 

SATURDAY 

LUCKY NUMBER AND COLOURS 
ENTERTAINMENT 

CORRESPONDENCE 
CITATION MOVES 

_MEDITATION 
DOMESTIC AFFAIRS 

BUSINESS AQREEMEfUT 
TRAVEL 

SEPTEMBER 4 

SEPTEMBER S 

SEPTEMBER 6 

SEPTEMBER 7 

SEPTEMBER 8 

3CPTEMBER 9 

SEPTEMBER 10 

BLACK 
GREY 

BLufe 
HAVy BLUE 

ORANGE 

RED 

VEUOW 

September 10 
Your year will be •''tensely 
active. Success crowns all 
your efforts.'whether personal, 
financial or social. Inheritance 
is foreseen and health im¬ 
proves. Chances of a promo¬ 
tion likely 

M.B. RAMAN 



WONDERLAND 

r JUST-A-MINUTE 

HEAR, HERE! By Shamlu Dudeja 

Match a clue from the left column to a clue from the right column. You must 
figure out the basis for matching first. 

1. Converging eventuality. 
2. It is resporisibie for some illusions 

in life. 
3. Non-living things do not do this. 
4. Inspect. 
5. Din. 
6. Diet to reduce this. 
7. Not purl. 
8. Chief source of energy. 

a. First person singular. 
b. Change colour. 
c. Non-rubber bouncer? 
d. Kind of wit. 
e. The proc^gal one? 
f. A waiter's )ob! B. A smasher at courts. 

. Tame gone wild. 

Anawere on Page 20 

SOLUTIONS 
Across: 1 Bass 5 Tow¬ 
er 6 Giraffe 9 Sticker 12 
Dummy 13 Bolt 
Down: 1 Badger 2 
Shorts 3 Loaf 4 Eel 7 
Eskimo 8 Street 10 
Tomb 11 Rug 

Barter Bank 
/f you read an Hem in this 
page that you wish to re¬ 
spond to, please write in 
to Barter Bank, do J'ny. 
Tm.F.r,HAPii Colour Mago- 
7.ine, 6 Prafulla Sarkar 
Street, Cal(;utta-7()000l. 
Also, if \'ou » i.sh to enter 
an ifcin in l/iis coJumn. 
please write in with de¬ 
tails to the address yiven 
above. We shall inform 
you of responses to your 
insertions by post. 

•Sofa: I have a si.\-seater. 
curved-back Dunlop sofa 
and would like to ex¬ 
change it for, preferiiibh-, a 
dining table set for six or 
any other household util- 
itv item. Please write to 
M. )ha. 

•Cassettes: I offer four 
cassettes, in good condi¬ 
tion, ot old Hindi songs 
for a headphone of make 
Sony. Sanyo, Cosmic etc. 
Write to Devendra 
Saharia. 
•Records: I have records 
by Glenn Miller. Strauss. 
Jim Reeves. Dolores Gra\'. 
Hoagy Carmichael and the 
Beatles as well as old 
issues of AnondameJo 
and Deb Snhitya Kutir 
annual volumes, all in 
good condition. I would 
like to exchange them for 
books by Clarence Dav. 
Stephen Leacock. I-K. 
Jerome, James Thurber 
and Richard Gordon. Con¬ 
tact Kakoli. 
•Books: i would like to 
exchange a two-volume 
Zoology of B.Sc. (Hons.) 
standard by T.C. Mojpuria 
for A.L. Basham's The 
Wonder that was India 
and Romila Thapar's The 
Rise and Fall of the Mau- 
ryan Empire. Contact 
Arvind Kumar Mukul. 
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• SMALL FAVORS! 
Thos* lacking in 
haight may find 
amall comfort in 
these "wise" words 
from a book of old 
sayinos: “IFTHES 
KYWERE TOFALL 
THEMAN WHOIST 
ALLWOU LDBEHI 
TRRST." Rearrange 
cap-letter spacing 
for sense. Answer in 
30 seconds. 

ths Sky to the m«n vyho 
IS till woutd be hit first" 

MINDOVER 
MATTER! 

A figure-circle, di¬ 
amond, square or 
triangle—containing a 
number—2, 3 or 4—is 
to be inserted in each 
of the vacant squares 
above in such a way 
that no two similar fi¬ 
gures or numbers will 
appear in any vertical, 
horizontal or corner- 
to-corner diagonal 
row. 

When this arrange¬ 
ment is completed cor¬ 
rectly, each row of four 
numbers will total 10. 
How is it done? 

1 ui ‘8 wp ‘E 'h* > -JO «ai 
uiauog p ‘t» ‘c JI3 'z ID 'I «ia .Moi 
t*HN Z iia'i !)•■» »ip'e Ml «iioJM»ig 
C'B>p> iii'i wz'bs snuMMCudoi 

WATER YOU KNOWI An important part of tho drawtn 
obovo it mining. Inoort Knot to complott tin team 

• Sum Age! A certain senior citizen is as much 
younger than 94 as he is older than 36. What is this 
senior's age? 

m CH 

• Riddle-Me- This I Who was Tonto's favorite 
wrestler? The Groan Ranger. 

CAN YOU TRUST YOUR tYESt Thoro art at least sla tflNor- 
•nets in drawtag dalaHs botwoon lop and boN^ pantis. mm 
OdeWy can y«M Ibid IbomT Cback aiwwtn wHb Iban btima. 

tunt'»*t *imn»»** ■*■■*<•*•*“•* era 
* 'Jttjotn tim's 'tixniut «i imtuiwo'fcWMW n Bujuailo miu *•© I iwpuntiwi 



Comics 

IP r VOH'XGETA (SOOO 
&iAP6 ON MX RXiCE REFORT, 
1 M«5HT FtONK gNOHSH.' 

If 

>■« .'S; ' 

0^ 
)\ 

‘‘'f 'it; 

Wn TAKINO NOTES/ 
EHOW VOU SOME 

A^NTcRIME PlOHTtNO. 

WE'RE NOW IN THE 
maetr crime area in 

PIVERPALE/ ^ 

fMlSWi 
it ■**'' p -fr** 

I 
S'^fninfiA "CTJwn ■ 

WKT->^ 

• - '• ■- '"^1 

k'’»' 

WE'RE OOtNG 10 STA^ OUT 
THAT 51QRE/ XT WAS lOSB^ 
THREE TIMES SINCE S«tURMl£' 

Ip I?*//'"' ''"jlp ,v 

ffj. I' 

. 
jMr 

»m 

■»*,. <i-' > 

i-l 
*fti I 
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MOOSE MILLER By Bob Weber 

of W 
of TW 

)1-V_ 

vs^ U&£ TME ft<krAPrtLETS 
THAT RECQMMEKVO 1AEATIM6 

WITH &A£> OR OIL 

O o 
|i O O 

O o^\ 

0° 
o O o 

rsBie«j 

ITSS l400Mf 
I GCfTTA FIWD 

MV 
eoOMERAHG 

IS 
KOOM 
'ibUR 

Playtime 
*? > 

HXSSaMS! 
BygaSH 

THE. great TRAiGePY 
OF MV LIFE IS THAT I 
HEVER HAO A ERaTHER 
•to SRISHTEH MV 

DECLiKiiHs Years ! 
SoA\EOHE LIKE MOOSE, 

PERHAPS 

F3^ 

THE GREAT 
trasedvop 
MV LIFE IS 

THAT I HEVER 
HAD A sister 

Moose, we cah trust 
THIS Plumber / 

HE SUARAHTEES MIS WORK 
THE pRAIh\ WORKS 
FIKE K40W,FOLKS 

©o’' 

H 

RSvJ 

Hr, 



DR laLDARE HonK’-RANpr 
I'P UKE TO CONPUCT 
SOMF APpmONAL TESTS 
AT A HOSPITAL . . 

m 
unthinkable/ 

By Ken Bald 
I WON'T eo TH(?0U6H with 
THISCHAPAPE, PEIPPE, Z 
THINK SOWETHINS'S QUITE 

WPONiS HEPE, . 

ii" liiiiaMilinM 

HE REFUSES/ HOW PARE HE/ WJSANO, 
I WANT THAT TOUNS /HAN TO /VVARR/ 
PEIPRE. PO WHAT VOU HAVE TO PO. 

SUP THE CONTENTS OF THIS INTO HIS 1 IT WON'T HURT 
OOFFEE...ANP APPAWSE TO HAVE SOME- I HIAH, WILL IT? 
ONE PRESENT TO PBftfOm THE /._^ 

WEPPNQ CEREMONY. / I 

THE LOCKHORNS 



MARKINGS 

As soon as thfi Irain 
touched Howrah Sta¬ 

tion, she knew she was 
there. The bustle, din, 
dust and grime seemed so 
familiar. Yet, she had nev¬ 
er before been in the city. 
She lived in Delhi: 21 
years ago she had been 
Dom in Calcutta. This was 
a sort of homecoming. 
And like every other 
homecoming, this too had 
its share of illusions. 

The first day drawled 
away: cigarettes and 
magazines kept her com¬ 
pany. The next day, she 
arrived at office 10 mi¬ 
nutes late. The boss’ eyeb¬ 
rows were raised; she got 
a hint of a message. .She 

lUuutallonc Debaii«h Deb 

.One for the Railroad 
lit a cigarette, the 
boss almost frowned; it 
was not a hint anymore. 
After a hectic day, she 
trudged back to her hotel 
room. 

Out on the streets, the 
sun blazed down on her 
boredom. She knew she 
needed a drink badly. She 
proceeded to the only bar 
she knew in the city: it 
was near her office. 

"Aap kohon ja rohen 
bain?’* the durwan at the 
gate sounded scandalised. 
She looked back. The dur¬ 
wan was obviously talk¬ 
ing to her. She looked at 
the board. Yes, she had 
come to the right place, 
this was indeed a bar. 

She tossed her hair back 
and proceeded to enter 
the bar. "Ladies not 
allowed, memsoab,” the 
durwan was positively 
contemptuous. She was 
sure he was speaking to 
her. She tried to explain 
her position, was not this 
a public place? To a large 
extent it was not, he said. 
She walked away in a 
huff. 

She knew Calcutta was 
different but this diffe¬ 
rent! And though she was 
born a Bengali in Calcutta, 
she believed in liberation. 
And, equal rights for 
everyone. 

she took the next train 
to Delhi. 

ON a fine sunny morn¬ 
ing in mid-liily. the 

sedate offices of tire Cen¬ 
tral Finger Print Bureau. 
CBl. Calcutta, were dis¬ 
turbed by a hue and cry 
raised by the staff mem¬ 
bers. The reason for this 
conflagration was that un¬ 
boiled rice had been 
found sprinkled under¬ 
neath the tables and 
chairs in all the rooms. 
Not a single room, 
whether belonging to a 
junior or senior officer, 
had been exempted from 
this strange occurrence 
Amidst the excitement, 
somebody remembered 
that it was a Saturday. 
28 

.Against the Grain. 
After more noi.se and deli¬ 
beration,- the by-now ex- 
trentely agitated group 
came io the conclusion 
that tontrik inonfnis hud 
been performed by some¬ 
one either to control the 
staff or harm those who 
rose up against the admi¬ 
nistration in a just cause. 

A delegation of the staff 
met the director of the 
office and discussed the 
i.ssue with him. To their 
surprise, he asked them 
why. in the 20th century, 
should they be afraid of 
such things. He, went on to 
suggest to one of the em- 
ployeetvthat the latter per¬ 
form a pu/o to avert any 

liarm that might be caused 
by the rice. 

As he went the suspi¬ 
cion grew in the minds of 
the agitated members and 
finally one courageous 
said what they all be¬ 
lieved: that the director, 
known to be a reader of 
horoscopes, had perpe¬ 
trated this crime. 

Passions only cooled af¬ 
ter the director issued a 
general circular notifying 
the staff not to panic at 
such incidents. If mere 
sprinkling of rice can cre¬ 
ate such phobia then can't 
tantra be used to quiet the 
unrest of p\'ernment em¬ 
ployees elsewhere too? 

Not Lost 
The man at a loom 

under Boutique Shir- 
ine’s spreading mango 
tree confirms that if a 
single East Bengal refugee 
family prospers, it usually 
provides for several 
others. For he is one of 
some 200 uprooted weav¬ 
ers to have done well 
there, thanks to Anil 
Basak’s success. 

For generations, Basak’s 
ancesiors in Nawabpur 
village wove the gossamer 
fine muslin for which 
Dheka was justly famous, 
later switching to rich 
]amdani. Then came 
Partition, dispossession 
and displacement. The 
Basaks first set up busi¬ 
ness in Burrabazar, then 
in south Calcutta, and are 
now known as connois¬ 
seurs of good quality, 
attractive, yet reasonably 
priced, cotton sarees. 

Instead of . relying on 
wholesale suppliers. Anil 
Basak- provided less for¬ 
tunate refugees with 
handlooms, yarn and 
modern designs, estab¬ 
lishing them in Nadia and 
Birbhum districts. He also 
guaranteed them a market 
through displays like 
Boutique Shirine's exhibi¬ 
tion (September 3 to 18) at 
14 Mandeville Gardens, 
Ballygunge, Calcutta 19. 

The demonstrator there 
is not settled at Phulia in 
Nadia district. Sur¬ 
rounded by Shirine's pro¬ 
fusion of sarees (glowing 
Baluchar. the sheen of 
Vishnupur silk, crisp cot¬ 
ton prints] that almost 
overwhelms a collection 
of pottery, ceramics, silver 
jewellery, batik pictures 
and dextrously woven 
cane, he keeps alive the 
once feared to be lost skill 
of Tangail. 



WHAT exactly is the 
role of a traffic 

policeman in Calcutta? 
On the face of it, it 
appears to be a very^ sim¬ 
ple one because the basic 
duty is to control the traf¬ 
fic flow. But how far these 
policemen do their duty is 
debatable. 

One evening, our cor-i 
respondent was travelling! 
down Ballygunge Circular 
Road in a car. A small\ 
accident occurred at the i 
juncture of Ballygungei 
Circular Road and Lower| 
Circular Road, involving 
two cars. At the'juncture 
there were as many as 
three traffic constables 
standing (one 'wonders 
what the requirements of 
three at one place are), but 
not one of them cared to 
go up to the spot to in¬ 
spect what had happened. 

.Accoimtiiis for Jams. 
f f 

Rather, they were busy 
keeping a close watch at 
an approaching truck 
which' was coming from 
Park Circus. 

Our correspondent took 
the right turn, along 
Circular Road, and just 

when he reached the Seal- 
dah flyover, he was 
caught in a traffic jam. 
After sweating he reached 
the Sealdah flyover, he 
was caught in a traffic 
jam. After sweating it out 
for about 20 minutes, he 
found to his dismay that 

the traffic constables, sta- 
, tioiied just before the 
^flyover, were busy chat¬ 
s'ting with a truck driver 

and had not even 
bothered to control the 
traffic and it had become a 
free-for-all. 

But the last word came 
from a friend of the corres¬ 
pondent who had been 
.travelling with him. He 
said, "The other day when 
1 was standing at the 
crosssing of Rajabazar, I 
saw a tredfic policeman in 
a heated ar^ment ,wUh 
the driver of a tempo. It 
was going on for quite 
some time, and seeing that 
there was confusion in the 
traffic the policemen 
ordered the helper of the 
tempo to control the traf¬ 
fic while he settled his 
accounts with the tempo 
driver." 

.The Last Word 
Dr Farooq Abdullah. 

the charming but con¬ 
troversial chief minister of 
]ammu and Kashmir, 
proved to be a rather 
popular figure during his 
short visit to the city last 
week. Tumultuous 
crowds greeted him 
wherever he went, quite 
taken up by the refreshing 
change he presented from 
the usual drab and pre¬ 
dictable run of politicians. 
Tall, silver-haired and 
clad in safari suits, he 
carried the air of an effi¬ 
cient company executive, 
an impression heightened 
by the ring of sincerity, in 
his speeches. 

He was able to charm 
with equal ease the com¬ 
mon people of Kidderpore 
and the sophisticated 
members of the Ladies 
Study Group. 

However, perhaps to re¬ 
mind everyone that, after 
ail, he was a politician. Dr 
Abdullah arrived two 
hours late for his public 
meeting at Kidderpore. A 
mammoth crowd had 
gathered and the organis¬ 
ers repeatedly gave in¬ 

structions over the mike 
as to what slogans were to 
be shouted when the hon¬ 
oured guest arrived. 
Accordingly, when his car 
was seen approaching, a 
relay of volunteers .sta¬ 
tioned between the entr- 

gusto. There was a slightly 
tense moment as the 
supply of slogans ran out 
after about five minutes. 
However, not to be over¬ 
whelmed, the slogans 
were simply repeated for 
another five minutes. It 

ance to the ground and the 
stage excitedly passed on 
the information that he 
had arrived. 

The person at the mike 
immediately initiated the 
chorus of slogans, to 
which the crowd re- 

then dawned on the 
crowd that there had been 
a false alarm. Immediately 
the cheering changed to 
jeering. Displaying quick 
presence of mind, the 
chorus leader announced, 
"This was only a rehear- 

well” and was able to 
keep the crowd at peace 
till Dr Abdullah eventual¬ 
ly arrived. 

The next day. Dr Abdul¬ 
lah met the Ladies Study 
Group in a quiet, exclu¬ 
sive meeting. Not having 
planned beforehand what 
he would say, he hawed 
and hummed and fum¬ 
bled about for the first five 
minutes of his talk. Notic¬ 
ing his audience squirm¬ 
ing about and trying its* 
best to look interested, he 
suddenly announced with 
refreshing candour, “Er, 
I’m always at a loss for 
words when I'm sur¬ 
rounded by so many 
women.” That broke the 
ice and for the next hour 
Dr Abdullah held forth on 
a. wide variety of topics, 
spurred on by questions 
from the ladies. 

Eventually, as he was 
leaving, he observed, 
“Well, I'm surprised 1 
spoke so ihuch. Normally 
you women do all the 
talking" to which a bri^t 
young thing quipped, 
“You didn't give us much 
of a chance." 
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The Wiz Biz Club is in full swing now. Thousands of 
children from all over India have already become members of 
the most exclusive newspaper club In the countryl join their 
fraternity and taste the joy of novelty each week. 

Fill in the form given below, attach a postal order worth 
Rupees five In favour of "The Telegraph" and mail it. Or 
better still. Cut out the coupon and bring along the money to 
the office of The Telegraph. The address: 6, Prafulla Sarkar 
Street, Calcutta 700 001. 

Join the Wiz Biz Club! Join the world of fun! 



Ck}se-iq> is for dose-iq>s 
Singing under the umbrella on a rainy ( 

day, sharing smiles... sharing good times. And 
you’re oxifideni because youve used Close i^. 

Transparent, red Qo^ up's two si^jer- 
whiteners leave your teeth their whitest and its 
special moudiwarfi ke^ your breath its freshest 

So, .smite a close up anile and stay cpnfldeni, 
because after aB,Ck}se up iji fbr close t^. 

I IMTAS.CX Gfi 241S 



Post Mortem 
Educative 

The article on Kooma 
Bose (Aug 21) was an 
educative and impressive 
one. In our educ ational in¬ 
stitutions physical training 
seems to have failed miser¬ 
ably, they are absolutely 
ineffective. It was my sug- Sestion that yoga be intro- 

uced in educational in- 
stitutiou.s instead of 
physic,al training, so that 
the young generation can 
lead a mure healthy and 
disciplined life. 

1 hope that similcu' arti¬ 
cles will be published in 
your magazine in future. 
This will improve our over¬ 
all knowledge about yoga 
and the whcueabouts of in¬ 
stitutions teaching it. 
S. R. Sure, 
Burrnckpoic' 

Victims Eveiy Way 

Baruii Ghosh’s article on 
aboition (Aug 14| mu.st be 
lauded for its unevasive 
handling ol ur. all-too- 
taboood subjec,!. Tragic as 

ca.ses of septic abortion 
may be, however, to call 
the women involved 
“wretched” is to preclude 
any possibility for their 
having an alternative, not 
necessarily disastrous be¬ 
cause childless, future. The 
case studies of exploited 
saaJis and imivorsity stu¬ 
dents alike presented 
women as victims of love, 
lust, poverty—and journa¬ 
listic pity. The recently 
publisheci photograph of a 
young man who married au 
orphan girl “to set an exam¬ 
ple" (Dress Circle, July 24) 
demonstrates a subtler but 
not dissimilar victimisa¬ 
tion. There i.s no peed to 
undermine women’s sii!,'’- 
wortli by oflering ilieni up 
for sentimental sacrifice. 

Although we may not 
have the Roman Catholic 
sense of sin that drives 
anti-aboftion campaigners 
in the ’West, we do Have— 
especially in Bengal—a 

“motherhood cult” operat¬ 
ing in all classes which, by 
excessively glorifying 
women as mothers, essen¬ 
tially reduces the value of 
their contributions and 
achievements outside the 
domestic sphere. It may be 
noted in most cultures 
where women hold econo¬ 
mic autonomy, there is no 
such deification of mother¬ 
hood but no less devoted 
mothers. Given the altar- 
ideal before them and the 
social stigma towards ex¬ 
tramarital sexuality, it is 
only natural that Indian 
women should seek clan¬ 
destine abortion. Pseudo- 
abortionists. agents, and 
voyeurisl doctors merely 
take advantage of this dual 
aspect of oppression. 

Even if a “comprehen¬ 
sive programme” is drawn 
up by government and 
voluntary organisations, 
the problem “won’t go 
away,” the cultivation of 
awareness of availability is 
not a panacea. Many majur 
workers and WB village 
women do not avail of 
family planning facilities 
because their husbands 
have threatened to remarry 
if they do (these women are 
major contributors in cash 
or kind to domestic funds, 
however much economists 
and census officials mav 
overlook the fact). In such 
instances, MTP is some¬ 
times an effective, if physi¬ 
cally corrosive, birth con- 
tiol method. A student of 
Loreto College, citing a re¬ 
cent billboard advertising 
an abortion clinic, told mt 
(proudly) that her class had 
been shown an American 
“antichoice" propaganda 
film, replete with gory de¬ 
tails of a mangled foetus, to 
drive home the evils of 
abortion. 

The fundamental right of 
any woman is to exercise 
her ow'n choice over her 
own body without being 
suljjec.tefl to p.syclioiogica] 
crucifixion or physical im- 
pairnlent. Hence we cannot 
divorce women's health 
issues from a misogynist 
social pathology. A 
woman’s particular natural 
strength—childbearing—is 
used us another instrument 

of oppression, while a 
plethora of legends, rituals, 
and attitudes glorify this 
oppression so that she 
actually colludes in ‘the 
process of her own denigra¬ 
tion. The ■ victims of par- 
triarchai society are victims 
only as long as they martyr 
themselves as such. By 
offering them patronising 
pity, we often fail to see 
then) as equal beings, and 
indirectly abet in paralys¬ 
ing positive action. 
Runjabati Sircar, 
Calcutta 

Good Luck 

1 appreciated your focus 
on .Bula Chowdhury and 
Dibyendu Barua (July 31). 
Tlie'v are Galciiti i's pride 
and our future Konnv En- 
dei and Bobby Fischer. 1 
would like to request the 
state government, through 
this column, to grant Bula 
and Dibyendu passage 
money for further coaching 
abroad. 

Come on, Bula and 
Dibyendu! Our good 
wishes will always be with 
you. 
Ashirr. Kumar Sarknr, 
Caicuitu 

Tucked Away 
.. 

Mousumi Chalterjee 
writes in Post Mortem (July 
10) that no mention was 
nuide of her old .school. St 
Joseph’s Convent, in the 
article on Chandannagar 
Church (Juno 19). She goes 
on to say that the school 
stands proudly on the side 
of the church facing' the 
Ganges. 

I believe she is actually 
referring to the chapel 
attached to the convent. I 
studied at the school too 
and used to walk past the 
R-mum Catholir Churrli 
flail;,. !t Ktands .'!) (■ ro.u) 
opposite tho jetty of 'tlie 
riverside promenade or 
strand, slightly tucked 
away froni the river and not 
next to the convent which 
is almost on the strand. 
Gouri Bose, 
Calcutta 
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India has always 
fascinated foreigners, 
so much so that many 
(^^em have left their 
homelands forev’er and 
come here to build 
permanent homes. 
Panorama profiles tour 
foreign women who fell 
in love with Indians and 
India. 

8 
Probably the best thing 
to happen to the Benga¬ 
li film industry in recertt 
times is Moon Moon 
Sen. Although her entry 
was rather late, her 
Midas touch madetip 
for it. In Limelight she 
talks atx>u« her experi¬ 
ences in Totlygunge. 

16 
While heads of state 
discuss ‘deterrent’ 
theories and hold sum¬ 
mits, the threat of nuc¬ 
lear war increases. 
Rainbow observes 
Hiroshima Day. 
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Panorama 

INDIA CALLED THEM AND THEY STATED 
t •     '            ' .. - -—■■■■ — ■ I ., I ,11 , 

Four foreign women who made India their home 

HE Raj nostalgia is cer¬ 
tainly not over. Not by a 
long chalk. 

For the many who 
spent their youth in gen¬ 
tle sinning as lackeys of 

the great Empire, and who now 
spend their sunset years away from 
the corridors of power, the mere 
mention of Queen Victoria or Bho- 
wani Junction runs a film of mist 
over their dimming eyes. Ironically, 
though the glory is now irrevocably 
spent, memorabilia of the hey-day 
has become a flourishing industry. 

The Heat and Oust has settled but 
the search goes on for the Far Pavil¬ 
ions. Even as David Lean fixes his 
itinerary for a Passage To India, a 
shadow forms across the face of the 
moon. How long will this industry 
last? When will the profits finally 
begin to dwindle and the shares 
plummet to rock bottom? For when 
the hue and cry is over, and the great 
hustle and bustle of rather theatrical 
visages of maharajas in expensive 
turbans replete with an edging of Searls kissing the hands of memsa- 

ibs in powdfered wira and flowing 
dresses does a slow dissolve, many 
will still remember names of men 
and women from foreign Imids who 
came to India to build a permanent 
home. 

Some of them came, charged by 
an awakening. Some poured in to 
fulfil a personal mission. But they 
stayed, fascinated by a country that 
extended beyond the limited con¬ 
fines of a mere empire. Miss Nobel 
and Miss Slade discarded their 
names and the world rememliers 
them as Sister Nivedita and 
Mirabehn. Annie Besant came to 
India as a theosophist and stayed to 
become actively involved in its 
national movement. 

Nellie .Sengupta participated in 
the struggle for independence and 
Agnes Gonxha Bejaxhiu, a frail little 
nun from distant Yugoslavia who 
came to teach at a Calcutta Loreto 
Convent, walked out of its portals 
with just five rupees in her pocket, 
siiiitten by a love for the downtrnd- * 
den and the lowly which has swel¬ 
led over the years to embrace diffe- 

Diana Biawaa: a tryat with India 

Some of them came, 
oharg:edby an 

awakening. Some poured 
in to fulfil a personal 

mission.. .But there were 
others as well who have 
come to this land from 
across the seven seas to 
love and to cherish its 

heritage and build a quiet 
home. When the sun set 
softly over the British 

Empire and India awoke 
to life and freedom, these 
women of courage threw 

in their lot with tibe 
destiny of the country. 

rent corners of the world. If you 
meet her today, you will recognise 
her as Mother Teresa. 

These are just a few of the many 
that India has recognised and ap¬ 
plauded. But there were others as 
well who have come to this land 
from across the seven seas to love 
and to cherish its heritage and build 
a quiet home. When the sun set 
softly over the British Empire and 
India awoke to life and freedom, 
these women of courage threw in 
their lot with the destiny of the 
country. Even after the pledge had 
been redeemed and the tryst kept, 
many others came to the East and 
grew roots that are now very strong. 

For most of them if meant a totally 
new way of life. Some had to adjust 
to joint families, others had to fight 
the caste system. Whatever the odds 
and however tough the initial years 
were, these women were deter¬ 
mined to make their untold sacri¬ 
fices and live here, in our many- 
splendoured land. 

To them today. India is home. 
They are very much a part of its 
ethos. There is no superficiality 
here. They married men who be¬ 
came symbols of a nation. And they 
were willing to stake a comfortable 
past in their homelands to risk an 
adventure into a country thousands 
of miles away from theirs. 

This is the story of Leela Ray, 
Manjari Bose, Elisabeth Roy 
and Diana Biswas who 

accepted India with all its idiosyn- 
cracies and grew to love it and make 
it their own, This is a story of 
tremendous courage and fortitude of 
four women from abroad who learnt 
to play out their lives in a different 
land in perfect symphony and excel¬ 
lent taste. Calcutta, of course, forms 
the backdrop today. Uver to them 
for rhftir exciting storv... 

Miss Ondroft trum America is the 
renowned author and translator, 
Laeltf Ray, today. She has spent 53 
years in India but the love affair is 
not quite over. Married to Armada 
Shankar Ray, one df the doyens of 
Bengali literature, she told us that 
India had fasclnatmi her from her 



Leela Ray with Annada Shankar Ray: tha daya hava flown paat 

childhuud Her mother and aunt 
being very interested-in writing and 
painting,' her aesthetic sensibilities 
were nurtured at a young age. When 
she came across a book, entitled Soul 
Enchanted by Remain Holland, it 
made a tremendous influence on her 
life 

Leela Ray first visited India as a 
stud ml when G<mdhi)i’s message of 
non-\iolenie w^s sweeping through 
the Lountiiv and Rabindranath Ta¬ 
gore’s writings making a great im¬ 
pact on the nation. She married 
Annada Shankar Ray in 1930 and 
decided to stay back. 

Looking back in time'she told us, 
“When I met Guiudev in Santi- 
niketan in 1931, he tbld me that I 
should live in India. The independ¬ 
ence struggle was then at its peak 
Many young boys were going to 
prison It was a time of disarray and 
tuimoil So I detJded to live in India 
nod nw children have had part of 
thoir ‘duration in 
•Sutdind olaii ’ Not that there were 
no fun dies to cross when she finally 
made her decision A quiet smile on 
her lips, she says, “There was bound 
to be some opposition but if I had 
any sense of independence, it came 
to the fore then and I was never 
unduly disturbed If you never face 
any hurdles, you never gain any 
strength ’’ 
Strong family bonds: She jokingly 
calls (it'f ianiiiy a very big gushti but 
the bonds ui« strong Her father-in¬ 

law was a very kind person and 
today she quietly confinns that if 
she has ever helped any of her 

1 wmt back home 
alter 40 years and was 
able to meet my mother 
before she died. But my 
life is now cdosel^ Unk^ 
here, in Indisr—Leela Bay 

Ueia Ray e. 1930a 

Indian relatives, it jvas more out of 
affection than any stoic sense of 
duty. “I have never felt superior and 
built barriers Trivialities in life are even too much importance and this 

IS to be avoided I had to develop a 
lot of inner resources But my love 
for India was stiong 

"There was a great cultural re¬ 
surgence that wat taking place in 
India when 1 first came here. I have 
met great men like Tagore end Uday 
Shankar and they left a lasting im¬ 
pression on my mind. Learning is 
always a joy. I liave spent a wonder¬ 
ful, rich life and at times 1 wonder 
how the days flew past so quickly!” 

It was an arduous journey for 
Leela Ray—^from Texas to India But 
she has no regrets Educated in 
America and Europe, she threw' in 
her lot to come and build hei home 
in India. The deci .im t pa^ii'g rich 
dividends toilay ‘I w eiit bat k home 
after 40 yea's and ea* oble 'o meet 
my mothei beiOie .tie died But my 
life is now (lose\ iiukn! lieie, in 
India. Mv ulatut"- m Aiiienc i.ire.is 
old as me and iheir liiestyle is \eiy 
different I really have nobody to go 
back to 

“My borne now is in Calcutta. I 
travel a lot. I still go to Santmiketan 
whenever I find a little time But 
these tripvS are slowing down My 
husband has been advised by doc¬ 
tors not to move arouiul loo nm< h. 
He needs me bv c ■. sub- nue h inriie 
today!" 

b 



Easy adluttmwit: For Meojari (thea 
Mar^rie j Bose it was a fascinating 
tourney from Liverpool to Bang¬ 
ladesh and then, finally, to India. 
She met her husband, who is a 
doctor, after she herself had trained 
as a nurse from Southport. She was 
at Simpson’s Maternity Hospital in 
Edinburgh when she first set eyes on 
her husband in 1953. 

And when Or Bose returned to 
what was then called East Pakistan, 
Marjorie followed him. They work¬ 
ed together for two years. The bonds 
were strengthened and they,finally 
married in 1956 in Calcutta. 

’i was mamed in the traditional 
Hindu way and my sister-in-law 
helped me a lot to get used to a joint 
fomily and the new setup. 1 must say 
that everything worked out very 
well for me!" she says now. 

Her first name became* Manjari 
when she came to India. She had 
read a lot of Tagore’s works. The 
poems from Gitanjali had moved 
ner and she was aware of the nation¬ 
al freedom movement. But knowing 
about a country and adopting it as 
your home are very different experi¬ 
ences. Manjari Bose thanks the 
lilfcra] family she married into. To¬ 
day, she is very much a part of a 
Joint Hindu home, playing her 
variegated roles of boudi, kakima, 
mamimn to perfection. 

“I ri&ver had the problems that I 
had apprehended when I came to 
live in India. Adjusting to this new 
lifestyle was easy for me because my 
husbmd’s people were gentle, love- 

I have lived in 
India so long now, seen 

the,ooimtry in the throes 
of the independence 
struggle, watched it 
grow as a fledgling 

nation. I have brought up 
my daughter to te an 
Indian and Uve life the 

Indian way— 
Elisabeth Hoy 

ly folk." Not for her the traumas of 
caste barriers and the -stigma of 
being bom with a white sldn. 

Being very involved in her profes¬ 
sion and a constant back-up for her 
husband, Manjari Bose has travelled 
a lot iathe country and is enchanted 
by its unity in diversity. Her chil¬ 
dren—a son and three dau^ters— 
are all either working or studying in 
India and though she has a brother 
in the U.K. wi£ whom she is con¬ 
stantly in touch, India is really 
where her heart now rests. This 
country is her home. 

"There is so much to do here. I 
still help my husband in the opera¬ 
tion theatre, in his chamber and at 
home. Ours has always been a joint 
family and all of us are very close to 
each other. My father-in-law was a 
wonderful man of strong ideas' and a 
thorough disciplinarian and we 

daughters-in-law miss him very 
much indeed.’’ 

We wondered if she ever really 
misses England in her life which is 
so hectic. With a small smile she 
said, ‘T love India. I have built my 
home in this land and my roots here 
are strong. But I do miss England 
when spring comes around the cor¬ 
ner. For springtime in the U.K. is 
very beautiful.’’ 

Brought up in Nancy, the old 
capital of Loraine, Elisabeth 
Roy looks back on her days 

spent in France with beautiful 
memories. She has been away for 
long; she got married way back in 
1934 and has live'd in India ever 
since. Mrs Otte, her mother, had 
approved of the match when Eli¬ 
sabeth decided to marry an Indian. 
She was the only daughter and her 
happiness was what counted most. 

But having come to India, she got 
so involved with her home in this 
land that she never found the time 
to return to France even once. Her 
husband was working for the Geolo¬ 
gical Survey of India and has retired 
now as its Director Genc;ral. But 
when Mrs Roy first came to India, 
life was full of strange adventures. 

When her husband went on field 
work, she often acompanied him 
With a laugh she said, "Often we 
had to travel miles in bullock carts 
into the very heart of India and live 
in makeshift camps. I was young 
then and so excited that the local 
surroundings never really affected 
me. It was hot and not very comfort- 



Manlari Bcnw with Iwr husband and bi-^aws at tha tinw of har marrlaga: 
a pi^la In adjustmant 

able but it was worth it My only 
concession was boiled water for 
drinking! On one sut^ trip 1 had to 
live in a tent with my little daughter 
and spend an entire night alone as 
ray husband had to go out on work 
but 1 was unafraid. Today, I can say 
quite honestly that I was never 
barred from doing anything 1 wished 
tu do. 1 don’t wear sindoor because 
my husband had once said that it 
made me look a little odd but 1 feel 
like an Indian and react like an 
Indian housewife to my environ¬ 
ment.” 

In fact Lilly Roy (as she is now 
known) even reads Bengali and 
sings Rabmdrasangeet. .But for the 
colour of her skin, she could be an 
example of a perfect Hindu house¬ 
wife. “I am a great believer in. God 
In tlie early days I used to visit pu|a 
pondois regularly but I am not too 
well nowadays. ^ 1 don’t go out. In 
any case, all the noise and hulia 
now drowns the spirit of worship. 

"It is so unfortuiuto that 1 never 
met my in-laws but ray sister-in-law 
was very kind and gave me a lot of 
love and abaction. I have lived in 
India so long now, seen the country 
in the throes of the independence 
struggle, watched it sow as a fledg¬ 
ling nation, i have mught up my 

ftlaughter to be an Indian ana live 
life the Indian way. We are a close- 
knit lot. I have no connection wiOt 
France after my mother’s death. All 
that I have now is here, in Calcutta.” 
No oppooWon: Fqr Diana Biswas, 
her byst with India began much 
later than for Mrs Roy but today she 
is an Indian to all appearances and 
fw'all practical purposes. Her pa¬ 
rents still live in Manchester but for 
har and hnr dauf^tter, home meant 
Calcutta. 

Before she came to live in India, 
she had read about tha ooonhy. She 
was aware of our Iftontun and of 

the independence movement and 
she had even met a few Indians and 
got tu know them in England. So 
when she met Subir Biswas, whom 
Calcutta will always remember as 
one of the most dynamic and 
humane Canons St Paul's Cathedral 
has ever had, she already knew that 
there was more to the country than 
snake-charmers and rope tricks! 

What, perhaps, made her life in 
India that much easier was the fact 
thiU she and her husband shared the 
same religion. She began her life in 
India, sure of the fact that she was 
ntude tu feel a part of the family in 
her husband’s home. Rev. Biswas 
was a true Christian and an incor¬ 
rigible Bengali! Diana Biswas had to 

to cope with not only his 
tremendous dedication but also his 
sense of humour. 

There was no opposition from any 
Indian quarters. As she says, "If 
there were any hurdles, they were 
set up by my own country-men in 
the Church who looked down on me 
and must have thought that I was 
crazy to marry an Indian!” 

However, she never took mudi 
notice of such peigile and concen¬ 
trated on sharing a fascinating life 
with Subir Biswas. But when she 
lost her husband she says that she 
was tempted to return to England 
where her parents were. 

Those must have been days of 
indecision and turmoil but Diana 
Biswas finally decided to live her 
life in India, as part of India's people 
becauae she owed it to her dau^ter 
and to Subir who loved Calcutta as 
fow Indians have. R was a sacrifice 
she made willinglv and today die is 
happy to tend hw hearth here, in the 
miint cd all the tnumatic bustle that 
Biakaa Calcutta so difierant from 
emiy other dty in foe world. 
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LIMELIGHT / Moon Moon Sen 

Having always done her own thing, the daughter of 
Suchitra Sen couldn't be persuaded into doing films 
and following in the legendary star's footsteps. 
But marriage and two children later, she took up 
modelling-and films.With Midas results, naturally.. 

Like Coca Coia, she is the real 
thing. 

With a presence that crackles 
like live wires, the electricity 
wafts down at you before she 
does. Long-limbed looks. The 

manipulative powers of Eve. The soft 
warmth of a wintry mom in her approach. 
Moon Moon Sen is She. The complete 
woman. The kind that could charm a 

SHOOTING STAR 

snake. 
And. then, her eyes. Her silk brown 

eyes. They don't pierce, they don’t smoul¬ 
der. They snuggle up to you like gentle 
waves at the sands. The kind that say ‘Yes 
in big brown letters. And beauty becomes 
full stop. A perpetual gaze. 

“There have been great disadvantages 
being a pretty girl," says Moon Moon Sen, 
jerking you out of your reverie. People 
(Ion t take you seriously, she feels, they 
tend to rejmt you as a dumb belle. “I 
myself have had so many people turn 
around and say, ‘Oh, so you're not fust a 
pretty face.’ You fMi like stabbing them," 
she says in a sinister soitto voce. “In fgid. I 
confess that I’ve said the same thing about 
other pretty gifla mytelf." She tiirowa back 
her heavy betdied, 'mvet nunejUke e 



piize filly and laughs. If you’re that pretty, Moon, who needs 
advantages? 

Both Moon and her-husband. Habi Dev Varma (a nephew of 
the famed Gayatri Devi), pride themselves as gourmets. ‘Tood 
and sdx.” she explains, tongue firmly in cheek, “are the only 
two healthy recreational possibilities. I’ve had two babies, so 
now I concentrate on food.’’ She smiles mischievously, ‘Flirt’ 
written all over her face. 

And asks; “Are you a gourmet, too?’’ 

Cmning together: The Moon Mystique was always present 
in Calcutta. Stories about her “d^ng’’ ways would leave 
many a Lancelot breathless. She dabbled in many creative 
fields—from teaching in a school to making an animation film 
at Chitrabani, from graphic art to photography. But nothing 
seemed to hold her interest for long. 

When she was just 16, Habi went over to Suchitra Sen and 
asked for her only child’s hand. But the imperial lady would 
hear none of it and both drifted apart. Habi married “a 
beautiful, nice girl who now lives in Delhi’’ and Moon spent 
her time ^wing out of adolescence and teenage infatnatinn- 

But Habi and his wife grew “bored of each outer’’ and 
mutually decided to go different ways. Aoiording to Moon, 
Habi was always “a bit of a Gay Lothario” and they met by 
chance at a party. The old flame was rekindled, Moon was no 
lo^BT a minor and Habi was ttmin unattached. 

Tbis time it was for real. And Moon got married in January 

Eoby: A few years earlier, accompanying her mother tn 
Bombay for tite jiremiere of CMinr’a Aimdhi, Moonl^ taimn 



the cl^ by BtcHin .and dn(» than 
offen.^ nlms had been incessant. 
But Moon tust wasn’t interested in 
films, no matter how big the film* 
maker or how fat the purse. Besides, 
her mother was always against her 
doing films. "I’m very close to Mum¬ 
my. dime’s hardly a day when lye 
don’t speak to each ouer on the 
phone or meet at her place. 1 entered 

took her a long time to raaliae that 1 
was serious—she had even stopped 
talking to me for some time. She had 
this thing about being terribly se¬ 
rious about hw work and always felt 
that I wouldn’t be r^le to do films 
with the same degree of Seriousness. 
Now, of course, she has taken it in 
her stride." 

After ^tting pregnant for the 
second time in tnree yams. Moon 
suddenly decided that she wanted 
to model. And within a year, she 
was looking around for competition 
and could’t find any. Hw charges 
were on par with Bombay models. 
Ad commercials followed and today 
Moon is as popular a model as a 
filmstar, in aoout two years. At that 
time, seven months pregnant, she 
went to friends in ad agamies and 

they were only too ^ad to shoot reigning stars, that’s saying some- 
Moon. "Since 1 had this big tummy thing. 'Today, Moon is "among the 
they had to shoot only my face,” she top three” here as hu as rates go. 
lat^hs. She is honest enough to Soon aftm-her entry into tlm mod- 
adn^t that "modelling is not crea- elling scene, Bhaskat Chowdhury 
tive, it’s lucrative.” ' signed her for RobJ Shome, a film 

Happier nwwMling; Looking back that took its time to get released; it 
on her young, dual carem, she finds was also screened anst tiw pimna- 
modelling more satisfying than ture death of director Chomlhury. 
films. "I’ve become muen more de- Apmna Sen’s dS, ChowriimliM Lane 
veloped in modelling, I know a Im might have been her ikmut fihn. 
about it now. I can now contribute Apona was willing to postpone the 
to my photo sessions. But films. I’ve film by abmit three naonfim to 
lots to learn It's only with accemunodste her (she was pregnant 
Deeper Prem that I began getting then), but aomsh^ thlngB dlmtad 
involved with a film. It was the first and never got round to doii^ fi. 
time that I started thinking about Sid sigfdng cm for even a fleefing 
acting as a inrocess, there was a rede in Rem ^«Mne got the film 
motivatiem to analyse the character I more publteity tiian any other in 
was playing, ti’ cmmjmriiard the recent times. Paltha PrsHm Cbo^ 
film. But, as I said, this inrocess has dhury’s Rafbodhu ivaa the first 
just started for me. Acting is'a Moon Moon $en fihn to be Mlaaaed 
longer-term tiling. And then there’s and the star taah had begun, 
much Bum money in modellkm I Reatfy for releaae are Rcqleshwori 
get ac much in moddling la a my (Salil , Dutta), Deepor Prna (Anm- 
titan whm I get from a film te. dhatl Devi), Ajaitte (ArrmMHxdu 
Calcutta.” Contddming that Moon’a Mirichfeclae), Antmub I^aidaan 1^- 
lates fm her first few fiteu ware m), md Baidariya RoImi^ {Titian 
equal to the cunent rates of vetanm Btehal. la BOMtsy, dha la dofeog 



Basu Chatterjae’s Sheesha with 
Mithun Chakraborty. Vljavendra 
and Mallika Sarabhai The first 
schedule is complete and she is 
“very excited” about this film "K K 
Mahajan (the cinematographer) is so 
efficient He’s one person whose 
lighting is ready in minutes and he 
has to keep waiting for the stars 
Normally, it’s the other v^av about 
the stars have to sit around in their 
makeup rooms waiting for the lights 
to be fixed ” She is considering Ra) 
Tilak’s film with Ra| Babbar, 
Raveekant Nagairh's Soorhna with 
Mithun, a bilm^al called Surson 
gam, the next film by either BR 
Chopra or Ravi Chopra, wh« hever 
comes first, and a Bangladeshi film 
by Amjad Hussain 

With Ray Jrs But the more exi it 
ing news is of Sandip Ray signing 
her for his next film on Felunath 
which will be sho^ in Kathmandu It 
may be fust "eight days' work’ but 
considering that Satvapt Ray has 
specially written the role into the 
film IS cause enough to pup the 
champagne Earlier, there was a very 
strong rumour that she was. to do the 
female lead in Ghorev Bairey which 
she diplomatically demolishes with 
“The rumour didn t reach me ” 

She has complete faith in Sandip 
and considers his first work Phntik- 
chand, "technically brilliant in 
compositions ” “Whatever people 
might think about his father having 
helped, his father couldn’t have had 

any share in the shot taking” 
When we first met, a couple of 

years ago, she had wondered why 1 
was wasting time on “a starlet ” She 
also (iaimed to know nothing about 
acting "I’m the Zeenat Aman of 
Bengali films'” she had said, char¬ 
mingly as ever 

Today, she has no fake modesty 
about heself Deepar Prem and 
Boidurjva Rohasya. she feels, have 
been great acting experiences. 
Tapan Sinha, Arundhati Oevi and 
.Satya)it Ray are impressive names to 
drop And she knows that she is 
more than just a star 

“The success of Rojbodhu made 
me a star I m still riding high, 
everything is hunky-dory But I’m 
aware that if 1 have two flops, they 
will iffect my market seiiously And 
it I 111 c hargiiig very higli fui films, 
it’s because I m charging for my time 
as a professional model,” she says. 

Time reminds me As a star, she 
made me wait for 40 minutes after 
the appointment time But, then, she 
apologised with a peck on the left 
cheek Turn the other cheek, I prod¬ 
ded myself. 

And somebody said, Christ. 

Anil Grosrer 
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HINDI FILMS 

NEW RELEASES 

Shungroo: Lighthouse 
[Humayun Place: 231402), 
\4oonlight (T.C. Dulta Road; 
}43339). Mitra (Bidhan Sarani; 
>51133), Kalika (Sadananda 
Road: 478141). 

Kunaal Goswami, Komai 
t^ahuvakar. Shashi Kapoor, 
Smita Patil and Waheeda Reh- 
nan form the leading cast of 
he film directed by Ram Sethi 
ind music by Kaiyanji Anandji. 
Hum Se Badhkar Kaun: 
.otus (S.N. Banerjee Road: 
242664), Grace (Mahatma 
Sandhi Road: 341544), Sree 
[Bidhan Sarani; 551515), In- 
jira (Indira Roy Road; 
171757). 

Directed by Deepak Bahrey 
snd music by Ramm Laxman, 
;he film stars Mithun Chakra- 
X)rly. Ranjeeta, Amjad Khan 
and Danny. 
Sholay; Gem (Acharya J.C. 
3ose Road, 249828), Society 
[Corporation Place; 241002), 
=’rabha1 (Chittaianian Avenue: 
342683), Jagat (A.P.C. Road; 
365108). 

A grand revival of the record 
Dreaking movie starring Ami- 
abh Bachchan, Dharmendra, 
Hema Malini, Jaya Bhaduri 
ind Amjad Khan. 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Wtaar: Basusree (S.P. 
i^ukherjee Road; 478808)—3 
shows, Roxy (Cnownnghee 
’lace; 234138)-^ shows. 

A te.jrjerker worth seeing, 
he film stars Ra/esh Khanna, 
shabana Azmi, Sachin and 
>ther&. 

Bazaar; Metro (Chowring- 
lee Road: 233541)—3 shows, 
fasusree (S.P. Mukherjee 
Road; 478808)—noon. 

A young woman (Smita 
»atil) has run away to Bombay 
rom her parental home in 
fyderabad in the hope of mar- 
ying her lover (Bharat 
(apoiy). but finds herself in 
he positicn o! a keep. To help 
lersei*, slip is foToc' fo hunt 
3t a b;ioe tor het lovei 's mid- 
lie aged business associate 
rho nas returned from the Gulf 
nth plenty of money. They go 
0 Hyderabad and stumble 

across Supriya Pathak, a 
young girl in love with a neigh¬ 
bourhood boy (Farooque 
Shaikh). The deal is settled 
and that gives an opportunity 
to a journalist friend 
(Naseemddin Shat^ to vent 
his feelings about it ail. In the 
end, Smita herself rebels and 
refuses to marry her lover. 

Sagar Sarhadi's first directo¬ 
rial venture deals with a strong 
story line and Naseer puts in 
an outstanding performance. 
Bekaraar: Orient (Bentinck 
Street; 231917). 

Shallow problems, callow 
youth and the tantrums of two 
young mates; this is the story, 
in bnef. 

Suniay Dutt falls in love with 
the neighbour (Padmini Kotha- 
pure) of his best friend 
(Mohnish Behl). But he is 
forced by his elder brother to 
marry the daughter of a rich 
man (Supriya Pathak). Several 
tantrums later, you get two 
dismatched couples. Padmini 
is then found pregnant with 
Sunjay's child though married 
to Monnish. The rest of the film 
is spent in unravelling the 
knots. 

Apart from Padmini's looks, 
this film is full of rubbish. 

Betaab: Jyoti (Lenin Sarani; 
24f 132)—12, 3, 6. 8.45; Naaz 
(Lower Chitpur Road; 262773) 
& Uijala (Russa Road; 
478666)—4 Shows; Liberty 
(Chittaran)an Avenue; 
553046), Uttara (Bidhan Sara¬ 
ni: 552200)—3 Shows. 

Star debutants Sunny Deol 
and Amrita Singh with veteran 
Shammt Kapoor are in the 
leading roles of this film 
directed by Rahul Rawail. 
Music is by R.O. Burman. 

The hero lives on a pictures¬ 
que ranch with his mother, 
making a meagre living as a 
farmer. A nearby stud farm 
and palace are bought by a 
millionaire who has with him 
an arrogant daughter. 

The hero spends the first 
half of the film taming fire 
shrew and they then go 
through the process of falling 
1(1 love. The rich father refuses 
to accept the match, but some 
eomplicalions later, is forced to 
give in. Then follows another 
dose of villainy, action scenes 
with horses, dogs, guns and 
fists. 

Sunny Oeol arKt Amrita 
Singh both make ttielr debuts 
in mis filrs; the former wim 
great promote, the latter with¬ 

out any. Well directed by 
Rahul Rawail. 
HImmatwaia: Hind (Oanesh 
Chandra Avenue; 274259)—4 
shows. 

The way to your rival’s 
daughter’s heart is through 
courage. So Jeetendra tries 
this ploy to win over Amiaif 
Khan's daughter Sridevi. Tnis 
film is plugged as the storm- 
ing-in of Sridevi but actually it 
is a comeback film after the 
box office failure of her Solva 
Sawan. 
iNIkaah; Paradise (Bentinck 
Street; 235422)—12, 3, 6, 9; 
TaHce Show House (Shibdas 
Bhadufi Street; 552270)— 
noon. 

B.R. Chopra directs with 
aplomb. 
Souten: New Cinema (Lenin 
Sarani; 270147)—4 shows. 

Some exquisite shots in 
Mauritius are the highlight of 
the film apart from plenty of 
glamour, emotions and war¬ 
drobe. 

The film centres around a 

The film ends with a supreme 
sacrifice by Kolhapure and 
all’s well because the barren 
wife offers flowers on the other 
woman’s arthi and accepts the 
widowed (now dead) other 
woman's child as her own. 
NIahaan: Majestic (R.A. Kid- 
wai Road; 242266), Bma 
(Bidhan Sarani; 341522), Pur- 
nasree (Raja Rai Kissen 
Street; 554033). Knshna (T.C. 
Dutta Street; 344262—4 
shows; Basusree (S.P. 
Mukherjee Road; 474686)— 
noon. 

Directed by Surendra 
Mohan and music by Ralesh 
Roshan, the film stars Rajesh 
Khanna, Jcotondra, Rakha 
and Potmam Dhillon 

NEW RELEASES 

North Sea Hijack: Tiger 
(Chowringhee Road: 235977)- 
4 Shows. 

smalltime boat owner (Re^h 
Khanna) who tails in love and 
marries the daughter (Tkia 
Munim) of a wealthy banker 
(Pran) who has a nasn second 
wife (Shashikala) ana brother- 
in-law (Prem Chopra). He also 
gets involved in some marital 
(all right, platonic) affair with 
his Harijan accountant’s (Dr 
Shriram Lagoo) daughter 
(Padmini Kolhaiwre). 

Khanha becomes a shipping 
tycoon but rmsunderstandlngs, 
villainy, songs and dances 
lead to an mtpioBive aitiiatlon. 

The film stars Roger Moore, 
James Mason and Anthony 
Perkins. 

Virus: Minerva (Chowring¬ 
hee Place: 241062)—4 shows, 

Glenn Ford and Chuck Con¬ 
nors are the main attractions of 
this film. 

Supersnooper: .New Empire 
(Humayun Place; 231403)—4 
shows. 

Starring Joannedru Marc 
Lawrence. Julie Gordsn, Lee 
Sandman and Woody Wood¬ 
bury, the film is directed by 



La 
io Corbucci and music by 
ionda. 

REGUUkR^HOVg 

Parts I Lov« You (A): Metro 
(Cbowringhee Road. 
233554)—noon. 
Not Now Darting (A): Jamuna 
(Marquis Street; 243715)—12, 
3, 6, 3.30. 

A man decides to present a 
mink coat to a girl whom he 
has flipped for, but to avoid 
arousing the suspicions of her 
husband, arranged to 'sell' It to 
him through his partner in the 
fur business at a slashed price. 
But the husband has other 
plans—for his mistress¬ 
secretary. Meanwhile, the 
coat-giver's wife returns from a 
shortened visit to Monte Carle 

A chain of events follows 
causing much amusement and 
confusion. The th^fie is repeti¬ 
tive and technically it isn't 
much, but it is sufficiency fun¬ 
ny to keep you laughing. 

BENGALI FILMS 

NgVJRELEASg 

AbhInoyNoyiRadha (Bidhan 
Sarani: 553045)~2.30, 5.30, 
8.30; Puma (S.P. Mukherjee 
Road; 474567>-3, 6, 9. 

Anup Kumar, Santu Mukher¬ 
jee, Alpana Goswami and 
Samit Bhanja form the leading 
cast of this film directed by 
Archan Chakraborty. 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Chokh: Priya (Rashbehari 
Avenue; 46440)-^ shows. 

Kishta Gowda and Bho- 
maiah, two participants in the 
Andhra peasant uprising in the 
seventies, willed their eyes to 
the working eJass so that they 
may see the revolution on the 
Indian soil posthumously. The 
translation of this real political 
event into a film is what makes 
Chokh interesting. 

A jute mill worker is sent¬ 
enced to death for the killing of ; 
a mill owner in an industnal||br 
war. He makes a conditional^^ 
donation of his eyes, but even 
while several blind workers 
wait anxiously for cornea graft, 
an influential businessman 
claims the eyes for his son 
who lost his eyesight in a 
Naxalite Inddent. A doctor with 
a conscience ot^ects, but poli¬ 
tical pressures help to do the 
needful. 

In the climax of the film the 
businessman leams that the 
eyes belong to the killer of his 
brother. Hw class hatred Is 
aroused and he deddea to get 
them destroyed. 

The film is set in the 

Emergency and as a political 
film it is stimulating despite 
some flaws. Utpalendu Chak¬ 
raborty emerges as an exciting 
filmmaker, Om Puri puts in a 
compelling performance and 
so does Anil Chatterjee. 
Banaaree; Darpana (Bidhan 
Sarani; 552040)—;3 shows. 

Sumitra Mukherjee, Oipank- 
ar Oey, Anil Chatterjee and 
Robi Ghosh form the leading 
cast of this film direded by 
Gyaneah Mukherjee. 

Prtthibi Amare Chaye: Rup- 
banni (Bidhan sarani; 
553413), Aruna (M.G. Road; 
359561). Bharati (S.P. 
Mukherjee Road; 474686)—3 
shows. 

An old hit starring Uttam 
Kumar and Mala Sinha along 
with Sandhyarani. Pahari 
Sanyal, Chhabi Biswas and 
Anup Kumar. Nachiketa 
Ghosh has composed the 
music of this film directed by 
Niren Lahiri. 
Sreeradhar Manbhanjan: 
Surasree (Canal West Road; 
353836); Rupam (College 
Street), Aleya (Rashbehari 
Avenue)—all 3 shows. 

Tapati Bhattacharya stars 
as Radha in this musical film 
directed by Sona Mukherjee 
and music by Kalipada Sen. 

RECORDS 

Asha Bhosle as never be¬ 
fore—the disc should have 
read. In MeraJ-e-Ghazal, pre¬ 
sented by Ghulam Ali, another 
renowned maestro, Asha com¬ 
es across as someone totally 
different. Not denying the fact 
that she'always had the right 
mix of a voice for ghazals— 
deep, often husky and rich— 

Santu guides Alpana in 'AbhInoy Noy’ 

got 
folly 

the 
her 

she never really 
chance to explore 
talents in the genre. 

Versatility may have been 
her forts, but it needed a Ghu¬ 
lam Ali to bring it out. The 
range of ghazals—varying in 
form, tones and structure- 
included in the disc, speak 
volumes for the effort both the 
renowned singers have put in. 
For once, these ghazals are 
different—neither wholly clas¬ 
sical nor with a heavy contribu¬ 
tion of filmy music stunts. 

Solos follow ducts and so 
on. Ghulam Ali reveals a de¬ 
parture from his so-called clas¬ 
sical style, for the ghazals are 
not ali conventionally sung. His 
compositions are brilliant. Out 
of the 12 ghazals that the disc 
records, only two can be said 
to be ordinary. A perfect crea¬ 
tion! And no wonder when two 
talents come together. Ghulam 
Ali—easily the king of ghazals, 
and Asha Bhosle—the queen 

of tonal ranges. 
Don't be cnoosyt If you don't 

have ail the time at one go, try 
listening to Hairaton ke s//s/<e, 
Raat jo toone. Card jab teri ata 
hai, to gila kisse karen-, you 
might change your mind about 
your appointment. 

CAWUTTA 

11 September 
4.00: World of sport. 
5.30: Feature film In Hindi. 
7.25: Saptahiki. 
8.45: Focus: A programme on 
current affairs. 
9.15: Sham-E-Ghazal. 
12 Semernber 
6.34: Chiching phank. 
7.00: Bijnan prasange: Prog¬ 
ramme on environment. 
8.45: Chttramala: Film songs 
in various languages. 
9.15: Aur bhi gham ham 
zamane main: Serial by Reotl 
Saran Sharma (11). 
13 September 
6.34: Harekarakamba. 
7.00: Play in Bengali: Trisul 
(Part-il). 
7.40: Youth Time: Play in En¬ 
glish: The Picture. 
8.10: Khayai by R. Maniramji. 
8.45: The World of Nature 
presented by Khushwant 
Singh. 
8.55: Bk Muiaqaat An inter¬ 
view with Dr. S.H. Vatsayan. 
14 September 
6.30: English film eerial. 
8.00: Chimhar. 
8.45: The Lucy Show (23). 
15 September 
6.34: Industrial programme; 
Cottage industries of Burdwan 
district. 
7.40: Chitramala: Film songs 
in Bengali. 
8.45: Places of pilgrimage: 
Tawang Monastery. 
9.15: Wild Life (H). 
16 September 
7.40: Sports round up. 
8.10: Rabindrasangeet by 
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Sreela Sen. 
9.15: National programme of 
music: Jitendra Abhishekhi. 
17 September 
5.30: Feature in Bengali: 
Swami. 
9.15: Sports Quiz (Hindi) con¬ 
ducted by Narottam Puri. 

DHAKA 

11 September 
6.50: ^rts programme. 
9.00; Film: Hart To Hart. 
Second Channel 
7.30; Film: Best Of The Wesv 
Wfred Hitchcock Presents. 
12 September 
6.30: Cartoon: Pwig Face/ 

■Woody Woodpecker. 
7.00: Tagore's song. 
10.25: FUm; Wheels. 
13 September 
7.30: Film: Different Strokes. 
8.55; Drama serlee: Sokal 
Sondhya. 
10.25:1^: Traper John MD. 

Second Channel 
6.30: Sports programme. 
14 September 
6.30: Cartoon: Battle Of The 
Planets. 
9 00: Film: Man From Atlantis 
Second Channel 
7.25: Film: M*A*S*H 
1.5 September 
8.30 Drama of the week; 
Imitation. 
10.25: Film: Yes Minister. 
Second Channel 
6.30: Film: Great Western 
Theatre. 
16 September 
6.30: Caitoon: Littlest Hobo/ 
The Spider Man. 
10.25; Friday Night Cinema: 
Survival Of Dana. Cast; 
Melissa Cue Anderson, Robert 
Carradins and Marion Ross. 
Dir: Jack Starret. ,. 
Second Channel 
6.30: Drama. 
17 Septerriber 
Momirig Session 

9.50; Cartoon: Hans Christian 
Andersen. 
10.45: Rim: You Asked For ft. 
11.10; Ebari Obari; Family 
quiz. 
12.(S: Film: The Powers Of 
Mathew Star. 
12.55: Sports programme. 
Evening Session 
7.30: Rim: Bewitched. 
8.55: Jatra: Traditional Benga¬ 
li drama, 
10,25: Film: Dallas. 
Second Channel 
6.30; Musical show. 
NOTE: The timings given 
here are Dhaka timings. 1ST 
will be 30 minutes less in 
each case. 

SPECIAL EVENTS 

11 September: 10 am 
Tabla Mahal and Regent 

King present Subroto Roy 
Chowdhury (SHar) and and 
Asit Pal (Tabla) in a recital of 
Indian classical music. 

At Gyan Manch (Pretoria 
Street; 433516). 
11 September: 10 am 

PIramIder Dasha—a play 
written and directed by Sailen 
Ghosh will be staged by 
Shishurangan. 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road; 449936). 
11 September: 10.30 am 

The drama, Police, will be 
staged by Gandharva. Bengali 
adaption: Subir 
Roychoudhury. Dir: Santanu 
Das. 

At Academy of Fine Arts. 
(Cathedral Road; 444205). , 
11 September: 3 pm 

PIT will stage its popular 
drama Darao Pathikbar. Direc¬ 
tion: Utpai Dutt. 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road; 449936). 

11 September: 6.30 pm 
Regent King, Malml and 

Surarshi present an evening 
with Santosh Kumar Ghosh. 
The participants mclude 
Dwijen Mukhenee, Sushil Mal- 
lick. Bandana Stnha, Purba 
Dam, Bani Tagore, Pratima 
Mukherjee and Gita Ghatak in 
Rabin'drasangeet; Partha 
Ghosh, Jagannath Bose, 
Urmimaia Bose and Kajal 
Choudhury in audio play; and 
readings from selected por¬ 
tions of Ajatak by Nimu Bhow- 
inick and Sumita Sanyal. 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road; 449936). 
11 September: 6.30 pm 

Dharmadharma, written by 
Shyamal Sendupta and 
directed by Amar Ganguly, will 
be staged by Bohurupee. The 
mam participants are Kumar 
Roy, Amar Ganguly, Kalipra- 
sad Ghosh, Debtosh Ghosh, 
Tarapada Mukherjee, Soumit- 
ra Bose, Namita Majumdar 
and Averse Dutta. 

At Academy of Fine Arts 
(Cathedral Road; 444205). 

11 September: 6 pm 
Presidency College and 

Medical College present The 
Autumn Invitation Debates, a 
students vs personality forum. 
Topic: The Common Man 
Does Not Matter. Chairman: 
M.J. Akbar. 

At Gyan Manch (Pretoria 
Street; 433516) 
12,13,14 and 16 September: 
7 pm 

A drama festival organised 
^ Sayak and No. 10 Filter with 
uui Huzurer Coppo on 12th, 
Sonar Malhaoala Mamish on 
13th, Anubikshan on 14th and 
Sadhu Sanaa on 16th. 

At Bijon Theatre (Raja Raj 
Kissen Street: 55S402). 

BOOKS 

Below are the ratings of bestselling books for the week ending 
September 3, 1983. 
Fiction 

1. Exocet by Jack Higgins 
2. Shame by Salman Rushdie 
3. The Dark side of the Dream by John Starr 
4. Outrage by Henry Denker 
5. Hollywood Wives by Jackie Collins 
6. The tittle Drummer Girl by John Le Carre 
7. Acceptable Losses ^ Irwfng Shaw 
8. Thuraton House by Danielle Steel 
9. The Angels Weep by Wilbur Smith 
10. Lace by Shirley Conran 
NorHIetion. 
1. Cadbury’s Boumvlta Book of Knowledge 
2. Quinneee Book of World Records 1983 
3. Tell me Why (Haml^) 
4. Pulling Your Own Strings by Wayne Oyer 
5. The Children’s Book of Questions & Answers 
rai^ue) 
rfhis list IS based on information given by:. Oxford Book & 
Stationary Company, Kwallly Book Cornpany. (Dharamtalla 
and New Alipore), Modem Book Depot and Gnnesis Book 
Shop). 



14. 15. 16. and 17 Saptwn- 
bw: 6^50 pm 
Capstan Kings, Sue- 

Miandam and MKffi present 
Birendra Kishore 
Royctioudhury Memorial 
Music Conference with Anm 
Bhaduri (Vocal) and Subrolo 
Roychoudhuty (Sitar) on I4th, 
Poulami Chatterjee (Bharat- 
natyaffl) and Pt Nibnittubua 
Samalk (Vocal) on ISth, Sra* 
bani KurruH’ (OdissI) arKl Bud- 
dhadeb Dasgupta (Sarod) on 
16th. and Apama Chakraborty 
(Vocal) and Manllal Nag (Sitar) 
on 17th. 

At MaxMuetlerBhavan (Bai- 
tygunge Circular Road; 

14 September: 6.30 pm 
Sarathi presents a program¬ 

me of Tagore's songs by two 
eminent singers of the two 
Bengats—taiia Arzumand of 
Bangladesh and Suchitra Mit- 
ra. Ano recitations by Hkendra 
Maffick and Sannistha Chatter¬ 
jee. ^ courtesy Social Squad. 

At Rabihdra Sadan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road; 449936). 
15 September: 5 pm 
Prasanta Sanyal chairs The 

Fragmentatkx} of India a In¬ 
evitable. a debate organised 
by Presidency College and 
Medici Collem. 

At Cyan Manch (Pretoria 
Street; 433516). 
16 September: 6.30 piii 
Saraswata Sammelan pre¬ 

sents Tagore's dance drama 
Chitrangada. Dir: Purnima 
Ghosh. 

At Gyan Manch (Pretoria 
Street; 433516). 
16 8m>tember: 6.30 pm 

Natyayan wrill stage the play 
Brrshchwr. 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road; 449936. 
17 September: 8.30 pm 

Tatan Chatterjee and 
Shyamal Biswas present Hap¬ 
py Gala Musical Perfonmnces 

by Suresh Wadkar, Kri^na 
Sir^h, Manohar and Narendra 
Bhansali (mimtciy). Special 
guest; Farooque Shaikh. 

At Vidya Mandir (Moira 
Street: 446420). 

THEATRE 

Aghatan: Rangana (153/2A 
Acharya Prafulla Chandra 
Road; 556846i. 

Written by Biru Mukheriee, 
the play has been directed t^ 
Gyanesh Mukherjee, and the 
stitf attraction is the veie«^le 
Anup Kumar, 

Bibor: Rungmahal (76/1B 
Bidhan Sarani; 551619). 

The story deals with a model 
Neeta who had to look after 
the family for her incapacitated 
father. She dreamt of a rtew 
life since she met Palash. 
Bohemian Palash also turned 
a new leaf after he got to know 
Neeta. But though Palash and 
Neeta loved eadi other they 
did not have faith in one 
another. They could not accept 
each other as an independent 
entity and thereby suffered 
from pangs of primitive 
jealousy. Their bouts of love 
were followed by fite of fight¬ 
ing. And during one such fit of 
quarrel, the primitive man in 
Palash comes out of the cave. 

Subhendu Chatterjee and 
Subrata Chatterjee along with 
Santosh Dutta, Saikat Pak- 
rashi and Tapatt Bhattacharya 
form the leading cast in this 
play directed by Samar 
Mukherjee from Samaresh 
Basu's story. 

Nahabat: Tapan Theatre (37A 
& 37B Sadananda Road; 
425471). 

CKrected by Salya Bando- 
padhyay, this play is regularly 
being staged for the past 
seven years and more. 

Raibadhu: Jogesh Mime 
Academy (Kalighat Park; 
460746). 

Partite Pratim Choudhury 
directs this play which has 
Basanta Chouohury, Robin 
Mauumdar, Debraj Roy, Bimai 
IM, Bi^ab Chatterjee, Sara- 
jubaia Oebi, Bulbul Choudhury 
and newfind Sumita Mukher- 
iM in the leading rities. 
Rangini: Ckcarena (6 Raja 
F^Kssen Street; 557213). 

The play is based on 
SamAresh Basu's Bijon 
Bibhuin and is directed by 
Samar Mukheijee. The leading 
artistes are Haradhan Baner- 
.jee, Sailen Mukhenee, Samar 
Mukbwiea, Srinip Mitra, Bapi 
MHra. JiRrasree Sen, Ddbika 
Mbra, Geefa Karmakar, Aktita 
Gu^guly, Geeta Oey and Miss 

SamadlMMi: Star (79/3/4 
Bidhan Sarani; 551138/40771 

Raryttmull Kankaria directs 
this fantily drama which has 
Mahendra Gupta, Kali Baner- 
jee, Haridhan, Satindra, 
Kalyani Mondal, Mar^ Chak¬ 
raborty and Prasenjit in the 
leading roles. 
Shakha Praahakha: Netaji 
Manch (Kaiser Street; 
353991). 

Tarun Mitra. .^y Ganguly, 
Shyamali Chakraborty, Tapati 
Mukherjee, Uma Oey, Pradip 
Mukherjee, Nandini Malleya 
and Ketaki Dutta fomi the 
leading cast of this play 
directed by Biman Roy from 
Sar^ Chatteijee’s story. 
Sreamati Bhayankari: Bijon 
Theatre (SA Raja Raj Kissen 
Street; ^8402). 

A Theatre Unit production, in 
which the star attraction is the 
famous comedian Robi 
OlKteh, who acts as well as 

..dka^. 
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RAINBOW / Hiroshima Day 



On August 8 every year Hiroshima Day is observed the 
world over. With a variety of, ceremonies ranging from 
peace marches and silent processions to pubiic meet¬ 
ings, the suivivors remember the victims; noivhere 
more so than in Japan itself where memorials stand not 
only in memory but also in warning. 

Concern at the threat ofh nucJear holocaust is growing 
all over the world and in a nation which has been the 
victim once, it is always present if not always ex¬ 
pressed. 

Their experience and/ear of nuclear war IJas made the 
Japanese one of the leading campaigner^ in the anti¬ 
nuclear movement. 

In the forefront of (he movement in Japan is the a Oman Myohoji, a Buddhist order which promotes 
f peace, ana its founder (he Most Venerable 

Nichidatsu Fujii Guruji. 

A recipient of the Nehru Award in 1978, his life’s work 
has been the promotion of peace through the constru'c- 
(ion of peace pagodas and the undertaking of peace 
marches. 

In Japan the celebration of the 99th birthday called 
‘Hakuju no iwai' (celebration of ‘Hakuju'—'IOO less 1') 
is considered the most important event of one's life. 

In July this y'ear, Nichidatsu Pujli Guruji celebrated his 
09th birthday. 

The photograph at top, left shows a peace march at 
Nagasaki led by Nichidatsu Fujii Quruji. Below that, 
bottom, left is a photograph of the Nagasaki peace 
memorial. 
On tfits page, the photograph above Is of the peace 
pagoda containing the etemai flame at Hiroshima. At 
laft can bo soon the skeletal remains of a dome at 
Hiroahima, preserved intact as a memorial to the 
destructive power of the atom bomb. 
Photographs: Tarapada Banerjee 
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DRESS CIRCLE 

■ Si'-’ 

UHAM LIVES ON 
The Bangla Chalachitra Prachar Samsad has been giving awards 

for some years now. file 1963 honours they named tm Uttam 
Awards. An impres»veiy long list was made-~aimost to make sure 
that no one is left out. Among die awardees was Sevabrata Gupta, 

editor, Anandahk, (a special feiidtatkMi as film critic). But the 
most interesting one was for Uttafti's widow, Supriya Devi fabove) 

as best drama actress, /l^anfr. 
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IN THE BACKGROUND 
Pandit Ravi Shankar has scored music for Satyajit 

Ray films before. And now, one of his finest 
disciples, Dipak Chowdhury (above), has strum¬ 

med the sitar strings for Charey Bairey. A few days 
ago, he was busy at the HMV studios with the 

background score of the film. This, however, is 
not the first Ray film for him; he entered the camp 

with Hirak Rajar Deshe. 

BICYCLE BRIEF 
Cycling through various countries seems to be 

the answer. Ann Sorrel (right) of New jersey is on 
a 16-month exploration ride in order to "raise 

social awareness of world poverty." She chose a 
bicycle as her vehicle because It has the right 

combination of technology and human en¬ 
deavour. "I compare my journey to Vinoba 

Shave's Bhoodan walk," says the 23-year-old Ann. 
No soft-pedalling for this pushy American, as one 



QUIZ/Neil O’Brien 
J ij V d e fl p B h a t- 
tacharva uf Don 
Buslu School re¬ 
ports oil the 
annual 
hosted 
s( hool. 
pleasant 
evening. 

quiz 
by bis 
"On u 
Sunday 
a high- 

tension quiz was 
on at the newly renovated auditor¬ 
ium ot Don Bosto .School, Park 
Circus Nine teams were chosen lor 
the finals, alter almost lour hours of 
quizzing had eliminated the other 
nine toams. harlier 4 teams from 
each pool were supposed to bt 
chosen tor the finals, but St. Agnes. 
Kharagpur, whii.h had just missed 
the finals bv '/.■ jtoinf and had come 
from out ot town, were given a 
chan(.p. 

“The host team DBPC began with 
a bang and wore soon well clear ot 
their arch rivals La Martiniere for 
Boys (LMH) But towards the later 
stages of the contest. LMB, slowly 
and steadily, came back to retain the 
lubilee Trophy on the very lost 
question of the day. This was their 
second victory in a row. The final 

scores: LMB 2,1, DBPC 22 and South 
Point 16. 

"The quiz master was Mr Sadhan 
Banerjee. who conducted the pro¬ 
ceedings over two days with great 
aplomb. The questions were of an 
open-quiz standard. An apprecia¬ 
tive audience turned up to share in 
the fun which this battle of wits 
provided. 

11th Queetlon: Which 
Indian was given the 
Chinese name Chu 
Chen Tan? (Sougats 
Dhar Chowdhury, 
Santiniketan) 

JAna: Rabindranath 
Tagore. (It means ‘India shaking the 
worid') 

“The winners were represented 
by Mayukh Mitter, Sourav Sen, Pro- 
senjit Choudhury and Samantak 
Das." 

Kingshuk Sen, Calcutta 19, asks: 
"What is Cumberland wrestling?” 

It is a style of wrestling popular in 
North England and in South Scot¬ 

land. Tlie wrestler clasps his hands 
together behind his opponent’s 
back—all throwing is done by the 
legs and ^yen the breaking of the 
opponent's grasp constitutes a fall. 
In the event of a ‘dog fall,’ where 
both wrestlers fall side by side, the 
bout is fought again. Five minutes is 
allowed to take hold and the taking 
ot it often takes longer than the 
actual bout. With heads resting on 
each other’s shoulders, the wrestlers 
could bo ‘slumberland’ rather than 
‘Cumberland.’ 

“Why do we cry when peeling 
onions?" asks Dehajit Ghosh, 
Asansol. 

Onions contain several volatile 
sulphur compounds: methyl dis¬ 
ulphide, methyl trisulphide, 
methyl-n-propyl trisulphide, n- 
propyl disulphide and n-propyl tri- 
sulphide, to be precise! When the.se 
hard chemical-vapours are released 
into the air, they irritate our eyes, 
which produces'water to wash the 
chemicals from the surface of the 
eyeball. So it follows that, if you 
peel onions under wafer, the 
vapours don’t get in the air, and you 
won’t cry! 

QUESTIONS 

.1 What is a carboy? (Bhaskar Mukherjee, Chittar- 
anjau) 

2. What kind of board is Aaron’s beard? (Kanishka 
Chowdhury, Calcutta—19) 

3. Who wrote, “Death is the end of life; ah, why 
Should life all labour be?” 
(Siddhartha Paul, Calcutta—37) 

4. Which is the only dog that does not bark’ (Rajib 
Ghosh, Calcutta—19) 

5. Who or what is the Old Lady of Threadneedle 
Street? (Kakuli Pal, Kharagpur) 

6. Which is the longest tunning comedy play? 
(Tirthankar Bhowmik, Ranchi) 

7. In the film The Hou.seonGahbardi Street, Topol 
plays the part of which Nazi? (Anupam Baner¬ 
jee, Calcutta—29) 

8. Which Test cricketer was nicknamed ‘fohnnv 
Won't Hit Today?’ {Pradip Thakur, Calcutta—6) 

9. Which single edition Indian newspaper has the 
highesV circulation? (Sutnitava Ghoshal, Cal¬ 
cutta—50) 

10, What are plate tectonics? (Paritosb Chatto- 
padhyay, Kalyani) 

ANSWERS 

(•uoiisanb 
ui Suipuas uosjad Xq ueAjS jaMsue sajeotpui,) 

sqaq oiuBifJO 
puB saqouaj) sas-daap ‘sagpu usaoo-ptui ‘sa^Bnb 
•qiJBa }0 uopnquisip aqj niBjdxa oj’ pasn ‘8ui 
-psajds joo{j-Bas puB sa^sfd SuiAom /o idaouoo 
aqi uo pasBq. eoppris s/pieo jn ^jnnq) y -qi 

‘(qBguag) B^fuqBj iBZBg epuBuy ‘6 
■pireiSog JO SBiSnoa ’I’H’M’f ’8 

•UBuiqoia ydfopv 

‘U6l aim] 
91 8^uls guiuuni qstjug fu,ayv\ ‘asi)0|g xag ojvf q, 

•puBiliua JO TjnBB aqi -g, 

iluasBq aqx ‘K 

•sjajDg-sojoq aqx “1 uosXuuax ■£ 

•jUBjd B jnq ‘praeq b jou sj u z, 
'8uiBj;j B Aq pBjaajuid Agunsn ‘AjajBS 

spjnbjj pjoq oj eijjoq ssbjS iBjnqojS bSjhi y -i. 

Anmvar to TICK, TfX^K 
Ma starts both the timer together. After 7 minutes, when the 7-minute timer has run out, she 
turns it over and starts it again. Four minutes later when the 11-minute timer runs out, she 
turns the 7-minute timer over again, which has been running for 4 minutes. Now. when tiw 
7-minute timer runs out, the roast w^ll be ready. (7-t-4-f4 minutes) 
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Inner Eye 
NEXT SEVEN DAYS 

PROM SEPTEMBER 11 TO SEPTEMBER 17 

RIES 
/s Mar 21-Apr 20 

^ “ You will be drawn 
- into new ventures 
and will meet business mag¬ 
nates this week. Your financial 
crisis will be resolved. Your 
professional and social status 
will gradually improve: A new 
friendship wtH yield new ideas 
that may prove helpful. Good 
prospecb for love and mat¬ 
rimonial affairs. 

AURus 
I I Apr 21-May 22 

* Your problems may 
I-1-remain unsolved 
and drag on. Politicians and 
businessmen will face a period 
of trial. Try to keep your word 
and be a trifle caremi in your 
dealings with your superiors. 
Journeys will have to be post¬ 
poned due to unavoidable 
reasons but a change of place 
in the near future Is probable. 

-^ EMINI 
w May 23-June 21 

^ An auspicious week 
- for matrimonial 
negotiations. There will be 
peace and calm in die family. 
Any new venture you under¬ 
take will have a good chance 
of succeeding. Professional 
correspondence will prove 
favourable. Transfer is likely. 
Your professional and financial 
status will improve gradually. 

-^ ANCER 
Juna 22-July 22 

^ A veiy lucky week 
-J lies ahead. Most of 
your domestic problems will be 
solved easily. Somp may have 
a change of residence for the 
better You will make 
some new friends who will help 
you when required. Some of 

—n Eo 
July 23-Aug 22 

^ The early part of the 
- week will bring 
Rnandal gains. Employers and 
those in authority will be spe¬ 
cialty helpftil. Do not indulge in 
lethargy or delay your puns. 
Do not allow those of the 
opposite sex to hinder your 
work. An important journey is 
probaUe. A good time for love 
correspondence. 

we* IRGO 
Aug 23-Sapt 22 

• Your financial posl- 
- tion will show a 
marked improvement this 
week. A promotion iS4iot un¬ 
likely. Your own ideas in busi¬ 
ness will prove successful. Be 
careful when it comes to writ¬ 
ing letters In business and 
personal matters. Keep an eye 
on your health and that of your 
children. 

-n iBRA 
Sept 230ct 22 

^ Your health will con- 
- tinue to improve this 
week. You should ke^ a close 
watch on your expenses and 
do not indulge in extravagance 
under any circumstances. 
Those with an artistic and liter¬ 
ary bent of mind will make 
rapid progress in their pursuits. 
Time Is ripe for love affairs and 
matrimonial alliances. 

- CORPIO 
Oct 23-NOv 21 

The health of you 
- family and your own 
will show a marked improve¬ 
ment this week. For those em¬ 
ployed, there will be favour¬ 
able changes. For those yet to 
find a job, times are favourable 
for finding one. A pleasant 
journey awaits you. There 
might be windfall gains soon. 
Watch finances. 

- AGITTARIUS 
Nov 22-Dec 22 

This week will pre- 
- sent you with a 
series of opportunities. Take 
full advantage of them. Your 
ffnanolal position will improve 
but you will be required to 
exercise caution. Guard 
against speculation. Travel, 
and make changes, if you think 
they are necessary. A new 
friendshio will be formed. 

-^ APRICORN 
Doc 23-J*n 20 

' A mixed potion is in 
- store for you. Suc¬ 
cess awaits you on the bus‘- 
ness etnd employment fronts. 
The health of your family will 
deteriorate substantially caus¬ 
ing you a great deal of anxiety 
and expanse. You will be 
separated or even estranged 
from a loved one. Be prepared 
for a journey to the South. 

QUARIUS 
yJB Jan 21-Fab 20 

^ • You will be wise to 
- exercise caution in 
your professional affairs. Avoid 
erratic changes and seek the 
help of elders when it comes to 
taking decisions. Be careful of 
new acquaintances and the 
opposite sex. Watch your 
words for quarreis may break 
out' easily. Financial improve¬ 
ment will be attended. 

j iSCES 
Fab 21-Mnr 20 

A very successful 
- week lies ahead of 
you. Your undertakings will 
bear fruit end bring you compli¬ 
ments from relatives and 
friends. You will acquire some 
new friends this week. The 
health of an elder in the family 
might decline sljghtly, but there 
wIlT be no anxious moments. 
Chances ot a travel. 

SUGGESTIONS 
SUNDAY 

MONDAY 

TUESDAY 

WEDNESDAY 

THURSDAY 

FRIDAY 

SATU 

LUCKY NUMBER AND COLOURS 
AUSFNaous rmiOACH 

SUStNESS AFFAIRS 

CORRESFOIWINCE 

MBNTATION 

TRAVEL 

SEPTEMBER 11 

SEPTEMBER 12 

SEPTEMBER 13 

SEPTEMBER 14 

SEPTEMBER IS 

SEPTEMBER IS 

QREEN 

ORANGE 

YEI 

aOlOEN YEUOW 

WHITE 

BLUE 

BIRTHDAYS 

September 11 
Many auspicious events in the 
family are' foreseen. New 
friends enter your iife and con¬ 
tribute much to your happi¬ 
ness. A measure of financial 
success is presaged, but do 
not be careless m business 
interviews and correspond¬ 
ence. A successful year 
ahead. 

September 12 
A happy, successful year is 
envisaged for you, Especially If 
you can avoid love adven¬ 
tures. Concentrate on busi¬ 
ness expansion and make 
changes If desired. Do not be 
afraid to adopt original busi¬ 
ness methods, but exercise 
caution in correspondence. 

September 13 
You will enjoy far more than 
average fortune and happi¬ 
ness in the coming year, gains 
coming your way in both ex¬ 
pected and unexpected ways. 
Social affairs are well signitiM. 

September 14 
Haopiness and prospsrity are 
in the offing. Your affairs regis¬ 
ter good and permanent prog¬ 
ress, but much oepends on 
your own initiative and busi¬ 
ness acumen to the degree of 
success realised. Seize oppor¬ 
tunities as and when pre¬ 
sented. 

September 15 
Good fortune is ahead but with 
a little misfortune attached. 
Your anniversary presages un¬ 
expected upheavals, journeys, 
sudden losses and quarrels 
albeit some financial gains. 
Circumspection and watchful¬ 
ness advocated in dealings 
with elders .and the oppostte 
sex. 

September 16 
Be content to mark time and 
deter changes. Your affairs 
register some progress and an 
unexpected benefit may come 
about, but deal tactfully with 
those in authority. Some de¬ 
ception will also threaten you. 

September 17 
A difficult, fateful year is 
ahead. Beware of making erra¬ 
tic changes especially Tn the 
domestic dbmain, love and 
friendship, refusing to be influ¬ 
enced Into questionable 
adventures, which will only 
bring sorrow. 

M.B. RAMAN 
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WONDERLAND 

JUST-A-MINUTE 

By Shamhi Dudeja 

TICK, TOCK 
Ma Mawma is in trouble, again. 
The clock in the kitchen has just 
stopped, and the roast needs 
another 15 intnutes in the oven. 
All she has ate two ancient 
sand timers, one 11-minute 
timer and the other for 7 minutes. 
How does she time her roast with 
the help of these? 

Answer on Page 20 

SOLUTIONS 
Aeroee: 2 Taper 5 
Maps 7 Apples 8 Locs 9 
Alps 11 Bangle 12 Tins 
13 Leash 
Down: 1 Cameo 3 
Alphabet 4 Roses 6 
Sausages 8 Label 10 
Pound 

Baiter Bank 
If you read an item in thir 
page that you wish to re 
spond to, phase write ir 
to Barter Bank, c/o Tm 
TpASGRAm Colour Maga 
zine, 6 Pra/uJla Sarkoi 
Street, Calcufla-700001 
Also, if you wish to ente; 
on item .in this column 
please write in with de 
toils to the address giver 
above. We shall infom 
you of responses to voui 
insertion.s by po.st. 
•Books: 1 have two ole 
books for exchange. Ont 
is over a hundred yean 
old, from the early press 
days when lithograph; 
was used. The other is ( 
leather bound Bible 
printed at the Universitj 
Press at Oxford for th» 
British and Foreign Bible 
Society, 146 Queen Vic¬ 
toria Street, London. Yea: 
of publication not men¬ 
tioned but the code is M 
DCCC. LXXXVIII. Total 
number of pages is 1240 
In return I want a cai 
stereo player deck com¬ 
partment, a Bina Code: 
15x60 or 10X50 and an 
Avon or BSA SLR cycle 
(all new), or a TV. Contact 
Piyush Kasa. 
•Postsrs: 1 have two ful 
colour posters of Travolte 
and one of Abba, of gooc 
quality and absolutelj 
new. i want to exchange 
them for two pre-recordec 
cassettes by Traffic and 
Hendrix, sentimental hits 
in good CMiudition. Please 
contact Meenakshi 
Niyogi. 
•Radio: I offer a Nationa. 
Ecko tliree band A/C-DA! 
radio (1950 model), re- 
cently overhauled, in re¬ 
turn for cassettes of Hind' 
film songs. Write to R:B 
Churiwala. 
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<Q]Qi]iniQ#[rWI}DDiii 
- hir Nil KanhiMii- 

• ROLECMULI 

■ fiHUd • man w 
to aqinl, mmI that a— 
lookad dowfw on Mill 

—j— m to MV nv MiMniir* !«>• 
■Mackanav. Rl Manha 
from among: Cat. 
meuaa. dog, horaa. 

TESTS wns 
Drop a tatter in each tnst- 
«we and rearrange thme 
left, etc., to aphw this 

ridcHe: 
Take a tattar from Ul^ 
SET, and a uaohd fat 
vouS gat Taka a lattar 
from CmOE, a gina traa 
produel wW anaua. Taka 
a lattar from a SONNET. ra rock, and alt open 

Taka a lattar from 
ALOFT, mid gat odiat 
kSata do beat oft. Taka a 
lattar from a SLUMP, and 
you wriH Invo a juicy 
himp. Tba iattare yoo'va 
offiillad form ortiat awary 
dog does whan it't 
warm. WAwt'e that? 

SKCeZY POIIITI Whet can you draw le camglata the daf 
akdara akeacT To find eat. add Haaa fram 1 le >, 3, ale. 

a Eoooy Tannal tnsmt tha lattar E in apprapriata 
ptaoas: uiixm>sxcs»mGYXfiasiM?vmrvi»^ 

Chw; the hrM word ia ELLEN. Taka It from 

■tmU '|Mt 'mim *•» 'IMB .uniwia 
laamruB—Mire nn twill 

a It's tha Berries! What berry is a senior dtizenZ 
The elder-berry. What berry leads the cheers? The 
rahs-berry. 

HOCUS-FOCUS 

TSMI lYSSS Tharo ora of least 

NET RESULT! Simply aegly tha faHowins cetera naatly Isoahanca 
this toffliUar temiis eaart scant: I—Rad. I—LI. Mac. 1—YaNaw. 
4—Lt. brawn, s—Flaeh teats, a—Ok. Mm. 7—Lt. grata. 

SPELLMNDER 
STORE IS paints tar using ell tha 
iatiars in iha saard haiow to farm 
two campiale warda: 

UNBOLTED 

THEN scare 2 peinis aach far eti 
wards of four tators or mart 
found enwng hie latiers. 

Try W acero at Meet Sk pakNs. 
'■Swrewi n WB uujj s oiireiw n waOi •r-omreiMi 



Comics ARCHIE 
GIVE ME FIVE 

SUCKS' WORTH/ 

I’nriViHrfn^ | 

m THE TREAP ON MV TIRES 
LOOKS WORN/ WHEN I GET , 
SOME POUGH. I'LL BRING^ 
AAV CAR IN/ j 

wai, F VOU DON'T GET 
NEW TIRES, you WON'T^ 
MAKE IT IN/ 

w 

/I. 

ns 

THAT POES IT/ I NEEP 
MONEY/ I'AA GOING TO 
HAVE TO GET A JOB/ 

I KNEW IF I WAITEP LONG 
ENOUGH, I'P GET TO HEAR AAV 
SON SAY THOSE \AORPS/ 

>OUR HOURS WILL BE 3 PM THANKS, 
TO 9 PM MONPAY THROUGH / I REALLV 
FRIPAVANP PAM TO 9PM>T APPRECIATE 

ON SATURPAYS.V-i^^^ JOBf^ 

!5!' 

•a*: 
# ■ 

0 

I 

V 

jm 

1 
NOW THAT YOU'LL HAVE PLENTY 
OF AAONEY TO USE VOUR CAR 
WHAT PO YOU PLAN 
TO PO ON SUNCAVS?^ 



JULIET JONES By Stan Drak( 
mrr J floti'7 
MAim , 
1 CAlf T 
/fff wiw. 

iiK/untfiio 
TWBV WON'T 
^umm 

yout mue. 

MANDRAKE By Lee Fail 



MOOSE MILLER By Bob We^ 



DR. KILDARE By Ken Bald 

THE LOCKHORNS 



ARKIN6 
Conduct 

IT was with utter dismay 
that our correspondent 

saw an overcrowded 
doubledecker bus moving 
on without the lower deck 
conductor. .Because of the 
crowd, the conductor had 
difficulty boarding the 
route No. 2 bus at the 
Ballygunge terminus and 
one of the younger pas¬ 
sengers rang the bell. 

Instead of protesting ab¬ 
out this silly act, there 
was a wave of suppressed 
glee among the passen¬ 
gers. Everybody seemed to 
be enjoying the prank. 
The conductor on the up¬ 
per deck detected his col- 
league’s absence at 

.International Anthem. 

m- 

3 

Gariahat, but could do no¬ 
thing about it. He had 
great difficulty managing 
the passengers on both 
decks and chaos «eemed 
imminent. 

However, all was nut 
lost; the vonng culprit de¬ 
cided to make amonds lor 
his prank, lie voluaieered 
bi.s .services lu the conduc¬ 
tor and stood in for the 
lower deck conductor 
travelling right to the 
other end of the route. But 
one must, our correspo- 
(Jent feels, think before 
being ‘funny’ in matters of 
importance. A minor 
prank cpuld .sometimes 
cause a major disaster. 

il. 
After se years of in¬ 

dependence, August 
15 has become just 
another holiday. Folks 
stay up late the night be¬ 
fore and plan to laze in 
bed the next morning. 
And as for the foreign 
residents, half of them are 
not aware why at all they 
should be getting a day off 
in the middle of the week. 
Not that they mind it. 

Somehow a grass 

CALCUTTANS have a 
genius for innovation. 

A correspondent witnes¬ 
sed one recently and 
found it most useful. On 
his way from College 
Street to BBU Bagh. he 
boarded a doubledecker. 
The footboard was 
crowded with soccei fans. 
Mohim' Bagau Ians to be 
puM.ise,- who wanted to 
I each the club grounds in 
time to witiucss the final. 
As usual, the street was 
ciowded with handcarts 
and other vehicles, each 
trying to overtake the 
other. 

All of a sudden it was 
found that all the cars and 
buses were giving way at 
the sound of the siren 
which accompanies ail 

matinee’ was not destined 
last month for the foreign 
students of the Interna¬ 
tional Students’ Hostel in 
Park Circus. They were 
shocked when the super¬ 
intendent came and woke 
each one of them up early 
that morning. They were 
then lined up like idndeir- 
garten students and ied to 
the terrace. The purpose; 
hoisting the tricolour. But 
for their ignorance of the 

rhe Sound of the Siren. 

national anthem they 
probably would have had 
to sing Jam Gam Mona as 
well. 

But that is not all. After 
hoisting the Indian flag all 
the students—each of 
them non-Indians—were 
made to pledge their lives 
to India. 

International support at 
cane-point! 

f' ■ 

official cars. A closer scru¬ 
tiny showed that it was 
one of the boys on the 
footboard who was blow¬ 
ing the siren and any car, 
taxi or bus in front of this 
bus was making way auto- 
maticallv. 

rhe driver of this bus 
had a gala time and sped 
all the way down College 
Street, via BBD Bagli, and 
the soccer fans got down 
at the Raj Bhavan in high 
spirits. "Why don’t we 
have these chaps travell¬ 
ing with us everyday,” 
asked a weary commuter 
who has to suffer the 
agony of crawling traffic 
everyday. 

Well, Mohun Bagan 
does not play its league- 
winner everyday either. 



iThe Last Lap. 6iiard-ian 
Asiiuve Calcuuitii, 

used to chauffeur 
driven cars, interspersed 
with an occasional taxi, 
was forced to travel by bus 
recently. 

While the minibus driv¬ 
er sped and swerved 
merrily as though he were 
racing for the Grand Prix, 
the unaccustomed com¬ 
muter, trying desperately 
to balance on his toes a la 
Rudolf Nureyev, failed, 
tried to outdo John Tra¬ 
volta—failed again—and 
in desperate exhaustion 
made a perfect, if inadver¬ 
tent, landing on a lady’s 
lap. 

The lady blushed, but 
her husband, scowling 
nearby, refused to take it 
sitting down. Well versed 

in bus travel, the man not 
only stood his ground, but 
let out a continuous 
stream of abuse that kept 
time with the speeding 
wheels of the racing mini. 
The upper-class gentle¬ 
man, completely unused 
to such scenes, shuffled 
his feet and wondered 
how to make amends. 

When the bus finally 
halted at the stop the 
'offender' was to get off at, 
he took out his visiting 
card, gave it to the iiafe 
husband, and said, “I am 
m executive and this is 
ny address. Please come 
lome for dinner and sit on 
ny wife's lap for as long 
is you want!” For the rest 
jf the ride the jealous hus- 
land sat and blushed. 

Taking the Queue 
IT is holiday season 

again and long serpen¬ 
tine queues are back in the 
railway booking offices. 
The other day a colleague 
witnessed an interesting 
sight at a queue in the 
Eastern Railway reserva¬ 
tion office in Fairlie Place. 

A nondescript middle- 
aged man with a shoulder 
bag came and stood at the 
end of a particularly long aueue. If he was upset at 

le prospect of a long wait 
before he got to the head 
of the line, his face did not 
show it. 

He whipped out a razor 
blade from bis shoulder 
bag and coolly proceeded 
to his fingernails. Having 
dexterously accomplished 
that task, he put the blade 
back into the bag and 
brought out a shoebrush 
and a small tin of bootpol- 
ish and, totally unaffected 
by the curious and even 
amused looks that his odd 
behaviour had invited, he 
began to clean and polish 
his soiled shoes. 

That done, he put ev¬ 
erything back into his bag 
and then brought out a 

bunch of postcards, a di¬ 
ary, and a fountain pen. 
Resting the cards on the 
diary he began writing. By 
then our colleague had 
reached the head of the 
queue and having purch¬ 
ased his tickets had to 
leave. 

But he still wonders 
what the man with his 
unusual penchant for 
making the optimum use 
of available time, had 
done next. It would be a 
while before his turn 
came to buy tickets. 

The Railways are often 
criticised for various 

ills in the services ren¬ 
dered by them. But then a 
time comes when the 
goodness of the people 
serving it comes out as if 
to prove that they are as 
human as anyone else. 

As the 5 pm local train 
from Budge Budge en¬ 
tered the south section of 
the Sealdah station a large 
crowd stormed towards it 
to gain entry. But o mid¬ 
dle-aged gentleman stood 
in front of one of its com¬ 
partments and requested 
the passengers not to enter 
it. The reason, he ex¬ 
plained, was a woman 
passenger had just deli¬ 
vered a babv inside. 

The passengers obliged 
the gentleman and en¬ 
tered other compartments. 
But the train could not 
start unless the mother 
and the child w,'erB sent to 
hospital. Word was 

quickly sent to the local 
B.R. Singh Hospital, but 
the medical attendance 
was not available im¬ 
mediately. 

So the next problem 
was what arrangements 
should be made for the 
home bound passengers 
whose number was in¬ 
creasing every minute. 
The guard of the train 
then name to the scene. He 
was enterprising enough 
to cancel the particular 
train and allot an empty 
coach from the siding to 
run to Budge Budge. Be¬ 
fore bearding the other 
train, the passengers en¬ 
circled the guard not to 
demand an explanation 
for late running of trains, 
but to say in a chorus, 
“Thank you, dado. 
Thanks on behalf of the 
newborn also.” 



CALCUTl'A / G. Sridhar 
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CALLING EVERYBODY UNDER 14!! 

You've never had 
something as good 
come your way! 

The Wiz Biz Club is in full swing now. Thousands of 
children from all over India have airea^ become members of 
the most exclusive newspaper club in the country! Join their 
fraternity and taste the joy of novelty each week. 

Fill in the form given below, attach a postal order worth 
Rupees five in favour of "The Telegraph" and mail it. Or 
better still. Cut out the coupon and bring along the money to 
the office of The Telegraph. The address: 6, Prafulla Sarkar 
Street, Calcutta 700 001. 

Join the Wiz Biz Club! Join the world of fun! 

Application Form 

Name (in block capitals) Surname_ 

First name_ 
Date of Birth_ 
Address_ 
Name of school you attend_ 
Class_ 

Hobbies^nterests_ 



A diampoo called Lakm^ 
and a woman called yoa 

The lesuk is sheer magic 

Lakni^dianip(X)withax^ 
The beauty tisatmmt fa: your 

The conditioner in Ukine shampoo does all kinds of lovely 
things to your hair. 

ft leaves a glos^ coaling on. every single hair shaft which gives 
body and bounce to your hair. 

Makes it more manageable. 
And leaves it tangle.4m. 
For soft, shiny, silky, unbelievably beautiful hair, there's only 

one shangroo. 
It's called Lafcme. 
Not an ordinary shampoo. 
Neither are you an mdinary woman. ' 



Contents Post Mortem 
DMecognlsable 

The picture of Pele and 
Gautam Sarkar (Auk 28) 
was unrecognisable due to 
bad printing. Couldn’t this 
be avoided in future? And 
would it be possible to 
have more colour photo¬ 
graphs? 
Ahmed Shoele, 
Calcutta 

Eye Catcbing 

Limelight (Aug 28) was 
particularly eye catching. 
There are many other pret¬ 
ty faces like Monica uikh- 
mna’s which your readers 
want to see. 

I would like to add that I 
simply love your two Mark¬ 
ings paj^ which are abso¬ 
lutely hilarious. 
Mu}^am Rafan, 
Ranchi 

MieioArt 

The article on Mantu 
Chakraborty (Aug. 28) 
made interesting reading. I 
had npt beard of micro art 
and due artist till I read the 
article. 1 wonder if Mr 
Chakraborty could get into 
the Guinness Book of world 
records] 
Leela Ghose, 
Jamshedpur 

AQaestton 

The photograph pub¬ 
lished in Calcutta (Aua 28) 
was very moving. Couldn't 
quizzes be reviewed as 
soon hs they are held? 
Mohan Noir, 
Calcutta 

BeSelentifle 

1 baldly expected to read 
the stale explanation of the 
Hindu cu|tom of not eating 
or drinking during a solar 
eclipse in your Quiz col¬ 
umn of August 7. Tl»re 
was no mention of the feet 
that thd sun remains invisi¬ 
ble glSQ during the nlj^t 

and during cloudy weather 
and that the custom ex¬ 
tends to lunar eclipses, too. 
Such trash, far from making 
traditional customs more 
acceptable to Hindus by 
offering scientific explana¬ 
tions, only serves to make 
the community a laughing 
stock before the non-mndu 
public. 
Ga uri Sankar Bhar, 
Calcutta 

Overlooked 

It was surprising that in a 
Guide on the schools of 
Calcutta duly 17) Ela 
Pathak has chosen to over¬ 
look some important edu¬ 
cational institutions in the 
city; though she has pain¬ 
stakingly collected names 
and particulars of some 
comparatively nondescipt 
schools. Does she think 
that institutions like 
Gokhale Memorial. Modern 
High School, Ashok Hail 
and St Thomas' (to name a 
few) are not worth a men¬ 
tion? 

She also seems to be una¬ 
ware of the presence of 
Bengali medium schools of 
undisputable repute, like 
Hare School, Hindu 
School, St John's Diocesan 
Girls' High School. Sakha- 
wat Memorial Government 
Girls School, Ballygunge 
Government, Bethune, Mit- 
ra Institution and South 
Suburban School. 
Benito Sarkar, 
Calcutta 

The article on school 
admissions (July 17) spoke 
the plain truth when it said 
"the child begins to crack 
under the pressure and is 
totally confused in the entr¬ 
ance examination." I know 
a child who suffered just 
this trauma and failed to 
get into a well-known mis¬ 
sionary school, but later, 
following much effort by 
the parents, was admitted 
when a vacancy occured. 
He now tops his class. As 
the article mentions, some 
principals defend the sys¬ 
tem as necessary to mwe 
an objective choice from 
numerous applicants. How 
"obfectlve” was the choice 
in this cage is apparent— 

and this cannot be an iso^ 
lated case of "failure.” 
AkJiil Jana, 
Calcutta 

Not Thorough 

Your guide to tutorial 
classes (July 10) was not a 
thorough job. 

Prior to taking a bank 
probationary officers' re¬ 
cruitment test last year. I 
attended a course con¬ 
ducted by a faculty of serv¬ 
ing bank officers, profes¬ 
sionals and academicians 
at Career Centre. 1 wish to 
emphasise that the 
coaching was of an excep¬ 
tionally high standard and 
an enormous help. The 
most innovative aspect of 
the package course was a 
mock test on the lines of 
the actual test. 

This centre also equips 
candidates for bank clerical 
exams, IAS preliminaries 
and irr entrance exams. 

These courses run simul¬ 
taneously and the location 
is fairly central—opposite 
South City College, 

There are other coaclvjng 
centres which cannot 
afford big-time publicity 
and require your patronage 
more than established set¬ 
ups. 
Samir Biswas. 
Calcutta: 

Diserimlnatton 

I have waited with eager 
hope since June 25 for the 
Colour Magazine to carry a 
cover story, or at least some 
photographs in Rainbow, of 
the Prudential Cup victory. 

I am extremely dis¬ 
appointed and I suspect 
this to be a case of discri¬ 
mination. 
Ranjan Sinha, 
Raniganj 

Crisis 
One of the most interesting 
columns in your Colour 
Magazine is 7 Days whose 
film reviews are avidly 
read. They are short, crisp 
and informative. 
laytsh Rdnjan, 
LucknoiV 
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4 
Pive eminent attlstas of 
Calcutta have got 
togeViertoform'The 
Group.' What is signtn- 
cant Is that they are alt 
women artistes. They 
are now holding their 
first exhibition together. 
Panorama discusses 
Vie event. 

8 
With the return of Dilip 
DoshI to the Indian Test 
team, Umenght goes • 
back in time and talks 
about theTestcricketers 
from Bengal. 

12 
Utpalendu ChWkraborty, 
the maker of the .bon- 
troversiat Choidr, is now 
making a documentary 
on the Music of SWyi(/A 
Ray. A pictorial feature 
in Rainbow. 

20 
Markings goes partly 
colour this week as a 
bonus to our readers. 
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Tanipada Banerjee 
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PANORAMA / Women Artistes of Calcutta 

They have come together for the first time and are currently holding a joint 
exhibition of their works at the Academy of Fine Arts 



To survive its more than 
fair share of odds in this 
city, creativity evolves 
its own need for orga¬ 
nisation and manoeuvre. 
In the naturally grega¬ 

rious milieu of Calcutta, where art— 
like every other mundane feature of 
daily living—must interact in order 
to flourish, the emergence of yet 
another group of working artistes is 
hardly news. Groups are formed as 
regularly as they are broken; fac¬ 
tions and petty egotisms drive their 
wedges deep, and talent is pushed 
out towards ultimate tests of resili¬ 
ence. The syndrome is stale and 
depressing. But the visions and 
priorities of individual artistes that 
silently struggle behind it, consti¬ 
tute something to be thought about 
in probing a world of talent that- 
alwavs claims for itself a tantalising 
exclusiveness. 

The Group, at present organising 
Itself publicly through an exhibi¬ 
tion, is novel in its exclusive mem¬ 
bership of only women artistes and 
may claim attention only as such. 
Karuna Shaha. who was most keen 
on forming this unit, ardently 
asserts the special social pressures 
and domestic entanglements against 
which a woman artiste constantly 
struggles. A woman’s artistic career, 
she feels, is usually ridden with e 
sense of marginality 'and depriva¬ 
tion. Her own experience.s over the 
years have convinced her of the 
need for a common pooling of effort 
and funds in organising solo and 
group shows, in buying art mate¬ 
rials, in drawing women out of their 
confines and in providing opportun¬ 
ity to work. But an equal wariness 
was prevalent in all the members 
about making capital of this much* 
publicised helplessness of a 
woman’s status, or about carving out 
a narrow groove only for women. 

However, The Group entertains 
plans of growing into a broader 
platform of assistance and promo¬ 
tion for Calcutta's young artistes, 
women and men alike; of extending 
a helping hand where it is most 
needed. With a burst of enthusiasm, 
not untouched by an edge of hard 
cynicism, Shanu Lahiri proffers the 
idea of a common working studio in 
the city, provided enough aid is 

'I . ... . ■ ■■ -■■'■I ■ 

Facing page: 
Top (m: Santoah Rohatgl, Shanu 
Lahlrl. Shyamaaraa Boat, Karuna 
ShMa and Maara Mukha^. Ba> 
low, loft: Shanu Lahlrl at work. 
Baiow. light: Shyamaaraa Boaa. 

released by the government. The 
unit has just been formed, and hovi- 
it will act and interact as a com¬ 
pounded block of resource and en¬ 
terprise remains to be seen. As it 
stands now, its identity lies scat¬ 
tered in the individual personalities 
of the five artistes and in the variety 
and versatility of each independent 
artistic career. 

A paradoxical commitment: 
Meera Mukherjee, the seniormost of 
the fiveartistesland thelonly sculptor 
of The Group, has had a long and 
chequered career of struggle and 
search—which itself stands as the 
ultimate test of her commitment, in 
her art as in her personal life. 
Stumbling into the world of art 
through an archaic training in Indi¬ 
an painting at the Indian Society of 
Oriental Art, Meera Mukherjee's 
vocation as a sculptor developed 
much later—after a belated phase of 
formal training at the Delhi 
Polytechnic between 1945 and 
1950, and after a four-year stint at 
the Munich Academy. 

But the sculptor in her found its 
full form only after her return home, 
when it could identify itself with 
the most earthly traditions of the 
soil: the tradition of clay sculpting 
and metal - casting of our tradition¬ 
al Gharua and Dhokra craftsmen, 
from Bastar and Bengal. With a 
small research grant from the 
Anthropological Survey of India, 
theartiste plunged into a dedicated 
study of the histories, caste struc¬ 
tures, lives and work techniques of 
these tribal craftsmen. The study 
has culminated in her pioneering 
book; The Metal Cra/tsmen of India: 
in a continuing involvement with 

the future and destiny of these arti¬ 
sans; most of all ill a personal style 
of .sculpture that is almost unique in 
spanning dimensions from the most 
primitive of indigenous traditions to 
the most vigorous of modern in¬ 
novations. 

Meera Mukherjee floats in and out 
of a strange paradox—her creative 
sensibilities are completely wrap¬ 
ped up within themselves: yet her 
feet are firmly rooted in the dust and 
degradation ot the life of the village 
artisans around her. All the intensi- 
tv and poignance of her vision of life 
arc transmitted into the silent ex¬ 
pression of her sculpted forms— 
some mammoth and monumental, 
like her towering Ashokn and her 
life-size figures of toiling labour: 
others, wirv and gaunt in an intri- 
•jate entanglement of crowds of hu¬ 
man figures, trapped by nets and 
structures, or absorbed into 
meandering lines of foliage: yet 
others, sleekly stvlised into con¬ 
tours of musicians and dancing 
Notarujas. 

An altogether different social 
commitment exists and is best ar¬ 
ticulated outside this realm of her 
art. It finds varied expression in her 
involvement in non-formal educa¬ 
tion in the villages where she sea¬ 
sonally works on her metal - cast¬ 
ing: in her little project of making 
the village children sew Kanthos 
from their own untampered with 
designs, in her occasional urge to 
participate in a procession in Cal¬ 
cutta to voice the cause of our 
downtrodden ' and maltreated 
women. Living completely on her 
own, and dependent for a tentative 
livelihood purely on her sculptures. 
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Meera Mukherjee exists by a deep 
gut force of impulse and, above all 
else, conviction. 

The mixed importance of per¬ 
sonal and social commitments 
is also writ large across the 

personality and career of Karuna 
Shaba, although such commitments 
are forced to exist within a more 
.■conventional framework of domes¬ 
tic life and a professional career as 
an art teacher at Modern High 
School for Girls, There seems to 
bubble in her a strong undercurrent 
of resentment and frustrated hopes, 
constantly struggling to break out of 
the confines of her circumstances. 
In her eagerness and enthusiasm 
about forming this “Group” of 
women artistes, it has found a new 
focal point of energy. But its ulti¬ 
mate manifestation lies, as always, 
in the strength and vigour of her 
paintings. 

In the cases of both Meera 
Mukherjee and Karuna Shaha, a 
parallel talent for vocal music had 
always existed side by side with 
their artistic flair; with the latter too, 
the first initiation into painting 
came informally through private tui¬ 
tion in “Indian style” painting from 
Ordhendra Gangopadhyay of the 
.Santiniketan school. 

But a more rigorous phase, of 
training soon opened for the artist, 
who possesses the credential of 
being among the first batch of 
women students to be admitted into 
the Government School of Art, Cal¬ 
cutta, in 1939, under the then prin¬ 
cipal Mukul Dey. Big time gaps in 
her career and evolution as an artist 
brought spurts of opportunity as 
well as frustration—a sudden rus¬ 
tication from the Art College in 1942 
due to her involvement in the Quit 
India Movement: a readmission in 
1947, with the privilege of acquiring 
a masterly foundation in drawing 
from Atul Bose; years of experiment 
and effort in breaking put of the rut 
of academic training towards a new 
originality; then in 1959, the great 
opportunity of a scholarship to Flor¬ 
ence for a special training course in 
Fresco painting, and of a chance to 
tour the museums of Paris and 
Munich, 

A continuing evolution: The 
styles and images that developed 
through these long and diverse years 
were, in a sense, crystallised under 
the brief but powerful Influence of 
Nifode Mazumdar, But they soon 
moved beyond to assert their own 
mature individualities-^ enviable 
R 

strength of drawing best seen in the 
range of her nude model studies: the 
predominance of the linear struc¬ 
tures and networks in moulding 
patterned forms and an obsession 
with stylised faces and anatomies. 
The instinctive colours and flavours 
of her everyday environment sub¬ 
consciously flowed over the jutting 
edges of Western academic training. 
The pressures and constraints of her 
life today find expression in a new 
restlessness of brushwork, frag¬ 
mentation of lines and confusions of 
colour texture. 

For an artist like Shanu Lahiri, 
her art and wider commitments 
have always been integrated by 

the sheer force and verve of creative 
momentum. Fiery and outspoken, 
with an infectious zest for life and 
work, the force of personality has 
permeated all levels of her exist¬ 
ence: as an art teacher, whose career 
ranges from some vigorous fun- 
filled years of teaching at Kamala 
Girls School to her recent position of 
responsibility as head of the depart¬ 
ment of painting at the Rabindra 
Bharati University: and specially as 
a firmly independent artist. A few 
years junior tn Karuna Shaha, she 
was another prize student of the 
Government College of Art, Calcut¬ 
ta, and the image of firebrand talent 
stretches back to those years. Her 
work vied for attention with those of 

the teachers in the Art College ex¬ 
hibitions; she defied all objections 
of the College principal in holding 
her first solo exhibition, received 
with great acclaim in 1950, while 
still a student. 

Shanu Lahiri’s early evolution as 
an artist was closely tied up with a 
passionate identification with 
French and German painting of the 
turn of the century period: the Im¬ 
pressionists, the Post- 
Impressionists, Expressionists, 
Fauvists and Cubists—and her so¬ 
journ at the Ecole du Louvre and 
Academy Julien in Paris in 1956-57 
came as a natural fulfillment of 
deep-seated artistic flairs. The col¬ 
ours and lines of Matisse, the vignet¬ 
tes of fabled imagery of Chagall, or 
the electric cadence of distortions in 
Picasso made\ their mark on her 
Work in subtle subconscious waves, 
and continue to retain a certain 
flexible hold in the experiments and 
evolution of her style. 

Over the last few years, Shanu 
Lahiri's exhibitions have created 
quite a stir because of the range of 
visuals they offered. An unusual 
burst of colour and lyricism in her 
Ragmaio series of oil paintings, was 
followed by a new world teeming 
with fairy tale images from I’hakur- 
mar /hull, drawn deep out of child¬ 
hood nostalgia, invested with va¬ 
rious new complexities in the* 
shades of the bizarre and fantastic. 



Her recent exhibition in May. this 
year, of series of smaller sketches, 
collages and po.ster paintings, drew 
attention to some illustrations oi 
contemporary .social issues; dowry 
deaths and bride burning. But the 
living horror of these incidents are 
transfigured in her paintings in a 
compelling flourish of colour and 
brush-work and. at a certain level, 
they are integrated into the same 
subjective world of .fantasy and 
catharsis, as the princess and the 
monkey of her 'J’hakurmar /hub. 

Towards neo-reaiism: Santosh 
Rohatgi (Maitra), has emerged from 
a similar background of a merito¬ 
rious student career at the Govern¬ 
ment College of Art, Calcutta (com¬ 
pleted in 1956) and later at the Ecole 
des Beaux Arts, Paris, (where she 
went on a French government scho¬ 
larship in 1961-62). Reticent and 
quietly unassuming, she recalls, 
with frankness, the tribulations of 
an art education in Calcutta, which 
left students without the essential 
spark of confidence to begin on 
independent artistic careers. She 
recalls, too, those heady years in 
Paris when her unformed talent 
absorbed with remarkable flexibility 
a whole range of creative influence 
but lacked the maturity to grow fully 
within this environment. As with, 
Karuna Shaha, the private studio of 
Dilip Das Gupta provided a valuable 
centre for work and interaction with 
other artists in the pre-Paris days, 
and continued to do so, even after 
her return to India. 

However, for an artist with a 
strong streak of isolation in her. it 
was ultimately the concentrated 

vigour of personal searchings that 
brought about the maturing of style, 
by which Santosh Rohatgi has beer 
known for some years now. Power¬ 
ful brush-work and a bold, sweeping 
linearity dissolved the rigid struc¬ 
ture of forms into fluid rhythms, and 
subtle tonal gradations within a 
restricted palette enhanced this flow 
of lines. It was during this time that 
the artist also grew into an art 
teacher.beginningwith a few private 
tuitions and eventually forming a 
regular class for senior students in 
her own studio at Auckland Place. 

The most compelling change in 
the artist over recent years lies in the 
move towards a neo-academic real¬ 
ism, in much the same pattern as 
Karuna Shaha. In Santosh Rohatgi. 
the change was not precipitated by a 
conscious cerebral preoccupation 
with social problems and com¬ 
munication; rather, it forced itself 
out of a temporary stagnation in her 
previous work through a new wave 
of direct spontaneous interaction 
with many small, fleeting moods 
and episodes of her everyday life—a 
mother’s joy, sweat and smiles com¬ 
bined on a labourer's face, or a 
moment of pensive reflection in a 
young girl. Somewhere in the artist, 
a dichotomy is clear between the 
flourish and vigour of an earlier 
style, and the more conscious and 
literal appropriation of emotions on 
to realistic images. However, in her 
present work, there is a welcome 
recession of the overtly symbolic 
metaphors which cloistered her last 
series of realistic oils (exhibited 
^lier this year) and' a concentra- 
Uon on naive and simple narration. 

IN Shyamasree Bose, the youngest 
of this group of artistes there is a 
central strand of an abstract col¬ 

ourist flavour, that is quite differenl 
from the work of the rest. Various 
experiments and ramifications with 
figurative compositions led her to 
try her hand at a few murals, colour¬ 
ful and decorative with hints of 
stylised figures. In the end, it 
evolved in her a more fundamental 
feel for abstracted structures and 
colour surfaces. Blocks of colours, 
segmented by a definite network of 
lines—revoking the impression of 
cracked soil during a drought, or oi 
an aerial view of little squares ol 
fields and houses—are giving way to 
more complex brush-work and de¬ 
nser overlapping of colours. Nature 
remains the main source of inspira¬ 
tion in all these paintings; the deep- 
rooted inheritance of childhood 
years spent among the mounlaias 
and wilderness of Hazaribagh dur¬ 
ing regular family holiday.s. 

A student ol Shanu Lahiri's paint¬ 
ing classes at Kamala Girls School. 
Shyamasree Bose later graduated 
from the Govvernment Aii College 
in 1980. By then, she was already 
part of a reasonably well-known 
circle of student artists, which in- 
duded others like Sunil Das and 
logon Chowdhury. The works of 
their teacher, Satyen Ghusal, and 
the studio of Sunil Madhab Sen, 
with its infinite fund of versatility, 
acted as a strong influence at this 
stage. Later, working for some time 
with another established society of 
artists only burdened her with va¬ 
rious restrictions, and she went on 
to a phase of working and exhibiting 
alone. The forming of their new 
Group is looked on as a hopetui 
break by this artist, who left an 
earlier career as a school-teacher at 
Victoria Institution due to house 
hold commitments and is eager to be 
drawn out of the demands of domes¬ 
ticity by more vigorous incentives to 
work. 

A few hours of animated discus¬ 
sion with each artist quietly draw} 

■ them out of their exclusive cocoons 
and gently opens a whole new 
world on them. And we are treated, 
fleetingly, to the intimacy of perso¬ 
nality and visioti which the finished 
painting or sculpture in the exhibi¬ 
tion hall often evades. 

Tapati Guha Thakurta 

Photographs: 
Tarapada Banerjee 
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Limelight 

TEST CRICKETERS FROM BENGAL 
From Shute Bancrjee to Dilip Doshi, they have done Bengal proud IT is a typical misty dawn in 

Calcutta, November 1946. 
There is a slight sumestion of 
chill. The city is still in deep 
slumber. But one man lies 
awake, anxious and perspir¬ 

ing. He gets up, paces the floor and 
goes down to the gate. 

In those day.s the first break of 
light revealed just-washed streets. 
This day was no different. But 
where was the newspaper vendor? 
Seconds seemed to stretch inde¬ 
finitely as the young man craned 
his neck to catch a glimpse of the 
familiar red cycle. Finally, the 
newspaper arrived. 

He had no time for ‘swadeshi’ 
headlines. He turned to the sports 
page. There it was. The Indian crick¬ 
et team to tour Australia had been 
announced. Not in screaming head¬ 
lines; those were the days of mod¬ 
eration. In an obscure corner of the 
page was a cluster of names: Lala 
Amarnath (captain). Vijay Hazare 
and then, way down the list, Prabir 
Sen in unmistakable, legible print. 

Euphoria? Surely. But, neverthe¬ 
less, as the message seeped in, a 
gnawing sensation of doubt be¬ 
numbed him. Friends, relatives and 
colleagues gathered to congratulate 
him. But exhaustion, hopes and 
fears took their toll and Sen spent 
the day with mild temperature. 

Next day the cheerful, cherubic 
self returned. And he carried his 
bonhomie all the way to Australia. 
Was he the first Bengali to go on a 
tour with the Indian Test team? No. 
that honour goes to the lion-hearted 
Sarodindu Nath Banerjee. popularly 
known as Shute. 

When the second all India Test 
team visited England in 1936, the 
only representative from Bengal was 
Shute Banerjee. That infamous tour 
under the captaincy of the Maharaja 
Kumar of Vizianagram (Vizzy) 
would go down as the blackest 
chapter of Indian cricket history. 
Internal strife gave rise to factions 
within the team and led to Amar¬ 
nath being sent back. Misde¬ 
meanour in plenty from top to bot¬ 
tom. In fact, one cricketer was prom¬ 
isee a Test match berth if he could 

abuse C.K. Nayudu; he did, and 
played in one Test! 

In such an atmosphere one can 
well imagine the spirit of the side. 
But one man stayed away from the 
conflicting groups. He was, of 
course, Shute Banerjee. And invari¬ 
ably paid the penalty of not being 
considered for the Tests. 

But I am certain Shute Banerjee 
was not affected by such quirks of 
fate. His massive frame nursed a 
heart just as big. His broad forehead 
revealed a strength of character that 
merged appropriately with his 
powerful build. Nothing ever 
daunted him, nothing ever upset 
him. His hearty laughter drowned 
the petty sentiments of the puny 
people who dominated Indian 
cricket. 

First Bengali to don Indian col¬ 
ours; Shute Banerjee went to Eng¬ 
land in 1946, again without appear¬ 
ing in any of the Tests. In between, 
however, he represented India in 
unofficial Tests, with commendable 
success, thereby becoming the first 
Bengali to don the Indian colours. 
However, against Surrey he and 

Mankad: For Bengal In 1948-49 

Chandu Sarwate notched up a cen¬ 
tury each in a partnership of 249 
runs in only 190 minutes. This is the 
only case of a number ten and 
eleven both getting centuries in a 
first class innings. 

Shute Banerjee loomed larger 
than life in everything that he did. 
No amount of persuasion or coer¬ 
cion could make him bow down to 
the wishes of unscrupulous men. 
Years of neglect could neither blunt 
his sharp swing nor his vicious 
cutters. He left Bengal in 1937 for 
the princely state of Nawanagar and 
then finally served Bihar with loyal¬ 
ty from 1942 to 58. 

When fate had finally acknow¬ 
ledged his perseverance and poten¬ 
tial, Bihar’s Shute Banerjee was 35 
years old as he vigorously rubbed 
the new ball on his flannels in the 
Bombay Test against Godard’s men 
in 1948-49. He rattled the West 
Indians with 5 for 127 in his debut. 
Then, true to the proverbial fickle¬ 
ness of the selectors, he was drop¬ 
ped from the next Test. 

Before the saga of Shute Banerjee 
could finish, Bengal produced 
another mediumpacer in the Indian 
team for the third Test match of the 
same series at Calcutta: another S. 
Banerjee, who was better known as 
Munlu I'uthei than Sudhangshu. On 
Eden Gardens' green track he re¬ 
turned impressive match figures of 5 
for 181. But. once'again, something 
went wrong somewhere. Montu 
Banerjee's debut and swan song 
coincided. Can vou imagine an Indi¬ 
an Test bowler being dropped today 
after capturing five wickets? 

Montu Banerjee’s Bengal career 
extended from 1943 to 1954. when 
in his last match he was asked to 
lead the state team. Banerjee’s well- 
controlled movement in the air and 
deviation off the wicket made him 
one of the best Indian pace bowlers 
of the Forties. 

When the Indian team for the next 
Test at Madras was announced, 
another Bengali name figured in this 
game of musical chairs. This time it 
was Nlrode Ranjan ('Putu’l Chow- 
dhury who was known to make 
.manv a batsman flihcb af his sharp 



offcutters that leaped and bounced 
on them on the matting wickets. But 
his debut did not set the stands on 
fire. He had another fjing against 
England in 1951-52, but again, did 
not raise much hope. 

In all fairness it must be admitted 
that Putu Chowdhury’s bowling ac¬ 
tion had many a cricket connoisseur 
shaking his head in disbelief. The 
bent arm was all too prominent, 
which enabled him to get additional 
purchase on both wet and matting 
wickets. However, this did not keep 
him away from the 1952 England 
tour. He bowled without much suc¬ 
cess and was not considered for the 
Tests. Some of his contemporaries 
feet that Putu Chiowdhury did not 
exert himself to the utmost as he 
was wary of English umpires ques¬ 
tioning the legality of his bowling 
action. Shades of what we in Calcut¬ 
ta see today in certain cases, 
perhaps. But Chowdhury’s career of 
two Tests was over. 

By 1952 Prabir ('Khokhon') Sen 
the first official- Test cricketer 
produced by Bengal—was 

playing in his last overseas series for 
India. His debut was in the third 
Test at Melbourne where he took 
over from the first choice J. K. Irani. 
He made regular appearances in the 
following seasons playing in 14 
Tests altogether. He called it a day 
after two Tests against Pakistan in 
1952-53. 

Short and stocky Khokhon Sen 
was as agile as he was popular. One 
of the few Indians who did not have 
a fixed smile on when foreigners 
spoke to them, Khokhon Sen could 
worst any of them in a battle of wits. 
As a batsman in Tests however he 
was an abject failure. This was 
surprising, for he was a consistent 
rungetter in Ranji Trophy with 
several centuries to his credit. He. 
led Bengal to the 32-53 Ranji final 
and among his exploits he had a 
hattrick in Ranji Trophy. 

Unknown to most, one of the 
greatest allrounders of the Forties 
had transferred his allegiance to 
Bengal in the 1948-49 season. 
Hence, by virtue of his sole appear¬ 
ance against Bombay, Vinoo Man- 
kad earned the right to be regarded 
as one*of the Bengal cricketers to 
have played Test cricket for India. 
For in that very season he played 
against the touring West Indians. 
' Similarly, against Nigel Howard’s 
Endand team in 1951-52. Cottari 
Suohan Nayudu represented India 
as a candidate from Bengal. 

C.S. Nayudu with family: A four-match career for Bengal 
I....—-- ■ 
Nayudu’s four-match career for Ben¬ 
gal traversed the 1951-52 seasons. 
He had the mantle of captaincy 
thrust upon him in no less than 
three Ranji matches. 

Around then, handsome Uattlat- 
reya Gajanan Phadkar pledged 
loyalty to Bengal for four winters 
from 54-55 to 57-58. By then he was 
of course a full fledged Test cricke¬ 
ter having variously played for 
Maharashtra, Bombay and Railways. 

During the course of those sea¬ 
sons he played against New Zealand 
and Australia at home and went on 
tour to Pakistan as a cricketer from 
Bengal. Phadkar never led Bengal 
but his all-round ability was an 
inspiration to his younger col¬ 
leagues. Today after retirement he is 
very much a part of the Calcutta 
cricket scene having served the local 
association in various t-apacity. 

With Prabir Sen and Putu Chow- 
dhury making their last overseas 
trip in 1952 with the Indian Test 
cricket another cricketer from Ben¬ 
gal was gradually finding his feet at 
the highest level. His name .was 
Pankaj Roy. 

The MCC side of 1951-52 pro¬ 
vided Roy with an ideal opportunity 
to settle himself in the Test team. 
And' gradually Roy accepted the 
offer by scoring two Test centuries 
in his debut series. Cricket appeared 
as the primrose path to him. 

Thu 1952 disaattrs: But then the 
disastrous 1952 tour of England 

made him realise that cricket ivas a 
great leveller. Five innings of 
nought and a total of 54 runs in‘ 
seven innings fUmrigar no better 
with 43 run.s in 7 innings) would 
have sent a lesser cricketer into 
oblivion. But Roy wa.s no ordinary 
batsman. 

Tenacity he had in abundance. 
Temperament was his forte. Roy 
came back into the fold with an 
admirable' string of successes in 
domestic cricket. And his technique 
was good enough to give him five 
centuries against West Indies, Eng¬ 
land and New Zealand. 

After a decade of regular repre¬ 
sentation in ’["I'.st cricket, he bid 
adieu alter 43 Tests had fetched him 
2442 runs at an average of 32.56. He 
is the only Bengal cricketer to have 
led his country in cricket, and that 
too at Lords in 1958. He illadvisedly 
continued playing for Bengal till 
1967-68 thereby (iepriving younger 
talents. It would be a happy day for 
Bengal cricket if Pankaj Roy can 
match his oil-the-field contribution 
to those which he did on the field 
that earned him no less than 22 
centuries in the Ranji Trophy. 

He had an extremely long innings 
as Bengal’s cricket captain. But suc¬ 
cess as a captain eluded him. Too 
cautious, he let opportunities slip 
away. Too aloof he faile'd to inspire 
others. However his crowning glory 
will forever remain a glorious page 
in the annals of Indian cricket. In 



tandem with Vinoo Vlankad, Roy 
rewrote the pages of Wisden with a 
world record first wicket part¬ 
nership of 413 runs against New 
Zealand. 

PANKAJ Roy’s nephew Ambar 
entered the Test scene on a 
sports car in 1969, From the 

first delivery he was on top gear. 
When he did not drive, he pulled. 
When he was tired of cutting, he 
hooked. In a matter of moments lie 
sent the Nagpur i;rowd into ecstacy. 
Eleven boundaries, each a gem, 
appeared against his name in an 
innings of 40 odd. However, the 
innings did not receive the acclaim 
it deserved as India plunged to a 
defeat and shocking off-the-field 
activities of Test cricketers became 
the focal point in the national Press. 

Within months arrived Lawry and 
his Australians. Now Bengal’s 
Ambar Roy was a certainty. But the 
Ambar who took the crease was n6t 
the same who had torn the New 
Zealand attack to shreds. People 
rubbed their eyes in disbelief. Two 
appearances at Delhi and Calcutta 
belied the high expectations he had 
generated only a couple of months 
eirlier. 

To add to his burden the Bengal 
captaincy was thrust on him. If ever 
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a man was unfit for leadership it 
was he. A brilliant, instinctive bats¬ 
man he had no penchant as a leader 
of men. His batting suffered. Tactic¬ 
al planning was not his cup of tea. 
An aggressive batsman like him 
became a defensive captain. And the 
Bengal and East Zone teams hardly 
prospered under his long, halting 
tenure. Moinents of inspiration were 
too few ana far between. 

Ambar shinaa: However, with the 
advent of the 75-76 season Anibar 
Roy once again showed what he was 
capable of. Relieved of captaincy, he 
played an innings fit to be compared 
with the best in contemporary Indi¬ 
an cricket. Karnataka had scored 
490-odd and Bengal were to bat 
second against Chandrasekhar and 
Prasanna, then at their peak, on the 
third day’s wicket. The left handed 
middle order batsman exhibited the 
kind of batsmanship I have not seen 
bettered at the Gardens. His un¬ 
beaten 150 on the crumbling wicket 
of the last two days took Bengal's 
challenge in the vicinity of 400. 

Then again he was brouj^t back 
to lead. He failed to regain his 
batting, form. Bengal faltered. And 
he finally left in 1977-78. To him the 
mantle of captaincy was a shackle of 
iron from which he could ndt 
wrench himself free. It is my well 

considered opinion that if the bat¬ 
ting talent of Ambar Roy had been 
allowed to blossom without the 
trimmings of leadership India 
would have had an excellent middle 
order to keep Viswanath company. 

Quha amazes: With Ambar in the 
Test panel was another Bengali 
youth, Subroto Cuba. He began his 
first class career in India producing 
amazing performances with both bat 
and hall. 

But within a season or two his 
batting promise inexplicably de¬ 
serted him. By then, of course, he 
had done enough to be considered 
as the best medium pacer in the 
country. With the new’ ball in hand, 
he was a man inspired. Against his 
sharp swingers the likes of Hunte, 
Nurse and company succumbed to 
give the combined East and Central 
Zone team an innings victory. This 
was in the winter of 1966-67. 

With that performance he made 
sure of his ticket to England^ with 
Pataudi’s Indians, in the * early 
matches he looked positively 
penetrative to probe the defences of 
Edrich and Barrington. But at the 
Headindy Test, trying to shoulder a 
depleted attack, he broke down nev¬ 
er to recover on that tour. Finally a 
cartiledge operation was required to 
put him back to cricket. 



In all fairness it must be agreed 
that Guha was in surprisingly poor 
physical shape during his best days. 
Not surprisingly, he shied away 
from hard work, which is the most 
important asset of a medium pacer. 

Back in India he was still an 
outstanding swing bowler in the 
best of Bengal tradition. But Guha 
was a sad figure against the Austra¬ 
lians at home. He tried to bounce at 
Lawry—who had taken the measure 
of Hall and Trueman in no uncertain 
manner—and invariably paid the 
penalty of wrong strategy. 

Guha left the Test scene a disillu¬ 
sioned man but continued playing 
for Bengal and East Zone with 
mixed success. He did not, unfortu¬ 
nately, show the character to fight 
back into the Test team. 

After Ambar Roy and Subroto 
Guha a decade passed before 
another Bengal cricketer was 

found worthy enough to wear the 
Test cap. He was, of course, Dilip 
Rasiklal Doshi, the Robert Bruce of 
international cricket. 

Dilip's Test career has been too 
well documented for any further 
repetition. However, no passing 
mention can do justice to the man's 
courage and his fierce determina¬ 
tion to find a place in the sun in the 
face of all odds. 

When he w'as selected for the 
Madras Test against Hughes’ Austra¬ 
lians—against every possible pre¬ 
diction—for he had been not only 
overlooked by his own zone but 
even very grudgingly selected by 
Bengal—he took to Test cricket as a 
duck to water. He is a man for the 
big occasion and relishes a duel. In 
fact his love for the big game is 
insatiable. One thing, I am sure, 
when Dilip Doshi quits it will not be 
for want of effort or lack of courage. 

Keith Fletcher’s England team 
landed on our soil in the winter of 
1981-82. The Indian Test selec¬ 
tors in a strange macabre plot side¬ 
lined the extremely successful 
opener Chetan Chauhan. And the 
place was up for grabs. Numerous 
cocktails were experimented with 
and, sad to relate, e^fen today the 
elixir has not been fpund. Bengal 
can consider itself fortunate to have 
been able to make two persons 
contest for the berth vacated by 
Chauhan, first Pronah Roy and then 
the Delhi expatriate. Arun Lai. 

Sons Of famoM* fatNfs:Both are 
sons of famous fathers, In the for¬ 
mer’s case it is the world first wicket 
record holder Pankaj Roy. And in_ 

Phadkar; Four winters for Bengal 

Arun’s case it is India's first wicket 
record holder till 1989, Jagdisli Lai. 
Pronab’s uncle is Ambur, Anin's 
unde is Del hi'.s Akash Lai. Both are 
light of foot and more than capable 
in the field. 

But then, there the similarity ends 
and the contrast begins. Pron'ab has 

Doshi: No lack of courage 

9 all along opened the innings for 
■■ club, state and zone. Arun is still 

undecided as to whether he is an 
opener or a middle order bat. Hav¬ 
ing gone lower down in Ranji and 
Duleep trophies, he opted to open 
for India.finding the place vacant. 
But he did not do justice to his 
batting and the place still remains 
as wide open a field as Chauhan had 
found it 

Pronab Roy's limitations have, 
been exposed in the two Tests that 
he has played as well as on the trip, 
to England in 1982. Arun Lai en¬ 
joyed the Sri Lanka attack but on the' 
tour of Pakistan, despitei three 
appearances, did not inspire confi¬ 
dence. In the West Indies, too, he 
was far from Vhe beautiful 
strokemaker 1 know him to be. 

Arun Lai is a very safe close-in 
catcher and a team man through and 
through. If he decides to force his 
way into the Test team—as any 
ambitious man surely must—he 
should decide to open each and 
every innings that he plays, no 
matter what the match. Opening is 4 
specialist's job and Arun 
has to realise that there should be no 
half measures involved in his effort 
to rejoin his place. But to step into 
(ilhauhan's shoes and survive, he has 
to match the concentration and 
courage of his former Delhi mate. 

It is usually felt that the Bepgal 
cricketers receive step-motherly 
treatment from national selectors. 
The idea is preposterous to say the 
least. The^ fact is that Bengal cricke¬ 
ters have suffered more in the hands 
of the local representatives. How 
many East Zone representatives in 
the national selection committee 
can honestly claims that they 
attended the Ranji and Duleep Tro¬ 
phy matches ihvolving players from 
this state? If anything this attitudo 
cost Doshi his Test place for at lewt 
a fevv seasons. 

The usual excuse provided by 
them is: who is there to see? This is 
absurd logic no doubt. The selecto- 
rial duty is not to have a precon¬ 
ceived notion of whom to watch, but) 
to attend every important fixture to 
keep track of all the talent in parade. 
How many of eur selectors at both 
state and national level maintain a 
dossier of information relating to the 
players available for selection? Had 
they honestly pursued their duty the 
name of Shyam Sunder Mitter 
would not have been, relegated to 
the footnotes of domestic cricket. 

Raju Mtikherji 11 



RAINBOW / ‘Music of Satyajit Ray’ 

GATHERING THE NOTES 
Utpalendu Chakraborty’s documentary on a lesser known aspect of Ray 

WHAT 
makes any 
melody 
memor¬ 
able is its 
simplicity 

of both tone and structure. 
And significantly the most 
memorable melodies are 
introvert in nature; ful; of 
pain and passion and yet 
intensely romantic. Balanc¬ 
ing these key factors single 
out the master composer 
from the rest. That is Satya¬ 
jit Ray as music composer. 

“After Tagore I have not 
come across one such com¬ 
poser as Ray who has 
blended two different char¬ 
acters of music, eastern and 
western, so inteHigently." 
remarks Utpalendu Chakra- 
borty who is currently mak¬ 
ing a short (35 minutes' 



Facing pag«, top: 
Utpaimdu Chakra* 
bo^ shooting at 
Ray^ raaldence wMi 
PantuNM(axtrame 
loft) and Soumyondu 
Roy behind tho two 
cameras. Ray in total 
concentration dur* 
ing lunch break in 
the recording room 
(picture below) and 
in action (inset). 

Left: Chakraborty 
directs Ray in his 
house anci (beiow) 
Ray coinposing for 
Ghany Balny. 

duration and in colour) tithad Music 
of Satyajit flay, with Soumyendu 
Roy and Pantu Nag behind the two 
cameras. 

Try to recollect the songs of Goopi 
Gyne Bagha Byne, and you can feel 
the music. Then, think of Char- 
uloto and Shatranj Ke Khilari, or 
any film with Satyajit Ray not only 
as a director and scriptwriter, but 
also as music director—and the 
point is driven home. 

From Teen Kanya onwards Ray 
has composed music for all his 
films—features and shorts. Presum¬ 
ably, with each completed film his 
musical compositions have ex¬ 
plored new avenues of moods and 
shades, a unique blend of Indian 
and European classical styles. 

Says Utpalendu; "I believe Ray 
has not received his due recognition 
as a music composer and this 
documentary may give us an oppor¬ 
tunity to know him in this 
capacity. 

“At times 1 would feel embarras¬ 
sed for all the commotion I was 
creating in the course of my shoot¬ 
ing of this documentary. But he was 
quite unmindful of what was hap¬ 
pening except for his own work. 
This proves the tremendous amount 
of patience and concentration he 
[lossesses. He is a total artiste. I have 
eamt, and am still learning, a lot 

just being associated with him. He is 
unique in matters of discipline and 
perseverance,” Utpalendu sums up. 

Photographs: Nemai Gho^ 
S.M. 
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Inner Eye BIRTHDAYS 

NEXT SEVEN DAYS 

FROM SEPTEMBER 18 TO SEPTEMBER 24 

RIES rwi 
Mar 21-Apr 20 I July 23-Aug 22 

This week you will A happy, active and 
experience happi- _ successful week is 

ness and peace. A new forecast. Push your affairs to 
romantic attachment is likely to the utmost. Make desirable 
blossom. Social activities will changes and ask for favours, 
demand a lot of your time. Take reasonable risks after 
Intellectuai and artistic pursuits consulting your elders and 
will be amply rewarded. Some business associates. Pursue 
of you will gain official recogni- legal matters. You may gain 
tion. Business affairs should some property through inheri- 
not be neglected. tance. 

AGITTARIUS 
Nov 22-Ooc 22 

Businessmen 
should enter into 

new contracts, acquire stocks 
and try to push sales during 
the week, in the near fukire 
you will successfully recover 
investments made in the past. 
The domestic scene will re¬ 
main peaceful and you will 
enjoy the support of your rela¬ 
tives. 

September 18 
Good fortune, happiness and 
populwtty are in the offing. AR 
will go well this year. Your 
magnetic attraction vdll cause 
strange but ben^idat events 
in your life. You will be remem¬ 
bered for a long standing ro¬ 
mance. 

September 19 
Your secret hopes and aihbi- 
tions wilt be realised and 
happiness will be yours. But 
you will incur expenditure. In¬ 
tellectual arKf business expan¬ 
sions will be favourably in¬ 
clined as also family and social 
activities. 

AURUS 
■ Apr 2t-May 22 

* The cooperation of 
-your elders will 
prove prontable. Women may 
help you m uriexpected waye. 
Oo not be shy in requesting 
them for help or favours. Look 
after your health. An illness in 
the family may lead to extra 
expenditure. Concentrate on 
and plan your future. Do not 
undertake new ventures. 

-^ EMINI 
w Mpy 23.June 21 

" You will gain in diffe- 
_rent ways. Ill health 
may threaten you, so take 
precautions. Some elders may 
prove very annoying, but do 
not lose your temper. Exercise 
wit and discretion in ail mat¬ 
ters. Do not enter into point¬ 
less arguments. Look after 
your business ventures and 
enter into new contracts. 

ANGER 
I Jum 22.July 22 

A lady in your family 
_ may cause unex¬ 
pected anxi^. Women, in 
general, will contribute to your 
happiness, however. Those in 
authority will prove helpful. 
You will gain nnancially pro¬ 
vided you are discreet. This 
will be, on the whole, a lucky 
week. Letters are likely to bring 
In good news. 

IRGO 
W Aug 23 Sap( 22 

* Legal matters may 
- prove troublesome. 
Property matters, too, may 
prove annoying. But deal pa¬ 
tiently with these. Otherwise, a 
happy and successful week is 
forecast for you. You will gain 
finandally and your health will 
show improvement. Matrimo¬ 
nial correspondence will bear 
fruit. 

-n iBRA 
- Sept 23-Ocl 22 

^ This will be a week 
- of mixed fortunes. 
Unwise investments may 
diminish financial gains in 
business. Check tendencies to 
be extravagant. Keep away 
from speculation and gamb¬ 
ling. Control your temper and 
be cautious when putting any¬ 
thing in writing. Look after your 
heaKh. 

CORPIO 
Ocl 23-Nov 21 

Happier conditions 
- wHI prevail after an 
unexpected upheaval. Finan¬ 
cial ^ins are due in the near 
future. Do not make hasty de¬ 
cisions and generally rmrain 
from making changes of any 
kind this week. The period is 
unfavourable for romance and 
courtship. Exercise caution in 
your dealings. 

^ APRICORN 
. DK 23-Jan 20 

^ You mu^t bo on 
- guard against evil 
influences which may ruin your 
career beyond repair. Watch 
your tongue and act with great 
discretion. Promotions and 
transfers are in the offing for 
some of you. You may under¬ 
take a journey to a distant 
place for the fulfilment of your 
ambitious plans. 

QUARIUS 
Jan 21-Feb 20 

Despite disappoint- 
- ments on the finan¬ 
cial front, you will remain hap¬ 
py and cheerful. You will ex¬ 
perience a sense of content¬ 
ment and fulfilment. Intellec- 
tuai pursuits will be crowned 
with success. Exercise caution 
in your dealings with the oppo¬ 
site sex. Refrain from making 
impulsive changes. 

- ISCES 
Fab 21-Mar 20 

You will gain in un- 
-expected ways. A 
promotion is very probable. 
Elders and women will contri¬ 
bute to your happiness. You 
may have to undertake long 
journeys. Devote time to busi¬ 
ness affairs. Social engage¬ 
ments wHi keep you busy. This 
week iMIl prove Hjcky for prop¬ 
erty ntsMers. I 

SUGGESTIONS 
»JNOAV 

ilONOAY 

rUESOAV 
VEONESOAY 

rHUItSDAY 

=RIOAV 

JATUnOAY 

LUCKY NUMBER AND COLOURS 
ENTERTMNMENT 

TMva. 
SHomme 

SEPTEM8ER ia 
SEPTEMBER 19 

SEPTEMBER 20 

September 20 
Yoiir year will be affected by 
both favourabfe and unfavour- 
able vibrations—new 
friendships and fresh Interests 
will bring happiness. Separa¬ 
tion from a loved one wiH 
sadden you. An unexpected 
upheaval or a long journey wiH 
be followed by financial be¬ 
nefits . 

September 21 
You may expect a year of 
great activity. Do not allow 
temporary difficulties and de¬ 
lays to spoil your chances of 
success and happiness. This 
might adverse^ affect your 
health before December this 
year. In 1984 your fortunes will 
rapidly expand—-with benefi¬ 
cial changes- 

September 22 
Unexpected reverses and un¬ 
pleasant changes will be your 
potion this year. Avoid arous- 
jng hostility of those in auttior- 
ity and of your spouse as 
violent r)iiarreis are presaged 
between Uctober-November 
this year. 

S^tsmber 23 
Many beneficial changes are 
fore^n for you this year. Oo 
ahead with aN your project as 
great success and much 
happiness will result. Inletlec- 
tually a good time. New 
friendships will be formed and 
one of them will result in a 
happy rom«eioe. 

SeptenRipr 24 
An e)(c^)(ibnaBy favourable 
year so mNw n^ while the 
sun shines. Halcyon days 
await you: happiness, prosper¬ 
ity and convMaity being in the 
offing. Excellent time for 
courohip, marriags. 

M.B. RAMAN 



QUIZ / Neil O’Brien 
Rohini Science 
Club, Ranchi, 
organised a Quiz 
which was not li- 
mited to science. 
G.V.S. Sastry re¬ 
ports: “Nine 
schools competed 
for the C. V. Raman 
Shield. Suresh 

Agarwal and Bharati Lakshmi asked 
the question.^. After the end of a 
keen contest Vikash Vidyalaya 
(Mesra) finished first, with D.A.V. 
School and St Paul’s taking the next 
two places." 

Mohammad Saleheen. Calcutta- 
14, asks, “Who invented the type¬ 
writer?" 

Christopher Latham Sholes and 
Samuel W. Soule were toying with a 
page-numbering machine for their 
newspaper when Carlos Glidden 
suggested they expand their idea to 
a letter-printing machine. Theirs 
was actually the 52nd attempt at the 
invention, but they were the finst to 
succeed in making a practical, work¬ 
able model, which they completed 
in 1867 «nd patented the following 
year. Soule and Glidden abandoned 
the project soon afterward, but 
Sholes continued to experiment and 
turned out improved models during 
the next few years. 

Sholes worked for a time with 

Thomas Edison, who .saw the possi¬ 
bility (realised in 1878) of coordi¬ 
nating the typing machine with the 
telegraph system. But Sholes's 
machine was not quick enough to 
translate the new Morse code 
Sholes finally sold out to Philo 
Remington for $12,000 in 1873. Re¬ 
mington failed to find a mass mar¬ 
ket: financially exhausted in 1886. 
he sold his company to independent 

litti QiWBtion: What 
is the origin of the 
word ilcket’? 
Ana: From the French 
‘etiquette,* which wee 
e note of instructione 
on behaviour and 

mannera given to aomeorw Invited 
to a royal reception. (B.P. Bhow- 
mick, Calcutta-14) 

concerns. Mass production made 
the typewriter a marketable item, 
and by 1909 typewriters were being 
marketed in many countries. 

Question: "Where is the famous 
singer janis Joplin buried?" R.R. 
Sen, Calcutta-19, answers; “No¬ 
where specific. As desired in her 
will, she was cremated and her 
ashes scattered by a plane ^11 over 
Marin County, Texas," to which we 
add another interesting fact. In a 
revised will only two days before 
her death, Janis had arranged for a 

last extravagant wave to the world: a 
posthumou.<i all-night party for 200 
guests at her favourite pun in San 
Anselmo, California. The bequest of 
$2500 “so my friends can get 
blasted—after I’m gone” assured 
that all the booze downed that night 
was on Janis. 

The question: "Who is the author 
of the Arabian Nights?” comes from 
Prasun Kr Hujari, 24-Parganas. 

There is no single author. It is an 
Arabic collection of tales held 
together by the device of having 
Scheherazade put off her execution 
ordered by her husband by telling 
him a story each night, postponing 
the climax until the following night: 
hence the Arabic title The Book of 
the Thounand and One Nights. The 
stories derive from many sources— 
Indian, Persian. Arabian, Turkish— 
and there are many different kinds 
and dates, from at least the 9th to the 
15 centuries. The work has frequent¬ 
ly been translated, first into French 
by Antoine Gulland, 1704-17 in 
Paris. Edward Lane made an 
abridged translation, scholarly and 
anotated (1839-41). The complete 
unexpurgated translation, perhaps 
the most famous of all, is by Sir 
Richard Burton, 16 vols, Vanarasi. 
but the more popular ones omit the 
naughty parts, and are widely read 
by children. 

QUESTIONS 

1. What games are played on Teraflex and Hova 
surfaces? (Subir Kr. Das, Calcutta-67) 

2. Which trophy is awarded to the winners of the 
Under-19 cricket between England and West 
Indies? Joydeep Bhattacharya, Calcutta-26) 

3. What English title did Rabindranath Tagore give 
to Jana Cana Mana? (Prithvijit Das, Calcutta-54) 

4. No 10 Downing Street is the official residence of 
the British Prime Minister. Whose residence is 
11 Downing Street? (Lalit Choraria, Gauhati) 

5. Which anti-Brahmin film was at first banned 
and later awarded the President's Gold Medal? 
(Bibhuti Bhusan Mondal, Singhbhum) 

6. What is the meaning of ‘namaste’? (Sangeeta 
Bhatia, Calcutta-19) 

7. What is long pig? (M.K. Rao, Kharagpur) 
8. What is conunon to the following books: The 

Compassionate Crime, /eon’s Way. Exit and Lei 
Me Die Before I Awake? (Vikramaditya 
Qtoudhury, Calututta-53) 

9. Why was Alaska once called Seward’s Folly? 
(Gayatri Vaaudevan, Calcutta-29) 

10. What is the temperature at the centre of the 
earth? JOeepmikar Ghosh, Calcutta-27) 

ANSWERS 
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DoOOlk 01 
•puBl 

-atsBM se/M m|se{v qa} s[doad )80ui pue iggi 
UI uoi|iitu z i$ JO} eissng aioj|}{4qiinoq ‘premas 
>“®nnM P XjBiaJoas Sfl “Ml asneoag ‘6 
apioins 8u;]}iuiaioo }o sXbm qqM (eap qe Xaqj, g 

-qsaq ueinnq joj auieu s.feqtuui^ •£ 
•noX o} Moq j 'g 

-nirofSUiDS 's 

-janbaqoxg aqi }o jonaDueqf) aqx k 
Dipu] /o 8uas SufUJoyv aqx ‘E 

■Xqdojx aiisuqo eqjegv aqX Z 
-X)aAi)oadsaj uotuiuipeq pue qeqpuen ‘I 

AfiMvers to A MIXED LOT 

1. St^wol master, the classroom. 

2. fhe txide’s mam (mother's sister) was the 

groom’s first wife. 

3. (70000 p)-(100 p + 50 p 25 p)= 400. There 

were 400 ooira of each kind. 
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Comics 
BUSINESS IS SRCKT/ 

hAfixr NOBOpy IS 
BUyiNG ANyiHING 

y TO TWE / I 
IS J PJ 

I THINK I KNOW VOUl? 
PROBLEM.' VOU MISSPELLEP 
!\ WORP ON TOLH? SIGN. 

« M 

ms 

IT SHOULP REAP 
"GAKBAGS SALE*.'’ 

’ S 

A/,'. - » 

BUSINESS IS THE PITS.'PEOPLE ) MAyBE TOU 
COME By TAKE A LOOK AT / SMOULP 
THESE THINGS, ANP JUST CHARGE THEM 

LAUGH .T ENTERTAINMENT 
--^ TAX.' 

It <it; 

ITS TOO BAP THIS 
STUFF ISN'T MORE 
ANTIQUE.' LOOK AT 
THIS PICTURE IN 
TORAV'S PAPER.' J 

\ OH. WOW.'IT'S 
WES TURNER, THE 

/ MOVIE STAR.' IT SAYS 
/HERE HE'S ANTIQUE 
SHOPPING WHILE IN 

TOWN TO PO A PLAV.' 

JUG, YOU'RE A GENIUS.' 
QUICK.' LOOK UP THE 
NUMBER OF THE V 

THEATRE.' rffS&s. 

r«iii| 

} ARCHIE, HAVE VOU 
/GONE SFACEYPHE 
WON'T BE INTERESTEP 
IN THIS STUFF.' 

THANKS FOR SHOWING W Z V PON'T SWEAT 
Me THESE ITEAAS, BOVS- \ TOLP 1 IT, JUG.' I 
BUT IM AFRAIP NONE VOU. I KNOW WHAT 
OF IT IS REALLY WORTH / AKCH.'X I'M POING... 

VERY MUCH.' 

a* t 

'!• i\''‘ - I 

ti'' %■ /■ 

ss?r 

M f ‘fs 

AFTER I CALLEP HIM, 
I CAUEPEVERYGIRL 
I KNOW...ANP HERE 
THEY COME NOW.' 

£E£Kr\jOO\<. 
ARCHIE WAS 
TELLING THE 
TRUTH.'IT/5 
WES TURNER.' 

VES,ANPHES 
LOOK WG AT 
ARCHIES 
GARAGE' 

SALE STUFF.' 

V"' 

(SiSfOAtiPVIEUXXEP 
THROUGH THESE - 
BlNOqilAgS.' HOW 

KTPcJi'T SaUT SIl .' 
S4/E SOME FOR ME.^ 

R 

SisJ t \ 



JULIET JONES By Stan Drake 

* '■* •(* 'CU ‘‘i By Lee Falk 



MOOSE MILLER 



DR KILDARE By Ken Bald 

THE LOCKHORNS 



MARKINOS 
The press comer at the 

Writers* Buildings is 
on one side of the central 
aisle on the first floor. Not 
a very large room, it has 
an in-built capacity to en¬ 
gulf as many reporters 
that providence as well as 
the chief reporters may 
send to this hallowed 
building. As a rule it is 
dirty, (of course not unin¬ 
habitable) with reporters 
hardly bothering to use 
the ashtrays so thought¬ 
fully provided by the gov¬ 
ernment of the proletariat. 

Needless to say this atti¬ 
tude is fully supported 
and privately lauded by 
those employees assigned 
to clean the room. It is 
undoubtedly a rare day 
when they feel like using 
a broom or a duster, or any 

The Writinitoii the Bwd, 

other such implements 
commonly associated 
with the verb cleaning. 
But then reporters take 
these things in their 
stride. After all they are 
the ‘frontier men of the 
newspaper world' etc. But 
what happened the other 
day has set a number of 
them thinking. 

The press room has a 
blackboard in one corner. 
Three-fourths of this is 

used for making press 
announcements and the 
remaining fourth for stick¬ 
ing the daily power chart. 
Over the years the use of 
government ^glue and 
chalk, without any clean¬ 
ing has placed the board 
in such a dirty condition 
that a thoughtful reporter 
overturned it. He ex¬ 
pected that the cleaner 
would notice its over¬ 
turned state, set it right 

Homecoming 
Ejected mdely out of a 

bus, a Calcutta maiden 
found herself stranded on 
the Sealdah flyover. Grop¬ 
ing around for direction, 
she saw its expanse 
stretch out, long, lonely 
and silent. With despond¬ 
ence, she set off on foot 
towards the Sealdah sta¬ 
tion. Ambling along, her 
mind far away, she was 

startled out of her reverie 
when a voice boomed out. 

Looking up, she saw a 
lorry hurtling down upon 
her. Terrified, she took a 
bounding leap backwards, 
just about having a narrow 
escape, as the lorry whiz¬ 
zed past, followed by an 
endless stream of speedy 
vehicles, the occupants 
raising eyebrows at her. 

standing there, stupefied 
and lonesome. 

Below her she could see 
the swarming crowds and 
the sense of loneliness 
further hit her and she 
was seized with an urge to 
take a jump downward. 
Perhaps some gallant 
would be waiting with 
open arms...Then, again, 
he may not, and so having 

and probably clean it. 
The next day, to the 

Reporter’s surprise, not 
only had the board re¬ 
tained its overturned posi¬ 
tion but had announce¬ 
ments as well as the pow¬ 
er chart stuck on its back 
in the same manner as it 
was done on the other 
side! To his further sur¬ 
prise, this went on for a 
few days and has now 
been accepted as status 
quo. 

That reporter is now 
planning to write a book 
on the governmental re¬ 
sponse to external stimuli 
and is also trying to prop 
up a black sofa provided 
in the room, in place of 
the board to see what 
effect that has on the gov¬ 
ernment employees. 

rejected the wisdom of her 
thoughts, she trudged on, 
casting longing glances at 
the jostling crowds and 
congesteo pavements 
below. 

Meanwhile, the familiar 
clang of a passing tram 
roused her and she chased 
it, confident of beating the 
leisurely speed of Calcutta 
trams. However, this time 
things were different, for 
free of traffic conMstion. 
the tram sped off, leaving 
her miserable. 

Defeated, she carried on 
through the cold of the 
flyover, anxiously watch- 
ii^ its height drop, till at 
last her feet touched level 
ground. She was back 
amidst the bustle and life 
of the street, as she skip¬ 
ped to avoid a pool of 
slime and tripped over a 
basket of v^etables. 

Again, she braced her¬ 
self, but this time it was a 
dear feeling. It was home- 
aiming... 
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Dabbing Attenborougb TheKnlgbtintheBus 
UTArHAT’s in a 

VV name?” asks the 
poet breezily, going on to 
add that a rose would 
smell as sweet by any 
other name. We hope this 
observation would offer 
some solace to Sir Richard 
Attenborough who con¬ 
tinues to make history in 
the strangest ways. A col¬ 
league who has recently 
returned from the plains 
of Assam has this to na¬ 
rrate. 

"At a party," says the 
traveller, “I met Mr Y who 
was simply raving about 
Gandhi. What an epic film 
it was, what superb hand¬ 
ling of the theme, what 
sheer genius in directing! 
And to think that it was 
conceived by the fertile 
brain of a fellow 

Assamese! Really, such an 
event made one doubly 
proud of being an 
Assamese. But it was high 
time the government did 
something to honour this 
colossus who had done 
his country proud.” 

“I was getting more and 
more bewildered by this 
lavish flow of encom¬ 
ium ” said the colleague. 
"At last, being unable to 
stand the suspense, 1 
asked timidly, ‘Excuse 
me. but who are you talk¬ 
ing about?’ My enquiry 
met with shocked incre¬ 
dulity. ‘Don't tell me that 
you haven’t heard of him! 
Why, 1 am. talking of that 
brilliant Assamese direc¬ 
tor of Gandhi, a chap cal¬ 
led Atin Barua!’” 

The items on the Mark¬ 
ings pages, says one 

correspondent, are full of 
depressing details about 
Calcutta’s condition. But 
take heart, readers, for 
Calcutta is not ell black. In 
the midst of wretched and 
shabby Calcutta, acts of 
kindness, sympathy and 
understanding still pre¬ 
vail. 

The other day. a young 
girl boarded a public bus. 
As luck would have it. she 
reali.sed that she had for¬ 
gotten to take any money 
with her. unlv after the 
conductor asked her for 
her fare, practically at the 
end «)f her journox'. She 
thought to herself that—if 
one allows one's judge¬ 
ments to be guided bv 
appearances—the con¬ 

ductor could not have an 
iota of goodness in him. 
And this was obx iously 
discouraging in that situa¬ 
tion. 

Mustering up all the 
courage she could, she 
approached him and said 
meekly, "Dekhun oaini 
aaj ke paisa aante bhiile 
gechhiV have forgotten to 
bring any money today). 

Having dropped this 
bombshell, she waited 
apprehensively for a sar¬ 
castic remark like "Tahole 
base uthfe bholen' ni 
keno?" (How come you 
didn't forget to board the 
bus?) But. to her great 
surprise, he made light ot 
the matter and even 
offered her a two-rupee 
note from his own pocket 
for the return journey and 
insisted that she take it. 

Begging and Choosing. 
PARK Street is un¬ 

doubtedly the abode of 
the plutocracy in Calcutta. 
The pedestrians there ex¬ 
hibit a sartorial magnifi¬ 
cence that cannot be sur¬ 
passed by any other street 
in Calcutta. The shops 
seem to be more richly 
adorned than anywhere 
else and even the beggars 
seem to have an indescrib¬ 
able aura of prosperity 
around them. 

So. the other day, when 
a rather plainly clad 
friend found himself 
being approached by a 
stranger of far greater 
vestural elegance, he 
guessed it to be more a 
force of habit than a case 
of actual need. Digging 
.into his pockets, he found 

no other loose change ex¬ 
cept a ten-paise coin. And 
this he offered to the 
stranger somewhat 
sheepishly. It seemed 
rather impertinent to prof¬ 

fer such a meagre sum to 
one who looked capable 
of borrowing money from 
no less an august institu¬ 
tion than the World Bank 
itself on the mere strength 

of his eveningwear. 
Evidently, the impover- 

ished Beau Brummel 
thought the same too. for. 
disdaining the slender re¬ 
sources of charity he laun¬ 
ched into more euphemis¬ 
tic rhetoric runs as fol¬ 
lows: 

"Ten paise. forsooth! 
Why. it will not even buy 
me a cup of tea! Thou 
parsimonious one. hoard 
thy niggardly ha'penny in 
thy iron vaults or, better 
still, give it to thy only 
daughter as her dowry." 

And with that he 
walked away in a trium¬ 
phant huff whilst the 
friend writhed in morti¬ 
fication. 

Well, who said, beggars 
can't be choosers? 
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WONDERLAND 

JUST-A-MINUTE 

By Shamlu Dudeja 

In each of the blanks below, different anagrams of the same twelve letters 
have been used. Find them. 

1. The way Raju was snoring in the class, the-had no option 
but to turn him out of- 

2. When an old man of 63 married a young bride of 21, the marriage 
made the new bride her own aunt, her father's sister-in*iaw and her 
brother's aunt. How did this come about? 

3. Soma had been collecting coins since she was a toddler. She collected 25 
p, 50 p and Re 1 coins. Her piggy bank was bulging. When she opened it, 
she found Rs 700 In it. What was amazing was that there was an equal 
number of coins of each denomination. What is that number? 

•n 

Answers on Page 15 

SOLUTIONS 
Across: 1 Tape 5 Med¬ 
al 6 Balloon 9 Wreaths 
12 Money 13 Belt 
Down: 1 Treble 2 Pillow 
3 Zero 4 Fan 7 Notice 8 
Basket 10 Reel 11 Bow 

Barter Bank 
If you read an item in this 
page (hat you wish to re¬ 
spond to, please write in 
to Barter Bank, do Tut: 
Telkcrapm Colour Maga¬ 
zine. 6 Pra/ulla Sarkar 
Street. Calcutta-7()0001. 
Also, if you wish to enter 
an item in this column, 
please write in with de¬ 
tails In the address given 
above. We shall in/orni 
you of .response.s to your 
insertions by post. 

• Coins: 1 offer coins and 
stamps from the US. Ger¬ 
many, USSR, France, 
UAE, Japan. China, Hun¬ 
gary, Iran and UK in re¬ 
turn for a coin folder. 
Please contact Kohinoor 
Chatterjee. 
• Cassette: I would like 
to exchange a cassette 
{pre-i ecorded and in good 
condition) containing film 
hits by Mohammad Rafi 
for any other cassette of 
his. Write to Ashis Maitra. 
• Easel; I have a large 
size easel which 1 want tc 
exchange for books on art, 
specially those by Walter 
Foster. Contact Bhanu 
Ramaswami. 
• Books: I offer a Tarzan 
annual and d Thomas Har¬ 
dy novel for pictures, pre¬ 
ferably coloured, on cot¬ 
tage and small scale in¬ 
dustries in West Bengal. 
Write to Rajeev Chalaa- 
varty. 
• dsleulator: I offer a 
Casio calculator in return 
for an electronic calcula¬ 
tor watch, not necessarily 
foreign but in good work¬ 
ing condition. Contact 
Sanjay Misra. 
• Psrambulstor:! have a 
perambulator in good con¬ 
dition and want to ex¬ 
change it for a radio. 
Please write to Abhijit 
•Mitra. 
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QJ][IDD#[rW[bOF[i 
-by Hal Kaufman- 

• U. SKIDOO! This 
classic verse-riddle foes back to the 

800s: With my FIRST 
before your eyes, you 
may obtain the prize. 
But find my SECOND 
out ere you begin to 
shout. You then I'tis 
quite'a feat), may find 
without COMPLETE. 
What is the key word? 

(pUOOeS) 

jnOMilM SI PX»M Abh 6»Mi 

HOW TO PLAY 
FAVORITES 

Ask someone to jot down 
the numbers 1 to 9, 
minus 8, in a row, as 
shown above. Now, ask 
your friend to select a 
"favorite" single-digit 
number from among 
those written. Have him 
or her multiply this num¬ 
ber by 9, and then multi¬ 
ply the result times the 
entire row of numbers. 

To his or her surprise, 
the end result will be a 
row of nine duplicates of 
the "favorite" number 
selected. 

Example: Say 7 is the 
"favorite," multiply 7 
times 9, result 63, times 
12345679, gives a pro¬ 
duct of 777777777. 

FATHER'S DAY? All's well - so far - on Dad's fishing trip 
above. To complete scene, add line ) to 2, 1, etc. 

a Time Tested! It is fifteen minutes past the 
afternoon hour that is one-third the time from noon 
to mid-night. What time is it? Hint: It's around tea 
time. DBAlKt jno| B.U 

a Riddte-Me-This! Where do cats get their in¬ 
formation? From the mews media. What man 
always goes the route? A delivery man. 

CAN YOU TRUST YOUR EYISt There are at laaat aia dWar- 
•RCM in drawhig dalaHt hafwaaw tap and hettam panata. Haw 
galcMy caa yae Had thamr Chack anassan edlh thaia fealaw. 

SuiM|uit|«ui»6«yil «'Sui>t|uitii*q«unM'| 'iiiuitiil>«|in>j. » 
PWSiiwi Si* iS«i smmjO t iMAOUi Cl uijyMwsi uvcMOirmis.MMMWIia 

HIGH RISERI Add the following colors neatly to the circus scene 
above: l->Rcd. 2—Lt. gray. 3—Yellow. 4—Lt. brown. 5—Flesh. 
4—Dk. purple. 7—Dk. brown, a—Ok. green. 9—Ok. gray. 

SCORE 10 points for using all tha 
iattars In tha word bolow to form 
two comploto words: 

REMEDIAL 

THEM tcero 2 points oach for all 
words of four lettors or nwro 
found among tha Ittfors. 

Try to Kora at laatt M paints, 
Itip-CMW uivjSrutciqitcoil 
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Tha information givan baiow 
ia accurata at the time of 
going to praaa 

NEW RELEASES 

Juatica Chaudhary: Hind 
(Oanash Chandra Avenue; 
274259)-noon, Elite (S.N. 
Banerjee Road; 241383), 
Crown (R.A. Kidwai Road; 
244822), Naaz (Lower Chitpur 
Road; 262773), Grace (M.G. 
Road; 341544), Liberty^Chit- 
taranjan Avenue; 553046), 
Darpana (Bidhan Sarani; 
552040). 

The film stars Jeetendra, 
Sridevi, Moushumi Chatterjee 
and Debasree Roy. 

Dhat Tare Kl (A): Elite (S.N.' 
Banerjee Road; 241383) and 
Moonlight (T.C. Dutta Road, 
343339)-noon. 

Jewel Thief; Paradise (Ben- 
tinck Street; 231917), Chhaya 
(Upper Circular Road; 
351382), Priya (Rashbehari 
Avenue; 464440)-noon, Jawa- 
hpr (Kesab Sen Street; 
343556). 

An old hit starring Ashok 
Kumar, Dev Anand and Vy- 
jayanthimala, the film is 
directed by Vijay Anand and 
music by S.D. Burman. 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Avtaar: Basusree (S.P. 
Mukheriee Road: 478808)—3 
shows, Roxy (Chowringhee 
Place; 234138)-^ shows. 

A tearjerker worth seeing, 
the film stars Rajesh Khanna, 
Shabana Azmi, Sachin and 
others. 
Bazaar: Metro (Chowringhee 
Road; 233541)—2.45, 5.45, 
8.30: 

A young woman (Smita 
Patil) has run away to Bombay 
from her parental home in 
Hyderabad in the hope of mar- 
rying her lover (Bharat 
Kapoor), but finds herself in 
the position of a keep. To help 
herself, she is forced to hunt 
for a bride for her lover's mid¬ 
dle aged business associate 
who has returned from the Gulf 
with plenty of money. They go 
to Hyderabad and stumble 
across Supriya Pathak, a 
young girl in love with a neigh¬ 
bourhood boy (Farooque 
Shaikh). The deal is settled 
and that gives an opportunity 
to a journalist friend 
(Naseeruddin Shah) to vent 
his feelings about it all. In the 
end. Smita herself rebels and 
refuses to marry her lover. 

Sagar Sarhadi's first directo¬ 
rial venture deals with a strong 
storyline and Naseer puts in an 
outstanding performance. 

RA{Mh and Poonam In ‘Niahaan’: the wrong aim 
24 

Bekaraar: Orient (Bentinck 
Street; 231917)—4 shows. 

Shallow problems, callow 
youth and the tantrums of two 
young males: this is the story, 
in brief. 

Sunjay Dutt falls in love with 
the neighbour (Padmini Kolha- 
pure) of his best friend 
(Mohnish Behl). But he is 
forced by his elder brother to 
marry the daughter of a rich 
man (Supriya Pathak). Several 
tantrums later, you get two 
dismatched couples. Padmini 
IS then found pregnant with 
Sunjay's child though married 
to Mohnish. The rest of the film 
IS spent in unravelling the 
knots. 

Apart from Padmini's looks, 
this film IS full of rubbish. 
Betaab: Jyoti (Lenin Sarani; 
241132)—12,3,6, 8.45; Ujjala 
(Russa Road; 478666)—4 
shows, Uttara (Bidhan Sarani; 
552200)— 3 shows. 

Star debutants Sunny Deol 
and Amrita Singh with veteran 
Shammi Kapoor are in the 
leading roles of this film 
directed by Rahul Rawail, and 
music by R.D. Burman. 

The hero lives on a pictures¬ 
que ranch with his mother, 
making a meagre living as a 
farmer. A nearby stud farm 
and palace are bought by a 
millionaire who has with him 
an arrogant daughter. 

The hero spends the first 
half of the film taming the 
shrew and they then go 
through the process of falling 
in love. The rich father refuses 
to accept the match, but some 
complications later, is forced to 
give in. Then follows another 
dose of villainy, action scenes 
with horses, dogs, guns and 
fists. 
HImmatwata: Hind (Ganesh 
Chandra Avenue; 274259)— 3 
shows. 

The way to your rival’s 
daughter's heart is through 
courage. So Jeetandra tries 
this ploy to win over Amiad 
Khan's daughter Sndevi. mis 
fim is plugged as the storming- 
in of Sridevi but actually it is a 
comeback film after the failure 
of her Solva Sawan. 
Ghungroo: Lighthouse 
(Humayun Place; 231402), 
Kalika (Sadananda Road); 
478141)—4 shows; Moonlight 
(T.C. Dutta Road: 343339)—3 
shows. Mitra (Bidhan 
Sarani;551133)—noon. 

Kunaal Goswami, Komal 
Mahuvakar, Shashi Kapoor, 
Smita Patil and Waheeda Reh- 

man form the leading cast of 
this film directed by Ram Sethi 
and music by Kalyanji Anandji. 
Humse Badhkar Kaun: Lotus 
(S.N. Banerjee Road; 
242664)—4 shows. 

Directed by Deepak Bahrey 
and music by Raam Laxman, 
the film stars Mithun Chakra* 
borty, Ranjeeta, Amjad Khan 
and Danny. 

Niahaan: Majestic (R.A. Kid¬ 
wai Road; 242266), Bina 
(Bidhan Sarani; 341152), Pur- 
nasree (Raja Raj Kissen 
Street; 554033), Krishna (T.C. 
Dutta Street; 344262)—4 
shows, Basusree (S.P. 
Mukherjee Road; 474686)— 
noon. 

Two long-lost brothers 
again, this time played by Ra- 
lesh Khanna and Jeetendra. 
Each has a girl—Poonam Dhil- 
lon and Rekha. There are two 
villains who kill the princely 
father of the heroes, grab his 
fortune and drive his wife 
crazy. Sex, songs and stunts 
follow. 

All this put together gives 
you Nishaan. Recommended 
only for those who are 
masochists. 
Sholay: Gem (Acharya J.C. 
Bose Road, 249828), Society 
(Corporation Place; 241002)-- 
3 shows; Prabhat (Chittaran- 
jan Avenue: 342683), Jagat 
(A.P C. Road: 365108)—4 
shows. 

The record breaking movie 
starring Amitabh Bachchan, 
Dharmendra, Mema Malini, 
Jaya Bhadun and Amjad 
Khan 
Souten: New Cinema (Lenin 
Sarani; 270147)—4 shows. 

Some exquisite shots in 
Mauritius are the highlight of 
the film apart from plenty of 
glamour, emotons and war¬ 
drobe. 

NEW RELEASES 

Cop Or Croop (A): Jamuna 
(Marquis Street; 243715)-4 
shows 

Jean Paul Belmondo stars in 
this action thriller. 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Pans I Love You (A); Metro 
(Chowringhee Road; 
Z33554)-—noon. 
Supersnooper: New Empire 
(Humayun Place;‘231403) 
12. 3. 6. 8.30. 



A spoof on the supercop, 
and done by Terence Hill who 
seldom falls to entertain. Deal¬ 
ing with the absurd adventure 
of the otherwise foolish cop, it 
shows how he manages to get 
himself exposed to a nuclear 
accident and comes out with 
incredible powers. The wier- 
dest of escapades form the 
rest of the film. 

Fun for those who like the 
Hill type of humour. 

North See Hijack: Tiger 
(Chowringhee Road; 
235977)—12. 3, 6, 8.15, 

The film stars Roger Moore, 
James Mason and Anthony 
Perkins. 

A cargo ship is on its way to 
a British drilling rig and produc¬ 
tion platform. It has its usual 
cargo of equipment and visit¬ 
ing journalists. But they turn 
out to be the hijackers who 
threaten to blow up works un¬ 
less they are paid a ransom of 
£25 m. An unconcentional 
underwater expert on a remote 
island in Scotland comes to 
the rescue. 

Roger Moore as the expert 
is probably of interest in this 
un-Bond role, he shows a flair 
for comedy. 
The Great Dictator: Globe 
(Lindsay Street; 231769)-12, 
3, 5.45, 8.30. 

An all new comedy of Char¬ 
lie Chaplin. 

BENGALI FILMS 

NEW RELEASES 

Neem Annapurna: Radha 
(Bidhan Sarani; 553045)- 
noon, Indira (Indra Roy Road; 
471757)-3 shows. 

Winner of the special jun/ 
awards at Karlovy Vary and 
Locarno besides the Silver 
Lotus, the film, based on a 
short story by late Kamal 
Kumar Majumdar. is directed 
by Buddhadeb Dasgupta with 
music by Debashis Dasgupta. 
The cast includes Monidipa 
Roy, Sunil Mukhopadhyay, 
Jayita Sarkar, Bhaswati Das- aand Monojit Lahiri. 

■: Sree (Bidhan Sarani. 
551515) and Purabi (M.G. 
Road; 350680)-3 shows. 

Directed by Arabinda 
Mukherjee the film stars Apar- 
na Sen, Dipankar Dey. Sumit- 
ra Mukherjee and Subhendu 
Chatterjee. 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Abhinoy Noy: Radha (Bidhan 
Sarani; 55305)-2.30, 5.30, 
8,30; Puma (S.P. Mukherjee 
Road; 4745e7)*3, 5.45. 8,30, 

Life is fun of acting whereas 
acting is not the reality—this 

truth is discovered by a village 
boy Bhoia (Santu Mukherjee) 
when he enters the film world 
as a dummy of matinee idol 
Bikram Kumar (Santu Mukher¬ 
jee) bearing all the features 
of the hero. It was as a hero he 
met with Hemlata (Alpana 
Goswami) the heroine whom 
he imagined as his wife while 
enacting a marriage sequence 
but soon realises that this was 
only acting. 

Poor storyline and direction 
and an equally weak technical 
side have marred the film. 

Anup Kumar, Santu Mukher¬ 
jee, Alpana Goswami and 
Samit Bhanja from the leading 
cast of this film directed by 
Archan Chakraborty. 

Chokh (A): Mitra (Bidhan 
Sarani: 551133)-3. 5,45. 8.30- 
Priya (Rashbehari Avenue; 
464440)-3, 6. 8.45 

Kishta Gowda and Bho- 
maiah. two participants in the 
Andhra peasant uprising in the 
seventies, willed their eyes to 
the working class so that they 
may see the revolution on the 
Indian soil posthumously. The 
translation of this political 
event into a film is what makes 
Chokh interesting. 

A jute mill worker is sent¬ 
enced to death for the killing of 
a mill owner in an industrial 
war. Me makes a conditional 
donation of his eyes, but even 
while several blind workers 
wait anxiously for the cornea 
graft, an influential business¬ 
man claims the eyes for his 
son who lost his eyesight in a 
Naxalite incident. A doctor with 

Alpana in ‘Abhinoy Noy' 

a conscience objects, but poli¬ 
tical pressures help to do the 
needful 

In the climax of the film the 
businessman learns that the 
eyes belong to the killer of his 
brother His class hatred is 
aroused and he decides to get 
them destroyed 

The film is set in the 
Emergency and as a political 
film it is stimulating despite 
some flaws. Utpalendu Chak¬ 
raborty emerges as an exciting 

Monidipa Roy in 'Naom Annapurna': grim realities 

filmmaker, Om Puri puts in a 
compelling performance and 
so does Anil Chatterjee. 
Prithibl Amare Chaye; Rup- 
bani (Bidhan Sarani; 553413), 
Aruna (M.G. Road; 359561) 
and Bharati (S.P. Mukherjee 
Road; 474686)-2.30, 5.30, 
8.30. 

An old hit starnng Uttam 
Kumar and Mala Sinna along 
with Sandhyarani, Pahari 
Sanyal. Chhabi Biswas and 
Anup Kumar. Nachiketa 
Ghosh has composed the 
music of this film directed by 
Niren Lahiri. 

CALCUTTA 

The weekly programme was 
not available at the time of 
going to preaa 

DHAKA 

18 September 
9.00; Film: Hart To Hart. 
Second Channel 
7.30: Film: Best Of The West/ 
Alfred Hitchcock Presents. 
19 September 
6.30; Cartoon: Fang Face/ 
Woody Woodpecker. 
10.25: Film: Wheels. 
20 September' 
7.30; Film: Different Strokes. 
8.55; Drama aeriea: Ami Tumi 
Shey. 
10.25. Film: Traper John MD. 
21 September 
6.30: Cartoon: Battle Of The 
Planets. 
9,00: Film: Man From Atlantis. 
Second Channel 
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7.25: Film: M*A*S‘H 
22 Saptembw 
8.30;. Drama of tha waak: 
Kankhita Boloy. 
10.25; Film: Yes Minister. 
Second Channel 
6.30: Film: Great Western 
Theatre. 
23 Saptambar 
6.30: Cartoon: Littlest Hobo/ 
The Spider Man. 
10.25: Friday Night Cinema: 
Sunday In New York. Cast; 
Cliff Robertson, Jane Fonda, 
Rod Taylor and Robert Culp. 
Dir: Peter Tewksbury. • 
24 September 
Morning Session 
9.50; Cartoon: Hans Christian 

10.45; Film: You Asked For It. 

12.05: Film: The Powers Of 
Mathew Star. 
NOTE: The timings given 
hare are Dhaka timinga. 1ST 
will be 30 minutas Iras in 
arah ease. 

SPECIAL EVENTS 

18 September: 6.30 pm 
Dhamadhama. written by 

Shyamal Sengupta and 

directed by Amar Ganguly, will 
be staged by Bohurupee. The 
main participants include 
Kumar Roy, Amar Ganguly, 
Kaliprasad Ghosh, Debtosh 
Ghosh, Tarapada Mukheriee, 
Soumitra Bose, Namita Ma- 
jumdar and Averee Dutta. 

At Academy of Fine Arts 
(^Cathedral Road; 444205). 
18 September: 10 am 

Julius Caesarer Sash Satdin 
will be staged by Theatre 
Commune. 

At Academy of Fine Arts 
(Cathedral Road; 444205). 
18 September: 6.30 pm 

Rangakarmee presents 
Ibsen's play A Doll's House in 
Hindi titled Guria-Ghar, with 
leading artistes Usha Ganguly, 
Om Pareek, Ashok Singh, 
Asha Shastri, Rani Mitra, 
Hirakendu Ganguly and Sona 
Mishra. 

At Kala Mandir (B) 
(Shakespeare Sarani; 
449086). 
18 September: 6 pm 

Manipuri Nartanalaya pre¬ 
sents a programme of Man- 
ipun dances and Laiharaoba 
festival. 

At Aban Mahal (Gariahat 
Bridge Approach; 461200. 

Suhal Seth In and as ‘Bhutto* 
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19 September: 6.30 pm 
Feroza Begum sings for 

Sabuj Sporting Club. 
At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed¬ 

ral Road; 449936). 
19 September: 7 pm 

Calcutta Group Theatre pre- 

. sents Kono Ek Din, a modem 
Soviet comedy by Alexei Arbu¬ 
zov, in Bengali. Directed by 
Anal Gi^ta and translated by 
Partha Chatterjee, the cast in¬ 
cludes Debanjan Sur, Sesadri 
Mukherjee, Runu Choudhury, 
Ashim Dutta and Suranjana 
Dasgupta. 

At Academy of Fine Arts 
(Cathedral Road; 444205). 
19 and 20 September: 7 pm 

Caltheatre presents I.S. 
Johar’s controversial play 
Bhutto, directed by Barry 
O Brien. The cast includes 
Suhel Seth, Barry O'Brien, 
Amita Sehgal, Anukriti Sud, 
Rana Sengupta and others. 

At Vidya Mandir (Moira 
Street; 446420). 
20 September: 7 pm 

Chetana presents Mother, a 
drama by wrtolt Brecht and 
based on Maxim Gorky's 
novel. Set in Russia between 
1905 and 1917, the play tells 
how an ordinary working class 
woman is drawn by her son 
into the revolutionary move¬ 
ment. Direction: Arun 
Mukherjee. 

At Academy of Fine Arts 
(Cathedral Road; 444205). 
^ and 21 September: 6.30 
pm 

The House of Capstan Filter 
Kings and Anamika Kala San- 
gam present the duo Jagjit and 
Chitra Singh in Sham-E- 
Ghazal. 

At Kala Mandir 
(Shakespeare Sarani; 
449086). 
21 September: 7 pm 

Uttar Purush, a play written 
by Tushar Oey end directed by 
Jochhan Dastidar, will be 
staged by Charbak. 

At Academy of Fine Arts 
(Cathedral Road; 444205). 
21 September: 6.30 m 

Calcutta One Walt Theatre 

presents the play Garal Gar- 
bha, written and directed by 
Manas Dutta Gupta. Supriya 
Devi is the main attraction of 
this play with Nimu Bhowmick, 
Kanika Majumdar, Indulekha 
Chatterjee and Pahari Bhat- 
tacharya in leading roles. 

At Gyan Manch (Pretona 
Street; 433516). 
23 September: 7 pm 

A Orechtian celebration. En¬ 
semble presents the two plays 
The Informer and The Jewish 
Wife in Bengali with Subrata 
Nandi, Dipika Roy, Anik Dutta, 
Ujjwal Gupta and Sohag Sen 
in the leading roles. Direction: 
Sohag Sen. 

At Kala Mandir (B) 
(Shakespeare Sarani; 
449086). 
23 September: 6 pm 

Mrinmowe Kathak Kendra 
presents Tagore’s dance dra¬ 
ma Shyama. 

At Gyan Manch (Pretoria 
Street; 433516). 
24 September: 6 pm 

Lalit Bina presents Calcutta 
Youth Choir in a programme of 
mass songs, folk songs and 
dances, directed by Ruma 
Guhathaku.la; and a dance 
drama Birpurush (based on 
Tagore's poem) directed by 
Mala Majumdar. 

At Rabindra Sedan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road; 449936). 
24 September: 7.30 pm 

A ghazal evening by Sabir 
Khan and Aruna Kundanani. 

At Calcutta Swimming Club 
(Strand Road; 232894). 

TRAVEL 

Calcutta—Bangkok—Hong 
Kong—Tokyo: Calcutta de¬ 
parture, A13ie (2*) at 2205 
hours; Calcutta arrival fJ!307 gl) at 2345. 

alcutta-Banokok: Calcutta 
departures, T(3312 (1, 3, 6) at 
1346fCalcutta arrivals, TG311 
(1. 3, 6) at 0855. 
Calcutta—Karachi—Copan- 
hagan: Calcutta departure 



SK976 (4, 7) at 0800, Calcutta 
arrival SK97S (4 7) at 0630. 
Calcutta—London—New 

York: Calcutta departure, 
AM 03 (1) 2355. 
Calcutta-London: Calcutta 
departure, BA144 (2) at 2145, 
Calcutta arrival BA 145 (2) at 
1335. 
Calcutta-Kathmandu: Calcut¬ 
ta departure TQ 311 (1. 3, 6): 
0945; Calcutta arrival TG 312 
(1, 3. 6): 1300. 
Calcutta-Oelhi: Departures, 
1C 402 (daily) f».t 1735 hours, 
1C 263 (daily) at 0630; Calcutta 
arrivals. 1C 401 (daily) at 1040. 
1C 264 (daily) at 2205. 

Calcutta-Bombay: Depar¬ 
tures, iC 176 (daily) at 0640, 
1C 273 (daily) at 1950; Calcutta 
arrivals, IC 175 (daily) at 0850, 
IC 274 (daily) at 1850. 
Calcutta-Madras: Depar¬ 
tures, IC 265 (daily) at 1435, 
Calcutta arrivals, IC 266 (daily) 
at 1935. 
Calcutta-Port Blair: Depar¬ 
ture IC28S (2. 5) at 0600. 
Calcutta arrival IC286 (2, 5) at 
1040. 
Calcutta-Gauhatl; Departures 
IC249 (daily) at 0600. IC229 Mat 1140; Arrivals 1C250 

0 (1, 2. 3. 5. 6) and at 
1220 (4,7), IC230 (daily) at 
1425. 

Calcutta-Qauhatl-Tezpur- 
Jorhat-Llfabarl-Olbrugarh: 
Peparture IC211 (daily) at 
0615; Arrival IC212 (daily) at 
1735. 
Caicutta-lmphal: Departure 
IC25S (daily) at 0945, Arrival 
IC256 (daily) at 1540; 

Calcutta-Agartala: Depar¬ 
tures IC237 (2.4, 6. 7) at 0545, 
IC235 (1, 3, 5) at 1420, IC243 
(daily) at 0700; Arrivals IC236 
(1.3, 5) at 1705. IC238(2, 4, 6, 
7) at 1100, and IC244 (daily) at 
0900. 
Calcutta-Bagdogra: Depar¬ 
ture IC221 (daily) at 1135. 
Arrival IC222 (daily) at 1355. 

Calcutta-Jorhat-Olbrugarh: 
Departure IC213 (1, 3.4, 6) at 
0620, Arrival IC214 (1, 3, 4. 6) 
at 1040. 
Calcutta-Sllchar-Imphal: De¬ 
parture IC255 (daily) al 0945; 
Arrival IC256 (daily) at 1540. 
Calcutta-Ranchl-Petna- 
Lucknow-Delhl: Departure, 
IC 410 (daily) at 0550; Calcutta 
arrival, IC 409 (daily) at 1045. 
Calcutta-Kathmandu: Depar¬ 
tures. IC 247 (1, 3. 4, S, 7) at 
1330; Calcutta arrivals, IC 248 
(1. 3, 4. 5. 7) at 1250. 
Calcutta-Dacca: Departure, 
IC 223 (daily) at 1440; Calcutta 
arrival, IC 224 (daily) at 1640. 

TRAINS 

Departure EASTERN RAILWAY, Arrival 
Up Timi ( HOWRAH)MAIL Time Dn. 

1 19-20 Delhi Kalka Mall 8-15 2 
5 20-00 Amritsar Mail 7-55 6 
3 20-40 Bombay Mali via Alla¬ 

habad 
12-35 4 

EXPRESS 
81 9-45 Air-Cond. Express Tn- 

Wkly via Gaya 
Dep —Tues. & Wed. up to 
New Delhi 

17-10 82 

Dep.—Saturday up to 
Amritsar 
Arri.—Tuesday. Wednes¬ 
day & Saturday 

103 9-45 Air-Cond. Express Bi- 17-10 104 
Wl<ly via’Patna 
DejJ—^Thursday up to New 

"—Sunday up to Amritsar 
Arri.—Monday & Friday 

101 16-55 Rajdhani Alr-Cond. Exp. 11-05 102 
4 days a week 
Dep —Mon., Thurs., Fri. & 
Sunday 
Arri ~ Toes, Wed.. Sat. & 

■Sunday 
173 5-45 HImagirl (Jammu-Tawl) 23-35 174 

Exp Tri-Wkly 
Dep.—Wednesday, Satur¬ 
day &•Sunday 
Arri.—Monday, Tuesday & 
Friday 

67 10-55 Bombay Janata Express 21-15 68 
Tri-Wkly 
Dep.—Monday, Wednes¬ 
day & Friday 
Arri.—Tuesday. Thursday 
& Sunday 

61 23-00 Dehradun Janata Ex¬ 
press Wkly 
Dep.—Sunday Arri.— 
Sunday 

8-15 62 

9 21-35 Doon Express via Grand 
Chord 

6-55 10 

7 10-10 Toofan Express via Main 
Line 
Amritsar Express 

18-15 8 

49 14-20 15-45 50 
11 21-00 Delhi Express via Main 

Line 
6-05. 12 

39 21-10 Delhi Janata Express via 
Main Line 

5-20 40 

19 22-00 Gorakhpur Express 10-50 20 

Departure Arrival 
Up Time Time Dn 
21 16-25 Mithila Express 6-45 22 
57 6-10 Kanchenjunga Express 19-30 58 

Tri-wkly 
Dep.—Tuesday. Thursday 
& Saturday 
Arri —Wednesday. Friday 
& Sunday 

59 18-55 New Bongaigaon (Kam- 
rup Express 

6-30 60 

165 12-30 New Bongaigaon Janata 
Expreas 

13-35 166 

307 6-10 Black Diamond Express 21-20 308 
309 17-15 Coalfield Express 10-25 310 
305 18-20 Asansol Express 8-45 

SOUTHEASTERN RAILWAY, HOWRAH 
MAIL 

306 

3 20-00 Madras Mail 6-10 4 
2 20-15 Bombay Mall via Nagpur 7-20 1 

EXPRESS 
60 14-15 GItanlalKBombay) Exp 5 13-40 59 

days a week 
Dep.-Mond, Tues., Wed., 
Fri., & Sat 
Am.—Mond.. Tues.. 
Thurs., Fri & Sat. 

134 21-10 Ahmedabad Express 4 4-00 133 
days a week 
Dep.—Tties., Thurs., Fri, & 
Sunday 
Arri.—tues,. Wed., Fri. S 
Sunday 

30 12-40 Bombay Express via 
Nagpur 
Coromandal (Madras) Ex¬ 
press 

14-30 29 

141 15-45 11-00 142 

37 23-10 Madras Janata Express 4*10 36 
13 17-30 Tsta Steel Express 10-18 14 
11 6-20 Ispai Express 21-50 12 

5 22-10 Jharsuguda Express 5-00 6 
15 21-25 Ranchi Hatla Express 6-40 16 

7 20-50 Purl Express 5-30 8 
9 18-45 Purl (Jagannath) Express 8-25 10 

45 10-50 East Coast (Hyderabad) 
Express 

SEALDAH(MAIL & EXPRESS.) 

16-45 46 

43 19-15 Darjeeling Mail 8-45 44 
53 22-00 Gaur Express 5-00 54 
51 11-45 Jammu tawl Express 15-40 52 
13 20-20 Upper India Express 

via SBG Loop 
EHiagtrathi (uilgola) Ex¬ 
press 

11-55 14 

303 18-20 10-20 304 
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HOME IS THE MUSICIAN 

Above: A week back, Ustad Imrat Khan 
returned from one of his most successful 
concert tours, lasting about six months, 
all over the US, Canada, and Europe. 
He had been invited by the 
University of California, Los Angeles as a 
Regent Lecturer. 

FRAMED 

Right: His visiting card describes him as a "Movie 
Messenger." The unusual Fr A. Manjil, SJ, conveys 

his message of peace and goodwill through cinema 
which he finds the most powerful medium today. 

While in Calcutta, he plans to make a documentary 
on Nirmal Hriday— he already has 200 shorts 

to his credit. 
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SOLOS AND DUETS 
Right; She has sung for films quite regularly 

and ner Puja discs are cut by HMV every year. 
But Rami Miikher|ee has otherwise kept away 

from public performances. The Bombay based 
hazel eyed singer appeared on the stage for the 

first time as an established singer some days 
ago. In a programme at Rabindra Sadah, she 

rendered a number of Tagore songs, solos and 
duets with her legendary father, 

Hemant Kumar. 

jjjk'- 

ANOTHER AWARD 
Left: The Shankars have a flair for winning 
awards, and Mamata Shankar has been pulling 
them in with Khari/. She now has one more to 
add to her Kharij list: the first Uttam Awards, 
given by the Bangla Chalachitra Prachar San- 
sad. She has recently returned from a long tour 
of the UK, Canada and the US after staging 27 
shows. So pleased was the mayor of Detroit 
that he declared May 21^1983 as 'Mamata 
5hankar Day.' 

,V 
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CALLING eVBRYBODY UNDER 14!! 

You've never had 
something as good 
come your way! 

The Wiz Biz Club is in full swine now. Thousands of 
children from all over India have already become members of 
the most exclusive newspaper club In the country! loin their 
fraternity and taste the joy of novelty each week. 

Fill in the form given below, attach a postal order worth 
Rupees five in favour of "The Telegraph" and mail it. Or 
better still. Cut out the coupon and bring along the money to 
the office of The Telegraph. The address: 6, Prafulla Sarkar 
Street, Calcutta 700 001. 

Join the Wiz Biz Club! join the world of fun! 

Application Form 

Name (in block capitals) Surname_ 

First name_ 

Date of Birth_ 

Address_ 

Name of school you attend_ 

Class- 
Hobbies/intere^_ 
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CALLING EVERYBODY UNDER 14!! 

YouVe never had 
something as good 
come your way! 

The Wiz Biz Club Is in full swine now. Thousands of 
children from all over India have already become members of 
the most exclusive newspaper club in the country! Join their 
fraternity and taste the joy of novelty each week. 

»• 

Fill in the form given below, attach a postal order worth 
Rupees five In favour of "The Telegraph" and mail It. Or 
better still. Cut out the coupon and bring along the money to 
the office of The Telegraph. The address: 6, Prafulla Sarkar 
Street, Calcutta 700 001. 

Join the WIz Biz Club! Join the world of fun! 

Applicatk>n Form 

Name (in block capitals) Surname_ 

First name_ 

Date of Birth_ 

Address_ 

Name of school you attend_ 

Class_ 
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Limelight 

STAR TURNS HUNDRED 
And remains one of the most popular commercial theatres of the city 

‘Samadhan*: for the whole family Actreaa KMyanI Mondal: *lt’a Ilka home' WHICH is the only 
public theatre 
where Shree Ram- 
krishna Paramhan- 
sa Dev saw plays 
like Sree Chaifaoyo 

Lila and Prohlad Charil? Where was 
the first Hindi play enacted (on 
August 6, 1892)? Which theatre 
Staged the maximum number of 
plays starring doyens like Girish 
Ghosh, Amritalal Bose and Aparesh 
Chandra Mukhopadhyay? 

Which is the first theatre to intro¬ 
duce electric lights (in April, 1900)? 
Where did the legendary Uttam 
Kumar make his stage debut (with 
ShyamaliJ? Where did other leading 
film artistes like Soumitra. Chatter- 
isa. Sandhva .Rov, Nirmid Kumar, 



Subhendu Chatteriee, Ashim Kumar 
and Manju Day begin their stage 
career? . 

And, today, which is the only 
commercial theatre (seating capac¬ 
ity: 925), staging Bengali plays, 
which is airconditioned? 

The answer to all these questions 
is in two simple words: Star 
Theatre, which completed 100 years 
in July this year. 

And that is not ail; the top stage 
artistes of various ages, like Suren- 
dranath Ghosh (Danibabu), Ahindra 
Chowdhury, Durgadas Banerjee, all 
used Star Theatre as their launching 
pad. And other heavyweights like 
Amritalal Bose, Amritalal Mitra, 
Amarendrandth Dutta, Aparesh 
Chandra, Chhabi Biswas, Binodiiii, 
Tarasundari, Kiranbala and Rani- 
sundari were also seen for the last 
lime at Star. 

Ever since the 19th century, 
heatre has been an integral part of 
Bengali culture. “And Star is an 
institution by itself," said Kali 
Banerjee, one of the veteran actors of 
Bengali films and theatre. "It haf 
produced a long list of artistes who 
started their career here and then 
went on to carve a niche for them¬ 
selves.” This pride is not without 
cause: it was at Star that Rabindra¬ 
nath Tagore, no less, played a part, 
in his own drama, for the first time 
on the professional stage in 1886. 

“Star has staged many revolutions 
in its tong career,” said Anup 
Kumar, one of the younger actors. 
“In 1953, the whole hall was remod¬ 
elled and the modern theatre came 
into being." He was, of course, refer¬ 
ring to the hall becoming the first 
theatre in the country to be fully 
airconditioned. But before that, it 
.':reated history by becoming the first 
theatre to stage a one-act play (Muk- 
Ur Dak) in 1923, the first to have 
what is now called a “trick scene’’ 
on July 21, 1883, with Nal 
Damayanti, the first to show, bio¬ 
scope when if projected the funeral 
procession of Gladstone and the 
diamond jubilee procession of 
Queen Victoria on October 29,1898. 
Fifty-three years before it aircondi¬ 
tioned its interiors, it became the 
first theatre to introduce electric 
lights. 

In fact. Star Theatre remains the 
professional stage on which the 
maximum number of Tagore plays 
have been enacted. For that matter, 
it was at Star that a play by Saratch- 
andra (Biraj Bou) was enacted for 
the first time. ' 

Haridhan Mukherjee, belonging 

to the older generation of actors, 
recalled the excitement when a 
horse was brought onto the stage for 
the first time at Star. Again, during 
the early part of the century, Amar 
Dutta hit upon the idea of projecting 
a film suddenly in the midst of a 
play and just as suddenly con¬ 
tinuing the play from where it left 
off. 

Sailen Mukherjee, who was associ¬ 
ated with Star for 16 years (1957- 
73), felt that Star shone brightest in 
the theatre world. "They always 
catered to the public taste,” he recal¬ 
led. “At a time when the people 
wanted to see mythological plays. 
Star became the pioneer in this feld. 
In those days, all the big names in 
theatre wanted to work for Star as it 
was the most prestigious thing to do. 
It had a heritage then. Nowadays, of 
course, the actors prefer to work 
with Star for a simpler reason: be¬ 
cause it is airconditioned. I don't 
think it is an institution any longer, 
not the kind of institution it was.” 

HOW did it all come about? 
Way back in the 18708 the 
most prosperous theatre was 

National. Belonging to a jeweller 
called Pratap, the reason why it 
attracted crowds in great numbers 
was its roster of marquee names. 
Names like Girish Chandra Ghosh, 
Amritlal Mitra, Amritlal Bose, 
Mahendra Bose, Motilal Sur and the 
legendary Binodini were all part of 
National. 

But, soon enough, these artistes 
realised that they were giving more 

than they were getting. They wen 
not being duly rewired despite 
their drawing power and sweat 
Frustration set in and led to the 
realisation that it was high time that 
they should have a theatre of their 
own. But there was also the 
question of where the money 
to build it would come from? 

One of the most regular visitors to 
the National'was a young merchant 
called Gurmukh Rai. It was common 
knowledge that Rai was drawn to 
the National not so much for his 
love of theatre but because of his 
infatuation for Binodini. The 
artistes decided to approach the 
great actress .to put in the perform¬ 
ance of her life: to gut this rich 
young merchant to “fall in love with 
theatre” and thereby get their fingers 
on his moneybag strings. They 
asspred her of a bonus: if she suc¬ 
ceeded, the theatre would b6 named 
after her. 

This was enticement enough for 
both the merchant and the princess. 
Binodini was .naturally successful. 
They got the finances from Rai and 
bought a plot of land. Under the 
supervision of actor Girish Chandra 

^Ghosh, the theatre began taking 
shape at 68. Beadon Street. But once 
the theatre was completed, things 
took a dramatic turn; it was named 
Star instead. 

The artistes argued with Binodini 
and tried to cover up their breach of 
faith by convincing her that they 
had decided to change the name to 
Star because it would cross the 
limits of propriety if a theatre was 
named after a girl. The result, they 
argued, could be that the elite of 
society just might boycott the 
theatre. 

Thus, Star Theatre came into 
being and the footlightf. were turned 
on for Dakkhyajagya on July 21, 
1883, under the direction of Girish 
Chandra’ Ghosh. 

Binodini, meanwhile, was nurs¬ 
ing her broken heart. The great 
betrayal affected her immensely as it 
did Rai, the merchant who had 
come in on a white charger. He now 
decided to joust in his own way for 
his lady love. He would have no¬ 
thing to do with the theatre anymore 
and sold it off. It was then bought 
up by jfour- persons, Amritalal 
Bose, Amritlal Mitra, Dasucharan 
Niyogi and Hariprasad Bose, the 
first mentioned becoming the man¬ 
ager. 

But this settlement lasted only for 
four years after which another mer¬ 
chant, Gopal Seal, bought the prop- 
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erty and asked the earlier occupants save it. It was a, paradoxical situa- Kumar Mitra on March 29. 1938. ft 
to vacate. Thus, the last play, this tiOn. Donating Rs 16,000 from the Rs was in the same year that Mahcndra 
group enacted here was on July 31, 20,000 he got from Seal to the other Gupta joined Star. 
1887. But Girish Chandra Ghosh's artistes, Girish Chandra Ghosh be- Mahendra Gupta is at present the 
mind worked overtime and he hit came the only artiste with whose chief advisor of Star and tells an 
upon the idea that they would be money a theatre was built. Star interesting tale about a widow in the 
willing to leave the premises, but Theatre, as we know it today, thus year 1950. "I was about to go into 
would demand a price for the good- came up on 76/3, Cornwallis Street, my room, (the manager's) when I 
will of the name. The price was set a 95 years old building which was noticed this widow standing just 
at Rs 30,000 as compensation. ‘ inaugurated with Sevok on May 25, outside the door. She wanted to see 

With this amount in their kitty, 1888. the manager and introduced herself 
the artistes set about acting in va- By the turn of the century, Amri- as Kusum Kumari The .same Kusum 
rious plays ail over the city with . talal Bose became the central attrac- Kumari who used to have rose water 
only one aim in mind: to collect tion of Star. "I had the fortune of baths was now going through a bad 
enough money to build another seeing him when I was a kid." said phase. A great artiste of her age and 
theatre. It was here that Ramendrak- Haridhan Mukherjee, who still no money to live pn today. That’s 
rishna Deb of the Sovabazar Deb plays a part in Star in the current life.” 
family came to their rescue and play, Somadhan.-"! have some vivid Mahendra Gupta joined Star and 
agreed to sell a plot of land he memories. During those days, plays had his play, Chakradhari. staged, 
owned near Hatibagan for Rs 27,000. were staged on the nights of withKaliprasadGhoshas thedirec- 
The deed was kind enough, but it Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday, tor. By 1940, he began directing 
left the artistes with just Rs 3,000— They would start around 8.30 at plays for Star, the first one being 
an impossibly small amount to night and carry on till the early Congo Abotoron. Later, he also 
build a theatre. hours of the morning. I was lucky to started acting in the Star ptoduc- 

watch other great artistes including tions, beginning with Sorgo Hote GOPAL Seal, meanwhile, had the legendary Kusum Kumari. She Boro (1948). Till 19.53, Gupta re¬ 
started another theatre (Emer- used to have a bath, after the play mained Star’s playwright, director 
aid) on the vacated land and was over, in a huge marble tub filled and principal actor, but was corn- 

offered Girish Ghosh Rs 20,000 cash -with rose water. What a lifestyle!’’ pelled to.leave because of differ- 
down and, in addition, Rs 350 a Star Theatre changed hands ences with the management, 
month if'he would agree to be his several times in the following years With Ranjitmull Kankaria, the 
manager. While Seal’s desire to have including a period when the biggest present owner, taking charge in 
Ghosh was intense, the latter was name in theatre, Sisir Bhaduri, was 1971, Mahendra Gupta returned to 
unwilling to betray his colleagues, briefly associated with Star. After Star. At that time', KrishakanterWdl 
But finally, after much consultation Bhaduri’s departure in 1937, Star was being staged, the play previous 
with them, he 18ft Star in ordw to passed into Uie hands of Upendra to the current Somadhan. 
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Recounting some memorable 
moments in the history of Star, 
Gupta said; “I don't remember, 

the' exant year,- but we bad decided 
to perform Ranfit Singh under the 
direction 6f' Kaliprasad Ghosh. 
There wa^ an uproar md the Pun¬ 
jabis said they would not allow this 
play on their leader. We offered to 
send the script to Amritsar tq get the 
approval of their committee. The 
committee cleared it. but laid down 
certain conditions; everyday, their 

it Ij rfUvf >IJI r' I *X'XI! 

whether the turban was correctly 
worn or not. Also, we would not be 
allowed to smolre. 

"The second condition rMtureily 
upset the artialBs, but they accepted 
it sportingly. But they objected 
when they found the ‘guard* with a 
botlie of liquor one tUy!” 

Gupta recalled another incident 
during the second Hlndu-Muslim 
riots sometime in 1947-48. in those 
days, theatre girls were brought to 
the halls in Victorias and Star hWl 10 
Muslim coachmen. When the riot 
broke out, the people of the locality 
came hunting for these Muslim 
workers and Star had to give them 
refuge. “We hid them below the 
stage where they stayed fur a few 
days. Food had to be supplied to 
them secretly. We transferred them 
to I.alba7.ar after thing's became quie¬ 
ter.“ said Gupta. 

Gver the years, Gupta feels, there 
has been considerable progress In 
.various technical aspects of theatre 
in the country, but the ^nerai stan¬ 
dard of acting has fallen drastically. 
"Today, there is no sinc:8rHy among 
the actors." 

Said Kali Banerfee who plays an 
important part in the currently run¬ 
ning Somadhon; “I was very fortun¬ 
ate to have come to Star tiwause 1 
got an opportunity to watch artutes 
like Durgadas Baaerjee, Sisir Bba- 
duri and Maaoranjan Bbattacbarya 
from very cloae quarters. All this has 
helped me vastly as an actor. That is 
why I say that as far as i an 
coacerned, Star is a star part of an 
actor’s life." 

But Banerfee is in a^geement with 
Mahendra Gupta that the standard 
of acting has fallen over the years. 
“Nowadays, the artistes want to 
treat theatre as a stepping stone to a 
film career, that’s all. They are not at 
all serious abou^ theatre. I also act in 
films, but theatre is sHlI the actor’s 
medium while the film is the direc¬ 
tor’s medium.” 

Recounted Anup Kumar, aaotber 
important adiv today who etorted 

his career at Star at the age of 14; “It 
was with Tipu Suiton that I started. 
My father, Dhireii Das, was a singer 
and actor. He noticed some poten-' 
tial in me and took me along to Star. 
At that time Mahandra Gupta was 
the supreme commander of Star. He 
has contributed so much to Star and 
be has been there for so big a span. 
His credit is that much greater be¬ 
cause he has been successful in 
gradually slrifting from Pauranic 
plays to plays based on novels by 
UrTTwx nMii TT^FmTi ■ sf!i miT! iTiTimi 71 

In 1953, the whole hail was re¬ 
modelled; the revolving stage was 
introduced and the first play to be 
enacted at the naw-iook theetre was 
Shvarnoli, which was also the play 
that brought matinee idol Uttam 
Kumar to the stage. This was during 
the Debnarayan Gupta phase who 
was the manager, director and play¬ 
wright. He continued till 1974. 

But on April 1, 19.71 Ranjitmull 
Kaakaria, the proprietor of Sri Ranjil 
Pictures, took over Star. After De- 
bnarayan Gupta left Star in 1974, 
Mahendra Gupta returned.to Star (in 
1975). 

There is a general opinion 
among the artistes who have 
been associated with Star that 

although a Marwari is running the 
show, he is trying his best to main¬ 
tain the Star tradition. Anup Kumar, 
however, does not agree. “When the 
Mitras were there, it was an institu¬ 
tion.'’ he said, "and this cannot be 
said of it now. Before, they used to 
produce plays—that was their prim¬ 
ary objective. But today they are 
treating it as just another business 
proposition. On a Sunday morning, 
you might find that jatra is going 
on. 'This was iM*ver the case when 
Saiil Mitre was at the helm of affairs. 
Earlier, people could sit down in tire 
compound and relax. Today, there 
is an icecream stall. I’m sure the day 
is not far off whan it might even be 
rented for a wedding ceramaay. A 
go^ business proposition is all 
right, but what about the heritage? 

Added Sedan Mukbei^, long 
associated with Star and now acting 
ill Rangini; “The present owners 
just want to make a name for them¬ 
selves. 1 think Ranjitmull Kankoria 
is just the namesake director of 
Samadhon." 

Another actor, Haradhan Baner- 
jee, who plays the central pdit in 
Rangini, also felt that Star had 
moved away frotn Its cuiginal princi¬ 
ple. “And this has happened after 
Kankaria took over from Salil Mitra. 
Star ia far from what it used to be. 
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star doesn’t produce any big stars 
anymore. Now. they only want to 
make money. That special feeling 
associated with Star is no longer 
there ” 

(lita Dey, who has seen many 
years in theatre and cinema, was 
turned out of Star in 197] by Kank- 
aria. “And that was 18 years with 
Star gone in a shot. 1 have yet to 
meet a producer like Salil Mitra—it 
was so nice with him around. With 
him gone, the heritage attached to 
Star has also vanished." 

Robi Ghosh, belonging to the old¬ 
er generation, and the director and 
key role player in Srimati Bhayank- 
ori. disagrees to some extent and 
opines that Star is trying to maintain 
its former image. “1 don’t think all 
this criticism of Star is justifies:!. 
Merely the fact that a non-Bengali is 
running the show doesn’t mean that 
the heritage is lost. It is creditable 

8 

that Kankaria is still producing 
clean plays. 1 also think 90 per cent 
people are interested in Jatras and 
enjoy it; so what is wrong if a jatra is 
performed there? I know Star has 
failed to produce artistes of the likes 
they did before. But, tell me, what 
can Star do if there is a general 
shortage of artistes? They try their 
best, and that is most important." 

Lily Chakravorty, also starring in 
Srimati Bhayankari, has had an 
earlier association with Star, but 
was unable to find an explanation 
why Star had lost the magic it once 
had. “Earlier, it used to be an hon¬ 
our to be with Star, but today it's 
just another theatre. There is some- 
th^g definitely missing, 1 don't 
know what.” 

Ranjitmull Kankaria, who looks 
after the theatre with his 26-year-old 
son Vijay, denies that they treat Star 
as just a business propostion. "The 

monthly expenses are around Rs 
80,000,” said Vijay Kankaria. “We 
have to maintain the hall, spend on 
publicity, pay the artistes and other 
hands, and there are so many other 
incidental expenses. The rental of 
the hall is Rs 1,800 for three hours. 
We don’t want to milk profits out of 
Star, but we have also to ensure that 
it doesn’t run at a loss. 

“Primarily, it is love of theatre 
that has drawn us to Star. Even as 
Marwari film distributors, we go in 
for Bengali films. We have been here 
long enough to feel at home. We 
treat this as our land and we intend 
giving healthy entertainment tc the 
people in the local language. We do 
want to maintain the rich traditioii 
of Star; that’s why we still produce 
our own plays. We t;ould have 
rented out Star to other theatre 
groups and ensured a fixed amount 
of money for ourselves. But by pro¬ 
ducing our own plays, w’e are run¬ 
ning a risk since we don’t know 
whether the play will be a hit or not. 

“So much money is spent in pre¬ 
paring a play and we don’t know 
what the reaction of the public w'ill 
be. It’s such a big gamble. We have 
been lucky that we have had to 
produce only two plays. Krish- 
nakanier Will and Sainacfhan. in the 
last 12 years—both have been such 
big hits.” 

KALYANI Mondal (nee Roy) is 
the latest recruit at the Star 
Theatre: she has been on stage 

and cinema for some years now. but 
joined Star only a year ago. ‘I have 
worked with other groups,” said 
Mondal. “but nowhere have I tound 
the degree of co-opeiation which I 
have got here. Here it is like one big 
family. We all share the work and 
enjoy doing it.” 

Kalyani Mondal should perhaps 
have the lost word on Star Theatre. 
All said and done. Star has been an 
institution and remains one of the 
most popular commercial theatres 
of the city. Criticism will always be 
there—and, indeed, should be. No 
institution can be without its fail¬ 
ings or it wouldn’t he an institution, 
it would be utopia. 

“Today lone of the performance 
days). I can’t act because 1 havr 
injured my leg.” concluded Kalyani 
Mondal, “but I’ve still come here all 
the way from south Calcutta. It’s like 
home.” 

That, in brief, is Star. 

Sarajit Deband Anil Grover 

Photographs: Arun Ganguly 



BIRTHDAYS Inner Eye 
NEXT SEVEN DAYS 

FROM SEPTEMBER 25 TO OCTOBER 1 

RIES 
Mar 21-Apr 20 

Your health will im¬ 
prove this week. 

Keep a close watch on your 
expenses and do not indulge 
in extravagance under any cir¬ 
cumstances. Those with an 
artistic and literaiy bent of 
mind will make rapid progress 
in their pursuits. 

EO AGITTARIUS 
July 23-Aug 22 Nov 22-Doc 22 

A very successful A very lucky week 
week lies ahead of - lies ahead. Most of 

you. Your undertakings will your domestic problems will be 
bear fruit and bring you praise solved. Some may have a 
from relatives andfnends. You change of residence. You will 
will acquire some new friends, make new friends who will help 
The health of an elder might you in your business activities, 
decline slightly, but there will Some of you may inherit some 
be no anxious moments. property 

AURUS 
Apr 21-May 22 

Health will show a 
marked improve¬ 

ment this week. For those em¬ 
ployed there Will be favourable 
changes. For those yet to find 
a job, times are good for find¬ 
ing a job A pleasant journey is 
foreseen. There might be 
windfall gams. 

IRGO 
Aug 23-Sapt 22 

You will be wise to 
exercise caution in 

your professional affairs. Avoid 
erratic changes and seek the 
help of eiders when it comes to 
taking decisions. Be careful of 
new acquaintances and 
womenfolk. Watch your ton¬ 
gue. 

APRICORN 
Dec 23-Jan 20 

Your problems may 
remain unsolved 

and drag on. Politicians and 
businessmen will face a penod 
of trial. Try to keep your word 
and be a trifle careful in your 
dealings with your superiors. 
Your journeys will have to be 
postponed. 

EMiNi nin 
May 23-J'-ine 21 ■ SepI 23-Oct 22 

This week will pre- Your financial posi- 
sent you with a_tion will show a 

series of opportunities. Take marked improvement this 
full advantage of them. Your week. A promotion is likely, 
financial position will improve. Your own ideas in business 
but you will be required to will prove successful. Be care- 
Bxercise caution. Guard fui when it comes to writing 
against speculation. Travel, letters on business apd per- 
and make changes sonal matters. 

QUARIUS 
Jan 21-Fab 19 

An auspicious week 
for matrimonial 

negotiations. There will be 
peace and calm in the family 
Any new venture you under¬ 
take has a good chance of 
succeeding. Professional cor¬ 
respondence will prove favour¬ 
able and a transfer is likely. 

ANGER 
June 22-July 22 

A mixed potion is in 
store for you. Suc¬ 

cess awaits you on the busi¬ 
ness and employment fronts. 
The health of your family will 
cause a great deal of anxiety 
and expenses. You will be 
separated from a loved one. 
Prepare for a journey. 

CORPIO 
Oct 23-Nov 21 

The early part of the 
week will bring 

financial gams. Employers and 
those in higher places will be 
specially helpful. Do not be 
lethargic—put your plans into 
action fast. Do not allow those 
of the opposite sex to hinder 
your work. 

ISCES 
Feb 20-Mar 20 

You will be drawn 
into new ventures 

and will have to socialise with 
business magnates. Your 
financial crises will be resolved 
easily and professional status 
will gradually improve. A new 
friendship will yield new ideas 
that may prove helpful. 

SUGGESTIONS 
SUNDAY 

VONDAY 

TUESDAY 

ATEDNESDAY 

fHUHSDAY 

FRIDAY 

SATURDAY 

LUCKY NUMBER AND COLOURS 
DOMESTIC AFFAIRS 

BUSINESS 

CORRESPONDENCE 

SHOPPING 

TRAVEL 

AUSPICIOUS AFFAiaa 

SPORTS 

SEPTEMBER 25 

SEPTEMBER 26 

SEPTEMBER 27 

SEPTEMBER 26 

SEPTEMBER 29 

SEPTEMBER 30 

OCTOBER 1 

GREEN 

ORANGE 

QREV 

WHITE 

BLUE 

RED 

September 25 
Your year opens bright and full 
Of promise, especially in love, 
domestic and social matters. 
But this may be offset later by 
ill-health or annoyance be¬ 
cause of elders. 

September 26 
A year of ups and downs is 
foreseen calling for tact and 
patience in your professional 
activities. Gain comes to you 
unexpectedly and employers generally render valuable aid. 

e watchful in love affairs and 
fnendships. 
September 27 
One of the most important and 
exciting years of your life lies 
ahead, promising expected 
and unexpected good fortune. 
A great deal of happiness and 
beneficial changes are indi¬ 
cated. Womenfolk will be parti¬ 
cularly helpful to your prog¬ 
ress. 

September 28 
Your year proceeds on a more 
or less even keel. Good for¬ 
tunes, domestic happine'ss 
and popularity are predicted 
for you. All goes well. Hard 
work and initiative on your part 
will be rewarded, but try to 
avoid quarrels, especially with 
elders. 

September 29 
Your year will provide a fail 
measure of good fortune, but 
some disappointment in love 
or family quarrel is foreseen. 
Trouble with elders, employers 
and other officials is likely and 
health will need special atten¬ 
tion. 

September 30 
Your year is affected by both 
favourable and unfavourable 
vibrations. New friendships 
and fresh interests will bring 
happiness, but separation 
from a loved one will depress 
you. A great deal of travel is 
also indicated. Many pleasant 
and beneficial surprises are 
predicted from September on¬ 
wards. 

October 1 
An auspicious anniversary is 
yours promising successful 
business activities, gain 
through elders, beneficial 
changes and travel. A happy 
period generally. Make use of 
these excellent vibrations. Ex¬ 
penditures on auspicious 
affairs are indicated. 

M.B. RAMAN 



Panorama 

A PAKISTAN DliUtT_ 
Anin Lai recalls last year's tour of Pakistan with the Indian cricket team 

IIP Iiidirtii tfiiin’s tour of 
Pakistan last winter fias 
been luljuiJned l)v manv 
as a fiasi.o. 

At (lie outset let me 
Siiv t.atnRori«,allv that we 

were outplayed in every department 
of the >>ame and weri! eomprelien- 
sivelv beaten It was not the losing 
ol the series that was disturbing but 
the total breakdown of morale and 
the eynserpienl lack of will to win 
No flonbt Imran. Zaheer. Mndassar 
and Miandad were (.ontribntory lac- 
tors blit Ibere se^emed to be no fight 
left in ns. 

confidence than anything else. 
The way Zaheer took us apart 

from the start of the series, it 
appeared that there was no way pf 
stopping him. Consequently we had 
resignerl ourselves to facing a total 
of 5fK)-plus every time. Such was his 
dominance that winning a Test 
match appeared to -recede further 
and further as the series progrmsed. 

‘Kven such spirited and consistent 
batting as Moiiiiider s could not lift 
us out of this shade of inactivity. On 
looking back, his performance must' 
1)6 adjudged the best of the series as 
he got his runs against the winning 

vidual performers but could never, 
combine effectively enough. It is 
only recently, with the appointment 
of Imran as captain, that the-team 
has matured, into a winning com¬ 
bination. 

He is a captain who believes in 
leading by example. In the series, he 
reached a peak that I am sure he 

■himself hardly expected to reach. 
He was quirk and managed to swing 
'he bail both ways at that pace. It 
was’most definitely the best bowling 
performance that 1 have seen. It was 
his form perhaps that gave him the 
confidence to lead the team the way 

(Irickol as wc know it today has side who were always on top. He 
fiei.omi! a game of conhrlencc and was always totally composed and 
detcrininaliun It is these two attri- got his runs so efficiently that we 
butes that aie essential il a team lias ■ would realise only after his innings 
to siK.ceed Onr perlormance, or the were ovpr that he had got a century, 
lai.k ol it. was due more to a loss of Pakistan has had many great indi- 

he did. 
Mkinct MferaKc: As the series 

progressed there appeared a distinct 
difference In the attitudes of the two 
sides. This was most evident when 
one saw Pakistan practice. The most 
noticeable aspect was that there was 
a serious sense of discipline in their 
practice sessions so. different 'from 
those of all.'pther countries where 
the atmosphere is extremely re¬ 
laxed, almost bordering on the 
futile. 

• They had a definite senie of pur¬ 
pose, a seriousness in whatever they 
did, be it batting, bowling, fielding 
or exercising. They gave,the im¬ 
pression that they were striving to 
achieve. It does credit to Imran that 
even though he was leading a side 
wUh so many indiVidHal and 
talented performers, he managed to 
knit them into a team, Apart 
from'the usual cussing there was 
-always somebody 'mspiriag the 
bowler and goading him* on even 
though the batsman looked in com¬ 
plete command, ■ Their batting clicked as no 

other batting has done in a 
series. Zaheer was brilliant. He 

played with such fluency and grace 
that he was a. treat to watch. He 
made batting look very. easy. When 
Zaheer gets going, every bowler, 
seems fo be bowling loose balls to 
him. He does not just block a single 
ball and somehow finds a way be¬ 
tween fielders. He is one batsman 
who is always looking for gaps and 
always finding them. 

Miandad was his usual aggressive 



self, lacking the fluency and grace of 
Zaheer but definitely as, if not more 
dangerous. A player whose belief in 
himself and the will to succeed far 
surpasses whatever else he may be 
lacking in. He is a great asset on the 
field and is the type who does well 
when the chips are down. 

Mudassar had the series of his 
life. He is a player who is aware of 
his limitations and has disciplined 
his mind into restricting his batting 
within them. 

Mohsin Khan is alway.s looking 
for that brilliant boundary and loves 
to play his shots right from the word 
go- 

Pakistan’s batting was unex¬ 
pectedly brilliant with these four 
and Imran but what took us by 
surprise was their bowling. Imran 
was exceptional with Sarfraz chip¬ 
ping in, cleverly swinging the ball 
both ways. He does not have the old 
pace left but is still a tremendous 
mover of the ball. 

Mudassar is a very deceptive 
bowler. He has a peculiar action 
with the ability to extract that slight 
extra movement which surprises the 
batsman who tends to take him 
lightly after braving the fiery spell 
from Imran. He has managed to 
provide that vital breakthrough with 
such regularity that he is now consi¬ 
dered a mainline strike bowler. 

Abdul Qadir did not hold much 
terror fpr us even though he had 
done so well in England and de¬ 
molished Australia; maybe because 
we are so used to the turning bail. 
He is one of the fin^est spinners in 
the game today, having an ex{;ep- 
tional line and length for a leg- 
Hpinner. There are some fine players 

amongst the newcomers in the 
team. Salim Malek has almost 

managed to find his feet in interna¬ 
tional cricket. He had scored a hun¬ 
dred against us in Faisalabad. He is 
very strong off his legs and gets most 
of his runs between mid wicket and 
fine leg. 

Qasim Omar has come -to India 
after being the highest scorer in 
Pakistan’s domestic season last year. 
He is an attacking opening batsman 
without being flashy and is also a 
quick fielder. He has the potential 
and the runs behind hiin to be a 
successful Test cricketer. Fur the 
moment, however, his path is block¬ 
ed as Mohsin and Mudassar are 
there to stay. However, he could 
maybe come in at number three' as 
that .position is still to be filled 
convincingly. 

Shoaib Mohammad, another 
opener, is a gritty player vvho is 
content with singles and never in a 
hurry. He is another cricketer who 
knows his limitations and does not 
try anything over ambitious. 

Azeem Hafeez, who is in the side 
as a medium pace bowler, concen¬ 
trates more on his length and direc¬ 
tion rather than pace. He is quite 
content to wait tor the batsman’s 
indiscretion outside the offstump. 

It is rather unfortunate for all. 
concerned that the main three bow¬ 
lers who have contributed so much 
to Pakistan’s recent success are not 
with the team. This will leave Pakis¬ 
tan’s bowling attack probably with¬ 
out the penetration required to win 
a Test series. It remains to be seen 
whether we can force a win in any of 
the other two Tests. Even though 
indications are that the series will 
be drawn, yet there will be.a feast of 
exceptionally talented batsmen in 
full glory. The tour of Pakistan was enjoy¬ 

able on the whole. Any tour of 
as long as BO days is tmund to 

have problems, half of which are 
created due to frustrations oh the 
field. Despite the best facilities 
available and extreme hQspitality, 
one tends to get nomesick at times. 

. It is at such times that being with a 
team is of great help. 

My first impression of. Pakistan 
was that it was no different from 
India. On landing, there were the 
usual press photographs and intro¬ 
ductions after which we were taken 
to the Intercontinental Hotel. 

Karachi is a bustlibg city quite 
like Bombay, with its lovely hotels, 
eating houses and busy shopping 
areas. What stands out is that you 
see only foreign cars, mainly 
Japanese, and that the mode of 
dressing is totally different. A 
majority of the men are dressed in 
Awanii shirts (the national dress) 
and the women in salwar kameezes. 

Lahore is a complete contrast. It is 
more like Delhi with beautiful 
treelined avenues and luxurious 
bungalows. On the whole, giving 
yon a feeling of space. 

- Entertainment is ratti.er limited as 
their film industry is npt as well 
developed as ours. All films are 
censored’to such an extent that it 
ridiculous. Even the inhouse movies 
at the five-star hotels are subjcKited 
to the rigid rules of the censor boar^. 
Liquor is banned aiid consequently 
there are no bars or nightcJubst 

On the other hand people every- . 
where were extremely friendly and 

went out of their way to be nice. 
Their sense of hospitality is amaz¬ 
ing, almost like what we are used to 
in Bengal. If ever you went to some¬ 
body’s house you could be sure that 
they would bend over backwards to 
prepare the most elaborate meal 
possible. The bospitsility is taken to 
such extremes that it. is almost 
embarrassing. 

Even the Indians who were there 
to witness the games were treated 
fabulpusly. 1 had a few friends who 
came to see the Lahore Test. They 
made friends on the very first day in 
the stands and were taken around 

* town, invited for dinner, helped 
with th«ir shopping and given gifts. 
It seemed quite unrealistic in this 
day and age when hardly anybody 
has time for you. 

The food throughout the tour was 
exquisite: we had to literally hold 
ourselves back on occasions to 
avoid overeating. The only problem 
Is that their diet is so completely 
meat-oriented that the vegetarians 
often did not have much of a choice. 
In fact, in «ome of the hotels, they 
had to make a couple of vegetarian 
dishes just toaccommodateus. 

We did not see very big crowds 
anywhere and most of the stands 
showed empty spaces, especially in 
Lahore. This was partly b^ause the 
series was sold to a businesss man 
.for k fantastic sum, with the conse¬ 
quent hi^ prices of tickets. The 
crowds there, unlike in India, are 
rather partisan and do not show 
much appreciation for the opposi¬ 
tion. 

We .were often invited out for 
official functions, the most memor¬ 
able being the diimer hosted by 
General Zia-ul Haq at Lahore. Both 
the teams and other great sportsmen 
of Pakistan were felicitated,. Apart 
from a gold medal which was given 
to all the players, separate cash 
awards were also presented. These 
awards were not only restricted to 
the Pakistani players but Vish- 
wanatb was given Rs 25,000 for his 
record number of Tests while Gavas¬ 
kar was given the same amount for 
his number of centuries. 

This, to my mind, was an ex¬ 
tremely magnanimous gesture as it 
is not expected for the touring side 
to be shown such appreciation. 
General Zia is a strong personality. iret extremely accessible and friend- 
y. He is an ex-Stephenian with an 

extremely high regard for the in¬ 
stitution. This was proved when he 
sou^t me out, amongst the Indian 
team, to meet a fellow Stephenian. 
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PERSONALITY / Rudraprasad Sengupta 

CAUGHT IN THE ACT 
' --1-r--- -- 

The man behind Nandikar, the leading group theatre, holds forth 

HAT 
popular- 
ity?” Rud- 
Iaprasad 
Sengupta 
sounded 

downright incredulous, when ques¬ 
tioned about the public response he 
attracts. “Theatre people are hardly 
recognised or respected in our coun¬ 
try." But Rudraprasad Sengupta is 
recognised and respected—as a 
popular stage actor, an eminent 
theoretician of the stage and, above 
all, as the leading personality be¬ 
hind Nandikar, the most commer¬ 
cially viable of group theatres in 
Calcutta. 

"We were sitting in the tiny Nandi¬ 
kar office on Snyamhazar Street. 
The room overlooks a footpath 
which, I am told, is used predomi¬ 
nantly for purposes of Nandikar 
rehearsals, due to lack of room 
space. Sengupta looked back at the 
times when he had first thought of 
joining group theatre. “As a stu¬ 
dent ot college and university I was 

involved in politics. But I soon 
found myself totally inadequate in 
the scene,” he said. Ajitesh (Baner- 
jee) and Dipen were theatre enthu¬ 
siasts who planned to form a theatre 
group committed to certain socio¬ 
political ideals. Nandikar was born 
in June 1960. "I had a translation of 
Pirandello's Six Chornclers in 
Search of a Playwright in my pock¬ 
et, and I joined Nandikar as an 
invited member of the executive 
committee. 

“So it was not a specific interest 
in theatre, but a general feeling ol 
inadequacy which brought you to 
the theatre?” I queried. "The phrase 
specific interest in theatre is 
meaningless,” shot back Sengupta, 
“because it is not the done thing to 
generate specific intere.st in theatre 
in our society. A boy may become a 
doctor or engineer because of his 
specific Ihterest in the subject. Gen¬ 
eration of specific interest in Medic- 
af Sciences or Engineering; is the 
done thing. My entry into theatre 
can be honestly ascribed to a broad 
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> socio-culturai impulse.” 
I It was not until 1963 that he had 
S' becomeanofficialmember of Nandi- 
? kar. At the same time he had com- 
I pleted his postgraduate studies and 
“ was teaching Engli.sh literature in 

Bramhananda Kashab Chandra Col¬ 
lege. 

Nandikar’s Natya Rarer Shan- 
dhane Chhati Charitra and Sher 
Afghan (both adapted from Piran¬ 
dello) were commercially success¬ 
ful. But it was with Brecht’s Teen 
Pui.shar Pala and Bhaiomanush that 
Nandikar really made an impact on 
the Calcutta stage. The Ajitesh- 
Keya-Rudraprasad combination was 
an unbelievable success. Teen 
Poishar Pala had as many as 462 
shows and Bhaiomanush 349. But 
Nandikar had done more than stag¬ 
ing a successful play, they had 
initiated a Brecht-cult in the city. 
Overnight Brecht had become a fad, 
the short cut to boxoffice glory. In 
fact, at one time (1978) there were as 
many as three productions of the 
same play,Der Kanpasische Kreidek- 
reis CThe Caucasian Chalk Circle)— 
Nandikar’s Kbarir Gandi, Badal Sar- 
kar’s Gandi and Khari Matir Gan¬ 
di. At present, the city can boast of 
at least five adaptions of the German 
playwright—Theatre Workshop’s 
Scheweyk Gelo /udhe, Nandikm’s 
Byafikram, Chetana’s Ma, Rangakar- 
mee’s Ma, and iBohurupee’s 
Galileo. 

Three reasons; Rudraprasad Sen¬ 
gupta, the director of Nandikar and 
representative of India in the 
Brecht-dialoge, Berlin (1980), 
seemed the best person to talk to 
about this trend in Bengali theatre. 
He forwarded three specific reasons 
as to why Brechi was and will 
continue to be staged over and over 
again: 

(1) Brecht is a great playwright. 
His greatness is a challenge which 
every serious theatre group would 
like to take up. 

(2) A Brechtian play is^attractive 
because it has a lot of ‘theatre* in 
it—colour, fun, surprise, fireworks. 

(3) Brecht is specially attractive to 
West Bengal because of his political 
relevance. 

Sengupta bemoaned the fact that 



West Bengal has taken up Brecht 
merely for the second and third 
reasons. “We have skillfully 
avoided the challenge of a great 
work of art.”' Brecht’s complexity 
has been simplified, his poetry over¬ 
looked. and his tough cerebral tex¬ 
ture diluted in soppy emotionalism. 

He went on to give specific exam¬ 
ples and did not spare his own 
group Nandikar in the process. 
"Consider for example the character 
of Yang Sun—the unemployed pilot 
and Shen Te’s lover in The Good 
Woman of Schezuon. In Bhahma- 
nush we had to convert him into a 
taxi driver because a pilot does not 
really face unomployinent problems 
in our country. But by trying to 
convey the economic point, we mis¬ 
sed out on Brecht's poetry, his lyric¬ 
ism. Govindo in Bholomanush 
could never express Yang Sun's 
longing for flight which is at once a 
longing for life and a craving to soar 
beyond the limitations bt everyday 
reality.” 

No context: He was equally critical 
about other Brecht productions in 
the city. Theatre Workshop's 
Scheweyk Gelo Judhe claims to 
make a comment on war whiqh he 
finds totally irrele\'ant in West Ben¬ 
gal. The play is a great success in 
Czechoslovakia and Germany be¬ 
cause the memories of World War II 
are still fresh in their minds. They 
have felt the dehumanising nature 
of war in their own lives and 
through the lives of their near and 
dear ones. Scheweyk's manouevres 
in the play become meaningful in 
this specific context. A little artful 
man, lumping, clowning, protesting, 
singing, seems an affirmation of life 
in an otherwise claustrophobic 
atmosphere of death. 

Comments -Sengupta: “In West 
Bengal, where there is no such 
memory of war and hence no con¬ 
text, Scheweyk’s antics merely 
seems like bunoonery. 

“1 have come to the conclusion 
that Brecht has proved to be a short 
cut for the Bei^i theatre," said 
Sengupta. Which inevitably led 
me to ask: "If Brecht has proved to 
be a short cut, what about other 
foreign playwrights? Why were 
there no good originel plays being 
written in Bengali?** 

Sengupta answered: "Look, before 
we complain eboiH lack of original 
plays, we must honestly analyse 
what is the actual problem—lack of 
^11 written plays .or lack of a living 
dynamic dieitre as a whole. Theatre 
aner all is a ioint creative verdure. 

Today’s theatre is not vital or'dyna- 
mic enough to excite and inspire the 
playwright. In the 50s and early 60s 
Sombhu Mitra, Bijon Bhattacharya 
had been able to create a ‘theatre 
situation’ which attracted play¬ 
wrights of the calibre of Mohit Chat- 
topadhyay, Badal Sarkar, Manoj 
Mitra.” Today there is less experi¬ 
mentation among playwrights, he 
felt, and at the same time there is 
less of hard work and experimenta¬ 
tion among theatre groups. 

SENGUPTA went on to explain 
at length; “Theatre, being the 
most social of art forms, has no 

claims to posterity. Its appeal is 
purely to the 'here' and 'now'. In 
order to be alive and relevant, 
theatre must change its style drasti¬ 

cally every five years or so. To bring 
about a genuine change, one needs 
to do some hard work, not merely 
mental but physical as well. Not 
only experiment with tough un¬ 
known plays, but try out new stage 
tqsihniques. The body, the physique, 
I believe, can be used to get across 
very complex human metaphors. 
Sombhuda did this hard work in the 
50s and by his tremendous creative 
discipline created a theatre language 
which outdated and outclassed that 
established by Sisir Bhaduri. 

“ Bohurupee was a pioneer in the 
sense that they discovered Rabin¬ 
dranath, the playwright. Sombhuda^ 
took up the challenge of staging a 
play like Raktakarabi which at that 
time was con.sidered too abstract 
and totally unfit for the stage. His 



production was an outstanding suc¬ 
cess because he had the training. 
Con.sider the scene in Raktakarabi 
where Kishore hands the raktakar¬ 
abi flower to Nandini. By his very 
modulation of voice (while repeat¬ 
ing the name, Nandini) and action of 
running in with the flower, the actor 
expresses a very complex poetic 
metaphor. Nandini is identified 
with the flower in a way that 
she becomes the symbol of life in a 
dead mechanised world. But by 
calling out to her Kishore also estab¬ 
lishes her as a very living, very 
recognisable young girl. Nandini at 
once be<;omes our own village belle 
and the quintessential woman. Here 
is theatre language at its best; that 
which can merge the 'eternal' and 
the ‘everyday.’ the 'here' and ‘al¬ 
ways.’ 

“What we cal) theatre today is 
merely the husk whose inside is 
dead. We see all kinds of short cuts 
being taken in the name of ‘third 
theatre,' ‘folk theatre,' ‘political 
theatre.'*’ 

Political theatre: More than any¬ 
thing else, Sengupta feels that 
preoccupation with ‘theatrical poli¬ 
tics' had done most harm to our 
stage. West Bengal has reached a 
staj^ of political psychosis and 
group theatres are afraid to touch 
subjects which are not political 
enough. Apd the worst offender, 
according to Sengupta, is Utpal 
Dutt. “Utpal Dutt stages plays which 
give an impression that revolution 
will come by pulling the curtain 
strings of the stage. The whole 

idea seems to be that we will in¬ 
dulge in every kind of corruption, 
indiscipline and stupidity in real 
life, but come to the theatre to be 
entertained with three hours of re¬ 
volution. The Left Front too seems 
to encourage this kind of apolitical 
politics. They do not mind blatant 
myth making in theatre. To the likes 
of Utpal Dutt theatre is a means of 
providing ‘kicks’ to cover up our 
real political impotence.’’ 

As far as Nandikar's role is con¬ 
cerned, he was more explicit. “From 
the beginning we concentrated on 
more performances, more shows. 
Therefore, we had to choose play¬ 
wrights who would at least ensure 
us 300 shows. Brecht provided that 
kind of an assurance. We got quick 
success, but lost out on depth. We 
failed to take up unknown plays, 
experiment in ‘risky’ projects. As a 
result, today, we have a theatre 
language which is weak, insipid, 
colourless.” 

Nandikar during its 23 years of 
existence has survived five splits of 
which Ajitesh Banerjee’s departure 
in 1977’ has been the most publi¬ 
cised. “All I can say is that we are 
two pereons with a totally different 
approach to woik. So it was desir¬ 
able that we should not stay 
together.” 

Since 1977, Sengupta has 
moved from strength to strength. He 
has since staged four plays,Mudrar- 
okshash. Football, Kharir Condi and 
Byatikram. His revival of Antigone 
with himself as Creon and wife 
Swatilekha Chatterjee as Antigone 

has proved to be very popular. Hin¬ 
di ueatre in general, and Usha 
Ganguly of Rangakarmee in particu¬ 
lar, is immensely grateful to Sen- 
mipta for the technical assistance he 
has lent. As a recognition of his 
contribution to the stage, Sengupta 
was named the Academy Award 
winner of 1980. Sengupta was 
invited as the inaugural speaker of 
World Theatre Congress, Leipzig, 
1981. 

As far as his future plans are 
concerned Sengupta intends to stage 
the Greek play, Iphiginia. in 
Aulis. Iphiginia appeals to him for 
its colour, depth, and theatre. But 
Iphiginia is ultimately fascinating 
because, like RaktakarabL it is a 
classic. And staging a classic play 
demands creative discipline. He 
hopes Nandikar will achieve this 
discipline in their attempt to stage 
the play. 

Sengupta feels that theatre 
needs to be totally overhauled and 
revitalised—not merely grafted with 
bits of ‘physical theatre,.’ bits of 
‘folk,’ bits of stunt and gimmick. 

In the context of the prevailing 
decadence in the other theatres, 
Nandikar is trying to bring into 
focus the need for theatre training. 
As a part of this programme, Nandi¬ 
kar hosted a 10-week NSO work¬ 
shop in Calcutta in 1982. During 
1982 Nandikar organised five-day 
workshops for young theatre work¬ 
ers in various parts of the state. 
Workshops are being carried out on 
a larger scale in the Nandikar re¬ 
hearsal room. “We have theoretical 
as well as practical classes. There 
are classes in dance, yoga, voice 
Iraiuing, miming, improvisation 
etc.” In addition he is involved in 
research work, sponsored by ICSSR, 
on Socio-Economic Context and Sig¬ 
nificance of Group Theatre Move¬ 
ment in West Bengal. 

But more than a creative crisis; 
group theatre in West Bengal is 
today facing an orpnisational crisis. 
We see every other theatre group 
(formed with the best of intentions) 
breaking up due to infighting. Sen¬ 
gupta said, “Today, as in politics so 
in group theatres, there Is an 
allround loss of bhadratabodh and 
bhadraiok. The belief in democracy, 
in the need to work together with 
equal ri^ts and duties is missing. 
Instead there is a tendency to hero- 
worship and idolise a sinj^e pnrso- 
nality. He quoted from Brecht’s 
Galileo to clinch his point—“Woe is 
the country that needs a Iwro." 

Nandini Boie 



QUIZ / Nefl O’Brien 
Arnab Maitra, Sin- 
dri, would like in¬ 
formation on the 
Parthenon. The 
Parthenon is the 
great temple of 
Athena on the 
Acropolis of 
Athens, and de¬ 
rives its name 

from 'Parthenos' (the maiden), one 
of the titles of the virgin goddess. 
Built between 447-438 BC during 
the age of Pericles in the Doric style, 
the Parthenon is regarded as the 
world’s finest example of Greek 
architecture, decorated with mag¬ 
nificent friezes, part of which are 
extant. Down the ages it has been 
used as a Christian Church and a 
mosque. Used by the Turks as store¬ 
house for gunpowder, it was heavily 
damaged in 1687 when during a 
bombardment by the Venetians a 
shell razed the centre portion of the 
temple. The famous collection of 
Elgin Marbles in the British 
Museum, which the present Greek 
government is seeking to get back, 
are reliefs and statues from the 
Parthenon. 

“Who invented the wnstwatch?" 
inquires Mousumi Sen Gupta, Cal¬ 
cutta 29. 

In 1790 the first wristwatch was 
introduced in Geneva by the watch¬ 
makers lacquet-Droz and Leschet as 
a watch fixed on a bracelet. During 

the next centurv, these bracelet 
watches remained exclusively items 
of jewellery for women. The most 
famous surviving example belonged 
to the Empress Josephine of France. 
Encrusted with pearls and emeralds, 
this bracelet with a gold watch was 
made in 1806 by Nitot, a Parisian 
jeweller. Despite Josephine's lead¬ 
ership, it was not until 1908 that 
Parisian women made wristwatches 
fashionable. Among men, war, not 

fashion, brought tim wristwatch into 
popularity. First, in 1880, they were 
ordered by the German Admiralty 
for artillery officers, and then in 
World War I, the wristwatch re¬ 
placed the traditional pocket watch 
because of its practicality during 
active service. 

Subesh Roy, Calcutta-26 reports: 
“Quiztime, a contest open to stu¬ 
dents, was sponsored by ‘WHIS¬ 

PERS’—a youth magazine to be re¬ 
leased shortly. Nineteen boys and 
girls took part in the elimination 
round and four qualified for the 
finals. Sarika Jeza, came first with 
15 points followed by Vineet Bhan- 
dari with 13'/a, and Mithu Roy with 
13. A very interesting .Sunday after¬ 
noon passed with Cola-Lite sips. 1 
enjoyed my* first session as a quiz¬ 
master." 

"The Rotaract Club of Rourkela 
organised an Inter-School Quiz 
Competition at the Indo-German 
Club. Five schools participated in 
this traditional Rotaract project. The 
programme was conducted by 
Rotaractor Uday Patel and myself. 

“St Paul's, as usual, surged ahead 
from the very start and they never 
looked back before again claiming 
the Dr Satish Kar Memorial Trophy. 
Public School and Carmel Convent 
were neck and neck throughout, 
before the former nosed ahead into 
second place. There were the usual 
lighter moments: ‘tophephobia is 
the fear of toffees!’ It was good to see 
the enthusiasm on all the fares—the 
audience included.” From Rtr. 
Koustru Ghosal. 

Reena Sinha's question (4 
September) was printed as she 
asked it. We should have corrected 
it to "Where are the Islets of 
Langerhans?” before we printed it. 
Our apologies and thanks to those 
who have pointed this out. 

QUESTIONS_ 

Which country does not have its name on its 
postage stamps? (Sanjoy Dutta, Ranchi) 

2. What is an anemograph? (Paromita & Oipen 
Chandra, Banackpore) 

3. What pseudonym did Rabindranath Tagore use? 
(Prasanta Kumar Guha, Calcutta-12) 

4. What are skipper’s daughters? (Suluinta Guha 
Roy, Calcutta-9) 

5. What is aphasia? (Sanjay Dash, Cuttack) 
6. Who were the-3 W's of West Indian cricket? 

(Shyam Sundar Mbndal, Calcutta-6) 
7. How many threads does the Kusti (sacred 

thread) of the Parsees consist of? (Anil Kumar 
Singh, Calcutta-27) 

8. Why did Gandhiji go to South Africa? (Rajesh 
Sinhal, Siliguri) 

.9, What was the name of Medina before the 
Prophet Mohammed? (Mohammad Salcdtuddin, 
Calcutta-14) 

10. Which two Mihs have won all 4 major Oscars— 
Best film. Best Director, Best Actor and Best 
Actress? (Ranjit Sengupta, Duigapur-12) 

ANSWERS_ 

(fizei) isafj s.oojfona euj ra/iQ 
Majj auQ puB (frE6l) pauaddoH u oi 

•quqmA '6 
-)in8MB[ e afpueq O) boujv 

o} o6 o) 'oo puB qepnpqv uioii )ueuiu6tssB ue 
paAiaotu [(iqpuBQ ‘ejpu| u; /vvei Bu;sipBjd apqM '8« 

‘U 
■BaqaejW puB nejuoM ‘Wooibm '9 

'aSemap uiejq o| 8u{mo 
‘aSenSuB] }o Sutpiietsiepun jo q^ads jo ssoq -g 

'eas aqt }o soabm paddoi-aqqy^ 
-aqSuis nueqa g, 

pu^Av JO aojoj pue uop 
-38j{p aqj jaded uo Suipjonaj joj meuinjjsui uv 'Z 

•uiop8u|x pajiun »qi I 

Anmswv to DOUBLE TROUBLE 

1. MAGMA 2. TOMATO 3. TERMITE 4. STARDUST 5. 
AUMENTAL 
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Comics ARCHIE 
ARCHIE. WHY PO they 
CALL IT THE "PENNY 
ARCAPE"? EVERYTHING 
IS A QUARTER.' 

\ 3* ' 

THIS WA6 
VOUR IPEA 

TD COMETD 
THE BOAIPP* 

WALK 

1! 

ARCH.' HERE'S AN T GREAT, 
OLP ONE that /JUGHEAPf 
ONLY cosTs^y^my.Berix 
A D\mr jmveiioNicA.\icrs 

PLAY GOLF.'' f 
i -JOi 

CO«E ON.BETTy' 
WE'RE GOING TO 
PLAY/MINIATURE 

GOLF.' ^ 

7’ 

4 JUS.'VtXJVE KENT OH, 
A TRYING ID SET OVER] JUST 
k that pripse fORy ncK 
« AN HOUR.' »-^ITUR' 

I ■ 

»>=?,... 
/jti 

NO WAV.' THAT 
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TO /MY SCORE.' 

NOW WHERE'S 
JUGHEAP? 

r CAN'T SET OUT 
OF THIS TRAP.' 

i^ig 
MIMI ATllRF GOI 

Al 

IS.®'.* 

^ JUGHEAP, PLEASE 
, 1 THEY'RE WAITING ID 
^X^CLOSe UP.' ,-^ 

THE LAST HOLE 

'0 T'’?- 
@1 

'-^7 

f 
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JULIET JONES By Stan Drake 

MANDRAKE By Lee Falk 



MOOSE MILLER 0OOK-BANIC By Bob Weber 

let WoiWitaNiw 0cB1>^E00? 

^oooOf ooooOOf 

23; 

wiiu ytu 
PLEASE 

PLAY 
SOMETHING 
iTHE POG 
TPPOESN'T 

[ KNOW > 

escisssA, 

fm 

ITS Very simple 
MOOSE I90VERWEK3MT 
j_SECAUSE ALL HE 
& EVER THINKS 
X AsouT IS Rood 

TODAY 
IS MY 

sweetheart's 
Birthday ^ 

r MiO/Al 

I IF You 
WERE GOING 

TO BE 
sikteen 

TOMORROW/ 
WHAT WOULD 

' You WANT?. 

HOTAKCTTWeR-miHe 



DR. KILDARE By Ken Balt 

THE LOCKHORNS 



ARKIN6 
Brief Encounters Frankness has nawer programmes in the man- 

Ixien a distinctive fea- ner that, say, his colleague 
tore of the worthies in at the Centre, Mr Ghani 
whose hands our futures Khan Choudhury, or for 
lie-- our honourable 
ministers and their rival 
aspirants to the throne. 
However, a handful of 
newsmen and a batch of 
management students 
were in for a refreshing 
surprise recently when 
the Union finance minis 
ter, Mr Franab Mukherjee, 
decided to open his heart 
a hit. 

An otherwise dour per¬ 
sonality. Mr Mukherjee 
does not normally arouse 
inucih enthusiasm among 
newsmen covering his 

that matter, Mr Jatin Chak- 
raborty of the state 

cabinet, do. 
This time, however, 

there was a difference. 
Addressing a group of 
management students 
who were being awarded 
their diplomas, Mr 
Mukherjee proceeded to 
give advice on what the 
country expected of them 
and how they should go 
about fulfilling their so¬ 
cial role, ‘i am speaking 
from experience,” he said, 
hurriedly adding, “for I 
can claim to be among the 
most experienced minis¬ 
ters in the country as the 
durability of ministers in 
our country is very short." 
How much closer to the 
truth can one get? 

Father. Dear Father An English pub is a the lettered and the unlet- 
unique institution, tered, the smart and the 

It's different from similar nut-so-smart all rub shoul- 
foints elsewhere. Calcut- ders here. And the patrons 
ta—at one time the most discuss literally every- 
British of the Indian thing under the sun. as 
cities—has a pub of its they imbibe peg after peg. 
own. Bars and restaurants Generally, there is much 
there are enough of in this bonhomie, a lot of camar- 
city, but a pub, there is aderie among them; but 
only one. occasionally rancour is 

This pub, in a back also evidenced; quarrels 
street of the Chowringhee- leading to fisticuffs are 

only he would care to the table beside his. 
listen to the conversation Obviously, they were back 
at the table around his. after witnessing a football 
Extraordinary things are match on the maidan. 
reported, indepth inves- Obviously, their favourite 
fictions are made, novel team had own, for they all 
theories are propounded, looked cheerful, 
and, above everything As usual, they were dis- 
else, vignettes of wit and cussing the day’s match: 
humour are produced. the rival team's compara- 

The other evening, a tive strength and quality, 
not-so-regular customer the individual player's ex- 
had been to this pub. He cellence, and washed it all 

Dharamtala crossing, is 
frequented by all sorts of f>eople. The high and the 
ow, the rich and the poor, 

also not unknown. 
A visitor to this joint, if 

he is not quite inebriated, 
can have enough fun if 

was sitting in a comer. 
After a while, four per¬ 
sons—all middle-aged— 
came there and occupied 

down with each one’s 
favourite poison. After 
they had inbibed a' drop 
too many, their objective 
discussions, inevitably, 
became subjective. And, 
again, inevitably, voicM 
were raised. 

At the height of it, one 
among the group thun¬ 
dered to enodier: “Keep 
quiffit! Don’t ergue. I’m 
your father, you knmv.’’ 
The last sentence he 

epoke in English. The 
person spoken tb, looking 
somewhid senior, was si¬ 
lent for a moment. Then 
he too bkimi in English; 
"What did you sey? 
Yoo’m my father? Then, 
fm your idder lattier!" 



Fair Deal 
correspondent 
writes: I was travell¬ 

ing in a bus one evening 
and when the lights came 
on inside the bus I hap¬ 
pened to turn my head 
and saw the man sitting 
beside me. By now he 
might have forgotten me. 
but I can still remember 
him clearly. 1 tried to turn 
my head away, but he 
started talking. 

"Are you married?" he 
asked. 

“Why?” I retorted. 
“You know, nowadays 

it's so difficult to find a 
bridegroom. I have three 
daughters and each one 
has to be married off." 

nhiamilionK Debulth Deb 

that?” I said. 
Then he asked," Are you 

working anywhere?” By 
that time I had realised his 
intention. Perhaps he be¬ 
lieved in direct approach 
rather than advertising in 
the papers. 

1 tried to brush him 
aside. But he kept trying 
to persuade me to go to his 
house and see his daugh¬ 
ters "If you see any of 
them you won’t be able to 
say no," he insisted. 

Our correspondent goes 
on to say that the man 
became desperate and 
tried his utmost to con¬ 
vince him that he would 
gain by marrying one of 
the man’s daughters 
Finally, when our corres- 
ondent asserted that ho 
ad no intention of mar¬ 

rying so soon, the man 
gave up. 

SOME hilariously 
wrong answers are 

given by candidates in the 
general knowledge papers 
of various competitive ex¬ 
aminations. Some of these 
are reported in the press. 
One reason is that some 
wrong answers find their 
way into the general 
knowledge books and 
handbooks used by these 
examinees. Another 
reason is that several im¬ 
portant books contain 
wrong information. An 
example of this is Richard 
Nixon writing that the city 
of Allahabad is in 
Pakistan. 

A textbook used in En- 

ACCORDING to a lady 
we know, w'ho was 

one ol the victims of a 
train robbery, these raids 
are nothing but 
“arranged.” While return¬ 
ing to Calcutta by the 
Himgiri Express some 
time ago, she was witness 
to her compartment being 
raided by eight youths, all 
in the 22-years age group 
and headed by a man of 
about 35 dressed in a 
coolie’s uniform. This 
lady lost items worth ab¬ 
out Rs 30,000. 

What struck her as 
strange was that all the 
passengers were sleeping 
like logs from early night 
on which is too much to 
accept as a mere coinci¬ 
dence. It seems that the 
choiwalas are in league 

Need for Examinatloii 
glish medium schools in 
this city states; “Singa¬ 
pore is a big city jn 
Malaysia.” This certainly 
takes the cake. Both Sing¬ 
apore and Malaysia are 
independent countries. 
The book, called Brighter 
Grammar Book I is writ- 

and this lady is convinced 
that the evening tea had 
been "drugged.” 

Also, when the "coolie 
bandit" woke up the pas¬ 
sengers and demanded 
their all at the point of a 
dagger, he seemed to be 
thoroughly conversant 
with what was lying ex¬ 
actly where. For instance, 
a businessman was asked 
straightaway to remove 
the large chunk of cash he 
was carrying in his vest 
pocket. Another lady pas¬ 
senger had hidden her 
stuff in a more secure 
place, available only to 
the fairer sex. She was 
blatantly asked if she 
would care to remove the 
spoils from her blouse or 
would she prefer their 
assistance. 

ten by C.E. Eckersley and 
Margaret Macaulay and 
first published by Orient 
Longman in 1952. The 
1976 revised edition was 
reprinted in 1977,' 1979, 
1981 (twice), and 1982 
(twice), but the mistake 
has not been corrected. 

The major loot con¬ 
sisted of wristwatches and 
smart looking suitcase.s 
(the whole of it). A third 
lady was lucky enough to 
escape as she had some of 
hei jewellery stuffed in 
her vanity case a'ld most 
of it tied up in a bedsheet; 
the first was missed some¬ 
how and the second was 
mistaken to be a dinner 
pack. 

The moral of the story 
comes from the sullen re¬ 
ply of the ticket checker in 
the compartment. When 
lambasted by the passen¬ 
gers after the coast was 
clear, he merely picked 
his tooth and replied; “If 
the police, as a force, can t 
do a thing to them, what 
can I alone do?” 

Trained to Loot 



WONDERLAND 

JUST A MINUTE 

W 
• • • • 

By Shamlu Dudeja 

DOUBLE TROUBLE 

Tfie same pair of letters • at the beginning and end of wilt turn it 
. Into—RON—(TORONTO) Using the correct pairs of letters, can you make 
words from: 
1.—G— 2.—MA— 3—RMI— 4.—ARDU-^ 5.—IMENT— 

I , 

Anawer* on Pago IS . 

SOLLTTIONS 
Acroaa: f Spur 3 Bill 7 
Buccaneer 9 Palms f1 
Suitcases f2 Lute t3 
Tuft 
Down: 2 Plug 4 Items 5 
Lorry 6 Padlock 8 Easel 
9 Paint. fO Leaf 

Barter Bank 
If you read an item in this 
page that you wish to re¬ 
spond to. please write in 
to Barter Bank, c/o Tut 
TfcT.Et;HAPH Colour Maga¬ 
zine, 6 Pra/uJla Sarkar 
Street, Calcutta-700001. 
Also, if you wish lo enter 
uii item ,in this column, 
please write in with' de¬ 
tails to (he address given 
above. We shall inform 
you of responses to your 
insertions by post. 

• Records: A set of six 
imported LPs (Springbok 
hits) is available in return 
for a good stereo head- 

. phone. Contact Sandeep 
Gambhir. 

• Books: 1 offer books by 
A.). Cronin. Agatha, 
Christie. Collins & Lapier- 
re, Conan Doyle, Nevil 
Shute, Saul Bellow, 
Arthur Hailey, Victoria' 
Holt. Ludlum, Gardner etc 
in return for David Irwin’s 
Hitler's Diaries, Robert 
Payne’s The Life and 
Death of Adolph Hitler, 
Hugh Tievjr-Rpper's The 
Last Days of Hitler and 
any authentic material on 
Hitler. Contact Rahul Roy. 

• Records: I have three 
new EPs of Khudaar, 
Namak Halal and Love 
Story (Hindi), and want to 
exchange them for the EP 
of Umrao Jaan, preferably 
new. Write to Subhendu 
Ganguly. 

• Books; I want to ex- 
- change books belonging to 
the Hardy Boys, Nancy 
Drew and The Thrra In¬ 
vestigators series for 
others from the same 
series or for 2/3 lenses of 
the maximum and mini¬ 
mum focal lengths. Please 
contact Anupam Mnitra. 
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Hew quiciv can you de 
duce the name of the 
person to whom the 
romantic young nidn 
above has penned these 
poetic woids? 

Bnght gentle tpitit, 
what ftrt thou. 

Arrayed m nature's 
tevellness? 

Radiant, yet me«|k, 
' thy placid brow, 
■eamms tlune ayes 

■of tenderness— 
a heavenly viMtant 

m mortal guise, 
RaHecting aN virtues of 

• tlw slues 
Ah' Ever thus delight 

our longing ayes 
No fair peeking 

CHASE IS ON* Something is hot on 
shove To complete picture, a 

the heels of the TV thief 
M lines dot to dot 

o Guess What* Study the following sentence and 
see If you can find an appropriate typographical 
message SO METH INGI SWR ONGH ERE Time 
limit 30 seconds hj m » fluh^imuois fAi>k u 

• Ghra and Takel From a sum I took away a third 
and put in its place $50 From the rgaulting sum, I 
took away a fourth and put in its place $70 I than 
had $130 With what sum did I begin? 

frVfl 4|X A4J0J 

CAM VWI tiMMT TMIM f VlfT Thare are at laasi sis dMar 

• tu*M)ii* •'Atewnu una * iu*j*ii>p*>«*ia (l<••l*lllPV 
iltH r tuwPIPP » SuiuMd IPKIM t SUIHIUIII Mil* 1 ( euiniuii|d>3 | t*3i|*M||>a 

OONC FISHIN'I Apply those colors noatty abovt l-Rtd 2—U 
blue S-'Yoiiow 4—LI brown S—Flosh 4—LI green 7-Ataroon 
I—Ok green f—black 10—Oh brown* 11—U gray 

SPELLBINDER 
SCORE 10 points for using all tbo 
lottors In tho word ImIow fd form 
two comploie words 

• POSTLUDE 

THEN scert 3 poinfs oach tor oil 
words of four loMors or more 
found among the letters 

Try lo scare at least so pawts 
AfWI MtiftVUM MiqtbMd 
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The information given below 
Is accurate at the time of 
going to press 

HINDI FILMS 

NEW RELEASES 

Aan'MIlo-Sajna: New Cinema 
(Lenin Sarani. 270147). Grace 
(M.G. Road. 341544)—4 
shows: Indira (Indra Roy 
Road: 471757), Chhaya 
(A.P.C Road: 351382)-3 
shows 

Raiesh Khanna. Asha 
Parekh and Vinod Khanna star 
in this musical hit 
OII-e-Nadaan: Orient (Ben- 
tinck Street, 231917), Krishna 
(TC Dutia Road: 344262), 
Mitra (Bidhan Sarani, 551133), 
Pnya (Rashbehari Avenue, 
464440). Jawahar (Keshab 
Sen Street. 343556) 

flajesh Khanna, Shatrughan 
Sinha, Smita Patil and Jaya 
Pradha form the leading cast 
of this film 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Avtaar; Basusree (S P 
Mukhegee Road. 478608)—3 
shows. Roxy (Chowringhee 

Place; 234'138)—4 shows 
A tearjerker worth seeing, 

the film stars Rajesh Khanna, 
Shabana Azmi, Sachin and 
others 
Bazaar: Metro (Chowringhee 
Road: 233541)—2 45, 5.45, 
6 30 

A young woman (Smita 
Patil) has rim away to Bombay 
from her parental home in 
Hyderabad in the hope of mar- 
rying her lover (Bharat 
Kapoor), but finds herself in 
the position of a keep To heip 
herseif, she is forced to hunt 
for a bride for her lover’s mid¬ 
dle aged business associate 
who has returned from the Gulf 
with plenty of money. They go 
to Hyderabad and stumble 
across Supriya Pathak, a 
young girl in love with a neigh¬ 
bourhood boy (Farooque 
Shaikh) The deal is settled 
and that gives an opportunity 
to a journalist friend 
(Naseeruddin Shah) to vent 
his feelings about it all In the 
end. Smita herself rebels and 
refuses to marry her lover. 

Sagar Sarhadi's first directo¬ 
rial venture deals with a strong 
storyline and Naseer puts in an 
outstanding performance. 
Betaab: Jyoti (Lenin Sarani 
241132)—12, 3, 6, 8 45; Ujjala 

(Russa Road, 478666)—4 
shows, Uttara (Bidhan Sarani: 
552200)— 3 shows. 

Star debutants Sunny Deol 
and Amrita Singh with veteran 
Shammi Kapoor are in the 
leading roles of this film 
directed by Rahul Rawail, and 
music by R D. Burman. 

The hero lives on a pictures¬ 
que ranch with his mother, 
making a meagre living as a 
farmer A nearby stud farm 
and palace are bought by a 
millionaire who has with him 
an arrogant daughter. 

The hero spends the first 
half of the film taming the 
shrew and they then go 
through the process of falling 
in love. The rich father refuses 
to accept the match, but some 
complications later, is forced to 
give in Then follows another 
dose of villainy, action scenes 
with horses, dogs, guns and 
fists 
Dhat Tore Ki (A): Elite (S.N. 
Banerjee Road; 241383), 
Moonlight (T.C. (ilutta Road, 
343339), Uttara (Bidhan Sara¬ 
ni, 552200) and Puma (S P 
Mukherjee Road; 474567)— 
noon. 

Directed by Merai^ the film 
has Kiran Vairale, Ravi Bas- 
wani, Maniu Mishra and Akhil 

4 
Akhil Mlahra and Kiran Valrala share a moment In ‘Dhat Tere KI' 
24 
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Mishra in the leading roles. 

The story begins with oni 
Madhukar Sharma who, afte 
getting his wife Vinti's younj 
fried Gunjan married to he 
boy-friend Pitamber, is forcet 
to give them shelter in his owr 
house because both of then 
are turned out from their re 
spective homes 

But Madhukar's heart soor 
starts somersaulting, seeing 
the beautiful youngster Gunjar 
in his house. Vinti starts get 
ting irritated by her husband’s 
antics and unknowingly be 
comes attracted toward: 
Pitamber. After marriage Gun 
jan and Pitamber have an egc 
clash, as a result of which 
they start living separate!) 
even though they love eacf 
other. Madhukar gets t 
chance to flirt with Gunjan, Tc 
get her own back, Vinti aisc 
starts meeting Pitamber fre¬ 
quently 

The rest follows routinely. 
Ghungroo; Lighthouse 
(Humayun Place; 231402) 
Kalika (Sadananda Road) 
478141)—4 shows; Moonlighi 
(T C Dutta Road, 343339)—3 
shows. 

There are two linked stories. 
The diwan (Shashi Kapoor) of 
a ram (Waheeda), loves a 
tawaif (Smita), but marries a 
princess due to reasons of 
blass distinction and political 
necessity This is the first 
story. 

The heir apparent (Kunal 
Goswami) grows up at the 
same time as the natural 
daughter (Komal Mahuvakar) 
of the diwan in a middleclass 
home This constitutes the 
second story. 

The acting of Shashi Kapoor 
and Smita Patil lends some 
merit to an otherwise worth¬ 
less film. 
HImmatwaia: Hind (Ganesh 
Chandra Avenue; 274259)— 3 
shows. 

The way to your rival's 
daughter’s heart is through 
courage. So Jeetandra tnes 
this ploy to win over Amjad 
Khan’s daughter Sridevi, Tnis 
film is plugged as the sluiining- 
in of Sridevi but actually it is a 
comeback fiim after the failure 
of her Solva Sawan. 
Justice Chaudhary: Hind 
(Ganesh Chandra Avenue; 
274259)-noon, Eiite (S.N. 
Banerjee Road; 241383), 
Crown .(R.A. Kidwai Road: 
244822), Naaz (Lower Chitpur 
Ropd; 262773),.Liberty (Chit- 
taranjan Avenue; 553046), 



Darpana (Bidhan Sarani; 
552040). 

The film stars Jeetendra. 
Sndevi, Moushumi Chatterjee 
and Oebasree Roy. 
Jewel Thief: Paradise (Ben- 
tinck Street; 231917), Chhaya 
(Upper Circulars Road: 
351382). Pnya (Rashbehari 
Avenue: 464440)-noonj 

An old hit starring Ashok 
Kumar, Dev Anand and Vy- 
jayanthimala. the film is 
directed by Vijay Anand and 
music by S.D Burman 
Humse Badhkar Kaun; Lotus 
(S.N, Banerjee Road; 
242664)—4 shows. 

Thakursaab’s manager, who 
IS after his wealth, murders 
him His sons are separated 
while escaping. Their mother 
grows mad and the sons grow 
up on opposite sides of the 
law They meet and, not know¬ 
ing each other, fight, whereup¬ 
on their Identities are revealed. 
They unite to combat the villain 
and victory is their s. 

With this hackneyed plot, 
the film's saving grace is 

its music 
Nishaan: Majestic (R A. Kid- 
wai Road, 242266), Bina 
(Bidhan Sarani, 341152), Pur- 
nasree (Raja Raj Kissen 
Street, 554033). Basusree 
(S P Mukherjee Road; 
474686)“ noon 

Two long-lost brothers 
again, this lime played by Ra- 
jesh Khanna and Jeetendra 
Each has a girl—PoorarrvDhil- 
lon and Rekha There are two 
villains who kill the princely 
father of the heroes, grab his 
fortune and drive his wife 
crazy. Sex, songs and stunts 
follow. 

All this put together gives 
you Nishaan. Recommended 
only for those who are 
masochists 
Shoiay; Gem (Acharya J C 
Bose Road: 249828), Society 
(Corporation Place: 241002)— 
3 shows; Prabhat (Chittaran- 
jan Avenue: 342683), Jagat 
(A.P.C. Road; 365108)—4 
shows. 

The record breaking movie 
starring Amitabh Bachchan, 
Dharmendra. Hema Malim, 
Jaya Bhaduri and Amjad 
Khan. 

BENGALI FILMS 

NEW RELEASES 

Amanush: Rupbani (Bidhan 
Sarani; 553413), Aruna (M.G. 
Road: 359561), Bharati (S.P. 
Mukherjee Road; 474686)—3 
shows. 

A grand revival of the Shakti 
Samanta superhit starring the 
legendary Uttam Kumar along 
with Sharmila Tagore. Anil 

Chatterjee, Ulpal Dutt and Pre- 
ma Narayan. 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Arpita: Sree (Bidhan Sarani, 
551515) and Purabi (MG. 
Road; 350680)-3 shows. 

Directed by Arabinda 
Mukherjee the film stars Apar- 
na Son, Dipankar Dey. Sumil- 
ra Mukherjee and Subhendu 
Chatterjee. 
Chokh (A): Mitra (Bidhan 
Sarani. 551133)- and 
Pnya (Rashbehari Avenue; 
464440)- 

Kishla Gowda and Bho- 
maiah, two participants in the 
Andhra peasant uprising in the 
seventies, willed their ayes to 
the working class so that they 
may see the revolution on the 
Indian soil posthumously The 
translation of this political 
event into a film is what makes 
Chokh interesting. 

A jute mill worker is sent¬ 
enced to death for the killing of 
a mill owner in an industrial 
war. He makes a conditional 
donation of his eyes, but even 
while several blind workers 
wait anxiously for the cornea 
graft, an influential business¬ 
man claims the eyes lor his 
son who lost his eyesight in a 
Naxalite incident. A doctor with 
a conscience objects, but poli¬ 
tical pressures help to do the 
needful. 

In the climax of the film the 
businessman learns that the 
eyes belong to the killer of his 
brother. His class hatred is 

aroused and he decides to get 
them destroyed 

The film is set in the 
Emergency and as a political 
film it IS stimulating despite 
some flaws Utpaleridu Chak- 
raborty emerges as an exciting 
filmmaker, dm Pun puts in a 
compelling performance and 
so does Anil Chatterjee. 
Neem Annapurna: Radha 
(Bidhan Sarani; 553045)- 
noon. 

Brajo is a schoolmaster- 
turned-labourer who loses his 
job in a factory at Asansol He 
comes to Calcutta to look for 
another job and has to live in a 
slum. He has a wile and two 
daughters and, inevitably, the 
family is soon on the verge of 
starvation. Yet Brajo and his 
wife hang on to middle- 
class anchors. 

A starkly realistic projection 
of poverty, Neam Annapurna 
moves Its viewers out of their 
complacency. 

FOREIGN FILMS 

NEW RELEASES 

The French Lieutenant's 
Woman (A): Tige' (Chownng-' 
hee Roach 235977)-^ shows 

Meryl Streep and Jeremy 
Irons are the leading stars of 
this filrn. 
No. 1 Of The Secret Service 
(A): Jamuna (Marquis Street. 
243715)—4 shows 
Final Countdown: Minerva 
(Chowringhee Place, 

241052)—4 shows. 
An amazing incident starring 

Kirk Douglas and Martin 
Sheen 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Paris I Love You (A): Metro 
(Chowringhee Road 
233554)—noon 
Supersnooper. New Empire 
(Humayun Place; 231403)— 
12, 3. 6. 8 30 

A spoof on me supercop, 
and done by Terence Hill who 
seldom fails to entertain. Deal¬ 
ing with the absurd adventure 
of the otherwise foolish cop. it 
shows how he manages to get 
himself exposed to a nuclear 
accident and comes out with 
incredible powers The wier- 
dest of escapades form the 
rest of the film 

Fun for those who like the 
Hill type of humour 

TV 

CALCUTTA 

The weekly programme was 
not available at the time of 
going to press 

DHAKA 

25 September 
6,50: Sports programme. 
9 00’ Film: Hart To Hart. 
Second Channel 
7.30; Film: Best Of The West' 
Alfred Hitchcock Presents. 



26 September 
6.30: Certoon: Fang Face' 
Woody Woodpecker 
7,00; Tagore's song. 
10,25; FflirT: Wheefs. 
27 Sa^ember 
7.30. Film: Different .Strokes. 
8.55t Drama aeriee: Sokal 
Sondhya 
10.25' Film; Traper John MD. 
Second Channel 
6.30: Sports programme. 
28 SeMember 
6.30: Cartoon: Battle Of The 
Planets 
9.00' Film: Man.From Atlantis. 
Second Channel 
7.25: Film: M*A*S*H 
29 leptember 
8.3Cr Drama of ttta waak: 
Shey Chokh 
10.25: Film: Yes Minister. 
Second Channel 
6.30: Film: Great Western 
Theatre. 
30 Saptambar 
6.30 Cartoon; Littfest Hobo/ 
The Spider Man. 
10.25: Friday Night CInama: 
Bengali feature film; Onak 
Dinar Ghana. 
Second Channel 
8.30' Drama 
NOTE: The timings given 
hare are Dhaka timlnga. 1ST 
will ba 30 mlnutaa was In 
each caaa. 

RECORDb 

Oladya Knight and The 
cannot even be attributed 

the dislinction of being distinc- 
tivaly bad. Their 37.04 minute- 
long effort possesses all the 
monotony and unoriginality, 
both in music and lyrics, of 
those ^ens of hundreds of 
pieces of “music" on sale—not 
even an exceptionally bad 
quality to merit a negative re¬ 
view. 

But of course, if one iooks 
hard enough (or should that be 
listened hard enough?)for the 
better among the bad, one will 
have to agree that Gladys did 
try to redeem the whole effort 

in the last number on side 2 / 
Will Survive. This number and 
Change (also side 2) are hon¬ 
est attempts at interesting 
music—sung with fervour 
help )d by appropriate backing 
for the vocals, slow for a 
change and not rushed 
through like the others are. 
Another number that can be 
classed with these two is Is 
That'll Will Make You Happy 
(side 1)—a soothing number 
whose mellow effect' would 
have more impact had the 
splicing been tighter. 

As ror the rest, the only 
Interest they might arouse is 
the amazing consistency with 
which the names of the num¬ 
bers echo our reaction to 
them: or at least seem a pun 
on the song itself. Take ^by 
Don't Waste My Time for ex¬ 
ample. A classic, the name 
cos by the time you are 
through the track, you are 
ready to throw the words*back 
at the group and the cymbals 
which kept clashing through 

the number with frustrating 
regjilarity. 

The Pips seem to have de¬ 
clared battle r^al against 
Gladys m / Will Fight and not 
for a moment is her voice and 
their music in harmony 

What's left of the cassette 
can be written 'off- as middle- 
class disco. The bass bogs 
down A Friend Of Mine. The 
lyrics of Love Was Made For 
Two are tragic and may put 
lovers off love and music for 
good. Reach High is strictly 
disco, may induce gyrations 
but no comments. As for God 
Is—Its breackneck tempo 
hardly leaves time for the lyrics 
to sink in. The music fails to 
put across what the song 
means—god is. God Help is' 
probably how us doomed 

•souls will react. 

AMHi4wnMN; Biswaroopa 
(Raja Ra) Kissen Street: 

553262). 
Based on a novel by Rishi 

Bankimchandra and directed 
by Rashbehan Sarkar, the play 
has Supriya Devi-as its star 
attraction.* * 
Afhatan: Rangana (153,2A 

.Acharya Prafulla Chandra 
Road: 556846). 

Written by wru Mukheriee, 
the play has been directed by 
Gyanesh Mukherjee, and the 
star attraction is the versatile 
Anup Kumar. 
BUtor: Rungmahal (7S'1B 
Bidhan Saram: 551619). 

Subhendu Chatterjee and 
Subrata Chatleriee along- with 
San'tosh Dutta form the lead¬ 
ing part of the cast in this play 
directed by Samar Mukhtwjee 
from Samaresh Basu's story, 
.Ratbadhu; Jogesh Mime 
Academy (Kalighat Park: 
460746) 

Partha Pratim Choudhury 
directs this play which has 
Basanta Choudhury, Robin 
Maiumdar, Debraj Roy, Bimal 
Deb.'Biplab Chatte^, Sara- 
lubala Debi, Bulbul Choudhury 
and newfind Sumita Mukher¬ 
iee in the leading roles. 
Ranfinl: Circarena <6 Raja 
Raj Kissen Street, 557213), 

the play is based on 
Samaresh Basu's Bijon 
BIbhuin arxf is directed by 
Samar Mukheriee. The leading 
artistes are Haradhan Baner- 

Saiten Mukheriee, Samar 
heriee, Srirup Mitra, Bapi 

Mitra, Jayasree Sen, Debika 
Mitra, Qeeta Karmakar, Aloka 
Ganmiy, Geeta Dey and Miss 
Shemli. 
BaiWiidhsn: Star (79/3/4 
Bidhan Saram: 551139/4077). 

The story centres around 
.ArM who lived with her mater¬ 
nal uncle Binode, aunt Kamala 
and warHi'athpi Satyaprasan- 
na. They live in harrnony till 
Kamala's niece Rekha comes 
to stay for her B.A. exams. 
Daughter of rich parents. 
Rekha continues her lifestyle 
even at her not so wall off 
aunt’s. TrouMe starts when 
after paying Rekha's examina¬ 
tion lees, Kamala runs out of 
money. To complicate matters, 
Rekha makes advances to 
ktanoj, a rising doctor mtonded 
to be Arati’s groom. However, 
all the complications are 
solved amicably. 

Ranjitinull Kankarla direcis 
this family drama which has 
Mahendra Gupta, KaN Baner- 
iee, Haridhan Mukherjee. 
Satindra Bhattacharya, 
Kalyani Mondol, Mardu Cnak- 
rab^ and Prasenfit ih the 
leaekng roles. 
•hakiM FmiMWM: Natali 
Maneh (Kaiser Street; 
3&39tt). 

bu- )h.-> 

Below are the ratings of bestselling books for the week ending 
September 17 1963. 
Ftotien 

1. Shame by Saiman Rushdie 
2. Eaocel by Jack Higgins 
3. Hollyweod Wives by Jackie Collins 
4. The Dark 8Mto el M BaMm by John Starr 
5. Aoceptahts Leasee by kwin Shaw 
6. Croaelnas by Oaniede Steel 
7. The AneMe IMeae by Wilbur Smith 
8. A Violanen by ChartoRe Lamb 
9. Laos by Shirm Conran 

10. Promises le mow by Thomas Fleming 
Nen-iMiion 

1. CadiNiry’a BountvMa Boob of tfnewlaiBa 
2. The CnUdrefi’a Beek of Queetlene A Answers 

petopus) 
3. PuNbw Your Own Strinas by Wayne Dyer 
4. The Coi^i^ VWeo GwWe hy T. Smith 
5. Quinneee Beek of WerW Beeerde 1663 gfhis tot is based on information given by; Oxford Book A 
tationary Compariy, KwaWy Book Company (Dharamtaka 

and New Alipwe), modem Book Dapot and W. .Newman A Co 
ltd) 
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Muktierjee, Uma Oey. Pradip 
Mukherjee, Nandini Malleya 
and Kelaki Dutta form the 
leading cast of this play 
directed by Biman Roy from 
Sanjib Chatterjee's story. 

Sraematl Bhayankarl: Bi|on 
Theatre (5A Raja Raj Kissen 
Street; 558402). 

Robt Ghosh, who acts as 
well as directs, along with Sho- 
ma Mukherjee and Lily Chak- 
■•aborty are the mam attrac¬ 
tions of the play. 

Sujata: Sujata Sadan (Hazra 
Road). 

25 September: 6.30 pm 
Aa/dara/ian—-A play by 

Monoj Mitra and directed by 
Kumar Roy, will be staged by 
Bohurupee. The participants 
include Amar Ganguly. Kumar 
Roy, Kaliprasad Ghosh, Tara- 
pada MuKherjee, Namita Ma- 
jumdar, Sunil Sarkar. Soumitra 
Bose. Utpal Bhattacharya. AtuI 
Saha, Partha Goswami, 
Goutam Bose, Ramen Sanyal, 
Dilip Roy and Madhumita 
Mukherjee. 

At Academy of Fine Arts 
(Cathedral Road; 444205). 
25 Septembers 6.30 pm 

In aid of Vivekananda Nidhi, 

NaalhbaV Anaathbal, a play 
dramatised by and featuring 
Saoli Mitra and produced by 
Sombhu Mitra will be staged 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road; 449937). 
25 September: 7.30 

A gnazal evening by Sabir 
Khan and Aruna Kundnani. 

At Calcutta Swimming Club 
(Strand Road; 232894) 

26 September: 6.30 pm 
Saptarag presents Ustad 

Amjad All Khan in a program¬ 
me of sarod recital and an 
Odissi dance performance by 
Sutapa Outta Gupta with Guru 
Kelucharan Mahapatra on 
pakhawaj The programme is 
sponsored by No 10 Filter 

At Kala . Mandu 
(Shakespeare Sarani; 
449086). 
26 Sepitember: 6 pm 

Capstan Filter Kings and 
UBC commemorate Uday 
Shankar death anniversary 
with seminar, music and dance 
recital The seminar partici¬ 
pants include Timir Baran, 
Annada Shankar Ray, Dr Pra- 
tap Ch. Chunder, Amala. 
Shankar, Lila Ray, Nirmalya 
A’charya, Tapas Sen, Amitava 
Chowdhury, K.S. Mathur, P. 
Raghavan, Shiva. Sankaran 
and Chiraniilai Shah. The 
artistes for music and dance 
performances are Ravi Shank- 

lliertro AH Klian' 

Sutapa Dutta Gupta: lyrical grace 

ar (recorded), Achyuta The Informer and The Jfiwish 
Narayan, Shanti Bose, Anan- Wife in Bengali with Subraia 
da and Tanusree Shankar, Nandi, Oipika Roy, Anik Dutta, 
Mamata Shankar and Chan- Uj|wal Gupta and Snhag Sen ^ 
draday Ghosh, Arindam and in the leading roles. Direction: * 
Amitava Chattegee, Sreemati Sohag Sen 
and Barun Dutta, Anupama At Kala Mandir (B) 
Sengupta and Onkar Mullick (Shakespeare Sarani: 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed- 449086) 
ral Road; 449937). 30 Sejirtember: 6.30 pm 
26 September: 6 pm The Gorky Sadan Youth 
Natyayan celebrates its I0th Orchestra will be givirra a con- 
anniversary with the play cert of Chamber works The 
Goopee Gyne Bagha Byne works of Mozart, Scarlatti, 

At Academy of Fine Arts Vivaldi and Rachmaninov will 
(Cathedral Road; 444205). be performed. The soloists are 
27 September: 6.30 pm Pradip Nag, Anirban S Nandy, 

The death anniversary of Debashis Mitra and Sanjoy 
Raja Rammohun Roy will be Mullick. 
observed by Raja Rammohun At Gorky Sadan (Acharya 
Roy Commemoration Com- J.C. Bose Road), 
mitlee. 1 October; 6 pm 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed- Surasagar Society presents 
ral Road; 449937) a programme of classical 
27 September; 7 pm music in memory of the late 

Chetana presents its re- Ustad Chand Khan (Aftabe 
nrjwned. play Jagannalh, writ- Mousiqi); with a violin recital by 
ten and directed by Arun Sri Samar Sil and Sri Sujit 
Mukherjee. with Shibshankar Saha on tabla, and a vocal 
Ghosh, Biplabketan Chakra- recital by Sri Arun Bhaduri with 
borty, Swapna Mitra and Arun Sri Samar Saha on tabla. 
Mukherjee in the leading roles. At Burdwan Rajbati Jal- 

At Academy of Fine Arts sagharflOA Diamond Harbour 
(Cathedral Road; 444205). Road; Cal-27). 
29 September: 7.30 pm 1 October; 6 pm 

Regent Kir^ and Tal present Bani Chakra celebrates 25th 
jointly with Birla Planetarium anniversary with Tagore's 
and AUC Jazz Club. Indo-jazz dance drama Shyama. The 
fusions-JCa/ki featuring Arthur participants include Dwijen 
Graaas (guitar), Nicky Coelho Mukherjee, Srikumar Chatter- 
(saxophone), Ajoy Bardhan jee, Sumitra Sen. Bandana 
(flute) Subhas Dutt (tabla) and Sinha and Sumitra Basu in 
S. Sekhar (mridangam). songs; and Naresh Kumar. 

• At Birla Planetarium (J.L. Snigdha Goswami. Saiidip 
Nehru Road; 441554). Banerjee and N.K. Shivasank- 
30 September; 7 pm aran In dances. 

A Brechtian celebration: En- At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed- 
sembie presents the two pte^s ral Road; 449937).. 



SARAT AWARD 

Rifiht: The 71-year-old Bimal 
Mitra, was awarded the Sarat 
Purashkar, 1983 for his con¬ 
tribution to Bengali Litera¬ 

ture by the Sarat Samiti last 
week. Coming with the hon¬ 

our was a cash prize ot Rs 
10,000. Earlier, he won the 

Rabindra Award in 1964 His 
first novel. Sahib, Bibi, Cho- 

lam, was serialised in Desh 
from November 1952. Re¬ 
marking that he was very 

pleased to win the award, 
Mitra, who got Rs five for his 

first published short story, 
added that writers should 
not write "for the sake of 

winning awards." 

MUSIC IN HIS BLOOD 

Left: Akashvani, announcing the results of the 
AIR music competition, 1983, named a Calcutta 
talent, Santanu Bandopadhyay. He won the first 
prize in Hindustani music, for his khayalitem. 
The 23-year-old physics graduate comes from 
the Bishnupurg/iarana, has a father who is a 
music professor in the Rabindra Bharati Uni¬ 
versity and a grandfather who was a Sangc'et 
Acharya. 



RAAKHEE 
RETURNS 

The last time Raakhee 
was seen in a Bengali 
film was KalankinT. 
And now she has 
come back to do the 
pivotal role in a 
bilingual (Hindi and 
Bengali), Paroma. It is 
an acknowledged fact 
that the hazel-eyed 
Bombay star is also 
one of the finest 
actresses India has. 
What gives the film an 
additional charge is 
the fact that it has the 
story, screenplay and 
direction of Aparna 
Sen, who has just ab¬ 
out managed to brush 
off the last feathers in 
her cap for J6, 
Chowringhee £ane. 



CALCUTTA / Raju Prasad 



Close-iqp is for dose-ups 
Singing under the umbrella on a rainy 

day, sharing smiles... sharing gtxxl times. And 
you’re confident because youW used Close up. 

Transparent, red Close ups two super 
whiteners leave your teeth their whitest and its 
special mouthwadi keeps your breath its freshest. 

So, smile a close up smile and stay amfident, 
because after afl. Close up is frjr close ups. The Toodroasg and Mouthwash in One 

LINTAS CX 58 241« 
A OwriWy Product t>y HifHKiSTAN 



Presenting India’s first med&cated cleanser 

Oily skin ? 
Clearasil Medicated 
Cleanser helps 
prevent facial skin 
problems caused by 
oily skim 

oily skim need more than 
aoap and water. 

Oily skin is a major cause of 
skin problems. It attracts dirt 
which clogs the pores. Soap and 
water just can't reach beyond 
surface dirt 

Specially formulated for oily 
akin. 

Clearasil Medicated Cleanser, 
formulated by dermatologists, 
has a deep cleansing action and 
a specially medicated formula its 
oil-dissoMng and cleansing agent$ 
unclog poires, reach deep 
down to lift out hidden dirt 

Here’a proof 1 See for yonraelf. 
First wash your face as usual. 

Now soak some cotton with 
Clearasil Cleanser. Wipe your 
face with it. See that dirt? That’s 
where soap and water failed And 
Clearasil Cleanser cleaned. 

decHtisil 
medicated cleanser 

Protective medication 
conMnaea to fight skin 
pnddesBS. 

For hours. Even after you’ve 
used it Clearasil medication wilF 
continue to protect your skin 
hours after you use it Recom¬ 
mended usage is twice or thrice 
a day. 

medlcalecl 
fcfr dean, clear, hetithy skin. 

loaM/eeag-e' 





CINEMA / ‘Paroma’ 

AFARNA SEN’S NEW Fn,H 

A traditional beauty, 
playing out the 
monotony of her 
role of devoted 
wife, mother, 
daughter and 

daughter<in-law, rediscovers her 
personal identity only when she 
gets involved with a younger man. 
That, in a nutshell, is the* story of 
Paroma (The Ultimate Woman) with 
which Aparna Sen has just begun 
her second directorial innings. 

Paroma's (Raakhee) life which has 
hitherto only subscribed ta the con¬ 
servative formula of dedication to 
husband (Deepankar De), home and 
hearth, changes dramatically when 
plunged into an affair with Rahul 
Ray (Mukul Sharma). Rahul is a 
young Indian photo-journalist resid¬ 
ing in America whose values and 
ways expose her to the freshness of 
love and laughter beyond her inhi* 
bited* circumscribed limits,. 

Paroma is Aparna's own story 
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and script which has taken almost a, 
year's preparation to complete. It is 
obvious she is proud, and legiti¬ 
mately so, of her effort to maintain 
an unremitting commitment to qual¬ 
ity, at the expense, perhaps, of time. 
“It was necessary,” says Apama, "to 
postpone writing altogether for brief 
periods in order to correct the pers¬ 
pective and ensure objectivity.” The 
script was subjected to changes from 
time to time, a constructive process 
she always finds “immensely ex¬ 
citing.” 

After the experience of making 
.36, Chowringhee Lane, Aparna feels 
that "it is important to achieve an 
equilibrium between trying to create 
something perfect and getting on 
with the business. Over- 
deliberativeness is likely to lead to 
creative impotence,” she feels. A 
more confident Aparna is proud of 
jhis self-examination and discovery. 

But this time she faces another 
problem: the pressures of living up 
to the expectations created by the 
awards and accolades won by 36, 
Chowringhee Lane. Thankfully for 
her, she is totally down-lo-earth 
about it: “Of course, 1 am more 
nervous about ilelivering the goods 
this time. Before .36,1 did not have a 
directorial reputation to live up to.”' 
Her face, with its radiant tan creases 
into a smile as she adds, “The moot 
point, however, is that one’s efforts 
ought not to be spared. 1 will try to 
avoid making some of the mistakes I 
made earlier, although 1 will prob¬ 
ably make many fresh ones!” 

■fill now, the most tension-ridden 
and time-consuming has been her 
search for the 'right' Rahul. Gautam 
Ghosh (of Dokhol fame), whom she 
had initially approached, was un¬ 
able to offer dates and Naseeruddin 
Shah (about whom Aparna was ex¬ 
tremely hopeful) was going on a haj. 
This necessitated his shaving off his 
head, a predicament that did not 
suit Paroma’s existing schedules 
either. Time was running out and 
deadlines had to be met. 

Apama was totally aware of the 
disadvantages of a non-actor when 
she finally decided on Mukul, her 
husband. "If he wasn’t my husband I 
wouldn’t be so apprehensive. I am 
conscious of the criticism this might 
generate if he is anything short of 
good. Either way the responsibility 
is mine.” 

tTw picturts on this page show 
Apama Son’s diroetorial touches, 
with Raafchae (to^ and Mukul 
Sharma (bottom). The picture In 
the mldclle shows the IomI pair 
PiWffllignlW WMliW 



Aparna points out the finar points 

Howover. so far she has been 
fairlv satisfied with Mukul’s per¬ 
formance. "I have been rehearsing 
with him extensively for some lime 
now and find him getting under the 
skin of the character progressively," 
she notes with a degree of fcon- 
tentedness. The trick obviously is to 
associate an innate creative resour- 
ctffulness with receptivity to sugges¬ 
tion. 

The advantage here is that a new¬ 
comer has less prct.onceived no¬ 
tions about the medium. Besides. 
Mukul is adept at both Hindi and 
Bengali, an obvious advantage since 
the film is a double version. 

In contrast, the choice of I’aroma 
proved to be no problem at all; 
Aparna had Raakhee in mind even 
while writing the script because 
“she looked the part.” 

She does not anticipate any prob¬ 
lems just because Raakhee is pre¬ 
dominantly a commercial artiste. "If 
a person has the intelligence and 
capacity to understand the differ¬ 
ence between the kind of team spirit 
required to undertake a good, artis 
tic film and a merely commercial 
one. then one should be able to 
adjust adequately,” she says. “The^ 
role is a powerful one. It is essential-' 
ly Paroma’s film and much is up to 
the star." 

iThe first shooting stint, which 
tinJcViar) taef week, had been a 10- 

whlle Raakhee «nd Ak«h«y, the h 

day concentrate. The most harrow¬ 
ing portions were the scenes depen¬ 
dent on the whims of the climate. 
Also, over-crowding by visitors and 
well-wishers in some of the 
cramped accommodation they 
were shooting in, only compounded 
problems. 

“I like to do detailed work and 
find such constraints difficult, espe¬ 
cially where atmosphere and mood 
is integral to the script,” Aparna 
protests. Overall, however, opera¬ 
tions were fairly smooth, even 
allowing for the unforeseen snarl- 
ups that a double version normally 
takes. 

"Also 1 don’t think I delegate 
responsibility too cleverly. No one, 
even with the best of intentions, is 
as concerned with the film like 
one’s own child as I am. Temper¬ 
amentally, I tend to get over-anxious 
ver3' quickly and end up doing a lot 
of work myself,” frets Aparna. 

I asked if it was not somewhat 
curious that her second film is also 
woman-oriented. “Yes, that is 
perhaps because I am closer to a 
woman’s experience. But 36 was 
essentially about loneliness. The 
school teacher could even have been 
a man. This film is diametrically 
different in that it explores a par¬ 
ticular woman’s personal suffering 
through certain deeply personal ex¬ 
periences.” 

dl dialogue writer, watch 

The film has a serious social, 
thematic content. The commercial 
intention is not deliberate but. adds 
Ms Sen, “I never forget the audience 
because I don't believe in making 
personal films. Story, structure, de¬ 
tails of images, effects, moods, a 
strong dramatic curve and a logical, 
sequential presentation are impor¬ 
tant aspects of a film.” Aparna is 
alive with enthusiasm as her words 
tumble over themselves. 

She has a long paean of praise for 
the producers of Paroma (Usha En¬ 
terprises of Calcutta) who have been 
extremely cooperative and have 
given here complete independence. 
Yet, as a woman director in India, 
there is one problem that is perhaps 
unique. As she explains: “Making a 
film is a fulltime job and so'is 
running a household and looking 
after the family. Unlike most other 
directors, I don’t have a wife who 
can help out in that department! 
And this time, with MukuTs own 
involvement with the film, the neg¬ 
lect is acute and the biggest sufferers 
are the children." The guilt bothers 
her but there is little she can do. 

And to my pointed, “How do you 
feel directing your own husband?” 
she says protectively, “Not bad at 
all." Mukul is more matter of fact 
about the same question. “I ani 
doing exactly what 1 am told to do. 
It’s almost like real life’" he quips- 



One of the first pre-conditions 
Mukul fulfilled was a loss of ten 
pounds of weight to approximate 
the ‘Rahul’ look. "At first I wasn’t 
part' ularly keen because I felt 
Rpona (Aparna) was taking a deli¬ 
cate risk," says Mukul. But Aparna 
insisted that it was a celculated one 
and that buoyed Mukul’s spirits. He 
got down to rehearsing in right 
earnest, although he has otherwise 
not been directly involved with 
other production operations. 

Yet, it is not as if Mukul has no 
opinion on the art of cinema mak¬ 
ing. “Reena and myself have dif¬ 
fered in our opinion regarding cer¬ 
tain aspects of the film but to facili¬ 
tate matters, I try not to let the 
arguments get out of hand. After all, 
she is the boss on her own tested 
territory!” ho concedes. 

Does the role give him the jitters? 
Mukul, who is enjoying the new¬ 
found publicity, rea.sons that: “I am 
not obligated to feel nervous be¬ 
cause I am not a good actor, 
although I do feel obligated to do my 
best. It may not be a great job 
ultimately but it should be a compe¬ 
tent one. I am fairly relaxed at the 
moment since I don’t have any 
public image to live up to yet." 

But the beautiful doe-eyed 
Raakhee's comments on the 
same subject are far more taci¬ 

turn. A natural reserve, often mis¬ 
taken for snobbery, surfaces occa¬ 
sionally. The scope, range and pow¬ 
er of Paroma’s role is immense and 
Raakhee is clearly worried about 
whether she will be able to meet the 
demands of the character. “It is a 
great responsibility," she says in all 
seriousness. 

When Aparna had first met her 
regarding the role, Raakhee had felt 
instantaneously drawn to the sincer¬ 

ity and .sensitivity of the person. As 
she recalled; “I felt i had known her 
for several years. I was thoroughly 
impressed with the in-depth percep¬ 
tion of characters and situations and 
in particular the creation and evolu¬ 
tion of Paroma's role.” 

Raakhee’s face, all ready for her 
next shot, is engagingly olive as she 
continues. "Generally I do not come 
across scripts or characters so clear¬ 
ly delineated." 

She has been ruminating on the 
role for some time now and hopes 
that her performance will approxi¬ 
mate Aparna’s original conception 
and create an intense experience. 
Raakhee has taken up the challenge 
and is determined to make a go (jf a 
proposition the kind which one 
comes acro.ss all too rarely. 

Yet the intimate scenes with 
Rahul had given her second 
thoughts about the offer because she 
felt she would not be able to handle 
these scenes competently. "My in¬ 
herent inhibitions were a hand¬ 
icap,” she admits. 

Fortunately, a via media was 
worked out. There was a kissing 
sequence but in that, says Raakhee, 
“Aparna and I mutually agreed to 
create the impression without sacri¬ 
ficing the underlying mood. The 
exposure is limited to a fraction of 
bare shoulders only and I have no 
serious objection to that." 

She has an unequivocal admira¬ 
tion for Aparna whom she considers 
a true artiste capable as much of 
artistic visualisation as efficient ex¬ 
ecution. She feels that it is tough to 
be a woman director in a man's 
world but finds Aparna in control of 
her situation whether it is master¬ 
minding a composition or simply 
dispensing routine instructions. 

"Although the expression, j)or- 
trayal and development of Paroma is 

The director with cinematographer Ashok Mehta 

ultimately my business. I find my¬ 
self eagerly responding to the 
directorial suggestions,” she admits. 

And what about working with a 
new'comer? "Tha't," Raakhee is 
emphatic, "does not.affect me at all. 
Here 1 trust the director’s judgement 
entirely. In fact I now feel that aq 
inexperienced person can be tnore 
refreshing and malleable.” 

Being a Bombay star, Raakhee’s 
acceptance of a different kind of role 
and film has been viewed with a 
measure of criticism in certain quar¬ 
ters. 

"It is not that 1 have not done 
artistic, meaningful cinema before," 
retorts Raakhee. "In fact, after the 
early phase of my career, I have been 

fairly particular about the quality of 
roles offered. In Paroma I have tried 
to be accommodating, to suit the 
inelasticity of a small budget film. 
The role is a purposeful one emd that 
is a major consideration. For an 
out-and-out commercial undertak¬ 
ing, 1 would not hesitate to quote my 
full price/” 

Shooting in Calcutta has been 
quite comfortable so far for Raakhee 
who finds the working team’s in¬ 
volvement and devotion as profes¬ 
sionals as anywhere else. 

The producer, Mr Sukhendu 
Guha. was suitably inspired by .'16, 
Cfiowringhee Lane, and approached 
Aparna for her next film soon after. 
He is confident that F^aromo has as 
much artistic potential as commer¬ 
cial viability. He is happy with the 
emancipated, yet sympathetic, ing¬ 
redients of the script. Raakhee as the 
choice for the heroine’s role and has 
no apprehension about debutant 
Mukul's inexperience either. "The 
director’s decision is good enough 
for me,” he concludes with an ing¬ 
ratiating smite. 

Ashok Mehta whose brilliant 
photography for 36 received rare 
reviews is behind the camera again 
with Paronin. 36 contributed in no 
uncertain teams to his career accel¬ 
eration. Ashok has done films like 
Mnndi, Utsav. Nirvana and fVhre- 
dor in the interim period and more 
than doubled his rates since. 

If all goes well the shooting of the 
film will be complete by january '84 
and Paroma will be ready for release 
by the middle of next year. Not too 
long to see if the brilliance of 36, 
Chowringhee Lone can be sustained. 
Aparna Sen is .not the only person 
waiting to find that out. 

Renu Roy 

Photographs: Jayant Das 



NOSTALGIA / Madame Grand 

ODEEN OF THE GANGES AND THE SEINE 
^ -r - - - -    ■■ I . . .. - I - -  ■ -J . ■ - ■ - -  - -   »■ . 

What happened to Madame Grand, India’s most historic beauty, 
after she left Calcutta? IT was at Chandannagar, says 

H. E. A. Cotton in Calcutta Old 
and New (1909), that one of 
)ohn Company’s servants fell 
in love with a maiden of Chan¬ 
dannagar, who was destined 

to bear the palm for beauty not only 
by the Ganga. but by the Seine. As 
Dupleix is the hero of Chandanna¬ 
gar. so Catherine Noel Werlee is its 
heroine. 

Here on July 10, 1777, she was 
married at the uneanonicai hour of 1 
am to Mr C»eoige Francois Grand, 
then 38, formerly n captain but then 
an English civil servant, of Norman 
extraction, and educated at Lausan¬ 
ne. Her father, Pierre Werlee, was a 
seafaring Breton, who, before he was 
20, was a Hooghly pilot, a post of 
even more importance then with the 
French than with the English. 

He rapidly rose to be master pilot 
and died at Chandannagar in 1786 at 
the age of 6.t, Capitaine du Port, and 
Chevalier of the Order of St Louis. 
Hickey irninortalises him. “Werlee 
the French pilot, still renjains quiet 
at his station at Balasore." His 
daughter Catherine was born 
November 21, 1762 at Tranquebar, a 
Danish settlement, but. spent her 
childhood at Chandannagar. She 
died in Paris on December 10, 1835. 

W'hen J. |. Cotton visited Paris 
after her death he wrote in Corpus 
Verses, (reproduced in Calcutta 
Faces and Places in Pre-Camera 
Days, published by the Calcutta 
Historical Society in 1910)- 

Was it the half Danish air 
0/your birthplace mode you 
fair? 
Surely same auspicious star 
Shone that night at 7'ranquebur 
And a more than human hope 
Cast the childish horoscope. 
How you were reserved to reign 
Queen of Ganges, Queen of 
Seine. 
Once I wondered many miles 
Through the painting.v of 
Versoille.s 
Till I lighted upon one 
By Gerard's own fingers done. 
Portrait of a fairy form 
V/hich took continents by storm. 
In whose eves we still may see 

Wondrous Indian witchery. 
What happened to Madame 

Grand after her marriage at Chan¬ 
dannagar at the age of 14 years, nine 
months, till her death in Paris at the 
age of 73? There could hardly be a 
story more full of htiman interest 
than that which made Catherine 
Noel Werlee of Chandannagar into 
the Princess of Benovento in Paris. 

Madame Grand lived in Cal¬ 
cutta with her newly mar¬ 
ried hu.sband at a house, 

which H. E. Busteed in his Echoes 
from Old Calcutta (1897 edition) is 
unable to place, but which, accord¬ 
ing to H. E. A. (’.otton, tradition 
places in the modern Alipore Lane, 
it was there that Grand hurried on 
the night of December 8,1778, w'hen 
news was brought to him at Council¬ 
lor Barwell's supper table that “Mr 
Francis was caught in my house and 
secured by my /emodar.' Grand had 
left the bungalow "the happiest 
man” to sup with Harwell. Scarcely 
had he sat down, when a messenger 
brought the news that Councillor 
Philip Francis had been caught at 
Grand’s hou.se. (Francis had brought 
a “bamboo ladder” and entered.) 

Grand rushed from the table and 
called upon Warren Hastings' milit¬ 
ary secretary, Major William Pal¬ 
mer, to request the use of his sword 
and his aid as a friend. The Major 
accompanied him to Alipore where 
they found a Mr Shee held down on 
a chair in a lower apartment, beg¬ 
ging the servants to be released. The 
jemadar declared that he had first 
seized Mr Francis "to meet the 
vengeance of his master” as Francis 
came out of the house to take away 
the ladder, but that Shee had upon a 
loud whistle from Francis scaled the 
wall and rushed in with others with 
the result that the chief culprit had 
escaped during the scuffle which 
had ensued, and as Busteed says, 
“whereupon it would seem that the 
jemuddr. deeming it prudent to re¬ 
tain some tangible proof of his pro- 

^wess, for the satisfaction of his 
master" had substituted Shee. the 
most prominent of Francis’ liber¬ 
ators. 

Grand eventually ordered the re¬ 
lease of Mr Shee and without seeing 
his wife returned to Major Palmer’s 
where “seated on a chair born.e 
down with the deepest grief” he 
"anxiously awaited the morning.” 
The night over, he wrote to the 
“undoer of my happiness" to invite 
him to a duel The invitation was 
politely declined. Francis writing in 
his letter that “conscious of having 
done me no injury, and knowing 
that 1 laboured under a complete 
mistake, he begged leave to decline 
the proposed invitation, and that he 
had the honour to remain my most 
obedient, etc, etc.” 

As Francis sought satisfaction 
from others on two later occasions, 
it is unlikely he was disinclined to 
duel, but only did so on thi.s occa¬ 
sion to avoid tarnishing Madame 
Grand’s name, as she was innocent. 
To quote Grand, “I now returned 
home, sent for Mrs Grand’s sister 
and brother-in-law from Chander- 
nagore....an interview was entreated 
and could nut be denied. It lasted 
three hours, with the most poignant 
lamentations. I heard an unvar¬ 
nished relation of the baseness of 
the arts employed. 1 pitied her from 
my heart. I sincerely forgave her, 
and with a sorrow dopioucliiug to 
distraction we parted." 

Supreme Court Action: Thwarted 
in his attempt to take Francis’ blood, 
Grand was successful in securing 
satisfaction of a more substantial 
nature. An action in the Supreme 
Court of Calcutta followed, and was 
fried by three judges, Impey, Hyde 
and Chambers, judgement was deli¬ 
vered against Francis, the majority 
holding that although no guilt had 
been substantiated, the wrong done 
to Grand by injuring his wife's repu¬ 
tation should be liberally compen¬ 
sated. (Grand sought “fifteen hun¬ 
dred thousand sicca rupees.”) 

The sum of Rs 50,000 was de¬ 
cided upon as the measure of dam¬ 
ages: and while the Chief Justice 
was delivering judgment for that 
amount, Justice Hyde, in his ostensi¬ 
ble zeal for the cause of morality, 
interposed with “siccas siccas. 
Brother Imoev”—the current rupee 



lieing then worth 11 per cent less 
than the sicca. Thus was created the 
animosity which afterward.s- leci to 
the impeachment of Impey, after lie 
had returned to England. 

A separate action for trespass, and 
damages of Rs fiO.OOO was filed hy 
Grand against Shee, The verdict was 
"one rupee damages, and one rupee 
costs." The whole subject has been 
treated in the most fascinating form 
by Dr Busteed. 

It must be said in defence of the 
lady that Francis always laid stress 
on her steady implacability to his 
advances and maintained to the last 
that, although a lover, he had not 
been a successful one. This was 
moreover, the view taken b^' one of 
the judges at the trial. It is impossi¬ 
ble to believe that Sir Robert Cham¬ 
bers, whose "opinion or protest” is 
reproduced by Busteed, meant 
otherwise than honestly when he 
wrote that he had never heard of an 
adverse judgement being given on 
such insufficient evidence. The sup¬ 
position also that Fram is could 
have been escorted to a meeting of 
the sort by a retinue of the best 
known men in Calcutta is barely 
credible. 

In the opinion of many at Calcut¬ 
ta, Madame Grand must have been 
more sinned against than sinning for 
she received later in her riverside 
retreat at Hooghly, where she lived 
under the protection of Francis, the 
visits of Wheler, a Member ofTloun- 
cil, and of Lady Chambers, the ess¬ 
ence of respectability, who nevei 
'took any step without first consult¬ 
ing her husband. “The muefi temp¬ 
ted child wife,” says Mr Julian Ciot- 
ton, “is surely entitled to our sym¬ 
pathy arid commiseration.” Accord¬ 
ing to the evidence at the trial, 
reproduced by Busteed. Grand went 
out every Tuesday evening till 11 
pm and left his wife alone to read or 
play with her ayah. 

According to Grand's account, he 
never set eyes on his wife again. 
Immediately after the trial, “he was 
advised by those friends who deeply 
felt for him, to change the air," and 
according to Hickey was appointed 
collectoc of "Tirhoot and Hajoe- 
pore.” While in North Bihar, he 
seems to have spent some of Fran¬ 
cis' siccas in founding an indigo 
enterprise. 

Lord Comwallis, on becoming 
Governor General, ordered him 
posted to Patna on August 27. 

1787 as judge and magistrate, and 
separately to divest himself of his 
indigo concerns. He remonstrated 

against tliis. Cliarges as to his con¬ 
duct as judg); at Patna having been 
laid as well, he was rcmiivnd Irorn 
the service in 1788. but he did not 
leave India until 179!). 

Busteed records; “Among his fel¬ 
low passengers was a Mahomedan 
of distinction. Mivza Aboo Talib 
Khan who has left a diverting pen 
picture of him, A Mr Grand was in 
the ne.\t ikiliin. a very passionate 
and delicate gentleman.' A storm 
overtaking them. 'Mr Grand who 
was of an enormous size and who.se 

An artist’s impression of 
Madame Grand 

cabin was separated from mine only 
by a canvas partition, fell with all 
his might upon my breast and hurt 
me excessively; what rendered this 
circumstance the more provoking 
was that if by an accident the smal¬ 
lest noi.se was made in my apart¬ 
ment he would call out with all that 
overliearing insolence which char¬ 
acterises the vulgar part of the En¬ 
glish ill their conduct of Orientals, 
‘What are you about? You won't let 
me get a wink of sleep,' and such 
other rude expre.ssions.' 

Grand tailed to get redn'ss from 
till) directors and in jniu* 18112 we 
find him in Paris, where lii.s foniier 
wife, whom lie did not meet and 
from whom he had lieen divon.ed 
lour years previousii, was moving 
in the first circle of fashionable 
society, and inliabiting the splendid 
chateau of Neuillv. Dr Busleed lias 
investigated the question ol the (fate 
of Madame Grand's departure from 
India, and there can be no doubt, as 
be savSi that the tollowiiig para¬ 
graph in Hickey’s Bengal Gazette for 
December 2, 1780, refers to the fact; 
"Samuel Tolfrv Esqr" (one of Fran¬ 
cis' attorneys in the trial) “has 
embarked for Europe with a fortune 
of three lacks (sirl of rupees; he 
intends pro(;eeding from Celon (sic 
or Coringa in the Dutch ship that 
carries home Mrs C...d" 

Francis himself did not accom¬ 
pany her, though Busteed feels he 
had intended to; he left India, 
according to one of Hasting’s letters, 
on December .3, 1780, having first 
“engaged a passage in a Dutch ship 
which he has left tor one in the 
Fox," and the very last entry in 
Francis’ diary is of similar import; 
“71h November. Disi;over at last that 
it is impossible to go in the Dutch 
shij), so resolve to take my passage 
in the Fox, Cajitain Biackburn." 

The next years; In a book pub¬ 
lished in 1905, referred to by H. E. 
A. (lotton, entitled Famous Women 
of Wit and Beauty, it is stated that 
Thomas Lewin of the Civil Service, 
"a brilliant man and a fine .seductive 
gentleman,’’ was a fellow voyager 
from India with Madame Grand, 
that he lived for some years with her 
in Paris, and that when he left her 
and returned to England, he settled 
an annuity upon her. The author, Mr 
John Fyvie, does not . name the 
sour(;e trom which he derives his 
information. 

Dr Busteed adds that he has failed 
to discover in the Indian Office any 
list of the passengers ol the Dutch 
ship in w'hir.h Madame Grand 
sailed. Busteed however quotes 
from the anonymous 1834 Life of 
Prince Talleyrand, translated by C. 
M. De Villemaresl that till 1792 she 
had been in the affections of the 
Vicomte de Lambertye. These refer¬ 
ences arc not without their interest, 
for 16 years were to elapse after her 
departure from Calcutta before she 
fell in with Talleyrand. 

According to Lady Francis’ 
memoirs of her husband. Madame 
Grand refused assistance from Fran¬ 
cis and went to reside in France, 
under the charge of two ladies, 



relatives oa Uer father's side upon 
whom she became largely depen¬ 
dent tor her support, and where 
Francis frequently went to see her, 
but she “resisted the temptation of 
renewing the improper part" of her 
association with him. 

Whether Talleyrand met Madame 
Grand in England, where he and she 
separately sought refuge in the early 
days of the Revolution, is nut cer¬ 
tain, but it is circumstantially men¬ 
tioned (says Dr Busteed) by 
Michaud in the B/ographie l/ni- 
vaiscllc that she came to Paris with 
him via Hamburg in the opening 
mouths of l79fi, and that Talleyrand 
shortly had the vexation to see his 
traveliing companion arrested and 
sent to prison. To obtain her release 
he wrote to Barras, the revolutionary 
director of France, which letter Dr 
Bu.steed sets out in full, in his 
Echoes from Old (Jolcutia, and 
which may also be found in the 
Memoirs ol Barras. 

.Since 1795 Barras hud been 
wielding great power as one of the 
revolutionary directors. He was now 
able to befriend Madame Grand. At 
the time of her reappearance with 
Talleyrand, Golrnache describes 
her “"Madame Grand had the kind 
of beauty whitdi is the rarest and 
most admired in Europe...She had 
moreover preserved a child-like 
grace in her expre.ssion and through¬ 
out her whole person." It was this 
which distinguished her from Pari¬ 
sian ladies who might perhaps have 
rivalled her in beauty. Thorealter 
until the year 1802, she did the 
honours of Talleyrand's table and 
salon, but without the right to bear 
his name. 

Second Marriage: The story goes 
that Bonaparte, on reports from 
Fouche, being scandalised at the 
fact that Talleyrand's semi-official 
receptions as foreign minister were 
held by Madame Grand, "ordered " a 
tharriage. The Empress losephine 
too is said to have been a warm 
advocate for the furtheraru.e of 
Madame Grand's wishes, and 
arranged a meeting of Madame 
Grand with Napoleon, an interfer¬ 
ence which some say Talleyrand did 
not forget when a few years later he 
supported Napoleon's sc;heme for a 
divorce. 

The ceromonv was performed on 
September 10, 1802, before the 
Mayor, Talleyrand's age being given 
as 48. 'The First Consul was remark¬ 
able for the want of even ordinary 
courtesy to ladies, but so pro¬ 
nounced was his cold demeanour to 
10 

‘In spite of the high 
position Madame Grand 
made for herself, there is 

no observation more 
common about her than 

that she was a very 
stupid woman’ 

Madame de Talleyrand that the wits 
of the day accounted for this resent¬ 
ment by the anecdote that when 
Madame de Talleyrand appeared 
first at court after her marriage. 
Bonaparte patrunisingly expressed 
the hope to her that the future good 
conduct of the Citi7,ene.ss Tal¬ 
leyrand would cause the indiscre¬ 
tions of Madame Grand to be forgot¬ 
ten. To which the bride naively 
replied liiat in this respect she could 
not do better than follow the exam¬ 
ple of Citizeness Bonaparte. 

The obliging Grand, who had ear¬ 
lier consented to a divorce, was 
provided ten days after her second 
marriage (20 September, 1802) by 
the Frenchified states of the Bata¬ 
vian Republic, at the request of 
Talleyrand, with an apointment at 
the Cape of Good Hope as Privy 
Councillor. He remarried and died 
at the Cape On January 17, 1820. 
writing Ins memoirs in 1814, under 
the title Ncirrative of the Life ol a 
Gentlenum /x)ng Resident in Indio 
(reproduced by the Cahmtta Histor¬ 
ical Society. 1910). Curiously, he 
gives his mother's family name in 
Normandy as Glen, de Virly. 

His wife's second matrimonial 
venture was hardly more fortunate 
than her first. After their marriage, 
lire Talleyrands lived at Neiiilly and 
were visited there by Sir Elijah 
Iinpey immediately after the Peace 
of Amiens. But the couple separated 
soon after the battle of Waterloo, 
and Madame la Princes.se visited 
England for a second time. While in 
Lonilon, she approached the Duke 
of Wellington in 1815 to effect a 
reconciliation: but apparently with¬ 
out success, for it is knov/n that she 
returned to France and lived apart 
from Talleyrand with an establish¬ 
ment of her own at the Villa Beau 
Sejour at Auteuil. 

IN his memoirs, published 50 
years after his death, Francis 
says: “Mrs Grand was the most 

hcautifol woman in Calcutta. She 
was tall, elegantly formed, the sta- 

*ture of a nymph, a complexion of 
unrivalled beauty and auburn hair 

of the most luxuriant profusion: tine 
blue eyes, with black lashes and 
eyebrows gave her countenance the 
must piquant singularity." Even 
when at the age of 36 she reappeared 
by the banks of the Seine, her 
loveliness created quite a sensation. 
Madame de Remusat records: “I 
have heard it said that she was one 
of the mo.st charming women of her 
time. She was tall, and her figure 
had all the suppleness and grace so 
c:ummon to women born in the East. 
Her complexion was dazzling, her 
eyes of the brightest blue. Her fair 
olden hair was of proverbial 
eauty." 

Busteed, however, adds; “In spite 
of the high position Madame Grand 
made for herself, there is no 
observation more common about 
her than that she was a very stupid 
woman." In seeming support of this 
the Comtessse de Boigne recounts in 
her Memoirs, Princess Talleyrand's 
appearance in the nude before her 
admirer Edouard Dillon, “She had 
the most bBautiful hair irnaginahie 
and Edouard admired it. She told 
him he did not yet know what it was 
like, and after retiring into her dres¬ 
sing room she came back with her 
hair loo.se and covering her like a 
veil. She was a second Eve betorc 
any dress' material had been in¬ 
vented, and with less innocence 
than her ancestress naked and not 
ashamed. The supper was finished 
in this primitive costume." 

On December 10. 1835, she died 
in Paris and was buried in the Mont 
I’arnasse cemetery. H. E. A. Cotton 
concludes: “It is sad to think that the 
tomb has been utterly neglected and 
that the pious traveller who makes 
his pilgrimage to this Campo Santo 
today is shown a moss covered bank 
of nettles and weeds as the sepul¬ 
chre of the most historic beauty that 
India has ever produced." 

Talleyrand died three years after 
her. From the state of her grave, it is 
clear that Talleyrand was disin¬ 
clined "to perpetuate the recollec¬ 
tion ni his marriage,” as Raikes puts 
it. 

As a requiem, what better than 
this quote from Dr Busteed: 

For the first step in error none e'er 
can recall. 
And the womon once fallen fore¬ 
ver must fall. 
Pursue to the last the career she’s 
begun, 
And be fal.se unto many, as faith¬ 
less to one. 

S. L. Menezes 



QUIZ / NeU O’Brien 
Kalyan Biswas re¬ 
ports on the 

■*Glose-Up' Quiz: 
“Castlereagh said, 
‘A piece of sub¬ 
lime mysticism 
and nonsense.’ 
Abo-ut what?" 
With that question 
(Answer: The 

he ‘Close-Up’ Quiz 
Final, 1983, was underway. Orga¬ 
nised by Argus Quiz Club and'spon¬ 
sored by Hindustan Lever, the con¬ 
test was spread over four days; a 
first in AQUO’s history. Four eli¬ 
mination rounds were held. The 20 
teams that qualified battled it out 
with 20 seeded teams in the pre¬ 
liminary rounds. Eleven' hours of 
torrid quizzing culminated in the 
final, .at the Dalhousie Institute. 

In order of seating the lineup was: 
Motley Crew, Soup, Octette, D.1.(A), 
Inmaniacs, 01(B), Lake Youth Club 
and Skylab Fallout, the kst two 
young teams coming througn all the 
way from the elimination rounds. 
For the first half Pranab Ghosh was 
in charge of the proceedings. Soup 
(7), aided by some quick bonuses, 
soon whizzed into the lead, closely 
pursued by Motley Crew (6) and 
Dl-A (5). Fortunes fluctuated, but 
eventually a pattern emerged-DI- 
A 13. Motley Crew and Soup on 8 
each. Octette 6^2 and Inmaniacs 6. 

The gravity with which Mr Ghosh 
conducted his half of the quiz was 
more than compensated by his live¬ 
ly stock of questions. Samples: (1) 
What is common to Francoise 
White, Auckland Brown, Apple 
Red. Pastel Blue and Fantasy Black? 
(Soup answered: These are the 
shades in which Maruti cars will he 
.manufactured) (2) In newspai)er jar¬ 
gon what is a Bikini Head? (Answer: 
A story heading which, like a Bikini 
swimsuit, covers very little, but 
touches the main points.) 

11th Question: What 
ia corprolalla? (Santa- 
nu Roy, Calcutta) 
Ana: 'Tha Irraslatible 
urge to uttar obscene 
worda. 

After the breather. R.M. Sen took 
over with the scoreboard reading: 
DI-A 19V2, Motley Crew 13'A, Octet¬ 
te 11V2, Soup 10 and Inmaniacs 8. 

Midway into the second half, DI- 
A was sitting pretty at 27V2 with 
Octette 18'/2 and Motley Crew 17'A 
battling it out for second place. The 
tension seemed almost palpable, 
and it was left to Mr Sen to enliven 
the atmosphere, which he did with 
aplomb. 

Some of his questions elicited 

hilarious answers. “What, in Holly¬ 
wood. was known as 'Capriskin'r' 
•‘Goatskin"—someone replied, 
when in fact it relatetl to the suc¬ 
cessful Hollywood duo Frank Capra 
and Robert Riskin. Keeping in the 
spirit of the game, were some of the 
visuals, e.g. Lana Turner (the last of 
the classic blondes) and Koo Stark. 

At the end of it all, Dl-A (Neil 
O’Brien. Julie and Sadhan Banerjee 
and Souvik Guha). last year's run¬ 
ners-up, finished in front (ZB'A)— 
making them unbeaten so far this 
year. Motley Crew (23‘.A) were 
.second, with Octette just a point 
behind. Soup edged Inmaniacs out 
of fourth place. 

The quizmasters, Messrs .Son and 
Ghosh, did a splendid job, although 
a few questions from recent quizzes 
appeared to have crept in. All said 
and dune, thoirs was a Herculean 
task, .ind both executed it with no 
end of hard work, devotion and 
earnestness. 

No (luiz, or for that mutter its 
review, can be complete without a 
mention of the audience. A. Malik, 
Jayshree Singh and ‘Chips' Chidam- 
bar tied fur the audience prize. In a 
fine gesture, Jayshree and ‘Chips’ 
both relinquished their claims in 
favour of the youngster. It is this 
spirit that has contributed in no 
small measure towards making our 
city the capital of quizzing in India. 

QUESTIONS 

1. Who was the first American in Space? (Subir 
Naha, Asansol-1) 

2. Which country is called the Sugar Bowl of the 
World? (Shibabrata Mondal, Calcutta-6) 

3. Which is the world’s largest stadium? (Sumita 
Chopra, Calcutta-73) 

4. What is nautical mile? (Amitava Bardhan Roy, 
Shibpur) 

5. Who was the first man to be called the father of 
his country? (Kalyan Banerjee, Kharagpur) 

6. What is the address of the White House? (H.K. 
Shril^astava, Calcutta-26) 

7. What is White Paper? (Ashoke Sengupta. Cal- 
cutta-75) 

8. Francis Drake’s famous ship on which he sailed 
around the world was The Golden Hind. What 
was its earlier name? (Michael Marklew, Cal¬ 
cutta-17) 

9. What is fluorescence? (Sharmila Guha, Caicutta- 
33) 

10. Who invented the safety pin? (Sushil Madho- 
garhia, Calcutta-54 and Saptarshi Roy Bhardhan, 
Calcutta-84) 

ANSWERS 

(iiojisanb 
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Answers to WORD PROBLEMS: 

1. WIT. 2. PAL, 3. SUP, 4. IMP, 5. QUA, 6. BAT. 
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PANORAMA / Aeromodelling 

AN AERIAL VIEW 
A dose look at a hobby fast gaining popularity The peppy little engine at 

fiill throttle behind the 
whiz/ing propellor 
makes words inaudible. 
Harry (V.K. Hari Nair) 
orouohe.s at the tail-end, 

hi.s lingers straining against the au¬ 
dacious might, the methanol-air 
mixture slicing the early morning 
air at a dizzying 18,000 Rl’M. The 
tip of a one-and-half metre long 
aerial taps him at the back of his 
neck, and he turns around to see the 
pilot flashing him a thumbs-up sign: 
he lets go. 

At the home-end of the aerial the 
seven-channel |R transmitter with 
it,s two contrc)! yokes (one ior each 
thumb) lies cuddled negligently, 
almost carelessly, in tHh hands of 
the.pilot. Aditya Himatsiugka. With 
eight years of flight experience and 
the 1988 RCAI rolling trophy to 
their credit. Adit's unfaltering eyes 
follow the four-channel Fire Fly to 
the end of the uneven runway for a 
totally independent tukeolf. 

The white-and-yellow metre-long 
craft hofis rather undecidedly into 
the air, but with a sudden boost of 
confidence thrown in by a down¬ 
ward thrust of the hdt hand yoke on 
thii transmitter, surges up and into 
the sunburnt atmosphere. Adit’s left 
hand thumb nudges the same voke a 
bit to the left and the aircraft swings 
gently onto a left hand turn (yaw). 

Up in the air the Fire Fly is more 
courageous than its air force coun¬ 
terparts. Adit in his Fire Fly fier- 
forms every antic and achieves ev¬ 
ery formation that an air lori;c pilot 
could. The two control yokes with 
their vertical and horizontal move¬ 
ments are in the c;harge of tour 
channels controlling throttle, rud¬ 
der, back-flap and ailerons (short 
wide flaps attached behind wings). 
The left hand controls the back-flap 
and ruddet, while the right hand 
controls the throttle and ailerons 

The back-flap of the shij) guides 
its vertical level: whether it will 
climb or descend. The rudder 
causes a simple left or right turn 
(yaw). The aileron causes the plane 
to bank to the left or right; in 
exaggerated use it causes that 
wonderful looking “roll" (turning 

upside down while in flight) or even 
“spin.” And ol course, the throttle 
determines speed —but the four ol 
them together produce any crazy 
movement that your imagination 
could possibly think up. Figures-of- 
eight, letters of the alphabet, 
squares, triangles, spins, rolls, 
loops, dives, vou name them—and 
Adit laughingly directs- his plane 
into a«;tion. He will even show you 
what exactly Sanjay Gandhi tried 
during that fatal crash and what 
could have been the possible 
rea.sons ior the accident. 

In short. Aditya Himatsingka. 
Hari Nair, and all the others assem¬ 
bled at the polo ground (inside the 
Cab utta Race Course) at eight 
o’clock every Sunday morning 
epitomise not just the aeromodell¬ 
ing movement in Calcutta, but all 
over the world. The only difference 
is that while aeromodellers else¬ 
where get renewed boosts from 
almost every modern discovery and 
invention, the enthusiasts in Calcut¬ 
ta have to work under constant, 
strangulating handicaps and restric¬ 
tions. Says another hobbyist Suren- 
dra Kumar Khaitan; “Compared to 
aeromodellingenthusiasts elsewhere 
in the world, we are nearly five 
years behind.” And that ton, with 
the help of imported gear. 

Without imported materials India 
is still, in fact, in the primitive 
stages when aeromodelling was 
vaguely considered as a potential 
hobby! A very popular hobby shop 
on Park Street does sell indigenous¬ 
ly manufactured radio control 
equipment and engines but their 
quality is reportedly unreliable 
that the inevitability of such equip¬ 
ment crashing once everv Sunday 
morning is a standing joke amongst 
aeromodellers here. AS far as the basil, model is 

concerned, however, the en¬ 
thusiasts agree that the level 

of advancement is more or less 

adequate. You could get a very light 
wood (though not as good as the 
original Bnlso) and construct the 
models yourself from plans freely 
available in books and magazines; or 
if you are a beginner, you could get 
Mr Irshad Anwar of Anwar Models, 
76 Park Street (top floor) to con¬ 
struct a model for you. 

Irshad Anwar is the name that 
most aeromodellers in Calcutta pro¬ 
nounce reverently. A thorough pro¬ 
fessional in his outlook, he is a 
model builder, repairer, broker (for 
the selling and buying of .second 
hand equipment), trainer, helper, 
and hearty fellow enthusia.st. He 
will tailor-make the model best 
suited for you (stable, fast, etc). But 
as Harry would say, “It only his 
prices were lower." 

High Prices: Prices, in fact, consti¬ 
tute the chief constraint to the in¬ 
tending hobbyist. Almost all the 
enthusiasts who weave radio con¬ 
trolled patterns in the skies of Cal¬ 
cutta have some access to relatives 
or friends who travel to-and-fro be¬ 
tween India and some foreign coun¬ 
tries (chiefly the extremes of the 
East and West). Of course, these 
people often sell off their old equip¬ 
ment in excellent condition but the 
prices, inevitably, are quite high. A 
four channel RC equipment (per¬ 
forming all basic functions de¬ 
scribed earlier) complete with re¬ 
ceiver, engine and model would be 
available here for about Rs 4,UU0 
(second-hand), while the same 
equipment would cost approximate¬ 
ly $ 250 in Hongkong. And if you 
want to go in for eight channel RC 
(basic functions plus retractable 
undercarriage, parachutes, etc) then 
you obviously have to spend a pret¬ 
ty penny. 

At the other end of the price scale 
is the C glider, which too can be real 
fun. There is no engine, and the 
original lift is given by someone 
pulling the ship with a hook and 

Facing page: 
Clockwise from left, above: Participants getting ready to rally. The 
4-channei A-72 down after an emergency landing. The ailerons, the back 
flap and two control yokes on the A-channei transmitter. The take^iff. 
Perfect landing for the 4-ch8nnel Atlas Hope. The engine and electric 
starter. 





HIGH 
Some Facts and Figures 

The current world champion in 
radio controlled aero-modelling; 
Mr Hanno Prettner (Austria); his 
model; "Dalotel.” 
Runner-up: Mr Wolfgang Matt; his 
model; "Laser.” 
Max speed attained by an RC craft: 
200 kmph. 
Longest stay in air by an RC glider: 
Dawn to dusk (approx 13 hrs). 
Most popular RC sets used in 
India: 
(1) Futaba (2) JR (3) Graupner 
Results of 1983 RCAl aeromodell- 
ing competition ()an '83): 
Experts;(lst) A. Himatsingka (2nd) 
S. Khaitan 
Novices; (1st) K. Thirani (2nd)). 
Rajgaria 
Results of 1903 RC glider contest: 
(1st) S. Khaitan (2nd) S. Seksaria 
July 1983 prices of some RC equip¬ 
ment in the United States: 
Circus Unlimited VIII j8C-tSF 
eight-channel transmitter with ser¬ 
vos: $423.95 
Circus Century VII seven-channel 
transmitter complete with four ser¬ 
vos: $234.95 
Circus Apollo VI D6C-4SMM six- 
channel complete with servos: 
$169.95 
Circus IV four-channel standard 

equipment complete with servos: 
$99.95 
All the above are jR radios, avail¬ 
able at these special prices from: 
Circus Hobbies, 
3132 S. Highland Dr. 
Las Vegas. NV 89109 
(702)731-6472 
Sen(i $ 1.50 for Product Informa¬ 
tion Package. 
Webra 0.61 RC Blackhead 
W1020KC engines (10 cc): $«1.95 
(Circus) 
Webra 0.91RC (Speed) Schneurle 
1037 RC (15cc): $ 119.95 (Circus) 
Tips for Beginners 
(1) If you have an instructor, start 
on a high wing three or four chan¬ 
nel 30-40 size model. If not, start 
on a simple glider. 
(2) Unless your hobby is a passing 
fad, invest on a good seven or eight 
channel transmitter at the earliest 
opportunity. This will allow for 
almost unlimited future expansion 
without much chance of your 
equipment becoming obsolete in a 
hurry. 
(3) Radio Control Models by Nor¬ 
man Butcher is almost a Bible for 
any RC enthusiast. RCM is a good 
magazine that you could subscribe 
to (or at least buy second-hand )■ 
A.R.G. 

ON FLYING HIGH 

line. The hook is so designed that it 
falls off immediately when the ship 
is sufficiently airborne and the RC 
takes over. Only two channels are 
required (back flap for climb and 
descent, and rudder for yaw) and 
the equipment could cost around Rs 
1,500 here in India. Abroad. It is 
dirt-cheap. Of course, the hassle is 
that you have to depend on thermals 
(regions of rising hot air) for your 
glider to climb and there is therefore 
no power for creative antics. But if 
ordinary kite flying does not bore 
you, the RC glider could be a wel¬ 
come sophistication. 

The price ogre reigns not just over 
basic equipment but over all possi¬ 
ble accessories and incidental 
necessities. Coupled with this is our 
government's questionable policy 
regarding licence and incentives for 
import and/or indigenous moduc- 
tion. Even the wheels on the landing 
gear are not locally produced. Spe¬ 
cially manufactured air-filled tyres 
(essential for a safe landing, but very 
-fragile) have therefore to be acquired 
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in bulk from abroad. Methanol, 
which constitutes 75% of the special 
fuel used (the other 25% being Cas¬ 
tor oil) is also sold only on produc¬ 
tion of a licence. 

All, however, is not dark where 
the Fire Fly glows. The modellers in 
Calcutta have developed an excel¬ 
lent rapport among themselves and 
help one another out when the need 
arises. If equipment from abroad is 
not forthcoming, the hobbyists here 
make do- with a considerable 
amount of improvisation. Consider¬ 
ing the draw backs in every 
sphere—cost of sets, engine, fuel, 
wood, covering materials, spare 
parts, etc—the work of adaptation is 
pretty good and Calcutta has thus 
become a vertabie Mecca for the 
aeromodellers in India. 

AOLY, this solidarity is not 
reflected in the clubs or asso¬ 
ciations that the members owe 

allegiance to. The Society of Model 
Aeronautical Engineers (SMAE), 
which was .started to guard the 
interests of aeromodellers, is all but 

defunct. A split occured some time 
back, giving rise to the All India 
Aeromodellers' Association (AIAAJ. 
As if that were not enough, a further 
misunderstanding reportedly arose 
and the Radio Control Association 
of India (RCAIJ was born. The last- 
ihentioned boasts the largest mem¬ 
bership, -but 8»'bne member put it 
frankly^ the annual flyby rally is 
about the only thing they ever do! 

"Be that as it may,” says Harry," 
aeromodelling is an all round and 
fascinating hobby. The though^ that 
one could own and pilot an actual 
aircraft is fantastic ,to begin with. 
Add to that the satisfaction of de¬ 
signing and constructing an air¬ 
borne bird and the pride when one’s 
predicted flight characteristics come 
true, and all handicaps are auto¬ 
matically offset.”, 

I/Vith evident pride, Harry strides 
towards his elegant bird. One end of 
the battery operated fuel pump is 
inserted into a bottle of fuel and the 
delivery and intake tubes are con¬ 
nected. A soft buzz later, a fountain 
of liquid is ejected from the over¬ 
flow tube and the pump is clicked 
off. 

Manish, a young enthusiast, holds 
the tail firmly as Harry jerks the 
propeller around in short spurts, 
careful not to let his fingers get in 
the way when the engine throb.s to 
life. At 1800 RPM the propeilor has 
enough power to chop off all the 
fingers rightaway. Manish’s help 
would have been unnecessary if the 
runway was long enough. As it vvas, 
the engine had to;be speeded up a 
bit before being released onto the 
runway. Hence Manish’s help in 
keeping the pianq from “creeping" 
away while the throttle was being 
gently pushed forward. 

The engine barks into life, the 
throttle is pushed right out. and 
Manish feels the strain growing. He 
looks back at Harry, sees him nod. 
and releases. Then, the serpentile 
and seemingly -suicidal dash 
through the closely cropped grass, 
and "Hari is in the air." 

Up and up the little ship climbs, 
higher than the birds, defined only 
by the canopy of summer-white 
clouds. You may have seen them 
there, buzzing macro-mosqultoe.s' in 
the company of the weather vane 
atop the Victoria. Why don't you 
pay them a visit one Sunday morn¬ 
ing? Entrance: the Race Course 
gates. This invitation to you. made 
on their behalf, stands! 

Anaiula Rcrap 



BIRTHDAYS Inaer Eye 
NEXT SEVEN DAYS 
FROM OCTOBER 2 TO OCTOBER 8 

RIES 
Mar 21-Apt 20 

You will be cheerful, 
happy and inclined 

to pleasure and entertaining 
this week. Money is liabje to be 
squandered Improvidence 
and excesses should be 
avoided. Business proceeds 
normally despite a sense of 
insecurity. Benefits from an 
unexpected source will be 
forthcoming. 

EO 
July 23-Aug 22 

You may expect a 
week full of activity. 

You will 199: lucky regarding 
property. Expanding fortunes, 
beneficial changes and new 
interests are rorecast. The 
weeK is favourable regarding 
children and private matters 
but not romance and 
courtship 

AGITTARiUS 
Nov 22-0«C 22 

Your week will be 
Intensely active— 

success crowns all your 
efforts, whether financial, per- 
sonalor social. Make desirable 
changes and ask for favours. 
Take reasonable risks after 
consulting your elders and 
business associates. You may 
undertake a journey in the 
near future. 

AURUS . ripi IRGO 
Api 21-May 22 W Aug 23-Sapl 22 

An unexpected up- ■ Attend to your 
heaval will be fol- - health and that of 

lowed by financial gains and your household. Despite dis- 
happier conditions. You will be appointments on the financial 
lucky this week in many ways, front, you will remain happy 
finding help when needed. Be and cheerful. You will experi- 
optimistic and seek young ence a sense of contentment 
society. Intellectual and bust- and fulfilment. Intellectual pur- 
ness expansion, and family suits will be crowned with suc- 
and social activities are. cess. Exercise caution in your 
favoured. dealings with the opposite sex. 

APRiCORN 
Oac 23-Jan 20 

Love, domestic and 
social affairs are 

under a doud calling for vigi¬ 
lance and circumspection. 
Concentrate on intellectual ex¬ 
pansion. Speculation should 
be rigorously avoided. Refrain 
from making impulsive 
changes. Caution is advised in 
the written and spoken word- 
deal tactfully with children. 

EMIN! ri|n IBRA 
May 23.Juna 21 ■ Sept 23-Oct 22 

An unexpected up- Unexpected re- 
heaval or journey - verses and un¬ 

will be followed by. financial pleasant changes will be your 
benefits and happier condi- potion. Endeavour to avoid 
tions. A female relative may arousing hostility of those in 
cause anxiety, but secret help authority and your spouse, vio- 
will be available. Intellectual <ant quarrels being presaged, 
and private matters progress You must remain on the guard 
well. Beneficial changes and against evil influences which 
travel are also forecast. htay ruin your career-beyond 

repair. 

QUARiUS 
Jan 21-Fab 20 

You may expect 
much good fortune, 

financially and socially, but 
conserve some of your re¬ 
sources. Endeavour to obtain 
full value for money spent. A 
new romantic attachment is 
likely to blossom. Many will 
gain official recognition. Busi¬ 
ness affairs should not be neg¬ 
lected. 

ANCER 
June 22-July 22 

your week is 
not unfavour¬ 

able. New friendships and 
fresh interests bring happiness 
but separation from a loved 
one will sadden you. A promo¬ 
tion is probable. Elders and 
womenfolk will contributia to 
your well being. You may 
undertake long journeys. A 
happy romance is predicted. 

CORPiO 
Oct 23-Nov 21 

Your week augurs 
well, promising in¬ 

creased finances, recognition 
and the goodwill of those in 
authority. Most propitious for 
all activities—^forge ahead. A 
woman renders unexpected 
aid. but exercise tact, discre- 
tiqn and watchfulness In all 
business transactions at the 
weekend. 

- ISCES 
Feb 21-Mar 20 

This week you will 
- be hard-working, 
ambitious, original and very 
independent in all your under¬ 
takings, but dogmatic, unyield¬ 
ing and argumentative at 
times, to the detriment of your 
own progress. A sense of well¬ 
being and contentment will be 
with you despite some finan¬ 
cial disappointment. 

SUGGESTIONS 
SUNDAY 

MONDAY 

TUESDAY 

WEDNESDAY 

THURSDAY 

FRIDAY 

SATURDAY 

LUCKY NUMBER AND COLOURS 
SPORTS 

DOMESTIC AFFAIRS 

ngaSii 
-CPRRESPONOENCE 

OCTOBER 2 

OCTOBER 3 

OCTOBER 4 

OCTOBER S 

OCTOBER « 

BLACK 

GREEN 

BLUE 

VEUOW 

ORANGE 

RED 

ORANGE 

October 2 
Your year will be marked by 
good fortune especially In 
business. There witi be oppor- 
tunities for ifilellectual expan¬ 
sion, too. Much success is 
promised Ih most things U the 
tendency to procrastinate is 
overcome. 

October 3 
Intellectual activitiss and travel 
are favoured, but you are 
warned against gambling 
whereby heavy losses may be 
incurred. Heed the advice of 
elders and attend to your busi¬ 
ness sincerely; it will show 
improvement from January on¬ 
wards. 

October 4 
This will be an auspicious 
year, promising successful 
business activities and benefi¬ 
cial changes. A lot of travel is 
in the offing. Push all your 
affairs to the utmost. Gains 
through inheritance, propBrty, 
mines and agriculture are fore¬ 
seen. 

October 5 
An everttful year is ahead of 
you. Womenfolk, especially of 
advanced age, will occasion 
anxiety. Quarr^ will be in the 
air and love affairs will be 
under a doud. Marriage plans 
should be deferred. Keep your 
emotions under control. 

October 6 
Happiness is all yours this year 
and in 1984. Domestic and 
social activities are prominent¬ 
ly marked. The indisposition of 
a near one will cause much 
anxiety. Young people, new 
friends and intsilactuals wHIl 
greatly contribute to your suc¬ 
cess. 

October 7 
The next twelve months will be 
of mixed fortunes. Unwise in¬ 
vestments may cause con¬ 
siderable damage to your busi¬ 
ness. You may nave to under¬ 
take long journeys to ensure 
that your business interests 
are guarded. 

October 8 
In the next twelve months, 
legal matters may prove 
troublesome. But you may ex¬ 
pect a successful year other¬ 
wise. Be warned, however, ab-. 
out a sudden reversal which 
might come about by Decem¬ 
ber this year. 

M.B. RAMAN 



Comics ARCHIE 
YOU'RE NOT EATING VOUR 
BREAKFAST, PAPPY. 

S^HAT'S WRONG? 

I'M M^OUWHBiP ABOUT 
MY APPOINTMENT 

WITH THB CHAIRMAN 
ON Aioim4y.*' 

it’ 4^ 

STEP ON IT, JAMES." 
X'M LATE FOR MV 

APPOINTMENT." 

WHY ARE 
>U STOPPING? 

m 

/ THERE'S A A 
[ Ret? UGHZ ) 
\MP. KDPGeH 

i 
01M3 King f ••!»« SyndcM*. Inc. World right* r 

I'M IN A MURKY." 
JUST GO meotmt 

\Tr y 

T 

4 r 0 w 

' Y 
'III' 

FRIENPS OF MINE GO 
THROUGH THE LIGHT AT 
THIS INTERSECTION 

ALL THE TIME." 

I ' 

THE LIGHT'S GREENr 
mtAT ARE VOU WAITING 

FOR NOW.^ 

m I' ii r , ' 

ill.:'-, 
i|a^ 

/ V 
■DEESJ -1 

/ ONE OF VOUR AWeAtpS 
IHI might BE COMiNG THE 

OThIBR WAV. 

'%C/ 



JULIET JONES 
WifeKB VOU. 

13g4N0Me TO? 
Mfmrm0 
LATBB... 

WHOABSWO 
ANPH0WO4/?£ 
NDU SBelKI^^O 
jlW COURT?/ 

By Stan Drake 
/ » rt« cfoup vMa I 
I sertr up. tm hap m&_ I 
I §OCH» KI0IH0M M*f*: 

m ccmMHt0iOtm Tnoet^ 
\ OUT OF TWWACOlPUi 

By Lee Falk 



MOOSE MILLER By Bob Weber 



DR. KILDARE By Ken Bald 



No PoUsh 

Ashoeshine betore Our corjespondent, 
walking into the however, came across a 

office is not an uncom- weird incident in front of 
mon practice in this city, the Metro cinema hall a 
Shoeshine boys, thump- few days ago. At about 11 
ing their brushes on their am when he was in front 
boxes and si mting, of the cinema hall gazing 
"Babu, boot poi.sh” to away absentmindedly at 
attract the attention of the Sunday morning .show 
potential customers on stills, he came across a 
[awaharlal Nehru Road, man, immaculately dres- 
Lindsay Street and Park sed, but with a very 
Street, is not an uncom- sheepish expression on 
mon scene either. People hi.s. face. He seemed very 
frequently stop by to have uneasy and looked around 
the final touch of class on furtively in a way as if he 
their shoes before they had just committed a 
straighten their tie knots theft, 
and walk into office. Several minutes 

elapsed while our corres- his office. When the 
pondent was left wonder- shoeshine boy was halt¬ 
ing what could have gone way throu^, there was a 
wrong with him. Sudden- police raid to evict haw- 
ly his eyes went down to kers, popularly known as 
his shoes. They were “halian raid.” The 
without the laces and one shoeshine boy, trained in 
of them was sparkling ‘guerrilla warfare,’ 
from a fresh shine while promptly gathered his box 
the other was soiled and and brushes and fled leav- 
dirty. Our correspondent ing the man in a helpless 
could not help enquiring condition behind, 
about ' the discrepancy. 
The reply was one to si- “He promised me that 
lence even a machine gun. he would return when the 

raid was over. But, 30 mi¬ 
nutes have already passed 

He had opted for a and there is no sign of 
shoeshine before going to him," he groaned. 

correspondent 
writes: 

"A plantain — green Elantain—.sells at one and 
alf pice at famsheilpur.'*! 

remember a cousin of 
mine telling this to my 
mother, way back in 1938. 
He. an employee of Tata 
Iron & Steel Co, had come 
to our native village on a 
holiday and. while dLs- 
cussing life at the Steel 
City, came out with this 
outstanding information. 
Mv mother was flabber¬ 
gasted. “A single plantain 
at one and half pice! Why, 
vve get a w'hole bunch—a 
dozen—at that." My 
motlier’s surprise knew 
no bounds. 

Yes, in 1938, a dozen 
cost only that much in our 
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_Going Bananas-- 
village in Faridpur (now Calcutta, a pair ot plan- Two weeks back I had 
Bangladesh). Even in Cal- tains would not cost more been to the Steel City. The 
cutta it did not co.st mure than an anna. Why .even a day I left, i purchased a 
then an anna in those few years' ago, it w'ould pair of green plantains at 
days. After Partition, not cost more than 15 Calcutta at 80 paise—^forty 
whei.' set up my family at naya paise. But now? paise apiece. The next day 

I went to Bistupur market 
al. Jamshedpur. I saw 
green plantains there and, 
lo and behold, it was sell¬ 
ing at five to the rupee, 
which was exactly half of 
the Calcutta price. 

Fortyfive years back, 
my cousin (dead and 
gone] was telling my 
mother (long dead and 
gone) that a fire was on 
(Bengali proverb) in Jam¬ 
shedpur market. That fire 
has possibly overtaken 
Calcutta markets and the 
Steel City market, it 
seems, has much cooled 
down. 



Unlettered 
0 you know what C- 
in-C stands for? Of 

course, you would say, for 
commander-in-chief. But 
long back the appellation 
was discarded. Now, wo 
have three chiefs of staff: 
Chief of Army staff, chief 
of Air Force staff and chief 
of Naval staff. The senior- 
most among them pres¬ 
ides over the meeting of 
the jt. chiefs of staff. And 
our President is the chief 
of our defence services. 

A Calcuttan was recent¬ 
ly surprised to get an in¬ 
vitation card for a func¬ 
tion at Bolpur. West Ben¬ 
gal. A public sector under¬ 
taking was opening its 
Bolpur branch office 
which was to be inaugu¬ 
rated by the Union fi¬ 
nance minister. It was 

stated on the invitation 
card that the function- 
.would be attended by the 
C-in-C and managiag 
director of the undertak¬ 
ing as the chief guest. 

What does C-in-C stand 
for, he wondered. Have 
we started appointing 
commanders-in chief for 
our public sector under¬ 
takings? Maybe. The 
carelessness and indisci¬ 
pline in our public under¬ 
takings perhaps called for 
such appointments, he 
mused. But he was not 
very sure. 

The other day when he 
met an officer from that 
undertaking, he broached 
the subject. The other man 
laughed. No, C-in-C does 
not stand for commander- 
in-chief;' it stands for, in 
their case, current-in- 
charge. The poor under¬ 
taking had been without a 
chairman for many 
months and one of the 
managing directors was 
asked to hold the charge 
as current-in-charge, the 
abbreviated version of 
which was C-in-C! 

TUST how informed are 
lour policeinoo? An 
irrelevant question, most 
people would scolf, (or 
policemen in our country 
are generally ignonul 
when thing.s are normal 
and are heartily cursed 
when thing.s are not. 
However, for reporters on 
the beat the que.stion i.s 
one of vital sigiiificame 
for the policeman on the 
spot makes all the dilier- 
once between getting iocts 

_Help, Police!_ 
or niissiiig a story. 

It was an unnerving ex- 
periem.e for our young re¬ 
porter. therefore, when he 
discovered the level tjf 
ignorance of our police¬ 
men to lie far lower than 
what he had given them 
credit tor. .Sent into the 
labvnnlhine bylanes of 
Howrah to report a mur¬ 
der, he was searching for a 
jiariicular polit;e station 
in order to got the official 
version of the case. Hav¬ 
ing quite lost his sense of 
direction, he reached a 
crossroad where two traf- 
tic constables wore busy 
directing the traffic. 

(iertain that he had 
iountl the correct guide, 
our unsuspecting reporter 
went up to the nearer 
policeman and asked him 
the w'ay to the polii;e sta¬ 
tion. He was promptly 
told to carry on straight, 
then take the first turning 
left and subsequently the 
secoiul turning right. He 
was just about to express 

hi.s thanks when the 
second constable, who 
had overheard the con¬ 
versation, laughed de¬ 
risively at his colleague 
and informed our reporter 
that he should go back the 
way he had come, turn 
right after about 500 
yards, and he would see 
the polit.e station straight 
aliead. 

He was immediately 
contradicted by tlie first 
policeman and a full- 
fledged argument broke 
out between the two while 
our baffled reporter 
stared, mouth agape. 

When this contined for 
about five minutes, result¬ 
ing in a traffic snarl-up/ 
intractable even by Ual- 
cutta’s standards, our re¬ 
porter decided to call it 
off. He was eventually 
guided by an onlooker 
and the last glimpse he 
had of the policemen was 
of them gesticulating 
wildly al each other 
amidst the furious honks 
ol stalled vehicles. 

THANKS to Mr Sunil 
Gangopadhyav, we 

now know of a beggar girl 
with the most unlikely of 
«ames; Noorjahan (Tin. 
Tklecrai'U, Sept 21). But 
it is not a rare oci;urrenr:H 
as our own experience 
shows. 

A colleague oi ours tells 
the tale of his regular bik- 
rivvaJo, who has been 
buying old newspapers 
from him for the past ten 
years. Once, he was made 
a “regular." familiarity 
breeded a warm friendli¬ 
ness. He would, off and 
on. talk about his family 
members; that his eldest 
son was a tailor in Metiab- 
ruz and doing rather well 
but wouldn’t send any 
money to his father, that 
he had a family of six to 
support, that every now' 
and then, he was hauled 
up by the local policeman 
8n4 made to spend a few 
days in the lockup for no 
apparent reason, only 

.Plenty in a Name. 
given the explanation that 
he looked ‘su.spef:!,’ and 
so on. 

Friendliness then 
.souglit out his name. It 
was Shahjahan. 

.Then, there w'as this 
other case of an electri¬ 
cian who operated from a 
ramshackle tin stall, 
would quietly do his work 
whenever summoned and 
never ever argue that he 
was being underpaid. He 
went bv the name of Par- 

rneshwar (the Supremo 
among the Gods). 

And finally, this non- 
Bengali r.olleague of ours 
was struck by the fact that 
almost all the maid ser¬ 
vants in the city are 
named after goddesses: 
Durgu. Kali, Lakshmi, 
Saraswati, Ganga. Kamala, 
Gouri... 

Is it the poor parent's 
wish fulfilment, one won¬ 
ders. 
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PICTUREWORD 

SOLUTIONS 

Across: 1 Porch 5 
Apron 6 Scissors 9 Pen¬ 
dulum 11 Bloom 12 
Earth 
Down; 1 Pussy 2 
Ravine 3 Hats 4 Bows 7 
Roller 8 Smash 9 Palm 
10 Dome 

1^ 

Barter Bank 
If you read an item in this 
page that you wish to re¬ 
spond to, please write in 
to Barter Bank, c/o The 
Telegraph Colour Maga¬ 
zine, 6 Prafulla Sarkar 
Street, Calcutta-700001. 
Also, if you wish to enter 
on item in this column, 
please write in with de¬ 
tails to the address given 
above. We shall in/orm 
you o/.responses to your 
insertions by post. 

• Calendars: I offer Indian 
and foreign calendars in 
good condition for ex¬ 
change with blow-ups of 
sportsters and animals. 
Write to Rupam Datta 
Chaudhury. 

• Watch: I have a Enicar 
wrist watch and an elec¬ 
tric kettle which I would 
like to exchange for a tape 
recorder in good condi¬ 
tion. Contact Murlidhar 
Nair. 

• Camera: A brand new 
Agfa Click III (type U643) 
avai'labic for exchange 
with any two LPs or three 
cassettes of Justice 
Chaudhury, Silsila, 
Vidhaata, Nikaah and 
Disco Dancer. Contact 
Tathagato Chatterjee. 

• Tape recorder: I have a 
mini Sanyo tape recorder 
and want to exchange it 
for a small film develop¬ 
ing tank and/or a film 
changing bag. Write to De- 
bbiata Biswas. 

• Magaziiies: I would like 
to swap past issues of sci¬ 
ence and career maga¬ 
zines, science books and 
blow-ups for anything 

...^fluiyalent. Write to R.B. 
Lahoti.- 
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• WHO SEZ7 Quick to fporcolvo anothor's 
aults? Ramambar, 

you may hava a faw of 
your own, ac this Ban- 
galasa saying sug* 
gasys; ‘SAi DTiK 
SIEV ETOT HENE 
EDLE, 'YOUH AVE 
AHOL EINY OURH 
EAD.'” Raarranga eap- 
lattar spacing for 
sansa. 

jnoA IN aioq • Mtf 

nOA. '•tfMMU OMl <H AABlt piBS.. . 

FLY-BY-NIGHT 
WORD SQUARE 

There's a TSETSE fly in 
the ointment here. Six 
words — TSETSE is 
aiready in place — form a 
word square. You are 
asked to find the missing 
words. 

Definitions; 
1. Ad circular stuffed in a 
newspaper. 
2. Random sounds. 
3. "-Simon met a 
pieman..." 
4. French spirit. 
5. What diggers seek in 
ancient ruins. 
6. infectious fiy. 

Remember, word 
square words read the 
same both vertically and 
horizontally. 

BtlBSl 9 ij 
tuds^ p oftkuig c BMiOfg ;; u<wui i 

SEA HEREI There's something novel afoot in this waterskiing 
scene. Add missing lines to complete the picture. 

a Sum Fun! Challenge: Find two numbers whose 
sum is 14 and whose difference is four. Hint; They 
are under 20. Time: 30 seconds. 

■II op HIM anil pua ouin 

a Name Game I Correct the last names of these 
fictional detectives: 1. James Bfond. 2. Nero Fox. 3. 
Philo Chance. 4. Sam Rhade. 5. Jane Maypole. 

■idjoM ‘S opids p 'COUIH c OHOM puoe I 

■ 
HOCUS-FOCUS 

HAND PICKED! Add colors neatly to the amusing baseball scene 
above: 1—Red. 2—Lt. blue. 3—Yellow. «-Lt. brown. 5—Flesh 
tones. 6—Lt. purple. 7—Ok. brown. B—Dk. blue. 9—Lt. green. 

CAN YOU TRUST YOUR EYCST Thtrs srs st least sia «Nar- 
•Bcts la draartag datalls bahaaea tap and bottom panslt. Haw 
ankMy can yea Nad Ihanit Oiaek amuwrs wHh those below. 

autt«iiut|4B(*W f )tu»tq«(u6i$ ( t1|90«0fP*6u»M3Ritt5Ul 
P t( Akttt c Udiw C INmow ti qouifjuoc ; 
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The Information given below 
is accurate at the time of 
going to press 

NEW RELEASES 

Sumbandh: Metro (Chownng- 
hee Road, 233541), Grace 
(M.G. Road; 341544), Indira 
(Indra Roy Road: 471757)-3 
shows, Sree (Bidhan Sarani; 
551515) and Puma (S.P. 
Mukherjee Road, 474567)- 
noon. 

Directed by Shiou Mitra and 
music by Bappi Lahi ri the film 
stars Ashok' Kumar, Vinod 
Mehra and Rati Agnihotri 
Woh Jo Hasina; Society {Cor¬ 
poration Place: 241002), 
A.P.C. Road: 365108), 
Prabhat (Chillaranjan Avenue: 
342683), Bhabani (Russa 
Road: 461528), Chhaya (Up¬ 
per Circular Road, 351382). 

Mithun Chakraborty, Prema 
Narayan, Ranjeela and veter¬ 
an Pran star in this romance 
pnd action thriller. 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Avtaar: Basusree (S.P. 
Mukhenee Road: 478808)—-3 
shows: Roxy (Chownnghee 

Place 234138)—4 shows 
A tearjerker worth seeing, 

the film stars Rajesh Khanna, 
Shabana Azmi, Sachin and 
others 
Aan Milo Sajna: New Cinema 
(Lemn Sarani, 270147)— 
11.30, 2 30, 5 30, 5 45, 9. 

Rajesh Khanna, Asha 
Parekh and Vinod Khanna star 
in this musical hit 

Betaab: Jyoti (Lenin Sarani: 
241132)—12,3,6,8.45.Ujjala 
(Russa Road: 478666)—4 
shows: Uttara (Bidhan Sarani: 
552200)—3 shows. 

Star debutants Sunny Deol 
and Amrita Singh with veteran 
Shammi Kapoor are in the 
leading roles of this film 
directed by Rahul Rawail and 
music by R D. Burman 

The hero lives on a pictures¬ 
que ranch with his mother, 
making a meagre living as a 
farmer. A nearby stud farm 
and palace are bought by a 
millionaire who has with rum 
an arrogant daughter. 

The hero spends the first 
half of the film taming the 
shrew and they then go 
through the process of falling 
in love. The rich father refuses 
to accept the match, but some 
complications later, is forced to 
give in. Then follows another 

dose of villainy, action scenes 
with horses, dogs, guns and 
fists. 
Dhat Ters Ki (A): Elite (S.N. 
Banerjee Road: 241303), 
Moonlight (T.C. Duta Road; 
343339). Uttara (Bidhan Sara¬ 
ni, 552200)—noon 

This IS a romantic comedy 
involving two couples who are 
friends. There is a sudden 
marriage because of which 
the younger couple move into 
the house of the older couple. 
From then onwards, the two 
couples influence one 
another's lifestyles with a fair 
amount of comic unpredicta¬ 
bility 

This film begins with pep 
and punch, but runs out of 
gags halfway through. The 
competent acting however 
helps it to go through well 
enough. 

DII-e-Nadaan: Orient (Ben- 
tinck Street: 231917) and 
Krishna (T.C. Dutta Road: 
344262)—4 shows, Jawahar 
(Kesab Sen Street: 343556)— 
3 shows. 

Rajesh Khanna, Shafrughan 
Singh, Smita Patil and Jaya 
Pradha form the leading cast 
of this film. 
Ghungroo: Kalika (Sadanan- 
da Road; 478141) and Moon- 

iRavl Baswani and Manju Mishra in 'Ohat Tere Kf’ 
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light (T.C. Dutta Road; 34339)- 
3 shows. 

There are two linked stories. 
The diwan (Shashi Kapoor) of 
a rani (Waheeda Rehman), 
loves a fawa/f (Smita Patil), but 
marries a princess due to 
reasons of class distinction 
and political necessity. This is 
the first story. 

The heir apparent (Kunal 
Goswami) grows up at the 
same time as the natural 
daughter (Komal Mahuvakar) 
of the diwan in a middleclass 
home. This constitutes the 
second story 

The acting of Shashi Kapoor 
and Smita Patil lends some 
ment to an otherwise worth¬ 
less film. 
HImmatwala: Hind (Qanesh 
Chandra Avenue;)—3 shows. 

The way to your rival’s 
daughter's heart is through 
coura^. So Jeetendra tries 
this ploy to win over Amiad 
Khan's daughter Sridevi. This 
film IS plugged as the storm- 
ing-in of Sndevi but actually it 
is a comeback fiim after the 
failure of her Solva Sawan. 
Justice Chaudhury: Hind 
(Ganesh Chandra Avenue; 
274259)-noon, Elite (S. N. 
Banerjee Road; 241363)—3 
shows, Naaz (Lower Chitpur 
Road; 262773), Liberty (Chil- 
taranjan Avenue; 553046) and 
Rupali (A.T. Mukherjee Road: 
474403)-4 shows, Darpana 
{Bidhan Sarani; 552040), 

the story of this film lacks 
any sense wtiatsoever. The 
characters include a long-lost 
father and son who look alike; 
a son who is a tough cop; an 
evil lawyer with a sexy daugh¬ 
ter, ana a diamond smugger 
who has a twin. The story 
revolves around justice and 
the elderly lawyer takes the 
law into his own hands to beat 
up the villains. He also con¬ 
demns his own son for a crime 
which he never committed. 

An unbearable film. 

Jewel Thief: Paradise (Ben- 
tinck Street: 231917)—11.15, 
2.15, 5.30, 8.45. 

An old hit starring Ashok 
Kumar, Dev Anand and Vy- 
jayanthimala, the film is 
directed by Vijay Anand with 
music by S.D. Burman. 
Humes Badhkar Keun: Lotus 
(S.N. Banerjee Road; 
242664)—12,2.30, 5.30,8.30. 

Thakursaab’s manager, who 
is fdter his wealth, murders 
hini. His sons are separated 
Whife lS^£(ping. . Their 

Ct;l ....- 



mother grows mad and the 
sons grow up on opposite 
sides of the law. They meet 
and, not knowing each other, 
fight, whereupn their identi¬ 
ties are revealed. They unite to 
combat the villain and victory 
is theirs. 

With this hackneyed plot, 
the film’s saving grace is its 
music. 
Nlehaan: Majestic (R.A. Kid- 
Wai Road: 242266)-^ shows, 
Bina (Bidhan Sarani; 341152) 
and Pumasree (Raja Raj Kis- 
sen Street; 554033)—-3 
shows, Basusree (S.P. 
Mukherjee Road: 474686)— 
noon. 

Two long-lost brothers 
again, this time played by Ra- 
iesh Khanna and Jeetendra. 
Each has a girl—Poonam Dhil- 
Ion and Relma. There are two 
villains who kill the princely 
father of the heroes, grab his 
fortune and drive his wife 
crazy. Sex, songs and stunts 
follow. 

All this put together gives 
you Nishaan. Recommended 
only for those who are 
masochists. 
Sholay^: Gem (Acharya J.C. 
Bose Road; 249828)—12. 4, 
8; Jagat (A.P.C. Road, 
365108)—2. 5.30. 9. 

The record breaking movie 
starring Amitabfi Bachchan, 
Dharmendra, Hema Malini, 
Jaya Bhaduri and Amjad 
Khan. 

BENGALI FILMS 

NEWRELEASES 

Deep Jele JIal: Radha (Bidhan 
Sarani; 553045)—2.30. 5.30. 
8.30. 

One of Suchitra Sen's all 
time greats, the film is directed 
by Asit Sen with music by 
Hemant Mukherjee. 

REGULARSHOWS 

Amanuah: Rupbani (Bidhan 
Sarani; 553413). Aruna (M.G. 
Road; 359561) and Bharati 
(S.P. Mukherjee Road: 
474686)—2.30.5.M, 8.30. 

A grand revival of the Shakti 
Samante superhit starring the 
legendary Uttam Kumar along 
with Sharmila Tagore, Ann 
Chatterjee, Utpal Outt and Pre- 
nia Narayan. 
Arpita: Sree (Bidhan Sarani; 
55155)—3. 5.45, 8.45; Purabi 
(M.G. Road; 350680)—3, 6. 
'8.46. 

A sentimental triangular love 
story in which the central char¬ 
acters are a singer, a poet and 
a wife. The first two are deeply 
in love but the inevitabttj^w . 
occurs and they sepftrisw. the 
heroine prepares to lead her 
own iife ana the hero marries 

mm 

Anup Kumar, Kali Banerjee 

according to his mothers 
wishes. But all cannot end 
there for the wife proves 
jealous of her husband's past. 
Reconciliation takes place 
finally. 

The film is redeemed by the 
competent performan ces of 
Aparna Sen and Oeepankar 
De, but is predictable a fare 
Chokh (A): Mitra (Bidhan 
Sarani; 551133)—3, 5.45, 
8.30; Pnya (Rashbehari Ave¬ 
nue; 464440)—3. 6, 8.45. 

The film is set in the 
Emergency and as a political 
film it is stimulating despite 
some flav/s. Utpalendu 
Chakraborty emerges as an 
exciting filmmaker, Om Pun 
puts in a compelling perform¬ 
ance and so does Anil Chat¬ 
terjee. 

FOREIGN FILMS 

NEW RELEASES 

Let's Have a Talk Brother: 
Navina (Prince Anwar Shah 
Road: 468091>-12, 3, 6. 

Hostage Tower: Minerva 
(Chownnghee Place; 241052)- 
12. 3. 6, 8.30. 
Friday The 13th (A); New 
Empire (Humayun Place; 
231403)-12, 3, 6, 8.30. 

A new experience in horror 
and suspense. 
Conan The Barbarian (A): 
Lighthouse (Humayun Place; 
231402)-4 snows. 

The film stars Arnold Schar- 
zenrgger, James Earl Jones. 

v . mjuol 
and Aparna Sen In ‘Arpita’: talking news 

REGULAR SHOWS 

No. 1 of the Secret Service 
(A): Jamuna (Marquis Street; 
243715V-12.30, 3, 6, 8.30. 

The counterparts of James 
Bond and Bernard Miles (“M”) 
are Charles Bind and Geoffrey 
Keen. The handsome Bind has 
a licence to kill and the bond 
between the two is the same 
as in the Bond films. There is 
also a suave, witty but cranky 
millionaire with evil intentions 
and heading a bloodthirsty 
organisation called KRASH 
(Knl, Rape, Arson, Slaughter 
and Hit). 

The acting and the humour 
are woefully inadequate. But 
there is a generous display of 
flesh. 

After a promising beginning 
the film degenerates ultimately 
Into a farce. 
Airport *80 The Concorde: 
Globe (Lindsay Street; 
231769)—12,^3. 5.45, 8.30. 

Yet another Airport film in¬ 
spired by the original one 
based on Arthur Hailey’s book. 
The passengers include a 
woman TV reporter with incri¬ 
minating documents that 
would expose an iiiegal arms 
deal by a powerful group. As a 
result, the Concorde's flight 
from New York to Paris to 
Moscow is plagued by disas¬ 
ters which nearly seem to 
bring the end. There are bat¬ 
tles in mid-air with a missile 
and a fighter plane Ultimately 
the cargo door is sabotaged 
and the belly of the plane rips 
open, but lands safely on 

a skiing snow field in the Alps. 
A drab affair particularly be¬ 

cause it is all too stele. 

CALCUTTA 

2 October 
4.30 World of sport. 
6.15: Feature film In Hindi. 
9,15: Focus: A programme on 
current affairs. 
9.45' Bapu Ke Priye Bhajan. 
3 October 
6.34: Harekarakamba. 
7.00' Bijnan prasange. 
9 15: Chitramaia: Film songs 
in various languages. 
9.45: Aur bhi gham hain 
zamane main: Serial by Reoti 
Saran Sharma (11). 
4 October 
6.34: Chiching Phank. 
7.55: Play in Bengali: Agan- 
took. 
9.25: Ek Mulaqaat An inter¬ 
view with Lala Amarnath. 
9.45: National programme of 
Music and Dance; Charu 
Mathur (Manipur!). 
5 October 
6.30; Englleh film aerial. 
8.30: Chttrahar. 
9.15: The Lucy Show (26). 
6 October 
6.44: Industrial programme. 
8.15; ChKramala: Film songs 
in Bengali. 
9.15; Places of pilgrimage: Kali 
Temple. 
9.45: Wild Life (IV). 
7 October 
7.40: Malancha 
8.10: Rabindrasangeet. 
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8.25; Close Up. 
9.30: National programma of 
music: Sitar recital by Pandit 
Ravi Shankar. 
8 October 
6.00. Feature In Bengali: Bi- 
jayini. Cast Soumitra Chatter- 
tee. Aparna Sen, Ranjit Mullick 
and others. Dir: Palash 
Banerjee. 
7.40 Saptahiki. 
9.15: Our Air-Power. 
9.45 Baten Filmon Kr A prog¬ 
ramme on film appreciation. 

RECORDS 

Guldasta-e-Raga. Ustad Am- 
jad All Khan (S/EMGE 22001/ 
2): This new double LP 
album features twelve gats 
played by sarod wizard, Amjad 
All Khan. Following the trend 
he has set in his recitals or 
rather the second hall of his 
recitals, Amjad Alt has now cut 
a double disc featuring brief 
gats in many ragas instead of 
the usual prolonged alap, jor, 
jhala and gats in one or two 
ragas. This process, as he 
says in his back cover note to 
listeners “has become too 
mechanical." This bouquet of 
ragas (wrongly called a bou¬ 
quet of love on the cover) is 
thus a refreshing change from 
the usual classical- 
instrumental LP and Amjad Ali 
IS really at his best in it 

The people who have de¬ 
signed the record and written 
the text of the sleeve notes, 
however, have had a ball at 
the expense of the artiste and 
the serious listener. Taking the 
wrong cue from Amjad All’s 
address to listeners at the start 
of the first side of the disc they 
have gone on to attach a name 
to each of the gats and the 
names are ones that seem 
more appropriate to Western 
pop numbers than Indian clas¬ 
sical gats. The familiar Shiv 
Ranjani daclra gat—one that 
has been heard at many Am¬ 
jad All recitals—has been 
named 'Recalling Our Love." 
The drut teentw Hamasadh- 
vani gat, another regular Am¬ 
jad Item, has been named "I 
Feel Your Presence " another 
regular Amjad Ali tailpiece, the 
BhatiyaK gat. has been named 
“The ecstacy of union." They 
haVe even called Bhatiyali a 
raga. The gat, according to the 
sleeve caption, is “based on 
raga Bhatiyali." Bhatiyali, as 
everybody should know, is a 
folk song Mnre of the erst¬ 
while East Bengal and never 
was or will be a raga. The gats 
in all the ragas are desenoed 
as being baaed on them rather 
than In them: “Wish you were 
here, based on raga Anand” 
and so on and so forth. The 
gats are, on the contrary, are 
gats fimtly In those ragas and 

mostly in true-blue classical 
style and not modern or pop 
compositions based loosely 
on ragas. If the gat in Anandi 
IS based on anything it is on 
the well-known khayal bandish 
Aja hu na aye Shyam and the 
gathari is a superb blend of 
khayal and sarod styles. 

People who have heard 
these gats at Amiad All recitals 
will not be misled—they will 
recognise the wonderful rupak 
tat gat in Shiv Kalyan, the drut 
ektal gat in Saraswati and the 
well-known teentat and dadra 
gats in Bhairavi. They will not 
think that these are new¬ 
fangled pop compositions as 
their names suggest. "In 
Search of You,” “I Feel Lone¬ 
ly" think? Those who don’t 
know much about classical 
music? 

And what made the Gra¬ 
mophone Company pul 
“Popular Category" in bold 
type above the tine “classical 
instrument" on the record 
labels. mercifully tree of the 
silly English gat names; 
Both the serious listener'and 
the uninitiated are advised to 
throw away the record cover. 
The serious listener will avoid 
unnecessary irritation and the 
uninitiated will be safeguarded 
from being misled. 

SPECIAL EVENTS 

2 October; 6.30 pm 
Bohurupee presents its 

latest play Dharmadharma, 
written by Shyafhal Sengupta 
and directed by Amar Gangu¬ 
ly. The* cast includes Kumar 
Roy, Debtosh Ghosh, Kali Pra¬ 
sad Ghosh. Tarapada Mukher- 
lee, Amar Ganguly, Soumitra 
Bose, Namita Majumdar, 

Mahua Bose and Sumita 
Bose. 

At Academy of Fine Arts 
(Cathedral Road: 444205) 
2 October; 6.30 pm 

National Youth Choir pre¬ 
sents a choral concert titled 
Pragaii Pratiti Pram conducted 
by Arun Kumar Bose and 
dances choreographed by 
Sunit Bose. 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road; 449937). 
4 and 5 October; 7 pm and 6 
October; 3 and 7 pm 

The Makers of Charms Vir- ginia Kings and British Council 
ivision present Duet For One 

with Tina Marian and Kenneth 
Farnngton. 

At Gyan Manch (Pretoria 
Street; 433516). 
4 to 9 October; 

Sasha, S.W.R.C, (Tilonia) 
and the All India Handicrafts 
Board together hold an exhibi¬ 
tion and' sale of the Tibnia 
craft groups' products. 

At Sasha (27 Mirza Ghalib 
Street; Cal-16). 
6 October: 9.30 am 

Malancha (Ballygunge) 
organises a cultural morning 
witn Geetasree Sandhya 
Mukherjee, Dhananjoy Bhat- 
tacharya, Satya Banerjee and 
Tarun Kumar. 

At Basusree Cinema (S.P. 
Mukheiiee Road; 474686). 
6 October: 10 am 

Vani Jairam sings in an ex¬ 
clusive South Indian program¬ 
me of modern sorigs in classic¬ 
al base—Tamil, 'Tetugu, Kan¬ 
nada and Malayatam filin..and 
devotional songs. 

At Indira Cinema (Indra Roy 
Road: 471757). 
7 October: 6.30 pm 

Trttal presents an evening 
with Vani Jairam. 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road; 449937). 
7 October: 5 pm 

Dr B.C. Roy Memorial Com¬ 
mittee celebrates the birth 
anniversaiy of Ashoke Kumar 
Sarkar with Or Kanailal Bhat- 
tacharya, minister for indus¬ 
tries. government of West 
Bengal, as the president. The 
partcipants include Sri Kesab 
Chandra Bose, vice-president, 
Dr B.C. Roy Memorial Com¬ 
mittee, Sri Umapati Kumar, 
president, Mohun Bagan A.C., 
Sri Dilip Bose, renowned ten¬ 
nis player, Sri Ananda Gopal 
Mukherjee, president, West 
Bengal Pradesh Congress 
Committee, Sri Jibanlal Ban- 
dopadhyay,' editor, Satyajug, 
Sri Madan Mitra, editor, Aa 
jkaat, Sri Prasanta Sarkar, edi¬ 
tor, Daintk Basumati, Sri Sunil 
Oangopadhyay and Sri Gour 
Kishore Ghosh, noted liter- 
ateurs, journalists Sri Ranjit 
Roy and Sri Anil Bhattachaiya, 
Sri Aparesh Bhattachaiya. for¬ 
mer principal, Scottish Church, 
College, Sri Priya Ranjan Das 
Munshi, former MP, and the 
noted physician. Dr Ranjit 
Panja. 

At Bidhan Shishu Udyan (1, 
Bidhan Shishu Sarani; 
358086). 
8 October: 6 pm 

A programme of classical 
dances by Saraswat Samme- 
lan featuring Anita Mullick in 
Bharata Natyam, Purnima 
Ghosh in Manipuh and Pradip- 
ta Neogi in Kathak. 

At Gyan Manch (Pretoria 
Street; 433516). 

TRAVEL 

TRAINS 

PUJA SPECIALS 

Howrah-Hardwar (vf* Patna) 
dep. on 7 and 8 October: 
22.55, arr. at destination: 
13.00 
Howrah-Delhl (via Gaya) 
dep. on 7 and 8 October: 
21.15, arr. at destination: 
21.45 
Howrah-New Jaipalguri (via 
SBG loop) dep. on 5 October; 
21.35, arr. at destination: 
09.20 

Calcutta—Bangkok—'Hong 
Kong—Tokyo: Calcutta de¬ 
parture.'AIS16 (2*) at 2205 
TOurs; Calcutta arrival AI307 
(3) at 2345. 
.Calcutfa-Bangkok; Catci^ta 
departures, T(a312 (1,3,6) at 
.laJSrifiOcutta arrivals, TG311 
(1, 3,> 6) 'at 0855. 
Calcutta—Karachl—Coptfr 
higen: Calcutta departure 



SK976 (4.7) at 0800, Cafcuha 
arrival SK975 (4, 7) at 0630. 
Calcutta—London—New 
York: Calcutta departure, 
AI103 (1) 2355. 
Calcutta>London: Calcutta 
departure, BA144 (2) at 2145, 
Calcutta arrival BA145 (2) at 
1335. 
Galcutta-Kathmandu: Calcut¬ 
ta departure TG 311 (1, 3, 6): 
0945; Calcutta arrival TG 312 
M, 3. 6): 1300. 
Calcutta-Delhl: Departures, 
1C 402 (daily) at 1735 hours. 
1C 263 (daily) at 0630; Calcutta 
arrivals. 1C 401 (daily) at 1040. 
IC 264 (daily) at 2205. 

Calcutta-Bombay: Depar¬ 
tures, fC 176 (daily) at 0640, 
IC 273 (daily) at 1950; Calcutta 
arnvals, IC 175 (daily) at 0850, 
IC 274 (daily) at 1'850. 
Calcutta-Madras; Depar¬ 
tures, IC 265 (daily) at 1435, 
Calcutta arrivals, IC 266 (daily) 
at 1935. 
Calcufta-Port Blair; Depar¬ 
ture IC285 (2. 5) at 0600, 
Calcutta arrival IC286 (2. 5) at 
1040. 
Caleutta-Gauhati: Departures 
IC249 (daily) at 0600, IC229 
(Daily) at 1140; Arrivals IC250 
at 1800 (1. 2, 3, 5, 6) and at 
1220 (4,7), IC230 (daily) at 
1425. 

Calcutta-Gauhati-Tezpur- 
Jorhat-Lilabarl-Dibrugarh: 
Departure IC211 (daily) at 
0615; Arrival IC212 (daily) at 
1735. 
Calcutta-Imphal: Departure 
IC265 (daily) at 0945; Arrival 
iC256 (daily) at 1540 

Calcutta-Agartala: Depar¬ 
tures IC237 (2A. 6, 7) at 0545, 
IC235 (1. 3, 5) at 1420, IC243 
(daily) at 0700, Arrivals IC236 
(1,3,5) at 1705,10238(2,4,6, 
7) at 1100, and IC244 (daily) at 
0900. 
Caicutta-Bagdogra: Depar 
ture IC221 (daily) at 1135; 
Arnval IC222 (daily) at 1355 

Ca Icutta-Jorhat-DIbrugarh; 
Departure IC213 (1, 3. 4, 6) at 
0620; Arrival IC214 (1, 3. 4, 6) 
at 1040. 
Calcutta-Sllchar-Imphal: De¬ 
parture IC255 (daily) at 0945; 
Arrival IC256 (daily) al 1540. 
Ca Icutta-Ranchl-Patna- 
Lucknow-Oelhi: Departure, 
IC 410 (daily) at 0550: Calcutta 
arrival, IC 409 (daily) at 1045. 
Calcutta-Kathmandu; Depar¬ 
tures. IC 247 (1, 3, 4, 5. 7) at 
1330, Calcutta arrivals, IC 248 
(1. 3, 4, 5, 7) al 1250, 
Calcutta-Dacca: Departure. 
IC 223 (daily) at 1440, Calcutta 
arrival, IC 224 (daily) at 1640. 

Departure EASTERN RAILWAY. 
Up Time (HOWRAH) MAIL 

1 19-20 Delhi Kalka Mail 
5 20-00 Amritsar Mail 
3 20-40 Bombay Mall via Alla¬ 

habad 
EXPRESS 

81 9-45 Air-Cond. Express Tri- 
Wkly via Gaya 
Dep,—Tues. & Wed. up to 
New Delhi 
Dep — Saturday up to 
Amritsar 
Ati .--Tuesday, Wednes¬ 
day & Saturday 

103 9-45 Air-Cond. Express Bi- 
Wkly via Patna 
Dep.—Thursday up to New 
Delhi 
"—Sunday up to Amritsar 
Am.—Monday & Friday 

101 16-55 RajdhanI Alr-Cond. Exp. 
4 days a week 
Dop.—Mon . Thurs , Fn & 
Sunday 
Am.— Tues, Wed . Sat. & 
Sunday 

173 5-45 Himagiri (Jammu-Tawi) 
Exp Tn-Wkly 
Dep.—Wednesday. Satur¬ 
day & Sunday 
Arri.—Monday, Tuesday & 
Friday 

67 10-55 Bombay Janata Express 
Tri-Wkly 
Dep.—Monday. Wednes¬ 
day & Friday 
Am.—Tuesday, Thursday 
& Sunday 

61 23-00 Oehradun Janata Ex- gresa Wkly 
ep.—Sunday Arri.- 

Sunday 
9 21-35 Ooon Express via Grand 

Chord 
7 10-10 Toolan Express via Main 

Line 
49 14-20 Amritsar Exp^'ess 
11 21-00 Delhi Express via Mam ' 

Line ..'■ ■“ 
39 .21-10 jDbHiPdanata Express via 

>-Mein Line < 
;' 'T9 22-00 Gorakhpur Express 

TRAINS 

Arrival 1 Departure Arnval 
Time On Up Time, Time Dn 

21 16-25 Mithfla Express 6-45 22 

8-15 
57 6-10 Kanchenjunga Express 19-30 58 

2 Tri-wkly 
7-55 6 Dep.- Tuesday, Thursday 
12-35 4 & Saturday 

Arri.--Wednesday, Friday 
Si Sunday 

17-10 82 59 18-55 New Bongalgaon (Kam- 6-30 60 

165 12-30 
rup Express 
New Bongalgaon Janata 
Express 

13-35 166 

307 6-10 Black Diamond Express 21-20 308 
309 17-15 Coalfield Express 10-26 310 
305 18-20 Asansol Express 8-45 306 

SOUTHEASTERN RAILWAY, HOWRAH 

17-10 104 3 20-00 
MAIL 

Madras Mail 6-10 4 
2 20-15 Bombay Mail via Nagpur 7-20 1 

EXPRESS 
60 14-15 Gitanjali(Bombay) Exp b 

days a week 
13-40 59 

11-05 102 Dop.—Mond . Tues . Wed . 
Fn.. & Sa', 
Am —Mond Tues., 
Thurs. Fn & Sal 

134 21-10 Ahmedabad Express 4 
days a week 

4-00 133 

23-35 1 "4 

30 12-40 

Dep —Tues , Thurs . Fn & 
Sunday 
Am.—Tues.. Wed , Fn, & 
Sunday 
Bombay Express via 
Nagpur 
Coromandel (Madras) Ex¬ 
press 

14-30 29 

21-15 68 
141 15-45 11-00 142 

37 23-10 Madras Janata Express 4-10 38 
13 17-30 Tata Steel Express 10-18 14 
11 6-20 Ispat Express ai-.5Q„ . .X?. 

5 22-10 Jharsuguda Express - • ij-oa- 6 
8-15 62 15 21-25 Ranchi Hatia Express 6-40 16 

7 20-50 Purl Express , 5-3() 8 
9 18-45 Puri (Jagannath) Express 8-25 10 

6-55 10 

45 10-50 East Coast (Hyderabad) 
Express 

16-45 46 

SEALDAH(MAIL & EXPRESS.) 
18-15 8 

43 19-15 Darjeeling Mall B-45 44 
15-45 50 53 22-00 Gaur Express 5-00 54 
6-05 12 51 11-45 Jammu Tawl Express 15-40 52 

13 20-20 Upper India Express 11-55 14 
5-20 40 

303 18-20 
via SBG Loop 
BhagIrathI (Lalgola) Ex¬ 10-20 304 

10-50 20 press 



\ 
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OHRUPAO AT PROMS 

left: The BBC presented Dhrupad 
concerts by Zia Fariduddin Dagar 
(left) and Ritwik Sanyal (centre) 
during the 89th season of the 
Henry Wood Promenade Con¬ 
certs at the Royal Albert Hall, 
London. The live concert was 
broadcast in stereo on BBC Radio 3 

V 

LIGHT FEAT 

Right: Last week another exponenfof 
Bharata Natyam and Kuchipudi, Tar- 
veen Mehra, danced her way into ttie 

hearts of the audience in a Kuchipudi 
recital organised by Sanskrit! Kfendra 

and tne ICCR. Twinkle Toes was 
performing at Cyan Manch., 



CRITICAL ACCLAIM 
Above: The Critics Circle of India awarded Sumit- 
ra Mukherjee, Bengal's leading cinema artiste, for 
her role in Sankalpa. Sumitra was presented the 

award by H.K.L. Bhagat 
in a glittering function in New Delhi. 

THANK YOU, JAPAN 

Right: Off to Japan for a month was Jayashree 
Mundkur. Accompanying the Kalamahdalam 

troupe, she performed Bharata Natyam and Mohi- 
ni Attam in major cities- 



CALCUTTA / Parthasarathi Neogi 



A diampoo calfed Lakme 
and a woman called ycu. 

The result is dheer magic 

The beauty tieatinenc fer your hair 
Hie conditioner in Lakme shampoo does all kinds of lovely 

things to ytwr hair. 
It leaves « dom coating on every single hair shaft which gives 

K~*.-»- 

Pbr soft, a^iiiy, siTky, unbeiievably beautiful hair, there's only 
oMahampoe.' 

h'acaM uime. 
Not an ordinary shampoo. 
Neither are you an ordinary woman. 

,T1ki« «• four Uadi at tnir. 
Then M lour kinds «l Lakm slumrao. 

II 

Contnct’LS^II 



it's beautiful^ 
but are the i^ms 
in it insured:! 

Tell us, 
what are you 
waiting for ? 
Your clothes, kitchenware, 
aimfrahs, furniture, fridge. 
T.V,. jewellery*... all add 
up to a small fortune, in 
case of loss or damage it 
would cost you dearly to 
replace them. Avoid that 
risk. Insure your 
household possessions, 
right now. 

Take Oriental's 
Householder's Package 
Policy against fire, theft, 
expldiion of a gas cylinder, 
riot: of malicious damage. 

At no extra cost, thf lisame 
policy covers you lor 
personal accidents, (upto 
Rs. 10,000), baggage lost 
while travelling (upto.' 
Rs. 1,000). and l^ai 
liabilities to public 
(upto Rs.20,000 a year). 
With over 3S0 Oriwnlal 
offices, there's bound to 
be one near you. Gbt tn 
touch soon, or wfifik giving 
your addresi inciud^ District 
name, td; HPP, P.B.'Nd.7037. 
New Delhi >110 OC^ 

*Mlp<l«rat« AMI* pTAmium if iAWAliAiy AxcAAdA 20% of totaf AWHwAlAd vahM. 

Householder’s Package Policy 
Ettimafed 
Value 

Currant 
Annual 
Rramium 

Eattmatad' 
v«ua 

Current 
Annual 
PrMiium 

R». 20.000/- Ra.<0/- Rt. 60.000/- Ra. too/- 
Re. 30.000/- Rs.90/- Rt. 75.000/- f%.22S/- 
Rt. ao.000/- Ra ISO/- 

1 s
 B$. 300/' 

The Oriental Fire & General Insurance Company Ud. 
(A fuAUdiwy Af itiMMAeA CaaonMai Af indM 

$iMOES-o/orat/s/s3 





LEGEND / Devika Rani 

She may not be in the limelight anymore, but few have forgotten the 
Dadasaheb Phalkc Award winner 

>ne o* tfuLsculptunis of Or Roerich 

WHEN a few weeks 
ago. 1 wrote to De¬ 
vika Rani asking 
for an appointment 
to see her and her 
well known artiste 

husband, Svetoslav Roerich, her re- 
|)lv was prompt. Though she gave 
me an interview, she suggested that 
it would he best to have a talk with 
Dr Roerich. “About me," she wrote. 
“I am a bit doubtful because 1 don't 
think there is much to say." 

Nothing, of course, could be 
further from the truth. There are few 
people about whom there is more to 
say. Most of us have not ,even seen 
her on the screen and yet there are 
not many who are not aware of 
Devika Rani's continuing charisma. 
Though she officially retired almost 
four decades ago, there has been no 
question of her dropping out of 
sight. Apart from anything else, the 
Indian public has refused to let her 
go. Clutching at the memory of her 
exquisite beauty, they constantly 
clamour for news of her. 

What is it about. Devika Rani that 



A portrait by husband Svatoalav Roerich 

still evokes sut:h adoration after 
almost 40 years? As I waited to meet 
her in the spartan trungalow in 
Bangalore that serves as her office, I 
wondered what it was about her that 
would not allow her to be forgotten, 
that had captured in so tenacious a 
way the heart of a usually fickle 
public. 

Was it because she was so beauti¬ 
ful? But, then, there have been other 
equally beautiful women who have 
faded from memory. Was it because 
she was the undisputed queen of the 
silver screen? But, there again, there 
have been other stars who have 
risen to dizzying heights only to be 
relegated to the deepest recesses of 
remembrance once their days of 
stardom were over. Could it be the 
g|amour of her life, the romance of 
her marriage? 

The initial awe: As 1 walked up the 
stairs to meet her in her first floor 
office room, 1 was filled with tre¬ 
pidation. the customary awe of 
being in the presence of the famous. 
Having achieved the near impossi¬ 
ble, and persuaded her to see me, I 
was now terrified of the proipect. of 
what f would say and asjk 'lMr-1 had 
done iny homewod( end prepcred a 
battery of qwaUoitjs^ 

I need not have worried. Within 
seconds, she had put me at ease. The 
first thing I noticed about her were 
the famous, beautiful eyes, still 
sparkling and clear. And then the 
lovely voice, quiet and warm, the 
diction as perfect as when after the 
glittering premiere of Karma in Lon¬ 
don, her English was hailed as fault¬ 
less. With the effortless grace of 
good breeding, she made me feel as 
though I was bestowing a favour and 
not the other way around, that I was 
an old friend whom she was delight¬ 
ed to see. 

That Devika Rani should have 
such ^ace and charm is not 
entirely surprising. Nor for 

that matter, that she should have 
reached such a pinnacle of artistic 
success. A grand niece of Rabindra¬ 
nath Tagore, she was the only 
dau^ter of Col M.N. Chaudhuri, 
the first Indian surgeon general, and 
his wife, Leela. Her parents were 
unusually liberal minded, and an¬ 
xious to do the best for their daugh- 

-ter# they sent her to a private school 
ln^nglaQ:^,4a much, perhaps, to be 
g^gP^sbe^'for .a jsuc- 

foT' any other 

that Devika Rani’s acting talents; 
were first noticed. She won a scho¬ 
larship from the Royal School of 
Dramatic Arts and the Royal.i; 
Academy of Music In London lo 
study acting and music. But even so, i 
actiiig as a career was to come later,; 
After her London Matric, she took’ ! 
up Applied Arts in London, sps^ . 
cialising in textile designing and : 
decor, and studied architecture 
alongside, '> 

Her future at this stage was unset- „ 
tied, the options many. Should she > 
go up to Cambridge, or do medicllne i 
at St Thomas? Or would it be a good : 
idea to study architecture in Vien¬ 
na? Undecided and uncertain, she it 
returned ’to India to consult her ’' 
father. The advice she received frotu; 
him was amazing for someone of hii'' 
generation. "A woman must lesarn tq 
take care of herself,” he said, and ?b».. 
at the age of 18. she began working': 
as a textile designer at a leading f 
studio in London. * ; 

The year was 1928, and it was to ;' 
turn out to be a landmark year fott 
the young Devika Rani, a turninii^^, 
point in. her life. At her art stud^i' 
she met Himensu Rai. a filmmakw 1 
far ahead of hts times, one wlm vrai:’ 
dzeedy thinking in terms of ahl 

' hshiimiahonhl man»t lor films and^ 



the only Asian then to be accepted Within a year, Devika Rani had dent is the powerful influence he 
as a producer in a western studio. married Himansu Rai and had re- had on his young bride. “Rai," she 

Himansu Rai persuaded Uevika turned with him to Germany, where reminisces, “was a towering person. 
Rani to join his production unit to he was a producer with the famous - It was he who made me what I am. It 
further the cause of Indian films, UFA studios at Berlin. ^ was he who trained me, moulded 
and she needed no second bidding. Happy marriage: That Devika me, directed me. taught me. You 
Signing a contract with Bruce Rani's marriage to Himansu Rai was see.” she ends simply, “he believed 
Wolfe, an associate of Himansu an exceptionally happy one is only in me." 
Rai’s, she returned with the unit to too clear from the way in which she Himansu Rai was a hard tasknias- 
India to work in A Throw of Dice, still speaks of him. Even more evi- ter, and he wanted nothing but the 



best lor his wife. This meant a 
gruelling allround training for De- 
vika Riini, where she learnt every¬ 
thing from makeup to anting in the 
best unit then at UFA. the Eric 
Poinmer Production Unit. 

‘‘Rai wanted me to have a com¬ 
plete allround knowledge ol the film 
industry behue learning to per¬ 
form," she ren.ills, ‘‘1 first entered as 
an ordiiKirv worker,, an apprentice 
in the niakonp, coslumos and sets 
deiiartmi'nls. 1 ust-d to get the 
makeup leadv tor .ill tlie great stars, 
assist in the washing and r.lehiiingof 
brushes, hold the tr.iv on the sets, 
look after wigs and hairdressing, go 
to the laboratories for tests. Everv 
three davs, 1 was asked to write a 
note on the different kinds ol 
makeup used b\' the stars, or on whv 
the lighting had been done in a 
particlnar way or whv in a certain 
c.loseup. the lips had to be sof¬ 
tened." 

The sami! thorough training 
took place in each (lepartment. 
Learning to make a sot meant 

visits to universities to study the 
history and architecture of the 
period, costumes meant iamiliari.sa- 
tion with the customs and manners 
ol the locale. And when, tinally. 
Devik.i Rani arrived at the stage 
when she hoped to .start her training 
as fill ar,tress under the famous Max 
Reinhardt, one of the greatest Ger¬ 
man stage producers ol the time, she 
found that she had to studv German 
literature betore he would acce|)t 
her' 

To rlo this, she went to a professor 
in Berlin tiinversitv, a professor 
who, like so many others, fell a 
vir.tim to her charms. Refusing to 
accept nnv.feos, he taught her what 
she needed to know 4u a matter of 
two months, and sent her hack to 
Reinhardt. 

Onjy then rlid llni ikn Rani get the® 
audiiion tor which she had worked 
so hard. "And then," she remem¬ 
bers. “when I stood on the stage to 
give a rendering of Goethe. 1 was 
terrified. 7'hen I recalled what my 
Berlin professor had told me. ‘Just 
treat the audienf;e like a patch of 
cabbages, little prime.ss.' he would 
s!iv. and taking his ryivice. all was 
well!” 

First Indian talkie: The training 
had been rigorous, but Devika Rani, 
with Himansu Rai’s help and en¬ 
couragement, had finally iiompleted 
it. It was an exciting time for the 
film industry, a period of transition 
from silent movies to talkies, and 

Receiving an award from M. Karu- 
nanidhi at the 17th National 
Awards’ presentation in Madras 

the world seemed to he Devika 
Rani’s ovsier. 

.Mready, she had had two otfers, 
one from 2t)th Geiitury Fox to star in 
a film to be .shot in Bali, and another 
to take the lead in a German film, 
Tht) Snake (^hiirmei’s Daughter. 
Either would have put the young 
«ictress on the first rung of the ladder 
to international fame. But. instead, 
Devika Rani and her husband made 
the decision to return to India and 
work in Indian cinema. "Rai always 
said that the bonelit of our training 
must go to our own country," she 
.says. 

And so the Rais returned to India 
to make Karma both in English and 
Hindustani. Gompleted in the Stoll 
Studio.s in London, this was not 
only their first film but also the first 
Indian talkie, and when it was re¬ 
leased in London and on the Conti- 

With Nehru and Pridndrai Kapoor 
at the 1955 Film Seminar 

nent. the western Press’went intc 
raptures, publishing one rave re¬ 
view after another. 

With tlie paeans of praise ringing 
in their ears the Ra>s prepared to 
return home to continue their good 
work. But not till Devika Rani had 
added two more achievements to 
her last growing list. At the invita¬ 
tion of the BBC. she acted in its first 
television progranimo, and again at 
their behest, she inaugurated the 
first BB<; transmission to India with 
a rendering in Bengali of Tagore's 
G’ranm (Jhhara. 

Back ill India, the Rais set about 
achieving their ambition to put the 
Indian film industry on a par with 
other major industries of repute in 
the world. This they planned to do 
by using Indian talent coupled with 
foreign know how and expertise. 

^ ^ AI thought it best to get 
1^ experts from abroad who 
XVwould undertake to select 

and train first rate students from all 
over India, it was our aim to attract 
the best element in Indian socielty 
with an educated and cultured back¬ 
ground to produce the highest type 
ot art, ’ says Devika Raul. 

Though the Rais soon set up the 
first Indian studio, the Himansu Rai 
Indo-lnternatinnul Talkies, Ltd in 
Bombay, it was through the Bombay 
Talkies established in 1935 in 
Malad. Bombay, as a.public limited 
company, that the Rais achieved 
their ambition. ’Fhree hundred stu¬ 
dents were trained here every year, 
generally straight nut of university. 
That the scheme was an outstamling 
.success soon bec:ame evident. 

Says Amita Malik, doyenne ol 
film journalists. "A brief roster ol 
some of the ‘students’ of the time 
reads like a Who's WhOij(:rf contem¬ 
porary Indian c.inema. Amiya Chak- 
raburthy, Ashok Kumar. S. Mukher- 
ji, Dewan Sharar, Kishore Sahu, 
Leela Chitnis, N. C. Senguptat 
Mathur, Cyan Mukherji, K. A. 
Abbas, Dilip Kumar. Madhubalk, 
David, to name a few.” 

Not surprisingly, Bombay Talkies 
came to stand for new values in film 
making. Its chief star, Devika Rani, 
projected a new st} le of acting and 
the studiu set a new approach and 
traditic/n. producing in the piixe^sa 
such memorable classics as lawati 
Ki Hawch Achhut Kanya, Durgo and 
Vachan. 

But the gods were becomihi 
jealous, and in 1940, tragedy struck 
Himansu Rai died promatprely 
Numbed with grief though she wa§ 

? 



Ocvikd Kdiii tuiiu'd ioi soltK(^ tu 
work IJoitnirif{ (lei husbtiiKl s rndii 
tip kIh> look (o cr Iht' reins oi Hum 
bciv Talkies to lieiome ihocIikpi 
and ( ontiolh r of piodin lion and so 
well did slu> do the )ob that in a 
imittei of live vcais slu was not only 
aide to add to the list of tin' studio s 
outstanding su( < esses films siirh as 
Punniniilon Kisimt Hu unt and 
Homoori fhial hut also fh« shaiesol 
the (ompanv had risen to an alltniu 
high 

Voluntary retirement: Devika Rani 
was at the peak of her i an (i in 
when shn d(‘iided tu retiie \ohin 
taiiiy Mairying the well known 
Russian attist ovrioslav Roeiuh 
she delibeiatelv and coiisciuusU 
withdif w horn tlie limelight to their 
mountain rdnat in Naggar kulii 
and tu liieir taiin in Baiigaloie 

Does Dev ika Ram have any legiets 
about leaving hei stai spanghd 
wi3itd so early vidently not As we 
Hit in tilt, gaidi 11 of her (|uamt •uul 
charmingHtyeaisoldlaimhouse i* 
IS in any i<isi a world that seems tar 
nvvHy and n inuti Suiiounded by 
aims of hiu lor* tills gnailed and 
bent th(> in it lady ut the sihri 
screiMi apppiirs supienielv content 
“t hie must know when to stop she 
says 

^l the edge ot the guden staiuluiv 
vigil me I tiu house is an am lent 
bdityaii tin the deity enshnned 
beneath its gieat lanopy kieptiig 
loiistunt yyalch oyer hii wcliate 
Them ii total ixiaii as she talks 
quietly of this mci that Seritielv 
odfipy in her second inaiiiage 
nevorthc lews she speaks loudly and 
frequently ot llimansii Kai almost 
in till present tense ho inilutnee 

‘One must know when to stop’ 

sliii stiung 
So nine h Iiai liappoiied she 

says nostalgic ally so inueh that is 
good and beantihil On hei arm is a 
giitteiiiig low oi bangles and 
biaeelets Do you know, she con 
tiiiues pyery one of these is there 
toi ad leason each bangle has a 
speeial bignifie aiie e for me' Ihese 
tor instdiiie stand iur vaiious films 
and this one is a Bulgaiian antique 
hut it is nxaetlv like a Kuln kudu 
And this one I put on when I 
leeeiyed the Daefasaheh Rlialke 
A waul 

THLRL haye been many awards 
that haye been conferred on 
her ovei the years Apart fiom 

the Phalke Award there has been 
the Puelma Shn, a special medal 
from the Prime Minister and the 
Indian Academy ol Motion Pie luit s 

Art and S( lenres and two Bulgarian 
medals of honour, one to commemo' 
rate ”100 Years of the Liberation of 
Bulgaria” and another to mark 1 100 
years of the Bulgaiian State 

But appreriative though Devika 
Ram IS of the honour that has been 
done to he"- she refuses to rest on 
t)pr laurels Though the Roerichs 
live on their beautiful farm m Bang 
dlore every working day is spent in 
the austere office in town Theie 
helped by several set retiiries, Di- 
yiK.a Kani gets down to work 

What does she do’ With custom¬ 
ary modesty she shrugs off the 
question* “I just attend to a few 
cultural matters,” she says depre- 
(dtingly For many years she pro- 
videel the link between the govern 
ment and the film industry, serving 
effectively on many lommittees 
She may have retired but the Indian 
cinema continues to be an all abid 
ing interest Corresponding with 
Inends and business associates all 
over the world, she never misses a 
chance to promote its cause 

But the project most on hei mind 
just now IS films lol childien, films 
that will present the many fac ets ut 
life 111 India ‘Audio-visual educa¬ 
tion for children is important, ’ she 
insists ‘Theie is so much diversity 
in this country the flora, the fauna, 
the customs, the culture the 
legends, the epics all need to be 
sliuwii to the children of this 
e ountiy 

With work as her god, there is 
little doubt 1hat giveu the time De- 
\ika Rani wiU continue to achieve 
the targets she sets for herself But as 
we sit in her farmhouse garden at 
peace with the world I wcuidei 
again about this remarkable woman 
1 hat hi>r world continues to glitter is 
evident famous herseii she basks 
also in hei husband’s glory delight 
ing in the lame that comes his way, 
and insisting that hr deserves it 
more than she But what ts the real 
secret of her success, the secret that 
moves the public to keep her petw- 
nniallv on a pedestal’ 

Could it be because she is a rare 
compound of beauty, glamour, 
brains, and sophistication? Or is it 
because she is a symbol of a certain 
idealism, rrow all but forgotten, in 
the Indian cinema’ Or does the 
answet lie in her genuine simplic¬ 
ity. her total modesty, her lack of 
desire for personal accolades’ Hav¬ 
ing met her and been charmed by 
her, I amjinclined to believe that the 
last is true 

ChampaJk Basu 

With A«hok Kumar in ‘Achhut Kanya’ 



Talking Shop 

DID CLAUDE HARTIN HAVE A WIFE? 
La Martiniere for Boys celebrated its 148th Founder’s Day recently. 
A pertinent question about the founder 

Exhibit 821 in ths 
display at the Vic¬ 
toria Memorial is 
Portrait of a Wife of 

General Claude Martin, 
an oriental miniature 
painting which was pre¬ 
sented by Sir Denison 
Ross in 1905. 

The following biog¬ 
raphical details of Major 
General Martin are 
documented in the Victor¬ 
ia Memorial records: 
“Born at Lyons in 1735, 
Martin came to India at 
the age of 16 as a private 
in the French Forces. Be¬ 
fore long he transferred 
his services to the English 
and was given a commis¬ 
sion in the Company's 
army, in which he ulti¬ 
mately attained the rank 
of Major General. In 1776 
he was placed in charge of 
the Arsenal of the Nawab 
of Oudh at Lucknow, 
where he spent the rest of 
his life. He speedily be¬ 
came a favourite of Shuja- 
ud-Doula to whom his 
mechanical skill and ing¬ 
enuity were of great ser¬ 
vice, He amassed a large 
fortune, part of which he 
spent in the erection of a 
fantastic residence at 
Lucknow, which he called 
Constantia; the rest he left 
at his death jn 1800 to 
charitable causes, particu¬ 
larly to the establishment 
of orphan schools at Luck¬ 
now, Calcutta and Lyons 
named after him.” 

There is no mention of 
"a wife!” 

Further research reveals 
that on October 2, 1800, 
the Calcutta Gazette had 
carried the following 
notice: “At Lucknow, on 
the 13 th instantdiedMajojr 
General. Claude Martin. 

The greatest part of the 
immense wealth of which 
the General died, posses¬ 
sed, amounting it is said 
to nearly forty lacks (sic) 
of rupees, has been left for 
the support and founda¬ 
tion of Public Establish¬ 
ments, Charitable and 
Literary. Four lacks of 
rupees we understand are 
appropriated to fund an 
establishment in Calcutta; 
two for a similar purpose 
at Lyons, the native place 
of the General, and a 
donation which does infi¬ 
nite credit to his human¬ 
ity, a lack and a half of 

Life of Claude Martin, Ma¬ 
jor General in the Army of 
the Honourable East India 
Company narrates, “The 
obituary notice in the Cal¬ 
cutta Gazette describes 
fairly well How the Gener¬ 
al disposed of his wealth. 
At the same time, it fails 
to give an idea, of the 
infinite care and tender¬ 
ness v/ith which Martin 
strove to provide for the 
safety and happiness of 
those who have been de¬ 
pendent on him during 
life. For this we must turn 
to the Will itself. To his 
eunuchs and male and 

The obituary notice in the Calcutta 
Gazette describes fairly well how the 

General disposed of his wealth. At the 
same time, it fails to give an idea of the 

infinite care and tenderness with 
which Martin sti^ove to provide for the 
safety and happiness of those who have 

been dependent on him during 
life...and for all of them he bespoke the 
kindness of those Europeans who had 

professed friendship towards him’ 

rupees, the interest of 
which is to be applied in 
equal portions to relief of 
the poor of all persuasions 
whether Christians, Mus¬ 
sulmans and Hindoo, in¬ 
habitants of Calcutta, 
Lucknow and Chanderna- 
gore. One of the General's 
houses it is also said, he 
has endowed as an 
Academy for the purpose 
of instructing the natives 
in the English Language 
and Literature.” 

S.C. Hill (the officer in 
charge of the records of 
the Government of India) 
writing in 1901 in The 

female slaves, necessary 
adjuncts to a native estab¬ 
lishment, he gave freedom 
in most cases, in the 
others leaving the allo¬ 
wances dependent on 
their '^ood behaviour to 
those whom he made their 
masters, and for all of 
them he bespoke the kind¬ 
ness of those Europeans 
who had professed 
friendship towards him. 

To those of his favourite 
servants he left pensions 
in pdrpetuUy attached 
only to notninil duties 
such as the care of his 
tomb and he even pro¬ 

vided for their relatives. 
To his four women, whom 
he had treated as wives, 
he bequeathed property in 
buildings and money on a 
scale which made them 
absolutely independent, 
and at the same time left 
them free to make any 
new connections they 
favoured, adding with a 
rare generosity that, if 
they made and regretted 
any such connections his 
executors would on the 
powers provided* under 
Mohammedan law to res¬ 
cue them from the con¬ 
sequence of their rash ac¬ 
tions. Here too it must not 
be forgotten that depen¬ 
dent upon him were some 
women and children be¬ 
longing to other Euro¬ 
peans who had lived at 
Lucknow but had died or 
gone away without pro¬ 
viding for them. All these 
he left pensions or some 
other provision..." 

To understand the refer¬ 
ence to the “four women” 
we mi^st turn to his will: 
“The four women under¬ 
mentioned, as alsd, the 
young one named Sally, to 
whom I bequeath legacies, 
I have acquired them not 
as we term slaves, 
although paid a consid¬ 
eration for, for the sum I 
paid was a present to the 
relations, that I might 
h^ve a right on them as 
not to be claimed by any¬ 
body; and these I acquired 
for to be the companions 
of my good or bad fortune, 
and thpy were to bo with 
me for life...I had them 
educated as virtuously as I 
could; they have fulrllied 
my intention to my satis¬ 
faction.” 
S.t. Meifezes 

it 8 



UMEUGHT / Buddhadeb Dasgupta 

POETRT ON CELLULOID 
— —»■ ■ .. ■ - ■ ■■■■ ■ .  ---- - - - 

The promising filmmaker’s ‘Neem Annapurna’ was recently released 
after a four-year wait. 

The nrfw wave ushered in 
by Satyajit Ray through 
Pother Poncholi. and fol¬ 
lowed by such able and 
talented filmmakers like 
Ritwik Ghatak and Mrin- 

al Sen, was beginning to falter. And 
no new forces or ideas were in sight. 
During the late 60s and early 70s, 
there was u vacuum in the Bengali 
cinema scene with no immediate 
prospect of being filled up. 

At that time Shyam Senegal 
emerged in Bombay, and in the 
South the young visionaries, Adoor 
Gopalakrishnan and G. Aravindan, 
began experimenting. But in Calcut¬ 
ta, in spite of, or possibly because of, 
the intimidating preserH.e of the 
legendary Ray, Ghatak and Sen, no 
one with a new outlook could be 
sighted. 

At this time a young filmmaker 
presented us with an exceptional 
film Doorotwa (The Distance) which 
at once caught the attention of the 
film world. He was Buddhadeb Das¬ 
gupta, who proved to be a young 
and defiant filmmaker whose films, 
frequently with political and com¬ 

mitted overtones, have sought to 
bring forth the present day social, 
political and human conditions, and 
their interactions. 

Soon after Dasgupta, a number of 
young filmmakers with imagination 
and boldness in equal measure 
appeared on the scene. Notable 
among them were Utpalendu Chak- 
raborty. Aparna Sen, Biplab 
Roychowdhury, Goutam Ghosh, 
Saikat Bhattacharya, Sankar Bhat- 
tacharya and Sandip Ray. They have 
been able to establish themselves in 
no uncertain manner, even with 
their maiden films. 

But Dasgupta is very different 
from the rest and this is because he 
is essentially a poet. And one 
should not forget this fact when 
viewing his films. It is not surpris¬ 
ing if one comes away with a feeling 
of incompleteness in the story and 
treatment of his hlms: a feeling that 
there is much that remained unsaid. 

Like a poet he is not given to 
expressing everything in detail but 
prompts the viewers to try to read 
between the lines. He does not 
conclude his films with neat solu¬ 

tions, but conveys some messages. 
He brings home to the onlookers a 
certain reality in our contemporary 
society through a set of situations. 
His aim is to look at man in Kis 
actiial environment and realise hu¬ 
man relations and reactions under 
the .stark reality of presentday so¬ 
cial, economic and political condi¬ 
tions. 

Ho is a tebel against our social 
and political .setup and the poet in 
him is urged “to depict anything 
and everything whicli is pro-life." 

Formative years: Born in 1044 at 
Purulia, he .schooled at Dinabaiidhu 
Institution. Howrah, .ind graduated 
fron: Scottish Church College, Cal¬ 
cutta. He obtained his Masters de¬ 
gree in Economif'-s from Calcutta 
University and became a lecturer at 
the Shyam Sunder College. Burd- 
wan, in 1968 and continued there 
till 1971. According to him. this was 
a very important period in his life. 
In his words: "These three years 
were my formative ones. I studied a 
lot during this time. I still cherish 
the memories of those days.” 

In 1971 he joined City College, 
Calcutta, and taught there till 1976 
when the inesistible attraction of 
the celluloid medium took him 
away from the teaching line. During 
the period he published three col¬ 
lections of poems—Govir ,Ariv]ey 
(In the Deep of the Ariel) in 1963, 
Coffin Kimbo Suitrose (Coffin or 
Suitcase) and Himjoog (The Ice 
Age). Later in 1981 he published 
another collection Chhata Kohini 
(The Story of an Umbrella). His 
latest book of poems Roboter Gan 
(Song of the Robot) will soon be 
published by Ananda Publishers. 

The poet Buddhadeb wanted to 
reveal in his poems human greed 
and avarice in our society, in which 
exist love and deception, hope and 
despair, aspiration and disappoint¬ 
ment. Hp attempts to expose the 
cruelty of our civilisation where 
man’s inhumanity to man is in the 
order of things. When the poet took 
to film making, he only changed his 



medium of communication with 
people. The burden of what he 
wanted to say remained the same. From childhood he had a pas¬ 

sion for film making. When 
still a student he made his first 

short film The Continent of Love 
(1968). Later on he made two other 
documentaries—The King of Drums 
w^hich won the best documentary 
award in 1974 and Sorotchandro in 
1976. With his first feature film 
Dooroiwo in 1978, he hit the head¬ 
lines and at once became an interna¬ 
tionally' recognised director. It 
brought him the Silver Lotus for the 
best regional Bengali feature film in 
1979 and quite a few others, both 
national and international.-He made 
two more feature films—Neem 
Annapurno (Bitter Morsel) in 1979 
and Grihajuddha (Crossroads) in 
1982, and a TV feature Sheet Grish- 
mer Smriti (Seasons' Memories) in 
1982. The latter two have yet to see 
the light of day. 

Doorofwa portrays 'inner con¬ 
tradictions of the Left movement 
against the background of the Naxa- 
lite uprising." The contradiction 
and isolation of Mondar, a young 
leftist lecturer is the central theme. 
Mondar married and then divorced 
Anjali within a mouth, when .she 
disclosed that she had conceived 
before her marriage through her 
brother’s friend. Amit. Rebuffed by 
Amit and feeling that the child 
needed an identity, she married 
Mondar. She had thought Mondar 
different, but she was mistaken. 
Mondar rejected her because of his 
conventional ideals of marriage and 
motherhood. But he also couldn't 
reconcile himself to his rejection of 
Anjali. As a result he became lonely 
and confused. In the end he talks to 
Anjali probably to resolve hisj con¬ 
tradictions. 

Dooratwa was held to be a film of 
exceptional qualities in which the 
director attempts to probe “the emo¬ 
tional and political impasse of a 
young middle class professor.” Says 
Dasgupta: “I wanted (here) to bring 
forward the line of distance between 
the political ideas of the middle 
class leftists and their exposure and firactice in their private and social 
ives. Mondar is totally honest in his 

political commitments and beliefs 
but was not aware of certain tradi-^ 
tional old values that lay hidden in 
him.” In this Dasgupta is certainly 
successful. The originai story by 
Shirshendu Mukhopadhyey had 

Monidipa Roy In ‘Neem Annapur¬ 
na’: i*resenting realities 

only its human side, but in the 
hands of the director, the characters 
were made conscious of the socio¬ 
political surroundings. 

Waiting in the cans: The other film, 
Neem Annapurna, is the .story of 
a poverty stricken middle class 
family coming to Calcutta in search 
of new avenues of income. The 
subsequent corruption and degrada¬ 
tion due to poverty is its main 
theme. The original story by the late 
Kamal Kumar Majumdar was based 
on the days of the great famine, but 
the director vary ably modified the 
base and transformed the story so 
that it can address itself more to 
large social issues rather than indi¬ 
vidual experiences. Here also the 
director has raised many question.s 
and pointed to some agonising prob¬ 
lems but declines to provide their 
solutions. 

The message he wants to convey 
is clear but very subtle. Says Das¬ 
gupta; "I had no other way but to 
present reality in its crudest form, 
otherwise the viewers couldn’t 
possibly have masped the real sig¬ 
nificance of the situation. Some 
viewers said they came back seeing 
the film thoroughly shaken ana 
couldn't take their meal of rice that 
ni^t. Here lies the success of the 
film.” 

This film which was made in 
1979 and had won a number of 
international awards could be re¬ 
leased only recently. But it was not a 
box office success. 

HIS next film Grihajuddha was 
concerned with the threats 
and dangers of private capita) 

in our society. The ruthless charac¬ 
ter of monopoly capital and the 
corruptive forces in the society have 
been presented in a very realistic 
way. 'The film is a political one with 
a strong ovtirtone. 

Dasgupta says; “1 am not a politic¬ 
al filmmaker. Humanity and human 
life set me thinking. But life di¬ 
vorced from the society and politics 
is inconceivable. I do not believe in 
that process which goes against 
mankind. Politics is one of those 
vibrant things that makes you wor¬ 
ry.” He thinks it is not possible to 
make r, political film in the real 
sense because filmmakers in this 
country have to work within the 
limitations of the existing system. 

“The biggest censor of the film is 
the filmmaker himself for he knows 
the system won’t allow hini to do 
anything diametrically opposite to 
the system. The filmmaker has to 
follow certain norms. But these 
norms are decided by the political 
authorities," Dasgupta sums up. 

Two great filmmakers who in¬ 
spired him are Satyajit Ray and 
Ritwik Ghatak, According to Das¬ 
gupta; "Their craftsmanship has to 
be seen to be believed. The sophisti¬ 
cated wit which we find in Ray is 
born of his Hollywood experiences. 
The young filmmakers should learn 
from his super craftsmanship.” 

About Ritwik Ghatak, he says; “If 
I am to name one filmmaker who 
has utilised passion (in the positive* 

* sense), he is Ritwik Ghatak. He 
would have been one of the greatest 
filmmakers of the world had he been 
disciplined in his creativity.,. We 
are forced to think that we are seeing 
a film made out of super imagina¬ 
tion, super power and super talent.” 

About the role of the government, 
Dasgupta feels that it should take 
more positive and effective steps to 
enable the viewers to see good films. 
Nowadays there are a number of 
films which are denied the oppor¬ 
tunity of being released despite their 
wide international acclaim. For ex¬ 
ample, Neem Annapurna took some 
four years to be released simply for 
want of a proper distributor. 

Sumit Mnidier 
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INTERIORS / Period Furniture 

v«jfc jrAN is a clubb- 
/I animal, a 

I\/1 creature of 
JL T JLbeauty. Civil¬ 
ised man craves to live 
In style. The house he 
-lives in must be the 
style. The beautiful 
world of furniture must 
be his oyster, 

Meeta Dhingra, 39, has 
been interested in art 
since she ran around in 
pi^iis. She has dabbled 
in painting and the de¬ 
signing of various ob¬ 
jects of art. And this, 
without having received 
any formal education in 
art. 

She was really in¬ 
spired when she visited 
the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art in New 
York. The great works of 
the masters that she saw 
there fired her interest 
and took her to Italy and 
France where she 
trained in the art of de- 
coupage, moulage and 
marquetry. 

Her latest interest has 
been designing furniture 
rellecting ideas of the 
16th century period and 
later. 

The French Rococo, 
the Renaissance, the 
Baroque; you name it, 
she has designed it. 

The French Rococo, in 
the Ihth century, was 
ihathod by pieces which 
were gracerul adH deli- 
c^e. wished with inlay 
m sniain plaques of fi¬ 
gured marbles and semi¬ 
precious stones. . 
; Often, there was a de- 
paaltiie from the 

THE 
INSIDE 
STORY 

jTwAfremefrmfiwhtleQaofsiinperlod^^ 
-twm end hirna, IMK mowliiliMf and^ 

and you would have in¬ 
lay or marquetry of iv¬ 
ory, mother of pearl and 

I different coloured 
I woods. 
[ The French Renaiss¬ 

ance. which was greatly 
influenced by the Italian 
Renaissance, was a 
period noted for its res¬ 
traint. Simple designs 
carved in walnut or 
sculptured in low relief 
and stucco modelled in 
intricate patterns. 

The Baroque period of 
the 17th century having 
derived its name from 
the Court .of Emperor 
Baroque patented its 
furniture with a flam¬ 
boyant design—whether 
in carving or gilding. 
The marquetry decora¬ 
tion and lacquered furni¬ 
ture came to stay. 

Decoupafge, the art in 
which Mceta Dhjingra is 
now tryng to specialise, 
is a decorative art sever¬ 
al centuries old. It is the 
technique of cutting out. 
or carving and inlaying 
on wood, ceramic, glass 
or metal. 

The origin of this art 
can be traced back to 
.medieval times, and ft 
has been influenced by 
Chinese and Polish 
woodwork and the felt 
applique techniquie of 
the Siberians. It reached 
its zenith in France dur-. 
Ing the Renaissancei,.' 
rvmen ft was Used to 
' corate furniture, 
pm 'times' it: 

*%|Sed 
into painttog 



Clockwise from above: Japanese lacquered plan¬ 
ters in different sizes. Various items-from the 
Queen Anne period which exemplified the new 
style of sensible and comfortable living. A well 
appointed Regency bedroom., corresponding in 
time and style (1793-1620) to the French Oirectoire, 
bringing nostalgic memories of the ornate period. 
Drawingroom furniture of the early Georgian 
period (1730-60), the Age of Mahogany, of ex¬ 
quisite textile and carpets, of furniture. A Japanese 
lacquered screen with relief work. 
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QUIZ / NeU O’Brien 
Prashant Singh, 
Kharagpur, asks, 
"Who is a carpet 
knight?” One, 
usually a civilian, 
dubbed by favour 
of court as 
opposed to the tra- 
ditionai hero 
given the honour 

for military service on the battle¬ 
field. Tile name may have derived 
from non-military knighthoods 
being conferred ‘on the carpet’, 
rather than ‘in the field’, or in 
allusion to the attachment' shown 
to the carpeted drawing-room by 
non-msrtia knights. 

Sulochana Raju, Calcutta 29, 
writes. "When a ship traverses the 
Panama Canal from the Atlantic to 
the Pacific in what direction will it 
be moving?” She goes on to say. “It 
will actually be moving east.” How? 

The Panama Canal, quite contrary 
to popular belief, does not cross the 
Isthmus from east to west (or, if you 
prefer, from west to east). It doesn’t 
svan come close to doing so: from 
Limon Bay to Gatun Lake it runs due 
south, then it takes a turn eastward. 
Its ‘western’ or Pacific terminus is 
actually more than 20 miles east of 
its Atlantic beginnings, A ship 

traversing the canal, thus, actually 
doubles back on its course, losing 
some 20 miles of headway. 

Pallavi Barthakur, Tezpur, asks 
‘‘Who was Corpora! Violet?” 

Napoleon Bonaparte: because 
when banished to Elba he told his 

t«m for an airfield, i.e. an area of 
land where aircraft are kppt and may 
take off and land. An airport is an 
airfield, fully equipped with fecili- 
ties, at which passengers by air 
embark or disembark. 

Arun ’Karmakar, Calcutta-9 and 
friends that be woiild return -with 
the violets in the spring. During the 

plot to restore the deposed Emperor, 
Napoleon was referred to by his 
followers as ‘Corporal Violet'. The 
password was ‘Do you like violets?' 
If the answer given was ‘Oui’ {‘Yes’) 
the person was known not to be a 
Bonapartist; but if the answer was 
'Eh bien’ (‘Oh well!’) the respondent 
was recognized as an adherent. Dur¬ 
ing Napoleon’s triumphant return 
violets were freely sold in plages. 

Gautam Karar, Calcutta 36, would 
like to know the difference between 

Md. Moghees Ahmad, Patna-4, 
would like to know which bird 
makes the longest migratory flight'. 

"The greatest distance covered by 
a ringed bird during migration is 
12.000 miles by an Arctic tern (Ster¬ 
na paradisaeo). which was banded 
as a nestling )uiy 5, 1955 in the- 
Kandaiaksha Sanctuary on the 
White Sea coast of the USSR, north 
of Archangel, and was captured 
alive by a fisherman 8 miles south of 
Fremantle, W. Australia. May 16. 
1956.” (Guinness Book of World 
Records, 1983). 

Amarendra Nath Verma informs 
us “that Leo Club of Sindri orga¬ 
nised a quiz competition during its 
’83 youth festival. -The competition 
got a wonderful response. A pre¬ 
liminary round was gone through to 
select six finalists. 'The quiz master 
was Raiesh Prasad Singh. The win¬ 
ning pair comprised Areeb Afsah 
and Shailendia Suman while the 

an aerodrome and an airport. runners up were Ravi Shankar and 
An aerodrome is an old-fashioned Amarendra Kumar." 

QUESTIONS _ 

1. Who invented ^he pendulum clock? (Sudeepta 
Dos Gupta. Calcutta 32) 

2. What is the snowline? (Mano) Upadhyay, Cha- 
buah) 

3. Where are the headquarters of the World 
Meteorological Organization? (Madhumita 
Ganguly. Calcutta 6) 

4. What is a straw vote? (Soumitra Dey, Calcutta 
29) 

5. Who was the first recipient of the Nobel Prize for 
Physics? (Moloy Chandan Chakraborty, Khas- 
jeenagora) 

6. What word is common to: Blue, Straw, Black 
and Goose? (Chandan Ghatak. Asansol) 

7. Which is the biggest country in Africa? (Arun 
Kr. De, Alipurduar )n.) 

8. What is a lady’s slipper? (Dilip Chhabra, 
Gauhati) 

9. Who is the only American President to have 
been bom in a hospital? (Sbirbendu Das, Calcut¬ 
ta 12) 

.0. Who wrote the following lines; “We look before 
and after,/We pine for whatds nOt JCka sincerest 
lauj^tsr/With some pain is fraught.”? (B.P. 
Prasad, Howrah) 

ANSWERS 
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Inner Eye 
NEXT SEVEN DAYS 
FROM OCTOBER 23 TO OCTOBER.29 

RIES 
Mw 21-Apr 20 

Do not antagonise 
your employer or 

those in authority. Pay great 
attention to business details 
and professional pursuits. A 
fair amount of success in most 
things is indicated, including 
some gains through specula¬ 
tion. You are advised to make 
imoortant changes this week. 

AURUS 
Apr 21-May 22 

A long pending 
problem involving fi¬ 

nance wiU be solved. Courage, 
faith and fortitude will help you 
tackle your business problems 
successfully This week is 
favourable for love and mat¬ 
rimonial correspondence. Your 
home front will remain happy 
and peaceful 

EO 
July 23-Aug 22 

Your stefllar por¬ 
tents are somewhat 

conflicting. Oiffcuitios and re¬ 
verses will be overcome by 
help from unexpected sources. 
Avoid property deals, foreign 
invesbnents and speculation. 
Prepress on all fronts wilt be 
registered gradually. Watch 
your finances closely. 

IRGO 
Aug 23-Sept 22 

Your boundless 
energy will lead to 

success but caution is advised 
against physical strain and in 
dealings witti elderly relatives 
Secret matters are well signi¬ 
fied Yourra people and intel¬ 
lectuals will contribute to your 
well being and success. New 
friendships are foreseen. 

AGiTTARiUS 
Nov 22-Dec 22 

Be patient in the 
face of senous and 

often unexpected obstacles. 
Pay more attention to minute 
business details. After a minor 
setback due to disagreements, 
your professional activities will 
progress rapidly. Gams on the 
financial front are predicted. 
Avoid all disputes 

APRICORN 
Dec 23-Jiin 20 

You will experience 
both physical and 

mental strain. Control your 
temper. Debts may cause 
great anxiety. Eschew ques¬ 
tionable friends and safeguard 
the health of women m the 
family. Do not make important 
changes. The results may iK>t 
be in keeping with your efforts. 

BIRTHDAYS 

October 23 
Largely a happy year, but wilt 
be full of strange expenences 
You may have to undertake 
many lourneys From early 
1984. much good lorlune and 
popularity are porltayed for 
you. 

October 24 
You wilt be forceful, energetic, 
alert and courageous, and dis¬ 
play much business acumen 
All these will lead to success 
despite obstacles and re¬ 
verses. Variable influences will 
lead to both fortunate and un¬ 
fortunate expenences. 

October 25 
The year provides a fair mea¬ 
sure of good fortune. However, 
some disappointment in love 
or family dissension is 
threatened. You wtl show the 
astute part of your personality 
but at the same time will be 
very short tempered. Inheri¬ 
tance IS likely but some com- 
piicalions will arise. Benefits 
from unexpected sources are 
indicated in 1984 

EMINi 
■ « May 23-June 21 

The plar^ts do not 
_ favour you this 
week; therefore, be content to 
mark time and wait for better 
days. Exercise extreme cau¬ 
tion in aH your dealings, parti¬ 
cularly business agreements. 
ChecK all imlable tendencies 
and do not entiase others. 
Avoid extravagance. 

iBRA 
Sapi 23-Oi:l 22 

Excellent opportuni¬ 
ties to expand pro- 
aclivilies will come 
Let your own intut- 

fessional 
ymii way. 
tion be your guide. Prosperity. 
IS predicted on all fronts and 
your hard work will receive dup 
recognition. You are likely to 
»X]uire some expensive items 
Prepare for a journey. 

QUARIUS 
Jan 21 Feb 20 

An unexpected put¬ 
ney IS likely to fetch 

profitable business contracts. 
Exercise caution and ciicurns- 
pection in dealings with the 
opposite sex. Suits and debts 
are nol likely to pose serious 
threats. Seek and act upon the 
advice of elders and family 
friends. 

videa you check all extrava¬ 
gant tendencies. Seek and act 
upon the advice of elders. A 
new friendship will prove help¬ 
ful. Domestic affairs will bring 
py. Some inheritance is fore¬ 
seen. A beneficial change of 
job or residence is lik^y. 

ANGER CORPIO 
1. June 22.July 22 Oct 23-Nim 21 

The week will prove A successful week M, 
a happy one pro- will be crowned bv a 

promotion. Your business front 
will remain irteady. Be guided 

your own intuition. You are 
Wtely to win a lottery. A happy 
romance or event is probable. 
Some trouble from an etderly 
person is indicated. Sports and 
speculation are well signified. 

ISCES 
SMs 21-Mar 20 
This week remains 
fairly favourable. 

Apart from a small loss, your 
prospects are encouraging. A 
secret friendship or associa¬ 
tion will prove helpful Love 
and domestic affairs will bring 
joy and good fortune. Take 
care of your own and your 
family's health. 

SUGGESTIONS LUCKY NUMBER AND COLOUR 

SUNDAY romanhc affairs OCTOBER 23 5 VEU.OW 

MONDAY OOMESTK Atrims OCTOBER 24 8 WHITE 

TUESDAY SHOmNQ OCTOBER 25 4 RED 

WEDNESDAY •USMESS AFFAIRS OCTOBER 26 9 QREEM 

IWunSDAY MEWTATION OCTOffiR 27 6 ORANGE' 

FrilOAV moRmoE OCTOBER 26 1 GREY 

SATURDAY SFOflTS OCTOBER 29 2 eiUE 

October 26 
Make the most of the excellent 
vibrations now present in all 
your affairs You will be ambi¬ 
tious and enterprising with 
novel ideas in business which 
will prove to be highly remun¬ 
erative Outstanding popularity 
IS indicated in 1984. 

October 27 
Your aflairs prosper on an 
even note with much help from 
elderly relatives, employers 
and strangers You wiU enpy 
some good fortune but heavy 
expenses are likely. Guard 
against misrepresentation and 
avoid taw suits. 

October 28 
Your year will pass on an even 
tenor. Business partners and 
young associates wiU contri¬ 
bute to much happiness. Love 
and marriage are weli signi¬ 
fied. Make changes and travel 
if desired. Childrwi and mtetie- 
cutals will prove helpful. 

October 29 
A successful year on the virhole 
although soine unexpected re¬ 
verse is threaten^ during 
November or December. Make 
the most of your ckXKl fortune. 
Your activities wUTbe restricted 
to your present circte, 

M.B. RAMAN 
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Comics ARCHIE 
IT’S THE PiTSr I CAN 

REMEMBER WHEN THIS 
BEACH WAS PRETTY SHAfeP." 

T S still "SHARP"/ I 
JUS" CUT MV FOOT ON 

A aROKEN BOTTLE" 

'.'31*. 

o 
H ^44 

HI, GUVS.M 
WHAT 

HAPPENEP/y 

BETTY CUT HER 
FOOT ON A 

BROKEN BOTTLE." 

YES, SOME 
PEOPLE ARE' . 
THOUeHTLESS." 

"J'- 

VOU KNOW, IF EACH PERSON 
WOULD PICK UP ONE Bl r OF 
TRASH, THIS PLACE WOULP , 
BE LOOKING GOOt?" ^ 

h 

\ WEOUGHTTD 
MAKE UP 

' fOSTERS TD 
REMINP FOLKS 
OF THAT." 

V 

ir 

0\ 

rfiMi 

THERE'S A PLACE ON 
OAK STREET THAT SRINP5 
OUT PHOTO COPIES REAL 

CHEAP," ,- 

YEAH- THEN 
WE'LL'HANP 
THEM OUT " 

ARE VOU THE 
KIPS WHO HAV 
BEEN HANPING 
these OUT? . 

YES. OFFICER " BUT 
PON'T THANK US " 

WE'RE JUST 
CONCERNEP OTI2ENS.' 

m' 

THANK 'yOUr PEOPLE ARE LITTERING^ 
THE BEACH WITH THEM." I WANT 
THEM ALL PICKEP UP BY TOMORROW) 
MORNING.OR I'LL GIVE YOU A 1 

SUMMONS." A ^ lil 

ER"-- 
YES, 
SIR," 

iL 

I FOUNP ANOTHER 
ONE." HOW MANY 

TO GO? 

231 TOGO." 
KEEP 
LOOKIN'." 

(^4 

'STia m 

t 

‘n? 

■■ Li. ,v’-k. 

si- ii 
\'k 

'' "W- 
.I..,.' }. iki 



JULIET JONES 
JW Not Mfte aatie 
70UMI 7HW ao0,m». 
AJnmK AU.,WOKKlN& Kftt 

f< LIVIN0 utemtpviatOfBtt. 
W/A^LAkV’ MO(r«4N MiaHT 
HA\fe «OWU! P^WA^Otf. 

XC 
4W? TTOW/TMZNeP’ 
POWN A CHANCE 
TO EON FC>e TWC 

PIZSEtIVNCV. 
N 

m<SHT- 
ANt? He 
UIVEE IN 

THAT 
CAETt-e 

UX7A(M6 
AHEAC? 

By Stan Drake 
THATE COLONEL MMLE^. 

HBV THe<»«WT MA|W»_ 
A»P»- TOO'Ve TD OBT 
t«»H MAflUtf FROM tm 
^pofte sou «eT 

TO AneervMs 
oeneptAL.. 

, Mn. 

u-n'm Jilt 

r-^ 
jp We eeLBCT mxj fob tmip 

AeAENMeNT/ yMiee ^Nee, sou wu 
W5 PRINV TO eOAie OF THB ACWT 

MNAATKMML eeceereoFALL 
Tw»e/ 

1 ^4 
. ' . il 

^ ■' ' -W-td 

hiil 

SOUMUPT TAlCe AN OtTH aWT 
TD (te\«Ai- ANV OF THB CCfmsHTV 
OP rtm eeftteRAL« mbaoibp to 

>w>9£v^y-AT>wy TJSMe/ 
UNPBBOTOOP? 

TraTTZT 

MANDRAKE By Lee Falk 

CU^iHTA^X, 

PMSAiCrOR 

\ 

L 

..FANTASTIC TREASURE 
HOUSE OF SaiDOOlD 
...PRICEIESS ANTIQUITIES 

TURNED OVER TO 
THE NATION. 

WfOWTE TOUACREAT 
DEBT. WHAT CAN VUE 
DOFORTOU? . 

JUST KEEP TOUR 
PROMISE, m. 

60VERH0R-1D 
KEEP IT AS IT »/ 

THEY QAVE ME CREDIT FOR SAVINS ALL 
THIS. BUT WITHOUT \OU TWO, THOSE . 
CROOKS WOULD HAVE DESTROYED A 

IT.. AND ME. 

THEY OFFERED YC» 
A JORHERE. WHAT 
ARE YOU SOIN6 

L^^DO? 

rLL'orrciii 

Hoiim* 
**IIONBl 

•JJWUMfJiT 

yy TOO CIVILIIED FOR 
ME. ML DO WHAT I'VE 

ALWAYS POKE... 
, PROSPECTIN'. MAYBE 
k I'LL FINO...ANOTHER 

ELDORADO. 



MOOSE MILLER By Bob Weber 



THE LOCKHORNS 



.Divided They Stand. 

Tl IK inon: we talk about 
(iiihutta constables, 

tin: less Ihev seem to (.are 
itboiil it The other dav, at 
iibiait 1 1 am. minibusos. 
pri\ale bu.ses. taxis, tem- 
t«»s .111(1 trucks c.reated 
(ban-, near the Shvainba- 

THllKIi (.an liardlv be 
aov doubt that in this 

(.il\ toolball is tlie most 
l>o|nil.u' game. You will 
find inati hes of all sorts 
beiuj.’ plavf’d all over the 
citv. But the place where 
tin; iuaxinium of such 
niat(.he.s are played is on 
the Muidaii. 

Even a stretch ol 50 
yards is converted into a 
playground, and children 
from the age of five up¬ 
wards can be found kii.k- 
ing around. One such 
stretch exists just in iront 

zar bridge. It became a 
free-for-all in a matter ot 
minutes. And three traffic 
i.onstables were only 
adding to tlie confusion 
instead of trying to man¬ 
age the show. 

A di.sgruntled pa.s.senger 

of a private bus stuck hi.s 
head out and expressed 
his displeasure loud and 
clear. 'VVh.if is the use ut 
posting three i onstahles at 
one place if Ihev (an t 
manage evi-n togellif'ir' 
he asked. 

.Giving Them a Hand. 
of the CAB (dub house. It 
is usually occupied by a 
few iads who have more 
or less turned it into their 
own ‘property.’ 

There is a match every¬ 
day and thev have their 
own Maradonas, Rossis 
and of course their own 
versions of l(K:al super- 
stars. During the IKA 
Shield the East Bengal 
supporters w(!re returning 
home after witne.ssing a 
match. It happened that 
their club had given a 
pathetic display of foot¬ 

ball and in truslralion 
they commented, while 
passing bv litis play¬ 
ground. that these lads 
played belter than tfu' so- 
called superstars. 

The crow'd started 
gathering and then an in¬ 
cident took pla(ai which 
brought their game to a 
premature death. One of 
the Maradonas took a 
powerful kick at the oppo¬ 
nent's goal, mi.ssed, and 
the ball went over to 
King's Way. the road be¬ 
hind the goalpost. The 

A fellow passengei 
quietly chewing his pool 
his eves half closed in th 
usual stoic 8xpre.ssioi 
couldn’t resist a reparte( 
"Do you know th 
rationale behind the fac 
of keeping three cons 
ables at one place? On 
will signal with hi.s hand 
and blow his whistle an 
the .second will scribble i 
his uotehook (only Go 
knows what they kee 
scribbling). As for th 
third—he is the actnur 
tant. The trucfcwalas an 
tempownlas know wlu 
that means! That is wh; 
is called division c 
labour—or delegation c 
dutv! " 

iiall tell directly before 
passing truck—and the 
was the end of the ball. I 
lay in a small, sorry look 
ing heap in the middle r 
the road. 

This was when th 
spectators decided t 
help. Feeling sorry for th 
kids, they clecidecl to co 
lect money from ihos 
standing around—and a 
of them responded genei 
ousiy. 

That’s cricket, shoul 
we say? 



virrvruT 

An unfounded belief vernacular. But the tour- gested that they may not 
among the majority of ists returned the be knowing English. The 

Indians is that all Euro- annoyance with sweet ladies in the Ws were 
peans speak the English and full smiles »visibly taken aback, Re¬ 
language. Tlii.s was covering their composure, 
biought into sharp iocus Being conversant with one of the ladies said: 
when a correspondent the English language, this "Chhl, chhi, they are 
wastiavellinginabusone correspondent came for- Sahibs and even they 
evening ^ ward and lequested the don’t know English? Then 

Some European tourists Europeans to make way how can people call us 
were standing in front of for the ladies But. they undignified when we 
the ladip,s’ seals and were blankly stared back, cion’t know English?” All 
enthusiastically trying to “What nonsense," said the'ladies seemed very 
get a seat for themselves, another lady, "why can't consoled with this com- 
The ladies obviously they understand"? Or are ment. Their not knowing 
made their anuovaiire they just pretending’” English didn’t matter 
felt—and heard, in the This correspondent sug- now. 

FnuxMork Have you ever beep » 
victim of % pickpock¬ 

et? If the answer Is in tko 
affirmative, what have 

,you lost? Usually it fif 
money or ornaments. But 
listen to this one. 

A colleague stays in Uw 
Baniapukur urea of the* 
city and usually comUf tO 
office aboard a tram (route 
25). That fateful day, he 
boarded his tram end 
finding uq place to sit. 1^ 
stood in front of a twiu 
seater, clutching his Ug 

close to his chest. 

Government em- ness to a senior staff temptations. 
ployees have by now artiste at All India Radio “Dado, please do this 

earned a not too flattering virtually pleading with regularly, I’ll give you a 
image of being kaam- his peon to clean his desk rupee today, please do it 
chors. And with good and emptj out the right now," he said, The 
reason. ashtray. “Dodo,” he went overbusy pton suddenly 

on, “please do it at least found time to clean the. 
■The security of their job once every three days. I’ve desk and empty out the 

and the fact that they are got to do it myself all the ashtray within minutes., 
not accountaWe for their time.” The peon war not 
Uck of efficiency! to any- impressed and merely car- And, needless to add, 
one have made even claAa ried on doing his “other the rupee was coUected 
rv emplop» treat tbfir work.” The gentleman with sullen indifference, 
i^lor officers with dls- yrho i$ in no way a weak* The rupee, after all was 

kneed penon had then to hia hirthrlghl and he 
A cpHaagttfl was a wit- penukde with Bitef would have it. 

But he had been taken 
for more than just a tram 
ride On reaching office,, 
he opened his bag to tahe 
out his siipctacles, but 
found them missing. He 
had a closer look and 
found to his dismay that 
one side of the hag had 
been slashed open ana 
there was no trace of ^e 
glasses. 

He began to recall the 
tram ride and remem¬ 
bered that the person sit- 
ting nearest to him (while 
he stood before him) m 
the tram had a tile with 
him. At one point of time, 
he stood up the file and 
placed It at an odd posi.^ 
tion for a brief moment. It 
must have been then that 
he slit the bag. “But t 
wonder what he will do 
with my glasses!” theijal^ 
le^e wailed. 

'Tne truth is that timre it 
nothiiyg tiiat doesn’t havw 
a resale value, he It spectA-, 

1 cles or ornaments. Arjy- 
thing is good enough fof W 

''fast hunk. J;, 
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WORD WIZZ 

The word in italics precedes those in the first.two columns and follows those 
in the last two. (goodnight, starry night, nightcap, nightfall). 

1. LIGHT DOM 
2. TEA BATH ' 
3. HOOD FRIEND 
4. ROPE CORNER 
5. LIGHT BEAMS 
6. LOOK RAGE 

Answers on Page 14 

Barter Bank 
If you read an item in (his 
pngf) (hof you ivish io re¬ 
spond to. please write in 
to Barter Bank, c/o The 
TiihEcnAPI I Colour Maga¬ 
zine. 6, Prafulla Sarkar 
Streel. CaIcuUa-7()()001. 
Also, if you w ish to enter 
on Horn in this column, 
please write in with de¬ 
tails to the address given 
above. We shall inform 
you of respon.sos to your 
insertions by post. 

'• Records; I offer five 
LP.s—a Funky Stuff, Hot 
Hits No 9. Abba’s Super 
Trouper, Greate.st Hits II, 
and a Honey M for LFs or 
cassettes of Billy Joel’s 
Gla.ss House, Donna Sum¬ 
mers’ Greatest Hits 1 and 
anything by Simon and 
Garfunkel. Contact Debjit 
Ghosh. 

• Stamps: I want to ex¬ 
change Indian and foreign 
stamps for Indian and 
foreign picture postcards. 
Write to Jasy Marbaniang. 

• Books: I offer ICSE and 
HS textbooks, in good 
condition, and some story 
books for anything of 
equal value. Please con¬ 
tact Shikha Biswas. 

•Books: 1 have three edi¬ 
tions of The Observer’s 
Book of Aircraft (1967, 
1978, 1983) and two 
books, Tlie Great Pianos 
and Military Aircraft of 
World War 11. Theii value 
when new was about Rs 
300 and they are all in 
excellent condition. 1 
want tOfexchange them for 
a good TT racquet, or cas¬ 
settes by Abba, Bee Gees 
or The Jacksons. Write to 
Amab Bhaduri. 



^QJlIIDfeirW&DQF 
-by Hal Kaufman- 

• HOLIDAY FUNI 
What holiday honors 
lodging places? Inn- 
dependence Day. 
What holiday honors 
famiiy ties? Kin- 
dependence Day. 
What holiday honors 
lots of noise? Din- 
dependence Day. 
What holiday honors 
smiling faces? Grin- 
dependence Day. Any 
to add? 

STAND-IN 
LINESI 

Draw four lines, as de¬ 
picted above. Now, add 
five additional straight 
lines to form letters of a 
word indicating a num¬ 
ber that is usually formed 
with just two lines. 

Got that? Begin with 
tour lines, and five more 
and spell the name of a 
number usually made 
with two lines. 

How it's done: Cross 
the first line lo form a T, 
add three lines to the 
next to form an E. and 
connect the remaining 
lines with a diagonal to 
form an N. Thus, you 
have spelled TEN, a num¬ 
ber usually made with a 1 
and 0, 

SHOW OF HANDS! Our camper friends above are 
simulating a famous moment in history. Add missing lines. 

• Milky Way! Four red cows and three blue cows 
give the same amount of milk in a day as three red 
cows and five blue cows. Which colour gives the 
most milk? (sMtto onia CNvg sf •4tnui '«l- '-uvut h*. oii() 

• Safe bet! Place a pencil on a flat surface. Bet 
someone you can make the pencil move without 
touching it. Blow on the pencil and it will move 
easily. 

ml 
HOCUS-FOCUS 

isSk 
RING SIOEi Add colors nootly to enhance the timely holiday scene 
above; 1—Red. 2—Lt. blue. 3—Yellow. 4—LI. brown. 5—Flesh, 
i—Black. 7—Dk. brown, s—Ok. blue. 9—Dk. purple. 

i 

CAN YOU TNUST YOUN EYlff Tllirt art at toast ils dlftor- 
oacM la drawliit dstolto kelwson top and ImMmh psaeto. New 
pukkly cea yeu Had Hwinr Owcfc aiwwon wHIi M«m batow. 

'Sumiw SI iis»u»so«j ■» ■ jstjost n isiiuris •« vsiieiHt si nsu 
r -flutniw SI isseMS 4 ■•vi»*l“' *1 ISsmS t iusjsmIO *l mnoui ijwiuf •» imsumuio 

SPELLBINDER 
SCORE 10 points for using all the 
lottors in the word botow to form 
two comploto words: 

DECLARES 

THEN scww 2 piMntt ooch for all 
words of tour lottors or more 
found among tho totters. 

Try to scort at toast M points. 
pstf'tsve uniSSutsieitMd 
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The information given below 
is accurate at the time of 
going to press 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Be-Asbroo: Society (Corpora¬ 
tion Place; 241002). 

Directed by Shiv Kumar, the 
cast includes Ravindra Maha- 

, A| 
awan. 

Dard-e-DII: Crown (R.A. Kld- 
wai Road; 244822)-4 shows, 
Chhaya (Upper Circular Road; 
351382), Puma (S.P. Mukher- 
jee Road; 474567), Pushpas- 
ree (Diamond Harbour Road; 
775081 )-noon. 

Zarina Wahab. Mukesh 
Khanna and Ranjeet star in 
this films directed by Suraj 
Prakash and music by Ram 
Laxman. 
Humse Hal Zamana: Opera 
(Lenin Sarani). Grace (Mahat¬ 
ma Gandhi Road; 341544), 
Ganesh (Upper Chitpur Road; 
332250), Rupali (A.l! Mukher- 
jee Road; 474403). Bhabani 
(Russa Road: 461528). 

Directed by DeepaR Bahrey 
and music by Ram Laxman, 
the film has Zeenat Aman, 
MIthun Chakraborty, Danny, 
Kim. Kajal Kiran and Amjad 
Khan in the lead. 
Mazdoor; Lighthouse 
(Humayun Place; 231402), 
Gem (Achary.a J C. Bose 
Road: 249828), Prabhat (Chit- 
taranjan Avenue: 342683), 
Priya (Rashbehari Avenue; 
464440), Jagat (Acharya Pra- 
fulia Chandra Road; 365108), 
Talkie Show House (Sibdas 
Bhaduri Street; S52270), 
PuShpasree (Diamond Har¬ 
bour Road; 775081). 

The film stars Dilip Kumar. 
Raj Babbar, Padmini Kolha- Bure and Rati Agnihotri. 
lujhe Insaaf. Chahlye: Roxy S^howringhee Place; 234138), 
itra (Bidhan Sarani; 551133) 

& Kalika (Sadananda Road; 
47®141)-4 shows. Jawahar 
(Kesab Sen Street; 343556), 
Pradip (Izzatullah Lane; 
464861). 

Rekha, Mithun Chakraborty, 
Rati Agnihotri and Ranieeta 
star in this film, directed by T. 
Rama Rao and music by Lax- 
mjkant i^arelal. 
Naukar Bhwl Ka: Orient (Ben- 
tinck Street; 231917), Uttara 
(Bidhan Sarani; 552200), Uj- 
jala’ (Russa Road; 478666), 
.24/ 

Purabi (Mahatma Gandhi 
Road 35068(y. Pafk Show 
House -(Park Street: 441971). 

A film by Rajkumar Kohli 
and music by Bappi Lahiri, it 
has Dharmendra, Reena Roy, 
Raj Babbar and Anita Raj in 
the lead roles. 
Pram Tapaaya: Hind (Ganesh 
Chandra Avenue; 274259), 
Nazz (Lower Chitpur Road; 
262773) & Liberty (Chittaran- 
jan Avenue; 553046)-4 shows, 
Uttara (Bidhan Sarani; 

Road; 478666)-noon. 
A wealthy only son has a 

passion for flying. He falls in 
love with an air hostess and 
employs many tactics to win 
her heart. Eventually he suc¬ 
ceeds and they prepare to get 
married. But another girl whom 
he had courted in order to 
make the forrher jealous, re¬ 
enters his life. The rest of the 
film unravels this emotional 
drama. 

A cloying sentimental 
drama. 
Justice Chaudhury: Elite 
(S.N. Banerjee Road; 
241383), Darpana (Bidhan 
S^ani; 552040). 

The story of this film lacks 
any sense whatsoever. The 
characters include a long-lost 
father and sor> who look alike; 
a son who is a tough cop; an 

Hema rules the roost in ‘Razia Sultan’ 

evil lawyer with a sexy daugh¬ 
ter, and a diamond smuggle) 
who has a twin. The story 
revolves around justice and 
the elderly lawyer takes the 
law into his own hands to beat 
up the villains. He also con¬ 
demns his own son for a crime 
which he never committed. 

An unbearable film. 

Sumbandh (A); Metro 
(Chowringhee Road; 233541)- 
2.30, 5.30, 8.30. 

Vinod Mehra plays a college 
professor who marries one of 
nis students (Rat) Agnihotri). 
Attempting to save nis wife 
from being raped, he inadver¬ 
tantly kills the rapist. 

In court, it )s revealed that he 

Jeetendra and Reena In ‘Prem Tapasya’: ail’s fair 



suffers from a sexual complex 
acquired as the result of a 
childhood trauma. 

This theme has been ex¬ 
ploited to such an extent that 
the film is virtual soft core pom, 
Riahta Kagaz Ka: Lotus (S.N. 
Banerjee Road; 242664), 
Krishna (T.C. Dutta Street; 
344262). 

Nutah, Rai Babbar, Suresh 
Oberoi and Rati Agnihotri form 
the leading cast of this film 
directed by Ajay Gbel and 
music by Rajesh Roshan. 
Woh 7 Din: New Cinema 
(Lenin SaranI; 270147)-4 
shows: Majestic (R.A. Kidwai 
Road; 242266), Bina (Bidhan 
Sarani; 341522), Purnasree 
(Raja Raj Kissen Street; 
554033), Moonlight (T.C. Dut- 
ta Road; 343339) & Basusree 
(S.P. Mukherjee Road; 
478808)-noon. 

Padmini Kolhapure in an 
altogether different role along 
with Anil Kapoor and 
Naseeruddin Shah. 
Betaab: Jyoti (Lenin Sarani, 
241132)-12, 3, 6, 8.45. 
Razlai Sultan; Paradise (Ben- 
tinck Street: 235442)-11. 2.15, 
5.30. 8 45, Majestic (R.A. Kid¬ 
wai Road; 242266), Basusree 
(S.P. Mukherjee Road; 
478808), Bina (Bidhan Sarani; 
341522). Purnasree (Raja Raj 
Kissen Street; 554033), Moon¬ 
light (T.C. Dutta Road: 
343339)-3 shows. 

eager to break a social taboo. 
Anup Kumar and Sumitra 
Mukherjee give equally Jack- 
lustre performances as the 

8.30; 
In the first of her double 

roles, Shikha Banerjee marries 
her childhood sweetheart 

which Shikha is paired with 
Mrinal Muknerjee. Meanwhile, 
the father returns, has an acci- 

This film is best described 
as a historical love story. It is a 
faithful recreation of the char¬ 
acters and events of Razia 
Sultan's* reign. However, Yak- 
out's elevation to the position 
of an amii by litutmish himself 
is a dev iation from the popular 
belief .that Razia bestowed 
favours on a slave favourite. 
The political slant is minimal in 
the film and it is the love of 
these two which comes across 
powerfully. 

Kama I Amrohi’s direction 
and scieenplay are competent 
and well-knit and the fiim is 
technically impressive though 
the acting is less so. 

BENGALI FILMS 

REGULARSHOWS 

Indira: Rupbani (Bidhan Sara¬ 
ni; 5S34'I3), Aruna (Mahatma 
Gandhi Road; 359561) & 
Bharati (S.P. Mukherjee Road; 
474666)-2.30. 5.30, 8.30. - 

In this celluloid transcreation 
of Bankim Chandra's novel, 
Aparna Sen makes Uttle Im¬ 
pression as the young girl who 
uses her wit and intetUgence to 
overcome the pecuHar pre¬ 
dicament she is faced with. 
Soumitra Ohatterjee IS equally 
unimpressive ss the oomvm) 

pusband.'i(rho is rtevWM^ 

couple through whom Indira Deepankar De (her father’s 
regains her position and home, pupil). She dies durnng child- 
- The Am leaves much to be birth and her daughter, having 
desireV been rejected by Deepankar, 
dyotsna Ratrl; Radha (Bidhan is brought up by an aunt. 
Sarani; 5S3045)-2.30, 5.30. This is the second role, in 

Dhritiman,Sharmila and some thoughts: inTanaya’ 

dent and a direct blood trans¬ 
fusion takes place from father 
to daughter, tile final reunion 
follows 

This is a typical example of 
the levels of mediocrity and 
naivete reached by commer¬ 
cial Bengali cinema. 

Teneya; Sree (Bidhan Sarani: 
551515) & Indira (Indra Roy 
Road: 471757)-3, 6, 8,45. 

Sharmila Tagore, jilted by 
engineer Dhriliman, moves 
from hermotussii hometown to 
Calcutta where she finds a job 
as an executive. Dhritiman 
Chatterjee re-enters her, life 
when she has to investigate 
some malpractices in which he 
is involved. 

Meanwhile, her childhood 
friend, Sumitra, is exploited 
and ultimately abandoned by 
Deepankar De, with whom she 
has had a longstanding rela¬ 
tionship. 

The lead pair is good but it >s 
Victor Banerjee who is memor¬ 
able as the Iddia-lovlng Bri¬ 
tisher towards whom Sharmila 
is inaxarably drawn. 

The film has too many unex¬ 
plored possibilities ano is too 
much of a iove and crime 
melodrama to be really satis- 



FOREIGN FILMS 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Dracula (A); Tiger (Chowring- 
hee Road: 235977)-12, 3. 
5 45, 8.15. 

In the year 1913, a ship¬ 
wreck occurs on the coast of a 
Yorkshire town, The sole survi- 
voi IS Count Dracula, rescued 
by a girl who Itien becomes his 
fust victim. Laurence Olivier 
plays the lather of the girl who 
relentlessly pursues the truth 
Meanwhile the willful daughter 
of the doctor (Donald Plea- 
sance). who runs the local 
asylum, becomes entangled 
with the prince of darkness. 
The ending leaves ample 
scope lor future films. 

This IS an impressive pro¬ 
duction, part of the attraction 
being the element of romance. 
Frank Langella looks and 
plays his part to perfection. 
Friday The 13th (A): New 
Empire (Humayun Place; 
231403)-12, 3, 6. 8 30. 
Paris I Love You (A): Metro 
(Chowringhee Road; 233541 )- 
noon 

SPECIAL EVENTS 

23 October: 6.30 pm 
A special show of Gul 

Mohar. an enjoyable and mov¬ 
ing comedy of Sapgit Kala 
Mandir which recently cele¬ 
brated Its silver jubilee will be 
staged 

At Kala Mandir 
(Shakespeare Sarani; 
449086) 

24 October: 6.30 pm 
Naathbati Anaalhbat, a play 

directed and acted by Saoll 
Mitra and produced by Som- 
bhu Mitra, will be staged. 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road; 449937). 
23 October onwards: 10-1 
and 4-6 on weekdays; 10-1 
on Saturday and Sunday. 

An exhibition of oil paintings 
by Suhas Roy of Shanli- 
niketan. 

At the Calcutta Art Gallery 
(10 E Harrington Street). 
27 October: 7 pm 

Proscenium presents 
Agatha Christie's The Unex¬ 
pected Guest. 

The cast includes Adhiraj 
Sen, Geetanjali Chugani, 
Swapna Nanda, Ranjit Kaul, 
Sharmini Bhatnagar, Deane 
Mistry, V.C. Gupta and 
Deepak Bajaj. 

At Gyan IVIanch (Pretoria 
Street; 433516). 

RECORDS 

Thriller: A long time ago, 
when even Diana Ross was a 
younger person, she intro¬ 
duced a brand new group of 
brothers, a band named the 
Jackson Five. At that time they 
had more enthusiasm than ta¬ 
lent, but began improving 
rapidly, and didn't take long 
reaching stardom. And like 
other all-brother groups, such 
as the Osmonds or the All- 
mans, one brother was either 
featured prominently or broke 
off from the group altogether. 
Michael Jackson was one of 
those to go solo. 

What the Police are to Bri¬ 
tain Michael Jackson is to 

Below are the ratings of bestselling books for the week ending 
October 16. 1983. 
Fiction 
1. Flood Gate by Alistair Maclean 
2. Crossings by Danielle Steel 
3. AcceptsDle Losses by Irwin Shaw 
4. Hollywood Wives by Jackie Collins 
5. Exocet by Jack Higgins 
6. Worldly Goods by Michael Korda 
7 Open Secret by James Leaser 
8 Shame by Salman Rushdie 
9 Lace' by Shirley Conran 

10. Last Day In Limbo by Peter O' Donnel 

Non-fiction 

1 Tin )'in and the Blue Lotus 
2. Cadbury’s Bournvlta Book of Knowledge 
3 Times of India Directory and Yearbook 1963 
4. The 200 Calorie Solution by Martin Katahn, 
5 Guinness Book of World mcorda 1983 
(Tills list IS based on information given by: Oxford Book & 
yiationaiy Company. Kwality Book Company <DharamiaNa 
and New Alipore), Modern Book Depot and W. Newman & Co 
L.d) 

America. Thriller reached gold 
not very long after being re- 
leaseo, and sales have 
scarcely dropped. And not 
without cause. 

The album's off to a flying 
start with a sizzler appropriate¬ 
ly named Wanna Be Startin' 
Somethin. Guaranteed to get 
you on the floor. Its the kino of 
disco number that has some¬ 
thing which only songs by 
black artistes have. soul. In 
this song, and in other egually 
excellent tracks like Thriller 
and Beat It, Jackson manages 
to inject tremendous soul into 
his vocals while using a beat 
good enough to set your feet 
a-tappin' in no time. Thriller 
uses a novel combination of 

THRILLtR 

disco beat and recitation vocal, 
and the result _makes very 
good listening. 

Side two IS much slower on 
the beat, but no less better. 
Songs such as Billie Jean (no¬ 
thing to do with tennis), P.Y.T. 
(pretty young thing) and The 
Lady In My life can bu Tieard 
while on the dance floor or 
while reclining in an armchair. 

This year Music India has 
released some records of Ben¬ 
gali modern songs sung by 
new br rather not so new 
voices. 

The first is an EP stereo (No, 
2222 891) containing mur 
numbers—Dakho Dakho 
Megh (lyric; Pulak Baneriee), 
Tomar Hater Phooldanir (lyric: 
Paritosh Biswas). Amar Anek 
Pawar (lyric: Paritosh Biswas) 
and Bare Chena Chena (lytic 
Ohrubaiyoti Mondal) all set to 
tune by Diljp Roy.and sung by 
H.A. Amar. Anybody listening 
to this record for the first time 
will be struck- by the resembl¬ 
ance in tonality of H.A. Amar 
with that of a deceased popu¬ 
lar non-Bengali singer of Bom¬ 
bay. H.A. Amar's pronimcia- 
iion of Bengali words remains 
far from perfect. Apart from 

this, his voice is rounded and 
lull of warmth. Dakho Dakho 
Megh is a comparatively fast 
.number. The other three have 
slower rhythms with occasion¬ 
al nostalgia creeping into 
them. Dilip Rovs music is 
adequate. Paritosh Biswas is a 
promising a lyricist. 

On EP stereo No, 2222 893 
we have twd singers—Sudhin 
Sarkar who sings two songs, 
Shyarner demon Radha (lyric: 
Pradip Goswami), Chhati Rilu 
Niye (lyric. Parlha Sarathi 
Mukherjee) set to tune by 
Miinal Banerjee and Ashima 
Mukherjee respectively; or, the 
other side Gautam Mitra nngs 
Hazar Hazar Bhabna and Sa- 
Se To Sadhana (both lyrics f y 
Partha Sarathi Mukherjee I a* id 
composed by Partha Pra. m 
Chowdhury. Side 1 is compa¬ 
ratively mediocre while £>’a-Se 
To Sadhana on side 2 reminds 
us of 3 popular number from 
The Sound Of Music. 

if 

Next in line is another non- 
Bengali singer Girish Dave 
trying out four Bengali songs— 
Achinpurer Shei Gane. Kichhu 
Gaan Kichhu Kotha. Suman 
Payal Rakhi and Tumi Pashe 
Achho (all lyrics by Ratan 
Saha) set to tune by Dilip Roy 
in an EP stereo (No 2222 
894) Set in folk tune, Achm- 
purer Shei Gane depicts the 
mellow love of Juhmur and 
Rupai, the tribal lovers. Suman 
Payal Rakhi is a fast number 
Through this song the singer 
invites children to play with 
him. The other two are nothing 
exceptional. Girish Dave has a 
slightly nasal lone which 
makes him sensuous at times. 

On another EP stereo (No 
2222 897). Jayasree Gupta 
has sung tour songs (music by 
Himangsu Biswas)—Ami 
Joubane Melechhi (lyric: Bis- 
wapriya Banerjee), Snigdha 
Aloi Dagdha (lyric: Partha 
Sarathi Mukherjee). Kato Din¬ 
er Kato Katha . and Amar 
Swapner Mandiie (both lyrics 
by Pulak Banerjee). Jayasree 
has a silken sensuous loveli¬ 
ness in her voice which at 
times also acquires a. bold 
tone. Himangshu Biswas' 
compositions are effective and 
the lyrics of Biswapriya Baner- 
jee and Pulak Banerjee are 
equally meaningful. 

In the EP stereo (Ho. 2222 
898) containing four numbers, 
the lyrics are by Gauriprasan- 
na Majumdar and the music by 
Neeta Sen, For the four num¬ 
bers—Dure Chhile Dhara Dile, 
Tomai Jedin Pralham Ami, 
Jodi Eta Priya and Do! Do! Do! 
Doley, two each sung by Tan- 
dra Majumdar and Salil Mitre, 
nothing much can be said ex¬ 
cept that they need more voice 
training for recordings. 



TRAVEL 

PLANES 

Bombay-Calcutta-Bangkok- 
Hong Kong-Tokyo; Calcutta 
arrival AI316 (2) at 2110; Cal¬ 
cutta departure AI316 (2) at 
2205. 
Tokyo-Hong Kong-Bangkok- 
Calcutta-Bombay; Calcutta 
arrival AI307 (3) at 2345, Cal¬ 
cutta departure AI307 (4) at 
0040. 
London-Frankfurt-Rome- 
Bombay*Calcutta: Calcutta 
arnval Alt32 (1) at 1915. 
Calcutta-Bombay-Dubai- 
London-New York: Calcutta 
departure All 03 (1) at 2355. 
Calcutta-Bangkok: Calcutta 
departures TG314 (1. 3, 6) at 

1345; Calcutta arrivals TG313 
(1. 3, 6) at 1225. 
Calcutta-Karachi- 
Copenhagen: Calcutta depar¬ 
tures SK976 (4, 7) at 0820: 
Calcutta arrivals SK975 (4, 7) 
at 0705. 
Calcutta-London; Calcutta 
departure BA144 (2) at 2115: 
Calcutta arrival BA145 (2) at 
1315 
Calcutta'Delhl: Departures, 
1C 402 (daily) at 1735 hours, 
1C 263 (daily) at 0630: Calcutta 
arrivals. 1C 401 idailv) at 1040. 
in 264 (daily) at 2205. 
Caioiitta-Bombay; uepar- 
tures, 1C 176 (oaiiy) at 0o40. 
1C 273 (daily) at 1950: Calcutta 
irrivals, 1C 175 (daily) at 0850. 
'C 274 (dally) ai 1850. 
Calcutta-Madras: Depar¬ 
tures. 1C 265 (daily) at 1435 

Calcutta arrivals, 1C 266 (daily) 
at 1935. • 
Calcutta-Port Blair; Depar¬ 
ture IC285 (2, 5) at 0600, 
Calcutta arrival IC286 (2. 5) at 
1040. 
Caicutta-Qauhatl-Tazpur- 
Jorhat-Lllabarl-DIbrugarh: 
Departure IC211 (daily) at 
0615; Arri‘.'al IC212 (daily) at 
1735. 
CalcuHa-imphal; Departure 
IC255 (daily) at 0945; Arrival 
IC256 (daily) at 1540. 
Calcutta-Bagdogra; Depar¬ 
ture IC221 (daily) at 1135: 
Arrival IC222 (daily) at 1355. 
Calcutta-Gauhatl; Departures 
IC249 (daily) at 0600, iC229 
(daily) at 1140; Arrivals IC250 
at 1445 (1. 3, 5. 7), IC230 
(daily) at 1425. 
Calcuttb-Agartala: Depar¬ 

tures IC237 (2,4,6, 7) at 0545, 
IC243 (daily) at 0700: Arrivals 
IC233 (2. 4, 6, 7,) at 1100 and 
IC244 (daily) m 0900. 
Calcutta-Jorhat-DIbrugarb: 
Departure IC213 (1. 3, 4, 6, 7) 
at 0620: Arrival IC214 (1. 3,4, 
6, 7) at 1040, 

Calcutta-Sllchar-Imphai: De¬ 
parture IC255 (daily) at 0945; 
Arrival IC256 (daily) at 1540. 
Calcutta-Ranehl-Patna- 
Lucknow-Delhl; Departure, 
1C 410 (daily) at 0550; Calcutta 
arrival. 1C 409 (daily) at 1045. 
Calcutte-Kathmandu: Depar¬ 
tures. 1C 247 (1, 3. 4. 5, 7) at 
1330: Calcutta arrivals, 1C 246 
(1. 3. 4, 5. 7) at 1250. 
Calcutta-Dacca: Departure, 
1C 223 (dally) at 1440; Calcutta 
arrival, 1C 224 (daily) at 1640. 

Departure EASTERN RAILWAY 
Up Time (HOWRAH) MAIL 

1 19-20 Delhi Kalka Mail 
5 20-00 Amritsar Mail 
3 20-40 Bombay Mail via Ahrnedabad 

EXPRESS 
81 9-45 Air-Cond. Express Tri-Wkly 

via Gaya 
Dep—Tues, & Wed. up to 
New Delhi 
Dep.—Sat. up to Amritsar 
Arri.—Tues., Wed- & Saturday 

103 9-45 Air-Cond. Express Bi-Wkly 
via Patna 
Dep.—-Thurs. up to New Delhi 
Dep —Sun. up to Amritsar 
Arri.—Mon., & Friday 

101 16-55 RajdhanI Air-Cond. Exp. 4 
days a week 
Dep.—Mon , Thurs., Fri, & 
Sunday 
Arri.-—Tues.. Wed., Sal. & 
Sunday 

173 5-45 Himagiri (Jainmu-Tawl) Exp. 
Tri-Wkly 
Dep.—Wed., Sat, & Sunday 
Arri.—Mon., Tues. & Frid^ 

67 10-55 Bombay Janata Express Tri- 
Wkly 
Dep.—Mon., Wed. & Friday 
Arri.—Tues., Thurs. S Sunday 

61 23-00 Oehradun Janata Express 
Wkly 
Dep.—Sunday 
Arri—Sunday 

9 21-35 Ooon Express via Grand 
Chord 

7 10-10 Toofan Express via Main Line 
49 14-20 Amritsar Impress 
11 21-00 Delhi Express via Main Line 
39 21-10 Delhi Janata Express via 

Main Line 
19 22-00 Gorakhpur Express 

21 16-25 MIthlla Express 
57 6-10 Kanchenjunga Express Tri- 

Wkly 
Dep.—Tues., Thurs, & 
Saturday / 

TRAINS 

Arrival 1 Departure Arrival 
Time Dn Up Time Time Dn. 

8-15 2 
7-55 6 Arri.—Wed., Fri. & Sunday 

12-35 4 59 18-55 New Bongalgaon (Kamrup) 
Express 

6-30 60 

165 12-30 New Bongalgaon Janata Ex¬ 13-35 166 
17-10 82 

307 6-10 
press 
Black Diamond Express 21-20 308 

309 17-15 Coalfield Express 10-26 310 
305 18-20 Asansol Express 8-45 306 

SOUTH-EASTERN RAILWAY 
17-10 104 (HOWRAH) MAIL 

3 20-00 Madras Mall 6-10 4 
2 20-15 Bombay Mail via Nagpur 7-20 1 

EXPRESS 
11-05 102 

60 14-15 Gttanlali (Bombay) Express 13-40 59 
5 days a week 
Dep.— Mon., Tues., Wed., Fri. 
6 Saturday 
Arri.— Mon., Tues., Thurs., 

23-35 174 Fri. & Saturd^ 
134 21-10 Ahrnedabad Express 4 days 

a week 
4-00 133 

21-15 68 
Dep—Tues., Thurs., Fri. & 
Sunday 

' 30 12-40 

Arri—Tues.. Wed, Fri & 
Sunday 
Bombay Express via Nagpur 14-30 29 

8-15 62 141 15-45 Coromandal (Madras) Express 11-00 142 
37 23-10 Madras Janata Express 4-10 38 
13 17-30 Tata Steel Express 10-18 14 
11 6-20 Ispat Express 21-50 12 

6-55 10 5 
15 

22-10 
21-25 

Jharsugida Express 
Ranchi Hatrl Express 

5- 00 
6- 40 

6 
16 

18-15 8 7 20-50 Purl Express 5-30 8 
15-45 50 9 18-45 Purl (Jagannath) Express 8-25 10 
6-05 12 45 10-50 East Coast (Hyderabad) Ex¬ 16-45 46 
5-20 40 press 

10-50 20 SEALDAH (MAIL & EXPRESS) 
43 19-15 Darjeeling Mail 8-45 44 

6-45 22 53 22-00 Qaur Express 
Jammu raw! Express 

5-00 54 
19-30 58 51 11-45 15-40 52 

13 20-20 Upper India Express via S6G 
Loop 

11-55 14 

303 18-20 BhagIrathi (Laigota) Express 10-20 304 



t 
VIPYASAGAR AWARDS 

Above Pramatha Nath Bisi (right) 
and Kshitindra Narayan Bhat- 

tacharyya (centre) were presented 
the Vidyasagar Memorial Awards 
for 1983 by hambhu Ghosh, state 

minister for higher education 
The cash prizes of Rs 10,(X)0 each 

were given to Bisi for his prose 
writings and to Bhattacharyya foi 

children s literature Bisi opined 
that being' practical and logical," 
Vidyasagar had visualised that the 
future lay with English education 

PUJA OFFERING 

Right A well known name on the 
local music scene is Amrik Singh 
Arora's. Kiran Record Compahy 
recently released a d>sc Of four 

modem Bengali songs by Aroraas 
%»r Puit mcifo ofrerfogt ' 

< '''* 1 1* * 



FEATHER IN THE CAP 

Above: The other Calcuttan to get the Arjuna Award for 
1982 was Madhumita Coswami, Bengal's badminton hot 

shot. Recently married to another badminton player, 
Vikram Singh, Madhumita now stays in Delhi. But con¬ 

tinues to have a smashing time at the nets. 

THE ARJUNA AWARD CLUB 

Below: In the 1982 list of Arjuna 
Award winners, two of the outstand¬ 
ing sports personalities were Calcut- 
tans. One of them was Lakshman 
Singh who appeared on our cover 
after his 'golden form' at the Asiad. 
The ace golfer has reportedly been 
contemplating turning professional— 
which should putt him in a diffe»ent 
(ategory altogether. 

29 
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CALLING EVERYBODY UNDER 14!! 

You've never had 
something as good 
come your way! 

The WIz Biz Club is in full swine now. Thousands of 
children from all over India have already become members of 
the most exclusive newspaper club in the country! join their 
fraternity and taste the joy of novelty each week. 

Fill in the form given below, attach a postal order worth 
Rupees five in favour of "The Telegraph" and mail it. Or 
better still. Cut out the coupon and bring along the money to 
the office of The Telegraph. The address: 6, Prafulla Sarkar 
Street, Calcutta 700 001. 

Join the Wiz Biz Club! join the world of fun! 

Application Form 

Nwne (in block capitals) Surname_ 

First name __ 
Date of Birth_ 
Address, - 
Name of school you attend_ 
Class_ 
Hobbies/interests - _ 
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Presenting in<Ba*s first m^cated cleanser 

Clearasfl 
medicated cleanser 

Oily skin ? 
Oeamsil Medicated 
Cleanser hidps 
prevent facial skin 
problems caused by 
(dfyMn, 

mosymdwmtmt. 
Offy skin is a ma}or causa of 

skin problems. It atlrrcts dirt 
which dogs the pores. Soap and 
water Just can't reach besiond 
surface dirt. 

SpacfaBy faraaalated for ally 

Cleaiasil Medicated Cleanser, 
formuhrted by dermatologisls, " 
has a deep eleansins action and 
a specially medicated formula. Its , 
otl-diesolwing and cleansing agents 
undog pores, reach deep 
down to lilt out hidden dirt. (S 

HiM’a proofl Sm far {NHuseMN- 
First. wash your face as usual 

Now soak soene cotton with 
Oeaiasd Cleanser. Wipe your 
bee with tt. Sec that dot? Thafs 
where soap and wetar faiicid. And 
CfaNtiasil Cbwnserdaanad. 

For hourSk Even after you’ve 
used it, Cleaiasfi medlcahon wi& 
continue to protect your skin 
hours after you use tt. Recom- 
irtended usage is twice or diricc 
a day. 

fmrdean, dear, heaMsy skbu 





LIMEUGHT / V.G. Jog 

TAKING THE BOW 
The violinist who was honoured with the Padma Bhushan this year The congratuiatury mail 

was enormous, it had to 
be. Letters came pouring 
in from maestro.s. 
friends, disciples and 
wellwishers. And the 

common sentiment echoed along 
with the compliments was that the 
award bad come too late. 

Indeed, for Pandit Vishnu Govind 
Jog, violinist extraordinaire, the 
Padma Bhushan is an accolade 
come too late. Though Pandit Jog is 
not euphoric almut his bagging the 
national award, it is irrefutable that 
he had carved out a niche for him¬ 
self and joined the celebrated band 
of classical maestros some time 
back. Suffice it to say that Pandit 
V.G. Jog, as he is more popularly 
known, is unanimously considered 
one of the greatest violinists in India 
today. 

in his 61st year, the ebullient, 
jovial and mode.st Pandit Jog is an 
indefatigable performer, delighting 
audiences all over the country with 
minimum three-hour recitals: tight 
schedules seldom bother him. 

The journey to the pinnacle of 
musical glory had its beginnings on 
February 9,1921 when Pandit Vish¬ 
nu Govind Jog was born in Wai. a 
sleepy district in Maharashtra, in a 
family of staunch Brahmins. His 
father, popularly known as Mama 
Jog, was a professional dramatist 
with Gupal Sangeet Natak Akademi 
which produced many a famous 
artiste those day.s. After his father’s 
demise in 1982, his cousin Shankar 
Rao Athawalc, was instrumental in 
bringiaig the infant Jog to Bombay in 
order to groom him in classical 
music. At the outset. Jog took some 
lessons in classical vocals under the 
guidance of Athwale. After complet¬ 
ing a preliminary course, he learnt 
the harmonium from the noted 
Ganapati Rao Purohit for three 
years. “We had a paramporo of arts 
all right, but I still had to find my 
groove then," recalls Pandit Jog 
today. 

The big decision came almost. 
immediately. Athawale insisted on 
Jog’s learning the violin. For the fimt 
time Jog was. acquainted w«h the 
violin and the.bow, and commenced 
4 

classes at Bombay's Deodhar School 
ol Music under the tutelage of famed 
vioiini.st V. Shastry. Tlius started a 
life long relationship with this in¬ 
strument which was to earn him 
many laurels. 

Turning point: After successfully 
performing in his maiden stage re¬ 
cital in the All India Music Confer¬ 
ence in Allahabad in 1934, a turning 

point in Jog’s career occurred two 
years after. In 1936 a music confer¬ 
ence was organised under the au¬ 
spices of the All India industrial 
Exhibition in Lucknow. The young 
15 years old Jog accompanied the 
famed vocalist, the late Mirasi Bua. 
to this conference as a participant. 
By a strange quirk of fate, they put 
up ^t a place paces apart from where 



thdt undisputBd and voraaUle don of 
classical music, Ustad Babu 
Ailaudin Khan, was residing. 

It was an aLquainlance which 
Pandit log regards as the most valu¬ 
able in his life to this dav (a sepia 
snapshot with the Baba is one of the 
most valued possessions ot the Pan¬ 
dit). ‘i saw Baba for the first time 
and was greatly impressed.” recalls 
Pandit log nostalgically. "1 stayed 
with him paving little heed to the 
social taboos those davs regarding 
Hlndu-Miisliin intermixing, in fact. 
Mirasi Biia wasn’t one bit pleased. 
Baba asserted that he could play my 
instrument, too. I thought he was 
joking. Hut tiieii he took my violin 
and started jdaving I was stunne- 
d.. 1 dKln't know that he could plav 
the violin so well " 

1'he floodgates of memory now 
open up. “At tliat (.onference I 
acLonijianied Baba and listened 
with awe to his exquisite composi¬ 
tions on the sarod. This was my fiisl 
exposure to a different in.strument. 
Baba, on the otlier haiid. was also 
impressed with mv violin recital 
and invited me to Maihar (where he 
lived). I was thrilled beyond words. 
A legendary nuisuian was extend¬ 
ing a personal invitation..what more 
could 1 ask tor'f" Incidentally, 
Pandit log was the sole violinist in 
the Lucknow (onferem.e. This music conferent.e was sig- 

nifir'ani in the career of Pandit 
jog for more than one reason. 

Here jog was introduced to Dr S.N. 
Rattanjankar. principal of the then 
Morris College of Hindustani Music 
(now Bhatkande Sangeet Vidyalaya) 
in Lucbinw and himself an accom¬ 
plished vocalist. This acquaintance 
culminated in log taking up his first 
teaching assignment when, in 1939, 
Or Rattanjankar invited him to take 
violin classes at the college. "I was 
myself a fresher then and knew only 
about five or six Ragas. However, 
teaching a big class boosted my 
confidence^’ remembers Pandit Jog. 

At the Marris College, Jog also 
took some lessons in new Ragas 
from Dr Rattanjankar. "My techni¬ 
que improved and I learnt quite a 
few Ragas. The ei^perience was in¬ 
valuable." In fact, the Pandit further 
reveals that he owes his grasp over 
the different nuances of the Hindus¬ 
tani Ragas due to Dr Rattanjankar's 
lessons which were renowned .for 
their clarity. 

All this while, Baba Ailaudin 
Khan’s invitation to visit Maihar 
remained at the back of jog’s mind. 
Finally deciding to visit Maihar, he 

tied Lucknow and arrived at Maihar. 
Baba was ipleased to see his disciple 
and provided him residence. “Those 
days I had performed an unpre¬ 
cedented deed. 1 ate with Baba, 
stayed with Baba and took lessons 
from him. Remember it was sac¬ 
rilege those davs to mix Ireely with 
Mu8lim.s.'' remembers Pandit jog. 

Cardinal lesson: Under Baba 
Ailaudin Khan’s tutelage, jog im¬ 
bibed certain cardinal lessons in 
classical music which he hands out 
to his students to this day. In fact 
they could act as a guide to the 
aspiring c.lassical musician. Elabo¬ 
rates Pandit Jog. “I had started by 
writing notations of the Ragas. 
When Baba saw me writing, he flew 
into a rage and tore up my notebook. 
He asserted that music could not be 
learnt bv jotting notations and in¬ 
sisted on mv doing long hours of 
re^aax instead Baba was strictly 
against writing notations. Hence- 
iortb I followed his advice and it 
worked wonderfully. Now I could 
plav compositions without doing 
notations." 

Apart from this cardinal lesson, 
the trip to Maihar also saw the 
acquaintance with sitar maestro 
Ravi Shankar. This acquaintance 
was also destined to blossom into a 
firm lifelong relationship later on. 

Pandit Jog bagged his first formal 
degree in 1944 when he was pre¬ 
sented the Vidva Nipuna from the 
Bhatkande University. Later, of 
course, he was to win many 
awards—Violin Samrat from Indian 
Music Circle, Vassar. USA in 1973, 
Tantri Vilas from Swami Haridas 
Sangeet Sammelan, Bombay in 
1978, Behala Samrat from Lalit Kala 
Pitha Bhuvaneshwar in 1980 and 
the Padma Bhusan from the govern¬ 
ment of India this year stand out. 

By 1950, jog had completed his 
first international tour (accompanv- 
ing the famous vocalist, Hlrabal 
Sarodekar, to East Africa) and had 
also cut his first disc with HMV in 
78 rpm (Rara Desh and Khamaj). 
This record had proved to be popu¬ 
lar and provided Jog with the much 
needed countrywide exposure. PANDIT jog’s acquaintance with 

Calcutta commenced as early 
as 1945 when he came to 

attend the prestigious All India 
Music Conference and resided at 
Vivekananda Road in north Calcut¬ 
ta. Reminiscences the Pandit: "Ev- 
ity December henceforth I attended 
this conference and gained invatu* 
able experience. I accompanied a 
ipilaxy of maestros and played with 

singers of different ghnittiins. My 
jugalbhondi with Bismillah Khan at 
the conference was much appreci¬ 
ated and became'the talk ot the 
town. It was a heady experience.” 

In fact the unique ieaturo ni Pan¬ 
dit Vishnu Govind jog’s career has 
been his rich experiences gathered 
primarily by playing with several 
maestros. This has contributed a 
great deal in enriching and wide¬ 
ning his own repertoire. 

The Pandit ha.s accompanied u 
mind boggling arrav of classical 
maestros like Ustad Faivaz Khan. 
Omkar Nath Thakur, Kesar Bai and 
Bade Ghulam All Khan apart from 
playing with Ravi Shankar, Ali 
Akbar Khan, jnan Prakash Ghosh 
and later, among others, with Amjad 
Ali Khan and 2^kir Hussain. The 
diversity of his experience is asto¬ 
nishing—while he has accompanied 
the celebrated Begum Akhtar in her 
Ghazals and Thumris, he has also 
provided audiences with a unique 
fusion of Hindustani Ragas and 
Carnatic music with the violin 
maestros of the south, namely Dvvur- 
am Venkataswamy Naidu and My¬ 
sore T. Chowdiah. 

In 1953, the then Information and 
Broadcasting Minister, Dr B. V. Kes- 
kar, mooted the idea of inducting 
young musicians for All India Radio 
for the first time. Talent scouting at 
the Bhatkande College in Lucknow. 
Dr Keskar was impressed on hearing 
Pandit jog's musical score lor the 
dance drama “Nala Damayaiiti.” 
The inevitable Invitation to join AIK 
followed. 

Start oi the journey: Thus started 
Jog’s long stint with AIR as the 
music director of Lucknow station 
in 1953. "I liked the job," the Pandit 
recalls. "We workea hard in plan¬ 
ning programmes, taking auditions, 
arranging concerts with fruitful re¬ 
sults. Also, taking auditions enabled 
me to gauge the variety of talent and 
was an experience by itself.’’ 

In 1955, jog was transferred to the 
Bombay station where he worked at 
a stretch for nine years. In 1964, he 
was transferred to Calcutta. Did he 
face any problems in adjusting to 
this new city? "No, I was not new to 
this city. It was a good transfer foi 
me. Arain, I gathered much experi- 
snce by coming in contact with 
musician^ like jnan Prakash 
Ghosh." 

But again in 1973, Jog was trans¬ 
ferred to the Delhi station as deputy 
music producer. However, this 
assignment soon ran into heavy 
weather. '*It was too much of aii 
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administrative job and the compara-. 
tive salary was abysmal. My chilr 
dren were mowing up and all this 
city hopping was doing them more 
harm than good,” explains Pandit 
Jog- 

So the decision was made. ]og 
quit his AIR job and decided to 
settle down in Calcutta. The attach¬ 
ment to this city which began in the 
form of sporadic visits since 1945 
finally assumed a concrete shape 
almost 30 years later, in 1973. PANDIT Jog goes into raptures 

when asked to comment on 
this much maligned city. "It’s a 

city with a great heart, never mind 
the cliche!” he exclaims. “Musically 
it is the only place where you find 
talented artistes from all ghoranas. 
The audiences are exposed to a 
better quality of music and all noted 
artistes mu.st perform in Calcutta to 
make their presence felt." 

One feels that in these 10 years of 
residing in this city, Pandit Jog's 
repertoire, virtuosity and fame have 
increased rapidly. Ho has tcnjred 
and continues to tour extensively at 
home and abroad. One of his more 
memorable stints abroad, which he 
loves talking about, has been on his 
nomination as a visiting professor at 
the Ali Akbar School of Musit; in 
Berkeley, California in 1968. Re¬ 
members Pandit Jog: “I took violin, 
flute and vocal classes at this col¬ 
lege. And the students were very 
keen indeed.” The popularity of this 
college has scaled new heights, he 

reveals; the number of students has 
advanced from a measly 90 in 1968 
to an impressive over-200 today. 

The stint at the Ali Akbar College 
in Berkeley, apart from providing 
Pandit Jog with invaluable experi¬ 
ence of a different genre, proved to 
be rather eventful. In 1973, he met 
Laxminarayan Shankar (more popu¬ 
larly known as L. Shankar), the 
world famous violinist of the Carna¬ 
tic fusion jazz outfit, Shakti. Keen 
followers of music know that I,. 
Shankar's wizardry over his unique 
double headed electronic violin 
along with John "Mahavishnu” 
McLaughlin’s wailing guitar. Zakir 
Hussain’s competent tabla and Vik- 
ku Vinayakram’s staccato percus¬ 
sions with the ghatam, has contri¬ 
buted to the immense success of 
Shakti abroad. Two years back, tour¬ 
ing India sans McLaughlin (who 
was indisposed) they set the stands 
on fire with their high quality, con¬ 
certs. 

Pandit Jog reveals that Shankar 
had learnt the Raga Yaman from him 
in Berkeley. Eight years after, in 
1981, when Sfiukli was on the road 
in India, Shankar performed in an 
exclusive solo recital at NCPA in 
Bombay. On this occasion Pandit 
Jog met this celebrity violinist again. 
Says he, recalling the reunion: “Af¬ 
ter a long time, 1 could recognise 
Shankar. How he had changed! And 
then he requested me to accompany 
him on stage which I gladly did. But 
the experience was not satisfying for 
me. ” 

Natural sweetness lost: Though 
conceding that Shankar's double 
headed violin (designed by him and 
built by Stuvesant Sound's Ken Par¬ 
ker) provides two more octaves, 
Pandit Jog contends that the advan¬ 
tage is offset by the loud orchestra! 
sound reproduction. "Shankar’s 
violin, in my opinion, will work 
wonderfully in orchestra rather than 
in solo. The natural sweetness tends 
to be lost in the electronic blare.” 

Among the many recitals that 
Pandit Jog gave with various musi¬ 
cians at the Ali Akbar .School of 
Music, he cherishes a unique tigai- 
bhondi, seldom heard of, when he 
teamed up with his violin to accom¬ 
pany Ustad Ali Akbar Khan on 
sarod. Pandit Ramnarayan on saran- 
gi and Shankar Ghosh on the tabla. 
“It was a rare experience,” he re¬ 
calls. 

The Pandit today is renowned for 
his innovative and versatile experi¬ 
ments in the synthesis of the violin 
with various instruments—from the 
shehnai to the flute—with a great 
degree of success. While his duets 
with Ravi Shankar. Ali Akbar Khan, 
Bismillah Khan, have earned him 
rave reviews, in recent times he has 
teamed up with the young flautist. 
Pandit Hariprasad Chauras’ia 
(known to many as the joint music 
director of the film, .SiJsila) to intro¬ 
duce an exciting dimension in clas¬ 
sical synthesis. 

Vast experience; With an impress¬ 
ively vast and enviable experience 
of accompanying over 3.000 musi¬ 
cians over 20 long years by way of 
concerts, recitals and arranging au¬ 
ditions, Pandit Jog laments the with- 
Kiing away of the Guru-iihishyo pa- 
ramparo which he, like any other 
maestro, asserts fs responsible for 
spawning classical musicians. “If 
the Guru-shfshya porampara dies 
out the future of Indian classsical 
music will be quite bleak,” he re¬ 
grets . 

Why does he find this tradition on 
the wane today? “Many aspiring 
musicians these days seek short cuts 
to success. Hankering after quick 
fame and tidy monetary benefits 
does no good in classical arts. Look, 
we didn't become famous overnight. 
It was achieved after years of strug- 5le, years of ups and downs. Where 

0 you find the requisite amount of 
deoication, patience and honesty in 
students these days? Only few take 
their /oalim seriously." 

While Pandit Jog admits the need 
for a certain amount of professional¬ 
ism in the field of cla8.sical music, 

all 
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he feeU that our maestros are also to 
blame for the predicament. Says he, 
turning a shade critical: “How much 
can you really blame the youngs¬ 
ters? The onus is on the Guru to 
guide his pupils. If our maestros 
stay away from the country for the 
better part of the year, who will bell 
the cat?" Pertinent query, indeed. 

Staunch believer in tradition: The 
Pandit is a staunch believer in the 
Guru-shishya purompura “I’m 
doing my bit," he says. “Butfor’lack 
of accommodation I could have 
actually housed some talented stu¬ 
dents.” Already Pandit jog, along 
with his son Gopai, who is himself 
an accompalished violinist, has 
estahli.shed a small school of music, 
Swar Sadhajia, in a mezzanine floor 
of his iesid(*nce. 

Pandit Vishnu Govind jog, the 
family man, is nut hard to discern 
however intricate hi.s experiments 
in synthesis may he. With wife 
Kusum, jog is a proud father of three 
sons who are associated with music 
ill one way or the other—eldest son 
V^ijay broadcasts light music in 
Bombay, second son Gopai is a 
competent violini.st and conducts 
classes at Saurabh while youngest 
son Sbrikant is a kffen musician who 
plays the sitar and tabla with con¬ 
siderable aplomb. 

Coming February Pandit jog turns 
a ripe 62 But the vitality, spirit and 
joifi da viviv remain intact. In hi.s 
capacity as an expert advisory com¬ 
mittee member of the Sangeet Re¬ 
search Academy (Tollygunge) lie 
intends to promote the Guru- 
shishya parampara by conducting 
summer courses in association with 
Dr Vijay Kichlu, noted vocalist and 
director of the Academy. Pandit Jog 
compliments Dr Kichlu profusely 
for his painstaking efforts in this 
direction. WHAT makes Pandit Jog a cut 

above the rest? The cognos¬ 
centi opine that the Pandit’s 

genius lies in his high quality cut- 
bowing. Says noted critic Vamanrao 
Oeshpande; “Jog’s notes are not too 
detached, isolated or staccato. Each 
note Is clean, round and full, and 
adds greater charm to the perform¬ 
ance by making it more rich by its 
use.” According to Oeshpande, Pan¬ 
dit Jog’s specialisation in cut¬ 
bowing has "made it possible to add 
Zulu usually obtaining in sitars.” 

Adds noted music director Jnan 
Prakash Ghosh: “In jpg’s music we 
find the choicest and the more ex¬ 
cellent features of Indian music, 
classical or otherwise. On top of his 

mastery of the melodies, jog has an 
uncanny in-and-out realisation oi 
space and lime so far as construc- 
tion-and knowledge of the rhythm is 
concerned. He is essentially and 
radically a creative musician." 

Continues a music critic in the 
city: “Pandit jog has imbibed nearly 
all paths possible in a Raga pattern 
thereby including the best of both 
worlds.” Thus it is common opinion 
that the Pandit's "mastery, virtuos¬ 
ity, . balance, ae.sthetic awareness 
and a modern sense of proportion,” 
as the critic put it, contribute to his 
greatness as a violinist of a different 
genre. That is not all. “I have started a 

book on violin with detailed 
advanced lessons in Hindi. I 

hope to complete it soon.” Among 
the various scheduled forthcoming 
tours, an important one is the trip to 
London in September this year. 

It has been a long, eventful and 
gratifying career for Pandit Jog. And 
it continues. Says he: "Violin today 
has been accepted in our country 
and has a greater role than sarangi, 
which imfortunately. is dying out." 

There have been few regrets. The 
Pandit missed a golden opportunity 
to play with the world famous 
violinist, Yehudi Menuhin, when 
the latter was in Bombay in 1963. 
The Pandit was indisposed apd 
Menuhin had a tight schedule. “But 
on my forthcoming tour to London 
I’ll definitely ineet him,'^ efflrms 
Pandit Jog. 

To his innumerable friends, well 
wishers and di.s(:ipie.s Pandit jog 
remains an eipitome of amiability 
and generosity—never ensconced in 
the cloistered world of heady 
celebrity glamour. On w inning the 
Padma Bhusan, he says, with his 
characteristic reticent smile: “i’m 
glad. okay. But the encouragement 
and compliments which my friends 
and disciples have given me. count 
more.” 

An additional trait which has 
won him friends seems to be his 
uncanny sense of humour. Says sitar 
maestro Ravi Shankar: “Apart from 
being a wonderful person 1 have 
found him to be full of warmth and 
wit.” Agrees friend jnan Prakash 
Ghosh: “His delicate, yet’ refined 
sense of humour i.s unparalleled." 

Creativity, as a writer put it, is 
"inseperable from freedom. ...it is 
the inner freedom to explore even 
the craziest possibilities.” It would 
not be impertinent to associate this 
definition with Pandit Jog’s genius. 
He is indeed the model creative 
musician exploring the realms of 
fusion and synthesis courageously 
with a deep reverence to tradition. 

The journey goes on for the maes¬ 
tro. Lovers of classical music wait 
anxiously for his future creations. 
Pandit Vishnu Govind Jog promises 
not to disappoint them. “After all 
violin is my life and I live with it,” 
he concludes. 

Soutik Biswas 



PANORAMA / Boys’Town 

BOYS WILL BE BOYS—6000 ONES 
A home for orphan boys a few miles outside the city BOVS' Town Village. 

Douglas County, Eastern 
Nebraska. USA. An in¬ 
ternationally famous 
bov^s’ home, it was estab¬ 
lished 11917) in Omaha 

by Father Edward Flanagan and 
Inter moved ten miles west to its 
present locolion. The community, 
ivhieh now covers 1.500 acres with 
facilities for t.OOO boys, became a 
villafie in 19.16. It is governed by the 
boys' Incorporated. Population in 
I.tSO; 622.- 

Hoys’ Town of We.st Bengal. Gan- 
garanipur 125 kms from Calcutta on 
the Uinmond Harbour Bond), India. 
A home for orphan bo\’s. irrespec¬ 
tive of background or religion, it 
wos nsfobJished (1964) by Father 
'Van' Vanigasooriyar, a Diocesan 
priest of Colcutta. It is governed by 
the Calcutta Catholic Archdiocese. 
Population in 198:J: 251. 

laiuiary, 1964. Fr Van,a Sri Lank¬ 
an priest settled in Calcutta, visits 
Rome. That city, loo, has a Boys’ 
Town. Why can’t we? 

December, 1964. Backed by dona¬ 
tions from foreigners, Fr Van's gus¬ 
to. Mather Teresa’s help and the 
approval of the then Archbishop of 
Calcutta, Albert V. D’Souza, Boys’* 
Town, West Bengal is founded. 

It is a cjulet start, as Fr Van 
explains; "I began with only 16 boys 
and my aim was to make the town 
self-sufficient. I must admit that 
Archbishop D’Souza had a soft spot 
for me and helped me in no small 
way." 

'There were teething problems 
nevertheless. In 1975. for example, a 
group of para boys wanted to put up 
a shed on the Boys’ Town premises, 
where they wanted to place a statue 
of Sitala, the Hindu goddess of 
smallpox. 

The Christian priest did not like 
the idea and the next thing he knew 
w'as that 8.000 frenzied villagers had 
attacked Boys’ Town. Harking back 
to the incident without any trace of 
bitterness. Fr Van recollects; "The 
police came in on time and in a fevy 
days the dispute was amicably set¬ 
tled.’’ t 

As the years went by Boys' Town 
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in Gangarampur grew--Fr Van's 
dream of giving orphan boys a home 
and not an institution soon became 
a reality. But in 1977, as Fr Van 
reveals; “Overnight I was removed 
from the post of director of Boys’ 
Town by Cardinal Picachy. I want to 
make it clear—we just don’t hit it 
off. After all, he’s free to have' his 
likes and dislikes." 

Bishop Alan De Lastic has a diffe¬ 
rent story; “We fully appreciate Fr 
Van’s initial efforts. He was the man 
whom Boys’ Town will always be 
indebted to. But for various reasons 
we felt a change was needed and 
this was why we appointed Fr 
Robert D’Souza as Director of Boys’ 
Town.” 

And since then 250 boys between 
the ages of six and 25 have had a 
new father. How do thev feel aliont 

it? Francis loseph, a 23-year-old son 
(‘inmate’ would, perhaps, not be the 
right word) of Boys’ Town said: “Fr 
Van always insisted on discipline 
and he had the boys under full 
control. The same cannot be said of 
the people in charge now.” This is a 
sentiment shared by most of the 
youngsters in the Gangarampur 
family. 

Who are the boys at Gangaram¬ 
pur? flow do they spend their time? 
What are their goals? What are the 
problems they fac;e? 

I found the answers to these and 
other questions over two evenings 
after dusty two-hour pillion rides on 
the motorbike of Fr Owen D’Souza. 
himself an ardent lover of Boys’ 

-Towm. 
A kutcha road takes us past Boys’ 

Town School and onto the main 
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A DAT AT DOTS' TOWN 
The boys are off to an early 

start—5.00 am. The younger boys 
and the older ones who are ‘in the 
mood' then attend Mass which is 
held at 5.30 am. A few of the boys 
have to come into Calcutta to 
attend school at St Anthony’s, Mar¬ 
ket Street. These uniformed 
youngsters along with the senior- 
most of the boys, some of whom 
work in different parts of the city, 
board the Boys' Town bus which 
leaves Gangarampur at six every 
morning, save on Sundays. 

As such, there are two different 
groups of boys in the Town: those 
who stay there but come out for 
study and work, and those (mostly 
the younger lot) who pursue know¬ 
ledge at the Boys’ Town School. 
But the school is not recognised. 

Unfortunately, tliere are many 
boys who have long since finished 

school and are bereft of interest 
when it comes to looking for em¬ 
ployment. One feels they must be 
given deadlines to find jobs for 
themselves rather than get every¬ 
thing served on a platter. 

Classes are held in Boys’ Town 
in the morning after which a sump¬ 
tuous lunch is followed by a siesta. 
Like normal school-going children 
the evenings are spent on mud- 
splattered football fields—a time 
for unwinding. 

This is when the boys working or 
studying in the city return and 
after a little relaxation it is time for 
study. On most evenings dinner is 
by candlelight thanks to the vagar¬ 
ies of loadshedding. 

A night prayer...tomorrow, they 
say is another day. 

D.O’B. 

building-^a neat two-storied affair 
which serves as a dormitory for all. 
Two ponds and rolling paddy fields 
set off the rustic background. 

Our first stop is a dairy run by 
some of the boys themselves. The 15 
cows and 17 buffalos provide 90 kg 
of milk per day all of which is sold 
at the market in Amtala, This is one 
of the sources of revenue which 
keeps Boys' Town going and the 
boys in chaise of the dairy jokingly 
assured us that they never water the 
milL 

The boys clean the dormitories, 
kitchen and other parts of the 
eprawling premises with much 

pride. They elect annually, from 
among themselves, a’ mayor, an 
assistant mayor and five other mem¬ 
bers who form a council. These boys 
manage some of the daily affairs of 
the town but do not have any say in 
the actual administration. This is 
different from most of the other 
Boys' Towns in the world but then, 
in all fairness, the conditions here 
are quite different, too. 

What impressed me moat on my 
visits to Gangarampur was the 
tremendous camaraderie among the 
boys. We saw a few older boys 
looking after some of the younger 
ones who were unwell. It is difficult 

'Thart to no ouoti Bilng m • bad Ixto’ 

No lonoer in deep waters 

to believe that young boys with only 
one thing in common—no parents of 
their own—can eat togetner, pray 
togeiher, have fun together...in 
short, live together in such complete 
harmony. 

This is one of the few institutions 
in the country which provides such 
loving care to children whom Cir¬ 
cumstance has given a raw deal. But 
the biggest problem the authorities 
face here is to put the boys on their 
own feet. 

The boys can be controlled till 
they are out of school but as they 
grow older it becomes all the more 
difficult. They want some freedom 
of their own, which they gel, and at 
times misuse. It is alleged that there 
have been instances of the older 
boys gambling and consuming alco¬ 
hol. The boys themselves flatly deny 
these accusations. 

Over the years the Directors of 
Boys' Town have helped about six 
or seven boys to get married and 
have also given them accommoda¬ 
tion on the premises. This, many 
believe—and rightly so—was not 
the purpose for which Boys' Town 
was started. 

The boys should be asked to fond 
for themselves after they are 18 or 
so. This will ensure that other 
orphans find a home at Gangaram¬ 
pur, and that the family keeps on 
growing. 

And what a wonderful family it 
is! It has its black sheep, but as Fr 
Flanagan, the founder of the move¬ 
ment, believed: "There is no such 
thing as a bad boy," 

Mo exceptions to the rule at Gan¬ 
garampur. 

Derek O'Brien 
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NOSTALGIA / Dum Dum 

FLYING BACK IN HISTORY 
Today known for its airport, Dum Dum had military associations before FOK most o( us luddv Hum 

Dum t oimotr's ( uli utta s 
iirpoit <ii)fi the ongiiiHl 
honit ol the i hing (liib 
I arliei in this i entiirv 
Diim Dum was also 

kaiowii .n tin souKi oi tlie ihencted 
Duni Dum hulK t Dum Dum 

howtier has soim history prtied 
mg tluse tvents 

Dum Dum aci ording to the Impe 
iial Ga/i tfei i ol India (1909) derives 
Its iianii hoiu Dam Damma and 
imaiis an tlevutud battery or 
mound 

Kathh (11 llh (ii\nden in ( aU utlu 
Past and Piisinl (1401) nairates 
Anothei militais station in tbt 

neighlmuriiood of Calcutta is Uiini 
Dum King ma\ irum the iivii 
about tour miles to the northeast of 
tile town In tlie old days htloiethe 
(ouiitiv had hui n diaiiud the (ireat 
Sdt Watei Lake w'huli lies to the 
i te I of ( ah utta ran up as iar us Duni 
Dum \t that time the (iingle giown 
slum s of till lake were tlie haunt of 
tigeis inrl othi i wild beasts and its 
Witt IS ot dink and teal andiiii 
nuniiiable buds Now it is a wide 
tun less ‘tieUh ot low lying level 
land dll (lav soil dry and (lacked 
in the wiiitr i months but iloodi rl in 
the luiiiv season when it springs 
into \( iduie and tor mile upon mile 
the me tiop ol the villages waves 
gn^eii lust b( voiul this low land lies 
Dum Dum iiid Dum Dum ilnuse a 
well built lioiist standing on a low 
aitilu lal lull (u 1 itlu t mound once 
suriounded hv i moat [loitions ot 
wliK li still ttmiiuii I Ik 1 ite Mr R C 
St(»riidak who onti otc upied Dum 
Dum liinisi hid a Ihtoiv that the 
mound had bcin thiovvn up and 
toititicd in veiv aniient tiiin s md 
that latei it had Ikk n a stionghold of 
robbers who passing tliiongh the 
halt Water Lake in their long and 
narrow swiit lowing boats plun 
deied ml iiid villages or gaming tin 
nvei would altar k tho slow mov iiig 
heaw caigo boats and meuhant 
vessels robbing and slaving with 
impunity, and cart) mg home th(U 
plunder to be hnaided away m 
subterranean (hambers and pas¬ 
sages 

It was to Dum Dum that Mir Jaffai 
1C 

had fallen bai k on June 16 1716 
wh(‘n his attack was ri'pulsid 

After lieutenant Colonel Roh(rt 
(live maichec) from C ossi|iore 
thiough Nawal) Siraj ud Daiila s 
sle( py (amp at Sealdah m the earlv 
dawn ot Ii'bruary 1 1717 he idv 
am ed along the old Dum Dum road 
belote returning to C ossipore foi the 
night Miss Bleihynden recounts 

I lie sc ene of the engagement w ith 
the Nawab s troops lies within the 
boundaiies of the terminus of the 
Kdilwnv at Sealchh The lesiilt was 
dll that Clive could have hopc*d Icir 
the Nawab letinng tram the neigli 
bourhood of Calcutta and 
camping near Dum Dum sent con 
ciluitor) messages to C live offering 
to make lestitution for the dcstruc 
tion oi ( ale utta and professing a 
desire to conclude a tnencllv 
dllianre with the British—ofteis to 
which the Calcutta Csuv(‘nmient 
were glad to make a lavumable 
response 

The treat) b) which Nawab Sira) 
ud Dili! I a ratilind the pnvilegis ot 
the British and restorc'd the settle 
ments at Calc utta ( ossimba/aar md 
Diic (a was signed at Dum Dum on 
I ebruarv 6 1757 piobablv m the 
Mughal house then existing on the 
mound Bishop Heber m his diarv 
narrates in 1823 Local tiadilion 
sa\s that this mound was thrown up 
hv a spirit in a single night and to 
this da) the house and grounds hav e 
the reputation of being htiuiiU d 

Miss Bleohvnden continues 
Whatever rna) have been fne eirlv 

historv ot the spot it was m the days 

‘Local tradition says 
that this mound was 

thrown up by a spirit in 
a single night and to this 

day the house and 
grounds have the 

reputation of being 
haunted’ 

of Clives Cjovernmeiit between 
1757 and 1767 that Dum Dum 
House was built tor the benefit of 
change of air tor the convdescent 
servants of the (ornpanv aittr ill 
ness 

In a smiilai vein H I A C otton in 
(ui(.uttu Old and New (1904) re- 
(ords everv Lnglishman who Aas 
able avoided the plague stiic keii air 
ol (aleutta hv residing in garden 
houses out on its liotilers (live 
lived at Diirn Dum Though this 
house IS now dilaind tied a tablet m 
it suiijiorts ( otton s stati inenl as to 
( live s nr (upatioii ol it is a countrv 
hoiisf 

In the IBth iiiituiv miials of the 
Indian Arinv Dum Dum is associ 
ated with flu Bengal Artillery 
Although the laismg ot Urn old 
Bengal Aitdlerv goes back to 1744 it 
was in 1771 that its he idqiiaiteis 
W(*re iiioved to Duni Dum It took 
almost 50 veais for the t antonmcnl 
to come up 

Dam Dum tioin being a sanitar 
mm grew to a mild 11 y camp When 
C olonel Pearse s clef u liment of Bon 
gal Artillery retiumd from the 
(diiiatic campaign against Hydei 
All in 1781 th(‘y wme cpiarti red at 
Dum Duin C amp 

III 18H t^K' Bengal Aitdleiv wtic 
moved to M(>ergt whic h was moie 
(entral to British inti>rests 1 he Dum 
Dum barracks became part ol the 
Dum Dam )ail i • 6 

After the Bengal Artilli'rv moved 
to Meerut in 18H theotlicers mess 
was purchased by Ihe Ciovernment 
as an tnstdutn and reading room 
This budding wa*' iatt‘i used by the 
Dum Dum (Tub and subsequently 
by tho Jail ‘■tafl 

F histnrual inteu*st in Dum 
Dum is the Bengal Artillery 
Monument The monument 

resembling a cenotaph stands near 
ly 100 feet high (see photograph) 
The tablets were supplied bv Messrs 
Holmes Sculptors in 1844 The 
western tablet hems the following 
inscription 

“To the Memory of Captain 
Thomas Nu holl, Lieut Charles 
Stewart, Seigeant M Mulhall 
and the non-commissioned 
officers and men of the Ist 



troop, 1st brigade, Bengal 
Horse Artillery, who fell m me 
performance of their dutv dur¬ 
ing the insurrection at, and 
retreat from Cabul in the 
months of November and De¬ 
cember, 1841 and January 
1842, on which occasions of 
onjirecedented trial officers 
and men upheld in the most 
noble manner the iharccter of 
the regiment to which they 
belonged this gallant band 
furniecl the oldest troop in the 
Bengal Artillery It had pre¬ 
viously been distinguished on 
numerous on asions having 
served in Egypt the Mahratta 
and Nepaul Wars and in Ava 

(Burma) Also to the memory 
of the undermentioned offic¬ 
ers of the Artilleiy Lieut 
Charles Alexander Green, who 
penehed in command ot a 
detail of Shah Soojah’s Moiin 
tain Tram and whose gallant 
conduct emulated that of his 
Comrades Lieut Richard 
Maule who was kdled m the 
outbreak of the insurrection in 
November 1841 and Lieut 
Alcxandei ChnsPe killed in 
the Khyber pass on the return 
of the Vu toric/us Army under 
the Command of Ma) Geii Sir 
George Pollock, GCB of the 
Bengal Artillorv This c olumn 
IS erected by the regiment as a 

tribute of admiration, regard 
and regret Fortis Cadere Ce- 
dere non-potest 1844 

The monument was so located 
because it was then fac ing the Otiu - 
ers’ mess later desiguated the Out- 
ram Institute As aheadv narrated, 
this building was handed ovei fur 
the Jail staff Pollock Road still 
exists at Dum Dum 

The Bengal Artillery memorial 
I ulumii was lecently discovered to 
be so dilapidated that there are fears 
of it falling down On the initiative 
taken by the ^sso(ldt^on for the 
Preservation of Histo111 a 1 
Cemeteries in India it has b(>en 
renovated and is now in good c ondi- 
tion, thoudi the iron chain railing 
had alreaciy been stolon before the 
renovation could he embarked on 

Anothei monument at Dum Oum, 
thou^ the actual grave is in the 
South Park Street Cemetery, Is the 
Corinthian Pillar in the yard of St 
Stephen’s Church in memory of 
Colonel Thomas Deane Pearse, the 
Father of the Bengal Artillery and 
“known to tame according to 
H E A Cotton “as Hastings' second 
in his duel with Francis ’ Pearse 
died in June 1789 aged 47, “for the 
last thiee years of his life he was 
senior officer of the Bengal Army ’ 
I,ord Curnwaiiis was present at the 
funeral, or as the loc at < hronu ler of 
the day puts it * His 1 ordship 
attended, and drop I a teni ' Like so 
many of his contampoianos, Pearse 
had married an Indian lady Asonot 
ins, Mohanied Pearse was educated 
at Harrow, but there is no record of 
him after he left school All th» 
tablets on bis monument at Dum 
Dum are missing, lieiico there is no 
mention of Pearse s name on the 
Corinthian Pillar todav 

A peicussion cap manufactory 
had been set up in Oum Oum in 
1844, and was otticially designated 
the Ammunition Factory in 1846 as 
the wrought metal letteiiug over the 
gate establishes ft was from a work¬ 
er here that the storv of the 
“greased" caitiidges spread in 1857, 
some animal tallow apparently hav¬ 
ing been used 

There are a number of old guns 
“grouted’ at various places in Dum 
Dum to prevent pilferage There are 
two at the entrant e of the Ordnance 
Factory itself, and several others 
elsewhere Several ol these guns are 
in fine conditmn, after nearly a 
century and a half of exposure, all 
witnesses to Dum Dum’s past. 

SX. Menezes 
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CIRCL 

SECOND TO NONE 

MAIDEN APPEARANCE 

Left: It was her maiden appearance in 
Calcutta and this Kathak exponent of 
international fame displayed all the 
grace she has earned a name for. 
Rashmi Vajpeyi had her initial training 
in Manipuri, but turned to Kathak and 
received training from the wizard, Pan¬ 
dit Birju MaharaT. Rashmi is credited to 
have mastered the ang aspect of Kathak 
and believes in composite and inte¬ 
grated presentations unlike most other 
Mthak exponents. She is currently 
doing research on Dance Imagery in 
Medieval Hindi Poetry. 

Right: No first prize was awarded, but 
the second in the poster competition 
organised by the DA VP this year was 

given to Amar Paul. Paul also won the 
first prize in poster designs from the 
United Nations last year. With HMV, 

Calcutta, since 1964, Paul is Controller, 
Art Studio, thpre and has won more 

awards than can be listed here— 
although* the number he has won may 

not be a record. 



COMING SOON 

Above: After the two successful bilinguals, Lalkuthiand Prahari 
producer Ashis Ray is now busy making his third bilingual: 
Jyoti/Indradhanusn (Bengali/Hindi), starring Prasenjit and 

I Anooradha Patel. While the former is the son of Biswajit, 
, Anooradha is the ^and daughter of Ashok Kumar. Her first film is 

Love in Coa, but sne realty made waves vi^n she was signed up 
for Shashi Kapoor's t/fsav(directed by Cirish Kamad). 

PUY ON 

Left: Having finally chosen music as his career is Arijit Cludkravarty 
(18). A resident of the UK since 1972, Arijit specialist in the violin 

! and piano and has played in prestigious programmes. He has now 
j: joined the King's College, Cambridge-~an exceptional honour for 
1 an Indian boy. 
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Inner Eye 
NEXT SEVEN DAYS 
FROM NOVEMBER 6 TO NOVEMBER 12 

- RiES 
Mar 21-Apr 20 

Mixed fortunes this 
_week. You will 

accomplish your ventures 
easily. Out money wilt be diffi¬ 
cult to obtain and healtti tar 
from good. Courage, faith and 
fortitude will help to surmount 
the difficulties besetting you. 
Elders will not be helpful. 
There will be heavy expendi¬ 
ture. 

EO 

'Wuf^ifa^s%rosper 
well. Your em¬ 

ployers and those in authority 
will aid you. The course of your 
routine life proceeds on a more 
or less even keel; attend to 
business and be watchful in 
love and domestic matters. 
Choose friends of the opposite 
sex with care and discretion. 
Act upon your own intuitions- 

AGITTARIUS 
Nov 22-Oec 22 

Good and bad luck 
are strangely intert¬ 

wined and call for caution in all 
things. Although your monet¬ 
ary position improves, beware 
of serious quarrels in business 
and domestic matters and 
scrutinise alt documents care¬ 
fully. Be innovative—results 
will be gratifying. Utilise the 
excellent vibrations. 

Tii AURUS IRGO 
1 Apt 21-May 22 W Aug 23-Sopl 22 ■ J m Some success is in- W 1 Your week proceeds 

1-J dicated but loss, normally — hard 
separation from loved ones, 
estrangement or ill-health are 
also forecast. Though you are 
not well off financially you will 
have the opportunity to accom¬ 
plish some important things 
this week. A longing for 
change and novelty will be 
there. 

warded; elders and employers 
will aid you. Act according to 
your own intuitions. Business 
improves but avoid extrava¬ 
gance and be wary of swind¬ 
lers. Avoid making erratic deci¬ 
sions and changes, especially 
involving womenlolk. 

APRfCORN 
0«e 23-Jan 20 

Stellar portents mdi 
cate gain in unusual 

circumstances, but warn of 
loss through extravagance and 
being swindled. An elderly 
female will befriend you. Be. 
very careful in all business, 
love and domestic matters. 
Safeguard your own and your 
family's health. Medical ex¬ 
penditure IS foreseen. 

EMINI 
May 23 Jun 21 

You will be very for¬ 
tunate this week. 

Your words and deeds will 
carry weight. New friendships 
loom large on the horizon, but 
beware 'of sudden quarrels 
which may impede progress 
and spoil nappmess. You will 
take part in fresh intellectual or 
artistic activities^ Do not be 
afraid to adopt new methods- 

IBRA 
Sept 23 Oct 22 

This week will be 
happy and fortun¬ 

ate. New friendships occur. 
You will be lucky this week in 
many ways but will need to be 
cautious when associating 
with the opposite sex. Finan¬ 
cial and social expansion are 
well within your circle. An un¬ 
expected event wiH cause you 
anxiety and expense. 

QUARIUS 
Jan 21-Feb 20 

Your prospects are 
indicative of suc¬ 

cess and happiness, especral- 
ly through young people but 
elders and strangers may 
cause anxiety at times. Chil¬ 
dren and young friends will 
contribute to happiness and 
your monetary position will im¬ 
prove. Much will depend on 
your own actions. 

ANGER 
June 22-Jtily ?2 

You are threatened 
with an unexpected 

upheaval and the indisposition 
of womenfolk, but help will be 
forthcoming. Finances will im¬ 
prove and children will be hap¬ 
py. In the material sense your 
week promises to be excep¬ 
tionally successful despite dis¬ 
putes but caution and circums¬ 
pection in dealings advised 

CORPIO 
Oct 23-Nov 21 

Your business, so¬ 
cial and intellectual 

activities expand. Your suc¬ 
cess will depend on your own 
exertions and initiative Push 
your affairs lo the utmost—do 
not be afraid to take risks. 
Favourable week tor finance, 
property, insurance, dealings 
with elders, agents and 
lawyers. 

ISCES 
Feb Zl'Mar 20 

Do not fritter away 
your substance on 

friends. Cut down on extrava¬ 
gance and excessive con¬ 
viviality. Be mindful of busi¬ 
ness, and success and happi¬ 
ness will be yours. Curb gener¬ 
ous impulses and guard 
against imposition and misrep¬ 
resentation. Conserve busi¬ 
ness resources. 

SUGGESTIONS LUCKY NUMBER AND COLOURS 
SUNDAY SPORTS NOVEMBER 6 7 WHITE 

MONDAY DOMESTIC AFFAIRS NOVEMBER f 2 OBEY 

TUESDAY SHOPPING NOVEMBER 8 4 VEUOW 

WEDNESDAY CORRESPONCENCE NOVEMBER 9 B n.UE 

THURSDAY BUSINESS AFFAIRS NOVEMBER 10 6 UGHT W.UE 

FRIDAY ' AUSPKIOUS EVENTS NO'?EMSEH 11 1 ORANGE 

SATUfWJAY ENTERTAINWB^ NOVEMBER 12 5 RED 

BtRTHpAYS 

November 6 
An eventful year, full of 
change, lies ahead. Your pros¬ 
pects are good and likeN to 
include promotion. You wiB be¬ 
nefit from travel and the good 
offices of near relatives. You 
will gain through the occ^t 
which will point the way to 
business success. 

November 7 
After a possible initial setback 
you wilt forge ahead. You will 
be helped by an elder and 
benefit from a property trans¬ 
action, Your business will be 
enhanced. You can look for¬ 
ward with the utmost confi¬ 
dence to the last months of the 
year 

November 8 
Your business will make slow 
progress and your family life, 
though not unhappy, will have 
some problems concerning 
your womenfolk. Thanks to 
your own industry and initiative 
you will make further headway 
during the year at hand. 

November 9 
Your prospects are extremely 
good. You will gam through 
elders and property—in some 
cases through a legacy. A year 
of Iremendous activity and 
hard work is ahead. Service¬ 
men win promotion or distinc¬ 
tion. 

November 10 
Despite a slight undercurrent 
of sadness (perhaps through a 
bereavement) your year wm be 
a happy and tortunale one— 
with possibility of gam through 
legaity. Your personal life and 
fortunes will proceed with a f{ur 
measure of good luck. 

November 11 
You are likely to enfoy a very 
happy and fairly prosperous 
1964. Conditions will be parti¬ 
cularly favourabto for you with 
regard to travel and associa¬ 
tion with near relatives. Out¬ 
looks are still favourable— 
rather less so for business 
which win need careful atten¬ 
tion to details. 

November 12 
Your year proceeds on an 
even tenor. Une)q>ected busi¬ 
ness success, mu«i help from, 
^deia and beneficial char^ges 
are indicated but some minor 
woriy regarding the health of 
womanfem is also forecast. 
Profound yat scintlHating intel¬ 
lectual aettvikes are eMoenoed 

M.8. RAMAN 
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QUIZ / Nea O’Brien 
Abhijit Guhn, 
Asansol 4, has 
sent us this in¬ 
teresting item: 
“Who was the leg¬ 
less Hero of the 
Pattle of Britain?" 
“Douglas .Bader, 
an ace pilot of the 
Cranweil Airforce 

Academy, lost both his legs in a 
plane crash in 1932. He was forced 
to retire from the RAF. byt, defying 
all odds, was given permission to fly 
during World War H. He was one of 
.the outstanding air strategists of the 
RAF in the Battle of Britain and rose 
to the rank of Wing-Commander. 
During the war he had two artificial 
le^ but could engage in the most 
dinicult and complicated aeroba¬ 
tics." 

We acid our little bit: Caught in a 
crippled plane over occupied 
Europe, he saved himself by remov¬ 
ing one of his trapped artificial legs 
and bailing out. A normal man thus 
trapped would have almost certain¬ 
ly . crashed with the plane. 
Taken prisoner of war by the Ger¬ 
mans, who allowed a special pair of 
artificial legs to be air dropped for 
him, he tried to escape. His captors 
took away his legs! 

Soumitra Jash, Dhanbad 1, writes: 
“An Inter-School Quiz was held at 
the International Rotary Club, Dhan- 
Rad. De Nobili (C.M.R.S.] came out 
the champions with 30 points. De 
Nobili School (SIlUAj (19y4l 

scraped past their F.R.I. branch (19) 
to finish ^ond. The winning team 
consisted of Swagato Basu Mallick, 
Manish Chandra and Soumitra }ash. 
The quiz masters were A. Ghosh and 
K. Banerjee.” 

We’re happy to learn of the forma¬ 
tion of the Karnataka State Quiz 
Association, which is probably the 
first Quiz Association to have state¬ 
wide coverage and organised some¬ 
what on the lines of State Associa¬ 
tions for other games. Its aim is “to 

raise Quiz to the status enjoyed by 
other intellectual, or quasi¬ 
intellectual games like chess or 
bridge." Membership is open to in¬ 
dividuals and institutions in Karna¬ 
taka. Those interested in more in¬ 
formation or in joining may write to: 
Wing Commander G.R. Mulky (Rtd) 
President 
Karnataka State Quiz Association 
A 3/1 Dattaprasad Apartments 
10th Main Road 
Malleswaram 
Bangalore 560 003. 

Shubadeep Qioudhury, Karim- 
ganj, enquires “Who or what was the 
Porte?" 

In full ‘Sublinve Porte' was the 
official name of tne Ottoman Court 
at Constantinople (Istanbul), and 
was later used as a synonym for the 
Turkish government until 1923. The 
name is a translation of the French 
'exalted gate', which in turn is a 
translation of the Turkish Bohioli 
(High Gate), the entrance to the 
grand vizier's palace in Istanbul. 

At last a quiz report from Delhi! 
Shohini Ghosh writes: “The English 
Association of Lady Shri Ram Col¬ 
lege (LSR) -organised an Inter- 
College Literary Quiz. Five colleges 
participated, including IIT Delhi, 
who sporting as ever, enlivened the 
proceedinp inspite of their under¬ 
standably inadequate knowledge oi 
tlw subjwt. There were 13 rounds in 
all, tupped by a audio round where 
the participants were asked to iden¬ 
tify the poets reeding their own 
poetry. The questions never lacked 
in variety and three rounds were 
devoted exclusively to Shakespeare. 
LSR took an impressive lead but 
later fell back to third place with. 20 
points. St Stephen's (24 Vz) walked 
off with the first prize, while Hindu 
College followed next (21). It was an 
enjoyable experience for everybody) 
especially for quiz person Mini! 
Singh who had organised the whole 
show. The success of this contejri is 
sure to herald in more of..its kind." 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 

1. What does the expression ‘to kiss the gunner’s 
dai^ter' mean?. (Rajat Shubhro Mukherjee, 
Barrackpore) 

2. What do the initials BSA on a make of bicycle 
stand for? (Rajib Dos Gupta, Durgapur 12) 

3. How are the Malvinas Islands better known? 
(Mono) Sinha, Calcutta 35) 

4. Who or what is referred to as the ‘Old Lady of 
Bori Bunder?’ (Amiendra Kumar. Sindri) 

5. Which famous lady carried a pet owl in her 
pocket? (Gautam Pal, Ranchi 2) 

6. What is geodesy? (idishna Pillai, Giridih and 
I^pankar Ghosh, Calcutte 25} 

7. Who was the weeping philosopher? (Shailendra 
Verma, Calcutta 26) 

8. What Is absolute zero on the Farenheit Scale? 
(Raktim Ghosal, Calcutta 47} 

9. Why is a car's chauffeur so called? (P.S. Singha, 
Calcutta 7) 

10. For what is Jonas Hanway remembered? 
(Ananya Chatterjee, Calcutta 47] 
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d up for their three-show tour in the dty. Even 
0^ for as high a price as Rs 100 each. The 
m “«(tra” outside tiie Neta|i Indoor Stadium 
tdde the Eden Gardens when a cricket Test 

'8 and weU in Calcutta. 
i in a city, it usually conjures images of the Big 
aidan or the Howi^ maidan. But the Soviet 



B troupe neither set up tents 
t they faring along performing 
s with them. A feature which 
lies consider a must for any 

Soviet Circus, considered one 
lest in the world, held, shows 
utta (sponsored by the Indian 
il for Cultural Relations) after 

r^jfwtuiining in New Delhi and Chan- 
l^igarh, and proved the cynics 
^wrong. The performing of a circus in 
|jui indoor stadium ra&ier than in a 
loiaidan sumests another thing, too; 
vlOte everytmng else, the circus has 
pnlso kept pace with the times. 

The last time the Soviet Circus 
•icame to this country was 19 years 
^;«go. But setting it off was this 
i(43-member troupe’s average age oi 
I 27: rather young in years. In two and 
; a half hours, they performed 13 
»different items of the modem circus 
vgenre. And by the time they 
i*> nnished, the spectators were unani- 
> {noU8 in their opinion: animals or 
if.no, tents or no, it was a spectacular 

show. 

i The spectators who were lucky 
|..«nough to get entry to the show, will 
S cherish for long the ease and grace 
I with which items like Ballad on 
I Balance by the young couple (Mr 
I and Mrs Tiuabov) were performed 
;; on the loose wire. The item com- 
y bines equilibristics, juggling, mod- 
^ ern choreography—and combines 
I all this with lyricism and plasticity. 
\- Another item with two lovely 

I yoimg ladies (Chervko and Khavros) 
: using a high pole was another high¬ 

light of the circus as no other circus 
has a female standing the pole on 
her forehead. 

“The circus is a very popular art 
in the USSR," said Nikolai Dyuzhev, 
their spokesman and only Et^ish 
speaki^ member of the team. “Even 
today, crowds throng to the circus in 
the USSR—not one ticket ever re¬ 
mains unsold." 

In 1919, after the famous October 
Revolution in which the workers 
eitablished their supremacy over 

[ &e capitalist state and created the 
■ first socialist state in the world, 
\ Lenin nationalised the state circus. 

Famous singers and artistes sang 
^ and composed their pieces for the 
. bircus. Pushkin. Mayakovsky, Tol- 

atoy, Stanislavsky and a host of 
.erther big names were used in popu- 

: larising this ateiu sport. And bar¬ 
ring some changes in accordance 
with changing times, the Russians 
have maintained the old tradition. 
Even today, special composers write 

; pieces exclusively for the circus. 
■ 

The circus makes modifications like 
scheduling programmes based on 
Pushkin during vacations to cater 
more to children. 

“A circus is something which 
freshens the soul—it is entertain¬ 
ment meant for all, clean and heal¬ 
thy entertainment, a sport. And it is 
not limited to any age group con¬ 
trary to the belief of some cynics 
that it is meant only for children,” 
said Dyuzhev, as earnest as he is 
handsome. 

That the circus is indeed a very 
popular art in the USSR is evident 
from the great interest taken in it as 
something serious. There are more 
than 3,500 professional artistes in 
the country with a repertoire of over 
1,200 different items. The country 
also has 67 permanent special circus 
theatres where nothing but circuses 
are performed all the year round. 

In addition to this, there are 20 
mobile circus groups and 13 special¬ 
ised “animal circuses.” (lih^zhev 
informed us that animals are usually 
not brought to India and like coun¬ 
tries on account of the climate 
which has been found unsuitable for 
them.) And then the US.SR boasts of 
two unique circus troupes which 
perform solely on ice. Annually, 
some 30 countries are toured by the 
Russian circuses and about 1,500 
Soviet circus artistes perform in 
foreign countries throu^ the year. 

This is so unlike India where 
talented artistes are virtually self- 
trained and from a particular re¬ 
gion—^Kerala. The circus culture in 
India is predominantly a street cor¬ 

ner one—an extension at die ‘circus’ 
performed on a tone tied between 
bamboo poles. And the performers 
here by and large belonr to the 
tower strata of society who have not 
made it in life—or as stuntmen in 
cinema. 

Of other international circuses, 
the general opinion among the 
Soviet troupe's members was that 
certain itefns of the French circus 
were outstanding. "But,” added 
Dyuzhev, “even ue French circus 
can't rightly be called a ‘national’ 
circus bmauso it borrows items va¬ 
rious countries.” 

|In the USSR there are. tover 
100,000 special aniateur clubs 
which admit people of all ages for 
training in the circus art. These 
clubs treat it as a hobby though 
many of those trained later turn 
professional. Apart from these there 
ate three state high schools which 
hold special circus training clases 
which students can join either after 
class 4 or class 8 and training is 
Imparted for seven and four years, 
respectively. Everj' year about 75 
students graduate from these 
schools and are picked up by diffe¬ 
rent circus troupes. Those artistes 
who have followed in their parents’ 
footsteps are exempted from educa¬ 
tional qualifications as a special 
allowance. Some troupes even boast 
of ex-Olympians as their mrmnasts. 

Circus artistes are well looked 
after by the state and every profes¬ 
sional is entitled to a state pension 
after 20 years of service in the Big 
Top. Many of them start when they 
are barely 16 years of age—which 
means tlmt they are entitled to this 
pension by the time they are 36. 

Performing in a circus involves a 
natural physical risk. In such i^es 
accidents while training, rehearsing 
or performing are bound to occur. 
“The risk is the same as in any other 
sphere of life.” maintained 
Dyuzhev. “And there are people 
who specialise in looking after a 
complete system of checks and 
counter checks before every item is 
performed. Minute precautionary 
details are looked into and If there is 
the sli^test chance of an accident, 
the item is cancelled immediately. 
**The accident rate. therefcHe, is 
practically z«ro. tn such circumst¬ 
ances," Dyuzhev concluded, “then 
has bmn no fatal accident in out 
circuses.” 

Pranay SiQrma 
andAnil Orover 
Photogiapitt: Aloke Sfitm 



MARKINOS 
Pi^a Allowance PU}AS may come and 

Pu)as may go, but 
chanda collectors will go 
on forever. All these years 
one was pestered by 
doorknocks throughout 
the day—and 'very 
domineering doorknocks 
at that. As it that was not 
enough, there is today a 
new phenomenon: that of 
the wayside chanda col¬ 
lector. 

After one has paid 
through his nose to the 
many door-to-door collec¬ 
tors who will not be per¬ 
suaded otherwise, and the 
many units in one’s office 
(like the peons' depart¬ 
ment, and the teaboys’ de¬ 
partment, and the sweep¬ 
ers’ department), you 
come across a vague face 
on the road, asking for his 
share, too. 

A colleague really lost 
his cool when one morn¬ 
ing, he left home to go to 
office, a few days before 
the Ourga Puja holidays. 
The wayside dhobi who 
presses clothes on a trol¬ 
ley spied him and smiled 

a meaningful smile. 
"Saab, bakshish?" There 
was no saying ‘No’ to him. 
so out went a fiver. Giving 
the maid servant her due 
plus a Puja sari is part of 
the very expensive game, 
but the dhobi couldn’t be 
refused either. 

Get into the minibus 
and the conductor doesn’t 
return any change: Puja 
time, you know. Even the 
fellow who hails the share 
taxis demands one, never 
mind the fact that he has 
done you no favour what¬ 
soever and gets his 50 
paise tip from each taxi 

driver. The share taxi 
driver also refuses the 25 
paise change to oach of 
the six passengers under 
the same plea—so what if 
that is the first and poss¬ 
ibly last time that you 
have set eyes on him. 

Stop by near the office 
to buy a magazine and the 
hawker doesn’t return the 
small change either. Drop 
in at a friend’s office next 
door and the normally 
arrogant peon is all smiles 
and nomashkor: it will 
take you only ten seconds 
to know why. 

While returning home. 

.El There is a retired gent¬ 
leman in the locality 

of one of our correspon¬ 
dents i^ho has made it a 
habit of fighting with all 
the taxi drivers there. 

This particular gentle¬ 
man has a habit of going 

out every evening, around 
4 pm to some unknown 
destination. He is usually 
dressed in a white spot¬ 
less dhoti. After walking 
along the pavement from 
his home, he approaches 
the first available taxi 
standing. 

As is the case with most 
taxi drivers in our city, he 
usually answers in the 
negative. But the gentle¬ 
men does not take this 
lying down. He starts 
quarrelling with the taxi 
driver and ultimately 
forces the taxi driver to 

lUiwttations: Debaslib Deb 

the same routine is iwpe 
ated, daily, for the fav 
days before the Pujas (no 
to speak of the extoitioni 
during the Pujas). Thii 
uiihaj^py trend hai 
thrown up the despicabh 
species; the beggar in th< 
garb of a chanda collector 
Otherwise, what righ 
does an individual on thi 
streets, whom you don' 
know from Adam, have h 
ask you for a Puja baksh 
ish? And then look at yoi 
like a piece of moonrock i 
you adamantly refuse 
him? 

As for their patent ex 
planation that it’s jus 
once a year and hov 
much is it going to cos 
you giving 25 paise, the) 
don't seem to realise tha 
that is what each and ev 
ery one of them (abou 
half a dozen per day, for a 
least a week)? And how ii 
this person going to get U 
bakshish? We don’t knov 
of any office that gives i 
puja allowance or reim 
DurseS puja bakshish bills 
yet. 

put down his meter, in 
dicating that the taxi ii 
engaged. 

After he has achievec 
this feat, he approachei 
the next. He is agaii 
answered in the native 
the taxi driver mts tin 
same treatment. Inis goet 
on till this gentlemai 
finally gets hold of a tax 
driver who is willing to » 
to the destination. But ttu 
gentleman does not for 
give those taxi driven 
who had refused him ear 
lier. While crossing thes< 
taxi drivers, he make) 
faces, at them, more like i 
child does after he hat 
achieved somethinj 
which he was being dep' 
rived of. , 

V 
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HINDI FILMS 

NEW RELEASES 

Aoar Turn Ns Hots: Paradise 
(Bsntinck Street, 235442)>4 
shows, Qem (Acharya Jagad- 
ish Chandra Bose Road, 
249828), Moonlight (T C Out- 
ta Street, 343339^ Aianta (Di 
amend Harbour Road), Jaya 
(Lake Town, 573d36)-3 
shows 

Ridssh Khanna Rekha and 
Ral^ abbar form the leading 
cast in this film 
Arth (A): Metro (Chowringhee 
Road, 233541 )-3 shows, 
Moonlight (TC Dutta Street, 
343339), Basusree (S P 
Mukheriee Road, 478808), 
Blna (GHdhan Sarani, 341522) 
& Pumasree (Raja Ra| Kissen 
Street, 554033)-noon 

Directed by Mahesh Bhatt 
with musk; by Chitra and Jagiit 
Singh, the him stars Shabana 
A*ml, Smita Patil, Kuibhushan 

Kharonanda and R^ Kiran 
Qayamat (A): New Cmema 
(Lenin Sarani, 270147) Krish¬ 
na (T C Duta Street, 344262), 
Mitra (Bidhan Sarani, 551133), 
Kalika (Sadanada Road, 
478141), Jagat (Acharya Pra- 
fulla Chandra Road, 365108), 
Jawahar (Keshab Sen Street, 
3435^) 

Oharmendra in the dual 
roles of a godfather and rapist 
in a film dirutted by Ra) N 
Sippy Poonam Dhillon and 
Sinta Pabl co-star Music is by 
RD Burman 

REGULAR' SHOWS 

Be-Aabroo: Society (Corpora¬ 
tion Place, 241002)-12,3,6,9 

A senes of instances of the 
physk^il violation of women is 
dealt with The people involved 
belong to the undenwoiid as 
well as to the higher strata of 
soaety Ail the victims take to 
prostitution A love story in¬ 
volving a police officer and a 
vicbm IS threaded in 

As in most other Hindi films 
the theme is only an excuse for 
a generous display of flesh 

Belaab: Jyob (Lenm Sarani 
241132)-12, 3, 8, 8 45 

Star debutants Sunny Deol 
and Amrfta Singh with veteran 
Shammi ‘Kapoor are in the 
leading roles of this film, 
directed by Rahul Rawall and 
muaic by R D Burman 
Dard^ll: Crown (RA Kid- 
wai Road 244822)-4 shows 

An urchin saves a baby girl 
from a cobra She grows up to 
become an amply endowed 
nautch girl played by Zama 
Wahab The urchin becomes a 
macho hoodlum played by 
Mukesh Khanr» From here 
onwards the story progresses 
without rhyme or reason 

Mukesh might have been 
better had he been allowed to 
break away from the Bach- 
chan svndrome 
Humae Hal Zamana: Opera 
fLenin Saranf)-4 shows 

This IS a film ftjll of stunts, 
fights, dances, songs and a 
good deal of eex appeal, but 
very few horses whkm is sur- 
pnsing consktenng that it is 
supposedly a horse opera It 
has a typical story involving 
heroes and wliains, with a cli¬ 
max towards the end when 

Danny and Mithun turn out to 
be brothers 

The acting leaves much to 
be desired as everything 
else about the film 
•luatice Chaudhury: Elite 

S N Banerjee Road, 
41333), Darpana (Bidhan 

Sarani, 5S2040)'3 shows 
The story of this film lacks 

any sense whatsoever The 
characters include a long-lost 
father and son who took alike, 
a son who is a tough cop, an 
evil lawyer with a sexy daugh¬ 
ter, and a diamond smugger 
who has a twin The story 
revolves around {ustlceandthe 
elderly lawyer taxes the law 
mto his own hands to beat up 
the villains He also condemns 
his own son for a enme which 
he never committed 

An unbearable film 
Maxdoor: Lighthouse 
(Humayun Place, 231402)-4 
shows, Priya (Rashbehari 
Avenue, 464440), Talkie Show 
House (Sibdas Bhaduri Street, 
S52?m-3 Shows 

Dilip Kumar is a middleaged 
worker who gives up his job al 
the textile rrall because of the 
arrogance of tne new owner 

MHp Kiimto fit— ttw fist of iabotff potmor bi ‘Mndoor’ 
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(Surteh ObiiroO- Helped by a 
benefai^r and a young «i- 
gineer (Rai Babbar), he buys 
an old milt and b^mes a 
millionaire. His daughter (Pad- 
mini Kolhapure) gets married 
to. Raj Babbar who actually 
loves the benefactor's daugh¬ 
ter (Rati Agnihotri). She, 
however, likes the hero and 
marries his brother-in-law (Raj 
Kiran) in order to chase him. 
Padmini has a miscarriage and 
Babbar has a fight with Raj 
Ktran and thereafter the story 
winds tediously to its end. 

This is a film about the 
working class with no relation 
whatsoever to reality. Jt gives 
little scope to the talent ofOilip 
Kumar and Raj Babbar. 
Mujhe Insaaf Chahiye: Roxy 
(Chowringhee Place; 234138)- 
12. 3. 6. 9. 

Rati Agnihotri plays the 
daughter of a poor clerk and 
Mithun Chakraborty a rich 
playboy who Is enchanted by 
her beauty. She too falls in 
love with him but realises after 
she becomes pregnant that he 
will not marry her. She decides 
to have the child and goes to 
court to get justice and recog¬ 
nition for her child. Rekha 
plays an advocate who had 
gone through the same experi¬ 
ence in her youth and now 
fights for female emancipation, 
and helps her. 

A sentimental film, which 
should appeal to women. 
Naukar'BiwI Ka; Orient (Ben- 
tinck Street; 231917)-4 shows, 
Uttara (Bidhan Satani; 
552200), Ujjala (Russa Road; 
470668) & Purabi (Mahatma 
Gandhi Road; 350680)-3 
shows, Park Show House 
(Park Street; 441971). 

Dharmendra stoops (In the 
viewer’s opinion) to conquer 
Anita Raj by becoming a Hindi 
film hero. In the process, lead¬ 
ing lady Reena Roy falls In 
love with him. Woven in with 
this triangle is the father (Om 
Prakash) of the murdered 
Vinod Mehra seeking revenge. 

This film is tar too absurd to 
be a comedy of any sort. 

Pram Tapasya: Hind (Qanesh 
Chandra Avenue; 274259)-4 
shows, Uttara (Bidhan Sarani; 
552200) & Ujjala (Russa 
Road; 47B666)-noon. 

A wealthy only son has a Kision for flying. He falls in 
e with an air hostess and 

employs many tactics to win 
her heart. Eventually he suc- 
caeds and they prepare to get 
married. But another girl whom 
he had r^rted In order to 
make the rermar jeakM«. rean- 
tars Me Ufa. The resrof bte Aim 
tsiravals this emotional drama. 
RieMa (Cages Ka: Lobis (8.N. 

Banerjee Road; 242664).12, 
3, 6, 8.45. REGULAR SHOWS 

Like a good many other Hin¬ 
di films, this one too Is about 
two generations of lovers. 
They are played by Nutan and 
Suresh Oberoi, and Raj Bab¬ 
bar and Rati Agnihotri. The 
connection arises from the fact 
that Nutan is Raj's sister who 
had not married her lover In 
order to save her brother. 

A talented cast but wasted in 
this film. 

NE^ELEASES 

Mata Agameshwerl: Radha 
(Bidhan Sarani; 553045), 
Rupam (College Street) & 
Bhabani (Russa Road; 
461528)-3 shows. 

Ashim Kurnar and Lily Chak¬ 
raborty play the lead in this 
film, directed by Arun Chow- 
dhury and music by Bipul 
Ghosh. 

A •tMaad Aparna Ben In ‘InBiae’ 

Chokh (A): Priya (Rashbehari 
Avenue; 464440)-noon. 

This film is set in the 
Emergency and as a polltieat.. 
film it is stimulating despite 
some flaws. Utpalendu Chak¬ 
raborty emerges as an excUlng 
filmmaker, Om Puri- puts in a 
compelling performance and 
so does Anil Chatterjee. 

An added attrwition Is the 
documentary on the controver¬ 
sial Rabindrasangeet singer, 
Debabrata Biswas, which is 
being shown along with 
Chokh, 
Indira; Rupbani (Bidhan Sara¬ 
ni; 55341^, Aruna (Mahatma 
Gandhi Road; 359561) & 
Bharati (S.P. Mukhariee Road; 
474688)-2.30. 5.30, 8.30. 

In this celluloid transcreatton 
of Bankim Chandra’s novel, 
Aparna Sen makes little im¬ 
pression as the young girt who 
uses her wit and inteigence to 
overcome the peculiBr pre¬ 
dicament she IS faced with. 
Soumitra Chatterjee Is equally 
unimpressive as the confused 
husband who is naverthelasa 
eager to break a socfai taboo. 
Anup Kumar and Sumitra 
Muknerjee give equally lack¬ 
lustre performances as the 
couple through whom ihdira 
regains her position and home. 
Tanaya: Sree (Bidhan SwanI; 
55151$) & Indira {tndra Roy 
Road; 4ri757)-3, 6, 8. 46. 

Sharmiia Tagore, jUMd by 
anginear Dhrlflman, moves 
from her mofussil hometown to 
Calcutta where she finda a job 
as ah executive. Dhrttlman 
ChMtsfjee ra-antara her UM 
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'pwiwiww—— 
when she has to invest^te 
some malpractices in which he 
is involved. 

Meanwhile, her childhood 
friend, Sumltra, is explolled 
and uMmately abandoned by 
Oeepankar Oe, with whom she 
has had a longstanding rela¬ 
tionship. 

The lead pair is good but it is 
Victor Banerjee who is memor¬ 
able as the India-loving Bri¬ 
tisher towards whom Sharmiia 
Is Inexorably drawn. 

The film has too many unex¬ 
plored possibilities and is too 
much of a love end crime 
melodrama to be really satis¬ 
fying. 

10 November: 7 pm 
Proscenium presents 

Agatha Christie's The Unex- 
QumI, directed by Ravi 

Bhatnagar. The cast includes 
Adhirai Sen. Qeetanjaii Chu- 
gani, Swapna Nanda, Rarijit 
Kaul, Sharmini Bhatnagar, 
Deane Mistry, .V.C. Gupta and 
Deepak Bajeu. 

At Cyan Manch (Pretoria 
Street; 433516). 
10 November; 6.30 pm 

Anarya presents George 
Kaizer's Gas-1 (in Bengali). 
Direction; Madhusree Dutta. 

At Max Mueller Bhavan(Bal- 
iy^^^e Circular Road; 

train for tiie first time with the 
innocence and wonder of a 
newborn, in Dekhachl rup aa- 
gata his vc^ce develops char¬ 
acter and Utpai is able to shed 
completely the influence of his 
father’s style, and emerges as 
a voice to remember for future 
Hstening. 

Ail the lyrics and tunes in 
this album are traditional ex¬ 
cept in three $ongs~K/ ajab 
karigar, Bondhur mukner 
katha (both lyrics by Amitabha 
Chowdhury) and Jaio na jalo 
na (lyric by Nirmalendu Chow¬ 
dhury) which are set to tunes 
by the late exponent. 

FOREIGN FILMS 

NgAMRELEASES 

Savage Harvest: Tiger 
(Chowringhee Road; 
^977)-12. 3, 5.45, 8.15. 

Based on a stoiy by Ralph 
Heifer and Ken No^e, and 
directed by Robert Collins, the 
film stars Tom Skerritt and 
Michelle Phillips. 

REGU^RSHO^ 

You Only Live Twice (A): 
Globe (Lindsay Street; 
231769)-3, 5.45, 8.30. 

Sean Connery appears as 
James Bond along with Tet- 
suro Tamba, and Mie Hana in 
this film directed by Lewis Gil¬ 
bert. 

SPECIAL EVENTS 

A November; 6.30 pm 
QuI Mohar, a breezy and 

moying comedy of Sangit Kala 
Mandir will be staged. 

At Kala Mandir 
(Shakespeare Sarani; 449086/ 
432197). 
8, 9 & 11 November: 7 pm 

Actors' Workshop and Re¬ 
gent present Peter Shaffer's 
Equus, directed by Ajay Chow¬ 
dhury. The cast includes Barry 
Stokoe, Ajay Chowdhury, Arin- 
dum Basu, Nandini Jaidka, 
Venita Sicka and Vaishaii 
BFoerjei*. 

At Gyan Manch (Preioriu 
Street; 433516). 

g November: 6 pm 
An odissi dance recital by 

Sanjukta Panigrahi. with vocal 
accompaniment by Raghunath 
Pwtigrahi and others. 

At Kaia Mandir 
(Shakespeare Sarani; 
^9086). 
9 November: 8.30 pm 

Sanchari presents 
Rhakepeare's Romeo and 

^at 
-■"■*"Maha)ati Sedan fChlttar- 
Kmn^Avenua; 34666a). 

Bengail Folk Songs (Stereo 
2393 927): it is a well accepted 
fact that earthy human feelings 
can best be expressed through 
songs and more so through 
intensely passionate folk 
songs. 

And Utpai Chowdhury in his 
latest album released by Music 
India has proved it once again. 
ii nnwRomei in 

mg 01 lo(k scmga, Utpai has 
music in his blood. In the very 
first song of this album Ore ore 
sundaria naoar he capti¬ 
vates the listener with the 
freshness of his voice and an 
irrepressible vivaciw for which 
his father, the late Nirmatendu 
Chowdhuiy, was adored by 
rhueic lovers. 

The to songs of this album 
taka ona through different 
moods, in Kl ^ab kai^ar 
Utpai, with <his unique tonai 
variations, draws a ptotijra of 
the dazed vfliager looking at a 

CALCUTTA 

6 November 
6.15; Feature film In Hindi. 
7 November 
8.00 ^its roundup. 
9.15; Chitramals; Film songs 
in different languages. 
9.45; Dadi Mean: Serial play 
b*' rhirenii* 

7.55; l-'lay in Bengali: Tnshu/ 
(Part VI). 
9.45; National programme of 
Dance; Folk dances of Andhra 
Pradesh. 
9 November 
6.30: English Aim serial' Old 
Fox. 
6.10; Darshaker Daibare. 
8.30: Chitrehar. 
9.15: Serial: Some iHofhars Do 
‘Av0 Bn\ 

10 Nwrambar 
8.15; Oaneaa adtii Tagore 
aonga: its varioirB aspaSs— 

Rpppgpipipivpipiifp^ 

Lecture Oemonsfration bi 
Manjusree Chaki Sarkar. 
11 November 
6.34; Feature film In fingllah. 
9.45: National programme of 
Music; Emami Shankar 
Shastri. 
10.M: Capsule of Third Crick¬ 
et Test match highlights. 
12 November 
8.00: Feature fHm In Bengali: 
Padipishir BarmI Baksha. 
Cast: Chayya Devi, Chinmoy 
Roy, Rabi Ghosh, Nirmal 
Kumar, Johar Roy, Padma 
Devi and others. 
7 40: Saptahiki. 
9.45; Baten Filmon Ki: A film 
appreciation programme. 
DHAKA 

6 November 
9.00: Film: Hart To Hart. 
Second Channel 
7.05: Film: Richard Diamond. 
7 November 
6.30; Cartoon: Woody Wood- 
peckar. 
7.30: Rabindrasangeet: San- 
jida Khatun & Aiit Roy. 
9 00; Chhaya Cnhondo: Film 
songs. 
10.25: Film: Dynasty. 
8 November 
7.00: Film. Different Strokes. 
9.00: Drama series: Sokal 
Sondhya. 
10.25: Film: Traper John MD. 
Second Channel 
6.40: Film; The Dick Powel 
Theater. 
9 November 
6.30: Cartoon: Battle Of The 
Planets. 
9.00: Film; The Man From 
AtlantisTThe Fall Guy. 
10.25: Jaisa: Music based on 
Ragas. 
10 November 
9.00: Monihar. 
10.25; Movie of Ihe Week: 
Notorious. Cast; Cary Grant, 
Ingrid Bergman, Claude Rains 
and Louis Calhem. Direction: 
Alfred Hitchcock. 
11 November 
6.30: Cartoon: The Liltlest 
Hobo. 
7.30: Surobitan: Modem song. 
6.35: Drama of the Week: 
Gang Chiler Gaan. 
10.25; Film: Charlie’s Angels/ 
t'rirhf Rider, 

number 
Morning Session 
9.25: Cfartoon: Hans Christian 
Andarsan. 
11.10: Film: Star Trek. 
NOTE: The timings given 
hare are Dhaka timlnga. 1ST 
will be 30 mhtutas was in 
each caae.__ 

N^: iV 'Agar Turn ita Hote* 
ehown as a new release on 
page 20 has bean held over. 
2) The raviaad arrival tim* 
Inga of South Eaatam RaH* 
way ware not known till riia 
tlma of going to praia. 



TRAVEL 

PUNg 

Bombay-Calcutta*Bangkok- 
Hong Kong>Tokyo. CalcuHa 
arrival AI316 (21 at 2110, Cal 
cutta departure AI316 (2) at 
2205 
Tokyo-Hong Kong-Bangkok- 
Calcutta-Bombay; Calcutta 
arrival AI307 (3) at 2345 Cal¬ 
cutta departuie AI307 (4) at 
0040 
London-Frankfurt-Rome- 
Bombay-Calcutta: Calcutta 
arrival AI132 (1) at 1915 
Calcutta-Bombay-Oubal- 
London-New York. Calcutta 
departure AH 03 H) at 2355 
Calcutta-Bangkok: Calcutta 
departures TG314 (I, 3, 6) at 

134S, Calcutta arrivals TG313 
(1 3, 6) at 1225 
Caleutla-Karachi- 
Copenhagen: Calcutta depar¬ 
tures SK976 (4, 7) at 0820, 
Calcutta arnvats SKe75 (4. 7) 
at 0705 
CalcUtta-London’ Calcutta 
departure BA144 (2) at 2115 
Calcutta arrival BA145 (2) at 
1315 
Calcutta-Oelhl: Departures, 
1C 402 (daily) at 1735 hours, 
1C 263 (daily) at 0630, Calcutta 
arrivals 1C 401 (daily) at 1125, 
1C 264 (daily) at 2205 
Calcutta-Bombay; Depar¬ 
tures 1C 176 (daily) at 0545 
IC 273 (daily) at 1950, Calcutta 
arrivals IC 175 (daily) at 1125, 
IC 274 (daily) at 1850 
Caleutta-Madraa; Depar¬ 
tures, IC 265 (daily) at 1700, 

Calcutta arnvals, IC 266 (daily) 
at 2\30 
CalOUtta-Port Blair: Depar¬ 
ture IC285 (2. 5) at 0600, 
Calcutta amval 10286 (2, 5) at 
1040 
Caleutta-Gauhati-Texpur- 
Jorhat-Lllabarl-Dibrugarh: 
Departure IC211 (daily) at 
0.530. Amval IC212 (daily; at 
1600 
CMcutfiB-Imphal: Departure 
IC255 (daily) at 0945 Arrival 
IC256 (daily) at 1540 
Caioutta-Bagdogra. Depar 
ture IC221 (daily) at 1120 
Arrival IC222 (daily) at 1340 
Calcutta-Gauhati: Departures 
IC249 (1 3 5, 7) at 0600, 
IC229 (daily) at 1300 Arrivals 
(C250 (1, 3, 5. 7) at 1445 
IC230 (daily) at 1605 
Calcutta-Agartala- Depar¬ 

tures tC237 (2,4 6 7) at 0545, 
IC243 (daily) at 0650, Arrivals 
IC238(2 4,6 7.) at 1100 and 
)C'244 (daily) at 0900 
Calcutta-Jorhat-Dibrugarh: 
Departures IC213(1 3 6 7) at 
0600, Arnvals IC214 (1, 3, 6, 
7) at 1015 
Calcutta-Silchar-lmphal: De¬ 
parture IC255 (daily) at 0945, 
Arrival IC256 (dally) at 1540 
Calcutta-Ranchl-Patna- 
Lucknow-Oelhl; Departure 
IC 410 (daily) at 0700 Calcutta 
ariival IC 409 (daily) at 1045 
Calcutta-Kathmandu; Depar¬ 
tures IC 247 (I 3 4, 5, 7) at 
1330 Calcutta arrivals IC 248 
(1 3 4 5 7) at 1250 
Calcutta-Dacca Depaiture, 
IC 223 (daily) ai 1420 Calcutta 
arrival IC 224 (daily) at 1620 

TRAINS 

Departure EASTERN RAILWAY Arrival 1 Departure 
Up Time (HOWRAH) MAIL Time Dn Up Time 

1 19-20 Delhi Kaika Mali 8-15 2 
5 20-00 Amritsar Mall 7-55 6 
3 20 40 Bombay Mall via Allahabad 12-50 4 

59 18-55 
EXPRESS 165 12-30 

81 9 45 Air-Cond. Express Tri Wkly 17-10 8? 
via Gaya 307 6-10 
Dep—Tues & Wed up to 309 17-15 
New Delhi 305 18-20 
Dep—Sat up to Amritsar 

SE Arn —1 ues Wed & 
Saturday 43 19-15 

103 . 9 45 Alr-Cond, Express Bi-Wkly 17-10 104 53 22-00 
via Patna 51 11-45 
Dep —Thurs up to New 13 20-45 
Delhi 
Dep—Sun up to Amntsar 303 18-20 

101 16-55 

173 5-45 

67 10-55 

61 22-55 

9 21-35 

49 14-20 
11 21-00 
39 21-10 

19 22-00 

21 16-05 
57 6-10 

Am —Mon , & Friday 
Ra|dhanl Alr-Cond. Exp. 4 
days a week 
Dep —Mon Thurs , Fn & 
Sunday 
Am—TUBS, Wed, Sat & 
Sunday 
HImagIrl (Jammu-Tawl) 
Exp. Tri-Wkly 
Dep—Wed , Sat & Sunday 
Am—Mon, Tubs & Friday 
Bombay Janata Express 
Tn-Wkly 
Dep —Mon , Wed & Friday 
Arri —Tubs , Thurs A 
Sunday 
Dehradun Janata Express 
Wkly , 
Dep—Sunday 
Am—^Sunday 
Doon Expreaa via Grand 
Chord 
Tooten Express via Mam 
Line 
Amritsar Expreaa 
Delhi Expreaa via Main Una 
Delhi Janata Express via 
Mam Line 
Gorakhpur Express 

Mtthiia Expreaa 
Kanebsniungs Exprssa 
Tn-Wkly 

11-05 102 

23-35 174 

21-15 68 

Dep —Tue«s Thuis & 
Saturday 
Arn—-Wed Fn & Sunday 

55 Kamrup Express 6 
30 New Bongaigaon Janata 13 

Express 
10 Black Diamond Express 21 
15 CoaKleld Express in 
20 Aaanaol Express R 

SEALDAH (MAIL & EXPRESS) 
15 DarKwIing Mall 8 
00 Gaur Express 5 
45 Jammu Tawl Express 15 
45 Upper India Express via il 

SdG Loop 
20 Bhaglratni (Lalgola) Ex- 10 

press 
SOUTH-EASTERN RAILWAY 

Time Dn 

6 30 bO 
13-35 166 

21-25 308 
10 30 310 
8-45 306 

S) 
8 45 44 
5-00 54 

15 40 52 
11 55 14 

10-20 304 

3 20-00 
(HOWRAH) MAIL 

Madras Mall 6 10 4 
2 20-15 Bombay Mail via Nagpur 7-20 1 

60 14-15 
EXPRESS 

GItanJall (Bombay) Ex- 13 40 59 

134 20-50 

gress 5 days a week 
ep— Mon Tues Wed 

Fn & Saturdw 
Am — Mon Tues, Thurs, 
Fn & Saturday 
Ahmedabad Express 4 4-00 133 

8-15 62 Dop -Tues, Thiirs Fri A 
Sunday 
Am -Tues Wed Fn S 
Sunday 

6-56 10 30 12-45 Bombay Express via 
Nagpur 
Coromandal (Madras) Ex- 

14 30 29 

18-15 8 141 16-25 11-00 142 

15-45 50 37 23-10 
praaa (L 
Madras Janata Express 4-10 38 

6-05 12 13 17-30 Tata Btaet Express 10-18 14 
5-20 40 11 6-20 Ispat Express 21-60 12 

5 22-10 Jharaugida Express 
Ranchi Hatia Exprasa 

5-00 6 
10-50 20 15 21-25 6-40 16 

7 22-35 Purl Exprasa 5-30 8 
6-45 22 9 18-45 Purl (Jagannath) Expreaa 8-25 10 

19-30 56 46 10-50 East Coaat (Hyderabad) 16*45 46 
Exprasa 
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DERLA 
MGTUREWORD 
2 3 4 

in ^ 

Barter Bank 
If you read an item m this 
page that you tvish to re¬ 
spond to, please write in 
to Barter Bank, c/o Thf 
Tiirc,HAPH Colour Maga¬ 
zine, 6 Pra/ullo Sarkar 
Street, Calcutta-700001 
Aho, if you wish to entw 
on Item in this column, 
please write in with de¬ 
tails'to the address given 
obovp We shall inform 
you of responses to your 
insertions by post 

• Stamps: I wish to ex¬ 
change Indian and foretp 
stamps, magazines, books 
(fiction and non-fiction) 
for books, stamps or other 
articles Contact Debasish 
Datta 

• Textbook: I have a tex¬ 
tbook on cost accounting 
by B K Bhar and want to 
exchange it for a book on 
statistics by banc heti and 
Kapoor or b P Gupta 
Write to MK Jhunjhun- 
wala 

|MO zt deep 
01 8|663 6 SJeunMS 
9 sAji ^ siBQ e uinqiv 
Z eDeopjig |. :uMoa 

sieddiis 81 8ao|0 ll 
»B8W 8 qtuoo I meex 
9 88M9ueig I :tt0J8v 

SNOlimOS 

ONCE UPON A TIME 
Can you match the names of the books to their opening and’ closing linos? 

By Shamlu Dudeja 

1 NOBLE HOUSE 

a PAPILLON 

3 THE MONEYCHANGERS 

4 THE DEEP 

6 THE OTHER SIDE OF MIDNIGHT 

e THE EXORCIST 

a It was ten o clock in the morning when the 
captain noticed that the wind had b^un to die 

b The police officer was leaning bgalnst one 
comer of the Information counter watching the tall 
Eurasian without watching him 
t Every large dty has a distinctive Image a 
personality that gives It Its own spedal cachet 
Chicago 
d The blow was such a stunner that it was thirtean 
years before I could get back on to my feet again 

• I Ike the brief doomed flare of exploding suns 
that registers dimly on blind mens eyes the 
beginning of thp>hom>r passed almost unnoticad 
i Long afterwards many would remember those 
two days In the first week of October with vtvidnass 
and 'angurah 

A May be one day 111 tell them together with 
many other remarkable stories that I didnt 
have room for here 
I In forgetting they were trying to remember 

"Christ It Is good to be alive he said 

0 As he took her In his arms he told her 
Sometimes bankers and lawyers talk loo 

much 
i Leaning agalnet each other, they walked 
towards the boas of the cliff where a crowd 
was al'sadv beginning to gather 
P to where his limousine was waiting to drive 
him back to Athena 
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<3)an[iDQ#[rW[lDn[r[]@? 
-byHalKnifiiMn- 

cmr WORD TEST! 
Inserted diagonally, top 
to bottom, names of 
either of two U S state 
capitals form six readable 
words horizontally 

Dahnitions, top down, 
for one 
1. Signal light 
2. —■ . bene. 
3. Napoleon, for one 
4 Ceased aetion 
5 Red pencil person 
6. Out of order. 

CAN VOM TRUST YOUR lYISf Then ore at least six dlNsr- 
eneas In drawing ddMN botwaon lap and feottoin panels. New 
gakkly can yea And thamt Check answers wiih thssa bdaw. 

tItWMM » MI'OMISitMIIMtM C iMiniUOaiMSWIS I Blitn|Ui«|it3 I WMtMtuiO 

WHAT'S UPf Semething ovarhcad if flw ob|sct of attention 
above. Add lines, dot to dot, to complete ttw picture 

a Money Talksl "My number—-cinco, tres, uno— 
won the prize," said Jose What was the winning 
number translated from Spanish into English? 

RUO MAji RAIdl 
• Kwickie Kwlzl If you encountered a member of 
the Diptera order, would you* 1. Shake handa. 2. 
Swat it. 3. Cali a rop? Answer in 30 seconds. 

oiinucoRi JO Ay p A(qit)Ojd ici A'^t« ) irm pf<A ajr 

WETWARO HOI Add tht following colon noatly to ontwnco tho 
launching scono abovo 1—Rad. 2—Lt bluo. l^Yoilow. 4—'Li 
brown. 5—Flash tonss. i—Lt grton 7—Ok. blus. I—Dk. grssn. 

SPELLBINDER 
SCORE 10 points tor using oil tho 
Isttsn In fho word bolow to form 
two comptoto words 

MEDICATE 

THEN scars 2 points soch for all 
words of four loHari or moro 
found among ttw lottors 

Try M seora M toast 10 poMs. 
Mif fHiei uitjAmvoenwe 



Comics THE LOCKHORNS 

''WOMEN tIVE tONGCR eECAl>6£ 
AM6E(? 16 HEAU-mV > » 



MOOSE MILLER By Bob Weber 



JULIET JONES By Stani^akd 

MANDRAKE By Lee Falk 



ARCHIE 
en&trrz rent a movie on / r 
"EFPICIENCVANO NO ONE yKNOW 
IN MV ENTIRE STAFF CAM <VWOOIi 
OPERATE fHE PHOJEClOR5/tW7y/ 

V' 

THAT SlRPglSAIN? 
HE WOULPN'T KNOW 
A PROJECTOR FROM 

A 9Coar€.Rr 

CAPPy/TALL RieHTr 
HE'S AN JOETHIMRGHT 
EXPERTS. OVER HERE/ 

r.^O;. V 

vt> 

m 

VERONICAf WHV YPIPNT NOU SAY 
PIPMOU TELLVOUR) your uncle IS 
FATHER I COOLPyA PROJECTIONIST 
H^N THlSayy'^OPERATEPA 

v se-miuimeter? 
'pi 

HE'S A CONTORTIONISTANP 
IT WAS A 75 -MILLIMETErJ^ 
CANNON IN -**% 
WORLP WAR H.'M OH / I 

U'J 

NOT HERE/ ' 
ON TV« 

7M/rP floor/ 

OLpr 
XXL BRING 

IT UP/ 
ll; k ?v u. 

I *w.'V. V -I'C, ,'V, 

■iV 

I >*«•’ W'V-■ ■I- ..{f' 1 
V«.:. 

y 

/sn 
i I'LL 

StTPOWNf 
C'LL REWWP IT 

Myseifip 

STAFF/ I'VE fOLP VOU ABOUT 
ARCHIE'S STUPIP MISTAKE/TO, 
ILLUSTRATE MY POINT.. IF YOU ^ 
MANTANYTHINS PONE RIGHTS 
po IT 'iotmsetfs 

h 

EbkiaEMa 

ri7nr.Ta^; 
wityiiiiMiKtumrt Ai I 

li .ll 11 H I M I 

il
ii

ii
ii

i 



CALCUTTA / Ashoke Chakrabarty 
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CAIUNC EVERYBODY UNDER 14!! 

You've never had 
something as good 
come your way! 

The Wiz Biz Club is in full swing now. Thousands of 
children from all over India have already become members of 
the most exclusive newspaper dub in the country! join their 
fraternity and taste the joy of novelty each week. 

Fill in the form given below, attach a postal order worth 
Rupees five in favour of "The Telegraph" and mail it. Or 
better still. Cut out the coupon and bring along the money to 
the office of The Teiegraph. The address: 6, l^fulia Sarkar 
Street, Calcutta 700 001. 

join the Wiz Biz Club! join the world of fun! 

Application Farm 

Name (in block capitals) Surname_ 

First nwne_ 

Date of Birth_ 

Address_ 

Name of school you atterKi_ 

Class_ 

Hobbies/interests_ 

»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» » »»»»»»»»»»» 



1 feel soft and silky 
and woman allover 



Post Mortem 
Not Surprising 

Mr Anil Nayar in his 
letter {Oct 30) has men¬ 
tioned that he is surprised 
to find Gopal Bose's name 
missiim from nw article, 
‘Test Cricketers from Ben- 
;gal.’ He need not be. 

The theme was restricted 
to tile official Test cricke¬ 
ters from Bengal. In the 
article Shute Banerjee’s 
name is the sole exception 
because he was the first 
Bengali to play for India, 
thoimh in an unofficial Test 
match. 

Further, through this col¬ 
umn 1 wish to thank Mr 
D.K. Dutta (Oct 16) for his 
well researched observa¬ 
tions whereby he has cor¬ 
rected my mistakes. 
Ra/u Mukherfi, 
Calcutta 

*Giildasta* 
This is in reference to 

your review of our album 
Guldasta by Ustad Amjad 
Ali Klian (Oct 2) and the 
comments on the .English 
sub-titles on the sleeve. 
.The whole concept of pro¬ 
viding English sub-titles for 
each of the tracks was a 
well thought-out decision, 
evolved by the maestro and 
his creative team. 

Although each Raga has 
a definite, recognisable 
character, different moods 
can be evoked within its 
framework. Not all listen¬ 
ers readily recognise this. 
Captions were used to 
share, particularly with the 
uninitiated listener, moods 
that the artiste felt at the 
moment of composition, 
moods that he has' dwelt 
umon within each piece. 
This attitude in no way 
implies that the serious 
music lover is unfamiliar 
with the Raga—^it is rather 
an attempt to .enrich the 
listeniiu experience, to «i- 
hance the understanding of 
tite essence of each piece, 
and cmtainly not to mis¬ 
lead the listener into think¬ 
ing he is about to be ex¬ 
posed to pop. 

Far from having the 
c:asual carnal connotations 
of pop, the mood in this 
album is mystic, as the 
artiste recalls nuances of 
his relationship with God. 
Indeed to even make such 
an assertion, is an insult to 
the genius of Ustad Amjad 
Ali Khan, whose classical 
purity cannot be ques¬ 
tioned. and who.se young 
spirit of ej^perimentatinu 
has opened nis music to 
new audiences. 

Regarding the interpreta¬ 
tion of Guida.sta as a bou¬ 
quet of flowers, as opposed 
to the bouquet of Ragas, 
surely the privilege of 
choosing a title is the pre¬ 
rogative of the artiste, an 
extension of his creativity. 

The .sales of the album 
show that the listeners do 
not share your opinion— 
that the album is ouviously 
not to “throw away.” HMV 
has put this double album 
in the Popular category in 
order to price it more eco¬ 
nomically—Popular really 
denotes popular price. 
P.K. Banerjee, 
Vice President (AfrR), 
The Gramophone Co of In¬ 
dia Ltd. 
Calcutta 

*PaiDma* 
The problem that K. Pur- 

kayastna referred to in his 
letter (Oct 30) has been 
present in our society for a 
long time and Aparna Sen 
is merely making us aw'are 
of it in Paroma. 

Also, the scenes in Paro¬ 
ma cannot be said to be, 
destructive of our tradition 
because ideas should 
change with time. Lastly, 
the human values depicted 
in the film should be given 
more importance than any¬ 
thing else. 
Prasenjeet Saha, 
Calcutta 

The plight of Kanchan Pur- 
kayastha (Oct 30) appears 
similar to that of a caged 
bird who hates anyone 
singing of the ecstasies of 
flying in the boundless sky. 
I suaest that he read a 
smali book by Richard 
Bach called Jonathan 

Livingstone Seagull. 
Ramesh Meghani, 

, Calcutta 

Then and Now 
The article on Cfllc;utta’s 

youth (Oct 30) made in¬ 
teresting reading. The 
youth-of '43 had a goal in 
front of them, sometliing to 
be achieved and hence 
there was food for thought 
and action. And so thov 
fought, raved and laughed. 
During the 70s they tried to 
do something, to bring ab¬ 
out a change but that too 
fizzled out due to “God 
exactly knows what.” 

But the prospects in front 
of today’s young generation 
are bleak. Everyone does 
not possess the intellect to 
pursue higher education, 
and those who have, say it 
is a waste—judging by the 
unemployment statistics. 
They do possess the zest 
and wish of the youths of 
'43 but they are lost in this 
labyrinth of tangled dreams 
ana promises. 
Ruby Lalla, 
Calcutta 

Teasing 
Aniruddha Mookeriee’s 

article on the deaths of zoo 
animals (Oct 30) served as 
an oyeopener. However, 
the article makes no men¬ 
tion of the teasing r)f anim¬ 
als by ruffians who take 
pride in showing ‘courage’ 
before caged animals. Can’t 
something be done about 
this? 
Mahalakshmi. 
(kilcutta 

Careless, Too 
Markings item, ‘Need 

for Examination’ (Sept 25) 
was not a case of "careless 
reading” as allied in the 
letter oy Sundar Kumar 
(Post Mortem, Oct 23). 

Brighter Grammar Book 
1, 1982 edition, contains 
the sentence, “Singapore is 
a big city in Malaysia” on 
pam 21. 

It seems that your corres^ 
pondent is himself guilty of 
the vay thing that he is 
accusiiM others of. 
Shobh Nath Choubey, 
Calcutta 
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LIMELIGHT / Annadasankar and Lila Ray 

A COUPLE OF LETTERS 
They have led a full life together in the realm of literature Literary couples have 

been many in Bengal, but 
with only a few has litera¬ 
ture been such an all- 
absorbing, life-long 
preoccupation as with the 

Rays—Annadasankar and Lila, So 
much so, that in order to devote 
full-time to literature, Annadasank¬ 
ar souglit release from his duties as a 
civil servant, when he still had 12 
years’ len\ire to complete, and Lila 
Ray, the understanding wife that .she 
is, typed out hei husband's letter of 
resignation nonc.halantly. “Rarely 
does one have a wife like that,” 
observed Annadasankar in an article 
reminiscing the incident. 

Annadasankar is the recipient of 
this year’s Anunda Awurd (given 
each year f(jr excellence in prose 
and poetry), and Lila Ray was fecili- 
tated by the Foruni of Indian Litera¬ 
ture, an independent body, last July, 
"for her manifold contributions to 
Indian literature and culture.” The 
awards and honours, however, are 
nothing new in their lives, as these 
have been heaped upon them in 
profusion from various quarters. 

The awards won by Annadasank¬ 
ar include the Deshikottama from 
Visva Bharati, the Sahitya .Akademi 
privie, the MoucJiak prize for chil¬ 
dren’s literature, wlnle Lila Ray has 
held several honours and posts, 
such as, Delegateship to Round 
Table Conference, held by Interna¬ 
tional FEN in Koine, Judge for 
Awurd of International Prize for 
Poetry in Brussels, Member of All 
India PEN and Member of its execu¬ 
tive cominittee—to name a few. But 
more important than honours and 
awards are their actual contribu¬ 
tions to literature. 

In the ('ase of Annadasankar this 
is manifested in his 107 published 
works, containing novels, poems, 
short stories, essays and rhymes, 
while with Lila Ray this is repre¬ 
sented in her 46 published 
volumes—mainly works of traAsla- 
tion. Her range is quite fantastic. A 
pol3^1ot. she has translated from 
Bengali to English, English to Ben¬ 
gali, Oriya to English, Oriya to Ben¬ 
gali, Hindi and Marathi to English. 
4 

The subjects treated range from Ben¬ 
gali short stories to the Fundamental 
Rights section of the Indian Con¬ 
stitution. and Vinoba’s teachings to 
Linguistics. Her original works con¬ 
sist of poems, essays, and even a 
self-taught English primer for Ben¬ 
galis. Her output, thus, is quite 
versatile. 

Idealistic streak in both; A strong 
idealistic streak is discernible in the 
characters of both' Annadasankar 
and Lik Ray, and as one talks to this 
remarkable couple, one realises that 
between them there has been "a 
marriage of true minds.” Annada¬ 
sankar. as he records in his auto¬ 
biographical piece Binu, had 



granted to put his life in "the ser¬ 
vices of the country,” and decided 
to be a journalist for this purpose. 

He was a mere boy of 15 at that 
time, and was not aware of the 
mundane duties of a newspaper 
man, which involved among other 
things, correcting proofs, a know- 
led^ of shorthand and typing— 
ability to write inflammatory edito¬ 
rials was not enou^. The thought of 
such drudgery had put him off from 
becoming a journalist, and as if on 
the rebound, he became a CiviHan, 
standing first in the ICS examina¬ 
tion. 

This came to him as a matter of 
course. In all his university ex¬ 
aminations he came first, and while 
in England, instead of trying to be a 
pucco sahib, as was the wont of 
most in those days, he wrote a 
travelogue in Bengali (Pothe Pra- 
base), which to my mind is still the 
Imst of its genre in Bengali literature. 
And though he had worked within 
the 'steelmame' of the ICS for 21 
years, he had always been a bit of an 
‘outsider,’ respected, but not consi¬ 
dered a ‘blood-brother’ in the clan. 

This suited him perfectly, and 
over 12 years, along with his civi¬ 
lian duties, he kept himself-busy 
writing his 6-volume epic novel 
Satyaasatya (The Truth and the 
Untruth}--hi8 magnum opus. No 
wonder that such a man was des¬ 
tined to become the husband of 
Alice Virginia Omdorff, a young 
student from Texas, who being in¬ 
spired by Romain Holland's Soul 
Enchanted, had come to visit India, 
the land of Gandhi and Tagore 

Annadasankar who, throu^ his 
life, has regarded Tagore and Gan¬ 
dhi with deep veneration, was the 
ideal man to be her husband. They 
were married in 1930, and she 
assumed the Indian name of Lila. 
‘Their three sons and two daugh- 
ter»»oae of the sons, Punya Sloka 
ltigr>a renowned lingiil9t<Hrapre8«nt 
the best of the Indian and the West¬ 
ern cultiue in them. 

Annadasankar (79) and Lila Ray 
(73) spend most of their time writing 
either in Calcutta or in Santiniketan. 
Each time I have been to their place, 
I have found them busy in their 
respective studies. But they are not 
dwellers of an ivory tower. On the 
contrary, they are extremely soci¬ 
able and deeply attached to their 
family and mends. 

SOPHQOTICATED humour and 
wit. which have been the chief 

writings, are evident in his con¬ 
versation also When I asked him 
about his ideas on love, marriage, 
and what he considered the most 
essential attributes for a love to bo 
realised in human life, he replied, 
tongue-in-rheek: ‘‘I have been 
attracted to girls from an early age. 
and there have been quite a iew 
‘disappointments ’ At the age of 15,1 
was desperately in love with a girl of 
12, who was married off to a man 
three times her age, and having a 
wife by a previous marriage already. 
I thought she would die of a broken 
heart, but in realitv nothing so 
dramatic happened In fact,later, 
when I met her, she was happy and 
quite fond of her husband, too.” 

Looking back, he foels, he cannot 
blame her—after all, how could she 

Thir •Idert ton, Puny Stoka Buy 

possibly marry him. a mere nobody 
at that time. But later, "when I have 
been established, there have been 
many overtures from accomplished 
young ladies.” Does that indicate 
that girls in his days married for 
security, rather than love, very 
much as ‘sensible heroines’ of Jane 
Austen novels? 1 asked. “It happens 
today also," observed Annadasank¬ 
ar, "and, frankly speaking, what else 
can they do? 

“In spite of education and all that, 
parental and other pressures are 
Uiere, and very few of our girls are 
courageous and determined enough 
to wl^tand these,” he added. With 
ragord to love, he feels, “It is futile to 
theorise on it. Uiere.is no mcpuiin- 
ing-the wotking of t hum«o^ neait 
No one can si^ what imakes one fall 
(n lova.” 

Cultivatti^ love: For the love to 
sustain, does it have to be culti¬ 
vated^ I queried, and Annadasankar 
replied, "It has to be cultivated, if 
you want to make it permanent." 

The ‘cultivation’ implies its "con¬ 
stant nurturing and nursing.” 
"When it is not done. It lands you in 
that proverbial American situation 
in which love’s duration is held to 
be three years—the first year is the 
vear of intense love, the second year 
is the one when staleness sets in, 
and the third year is the year of 
dcssolution.” 

One familiar with Annadasenk- 
ar’s writings is aware of his great 
admiration for Tagore, Gandhi, Rol- 
land, and Tolstoy. What was the 
common trait among these savants 
that had attracted him? “Their ideal¬ 
ism. They were all humanists,” he 
replied. 

He added. "What had drawn me 
towards Tagore was his command 
over the language and the mystic 
tone that pervades his writings, 
though a great number of people 
would not relish this mysticism 
today. I did not accept Tagore totally 
in the initial stages, but later I came 
to understand him more and more. 

“RoIIand's romanticism I found 
appealing, but it was Tolstoy who 
really influenced me in my efforts to 
be a writer. I read his Twenty-two 
Tales when 1 was 18. and I trans¬ 
lated one of these tales (Three Ques¬ 
tions) into Bengali. A link with 
Tolstoy was formed since then. I did 
not think much of his views on art 
or society, but his novels and Rus¬ 
sian novels in general, exerted e 
deep influence on me. li I ever write 
a novel, I thought at that time, these 
are to serve as my models. 1, of 
course, had no idea at that time, to 
what extent or if at all, it was 
possible to write such novels in 
Bengali.” DRAMAUbTS conc8lii6d with 

important social questions, 
like Ibsen and Shaw, had 

made a tremendous impact on 
Annadasankar, especially the fo^ 
mei, with his ideas of female eman¬ 
cipation. Annadasankar had always 
btron an ardent feminist and cham¬ 
pioned the cause of women. A 
teacher in his' college, who in on- 
sentday parlance can be descnbed 
as an (i.e. Male CSuiuvinistlc 
Pta), wrote a aatiricai poem in the 
college magaalne. He titled the 
poem An Anti-Peminist Cry which 
was. actually 6 diatribe against the 
fsmiqUt oauiw. Anoadw^kar n»* 

' ■ 1. li 



pHed with his A Feminist Counter- 
Cry. the only Englisii poem he has 
ever written, "•Tnink of my audac¬ 
ity.” remarked Annadasankar, 
chuckling over the incident. 

“1, a mere first year student, tak¬ 
ing up cudgels against my teacher! 
But I started writing in earnest from 
that time, and whatever I wrote had 
always been accepted by the edi¬ 
tors." Annadasankar's strong sym¬ 
pathy for feminist causes prompted 
me to ask Mrs Ray about her views 
on the Women’s Lib movement, 
Does it have lany relevance for 
women in India'!' 

Indian women: "Of course, it has." 
was her answer. “In India women 
did not have to fight for their rights. 
They have got it almost without 
asking, hence, are not aware of their 
real implications.” But a movement 
for women's rights is after all a 
movement for human rights, and 
"has to be carried on by both men 
arid women, participating in it 
jointly." 

How did he come to write novels? 
1 asked. Replied Annadasankar "I 
had already developed a form and 
introduced a new style in my trave¬ 
logue Pathe Prabasc. The editor of 
the journal fBichitrol where it had 

been serialised, requested me for a 
novel. I was a bit diffident to embark 
on this venture as 1 had not written a 
novel yet. But the editor assured me 
that I would be able to write a novel, 
since “the confectioner who can 
make rosogolia can make sondesh 
also. 

“Actually 1 had been toying with 
an idea or a theme in my mind for a 
long time and wanted to expand it 
in the form of a novel. The theme 
was the eternal conflict between the 
truth and the untruth. I conceived 
three characters—two men and a 
woman—around whom this play of 
the truth and the untruth was being 
acted out. 

“Later I realised that a novel 
could not continue simply on this 
basis for a long time. Hence, new 
situations developed, more charac¬ 
ters appeared, and when 1 com¬ 
pleted this novel of six volumes in 
12 years. I felt a kind of sadness in 
my heart at the thought that the time 
had come to say goodbye to Sudhi, 
Badal and Ujjaini, the three pro¬ 
tagonists, who over these years be¬ 
came an inseparable part of me." This epic novel apart. Annada¬ 

sankar has written 20 novels 
and 10 volumes of short stor¬ 

Annadasankar and Lila Ray in tha 1930a 

ies, along with 38 volumes of belles- 
lettres and essays. At present he is 
engaged in writing another epic 
novel Krantidorshi (The Watcher of 
Transition) to be completed in four 
volumes. The first volume is already 
out and the second one is ready to 
go to press. Krantidorshi surveys the 
history of this century from an Indi¬ 
an perspective. 

Us protagonist has seen the two 
world wars, struggle for independ¬ 
ence, the famine of Bengal in the 
40s, the Hindu-Muslim riots culmi¬ 
nating in the partition of India, and 
India's gaining of independence. 

“I have scattered myself among 
various characters in this novel and 
have tried to look at this history 
from different angles. It is a record 
:)f my personal impressions on cer¬ 
tain very important events of this 
country, which I feel impelled to 
preserve for posterity.” 

Annadasankar, who was once an 
ardent writer of poems, has now 
turned more and mure to the sump¬ 
tuousness of prose. His abjuring of 
serious, romantic poetry, he attri¬ 
butes to the 'casualty of service,' as 
he puts it. "The Civil Service, like a 
sugarcane crushing machine takes 
the sap out of you after which it is 
not possible to write romantic 
poems.” 

But he has not given up ver.se 
altogether. Instead of romantic poet¬ 
ry, he has moved into the sphere of 
limericks, clerihews, and doggerel. 
He is a master of light verse, and 
light is not necessarily slight. Anna¬ 
dasankar has effected that marriage 
between poetry and wit which is at 
once so happy and rare; he has the 
secret of turning topical comments 
to an art, arid his fun ranges from the 
‘Peoples' War’ to mosquito bites, a 
child's breaking of a hairoil bottle to 
the partition of India. 

Annadasankar and Lila Ray have 
led a full life. Age has not dampened 
their spirit. Where do they place 
their belief now—in God, Religion 
or Man? “In all the three," replied 
Annadasankar. “They are not water¬ 
tight compartments—they all repre¬ 
sent truth.” 

Lila Ray's conviction was: “With¬ 
out G6d there can't be anv religion. 
imd wUfacnl raiigion there xm'i ibe 
mr Owl. mmaindB God^siNjitis, 
God nee<l*inaii.*' One’s belfmm Ip 
be an all-embracing one—as is' 
theirs. 

Ashoke Sen 



QUIZ / NeU O’Brien 
K. Jadumani 
Singh, Manipur 
and T.P. Chalter- 
jee, Calcutta 7, are 
curious to know 
about Unidenti¬ 
fied Flying Objects 
(UFOs). ’Flying 
saucers’ and other 
mysterious metal¬ 

lic, usually disc-shaped, ‘machines' 
sighted in the sky are reported to 
perform incredible manoeuvres at 
great speeds and are considered by 
some people to bf^^ehicles of ex¬ 
traterrestrial origin. Modern sight¬ 
ings date from June 1947, when the 
pilot of a private plane, Kenneth 
Arnold, helping in the search for a 
missing aircraft that had crashed in 
the Cascade Mountains, reported 
seeing nine bright flying objects, 
disc-shaped and metallic in appear¬ 
ance, that seemed to be travelling at 
twice the speed of sound. Since 
then, literally thousands of ’saucer 
sightings’ have been collated from 
many parts of the world; many 
unsolicited sightings have shown 
that ’something’ has taken a certain 
course across half the world, and 
has been observed by dozens of 
varied disinterested witnesses. 

Most researchers who have ex- Elored the subject of UFOs have 
aen amazed at the quantity and 

quality of the evidence, much of 

which has never been public; and 
there is no doubt that, in spite of the 
‘official’ view of the scientific world 
that UFOs do not exist, valid reports 
of sightings continue and that there 
is a proportion which it is very 
difficult to discount. The Condon 
Report in the United States, and the 
government action there in (dosing 
the Project Blue Book files, should 
have ended speculation about 
UFOs, but careful examination re¬ 
veals that less than a hundred cases 

11th Question: What 
in the U.S.A. is refer- 
red to as ‘Oral 
Rearmament'? 
(Ananya Chatterjee, 
Calcutta) 
Ana: False Teeth. 

were considered, the selection of 
them being hardly random and 
many of the scientists concerned 
having definite preconceptions. 

Small wonder, then, that book 
after book has appeared—one by 
Prof. J. Allen Hynek, the oficial 
astronomical consultant to the US 
Air Force’s Project Blue Book 
throughout its existence. Some are 
undoubtedly far-fetched, for, like 
the occult, psychic phenomena and 
the supernatural, the subject tends 

to attract the 'lunatic fringe’; tnil 
sane and sensible people have alio 
looked into the subject of UFOs, 
not only has a lot of interesUhii 
material been discovered among did 
mass of reported sightings: soitti 
have also discovered historical evi^ 
dence for ’flying saucers’ huOr 
dreds—some .say thousands—oi 
years ago. ’ 

Perhaps the words of Arthur CX 
Clarke sum it up best: "If you'l|^ 
never seen a UFO you're not V(|i^ 
observant. And if you’ve seen 
many as I have, you won’t believo ^ 
them!” 

The question ‘Who is a barefoi^ 
doctor?’ comes from Binoy ■ Sdiiy 
Dhanbad 1. ,, 

The popular dame given lo ^ 
worker trained as a medical auKdii 
ary and sent to rural areas to pci^‘ 
form .services, such as assisting 
childbirth, dispensing medicati(li|| 
and administration. It is a tranil^ 
tion of the Chinese Chi/iao Tishef^' 
the official translation of which w 
‘primary health worker’. The tetlht 
referred Originally to Chineiil 
medical auxiliaries and deriyh| 
from the fact that many of tlii^ 
were peasants trained during 
slack farming season under an 
ponded rural health prograiomi^ 
peasant,s trained for other serviQji| 
were referred to as ‘barefoot specii^l 
ists'. 

... "M 

QUESTIONS_ 

1. Which is the world’s oldest national anthem? 
(Siddharlha Ma/umdar, Calcutta 15) 

2. For an ENT specialist, what is D.L.O. ? (Tiinayan 
Ghosh, Caicqtta 84) 

3. Which is the oldest hockey tournament in India? 
(Rajsev Bajoria, Calcutta 6) 

4. Who was Hitler’s valet? (Nirmalendu Roy. Cal¬ 
cutta 4) 

5. Who said. ‘The Child is the father of the Man’? 
(R. S. Jaiswal. Calcutta 6) 

6. Who is a blue bottle? IP. B. Krishna. Calcutta 9) 
7. What is the horsepower produced by an 

average horse , performing average work? 
(Abhijit Dutta, IIT, Kanpur) 

8. What is the colour of the black box in an aircraft? 
(Lalit Choraria. Gauhati) 

9. What is a solidus? (Raja Biswas, Calcutta 29) 
10. How many eyes has a bee? (Bharat Bhushan, 

Monghyr; Prasanta Guha, Batanagar; Surender 
Kr Dutta, Kharagpur; S.K. Singh, Calcuttaji 

Anaww to TILE 
A 3 x6 roctangle 

■ 3iat ciii l5i*..ti$d. 
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Cinema 

TRIBDTE TO A SINGER 
tJtpalendu Chakraborty’s documentary on Debabrata Biswas A thorough evaluation 

of Debabrata Biswas, 
the late singer, has 
long eluded Bengal's 
intellectuals not only 
because of his known 

aversion to publicity, but also be¬ 
cause of the controversies sparked 
off by his relentless fight against 
every kind of cultural degeneration. 

A documentaiy on Debabrata Bis¬ 
was was, therefore, a challenging 
task, but Utpalendu Chakraborty,. 
Qiie of the most promising filmmak¬ 
ers of today, undertook the venture 
in right earnest and completed it in 
the shortest possible time. 

The documentary, however, at 
first seemed doomed not to see the 
il^t of day following bureaucratic 
wrangles over its length. Thanks to 
|he subsequent efforts of Buddhadev 
fihattacharya, former minister of 
state for iriformation, and eventual 
intervention by the chief minister, 
jlyoti Basu, the state government was 
gnle to fulfil its commitment to 
purchase it and thus freed 
l^palendu from financial worries, 
j; Utpalendu had planned to make 

the film during the singer's lifetime, 
long before he proceeded with his 
maiden venture, Mukti Choi. Debab¬ 
rata Biswas was against the idea, but 
acquiesced towards the end of his 
life. 

But his sudden demise on August 
18, 1980, robbed Utpalendu of the 
golden opportunity of making a live 
documentary on “Georgeda" as he 
was affectionately called in close 
circles. 

Nevertheless, Utpalendu went 
ahead doggedly with the scheme. He 
used a few rare stills, a recorded 
monologue by the artiste on his life 
and times and parts of a film and a 
TV report featuring “George Biswas” 
and produced a most musical, enter- 
taining and knowledgeable 
documentary on the late singer. 

Utpalendu's family background 
helped him considerably in con¬ 
ceiving a complete framework 
covering all the aspects of the late 
artiste's life and personality. Swar- 
nakamal Bhattacharya, Utpalendu’s 
maternal uncle, was a ueat friend of 
Debabrata Biswas and as a young 
boy, Utpalendu was fortunate 

enough to leexn a few Tagore songs 
from “Georgeda.” 

What actually inspired him to 
undertake this difficult task was the 
late singer’s uncompromisii^ strug¬ 
gle to maintain his artistic freedom. 

“Through his songs he was able to 
attain a height in the cultural sphere 
which is still beyond the reach of us, 
the filmmakers,” observes 
Utpalendu. 

“Besides, this kind of 
documentary has an archival value 
and is required to counter the 
dangerous trends in Bengal’s mod¬ 
ern culture. We have already lost 
personalities like Bijon Bhat¬ 
tacharya and Jyotirindra Maitia. But 
is there not anyone among us who 
can make a documentary on Som- 
bhu Mitra before it is too late?” he 
asks. 

Introduction by Ray: One of the 
attractive features of the 
documentary is the introductory 
comment by Satyajit Ray who hap¬ 
pens to be a distant relative of the 
late singer. "Georgeda’s best feature 
was his open and fullthroated voice, 
totally different from a crooner’s. He 
has also perhaps been the only 
artiste who could present a Tagore 
song in its letter and spirit. This was 
a rare quality,” says Ray. 

A substantial portion of the sin¬ 
ger’s recorded commentary, used in 
the film, relates to his differences 
with the Visva Bharati Music Board. 
He recalled how.t the Board had 
commented on some Tagore songs 
sung by him in 1968-69; “Too much 
music accompaniment hampers the 
sentiment of the song.” On another 
song the comment was: “Tempo is 
too quick.” “But as far as I know,” 
observes Debabrata Biswas, “Tagore 
did pot put any bar regarding music 
accompaniment or tempo.” What, 
however, hurt the artiste’s senti¬ 
ment was that a group of fairly 
junior singers.with limited experi¬ 
ence in Tagore songs sat in judge- 
mmit over him and dictated terms 
that he could never accept. As 
Utpalendu observes, “Georgeda’s 
excessive popularity as ..a connois* 
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6f Tagore songs affected his 
liittB. There have been complaints 
I tibout his mode of expression. But to 
|Wh«t extent has the expression of 
'^pinkie Bombay artistes been perfect 
ifitt their recorded Tagore songs?” 

The documentary also vividly de- 
(Mneates Debabrata Biswas's parti- 
^pation in the left cultural move- 
lihwt in 'Bengal and his eventual 
iit^nohantment with the Commun- 

Party of India because of its 
■lihternal bickerings. "Many years 
ibKk,” he observes in the film, "my 

tilted a little towards the left. I 
,'tffldertook some work on the cultu- 

hont following a directive from 
^kgbabu or Muzaffar Ahmed, the 
;j|ate Communist leader. We used to 
’ittlhin in towns and villages with our 

songs and dramas in order to rouse 
mass consciousness. Years went by 
and it appeared that we ail were 
living together in a happy home... 
Suddenly I noticed a great fire on 
the 'left'—a fire of dispute and 
malice. I felt greatly depressed and 
so I stopped my work in the sphere. 
But it is a consolation at my old age 
that I was never denied genuine love 
and friendship from both the sides.” The documentary was sche¬ 

duled to be relea,sed with 
Chokh, Utpalendu's second fe¬ 

ature film and a national award 
winner. However, the concerned 
committee, attached to the state 
information department, insisted 
that it was too lengthy (4950 feet) 

iWHit Amlya Tagore (toft) aruf Kanak BtowH at his felicitation 

Photegriplwd in CtUra in 1958 

and urwd the director to reduce it 
by 950 feet before a final decision on 
its purchase could be taken. 

Utpalendu found this an absurd 
proposition which was bound to 
affect the film’s quality. Some mem¬ 
bers of the committee privately sug¬ 
gested that the late singer’s unpalat¬ 
able remarks about the Communist 
party should be deleted. This again 
was not acceptable to the director 
who, however, agreed to reduce the 
length by 210 feet. 

But as the release date of Chokh 
drew nearer, the state information 
department continued to maintain 
its strange silence over the question 
of buying the documentary. The 
stake for Utpalendu was really big 
since he had not only invested his 
own money in the venture, but also 
taken a bank loan to ensure its early 
completion. 

Trying time: The committee con¬ 
cerned, however, stuck to its origin¬ 
al stand that the documentary 
would have to be substantially shor¬ 
tened. It was a trying time for the 
young film maker and for weeks at a 
time he tried in vain to get the 
documentary released on the same 
day as Chokh. 

Ultimately he sought the coopera¬ 
tion of Buddhadev Bhattacnarya 
who, as a minister, had appreciated 
his idea of making a film on George 
Biswas. Mr Bhattacharya took a per¬ 
sonal initiative to expedite the 
documentary’s purchase. Finally 
the chief minister was appraised of 
the matter and the stale government 
decided to buy it. 

The decision, though late, has 
been hailed not only by Utpalendu. 
but also by the film circle in Calcut¬ 
ta. Utpalendu now prefers to de¬ 
scribe the episode as “a misunder¬ 
standing” and regards it as a "closed 
chapter.” He recalls with gratitude 
the help he received from the De¬ 
babrata Biswas Memorial Commit¬ 
tee in making the documentary. 

There was a rush at the special 
inaugural show of the documentary 
at Sisir Mancha long before the state 
government announced its decision 
to buy it. People, apparently misled 
by a newspaper advertisement, 
stood in a long queue for tickets end 
became restless when they learned 
that it was a special show. The small 
incident may have gone unnoticed, 
hut it unravelled the insatiable craze 
of Bend's music lovers to know 
more about their beloved artiste. 

Sattam. Ghove 



Inner Eye 
NEXT SEVEN DAYS 
FROM NOVEMBER 13 TO NOVEMBER 19 

RIES 
Mar 21 Apt 20 

You Will display on- 
gmality but you 

might be careless in financial 
matters Occasional trouble 
with your employer or those in 
authority may came up, but 
good fnends will come orth 
when most needed This week 
calls for the utmost care tact 
and circumspection in all your 
dealings 

EO 
July 23 Aug 22 

You will gam 
tnrough an unex¬ 

pected event Concentrate on 
Business affairs Employers 
and officials may prove un¬ 
helpful Stnve to improve your 
financial position Romance 
and pleasure are welt signified 
Courage faith and fortitude 
will help to surmount your diffi 
cutties 

AQITTARiUS 
Nm jJPac 22 

The week wfll pass 
on an even tenor 

Elders and young assooates 
will help you and contribute to 
your happiness Make the 
most of the excellent vibrations 
which are now operating in all 
spheres, including business 
home love and marriage Chil¬ 
dren will provide happiness 
and your health will improve 

~7|l| AURUS 
I Apr 21 May 22 

* You Will be favourer! 
I— — by luck. Prospects 
will widen and you will be 
popular Valuable help will 
coma from elders and secret 
sources, as well as through 
your own endeavours An un¬ 
expected change or reversal 
might occur but will later give 
way to bnghter conditions Act 
upon your own intuitions 

IRGO 
Auq 23 bept 22 

You will be intellec¬ 
tually at a peak this 

week though you might lack 
confidence and suffer through 
the interference of elderly rela 
fives and associates One of 
the planets not being in your 
favour this week is not ideal 
for love marriage changes or 
travel Cuih erratic tenden 
cies. 

APRiCORN 
D«c 23 Jan 20 

You will enjoy suc¬ 
cess, happiness and 

conviviality, but guard against 
excessive expenditure Chil¬ 
dren and intellectuals will be 
helpful Watch finances care¬ 
fully and exercise prudence 
and commonsense An excel 
lent week for affairs relating to 
engtneenng or gadgets Good 
fortune is indicated 

EMINI 
May 23 Juna 21 

Some of your 
wishes will be fulfil 

led Much depends on your 
own actions -avoid so called 
friends and advice also un¬ 
orthodox speculation and ex 
cesses Although some sad 
ness may occur your financial 
position will gradually improve 
Children and young col 
leagues will help you 

IBRA 
Sept 23 Oct 22 

You might suffer 
some loss through 

elders errors of judgement 
end misrepresentation You 
are liable to disappointment in 
your profession love and so 
cial matters Beware ot quar 
rols and erratic decisions and 
conduct However you will re 
ceive the required help 1 here 
will be some good fortune 

QUARIUS 
Jan 21 Fab 20 

You will benefit from 
an unexpected 

source Be tactful and patient 
in dealings with others Curb 
impetuosity and extravagance 
You will have a sense ctf well¬ 
being and contentment despite 
some financial disappoint¬ 
ment Children and intellec¬ 
tuals will prove helpful Love 
and domestic Affairs are undei. 

ANGER 
June 22 luly 22 

Provided you exer¬ 
cise self contro' 

where your affections are con¬ 
cerned this week will be a 
happy and successful one 
Employers and strangers will 
come to your help children 
and young colleagues are 
favourably signified Keep a 
watoh on your finances Avoid 
gamblmg and speculabon 

CORPiO 
on 23 Nov 21 

You will be mod 
erately successful in 

your endeavours this week 
Much of this will be due to your 
own industry initiative anci en¬ 
terprise Watch finances close¬ 
ly avoid speculation and ex¬ 
travagance Pay attention to 
your diet Your financial post 
tion will improve Promotion 
might come your way 

iSCES 
Fab 21 Mar 20 

This week is full of 
promise Love 

domestic and social matters 
are in the forefront However 
the week may be marred by ill 
health or imtalion caused by 
elders Take care of your 
health—watch your diet and 
avoid excesses Medical ex¬ 
penditure in the family is also 
foreseen 

SUGGESTIONS 
SUNDAY 

MONDAY 

TUESDAY 

MEDITATION 

OFFWiAL AFFAIRS 

SHOPPINO 

NOVEMBER 13 

NOVEMBER 14 

NOVEMBER 15 

LUCKY NUMBER AND COLOUR 
3 RED 

YELLOW 

BLUE 

BrRTHDAYS 
NovRintNir 13 
You may expect a most in¬ 
teresting and eventful year In 
the first two months gains 
through elders and property 
are fnreseon However, minor 
tosses and imtatfon caused tw 
fnends may occur There will 
be gams tnrough speculation 
in the latter part of the year 

November 14 
Thp year augurs well for new 
fnendships and conviviality but 
guard against tricksters in 
monetary matters around De¬ 
cember You will moke voca¬ 
tional and business headway 
in February and March You 
may have to travel a good 
deal 
November 15 
Finanoal success (perhaps m 
eluding inhentancsl is prom¬ 
ised as IS much happiness 
Some annoyance m business 
IS probable Refrain from hasty 
actions Exercise caption if 
contemplating changes before 
December 

November 16 
Unexpected upheavals, jour¬ 
neys and some financiat gams 
are indicated Circumspection 
and watchfulness are advised 
in dealings with elders and the 
opposite sex during November 
and December Your long 
cherished ambitions wiil be ful¬ 
filled m 1984 
November 17 
Do not be despondent if prog¬ 
ress IS slow and you suffer 
from indifferont health during 
this year The year 1984 will 
prove eventful Good fortune, 
including benefits through 
elders especially womentow, 
IS indicatM These may be 
expensive but will brmg their 
own returns 

Novombor 18 
You will enioy more than avar 
age good fortune, inheritance 
being indicated The stars 
favour you from early 1964 
onwards only This year your 
feelings and emotions may not 
always be reliable guides and 
disappointments may result 
November 19 
Mixed fortunes are indicaled 
You will be perplexed and 
apprehensive about many 
things before December Be¬ 
ware of quarrala, domestic or 
business, which rnight involve 
you In litigation The coming 
year will be one of the mow 
important and auccessful ones 
of your life 

M B. RAMAN 
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DANCE AND TREES 

Below: One of the finest exponents of Bharata Natyam, 
Kuchipudi and Mohmi Attam, Maliika Sarabhai, will be performing 
for Friends of the Trees on November 17 Friends of the Trees is a 

fellowship of tree lovers seeking to create and foster a ''tree 
sense" in the city and this programme has been organised to raise 

the much needed finance for their various protects. Two days 
later, she will also be performing for Sangit Kala Mandir 

FOR THE TENSE 

Above- Sponsored by Duncans 
Agro Industries Ltd, the Bihar 
School of Yoga held a seminar 
on Yoga-Yogic Management of 
Hypertension and Related 
Diseases which began day 
before yesterday and 
concludes today. The seminar 
was presided over by Swami 
Satyananda Saraswati, who 
founded the school in 1964. 



_J 

RAY’S DIRECTION 

Above: For her first film 
role, Copa Aich has cor¬ 
nered no less a film than 
Satyajit Ray's Gharey 
Bairey. Gopa, a widow, 
also plays a widow in the 
film stalled in its 
finishing stages owing to 
Ray's illness. Originally, 
Gopa was slated to play 
Aparna Sen's role in 
Ray's Pikoo's Diary. 

IN THE GROOVE 

Lett: A housewife with 
two children usually 
wouldn't have time to 
indulge in interests 
other than cooking and 
dusting. But Debjani Mit- 
ra has managed to < ul- 
minate her music train¬ 
ing in a disc, her first, on 
modern Bengali songs. 
Voice Master Records 
have presented her with 
the music and lyrics of 
Swapan Chakraborty. 
Debjani has also been 
seen on the^ screen 

I for the past one year as a 
■? Doordarshan Kendra 

announcer. 
13 



MARKINOS 
Cutdiig Corners 

The hmad, ioiiK and 
Winding rod(is in Salt 

I^ke C.itv att* motorislj.’ 
patadiso.s Hf>rd«red wjth 
grcpn foliage, these roads 
are also a delight for iv(- 
lists who, on evenings, 
turn out in large numbers 
and pedal away to their 
heait’s (onteiit But a new 
menac e posed by the 

WHAT do travelling 
ticket examiners 

TTEs) of the Indian Rail- 
rt/ays, inteistate goods lor¬ 
ries, the Uaiigia Uandh 
md the Calcutta Tram¬ 
ways (himpany (CTC) 
have in to m m o n ’ 
AnsvicM traffii jams on 
the Howrah Budge 

The riddle is nut as in¬ 
triguing as It seems at fust 
glance. Ovei the last six 
weeks, ("alcutta's faithful 
Howrah Bridge, so aptly 
termed its lifeline, has 
been irietrievabK c lugged 
more often than usual 

heavy vehicleS'-the 
minis, privates, state 
buses and trucks—has 
forced many a young cyc¬ 
list to be more cautious 
and avoid the main road. 

The drivers of these 
buses—both private and 
public--drive recklessly 
on the loads muf.h to the 

with the' most intractable 
of traffic jams. 

On a recent occasion, 
lorries trying to beat the 
ensuing Bangla Bandh to 
the state's borders only 
succeeded in blocking 
each other and everyone 
else on the overworked 
bridge A derailed tram 
seivod to add In the c.om- 
muters' woes. On another 
occasion, repairs on tram 
tracks and crippling pow¬ 
er cuts resulting in the 
stalling of trameurs cre¬ 
ated a 12-hour |am which 
spread all over the city 

chagrin of the locals. The 
roacis are invariably emp¬ 
ty with little or no traffic.^ 
but that definitely should 
not permit the drivers to 
ply their vehicles at break¬ 
neck speed; it should be 
borne in mind that Salt 
I,ake is totally a residen¬ 
tial town 

Though no ma)ur mis- 

The day prior to the Pu)a 
holidays: lorries once 
again created chaos as 
thcA^ tried to speed out of 
the .state's borders before 
the holidays cauglit up. 

The sufferers on each 
occasion; commuters, of 
course, rushing to c.atch 
their trains at Howrah. 
Not only suburban com¬ 
muters, but those reserved 
on longdistance trains, 
too. On eac.h of the (M:ca- 
siuns mentioned above, 
major trains like the 
Gitanjali, Coromandel. 
Kalka, Madras and Bom¬ 

hap ha.s (x:curred, there is 
no room for complacence. 
One evening, few weeks 
back, an S-14 turned a 
corner so fast and sharp 
that passengers were 
hurled from their seats 
and flung to their opposite 
side with the conciuctor's 
bag being thrown out of 
the window and some 
elderly pa.ssengers receiv¬ 
ing minor injuries 

Will the authorities at 
least enforce a speed limit 
and emplov a patrol doing 
its rounds? One gets to see 
a lot of police patrol jeeps 
in Sait I.8ke. Why wait for 
a major mishap in order to 
clamp down some rules? 

bay Mails left with less 
than half the reserved pas¬ 
sengers reporting on time. 
ITEs, expectecily. were 
the major beneficiaries as 
they doled out vacated 
berths to those paving the 
highest premiums. 

The only solution, as 
one Bombuv-bound pas- 
.senger who missed his 
train said, is for (ialcut- 
tans to plan theii next 
holiday only after 1990 by 
which time the second 
Hooghly biidge hopefully 
will be R reality. 

Bridge Bandh 
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WeU Pleked 
IN large melropahses 

such os Calcutta, Bom¬ 
bay and Delhi pickpocket¬ 
ing is frequent. Even cau- 
ti6us people unwittingly 
become victims of pick¬ 
pockets as they cannot 
help travel l ing in 
crowded buses, trams and 
trains. And when this 
happens, they try to adjust 
the amount lost which is 
usually small. 

But when an employee 
of the Central Finger Print 

Bureau recently fell a vic¬ 
tim to pickpockets and 
tost his entire pay packet 
for the month he was 
stunned with grief. The 
month being that before 
the pu/Qs, he would not be 
paid another salary before 
the festival. Andi being a 
Group D employee, he 
found it difficult enough 
to make ends meet ordi¬ 
narily. 

However, when he ar¬ 
rived at office the next day 
and narrated the incident 
to his colleagues, a gener¬ 
al fund raising campaign 
ensued. Everyone contri- 
butfid what they could 
and the total amount thus 
collected actually ex¬ 
ceeded his salary. 

Certainly, this was in' 
keeping with the pujo 
spirit. 

Says a correspondent: 
It was indeed news 

tliat our next door neigh¬ 
bour, a middle aged 
widower, had added yet 
another tenant to his 
crowded two-storied 
house. Already he had 
three, starting from a 
seven member family to a 
bachelor in the garage. 
Now the fourth tenant was 
reported 'to be a part-time 
one. Part-time tenant? 

I was intrigued. My wife 
who was my news bureau 
for the para was quick in 
supplying more detailed 
information. 

Around 6 o’clock in the 
evening the landlord and 
his two sturdy sons get 

Calcutta is not very 
old. It is hardly 300 

years old. The city wew 
up only after the Battle of 
Plassey, fought in 1757., 
But how many institu¬ 
tions or edifices or even 
relics of the 18th century 
have lasted till today? 
Few. very few, indeed. 
One is, of course, the 
Asiatic Society. The 
other—please do not be 
scandalised,-—^is the estab¬ 
lishment of M/s G.C. 
Shaw, wine merchants. 
Established in 1757, this 
is the oldest shop in town, 
still doing business. 

This shop is situated on 
Bowbazar Street—now 
Bipin Behari Ganguly 
Street—at its crossing 
with Wellington Street, 
now Nirmal Chandra 
Chunder Strwt. Bowbazar 
Street in those days was 
known as BaithaUdiana; 
Bow' Sahib’s bazar came 
later on. Pew perhaps 
have sf»n tills shop; fewer 
atill would have noticed 

busy in pulling out all the 
big household items oi 
their two-roomed flat in 
the spacious verandah 
and tuck the smaller ono.s 
under the cots. Black¬ 
boards are hung on the 
wall and carpets spread 
on the floors. 

■Enter, 15 children 
and two lady teachers of 
an English medium 
school. While the 
coaching classes in En- ?!lish and Maths go on, the 
andlord makes himself 

cosy on the dumped furni¬ 
ture in the verandah with 
a cup of tea. His sons 
make good use of their 
time in the local club. By 

-_22S. Not ‘Onr_ 

the signboard proclaiming 
the year of its opening— 
1957. 

It is amazing to think 
that in a land called Ben¬ 
gal where business, espe¬ 
cially indigenous busi¬ 
ness, is short lived, a Ben- 
mli business family has 
been carrying on its busi¬ 
ness for over 225 years! 
And the Shews, Itite Johnny 
Walker, are still going 
strong. The cognoscenti 
know that G.C. Shaw is 
one of the best liquor ped- 
lus in town, that their 
prices are the most com¬ 
petitive, and that the be- 

8 o’clock the teachers and 
the students leave. 

Enter, the landlord and 
his sons. The things are 
put in their original 
places, cooking starts and 
the TV is switched on. 
This goes on for five days 
a week. 

"Don't you feel incon¬ 
venienced?" I asked him 
one day in the market. 
"Oh, no!" i>eamed the en¬ 
terprising gentleman, "the 
phy.sical exercise in the 
evening is very refreshing, 
the company of the school 
children takes me back to 
my younger days and 
there is this extra Rs 300 
each month," ha laughed. 

haviour of the owners— 
all brothers—is excellent. 
The shop itself, though 
very modest, has an old 
world charm and the 
treatment meted out to the 
customers is flawless. The 
owners are rather shy Of 
talking about their proud 
record, but one hopes that 
they will continue with 
their business for centur¬ 
ies to' come. One also 
hopes that no self- 
rij^teous fanatic ever dis- 
tim>s their family busi¬ 
ness in the name of saving 
his countrymen from the 
Baccbanalian influence! 



RAINBOW / Bangkok 

CITY OF TEMPLES Photographs; Tarapada Banerjee 

A model of the Angkor Vat 
IS 
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The Coronation Palace: in the foreground are huge bonaai pianta 

The CekrHillahepraMid Hall 
ta 
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going to press 

NEW RELEASES 

Agar 1 um Na Note Paradise 
(Bentinck Slieet ?JS44i>) 4 
shows Gem I Acini yd Jaqad 
ish Chdndri Bosp Road 
249828) Moonlight (T C Out 
Id Street t433td) Ajanta (Di 
amond Hiibdur Road) Jaya 
Hake Town 67393b) 3 
shows 

Rajesh Khanna Rekha and 
Rdj Babbar toim the leading 
cast in this film 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Arth (A) Metro (Chowrinqhee 
Road 233541)2 30 5 30 
8 30 Moonlight (TC Dutta 
Street 343339) 12 3 6 9 
Bdstisree {S P Mukherjee 
Road 478808) & Bina (Bidhan 
Sanni 341522) 12 noon Pur 
nasiee (Raja Raj Kissen 
Street 554033) 12 30 noon 

Directed by Mahesh Bhatt 
with music by Chitia and Jagjit 
Singh the film stars Shabana 
A’mi SinitsPitil Kiilbi ii hm 

Kharbhai 11 im H <| Kinn 
Be Aabroo soi it ly (Gorpoi i 
lion Plato 2)100^) 12 3 fa ) 

A seiics of irist tnres of Itu 
physical violation of women s 
dealt with Thepeopit involved 
belong to the underworld as 
well as to the higher strata of 
society A the vir tims take tc 
prostitution A love otory in 
volving a police offiter and a 
victim IS threaded in 

As in most other Hindi ‘I'ms 
the theme is only an excuse for 
d generous display of flesh 
Betaab Jyoti (Lenin Sarani 
241132)12 3 fa 845 

Star debutants Sunny Deol 
and Amiita Singh with veteian 
Shammi Kapoor are in the 
leading ro'es of this film 
directed by Rahul Rawail and 
music by R u lurman 
Dard-e-OII Cro n (R A Kid 
wai Road 244822) 4 shows 

An urchin saves a baby girl 
from a cobra Stie grows up to 
become an amply endowed 
nautch girl played by Zarina 
Wahab The urchin becomes a 
macho hoodlum played by 
Mukesh Khanna From here 
onwards the story progresses 
without rhyme or reason 

Mukesh might have been 
better had he been allowed to 
break swsv from Itie Bar h 

< i vrul' )i» 
Hurnse Hai Zamsna Ojieia 
(I e n r Siranii 4 v 

1 IS a film fu It nts 
' I dances n 'i md i 
<1 ( ' le tl of »v. i|)( t I bu 
v( 'ew horses \f>(i ' >ur 
pt ) onsiderii rj tf l is 
‘uppo fdly a hr r t u i it 
In. a typical sirry ir oiving 
hr r le-. and villain'- with a rli 
n IX towards tht end when 
Danny and Mithuri tun Hit to 
be brothers 

Ttie acting Ir'aves rniii h to 
be dfsiied is n every thing 
else about me film 

Mazdoor Lighthouse 
(Humayun Place 231402) 4 
shows 

Dilip Kumar is a middleaged 
workf r wtio ’ vt s up his |ob at 
the textile n liecause of 'he 
arrogance of ihe new owner 
(Suresh Oberoi) Helped by a 
benefactor and a young en 
gineer (Raj Babbar) he buys 
an old mill and becomes a 
millionaire His daughter (Pad 
mini Kolhapure) gels married 
to Raj Babbar who actually 
loves the benefactoi s daugh 
ler (Rati Agnihotri) She 
however likes the hero and 
marries his brother in law (Raj 
Kiran) in order to chase him 
Padmini has a m scsrriagp and 

Dharmendra and Jayahree T mean business in Qayamat 

Batit I his a fight with Raj 
Kii.ii I 1 thereafter the story 
wind i( tJ I usiy to its end 

Thi 1 film about Ihe 
work I with no relition 
what I I) reality It gives 
little >r Ihe la'ent ot Dilip 
Kill I Rai Babbai 
Mu|hb Insaaf Chahiye Roxy 
(Chow ,* * <■ Place 231118) 
12 3 f ) 

Rail 3 inihotn plays iht 
daugt •< ot «i poor clerk and 
Milhui Chikraborty i rut 
playboy who e enchanttd by 
her beauty She too fall* in 
love wifi I ilisej after 
she tit 1 » preg » t that t e 
will not I Hrry her Stic deiiot ^ 
to have the child and goes to 
court to get justice and rtcog 
nition for her child Rexha 
plays an advocate who had 
gone through the same exj r ri 
ence in her youth and now 
fights for female emancipation 
and helps her 

A sentimental film which 
should appeal to women 
NauKar BIwI Ka Orient (Ben 
tinck Street 231917) 4 shows 
Uttara (Bidhan Sarani 
552200) & Ujjala (Russa 
Road 478666) 3shows 

Dharmendra stoops (in the 
viewers opinion) to conquer 
Anita Raj by becoming a Hindi 
film hero In the process lead 
ng lady Reena Roy falls in 
ove with him Woven in with 
mis triangle is the father tOm 
Prakash) of the murdered 
i/inod Mehra seeking revenge 

This film ts far loo absurd to 
be a comedy ot any sort 

PremTapaaya HindfGanesh 
Chandra Avenue 274259) 4 
shows Uttara (Bidhan Sarani 
552200) & Ujjala (Russa 
Road 478666)-noon 

A wealthy only son has a 
passion for flying He falls in 
love with an air hostess and 
employs many tactics to win 
her heart Eventually he sue 
ceeds and they prepare to get 
married But another girl whom 
he had courted in order to 
make the former jealous reen¬ 
ters his life The rest of the film 
unravels this emotional drama 

Qayamat (A) New Cinema 
(Lenin Sarani 270147)-3 
show§ Priya (Rashbehart 
Avenue 464440), Krishna 
(TC Duta Street 344262), 
Mitra (Bidhan Sarani 551133), 
Kattka (Sadanada Road 
478141) & 3agat (Acharya 
Prafulla Chandra Road 
366108)-4 shows Jawahar 



SlTMC aOTISM «howa. 
Dhwrnsndra in ttw dual rol« 

of« godtMw and rapist In a 
Am Jractod by ^ N. Si^. 
Satrughan sinha, Jaya 
Pridha. Poonam DhlUon, Smi* 
ta Pauiand Shakti Kapoor co- 
star. Music Is by R.D. Burman. 
8itinlMndhXA):Matro (Chowr- 
inghaa Road: 23354t), Sroa gdhan Saranf; 5S1S15) t 

ma (8.P. Mukharjae Road; 
4746e7)-rw)on. 

VInod Mehra plays a collago 
ptotossor who marries one of 
his students (Rati AgnttiotrlJ. 
Attem(Mng to save rris wife 
from belr^ raped, he inadver- 
ti^ kills the rapist. 

in court, it is revealed that he 
suffers from a sexual complex 
acquired as the result of a 
childhood trauma. 

This theme has been ex¬ 
ploited to such an extent that 
the film is virtual soft core pom. 

BENGALI FILMS 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Indira: Rupbani (Bldhan Sara- 
ni; 553413), Aruna (M.Q. 
Road; 39561) & Bharat! (S.P. 
Mukherjee Road; 474^>— 
2.30, 5.30, 8.30 

In this celluloid transcrsation 
of Bankim Chandra's novel, 
Apama San makes little Im¬ 
pression as the young girl who 
uses her wit and Intemgance to 
overcome the peculiar pre¬ 
dicament she is faced with. 
Soumitra Chatterjee is equally 
unimpressive as the connrsed 
husband who to nevertheless 
eager to break a social taboo. 
Anup Kumar and Sumitra 
Muknerjae give equally lack¬ 
lustre performances as the 
couple through whom Indira 
regains her praitian and homo. 
Tsnaya: Srae (Bldhan Sarani; 
551515), Purabi (M.Q. Road; 
350680 & Indira (Indra Roy 
Road; 471767H3, 6, 8.45. 

Sharmila Tagore, jilted by 
engineer Dhriiiman, moves 
born her motussil hometown to' 
Calcutta where she finds a job 
as an executive. Dhrttiman 
Chattorjoa re-enters her life 
when she has to investigMe 
some maWsctices in which he 
is involved. 

NMsnwhUe, her chlkfhood 
Mend, Sumitra, Is exploitsd 
and ultimaisty abandoned by 
Despankar Be. with whom she 
has had a longatwiding reia- 
tionshlp, 

The lead pair Id good but it is 
VlAor Bansrjaa who ismamo^ 
iMa is the indiiMo^ 0ri- 
tWMMP tp«n^ atarmila 
'IS WRQffBOQf wSRMIlf 

tbs Mil hbsfop Mny unix- 

An Intriguing scene from ‘incHra’ 

plored possibilities and is too 
mur^ of a love and crime 
mekKirama to be really satis¬ 
fying. 

FOREIGN FILMS 

NEW RELEASES 

Howard Saokler, and directed 
by Jeannot Szware, the fitm 

stars Roy Scheider, Lorraine 
Gary and MurraWamilton. 

Frhtey The 13th (A): New 
Empire (Humayun Place; 
231403)-Q, 6. 8.30. 

Ttw date is Friday the 13th. 
The place is a summer camp 
by a lake. A group of youngs¬ 
ters are helplrw the owner 
repair the place ror the coming 
season. A generator failure 
plunges the place into dark- 

ness while a storm rages otA^' 
side. And then the murder# 
sets to work. ; ; 

This is a horror film fult 
chills and suspense. 
Savage Harvest: Tiger: 
(Chowringhee Roa'd;: 
235977)—12, 3, 5.45, 8.15, ; 

The setting is presentday ; 
Africa. Predators of all tK)rt|.i 
roam the drought stricken: 
land.. The family and servanti: 
of a white coffee planter nWig! 
has gone to a nearby town, 
sieged by a pride of hui^fy: 
lions. They barricade therm;, 
selves In, but the lions brssdt 
down some of the bardcades. 
and claim two victims. 

Spread over a time span Of 5' 
night and part of the foltowing . 
day. this is an entertaining flim^ 
full of gripping action and rwA.^ 
biting suspense. 

Based on a story by Raif#. 
Heifer and Ken Noyie, 
directed by Robert CoHlns, ti1§; 
Am stars Tom Skerrltt aril' 
Michelle Phillips. .-'l 

The top ten U8 pop alfigiey 
as rated by CMAoeKi iig|| 
feat waek'a poaltkNis ei 
iwecfcele: '■’% 

1. (3) Islands in ITjffi 
Stream—Kenny Regete anK 
Dolly Parian 
2. Total Eclipse Of 7!Mj| 

Reart—Bonnle Tytef! 
' '(CokiR#ta) 
3. (6) AlINtofit Long 

Nuh^Llc^i 

4. 



■a. . Love OA Of 
At Aif-^Alr Supp* 

ly (Artete) 
d. m One Thira Leade To 

Another—The Ptxx 
(MCAl 

7. (13) Say Say Say—Paul 
and Miohaal 

daokaon (Columbia) 
6. (9) Telefone (Lorn Dis¬ 

tance Love Affair)— 
Shaena Eaaton (EMI 
America) 

9. (11) Delirious—Prince 
(Warner Bros) 

IQ. (10) Bumino Down The 
House—Talking Haada 
(Sire) 

The top ten country-weatam 
ainglea as compiled by 
Cambox, with, die prevloua 
areak'a ptadnoa In bracketa. 

1. (I)l8land8 In Tha 
Stream—Kenny Re¬ 
gers ntd Dolly Parton 
^CA) 

2. (2) You’ve Got A Lover— 
hleky Skagga (EPIC) 

9. (6) Somebody's Gonna 
Love You—Lae Qroan- 

(MCA) 
4. Midnight Fire—Steve 

Wariner (RCA) 
5. (7) One a A Kind Of Pair 

Of Fools—Barbara Man- 
drall (MCA) 

6. ra) Tennessee Whiskey— 
George Jonea (EPIC) 

7. (11) mhtlng Her And Lov¬ 
ing You—Earl Thomas 
Conl^ (RCA) 

B. (14) Your Love Shines 
. ‘w^h—Mickey Ollley 

L jo) The Wind Beneath My 
Wings—Gray Morris 

famer Bros) 
10. (10) You Put The Beat In 

I Heart—Eddie Rabbit 
'amer Bros) 

9. 
Wir 
(Wa 

0. m) 
(Wa 

SPECIAL EVENTS 

1B Novembar: 5.30 pm 
8mt M.S. Subbuiakshmi 

itngs in aid of Sankara Nettira- 
Madras. 

At Kala Mandir 
ire Sarani; 

A striking moment from ‘Chltrangada* 

At Gyan Manch (Pretoria 
Street: 435215). 
13 B 19 November: 6.30 pm 

The play Adhe Adhurey will 
be staged by Padatik Theatre 
Group. Directed by Shvama- 
nanda Jalan from Mohan 
Rakesh's story, the cast in¬ 
cludes Shyamananda Jalan, 
Jagrlti Ruparel, Pradew Rai, 
Aparaiita Krishna and Chetna 
Jalan. 

At Padatik Littie Theatre (6/7 
Acharya J.C. Bose Road; 

BOOKS 

15 November: 6.30 pm 
MMB in collaboration with 

Calcutta School of Music pre¬ 
sent German songs from the 
Romantic and ’^Vormarz,” 
songs from “Die schone Mul- 
lerirv' and "Die Winterreise" 
composed by Franz Schubert, 
songs from “Dichterliebe” 
composed by Robert Schu¬ 
mann and songs from the time 
before the 1848 Revolution. 

At Max Mueller Bhavan Au¬ 
ditorium (Ballygunge Circular 
Road; 479404). 

^ November: 10 am 
Steel Club presents the 

noted folk singer Utpalendu 
Ghowdhury, and Tagore's 
iiUnro drama Chltrangada, 
leaturing Anita MuTiick, 
vlhrade^iio Neogi and Pumima 
)GHiosh, with' direction and 

^ Pumima Ghosh and 
ftoan Quha respectively. 

At Gyan Manch (Pretoria 
^16). 

^ November: 6.30 pm 
evening of Sound and 

Stance: Yotivan presents pan- 
lonwne by Bandana Ghose, 

I Itaftt western vocal music 
Snamita' Baratlee and 

" CImkrabarty. 

Below are the ratings of bestselling books for the week ending 
November 5, 1983. 
Fiction 

1. Flood Gate by AHstair Maclean 
2. Crossinge by Danielle Steel 
3. Qameplan by Leslie Waller 
4. Wordty Goods by Michael Korda 
5. Deadm Dick 1^ Kurt Vonnegut 
6. The Little Drummer Girl by John Le Carre 
7. The Lace by Shirley Conran 
8. Hollywood Wives by Jackie Collins 
9. Acceptable Losses by Inwin Shaw 

10. Long Voyage Back by Luke Rhinehart 
Non-fiction 
1. Idoie by Sunil Gavaskar 
2. Imran—The autobiography of Imran Kh«n 
3. Tin Tm and the Blue Lotus 
4. India Dlacovared by John Keay 
5. The Childtan’s Book of Questions A Answers 
(This net is baaed on information given by; Oxford Book & 
Stationaiy Ckxnpany,.^Kwallty Book Company (Dharamlalla 
and New ANpor^, Modem Book Depot and W. Newman & Co 
Ltd). 

17 Novendrer: 6.30 pm 
A lecture cum demonsba- 

tion Dr Mallika Sarabhai, 
one of the finest exponents of 
Bharata Natyam, Kuchipudi 
and Mohini Attam. The prog¬ 
ramme has been organised w 
the Friends of the Trees Cal¬ 
cutta. 

At Mahajati Sadan (Chittar- 
anjan Avenue; 346665). 
16 November: 6.30 pm 
Padatik Dance Centre pre¬ 
sents a Kathak evening with 
Pandit Vnai Shankar and Smt 
Chetna Jalan. 

At Kata Mandir 
(Shakespeare Sarani; 

. 449086). 
19 November: 6.30 pm 

George Kaiser's Gas 1 
‘~^8) will be presented in 

gali by Anaryya. Direction: 
Madnusree Dutta. 

At Max Mueller Bhavan (Bal¬ 
lygunge Circular Road; 
479404). 
19 November: 6 pm 

Dr Mallika Sarabhai, interna¬ 
tionally famed danseuse per¬ 
forms for Sangit Kala Mandir 
members. 

At Kala Mandir 
(Shakespeare Sarani; 449086/ 
432197). 

CAWjgTA 

13 November 
4.30; World of sport, 
6.15: Feature film In Hindi. 
9.15: Focus: A programme on 
current affairs. 
9.45; Sham-e-Ghazal. 
10.30: Highlights of the third 
cricket Test. 
14 November 
8.00 ^rts roundim. 
9.15; Chitramala; Film songs 
in different languages. 
9.45: A special programme on 
the 94th birth anniversary of 
Jawaharlal Nehru. 
10.30: Highlights of the third 
cricket Test. 
15 November 
7.55: Play in Bengali. 
9.15: Ek Mufaqaat/Looking 
Back-Looking Forward: An In¬ 
terview with Ra) Kapoor. 
9.45;.National programme of 
Dance: Bharata Natyam by 
Yamlnl Kriahnamurwiy. 
16 Novamber 
6.30: English film serial. 
8.10: Darshaker Darbare. 
8.30: Chttrahar. 
9.16: Serial: Some Mothers!^ 
‘Aw Em’. 
9.45: In This Our Land: Hand- 
loom industry in Tamil Nadu. 
10.30; Highlights of the third 
cn^ret Test. 
17* November 
6.15; Chitramala; Film songs 
In Bengali. 
6.15; Places of PSgrirtiage: 



Puthkar 
1030 Hlghlighls of the third 
cricket Test 
18 November 
« 34 ChlWien’e flim in Hindi. 
915 Kavi Ke Mukh Se Poetry 
recilatfon 
945 Natlonai programme of 
Music Vocai by Gulam Sadiq 
Khan 
1030 Highlights of the third 
cricket Test 
19 November 
6 00 Feature film In Bengali: 
Suva Sanabad Cast 
Deepankar De Rajashree 
Bose, Bikash Roy, Tarun 
Kumar Chinmoy Roy and 
ottiers 
7 40 Saptahiki 
9 45 Sports Quiz 

13 November 
9 00 Film Hart To Hart. 
10 25 Idaning Magazine 
programme 
Seomd Channel 
7 0S Film Richard Diamond. 
7 30 Suro Bitan 
14 November 
6 30 Cartoon Woody Wood 
pecker 
7 00 Esho Bigganer Rayey 
7 30 Rabindrasangeet 
9 00 Bomali Cultural prog¬ 
ramme 
10 25 Film Dynasty 
Second Channel 
7 05 Rim On viewers re¬ 
quest 
15 November 
7 00 Film Different Strokes 
8 30 Sur Sagar Modern 
songs 
9 00 Drama series Ami Tumi 
Shay 
10 25 Film TraperJohnMD 
Second Channel 
6 40 Film The Dick Powal 
Theater. 
16 November 
6 30 Cartoon Battle Of The 
Planets 
9 00 Film The Man From 

Andersen 
9 50 Rumjhum Children s 
dance lessons 
1015 Film You Asked For It 
10 40 Kather Manush CN 
drens drama senes 
11 10 Film Star Trek Cast 
William Shanter Leonard 
Nimoy and DeForest Kelly 
12 00 Sports programme 
Evenirig Session 
7 00 Rim Bewitched 
7 30 Rabindrasangeet 
10 25 Film Dallas 
Second Channel 
615 Musical show 
Note The timings given here 
are Dhaka timings. 1ST will 
be 30 minutes less In each 
ease 

Atlantls/The Fall Guy. 
10 25 Ananda Ananoa 
Second Channel 
615 Sports programme 
17 November 
1025 Bengali Feature Film 
HarteeL Cast Babita, Zafar 
Iqbal, Mustafa and Khan 
Jamul Direction Mainul Hos- 
saln 
Second Channel 
7 05 FHm: M'ASH 
16 November 
6 30 Cartoon The Littlest 
Hobo 
730 Surobitan Modem song 
8 35 Drama of the Week 

10^ Film Charlle’a Angels/ 
Knight Rider. 
Sec^ Channel 
615 FHm. 
16 November 
Momma Session 
9 26 Cartoon Hana Chnsban 

Aghatan Rangana (153 ?A 
Acharya Prafulla Chandra 
Road 556646) 

Written by Biru Mukherjee 
the play has been directed by 
Gyanesh Mukherjee and the 
star attraction is the versatile 
Anup Kumar 

Anandamath Biswaroopa 
(Raia Raj Kissen Street 
553^2) 

Supriya Devi is the star 
attraction of this play based 
on Bankimchandra s novel and 
directed by Rashbehari 
Sarkar 
Bibor Rungmahal (761B 
Btdhan Sarani 551619) 

Subhendu Chatlerjee and 
Subrata Chatterjee along with 
Santosh Dutta Saikat Pak- 
rashi and Tapati Bhattacharya 
form the leading cast tn this 
play directed by Samar 

Mukherjee f om Samaresh 
Basus story 
Char Prahar Pratap Manch 
(Acharya PC Road 359219) 

Samiran Chatterjee is an 
honest project engineer work 
ing on a dam construction But 
ne IS a square peg in a round 
hole because his fellow work¬ 
ers are corrupt Then follows 
conflicts and cospiiacies 
Chattegee s life is at stake His 
family bte is at a breaking 
poinL all because he stands on 
nis principles 

Eventually however nobility 
and honesty win 

Qyaresh Mukherjee acts in 
and directs this play which has 
Ashim Kumar and Basabi Nan 
dy m the lead 
Nagpash Tapan Theatre 
(Sadananda Road 425471) 

Based on Samir Rakshits 
Haiyakaree and directed and 
acted by Salya Bando 
padhy^ay the play has Chiran 
jeet Ratna Ghoshal dnd Tarun 
Kumar in the leadinci loles 
Rajkumar Kashi Biswanath 
Manch (Canal West Road 
355598) 

Soumitra Chatterjee is back 
on the stage with this play 
Written and directed by him it 
IS also the first play with 
Soumitra Chatterjee and 
Sabitri Chatterjee together 
Raegini Circarena (6 ^aja 
Rai Kissen Street 557213) 

the play is based on 
Sajnaresh Basu s Bijon 
Bibhuin and directed by Samar 
Mukherjee 

The leading artistes are 
Haradhan Banerjee Sailen 
Mukherjee Samar Mukherjee 

Snup Mitre J^asroe Sen 
Aloka Ganguly Geeta Karma 
kar Geeta Dey Debika Mitra 
and Miss Shefali 
Samadhan Star (79/3 4 
Bidhan Sarani 551139 4077) 

The story centres emund 
Arati who lives with her meter 
nal uncle Binode aunt Kamela 
and grandfather Satjdpresdn 
ne They live in harmony till 
Kemala s niece Rekha comes 
to stay for her BA exams 

Trouble starts when 
after paying Rekha s examina 
lion fees Kamala runs out of 
money f o complicate matters 
Rekha makes advances to 
Manoj a rising doctor Intended 
to be Arati s groom However 
all the complications are 
solved amicably 

Ranjitmull Kankarn directs 
this family drama which has 
Mahendra Gupta Kali Baner 
jee Handhan MuKlierjee 
Satindra Bhattacharya 
Kalyani Mondal Manju Chak- 
raborty and Prasenjit in the 
loading roles 
Shakha Praehakha Netaji 
Manch (Kaiser Street 
353991) 
Sreematl Bhayankari Bijon 
Theatre (5A Raja Raj Kissen 
Street 558402) 
Sundarl Lo Sundarl Sujata 
Sadan (Mazra Road) 

The cast includes Meenak 
shi Goswami Subir Gangull 
Deb Smha Durgadas Baner 
jee Juin Banerjee and Chin 
moy Roy who also directs 

Note. Dardhe-Dll shown on 
pegs 20 has been with¬ 
drawn 
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WONDERLAND 
Barter Bank 
If you read an item in thJ 
page that you wish to re 
spond to, please (vrile i. 
to Barter Bank, c/o Th 

Telegraph Colour Mage 
zine, 6 Prafulla Sarka 
Street, Calcutta-70000‘1 
Also, if you wish to ente 
an item in this columr 
please write in with de 
tails to the address give, 
above. We shall in/orr 
you of responses to you 
insertions by post. 

• Magazines: I offer fou 
issues of Soviet Desl 
(]une-Sept ’83), an addi 
tional maths book fo 
class IX by K.C. Nag (198 
edition), and a lot of pic 
tures of film stars of mod 
ern times. In exchange 
would like a Competitioi 
Success Yearbook and . 
Times of India Yearbooi 
(both 1983) or the Raja 
Jayanti number ot Desh 
Write to Chinmoy Biswas 
a Books: 1 want to ex 
change books belonging t< 
the Nancy Drew ana Har 
dy Boys series for other 
in the same series. Contac 
Pushpita Mukherjee. 
a Records: I want to ex 
change Belafonte Sings o 
the Caribbean and i 
Beethoven LP for any 
thing of equal value, bar 
ring records. Write to Art 
Arora. 

TILE STYLE 

Tiles ot these two shapes only are to be 
used in tiling a rectangular area. What 
is the minimum number of tiles required 
to cover the smallest possible rec¬ 
tangle? 

Answer on Page 7 

By Shamlu Dudeja a Stamps; I have a vat 
collection of Indian ani 
foreign stamps which. 
would like to exchange fo 
other Indian and foreigi 
stamps. Contact Amai 
Dokania. 

sMeiq 
0l,8d!46S)tunzCloMoe 
ueipui pey c etddeeuy 
Z HOBd i :uMoa 

seuBd 
et Olid Zl aoiis U 6ui 
-oiBM 8 JpUBO 9 qsaw 
S JddB'tj i teeojoy 

SNOliniOS 
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• TAKING SIDES* 
True or false?... 1. 
President Harry 
Truman was 
left-handed. 2. Babe 
Ruth batted 
left-handed. 3. Lady 
Godiva is shown on 
the ieft side of her 
horse. 4. Napoleon is 
shown with his right 
hand in his jacket. 

ttfii) siu siuauiGiGis \n 

QUICK ON DRAW? 
TRY THIS TEST 

Ten numbers—1, 2, 3, 4, 
5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10—were 
placed in a container, 
whereupon five 
persons—Henry, Eileen, 
Bill, Mil and Lil—were 
asked to draw two 
numbers each. 

The sum of the two 
numbers each drew was 
as follows: Henry, 16: 
Eileen, 11; Bill, 4; Mil, 17 
and Lil, 7. 

How quickly can yo 
determine the two 
numbers each person 
drew? 

P.S.: Solve the 
problem by a process of 
elimination. 

S piw z 10 6 PU8 a I'W c 
I lliq / pu« p iidPii] OK PPP 9 AjuftH 

CHARMED LIFEI Who can My whan and in what fermPrInca 
Charming will appaar? Add misting linas. 

• Well Versed? A feeling all persons detest, 
although 'tis by everyone felt; by two letters fully 
expressed, by twice two invariably felt. What word 
is the answer? , 

a Riddle-Me-This! What -exercises toughen the 
skin? Cailus-thenics. What should you buy if you 
don't want to sing alone? A duet-yourself kit. 

\fr<, 

\f, 

CAM YOU TMUfT VOUII EVES? Thare art if least six diffar- 

'■■kAa OtlMiitf OlteUMOt’ aoaEAAi wfll* WVHH viNMWa eWvVI Wl^Pvva 

^ fjpuHMinn^WfSBiiniiutwntiSiaiA 
^ y;.‘|tMMasaPPP4 W»H TpW«U>'«arj1l'fk»H|W «i.i«MW'l 9*9U«M!Uia 
lAf'C‘a.i!ii)i».'i‘- ' i'-' ‘ . vr'i'l ' *»' ' ' , ' 1 . ' 

HOT OOGI Simply add the following colors neatly to the scant 
above: t—Red. 2—Lf. blue. 3—Yellow, a—Lt. brown. 5—Plash. 
*—Dk. green. 7—Dk. brown. •—Ok. blue. »—Black. )0—Gray. 

SPELLBINDER 
SCORE to points for using all the 
letters In the word bsrtow to form 
two complete words; 

VENERATE 

THEN score 2 points each for oil 
words of lour Itffors or more 
found oniopg tho lotters. 

try to at taatf $• points, 
-•tev 'MM a: uiuSfu* Piqwed 



Comics THE LOCKHORNS 



MOOSE MILLER By Bob Webei 



JULIET JONES By Stan Drake 

VOU WILL MAhie 
HO 
pHOHeCALlO, 
msa TOHBfi! 

fi~9UT THAT'S 
UfiM Z'/AA 

PBtsoHBfz Hem, 
COLONEL 

WALS5/ 

MAKE NO MISTAVM AEODT 
IT, >buN<s lapv— you 
-- ^M/ 

^ I MAy Nm/tecFNisH 
PtCTATlNO THHP AUlCElOOf^PH^ 
CVS. Tfie eeA^N? ceitr^ 
roWEKPUL PBOPUS (70N^ 

— WANT imeNJ^Hepi 

WHAT 1 SAW ANP HBAISP COULP 
PAWAeti A LOT OP eBniTATlONe 
OP WBN WHO HAVB LISP ABOUT 
THMIKPAST ANP X PLAN TO 

TSLL THB TKUriff ^ 

I see aeisv woap the 
(BeNSSAL PICTATBS, SIB/ 1 
Assutte you. MO paw^'^‘‘ 

WILL me pone 

MANDRAKE Bv Lee Fait 



ARCHIE 
JUG, THIS IS AN HISTORIC CWVr 
THE START OF 'A«JOPP-JOB 

ENTERPRISES. INC-V 

■■ 
■ ’I k 

y 
r'^ 

MOU G(JV5 WANT ^ 
TO COME SUITING 

WITH U5? > 

SORRY, BETTY WE PONT 
HAVE TIMEr JUS ANP 
I ARE GOING INTO 

eusiNEssr 

'■'I 

\ tr>. , 

WHAT RINP OF \ NO, OC?Q JDBS-> 
BUSINESS" /MHHe/JCOG WALKTING, 

BUSINESS' ^.^HOUSE FAINTING, 
S.,_LAWN MOWING' > 

VEAH" THE 
CPPER IT IS, * 
THE BETTER 
WE LIRE IT' 

VOU KNOW, JUG, LOTS OF \ VEAH, WE'LL MAICE 
SMALL BUSINESSES LIKE /MILLIONS'WE'LL 
OURS EVOA/EP INTO /HAVE A PIFFB?6NT- 

i HUGE EMPIRES.' ^^COLOREP LIMOUSINE 
^ \ FOR EVERY PAY OF 

^ the week.' Il 

^ 'V4i 

OF COURSE, ONCE WE'RE > 
RICH, WE'LL HAVE TO WATCH 
OUT FDR RIP-OFF ARTISTS 
ANP INPUSTRIAL ESPlONAGE.'i 

^VEAH/ANPCREEPy 
\ RELATIVES, ANP 
I EMBEZZLING 
' EMPLOYEES, ANP 
CRIAAE SVNPICATES 
MUSaiNG IN.' 

YOU'RE RIGHT.ORaSE 
THEY'LL SENP US TO 

THE FEPERAL SLAMMER 
FOR TEN TO TWENTY' 

HEY, I THOUGHT TOU TWO A NAW.' WE I^ALIZEP 
TYCOONS WERE TOO BUSY 1 WPP RATHER BE 
TO GO SURFING WITH 05 / DOING THIS THAN 

PEASANTS.' 
POING THIS THAN 
POIN6 TiMer 

III 1 

r ' 

il_ w ' 
1= 

» . •-i’-, 
's '"t I 

HJPw 
L, 
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CALLING BVERYBODY UNIXR 141! 

You've never had 
something as good 
come your way! 

The Wiz Biz Club is in full swing now. Thousands of 
children from ail over India have already become members of 
the most exclusive newspaper club in the country! Join their 
fraternity and taste the joy of novelty each week. 

Fill in the form given below, attach a postal order worth 
Rupees five In favour of "The Telegraph" and mail it. Or 
better still. Cut out the coupon and bring along the money to 
the office of The Telegraph. The address: 6, Prafulla Sarkar 
Street, Calcutta 700 001. 

join the Wiz Biz Club! Join the world of fun! 

AppiieaMon Form 

Name (in blcx^ capitals) Surname_ 

First name_ 
Date of Birth_ 
Address_ 
Name of school you attend_ 
Class_ 

Hobbies/interests_ 

♦ 
♦ 

♦ 



Air-Indiati 

Our tempting South East Aaan fare—16 leisurely days 
of s^tsedng and shining for only Rs 9500! 

Visit Hon^ong, Skimpore, Kuab Limpur, 
Genting HigMmds, BangMc and Pattaya. 
Pay just Rs 9500 (includii« US$150) for first 
class hotel accoumodathM, Aoierican breakfast, 
free porterage aad detailed sigbtseeiog. 
Just betwiceB Mends, it*s a bargain! 
Hongkong: 4 nights* stay with a comprehensive 
sightseeing tour of Hongkong Island and the 
Ocean Park, 
SIngajMre: 3 nights* stay including the Instant 
Asia Show, a city tour and excursion to Sentosa 
Island. 
Kaals Lumpur/Gentlag Highlands: City tour of 
Kuala Lui^ur and a 2 ni^ts* stay at a resort 
complex 6000 ft above sea level 
Bangkok: 3 nights* stay with a sightseeing tour 
of the city’s famous temples and other 
landmarlu including a visit to the Rose Garden 
for a fine exhibition of Thai culture and sport. 
Pattaya: 2 ni^ts’ stay including a visit to the 
Coral Island % glass-bottomed boat and a 
delicious seafood lunch. 
And best of all, at each of these {daces you have 
plenty of spate time for shopping and leisure! 
Your own tour escort will look after all the 
little details— we'll even help process your travel 
documents! So you can sit back, relax and 
dnnk in the pleasures of the magical Orient—as 
Air India’s ^est. 
OpticMal toar: A one night/two day package to 
Macao and Zhungsham in China is available 
for only Rs.SOO extra. 

Departures: Oct 11, Oct IS, Nov 15, Dec 13, 
Dec 20, Jaa 17. Feb 14, Mar 6. 
We also Inve a 9 Day “Bwbet Orient” tour to 
Hongkong and BanAok for only RsSOOO, 
departing Oct 25, Nov 22, Dec 27, Jaa 24, 
Feb 21, Mar 13. 
For further details, contact us or your 
travel agent. 
We offer^more than any other comparable tour 
from Eastern India, so come, capture the flavour 
of the magtcal Ortent with us. 



Post Mortem 

AeromodelUng 

The article on aero- 
modelling (Oct 2) unfairly 
portrays the reliability of 
equipment—radio control 
sets and engines—manu¬ 
factured by us in India. 
. Our radio control equip¬ 
ment and engines are 
guaranteed for a year. The 
radio control sets employ 
the very latest in IC tech¬ 
nology and knowhow from 
World Engines Ltd, UK. 
Thankfully we are up-to- 
date and not five years be¬ 
hind like some of the peo¬ 
ple mentioned in your arti¬ 
cle. Supporting services for 
equipment are guaranteed 
for a further nine years. 

Failure of the equipment 
leading to a crash is virtual¬ 
ly unknown amongst those 
using our equipment. 
Crashes due to training and 
handling of the equipment 
are more common. As 
training is imparted free of 
cost any crashes during this 
period are repaired free of 
cost. We know of no oi^ja- 
nisation or anyone offering 
such liberal assistance. 

The Directorate Genera] 
of the National Cadet Corps 
fDGNCC). a Ministry of De¬ 
fence organisation, has 
found it fit to accept the 
equipment and approve its 
purchase by NCC units (Air 
Wing) all over India since 
1978. The radio control 
equipment has been certi¬ 
fied by the Minister of 
Communications. Govern¬ 
ment of India, to meet in¬ 
ternational operating stan¬ 
dards. Every transmitter 
manufactured to date has 
been checked by the local 
government run electronics 
laboratory to ensure that 
they meet standards. 

We find it regrettable 
that the article supports im¬ 
ported equipment when it 
is available in India. More 
of the equipment is being 
smuggled into the country 
without customs clearance 
permits and without duty 
iieing paid on it. Some of, 
the equipment mei^tioned 
in the article emits radia- 
iion on 72 MHZ. or 35 

MHZ—banned frequency 
in India. The only frequen¬ 
cy band available to the 
hobby is Citizens Band on 
27 MHZ. 
S.K. Dasgupia, 
Aurora Model Mfg Co (P) 
Ltd. 
Calcutta 

The fact remains that 
SMAE for the near quarter; 
of a century that it has been 
in existence, has been by- 
far the most active orga¬ 
nisation in the country of* 
the aero as well as the ship 
modellers. It is recognised 
by the Aero Club of India, 
New Delhi, the apex body 
appointed by the Govt of 
India to promote aviation 
in the country and is affili-. 
ated to the international 
organisation, Federation 
Aeronautique Interna¬ 
tionale (FAI). 

The annual aero and ship 
model rallies organised by 
SMAE present]^ in five 
cities of India viz, Calcutta, 
Delhi, Bangalore, Bombay 
and Madras, attract large 
crowds of modelling enthu¬ 
siasts as well as the general 
public and are well covered 
by the Press and TV. Only 
the SMAE organises both 
aero and ship modelling 
rallies and holds them on 
an All India basis. The 
1983 events have already 
been held in Madras on 
August 7.13 and 14, and in 
Bangalore on September 4, 
10 and 11. The rallies in 
Delhi were next, on Octo¬ 
ber 8 and 9 and will be 
followed by those in Bom¬ 
bay on November 7 and 13 
and finally in Calcutta on 
December 4, 10 and 11. 

The SMAE sends an 
open invitation to Mr 
Ananda Roop Ganguly to 
witness all its forthcoming, 
events, with no hard feel¬ 
ings intended! Besides 
holding annual rallies, 
senior SMAE members 
visit the practising grounds 
every Sunday morning to 
encourage young aero- 
modellers and to guide the 
beginners in building their 
own models and itying 
them. 
Lt Col S. R, Das, 
Secretary, 
SMAE of India Ltd, 
Calcutta 

Ananda Roop Ganguly re¬ 
plies: 

As./flr as my reference to 
a particular “hobby shop 
on Pork Street" goes, I did 
not mention any one shop 
by name. Several hobby 
shops, including Paragon, 
Wonderland, etc, are situ¬ 
ated on or around Park 
Street. Of course logic, 
quite rightly, leads one to 
believe that the reference 
was lo the Hobby Centre, 
but 1 have hardly'said any¬ 
thing that one can toKe 
exception to. The quality, 1 
said, is "reportedly...un¬ 
reliable"; find the joke 
mentioned really does exist 
among all but the Hobby 
Centra "group” of aero- 
modellers. 

This group aefuolly con¬ 
sists only of those people 
who actually have bought 
material from India's Hob¬ 
by Centre. The RCAl has 
^proximately 25 regular 
fliers (including 15 in Cal¬ 
cutta) flying the "world 
schedule^’, and its mem¬ 
bers come from Madras, 
Indore, Somnay, Lucknow, 
Hyderabad & Delhi. (One 
participant at their rally 
was from Pakistan 11 

There was no factual 
error in saying that the 
SMAE is defunct. But I did 
not say that the SMAE is 
defunct. I said it is all but 
de/unct! The whole point 
of that paragraph is that all 
the three associations that 
have been formed are basi¬ 
cally not at all helpful to 
aeromodellers, ana are 
busy dividing and subdi¬ 
viding themselves in a per¬ 
petual set of so-called 
“misunderstandings.” I 
have indicated that tne 
SMAE is the worst offen¬ 
der, but that argument is 
supported by facts. I am 
not concerned about how 
many radio controlled ship 
rallies the SMAE may have 
held, as the article was 
about aeromodelling, not 
radio controlled bobbie.s as 
a whole. Reportedly, even 
when they do hold o rally, 
invitations are not sent to 
the other two groups, while 
ivhen the btner two hold 
rallite. Invitations ore sent 
to all three groups. 
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COMMUNITY / The Jains 

THE QUAKERS OF INDIA 
They form a community of leading businessmen and an important part of the 
city’s cultural nucleus The toinple is pa<.ked 

with peopUi—tlie men in 
loose white kurtn- 
pajamas and the women 
in bright goorgetto saris 
glittering with gold and 

silver work. The chihlren are repli- 
( as f)| their elders. Thi' aliiiosphere 

is hushed and expectant. Everj'body 
is waiting. Suddenlv the excitement 
mounts as the image of Lakshmi 
descends, all eyes following the 
curving arc of its swing. Above the 
sudden buzz, the voice on the mic¬ 
rophone is heard. The hi'Ming is fast 
ami furious In nn , • .,|| p,, 

image is auctioned fur Ks 7,301. 
Two demure girls, dressed like 
brides, approach and the image is 
handed over to them. 

It is the fifth day of Paryushan, the 
most important Jain festival. Maha- 
vira’s mother, on conceiving, had 
laid 14 dreams in which .she .^aw 
liffefent objects. The Jains make 
dver images of these and auction 

•'liem. the money going towards the 
< onstniction and repair of temples 
The Lakshmi usually fetches the 
highest sum. Harshadrai Bhayani, 
whom i met at the ceremony, recal¬ 
led, “I have seen, years ago, a Lak¬ 
shmi going for Ks 10,001." Sums as 
high as Rs30,000or 40,000 are not 
unheard of. 

The other high point of the cere¬ 
mony comes at the end, after the 
reading of the Kalposutra which 
deals with Mahavira’s life. Coconuts 
.ire cracked on the floor, which 
streams with coconut water, and 
pieces of the kernel are exchanged, 
symbolising goodwill. 

A day before the festival ends, a 
procession is taken out in which an 
image of a Tirthankara and those 
who had fasted are carried in glo- 
I ions chariots. "We are a verv united 



communitv.” says V. Meghaiii. a 
fain businessman, “On this one day 
in the year, every fain in Calcutta is 
there tu take part in the procession." 

While the total number of fains in 
India IS estimated at three million, 
Lalbazar sources put the fain 
population of Calcutta at approx¬ 
imately 25,000. It has been, tradi¬ 
tionally, a community of traders and 
businessmen though Vinod Slnghi, 
finance director of Belsund Sugar, 
says: "It is a common misconception 
that fains have always been hanius. 
All the Tirthankaras were kfiatris." 

The most influential families in 
Calcutta today are Shaharwali and 
Oswal families. There are three 
types of groups within the commun¬ 
ity—the Jauhari Sarth, the Jain Mar- 
wari Sarth and the Shaharwali 
Sarth. The fauhaiis are jewellers 
while the Shaharwalis at present 
include five aristocratic families— 
the Nahars, Diigars, Dudhonas, 
Nowlakhas and Singhi.s The most 
prominent of these families is the 
Nahar tamilv whose ancestor Rai 
Bahadur Budh Singh was given the 
aristocratic title by a royal person¬ 
age in Azimganj frr replying corret t- 
ly when questioned how deep the 
river was. 

The first prominent Shaharwali 
was Jagal Seth while the fiisl prom¬ 
inent fauhari was Rai Biiddree Das 
Bahadur. Both these are important 
figures in the history of the fains in 
Calcutta. The tirst fain family to 
weild power in Bengal was that of 
fagat Seth who financed the son of 
Aurangzeb, Prince Ayimushan, to 
make a successful bid fur the throne. 
On becoming the emperor Farukh- 
siyar, the prince conferred on him 
the title fagat Seth—which became 
hereditary in the family. The family 
lent money to the English, French 
and Dutch East India Companies 
and joined Clive in the conspiracy 
against Siraj-ud-Daula. 

One of many: Rai Duddree Das 
Bahadur was one of the many enter-' 
prising young men who came to 
Calcutta when the 8eaS%f political 
power shifted here from Murshida- 
bad. He married into an influential 
family and made a fortune selling 
diamonds. He became Mookim and 
Court feweller to the government. 
Harry Cotton in Calcutta—Old and 
New describes him as a pillar of the 
fain community in Calcutta. 

But Buddree Das left a more last- 

Faetng p«m: 
Th0 ManiOKttla tempi* (top); * pro- 
ooMlorai clwriot (loft); part of tho 
procotalon (tar MR). 

ing memorial ui his wealth and 
power by building the famous fain 
temple at Manicktaia in 1867. Tu 
this day this, along with the temple 
at Belgatchia. is one of the major 
tourist attractions of Calcutta, "We 
have merged into the general 
population in such a wa\." savs 
IJIjwal Bhandia, a fain businessman, 
“that unless you are intimate with a 
Jain you w'on't kiniw he is one 
People are aware ol the fains iargeiv 
because of two things. One is the 
processions we take out. The other 
is that we have so many large tem¬ 
ples." 

The olde.st fain temple in Calcutta 
is the fain Svetambara Panchavati 
Mandir on Cotton Street which was 
built in 1800. Another old temple is 
tho one at Belgatchia. belonging to 
the Digambaras, built in 1897 The 
newer temples im lude the Svetani- 
bara Murti I'ujak temples at 96 
Canning Street and on Hevsham 
Road: the Sthanakvasi temple at 27 
Pollock Street; and the Digamhaia 
temple at the crossing of fl.irnson 
Road and Chitpur Road. The largest 
Svetambara temple is that on kala- 
kar Street. Croros of rupees have 
been invested in those temples 
which are extremely boautilnl and 
well-SI lilptured 

WHAT has been the lole ol the 
fains in (Jalnitta'' Then 
commert lal iin idveinent 

has been in industn. trade and 
commercial servuus “fains were 
basically not industriall.sts be(,iiiise 
of the limitations of aJiinsa," 
reasons Vinod Singbi "Industry 
means exploitation, machines, kill¬ 
ing and so on. So fain involvement 
was very little until tlie British <.ame 
and put them into iule." 

The most important industrial 
family now is a Digamluira familv—- 
that of Ashok fain who is the chair¬ 
man of the Fedeiation of Indian 
Chambers of Commerce (FlCCIj. 
Bennet Coleman and Rohtas pre¬ 
viously belonged to the Dalmias and 
Ashok Jain’s father. Sahu Rampra- 
sad Jain, was a tutor to one of the 
daughters of the tamilv. She later 
became his wife. Riima |am. yvho is 
also well known as the instilutor of 
the Jnanpith Award. This tainily has 
shares in newspapers, sugar, ce¬ 
ment, paper, vegetables, paint and 
plywoM. 

They are reportedly planning to 
move to Delhi which seems tu be a 
current trend among many Calcutta 
industrialists. Commenting on this, 
a young fain industrialist who de¬ 

clined tu be named, said,"The main 
thing in industry now is vour poli¬ 
tical contacts—the closer you are to 
the political pundits the morn 
chances you ha\'e nt making munev. 
Be.sidus. aitor the Asiad, Delhi has 
become a y'erv beautitul citv. There 
IS no loadshedding, there are good 
air links with the rest of the country’ 
and the central government's policy 
encourages industry imthal region." 

Other prominent lain industrial¬ 
ists in Calcutta are Svetambaras, and 
mostly Oswals. The Rampurias wen 
the first to come into big business 
They own cotton mills and the AC 
Market on Theatre Road and have 
large shares in tea. The Kankarias of 
Kankaria Estate. Russell Street uyvn 
Au( kl'ind jute Mill. The head of the 
family is H. Kankaria whose brother 
Ranjitmull Kankaria is the prop¬ 
rietor ot Star Theatre and director of 
.Samudlii.n. 

The into trade in Bengal has al¬ 
ways been dominated bv Jains since 
their iin.ulcaticin into il bv the Brit¬ 
ish who liked them tor their hones¬ 
ty Jains also made their mark as 
tlolh num.hants, and they have re- 
< entlv captured tho electrical mar¬ 
ket Cars, nvlon carpets and jeans 
are otlier businesses in which fain 
involvement tias boinned 

Traditional business: Jeyveilery has 
been n traditional bu.siness among 
(Jalcuttd fains A jam gentleman I 
yva.' speaking to relerred to a Bom¬ 
bay' based lamllv and said, with a 
tyvinkle in his eye, “The fains have 
made their mark in smuggling too." 

Seveial fains I spoke to felt strong¬ 
ly about the vnnaspati adulteration 
case "There is such a thing as a 
vug-dhaiam, a religion w'hich is the 
need ot the time," said one. "Right 
now so many people are involved in 
illegal or immoral doings. There are 
people in this country eating things 
which are not eaten by animals in 
other places. They Imported the 
tallow because a cheap cooking 
medium is not available. Whv blame 
the Jain? To him killing an ant and a 
cow are the same. Besides, this man 
is not representing the fain com- 
munitv He is an individual looking 
after Ids own interests." 

The liberal professions and the 
commercial services have attra(,ted 
their share of Jains. The Jodhpur 
Oswals have played a great role in 
government administration, 
teaching, engineering, accountancy, 
and business administration. Advo¬ 
cates have included Justice Bat ha- 
wat and Sundar Singh Bhandarl 
who is now a member of the 



C.M. Jain, partner uf Kiiaitan and 
Co, Solicitors and B.L. Patxni of 
Seghni and Khetri are other well 
known solicitors. 

Kalyan Loda of the Hindi Depart- 
mant of Calcutta University, and 
Kiran Chand of the Indian'Institute 
of Management are respected educa¬ 
tionists while Dr Surana is a well 
known heart specialist. 

Jains have a leading position in 
chartered accountancy in this city. 
Messrs Singhi and Co and Messrs 
Loda and Co are firms of national 
renown. Another firm is Jain and 
Co, owned by the vyell known social 
worker Kamal Kumar Jain who was 
also chairman of the Vegetarian 
Congress. 

“The sons of families which are 
up and coming go into the liberal 
professions and commercial ser¬ 
vices while the sons of the old 
trading families go into their family 
businesses," said Jai Kankaria, son 
of H, Kankaria. 

The general impression among 
non-Jains is that the Jains make 
trustworthy employees. Apart from 
being honest, they are "intelligent, 
diligent, mix easily and don't inter¬ 
fere with others.” A Marwari gentle¬ 
man said frankly, “They are not 
interested in wealth and this makes 
them the best custodians of prop¬ 
erty." 

The interests of the community 
have also extended to the arts. Jain¬ 
ism contributed themes to the West¬ 
ern Indian school of painting which 
began in Gujarat in the early 12th 
century and lasted 500 years. This 
distinctive school had a linear style, 
with flat colour surface, red or blue 
background and gold ornamenta¬ 
tion. The face was usually in profile, 
with the nose elongated, chin 
pointed and the farther eye pro¬ 
jected. 

At present the artist, Indra Dugar, 
is a leading member of the Calcutta 
Jain community. The musician, 
Keshri Singh Nahar, who died in 
1973, taught Pramathesh Barua and 
Sachin Dev Burman. It is interesting 
to know that he also became in¬ 
terested in stamps because he had a 
stamp selling business. His brother 
Bejoy Sin^ Nahar, who is a well 
known politician, has a collection of 
coins some of which are of great 
historical value. One of the best 
stamp collections in the city bKlung.s 
to the Singhi family. 

Deluxe Film Distributors Ltd. 
owned by Ranjitmull Kankaria. pro¬ 
duced mafiy of S.D. Burmau'.s first 
films. They also produced Paths 

Ho/o Deri, the Uttam-Suchitra star¬ 
ter which was the first colour film in 
Bengal. 

They have produced over a 
hundred Bengali films and he him- 
.self has directed several, notably 
Dak Dive fai. 

Among Jains who have been in¬ 
volved in spurts the billiards player, 
Katan Bader, is a prominent perso¬ 
nality. A former president of the 
Rajasthan Club was a Jain, Mohan 
Singhi. 

Attend which appears to be 
causing concern in the com¬ 
munity is the gradual change 

and modernisation apparent in the 
younger generation. This has a dual 
aspect. While most educated lains 
are glad that their community's 
views on marriage and education 
are becoming more liberal they are 
also aware of a corresponding loss of 
integrity. 

By and large, intercaste marriage 
is still frowned upon as is marriage 
outside the community. "Only ab¬ 
out five per cent marry outside the 
community.” said Swapna Nahar, 
granddaughter of Keshri Singh 
Nahar. “in fact when my sister mar¬ 
ried into a Hindu banio family of 
Delhi, some of the most orthodox 
families didn't attend the marriage. 
But more of the younger generation 
are now beginning to marry outside 
the community. Many of my cousins 
have married Europeans and, of 
course, lots have married Bengalis.” 

The orthodoxy extends to mar- 

B«|oy Singh Nahar 

riage rites and rituals. Bela Nahar is 
proud to claim that when she mar¬ 
ried Barun Kumar Nahar, son of 
Keshri Singh Nahar, she became the 
first woman from the Shaharwali 
communitv to have a civil marriage. 

“People are more liberal with re¬ 
gard to education for girls because it 
is a pa.ssport to a good marriage, but 
in other things they are still pretty 
orthodox," continued Swapna. 
“Though my family will have no 
.objections if I take up a job. most 
other families wouldn’t dream of 
allowing their women to work. 

“But the position of women in 
Jain society is not. and has never 
been, low," she added. “In the 
households, women have author¬ 
ity.” Female ascetic orders have 
existed since the time of Mahavira 
and rules of conduct and spiritual 
practice are the same as for male 
orders. Originally womanhood was 
no bar to salvation. In fact the 
Svetambaras believe that the 19th 
Tirthankara. Mallinatha, was a prin¬ 
cess. 

How do Calcutta Jains feel about 
the city and their life here? “Jains 
are happy in Calcutta. We have 
beeen domiciled here foi so long 
that we speak the language, give 
Bengali names to our children and 
feel as much at home as Bengalis," 
.says Vinod Singhi. In fact Ganesh 
Lalwani of the Jain Bhavan on Kaia- 
kar Street confessed to being more 
fluent in Bengali. And Dilip Kank¬ 
aria. son of Ranjitmull Kankaria. 
said|“My own village in Rajasthan is 
alien to me. I am away travelling 
two weeks in a month, ariil I have a 
.sense of homecoming when I see 
Calcutta airport.” 

Today the Jains are scattered all 
over the city though the Burra Bazar 
area was once predominantly Jain. 
The younger generation is gradually 
moving away from strict observance 
of the habits practised by their pa¬ 
rents. And this is sadly understand¬ 
able for it is difficult to reconcile, for 

' instance, an office routine with the 
principle of not eating after sun¬ 
down. Perhaps what is so attractive 
to an outsider is the streak of deter¬ 
minism in this religion, which pro¬ 
duced the first great Indian deter- 
minist Maskarin Gosala. Despite the 
austerity of their faith the Jains 
remain a simple, soft spoken and 
mild tnunnered people whose belief 
in the equality of all souls makes the 
deepest impression. 

Tana Bantirjee-Bey 
Pfaotogra{»li8: Alokedi Coomar 



QUIZ / Neil O’Brien 
It's been two and a 
half months sinc:K 
the last open qiii/. 
This weekend sees 
the running of the 
Eddie Hyde 
Memorial Quiz, 
the oldest on the 
AQUO Circuit 

- having been first 
held in 19fi7. Two prelintinary 
rounds will he gone through 25 and 
26 Nov. at h.liO and 6.00 pm respec¬ 
tively with the final on 27 Nov. at 6 

m On all three days the vemio will 
e Christ the King Parish Hall. .5 

Syed Amir ALi Avenue. The quiz¬ 
masters Isorry 9ui/ persons) are 
jnyshree Singh and MilionI Hen- 
nesey. Jayshree. did the Eddie Hyde 
Quiz three ot tour years ago. Mil¬ 
ford, who has (|iii/zed a lot on the 
.school (.in oil. makes his ‘open' 
debut. 

Hen« is a report Irom )r M.K. 
Agarwal, Ranch i I 

"Hill Town Javcees. KaiK.ln. orga¬ 
nised Iheir 3rd In(er-S..hool Quiz, at 
the Satya Bharati Hall. Thirteen 
SI hools paituaputed in the 111 round 
compi’tition. three teams being eli¬ 

minated after three rounds. Apart 
from local schools we had invited 
schools from Jamshedpur, Knmgarh 
and Haz.anbagh. 

The sopnsors were Balsara 
Hygiene Products Ltd., Bornbay- 
makers fo Promise tooth paste who 
have instituted a running trophy foi 
this (.oinpetition named alter their 
produit. I).B.M.,S School, famshed- 

11th Question; In 
which sport did Svet¬ 
lana Savitskaya, the 
second woman cos- 
monaut excel? 
(HImadri Chaudhuri 
Calcutta) 

Ana: In 1970 she won the overall 
world aerobatics championship. 

pur, were clear winners' with 2.'l 
points. The second and third plac es 
were taken by Little Flowci .School, 
Jamshedpur and St Xavier's School, 
Uoranda, Ran(.hi, with 18 and 10 
points respeiJively. Last year's win¬ 
ners Vikas Vidyalaya, RancJii got 9 
{mints. 

Questions were of a liigti standard 
covering variou.s subjects. Quite a 

vmi 111 III ll I I I ll ill 

tew of them were taken from the Thk 
Ti.Lfcc.KAeii Colour Magazine. 
(Thank you very much—O'B.) The 
Quiz was prepared and conducted 
by our Chapter’s Past President. Jc 
O.F. Sarawgi who did it exportly." 

“Whii.li II.S. State is called the 
.Show Me Slate?’’ asks M.K Suresh, 
Calcutta 29. 

Mi.ssoiin, and is embodied in the 
phrase. 'I’m from Mi.ssouri, you'll 
hav(' to show me.' It i.s .said to have 
been {lopularised by u Missouri 
(Congressman, (Col. Vandiver, and 
President Truman was fond of it, 
too. According to context It has two 
distinct implications. Qne story de¬ 
rives it from the mines of Leadville, 
Colorado, where Missouri men were 
sometimes employed. They were 
completelv ignorant of the nature of 
the work and everything had to be 
explained to them, hence the 
phrase. The other use depicts the 
man from Missouri as shrewd and 

j^ard-headed He will take nothing 
"Mm trust nor buy any pig in a poke. 

All claims must be substantiated 
before he will go further, Jne may 
guess the interpretation favoured in 
Missouri. 

QUESTIONS 

1. Whal is the Parliiimeiil ol Sweden called? (Pradip 
Kr Datta, (Chiiistirahj 

2. What is dewpoint? (Salish Chandra Triputhi, 
(.Calcutla-7) 

S.Whiil are pyroter.hnies? (Andr(*w Alpin, Calcutta 
17) 

4. Whal do th(> abhreviritions ‘b.d.p.i..’ and ‘I d.p.c..' 
on a doctor s pre.scription stand lor? (Prahlad 
Ghosh, (.alciitta 29) 

5. Who is the latest winner ol the Bharatiya Jnanp’.th 
Award? (Shyanial Bnsu, Buniwan) 

B.Whnt is the dilterence between afiogce and 
perigee? (Shobhana Ganguli. (Calcutta 13) 

7. What are angels or horseback? (V.S. Subrama- 
nian, (Calcutta 29) 

8. What was India's Plan holiday? (Mitu Roy, 
Calcutta 15) 

9. Who said, "At a dinner you should eat wisely and 
not well, and talk well but not wisely?" (L.V. 
Sriiiiva.san, Calcutta 19) 

lO.What are acid rocks? (K. Murali, Calcutta 26) 

ANSWERS 

(0014 
-sanb aq) ui fiuipuas uosjail A'q uoAift j8msuv») 

94i|oXqj ‘'aiiUBjJj '8'o 
‘Boips jo sjoiu JO %99 iiuiuiBiuo:) spoj‘snoauSpoi 

•uieqSnDf^ 4asj8uios‘6 , 
•siiB|d jBa;^-8Ay 

qit- puB pjc 8q4 uasMtaq (69*9961) duH jnaX-c V‘9 * 
•uooeq JO sa'iijs ui paddojM sjajsAo jo XjnoAcs V'Z 

-qjjBo aqi 
04 }sajB8u 4utod aqi X|jBiimis sj aalijjad •q4J88 
aqi UJOJJ 4saqiJPJ 84!(184Bs [eiotj]4JB ub jo 48UBid 
p ‘uoom »q4 jo 4iqjo 8q4 uj 4iiind aqj si saSodvQ 

-ss848od tpuiH aqi ‘Buiaeyv {AapBqBjq-g , 
'(sjeeui ja4jB ABp a ssuip S8jq4} 

uinqi') 4Sod ajp J84 - rvd'pq ;(s'[b8ui j84jb Aap 
B 8r)t/w4) ainqio isod etp s|q—Td-p'q ;sujj34 urb^’^ 

-s:|jOAi\8J!j (Sui'ifBUi JO 4JC aqi)-e , 
asuapuoo 04 

suiSaq jnodBA jsibaa qojqAA jb ajn4ejaduta4 aqx'Z , 
•8Bps>|iU'i ,, 

Answer to WHO’S WHOSE 
The two female dogs both live next to the male dog; $0 Sultan the Spitz 

lives in house No. 2. 
A litter of pups each in house No. 3 and Una's means Lina lives in house 

No. 1. 
Rina has bought some pink ribbon for her dog; so Rina has the female 

Poodle; she lives In liouse No. 3. Tina lives in house No. 2 with the Spitz. So, 
Una lives in house No. 1 with the Dobermann, 



panorama / The NCC 

ODICK MARCH! 
For 35 years, it has disciplined and trained the youth of the country The year, 1981. The 

place, Badlaghat. The in¬ 
cident, a major train 
accident. As the .wound¬ 
ed lay writhing in pain. 

. a group of uniformed 
young men and women tended to 
their needs. They moved around 
with precision and confidence; the 
worried relatives hovering around 
the stretchers and make-shift beds 
knew their near ones were in safe 
hands. Naturally; these young peo¬ 
ple belonged to the National Cadet 
Corps (NCC). 

For the NCC. it all began a couple 
of years before Independence. The 
war was on: it was increasingly felt 
that the educational system in the 
country laid far too much stress on 
academics. Recuitment in the armed 
forces suffered from a single lacu¬ 

nae; manpower was never in deaftH, 
character and leadership were. 

Earlier, Lord Baden Powell had 
observed much the same pattern in 
England. He had written that young 
Britishers "while able to read and 
write...and easily made into smart- 
looking parade soldiers were with¬ 
out individuality or strength of char¬ 
acter, utterly without resourceful¬ 
ness, initiative or guts for adven¬ 
ture." The boy scout organisation 
was formed; youth movement for 
the first time took a definite shape. 

The Raj in India watched Lord 
Poweil’s success; in July 1946, the 
National Cadet Corps Committee 
was set up "to consider and make 
recommendations for the establish¬ 
ment of a nationwide basis of a 
cadet corps organisation embracing 
both schools and universities." The 

14-member.jBomiaittee was chaired 
by Pandit H.N. Kunzru. 

The committee report, submitted 
in March 1947, maintained that the 
primary objective of the proposed 
corps would be educational; a sense 
of discipline had to be imparted to 
the youth as also a corresponding 
interest in the defence of the 
country. 

In the meantime, India burned. 
The transfer of power, the riots and 
the Kashmir aggression kept the 
NCC scheme in Xeyance. However, 
the NCC bill was moved in the 
Parliament of independent India: on 
April 16, 1948, the NCC Act came 
into force. History had been made. 

A year later, the NCC ranks were 
thrown open to girls also; by 1960, 
the demand for enrolment had far 
outstripped the number which 



could actually be accommodated. 
Thus, the NCC Rifles was fonned. 

However, India burned again. 
China attacked; compulsoiy NCC 
training was imposed. The N(X 
Rifles was now redundant; the same 
year saw its merger with the NCC. 
Compulsory NCC training was with¬ 
drawn in 1968; shortly after, two 
other youth organisations—the 
national service corps and' the 
national sports organisation—were 
formed. 

Thirtyfive years is not a very long 
time. The NCC, however, has 
achieved much. Starting with an 
initial cadet strength of 38.305, the 
organisation now has 1.1 million 
young boys and girls on its rolls, 
spread over 16 directorates in the 
country. The directorates, as a 
group, function under a director 
general of the rank of lieutenant 
general (a recent upgradation from 
the rank of major general). Each 
directorate works under a director of 
the rank of brigadier and is subse¬ 
quently divided into units, each 
functioning from a group headquar¬ 
ters. 

The NCC was given an inter¬ 
service outlook when, in 1950, an 

air wing was added to it followed by 
a naval wing two years later. 

There are three divisions: senior 
(college and university students; 
junior (school students); and girls. 
The junior and senior divisions are 
trained in the services: army (artil¬ 
lery. armoured, infantry, sisals, 
electrical and mechanical engineer¬ 
ing), navy (technical, nontechnical 
and medical) and the air force 
(flying and technical) For the girls, 
training emphasis is on first aid, 
nursing, wireless and telephone 
communication and civil deiencn 

Defence-oriented training: During 
the first stage of training, army wing 
cadets are taught the use of the rifle 
in drills, weapon training and field 
craft. They are next trained in the 
advanced use of weapons and field 
craft. The naval wing cadets learn 
sailing while the air wing cadets go 
up in gliders and obtain practical 
knowledge of powered flying. The 
girl cadets get specialised training in 
signalling and first aid. To add to 
the training, there are exhaustive 
classroom lectures on military his¬ 
tory, military geography and de¬ 
fence service organisations. 

However, despite the essentially 

defence-oriented training the 
NCC cannot be called a "second line 
of defence." As Maj Gen B.M. Bhat- 
tacharjea, PVSM, MVC, Rtd (direc¬ 
tor general of the NCC during 1973- 
7.5) says, "the NCC is neither a 
second line of defence nor a para 
military force. It is a youth move¬ 
ment based on schools and col¬ 
leges.” 

With regard to the common 
allegation that NCC traintug is just a 
prelude to entry in the armed ser¬ 
vices, Maj Gen Bhaltm hnrjea says 
emphatically, "vacancies (in the ser- 
yices) are earmarked toi N( IC cadets: 
but NCC training also provides 
wider benefits for wulei employ¬ 
ment." 

The expenses incurred by the 
NCC are funded by the delence 
budget and the state concerned, the 
ratio being 2:1. The Centre funds the 
pay and allowances of the perma¬ 
nent training staff (armed force.'! 
personnel), unit equipment, mecha¬ 
nical transport, uniforms, annua! 
practice ammunition and half of the 
training camp expenses. The state 
meets the exiiense.s accruing from 
the salaries and allowances oi the 
civilian employees m the units and 
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office contingencies, accommoda¬ 
tion and office furniture, petrol for 
mechanical transport, pre- 
commission and refresher training 
of officers, outfit allowance and 
honorarium of the officers, refresh¬ 
ments and half of the training ex¬ 
penses. The West Bengal. Sikkim and 

Andamans directorate has a 
cadet strength ot a lakh and 

50,000 spread over 52 units and a 
station headquarters, and comprises 
students from 20 schools and col¬ 
leges from each unit. This, interes¬ 
tingly. is in sharp contrast to the 
Uttar Pradesh directorate which has 
a cadet strength oi a lakh and 21,000 
spread over 121 units. The anomaly 
ih the cadre; unit ratio is significant: 
the pressuni on the WB directorate 
is obvious. 

Sikkim, which wa.s added to the 
NCC map on.April 1, 1976, has a 
station headquarters. As Sikkim has 
only one college, the headquarters 
do not have any senior^division: 
the NCC there c;omprises only the 
junior division (boys) and junior 
wing (girls). 

The Andamans have two units; 
one each of the Army and the Navy. 
Wing comander Rana Ray. depuiy 
direr.tar, NCC, who visitbd Port 
Blair recently, is optimistic that an 
NCC Air Squadron can soon be set 
up there. "The response there is 
tremendous," he .says. 

There has also been a marked 
decline in the number of cadets of 
the senior division since 1968 w’hen 
NCC training was again made volun¬ 
tary. The response to the movement 
in this direc.toratc has been flagging; 
reports suggest that the government 
can bo blamed to some extent. 

According to NCC insiders, the 
Left Front Government does not do 
much when it c;omes to meeting 
their share of the expenditure. "This 
may be a policy de(.:ision. After all 
the Left Front’s main target is the 
rural core, whereas the NCC is basi¬ 
cally a movement of the suburban 
and urban areas," says an NCC top 
official. “There have been times 
when funds for a particular camp 
have arrived much after its comple¬ 
tion," he remarks. 

Also, another factor that may have 
contributed to the dwindling num¬ 
ber of cadets in the state concerns 
the educational set-up of the state. 
The delay in the publication of 
Calcutta University results puts the 
prospective NCC cadet in a 
dilemma. 

Entry in the armed forces; NCC 
cadets are eligible to appear for their 
‘C certificate exams after three 
years' training. Such certificate hol¬ 
ders, who are also graduates and fall 
within the 19-22 years age group, 
can apply for regular commission in 
the Army. Thirty-two seats are re¬ 
served for such certificate holders in 
the Indian Military Academy. In the 
navy and air wings of the NCC, 
direct entry is permitted for ‘C 
certificate holders of the corres¬ 
ponding wing into the navy and air 
force without having to appear for 
the UPSC examinations. 

But, with Calcutta University 
being what it is, a student almost 
invariably becomes a graduate after 
crossing the upper age limit and 
getting his NCC 'C' certificate. Thus, 
the NCC certificate does not, for 
him. provide any “tangible" results: 
the certificate fails to be a “short 
cut” to the services. The actual 
enrolment in the NCXT, cadre in the 
WB, Sikkim and Andamans directo¬ 
rate is around 60% ef the authorised 
number. 
' Another reason for the growing 

lack of interest among the urban 
youth is the stale government’s 
apparent apathy to providing incen¬ 
tives for NCC training. Karnataka, 
whose overall performance as a 
directorate has been outstanding of 
late, is reported to be offering lucra¬ 
tive cash incentives to those cadets 
selected for the Republic Day Camp 
Banner, easily the most prestigious 
compeitive event among the directo¬ 
rates. 

In the West Bengal, Sikkim and 
Andamans directorate, only Visva 
Bharati university has offered some 
incentives: students with ‘B* and *C’ 
t;ertificates have been granted five 
per cent additional marics for admis¬ 
sion in the undergraduate and post¬ 
graduate classe.s, respectively. 

The NCC authoritius have made 
repeated representations to the Cal¬ 
cutta University authorities for the 
introduction of such incentives, the 
last such repre.sentation being made 
through a letter on September 7, 
1983. ’The reply is still awaited. 

It is felt that the heads of schools 
and colleges should also help to 
create a greater awareness of the 
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movement among students. 
Prospective employers have also 

been urged to give “at least, the first 
refusals” to those candidates hold¬ 
ing NCC certificates. The director of 
the West Bengal, Sikkim and Anda¬ 
mans directorate, Brigadier A. 
Banerjee, however, feels that job 
reservation is not necessary in order 
to create incentives. 

Brig Banerjee, interestingly, is not 
inclined to blame the Left Front 
government; for him, “our directo¬ 
rate (is as) well off financially as any 
other state in the country." If fi¬ 
nance is not any hindrance to the 
normal growth of the movement in 
this directorate. Brig Banerjee's 
statement implies that urban youth 
is singularly disinterested; the over¬ 
all performance of this directorate— 
barring individual success—has not 
been exactly encouraging. However, 
the air wing of the directorate was 
the best air wing contingent at the 
All-India Camp held at Bangalore in 
June 1980. 

Malor pn\|ect8: At the moment, 
the NCC has major projects in the 
ofhng; hang gliding, para-sailing, 

water-skiing, plantation of 11 lakh 
trees annually, and bringing some 
20,000 youths under the national 
intergration scheme. (It has been 
decided to make the planting of one 
'tree annually compulsory for all the 
11 lakh cadets). 

A group insurance scheme for the 
cadets is under the consideration of 
the Centre. Under the scheme, the 
cadet, the state government and the 
centre would have to pay 50 paise 
each per year. The amount would be 
pooled and deposited in a fund 
bearing 10% interest; the interest 
would be used to cover the insur¬ 
ance benefits. 

Under the national integration 
scheme, Andra Pradesh directorate 
has been grouped with West Bengal, 
Sikkim and the Andamans and 40 
cadets, 20 of them girls, from each 
state will visit a village in the other 
state and live with local people for 
some days. A total of 640 cadets will 
participate in the national integra¬ 
tion programme this year and the 
number will be increased to 20,000 
next year. Under the youth ex¬ 
change programme with Canada, 

Rajalaxmi (WB, Sikkim and Anda¬ 
mans directorate) is now in Canada, 
and another naval cadet has gone on 
a naval cruise abroad. 

The NCC now essentially 
stands for adventure-oriented 
training. As Maj Gen Bhat- 

tacharjea puts it, “The strategy 
(which will help to) achieve our 
target is to recreate a favourable 
image of the NCC, by making it a 
fashion among the students." 

With the shift to adventure- 
oriented programmes since the early 
70s, mountaineering and trekking 
expeditions have received a fillip. A 
12-member team successfully 
climbed the Jaonali peak (6632 mts) 
in Uttar Kashi in june, 1981 while 
the Kedarnath Dome (6.131 mts) 
was scaled by a 14-member team 
three months later. Trekking expedi¬ 
tions were also carried out the fol¬ 
lowing year to Pir Panjal. Rohtang 
Pass. Chamba, Yamunathri, the Val¬ 
ley of Flowers and Hemkund. In 
1983. 6.92 lakh rupees were funded 
by the centre for adventure-oriented 
activities. 

Another notable achievement of 
the NCC was its role during the IX 
Asiad at Delhi last year. Cadets 
coordinated and organised the inau¬ 
gural and closing day cultural func¬ 
tions. while many maids of honour 
requisitioned for the various prize¬ 
giving ceremonies came from the 
NCC. 

A total of 44,714 cadets attended 
the annual training camps this year 
while another 7,259 participated in 
other centrally organi.sed camp 
courses such as rock climbing and 
combined annual training camps, 
Vayu Sainik camps and Nau Sainik 
camps, basic leadership courses and 
advanced leadership courses. A tot¬ 
al of 109 officers and 5,442 cadets 
are also at present attached to the 
Army. Navy and Air Force units for 
first hand experience. Altogether, 20 
cadets were selected for pre-flying 
training courses for enrolment in the 
flying branch of the lAF. 

An NCC cadet, jayanta Prama- 
nick, sums it up, “We are more 
responsible and disciplined after 
the training, but the initiative to 
learn has to be one's own.” What 
with schemes like the National Ser¬ 
vice Scheme (NSS) with its less 
vigorous training gaining popular¬ 
ity, the N(X after 35 years of service, 
could now do well with a lot of such 
initiative. 

Abhijit Dasgupta 
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DRESS CIRCLE 
IN HER MOTHER^S FOOTSTEPS 

Left: Nigeria-born Ranjabati Sircar has just 
left behind her teens, but is already an 
obvious talent of the future. The magnetic 
daughter of the renowned dancer, Dr Man- 
jusri Chaki-Sircar, is manv merits rolled into 
a lissome frame. Her main interest lies in 
various classical dance forms and she is 
specialising in creative and modern dance. 
Ranjabati left the other day to participate in 
the first such workshop on Pan-Cultural 
Performance Project by the Commonwealth 
Institute in London on a British Council 
grant. She will be there for six weeks from 
where she will proceed to New York. 

AILW 



DANCE STEPS TO FAME 
Left: One of the rising stars in the field of 
Odissi is Madhumita Goswami who will once 
again send the Kala Mandir auditorium re¬ 
verberating to her dance steps on November 
2$ in the Calcutta Music Conference. She 
performed in New Delhi just yesterday at the 
India International Centre. A disciple of 
Guru Kelucharan Mahapatra, Madhumita is 
all set to hit the big times soon as her already 
impressive track record shows. She secured 
a first-class-first in Dance for her BA Part 1 . 
from Rabindra Bharati University in 1982 and 
in less than a year, has left indelible impress¬ 
ions. 

SINGING TO 
LP*$ TUNES 

Right: Staging their first program¬ 
me in Calcutta, the most success¬ 

ful music duo in Hindi films, 
Laxmikant Pyareial presented a 

host of rising playback stars 
yesterday, with a repeat perform? 

ance today. The singers include 
S.P. Baiasubrami^niam, Shabbir 
Kumar, Shaiiendra Singh, Alka 
' Yafnitc, Shakti Thakur, Suresh 

AfladJcftT/ Nitih jyHikes>h/ Anuradha 
and B^y Rajeswari. 



Inner Eye 
NEXT SEVEN DAYS 

FROM NOVEMBER 20 TO NOVEMBER 26 

A 
RIES 
Mw 21-Apr 20 L 

EO 
July 23-auB 22 

You will feel confi- At last you are on 
dent this week. You the verge of achiav- 

Will progress in your career. All 
romantic troubies will be 
•smoothed over. You will be 
more alert and ready to deal 
with events as they occur. 
There are chances ot In¬ 
creased income. Influential 
people will help you. 

ing a breakthrough. You have 
probably had K) wait and work 
most of this weak in order to do 
so. Although romantic urges 
are likely to present difficulties, 
you should be able to make 
good progress in other areas 
of life. 

AGITTARIUS 
Nov IZ-Ote 22 
Indications are that 
this will be one of 

the bast weeks you have had 
for quite a white. A secret love 
affair or association is likely to 
be terminated suddenly. Busi¬ 
ness wHI prosper. You wilt 
travel, after which your for¬ 
tunes will Improve. The week 
ends with a happy romance. 

AURUS WT IRGO J'T 
1 

Apr 21-Msy 22 Aug 23-&«pl 22 

Some improvement w You may get a call 
—T-rm in your tortunee is out of the blue from 

Indicated. Look out for oppor¬ 
tunities to increase your earn¬ 
ings. Make decisions with care 
and stick to them. A happy 
event or a lottery win is pre¬ 
dicted. Do not be afraid to face 
risks. Chances ot promo^ 
are Hkely. 

a good friend who has been 
out of sight though not out of 
mind for Tar too long. A benefi¬ 
cial change of job or residence 

'is possible this week. Your 
prospects show improvement 
esp^aUy with regard to love 
and domestic affairs. 

APRICORN 
Due SS-Jari zo 

People around you 
will be full of bnght 

ideas. You will certainly be 
stimulated by the atmosphere 
around you. Professional 
advice wilt be helpful in solving 
personal problems. You will be 
eble to influence people and 
extract usaful information. Be 
guided by your own intuitions. 

G 
EMINI 1 
May 23-Juna 21 J 

You must be ale*-* L 
IBRA 
Sapt 23-Oot 22 
You will be to ftoan- A 

and hardworking cial straits this week. 
th«s*week. Business transac¬ 
tions should be conducted in 
the momjngs as far as poaai- 
bte. This vwit ensure concen¬ 
tration and application. Titita 
reasonabla risks. Listen to the 
advice of elders. Do not make 
hasty decisions. 

bring you down. It n^t not be 
posfible to foliow up plans for 
pleaaure and keep up with 
friends that you had made. 
Friends that you were hoping 
to meet might nm turn up at toe 
last moment. 

QUARIUS 
Jan 21-Fab 20 
A new friendship w«l 
bring you great en¬ 

couragement. However, ro¬ 
mance IS not favourable. You 
might have to cope with a 
number of small oheres. A 
letter might arrive, requiring 
immediate attention. Qalns 
through the occult are also 
indicated. 

^ ANGER 
Juno 22-July 22 

, ^ Be prepared for de- 
I_I lays and obstacles 
with regard to business and 
domestic affairs. Take nothing 
for granted especially where 
property and elders are con¬ 
cerned. Change your present 
attitudes or trouble mighi re- 
suH. Promotion might come 
your way. 

CORPIO 
Oct 23-Nov 21 

If you have been 
having a lot of trou¬ 

ble at home you might find it 
helpful to discuss matters with 
a professional counsellor. 
However attractive proposi¬ 
tions may seem, they ere un¬ 
likely to be fruitful. You are 
advised to be cautious in toe 
conduct of all your affttirs. 

ISCES 
Feb .21-Mi« 20 
Personal effort will 
count a great deal 

this week. An influential per¬ 
son might unexpectedly let you 
down. Do not invest In any 
schemes to make money. 
Speculation at this stage 
would be ruinous. Good week 
tor sorting out problems cw- 
nected with children. 

SUGGESTIONS LUCKY NUMBER AND COLOURS 

aUNOAV KKOirATION NOVEtMKR 20 1 oiMiiloa 
MONDAY AuesKioua aaia NOVEMBER 21 2 wwn 

TUeSQAY iHOSHKO NOVEMBER 22 3 .'aao 
WEONCaOAV Buaeia NOVEMHR 23 a IMM 

TMUfWOAY coNMaeoaMeMi NOvaMBER 24 s rnuew 

FWMV mam NOfianeR 2s 7 OMT 

SATUnOAV '' NoytoMCR 2a 4 oaMf 

BIRTHDAYS 

Novtmbgr 20 
(n an effort to progress to your 
career, you might be ruining 
your h^Kh,. Your relationships 
wito influaniial people will im¬ 
prove to ig04. Use your im- 
agination. New methods and 
new ideas for solving finandat 
problems should be used. 

November 21 
A year ol steady business and 
personal ojntentment is fore¬ 
cast. Business correspond¬ 
ence should be given atten¬ 
tion. Deal wito minor routine 
matters early so that you do 
npt have worries nagging at 
the back ot ypur mind vvhen 
toe time comes to deal wito 
more important issues. 

November 22 
Your birthday falls on an auspi¬ 
cious date. Take reasonable 
risks—go ahead with your 
plans. A sijecially happy year 
tor those of you who have a 
chance to get involved in out¬ 
door activibes. You may even 
beck e few winners at the 
tred(. Be alert to your activities 
and success is assured. 

November 23 
Take toe utmost cere when 
embarking on new schemes. 
You and your spouse will be 
given the opportunity to dis¬ 
cuss financial affairs. Talk over 
the family budget. See If there 
are ways of cutting down on 
toa amount that you spend on 
regular purchases. 

November 24 
Be assured that thirns are 
going to get better. Contact 
with influential people will pro¬ 
duce good results, Pettole will 
be helpful regarding business. 
You rmght get a loan if you are 
attempting to expand your 
businass. 

November 25 
You can look forward to 1984 
with toe utmost confidence. 
Your long cherished ambitions 
will be fwfuted. This period is 
important regarding career. 
More time ano attention should 
be given to matters tost in¬ 
volve loved ones. Expenditure 
is also tereaeen. 

November 20 
Your fertunes will beieaapnto- 
iUoiM dwtog !884, fie eareful 
to deaitoi^ wMh toaae to ato 
toorily dtntoo toe M moftfia 
of thie year. Do what you can 
to oUltivirte toe confkMnce of 
peopio Ntotod tot acenoe who 
eotm iktopiy ym ueatol 
ttdomwtom. 

Iil.a RAMAN, : 



.Cut to Music. 
A correspondent re¬ 

cently visited a 
newly opened hair cutting 
saloon in his locality and 
was impressed on seeing 
the devices that the own¬ 
ers had adopted to woo 
customers away from the 
other saloons in the area. 
Apart from garishly slick 
interiors, suumica topped 
tables, plush and cosy 
push back chairs and a 
gen-set to keep the cus¬ 
tomer cool in the event of 
a power cut, an elaborate 
music system has been 
provided. All this, howev¬ 
er, does not make it an 
elite saloon for its charges 
are only fifty paise more 
than the normal rates. 

And there is something 

WHAT will a reporter 
not do to get his 

story? On a recent occa¬ 
sion one witnessed in real 
life a watered down ver¬ 
sion of the plot of Irving 
Wallace’s The Almighty. 
(To be very brief the plot 
of this book revolves 
around a newspaper prop¬ 
rietor who caused events 
to happen so that his re¬ 
porters could be the first 
to report them.) 

The Margis, who figure 
high in the interest rating 
of reporters’ assignments, 
had brought out a long 

unique about the handling 
of the music system by the. 
owners. The barbers pre¬ 
fer to attend to their cus¬ 
tomers, as far as possible, 
according to their age 
groups with ’matching’ 
music being blared out of 
the ampli-speakers instal¬ 
led. In fact the barbers 
would request some elder-. 

ly customers to leaf 
through the magazines in 
an accompanying room if 
some young people were 
having their haircuts and 
shaves. 

So when this correspon¬ 
dent had his haircut with 
some young men, catchy 
disco tunes from the latest 
Hindi blockbuster were 

.R^rtets’Tand&fa. 
procession in the city and 
trouble was feared for 
they were expected to 
defy the pttlice ban on 
performing their tradi¬ 
tional Tandava dance 
with skulls; daggers and 
burning torches. Repor¬ 
ters from all papers there¬ 
fore rushed excitedly to 
the spot. 

The newsmen ex¬ 
pectedly inarched along 
with the procession, led it 
in fact, and were a trifle 
disappointed when it 
reached its destination, a 
paric in north Calcutta, 

without incident. Never¬ 
theless, hope still burned 
bright, for the Margis were 
to hold a long public 
meeting there. However, 
two hours passed with the 
closest thing resembling 
daggers and fire being the 
sharp, impassioned 
speeches. 

Eventually, one reporter 
could stand it no Icmger. 
He marched up to the saf¬ 
fron-clad organiser of the 
show and shouted at him 
in genuine anger, “Why 
are you burdening us with 
so much useless history? 

played for entertainment. 
The next ‘batch’ constitut¬ 
ing some gentlemen— 
young and not so young— 
had their haircuts and 
shaves to the melodious 
and relatively sombre 
strains of Rabindra- 
sangeet. 

A local wag quipped 
that soon the owners 
would intend splitting 
their middieaged custom¬ 
ers Into "natives’ and 
‘sahibs'; while the former 
would be provided with 
Rabin dra.sangeet, the lat¬ 
ter may well have the pri¬ 
vilege of listening to Bach, 
Beethoven or Mozartl 

We’ve heard of hardsell 
all right, but this, maybe, 
i.s ‘sound sell." 

Why don’t you dance, 
what do you think we 
have been waiting for?’’ 
So sharp were his barbs, 
and so hurting his in¬ 
sinuations that the Margis 
were scared of the police, 
that the Qvadhmits were 
reduced to humbly apolo¬ 
gising for the inconveni¬ 
ence caused to the news¬ 
men and, as compensa¬ 
tion, three of them surrep¬ 
titiously performed the 
dance in a side-.street, just 
long enough for the repor- 
tera to get their story and 
the photographers their 
pictures. 

lUwrtrMisiM: DebMMi D*h 





)ebashree Roy 

IN BOMBAY 
I has gone westwards 
e stardust 



SHE'S just the kind of girl 
you would love to take 
home to mother. Espe> 
daily when mother isn't 
home. There is some¬ 
thing so vulnerable, so 

Indian, about Debashree Roy that 
you want to stop asking questions, 
put aside your camera equipment, 
and cuddle her instead. 

She's pretty without a doubt, but 
the girl-next-door still lives inside 
this rising Bengali star who's des¬ 
tination is now Bombay. 

The three-year-old Chumki who 
starred in Pagol Thakur quickly 
grew up into a sprightly tomboy 
who was ready to play French crick¬ 
et in the nearby alley at the snap of 
the fingers. 

Tarun Majumdar, with his sharp 
eye for young talent, gave her the 
most notable of her roles as a child 
artiste in Kuheli. As the adolescent 
Rumki Roy. she did Nodi’ Thekey 
SogorO' and G.T. Hoad, but it was 
again left to Tarun Majumdar to 
strike when the iron was hot; Elador 
Kirti was born, and with it, De¬ 
bashree Roy. 

This man. Tarun Majumdar, is 
amazing. From the time of Kanan 
Devi and Devika Rani, there have 
been several Bengali heroines who 
have rainbowed their way to the pot 
of gold in Bombay. 

And among the recent crop of 
talent. Majumdar has been responsi¬ 
ble for providing two major heroines 
to Bombay: Raakhee Gulzar and 
Moushumi Chatterjee. So Debashree 
Roy is in good company. 

Another fascination Majum¬ 
dar has is for renaming his finds as if 
to brand them with his logo. Thus, 
Indira became Moushumi, Sonali 
became Mahua, Partha became 
Ayan. “Maybe he thought the name. 
Debashree, would make Rumki a 
star, too.” smiled the star,*Rumki' 
peeping through the doe eyes. “Or 
maybe he wanted to break away 
from a singer-dancer image." 

Rumki'Jhumki are a pair of riot 
girls. They have made a liame for 
themselves ns singer-dancers in 
stage performances. In fact, jhuinki 
still mves sponsored programmes 
though she has lost (professionally) 
the other side of the hyphen. 

Dadar Kirti, exjjectedly, was a hit 
and quickly followed Aparna Sett's 
trendsetting 36, Chowringhee Lone, 
which Debashree was signed for 
after an extensive search for the 
right kind of girl. The girl had to 
have the Indian variety of feminine 
vulnerability with a naive, bridled 

With SandMp PatH In ‘Kabhl A|n«bM They’: no longer atrangers 
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•xuality. The khtd who simmered 
^ntly and brought out the man in 
'OU. 

Apaina hen’s shrewd eye hit the 
igfai girl, a case of casting perfec* 
ion. lennifer Kapoor walked away 
vifh the acting honours, but mo.st 
teople with their hearts in the right 
dace, came out of the halls with 
Ctss Girl Debashree following them 
D their pillaws. 

36, CJhowringhee Lane brought 
)ebashree upfront on the national 
ilm scene and her path was strewn 
vith ruse petals. One doesn’t know 
vith petabsoft feet: the pink could 
)e from the bruises of the rose 
letals, too. ' 

Tiit: time, she thought,was ripe 
for a sortie to Konibay. Things 
were getting brighter in ToUy- 

iunge and it .she had concentrated 
lere, she. would have been the big- 
jest draw by now. But the Leo in her 
or maybe in her mother) had set 
lyes on Bombay. Kaishri Pictures 
vere the right choice and she got 
iyo To Aise Jiyo with Ardn Govil It 
umed out to be soggy biscuits. 

Her record in Bombay isn’t too 

bad; 'usticeChoudhuiy.a miiltUtar* 
rer, featured her in a small role and 
Phulwori is scheduled for. a Decern' 
her release. Seepiyan. Bura Aaadmi 
and Kabhi .A/nabee They are ready, 
too. The last mentioned has San- 
deep Patil and Poonam Dhlllon as 
her co'Stars, but apart from that, her 
films are small-budget with new 
stars and directors. Another film, 
Phir Aya Sawan. exploits her danc¬ 
ing talent with Sitara Devi as the 
dance director. She has been signed 
for Anmol Mohnfabqf, C'hubhan and 
Pyar Budhate Chalo. 

Did she hurry a little too much? 
Would she have been on a better 
wicket if she had first established 
herself on Banglaar maafi? 

She doesn't feel it was a tactical 
error. She laughed her suimy laugh¬ 
ter again, spreading the warmth all 
over you. “I went to Bombay to do a 
film for Kajshri, not Rajesh (Khan- 
na)! I didn’t plan it out really. The 
element of luck is very important. 
And I leave everything to my mother 
to do. She knows Mst. But I do 
know one thing: I have the talent 
and I’ll make it. Big banners and big 
heroes will come to me when they 
need me. Right now, I need them! 

I'm doing solid battiiiig/’ she wink¬ 
ed. 'T know I'll get my century even 
if it takes a little time.” 

SANDEEP Patil and cricket. 
Kabhi A/nabee They. (Stran¬ 
gers Once.) No longer. De¬ 

bashree Roy is game anytime. Bring 
out the bat and Ball and she will still 

M, ChowrInghM L»n«': wh«n fortune tndfocl on hor 

Vtth ItatMui wvd SoncRiyg In ‘D«d«r KbH': eteiHying Into hor teen* 

out the bat and Ball and she will still 
grab it and take her stance. But 
stardom won't allow her to do it 
now. She would get mobbed in the 
bylane. Now, Patil i« doing the 
batting. 

Among the Bengali films she is 
doing, an important one is Ajoy 
Kar's Bishbriksha, starring Aparna 
Sen and Rau)it Mullick. But the fact 
that she is making it in Bombay is 
that already, she has l)egim getting 
wolf whistles on Calcutta streets, 
her bottom pinched when she 
attends Kali Pu/as in somewhat 
boisterous areas, and /ears about 
Patil hitting sixers. The gossip mills 
in Bombay have also started grind¬ 
ing out stories about her romances 
off the screen. Glossier like Btardust 
and Cine Blitz have sfartsd featuring 
her as cover mentioml. In fact, a 
recent issue of Starduiit carried a 
story on her for vvhicH she has filed 
a suit against the magazine and the 
writers. “Each and every line of the 
article that appeared in Stardust 
(Sept ’83) is false and I deny It all,* 
she said. "The reporters have bemi 
summoned to appear before the 
court sometime in December. So 1 
don't want to say anything about 
this case now except that the two 
reporters didn't even meet us ever, 
in any capacity.” 

Gossip, she agrees, helps a film 
star’s career, especially in Bombay. 
“But we must take ail we read with a 
large pinch of salt.” she said. "San- 
deep is just a good friend. He's the 
hero of my film. There’s nothing 
more to it. All those stories about 
our romance are all made up. Some 
inlrchi-mosola, as they say in 
Itombay!” 

Today, Debashree Roy is a ripe 19. 
Waiting to blossom in Bombay. An 
avid interest in films did affect her 
studies, but she has no regrets. “I’ve 
always wanted to be a big actress, I 
was never fond of studies. I owe a 
lot to Tanuda (Tarun Majuradar) 
and Rinadi (Aparna Sen). I’m deter¬ 
mined to reach the top in Bombay,” 
she said with quiet dignity. 

It was then that I saw the steely 
Leo beneath that vulnerability. 

<AUce doesn't live here anymore. 

Text ind fdiotogniiiiist 
Anil Grover 
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ia accurate at the time of 
going to preaa 

REGULAR SHOWS 

ftoar Turn Na Hote: Paradise 
(^ntinck Street; 235442)-4 
shows, Gem (Acharya Jagad^ 
ish Chandra Bose Road; 
249828), Moonlight (T.C. Dut- 
ta Street; 343339), Jaya (Lake 
Town; 573936). Uttara (Bidhan 
Sarani; 552200) & Ujjala (Rus- 
sa Road; 47B666)*3 shows. 

Rajesh Khanna, Rekha and 
Raj Babbar form the leadina 

cast in this film, directed by 
Lekh Tandon with music by 
R.D. Burman. 
Arth (A): Metro (Chowringhee 
Road; 233541 )-2.30, 5.30. 
8.30; Basusree (S.P. Mukher- 
jee Road; 478808), Bina 
^idhan Sarani; 341522) & 
Pumasree (Raja Raj KIssen 
Street; 554033)-noon. 

Shabana Azmi’s husband, 
Kulbushan Kharbanda, who 
makes ad films, falls in love 
with Smita Patil, a film star. 
The abandoned woman is also 
an orphan, an element in the. 
plot which is dictated by the 
demands of sentimentality. 
The film deals with her efforts 
to become independent of him. 

and, in the Indian context, con¬ 
vey a powerful messa^. 

Excellent performances 
from the cast are the main 
strength of this altogether 
commendable film. 
Be'Aabroo: Society (Corpora¬ 
tion Pigce: 241002)-12,3,6,9. 

A series of instances of the 
physical violation of women is 
dealt with. The people involved 
belong to the undenworld as 
well as to the higher strata of 
society. All the victims take to 
prostitution. A love'story in¬ 
volving a police officer and a 
victim is threaded in. 

As in most other Hindi films 
the theme is only an excuse for 
a generous display of flesh. 

Bebwb: Jyoti (Lenin Sarani; 
241132)-12. 3, 6. 6.45. 

Star debutants Sunny Deol 
and Amrila Singh with veteran 
Shammi Kapoor are in the 
leading roles of this film, 
directed by Rahul Hawaii with 
music by R.D. Burman. 
Ek Jaan Hain Hum: Majestic 
(R.A. Kidwai Road; 242266)^ 
shows, Bina (Bidhan Sarani; 
341522), Basusree (S.P. 
Mukheijee Road; 478608) & 
Pumasree (Raja Raj KIssen 
Street; 554033)-3 shows. 

Set on a college campus, 
the film begins with the usual 
pranks through which the hero 
attracts the heroine.Tregic ele- 
tments enter In the form of the 
wornged elder sister of the 
heroine and her father’s con¬ 
sequent bitterness. The hero's 
father has to prove his son 
insane in order to reduce the 
prison sentence he receives 
br setting fire to the heroine’s 
house, the film ends with a 
truce. 

Nothing new in this film ex¬ 
cept the faces of the lead pair, 
Rajiv Kapoor and Diyya Rana, 
and the director, Rajiv Mehra. 
Mazdoor: Lighthouse 
(Humayun Place; 231402)-4 
shows. 

Dilip Kumar is a middleaged 
-____L-Ju: ! 

the textile mTlI because of the 
arrogance of the new owner 
(Suresh Oberoi). Helped by a 
benefactor and a young en¬ 
gineer (Raj Babbar), he buys 
an old mill and becomes a 
millionaire. His daughter (Pad- 
mini Kolhapure) gets married 
to Raj Babbar who actually 
toves the benefactor's daugh¬ 
ter (Rati Agnihotri). She, 
however, likes the hero and 
marries his brother-in-iaw (Raj 
Kiran) in order to chase him. 
Padmini has a miscarriage and 
Babbar has a fight wm Raj 
KImn and thereafter the story 
winds tediously to its end. 

This b a film about the 
working class with no relation 
whatsoever to reaHty. It gives 
little scope to the talent ofOitip 
Kumar and Raj Babbar. 
Itojha Inaaat CbaMra: Roxy 
(Chowringhee Place; ^138)- 
12. 3. 6. 9. 

.Rati Agnihotri plays the 
-dnighter of a poor clerk and 
Mlthun Chakraborty a rich 

) playboy who is endiafttad by 
her' beauty. Sl^. too faHs In 

; with, turn but realises After 



A tens0 Roy Scheidor in ‘Jaws 2’ 

to iuiva tha child and goes to 
court to get justice and recog¬ 
nition for her child Rekha 
plays an advocate who had 
gone through the same expen- 
ence in her youth and now 
fights for female emancipation 
and helps her 

A sentimental film, which 
should appeal to women 
Nauksr Biwi Ka: Orient (Ben- 
tinck Street 231917)-4 shows 
Uttara (Bidhan Sarani 
552200) & Ujjala (Russa 
Road 478666)-3shows 

Dharmendra stoops (in the 
viewers opinion) to conquer 
Anita Ran by becoming a Hindi 
film hero In the process, lead¬ 
ing lady Reena Roy falls in 
love with him Woven in with 
this tnangle is the father (Om 
Prakash) of the murdered 
Vinod Mehra seeking revenge 

This film IS far too absurd to 
be a comedy of any sort 
PremTapasya HindfGanosh 
Chandra Avenue 274259)-4 
shows, Uttara (Bidhan Sarani 
552200) & Ujjala (Russa 
Road 478666)-noon 

A wealthy only son has a 
passion fot flying He falls in 
love with an air hostess and 
employs many tactics to win 
her heart Eventually he suc¬ 
ceeds and they prepare to get 
married But another girl whom 
he had courted in order to 
make the former jea'ous reen¬ 
ters his life The rest of the fi'm 
unravels this emo'ional drama 

A cloying sentimental 
drama 
Qayamat (A) New Cinema 
(Lenin Sarani 270147) Mitra 
(Bidhan Sarani 551133)-3 
shows Priya (Rashbehari 

Avenue 464440) Krishna 
(TC Duta Street 344262) 
Kalika (Sadananda Road 
478141) & Jagat (Acharya 
Prafulla Chandra Road 
365108)-4 shows 

A medal-wmning po'ice 
officer (Shatruqhan Sinha) and 
his underworld godfather 
friend (Dharmendra) stand on 
either side of the law and make 
a mockery of it According to 
the quirks of the story Snat- 
rughan allows Dharmendra to 
be put behind bars on a false 
rape charge 

On his release Dharmendra 
avenges himself by means of 
psychological toiture The real 
rapist (Shakti Kapoor) now en¬ 
ters and the story eventually 
ends with the two friends com¬ 
ing together 

This IS a feeble copy of 
mediocre Hollywood thnilers 
Sadma (A) Elite (S N Baner 
lee Road 241383)-4 shows 
Puma (S P Mukherjee Road 
4745671-3 shows Mitra 
(Bidhan Sarani 551133)- 
noon 

Written and directed by Balu 

Mahendra and starring Kamal 
Haasan, Sndevi, (Sulahan 
Grover with Silk Smitha, the 
music of this film is by 
llaiyaraaja with dialogue and 
lyncs by Quizar 
Sumbandh (A): Metro 
(Chowringhee Road 233541), 
Sree (Bidhan Sarani, 551515) 
& Puma (S P Mukherjee 
Road 474567)—noon 

Vtnod Mehra plays a college 
professor who mamas one of 
nis students (Rati Agnihotrl) 
Attempting to save nis wife 
from being raped he inadver¬ 
tantly kills the lapist 

In court It IS revealed that he 
suffers from a sexual complex 
acquired as the result of a 
childhood trauma 

This theme has been ex¬ 
ploited to such an extent that 
the film IS virtually a soft core 
porno 

FOREIGN FILMS 

NEWMRgjE^ES 

Escape To Athena: Jamuna 
(Marquis Street 243715)— 
12 30 J 6 8 30 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Friday The 13th (A): New 
Empire (Humayi.n Place, 
231403)-3 6 8 30 

The date is Friday the 13th 
The place is a summer camp 
by a lake A group of youngs¬ 
ters are helping the owner 
repair the place for the coming 
season A generator failure 
plunges the place Into daik- 
ness while a storm rages out¬ 
side And then the murderer 
sets to work 

This IS a horror film full of 
chills and suspense 
Jaws 2 (A): Globe (Lindsay 
Street 231769)-3, 5 45, 6 3() 

This film IS a resurrection of 
the original Jaws in every way, 
including the sroryllne The 
setting is the same Amity, ttie 
holiday resort island during the 
summer season The charac¬ 
ters remain the same, except 
that Murray Hamilton is now 
the mayor 

Despite William Butlers 
cinematography, which is ex¬ 
cellent, one misses director 
Steven Spielberg and editor 
Verna Fields ‘Bruce, the ori- ginal shark has been replaced 

y a little fellow 
Savage Harvest: Tiger 
(Chownnghee Road, 235977)- 
12, 3, 5 45, 8 15 

The setting is presentday 
Afnca Predators of ail sorts 
roam the drought stricken 
land The family and servants 
of a white coffee planter who 
has gone to a nearby town, are 
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steged by a pride of hungry 
lions’ They barricade them¬ 
selves in but the lions break 
down some of the barricades 
and claim two victims 

Spread over a lime span of a 
night and part of the following 
day this is an entertaining film 
full of gripping action and nail 
biting suspense 

Based on a story by Ralph 
Heifer and Ken Noyie, and 
directed by Robert Collins, the 
film stars Tom Skemtt and 
Michelle Phillips 

BENGALI FILMS 

NEW RELEASES 

Jeeban Mrltyu: Rupbani 
(Bidhan Sarani, 553413) Aru- 
na (MQ Road 358561) & 
Bharati (S P Mukherjee Road 
474686)—3 shows 

One of the superhits starnng 
the legendary Uttam Kumar 
along with Supriya Devi 
Mouohak: Radha (Bidhan 
Sarani, 553045)—2 30, 5 30, 
8 30 

Uttam Kumar, Sabitn Chat- 
teriee, Ranjit Mullick and Mithu 
Mukherjae form the leading 
cast of this film, directed by 
Arabmdo Mukherjee with 
music by Nachiketa Ghosh 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Tanaya: Sree (Bidhan Sarani 
551515) Purabi (M G Road 
3^)680) & Indira (Indra Roy 
Road, 471757)—3, 6, 8 45 

Sharmlla Tagore, |tlted by 
engineer Dhritiman, moves 
from her mofussil hometown to 
Calcutta where she finds a job 
as an executive Dhritimarf 
Chatterjee re-enters her life 
when she has to investigate 
some malpractices in which he 
IS involved 

Meanwhile her childhood 
fnend, Sumitra, is exploited 
and ultimately abandoned by 
Deepankar De with whom she 
has had a longstanding rela¬ 
tionship 

The lead pair is good but it is 
Victor Banerjee who is nemor- 
able as the India—loving Bri¬ 
tisher towards whom Sharmila, 
IS inexorably drawn 

TV 

CALCUTTA 

20 November 
4,30 World of sport 
815' PMture film In Hindi. 
9 45 Sports Quiz 
21 November 
8 Do &iort$ roundly 
9 15 Chitramaia: Film songs 
In (different Iwiguages 

An exhibit by Indira Puri Mietry 

9 45 Dadi Maan Serial play 
by Chiranjit 
22 November 
7 55 Play in Bengali 
9 25 Ek Mulaqaat/Looking 
Back-Looking Forward An in 
terview with A N Mulla 
9 45 National programme of 
Dance KuchipudI by Malllka 
Sarabhal. 
23 November 
7 00 English film senal 
810 Darshaker Oarbare 
8 30 Chitrahar. 
915 Senal Soma Mothers Do 
‘Ave Em 
9 45 In This Our Land 
Oranges of Nagpur 
24 November 
8 15 Kathay O Suray: 
Featunng Dwijen Mukherjee 
915 Places of Pilgnmage 
Bodh Gaya 
10 30 Highlights of the fourth 

.cridret Test 
25 November 
6 34 Telescope 
8 10 Rabindrasangeet by 
Bharati Mukherjee 
915 Towards Greater Pro¬ 
ductivity Jute 
10 30 Highlights of the fourth 
cncket Test 
26 November 
6 00 Feature film in Ben«ii: 
Godhuli Belaye Cast Bis- 
wajeet Madhabi Mukheriee, 
Tarun Kumar Bikash Roy 
Dilip Roy, Sumita Sanyal and 
others Direction Chitta Bose 
7 40 Saptahiki 
10 30 Highlights of the fourth 
cricket Test 

SPECIAL EVENTS 

20 November; f pm 
in of Khelaghar, Mart- 

reyee Devi presents a muswai 

evening featuring Hemanta 
Mukherjee, Ramkumar Chat¬ 
terjee, Ashoktaru Banerjee, 
Ritu (3uha Bam Tagore, Sn- 
nanda Choudhury and Ranu 
Mukherjee 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road. 449937) 

4-20 November: 10.30 am 
A colourful performance by 

the renowned danseuse Malli- 
ka Sarabhai 

At Star Theatre (Bidhan 
Sarani 551139) 
21 November: 6 pm 

A programme of devotional 
songs and recitation featuring 
Ramkumar Chatterjee, Arun- 
dhuti Holme Choudhury 
Ramanuj Dasgupta Pradip 
Ghosh Prabir Majumdar 
Sayantani Majumdar, Nabani- 
ta Chakraborty and others 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road 449937) 
21 November: 6.30 pm 

The Indo-American Society 
presents a cultural evening to 
commemorate its silver S'xfee, with Bharata Natyam 

Antana Banerjee and a sitai 
recital by Subrata Roy Chow- 
dhury with Ustad Sabii Khan 
on tabla 

At Gyan Manch (Pretoria 
Street 433516) 
22 to 25 November: 6.30 pm 

Calcutta Music Conference 
resents Britannia Festival of 
fusic and Dance featunng 

Vilayet Khan, Bismilla Khan, 
Gangubai Hangel Munwarali 
Khan, Protima Bedi, Chitresh 
Das, Madhumita Goswami and 
Tanima Thakur 

At Kala Mandir 
(Shakespeare Sarani, 
449086) 
25 November onwartfa 

A week-tong festival of Ben- 

gall films organised by Cine 
Central Calcutta 

At Metro Cinema (Chownng- 
hee Road, 233541) 
26 November onwarde; 
10.30 am to 7.30 pm 

A five-day-long exhibition of 
paintings, drawings and 
graphics by Indira Pun Mistry 

At British Paints Decor ^r- 
vice (32 Chowiinghee Road, 
249750) 
25 November: 7 pm 

A Brechtian celebration En¬ 
semble presents two plays 
The Informer and The Jewish 
Wife in Bengali with Subrata 
Nandy Dipika Roy, Anik Dutta, 
Ujjwai Gupta and Sohag Sen 
in the leading roles Direction 
Sohag Sen 

At Kala Mandir (B) 
(Shakespeare Sar«ni, 
449086) 
26 November: 7 pm 

Sangbarta presents Fned- 
rich Engels Rienzi, a play ab¬ 
out power betrayal and the 
people Translated by 
Alokuranjan Dasgupta and 
directed by Sunil Das the cast 
includes Animesh Ganguly, 
Santanu Ganguly, Sudarshan 
Rcy, Chitralekna Basu William 
and others 

At Max, Mueller Bhavan 
(Pramathesh Barua Sarani, 
47940^_ 

Note: Mazdoor shown on 
page 20 has been with¬ 
drawn. 

TRAVEL 

PLANES 

Bombay-Caicutta-Bangkok- 
Hong Kong-Tokyo: Cmcutta 
arrival AI316 (2) at 2110, Cal¬ 
cutta departure AI316 (2) at 
2205 
Tokyo-Hong Kong-Bangkok- 
Caicutta-Bombay: Calcutta 
arrival a:307 (3) at 2345 Cal¬ 
cutta departuro AI307 (4) at 
0040 
London-Frankfurt-Rome- 
Bombay-Caicutta: Calcutta 
arrival AI132 (1) at 1915 
Calcutta-Bombay-Dubai- 
London-New York: Calcutta 
departure AI103 (1j at 2355 
Caicutta-Bangkok: Calcutta 
departures TG314 (1, 3, 6) at 
1345, Calcutta arrivals TG313 
(1, 3 6) at 1225 
Caieutta-Karaehi- 
Copenhagen: Calcutta depat- 
tures SKg76 (4, 7) at 0820, 
Calcutta arrivals SK975 (4, 7) 
at 0705 
Calcutta-London. Calcutta 
departure BA144 (2) at 2115, 
Calcutta amval BA14S (2) at 
1315 
Caieutta-Daihi: Departures, 
IC402 (daily) at 1735, ici^ 
(daily) at 0630, Calcutta arriv¬ 
als. IC401 (daily) at 1125. 



IC264 (d8%) at 2205. 
Calcutta’-Bambay; Depar¬ 
tures, IC176 (daily) at 0545. 
IC273 (daily) at 1950; Calcutta 
arrivals, IC175 (daily) at 1125. 
IC274 (daily) at 1850. 
Calcutta-Madraa: Departure. 
IC265 (daily) at 1700. Calcutta 
arrival. IC266 (daily) at 2150. 
Calcutta-Port Blair: Depar¬ 
ture IC2es (2, 5) at 0600, 
Calcutta arrival IC286 (2, 5) at 
1040. 
Calcutta-Gauhatl-Tezpur- 
JorhaM.ilabari-Oibrugarh; 
Departure IC211 (daily) at 
0530; Calcutta arrival IC212 
(daily) at 1600. 
Calcutta-Imphal; Departure 
IC255 (daily) at 0945; Calcutta 
arrival tC256 (daily) at 1540. 
Calcutta-Bagdogra: Depar¬ 

ture IC221 (daily) at 1120; 
Catotta arrival IC222 (daily) at 

Calcutta^Sauhati: Departures 
IC249 (1, 3, 6. 7) at 0600, 
IC229 (daily) at 1300; Calcutta 
arrival IC250 (1. 3. 5, 7) at 
1445, IC230 (daily) at 1605. 
Calcutta-Agartala; Depar¬ 
tures IC237 (2,4,6, 7) at 0545, 
IC243 (daily) at 0650; Calcutta 
arrivals IC238 (2, 4, 6. 7) at 
1100 and IC244 (daily) at* 
0900. 
Calcutta-Jorhat-DIbrugarh: 
Departures IC213 (1.3,6,7) at 
0600; Calcutta arrivals IC214 
(1. 3, 6, 7) at 1015. 
Catcutta-Sllchar-Imphal: De¬ 
parture IC255 (daily) at 0945; 
Calcutta arrival IC256 (daily) at 
1540. 

Calcutta-Ranchi-Patna- 
JLueknow-Oelhf: Departure, 
IC410 (daily) at 0700; Calcutta 
arrival, IG 409 (daily) at 1045. 
Cateutta-Kathmandu: Depar¬ 
ture, IC247 (1, 3. 4, 5. 7) at 
1330; Calcutta arrival, IC248 
(1, 3, 4, 5, 7) at 1250. 
Calcutta-Ohaka; Oopai lure. 
IC223 (daily) at 1420; Calcutta 
arrival. iC224 (daily) at 1620. 
Caicutta-Chittagong: Depar¬ 
ture IC225 (4, 7) at 1530; 
Calcutta arrival IC228 (4, 7) at 
.1630. 
Calcutta-Bhubaneswar* 
Hyderabad-Bangalore; De¬ 
parture IC269 (2.4,6) at 1140; 
Calcutta arrival IC270 (2. 4. 6) 
at 2125. 
Calcutta-Nagpur- 
Hyderabad-Bangalore: De¬ 

parture IC269 (3,5.7) at 1140; 
Calcutta arrival iC270 (3, 5. 7) 
at 2124. 
Calcutta-Bhubaneswtr- 
Vlshakhapatnam: Departure 
IC277 (1, 3. 5. 7) at 1210: 
Calcutta arrival IC276 (1. 3. 5, 
7) R» 1650. 
Calcutta-Varanael- 
Gorakhpur: Departure IC281 
(2, 4. 6, 7) at 1210; Calcutta 
arrival IC282 (2. 4, 6, 7) at 
1855. 
Calcutta-Jamshedpur- 
Rourkela-Ranchi: Departure 
PF715 (2, 4, 6) at 0700: Cal¬ 
cutta arrival PF716 (2. 4, 6) at 
1305 
Caieutta-Uamshedpur: De¬ 
parture PF717 (1, 3, 5) at 
0700; Calcutta arrival PF718 
(1. 3, 5) at 0900. 

TRAINS 

Departure EASTERN RAILWAY Arrival I Departure Arrival 
Up Time (HOWRAH) MAIL Time Dn. Up Time Time Dn. 

1 19-20 Delhi Kalka Mall 8-15 2 
Dep.—Tues., Thurs. & 
Saturday 
Arri.—Wed., Fn. & Sunday 5 20-00 Amritsar Mall 7-55 6 

3 20-40 Bombay Mall via Allahabad 12-50 4 59 18-55 Kamrup Express 
New Bongatgaon Janata 

6-30 60 
EXPRESS 165 12-30 13-35 166 

81 9-45 Alr-Cond. Express Tri-Wkly 
via Gara 
Dep.—Tues. & Wed. up to 
New Delhi 

17-10 B2 307 6-10 
Express 
Black Diamond Express 21-25* 308 

309 17-15 Coalfield Express 10-30 310 
305 18-20 Asansol Express 8-45 306 

Dep—Sal. up to Amritsar 
Arri. —Tues.. Wed. & SEALDAH (MAIL & EXPRESS) 
Saturday 43 19-15 Darjeeling Mail 845 

103 9-45 Alr-Corid. Express Bl-Wkly 17-10 104 53 22-00 Gaur Express 5-00 54 
via Patna 01 11-45 Jammu Tawl Express 15-40 52 
Oep.—Thurs. up to New 
Delhi 

13 20-45 Upper India Express via 
SBG Loop 

11-55 14 

Dep.—Sun. up to Amritsar 303 18-20 BhagirathI (Lalgola) Ex- 10-20 304 
Arri,—Mon., & Friday press 

101 16^55 Rajdhani Air-Cond. Exp. 4 
days a week 
Dep.—Mon , Thurs.. Fri. & 

11-05 102 SOUTH-EASTERN RAILWAY 
(HOWRAH) MAIL 

Sunday 3 20-00 Madras Mail 6-10 4 
Arn.—tues., Wed., Sat. & 2 20-15 Bombay Mail via Nagpur 7-00 1 

173 5-45 
Sunday 
Himagiri (Jammu-Tawi) 23-35 174 EXPRESS 
Exp. fri-Wkly 60 14-15 Gltanjall (Bombay) Ex- 13-40 59 
Dep.—Wed.. Sat. & Sunday press 5 days a week 
Arri.—Mon., Tues. & Friday Dep.— Mon., Tues., Wed., 

67 10-55 Bombay Janata Express 21-15 68 Fn & Saturd^ 
Tri-WKly Arri.— Mon., Tues., Thurs., 
Dep.—Mon., Wed. & Friday Fn. & Saturday 
Arri.—Tues., Thurs. & 134 20-50 Ahmedabad Express 4 4-00 133 

81 
Sunday days a week 

22-55 Oehradun Janata Express 8-15 62 Dep.—Tues., Thurs., Fri. & 
Wkly Sunday 
Dep.—Sunday Am—tues., Wed., Fri. & 
Arri—Sunday 

30 12-45 
Sunday 

9 21-35 Doon Express via Grand 
Chord 
Toofan Express via Main 

6-55 10 Bombay Express via 
Nagpur 
Coromandal (Madras) Ex- 

13-10 29 

7 10-10 18-15 8 141 16-25 10-46 142 
Line press 

49 14-20 Amritsar Express 15-45 50 37 23-10 Madras Janata Express 4-10 38 
11 21-00 Delhi Express via Main Line 6-05 12 13 17-30 Tata Steel Express 10-18 14 
39 21-10 Delhi Janata Express via 5-20 40 11 6-20 Ispat Express 21-50 12 

Main Line 5 22-10 Jharsugida Express 5-00 6 
19 22-00 Gorakhpur Express 10-50 20 15 21-25 Ranchi Hatia Express 6-40 16 

07 22-35 Puri Express 5-30 8 
21 16-05 MIthila Express 6-45 22 09 18-45 Jagannsth (Purl) Express 8-00 10 
57 6-10 Kanchenlungs Express 19-30 58 45 10-50 East Coast (Hyderabad) 16-15 46 

Tri-Wkly 
mmmmm 

Ex;praaa 



WONDERLAND 

rJ JUST A MINUTE 

WHO’S WHOSE By Shamlu Dudeja 

Rina, Tina and Lina live in house numbers 1 2 and 3, but not necessarily in 
that order They have a dog each a Dobermann, a Poodle and a Spitz, again 
not necessanly in that order These facts are known about them 

The two female dogs both live next to the male dog 
There was a litter of pups each in house No 3 and in Lina s house 
Rina has bought some pink nbbons for her dog 
The name of the Spitz is Sultan 
Who belongs to whom, and where do they live'^ 

Answer on Page 7 

Barter Bank 
11} ou mad an item in this 
pope that ^ou wish to re 
spond to pJeasi write in 
to Barter Bank, i/o Int 
InnKAPii CoJour Maga 
/me (i Prafullo Snrkar 
Street ( all uttn 700001 
Aha if voii wish to inter 
un item in this column 
please write in with de 
tails to th( address giun 
above We shall infoim 
’ ou of icsponst-b to voui 
iiiseitioiis l)\ post 

• Books. I otter Adi one ed 
Ai rounls l)\ M ( Shukla 
and J S (ireual m good 
condition tni Aduinied 
All ounts l)\ IJas and Basu 
(Part II) or Husiinss 
Mathemotics bv Sanrheti 
kapoor lor CA Intermedi 
ate C ontac I Raj Kumar 
Bhagat 
• Radio lacket I would 
l.kc to exi hange a leather 
jacket ot a Philips Two in- 
One radio recorder 197 
(almost new) for two pre¬ 
recorded c assettes of Ben¬ 
gali songs bv anv populai 
singer oi two C-60 Philips 
Ferro blank cassettes 
Write to Ujjal Singha 
• Magazines: 1 offer rare 
Bengali magazines for tex 
tbooks for ICWAl fGroup 
11 and Group III Inter] 
Contact Kama! Outta 
• Clock: I offer a Seikosso 
wall clock (pie-war) for 
any gooo brand alarm 
clock Contact Anibai 
Chatterjee 
• Stamps: I have over 
2 000 stamps from Bang¬ 
ladesh whic h 1 would like 
to exchange tor picture 
postcards Write to Ratna 
dip Baneijee 

UBd H 
HIOQ 01 IBJJBS 8 BIUBU 
Z dim 7 0SBA e 
-OBO 3 AodOJi i tUMOQ 

IBBH et AjIBJ 
Z\. jeiooos 6 JiBMOPd 9 
OipBbI S MDIl I tBSOJDV 

SNoiimos 
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JoHIIDDtffWllQDri 
- by Hal Kaufman - 

• FIELD DAYI Ime 
Wagg wrote her doc¬ 
toral theeia on multi¬ 
coloured sea cows. 
When asked her field 
of study, Ima replied: 
"SEETANAM-EUK 
EHT.” Read cap-letter 
wotds in reverse for 
sense. No fair peeking 
at answer below. 

. B»i)Fueiij-«nLi 9m 

HOW TO LEARN ^ 
SOMEONE’S AGE 

Here’s how you can in¬ 
duce someone to reveal 
his or her age. 

Ask the person to assist 
you with 3 magic trick 
Request that the person 
write down his or her 
age. Ask the person to 
double the years, add 
five, multiply by 50, sub¬ 
tract the number of days 
in a year (356), and then 
add the number of coins 
contained in his or her 
pocket or purse. To the 
final sum add 115. 

The result will yield in 
its first two digits the per¬ 
son's age, and in the last 
two digits the number of 
coins. 

CAT'S MEOWl Start at dot 1, draw a line to dot 2,3,4 and to 
on, to SM what's misting from tho dot tctno above. 

o String Trios! Find geographic names linked in 
letters: 1. Three countries—SPAINDIAUSTRIA. 2. 
Three cities—CAIROMECCA. 3. Three rivers—VOL- 
GANGESEINE. 4. Three U.S. states— 
OHIOWASHINGTON. 

'uOlOU^UtllAA 
BMOl oiMO t auiae sefiinio »6|OA C 'iwuda oiwo i nuiifly '»ipui 'uiKls i 

CAN YOU TRUST YOUR CYEST Thara are at least tia differ- 
aneoi In drawing details botwoan tog and bottom panels. Hew 
gvickly can you find tbomT Chock answers with thoso talow. 

SCRATCH HITI Add colors neatly to the barnyard scene above; 
I—Red. 2—Lt. blue. 3—Yellow. 4—Lt. brown. 5—Fleth tones. 
4—Green. 7—Ok. brown. I—Lt. purple. f—Lt. gray. 10->Maroon. 

SPELLBINDER 
SCORE 10 points for using all the 
letters In the word below to form 
two complete words: 

SUBPOENA 

THEN score 2 points each tor all 
words of four letters or more 
found among the letters 

Try to score at least so points. 
snn 'wv*e ' uMuBiuf jMO) ii DtputM jseo « Suiniui (i iseiMflu miwh ( Suitfivu «i 

MQ'? Sutniuj•!psqt J*ntunt|S>e s Suiniuitiusow’l mmsmhiq 



Comics 



OH.eE RATieiMT, UgROV. IT TAKES 

FWBNCH FRIES AVWIl^ TO THAW. ’ 

"TO MIAA A GREEN LIGHT IS A SIGNAL 
FOR HIM TO BLOW HiS HORN •’ 

"PID >t>U BORN TM6 MEAT LOAF AGAIN '? *♦ 



MANDRAKE By Lee Falk 



ARCHIE 
SEE, IT WAS NICE OF VDUR QM? 
TO ALLOW US ON HIS BOAT 
FOI? THE £7Ay.' 

, AiMMar V . , ‘ ^ v- 

IT TOOK A LITTLE PEie- 
SUASION' HE'S BEEN 
WORKING TOO HARPr 

'/( ' ’ > 

' 1' I 

I CAN'T 
WAIT TO 

START 
FISHlNGr, 

r I HOPE YOU 
CATCH SOMETHING, 

f AOCH'THIS SAIT 
COST /WF A FIN.' 

you KIPS ENJOV ytXIRSELVES, 
WHILE I STRETCH OUT HERE 

ON THE PECK.' 

I SURE HOPE I 
GET ME A NICE 

FISH.'' 

I'M HOPING 
SET A NIC 

TANr 

1NG TO 1 
NICE J 

J 

m 

MR. LOPGE. WOULP VOU PLEASE 
HOLPMV FISHING ROP WHILE 
we HAVE SOME LUNCH ? 

)t .. 'U ./i.V-X.,: 

SOME WAY TD RELAX.' 
OH,OH.'I THINKI SOT 

A NIBBLE ' 

<r(M 

A. 

; '•,y ̂
'iy // S , 

6' 

tM 

WELL, at least C^PPV 
WILL GET HIS REST.' 

'■I,.' 

i* H'* if'*.. 

pi 
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WWW It WWW 

CALLING EVERYBODY UNDER 141! 

You've never had 
something as good 
come your way! 

The Wiz Biz Club is in full swing now. Thousands of 
children from all over India have already become members of 
the most exclusive newspaper club in the country! Join their 
fraternity and taste the joy of novelty each week. 

Fill in the form given below, attach a postal order worth 
Rupees five in favour of "The Telegraph" and mail it. Or 
better still. Cut out the coupon and bring alone the money to 
the office of The Telegraph. The address: 6, Prafulla Sarkar 
Street, Calcutta 700 001. 

Join the Wiz Biz Club! join the world of fun! 

Application Form 

Name (in block capitals) Surname- 

First name- 
Date of Birth---- 
Address-—- 
Name of school you attend- 

Class-.-—- 
Hobbies/interests__ 
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CALLING EVERYBODY UNDER 14!! 

You've never had 
something as good 
come your way! 

The Wiz Biz Club Is In full swing now. Thousands of 
children from ail over India have already become members of 
the most exclusive newspaper club In the country! join their 
fraternity and taste the joy of novelty each week. 

Fill in the form given below, attach a postal order worth 
Rupees five in favour of ''The Telegraph" and mail it. Or 
better still. Cut out the coupon and bring along the money to 
the office of The Telegraph. The address; 6, Prafulla Sarkar 
Street, Calcutta 700 001. 

join the Wiz Biz Club! join the world of fun! 

Application Form 

Name (in block capitals) Surname_ 

First name_ 
Date of Birth_ 

Address_ 
Name of school you attend_ 
Class __ 
Hobbies^tnterests_ 

¥ 



Post Mortem 
'Knmtadarsbi* 

‘A Couple of Letters’ 
INov 13) was certainly the 
best Limelight feature so 
far. It was a well written 
article and was a pleasure 
to read. It was also a change 
from the usual run of fea¬ 
tures on matinee idols and 
sex symbols. 

However, I would like to 
oint out that Annada 
ankar’s new epic novel is 

titled Kiantadarshi and not 
Krantidorshi. 
B. fayo. 
Calcutta 

Pirandello 

Apropos of Sankar 
Ray’s letter (Nov 6), no 
doubt Luigi Pirandello was 
a supporter of Mussolini 
but his play Six Characters 
in Search of an Author 
does not contain a single 
word directly or indirectly 
in favour of fascism. In this 
context it may not be out of 
place to mention that Bal¬ 
zac was a favourite with 
Marx. 

Further. Pirandello’s ex¬ 
periments with form in 
this play deserve admira¬ 
tion. Utpal Dutt, though 
highly critical of the con¬ 
tents of Pirandello, is all 
praise for his experimenta¬ 
tion with form. 
H. K. Ganguly, 
Dhonhad 

False 

‘Figuring It Up’ (Mark¬ 
ings, Oct 9) obviously re¬ 
ferred to the yoga classes 
held by us. You are free to 
exprMS your views on the 
utility of yoga exercises. It 
is howevra entirely false to 
state that there is a guru 
who comments while giv¬ 
ing lessons, "1 never ask for 
money-^whatever it is 
weryone puts in the box.” 
uiere is no guru and no 
box and no collections are 
trade. The statement that 
me classes are designed for 
fat old men is also untrue. 

Our society is registered 
under the Societies Reg¬ 
istration Act and its mem- 
bers are responsible 
citizens and maKe. regular 
contributions as in any 
other club or institution. 
Your comment that there is 
a box into which the parti¬ 
cipants put money while 
the guru keeps a smile on 
his lips is defamatory ol 
our society. 

We invite anyone to vLsil 
us and verify ft)r them¬ 
selves the falsity of these 
statements. 
/. P. Agam-al, 
Sect, rogic Sangh, 
41, Chowringhee Bond. 
Calcutta 

Our contributor replie.s; 
The story' wo.s told by a 
photographer who had 
gone to the maidan 
early morning, f have simp¬ 
ly reproduced it. Had there 
been no box, why should 
he have mentioned it? 
Perhaps the box has been 
removed since then. 

Intriguing 

The article on the Re¬ 
turned l,etter Office (Oct 
3(1) by M. Moizuddin was 
very interesting. What 
seems even more interest¬ 
ing is that when the Post 
Office has such cominend- 
abie ability to deliver let¬ 
ters bearing wrong, incom- 

lete or illegible addresses, 
ow is it that letters bearing 

correct, complete and legi¬ 
ble addressesare sometimes 
never delivered? 
D. Hakshit, 
Sindri 

A Grievance 

1 suggest that you start a 
‘consumers' grievance 
page’ to enable people to 
air their grievances against 
shopkeepers who have che¬ 
ated them or behaved 
rudely. 

For instance, I went to a 
shop on Theatre Road 
which sells sweetmeats 
and asked fur six pieces of 
an item, costing Rs 3 each. I 
handed over a hundred- 
rupee note and pocketed 
the change without count¬ 
ing it So 1 did not realise 

that the carton contained 
oi^ two singharas. 

Ine next morning when 1 
went to the shop and said 
that rd been short sup¬ 
plied, the man was ex¬ 
tremely rude though I ki-.pt 
assuring him that 1 had nut 
been over charged. 
S. Rewa. 
Calcutta 

Hazardous 

'Hanging in the Air’ 
(Markings. Oct 9) described 
perfectly the hazardous 
condition of Durgapur 
bridge. I hope it drew the 
attention of the authorities 
to the “awkwardly placed 
crossbiirs” 

Kven ii the rate ul ai.ci- 
dents occurring on lire 
bridge is not the highest at 
auy spot in the city (whic.ii 
it may very well be), the 
bridge is undoulitetlly ,t 
menace. 
Anuradha Patodjo. 
Calcutta 

Sniprislng 

With refcience to Mark¬ 
ings (.Sept 2.'*), I found the 
allegations made' in ‘Need 
for Examination’qiiite .sur¬ 
prising. There is indeed a 
t:ity called Allahabad in 
Bauawalpur, Pakistan (Ref: 
Oxford Sciiuoi Atlas, page 
22, OUP 1968), which held 
an American military in¬ 
terest. I am sure Richard 
Nixon must have spoken oi 
that Allahabad which is in 
Pakistan. 

Secondly, when the tirst 
edition of Brighter Cram- 
mar was pub]i.shed in 19.52 
by Orient Longman, Singa¬ 
pore was a federated unit of 
the Maiapian Federation 
along with the British set¬ 
tlements of Penang and 
Malacca. Singapore came 
out of the Federation on 8th 
August 1965. Inspite of 
being a separate country 
now. Singapore is still re¬ 
garded as a big city in the 
Malaysian Peninsula. (Ref: 
Flags of the World by Bar- 
raciough and Crampton. F. 
Wame Ltd 1978). 

Dipankar Dasgupta, 

Calcutta 
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LIMELIGHT / Mani Shankar Mukhefjee 

GOING DOWN IN LETTERS OF GOLD 
Three days from today, the renowned writer of Bengali literature turns 50 

UE only high 
' ■ ' hope I nurture 

■ in my mind is to 
I get a clerical job 
M after my gra- 

duation. Never 
do I rake my brain with the innumer¬ 
able problems that my country faces. 
Yet I make it a point to follow my 
mother’s advice to dab my head with 
Bhringaruj hair oil. 

The lady told me to religiously keep 
away from any hassles what.soever, 
and I follow her words with all sincer¬ 
ity. I’m not like tho.se who give up 
happiness to dedicate their lives for 

the masses, or for that matter lan¬ 
guish in jails or become sanyasis. For 
them. I only have reverence. 

To get a taste of all the exciting 
things happening around me through 
the morning newspaper is my cup of 
tea. My heroes: Rabindranath, Vive- 
kananda and Subhas Chandra. My 
love: Mohun Bagan. My heartthrob: 
The most romantic heroine of Bengali 
movie world.” 

Have you come across this man? 
Is he your next-door neighbour? His 
name is Banabehari Chakravorty. 

But then, you can call him any 

name. The protagonist of the latest 
novel by Shankar (Mani Shankar 
Mukheriee) is a typical member of 

^the Bengali middle class. 
Not only Banabehari of Vitfo- 

vo.sanu (Lu.st for Wealth), all the 
characters of his novels are either 
Bengalis or behave like Bengalis. 
Arid Bengali readers whose habit of 
buying books is not very disr.erning 
literally devour the fare that is 
churned out by this author. 

After Tagore and Sarat Chandra, 
Shankar is the new bestseller. Swor- 
ga-Mfirfya-Polal, a trilogy of his 
works, is going to cross the 1.50,000 



figure very soon. His publishers 
only hope that the figure is reached 
to coincide with the author turning 
5b on December 7. 

Not just Swotga-Marta-Fotal, take 
a look at any of his titles. The long 
list of editions runs into two pages. 
Somrot-O-Sundari, now being 
staged, is running in its 45th edi¬ 
tion, having been published barely 
six years ago. His record is unusual¬ 
ly impressive, at least going by the 
standards of Bengali publishing. 
fekhane feman is in its 23rd edition 
and Sonar Sansor in its 34th..Ekdin 
Hathot, which was published in 
November 1982, has already sold 
more than 45,000 copies—a record 
yet to be matched by any of his 
contemporaries. 

While only one of his novels has 
been translated into English so far 
(Company Limited, the English ver¬ 
sion of Jana Aranyo, one of his two 
works filmed by Satyajit Ray), more 
than half of his 33 novels have been 
translated into Hindi, Oriya, 
Assamese and Malayalam. In fact, 
after Sarat Chandra and Bibhuti 
Bhushan, it is for him that this kind 
of exercise has been started anew. 

Swarga-Marta -Patnl has been car¬ 
rying a blurb on its flap which reads: 
“The first Bengali title to have sold 
more than a lakh of copies." 

Its publisher, Dey's Publishing 
Pvt Ltd, threw a gala party to cele¬ 
brate the achievement. Eyebrows 
were raised when the proprietor, 
Sudhanshu Shekhar Dey, 
announced more ambitious plans 
up his sleeve—to strike gold with 
more trilogies from Shankar. 

A publisher who watched the 
scene a shade regretfully was Bro- 
jokishore Mondal, the livewire own¬ 
er of Biswabani Prakashani. 
Although Shankar had some of his 
titles in Baak Sahitya or Mitra- 
Ghosh publishers, Biswabani, or 
more specifically, Mondal, used to 
enjoy his patronage the most. “Then 
I got fed up one day," he recollects. 
"Shankarda pressed me too much to 
publish three titles in a single cover. 
When I refused, he told me ‘My 
name is Shankar; do you know that 1 
can collect a lakh of rupees at any 
time from my publishers if I take a 
stroll down College Street?’ I told 
him to find a publisher to buy Jana 
Aranya and Aashn Akanksha with¬ 
in two months, otherwise 1 would 
sell all the copies of these two tities 
that I had in my stock at second 
hand prices." 

U was alter ^is wrangling that 

Dey’s signed up Shankar ior Swor- 
go-Marto-Patal in which Jana 
Aranya, Aasha Akhanksha and 
Seemoboddha (from Mitra-Ghose) 
were included. Since then many 
other titles of Shankar from other, 
publishers have come under one 
cover. Does this harm the sale of 
individual titles? “Oh yes,” says 
Badal Bose, the manager of Ananda 
Publishers Ltd. Mr Bose says. “We 
have his Bodhodoya which is priced 
at Rs 12. Then two of his other 
novels have been included in Jan- 
mabhumi,a trilogy which is priced 
at Rs 14 only. Tell me who will buy 
Bodhodoya instead of /anmabhu- 
mi ? But we have still been selling 
Bodhodoya just because it’s Shank¬ 
ar's. Had it been by any other author 
the title would not have sold a 
single copy after the trilogy was 
published. Look, this is a peculiar 
phenomenon. You ask about 100 
pundits—not one of them will admit 
that Shankar is a great writer. But if 
you ask 100 readers instead, I think 
99 of them will say that they love his 
books the must." 

This assertion seems to be perti¬ 
nent in the context of the fact that in 

spite of being the most widely read 
author, Shai^r has been awarded 
only one literary award (Narasinha- 
das Pufaskar from Delhi university) 
till now. 

N American critic once wrote 
about Shankar that three 
things had made this author 

popular. His superb style of katha- 
kata—the oldest art of storytelling 
which the Indians have always ex¬ 
celled in; his penchant for weaving 
stories within stories and his mas¬ 
tery in drawing father figures. In fact 
ire makes fascinating reading when 
he has one such father figure ih a 
novel to depend on (remember Sata 
Bose in Chowringhee). He is less 
charming when he is confident of 
himself. 

For one thing, Shankar is a 
staunch believer in the adage of 
story for story’s sake. “W'hen I like to 
have sandesn, I go for santlesh only. 
It can be aam-sundesh at the most 
but not darbesh,” he says, defending 
his style. “I have Ireen criticised for 
not being an experimenter in style 
and form. It's not (hat I’m incapable, 
but believe me, I’ve been following 
my own style deliberately. I’m 

THEY ON SHANKAR 
Goar Kishore Ghosh: He is the must 
popular Bengali writer today. 1 
don’t think this kind of popularity 
is achieved just by fluke. 
Sunil (>angopadhyay: Dues any wri¬ 
ter pass any disparaging comments 
on any of his contemporaries? All I 
have to say Is that his works are 
fruits of a lot ot investigation and 
research. I don’t think there is any 
other Bengali author around who 
has so meticulously followed this 
overseas style of writing. 
Bintal Kar: To be very frank, 1 have 
read only one of his novels as 
yet—Temple Chamber, the novel 
that marked his debut in Bengali 
literature. Excuse me for not being 
able to comment on him. 
Ashutosh Mukhopadhyay: When we 
started writing in the fifties we all 
had our idols before us. I. for 
example, tried to write a la Sarat 
Chandra. I think Shankar was the 
only exception among us who had 
as his idol only himself. His style is 
distinctive. 
Shirshendu Mukhopadhyay: Shank¬ 
ar is now a household name among 
Bengalis. I have been told that he 

has forsaken the usual 20 per cent 
royally that we charge from our 
publishers and is taking much less. 
I must say he is very bold. After all, 
who does not want to get more 
readers? Since he doesn’t write as 
much as some others, lie writes 
well. 
Prafuila Roy; He is the only writer 
who has a lot of variety so far as the 
story is concerned. He has ac¬ 
quainted us with many worlds 
hitherto unknown. Literary merit? 
Who are we to evaluate him? Has 
any author ever been judged prop¬ 
erly in his own ora? 
Sy^ Mustafa Sirgj: No comments, 
please. I haven’t read his works at 
all. 
Samaresh Bose: I have not read his 
works throughly. Therefore, I 
should not pass comments. 

SHANKAR ON THEM 
Why embarrass me? You newsmen 
have always an axe to grind. 
Would you ever ask Rajesh Khanna 
the quality of Amitabh's acting, or 
Ravi Shankar about Ali Akbar's 
merit? 

5 



SHANKAR: ‘I AM NOT ASHAMED 
OF THE SALES nOURES’ 

Q; Are you aware of the near- novel is to a writer what a daughter second task. 1 plan the, landing first 
unanimous charge that your works is to a mother while the film made before I (wield my pen. Unlike, 
are not masterpicce.s if artistic out of the novel is to the author many authors I often write the last 
value is anything to go by? what a son-in-law is to his mother- few paragraphs of my novel first 
A: Oh, yes. But I'm up to just what I in-law. The former always de- lest I roar a story for want of a 
produce. My request to my critics: serves love, the latter demands flawlass landing. I don't believe in 
please allow me to remain within respect. parachute landinp. 
my limits. I have no regrets what- Q; You talk obout deliverance of Q- One- reason behind the sales 
soever for not being pseudo- Bengalis from the shackles of im- records of your titles is said to be 
intellectual, poverishmenf—economic as your personal handling of the 
Q; Doesn't criticism upset you? well as mental. But in your novels planning and campaign. You have 
A: Not at all. You see, looking back the protagonists always attain been accused of being too busi- 
now I find my life has been full of their goal by some immoral acts or ness-minded in forsaking due 
praise and rebuke—ail unearned. the other. How do you justify this shares of loyalty to make titles 
Q; Office politics or business tricks dichotomy? Do you want to say cheaper, and then bringing more 
seem to be your forte; do you that nothing/is gained through than one novel between two cov- 
indulge in them' consciously? rightful mearis? ers. Any comment? 
A: Yes, you can say so. After all. A: "You are only right in your A: Yes, I've done it. But what's 
what are people concerned with accusations, not in your conclu- wrong in it? There is an impression 
most? Life being as complicated as sion. ft's not the foul means that I that I'm the only exception among 
It is today, most of us are compel- want to highlight but the moral all my peers to have done it, which 
led to rack our brains with only pangs that afflict the doer all is, of course, not tnre. Tell me who 
what happens or is going to hap- through. I hold the sense of shame has not done it? Not to speak of my 
pen outside rather than the trivials as the greatest virtue of man. Let contemporaries. I can show you 
within the confines of the four me quote an author—1 forget the that even masters like Bankim 
walls we live in. name now—who said: “I regard Chandra and the weat Tagore him- 
Q; Going through any of your that man as lost who has lost his self did all this—dictating the copy 
novels, one gets the impression sense of shame." of the ads for titles, even instruct- 
thot you are against the Q: Who is your favourite author? ing the size of the flaps, all such 
foibles and frivolities that plague A: Among my predecessors at things. 
the Bengali middle class. Any spe- home it is Sarat Chandra. But Q; Do you think your works would 
cial reason for this crusade? Tulsidas and Vivekananda inspire have sold m the same number they 
A: Let me correct you. It's not the me. 1 think Vivekananda was the have if there were no incen- 
middle class that 1 talk about, but a best travelogue writer that we have fives like cheap prices? 
class down below the ladder, ever had. Among the living authors A: Excuse me. if I've got your query 
the lower middle class—the class I Bimal Mitra has moulded my right you seem to have asked 
belong to. And 1 go for Bengaiis thinking the most. Abroad. I regard whether, in the world of books, 
simplv because I know them better Isaac Bashevis Singer as my guru being widely read is a sin or not. 
than any «)ther cnmiminitv. so far as my attitude towards my Personally, I’m not ashamed of the 

occupation is concerned. sales figures. Why should I be? I 
Q; Why do you think flay chose Q; Ever since you started writing. * consider popularity an in- 
Iwo of your novels for making you have maintained a steady dication of a title s poor literaiy 
films—the story element or the rale of one title u vear which is—so merit. If Gilan/aii can be a bestsel- 
messages conveyed in (hem? to snv—a rarity among your peers. what s wrong with any other 
A: For Seemabaddhe, 1 think he Don’t you like being prolific? ftflp- Once again an important 
was fascinated by the corporate A: Firstly, I preler to inject a little saying of Bimal Mitra comes to my 
dealings In /ana Aranvn, bit of investigation into my writ- mind. He likes to compare a wri- 
maybe it was the social reality that ing—a desire that demands a lot of ter’s job with that of a daily wager, 
moved him. But why are you time and energy. Secondly, I'm not Both get their remuneration at the 
asking me? Isn’t Ray himself the adept in churning out stories out of end of their labour, 
right person to... nothing. I think, that a story, like a Authors are supposed to get their 
Q; In Jana Aranya, Hay had plane has its take-off and landing, due recognition posthumously, 
changed your story at a very cru- As a story-teller ’ > as much Only the lucky ones, li' Theruote 
cial point. While in the original attention to ’ tliink of 10 skilled among the labourer' , are 
story Somnaih hires hts friend's take-offs bi s tnen landings are not given a meal during the da . But 
sister as a call girl unwittingly, flay an easy job. For 10 beautiful take- then, there ai’e some who argue 
showed him doing it quite delifaer- offs I .can end up with only one that those labourers are paid less in 
ately. As the novelist how did you feather-touch landing. That is why. hand later. Maybe, I belong to that 
condone the pouching? - I have been told, three-fourths of class. I’m not sure. 
A: Look, I have been told that a the salary of a pilot go for the 
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Shankar aigning coplea of ‘Swarga-Marta-Patai’ after It crosaed the 1 lakh 
figure: hard sell 

proud -to-^iave'inherited the style 
that Tagore, Sarat Chandra and 
Tarasha^r so meticulously de¬ 
veloped.” 

His assertion rings all the more 
true as he goes on to say, “After all 
we writers must be serious enough 
in this age of media onslaught. The 
limited audience that we have, 
thanks to illiteracy, is forced to a 
more and more grinding existence 
day by day. A man who wakes up at 
six o'clock in the morning has to go 
to the bazaar first. The moment he 
comes back The Telegraph claims 
his attention. Then he has to have 
lunch.' And after that, before he 
manages a foothold on an over¬ 
crowded bus, he has Gavaskar at 
Wankhede. At office, Jyoti Basu and 
the price index, and back home 
Amitabh Bachchan or Rekha. After 
all these obligations I am at his 
mercy at 10 o’clock at night, WBSEB 
and Santaldih permitting. For the 
next half hour I will be there with 
my fare to prove my worth before 
my master who needs something 
that The Telegraph,Gavaskar, Jyoti 
Basu or Rekha failed to give him. 
How can I afford to be an ex¬ 
perimenter in circumstances as 
complicated as this?” 

Commenting on the weaving of 
many stories around the main story, 
Shankar gives the example of “mini 
lotteries before the final draw." If 
that is just a matter of style, his 
obsession with godfathers in his 
novels (Sata Bose in Chowringhee or 
Bishubabu in Jana Aranyn is some¬ 
what psychological. Like the hero of 
Jana Aranya, Shankar too ran'from 

illar to post in search of bread for 
imself, his mother and five youn¬ 

ger brothers who came to this city 
from the serenity of a village called 
Banagram—the hamlet described in 
Pother Panchali. 

Shankar writes, “I must have 
planned this novel (Ja'na Aranya 
when 1 was jobless. 'That was long 
back. After the sudden death of my 
father, the whole burden of the 
family fell on me. A job of any sort 
was what I prayed for all the time. 1 
did not know the art of managing 
one, nor did I know anyone highly 

laced to provide the much-needed 
acking for a vagabond. Believe me, 

I did not dare to get into a lift in any 
office lest thp liftman demanded 
fare from me 

“Those days are still vivid in my 
memory. A young man with sack¬ 
fuls of waste paper on his shoulder 
hawks his fare from office to office 
or peddles it on Canning Street and 

earns a few loaves of bread for his 
family and forms an impression of 
man in his meanest as well as most 
vulgar form. There were times when 
1 supplied baskets of waste paper 
which were not paid for later. 1 
could only skip tiffin to make up the 
loss. There was that shop on Can¬ 
ning Street, the owner of which took 
six baskets from me but later shooed 
me away every time I went to him 
for the money. In those days of 
dejection I had my friends among 
the call girls of central Calcutta who 
asked me not to give up hope. 'Even 
we are sometimes cheated after sell¬ 
ing our bodies,’ they used to say, 
‘wait for your turn to make up the 
loss with full interest.”’ (Jana 
Aranya, Nepatbya Kahini, Swargo- 
Marta-PataJJ. 

It was in those luckless days that 
Shankar met Mr Noel Barwell, the 
last English bar-at-Iaw of Calcutta 
High Court. To quote him again, 
“Only God could say whether it was 
his design or not. The timid and 
lanky chap from the dingy lane of 
Chaudhuribagan perchance came 
across a man famous for his erudi¬ 
tion and well placed in his profes¬ 
sion... For the first time in my life I 
met a man w'ho believed there was 
potential lurking in a chap as insig- 

niticant as myself," (Oesh literary 
number, 1975). 

Having been a,-iked by the editor 
of Dash to write on his literary 
career Shankar scribbled a homage 
to his old boss. No wonder then that 
his protagonists seek solace from 
father figures around them and he 
revels in bringing them into his 
novels. In fact, he chose the name by 
which Mr Barwell called him—a 
pruned form of Mani Shankar—to 
put under the title of his first novel. 
Temple Chamber (the title was later 
changed to Koto Ajanare) when it 
was first published. 

ROM the rugged footpath of 
Canning Street to the air- 
conditioned chamber of Dun¬ 

lop India Ltd’s publicity manager 
....tlie journey has been very long. 
For a person who wants to be wipe 
awake all the time it must have been 
fascinating, too. In a country where 
fiction is not taken seriously. [“It’s a 
disgrace for. us that novels are not 
censored here”) Shankar is content 
to have lived a life full of lessons. 
“An author can be said to have 
performed his duty simply if he 
seeks truth," he comments. “He 
need not find it. He is not supposed 
to be a dealer of truth.’’ 

PathikGuha 
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PANORAMA / North Calcutta Schools 

WHERE HAVE ALL THE STUDENTS GONE? 
The north Calcutta schools have yet to recover from the Naxalite upheaval Gone are those days of 

glory when the schools 
of north Calcutta play¬ 
ed a pioneering role in 
school education. Out 
of these institutions 

came the cream of Bengali intellec¬ 
tuals. North Calcutta schools and 
colleges were not only centres of 
learning but were the very heart ol 
the cultural and philosophical herit¬ 
age of this city. They brought en¬ 
lightenment and consciousness in 
such a variety .of fields and through 
such stalwarts of society, that they 
form an inseparable part of the 
history of this city. 

Faf back, in the 19th century, it 
was in this part of the city that noted 
Indian and foreign educationists gut 
down to the task of founding 
schools in order to carry on the 
u'a\'e of emancipation that had grip¬ 
ped normal Indian life. Academic 
education, both primary and secon- 
darv. was accorded a higlier status 
than technical'training and 
academicians enjoyed untold pre¬ 
stige in .social circles. They earned 
the respect of the average Calcuttan 
for being guiding lights to the many 
Avho strove to achieve knowledge for 
its tmn sake. 

Schools like Oriental Seminary. 
Scottish Church, Sbainba/ar A.V. 
School. Town School. Sailendra 
Sircar School. Adi Mahakali Path- 
shala. Metropolitan School, and 
others were set up during this time. 
As these schools boasting of re¬ 
nowned teachers sprang up. stu¬ 
dents from and outside (Calcutta 
flocked to them. North Calcutta be¬ 
came a liive of books, intellectual 
discussions and brilliant results in a 
few years. 

Students and teachers cooperated 
with each other; students were obe¬ 
dient and abided by rules while 
teachers took an active interest in 
teaching. Personal attention was a 
rule, yielding excellent examination 
results which in turn gave the stu¬ 
dents better oppo-tunities at the 
next stage of education. 

This ideal situation was rudel.\ 
disturbed when West Bengal be¬ 
came the personification of anarchy 
in the period between 1969 and ‘70. 
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Politics were practised in every 
bylane of north Calcutta. The up¬ 
surge of political activists popularly 
known as Naxalites and 'anti¬ 
socials' served to undermine quick¬ 
ly a bastion which was the very 
backbone of the intellectuals and 
elite of Calcutta. North Calcutta col¬ 
leges became political fountain¬ 
heads and their influence spread 
across the entire city, the schools in 
their vicinity being the must 

affected. For schooiguing children, 
strikes, arson and murder became 
part of everyday vocabulary, and 
parents tried their best to keep them 
at home. Deserted schools (classes 
were rarely lield) became secret 
meeting places for activists and life 
in north Calcutta went through a 
new process of learning—liow to hit 
back. 

Brilliant students dived into the 
movement with unforeseen zeal. 

Shambazar A.V. School; obviously fallen on hard times 
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into an area of freedom, a breakaway 
from the leash of their masters. 
During exams (which again were 
highly uncertain), young rays of 15 
or 16 could be seen with guns in 
their hands, heady with newfound 
liberty. 

And soon the process of disin¬ 
tegration started. False self-assertion 
reared its evil head in the students 
and they openly defied the norms 
set by their fathers and grandfathers' 
in these very noted schools. They 
felt that they did not need any more 
teaching. 

And like all chain reactions and 
vicious circles, teachers too, were 
caught in this web. They, who had 
been sincerely involved in 
academics, lost all interest in their 
profession. The n>ason: there was no 
one to teach! Apathy crept in, 
teachers took transfers to other 
schools where discipline was still 
maintained. Moreover, pro-Naxalite 
teachers exerted a different kind of 
influence on their colleagues. There 
was no security in the teaching 
profession for teachers in north Cal¬ 
cutta schools. 

The government took over many 
of these schools where the rot had 
already set in and financial assist¬ 
ance was thereby assured. But pa¬ 
rents preferred to send their chil¬ 
dren to English medium and mis¬ 
sionary schools as they were more 
disciplined than the north Calcutta 
schools. As a result, these schools 
lost a good number of potentially 
biiiliant students. 

This is history. But today, these 
schools are not much better off. 
Take, for instance, the condition of 
Oriental Seminary (363. Rabindra 
Sarani] which is popularly known 
as Tagore’s school and has been 
immortalised by him in his auto¬ 
biography. Founded in 1829 by 
Babu Cour Mohan Addy. the school 
became “one of the first modem 
schools in India...which had intro¬ 
duced Western learning.” It reached 
its academic zenith in the years 
from 1912 to 1962, during which 
time its alumni figured regularly in 
the first 20 positions of the Matri¬ 
culation and School Final exams. 
This school produced Bengali lumi¬ 
naries like Keshab Chandra Ganguly 
(“the GarrirJc of Bengal"). W.C. Bon- 
nerjee (1844-1906), the first presi¬ 
dent of the Indian National Congress 
and Sir Gurudas Banerjee, the first 
Indian Vice-Chancellor of Calcutta 
University. 

Low profile: At present the school 

is keeping an extremely low profile. 
The school's 755 students are not 
likely to secure any top positions in 
the final examinations in the near 
future. This year’s results show that 
only three out of 70 students got first 
divisions. The breaking point of the 
school's academic brilliance is lo¬ 
cated in the seventies when the 
educational world of Calcutta was 
in a dnldrum due to political unrest 
in the state. Progress was further 
hampered by the simmering discon¬ 
tent of the teachers at the attitude 
taken up by the administrators. 

Mr Bidhubhusan Saha, a.ssistant 
headmaster of the institution, said 
that it was only as late as 1973 that 
the school came under government 
aid and that too due to the sheer 
team effort of the teachers them¬ 
selves. An experienced teacher, Mr 
Saha calls for more sincerity from 
teachers, which is now "below ex¬ 
pectation.” A senior teacher said, "If 
you will allow me to quote from the 
Hindu Patriot which wrote, ‘The 
Seminary...stands as a monument of 
what untiring zeal and persever¬ 
ance can effect.' But where is this 
untiring zeal and perseverance? 
The result is that we are lan¬ 
guishing." 

A veteran educationist, Sailendra 
Sircar, who had been acting head¬ 
master of the Seminary for some 
time, founded another school in the 
north which also became a corner¬ 
stone of education in the city. This, 
started in a small residential build¬ 
ing in north Calcutta, came to be the 
Sailendra Sircar School at Shvamp- 

ukur Street. After his death, another 
able teacher, Jyotirbikash Mitra, 
took over the running of th^ school. 
His personality and devotion to 
academics are iegundary in the 
locality. Under his able guidance a 
band of “really sincere” teachers 
carried out the task of giving form to 
the ideals of Sailendra Sircar . And 
the fruit of this has been the stu¬ 
dents’ outstanding results since 
1934. “Our students are everywhere 
in high positions,” said Mr Mitra. 
Dhirendranath Kundu, ex-director 
of Saha Institute. Atul Mukherjee, 
who ranked first in the school final 
and became an Income Tax commis¬ 
sioner, Subimal Mukherjee who was 
sent to the World Bank as a repre¬ 
sentative, are some of the notewor¬ 
thy scholars from this institution. 
Average results were exceptionally 
good with more than 70 per cent 
students gaining first divisions and 
many of them with national scho¬ 
larships. 

The school is highly equipped in 
all respects. So much so that the 
team of inspectors visiting the HS 
sections of schools, ranked it top- 
mn.st. The educational infrastruc¬ 
ture was made more efficient by the 
acquisition of a 16 mm sound and 
film projector,' 15 powerful im¬ 
ported microscopes and a well fur¬ 
nished library. But all this came to 
little use, for after the retirement of 
Mr Mitra, the school was ieaderless. 
However, troubles had started •ear¬ 
lier. 

Teachers’ demands'for provident 
fund were reportedly neglected for 
long by the board of trustees. This 
was said to be the starting point of 
the lung standing breach between 
them. In 1975, when the school 
came under government spon- 
.sorship, the committee was formed 
without representation from the 
trustee board, which was im¬ 
mediately followed by a law suit 
and an injunction was imposed. 
Teachers are alleged to have roped 
in the help of political parties. 'The 
court verdict is still awaited, but the 
feud has vitiated the atmosphere. 
Academic progress has steadily 
slowed. A sizeable number of 
teaching posts, including that of 
headmaster, is variant. The ulti¬ 
mate sufferers are the students. The 
impressive school building once 
housed 1,400 students daily. Their 
number has dwindled to 700. Mr 
Mitra has been watching the down¬ 
fall of his school with anguish and 
says, “I want to save the school 
Being a member of the trustee board. 
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i urge the government to take it over 
immediately. We will withdraw all 
the cases unconditionally.” 

At present, the s<,hool conducts a 
paltry three or four i.las.ses a day due 
to lack of staff. Only seven of the 100 
students who sat for the Madhyamik 
examination this year secured first 
divisions. Ex-student Amal Kumar, 
who now works for a bank, 
observed. “It is politics—in a very 
selfish, narrow sen.sH,thal ruined the 
school and teachers found them¬ 
selves sharply divided as a result." 
A senior teacher said. ‘‘Dist ipiine 
among the students is not a prob¬ 
lem. Among the teachers and the 
administrative body it is a crying 
need.” 

If the decline ot the .Saileiulra 
Sircar Memorial School is appall¬ 
ing. the case of Sh;>ml)a/..ir A.\’. 
School is worse. This is situated at 
the bottleneck of the main thorough¬ 
fare between Shyainhazar and 
Bhupen Bose Avenue. Llnrepairocl 
for over a decade, the building re¬ 
flects the school's lost glory. Found¬ 
ed in 1855. the school became re¬ 
nowned for its brilliant results. The 
examples of dedication and sacrifice 
set by founder teachers like lagnbon- 
dhu Modak and Amritlal Bo.se 
added to the school's morale and 
this'led to rare successes in the 
forties and the fifties. "Tliis was 
made possible by the dynamic per¬ 
sonality of teachers like Chamli 
Charaii Banerjee, e\-headma.<ter. 
who chided and loved his stud>?nts 

simultaneously," says Gopinath 
Ghosh, an ex-student. "What bede¬ 
vils the system now is the insincer¬ 
ity of teachers and the infiltration nf 
politics. How can you expect your 
students to obey and respect you 
when you come late to class every 
•Jay?” Like other north Calcutta 
schools, this,loo look a turn for the 
worse in the seventies. "At the cost 
of the ultimate interests of the 
school, some teachers shamelessly 
engaged in power games, funds 
were drained, indiscipline made 
doej) inroads and ac.a(lemic progress 
became dismally poor,” said an 

octogenarian ex-student who wai 
also actively involved in the adml 
nistratibn. to the last five years, nc 
student has got a scholarship, and 
last year only 15 out of 150 got first 
divisions.Some did not even pass 

Subroto Gangopadhyay, ex¬ 
student and artist, confirmed this 
saying that it was politics, out and 
out, that led to the rapid decline oi 
this school which was once known 
for its discipline and good results. 
The teachers have personal grie¬ 
vances about things such as senior¬ 
ity and the gulf between teacher and 
student widened during the Naxa- 
lite movement. He says, "When 1 
was in school (I passed out in 19i5), 
laboratory work was practically nil. 
Marks were thus sent to the Board 
without actual exams, most of them 
being ‘got-up’ cases. Moreover, 
teaching methods were absolutely 
unscientific. We envied the genera¬ 
tion before us who had come out 
with flying colours from this very 
school.” Among the north Calcutta 

schools which suffered from 
the Naxalite movement in 

1969-70, were Town School and 
Park Institution. Assistant headmas¬ 
ter of the latter Ashok Bhattacharya, 
says that this school was the worst 
victim. "A part of the building was 
burned down. We are yet to rid 
ourselves of the shock, since we 
couldn’t restore ourselves to our 
previous reputation!’ The school 
now has empty, desolate cla,s- 
srooms. Building materials are 
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stacked on one side of the campus. 
At another, broken benches are 
piled. 

Founded by Kali Prosanna Chak- 
raborty in 1094, Town School com¬ 
manded a high place among the 
pioneer schools of the north. Its 
steadily brilliant results set it in a 
class of its own. Ex-students of this 
school include renowned journal¬ 
ists like Ashoke Kumar Sarkar, 
Tushar Kanti Ghosh, doctors like 
D.N. Roy and other famous persona¬ 
lities like Blrendra Krishna Bhadra, 
the sports commentator Kamal Bhat- 
tacharya, writer Sunil Gango- 
padhyay and barrister the late 
Dinesh C. Bose. Academic perform¬ 
ance remained steady till the sixties 
after which political anarchy 
wrought havoc in ‘69-70. The library 
was ransacked, the laboratory dam¬ 
aged, and the atmosphere of the 
school' naturally affected. Local 
touts took the opportunity to gain a 
hold. A teacher recounted how a 
group of such people forcibly en¬ 
tered his class and placed them¬ 
selves at the back to listen to him 
and pass a verdict on his efficiency. 

Such activity disrupted discipline 
and the proof of decline lies in the 
21 successes out of 79 students who 
appeared for the Madhyamik this 
year, with not a .single first division. 
Headmaster Debapyiya Gango- 
padhvay laments the drop in admis¬ 
sions to the school, the major factor 
being the popularity of English' 
medium schools which boast of 
improved teaching methods. 

“Society has changed consider¬ 
ably since then. The affluent section 

of the locality used to .send their 
sons to these schools. Now an estab¬ 
lished businessman or an officer 
finds it beneath his .status to have 
his children educated along with 
those of a labourer or a clerk," 
opines Dharmadas Samanta of Met¬ 
ropolitan School (Sankar Ghosh 
Lane). He asserts that the cause of 
academic mediocrity in most of 
these schools lies in this sociologic¬ 
al factor. He added that it was 
difficult to achieve or maintain a 
standard with students of average 
and below average standard belong¬ 
ing to backgrounds which lacked 
education. 

Shi la Oasgupta, a senior teacher 
of Adi Mahakali Pathshala, a girls’ 
school, feels the same, and adds that 
the situation has been aggravated by 
the increasing dependence on 
coaching centres.' Today students 
are mostly spobnfed and, conse¬ 
quently, lack originality. This 
school, which produced students 
with outstanding academic records 
is also known for its role in the 
spread of women's education. Local 
residents claim that the school is 
under the influence of*political par¬ 
ties and a tussle for domination is 
on. Senior teachers deplored the 
inaction on the part of the ministry 
for education with regard to this. 

“Why is there this complex pat¬ 
tern of government sponsorship, 
government aid and government 
policies, when the government is 
taking full financial responsibility?” 
said an old headmaster of a north 
Calcutta school. “Ministers meet 
teachers' associations to look into 
their charters of demands while 
administrative angles like engaging 
school inspectors to keep a con¬ 
tinuous vigil are ignored." 

Thus, these old north Calcutta 
schools have one common denomi¬ 
nator—a brilliant past and a lament¬ 
able present. Whether they will ever 
regain their former glory as reputed 
institutions in the city remains to be 
seen but. as things stand, the future 
seems bleak. 

Tapas Kumar Chakravarty 

Photographs: Satyen Sen 
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DRESS CIRCLE 
■ STROKE BY STROKE 

Left: The famous artist from Bom¬ 
bay, Jehangir Sabavaia, has held 
several one-man exhibitions all 
over the world. He now comes to 
the Calcutta Art Gallery (owned 
by Victor Banerjee) with 15 of his 
paintings. The exhibition, which 
started on November 25, will con¬ 
tinue for another three days. As a 
famous critic put it: "A painting 
by Sabavala possesses tne sense 
of presence, of a thing being 
completely at one with itself, 
without need of explanation." 

••} 



TO BOMBAY 

Left: He started singing for 
Bengali films with Tapan 
Sinha's Harmonium in 1976. 
And in seven years, he has 
sung for 70 Bengali films. Now, 
Shakti Thakur has made it to 
Hindi cinema with PasandApni 
Apm (music: Bappi Lahiri). In 
tne recent Laxmikanl-Pyarelal 
Nite in Calcutta, he was the 
only Calcuttan among the ten 
singers presented on stage. 

OF YESTERDAYS 
AND MORROWS 

Right: One of the major Benga¬ 
li film talents in recent times 
was undoubtedly Arati Bhat- 
tacharya. But by the time she 

had established herself as the 
topmost heroine here, she 

chose to quit. She got married 
to Kunai Singh, the hero of Kal 
Hamara Hai, Bihat's first film. 

But this is not her first Hindi 
film; in fact, she made her 

debut in Mrinal Sen's EkAdhuri 
Kahani. Kal Hamara Hai was 

recently released in Calcutta 
after being stalled for five 

. y^s. 
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«RTHOAYS Inner Eye 
NEXT SEVEN DAYS 

FROM DECEMBER 4 TO DECEMBER 10 

A 
RfES 
Mar 21-Apr 20 I. 

EO 
July 23-Aug 22 

ill A wmk of mixed for- JU An excellent week is 
tunes. A child or a _ forecast tor you pro- 

long journey will bring joy but 
at the same time you must use 
tact and restraint to avert an 
unpleasant quarrel. A financial 
speculative venture wilt bring 
gains You will also receive 
help from an old friend. Strive 
for success m your affairs. 
Courtship IS well signified. 

army or navy wiN prove fortun¬ 
ate for you this week. But 
beware of fraud. An active, 
busy time is ahead. Th«e wilt 
be many changes of fortune, 
but good fortune will prevail on 
the whole. Someone in a posi¬ 
tion of authority win help you in 
official matters. 

EMINI 
■ « May ?3Uune 21 

" " Domestic affairs are 
_ likely to be storniy at 

the beginning of the week but 
later they will improve con¬ 
siderably due to the heip and 
advice of an old friend. You 
should follow your intuitions. 
Check extravagance. You wiH 
prosper in business. Steer 
dear of amorous adventures 
and avoid gambling. 

I 

favourably indicated specially 
for women. Exercise care and 
redraint in ait dealings. Do not 
make sharp comments which 
may antagonise an elder. An 
exceptionally enjoyable jour¬ 
ney is also forecast. You will 
receive help and sound advice. 

a promobon. Your health will 
improve and you will receive 
gc^ news, wsiness wiH be 
fairly good. Later in the wed< 
minor domestic difficulties 
might cause expenditure. Fol¬ 
low your own inturtkxis in sotv- 
irg pfobl«ns. You are Kkely to 
have a windfall. 

vided you check a tendency to 
be hasty. Take calculated 
risks, db not be extravagant 
and do not become involved in 
foolish romantic adventures. 
Take the advice of elders. 
Trust your own intuitions— 
they may lead you to domestic 
happiness or a lottery win. 

AGITTARiUS 
Nov 22-Dk 22 

Put all toe effort you 
_ can into any woik 
that utilises your artistic ta¬ 
lents. Display your flair and 
originality. Good fortune, 
happiness and populanty are 
your lot this week. Let your 
characteristic drive and deter¬ 
mination come to toe fore and 
take the upper hand in every¬ 
thing you do. 

T 
AURUS 
Apr 21 May 22 V iRGO 

Aug-23-Sep 22 c Some affair con- A quiet and some- 
nected with the what uneventful 

week is forecast for you. Po^- 
bone any changes you may 
nave been planning to make. A 
hap(^ friendship, romance or 
marriage is also indicated. Be 
on your guard against being 
tridm. Do not be extravag^ant. 
A promotion is in the oi^. 
Avoid disagreements. 

IBRA 
Sap 23-Ocl 22 
Problems which will 
arise early in toa 

we^ wHi gradually be solved 
as the week progresses. Yoor 
intuitkins will play a role in tois. 
Marriage prosper^ are good, 
specidiy lor women. A great 
deal dd>ends on hard work. 
Business will expand but a 
set-back is threatened, due to 
unavoidable circumstances. 

APRICORN 
Dec 2.3-Jan 20 

You will be per- 
_ptexed and 

apprehensive about many 
things. Beware of accidents 
and quarrels m the domestic 
and professional spheres. 
Avoid getting mixed up in 
litigalion. You wiK have difficui- 
ty in controlling your tmitoar 
arxi you may have to be more 
heavy handed than you Me. 

QUARIUS 
Jan 21-Fab 20 

You will be inteNec- 
tually brilliant this 

week. Cooperative busirress 
ventures are favourably signi- 
Ked and can produce substan- 
tiai gains. This is a good period 
for writers, teachers and those 
connected with toe arts. Any 
short trios that you mMe in 
connection with your career 
will be successfol. 

ANGER CORPtO 
Jurw 22-juty 22 

You will progress 
steadily in business 

9 
Oa 23-Nov 21 

The crowning suc¬ 
cess of tots week is 

P 
ISCES 
F«b 21-Mar 20 

People around you 
wiA be fuH of bri^t 

ideas and you will benefit from 
their company. Continue your 
efforts to solve problems in 
distant places. You wHi be able 
to influence people who can 
sitoply you with valuable in- 
formabon. Opposition from 
your loved ones might force 
you to change some i^ans. 

SUGGESTIONS LUCKY NUAffiBER COLOUR 
SUNDAY ENTERTAMMBYr DECEMBER 4 1 •UK 

MONDAY DECEMBER 5 4 ONEV 

TUESDAY MEDirATION OECEieER 6 8 amm 
WEDNESDAY cowamnawBEwcg OECBMtoEfl 7 e mmt 
THURSDAY OECaMER 8 s YBUDW 

■FWOAY Ausrnous Amuak DECEMBER • 2 NAVY aUK 

SATURDAY wtAira. OECBMER 10 S 

OBOwnlMr 4 
This will be a trytog year tor 
you. A sad event is Maly to 
occur. Oo not commence new 
undertakings before March 
1984. Look after your own 
healto and toat of your family. 
Beware of accidents and shun 
speculation. Chedr extrava¬ 
gance. 

December S 
You wM gain through an unex¬ 
pected event. Financial prog¬ 
ress IS also indicated. This 
may be accompanied by worry 
concerning an elder or proper¬ 
ty. This ts a good time for 
completing outstanding trans¬ 
actions. 

December 6 
This will be a good year for 
travel. Seek ways to make 
extra savings which you can 
use to meet additional ex¬ 
penses in toe family. Benefits 
from 'inexpected" sources are 
forecast. Yoor health will Im- 
pnove and business will ex¬ 
pand. 

December 7 
This will be a good year for 
dealing with probl^s which 
upset your farraty life. Dscus- 
sions about property and fi¬ 
nance are likely to have good 
results. Your Me will proceed 
smoothly and good fortune 
and happiness will be your tot. 
However, a sharp dtoagree- 
ment is threatened. 

December 8 
Keep your long term aims and 
objectives in mind aA the time. 
Be careful about spending 
money on hobbies that have 
vet to any advantages 
Be tactful In dealing with 
elders, those in autoority. 
friends and the opposite sex 

December 9 
Affairs relating to your career 
are favourably signified. Make 
fuA use of toe fortimate infto- 
ences mw operating in toe 
spheres of business, 
coiatship. marriage and (ravel. 
Use wMir increased enerw 
and toibabve to fulfil your ambi¬ 
tions. 

December 10 
A year of mixad fortunes to 
atoead. You nwqr find toat you 
have to tefy on the vtoims and 
tandas of others, md this wHI 
mean that you canitat nmfk out 
a achedtde tor the year. Your 
lelatortis wi» contribute to your 
happiness and weH being. 

M3. RAMAN 



QUIZ / Neil O’Brien 
James Paul. Head* 
master, fulien Day 
School, Gangana- 
gar, has written 
about a "quiz with 
a difference” in 
this school. The 
motive behind the 
quiz is primarily 
to inculcate 

among our senior students the habit 
of reading newspapers daily. The 
highlights of the “Headmaster’s 
jj^eekly Quiz” are as follows: “Every 
Monday morning 1 put up a list of 
questions on the school notice 
board. The answers can be located 
in the three popular English lan¬ 
guage newspapers of the previous 
week. Students of classes 6-10 sub¬ 
mit the answers to me as soon as 
possible. 1 select the first 10 entries 
from each class and evaluate them, 
awarding one point for each correct 
answer. Every Monday, the indi¬ 
vidual scores are entered on a chart 
on the school notice hoard. At the 
end of each month, the students 
with the highest score in ^ch class 
are awarded 10 bonus points and a 
small prize. At the end of the year, 
the students with the highest scores 
in each class will be awarded a 
special trophy for quizzing. 

“The quiz has caught on. The 

number of contestants is growing 
each week. Some of the senior stu¬ 
dents have banded together to form 
a Quiz Club and busy chalking out a 
prograntme for more traditional 
quizzing.” Good for you Mr Paul 
and your school 1 

Arpan Guha reviews the Com¬ 
munique ’83 Quiz: 

“Communique '83, the inter- 

—Question: What 
Uoo is common to; 

Leonardo da Vinci, 
IffSlH Sophia Loren, Ram- 

say MwDonald and 
William the Con- 

-quarof? (Vlksa Chaia- 
la, Calcutta) 
Ana: They ware all Hlegltimata. 

school festival organised by Loreto 
House opened with a quiz. Eight 
teams of the original eleven went 
into the Quiz proper. With Barry 
O'Brien handling the quiz with elan, 
the lead kept moving between Don 
Bosco, Calcutta Boys’ (CBS) and St 
Xavier’s. In the second half howev¬ 
er, La Martiniere for Girls (LMC) 
scored quick bonus points to emerge 

{as surprise leaders. The exciting 
battle that followed in the last 
rounds saw CBS at the top on pai 
.with the girl’s team. The unfortun¬ 
ate tie-breaker had to be applied, 
and CBS (23) succeeded in breaking 
through, followed by LMG (21). 
Third place was shared, by Dun 
Bosco and St Xavier’s on 19. 

“Kudos to the young quizmaster 
for his wide repertoire of questions, 
some of which drew spontaneous 
applause for their uniqueness. The 
winners were represented by .Arpan 
Guha, Anirban fyoti Choudhury, 
Bhaskar Bannerjee and Sanjay 
Shetty.” 

Raktim Ghosal, Calcutta 47, wants 
details of the fastest camera in the 
world. 

“In 1972, Profes.sof Basoff of the 
USSR Academy of Sciences pub¬ 
lished a paper describing an ex¬ 
perimental camera with a time re¬ 
solution of 5x10 of a second or 1/2 
a picosecond. The fastest produc¬ 
tion camera in the world is the 
Imacun 675 manufactured by John 
Hadland (P.I.) Ltd of Bovingdon, 
England, which is capable of taking 
pictures at a rate of 600 million 
[lictures per second. Uses include 
aser, ballistic, detonic, plasma and 

corona re.search.” (Guinness Book of 
World Records 1983) 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 

1. What is the Tsar Kolokol? (Anup Kr. Datta, 
Calcutta 34) 

2. What is the original form of ‘good bye’? (Suman 
Sen, Titagarh and Andrew Alpin, Calcutta 17) 

3. What is a demolition derby? (Kakoli Pal, Kharag¬ 
pur 2) 

4. Who is the first Muslim woman Judge of a High 
Court in India? (Ravindra Prabhala, Jamshedpur 

5. Who said ‘Men are cruel, but Man is kind*? 
(Jhama Chatterjee. Calcutta 29) 

6. What kind of person is a wallflower? (Avijit 
Datta, Calcutta 6) 

7. What is a Nova? (Pradip Sutradhar, Dhanbad 1) 
B. What is devil’s fo^ cake? (M.K. Suresh, Calcutta 

29) 
9. How did the Black Stone of Mecca, said to have 

been originally white, turn to black? (Sangeeta 
Bhatia, Celcntta 19) 

10. What is common to: The Earl of Chester, The Earl 
of Garrick, Baron Renfrew, The Duke of Rothesay 
and Lord of the Isles? (Suvasish Ghosh, Calcutta 
33) 

(suopsanb 
sqt ui fhiipuas suosjad Aq uaAiB sraMSua [{V)3! 

•saiJeq3 aouUf] jo sajip (in aaa AaqjL ’0 
-p passtjf 

aAeq oqM aidoad aqj p suis aqt Buiqjosqe Ag ‘g 
aTfan aiejoDoqr* qou y ‘8 

'saseS )uaa88pitB;}ut )o uoi)oa|a aq) qSnojiq) sauij) 
000*01 o)dn Aq saseajouT ssaiitqSuq asoqM jb)S y '£ 
-aonep a )e sianyed puq o) s|iaj oqM Apa[ y -g 

PHOM paooas aq) jo ^eajiq)no aq) 
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•aA q)!Afi aq poQ'g 
'Moasoyq ui naq isaRiB] s.ppOM aqx ’i 

to ALL THAT GUTTER 



RAINBOW / Jalsaghar Annual Function 

‘ADDA’ ABOARD THE ‘BUOYA’ 
A languid Sunday afternoon, luminaries from the world of literature and music, 
and the waters of the Hooghly... 

. ■ i.- 



Shaktl Chattopadhyay, Sunil Gangopadhyay, HImaniah Qoswami, 
Angshuman Ray, Swati Gangopadhyay and Muik Raj Anand 

floating binge of music and liters* 
ture —it was their annual function. 
Liquor, said the rumour mills, 
would' flow freely and journalists 
therefore almost outnumbered the 
invitees—alcohol and intellectuals 
always make for good copy, and free 
liquor is what journalists call Para¬ 
dise. 

Alas, half the advertised stars 
were niissing, as was the liquor. But 
the good ship Bijoya was not with¬ 
out' its stellar attractions, and the 
cruise, while dry, did allow enter¬ 
tainment to flow. 

The cruise was scheduled to be¬ 
gin at 8 am; at Chandpal Ghat the 
organisers promised it would start 
at B am; the ship finally set sail at It) 
^ Aftw Santosb Kumar Ghosh had 

run through the obligatory invoca¬ 
tions, he asked R.P. Gupta to set the 
ball roiling. 

Swami Vivekananda describes 
the waters of the Ganges in his book 
Paribrajak; in a tone reminiscent of 
Birendra Krishna Bhadra reading 
Mahisosuru Mardini, R.P. Gupla 
read out an extract from this pas¬ 
sage. Shaking with emotion, his 
voice rang out across the waters, 
bringing virtually all activity on 
board to a halt. Others then took the 
mike, while , on another part of the 
boat Mulk liaj Anand held court. 

•'Do you know what's wrong with 
this country?” he asked ferociously, 
jabbing a finger at the chests of his 
youthnil listeners. "The fact that 
you don't want*to be Prime Minis- 

17 



Everything that an ‘adda’ requires was there—but the spirit was missing 

ter.” (“Me?” said each one to him¬ 
self.) 

“Each one of you must have ambi¬ 
tion." continu^ Dr Anand. "You 
must say to yourself. ‘I’m going to be 
Prime Minister.’” “Subramaniam 
Swamy did,” said a listener sotto 
voce. Thereafter came a discourse 
on the aftermath of nuclear warfare, 
and the lack of peace consciousness 
in this country. 

Angshuman Ray had begun his 
rendition of folk songs: he 
aggrievedly said while doing Gudn- 
fonomeni that when he was per¬ 
forming in Cuba 6,000 people had 
sung along with him. If the people 
on board didn’t Imow the wo^s, he 
added, at least they could clap their 
hands. The audience did its best to 
transform relaxation to gaiety. San- 
tosh Kumar Ghosh wryly com¬ 
mented that the Cubans, while sing¬ 
ing along, must have imbibed a 
certain stimulant, which was mis¬ 
sing on the present occasion. Never 
was a truer word said. 

Dr Anand took the mike, seating 
himself in front of the two huge 
banners, one of which said “Jal- 
sagbar.” the other “Moonlight Cater¬ 
ers.” He read out an extract from his 
autobiographical novel. The Seven 
Summers, startling the audience out 
of its somnolence by saying that in 
the book he was trying to answer the 
questions ‘What am 1?' ‘Where have 
I come from?’ ‘Whore am 1 going?’ 

A photographer clicking away at 
the octogenarian novelist adtsd n Dt 
Anand was connected with the 
Bombay film industry. “Dev 
Anand’s uncle, no?” 
ts 

Passed Belur Math, on to 
Dakhineshwar, Konnagar, nearing 
Gandhighat. 

Left Belur Math behind, passed 
Dakhineshwar and Konnagar, 
approached Gandhighat. Sunil Gan- 
gopadhyay read out poems at ran¬ 
dom from the book he was carrying; 
Shakti Chattopadhyay followed 
suit. 

A young Russian from the Consu¬ 
late stared out from the railings at 
the temples passing by. Unfailingly 
polite to everyone who approachecl, 
handling questions on US-Soviet 
differences with aplomb, he offered 
people beer from the cans be was 
carrying. For some reason, everyone 
refused, and the poor diplomat was 
unable to drink alone. Finally, a 
couple of reporters, preferring 
Heineken to hi^ literature, accom¬ 
panied him to the roof of the steam¬ 
er. where the cans were formally 
opened and ‘Cheers’ said. 

Lunch came, and excellent it was, 
albeit accompanied by a water cri¬ 
sis. *11118 was precipitated by ignor¬ 
ance of the fact that there was 
separate water available for washing 
hands, sending the cateret into near¬ 
despair. He also exhorted people to 
eat heartily, and was asked, amid 
guffaws if this was his dau^ter’s 
wedding. 

Dr Abir Lai Mukhwlee, one of the 
founding fathers of |als«^ar, took a 
couple of beers from the Russians to 
give to his distinguished guests. He 
preferred one to Sunil Gango- 
padhyay, who promptly Mxej^ed it; 
Shakti Cbattopdbvay refused the 
otbn, a gesture whira riicited im¬ 
mediate enquiries abmit his health. 

The ship sailed on past Seram 
pore, almost reachinj 
Sheoraphuli before tumini 

back to be^n the long joumej 
home. An^human Ray again tool 
the mike, but confessed that thii 
time his voice was lacking pep. / 
number of the men aboard seemec 
to be missing their post luncl 
snooze, while the women took ou 
their kiaitting—winter, after all, ii 
almost upon us. Dr Anand put on ar 
eyepatch and had a brief nap aftei 
which he was given the last of tfu 
Russian’s beer cans, which seemec 
to delight him. 

The afternoon wore on. Tarur 
Bhattacharjee, accompanied b] 
Kumar Roy on the table, gave ( 
brilliant santoor recital, with { 
melody which tl>e Russian said re' 
minded him of home. A member o: 
Angshuman Ray's troupe peiformec 
train and plane imitations, and th< 
audience, while appreciating tht 
performance, began asking how fai 
they were from Chandral Ghat. 

Not too far; the crowd leaned oul 
over the railinu as the port 
approMihed. Daud Haider, a Bimg' 
ladeshi poet in exile who had read 
out some of his worit earlier, wai 
still bemoaning the lack of liqutMr 
Mulk Ka) Am^ vns still talking 
about nuclear consciousness and 
Greenhorn Common peace protea 
tors. The aformnentioned photo¬ 
grapher, who by now had beer 
enli^tened as to Dr Anand’s voca¬ 
tion, said that then had be«i no¬ 
thing to photogt^Bidi or write aboui 
during the course at the croisa. 

D. 
Aloiw Mhm 



Reaching Out 
Air travellers often 

complain that it takes 
less time to reach Bombay 
from Calcutta than it takes 
to reach Calcutta Airport 
from hi.rae. Going by the 
experience of an acquaint¬ 
ance of ours, Mlephone 
users can now make a 
similar complaint 

The persotj concerned 
was to receive at Calcutta 
Airport a relative who was wishing to brave unneces- whether the flight had left 
arriving from Bombay, sarily the traffic to the Bombay on time. Fx- 
Not having much confi- airport, he decided to tele- peeledly, an hour's 
dnnee in the efficiency of p^ne the local office of attempt at the phone 
Indian Airlines and not the airline to enquire proved futile, it being 

simply impossible to get 
(he airline's number. 

Then a brainwave 
struck nur friend. Why not 
ring up the relative's 
home in Bombay and ask 
there whether he bad left 
on time? In less than 15 
minutes the STD call was 
through and our friend 
was able to get the rtt- 
ievant iniorination from 
his relatives residing at 
the other end of the enun- 
lr>'. The telephones de¬ 
partment obviously only 
thinks big. 

Defying Dadas 
There is a saying in longc^ and the best. massive procession, jiust 

the city that if one This year, the police after it crossed the Kalito- 
cares to count the numbw had issued a notification la. where Rajendra Oeb 
of Kali Pujas that are cele- that all images should be Road and Bechu Chatter- 
brated in the city, ho will immersed by November 9. jee Street meet.s Bidhan 

a rough estimate of the Not that this was fol- Sarani, another proces- 
dados operating in the lowed. One club, which is siun was seen coming 
metropolis. This is all the celebrating its silver from Bechu Chatterjee 
more applicable in the jubilee was late by four .Street, 
northern part of the city. days. 
especially in the area in But the people living in This procession was of 
and around (Allege Street, and around Kalitoia, two the puja that is celebrated 

Each puja committee bus stops north oi Pres- on Amherst Street, near 
fries its best to out-do the idenev QiHege, were in the crossing of Kesab Sen 
others is all aspects, de- for some entertainment on .Street. Both these pujas, 
eolation, display of lights. November 10. At about 9 this and the one at 
programmes on the stage pm, a huge procession of Mohaniined Aii Park, are 
erected near the pandaJs the goddess which is cide- cunducied by two oi the 
and lastly when the day of brated at Moliaramcfl Ah' biggest dnrlrif! of the local- 
the immersion comes, Park was seen coming ity and it is said that these 
they try their best to see from Ckillege Street. There two are no( on the lies! of 
that tiieir procession is the was no doubt that it w-as a terms 

f(h■slrMlml^ UrhasiMt l»cb 

When the dadas of 
Moiiammed Ali Park .saw 
that the Amherst .Street 
puja (mH-.ession could (u»t 
get into Bidhan Sarani be¬ 
cause of them they s-sw to 
it that their procession 
went on as long as 
possible. 

Ultimately, after an 
hour, the Mohammed Ali 
procession passed Kalito- 
la. The star attraction was 
a huge cardboard 'statue' 
of Amitabh Bachchan, 
with lights aii around and 
a song 'Disco 83' was 
being played from near 
the 'statue.' 

But when (he other pro- 
(jessiun did get a ctiauce to 
enter Bidhan Sarani. theii 
disidav proved to lie more 
attractive. After two 
trucks went by, there was 
a huge Prudential Cup 
pia(.ed on a lorry and the 
re-played commentary of 
(he final of the World 
Cup. This was followed 
liy ‘statues' of Kapil Dev, 
Mohinder Amarnath and 
the rest of the 14 players. 

And, bv the way. the 
procession which had 
planned to go iKirth, ulti¬ 
mately went southward, 
because they obviously 
did not want to follow the 
otiun' proc:ession. 

(9 



The information given below 
is accurate at the time of 
going to press 

HINDI FILMS 

NEWJELEAgg 

Coolie: Orient (Bentinck 
Street; 231917), Krishna (T.C. 
Outta Street; 344262), Crown 

(R.A. Kidwai Road; 244622), 
Ottara (Bldhan Sarani; 
562200), (Jala (Russa Road; 
476666), Ghace (M.Q. Road; 
341544), Purabi (M.Q. Road; 
350680). 

Directed Iw Prayag Raj and 
Manmohan Oesal, the ^ has 
Amitabh Bachchan in the title 
role with co-stars Waheeda 
Rehman, Rishi Kapoor, Rati 
Agnihotri, Soma Anand, 

Suresh Oberoi, Kader Khan, 
Om Shivpuri, new find Puneel 
Issar and others. Hrishikesh 
Mukherjee has edited this film, 
whose music is by Laxmlkant 
Pyarelal. 

itoar Turn Na Hole: Paradise 
(Bentinck Street; 235442)-12, 
3, 6, 9. 

‘Co0lto’: Amitabh Bachchan carriaa a light weight, Agnihobi 

His wife having died during 
childbirth, Raiesh Khanna 
searches for a girl to be a 
mother to his child. He also 
engages a photographer (Ral 
Baobar) to promote his com¬ 
pany's cgsmetic products. 
Searching for a fresh face, 
Babbal'chances upon Rekha, 
an orphan, and turns her into a 
model after which they get 
married. 

Babbar then nrteets with an 
accident which cripples him. 
Rekha finds employment as fovemess to Raiesh's child. 

0 meet the conditions of the 
job, she pretends to be unmar¬ 
ried. Predictably, Rajesh tolls 
in love with her. The triangle is 
ultimately resolved with diffe¬ 
rent solutions for each. 

Good photography and 
haunting tunes enrich this sim¬ 
ple film. 

Arth (A): Metro (Chowrfnghee 
Road; 233541 )-2.30. 5.30, 
8.30. 

Shabana Azmi's husband, 
Kulbushan Kharbanda, who 
makes ad films, falls in love 
with Smita Patil, a film star. 
The abandoned woman is also 
an orphan, an element in the 
plot which is dictated by the 
demands of sentimentality. 
The film deals with her efforts 
to become independent of him, 
and, in the Indian context, con¬ 
veys a powerful message. 

Excellent performances 
from the cast are the main 
strength of this altogether 
commendable film. 
Be-Aabroo: Society (Corpora¬ 
tion Place; 241002)-12,3,6,9. 

A series of instances of the 
physical violation of women is 
dealt with. The people involved 
belong to the underwodd as 
well as to ttia higher strata of 
society. All the victims take to 
prostitution. A love story in¬ 
volving a police officer and a 
victim is threaded In. 

As in most other Hin<5 films 
the theme is.onty an excuse for 
a generous display of flesh. 
Beieab: Jyoti (Lenin Sarani; 
241132)-12, 3, 6, 8.45. 

Star debutants Sunny Oeol 
and Amrita Singh with veteran 
Shanwni Kapoor are in the 
leading rows of this flim. 
{ftpseted i^Rsdiut RawtBlaih 
music by R.O. Bumiani 
JuaUoa ChMKHMjry: Daipana 
(BWjwn Sarani; 552040^ 

''Sbows. 
The atofy of Wtiiim i^ 

any senie. wtiataoeyer. The'' 



a son who is a tough cop' an 
evil lawyer with a ^xy daugh* 
ter, and a diamond smuggler 
who has a twin. The story 
revolves around justice and 
the elderly lawyer takes the 
law into his own hands to beat 
up the villains. He also con¬ 
demns his own son for a crime 
which he never committed. 
Mujhe inaaaf Chahiye: Hoxy 
(Chowringhee Place; 234138)- 
12. 3, 6, 9. 

Rati Agnihotri plays the 
daughter of a poof clerk and 
Mithun Chakraborty a rich 
playboy who is enchanted by 
fier beauty. 
Pram Tapasya; Hind (Ganesh 
Chandra Avenue: 274259)-4 
shows, 
Pukar: Opera' (Lenin Sarani), 
Naaz (Lower Chitpur 
Road: 262771^, Ganesh (Up¬ 
per Chitpur Road; 332250), 
Liberty (Chittaranjan Avenue; 
553046), Rupali (A.T. Mukher- 
jee Road; 474403). 

This is a cops-and-robbers 
story set in the context of the 
Goanese national liberation 
struggle against the Portu¬ 
guese. The young son of a 
Goan revolutionary witnesses 
the shooting of his father by a 
comrade. Unaware that his 
father had wanted a martyr's 
death, he grows up into a 
smuggler who aims at des¬ 
troying the revolutionary 
movement. He has his father's 
killer shot by the police. 

The story cannot end here 
so the criminal is transformed 
into a revolutionary who car¬ 
ries the movement to a sue- 
cesstui end. 

The film has no relation to 
reality In the least, both from 

amat (A): New Ckiema 
(Lenin Sarani; 270147)'4 
shows. Mitra (Bldhan Sarani; 
ISS1133)-3 shows. 
(^ng BIrangi:, Metro (Chowr- 
irnhee Road; 233541) & Priya 
(Rashbehari Avenue; 
464440)—3 shows, Mitra 
(Bidhan Sarani; 551133)^ 
noon. 

Amd Palekar, Dipt! Naval, 
Parveen Sabi, and Farooq 
Shaikh form the leading cast of 
this Him directed by Hnshikesh 
Mukherjee with music by R.D. 
Bumian. 
SwamI Dada: Majestic (R.A. 
Kidwai Road; 242266), Basus- 
ree (S.P. Mukheijee Road; 
478808), Bins (Kdhan Sarani; 
341522), Pumasree (Raja Raj 
Kissen Street; 554033). 

Directed by Dev Anand with, 
music by R.D. Burman, the film 
stars Dev Anand, Mithun 
Chakraborty, Padmini Kolha- 
pure. Rati Agnihotri, 
Naseeruddln Shah and intro¬ 
ducing Christine O’Neil. 

Note: Arth la being shown In 
noon show only 

FOREIGN FILMS 

NEW RELEASES 

Carry on Abroad (A); Tiger 
(Chowringhee Road: 
235977)—12, 3, 5.45, 8.15. 

An adult fun starring Sidney 
James, Kenneth Williams, 
Joan Sims and others. 
The Punch (A): Jamuna (Mar¬ 
quis Street; 243715). 

The craziest espionage of 
the century with Jean Paul 
Belmondo as the star attrac¬ 
tion. 

Sumttra and Joy In ‘Jiban Maran' 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Raiders Of The Lost Ark (A): 
Globe (Lindsay Street; 
231769)—3, 5.45, 8.30. 

The year is 1936. Harrison 
Ford, a professor of archaeolo- Sr, loses a prioeless golden 

ol to Paul Freeman, a Ger¬ 
man rival. The scene is a 
PeriJvian jungle end Ford has 
to contend with tarantula spid¬ 
ers, rolling boulders, triggered 
stone doors and tribesmen 
with poisoned darts. 

In Egypt, he is in search of a 
golden chest containing the 
tablets bearirig the Ten Com¬ 
mandments. This time his rival 
is none other than Hitler him¬ 
self. Accompanied by Karen 
Allen, a hardy ex-girlfriend, our 
hero now comes across snake 
pits, skeletons bricked up 
underground, Nazi muscle¬ 
men, machine guns. Arabs 
with swords and a trained 
monkey that gives the Heil 
Hitler salute and is actually a 
German spy. 

This is a lavish production, 
with excellent direction (by 
Steven Spielberg) and music, 
full of high adventure, sus¬ 
pense and humour. 

So Fine (A): Now Empire 
I^Him^un Place; 231403)^, 

An English professor at an 
Ivy league college is compel¬ 
led to take charge of hIs 
father's dNing garment busl- 
nses. Richard Kiel is a loan 
sh^ to whom Ryan O'Necd’s 
father owes a million and a 
quarter dollars- Matters are 
further complicatbd when 
O’Neal f^s in love with thte 
tttug's wife. In a hilariously 
fgnny sequence, O'Neal splits 

his pants—and denims with 
see-through seats hit the 
fashion scene. 

This is a polished, glossy 
comedy with a great deal of 

ood humour, occasionally 
awdy. 

BENGALI FILMS 

NEW RELEASES 

Jtban Maran: Sree (Bidhan 
Sarani; 551515), Indira (Indra 
Roy Road; 471757)—3, 6. 
8.45. 

Directed by Sukhen Das 
with music by Ajoy Das, the 
film has Sumitra Mukherjee,'- 
Sukhen Das, Joy Banetjee, 
Shakuntaia Barua, Bikash 
Roy, Anup Kumar, Praserijit 
and newfind Piyu in the lead. 
Kuhak; Radha (Bidhan Sara¬ 
ni; 553045)—2.30, 5,30, 8.30. 

An old hit starring Uttam 
Kumar and Sabitri Chatterjee. 
The film is directed by Agra- 
doot with music by Hemanta 
Mukherjee. 
Surjatapa: Rupbani (Bidhan 
Sarani; 553413), Aruna (M.G. 
Road; 359561) & Bharati (S.P. 
Mukherjee Road: 474686)— 
2.30, 5.30. 8.30. 

The film has Uttam Kumar 
and Sandhya Roy in the lead, 
along with Pahari Sanyal, 
Phhaya Devi and Jahar Roy. 

CALCUTTA 

4 December 
4.30: World of sport. 
6.15: Feature film In Hindi. 
9,15: Navy Day: A TV 
documentary. 



S DtectnlMr 
93X. Sports roundup. 
8.15; ChHramala: Film songs 
in diffsreni languages. 
8 Oscmber 
7.00: Gharana Aur Para- 
mpara: Featuring V.G. Jog. 
7.5S: Play in Bmgaii. 
9.15; Ek Mulaqaat/Looking 
Back'Looking Forward; An In- 
tenriew with l^ek Chand, a 
renowned sculptor. 
7 Oecember 
7.00; Engilfh film serial. 
8.10: Darshaker Darbare. 
8.30; Chitrahar. 
9.15: Serial: Lucy Show. 
8 December 
8.15: Kuchipudi dance by Der 
rik J. Munro 
9.15: Places of Pilgrimage: Ni Skmuddin Aulia. 

December 
6.34; English feature film. 
9.15; Public Sector: A TV film 
on HMT. 
10 December 
6.00; Feature film In 
Bengali; 
Mon W/ye Cast: uttam 
kumar, Supriya Devi, 
Bikash Roy, PahaH 
Sanyal, Chhaya Devi, 
Tarun Kumar- and others. 
Direction: Salil Sen. Music: 
Hemanta Mukherjee. 
7.40: Saptahiki. 
9.15: Human Rights Day. 
10.00; Highlights of the fifth 
cricket Test. 

SPECIAL EVENTS 

4 December: 6 pm 
Utkal Shiksha Sansad cele¬ 

brates its annual festival 
through a dance drama Cham- 
pu directed by Guru Keluchar- 
an Mahapatra and music by 
Pandit Bhubaneswar Misra. 
This will be preceded >bY' a 
vocal recital by Sagarika Pat- 
naik. 

At Vidya Mandir (Moira 
Street; 446420). 
4 December: 10 am 

Theatron presents Tapas- 
wee O Tarangini, a play by 
Buddhadev Bose. The cast 
includes Arundhati Banerjee, 
Rishi Mazumdar, Babu Dutta 
Roy, Abhijit Sen, Sekhar Bis¬ 
was, Papiya Adhikari and Ran- 
|an Sarkar. Direction; Salil 
Banerjee. 

At Academy of Fine Arts 
(Cathedral Road; 444205). 
4 December: 10.30 am 

Maxim Gorky's Mothar, 
dramatised by Bertolt Brecht, 
will be staged oy Rangakar- 
mee in Hindi. Direction; M.K. 
Raina. 

At Kaia Mandir (B) 
(Shakespeare Sarani; 
449086). 
4 December: 10 am to 3.30 

At Kala * Mandir 
(Shakespeare Sarani; 
449086). 
9 December: 8 |mi 

Navy Ball 1963 in aid of 
naval charities will be held 
featuring the Navy Queen 
(Calcutta) and Sea Lord con¬ 
tests. Tickets include fashion 
shows, a sumptuous dinner 
and other attractive prizes like 
a tree trip to Singapore, Kath¬ 
mandu, Srinagar and Bombay 
Delhi. Also free attractive gifts 
to participants. 

At Oberoi Grand Ball Room 
(Chowringhee Road; 230181). 
9 December: 6.30 pm 

Serat Chandra's Charitra- 
haan jwlltbe staged with Satin- 
dra Bhattacharya, Tapen 
Chatterjee, Kalyani Manda( 

Kanika Mazumdar in the 
leading roles. Direction; 
Barun Dasgupta. 

At 6iir)n Theatre (Raja Raj 
Kissen Street; 556402). 

■ TRAVEL 

PLANES 

INTERNATIONAL 
A scene from Champu' 
modelling comjsetition with Bri¬ 
gadier A. Banerjee, Director, 
nCC, as the chief guest. 

At Fort William. 
4 to 10 December: 3 pm to 8 
|Mn 

An exhibition of paintings by 
Ashoke Mullick, Madan Mon- 
dal, Sekhar Roy and Sipra 
Bhattacharya presented by 
Group One. 

At Academy of Fine Arts 
(Cathedral Road; 444205). 
5, 6 and 8 December; 6.30 
pm 

Lastlaugh presents Neil 

Simon's Coma Blow Your 
Horn. Directed by Shivjeet Kul- 
lar, the cast includes Sudip 
Srivastava, Sudhir Singh, 
Tapashi Ganguly, Sudipa 
Basu, Monisha Bose and Rajat 
Ghosh. 

At Kala Mandir (B) 
(Shakespeare Sarani; 
449086). 
6 December: 6.30 pm 

Rotary Club of Calcutta-Mid 
Town presents an odissi 
dance recital by Protima BedI 
accompanied by Guru 
Kelucharan Mahapatra. 

Bombay>Calcutta-Bangkok- 
Hong Kong-Tokyo: C^utta 

An Gastem Zone Boat-ship The Bust’ by Ashoke MuHick 

Hong Kong-Tokyo: Calcutta 
arrival AI316 (2) at 2110; Cal¬ 
cutta departure AI316 (2) at 
2205. 
Tokyo-Hong Kong-Bangkok- 
Calcutta-Bombay: Calcutta 
arrival AI307 (3) at 2345; Cal¬ 
cutta departure AI307 (4) at 
0040. 
London-Frankfurt-Rome- 
Bombay-Caicutta: Calcutta 
arrival AI132 (1) at 1915. 
Calcutta-Bombay-Dubai- 
London-New York: Calcutta 
departure All03 (l) at 2355. 
Caicutta-Bengkok: Calcutta 
departures TG314 (l, 3, 6) at 
1345; Calcutta arrivals TG313 
(1, 3, 6) at 1225. 
Caicutta-Karachi- 
Copenhagen: Calcutta depar¬ 
tures SK976 (4, 7) at (»20: 
Calcutta arrivals SK975 (4. 7) 
at 0705. 
Calcutta-London: Calcutta 
departure BA144 (2) at 2115; 
Calcutta arrival BA14S (2) at 
1315. 
Calcutta-Kathmandu; Calcut¬ 
ta departure RA214 (1. 4) at 
1610; Calcutta arrival RA213 
(1, 4) at 1450. 
CaleutUhKathmendu: Depar¬ 
ture, IC247 (1, 3, 4, 5, 7) at 
1330; Calcutta arrival, IC248 
(1. 3, 4, 5. 7) at 1250. 
Calcutta-Dhaka: Departure, 
tC223 (daily) at 1420; Calcutta 
arrtvai, IC224 (daily) at 1620. 
Calcutta-ChItUHHing: Depar¬ 
ture IC225 (4, 7) at 1530; 
Calcutta arrival iC226 (4,7) at 
1830. 



DOMESTIC Jorh«t>Lllab«ri<Dlbrugarh: 
Oeparturs IC211 (daim at 
05W; Calcutta arrtval 16212 

Caleutta«Dalhl: Departures, (daily) at 1600. 
IC402 (daily) at 1735, IC263 &tcutt*<lfflphal: D^rture 
(daily) at 0^; Calcutta arriv- IC255 (dally)« 0945; Calcutta 
ala, IC401 (dally) at 112S, arrival IC2M (dally) at 1540. 
IC264 (daily) at 2205. Caicutta-Baodogra: Oepar- 
Caleutta'Bembay: Depar- ture IC221 (dally) at 1120: 
tures, IC176 (daUy) at 0545. Calcutta arrival IC222 (daily) at 
IC273 (dally) at 1 Calcutta 1340. 
arrivals, IC175 (dally) at 1125, Caloutta^auhati; Departures 
tC274 (daily) at 1850. iC249 (1. 3, 5, 7) at 0600, 
Caleutta-Madras: Departure, IC^ (daily) at 1300; Calcutta 
IC265 (daily) at 1700, Calcutta arrival 162^ (1, 3, 5. 7) at 
arrival, IC266 (daily) at 2150 144S,'tC230 (dally) at 1605. 
Calcutta*Port Blair: Depar- Caleutta-Agartala: Depar¬ 
ture tC285 (2, 5) at 0600, tures 16237(2,4,6,7) at 0545, 
Calcutta arrival IC286 (2, 5) at IC243 (daily) at 0650; Calcutta 
1040. arrivals IC238 (2, 4, 6, 7) at 
Caleutta-Gauhatl-Teapur- 1100 and IC244 (daily) at 

0900. Calcutta arrival IC270 (8,5,7) 
Calcutta-Jorhat-DIbrugarh: at 2145. 
Departures IC213 (1,3,6,7) at Calcutta«Bhubanestwar* 
0600; Calcutta arrivals iC2l4 ViahMtapatnam: Departure 
(1, 3, 6, 7j at 1015. IC277 (1, 3. 5, 7) at 1210; 
Calcutta-Silehar-Imphal: De- Calcutta arrlvnt IC^ (1,3,5, 
parture IC255 (dailyfat 0945; 7) at 1650. 
Calcutta arrival tC2w (daily) at Calcutta-Varanaal- 
1540. Gorakhpur: Departure IC281 
Calcutta-Ranchl'Palna- (2, 4, 6, 7) at 1210; Calcutta 
Lueknow-Oelhl; Departure, arrival IC282 (2, 4, 6, 7) at 
IC410 (daily) at 0700; Calcutta 1855. , 
arrival, 1C 409 (daily) at 1045. Caleutta-Jamahedpur- 
Cal6utta>Bhubaneawar> Rourkela-Ranchi: Departure 
Hyderabad-Bangalore: De- PF715 (2, 4, 6) at 0700; Cal- 
parture tC269 (2,4,6) at 1140; cutta arrival PF716 (2,4,6) at 
Calcutta arrival IC270 (2,4,6) 1305. 
at 2125. Calcutta-damehedpur: De- 
Caleutta-Nagpur- parture PF717 (1, 3, ^ at 
Hyderabad'^Bangaiore; De- 0700; Calcutta arrival PF718 
parture IC269 (3.5.7) at 1140; (1, 3, 5) at 0900. 

Departure EASTERN RAILWAY 
Up Time (HOWRAH) MAIL 

1 19-20 Delhi Kalka Mall 
5 20-00 Amritsar Mall 
3 20-40 Bombay Mall via Allahabad 

EXPRESS 
81 9-45 Alr-Cond. Expreee Tri-Wkly 

via Gaya 
Dep.—Tues. & Wed. up to 
New Delhi 
Dep.—Sat. up to Amritsar 
Arri,—Tues., Wed. & 

103 9-45 Alr-Cond.. Express Bi-Wkly 
via Patna 
Dep.—Thurs. up to New 
Delhi 
Dep.—Sun. up to Amritsar 
Arri.—Mon., & Friday 

101 16-55 RaidhanI Alr-Cond. Exp. 4 
days a week 
Dep.—Mon., Thurs., Fri. & 
Sunday 
Arri.—Tues., Wed., Sat. & 
Sunday 
HImagIri (Jammu-Tawi) 
Exp. fri-Wkly 
Dep.—Wed., Sal. & Sunday 
Arri.—Mon., Tues. & Friday 

173 5-45 

67 10-55 Bombay Janata Expreee 
Tri-Wkly 
Dep.—Mon., Wed. & Friday 
Arri.—Tues., Thurs. 4 
Sunday 
Dehradun Janata Express 
Wkly 
Dep.—Sunday 
Arri—Sunday 

61 22-55 

9 21-35 Doon Express via Grand 
Chord 

7 10-10 Toofan Express via Main 
Line 

49 14-20 Amritsar Express 
11 21-00 Delhi Express via Main Line 
39 21-10 Delhi Janata Express via 

Main Line 
19 22-00 Gorakhpur Express 

21 16-05 MhhHa Express 
57 8-10 Kantihenjunga Express 

Tri-Wkly 

TRAINS 

Arrival I Departure Arrival 
Time 

8-15 
7-55 

On. Up Time 
Dep.—Tues., Thurs. & 

Time Dn. 

2 
6 

Saturday 
Arri.—wed., Fri. & Sunday 

12-50 4 59 
165 

18-55 
12-30 

Kamrup Express 
New Bongaigaon Janata 
Express 
Black Diamond Express 

6-30 
13-35 

60 
166 

17-10 82 307 6-10 21-25 308 
309 17-16 Coalheid Express 10-30 310 
305 18-20 Asansol Express 8-45 306 

SEALDAH (MAIL & EXPRESS) 
43 18-15 Dar|eellng Mall 8-45 44 

17-10 104 
S3 22-00 Qaur Express 

Jammu Tawl Express 
5-00 54 

51 11-45 15-40 52 
13 20-45 Upper India Express via 

SBG Loop 
11-55 14 

303 18-20 BhMiratnl (Lalgola) Ex- 
preA 

10-20 304 

11-05 102 SOUTH-EASTERN RAILWAY 
(HOWRAH) MAIL 

3 20-00 Madras Mail 6-10 4 
2 20-15 Bombay Mail via Nagpur 7-00 1 

23-35 174 EXPRESS 
60 14-15 Gitanjali (Bombay) Ex¬ 13-40 59 

press 5 days a week 
Dep.— Mon., Tues., Wed., 

21-15 68 Fri. & Saturd^ 
Arri.— Mon., Tues., Thurs., 
Fri. & Saturday 

134 20-50 Ahmedabad Express 4 
days a week 

4-00 133 

8-15 62 Dep.—Tues., Thurs., Fri. & 
Sunday 
Arri.—Tues., Wed., Fri & 
Sunday 
Bombay Express via 
Nagpur 
Coromwidal (Madras) Ex¬ 

6-55 10 30 12-45 13-10 29 

18-15 8 141 16-25 10-45 142 

15-45 50 37 23-10 
press 
Madras Janata Express 4-10 38 

6-05 12 13 17-30 Tata Steel Express 10-18 14 
5-20 40 11 

5 
6-20 

22-10 
Ispat Express 
Jharsugida Express 
Ranehl Hetia Express 

21-50 
5-00 

12 
6 

10-50 20 15 21-25 6-40 16 
7 22-35 Puri Express 5-30 8 

6-45 22 9 18-45 Jagarmath (Purl) Express 8-00 10 
19-30 58 45 10-50 last Coast (Hyderabad) 

Express 
16-15 46 
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WONDERLAND 

JUST-A-MINUTE 

ALL THAT GLITTER 
By Shamlu Dudeja 

According to the will of old 
Grandpa Grumpus, this old 
solid gold charm should be 
divided equally among the 
eight grandchildren In such 
a manner that each child 
gets an equal number of 
the predous diamonds en¬ 
crusted in it. How does he 
do It? 

Answer on Page 15 

♦ ** kt 
* it -It % •k 

4. 
•k ^'k ir if 

If* 'ft it * it i 

'ft A 
•k 

k 

it 

■ft, 
■k ' 

★ it, 
'k 

it'* 

Barter Bank 
{/.you read an item in this 
page that you wish to re¬ 
spond to, please write in 
to Barter Bank, c/a The 

Telegraph Colour Maga¬ 
zine, 6 Pra/uIJa Sarkar 
Street, Calcutta-700001. 
Also, if you wish to entei 
an item in this column, 
please write in with de¬ 
tails^ to the address given 
above. We shall inform 
you of responses to youi 
insertions by post. 

Cassettes: I offer Bob Mar- 
ley’s Rastaman Vibration, 
Paul Simon’s One TricJc 
Pony and Clapton’s Just 
One Night (Vol 2) for Low 
Spark of the High Heeled 
Boys (Traffic), Birth of a 
Legend (Bob Marley) and 
Moody Blues, Caught 
Live, -fS (Moody Blues). 
Contact Soutik Biswas. 

Picture postcards; 1 would 
like to exchange picture 
postcards for stamps from 
Bangladesh. Contact S 
Datta. 

Stamps: 1 want to ex¬ 
change a choice collection 
of stamps I have for other 
foreign and Indian 
stamps. Contact Tapas 
Kumar Bhattacharya. 

Camera: 1 have a Hot Shot 
110 camera with a built-in 
flash. 1 would like to ex¬ 
change it for any Indian or 
foreign 35 mm camera 
with a flashgun. I also 
have a German feiss Icon 
35 mm camera which I 
offer for any good Indian 
35 mm camera. Write to 
Subhash Chakrabarty. 

IM0 2I. doqsoi 
eu(Mi 6 sauieqo S 

ieutadoueuo)8v^Z 
iPiMpueS 1 tlMSOQ 

swddiiset M»q0 U 
je)S8eU!AAZM31)d9 
ojdjqutos 1 •'•SCM9V 

SNCMimOS 
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QilmDtrWIfeDffK 
-by Hai Kaufman- 

• HAL'S PALS! Osar 
Hal: When ahould a 
no'tipping rule be 
observed? Dear Pal; 
When riding in a 
canoe. Dear Hal: Were 
people frightened d jr- 
ing the Stone Age? 
Dear Pal: They were 
petrified. Dear Hal: 
Who can I call for sup¬ 
porters for a strike? 
bear Pal: Try Picket- 
tron. 

COIN TRICK 
DEFIES LAW 

It's easy to defy gravity, 
the law that governs the 
motion of ali material 
bodies. 

The performer asks 
someone to provide a 
coin. The coin is then 
piaced upon the forehead 
and remains there with¬ 
out falling when the per¬ 
former's hand is re¬ 
moved. 

How it's done; Push 
the coin against the fore¬ 
head with firm pressure, 
causing it to cling to the 
skin. 

The stunt will work 
similarly with a "gravity 
defying" pencil stub, but¬ 
ton, bottle cap, paper 
clip, etc. 

SHOE FITSI That tiny glass slipper, top left, fits only the foot 
of Cinderella. Can you help deliver it promptlyy 

a Shell Gamet One-quarter of the seashella I've 
collected added to one-third that amount totals 10 
more than half the number. How many seashella 
have 17 

iUumm pUB p«jpuni^ BUO 

• Tongue Tests! Say fast: No one needs a night 
light on a light night like tonight. Then try: Sixty 
sleazy shanghaied sailors sailed the Seven Seas. 

•na 

SKb 
'SfSI 

HOCUS-FOCUS 
i 9h 

SITE EFFECTSI Apply colors neatly to the scene above; I—Red. 
2—Lt. blue. 3—Yellow. «—Lt. brown. S—Flesh. *—Green. 7—Dk. 
brown. 8—Ok. blue. «—Biacfc. 10—Maroon. II—Dk. gray. 

SPELLBINDER 
SCORE )0 points tor using all the 
letters m the word below to form 
two complete words: 

GRILLAGE 

CAN YOU TRUST YOUR EYEST Hiere are at least six dlNer- 
ancas in drawing datsils botwaon top and bottom panels. How 
quickly con you find thomT Chock answers with those below. 

« buiSMUi «l ( 6umiUi 

St MlJiS 9 |MAOUf$IUItV I BAOiO Z «i BllBiQUlO t SaMIOdOlffO 

THEN score 3 points each tor all 
words of lour letters or more 
found among ttM> letters 

Try to score ot leost se points. 



Goraks. 



MOOSE MILLER By Bob Weber 



JULIET JONES 
1 fiHALL 

A WALKi THB 
. TtsufsAce, . 
IW BVB, 

AhiP I'LL TWJfeCJJJBe 
MV fime^^BtiePAL. 
OHB COP'-/ POP. 

CcLot4BL WALEte., 
AfiP ONE POP , 
V00(2 PUBLISHEB/ 

By Stan Drake 

AH e/ceU-BtfT TIME 
POP THB OetHEBAL 

. TO HAVE H/B __ 
"ACClPEfJT," 

^''^ruT5ee TO 
IT,COLOMBL 

WALEd. ^ 

vou WAffrer &cv/eTHiti& 
F(ZOM ME, <EU4Rr7 . 

MANDRAKE By Lee Falk 



ARCHIE 
YOU CftN SA^/E QUITE A BIT 
ON G(^OCB^^lBS WITH THESE 
NEWSPAPER PlSCDUNTOajFONSr 

VEAH-WESAVEPA lOT 
ON COUPONS AT OUR 

^ HOUSE.., 

I • r 

...AIMP WE SPENT IT ON 
A BOX TO KEEP MOPE 

COUPONS IN / 

A 

■i- 

■■0' 

YOU KNOW /WXISE, BETXy > 
IS RIGHT." YOU CAN STRETCH 
YOUR FOOP BUPSETA LONG , 
WAY BY USING NEWSFAPER ) 

FOOP. COUPONS." 

CHJH-H- A FEW 
I CENTS HERE ANP 
I TMe?E-- HOW 
MUCH COULP YOU 
0^ ANYWAY/ 

f Af( 
YOU MAPE IT JUST IN TIAAE. ARCHIE 
I WAS ABOUT TO CLOSE UP- 
OH- EXCUSE ME -THE PHONE." 

r'^&\ 
00^ 

0\ 

1*9!? 
I -anti Ht- 

r >\ , 

ilL 

NOW, HEI^ ARE THE KEYS TO THE T 
STORE." POH’T F0P6ET TO PUT 
OUT THE LIGHTS WHEN YOU LEAVE . 
ANP SECURE THE IRON GATE " / 

i Li -K L 

/ OKAY, 
Ml? 

GREENLEAF/; 

■ r 

GROCERIES 

* T ■ i- 

I® 

'1 

ARCHIE. PO ME A FAVOR- ^ 
LOCR UP THE STORE FOR ME." 
A WATER PIPE BROKE IN MY 
BASEMENT ANP rVE GOT TO , 
GET HOME RIGHT AWAY" >* 

r OKAY, MR. 
\ GREENLEAF- 
Im PROP THE 
'keys AT YOUR 
HOUSE ON MY 
WAY HOME." 

f 

M 
/ 

WELL, MOOSE, IT LOOKS AS ) l?UH-H-YEAW: 
IF YOU'VE BECOME A ,y ARCHIE HAP SO 
CONVERT TO COUPON / MANY COUPONS, 
CUPPING." jfc««rf^AAR.GREENLEAFGAVE 

HIM THE STORE.' 

V 
il 



CALCUTTA. I Deepak Bhattacharya 



Air-liHtia^ 

Our tempting South East Asian fare—16 leisurely days 
of sightseeii^ and shopping for only Rs 9500! 

Visit Hmigkong, Singapore, Kuaia Lumpur, 
Genting Highlands, Bangkok and Pattaya. 

Pay just Rs 9500 (including US$150) for first 
class hotel accommodation, American breakfast, 
free porterage and detailed s^tseeing. 

Just between friends, IPs a bargain! 

Hongkong: 4 nights'stay with a comprehensive 
sightseeing tour ot Hongkong Island and the 
Ocean Park 

Singapore: I nights stay including the Instant 
Asia Shou, a city tour and excursion to Sentosa 
Island 

Kuala Luropur/Genting Highlands: City tour ol 
Kuala Lumpur and a 2 nights' stay at a lesort 
complex 6000 ft above sea level 

Bangkok: 3 nights' stay with a sightseeing tour 
ot the city's famous temples and other 
landmarks including a visit to the Rose Garden 
for a fine exhibition of Thai culture and sport 

Pattaya: 2 nights’ stay including a visit to the 
('oial Island by glass-bottomed boat and a 
delicious seafood lunch. 

Departures: Oct II, Oct 18, Nov 15, Dec H, 
Dec 20, Jan 17, Feb 14, Mar 6 

We also have a 9 Day “Budget Orient" tour to 
Hongkong and Bangkok for only Rs5900, 
departing Oct 25, Nov 22, De'' 27, Jan 24. 
Feb 21, Mar 13. 
For further details, contact us or your 
travel agent 

tt'e offer^ more than any other i omparabfe tout 
from kaitern India, so lomt. tapiure the flovout 
ol the magical Orient tn^uh u% 

And best of all, at each of these places you have 
plenty oi spare time foi shopping and leisure' 

Your own tour escort will look after ail the 
little details—wcV/ even help process your travel 
documents! So you can sit back, relax and 
dnnk in the pleasures of the magical Orient—as 
Air India's guest. 

Optional tour: A one night/two day package to 
Macao and Zhungsham in China is available 
for only Rs.SOO extra 

Bargain Holiday Plafis 
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CALLING EVERYBODY UNDER 14!! 

You've never had 
something as good 
come your way! 

The Wiz Biz Club is in full swine now. Thousands of 
children from all over India have already become members of 
the most exclusive newspaper club in the country! Join their 
fraternity and taste the joy of novelty each week. 

Fill in the form given below, attach a postal order worth 
Rupees five in favour of "The Telegraph" and mail it. Or 
better still. Cut out the coupon and bring along the money to 
the office of The Telegraph. The address: 6, Prafulla Sarkar 
Street, Calcutta 700 001. 

Join the Wiz Biz Club! join the world of fun! 
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WHEN WE WERE ASKED 
TO LOSE THE TEST 
Mansur Ali Khan Pataudi recalls the events of that 
fateful India vs West Indies Calcutta Test 

culminate in a violent outlet was 
almost predictable. 

When, on that particular day, all 
hell broke loose, the players took 
tefuge in the dressmg rooms which 
had hardly any securitv drrange" 
muuts. Needlos.s to mention, this 
captain was the first to take shelter 
there. He was astonished to find a 
high-ranking CAB otticial inside a 
toilet with a brief casp clutched to 
his chest. WE are all familiar 

with the reactions 
after a Test match 
is won. The 
morale of the team 
is considerably 

elevated, the spectators are pleased 
and perhaps there is an increase in 
the country's prestige. But if, in the 
larger interests of cricket when a 
team is asked to accept defeat, how 
does that sound? 

It may sound odd, but 16 years 
ago the captain of the Indian cricket 
team received this request. Cricket 
enthusiasts who have crossed their 
teens will certainly remember the 
1966-67 Calcutta Test against the 
West Indies. And with the memories 
of that Test, other related incidents 
will automatically come* to mind— 
the pitch being destroyed, the pavi¬ 
lion being burnt, both players and 
spectators being victims of teat gas 
and, finally, a resounding defeat for 
the Indians. 

It will be remembered that India 
had lost the toss. Under the captain¬ 
cy of Sobers, the West Indians 
notched up ^ huge score and Gibbs 
played havoc with the Indian bats¬ 
men. Those present at the Gardens 
on that day can never forget the Entleman who has gone down in 

story as the man who was beaten 
up. He had come onto the ground to 
pacify the irate crowd m the eastern 
stands and in the process was bru¬ 
tally assaulted by the police. The 
spectators lost no time in expressing 
their sympathy with this gentleman 
of-gentlemen and poured onto the 
playing arena in hundreds and 
t^uaands. 

neaders may recollect all these 
incidents but I think only a select 
few came to know what took place, 
moments and a few hours after that 
drama, in the players' dressing 
rooQM and hotel. It is high time 
more people did. 

In those days, prior to a Test 
m^ch. the GAB offidala used to go 
undeigroimd. For that matter, the 
Delhi officials were • step ahead. Ae 
a result, evert the pleyers, had diffi¬ 

culty in securing complimentary 
tickets. The senior officials used to 
hide away in hotels. So it was 
almost impossible to contact them. 
They even went so far as to plant 
themselves in the same hotel as the 

layers. And tracing them would 
avB required an Hercmle Poirol or 

Sherlock Holmes 
By a sheer stroke of lu(,k one 

might get a ticket from them but it 
would not solve the problem. There 
was bound to be another ticket 
bearing the same number And 
through this system an additional 25 
per cent would be admitted to the 
Gardens which could accommodate 
only 60,000. That this racket would 

And even amid that tension. I 
cinilri not help enjoying the humour 
oi the situation. 1'he briei case, ot 
course, was full ot unsold ticket-s 
But with the firing of tear gas shells 
the situation Inst its hilarity. As the 
players soothed their burning eves 
with wet hundkerchieis, the crack¬ 
ling noise oi wooden logs in the 
engulfing fire could be heard. The 
situation had taken a turn for the 
worse and the plavers became 
panic-stricken. 

IN those perplexed moments we 
were almost certain that the vio¬ 
lent mob outside was waiting ior 

our scalps. After a quick conference. 



it was decided that the captain, as 
the rei>resentative of the players, 
should 'Tace the mob and feel its 
pulse and determine who their 
target was—the players, the organis¬ 
ers or the polity. I went ahead but 
informed my team mates that 1 did 
not guarantee their .security. 

A few yards off the pavilion 1 
came Ht;ros.s' some agitated youths 
who assured me that they had no 
grievant;es against the piavers. They 
w'ere after the officials. 1 conveyed 
this heurtening me.ssage to the dre.s- 
sing rooms through one of the young 
men and took the first available car 
home. Later. 1 learnt that the offi¬ 
cials. disgiii.sed in blazers and with 
i:ricket gear were removed to a saii’r 
place by the players themselves. 

The West Indians managed to 
return to their hotel on their own. 
Hunle. as was typical of him. tried 
to save Ids national flag from the 
flame.s. The huge Griffith volun¬ 
teered to run to the Great Eastern 
Hotel. On the way. he w'as inter¬ 
cepted by two schoolboys w'ho 
wanted an autograph. He was so 
terrified that he thought they were 
charging at him. He accelerated and 
almost fainted in the hotel lobby. 

The West Indians were so panic- 
stricken that they decided to call off 
the tour and fly home. In the after¬ 
noon. the officials learned of this 
decision. They made repeated 
appeals to Sobers, but he refused to 
budge. The officials decided to wait 

Qrifflth: ran all the aray to Qraat 
Eastern Hotel 

till the tension subsided, hoping 
that Sobers would then .soften his 
attitude. 

The Indian team, meanwhile, did 
not know of the touring captain's 
deci.sion until the next morning's 
papers reached them. They were 
also aware that resumption of play 
on this pitch—thoroughly damaged, 
dug up and subjected to a mass 
stampede—would mean certain de¬ 
feat. They were In no mood to carry 
on with the Test just to save the 
faces of a few officials. 

(officials on their way bm;k to the 
hotel: surely that was sufficient? 
The right of the players to refuse in 
play in such situations is granted i>\ 
the law’s of cricket: they informed 
the officials of their stand. 

But the CAB was fortunate. Sir 
Frank Worrell was in Calcutta (he 
passed away soon after). He was a 
great cricketer, a great captain and. 
above all. a great man. He was a 
father figure to his team. Rohan 
Kanhai was intent on taking the very 
next flight home. Worrell simply 
said: "No. you must play." Anil 
Kanhai succumbed. Then .Sir Frank 
reminded the other members of liie 
touring team that such incidents, on 
a smaller scale, were not uinisuai in 
the West Indies. 

IF the tour were t;alled oil it .would 
cause irreparaiile damage to the 
game. Worrell could .sen.se tin* 

psychology of fho spectators. He 
knew' that the anger and friislration 
of the crowd had l)y tlien suhsidecl. 
After all tliose distmssions with 
Worrell the West Indies started to 
think anew of the Test. 

Now' it was the turn of the (^AB t«> 
persuade us to play in order to save 
it from humiliation. The wicket at 
the Gardens was in a deplorabh; 
state. A defeat was certain. The 
Indian team was made a sca))egoal 
simply for the sake of a handful ol 
officials. The argument was that we 
should accept defeat for the sake of a 
larger interest. The CAB also prom¬ 
ised that there w'ouid be no recnn-- 
ence of such incidents. 

After much thought we con¬ 
sented. But the resumption of play 
did not depend on one team. The 
consent of the West Indies was also 
essential. In my capacity as captain. 
I then made a request to my counter¬ 
part in the other team. The West 
Indies were reluctant, but agreed 
when they were guaranteed of their 
physical security and reminded |hat 
victory was bound to be theirs. 

Play resumed peacefully the fol¬ 
lowing morning. India took the field 
prepared for defeat. The CAB offi¬ 
cials expressed their gratitude 
rather characteristically, by offering: 
a Rs lOd bonus to each player 
Fortunately, these were not thr 
same officials who had beer 
escorted to safety from the specta* 
ton* wrath on that fateful day. Hac 
they been the same, the plavMi 
would probably have reacted . It 
egactiy joe same ways as the specta 
tors on uie previous day. 



COME TO THINK OF IT, 
HDNTE WAS FUNNY 

I am looking lonwird lu visil 
mg ( altutid unie again and 
playing it the f den Gardons 
tor tlip iJiiid time My visit 
there will hi Ip in lekin ihng 
past dssoLiatioif 1 hayi pot 

quite a few fneiidi the’'o and 1 will 
be aicomp.inied by m\ wife niid 
son The 11*\ I am told has under 
gone a gii at tiansfoimation like the 
Eden C»anlens 

The (faidrns is rpiite a iiue 
ground though 1 Inue liighlemnp 
memonc' ol lanuars 1 1%7 Iho 
ocrasion hemg the Ni*w \ear riots 
that led to mans being iKepitalisid 
That was m\ fust me*' and tldngs 
had been hotinu, u|) 1 mean an 
explosion wa' vcr\ ninth on the 
cards 

From what! gathered the oiganis- 
ers had soil out tuket^ luuih in 
pxc ess of the se iting i aj at its Now 
ther(>'<> obv nai >ls gtnn < to he tiouhle 
it piople (It le oil* intmes only to 
find iio seit*- foi them 

■Von hid ftpople eniroathing on 
the boinidars line violilmp the 
samtity ot the sighlstieeu and so 
on ' don t leniemher inut h it s been 
such V lopg lirni hut what ieinciin‘ 
etched in nu iiieinoiy is tint ill the 
playei ■. ss me panu IvS \ ou had pro 
pit) being bombarded with bru ks 
The works 

It tiuly w is s(aty what with tires 
all over the place If I am not wrong, 

the Fden Gardens pavilion was 
burned down 

Quite an eventful debut senes, I 
must say 

And looking bark 1 think of one 
humorous incident Though to put 
the recoid straight it wasn’t in the 
least entertaining then Good old 
( onrad Hunte deciried to have a go 
at the bravery medal by staying back 
to firing down the West Indies flag 
before it got c onsumod by fire 
While we ran belter skelter, he 
stayed put 

As I said Pdiher it imnds anius 
mg now hut tin ii it w i an eiitiiely 
diffeient rup o( ti i 

I am told a new p ii ilion has < ome 
up lhe( lubHousi asthessay lam 
also told till \ hu I doiii* a good juh 
ul It I huseri ( pliised at tin (lardens 
foi many yr ii >nr! niy apptaianie 
in the fifth li‘t ol tins senes rould 
he the la*-! on Dial giouiid \ou 
never know And Ibis alone is 
re.ison enouph to eageily look for- 
waid to pin mg there 

HF> next turn 1 iilayed Iheie 
w»as in I');4 T*) is skipper 
There was no troehh then and 

on New Year s Day I'fr) vm wete 
handed out a defeat Iw thi Tiger 
Pataudi led Indian ti am I hankfully 
instead of fire wi rnenlv had to 
encour»ter Iueiiatkeis 

Calcutta will tnus not ht an alien 
city tor me it will be ioi quite a few 
of my team niwnbeis though Apart 
from my wife and son iny family 
physiiian DrBhadtin will he fly mg 
down from Munt best* i to view the 
Test I have always been warinlv 
leceived by Calc uttans and this lime 
things shouldn t be anv diffeieiit 

• Clive Lloyd's piece was u iitten 
when the fourth Tt st uf Btmihav was 
being played Tht brlddMttlng b^lm and ttM police nrlng Into action 
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THE ROMANCE OF EDEN GARDENS 
R^u Mukherji recalls the intense relationship between the ground, the 
spectators and the flannelled heroes Calcutta has a way 

with cricket and cricke¬ 
ters. Where else can one 
think of 80,000-pius en¬ 
grossed in the proceed¬ 
ings, on and off the field, 

no matter what the outcome? For 
that matter, which other city can lay 
claims to have had so many Test 
cricketers arrowed down by Cupid 
to the altar? That’s Calcutta. The city 
that knows no peace till the Test 
match arrives on an annual visit. 

Test cricket is back with us yet 
again. And, again, it will evoke so 
many different emotions in so many 
different people. For some a pas¬ 
sion, for others a pastime but, 1 
reckon, for most a compelling jam¬ 
boree, haunting memories notwith¬ 
standing. But cricket being cricket, 
and Calcutta being Calcutta, they 
can hardly accept the pangs of 
separation for very long. 

Cricket is Calcutta’s paramour. 
Elegant and elusive. Enchanting and 
exclusive. No maiden has ever been 
waited upon with such expectation 
and excitement. And then when she 
enters, Eden Gardens erupts. 

To cricketers the world over, 
Eden Gardens is a magic name. A 
name that conjures visions of 
1,60,000 bright eyes in deep intent. 
Hypnotic in appeal. Hypersensitive 

! in reeling. The hush that falls as the 
first over begins has all the aura of a 
Kafkaesque scenario. 

The sylvan environs of Eden Gar¬ 
dens, reminisdiknt of English cricket 
grounds even 30 years ego, blends 
marvellously with the mellow De¬ 
cember sun that heralds a typical 
Calcutta winter morning. The lush 
green carpet blooms a welcome to 
all cricketers at this historic, hal¬ 
lowed ground which has been the 
home of Bengal cricket ever since 

‘ the hoary days of the 1860s. 
Folklore has it that the property 

originally belonged to the Maharaja 
of Cooch Behar. Another tells us 
^at it was in the hands of the 
Auckland family. Whoever was the 
owner, it eventually passed into the 
possession of the Eden sisters who 
presented it to the citizens of Calcut¬ 
ta for recreation and enjoyment. 
6 

And most appropriately the name 
stuck to provide cricket lovers with 
the pleasures of the lost world. 

Endearing December: Not too 
long ago the pall of mist over the 
lazy Hooghly had an ally in the 
swaying palms and the towering 

opiars and pines which playfully 
issed around with the breeze to 

create the gloomy haunt of swing 
and swerve. Alas! the ghosts of 
aerial movement have given way to 
surly tastes of concrete stands and 
iron railings. In sorrow, the mist 
leaves at dawn and returns late, 
much to the comfort of the batsman 
today. Yet I can think of no more 
endearing place to spend a Decem¬ 
ber day. 

Test cricket came to Eden Gar¬ 
dens on the last day of 1926. India 
was still not in the official league 
when Arthur Gilligan with the great 
Maurice Tate in tow led his MCC 
side out on to the famous turf of his 
hosts, the Calcutta Cricket Club. It 
was the second of the two unofficial 
Tests scheduled in India that year. 
MCC went back sufficiently im¬ 
pressed with the Indian sides, parti¬ 
cularly with the exploits of Prof 
D.B. Deodhar, C.K. Nayudu and 
Wazir Ali. The obvious outcome 
was India’s grand entry among the 
select few to enjoy the official Test 
status. 

Cricket thrived and prospered in 
the city. Encouraged by the British 
residents, the princely* houses of 
Cooch Behar and Natore patronised 
the game in the state with a 
fervour typical of pioneers. 

And then it was only a matter of 
time when Douglas Jaraine’s MCC 
team arrived to play the first official 
Test at Calcutta on December 31, 
1934. Since then no less than 22 
official Tests have been contested 
on the manicured lawns of the Gar¬ 
dens. India had to wait till 1961-62 
to earn her first victory on Calcutta 
soil when Ted Dexter, Ken Barring- 
ion and pompany, had to acknow¬ 
ledge the superiority of the Indian 
spinneta. Three victories to ffve 
defeats is India’s record at the Gar¬ 
dens. 

By the 60s, cricket had become 
an unyielding passion of Cal- 
cuttans; although not quite the 

craze that it was to become in the 
70s. 

The change from a "meadow 
game’’ atmosphere was brought ab¬ 
out by the genius of Rohan Kanhai 
and Garfield Sobers, and the blood- 
chilling fury of Wes Hall and Ro> 
Gilchrist. Little did the brillianl 
West Indians realise in 1958 that 
they were about to transform the 
city’s pleasant winter pastime intc 
an infatuation reaching hysterical 
proportions. 

No doubt cricket w'as gradually 
becoming popular ever since the 
day Mushtaq Ali and Mohammec 
Nissar captured the imagination o1 
the locals who had by then made 
acquaintance with the imposing 
jack Ryder and the mercurial Char¬ 
lie Macartney, followed by the 
majestic Joe Hardstaff and the 
pugnacious Bill Bldrich. Denis Com¬ 
pton's magnificence in the Wai 
years is still spoken of with awe b} 
the generation which had the good 
fortune to see Keith Miller at his 
best. 

But the actual metamorphosii 
came with the advent of Kanhai and 
his mind-boggling strokepla} 
which even at times attempted tc 
defy the pull of gravity! No less was 
Sobers with his elastic brilliance 
and the thrilling sight of the ebon> 
giant, Hall. Almost overnight, as i1 
were, queues started forming and 
Test tickets became an established 
status symbol. 

No longer could the connoisseui 
enjoy his cricket in peace. No longei 
could a youngster touch Everton 
Weekes’ gloves before the lattei 
went rampaging. Nor could he asli 
Sonny Ramadhin for his autograph 
while fielding on the fence. A quiet 
chat with Sir Frank Worrell or Mike 
Brearley became at) impossibility 
Or the chance to offer chewing-gum 
to Neil Harford of New Zealand, as I 
once did. 

Sudden chungea: The change 
came all of a sudden. Economics did 
away with the reclining chairs; rioi 
flames chsffied the shainiatma away: 



stampedes caused loss of life and 
limb depriving daily ticket holders 
of their pleasure. 

However the heavy roller Gungar- 
am still stands, after nearly 200 
years, a iiiute witness to the ravages 
of time and taste. The famous pavi¬ 
lion of finest imported teak, dating 
back to 1871. where Lagden and 
Longfieid conversed. Hitch and 
Hoise played at billiards, has 
vanished, the wicker chairs where 
Vijay Merchant and Vijay Hazare 
relaxed have long gone. The histor¬ 
ical photographs which earned uni¬ 
versal admiration have not even 
found place on a mantel for future 
generations to cherish the glorious 
cricketing heritage that isCalcutta's. 
The departed souls of Vinoo Man- 
kad and Amar Singh would be at a 
complete loss if they were to come 
back to their favourite Eden Gar¬ 
dens. 

Today the concrete coliseum en¬ 
ables SO.OOO-plus to cross the turn¬ 
stile to be a part of the ethos that is 
the essenc.e of Test cricket in Calcut¬ 
ta. Those days of .sandwiches and 
ohi-puris washed down by Coke and 
fresh oranges are over. The turf that 
once prided itself in the fact that on 
the outfield lawn tennis cham- 
pioiKships were held is only a pale 
shadow of its former self. 

As 1 gc' down memory lane the 
floodgates open. It was here that 
Prince Salim (Durrani) and Panther 
(Chanriu) Borde lifted our hearts 
time and again. Tiger Pataudi prowl¬ 
ing the covers. The young, ebullient 
Clive Lloyd of 1967 chasing the 
cherry as if his whole life depended 
on it. Abbas Ali Baig square cutting 
four consecutive fours against the 
spin and then losing his middle 
stump while trying to pull the last 

ball of the day. M.L. jaisimha's 
belligerence having Barry Knight on 
his knees. And. of course. Budhi 
Kunderan's audacious batting 
approach that gave the staunchest ot 
hearts a twinge or two. 

OSTALGIA knows no 
bounds. \Vh(» cai'i ever forget 
Cary Sobers’ attempt to cati li 

a mishook (Kunderan's. who tdse's?) 
to the third man region by sprinting 
at least .'iO yards from the second 
slip? B.S. (Chandrasekhar's spell of 
1974? The aura of Richie Benaiid? 
Saeed Ahmed's combat with Subiias 
Gupte? Alan Davidson's lazy ele¬ 
gance? Ajit Wadekar’s brilliant 
catch to dismiss Derek Underwood? 
Or Keith Stackpole’s? Or Barry 
Wood’s? Or. for that matter, the 
Eknath Solkar magic at short-leg 
especially the Tony Lewis catch? 

Thankfully, disappointments 
have been few at the Gardens. None 
more than the unfortunate incident 
of January 1, 1967. when a cruel 
assault on an innocent spectator 
sparked off crowd invasion and all 
but cancellation of the day's play. 
Sir Frank Worrell, then in Calcutta 
to lecture at Jadavpur L'niversity. 
prevailed upon the two teams to 
continue the match. 

Then again the stampede in the 
daily ticket queue which ended in 
loss of lives still remains a haunting 
dream. However the overcrowding 
of the 60s and the resultant pande¬ 
monium is hopefully a thing of the 
past. 

To ruminate, comes the vivid pic¬ 
tures of Alvin Kallicharran's artistry 
on a slow turner, Bedi and Prasanna 
weaving webs, Ramakant De.sai’s 
silken run-up and the kosor-ghonta 
rising to a crescendo to go with his 
bouncers. And, of course, Hanu- 

mant Singh stepping out to inat(.h 
the wiles of Lance Gibbs. 

However if I were asked to cImmj.sk 
just one of so many pleasant memor¬ 
ies, my mind would go back to that 
steamv morning of 1909 when the 
magnificent Graham Mt-Kenzie ri‘- 
duced India to ashos. 9 lor 2. brea¬ 
thing fire all over. From the dying 
embers, in walked little Gondappa 
Viswanath to face the wrath of the 
Goliaths, in the gloomv torebodings 
that stunned the crowil into an eerie 
silence. The first two deliveries 
were lovingly caressed to the point 
and extra-co\’er feni.e. And the Gar¬ 
dens sat back and breathed again, 
this time in respectful homage to the 
presence of true greatness. Viswa¬ 
nath came back to the Gardens to 
play many a glorious innings in¬ 
cluding a century against Andy 
Roberts at his best, but the imprint 
of that memorable innings will stay 
on with me forever. 

Eden Gardens' character de¬ 
veloped on the lines of those large- 
hearted men of former years. A 
small incident in the 36s is an 
instance. Let Mr. N. Langarana take 
overv "...Natore were playing the 
Calcutta Cricket Club (CCC) and the 
former won the match handsomely. 
While having tea after the game the 
.skipper of CCC, Major White, asked 
the Maharaja how many profession¬ 
als he had in his team, as much as to 
say there was no credit in defeating 
the CCC with so many professionals. 
The Maharaja looked round the 
table, as if counting the profession¬ 
als. and replied. 'Only pne.‘ Major 
White thereupon asked ‘Who is he?' 
And the Maharaja said ‘Myself, as 1 
have nothing else to do but play 
cricket,’ adding that ‘All the 
other players are mv invitees, who 
out of their love for cricket, honour 
me by playing for my team...' What a 
splendid spirit the Maharaja 
showed on that occasion and in 
what regard he held all his players." 
The same spirit remains. Eden Gar¬ 
dens loves her players, amateur or 
professional, dark or fair. What my 
dear Gardens shirks from are those 
vulgar mercenaries, whether they be 
players or administrators. 

Eden Gardens has a sense of occa¬ 
sion. Many outstanding performers 
have fallen under its spell to pro¬ 
duce delightful eficket. Here it w'as 
that Kapil Dev reached his ‘double' 
and 1 reckon that this hallow'ed turf 
will be the scene for Sunil Gavas¬ 
kar's 30th ton. But then, without 
'Vishy my Eden will never be the 
same again. 



BIRTHDAYS Inner Eye 
NEXT SEVEN DAYS 
FROM DECEMBER 11 TO DECEMBER 17 

RfES 
Mar ?1-Apr 20 

Most of your prob¬ 
lems are likely to be 

solved this week. Moreover, all 
your efforts will be crowned 
with success. However, a word 
of warning, be on guard 
against forces working against 
you The financial front is not 
particularly bright. You may 
have to loan money. 

li 
EO 
July 24-Aug 23 

This week is%f 
bright prospects Rr 

those Involved in matters of 
the heart. Your partner will be 
extremely understanding, so 
do not lose time in making the 
proposal you have in mind. 
The professional front looks 
bright and you might get a 
promotion. 

AGiTTARIUS 
Nov 22-D«e 22 

You will have good 
reason to feel ner¬ 

vous and anxious. The attitude 
of friends and members of 
your family may worry you. 
You are likely to feel lonely in 
the course of the week. 
Friends and relatives might 
avoid you. However, do not get 
depressed. 

AURUS mj IRGO 
1 Apr 21 W Aug 24.Sept 23 I] 

A week ot mixed for- An excellent oppor- 
tunes IS in store for tunity lies in store for 

you 
lead to financial losses. On the 
other hand, those involved in 
romance are likely to have a 
very pleasant time this week. 
Your partner will be compliant 
and make this a happy week 
for you 

you towards the end of the 
week. Take full advantage of it 
and this will prove to be a very 
lucky week. Your plans are 
likely to be praised by those in 
authority. In business, lucra¬ 
tive deals will come your way. 
Check extravagance. 

EMINI 
■ « May 22-June 21 

Keep a watch on 
—J your health this 

week. The domestic front is 
going to pose severe prob¬ 
lems You will have a serious 
misunderstanding with your 
spouse. Do not lose your tem¬ 
per, but deal with the situation 
tactfully and the storm will 
pass. 

IBRA 
Sspi 24-Oct 23 

This should prove to 
be a successful 

week for you. The domestic 
front will remain calm and be a 
source of happiness. A lucky 
week for those in service— 
chances are that you will be 
promoted. A special word of 
advice to businessmen: this 
week your prospects are good. 

appointing week for you. Your 
current assignment may fall 
through. A new undertaking 
may not yield the results you 
have been expecting. Do not 
feel unduly worried if you have 
to depend on your friends to a 
very large extent. 

you if you are involved in 
creative pursuits. Do not hesi¬ 
tate to launch a new venture; it 
will turn out to be successful. 
YOung ones among you are 
advised to take the initiative. 
Financially, this is a lucky 
period for you. 

APRICORN 
Dac 23-Jan 20 

Financially, a 
favourable week for 

you. You will be in a position to 
repay most of your debts. This 
is not a good week for making 
drastic changes. However, if it 
is absolutely necessary to do 
so, make sure that you consult 
your elders before taking any 
steps. 

- QUARIUS 
Jan 21-Feb 20 

The week will be 
- bothered by in¬ 

numerable problems. A jour¬ 
ney may help to solve some of 
them. You are advised to let 
your intuitions be your guide. 
This is a good week for crea¬ 
tive artistes. A new assign¬ 
ment will keep you busy and 
help you win praise. 

ANGER 1 A? CORPIO 
JutTo 22 July 23 Oct 24-Nov 21 

This may turn out to j KW A week of excellent JIL 
be a rather dis- L--1 opportunities awaits 

ISCES 
Feij 21-Mar ^ 

This will prove to be, 
by and large, a 

favourable week for you. Pros¬ 
pects are bright for business¬ 
men, However, do not take 
unnecessary risks. For those 
in service, this is a week of 
opportunities. Make every 
effort to push forth your plans 
A letter will bring good news. 

SUGGESTIONS LUCKY NUMBER AND COLOUR 
SUNDAY THAVei DECEMBER 11 8 GREY 
MOrjpAY MEDITATION OECEIliBEH 12 5 VEU.OW 
TUESDAY SHOPHNC DECEMBER 13 1 ORANGE 
WEDNESDAY CORRESPONDENCE DECEMBER 14 2 WHm 
THURSDAY BUSINESS AFFAIRS DECWBER 1« 3 
FRIDAY SFQRTS 0ECEM8ER 16 6 ' GREEN 
SATURDAY ENTERTAINMENT DECEtffiER 17 7 BLUE 

December 11 
This wilt be a good year for 
attending to matters which 
ought to have been done be¬ 
fore. Catch up with outstand¬ 
ing business affairs. There is a 
possibility of large flnanclat 
gams during 1984. If efforts 
are made to contact people in 
other countries, enhancement 
of business is assured. 

December 12 
People whose influence could 
be used to your benefit should 
be contacted immediately. 
Your ambitions will be fulfill^ 
this year. A pending legal mat¬ 
ter could cause worry, but do 
not fret unnecessarily. 

December 13 
An important year is ahead. 
Now is the time to give priority 
to obtaining useful knowledge 
that could help you branch out 
in an entirely new direction. 
Partnerships could lead to 
additional profits. 

December 14 
Your relationship with people 
who wield considerable power 
will be much improved. Good 
luck will come your way during 
1984. Finances must be kept 
free from risks and careless 
spending. Bankers are unlikely 
to be accommodating, as you 
hoped. 

December 15 
Tnps to faraway places are 
likely to go off without any 
hitches New friends might be 
made during your journeys. It 
IS essential that you deal with 
minor routine matters early so 
that you do not have worries 
nagging you. 

December 16 
You will feel rather excited 
about the forthcoming year. 
You have good reason to feel 
that you will be making the 
progress in your career that Is 
so important to you. You . 
should find that things are 
working out better than you 
expected, in 1984. 

December 17 
You are in a position to control 
the course of events now. You 
will be in control ot matters that 
have been causing you quite a 
lot of trouble at work. Activities 
with friends and relatives wKt 
be pleasant, but not particular* 
ly exciting. 

M.B. RAMAN 



QUIZ / Neil O’Brien 
P^.V. Krishnan 

from )am- 
anedpur: “The 
Bel din Club of 
Jamshedpur orga* 
nised an Inter* 
Gub Quiz Contest 
in which eight 
teams partici* 
pated. Smack, a 

team of exuberant youngsters, took 
the lead from the outset, but even¬ 
tually could finish only third. Gufta- 
mgs emermd victorious because 

had a lady who scored all the 
points duriAg the ‘Sari Special’ 
round. Charms, the host team, came 
second after a tough tie-breaker with 
Smack. A word of praise for quiz¬ 
master Alban Scott who conducted 
the quiz with the aplomb of a veter¬ 
an, which he imdoubtedly is.” 

Suptendra Nath Sarbadhikari, 
Calcutta-4S, gives more pen names 
of Rabindranath Tagore (25 
Sept,’83): “Akapatchandra Bhaskar, 
Aimakali Pakrasi, Dikshunya Bhat- 
tacharya, BanibinodBandyopadyay, 
Srimati Kanistha, Srimati 
Madhyama, Nabinkishor Sharmana 
and Soasthicharan Debsarmana.” 

S.C. Mozumdert Calcutta-33, 
writes that the line, “The Child is 
Father of the Man” (13 Nov.’83) is 
from The Rainbow and not My Heart 
Leaps Up, which is the opening 
stanza of the poem by William 
Wordsworth.” The poem is known 

by both pames and The Oxford 
Dictionary of Quotations gives the 
source as Mv Heart Leaps Up. 

Arpan Guna, has filed this quiz 
report: 

"Unlike past years, there was 
hardly any audience in the spacious 
La Martiniere auditorium for the 3rd 
Annual Quiz for Schools organised 
bv Interact Gub of La Martiniere. In 
all, eight schools participated in this 
quiz conducted oy Barry O’Brien. 
‘To this reviewer, the standard of the 
questions did not seem constant as 

they ranged from absolute give 
aways ("What is the English for the 
Bengali "dhoop kathi”?) to difficult 
ones ("Distinguish between ‘aerody¬ 
ne’ and ‘aerostat’). However, that 
scarcely dampened the enthusiasm 
of the teams and in the initial 
rounds all of them scored evenly. 
Although CBS held on to the lead 
for a time, finally a pattern began to 
emerge where Don Bosco were pull¬ 
ing away from the rest After the 
mterval, Don Bosco held on to their 
slender lead and finished with 26 

points, followed by La Martmiere 
(Boys) 24 and Girls 15V!i. The quiz¬ 
master delighted everyone with the 
last question of the evening where, 
he himself sang to fill in a question 
in the audio round. Don Bosco thus 
won the shield for the third time in 
suc(;,ession and were represented by 
Kamal Ahmed, Taranga Ghosh, 
Basdv Sen and Vikash IChandelwal.” 

Kalyan Guha Roy, Calcutta 41, is 
interested to know hew the word 
‘boycott’ entered the English lan¬ 
guage 

No, we are nut tefering to the 
Yorkshire and England cricketer, 
•Ithough the way his career has run 
we could well be. Captain Charles 
Boycott (1832-97) looked after the 
estate of the Earl of Erne in County 
Mayo, Ireland. Trouble for him be¬ 
gan in 1880, when the earl’s tenants 
insisted on the right to decide the 
rent they should pay for their farms. 
That remarkable Irish politician. 
Charles Stewart Parnell inspired 
what happened next: the entire 
neighbourhood refused to have any¬ 
thing to do with Boycott; nb shop 
would serve him and no one would 
help with the harvest He went to 
the north for workers, but they 
needed some 900 soldiers to protect 
them while they gathered in the 
crops. The wretched Boycott re¬ 
mained boycottedr—the word caught 
on from the start—and had to leave 
his job and the area. 

QUESTIONS_ 

1. The early Christians used a fish as their symbol, 
Why? (Gautam Mitra, Calcutta 26). 

2. Which novel is sub-titled The Modern Prom¬ 
etheus? (Ashish Sarkar, Calcutta 90). 

3. In the US how are S cents, 10 cents and 25 cents 
colloquially termed? (P. Srinath, Calcutta 45). 

4. How did Alice read the poem fabberwocky? 
(Ranajlt Sengupta, Durgapur 12). 

5. Who said "S God did not exist, it would be 
necessary to invent him”? (Abhik Majumdar, 
Calcutta 29). 

6. Who is a benchwarmer? (Anup Kr. Datta, Calcut¬ 
ta 64). 

7. Why did the American short story writer Wil¬ 
liam Sydney Portw adopt the penname O. 
Hemy? (Vikash Khandelwal, Calcutta 17). 

B. What is unusual ^ut the word ‘boatswain^ 
(Stunit Dutta, Calcutta 17). 

9. What is kakistocracy?(SuvraKantiBa8U, Calcut¬ 
ta 29). 

10. Who are Rawhide end Rainbow? (Vijayantimola, 
Madias 05). 

ANSWERS 

•AieAtj 
-oedsei Xouejq efjM sfq pue ueSee^ )UBpTsejf({ 
JO} semen apoo s.aoiAjag ^sjoag gn bHl ^saqx '01 

'suazpp )8ioM aqi Aq luamiuaAOQ '6 
'meps sjape] aqi 

}]eq neq) ejom q^jAfi—,u,8oq, paounpuojd sj q g 
‘{uameizzaqma soj voioi uosjjd e paojas 

psq aq ajaqM 'Ajepualfuad 8)B)g oiqo ti; pjenS 
uospid e AiuaH upjQ }o emeu aqi patdope an L 

'(seAJasaj lOf luaam qouaq aq) suueM 
pue) aur^ e u) sXaid X{eiej oqAv amjqsqns v 9 

aqeqoA S 
■aojJim B JO djaq aqj qjjM > 

'XisAjpadsaj jajjenb e pue amjp e ‘jaifoia v 'C 
'Aaijaqg Aiepq Xq utajsua^funij -z 

.-jnojAeg aqj ‘poQ jo uog ‘jsfjiD snsaj, jo qaajf) 
aq) ‘iS)Og sojii uoaqj^ soisjq^ snsoaj jo BJe))8[ 
fepfUf aq) ’snjqor si qs;} joj pJOM qaajg aqx T 

AnmMr to TWO PLUS TWO 
11 and 1.1 
11 + 1.1 - 12.1 and 11 X 1.1 - 12.1 



Above - Bringing music into the life of a 
spastic child on the 17th will be Ustad 
Amjad All Khan. The sarod master will 
perform m aid of the Spastics Society ol 
Eastern India. Also featured in the 
programme will be Ruma Cuhathakur- 
ta's Calcutta Youth Choir. 

GRAND MAN 

Left’ The presentation of the Man of 
the World award in New York during 
the joint convention of the Internation¬ 
al Hotel Association and American 
Hotels & Motels Association to Mohan 
Sine^ Oberoi was heartwarming. Not 
only was it an outstanding event in the 
business world, but also a landmark in 
the history of Calcutta. The acquisition 
of the Grand Hotel in Calcutta had 
been a turning point in the life of 
Oberoi who went on to become the 
head of one of Asia's langest hotel 
chains. A definite facelin for fois weary 
city. 



\ 

HIGHER THAN THE 
HIGHEST 
Left Queen Elizabeth awarded 
the Order of Merit the highest 
British award, to Mother Teresa 
about a fortnight ago at a func¬ 
tion held on the lawns of the 
Rashtrapati Bhavan Mother 
Teresa accepted it with charac¬ 
teristic sobriety 

WORLD’S MOST 
BEAUTIFUL GIRLS 
Below This year's Miss World 
IS a 19-ycar-old British fashion 
model, Sarah lane Hutt. Miss 
United Kingdom walked away 
with the crown at the contest 
held at London's Royal Albert 
Hall a few weeks ago In the 
traditional post-coronation 
photograph she IS seen cep 
tre, with the first runner up 

^ Rocio Luna Florez tMiss ( til 
I ombia), left, and Catia Siiveira 
I Pedrosa (MiiS Brazil) wno was 
s placed thud 

-:'4 



LIMELIGHT / Dr Sudipta Sengupta 

OFF TO THE FROZEN WASTES 
The Antarctica expedition is the latest of her many achievements 

comfortable 
room, fur¬ 
nished 
expensive¬ 
ly, with 
taste. There 

are paintings on the walls, 
an impressive cabinet 
with curios and a book¬ 
case with handsomely 
bound books on geology. 
It is afternoon. 

Dr Sudipta Sengupta 
comes into the room with 
a pleasant smile on her 
face. Having enquired ab¬ 
out the purpose of my 
visit, she said softly, "I am 
busy doing some last mi¬ 
nute shopping.” 

Dr Sengupta is one of 
the two women members 
of the third Antarctica ex¬ 
pedition which 
left India last week. 

The other woman in 
tho team is Dr Aditi Pant, 
a marine biologist from 
the National Institute of 
(X'.eanography. The 82- 
member expedition, 
headed by Dr H.K. Gupta, 
will leave the country 
aboard a specially char-. 

tered Firtnish.Ice-breaker, 
Miss Sengupta, a 30- 

year-old teacher of 
structural geology in 
ladavpur University said, 
"I am just thrilietd, the 
experience is going to be 
an unimaginable one. I am 
sure it is going to be an 
experience of a lifetime. I 
am happy that my abili¬ 

ties have been r .og- 
nised." 

One of the most striking 
features of this adventurer 
is th6 amount of self- 
confidence she displays. 
“I have never felt iiderior 
to men....I have proved 
that women in India are as 
capable as those in the 
West," the young scientist 

said. 
The Calcutta scientist 

will be one of the three 
geologists to carry out 
geological and glaciolo- 
gical work in the Antarc¬ 
tica. Besides doing recon¬ 
naissance geological map¬ 
ping, she will collect rock 
samples for petrological, 
paeleontological and age 
dating studies. The gla- 
ciological study will in¬ 
clude accumulation and 
ablation of snow, move¬ 
ment of ice flow, stress- 
strain, compaction study 
of ice. 

As a yo juog girl in Nelp- 
al. Dr ■ Smgupta beam 
her long staining affair 
with nature, the source 
from which she was to 
draw the chief inspiration 
for her achievements as a 
mourttaineer and geolog¬ 
ist. “My days in Nepal 
have definitely influenced 
my life,” she said. 

Only survivfaig member: 
She has advance training 
in mountaineering froan 
the Himalayan Moun¬ 
taineering Institute, Dar¬ 

in Sweden in 1978 A cMual snapshot taken at home 

la ■ 



feeling and the Nehru In¬ 
stitute of Mountaineering, 
yttarkashi. She scaled the 
Ronty peak while a stu¬ 
dent in ladavpur Uni¬ 
versity. Dr Sengupta is the 
only surviving member of 
the Ladies Lahoul expedi¬ 
tion (20.130 feet) where 
the other two cOmbers— 
Sujaya Cuba and Kamala 
Saha—were killed in an 
accident. 

Born in Calcutta, Dr 
Sengupta, is the youngest 
daughter of a physicist, 
Mr Jyoti Ranjan Sengupta, 
and Mrs Pushpa Sengup¬ 
ta. In 1967 she was 
awarded the best all¬ 
round girl graduate certifi¬ 
cate by Jadavpur Universi¬ 
ty. By then she had 
her foot firmly on the first 
rung of the ladder that in 
years to come was to take 
her to the very top. 

After passing MSc she 
worked as a CSIR Re¬ 
search fellow at her Uni¬ 
versity. In 1969 she joined 
the Geological Survey of 
India as a geologist and 
worked there till 1973 
The same year she was 
awarded the prestigious 
overseas scholarship of 
the Royal Commission for 
the Ei^ibition of 1851, 
United Kingdom. The 
young geologist has not 
forgotten the dinner that 
followed in honour of the 
awardees for no other 
reason but the fact that 
she sat next to Prince Phi- 
ii|i ‘T was made the lady 
of the occasion hence the 
Duke walked to the centre 
of the hall hand in hand 
with me,” she said 
proudly. 

This scholarship was 
previously received by 
scientists like Homi 
Bhabha and A.K. Saha. 
From India Dr Sengupta is 
the only one from the 
branch of geology to re¬ 
ceive this scholarship. 

Between 1973 and 1976 
carried out research 

work at the Imperial Col¬ 
lege of Science and Tech- 
ndogy, London with ex¬ 
tensive field work In the 
Scottish Highlands and in 
Rio Tihto, Spain. 

SHE has also worked 
in the Caledonian 
Research Project ot 

International Geodyna¬ 
mics Project, Sweden. Her 
study covered the Scan¬ 
dinavian Caledonian 
mountains ol Sweden and 
Norway near the Arctic 
Circle. "I enjoyed every 
moment there, for days 
together we used to have 
sunlight fur more than 20 
hiuirs' This was one of 
the best experiences of my 
life.” she said while 
speaking about her days 
in the Arctic region. 

Dr Sengupta is not at all 
perturbed about the 
hazardous month-long 
journey through the 
oceans and across glaciers 
which her team has to 
make to reach the Antarc¬ 
tica camp. “Once in a 
while the thoughts of the 
Roaring 40s worries me,” 
she said. 

Asked about her home, 
parents, sisters, she re¬ 
plied, “This is nothing 
new for them, I have often 
been away from home for 
months at a stretch.” 
Moreover, the government 
will set up an ex¬ 
perimental video link be¬ 
tween Delhi and her camp 
with the aid of which she 
can see them and talk to 
them through the tele¬ 
phone via the satellite. 

Dr Sengupta may be in¬ 
cluded in the 15-member 
contingent that will stay 
back for a whole yee^ 
through the trying winter 
of the south polar region. 
However, pre-fabricated 
structures would be used 
to set up camps which 
would have their own seif 
contained heating and 
other arrangements for the 
inmates. 

Dr Sengupta left an im¬ 
portant question un¬ 
answered. Asked about 
her plans for marriage she 
said casually, ”I have nev¬ 
er given it a serious 
thought...! am indiffe¬ 
rent.” 

The geologist is prob¬ 
ably waiting for a duke 
chantiing. 

Shaadaab SL Bakht 
15 
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THE CALCUTTA CONNECTION _ 
The city’s long association with Ordnance factories is not widely known 

WHILE it is 
generally 
known that 
large govern¬ 

ment factories exist in In¬ 
dia for the specific pur- f)ose of manufacturing 
ethal stores, general 

stores, and clothing for 
the Army, Navy and Air 
Force, the very long asso¬ 
ciation of Calcutta with 
these Ordnance factories 
is uot known as widely. 

In Eastern India, can¬ 
non manufacture was first 
established at Monghyr in 
1763, and Mir Kassim had 
17 guns made in this year. 
A temporary gun factory 
was established in Eastern 
India at Patna by the East 
India Company in 1769. 
As this foundry was suc¬ 
cessful, a foundry was 
erected in the present Fort 
William (then known as 
the New Fort). In 1770 the 
new brass gun foundry 
commenced work as a 
branch of the arsenal at 
Fort William. By 1801, the 
Arsenal, the Gun Foundry' 

-and the Gun Carriage 
A^ncy were all situated 
within the narrow limits 
of the new Fort William, 
and as expansion there 
was impracticable, land 
was purchased at Cossi- 
pore. To this site the Gun 
Carriage Agency was 
transferred from Fort Wil¬ 
liam. 

In 1811, the Court of 
Directors of the East India 
Company in London ob- 
}ected to the continuance 
of the Fort William found¬ 
ry on the grounds that the 
Ordnance cast in Fort Wil¬ 
liam was inferior to that 
cast in Europe, and 
wished to close the Fort 
William foundry, but the 
Military Board of the East 
India Company disagreed 
with this view, and said 
that cannon equal to the 

best and at a price less 
than that in Europe had 
been made in the Fort 
William foundry. 

By 1830, the space 
available at Fort William 
was insufficient. It was 
decided to transfer the 
Gun Carriage Agency from 
Cossipore to Fatehgarh (in 
present Uttar Pradesh), 
and to establish a Gun 
Foundry for all-India re¬ 
quirements at Cossipore. 
Cossi pore-made guns did 
excellent service in the 
Afghan. Sind and Sikh 
campaigns of the British 
Indian Army. 

S to ammunition, the 
East India Company 

never possessed an 
ammunition factory as 
such, but the forts in their 
settlements had a “labora¬ 
tory" in which ammuni¬ 
tion was prepared for use. 
In 1718 there was one 
such “laboratory” in the 
old Fort William, accord¬ 
ing to Bengal Past and 
Present. There was on re¬ 
cord a 1742 order to the 
Gunner at the old Fort 
William to employ as 
many people as he could 
to make gunpowder for 
service with all kinds of 
ammunition as necessary. 
It is not easy to trace the 
history of this “labora¬ 
tory" till 1846, when it 
officially became the 
Ammunition Factory at 
Dum Dum. By 1858, va¬ 
rious works at Dum Dum 
had merged into the Car¬ 
tridge and Percussion Cap 
Factory. 

In 1858 a Bullet Factory 
was established at Cossi¬ 
pore. By 1872 the accorfP* 
modatiun being insuffi¬ 
cient, additional land was 
purchased, and a hew fac¬ 
tory was built at Cossi¬ 
pore. Thh title of the 
establishment was 
changed from “Hie Gun 

Foundry" to "Foundry 
and Shell Factory." By 
1900 further extensions 
were required. As land at 
Cossipore was now ex¬ 
pensive, it was decided to 
move certain facilities to 
Ichapore, as a sub-factoiy 
of the Foundry and Shell 
Factory. This was- 
effected, and manufacture 
at Ichapore commenced in 
1905. 

The same year the name 
of the factory at Cossipore 
was changed to Gun and 
Shell Factory. Thus the 
little cannon foundry 
which started in sheds in 
a bastion of Fort William 
in 1770, with an establish¬ 
ment of one European su¬ 
pervisor and 15 workmen, 
now covered a vast ex¬ 
panse and had a large 
work force. 

The history of the Icha¬ 
pore site is not without 
some interest. This was 
originally the settlement 
of the Ostend Company, 
consisting largely of Flem¬ 
ings according to Bengal 
Past and Present, and 
formed, according to 
another source, imder a 
charter granted in 1722 by 
the Emperor of Austria 
whose flag was flown 
here. In the year 1920 the 
subfactory was separated 
from Cossipore and desig¬ 
nated the Metal and Steel 
Factory. 

N 1903 a Rifle Factory 
was also set i p at Icha¬ 

pore. The East India Com- fiany had not possessed a 
actory for the manufac¬ 

ture of muskets. In tiie 
17th .century they were 
'bhtaihed, fjtom England, 
and in the 18th century 
from indigenous sources. 
For example, in 1763 Mir 
Kassim was manufoctur- 
ing firelocks at Moi^yr. 

Althou^ Bombay and 
Madras Tong l^d Gun¬ 

powder Mills, it was not 
until 1704 that any record 
of these existed in Bengal, 
when, it is reported in 
Bengal Past and Present, 
one blew up through 
carelessness. From 1704 
to 1756, no record exists 
except that gunpowder 
was being purchased 
locally. According to the 
deliberations of the Cal¬ 
cutta Historical Society, 
in 1756 the East India 
Company purchased the 
gunpowder mill erected 
by a Lt Col Scott from the , 
executors of his estate, 
which was on the site 
known as Perrin’s Garden. 

In 1759, the mills blew 
up. Though quickly re- flaired, another site was 
ound in 1760 in Bagh 

Bazar, but these mills did 
not work satisfactorily 
there. A site was therefore 
selected in 1774 at Akra, 
at the bottom of Garden 
Reach. The new powder 
mills were completed in 
1778. Owing to the de¬ 
pendence of other Pres¬ 
idencies on Calcutta for 
gunpowdei, plans were 
put forward in 1788 for 
new Gunpower Mills at 
Ichapore. In 1791, they 
were completed, but ex¬ 
plosions seem to have 
taken place fairly fre¬ 
quently. In 1832, soon af¬ 
ter Lord William Bentinck 
became Governor General, 
he decided, as a measure 
of economy, to suspend 
the manufacture of gun¬ 
powder at Ichapore. 

The above is a very brief 
resume of the early his¬ 
tory of the Ordnance foc- 
tories in and around Cal¬ 
cutta. Work force-Mdse, 
their association with Cal¬ 
cutta has indeed been a 
progressive onei 

S.L. Meneaes 



.On the Other Foot. 
IF unu i;ares to walk 

down College Street on 
a Saturday morning, he 
will come across small 
tenipurarv structures on 
the pavements. On having 
a clo.se look, he will find 
that the image of Goddess 
Kali is installed there with 
a red garland around the 
neck. But the next day, 
Sunday, there is no sign of 
tlie panclal or Kali. 

This worship of Sani is 
helping unemployed 
youths to earn a living in 
this locality. Their invest¬ 
ment is minimum because 
the same image is put up 
every Saturday for the 
passersby. And being God 
fearing, most do give 
something. 

“We do not earn much." 
said one of the ‘organis¬ 
ers,' refusing to disclose 

Calcutta has a num¬ 
ber of ways of saying 

‘hello’ to those visiting the 
city for the first time and 
those who are returning 
after a long time. The pun¬ 
gent smell of garbage 
piled on garbage, open 
drains, and an assortment 
of sounds and si{^ts make 
the city what it is and 
what it will always be: a 
warm and welcome city. 

A correspondent recent¬ 
ly met a friend who left 

the antount. '*But it takes 
care bt pocket expenses 
for a week. At least, we do 
not have to ask money 
from our parents for 
cigarettes,” he says, in a 
defensive manner. ‘‘After 

all, we are not forcing 
anyone. If they want, they 
will give on their own." 

Borne of the devotees 
are very particular. Before 
throwing’ the coin, .some 

.Warm Welcome. 
the city some 15 years ago 
and since then could nev¬ 
er make a trip home for 
one reason or another. He 
had married and his wife 
and children had never 
had the chance to enjoy 
the enchanting Mahalaya 
recital broadcast seven 
days before the Pujas. 
I’his year he decided to 
visit the city with his 
family and let them taste 
the ‘Calcutta Puja.’ 

But they spent the 

Mahalaya morning in the 
train and once again he 
missed the recital. 
However, as soon as they 
alighted ifrom the train at 
Howrah station, the fami¬ 
ly was greeted with the 
recital being plnved over 
the public address system. 

The children we'ca tired, 
the wife wanted a bath 
and the coolie wa.s agi¬ 
tated. But the gentleman 
refused to leav(. until the 
whole recital was over. “It 

make it a point to see that 
they are not wearing their 
slippers, placing them in 
front of them before clos¬ 
ing their eyes. It has hap¬ 
pened that a street urchin, 
standing nearby, saw a 
person removing his slip¬ 
pers and putting them 
aside. He immediately 
went close and was on the 
verge of stealing the slip¬ 
pers when the devotee 
opened his eyes and saw 
the urchin at his job. 

Before he could say 
anything, the urchin came 
forward with an answer: 
“1 was just putting it on 
the side. Cither people 
will come and it will 
come in their way." The 
devotee was too stunned 
to say anything and 
walked away, ot course, 
with his slippers on. 

was a homecoming the 
way it should have been 
and never could have 
been otherwise," he said, 
with genuine affection in 
his voice for the city 
which he had missed for 
so mariv years. 

And the rrcflit goes to 
the people mdiining the 
Howrah station. They 
must have provided a very 
warm welcome for so 
many firohosiii Hongolis. 



Th» Information given below 
Is accurate at the time of 
going to preae 

HINDI FILMS 

REGULARSJJOWS 

Agar Turn Na Hote: Paradise 
(Bentinck Street: 235442)-! 2. 
3. 6, 9. 

His wife having died during 
childbirth, Rajesh Khanna 
searches for a girl to be a 
mother to his child. He also 
engages a photographer (Raj 
Babbar) to promote his com¬ 
pany s cosmetic products. 
Searching for a fresh face. 

Babbar chances upon Rekha, 
an orphan, and turns her irtto a 
model after which they get 
married. 

Babbar then meets with an 
accident which cripples him. 
Rekha finds employment as 
?ovemess to Rajesh’s child, 

b meet the conditions of the 
job, she pretends to be unmar¬ 
ried. Predictably, Rajesh falls 
in love with her the triangle is 
ultimately resolved with diffe¬ 
rent solutions for each. 

Good photography and 
haunting tunes enreach this 
simple film. 

Arth (A): Metro (Chowringhee 
Road; 233541). Basusree 
(S P: Mukheriee Road 

478808) & Bina (Bidhan Sara- 
ni; 341522)-noon. 

Shabana Azmi's husband, 
Kulbushan Kharbanda, who 
makes ad films, falls in love 
with Smita Patii, a film star. 
The abandoned woman is also 
an orphan, an element in the 
plot which is dictated by the 
demands of sentimentality. 
The film deals with her efforts 
to become independent of him. 
and, in the Indian context, con¬ 
veys a powerful message. 

Excellent performances 
from the cast are the mam 
strength of this altogether 
commendable film. 
B«-Aabroo; Society (Corpora¬ 
tion Place: 241002)-12, 3. 6. 
8.45 

A series of instances of th 
physical violation of women i 
dealt with. The people involve 
belong to the underworld a 
well as to the higher strata ( 
society. All the victims take t 
prostitution. A love story ir 
voKring a police officer and 
vK^m Is threaded in. 

As in most other Hindi film 
the theme is only an excuse fc 
a generous display of flesh 

Betaab: Jyoti (Lenin Saran 
241132)-!2, 3, 6, 8.45. 

Star debutants Sunny Dei 
and Amrita Singh with vetera 
Shammi Kapoor are in th 
leading roles of this filn 
directed by Rahul Rawail wit 
music by R.D. Burman. 



CmII«: Orittfit (Btntinek 
SlTMt: 231917), Krlihna(TC. 
Dutta StraiiM, M4262); Crown 
ffiA. Kktwai noad; 244622, 
Uttara (Bidhan Saranl; 
6Si2200), ijata (Ruasa Road; 
478866), Oraoe MQ Road; 
341544); Purabi (MQ Road, 
360680) 

Ofreotad ^ Prayag Raj and 
Manmohan Oaaai, the film haa 
AnMabh Bachctwn in the titlar- 
oia with co-atara Wahaada 
Rahman, RIshi Kapoor, Rati 
Agnihotri, Soma Anand. 
Suraah Oberoi, Kader Khan, 
Om Shivpun, naw find Punaat 
lasar and othars Hnshikaah 
Mukharjaa haa edited this film, 
whose music is Iw Laxmikant 
f^arelal 

Juatlea Chaudhury: Darpana 
(Bidhan Sarani, 5S2040>-3 
shows 

The story of this film tacks 
alt sense whatsoever The 
characters include a long-lost 
father and son who look alike, 
a son who Is a tough cop, an 
evil lawyer with a sexy daugh¬ 
ter, ana a diamond smugmr 
who has a twin The story 
revolves around justice and 
the elderly lawyer takes the 
law into his own hands to beat 
up the villains He also con¬ 
demns his own son for a o'lme 
which he never committed 

lllu)he Inaaaf Chahiye: Roxy 
(Chowringhee Place, 234138}- 
12, 3, 8, 9 

Rati Agnihotri plays the 
' daughter of a poor clerk and 

MIthun Chakraborty a rich 
playboy who is enchanted by 
her beauty She too falls in 
love with him but realises after 
she becomes pregnant that he 
will not marry her She decides 
to have the mUi and goes to 
court to get justice ana recog¬ 
nition tor her child Rekha 
plays an advocate who nad 
gone through the same expen- 
enoe in her youth and now 
fights for female emancipation, 
and helps her 

Pram Tapesya: Hind (Ganesh 
Chandra Avenue, 274259)-4 
shows, Uttara (Bidhan Saranl, 
652200) 6 Ujjala (Russa 
Road, 478666)-noon 

A wealthy only son has a 
pasaloh for flying He falls In 
love with an air hostess and 
employs many tactics to win 
her heart Eventually he suc¬ 
ceeds and they prepare to get 
married But another girl whom 
he had courted m order to 
make the former jealous, reen¬ 
ters his life. The rest uf the film 
unravels this emotional drama 

A cloying sentimental 
drama., 
Pukar: Opera (lemn Saroni), 
This IS 0 cops-and- 
robbers story set m the context 

of the Goanese national libera 
tion struggle against the Por¬ 
tugese The young son of a 
Goan revoluiionary witnesses 
the shooting of his father by a 
comrade Unaware that nis 
father had wanted a martyrs 
death, he grows up into a 
smuggler who aims at des¬ 
troying the revolutionary 
movement He has his father s 
killer shot by the police 

The story cannot end here 
so the criminal is transformed 
into a revolutionary who car¬ 
ries the movement to a suc¬ 
cessful end 

The film has no relation to 
reality in the least both from 
the points of view of history 
and credibility 

Rang Birangi: Metro (Chowr¬ 
inghee Road 233541)-3 
shows, Mitra (Bidhan Saiani 
5b1133)-noon 

Amol Palekai, Deepti Naval 
Parveen Babi and Farooque 
Shaikh form the leading cast of 
this film directed by 
Hrishikesh Mukherjee with 
music by R 0 Burman 
SwamI bada* Majestic (RA 
Kidwai Road 242266), Basus 
ree (SP Mukherjee RoAd 
47B808) Bina (Bidhan Sarani 
341522) Pumasree (Raja Raj 
Kissen Street 5&4(}33) 3 
shows 

A street urchin grows up to 
be a part ol a gang of cnmin 
als He then becomes a swa 
mws assistant goes to the 

US comes back and busts the 
crime scene that he knows so 
well He IS accompanied by an 
American girl who has fallen (n 
love with him and has hts ohw, 
Tliere is a sub-plot but every* 
thing in the film is swamped by 
the presence of the hero, Oav 
Anand as hapjiens In all his 
films 

Karate: New Cinema (Lenin 
Sarani 270147) Lotus (S.N. 
Banerjee Road, 942664), 
Prabhat (Chittaranjan Avenue: 
342683) Pnya (Rashbehar! 
Avenue 464440) Kallkb 
(Sadananda Road 478141), 
talkie Show House (Shtbdafi 
Bhadun Street, 652270) 

MIthun Chakraborty, KigiB 
Kiran are in the lead 

BENGALI FILMS 

REGULAR SHOWS 

deeban Maran: $ree (Bidhan 
Sarani 551515) Indira (Indm 
Roy Road, 471767)-3 6 8 45, 

Directed by Sukhen Oat 
with music by Ajoy Das, the 
film has Sumitra Mukhenst,. 
Sukhen Das Joy Banei^, 
Shakuntala Barua, Bikash 
Roy Anup Kumar Pmsan^R 
ana newfind Piyu in the leaff, 
KuhiA; Radha (Bidhan 
m. 553045)-230 5 30, 8,30. > 

An old hit starring Uttahlf 



Kumar and Sabttri Chattatjaa 
The film is directed by Agra- 
doot with music by Hemanta 
Mukherjee 
Surjatapa Rupbani (Bidhan 
Sarani 553413) Aruna (M 0 
Road 359561) & Bharali (S P 
Mukherjee Road 474686) 
2 30 5 30 8 30 

A sweet romantic film star- 
nng Uttam Kumar and San 
dhya Roy along with Pahan 
Sanyal Chhaya Oevi and 
Jahar Roy 

NE^ELEASES 

Batighar. Radha (Bidhan 
Sarani 553045)«'noon 

Deep Roy Jhumur Ganguly 
Qautam Chowdhury Sadhu 
Meher Rupa Baneriee and 
Anamika Saha and others 
form the cast of this film 
directed by Bijan Chatteriee 
with music by Sourin Das- 
gupta 

FOREIGN FILMS 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Carry On Abroad (A) Tiger 
(Chownnghee Road 2359*)- 
12 3 545 815 

This IS the 24th film of the 
Carry On series As is predirt 
able there is nothing new in it 
and It constitutes nothing but 
one and a half hours of dreary 
familiarity The humour is baw 
dy and is more tiresome than 
funny The plot is thin and 
centies as usual around hus 
bands and wives chasing other 
husbands and wives 
Raiders Of The Lost Ark (A) 
Globe (Lindsay Street 
231769)3 5 45 6 30 

The year is 1936 Harrison 
Ford a professor of archaeoio 
gy loses a priceless golden 
idol to Paul Freeman a Ger 
man rival The scene is a 
Peruvian jungle and Ford has 
to contend with tarantula spid 
ers rolling boulders tnqqered 
stone doors and tribesmen 
with poisoned darts 

In^ypt he IS in search of a 
golden chest containing the 
tablets bearing the Ten Com 
mandments this time his rival 
IS none other than Hitler him 
self Accompanied by Karen 
Allen a hardy ex girlfriend our 
hero now comes across snake 
pits skeletons bricked up 
underground Nazi muscle¬ 
men machine guns Arabs 
with swords and a trained 
monkey that gives the Heil 
Hitter salute and is adtually a 
German spy 

This IS a lavish production 
with excellent direction (by 
Steven Spielberg) and music 
full of high adventure sus 
pense and humour 

So Fine (A) New Empire 
(Humayun Place 231403) 3 
6 630 

An English professor at an 
ivy league college is compel¬ 
led to take charge of his 
fathers dying garment busi 
ness Richard Kiel is a loan 
shark to whom Ryan O Neal s 
father owes a million and a 
quarter dollars Matters are 
further complicated when 
ONeal falls in love with this 
thugs wife In a hilariously 
funny sequence O Neal splits 
his pants—and denims with 
see through seats hit the 
fashion scene 

This IS a polished glossy 
comedy with a great deal of 
good humour occasionally 
bawdy 

NEW RELEASES 

On His Motherland Service 
Jamuna (Marquis Street 
243715) 

TV 

CALCUTTA 

11 December 
4 30 World Of Sport 
615 Feature film in Hindi. 
915 Foots A programme on 
cunent affairs 
10 00 Highlights of the fifth 
cncket Test 
12 December 
7 40 Orchestra composed by 
Bahadur Khan 
8 00 Sports roundup 
915 Chitramale. Ftipi songs 
in different languages 
1000 Highhows of the fifth 
cncket Test 

3 December 
7 55 Play in Bengali 
9 15 Ek Mulaqaat Looking 
Back-Looking Forward An In¬ 
terview with Apama Sen 
14 December 
7 00 English film senal 
8 10 Darshaker Darbare 
8 30 Chitrahar 
9 15 Senat Lucy Show 
10 00 Highlights of the fifth 
cncket Test 

15 December 
815 Chitramala Film songs 
in Bengali 
915 Places of Pilgrimage 
Samath 
10 00 Highlights of the fifth 
cncket Test 
16 December 
6 34 Children s film in Hindi 
915 KaviKeMukhSe Poetry 
recitation 
17 December 
6 00 Feature him In Bengali. 
Abichar Cast Biswaieet 
Aparna Sen Btkash Roy 
Sekhar Chatterjee Padma 
Devi and others 
7 40 Saptaniki 

RECORDS 

Naanaa Ranger Gaan (ECSD 
41531) In rebent times we 
have seen a number of piom 
ising melodious voices not re 
ceivinq just recognition due to 
the pool lyrics and cacopho 
nous tunes which make up 
todays songs Sometimes it 
so happens that along with the 
•positive tonal quality of the 
singer either the lync or the 
tune of the sonq impresses the 
listener But one can hardly 
expect d balanced exposition 
with alt the three elements 
perfectly matcheo 

This LP on Bengali songs 
released by the Gramophone 
Co of India Ltd turned out to be 
a pleasant surprise The excel 
lent combinatiqns of poetic 
lyrics and classical based 
tunes rare commodities in to 
day s disco culture enthrall the 
listenei with their beauty and 
grace 

The album comprises 12 
numbers all of which are writ 
ten and set to tune by Cyan 
prakash Ghosh The lyrics 
show a rare poetic sense The 
tune have to be heard to be 
truly appreciated The styles of 
rendition range from tappa to 
gha/al to adnunik with match 
ing defused orchestration 

Bui the greatest praise must 
qo to the singer A|oy Chakra 
porlv who though a compara 
live newcomer in the field of 
commercial singing shows the 
artistry of a well groomed pet 
lormer With a voice as rich as 
his he will go a tong way 

The Gramophone Co of In 
dta Ltd as in days past has 
released a number of EPs and 
Super 7s during the Pujas 
Sdktl Thakiir delights us with 
Aami bapu o sab disco fisco 
bu/hina e parody of the pre 
sent disro trend Aamnthehas 
hole chaina has a serious 
mood Nivley pradip is again a 
swinging number Pintu Bhat 
tacharjee s romantic tonal 
quality has a soothing effect in 
fomar oi sundar mukh and 
Bookeie aaqun both sot to 
tune by Manna Dey 

Sometimes one lorqets that 
o'Chostration is the accom 
paniment of songs and not 
vice versa which is what has 
happened in the album of 
idiun Banerjee And once 
again a very old allegation oi 
tonal resemblance may sur 
face while listening to his sinq 
trig Two oi his songs Bad 
naam habe /enao tabu bha 
lobpsechhilam a mu/rah type 
sonq and Aalta paer alto 
hhoa are lyrical and fluid 
Of all the singers it is 

Shyamal Mitra who may be 
leimed a steieotype in chhip 
khan teen danr a famous 
poem by Satyendranath Dutta 
In other numbers by modern 
lyricists he is his usual re 
taxed nasal sensual self 

A welcome change m this 
over orchestrated stereotyped 
lunqie of modem songs is Pur 
nn Uss Bant with hts earthy 
and raw pasion for the life 
emborfied in haul songs He 
seduces the listener with his 
tonal variations and sense of 
timing and taal 

Tfw top ten BrItMi pop eino- 
les) as fletad by tMoay Mak¬ 
er with last week's ptaelngs 



In brsckttt 

1 (3) Never Never The 
Assembly (Mute LM) 

2 HLove 0( The Common 
People- Paul Young 
(CBS) 

3 (1) Say Sav Say- Paul 
McCartney and Michael 
Jackson 

4 (2) Uptovrn Girt—Billy 
Joel (CBS) 

5 (18) Let s Stay Together - 
Tina Turner (Capitol) 

6 (17) Hold Me Now- 
Tompson Twins (Kans 
ta LM) 

7 (-KJalling Your Name— 
Marilyn (Mercury) 

8 (5) Cry Just A Little Bil- 
Shakin Stevens (Epir) 

9 — 
to (12) Thriller-Michael 

Jackson 

The top ten country-western 
singles, as rated by Cash- 
box. with last week s posi¬ 
tions in brackets 

1 (2) A little Good News— 
Anne Murray (Capitol 
LM) 

2 (-yell Me A I ie~Janle 
Fncke (Oolumbid) 

3 (3) Tennessee Whiskey— 
George Jones (Epic) 

4 (b) Baby I Lied- Deborah 
Allen (RCA) 

b (8) Dixie Dreanipq — 
Atlanta (MOJ) 

6(1) Holding Her And Loving 
You--Earl Thomas Con¬ 
ley (RCA) 

7 (11) Hc>uslon—Larry Gat 
lln and the Gaolin 
Brothers Band Columbia 

8 (10' Heartache Tonight— 
Conway Twitty (Warner 
Brothers) 

9 (12) You Look So Good In 
Love—George Strait 
(MCA) 

10 (-JBIack Sheep- John 
Anderson (Warner 
Boithersl 

SPECIAL EVENTS 

14 December. 7 pm 
Tirthankar Ray Chaudhun 

directs the play Sherlock 
Holmes Invesligates The 
Case of the Illustrious Client 
The cast includes Somnath 
Bhattactjarya, Tirthankai Ray 
Chaudhun Uttiyo Rahut 
Sangeeta Mehta Diti Basu 
and Qiiranjib Chattegee 

At Vidya Mandir (Moira 
Street 446420) 

11 December onwerde; dally 
10 cm to 5 pm 

An exhibition of Charles 
Darwin presented by the Bnt- 
ish Council Division and the 
Birla Industrial & lechnologic- 
ai Museum The exhibition is 
divided into 23 sections cover¬ 
ing Darwins travels to South 
America etc The Great De- 

ate The Origin of the Species 
nd so on A series of seven 

films entitled The Voyage of 
Charles Darwin will be 
screened 

At Birla Industnai & Tech¬ 
nological Museum (19A 
Gurusaday Road Calcutta 
19) 

12 December: 6.30 pm 
Tolstoys War and Peace 

will be staged in Bengali by 
Calcutta Group Theatre Direc¬ 
tion Anal Gupta 

At Academy of Fne Arts 
(Cathedral Road 444205) 

17 December. 5.30 pm 
Ragmala presents a jugal- 

bandi featuring Ustad Bismil- 
lah Khan and Pandit V G Jog 

At Mahajati Sadan (Chittar- 
anjan Avenue 346665) 

17 December: 5.30 pm 
Spastic Society of Eastern 

India in aid of their building 
fund, prasonts Ustad Amjad ATi 
Khan and Ruma Guha Tnakur- 

tas Calcutta Youth Choir 
At Neta)i Indoor Stadium 

THEATRE 

Aghatan Rangana (153 2A 
Acharya Pratulla Chandra 
Road 556846) 

Written by Biru Mukherfeo 
the play has been directed by 
Gyanesh Mukheriee and Die 
stai attraction is the versatile 
Anuo Kumar 

Anandamath Biswaroop.i 
(Raid Rd| Kissen bireel 
653?62) 

Supnvd Devi is the star 
attraction of this play based 
on Bankimchandra s novel and 
directed by Rashbehati 
Sarkar 
Bibor Runqmahal 176IB 
Bidhan Sarani 551619) 

Subhendu Chatlegee and 
Subrata Chatterjee along with 
Santosh DuUa Saikat Pak 
rashi and Tapati Bhattacharya 
form the leading rast in this 
play directed by Samar 
Mukheriee from Samaresh 
Basus story 

Char Praher. Pratap Manch 
(Acharya P C Road 359219) 

Gyanesh Mukheriee acts in 
and directs this play which has 
Ashim Kumar and uasabi Nan 
dy in the lead 
Nagpash Tapan Theatre 
(Sadananda Road 425471) 

Based on Samir Rakshiis 
Hatyakaree and directed and 
acted by Satya Bando 
padhyay the play has Chiran 
leet RatnaGhosnaiandTarun 
Kumar in the leading roles 

Praiapali Minerva iKeadon 
Street 554189) 

Diretlod tiv Simar Mukhor 
lee from bamare^h Bisus 
popular story Ihi pis/ has 
Santu Muklierioe nd '>oma 
Mukheriee along with Kali 
Ranegee Robin Mazumdat 
Bankim tihosh liiplab Chat 
leriee Manu Mukheriee Ana 
mika Saha bumita S.inyal 
bumila Chalieriee and Miss 
Papn in lhi> lead 
Raikumar Kashi Hiswanath 
Manch d inal West Hoad 
i55598) 

Soumilr.i t^haltpiiee • back 
on the stage with (his plav 
Wtillen ami direr iml by him il 
IS also lhi III -.1 plav with 
SourTiitr ( Chain life ami 
bahilri Chatleiier toiiPther 

Rangini cue arena iii Haia 
Rai Kisseii >lrr»<' 55/ M )i 

Samadhan St n i ’9 I 4 
Ridhan >aran 55iHM07ri 

Ran)itmuli K.inkaria dirr'ds 
this tamilv drama which has 
Maheiidr i Gupta Handhah 
Mukheriee Salinrira Bhat 
ucharya Kalvar i Mnndal 
Maniu Cbakiabortv and 
Praseniit m the le idiiic roles 
Sreemati Bhayankari Bi|on 
Theatre I5A Raia Rai Kissen 
Street 558402) 

Rabi Ghosh is the star 
attraction along wilh t ily Chak- 
laboity 
Sundari Lo Sunder! Suiata 
Sadan (Hazra Road) 

The cast in< ludes Meenak 
shi Goswami Subir Oanguli 
Deb Sinha Durqadas Baner- 
|oe Juin Banegee and Chin 
moy Rov who aUo directs 

?3 



JUST A MINUTE 

TWO PLUS TWO 

By Shamlu Dudeja 

2 + 2*4 

2x2 = 4 

Barter Bank 
l^you read an item in thJi 
page that you (vish to rC' 
spond to, please write ir 
to Barter Bank, c/o Tm 
Telegraph Colour Maga 
ziNE, 6 PrafuIIa Sarkai 
Street, Calcutta 700001 
Also, if you wish to entei 
an item in this column 
please write in with do 
tails to the address giver 
aboee. We shall infant 
you of responses to youi 
insertions by post. 

• Photograph: I offer an 
autographed b/w action 
photograph of Ian Botham 
for a cassette of western 
music. Please write tc 
B.K. John. 

a Records: Have brand 
new LPs of Vidhaata, 
Nastik, Star and /angaJ 
Prahari (last in Bengali 
rest in Hindi) for ex< 
change with an3rthing ol 
equal value. ContacI 
Ambica A.G. Singh, 
a Transistor: I offer e 
pocket transistor in ex¬ 
change for Tintin comics 
or copies of Sanctuary 
magazine. Write to Hirak 
Das. 
a Magazines: I offei 
copies of Soviet Literature 
and old Sun blow-ups foi 
a Competition Success 
Yearbook or any othoi 
General Knowledge 
annual of 1983. ContacI 
B.D. Ghosh. 
a Tpxibooks: I want tc 
exchange a Practice In 
Accountancy by Basu and 
Das (I) in a new condition 
for Advanced Accountan¬ 
cy by Shdkla and Gerewal 
or by H. Chakravarty In 
good condition. Write tc 
V. Subramanian. 

This is a very well known maBiematicai fact. 
But, there exist two other numbers (not necessarily whole numbers) which 
give the same answers when added together and multiplied together. 

* + b “ a X b 
Can you find a and b? 

uinowoi 
sasia 8 S.opdeeqs 9 
esjoy^ p }|MmteuirojL e 
oiieo i :uMoa* 

anBio Cl. 

9|(>t Zl MOPBMS Ik 
aulOH 6 SAoa 8 
jeuiUiBH I sAbX g 

Answer on Page 11 Z :««ojav 
SNOlinXiS I 
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• WORD PUYI Ana¬ 
gram-wits—that is to 
say,, by rearranging 
letters—it can be said 
about EDITORS that 
they are "SO TIRED." 
Similarly, it might be 
said about PIRATES 
that they are equipped 
for a "■-." Fill 
blanks. 

' (OiqiSSOd 
ajd BiSMSUP iomOJ H dibl Vi)S< 

JUMP-FOR-JOY 
SOLITAIREI 

Nine numbers are 
arranged in a square 
(aside). One number 
jumps over another and 
the number jumped leavs 
the board. Jumps may be 
made across/ down, up, 
or diagonally to any 
vacant square, and the 
jumper may continue to 
move until no further 
jumps are possible. 

Object is to have just 
one counter remain on 
the board—occupying 
the center square. 

Use numbered coun¬ 
ters on a larger hand- 
drawn diagram to try 
your hand at this game. 
9 iUMi s / pus ; JBAO g > JBAOI dump 
( PUP £ '<$ ’% 1^ tikunp uoitrtjOB buq 

SEA BREEZEI What concerns the seaside diners above? To 
find out, add missing lines from dot 1 to dot J, 3, etc. 

• Sum Fun! Arrange the digits 1 through 9 in such 
an order that the first three will equal half the 
second three and one-third of the third three. 

4159 612 Bbufrijy 

• Easy as Pie! There Is a simple way of slicing an 
apple pie into eight equal slices with but three 
cuts. How can this be done? 
tjjinB IM41 MSnotin jno pue sBUjif aqj if'Mtifi *jnj omi iu»yMnb ut ®td apiAiQ 

CAN YOU TRUST YOUR BYCS? Ttaro are at kMtf six differ- 
oeeas In drawing details belwtwn top and bettam gannls. How 
eMckly cm yen find MwmT Ctmck answars wttb Hwm batow. 

SuiniU' *1 uiW»M ♦ ■ »l Jtiwwiq r 
t» uuOy v '^ntun (| (tN t 'Ptnww li uiiV tuMiHtt ti lOiKW l 

HO HELM! Apply Colors noatly to the sailing scene above: 1—Red. 
2—LI. blue. S—Yellow. 4—LI. brown. 5—Flesh tones. *—Ok. Green. 
7—Ok. brown. •—Purple, f—Black. 10—Ok. blue. 

SPELLBINDER 
SCORE to points for using all the 
letters in the word below to form 
Iwo comptoto words; 

SOL ITU 0 E 

THEN score 2 points each for all 
words of four letters or more 
found among the letters. 

Try to score at least so points. 
'••W '|ne$. win j6*u* •) 



Comics 



MOOSE MILLER By Bob Weter 

THE LOCKHORNS 



JULIET JONES By Stan Drak* 
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"I feel solt and silky 
and woman allover.' 
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CALUNC EVERYBODY UNDER 14!! 

You've never had 
something as good 
come your way! 

The Wlz Biz Club is in full swing now. Thousands of 
children from all over India have already become members of 
the most exclusive newspaper club in the country! Join their 
fraternity and taste the joy of novelty each week. 

Fill in the form given below, attach a postal order worth 
Rupees five in favour of "The Telegrapn" and mail it. Or 
better still. Cut out the coupon and bring along the money to 
the office of The Telegraph. The address: 6, Prafulia Sarkar 
Street, Calcutta 700 001. 

Join the Wiz Biz Club! Join the world of fun! 

Application Ram 

Name (in block capitais) Surname_ 

Rratname . 
Dale of Birth_ 
Addrees_ 
Name of school you attend_ 
Claea_ 
MODOiesnraerasis ■ -. 
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Post Mortem 

Now» Wbo? 

The cover (Nov 27) 
shows it tlorist cutting 
chrysanthemum stems 
with a pair of scissors. But 
the article contained some 
useful tips by the Ikebana 
specialist, Mrs Kazuko 
Nigam. She says. “Do not 
u.se scissors to cut chrysan¬ 
themums. just break the 
stem with your hands be¬ 
cause there is a saying that 
chrystanthemums do not 
like the touch of iron." 

Now, who is right—Mrs 
Nigam or the florist? 
Anuradha Bo.su. 
Calcutta 

The Jains 

After going througli the 
article on the )ains (Nov 
20). I am of the opinion that 
the writer has missed ouite 
a number of points about 
our community. 

Amongst the educated 
)ains of ^Icutta during the 
thirties and forties one was 
my late uncle D.C. Sethla, 
Bar-at-law who had passed 
Bar-at'law from London 
and practised at Calcutta 
High Court. Since then his 
family has prospered in 
business and now they are 
settled in London and have 
a flourishing business in 
worldwide snipping. 

Another uncle of mine, 
Kanhaiyalal Sethia, is a re¬ 
nowned poet in Hindi and 
Rajasthani and is presently 
residing in Calcutta. Mr 
Bhanwarlal Nahata is also 
extremely knowledgeable 
ii)i lain religion, history 
and literature. Had the wri¬ 
ter met these two persons, 
the article would have been 
considerably enriched. 
S.S. Sethial 
Calcutta 

Yalta Bonerjee-Bey replies; 
1 went to see Mr KanhaiyaJ- 
al Sethia at Sethia Trading 
Co, Hadha Bazar Street, 
and was told that he had 
gone home to Rafasthan. 
When I naked if I could 

meet any of his family 
members, 1 was told that 
they were all away: too. On 
further enquirv, 1 tyas told 
thof a son of }u.s wos here 
but it was not possible for 
me to meet him as he was 
unwell. 

The article on the )ains 
(Nov 20) failed to mention 
the name of Dr B.K. Bac- 
hhawat who is a biochem¬ 
ist of international repute 
and is at present the direc¬ 
tor of the Indian Institute of 
Chemical Biology. Cal¬ 
cutta. 
Ujjalu Dasgupla. 
Calcutta 

Beautiful Dumbness 

I fail to understand why 
a prestigious magazine 
like vourspersists in featur¬ 
ing some budding, snooty- 
looking actresses from the 
Bengali or Hindi film 
world whenever vou pub¬ 
lish anything about Indian 
cinema. 

What ex(;eutiunHl talent 
do a Debashree Rov hicI 
Moon Moon .Sen share ex¬ 
cept their beautiful dumb- 
ne.ss and zero contribution 
to Indian cinema? 
Aniun Baksi. 
Calcutta 

Thank you for the article 
and photographs of De¬ 
bashree Roy (Nov 20). I 
agree that it would have 
been better if she had 
stayed in Bengal and added 
her freshness and charm to 
the stale film industry here 
rather than taking off to 
seek fresh pastures in the 
already star-studded indus¬ 
try of Bombay. 
Pfadeep Nair, 
Calcutta 

Boys Town 

Witli reference to your 
feature on Boys Town 
(Nov 6] I would like to 
make the following points: 

When a member of the 
clergy is transferred from 
one office to another, this is 
not a personal decision oi 

the bead of the Calcutta 
Archdiocese or of the Au¬ 
xiliary Bishop—but the col¬ 
lective decision of a gov¬ 
erning body and our 
esteemed Bishop. 

Discipline during the 
time of Fr Van was no 
doubt very rigid and very 
good but this does not 
mean that present disci¬ 
pline is in any way lax or 
inefficient as the article 
suuests. It is perhaps more 
toliKrant and allows mote 
freedom to the boys to 
come in contact witn the 
outside world. 

A number of our older 
boys are married, indepen¬ 
dent and living on the pre¬ 
mises courtesy of the man¬ 
agement. Other boys, un¬ 
married, but working or 
training or searching for 
employment are also resi¬ 
dent on the premises be¬ 
cause this is their home 
and will remain so until 
and unless some sort of 
arrangement is made for 
them to live elsewhere. 
Also, for purposes of re¬ 
laxation, they may sit down 
to a game of cards—which 
need not be interpreted as 
"gambling”—or partake of 
refreshments—which need 
not be interpreted as 
“drinking.” 

Poor orphan boys of 18 
can hardly be expected to 
fend for themselves. They 
look to the only home they 
have known tor help in 
securing employment and a 
place to live. And, there are 
no black sheep in Boys' 
Town. Love, understand¬ 
ing, tolerance, guidance 
and the iostering spirit of 
brotherliness — ‘a 
tremendous camaraderie’— 
that’s what makes Boys 
Town. 
Derek E. C. Rogers, 
Teacher. Boys Town 
School. 
Gangarampur 

Sports, Please 

Being a regular reader of 
vour magazine and a sports 
lover, I find it somewhat 
disappointing to see no 
regular pi^es on spmts. 
Debafit Ghosh. 
Asansol 
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The renowned author, 
who made waves with 
his very first novet. 
'Sahib, Bibf, Golam,' re¬ 
cently won the Sarat 
Purashkar. Another 
famous writer. Shankar, 
admits to being inured 
by Mitra. In a special 

111 lI rI[• i* 1 ilT-litli:A 

Shankar presents an 
appreciation of Bimal 
Mitra. 

Panorama sunreys the 
social work being done 
in Calcutta and its 
neighbourhood by 
women's organisations 
which aim chiefly m 
women from the econo¬ 
mically depressed 
classes. 

The Society of Model 
Aeronautical Enaineers 
held their annual ship¬ 
modelling rally at the 
Fort Witliam pool on De¬ 
cember 4: a colour cen- 
trespread in Rainbow. 

Cover: 
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LIMELIGHT / Bimal Mitra 

THE TORCHBEARER 
OF THE GREAT 
BENGALI NOVEL 
The renowned author who hit ^he 
headlines with his very first novel, 
‘Sahib, Bibi, Golam', in 1952, was 
awarded the Sarat Purashkar recently. 
Shankar, a famous writer himself who 
admits being inspired by Bimal Mitra, 
uncovers the man behind the pen 



•tS stat«meDt$ and pic- 
turea are not puoli* 
Clsed 'by the mass 
media, ns shies away 
from public meetings. 

>HeiB yet to be seen on 
Calcutta Doordarshan. The Sahitya 
Akademi award, which has been gven. even to Toms, Dicks and 

arrys, is yet to be his. 
l^ecently, the organisers of an 

evening of story reading who called 
all the luminaries of Bengali litera¬ 
ture forgot to invite him. But in the 
villages of Kerala, his stories form 
the subject of kothas told by 
kathaks; his novels are serialised in 
Urdu magazines in Pakistan disre¬ 
garding all protocol; readers of Hin¬ 
di literature are enamoured of him; 
the circulation figures of a 
Malayalam weekly jumped from 
8.000 to 80,000 over the period 
when one of his novels was being 
serialised there. 

It can safely be said that he is the 
greatest Indian living story teller of 
our time. A few furlongs from the 
Keoratala burial grounds stands an 
ordinary looking house. Sitting in 
its balcony he continues to weave 
hia stories. Respect or neglect, critic¬ 
ism or adulation, he remains un- 

affedsd through it all. His name—• 
Bimal 'Mitra. 

- On March .18 next he will be 72. 
Some months ago when he was 
awarded the Sarat Purashkar by the 
Sarat Samiti, the editor of a widely 
read Hindi weekly (Saptahik Hin 
dusthonj said in a congratulatory 
telegram to the organisers: “Bimal 
Mitra has been recognised by the 
world of Hindi literature long ago. It 
is a pleasure to note that he is being 
recognised by Bengalis for the first 
time. Honour is never late." 

Due recognition not given: The 
telegram is guilty of a slight exag¬ 
geration for many a Bengali reader is 
a blind admirer of Bimal Mitra. But 
it is also true that even though he 
lives in Calcutta, Bengalis have not 
given him the recognition he merits 
for his five major novels—the fruit 
of 30 years of literary pursuit— 
which have no peer in the Indian 
literary arena of at least the last 
century. 

The first of the quintet, which was 
published 30 years ago, is Saheb, 
Bibi. Go/am. This voluminous novel 
presaged the dawn of a new era in 
Bengali literature. He freed the Ben¬ 
gali novel from the influence of 
Ramyarachna (Belle LettresJ and 

Infused it with youthful vigour. 
After reading the novel, even s 

reader as well read as Indira Debi 
Chaudhurani had reacted spon¬ 
taneously; "For this work the writer 
deserves a Nobel Prize ur its nation¬ 
al equivalent," Vet, around the same 
time, he was accused of plagiarism 
and some detractors even tried to 
stamp him a ‘thief.’ However, even 
when he was under the most severe 
criticism he did not flourish Indira 
Debi’s certificate in self defence. 

Bimal mitra was bom in a 
middle class family residing in 
the Chetia area, Kalighat, in 

1912. (Dipankar, the protagonist of 
his 2.000-odd-page novel, Karl Diye 
Kinlam, was also born in the same 
year.) His eldest brother become a 
doctor, the next an engineer. Their 
father had planned that his youngest 
son should be a chartered accoun¬ 
tant, But young Bimal was bitten by 
the literary and musical bug. He had 
to pay a heavy price for this—among 
them being indifferent treatment 
from his family members. However, 
he did not neglect bis studies, final¬ 
ly finishing up with a Masters in 
Ben^li, He then took up an ordin¬ 
ary job in the railways. But, at all 



times he luirried on writin;;. 
"Why didn't you acliieve the 

saiim siuuress in singing'?" i asked 
him. His reply was (;hura(:tnristi('.at- 
ly down to earth: "Anupani Ghatuk 
was one of my classmates at Ashii- 
tosh College where I had the plea¬ 
sure to listen to many songs. 1 ev'en 
composed some for gramophone re¬ 
cords. But I'found that it was a bit 
difficult for a person as shy as I to be 
a singer. A singer has to appear 
before gatherings; writing does not 
call for such an occasion." 

Even though he is not a singer, 
music is a strong influence through 
his works. As he revealed: "In 19341 
heard Ustad Abdul Karim Khan 

'Saheb sing the Ihumri, /omuna ko 
teer. Just a three-line composition 
on which he elaborated for three 
hours. At the end of it I felt he could 
have continued for another four 
hours without getting me bored." 

"This song later enthused me to 
write Snheb, Bibi, Colam. The story 
qopld have been narrated in 50 
pages bo,t in keeping with the style 
of Indian classical music if I had not 
elaborated it to’ iK present size it 
wouldh’t have bhen elevated to the 
standard of a classic.” 

The most signiflcant novdt! Eight 
years after Soheb, Bibi, GoJam. he 
started his longest and most signifi¬ 
cant novel, Kori Diye Kinhm, which 
presented Bimal Mitra in an 
altogether new light. In his own 
words: "I had been waiting since rny 
student days to write this. While at 

Ashutosii College I had heard oiir 
history teacher. Prof Amal 
Roychoudhury, quoting Socrates. 
To a good man. no evil can happen, 
nor are the gods in(|.ifferent to his 
wellbeing.' 

"Ever since 1 was haunted by the 
question, ‘Why do good men suffer 
in this world?' My literary career is a 
quest for an answer to this question. 
My teacher had given two explana¬ 
tions to this question: spiritual and 
economic. ‘Why has a devotee to 
suffer such inflictions?' To this 
query of .Sadhu Hirachand, Swami 
Vivekananda had replied: ‘The 
scheme of the universe is devilish. 1 
could have create.d a better world,' 

“And the poverty-stricken sub¬ 
jects of the Czar had asked for' an 
economic explanation to this same 
question in the November of 1905. 
Instead of an answer they got bul¬ 
lets. However, such are the ironies 
of life that from the very same spot 
Lenin proclaimed in 1917: ‘Com¬ 
rades, feeding people is a simple 
task. We will take from the rich and 
give to the poor...He who does not 
work shall not eat.’ " 

"The theme song of all my literary 
"Works is just this—strike against our 
money-based civilisation. I have just 
one que.stion to ask of this society, 
‘Buying a sin may be alright but 
why should it be possible to buy 
goodness?’ My life and my relations 
with my family including my 
mother during mv illness in 1947 

made me aware of how money rules 
our lives. 

"1 was then writing my first novtfl. 
Chhai and used to keep awake all 
night. The inevitable result of 
spending sleepless nights for 
months on end was that my eye-sight 
almost failed me. I had to draw an 
end to the novel." With one of his 
eyes devoid of vision, the same year 
he left Calcutta to .settle in Bilaspur. 

The unprecedented success of 
Kari Diye Kintam is by now 
well doc»imented. After a gap 

of several years, this classic is again 
becoming an all-round favourite. 
Over time, Kari Diye Kinlam has 
become an even greater success than 
Soheb, bibi, Golam in the country. 1 
asked Bimal Mitra why this hap¬ 
pened. He said; “Readers outside 
Bengal are not so familiar with the 
‘Babu culture’ portrayed in Soheb. 
Bibi. Goium. But just as Saratch- 
andra's heroines have an all India 
appeal so also does the image of 
cowrie (money as described by me 
in the book)." 

Bengal, of course, differs. Just 
how is best described by Bimal 
Mitra himself: "When the book was 
published, a senior writer had 
warned the publisher that it would 
not sell more than 500 copies. 
Another well known writer misin¬ 
terpreted the novel in a weekly in 
order to prove it worthless. Yet 
another contemporary, in the course 

Word*: Th«y Muround you. oKontly 
0 

Photogra^: Tarapada Banerjee 



On successful writers: 
Success, as^ Maugham once 

wrote, is the greatest enemy of a 
writer. Once a writer becomes suc¬ 
cessful. it is very difficult to keep 
away from the temptation of pub¬ 
licity and the allure of cheap pub¬ 
lic relations. 
On a writer’s insecurity; 

Poverty is a curse but insecurity 
is a blessing for a writer...Insecur¬ 
ity makes him industrious and 
security makes him idle and com¬ 
placent. 
On Nitai, his servant:! 
- Apart from mv wife, it is Nitai 
w'Tto has lierped me a lot in my 
literary career. From the age of five, 
for almost 40 years he has been 
with my household and by 
shouldering all my social responsi¬ 
bilities has left me free for m>’ 
literary pursuits. Had he not been 
around, my work would surely 
have suffered.* 
On ruling influences:! 

The pen is never mightier than 
the sword. In this complex age the 
pen can do nothing. Money is 
everything. 
On happiness; 

The quest for truth makes me an 
unhappy man. Have you noticed 

aUOTE ME ON THIS 
that in none of my novels dues the 
hero ultimately reunite with his 
lover? I am always haunted by the 
question. *Whv do good men suffer 
in thi.'f world^’ 
On the writer's straten; 

The writer must avoid the lime¬ 
light. He must always be aloof but 
not detached. 
On likes and dislikes; 

Personally I am an unbiased wri¬ 
ter. My works have never been 
moulded by my persona! views, 
which is why I ha\'e often been 
criticised, even ostracised, in my 
career. 
On difficulties faced by young wri- 
tenc 

One reason why young writers 
do not get space in established 
periodicals is that persons in 
charge of selecting articles and 
stories have no time to go through 
them because they are loo busy 
attending to their own writing. 

On the suspense element: 
Suspense is the first criterion of 

fiction—I totally agree with Tho¬ 
mas Mann. Never do what the 

reader or the listener is expecting 
you to do. 
On prizes: 

Chekhov died in 1904 and Tol¬ 
stoy in 1910 without being consi¬ 
dered fbr the Nobel Prize. But one 
Sully Prudhomme received the 
first Nobel prize for literature in 
1901. Who remembers Sully 
Prudhomme today? 
On literature: 

I see no distinction between Ben¬ 
gali, Hindi, English or French liter¬ 
ature. It is the same everywhere 
just as chemistry and physics are 
the same throughout the world. 
Great literature always surmounts 
language barriers. 

On praise: 
Inspired by Rabindranath Tagore 

I would like to repeat: “That praise 
and honour, which is bestowed on 
someone in consideration of the 
side he belongs to or the one he 
opposes, is abhorrent. Rather, the 
dust flung at him out of hatred will 
be his true adornment, and all the 
vilification out of anger must^.^ljie 
taken as true felicitation." ■ 
On slipshod writing: 

,What is ^written without care 
does not deserve any atientiop. 

of an interview, said that if he had 
written this novel he would have 
done so in 250 pages instead of 
stretching it to 2.000 pages.” 

Recalling this, he said wryly; “I 
suppose my concentration increases 
in the midst of unfavourable cir¬ 
cumstances." And, he added, 
"When Sinclair Lewds received the 
Nobel Prize his contemporary, The¬ 
odore Dreiser, slapped him pub¬ 
licly." 

Bimal Mitra has chronicled the 
history of about 300 years, from 
1690 to the present, in the novels, 
Begum Marie Biswas; Saheb, Bibi, 
Golam: Kari Diye KinJam; Ekak 
Dashak Safok; and Cholo Kolkata, 
which form the quintet. 

History and literature: He ex¬ 
plains the philosophy behind the 
quintet thus; “One w'ho has read 
poetry but not histor\' is unfortunate 
but one who has read history' but not 
poetry is even mdte unfortunate. 
With this in mind I have fused 
literature with history. I consider a 
knowledge of history very important 
if one has to appreciate literature." 

About Begum Marie Biswas, he 
said: "Everj' great novel conveys an 
eternal truth. Tolstoy's War and 
Peace showed that Napoleon did 
not create histoiy', but it was history 

that created Napoleon. In my Begum 
Marie Biswa.s.l wanted to say that a 
couritry's downfall is not always 
due to the faults of its ruler but due 
to the immorality of its people also.” 

When writing novels, whom does 
he keep in mind? 

"My reader is the only one I think 
of while writing. He is there right in 
front of me. He listens while I talk. 
At times I discuss with him.But he 
and I are the same for I am that 
reader. 

“To be a writer, it is essential to be 
confident. One has to believe that 
what one is writing no one else in 
the world could have written. Also, 
if while reading a book the reader 
feels that the writer knows more 
than he does, then the writer’s 
labour has been futile. The charac¬ 
ters of my no''els come from among 
the ordinary— Bhutnath of Saheb, 
Bibi. Golam, Dipankar of Kari Diye 
Kinlam, and so on. The reader 
should be able to identify with the 
protagonist so that he can be happy 
in his happiness and share his sor- 
iwv as well." 

Any regrets about presentday 
readers? His reply, “just one. In the 
tlays of Dickens. Balzac, Tolstoy and 
even Saratchandra. readers had un- 
limifed leisure. One of the problems 

t 

of the present age is that we havemo 
tinie even for a breather. From 
morning till night the reader is 
absolutely busy. 

“But I have no grudges. I have 
been the target of criticism and 
censure and at the same time I have 
also been conferred with love and 
admiration.” 

Admiration or condemna¬ 
tion—neither sways the sep- 
tuagenerian. At an age when 

most Indians lead retired lives, Bim¬ 
al Mitra has embarked upon another 
epic, Ei Deho (The Flesh). It's a five 
year project and he is determined to 
see it through. I have to keep good 
health so that 1 can continue to write 
this novel,” he said. The periodical 
in which this novel is being serial¬ 
ised has already doubled its circula¬ 
tion. 

Has the Tlsion with which he 
started his literary pilgrimage half a 
century ago come true? He pondered 
for a while and replied: “In my 
opinion fictioP is a form of social 
science. If a book does not serve 
human society it is good for nothing. 
Perhaps I am a failure as a writer 
because my dream' to see human 
society frera from dishonesty and 
exploitation has not materialised.” r. 



PANORAMA / Women’s Organisations 

HELPERS OF THE HELPLESS 
They provide organised help to those who need it most 

^ ^ saw the young 
^ ^ I woman in a camp. 

I Siie smiled and 1 
I tried to place her. 
■ Then I remembered. 

■Ah The last time I had 
seen her. she was holding a dead 
buhv in her arms with tears pouring 
down her face. She came up, her 
luce beaming with recognition. Her 
name wa.s Kalyuni. She had not 
turned 2U wlien she lost her first 
chilfl. ’How was I to know that my 
Munni was dvirig of starvation?’— 
tears welled up again in her large, 
dark eyes, i now hove a buy and a 
girl.’ she continued, and 1 want 
tISBBjtdo grow up healthy, like other 
chmli^h.”' This touching tale was 
narrated bv a devt^l gulunteer of 
the Saroi Nalini'^Dptf; Memoxial 
Association. 

Maluti Mondal started her life 
with 0 'marriage' that gave her a girl 
and a l)uv. As the second child 
entenid its eighth month, her hu.s- 
bantl took a .second w'ite and her 
malher-in-law turned her out along 
with the children. Her sun. Nemai. 
was then suifering from an abscess 
in the hand that was diagnosed as 
osfeomalytis and required immedi¬ 
ate hospitalisation and surgery. At 
this point fate handed her over to 
Mrs Kalyuni Karlekar who asked her 
whether she wanted her husband 
brought to book. A lady consultant, 
who gives free service to the t'.alcut- 
ta Social Project, was consulted, but 
nothing could be dune as the mar¬ 
riage could not be proved. Then 
came the problem of rehabilitation. 
;She was given a )ob at the Project 
creche which included lodging. 
Now Malati supports herself, and 
her daughter. Bulbul, is one of the 
brightest students at the Project's 
l>rimary school. 

Meena Sarkar ivas orphaned so 
early.that she t^n hardly recall her 
(larents. A victim tsf malnutritioii. 
she became retarded, with defective 
speech and hearing. A ’’didi" gave 
her shelter, but only till the age of 
20. A potential burden to society. 
Meena gradually, changed into a 
useful iudiyiduul and gained health 
mid (untfidetu.e thanks to the Nari 
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Seva Sangha. The Sangha made 
arrangements for an ear operation. 
She has become adept in Batik work 
and block printing and is employed 
ns an a.ssistant instructor at the 
Sangha's work-and-cratt centre. 

In a faraway Hyderabad village, a 
married woiiian is raped and her 
husband killed by a gang of pnlice- 
tnen. She wants the guilty to be 
punished. Widowed and helpless, 
she cries out without much hope. 
Her cry is luckily heard by a group 
of lawyers who appeal to women’s 
organisations all over the country 
for funds. Sachetana. an organisa¬ 
tion which concentrates on the 
“otlier" hazards of women—such as 
rape, seduction, dowrv oppression, 
torture out of sexual jealousy—is 
among the very first to respond. 
.. A stream of sucH cases occurs 
everyday, their focal points being 
poverty, ignorance and sometimes 
the cruelty which poverty breeds. 
They make us aware that women 
need to be helped in specific areas. 
Who should identify these but 
women themselves'? Who should 
render help but those in more for¬ 
tunate circumstances? 

Arousing an awareness: Over the 
years, some voluntary women’s 
organisations have been born 
through conscientious thought and 
effort. They have striven to serve 
women and arouse an awareness of 
the need to uplift the condition of 
underprivileged women. Calcutta 
can boast of their sincerity if not of 
their number. The main ones are the 
Nari Seva Sangha, the Women’s 
Voluntary Service, the Saroj Nalini 
Dutt Memorial Association, the 
Women’s Coordinating Council, the 
Calcutta Social Project, the Sorop- 
tiinist International Club, and 
Sachetana., 

During the 1943 famine, men. 
women and children poured into 
Calcutta in the hope of finding a 
spoonful of kichuree. The city re- 
spondeii. and by the beginning of 
the next ypar. there grew up a wide 
network of social, organisations. 
Eventually a resolution was made to 
consolidate them into one organisa¬ 
tion which would concern Itself, 
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specifically with women—who are 
the worst sufferers. Thus the Nari 
Seva Sangha was founded with its 
first members being Sarojini Naidu, 
Lady Abala Bose, Dr B.C. Roy, Dr 
S.P. Mukherjee and other conscien¬ 
tious luminaries. At present, Mrs 
Seeta Chaudhuri is the president 
and Mrs Krishna Mukherjee the 
secretary. 

Its motto i.s—Freedom of thought 
(ind independent living are fun¬ 
damental human righl.s. “To bring 
this realisation home to our unen¬ 
lightened. under-privileged sisters 
is our aim. We want them to feel that 
human dignity requires us to work 
and not to beg, and to be useful 
[:itizens and not a burden to the 
state." says a member. 

Initially an instrument for orga¬ 
nised relief, it expanded into a 
relief-cum-work institute enabling 
women to earn their share of the 
daily bread. Handicrafts and voca¬ 
tional training—particularly nurs¬ 
ing-widened their scope. The San¬ 
gha shifted from place to place for a 
few years till the government 
granted it a permanent home at 1/1, 
Gariahat Road. 

It now operates as a training cen¬ 
tre in cooperation with the social 
welfare department of the govern¬ 
ment of W'est Bengal. On recom¬ 
mendation by the department, 
needy girls and women are sent to it 
for training. A monthly grant of Rs 
.55 each is made and they can choose 
any craft out of weaving, block 
printing. Batik, tailoring, embroid¬ 
ery and book binding. Outsiders can 
also join these classes. 

ON acquiring a certain level of 
aptitude, the trainees are paid 
wages. The Sangha has also 

arranged for basic training in elec¬ 
tronics which has enabled quite a 
few women to secure well paid jobs 
with Philips and Webel. 

The women avail of a school in 
the mornings which provides 
education upto Class VIII. There is a 
library of 2,0U0 books and the cultu¬ 
ral activities, creative pursuits and 
physical training provide sikipe for 
all-round development. 



Rtnuka Roy (i«ft), pmidont, and othar mambara of tho Woman’a 'Coordinating Council talk to a cllant 

KRliHbilitation is incomplete 
vx illioiil practical application of the 
knowledge acquired.- The Sangha 
makes arrangements for the trainees 
to he absorbed in itself or other 
organisations. It also runs an indust¬ 
rial troining institute for destitute 
\\ (linen. 

Child welfare, which is insepar¬ 
able from women's relief, is also 
undertaken by the Sangha. It runs a 
balwadi for local children where 
they receive tree tiffin, regular 
medical check-ups and medicine. 

rhe Sangha has recently started a 
working women's hostel. It plans to 
start a women's polytechnic. The 
Sangha receives tinancial help from 
various sources such as NIAW, The 
Good Companions. Sakhi Shilpa 
Samitv and the Women's Voluntary 
sService. 

rhe Women's Voluntary Service 
was initiated during the freedom 
movement after which it faded into 
oblivion. The Chinese aggression 
necessitated its comeback. Civil de- 
lence training, telecommunication, 
nursing, ambulance driving and 
I'irst Aid formed its curricula. With 
the Bangladesh war came a fresh 
spurt of refugees. The WVS pro¬ 
vided relief in temporary shelters 
and served hot food and distributed 

clothes. 
Tlie present activities of the WVS 

include running a free primary 
school in the Bamunpara bustee in 
the vicinity of Palm Avenue; distri¬ 
buting newspapers to augment in¬ 
come; and sponsoring the higher 
.studies of promising children and 
boys training m polytechnics. They 
also provide employment for the 
bustee women by running a shop 
which sells food prepared by them. 

The first: Long before any of these 
organisations w'ere born, Sir Gurusa- 
day Dutt founded in 1925 the Saroj 
Nalini Dutt Memorial Association in 
memory of his wife. It was a member 
of the* Association of Country¬ 
women of the World. With Mrs 
Arati Dutt and Jayashree Sen at the 
helm, it continues to serve women 
from its headquarters at 23/1. Bally- 
gunge Station Road. 

The Association, instead of de¬ 
generating into a relic, has grown 
into a large organisation throbbing- 
with activity and plans to explore 
further avenuea. Its present range of 
operations encompasses a vocation¬ 
al training school, a teacheis’ train¬ 
ing-college. an evening school for 
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w'orking women, an adult education 
i;entre, a hostel for women, and a 
tree clinic for mothers and their ‘ 
children. It also runs a large work- 
and-production centre where 
women work for wages, and a can- 
loen which employs women Irdm 
lower income groups. 

In the last few years, its objectives 
have achieved a new dimension.' 
Last year, it received help from" 
IINESCU to eradicate illiteracy in 10 
village.s populated mostly by Hari- 
jaus. backward tribes and lower 
in(;ume groups. 7'hey aim at making 
every woman in those villages liter¬ 
ate within two years. 

The Association has also begun a 
"Save the Sight" project and an 
intensive c.are unit at the Mirpur 
Rural Centre fur children, their . 
mothers and families. One morning, 
a little ema(;iated child was brought 
who. though almost two. could 
neither see nor speak. He recovered 
completelv within three months. 
Word went round and more chil¬ 
dren suffering from acute malnutri¬ 
tion or diseases were brought. The 
Association's work at Mirpur now . 
covers over 50 villages. 

Though Calcutta-based, the asso¬ 
ciation works in other states, too. ■ 
There are an industrial school and a 
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house for the aged at Piiri and 
several Mahila Samities in Mahar¬ 
ashtra, Bihar, UP and Assam. In 
rural areas the Association also runs 
nutrition training camps with the 
help of UNICEF and leadership 
training camps with the help of the 
Central Social Welfare Board. There 
is. (resides, a Family Helper Project 
which, aided by the Christian Chil¬ 
dren's Fund', looks after 441 rural 
women and children. 

The Calcutta Social Project, on 
the other band, concentrates 
on a community development 

scheme which apprehends nutri¬ 
tion, health, mother-child care, 
education and training for the in¬ 
mates of six bustees in south Calcut¬ 
ta. It was initiated by Mrs Kalyani 
Kariekar who took it up as a social 
obligation. 

With the influx of refugees and 
large scale migration from the vil¬ 
lages. the bustees of this city have 
become virtual ghettos. They are 
centres of unemployment, illiteracy 
andi.ali 'Sorts of health hazards. 
Anti-SMcial acdivities. flourish. The 
men lira .SKa.sonally eihpioyed and 
the women wlio work as dume.stics 
in neigliboiiring lioii.sehulds are ill- 
paid. Une ol lilt! Project's aims is to 
make the siliiiilion such that no 
woman is compelled to ilo a menial 
job. 1'o do tins it established tlie 
Work-Centre ('ooperative Hand¬ 
icrafts Society vvliic.ii enaiiies about 
00 women to earn an additional Ks 
;J() !?yery month. I'lreir scope ranges 
from traditional knnilui and pipii 
work to pafhhwork. fug-making. 
«;rQchet and flp’fpntine work. Pro¬ 
ducts include rugs, lampshades, 
hou.sflhold linen and children's 
clothes. There is also a food-fo'F- 
work programme which ensures a 
further Rs 20. 

“Womb-to-work” is the basic 
strategy of the Project for bringing 
within its range the mother with the 
unborn child who will find develop¬ 
ment at all stages after his birtii. 
extending to his education, training 
and employment, 

A healthy birth wins half the 
battle The Project has a mother- 
qhild care scheme which provides 
fortified foods, iron tonics and teta¬ 
nus Injections for expectant 
mothers, weighs babies and grades 
their levels of malnutrition and ren¬ 
ders medical melp.,The scheme isr’ 
being linked with preliminary isdii- 
cational facilities for these women 
and their children. 

To ease the problems of working 
1-0,' 

mothers, the Project runs baJwadis, 
creches and primaiy schools which 
take care of 150 children daily. It 
also has a non-formal education 
centre and an adult literacy centre 
for women, which daily brings 
together 600 women and girls. 

Particular service; The Project 
extends its particular service to 
“battered women"—widows, aban¬ 
doned wives and the like—who are 
helpless victims of social injustice. 
The Project attempts to provide 
work for these v^omen, to educate 
them and their children as well as 
rehabilitate them. 

rhe* Project has recently Started a 
non-formal education centre for 
women, youngsters and children in 
a deserted shed at the Dhapa dump¬ 
ing ground. "But our main adver¬ 
sary." says Mrs Kariekar, "is the 

With the influx of 
refugees and large scale 

migration from the 
villages, the ‘bustees’ of 

this city have become 
virtual ghettos. They are 

centres of 
unemployment, 

illiteracy and all sorts of 
health hazards. 

Miiiia engaged in numerous crimin¬ 
al activities including the prepara¬ 
tion ol choJni. We are trying to 
extend -minimal medical help 
llirougl) five 'barefoot doctors' who 
are toiling awav thanklessly in that 
incongenial atmosphere." 

Apart from a vocational training 
i:entre and a plastic; recycling work¬ 
shop as a source of income, the 
Project plans to provide shelter to 
homeless women—widowed, un¬ 
married, uncared for or disowned, 
in this home-cum-hostei, uncared 
for children would be put in their 
care .so that a simulated family 
would be formed where the un¬ 
wanted would come together by the 
bond of new-found relationships. Misery, comes in myriad 

forms-^particularly for the 
woman who is forced to 

spend bbr life in an unkempt'ward 
oi the Presidency Jail, just because 
.her family members do not cere to 
take her oackcTbe Soroptimist Inter¬ 

national Club of Calcutta, an orga¬ 
nisation of professional woman, has 
taken up tne cause of these women 
prisoners, who languish ip jail with¬ 
out trial for years. These women 
suffer from acute mental depression 
which is further aggravated by lack 
of occupation and ennui. 

The president, Mrs Padma Lahiri, 
explained, "We took a psychiatrist 
there to group these girls according 
to their mental conditions. We 
found that there were at least 80 of 
them who could be brought back to 
absolute normality with the slight¬ 
est of medical treatment. We have 
arranged to keep these girls in a 
separate enclosure in order to treat 
them properly." 

The SI has appointed a teacher. 
Miss Rina Dey, to conduct regular 
art and craft classes thrice a week 
which are attended by 20-2,5 girls. 
They paint cards, make jute bags, 
glass covers, crochet bags and simi¬ 
lar articles. The girls are also taught 
singing - and dancing which they 
enjoy immensely. The SI has also 
bou^t them a television set. 

The organisation is also involved 
in the project “5-0, Calcutta" which 
has been sponsored by five interna¬ 
tional women’s agencies. “We have 
received a land grant from the Bra- 
tachari Society, and we plan to 
build a peri-urban/rural non-formal 
education and income generating 
centre for women. We plan to orga¬ 
nise a cultural show in February to 
raise funds for this project.' Rani 
Karnaa, who is also a member, has 
agreed to perform for us." 

The SI has decided to set up a 
creche-cum-primary school centre 
for children upto 14, to help work¬ 
ing mothers. It is also considering a 
separate forum for Asian countries. 
"Our problems are so different from 
those in the West, that we need a 
more localised body to identify and 
solve the major issues that concern 
us." 

An inter-allied agency: The 
women's coordinating council, 
which has stepped into its 24th 
year, came into existence as an 
inter-allied agency, to coordinate 
the work of different women’s orga¬ 
nisations, particularly during 
emergencies. To identify the araas 
where united work will be effective, 
and then to accordingly channelise 
available resources has. been the 
main objective of the council. 

“How is the co-ordinating work 
done?” I asked Mrs Sushila Singhi, 
the chairman and financfal'secretefy 
of the conjQcU. 



'‘*We always keep a cash reserve of 
Rs 5,000 ready at hand. Whenever 
wo hear of an emergency we first 
hand out this amount, and then dall 
the 85 other organisations to contri¬ 
bute whatever they can. This saves 
duplication and wastage of effort in 
times of crisis.*’ Once or twice a year 
a meeting is also called at the coun¬ 
cil’s premises where all these orga¬ 
nisations are called to discuss their 
problems. 

The Council is also carrying on 
rehabilitation work in two villages 
of Midnapore and five villages of 
Howrah. The council has taken up 
the “Agra-Bhobla” project in the 
Adivasi area which was financed by 
"Save the Children, London" 
through the All-Bengal Women’s 
Union. A bolwadi and nutrition 
project for 150 children and a treat¬ 
ment centre for handicapped chil¬ 
dren have been launched success¬ 
fully. 

IN the district of Howrah, the 
council has so far reconstructed 
three primary schools and the 

local library. A welfare centre has 
also been started to help children, 
pregnant women and nursing 
mothers. The council has set up a 
vocational training centre on the 
first floor of the reconstructed lib¬ 
rary. Thirtyfive girls from neigh¬ 
bouring villages attend the tailoring 
classes. '' 

The Council Is now actively parti¬ 
cipating in the anti-dowrv move¬ 
ment. it has started a Consumer's 
Forrim which works in all the major 
market areas of the city to figd^t price 
rigging for essential commodities. 

One of the Council’s major 
achievements is the constmction of 
Navanir, a home for aged women at 
30, Asoke Avenue. The home has 
about 40 residents now and they are 
encouraged to involve themselves in 
different activities. A Craft Centre 
has been started. There is also an 
adult literacy centre to educate girls 
from neighbouring slum areas. Resi¬ 
dents of Navanir . supervift the 
teaching. This scheme for aged 
women has also been extended to a 
new building in Chetla sfnce 
Septemto ’62. The president. Mrs 
Renuka Ray, is the initiator and the 
driving force behind all such pro- 
ject8„ 

Sachetana, one of the newest 
or^nisations, is striving to arouse 
this awareness amongst women, 
particularly lower and middle class 
wcama, 11 aim^ al building up pro- 

against oiscrinikiatian not 
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free legal aid for ignorant women. It 
is also trying to bring about some 
basic changes in the Rape Act. 
which often goes against the victim. 

SACHETANA is also concerned 
with women from the economi¬ 
cally depressed class. Last year 

it organised a meeting with 50 
women, who work as domostics on a 
part-time basis, to investigate their 
problems. Many aspects of their 
suffering were exposed, the most 
striking being a total lack of secur¬ 
ity. Saclietana is considering 
schemes through which these 
women can build up collective ac¬ 
tion to solve their problems. 

Sachetana also concerns itself 
with the concept of the woman in 
contemporary society and the issue 
of sex exploitation by commercial 
cinema and advertising. One of 
Sachetana’s members, Mrs Mait- 
rayee Mukherjee, is working to im¬ 
prove the condition of women in 
villages and industrially depressed 
areas. Sachetana is attempting to 
market theU'.hapdinade ptoducts- 

Mrs Sukuraari Bhattachatya,' 
Sachetana’s prmident a yiitdal 

children with a yearly fee of Ks 2 
which is payable in four instal¬ 
ments. It has organised several film, 
shows to raise funds for the clinic. 

Other recent estahlisliments aije" 
Chetapa Vjkas and ,th’e ^JAfomeb s 
Research Centre. whVch keep a track* 
of sigiiihcaht. incide'h't's Tnvolving 
women.' They carry (yn’*'Wtensive 
research oh the condition of women 
today and organise seminars and 
discussions. The Research Ontre 
also has its own library and pub¬ 
lishes a Bengali magazine Sabah 
(The Woman Emboldened/ which 
endeavours to project women In 
their true contemporary perspec¬ 
tive. 

But ail thfs constitutes only a 
modest endeavour. The squalor and 
degradation ^remain glaring, ft is 
necessary to reconstruct our com¬ 
munity in such a way that it lives 
through the involvement of every 
individual member. Each in his own 
capacity—the doctor, the lawyer, 
the banker, the teacher and the 
student—must come forward with 
their contributions to create a more 
balanced social environment. 

Aaanya Mukherjfee 
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IRGLE 

MAPPED EFFORTS 

Left: Striving continuously to 
promote his subject, C.K. Outt 
director, National Atlas & 
Thematic Mapping Organisa¬ 
tion (NATMO), represented 
the country in an international 
seminar at Feldafing (West Ger¬ 
many) a couple of months ago, 
and another two here recently, 
the last being on Environment 
tai maps ana atlases. He has his 
ambitions well mapped, cer¬ 
tainly. 

Prabuddha Bote 

BONN AND THE SAULS 

Below: To a German public accustomed only to classical music 
and dance from India, some enchanting folk music from 
Bengal proved exhilarating. The Bauls singing at the Bonn 
evening were Puma and Maniu Das while the instrumental 



A STEP AHEAD 
Above: Making rapid strides in the 

world of Odissi is Protima Bedi who was 
recently in Calcutta for the Britannia 
Festival of Music and Dance. She re¬ 
turned to Calcutta soon after for the 

Rota^ Club (Midtown) dance recital in 
which she was accompanied by Guru 

Kelucharan Mahapatra. Calcutta seems 
to have won a special corner in her 

heart. 

ACROSS THE BORDERS 
Right: The winner of the Indo- 

American Society Award '81, a young 
sitarist, Arun Kumar Shaha, recently 

visited England and presented many 
concerts. He was also interviewed by 
the BBC there. He will be leaving for 

Bangladesh this week on an invitation 
oy the Rotary International Club of 

Narayanganj. 
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Inner Bve BIRTHDAYS 

NEXT SEVEN DAYS 
FROM DECEMBER 18 TO DECEMBER 24 

A 
RIES 

1 Mar 2t-Apr 20 

Go all out to impress L EO 
July 23-Aug 22 

Exercise caution in s 
. people who may business and fi- 

com to your help. A suc¬ 
cessful week thanks to your 
own initiative, resources and 
enterprise, but be prepared tor 
a minor setback towards the 
weekend. You wilt gain 
through hard work and grit. 
Trips with your mate or partner 
could be memorable. 

Insure valuables and 
risks—some 

nance. 
refuse needless 
good fortune will then be real 
ised. Efforts to advance plans 
will be successful so long as 
you are definite in your plans. 
Show influential people that 
you are the right person to be 
given responsibilHies. 

some way linked with an old 
person, will be surmounted 
and your week witl end on a 
romantic note. Influential peo¬ 
ple will come lo your aid. Good 
week tor discussing ways to 
redeploy resources Useful, 
too. to make attempts to use 
your artistic talents 

tune and domestic happiness 
IS foreseen, A secret romance, 
however, threatens to cause 
extravagance. You will feel irri¬ 
tated with people who expect 
you to deal with most of the 
household chores. You will 
have better tuck if you attend 
to work. 

strain between you and your 
mate or parent. It will not be 
possible to make decisions 
jointly unless you are both 
prepared to give a little ground. 
Business should expand but 
there is a threat of a setback 
caused by some unusual 
event beyond control. 

pnse but wilt be followed by 
extravagance. Be guided by 
your own intuitions and be very 
chary about seeking a promo¬ 
tion—it may be wiser to wait till 
next week. Do not waste lime 
on tittle things that can be put 

AGITTARtUS 
Not 22-Dk 2Z 

Gains through 
promotion or un¬ 

usual activities is probable, but 
beware of extravagance and 
only acc^ calculated rislai. 
Money will be your main prob¬ 
lem tois week. .Friends are 
likely to pressurise you to loan 
them capital to back a venture 
in which you do not have a 
great deal of confidence. 

^■1 
AURUS mr IRGO 

1 Apr 21 May 21 W Aug 23-Sepl 22 ■ - 
M Minor, delays and w A calculated risk 
_ obstacles, often in could pay off hand- 

for operating away from the 
public eye. The best way to 
impress superiors is to show 
that you are prepared to ham¬ 
mer away doggedly at routine 
|obs that other people would, 
not have the stamina to see 
through 

APRICORN 
Dec Za-Jen 20 

Not a very active 
week, but you are 

likely to feel a certain amount 
of stress. You may have prob¬ 
lems when it comes to finalis¬ 
ing plans for the festive sea¬ 
son. You may have to make an 
unexpected journey to see to 
the needs of relatives. The 
stellar portents this week are 
particularly favourable- 

1 

EMINI 
‘ May 22-4ur>e 21 

A week of at least L IBRA 
S«pl 23-Ocl 22 

There is likely to be A 
1_1 average good for- a certain amount of 

AT ANGER A? CORPIO n 
1' Juna 22 July 22 Oct 23-Nov 21 

Mixed fortunes are IJjr 1 You may find that ML 
foreseen and often you are constantly 

QUARIUS 
Jan Zl-Fab 20 

The Stellar portents 
are favourable and 

point to steady progress and 
probable promotion. But you 
still have to be careful about 
getting involved in any large 
financial transactions. 
Although you are usually quite 
shrewd in money matters you 
might find yourself easily influ¬ 
enced. 

ISCES 
Fab 21-Mar 20 

I, Somewhat slow, but 
very sure, progress 

affairs. Arguments with associ¬ 
ates are apt to erupt. Provided 
you listen to the counsel of 
elders and refuse all quarrels 
and needless risks you should 
achieve a fair maasura of suc¬ 
cess. Do not be fooNsh about 
spending your money. 

advice of people who are older 
and more experienced than 
you are. Recent doubts and 
fears in connection with your, 
emptoymeni affairs can be 
overcome, and you will be able 
to pursue your obiectives witti 
vim and vigour., 

SUGGESTIONS LUCKY NUMBER AND COLOUR 

SUNDAY CNTeSTAmMENT DECEMBER IB 1 YEUOW 

MONDAY OOMCSnc AFFASn DECEMBER 19 2 GREEN 

tUESOAV OFfKIAl AFFAIM DECEMBER 20 3 RED 

WEONESPAY nuvB. DECEMBER 21 7 xsmr 

THUnSPAY CITA110N MOW DECEMSER 22 8 •tUE 

PfUDAY MOMTAnON.- aeCEMBER 23 4 MAW W.UC 

SAYuiwAy SKMTS DECEMBER 24 8 OIUWQE 

OaoMiibBr 18 
Altar one or two Mttal dWieul- 
ttea your own hard work and 
enterprise wiH be weH re¬ 
warded, often by sadden 
promotfon. A prap^ mNler 
should ba saiM arid lha aid 
of an eidarly reiativa sought. 
Foreign travel may result In 

' profit as waH as pleasure. 
OtCMilwr 19 
A happy successful year Has 
ahaad, but with threats of 
rathar heavy expenditure on 
domestic matters. Personal 
effort WiH count for a great 
deal. This is a good year for 
attempts to improve your 
standing in the eyes of super¬ 
iors. 
D«c«mber 20 
Provided a tendency to be 
impulsive can be controlled the 
new year wHI be one of steady 
progress with much help from 
relatives. So long as you do 
not comialt yourseH to any 
tong-term financial arrange¬ 
ments, everything should 
progress quite smoothly. 
D«ic«mtMr 21 
Your year is likely to begin r" B well, but towards its dose 

e are tikety to be some 
serious delays and obstacles. 
You should not indulge in wild 
speculation. An unexpected 
encounter or invitation will 
brighten up the year for you. 

December 22 
A year of at least average 
good fortune and domestic 
happiness is foreseen. A sec¬ 
ret romance may lead to your 
being extravagant. A loved 
one who ha^not bewi in touch 
is likely to contact you now, 
which is w-ire tn put your mind 
at rest. Good year hr impro¬ 
ving your standing m the com- 
rnunity. 
December 23 
A highly successful year, de¬ 
manding only steady effort, is 
foreseen. For many there wiH 
be a haj^ romance or mar¬ 
riage. Recent doubts and fears 
in oormeclion with your em¬ 
ployment can be overcome 
arid you wiH be able to pursue 
your objectives. 
Decernber 24 
An important birthday is Hkely 
to briiig soma wondarfui busi- 
nass and financial opportuni- 
lies of uniqua character. You 
WiH have more ttme than usual 
for saeking pleasure and en¬ 
tertainment. Jobs that you 
often find boring wiH be 
much OMler lo oope mAh. 

M.B. RAMAN 



QUIZ / Neil O’Brien 
Ran)an Sinha, 
Raiganf, and Arun 
Kumar Oe. Alipur- 
duar }n. have 
questions on the 
invention of the 
telephone and the 
first telephone 
message. Alexan¬ 
der Graham Bell's 

harmonic telegraph, patented in 
1875, (»rried a range of sounds by 
means of tuned reeds, and he be¬ 
lieved that successful voice trans¬ 
mission could be achieved by 
adaptation and perfection of this 
instrument. What proved to be the 
most valuable patent ever issued— 
in February, 1876—was actually a 
concise description of Bell’s ‘’Im¬ 
provement in Telegraphy," a six- 
page list' of ways to transmit and 
undulating electric current by 
means of his harmonic telegraph. 
His claims that the transmitter could 
also be activated “by the human 
voice’’ and that “a similar sound to 
that uttered” could be received 
came almost as a postscript. Only 
the last of his seven drawings pic¬ 
tured his design for the telephone, a 
device “for transmitting vocal or 
other sounds telegraphically." And 
not until three days afte^ his patent 
was granted did the fragile device 
actually work. 

That first telephone message— 

“Mr Watson, come here. I want 
you.”—was also the first emergency 
call, uttered when Bell spilled bat¬ 
tery acid on his trousers. “One won¬ 
ders what actually transpired, 
wrote }. Edward Hyde about -the 
incident. “Our knowledge of human 
nature tells us that one does not 
calmly request the presence of an 
associate when battery acid is burn¬ 
ing through the crotch of one's 
drawers.” 

who diverta 
tlon during the 
thl«f to Mcapt. 

Illlth QuosMon: What 
lis a paraon known aa 
a ‘atair doing InaMa a 
bua? (Somnath Mon- 
dal. Kharagpur) 
Ana: Ha ia a plck- 

'pockat’a accomplica 
the paaaangara' attan- 
tha tnaft and halpa tha 

Three months later. Bell gave a 
successful public demonstration of 
the instrument in Philadelphia. 

Kingshuk Sen, Calcutta 19, would 
like to know something about drag 
racing. 

This is a specialised form of 
motor racing which originated in 
the USA. Races are between two or 
more cars, usually ‘hot rods' to 
determine which can accelerate fas¬ 
ter. ‘Hot rods' are cars which are 

usually old or dilapidated, stripped 
of all non-essential items with en¬ 
gines adjusted, modified, rebuilt or 
replaced so that the car is faster and 
more powerful than originally de¬ 
signed. Such format or organised 
races are usually over a quarter-mile 
distance on flat ground, road or strip 
of concrete (‘drag strip'), the com¬ 
peting cars starting from a complete 
stop. Less forma! races may take 
place almost anywhere, including 
city streets. 

Rajeev Nagi. Ohanbad, tells us 
that the longest abbreviation is 
S.K.O.M.K.H.P.K.I.C.D.P.W.B, the 
initials of the Syarikat Kerjasama 
Orang-orang Melayu Kerajaan Hilir 
Perek Kerana )imat Cermat Dan Pin- 
jammeminjam Wang Berbad. 
(Phew!) This is the Malay name for 
the Lower Perak Malay Govt. Ser¬ 
vant's Co-operative Thrift and Loan 
Society Limited in Teluk Anson. 
Perak, W. Malaysia. (Phew again!) 

Biswajit Rakshit and Pradip 
Banerjee report from Uttarpara: 
■‘Chayaii, Uttarpara, organi.'sed their 
first open quiz on the occasion of 
jagadhatri Puje. it was a three-round 
competition in which eight 2- 
member teams participated. I^bud- 
dah Chatterjee and Tuhin Ghosh 
were the winners. The contest was 
smoothly conducted by Ardhendu 
Banerjee and Dipankar Ganguli.” 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 

1. On our Gandhi coins do we see the left or the 
right profile? Don't look! (Rongon Neogi, Cal¬ 
cutta-19) 

2. Who succeeded Hitler as Germany's Head of 
State? (Biswapratim Bhowmick, Calcutta-14) 

3. Who was the first recipient of the Nehru Award 
(or International Understanding? (Saptrashi Roy 
Bardhan, Calcutta-84) 

4. What is the Potala? (Chiradeep Banerjee. Cal¬ 
cutta-25) 

5. Who are called Roma? (Bivas Ranjan Ray, Dist. 
Burdwan) 

6. Who was ‘The Wizard of the North’? (Mrinal 
Chandan Chakraborty, Dist. Dhanbad) 

7. What is stichomythia? (Debasish Majumdar. 
Calcutta-64) 

8. On whose grave is this enscribed: “S <=ICln W”? 
(Deeptendu Majumdar, IIT, Kharagpur) 

9. Which novel opens with these words: “All 
happy families resemble one another, each 
unnappy family is unhappy in its own way."? 
(Ochintya Sham», Gauhati-3} 

10. The mother and son of which En^ish king were* 
both beheaded? (Subir Baccbawat, Calcutta-19) 

(uopsanb 
aq) ut Suipnas uosjad aqi Aq uaAtg jaMsuy ,) 
'papeaqoq q)oq aj8M q sa]jHq3 'uos siq pun 

•s}o.os p uaanf) 'Ajej/q laqpui sih 'I sauief 8in^ 01 
•Aqjsiox o^ Aq ouiuajo^ ouuy ‘6* 

'Uueuizi|og SiMpnq b, 
qoea auq auo Apo 

)o saqoaads aSueqoxa auans papaq jo AjaAi] e ui 
sjapejeqo oaiv) araqM euiejp ijaaiQ ui aoiAap y 

■qo:)S iaJlBM JIS '9* 
'saisdAQ -g 

(iaqu) 
eseqq ui euieq ibisq aq) jo aoe|nd lauuo) aqx 

'1U8MX n E, 
•z)|uaoa IJBX uipy z 

•aji|Ojd )jai i, 

Answwv to PAIR AMO SQUARE 

1. Cart and Wheel. 2. Black and White. 
3. Law and Order. 4. Life and Death. 

S. Bread and Butter. 6. Heart and Soul. 
7. Loud and Gear. 8. Sweet and Sour. 
9. Gin and Lime. 10. Friend and Foe. 
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RAINBOW / Shipmodelling Rally 

ALL IN THE SAME BOAT 
The Society of Model Aeronautical Engineers held 
their annual fare at the Fort William pool WHAT are the INS 

Khukri. the INS 
Kiltan and the 
L/SS Spruonce 
doing, cruising 
together in the 

same waters? For that matter, what 
is an ordinary speedboat doing. 

chasing a destroyer just half its size? 
And how is it that a goods-carrying 
barge is able to outmanoeuvre and 
outrun a wargoing frigate? These 
bizarre situations are possible in the 
uniquely fascinating world of boat 
and shipmodelling, a taste of which 
a handful of Calcuttans had at the 

r>(. 

llV ...’••ir, '.j, ■ .. V' • •• . 

r-vi* 

A paiUdpant rvtara to ttie ship plan 
toudiMs 10 his modoi 

bofOro giving ths finishing 

MocM sailboats being cast off 

Fort William pool on December 4 
when the Society of Model Aero¬ 
nautical EnginMTS (SMAE) orga¬ 
nised its annual Eastnn Zone Boat- 
Ship Modelling Rally. 

The beautiiully scaled down 
models on display wen. in most 
cases, replicas of real life boats add 
war^ips, and th^ matched them to 



R.V. Surinder’s radio controlled sailboat 

‘hoto^phs: Tarapada Banerjee 

the finest detail, whether in the 
number of gun turrets or in the 
shape of the hull. Ranging in size 
horn 15 centimetres to over a metre, 
the models undertook a number of 
exerdsea, the most important. of 
which were the speed and steering 
contests. What was most impressing 
was that the models had been con* 

structed by the participants them¬ 
selves. 

The rally began with Mr R.V. 
Surinder, a veteran at the- game, 
exhibiting his radio-controlled 
boats. His speedboat, using a one 
horse-power diesel engine, at times 
reached a speed of 40 kmph, but it 
was soon in troubled waters for it 
veered too close to a float in the pout 
and damaged its propellor. The 
advantage of the radio-controlled 
boat, of course, is that its direction 
and speed can be constantly moni¬ 
tored. In the case of othm* boats, the 
participant sets the rudder and 
starts the engine before placing the 
vessel in the water. He then just 
watches it, muttering a silent prayer 
that the water’s drift and the wind 
will not play havoc. 

Mr Surinder's manoeuvres were 
followed by the static exhibition in 
which the participating models 
were judged for design, construc¬ 
tion. fittings and finish. This was 
followed by the speed event and the 
steering test. The latter proved to be 
a fiasco, for the majority of the 
young participants were unable to 
adjust their rudders tp the wind and 
drift and their models sailed way off 

I 

course. 
It was significant that most of the 

participants were from the naval 
wing of the NCC. This is because 
shipmodelling is a prohibitively ex¬ 
pensive hobby for an individual. A1 
cc engine costs a minimum of Rs 
100 while the rest of the kit, which 
includes wood and tools, amounts 
to at least Rs 250. Moreover, a lot of 
time is required to construct the 
models. The NCC, on the other 
hand, conducts shipmodelling as 
part of its course and provides all 
jthe equipment. 

The SMA£ has expanded and 
now functions in five zones—east¬ 
ern, based in Calcutta, southern 
(Madras), western (Bombay), north¬ 
ern (Delhi) and southwestern (Bang¬ 
alore). Each zone holds an annual 
rally after which all-India finals take 
place. 

According to the SMAE vice- 
president, Air Commodore A.K. 
Gupta, the sport-is steadily gaining 
in popularity. Mr Surinder, too, 
concius with this. And, one comes 
away with the overwhelming im¬ 
pression that they are right. 

Stunir Lai 
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TALKING SHOP / Tlie City 

THE WHEELS STOP TURNING 
Movement on Calcutta's thoroughfares has become almost impossible 

The homeward 
bound com¬ 
muter makes a 
cynical wisec¬ 
rack at Calcut¬ 
ta, causing de¬ 

sultory laughter. His dou¬ 
ble-decker has been stal¬ 
led in a jam for several 
minutes. A disgruntled 
man in an Ambassador 
glances impatiently at his 
watch. He will not make it 
to an important business 
appointment. A bynch of 
rickshaw-pullers clang 
their unmusical bells, 
straining at the yokes. 
Motorists vent their frus¬ 
tration by blowing their 
horns frenzied ly. Motor¬ 
cyclists rev up their 350 
cc engines to a crescendo 
of throbbing noise. 

The jam inches forward. 
Self-starters neigh into 
life, gears are meshed, 
clutches let in, the body of 
traffic surges forward im- futiently, ruthlessly vying 
or right of way, causing 

brakes to be slammed and 
rickshaws to swerve their 
‘bayonets.’ The mightiest 
gain a few precious yards, 
until the movement is 
abruptly stalled once 
again. The battle of nerves 
and reflexes that is driv¬ 
ing in Calcutta goes on. 

With its chaotic traffic, 
narrow roads and ineffec- 
tual police, Calcutta 
breeds its own resilient 
species of motorists— 
tou^ and inconsiderate, 
with nerves of steel. Their 
creed; each man for him¬ 
self on the road and, 
vromeni please stay in¬ 
doors. Taxi drivers, (as 
well as private motorists) 
are skilnil—^they have to 
be, to negotiate Calcutta's 
traffic—^but courtesy and 
consideration they would 
not know served on a sil¬ 
ver platter. 
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Driving lucikily rather 
than well, lacking anti¬ 
cipation and judgment, 
irrationally trying to get 
ahead and swerving both 
left and right, oblivious of 
other traffic, they have 
contributed positively to 
the deterioration of traffic 
conditions of which they 
themselve.s are the most 
voluble critics. They over¬ 
utilize their horns. They 
confuse pedestrians, over¬ 
take dangerously, stop in 
the middle of traffic to 
discharge passengers. 
They park incorrectly. In 
short, they break eviry 
rule with unfailing reg¬ 
ularity. Rigidly enforced 
and stringent official 
checks such as the chal- 
lan system with a stiff 
fine, are needed. 

A much bemoaned fact 
is that Calcutta’s roads 
occufly a pathetic six per 
cent of the total area. Yet 
narrow roads are not the 
real cause of traffic bot¬ 
tlenecks. Many “arterial” 
roads have been widened 
but with minimal gain, 
jams occur just as fre¬ 
quently. The reasons are 
not difficult to uncover. 
The effective usable width 
of a road is almost always 
lessened by incorrectly 
parked cars, vendors, 
slow-moving vehicles and 
hordes of commuters at 
bus stops. 

Garbage is allowed to 
accumulate on valuable 
space. Pedestrians walk 
unconcernedly along the 
carriageway. 2^bra cros¬ 
sings are rarely used. 

Barricaded footpaths: 
How footpathsin crowded 
areas have not been barri¬ 
caded as in other Indian 
cities, is beyond compre¬ 
hension^ Railings are a ne¬ 
cessity on Lenin Sarani 
where trams trundle albng 

the realigned tracks less 
than a foot from the kerb. 
With the pavement stalls, 
hawkers, and the crowds 
jostling one another, the 
situation is hazardous. 

Such railings are also 
advisable in the BHD Bag. 
Esplanade, Chowringhee. 
Brabourne Road. Bentinck 
Street, S.N. Banerjee Road 
and Bowbazar areas. 

Rickshaws, backed by 
popular support, will stay 
despite concerted moves 
to remove them. These 
outdated conveyances are 
a menace to Calcutta's 
motorised traffic. Howev¬ 
er, restrictions on their 
movements are more prac¬ 
tical than efforts to re¬ 
move them altogether. But 
enforcement of new rules 
is usually temporary. In 
any case, a scheme cover¬ 
ing a far more extensive 
network of roads is re¬ 
quired. 

Motorists can testify to 
the frustration caused by 
buses which, without ex¬ 
ception, do not stop close 
enough to the kerb to 
allow traffic behind to 
pass on. Their drivers may 
be justified in blaming 
commuters who make it 
impossible for them to do 
so, but only in part. In the 
absence of lay-bys for 
buses, surely the police 
can ensure that they stop 
correctly and at specified 
stops only. The problem 
worsens when stops are 
located close to a crossing, 
jams become the order of 
the day. 

Rules are made to be 
broken—the cliche goes. 
In Calcutta they are a 
laughing stock, so often 
are they flouted. The 

olice itself is bewildered 
y the constant alteration 

in traffic patterns which is 
the traffic department's 

latest hubby. The result is 
mishandled traffic requir¬ 
ing initiative and enter¬ 
prise. Measures are long 
due to make traffic pulii:e- 
men more efficient and 
aware of their responsibi¬ 
lities. Given the many im¬ 
provements in the city’s 
thoroughfares, their wide¬ 
ning. placement of divid¬ 
ers, replaving and filling 
up of potholes, it is a pity 
that traffic C'onditinns do 
not improve because ol 
indiscipline that could 
easily be weeded out. 

Making traffic move¬ 
ment easier, in the city is 
hardly a dream to be ful¬ 
filled at leisure. It is a 
crying need. Not only are 
commerce and industry 
dependent on rapid trans¬ 
port of men and materials, 
but time itself is a scarce 
commodity in a competi¬ 
tive age. Also, the cost of 
operating any form ot 
motorised transport is ris¬ 
ing and is linked to the 
question of the energy cri¬ 
sis. More fuel is spent 
when traffic moves in 
jerks. Idling engines 
spume exhaust fumes, 
pollutiiq; the air. and de¬ 
fective silencers and com¬ 
pulsive horn blowing con¬ 
tribute to noise pollution. 

A mass initiative to im¬ 
prove matters would be 
not just a civic dispensa¬ 
tion but an economy drive 
to save the community's 
time and money. It is for 
all city planners, road 
builders, government offi¬ 
cials. and traffic engineer¬ 
ing experts, as indeed ell 
users of Calcutta's roads, 
to ride roughshod over 
any hurdle whatsoever 
and strive to put Calcut¬ 
ta’s traffic h^ck on its 
tolling wheals. . 

Ajay Agarwal 



DIfiBieiitTtmpo. 

The other day, a corres¬ 
pondent witnessed an 

amuising incident. Near 
Belle Vue clinic, a portly 

: I. looking traffic constable, 
1IJ flagged down an obvious¬ 
ly ly overloaded tempo. The 

tempo, it was revealed, 
had a cargo of coconuts 
which were being deli¬ 
vered to the market.- 

hk Rapid exchanges passed 

between the driver and 
cop, in true Hindi film 
undertones. But, finally, a 
solution was agreed upon. 
With determined steps, 
the cop strode up to the 
bunch of coconuts, tapped 
a few here and there and 
finally walked off with 
two under his arm. A wel¬ 
come change from his nor¬ 
mal 25 paise bribe. 

Keeping Track 

WE recently published 
an item on these 

pages about a train dacoi- 
ty in which the chaiwalas 
and police were hand-in- 
glove with the dacoits. 

Two of our reporters 
who visited Behrampore 
recently wore astonished 
by their ‘Lalgola experi^ 
ence.’ While returning by 
the night train, they were 
warned by the local peo¬ 
ple that Beldanga was a 
place infested with anti¬ 
socials and even daylight 
snatching was the order of 
the day. 

From Beldanga on- 
.wards, for the next four 
stations towards Calcutta, 
the scene was to be seen to 
be believed. Throughout 

the distance of the four 
stations, the train would 
halt every five minutes 
evidently because some¬ 
one had tampered with 
the fishplates or some¬ 
thing else. It was pitch 
dark outside and the train 
was halting, most of the 
time, alongside vast emp¬ 
ty fields, lined with wait¬ 
ing youths, tough looking 
and aggressive, smoking 
peacefully. More impor¬ 
tant: none of them seemed 
to be armed at all. 

As the "prrfblem” 
would be solv^, the train 
would start mo^ng. The 
youths would hang on to 
the windows and after 
finishing their snatching, 
jump off. By then, the 

train had gathered'enough 
speed to make it difficult 
for anyone to do anything. 
Pulling the chain would 
be of no help in the situa¬ 
tion outside. 

What was amazing was 
the fact that thbre were 
around 40 youths hanging 
on to both sides df the 
train, including the win¬ 
dows of the RPF van. 

And our reporters who 
had taken shelter in this 
van itself, sat in the mid¬ 
dle of the compartment, 
protecting their enticing 
looking reporters’ bags 
(with camera equipment 
and so on). Even while 
boarding the RPF van, five 
youths had casually sur¬ 

rounded them and tried to 
snatch. 

• The RPF personnel in 
the van were two old 
fogies, but with enough 
confidence in their -own 
clout. They told the repor¬ 
ters to relax. Thcw were 
authoritatively told that 
even businessmen 
travelled only in their van 
for security reasons. Of 
course, they had to pay a 
price for their safety— 
some paid Rs 10, some 
even more. 

■ The reporters took the 
hint and paid up Rs 10 
each. They were men told 
that they could go to sleep 

■now, not even the "chor 
ka baop” could do any¬ 
thing to them now. 

I 
t 
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HINDI FILMS 

NEW RELEASES 

Mawaall: Hind (Qanesh Chan¬ 
dra Avenue; 274259) Naaz 
(Lower Chitpur Road; 
262773), Liberty (Chittaranjan 
Avenue; 553046). Grace (M.G. 

Road; 341544), Chhaya 
(A.P.C. Road; 351382). Priya 
i^shbehari Avenue; 464440), 
Rupali (Ashutosh Mukherjee 
Road; 474403). 

Directed by K. Bapaiah with 
music by Bappi Lahiri, the film 
stars Jeetendra, Shdevi, Jaya 
Prada, Kader Khan, Shaicti 
Kapoor, Aruna Irani, Asrani 
and others. 

REGULARSHOWS 

Agar Turn Na Hote;, Paradise 

(Bentinck Street; 235442)-12, 
3, 6. 9. 

Rajesh Khanna's wife dies 
during childbirth. He searches 
for a mother (or his child. 
Meanwhile, he engages a 
photographer (Raj Babbar) to 
promote his company’s 
cosmetics. Babbar chances 
upon an orphan (Rekha), turns 
her into a model and marries 
her. 

He is then crippled in an 
accident and Rekha becomes 

governess to Reuesh's child. 
She is forced to hide her mar¬ 
ried status and Rajesh Mis in 
love with her. The triangle is 
eventually resolved. 

Good photography and 
haunting tunes enrtct) this sim¬ 
ple film. 

Artii (A): Metro (Chowringhee 
Road; 233541), Basusree 
(S.P. Mukherjee Road; 
478806) & Bina (Bidhan Sara- 
ni; 341522)-noon. 

Shabana Azmi's husband, 
Kulbushan Kharbanda, who 
makes ad films, falls in love 
with Smita Patil, a film star. 
The abandoned woman is also 
an orphan, an element in the 
plot which is dictated by the 
demands of sentimentality. 
The film deals with her efforts 
to become independent of him, 
and, in the Indian context, con¬ 
veys a powerful message. 

Excellent performances 
from the cast are the main 
strength of this altogether 
commendable film. 
Be-Aabroo: Society (Corpora¬ 
tion Place; 241002)-12. 3. 6. 
8.45 

A series of instances of the 
physical violation of women is 
dealt with. The people involved 
belong to the underworld as 
well as to the higher strata o1 
society. All the victims take to 
prostitution. A love story in¬ 
volving a police officer and a 
victim IS threaded in. 

As in most other Hindi films 
the theme is only an excuse foi 
a generous display of flesh. 

Betaab: Jvoti (Lenin Sarani: 
241132)-12. 3. 6, 8.4§. 

Star debutants Sunny Deol 
and Amrita Singh with veteran 
Shammi Kapoor are in the 
leading roles of this film, 
directed by^Rahul Rawail witii 
music by R.D. BurmcHn. 

Coolie: Orient (Bentinck 
Sheet; 231917), Krishna (T.C. 
Dutta Street: 344262); Crown 
(aA. Kidwai Road; 244822). 
Uttara (Bidhan Sarani 
552200). Ujjala (Russa Road 
478666). 

Directed 1^ Prawag RN and 
Manmohan uesai, the film has 
Amitabh Bachchan in the titler- 
ole with co-stars .Waheeds 
Ftohman, Rishi K^)Oor, Rat 
Agnihotri, Soma Anand. 
Sur^ Oberoi, Kader KIwn 
Om Shivpuri, new find Puneo 
Issar and ottiars. HrishikesI' 
Mukherjee has edited this fikn 
whose music hi by Laionikani 
P^KOla*. 



Thti film a ion^ and 
complicated story with Ami> 
tabh Bac^han towenng over it 
all He Is an orphan who grows 
up as a coolie on a railway 
platform He fights i1l*behaved 
passenge'S romances with 
well dressed women and has 
an aide in a falcon Wahdeda 
Hehman is his iong>lo$t 
mother Rishi Kapoor is a fond* 
of'the tx>ttle journalist and Rati 
Agnihotri is a millionaire s 
daughter whom he loves 
There are also Kader Khan 
Om Shivpuri Suresh Oberoi 
and others who play the vil¬ 
lains whom he vanguishes 

There is some disconcerting 
use of symbols in the film The 
hero establishes a workers 
colony which has a hammer 
and sickle symbol and his 
electioneering symbol is his 
pel falcon rather similar to the 
Nazi eagle 

In the end this is another 
big-budget film full of entertain 
ment and stamped with Man* 
mohan Desais technical vir 
tuosity 
Justice Chaudhury Darpana 
(Bidhan Sarani 552040)*3 
shows 

The story of this film lacks 
all sense whatsoever The 
characters include a long-lost 
father and son who look alike 
a son who is a tough cop an 
evil lawyer with a sexy daugh¬ 
ter and a diamond smugger 
who has a twin The story 
revolves around justice and 
the elderty lawyer takes the 
law into 'vs own hands to beat 
up the villains He also con¬ 
demns his own son for a crime 
which he never committed 
Kerala. New Cinema (Lertin 
Sarani 270147) Lotus (SN 
Banerjee Road 242664). 
Prabhat (Chittaranjan Avenue, 
342683), Talkie Show House 
(Shibdas Bhadurl Street, 
5^70) 

Mithun Chakraborty and 
Kajai Kiran are in the lead 
LjMwarla: Mi^tic 0 A lOd- 
wai Road, 242^6), Basusree 
(8 P Mukherjee Road. 
478608) Purnasree (Raja Raj 
Klesen Street, 554033), Jagdt 
(APC Road, 365106) 

Amitabh Bachchan, Zeenat 
Aman and Amjad Khan are m 
the lead 

Mujha Inaaaf Chahlya* Roxy 
(ChCwnnghee Place 234138)- 
12, 3, 6 9 

Rati AgniFTotn plays the 
daughter of a poor clerk and 
Mithun Chakraboity a rich 
playboy who is enchanted by 
her beauty $he too falls m 
love with him but realises after 
she becomes pregnant that he 
tMlI not marry her she decides 
to have the child and goes to 
OpUrt to get {ustice ana reopg-, 
mw tor her child Ridra 

fitoye «n advocate v^tc told 
gone through the same axpail- 
enoe m her youth and now 
fights for famaia emancipation 
and helps her 

A sentimental film which 
should appeal to women 
Namak Hatoal; Bina (Bidhan 
Sarani, 34lS22)-3 shows 
ftano Birangl: Metro (Chowr- 
Inghea Road, 233541 )-2 45, 
S 45 8 45. Priya (Raahbehari 
Avenue, 4e4440)-4 showa, 
Mitra (Bidhan Sarani 551133)- 
noon 
Oeven Verma is a blunderbuss 
with good intentions who tnes 
to save the marriage of Amol 
Palekar and Parveen Babi by 
encouraging the man to flirt 
with his secretary Deepli Nav¬ 
al She howevei has a boyf- 
nend Farouque Sheikh who 
IS a college professor 

With a threadbare plot stale 
gags and predictability to the 
point of boredom it is the good 
performances of the cast 
which hold this Hrishikesh 
Mukheijee film together 

BENGALI FILMS 

NEW RELEASES Anup and Joy In ‘Jeeban Moren': • perdna took 

Banerjee SandhyaranI, Ana- 
Aagomlkaal; Radha (Bidhan mika Saha and others 
Sarani, 553045)-2 30 5 30, 
8 30 Puma (S P Mukherjee REGULAR SHOWS 
Road, 474S67)-3 shows 

Directed by Tapan Saha 
with music by Laxmikant- JeMian Maran. Sree (Bidhan 
Pyaralal, the nim stars De- Sarani 551515) Indira (Indira 
bashree Roy Joy Sengupta, RoyRoad, 471757)-3,6 8 45 
Utpal Dutt Kialal Qupta, Biplab A golden hearted protagon 
Chatteiiee, Bikash Roy, Kah ist preaches universal brotner- 

Oebaatiroo Roy In *Aiigotntoosd^5 tetynctovlfi^ letiot'o okeoo 

hood A golden voided herai 
remains humble ater attainfod * 
stardom A famous woman 
singer extends iinwaverirfo 
hospitality to aspiung singers 
Lofty ideals abound in fotf 
supposedly commerciai enter¬ 
tainer 

Deadpan acting, incoherent 
dialogue and facifo handling or 
characters are the other too- 
mants in this film 

FOREIGN FILMS 
.; , 

NEW RELEASES 

Claah Of TItana (A): Qlobe 
(Lindsay Street, ^1769)-3, 
545. 830 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Cany On Abroad 
(Chowringhee Rood, 
h. 3 545 8 15 

This IS the 24th fHm of ttof 
Carry On senes As la 
able there is nothing r 
and It conatitutea nmr» 
one and a halt houra of ein 
fwniiiarity The humour to bate- 
dy and to more tireaome ttolft 
funny The plot to thin and 
centres, as usual, around hur 
bands and wives chasing othar 
husbands and wives 
So Fine (A); New Enwira 

Fwce, 1^140^ ^ 

An English profeaaer at 
ivy league college to oompai- 
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M to tak* charge ot Ms dying 
fdthar’s garment business 
Richard KM is a loan shark to 
whom Ryan 0 Neal's father 
owes a million and a quarter 
dollars Matters are further 
complicated when O Neal falls 
in love with thu thug's wife In 
a hilariously ftinny sequence, 
O'Neal splits his pants—and 
denlma with see-through seata 
hit the fashion scene 

This i» a polished, glossy 
comedy with a great oeal of 
good humour, occasionally 
bawdy 

SPECIAL EVENTS! 

18 Oeeamber; 10.30 am 
A grand revival of Vijay Ten¬ 

dulkar s famous social satire 
J»at Hi Puohtm Sadhu XS by 
Rangakarmee Directed by 
Shwed Seth, the cast includes 
Ashok Singh, Asha Shasirl, 
Vmayak Joshi, Puran Jaiswal, 
Rajm Shamu, Om Pareek 
and others 

At Kala Mandir (B) 
(Shakespeare Sarani 
^9066) 
18 December: 6.16 pm 

A new classical music 
group, MehM, will make its 
debut in the city with Its inau¬ 
gural function featunng the re¬ 
nowned Agra Gharana vocalist 
Ustad Sharafat Hussain Khan 
aivf the noted sitarist Subroto 
(toy Qwwdhury 

At Gyan Manch (Pretoria 
Street, 433516) 
18 December: 6 pm 

Abritti Parishad, Durgapur, 
presents a programme of re¬ 
citation The parhcipants in¬ 
clude Jagannath and Urmima- 
ta Bose, Partha Pratim and 
Indrani Mitra, and Ashoke 
PMIt 

A scene from 'Jaat HI Puehho Sadhu Ki’ 

At Ashutosh Birth Centenary 
Hall (27 Jawaharlal Nehru 
Road) 
18 December: 10 am 

Rangabhoomi will stage 
Badnam, based on Tagore's 
work Directed by Satya Ban- 
dyopadhyay, the star attraction 
IS Gopa Aich in the role of 
Soudamini 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road. 449937) 
18 to 24 December. 3 pm to 8 
pm 

Abani Biswas, member of 

Below are the latings of bestsailing books for the week ending 
December 10 1983 
Fiction 

1 Wings Of Eagles by K Follet 
2 Max by H Fast 
3 WeTI Slwre A Double Funeral by J H Chase 
4 Cloak Of Darkness by H Macinnes 
5 Ths Seduction Of Peter S by L Sanders 
6 The God Player by R Cook 
7 Ice Breaker by J Gardnei 
6 Crossings by D Steel 
9 Space by J Michener 

10 Exout by J Higgins 

Non-fiction 

1 Idols by S Gavaskar 
2 Joys Of Vegetarian Cooking by Taria Dalai 
3 Tintin And The Blue Lotus 
4 Cricket World Cup ’83 
5 Calcutta by Geoffrey Moorhouse 

the Internaiional Protect 
Theatre of Sources has 
started a workshop from De¬ 
cember 15 The second circle 
begins on December 18 The 
theatre of Sources is a con¬ 
tinuing project directed by Jer¬ 
zy Grotowski 

At Khardah Sahikarh Natya 
Kendra (Khardah, 582984) 
23 and 24 December; dally 6 
pm 

Raginee presents its 11th 
annual classical music confer¬ 
ence with Mona Lisa Ghosh 
(Odlssi), Maharaj Baneriee 
(solo harmonium), Ravi Kicmiu 
(vocal), and Hariprasad 
Chaurasia (flute) on the first 
day, and Urmila Nagars 
troupe (Kathak) Kailol Roy 
(Vocal), kamal Mullick (sarod), 
Sumita Chatteqee (vocal), An- 
lana Banerjee (Bharata 
Natyam), Binabani Misra(vob- 
8d), Bhajantat Sopon (santoor), 
Sharafat Khan (vocaQ shd a 
lugalbandi by VG Jog and 
Manital Nag on the concluding 
evening 

At Rabindra Sedan (Cathed- 
tdH Road, 449B37) 

DHAKA 

18 December 
9 OO Film Hart To Hart. 
Second Channel 
7 0S Film Richard Diamond. 
18 Oacsmbar 
6 30 Cartoon Ridody Wood- 

packer 
9 00 Chhaya Chhondo 
20 December 
7 00 Film Dtfferant Strokes. 

21 December 
900 Film 
22 December 
10 25 Movie of the Week 
Shane (cast Alan Ladd Jean 
Arthur Van Heflin and Jack 
Palance) 

\ 23 December 
I 6 30 Cartoon Tha Littlael 

Hobo 
835 Drama of the Week Kar- 

10 25 Film Charlia’a Angels/ 
Knight Rider 
24 December 
11 10 Film Star Trek 
Note. The timings given here 
are Dhaka timings 1ST will 
be 30 minutes less In each 
case 
The Calcutta TV jirogramme 
was not available at the time 
of going to press. 

PLANES 

INTERNATIONAL 

Bombay-Caleutta-Bangkok- 
Hong Kong-Tokyo. Calcutta 
arrivalAI316(2)at2110 Cal¬ 
cutta departure AI316 (2) at 
2205 
Tokyo-Hong Kong-Bangkok- 
Calcutta-Bombay. Calcutta 
arnval AI307 (3) at 2345 Cal¬ 
cutta departure AI307 (4) at 
0040 
London-Frankfurt-Roma- 
Bombay-Calcutta. Calcutta 
arnval AI132 (1) at 1915 
Calcutta-Bombay-Dubal 
London-New York Caioutla 
departure AI103 (1) at 2355 
Calcutta-Bangkok* Calcutta 
departures T6314 (1 ^ 6) at 
1345 Calcutta amvals tG3l3 
(1 3 6) at 1225 
Calcutta-Karachl- 
Copenhagen: Calcutta depar¬ 
tures SKg/e (4, 7) at 0820 
Calcutta arrivals SK97S (4, 7) 
at 0705 
Calcutta-London. Calcutta 
dap^ra BA144 (2) at 2115, 
Calcutta amvai BA145 (2) at 
1315 
Calcutta-Kalhmandu: Calcut¬ 
ta departure RA214 (1, 4) at 
1610, Calcutta arnval RA213 
(1, 4) at 1450 
Ceicutta-Kathmandu: Depar¬ 
ture, )C247 (1 3, 4, 5, 7) at 
1330 Calcutta arnval IC248 
(1 3, 4 5 7) at 1250 
Caieutta-Dhaka. Departure, 
IC223 (daily) at 1420, Calcutta 
a^rnval, IC224 (daily) at 1620 
Caleiitta-Chittagong: Depar¬ 
ture IC225 (4, 7} at ISM, 
Calcutta arrival IC226 (4,7} at 
1830 



DOMESTIC Jorh«t«U(abarl-0)brua{i^h: 
-...- Departur# IC211 (dalm at' 

05%; Calcutta anival 10212 
Ca1cutta<Dalhl; Departures, ^ 1600. 
IC402 (daily) at 1735, IC263 Caicutta-ImpiMl: Departure 
(daily) at Qi^; Calcutta aniv- IC255 (ddM at 0945; Caloitia 
ala, iC401 (daily) at 1125, arrival IC2S6 (daily) at 1540. 
IC264 (daily) at 2205. Caleutta-Bagdogra: Depar- 
Caleutta-Bombay: Depar- tura 10221 (daily) at 1120; 
tures, IC176 (daily) at 0545. Calcutta arrival tC^ (daily) at 
IC273 (daily) at 19%; Calcutta 1340. 
arrivals. IC175 (daily) at 1125, CGleutta-Oauhatl: Departures 
IC274 (daily) at 1850. IC249 (1, 3. 5. 7) at 0600, 
Calcutta-Madraa: Departure, IC229 (daily) at 1300; Calcutta 
IC265 (daily) at 1700, Calcutta arrival IC2% (1, 3,, 5, 7) at 
arrival, IC266 (daily) at 2150 1445, IC230 (daily) at 1605. 
Calcutta-Port Blair: Depar- Caleutta-Agartala: Depar¬ 
ture IC285 (2. 5) at 0^. tures IC237 (2,4,6,7) at 0545, 
Calcutta arrival IC286 (2,5) at IC243 (daily) at 0650; Csdcutta 
1040. arrivals IC2%*(2, 4, 6, 7) at 
Caieutta-Gauhatl-Teapur- 1100 and tC244 (daily) at 

0900. Cakarita arrival IC270 (3,5.7) 
Catcutta-dorhat-DIbrugarh: . at 2145. 
Dsparturea IC213 (1,3,6. ^ at Caleutta-Bhubanaawar- 
0600; Calcutta arrivals 10214 Vlahakhapatnam: Departure 
[l. 3, 6, 7) at 1015. JC277 (1, 3, 5, 7)^ at 1210; 
CalouMi-»lehar-lm)^i: D»- Calcutta arrival iC278 (1, 3. 5, 
parture IC2S5 (daily) at 0945; 7) at 1650. 
Calcutta arrival IC256 (daily) at Caleutta-Varanaal- 
1540. QoraMipur: Departure IC281 
Caleutta-Ranehi-Patna- (2, 4, 6, 7) at 1210; Calcutta 
Lucknoar-Daihl: Departure, arrival IC282 (2, 4, 6, 7) at 
ICM10 (dally) at 0700; Calcutta 1655. 
arrival, 1C 409 (daily) at 1045. Calcutta-Jamahedpur- 
Caleutta-Bhubaneswar- Rourkela-Ranchl: Departure 
Hydersbed-Bangaiora: De- PF71S (2. 4,. 6) at 0700; Cal- 
parture IC269 (2,4,6) at 1140; cutta arrival PF716 (2. 4, 6) at. 
Calcutta arrive) IC270 (2,4, 6) 1305. 
at 2125. Calcutta-Jamahedpur: De- 
Caleutta-Nagpur- parture PF717 (1., 3, ^ at 
Hydarabad-Bangalore: Da- 0700; Calcutta arrival PF710 
parture 10269(3,5,7) at 1140: (1, 3. 5) at 0900. 

Departure EASTERN RAILWAY 
Up Time (HOWRAH) MAIL 

1 19-20 Delhi Kalka Mall 
5 20-00 Amritsar Mail 
3 20-40 Bombay Mail via Allahabad 

EXPRESS 
81 9-45 Air-Cond. Express Tri-Wkly 

via Gaya 
Dep.—Tues. & Wed. up to 
New Delhi 
Dep.—Sat. up to Amritear 
Arri.—Tues., Wed. & 
Saturday 

t03 9-45 Air-Cond. Express Bi-Wkly 
via Patna 
Dep.—Thur®. up to New 
Delhi 
Dep.—Sun. up to Amritsar 
Am.—Mon.. 5 Friday 

101 16-55 RajdhanI Alr-Cond. Exp. 4 
days a week 
Dep.—Mon., Thurs., Fri. & 
Sunday 
Arri.—Tues., Wed., Sat. & 
Sunday 

173 5-45 HImagIrl (Jammu-Tawl) 
Exp. fri-Wkly 
Dep.—Wed., Sat. & Sunday 

.. Arri.—Mon., Tues. 4 Friday 
67 10-55 Bombay Janata Express 

' Tri-Wkly 
■ Dep.—Moo., Wed A .Friday 

Arri.—Tuep., Ttrurs.....* 
Sunday , . 

61 22-55 Debradun Janata ExtHess 
. .. .Wkly : „J..' "■ 

Dep.—Sunday .. .. 
Arri—Sunday 

9 21-35 Doon Express via Grand 
Chord 

7 10-10 Tootan Express via Main 
Line 

49 14-20 Amritsar Express 
11 21-00 Delhi Express via Main Line 
39 21-10 Delhi Janata Express via 

Main Line 
19 22-00 Gorakhpur Express 

21 16-05 MithUa Express 
57 6-10 Kanchenlungs Express 

Tri-Wkly 

TRAINS 

Arrival 1 Departure Arrival 
Time 

8-15 

Dn. Up Time 
Dep.—Tues., Thurs. 4 

Time Dn. 

2 Saturday 
Arri.—^Vved., Fri. 4 Sunday 7-55 6 

12-50 4 59 
165 

18-55 
12-30 

Kamrup Express 
New Bongalgaon Janata 

6-30 
13<J5 

60 
166 

17-10 82 307 6-10 
Express 
Black Diamond Express 21-25 306 

309 17-15 Coalfleid Express 10-30 310 
305 18-20 Asansol Express 6-45 306 

SEALDAH (MAIL & EXPRESS) 
43 19-15 Daileeling Mail 8-45 44 

17-10 104 
53 
51 

22-00 
11-45 

Gaur Express 
Jammu tawl Express 

5-00 
15-40 

54 
52 

13 20-45 Upper India Express via 
SuG Loop 
Bhagiratni (Lalgola) Ex¬ 

11-55 14 

303 18-20 10-20 304 
press 

11-05 102 SOUTH-EASTERN RAILWAY 
(HOWRAH) MAIL 

3 20-00 Madras Mall 6-10 4 
2 20-15 Bombay Mall via Nagpur 7-00 1 

23-35 174 EXPRESS 
60 14-15 Qltanjali (Bombay) Ex¬ 13-40 59 

press 5 days a week 
uep.— Mon., Tues., Wed., 

21-15 88 Fri. 4 Saturd^ 
Arri.-— Mon., Tues., Thurs., 
Fri. 4 Saturday 

134 20-50 Ahmedabad Express 4 4-00 133 
days a week 

■"ihis 62 Dep.—^Tues., Thurs., Fri. 4 
Sunday 
Arri.—Tues., Wed., Fri. 4 ■ ' ■ ■ - 
Sunday 

6-55 10 30 12-45 Bombay Express via 
Nagpur 
Coromandel (Madras) Ex¬ 

13-10 29 

18-15 8 141 16-25 10-45 142 

15-45 SO 37 23-10 
press 
Madras Janata Express 4-10 38 

6-05 12 13 17-30 Tata Steal Express 10-18 14 
5-20 40 11 6-20 Ispst Express 

Jharsugida Express 
Ranchi Hatia &preas 

21-50 12 
5 22-10 5-00 6 

10-50 20 15 21-25 6-40 16 
7 22-35 Puri Express 5-% 8 

6-45 
19-30 

22 
58 

.9 
45 

18-45 
10-50 

Jagannsth (Purl) Express 
Esst Cosst (HyderMtsd) 

8-00 
16-15 

10 
46 

Express 
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Pacific 

PAIR AND SQUARE By Shamlu Dudeja 

The letters in the pairs of words below can be re-arranged to form the narnes 'bf 
two words (or objects) commonly associated with each othet’ (o ev'eiyday 
speech. Example: BEACH and TRAILS would giv$ Tabl^ and Chairs. 

1. CREWEL HAT. 
2. BLEAK WITCH 
3. REAL WORD. 
4. HEAT FIELD. 
5. TREAT DUBBER. 
6. SURE LOATH. 
7. REAL CLOUD. 
8. ROUSE STEW. 
9. I MINGLE. 
10. FORE FINED. Answers on Page 15 

Barter Bank 
If you read an item in this 

■page that you wish to re¬ 
spond to, please write in 
to Barter Bank, c/o .The 
Telegraph Colour Maga¬ 
zine, 6 PrafuIIa Sarkor 
Street, Calcutta-700001. 
Also, if you wish to enter 
on item in this column. 
please write in with de¬ 
tails to the address given 
obove. We shall in/^orm 
vou of responses to ypur 
in.serfions by post. 

• Adaptor; 1 would like 
to exchange an AC adap¬ 
tor for a new C60 Philips 
Ferro Popular blank cas¬ 
sette. Cohtact Subir Basu. 

• Posters: I would like to 
exchange 25 posters from 
Sun and Weekend maga¬ 
zines for books by Kahlil 
Gibran. Write to Biloo. 

• Stamps: I want to ex¬ 
change Indian and foreign 
stamps for Indian stamps. 
Contact Manish Ballav. 

• text books: I have text 
books prescribed by the 
West Bengal Board of 
Higher Education for clas¬ 
ses IX and X in good con¬ 
dition. I would like to 
exchange them for books 
by Agama Christie, Denise 
Robins and Erich Segal. 
Write to Sharmishtha 
Chakiaborty. 

.ra Books: I have about a 
dozen books of the Hardy 
Boys, Nancy Dreiv and 
Enid Blytpn series which 1 
want to exchange for a 
pocket-sized transistor. 
Write to Manish Panj- 
wani. 

80121 iB8W0t 
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• AGING PROCESS! 
Fin blankt wrtth ml»-. 
•tng agn; 1. 'Whan I 
WM- -•'i was lust ba- 
gun...* 2. 'Swaat— 
—3. 'Ufa Bagins 
at-.' 4. Tha way to 
baeoma a cantanarian 
ia to liva to ba—/ 
Anawar in 1 minuty. 

'psnpun^ 
•uo » g-«uo I 

Gl^-upstudy 
TESTS UNITS 

This story is said to have 
appaarao in a college 
humor paper. 

Student: ' Profaasor, 
will you explain to me tha 
theory of limits?' 

Professor: 'Wail, 
young man, let's say you 
and your date ara seated 
on a sofa. You move half 
way toward her. Then 
you move halfway again. 
Continue this for some 
time, reducing the dis¬ 
tance between you each 
time by SO par cent. 
Theoretically, you will 
never reach her. On the 
other hand, you will soon 
be close enough fdr prac¬ 
tical purposes.' 

HOOP LAI Will hooiMter number seven cross flw finish line, 
or will he take time eutr we'll lef you decide. 

e Flower Patehl Rnd a flower In each santanea. 1. 
This soda Is yummy. 2. Your hair Is beautiful. 3. My 
house nombar is one zero seven two. 4. Harvard 
P**** Yale. ^ .g j 

a Riddle-Me-Thist What da\ s are best for getting a 
tan? Sun-days. What mountains go 'Quack, 
quack?' The Airon-ducks. 

HOCUS-FOC US 

CAN YOU TRUST YOUR SYtit Thors are at least Ua dlNer- 
sneas in draedag details between t^ and betlem pansls. Hew 
eelchly can yse find them? Chech answers with ihaao belew. 

4 * 
Jilltun il Uiet40a iwws '* ti omn t -Sumiiu <1 •SHnsi 

»'SWM0I u pwH t '««•)•»» n VM«.>«un'(‘Suiiuui u sw suMtux -i smsumhio 

PRIZE PETI Add celori neatly fe this amusing scone: 1—Rod. 
I—U. blue. 3—Yallow. 4—Lt. brown. $—Flesh, a-Moreen, r—Ok. 
hrewn. •—Pink. t^Biaek. 10—Ok. purple. I1—Ok. blue. 

SPELiBINDER 
SCORE 10 points for using all the 
letters In the word below fe form 
two complefe words: 

OEPLATED 

THEN score 2 peinfs each lor ell 
words oi lour letters or more 
found among the letters. 

Try to score at toast M psints. 
'PMO'itte ittwjewwnwwa 





MOOSE MILLER By Bob Weber 



JULIET JONES By Stan Drake 

MANDRAKE By Lee Falk 





CALCUTTA / Ashoke Chakrabarty 
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your baby gets fic^ "oiW 

'.'ni' jJtVtf 

YottV* got to hand K 
to Natura. 
Forthathouf^itfulway / 
•ha pcotoettw 
“•nobodlM" tn modw’i 
mdk, BwBrt-laadtng « bMl 
inigNuli an tittmuntty again 

, gnitwt’liitaMtInai and othar 

, Vi '•« ‘ 

Nntoaw alao andtaa dM rtghi 
Waniea of bod|tbuilding (ooda '||k.. 
t(lralttn)L«ii«w4oadi 
(caibohiidiMaa, fata) and hadth ^^^ . 
guaidlana (vHambia) to maka 
namFa tniSi fdaai for tha naw - 't||AL 
b0nttFbrinitanca,bMa8t-(ad 
bnhlai dn't nauafly agWar from '^■1 
aaiiwav(|ianinCdaflckancy.| T 

.'A braait-fadbabg iaala mora aafa and 
^ aacwa iocfrbapauaa |jou cuddle him ctoaa 
uMt htaudlilaa to aadaiy hU hunger. 

fm 

■you'tnnoli^. 
Md 

KtnH^tdtOOaa 
nativa (or trip', 

lltypl^tin, 
taaod ' 

I vitaimitin't^.^; 

■*'' . ;r ■'-Ttt’a taay to ibIk tn,ptainoodv ':■“ 
^ bodadwarmuntentnanaadlo'' 
f. ''' ro^apaataflot' , ■' ‘ ’.■Y'.rsr.'., 

And, Amulapnv iatha moat aeoaontjiciil^ 
among tinned bdv (ooda. V ■' 

BacausaitiamadafaytbfniodaQiiiitti 
compiax that pionaarad bdina i««oM(|m^r ■' 

Popwat mHaaMML But be sure you use boiled ivatar and 
BraM-faading la now getting more and more popular even in utensils and feeding bottles. And (odow lha 
dw Waal aa Ms nuttWonai and other banaflta ate gattbig more the pack strictly to avoid oveidtiution and mmiaa 
uddaV appaeainiod. nouiiahnienL 

V’. 't'r - il' "■ . . 
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Pray, do not mock me: 
1 am a very /oolish fond old 
man 
Fourscore and upward, not an 
hour more nor less; 
And^ to deal plainly. 
1 fedr I am not in my peifect' 
mind. PHRASES rent by tragedy 

from the lips of Lear,' 
three centuries past, find 
re-expression through 
Violet Stoneham of 36 
Chowringhet! Lane in the 

nineteen eighties., as, gutted by 
wearying disappointments, she 
walks away with unsung cake from 
a void-filled Christmas in the rav¬ 
aged city of Calcutta. A city which 
has suffered disabuse and dis¬ 
appointment in much the same 
manrter- as the spinster protagonist 
of that poignant tale that stretched 
from one near-hollow Christmas to 
the next. A city that never slept at 
night, but yet today is a mere fool¬ 
ish, fond remnant, not quite in 
perfect mind, or body. 

Could it be the same city where 
the Viceroy camped for a whole 
month through December to peak 
with Christmas and New Year 
celebrations of immeasurable 
pomp? Where the dinners lavished 
over this .season in the "palaces” 
and at Firpo's would make the 
elaborate, evanescent banquets in 

the film Razia Suitan seem like a 
corporate Sunday picnic? ‘ Where 
ingratiatihg roses were scooped up 
by the Punjab Mail at a no-stop 
Jasidih station (flowers from an In¬ 
dian businessman, later knighted) 
and deposited year after year for 
Christmas at the Viceroy’s lodgings 
at Belvedere? 

These, and many, many more 
vignettes make up the fraying scenes 
in the tapestry of the Raj. And it is 
another era we talk of. But are there 
no remnants at all? 

Calcutta, certainly, is no longer 
the debutante she used to be. but is 
now a tried whore, used, pulve¬ 
rised. misspent. (',<in Christmas real¬ 
ly have survived here tlien? 

ludging from sheer appearance, as 
also from the uppetl sales of (urkev 
and tinsel alike, from chi.slers ol 
practicing carol singers lo the' green 
and du.st that petio. racing and crick¬ 
et throw up. ChrLsIinas still lives 
and belongs in Calcutt.i. repicite 
with the necessary ritiuils. iiie true 
spirit is w’hat mav have elibcai sonu!- 
what. w'ith the diminisiied popula¬ 
tion of emigrants and expatriate's l)nt 
the multifarious events that make 
up the whole ambience of tliis fes¬ 
tival lingers on. 

The old guard: Amoivg the old 
guard will) find in todav s llhristnias 
a (liminishment oi spirit, is Aurelius 
Kluin. KiS. True. Ice states lliat 
"Christmas in Calcaitla came natur¬ 
ally.” whereas vou wcmltl never 

bear of it in Bombay for one thins 
(only a nucleus of wealthy peopli 
observed it in theuie places, and stil 
do), but he finds a distinct change 
between then and now. 

First, there is a change in ilii 
character oi the population. Wifi 
the Eumpeans having departed ant 
only a handful left, and the Angle 
lndian.s .scattered in far corners o 
the globe from Australia to Canada 
the real hard cone Christian popula 
tion is very small indeed. Bvet 
sc;hoois which at one time had (it 
per cent of their sludeiits as Christ 
ians (one .school u.sed to spm.ifc 
bovs of European extraction am 
Christian denomiiiulion for thei 
a(in)i.sNion.s| now have on their rolh 
D!) per cent iion-Christian.s. 

A .second reason. Mr Khan feels 
is a change in ethos—everythinj 
loreign i,s discouraged bv manj 
l otnnuinilies lodav. so that Christ 
mas (.elelirations couhl fail into Ihii 
calegoi v. Whv. there are no dom t( 
(loor(.arol singers around any more 
lie savs ivmnrsefully. not of th< 
pra(.tii:e(l calibre ot groups in thf 
iitlies and sixties, and the only one! 
will) do go around are tattily go 
together nnnwiodious groups look 
ing for handouts. 

Mr Khan tondlv remembers hit 
years in England in the twenties anc 
thirties, and the stirring carol .sing 
ing lie participated in. Fond too art 
the memories ol the :<(HI Club re 
plete with the pomp of arniv olH 



(itilduiii Mill then (lose ){ruiip nt Sii 
UiKMi Mul I^(l\ Kami Mookheiiw 
tiu* Piiwalis tliP NcKhoiis ami tl»* 
H(>miiiiKson s ot Maniioln s ami 
linns till* sh u ml who was a smit 
took hims**lt v\mil(l arraiifip pipi\ 
l)it ol flip glonmis Xmas pvp sit 
(limn (Imiiir tor whuh liookiiiRs 
w I ri' mailp w a\ alipad I v pii diiiis ui 
Ihusp dai IiIIpiI wIuiIp moms 
altlioiigli thosp 111 (anpinnipnt wi* 
ipii t slrullv sii|ipospd to a((P|il 
anvtliuiK pxippl J'l'l tiowprs I was t liking to Mi khan )iist attar 

111* had itU'iidpd a sppi lul servop 
■it St lolin s ( liiin h and his re 

grots lor till parlv davs extendi d to 
attendam e a meio /S or so w hero 
tlieie ought to have heen t(H) A 
V isildo «iiangt in o( c iipatioii ot 
pews III till last tin vears 

Is this ill a mere living in the 
past' I’orhap-. and vet when voii 
(oiisidor soiiioom who has lived his 
liti to the lees iind at eightv is 
Kresulont ot l)i (irahaiiis iloim^s 
kainnpoiig Piosuteat ot the i uiiiu il 
ot S«*riinipore ( ollege (the onlv lol 
lege undei whu h a degree in Divin 
itv (an he sec iiredi and is Chairniaii 
foi the assiKiation lot Preservation 
ol Historiial ( eiiipferies in India he 
(oiild he allowed the n’grets ni a 
(hanged ( all utla w ith its altered 
leligioiis etliii 

Rut loi Maureen VV tills i ham 
|iion goltiir who has spent everv 
t hiistinas in Calcutta since in47 
tlieie IS no other place to he hut 
here tioiiii leave is taken niid 
vear hut at C hiistmas home and 
heart belong in this iitv I oi hus 
baud (hnstmas (iiav iimtrarv to 
IMipulcii heliet he was not iHirii on 
X mas (lav hut the name was inlier 
iteci through nianv geueiations tiom 
the mateinal sidi a Reverend 
Chiistmas theie was) the attach 
ment to (aliutta goes hack even 
longei to his ariiiv davs uid lot 
daiightct Anuahel liuiuni Smith la 
top class goltei in hei own light 
who Him woikstorthe latlir) ami 
who IS down heie to spinel hei 
(.hnstmas vacation one ( luistiuas 
spent in I ngianci was cMioiigh to 
nuiko her swear that she would 
iievei again spend it anvwliere hut 
111 Calcutta 

C.hristmas dinner is toi a dn/en 
i lose' li lends thr turkev is ordered 
well III advance fiom lollvgunge 
Homes (this vear was a disaster as 
Mr Tuikev didn t oblige) the Farm¬ 
house stuffing is her own adapta- 
tiuii *he Christmas pudding and 
brandi sane e are her ow n too and 
dll ill all the home countrv is nev’er 

I 

CakM do not ■ banquot make 

missed It aiivthing theie is a lot 
more testivitv with polo and gull 
thrown in (this vews loilv Salvei 
will admit women ten thi lust 
time) ( hristnias ui the siinsiiim 
Mthei than a cold siicmhcniiid one 
Servants tiic iclentallv aie doh d nut 
Piipi lioniis and C hnstmas hcik 
shii'sh alike 

Of candles and lurkevs Kecteat 
ing a (leiman C hiistiiias is (jahriele 
Sen as slie devemtlv lights cine lecl 
(aiiclle pel Siindav hi tore C hnstmas 
on hoi (iciv eiitkiciii/ a little i in let 
that used to he traditionalIv made 
up of twisted pine hiaiii lies and 
nec'dles and pineioiles which mm 
has Its variations oi material (in 
(luding a lot ui glilteil tint the tour 
red candles are lunslant 

It IS a sort ot mental piepaiation 
(oi (.hnstmas as vou ntuallv light 
e.i(h candle this wilt he onlv their 
third Christmas awav tiom 1 urope 
fluislHiml fapas has spiiit more 
( hnstmiises in F.un>|ra than he can 
lememlier) Yet for their voung son 
this IS the Real M (^i\ as he piac 
tues his ( iruls tui the big clav and 
sec>s the orders go out overseas loi a 
tail sired turkev and mothei rev isect 
hei iniiueiiineat c hestnut-apple- 
ihvine stuifing recipe and the 
(icii enthkoiemiep' is brought out so 
tliat lor everv itav before (Christmas 
iiwin tiie 1st oi Dec ember a little 
pop up window IS opened to reveal 
fi spec-ial niotit along with a c Iuko- 
late * 

\s III m.inv liuio I iiiopc in mil 
n.i|.is vvliilt then is a total idapta 
tion to till Iciugiiagc iiicl (iiltiiic ol 
this (ouiitiv <111(1 a elove Iiki tittiuii 
into liengiili liiiusli lu st.itiis fiii 
( iudiiits ollcniig (iiiKiIi diinii). 
piifos) vit (linstuiis and nianv 
olliei such 0(1 isioii'. iitaiii llii on 
giual llavoiii III till hoiiK i 111(1 

VMiili l)<ipliiit I) Sou/1 nails 
luiidlv ahoul llu pn ( hnstmas lar 
uivals Iruiii eiingialid relatives shi 
sill! li.is hei leel tirnilv pi iiitecl on 
Indian sod as slii males vveik loiiu 
l>ieparati(uis loi (l|^stUIa^ like 
diving out till various iiigiedieiits 
aiid calls iii the hakei lioin i iicugh 
hoiiniig shop to mix it ill and take 
it awav to a hikeiv siipc'ivised In 
daughtei I v iietti so th it none ol the 
good cake mix is si oopi d oti 

yVboLit tweiitv pounds ol take aie 
baked and the baker s i li.irges this 
vear nie Ks Iti pei kilo ol sugar used 
whatener that means llu children 
have alie.nlv been onttitted a real 
lr(‘e and liiisil put up as are the 
stoi kings lui Santa ( Ians v ml It is 
sometliing nioie oiuiited to ciiii- 
dien leels lJaphii« 

CELEBRAHONS hip \prv 
often tailoied to attordabilitv 
And \et in terms oi quantdv- 

iiig the txpiial ingredients- toast- 
fug new clothes gifts cakes 
iHiked ciriv er Uas does not denv his 
hiinllv nw ot these Ihev attend 
midnight mass in Ortv a at the Ental- 



ly UHial Baptist Church, which is 
followud by a comniunity feast of. 
say tea and "cutlets " (of the variety 
that Bengal has patented), t^hrislinus 
day is tu visit relatives, exchange 
gifts, feast on chic ken and pulauand 
gorge on rn.sRr.ake (a l>iscnit-iike 
preparation made with coconut 
milki and pilhcv. 'J’o the blunt "Do 
you fend von c;an afford it." he 
replies indignantlv "Christinas com¬ 
es but once a year, vou know." 

Alfordabilitv also miMiis being 
able to shell out Rs ;{()() per person at 
the Oberoi (Jrand to get into the 
X'nias in the litUOs in tialciitia spir¬ 
it This veai's Raj llieme will be 
propped wp in’ portraits ol Victoria 
and Albert, a coach and ladies in 
period costume (dummies, that is), 
at the entrance of thebailroom while 
the poolside coiridor will sport 
street lamps ot xiire a.s they throw 
light on'window displays ol Firpos. 
Bourne and Slieplieid and Cnthiiert 
and Henderson ns lliev were. ".Such 
Ciirisima.s ine/os are stiicllv lor tiie 
non-C.liristi.m moiievbags. ' siofl.s a 
detractor, adding lluil sm h people 
do not (non knovv the diiference 
between Raster and (.Christmas. ex- 

Yet, closely guarded are age-old 
recipes tpr the spice used in saus¬ 
ages and pork (lie. mince pies and 
plum pudding, and the selfsame 
supplier who has brought the turkey 
ironi Allahabad and Motihari for 75 
vears. (xmtimies to supply, at an 
average of :U)() turkeys which mem¬ 
bers order vvi-ll in advance. 

Manager Ha/.ia of Klurv's is ex¬ 
pecting more cusiomers than ever 
l)elore this vear (having dispensed 
Over 15.0(H) ponini.s worth of Clirist- 
mas cake alone last vear) and cer- 
tainlv tliere is no maii:h for the 
centrally located coniectioiiery. 
with its decorated showwmdows 
and its joslling cruwd.s elbowing 
eai.h (idler to get to the boxes ol 
li(|uor (.hocolates and .soft-centred 
a!l-(.hocolate chocolate cones at ten 
ntpoes each, tiijarl from the Rs 70 a 
kilo plum {uidding in enamel con¬ 
tainers and the traditional almond- 
iced X'mas cake, nl.so at this price. 

Hut then, in the running to cater 
to Christmas demands are a number 
of other confectioners. Kathleen, the 
newest oi them all. have lower 
prices for all their cakes—almond- 
iced ('hrislrnas cakes at Ks (>(). mince 

cepi lor die i.onlection, pies at Rs 2.50 each and liquor 
V.'hile hot’jis like iheCraml make chocolates at Rs 180 (cf: Flury's at 

dndr spei ia! eftnrts l.i recapture Rs 240). And there are all tlie old- 
.stiinolhiini ni die lost glories oi the ies—Kaiimpong Home Products |iu 
torn ol die ( I'nliirv, lin: (ilnlis con- our college days during the sixties, 
limn: llieii dci inles-long tradition ol Ihey had the best brandy snaps and 
fmnilv (jlirislmas Inncbe.s and din- lirowmes in town, along with cokes, 
iiers- At tin; Heng.d Clnli. tor one ail at 23 paise eac.h) Wvse. 
thing, ill ii nnicli lower charge tlian Nahuuin's,D'Cnmas. to name a few. 
hotels d^.s 50 per head), and ‘a Yon can never have enough in Cal- 
reslrii.lion ol lour guests per mem- cuda. 
ber to keep lamilies in, Chrisim.is rTplHE.SE, tlicn. are the frills, the 
luncli will see a hnfier lor 12.5 I icing, that make up what 
people with clear turtle .sou)). Bekli X Chri-slmas is toCalciitia. but let 
Noiinande, roast stuited 'turkev. us step into the cluii'ches for a liit to 
suckling pig and apple sauce, 
braised bam a 1. orange and Cbri.st- 
mas piiilding. | 

For the vegetarians: Hut wail! 'I'be I 
vegetariiiri members need not |iit.k at i 
merely the a|)|)l(r sauce, tint will be i 
.served asparagus soup, <auliilower, ^ 

stuited palval. vegetatile korma. alu | 
mutter, karhi-bari (lanir butter, 
kaeburi and of course the Christmas 
pudding. The dramatic eliects of the 
flaming would he lost at lun¬ 
chtime. but then everything 
changes. P.K. Dulta. steward for .17 
years, hasn’t changed, but has seen 
the transition from white, sahib to 
brown sahib, from sit-down dinners 
until '72 to less formal buffets, from 
the charcoal stoves which could 
tenderly, roast up turkey to the har¬ 
sher electric ovens which can house 
a. myriad mincepies. 

see and imbibe of what it means in 
"religious terms. Congregations, for 
one thing, swell considerably at this 
time, with many of the non-regulars 
making just ibis annual effort. 
"What i find most heartening is the 
process of indigenisation” in both 
church .services and in the way the 
carol singing has taken shape, be¬ 
lieves Dulhul Sarkar, the meiiif- 
iiious toned Head of Western Music 
of AIR, w'hn has been associated 
with the radio for 28 years. 

They have relayed i.aruls from a 
different church each .year for the 
past lew decades, and used to earlier 
even relay a full Christmas service. 
This year's package conies as )ov to 
the World with .selections from the 
Aiinapoli.s Brass Quintet as well as 
from the ever pu|iular .Songs of the 
Sea.son, 

1 

Miss Sarkar is particularly 
pleased about this indigenous trend, 
the .striking ot roots for Christianity 
in the native .soil, as is evidenced by 
so many examples—a Bengali 
Christmas i:hoir witnessed in Baris- 
a, complete with khol and kartal, 
the performance of appropriate 
Rahindrasangect in Bengali .ser¬ 
vices—"Kon , iilotev proner pradip 
lolivev," rather than "Away In a 
manger." tlie International choir put 
together lovingly in several Indian 
languages and English by T.K. Mit- 
ter of tlie YMCA. tiie Bethel Church 
services conducted so meaningfully 
bv Hie Reverend Roy Choudhury. 

• 
Wliere ei.se hut in Calcutta will 

you lind a market wliere the centre 
is traicsformed into a fairyland of 
stalls selling the most traditional of 
C!hristnius decorations, ineduding 
mistletoe, glistered halls and hand-, 
painled eggs: where else but in this 
cilv (lie huntings across the roads, 
ihe snowy .sliow-window.s; wiiere 
else hut in tliis citv will prince and 
cricketer alike converge for polo and 
Test cricket during Christmas, and 
the sport of kings find its liest 
turnout in terms of periormers and 
audience: where else the combina- 
tion ol mellow sunshine and crisp 
evening air—iuid as we turn into the 
night, clown deep alleys, fim Reeves 
and Kay Charles belting out Christ¬ 
mas songs through .scratchy records 
merge with a myriad procieusmatic 
i:arols from a hundred churches, 
and the txindles come to life one by 
otie in St Paul's Cathedral, as the 
midnight mass brings in yet another 
Christmas into a hapless city. 

Rita Bhimaoi 



Christmas Short Stoiy 

^HANDLE WITH CARE’ Aunt jane’s Jetter ar¬ 
rived that morning. I 
had been expecting 
it-^the annual invita¬ 
tion to spend Christ¬ 
mas with the family in 

Calcutta. As her only nephew, the 
sole offspring of her only late sister, 
my aunt is very particular about her 
duties towards me. She never 
forgets to include me on family 
occasions—Christmas, most impor¬ 
tant. 

However, it was the PS to her 
letter that set me thinking. It said: 
‘Fred will be bringing one of his 
friends to spend Christmas. As 
usual, I'm hoping!' 

Fred is Aunt Jane’s son. Like me 
he works out-station—with the dif¬ 
ference that, whilst he’s attached to 
a colliery in Asansol, I belong to an 
engineering firm in Durgapur. 
However, from the PS 1 deduced at 
onpe that my aunt's hopes con¬ 
cerned her daughter, my cousin, 
Mona. And Aunt had match-making 
in mind—as usual. 

Mona’s single state had become 
quite an obsession with my aunt. In 
fact. Mona's single state had become 
quite an obsession with her immedi¬ 
ate family, that is, her father and 
brother much included. No doubt 
they had no real cause fur concern. 

. Mona was only getting on to 20. But 
' her lamllv seemed to feel that at the 

rate at which things were going, 
spinsterhond eternal .seemed to 
loom large on her astrological 
h9rizon. 

The trouble was that Mona was 
the least concerned. Terribly effi¬ 
cient, extremely capable anri fierce¬ 
ly independent, Mona has an excel- 

. lent job in advertising—a typical 
example of today’s liberated young 
miss. 

Unfortunately in Mona's case, ex¬ 
terior belies fact. And therein lay the 
problem. Pint-sized—petite—Mona 
is quite exquisite. She has the fragile 
look of Dfesrlen China, the fncxi ui a 
doll, and large brow'ii eyes of doe- 
Ifke quality, fringed with sweeping 
lashes. Aided by soft dark hair, 
sweeiiing slender shoulders, and a 
»(»ft seductive voice to match, she 
exudes complete helplessness. With 

f^he result, that she awakes the pro- 
{;^!tive urge in males. That is. she 
'^'Kriuises the Sir Culahad instinct in 

them. One and all want to wrap her 
in cotton wool, and guard and pro¬ 
tect her for life. In short, Mona 
wears a ‘Handle With Care’ label, 
without having it spelt out in words. 

As can be expected, Mona does 
not lack admirers. But they come 
and they go, like the flowing tide. 
Which is so, because fact and fan¬ 
tasy do not blend, 1 guess. Each 
comes guided by fantasy, Each goes 
disillusioned by fact. While fantasy 
arises from Mona’s appearance, fact, 
of course, comes from her abilities— 
her extra-curricular activities, 
which are responsible. 

There is nothing Cousin Mona 
cannot do, it would seem. From 
repairing blown fuses to changing 
car tyres, from manipulating tricky 
gadgets to opening difficult tins and 
bottles—her range is quite exten¬ 
sive. It is surprising what those 
deceptively delicate-looking hands 
can do. It is surprising how they can 
handle worker’s tools with the 

greatest of ease. 
Mona, of course, is modest about 

it all. She says it is not strength that 
is responsible. Just that she has a 
knack for doing things. Alas, that 
knack is to blame! 

No doubt, in these days of 
women’s lib, the modern capable 
miss is much in vogue, and muck 
admired. However, there are limits 
to such things, I feel. As one of the 
opposite sex, I am sure that most 
young men like their girls to be just 
a little helpless, just a little in need 
of protectiqn—the very minimum 
requirement—so as to awake that Sir 

•Galahad instinct in them. Furth¬ 
ermore, I fedl boys as a rule do not 
tend to appreciate girls who excel 
them in what they consider to be 
male occupations. While that tends 
to be'a form of poaching on male 
preserves, which arouses indigna¬ 
tion. it tends to produce a complex 
as well. 

And that is Cousin Mona’s trou¬ 
ble. Her poaching extends to almost 
all fronts. It was responsible for that 
contintious coming and going. A 
typical example was young Ravi, the 
son of a business magnate. 

Ravi had been hot on Mona from 
the day he had set his optics on her. 
He pursued her avidly, was protec¬ 
tive to a degree: and things went 
well for 8 while. Then one evening 
Ravi took Mona for a drive. As 
ill-luck would have it, his car suf¬ 
fered 0 Hat on the way. Since they 
were not far from a garage, Ravi 
suggested calling a mechanic, but 
Mona said it was a waste of money. 
As there was a spare, she insisted 
thev change the tyre themselves. 

Ravi had made all the excuses for 
employing outside aid. Amongst a 
lot else.he said it was a messy job. 
Yet Mona had had her way. Expertly 
she had changed the tyre, without 
bis assistance. At the end shfe 
emerged as band-box perfect, as 
when she had started on the job. 

Of course, that marked the end of 
Ravi. He fizzled out like a dying 
sparkler, and the truth was appa¬ 
rent. He didn’t know how to change 
a tyre. Mona’s ability, whilst giving 
him a complex, had destroyed his 
'illusions about her. 

And like Ravi there were many 
anore. and many more such inst¬ 
ances. 1 remember Ashoke and 



Sunil Uilip and David Gordon and 
(xiutani Surpsh—to nanw* juM a 
fow And it was ever the same 

Wh^, onh about a month back 
Aunt jam wrote to sav that Mona s 
latest prospective a certain James 
had gone the same wav )ust when 
things were looking up' fames and 
Mona had gone to a night mocie 
Aunt had leported On their leturn 
|cnirne\ they had been waylaid by a 
pan ol niisi teants a iment feature 
|Ot the (alditta scene brandishing 
foimidahle weapons and ciemnii 
ding tfieir valuables 

While James had been all for 
(oinpioinise that e lor handing 
over without [jiotest Mona liao 
slrongh resisted Sin had dealt the 
nil creants two expeit md unex 
p( I ted K arati c hops anolhc i ol hc'i 
extra c nine 111 ir abilities -which 
hid d o sml the two lac mg awac 
declaim' li i i i <- li e cl i \ 11 

No (toiibt laiiii s bad In i n iiiia/ed 
(haginied it tin sanu time to dis 
rcuci till! iiwtead of piotc'c ting he 
had bc'eii jiuitcctio ^nc* so ht had 
made Ins exit slow h and di(iloiiia 
ticalh Aunt had ‘ nil 

hi the light ol sue h bac kgiound I 
did noi feel Aunt Jam s iiiireiit 
liopO') w ould I o IK toaiivtlum, \iut 
with <111 li k OI1MC tioii 1 look tin ham 
to ( all u'ta line mg iail\ on (hi 
niorniiif. ol f)i 11 mhei J j to pi nc* 
(<hristiiiiis with till iimiK A1 N1 Jam and Uiic Ic 'oini 

gri»Pted me with thr usual 
wdi'iilh a kiss liom the lor 

mei, a hug Iroin lh‘* hitter Mona s 
gu'eting was delivered from a dis 
tame rieifoite 

Hi I'etei' she culled down 
brcHVilv horn liei peiih alO|) a 
ladder m llie sitting room husv 
putting up ( liiistinas decorations 

Hi \ou' I (ailed back smiling 
lip at tiei ohserc mg how dec eptive 
1\ dimiinilivp she looked attm'd in 
lilonsc and shorts lian held bai k m 
a bobbing (lonv tail 

As usual pOkii hing cm male pie 
solves 1 went on to leniark and 
I 111! le .md Aunt laiiglied 1 oi in 
spite ol tile lamilv s aiixietv Mona s 
knack loi doing tilings is legaidc'd 
Willi some liimioiir b\ all 

Well w lio else is thc'ie to do it' 
answeieil m\ i oiisin good- 
natiircHlIv Dad s got aitlintis and 
I led s not liome iiin mote 

Well It doc’sn t have toln'voii I 
IHiiiitcHl out liglillv It vou lomidr 
Voutsell a litetime paitimi you 
..infc - os jMss the buck 

Now lav oft Pc'tei* waineci nn 
cousin in.ikmg a plavtiil gesture of 
diming at m\ head the hammer slie 
was using at that moment to diive n 
null into the wall 

As t pietended to dodge the 
tineatened missile 1 contiiuied to 
tease hei 1 hough some time l.iti’r 
after I had settlc'd in I spoke some¬ 
what senouslv as 1 helped Mona to 
(ten orate the Christmas tree 

‘li vou don t look out cleat 
cinisiii I began In wav oi intro 
chictioii vmi II end up mill iiui 
piovet^ial piiiot 111 cage and knit 
ing iiag III hand 

Well 1l Itnil IS to be im tale' she 

shrugged husv tv mg a tinsel star to 
the top oi the trc‘c But what s tlie 
huirv' Don t I still have time and 
opportunitv ^ 

Pate IS lather miuh dictated by 
self I dec lareil ignoring the ques- 
iKins It von piaved voiir iarils 
light late vvoiilii favour vou' 

Now what do vou expect me to 
do I’ptei f slie paused to ask her 
expression growing rather serious, 
•IS she looked me straight in the face 
‘ What does ev ervone expei t of me'" 

‘Ihev expeit vou to act as vou 
look That a w hat*' 1 replied I 
h»|>ed sternlv 

But wh.h do 1 do wrong' she 



cried. "I only try to help. What does 
it matter? If my date cannot do 
something, I feel I'm being helpful 
by doing it for him. That’s all. Why 
don’t they understand? It is just that 
1 have 0 knack for doing things, and 1 
don't see why I shouldn't when 
someone else iails." 

Her voice had risen a bit. It held a 
note of desperation. I guess she was 
cheesed off with the whole issue, 
our concern much included, 

“Well, you’re going to have 
another chance, when Fred arrives 
this evening with his friend,” I said. 
"Perhaps if you play your cards 
right, you could end up hitched! If 
you don’t. I’ll buy you a parrot’s 
cage for Christmas." 

“Oh, go on. Peter!” she lauglied 
now, back again fastening baubles 
on the trBB.’‘Fredwill probably bring 
some milksop, some scrawny, life¬ 
less individual, who would perhaps 
snap his backbone were he to lift a 
chair.” AS it happened Fred’s friend 

turned out to be quite the 
opposite of what Mona antici¬ 

pated. He was well-covered, a judi¬ 
cious combination of flesh and mus¬ 

cle evenly distributed throughout 
his six-toot frame. His name was 
George, and within the first half- 
hour of his arrival, it was apparent 
that Mona had cast her customary 
spell on the poor unfortunate. 

1 George could hardly take his eyes 
off her, and he seemed to have the 
utmo.st difficulty in providing cohe¬ 
rent answers to the polite conversa¬ 
tion Aunt jane hurled in his direc¬ 
tion. While Mona seemed rather 
non-commital as she sat on the 
sitting room sofa, looking suitably 
demure and helpless, I was inclined 

.to think my pep talk of the afternoon 
was beginning to bear fruit. 

It was Fred’s idea to open a few 
'bottles of beer before dinner, and as 
Aunt jane wheeled in the drinks 
trolley, loaded with bottles and tall 
glas.ses, 1 threw Mona a warning 
stare, as I noticed her start to fidget. 
She was on for popping those beer 
bottle tops. 1 could see. To make 
sure she did not, I quickly called 
upon George to oblige. 

He came forward readily, though 
in seconds it was apparent he was 
no bottle popper. Not only did he 
wrestle with the opener, but when 
he had succeeded in removing a 

cap, a good amount of beer had 
escaped on to the carpet, before he 
succeeded in aiming what was left 
into a glass; and even that spilled 
over. 

Poor George was acutely embar¬ 
rassed. Uncle john hastened to put 
him at ease, as Aunt jane hurried to 
fetch the floor mop. 

“Not to worry! Not to worry!” 
laughed Uncle. “It’s only an excess 
of Christmas cheer, which cannot be 
contained.” And though everyone 
laughed at that, I could see Mona 
was tense, gripping an arm of the 
sofa, no doubt trying hard not to 
spring to attention and poach on 
male preserves. 

However, as the next bottle called 
for opening, heedless of my warning 
look, Mona was up. If was an in¬ 
voluntary action, 1 guess, bom of 
habit. But in it I foresaw the ruina¬ 
tion of yet another relationship, 
even before it had quite got started. 

I noticed Mona avoided my gaze, 
as she effortlessly popped open 
three bottles in a row, arming each 
one’s contents expertly into glasses, 
without spilling a drop. 

“Hey, that’.s neat!” cried George- 
.“How do you do it? Tm so clumsy.” 

"Oh, it is just a knack!” aswered 
Mona, raising lier eye.s to his in¬ 
nocently. “There’s nothing to it, 
really.” 

She had said that often before, 
and it had spelt doom. So a.s I looked 
at George’s face, 1 expected to see 
that fading light of disillusionment. 
I was surprised to find admiration 
there. 

So far so good! 1 decided. While as 
we went in to dinn.'jr next, I could 
hardly resist giving Mona a sly dig 
in the ribs, accompanied by that 
cliche of caution: ’’Watch your 
step!” AS the meal progressed, 1 

noticed they seemed to get on 
well together. Of course Mona 

played her cards riglit. For once she 
could not go wrong, since she was 
only performing feminine tasks. 
Like helping George to potatoes and 
salad, and neatly removing the 
chicken fruin the bone on his plate. 

“Ah, this is great!” cried George, 
as he gave himself “up to her 
ministering attentions, “I feel quite 
like a VIP.” And this time I noted 
that admiration had increased. 

By next morning Aunt jane’s 
hopes had soared. As I watched hat 
prepare a batch of Christnies 
cookies, and roll out the pastry for 
the, Christinas raificd 



wliipered td me, conspiratorially; 
”1 think we've at last struck luck. 

Fred tells me hp’s doing quite well. 
He is in the accounts department at 
the coiliurv and he has good pros¬ 
pects. His father owns a fruit can¬ 
ning factory in Bangalore. But what 
makes me must hopetui is that he 
does not seem to mind her poaching 
on male preserves. Do vou know, 
this morning she changed a li{^t 
switch in his bedroom? He even 
admittted to her quite frankly that 
he did not have the knack ior doing 
such things ” 

And it would appear poor (Jeorge. 
indeed, lat ked that knack, as was 
proved on several ucc:nsiuns that 
(Uiristmas Lve day, when Mona 
came to his rescue--mercifully, 
without losing face in fact, 1 
marked. (George’s admiration was 
conlinuously on the up and up For 
example, his attempt in spite oi 
his canning background--to open a 
'tin of peaches at lunch thrt>atened to 
end in disaster had Mona nut inter 
veiled and finished tlie job with 
customary prerisioii. While later 
that afternoon his efforts to replace a 
fused bulb in liie dining morn, 
almo';! ended up with him lalling oil 
the step-Jadder But oiue dg<iin 
Mona completed the task with 
finesse. 

“You’n great'" de< lared (Jeorge, 
when she had done with the bulb 

He'd iieen saying that all day. 
Only this time lie added 1 thought, a 
trifle meaiiingfullv "You'll sure 
make some Jui kc c hap an ex<.ellent 
wife some day'" And it was not 
diiiuult to gu«*ss whom he was 
Imping that hukv i hap uould he 

Howevei. while I soon began to 
declare it "Operation vSuccessfiil” I 
soon di.scovered that tiie hitch tame 
from Jhe other side on this occasion. 

"Milksop! Usele.ss article'" de¬ 
clared Mona to me rattier savagely 
that evening, when I attempted to 
assess the effect George was having 
on her. "He doesn't need a wife. He 
needs a mother... Perhaps a wet 
nurse, or an ayah,” she added un 
charitably. 

"A sad state of things," moaned 
Aunt Jane, when 1 reported her 
daughter's findings un the latest 
prospective. "What does she want?" 

"A man!” declared Mona tartly, 
when 1 relayed hei parent's query. 
“He’s so helpless, he might as well 
.be back in his pram." 

Though when a short while later 
it was suggested that George accom¬ 
pany her to the New Market, to 
purchase some last-minute iter is 

forgotten in the family Christinas 
shopping list, surprisingly she 
agreed to go Out of politeness, no 
douni. But reluctantly, it was ob¬ 
vious to a discerning eve. Fortunate¬ 
ly George's optics seemed far from 
discei ning. Rather, ftoin their ex¬ 
pression, he appeared to be floating 
on cloud ninetv-niiie. 

HOWFVER. Mona's return 
some two hours later w.is 
something else The spring m 

her step, the light in lier eves were 
ciearlv obvious, in spite of her dis¬ 
hevelled hair and tom sari While 
the glow in George's eves was so 
bright, it could have lit a room 
during load-shedding, perhaps! 
This, in spite of the cut on his leit 
cheek and the slowlv-blackening 
patch around his right eve. not to< 
mention his shirt which wa.s almost 
in shreds 

"Good heavens'" cried Aunt lane. 
“Whatever happened? Have you two 
been in an accident?" 

“In a light," answered Georg&r- 
paintullv. it was clear. "The Market 
was )dm-packed. as it alwavs is on 
Christmas Eve, i believe. Some 
toughs got fresh with Mona, and 1 
gave them something to remember!" 

“And you'll remember them, too! 
Tomorrow!" pointed out Fred, nod¬ 
ding significantly at George's 
wounis. 

"Ah. but you shouid have seen 

what Georg!' did to them!" 
announced Mona prondJv. before 
George could answer “George gave 
them ploiitv to remember him by— 
lor a long time " 

“RcaJlv'' Undo John raised a 
querving eyebrow For that matter, 
query was writ large on all our faces. 

"Do vou know. George is a 
heavyweight boxing (.hainpionex¬ 
plained Mona, and the rea-sons for 
iiei lolle-foce was dear now 

George had jiroved ins manhne.s8. 
And ior once manliness did not 
confliit with Mona's poaching Un- 
doubtedlv, that made for liarmonv. 
lieorge could (.ontinue to bo a knight 
in shining armour, protecting his 
ladv when the need arose. 1 (ouid 
foresee While Mona could (ontinue 
to poach, witliout losing lace, since 
(Jeorge respotled her knack for 
doing thing.s 

As such I'm certain they've click¬ 
ed Aunt lane's hopes have reached 
lirmament level. No doubt with 
(Jiircstmas |u.st a few hours awav, it 
is loo enriv to start counting un- 
hatciied turkevs. Still I'm must opti- 
misttc Ere next Christmas. I'm con¬ 
fident thev'll be stepping m the right 
dire(.lioii. 

Need I add to what accompani¬ 
ment? 

Vernon Thomas 
(Taken from When Christmas 
Comes) 

It 



RAINBOW / Royal Wedding ' 

A SIGHT FOR THE GODS 
Jai Singh and Vidya Kumari’s marriage revived memories of the days past WITH the dawn ot 

Independent e 
inval weddings 
with their match 
less pomp and 
show have become 

a rare phenomenon But the wed 
dmg of Maharaia {ai Singh of laipur 
with Cakuttan Vidva Kuman ex 
aecretaiv of West Bengal & ionnei 
chief niinister Mr Siddhartha Shank¬ 
ar Kav had its own (hai ins and 
disappointments 

Based in ( alt utta where he looks 
aftei the business inteiests of the 
faipiii family the Clambndge edu¬ 
cated prince maintains his agiliU 
and youthful charm even at 50 
laiptireaiis who have nut forgotten 
the good old days when such occa 
sions were aglow with fabulous 
ceienionv and gaiety have been 
invigorated by jai Singh s wedding 
though It IS belated ParticularU 
when aftei long sears ol bachelor 
hood he has succumbed to the 
charm of V'ldya Kumaii who is 
heiself oi rosal stock 

In her late 10s Vidva Kuman 
comes from a small ruling primelc 
famils of lubbal in Himachal 
Pradesh but she is domiciled in 
Bengal as liu father Col Kajendra 
Singh was an ADC to the ( ooc h 
Behar maharaja Bhupendra Narain 
fai Singh s iiiothei the glamorous 
Kdimata Gayatri Deci of faipur who 
111 barely 10 years older than her 
stepson also comes fiom Cooch 
Behar and readily gave her approval 
lui the marriage as slie lias known 
Vidva Kuman since the latter was a 
child 

There are a few things in common 
between |ai Singh and his tathei the 
late Sawai Man Singh Maharaia ot 
laipui Like his father |ai Singh is 
an ac e polo play er and he too has 
fallen for a Calc utta girl Four de¬ 
cades ago his lather had fallen m 
loVe witn the teenaged Gayatri Devi 
in Calcutta Vidva Kuman s charm 
is a (umbiuation of the charm ut 
women from Himachal and Nepal 
Her m^ber ccMpes from the famous 
Rang mmily oi Nepal The effatr 
iiblween |ai Singh and Vidva 

MKiimari is a decade old Thev 

courted In (iUkutta and later in 
London where Vidya Kuman work 
ed in the Tea Board office She came 
back to India to join Siddhartha 
Shankiii Kay as his secretary 

fhe wedding took plate at Delhi 
which being close to the Pink City 
was cnnyenient for both Before the* 
boiciul tiavelled to Delhi a proces 
Sion ot Nikasi was taken out at 
laipur with all the tanfare befitting 
the occasion The dtess wa* thiir 
idcits and ac hkans with turbans and 
everyone was resplendent with 
lewellerv A c avalt ade of elephants 

Drought up the rear end It was a 
wonderful sight almost nwiviiig the 
good old days 

The wedding took place at the 
Crcnernment Bungalocv on the posh 
Aurangreh Koacl belonging to a 
Inend Ironi the bride s side* I he 
Mdharaias of Bikaiinr (>watuji 
Kota Diingaipur Irinur and Huiidi 
came in loval costume with their 
nidhariinis Dr Karan Singh the lui 
niei Maharaia ot )&K and 
Madhaviao Scindia c lUic with their 
heaiitihil wices and wiie |mni*d h\ 
Rapy and Soma C>andhi But the 
decoration md illumination were 
rathei ordinalv Uiu* ol the seriants 
of the jaipui family said “I hn\e 
served the laipui family foi lue 
decades now 1 saw eyen the late 
Maharaia getting iiiariiicl hut this 
was the* most pluc ki Itasleless) mar 
iiage ’ Peihaps since times haxe 
changed so haye the rnaharaias 

Many ol jai Singh s women 
ft lends iioni Delhi and (ale utta 
joined them ioi the wedding Moon 
Moon Sen who has also niurried 
into the ( ooch Behai family Hew to 
Delhi speciullv for the mairiage 
Many ambassadors cabinet mc'm- 
bers diplomats army otfuersi and 
|at Singh s polo playing triencls also 
joinod (he celebrations 

Back at laipur theie were lecip 
lions and dinners to which vamms 
nuhlemeii in white ihuiiclars and 
d( hkans with salfion tiuhans j^dded 
c olour 

Jdi Singh s mairiage amused 
(unosity in vaiious roy ai tamilies as 
the 50-veur-old prince was thc' most 
eligible royal bachelor around and 
had declined many proposals , 

}ai Singh bimselt says “I belong 
to the Kac hhawas clan The rec ords 
say that as tar as marriage is rtin 
rerned the Kachhayyas tale P easy 
Mavbe 1 m the slowest Vidya and I 
were not too eager to get married 
c]UK klv hut we succ limbed to prei»s- 
ures ” 

The couple has returned to Cal¬ 
cutta where they will hop 
ovmoon and attend a good mativ Earties wbtcii are going to be thrOM/n 

V thair ^ends 



Clockwise from above: 

Vidya Kumari Just after the wedding; 

Women in colourful costumes dance 
with the bride (in green ‘ghagra’ and 
‘odhni’) and Rajmata Gayatri Devi; 

Vidya Kumari shows her face to her 
momer<ln>iaw Rajmata Gayatri Devi 
Just after arriving from Delhi; 

Women dancing during the Bindora 
ceremony; 

Rajmata Gayatri Devi offers sWeets to 
Jaf Singh during the Bindora cere* 
mony. 



QUIZ / Neil O’Brien 
Santanu and Sipra 
Roy, Calcutta 59, 
ask, ‘Why is a mar¬ 
ried man called a 
husband?' This is 
an Anglo-Saxoib 
word and meant a 
man who derived 
his status from 
being a househol¬ 

der (hus bonda). This rank was logi¬ 
cally attained on marriage. Since 
most householders were farmers, 
‘hushandrv’ has come to mean the 
art of farming. Since householders 
must be prudent, we still S|>eak of 
‘husbanding one's resourc;es'. In ori¬ 
gin the word is clearly one of econo¬ 
mic and not marital status. But then 
there are those who marry and try to 
live on love and fresh air! 

Shohini Ghosh reports from LSR 
Qdlege, New Delhi: 'Tarang'83 the 
annual LST Fest provided a laun¬ 
ching pad for ‘Shot in the Dark’—a 
film quiz organised by our film t:Iub 
project.’ With questions ranging 
from The Grant Train Robbery to 
Chokh. this open-air affair proved 
most stimulating. One had to do 
interesting things like identify dia¬ 
logue, incidents and even pick the 
‘odd one’ out. Soft questions on 
Hollywood and hard ones on film 
technicalities were the two pules 
and plenty were in between. 

The shots truly left AFMC (Armed 
*='orces Medical College) and V'enk- 

ateshwar College in the dark as they 
had to be content with the 3rd prize. 
St. Joseph’s (Bangalore) unable to 
amass more than 17Vii points, chi¬ 
valrously (well, almost) made way 
for the ladies while we from LS’T 
marched ahead with 24 points and 
Rs 200 cash! Credit for able orga¬ 
nisation goes to ‘Project’ in general 
and Rajita Sinha in particular who 
let the .shafts fly, while staff adviser 
Vineeta Sinha kept the quiver full. 

11th Qtwstlon: What 
Is common to llllnola 
.Avonuo, Now York 
.Avonuo, Tonnossao 
.Avonuo and Ponnyol- 
vanio Avonuo? <ljl.K. 

;Surooh, Calcutta) 
Ana: Tlwy aro all oquaroa on a 
Monopoly board. 

Nandita Dey, Calcutta-29, writes; 
“The Rotaract Club of South Calcut¬ 
ta organised a quiz competition at 
Aban Mahal. The participating 
teams were various Rotaract Clubs. 
The quiz master was Debasish Sar- 
kar. South West (ISVz) topped the 
list followed by South Calcutta 
(13*/2). It was an enjoyable evening." 

Last night you must have heard 
the strains of the hymn Silent Night 
drifting over the radio or echoing in 
the streets or wafting from the win¬ 
dows of a churah into the smog. 

Rose Thomas, Calcutta 16, aisks for 
the origin of this carol. 

On Christmas Eve, 1818, the 
organ broke down in the church of 
St Nicholas in Oberndorf, a town 
near Salzburg, Austria. Franz Gru¬ 
ber, a temporary organist, saved the 
day by composing music for a new 
hymn, which could be sung to the 
accompaniment of a guitar the only 
other instrument available. The. 
assistant priest, Joseph Mohr, wrote 
the words. That night the song was 
sung to the plaintive and expressive 
sounds of the guitar. 

Silent Night might have been lost 
forever had not Gruber and Mohr 
given the organ builder who t'.ame to 
fix the organ a special performance 
of their song. He was so impressed 
that he memorised the words and 
sang them to people everywhere he 
went. Later, he taught the song to a 
travelling quartet and in 1840 it was 
published. 

•By '1954 the hymn had become 
famous, but the name of the coni- Eoser had been lost. A search was 

egun, and Franze Gruber was disc¬ 
overed, still an organist but an im¬ 
poverished one. Fame'did not do 
much for him, he was then 67, and 
he died nine years later. But his 
song remains probably the best 
loved Christmas hymn, recreating 
the peace and stillness of that niglit 
when the world held its braath at 
the Birth of the Saviour. 

Have a happy Christmas! 

QUESTIONS 

1. Other than being place names, what is common 
to: Rhode Island. Plymouth, Sussex and Cochin? 
(Reema Vlrmani, Calcutta-26). 

2. What is a claque? (Sanjay Mehta, Calcutta-13). 
3. Who were the Lake Poets? (Rajiv Dutta. Sindri). 
4. For what is an Aldis Lamp usmI? (Javed Niahat. 

Calcutta-46). 
5. What is the difference between masculine and 

feminyie rhyme? (Rini Das, Calcutta-17). 
6. What is the len^h of the standard metre? 

(Shipra Roy. Catcotta-59). 
7. What is train oil? (Amit Routh, Calcutta-40). 
8. In music, what Is the kitchen? (Amrendra 

Kumar, Sindri). 
9. What is common to: Irish Bond, American Bond 

and Flemish Bond? (Srijit Choudhury. Calcutta- 
40). 

10. What is the name of the wig worn by Judges and 
barristan? (AJay Kr. Cholmani, Gsuhati-1) and 
Sanrir Soota, Catcutta-29), 
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Inner Eye 
NEXT SEVEN DAYS 
FROM DECEMBER 25 TO DECEMBER 31 

/I IM Mar 21-Apr 20 

Your relationship 
- with influential peo¬ 
ple will improve. This is a good 
week (or study, payments, let¬ 
ter writing and other intellec¬ 
tual activities. You will receive 
sympathy and understanding 
from your loved ones. Obsta¬ 
cles that have arisen in the 
latter part of 1983 will be over¬ 
come. 

rii] aurus 
■ Apt 21-May 21 

• You should be 
_pleased with the 
progress that you are making 
in your career. You wiil be able 
to clinch a deal or two this 
week. Romance is likely to 
preoccupy you. A telephone 
call will set your mind at rest. 
Make plans regarding fi¬ 
nances. You will obtain the 
support of influential ppople 

^ EMINI 
W May 22'June 21 

^ Serious attention 
- should be given to 
intellectual activities that could 
bring your talents to the atten¬ 
tion of your boss. Make an 
effort to find ways to cut un¬ 
necessary expenditure. You 
might alienate influential peo¬ 
ple by being too pushy. A jrip 
undertaken now will be enjoy¬ 
able. 

^ ANCER 
. June 22-Juiy 22 

- ^ Use your contacts to 
.- further your career. 
Old financial problems that you 
have been avoiding tackling, 
will be dealt with this week. Be 
extremely careful about trust¬ 
ing people. Do not pass on 
information that has been given to you in confidence. 

top worr^ng about personal 
problems. 

Mm July 23-Aug 22 

Affairs might be 
-slightly out of control 

this week. You are likely to 
encounter disturbing circumst¬ 
ances and people. Bankers 
might not be quitajKs accom- 
modeling as you had hoped. 
This is not a week for changes 
regarding career, though set¬ 
backs will be temporary. Prom¬ 
ises of financial gains. 

“iMr] IRGO 
Aug 23-S«pt 22 

” A good week is fore- 
-cast for you. A new 
Inendship or new undertaking 
may transform your life. You 
should find fortune is smiling 
on you. A good week for invit¬ 
ing people at home. You will 
leel more assured regarding a 
loved one. Health problems 
will be sorted out: you are 
advised to seek medical help. 

-n IBRA 
. SepI 23-Oet 22 

^ Provided you listen 
..J to the advice of 
elders and avoid all quarrels 
and risks you will be fairly 
successful this week. You 
might be irritable with your 
spouse or partner during the 
last week of 1983. Avoid dis¬ 
cussing sensitive issues such 
as sex. politics or religion with 
people of differing views. 

- CORPIO 
Ocl 23-Mov 21 

Follow your own in- 
_tuitions. They will 
help you to overcome your 
problems—one of which may 
be linked with housing. You 
are likely to receive a tele¬ 
phone call from an influential 
person which will make you 
feel optimistic about future 
.career prospects. A calculated 
risk could pay off handsomely. 

-j AGItTARiUS 
I Nov 22-Oec 22 

I The outlook is 
_I somewhat bleak; 
avoid needless risks and quar¬ 
rels. A happy romance is the 
only bright spot. December did 
not have a promising start, but 
you should be able to catch up 
now. You will have energy 
which you can use to carry out 
any tasks that are assigned to 
you. 

-APRiCORN 
' Dec 23-Ja-i 20 

^ There will be splen- 
_ did opportunities to 

expand and develop Iasi 
week's hapoenings. A happy 
romance or event is probable. 
You are on the verge of 
achieving a breakthrough, you 
have prooably had to wait and 
work most of last week to do 
so. Friends will be fun to be 
with, 

QUARIUS 
/A Jan 2'-Fob 20 

Any hopes that you 
- had of tackling jobs 

that would require team effort 
are likely to be dashed. Em¬ 
ployment affairs will remain 
unsettled. You may have to 
complete a number of chores 
before taking a weekend 
break. You might suffer from a 
minor ailment such as a cough 
or cold, 

- ISCES 
Feb 21-Mar 20 

Routine chores will 
1_J be completed 
smoothly this week. Friction 
between you and members of 
your family is likely to be re¬ 
duced. Romance will figure 
prominently in your activities 
this week. People will be coop¬ 
erative and tend to go out of 
their wav to offer support. You 
should chedc extravagance. . 

SUGGESTiOl)^ 

TUESDAY 

WEDNESDAY 

SATURDAY 

LUCKY NUMBER AND COLOUR 
SNTOITAINMENT C£CEMBER 2S 

DOMESTIC AFFAMS 0ECEM8ER 26 

SHOPPING DECEMBER 27 

DECEMBER 28 

BUSINESS AGREBMENTS DECEMBER 29 

MEINTATtON DECEMBER 30 

SPORTS DECEMBER 31 

BIRTHDAYS 

December 25 
Circumstances will aid your 
ability to make the most of 
what you do. The new year will 
give scope for seif- 
development. You will build 
successfully on foundations 
laid in 1983 and also start 
entirely new ventures based 
on those earlier beginnings 
and on existing conditions. 

Decembei; 26 
A year of emotional extremes 
is indicated. Joy and sorrow 
are likely to be intertwined. 
Quite a number of domestic 
changes or rearrangements 
wilt occur, particularly during 
March, June and November, ft 
will be wise not to overdo 
things and to obtain medical 
advice when and should indis- 
posi»ion occur. 

December 27 
Yours IS one of the most for¬ 
tunate and happy birthdays of 
the year. A happy romance or 
event may be supplemented 
by a windfall. You should find 
personal problems less difficult 
to cope with, and concentra¬ 
tion easier to maintain. 

December 28 
The keynote this year will be 
one of activity, but avoid car- 
lying things to extremes. Dc 
not be too particular or too 
critical. This will be very neces¬ 
sary during the first half of 
1984. 

December 29 
Indications point to a year of 
slow but sure progress. Thera 
will be opportunities to con¬ 
clude jobs that have been 
pending. The early part of the 
year will require tactful dealing 
with loved ones. 

December 30 
White the overall prospects are 
satisfactory, you are nonethe-' 
less advised to take extra care 
to maintain good relations with 
your employers. You might 
have speculative gains or win 
a lottery. You and your col¬ 
leagues will be able to promote 
the sort of team effort that 
leads to additional profits. 

December 31 
The promise of a successful 
year—excellent for 4he mar¬ 
riage of mambers of the fair 
sex. But a tot depends on hard 
work. Business should ex¬ 
pand, but a setback, 
ttireatenad by some unusual 
event beyond your control, ^ 
foreseen. 

M.B. RAMAN 



The motherly touch ime for recreation 

Some oducatlon, too Brfrmifla i Mtie mutfe Mio ttMrtr llvos 



At9 am on waakdaya. a 
part of the quiet Bitlly* 
gunge Military Camp 
comes alive with tfa« 
voice of Uttle children 
singing Anonda lolce, 

tnangala lake In praise of God. Their 
eager faces sometimes register the 
wonder of new challenges and 
opportunities. At other times their 
visages are marred by ugly contor¬ 
tions and spasms they cannot con¬ 
trol. For most of these children are 
severely handicapped and ail of 
them are victims of cerebral palsy. 
Their mental and physical disorders 
have branded them as spastica for 
the test of their lives. 

Here, in West Bengal itself, there 
are over 84,000 spastica. Men, 
women and children who have been 
condemned to their faltering uni¬ 
verse. Some of them have very in¬ 
telligent minds trapped in totally 
disobedient bodies. And that is thek 
ultimate tragedy. There are actually 
many more hiding behind locked 
doors. They have no idea how they 
can face the world and they con¬ 
tinue to live with fear and shame, 
unsure of themselves, uncertain ab¬ 
out their future. 

It is a twilight world: the world of 
the spastic, where hope is a rare 
dream and all the colours are muted. 
What does it feel to be a spastic? To 
have' a mind that understands and a 
body that refuses to listen? How 
does it feel when you want to do 
simple things like reach for a flower 
or a friend’s hand and you cannot? 
Not because there is anything wrong 
with your hand, but simply because 
the control box in your brain that 
sends out all the signals to your 
limbs refuses to respond to your 
command. 

How does it feel when you want 
to share a moment with those you 
love but you cannot because your 
speech is garbled and no one under¬ 
stands what you want to say? When 
you want to run and play with 
friends but your legs give way? 
When you are hungry but you have 
no means of saying so? When you 
want to write about those special 
feelings but your fingers involun¬ 
tarily reject the penefl? 

The world of me spastic is frag¬ 
mented. It is confused and terribly 
lonely. They find it extremely diffi¬ 
cult to communicate, share experi¬ 
ences or explore the world around 
them freely. Urey are trapped by a 
strange kind of solitude and that is 
why a spastic <^ld needs so much 

17 



Exercises go a tong way In hoping to control Wi» body 

love and car« and understanding. odd and maimed, many of them are parhnent started three years ago 
It is not their fault that they were intelligent and aware. You can well helps and councils over 200 spastic 

bom handicapped. Nor is it the fault imagine how deeply they suffer children and their families. These 
of their parents. Cerebral Palsy is when so called normal people laugh children come from not only Calcut- 
not a disease: you cannot ‘catch’ it at them, pity them, spurn them for ta but from up-country districts of 
nor pass it on. It is an accident in no fault of theirs. West Bengal as well and the 
nature caused by a trauma at birth, teachers, therapists and social work¬ 
er by illnesses like TB, meningitis Spastics Society of Eastern ers co-ordinate as a team to help 
and encephalitis. Its cmel attack I India, begun nine years ago individual needs, 
makes no distinction between the X has, at its Centre For Special Often low cost aids are devised 
pch and the poor, the white skin Education, presently housed at the and given to the children free. The 
aiid the black. All it'ieaves behind is Ballygunge Militery Camp, over SO Society also regularly holds training 
carnage. A nastily damaged body, ai students. When it began, there were courses for teachers and manage-' 
mind scarred beyond repair. just two pupils! Besides the chil- ment courses ftw therapists. Efforts 

No two spastics are the same, dren who go to school, the Society are beiing made to set up many such 
Their handicaps, their problems, offers help and advice to almost 300 centres in other parts of &stern 
Itheir joys and their loneliness are children all over India'. Education, India. Some are even ruhning In 
intensely personal. Each one bears therapy, pre-vocational training and places like Gauhati and jam- 
his or her cross alone. Some of them co-curricular facilities are some of shei^ur. 
suffer from such severe brain dam- the areas where the Society has been Wnat the Society needs urgently 
age that they cannot move at all. On working for all these years. Most of. are funds to carry on their mammoth 
the other hand, there are some who the children who come to the Centre task and most of their-money is 
lust cannot stop moving and their for help are from middle-class and generated through the goodwill of 
bodies shake with jerks and spasms - lower middle-class homes. the ciU7.eDS of Calcutta, The gener-, 
all the time. The rest come some- Many of them have no money to osity of artistes who perform free for 
where in between these two ex- pay the regular school fees or ther- their fund raising shows, the sup-, 
tremes and although they may l(»k apy sessions. The Outpatients De- port of those who buy their cards; 

i# 



painted by the children and the 
many warm hands of friendship 
extended to them has gone a long 
way to realise many of their dreams. 

A new building to house their 
facilities is uppermost on their 
minds and this will help them to 
reach many more who need urgent 
help. A dedicated team of teachers, 
physiotherapists, speech therapists, 
social worke^rs and doctors work 
tirelessly to try and give each child 
at the Centre a new meaning to life. 
The children cannot be healed com¬ 
pletely but they can be given the 
stren^h to face the world on equal 
terms as you and I. To spread their 
roots and then reach for the firma¬ 
ment. 

Lingering memories: if you evei 
visit the Centre at the Ballygunge 
Military Camp, what will linger on 
your mind for a long time is the fact 
that children will be children, in 
spite of frightening handicaps. All 
of them love to sing and play and 
learn the many lessons of life. They 
joke, they fight, they tell each other 
stones. They speak of their ambi¬ 
tions and their secret hopes and 
they want to constantly reach out 
and share the world with us. 

Some of them want to be doctors. 
Others want to be journalists. Some 
even want to enter politics! Every 

ambition is lit by a single fire; to tell 
the world that given the opportunity 
they too can make it. They are not 
looking for pity or empty sympathy. 
They are searching for opportunities 
to express themselves, for their 
place in the sun. The Society is 
constantly worried about the fact 
that once their school days are over, 
what will these children do? What 
does the future hold for them? This 
is, indeed, a difficult question to 
answer. And what concerns them 
are the apprehensions and the un¬ 
certainties. 

It is the responsibility of each one 
of us to help these children redLs- 
cover themselves, unearth their liid- 
den strengths and come to terms 
with their weaknesses. Like all of us 
they are condemned to face their 
destiny, each alone, each unaided. 
The Spastics Society of Eastern In¬ 
dia is tirelessly working towards 
giving them all necessary support. 
We can oo\y help them seek it out 
with hope and taith and dij^ity. 

Sobhra/Jayidirato Chatterjee 

Tarapida Itoterjee 
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The Information given below 
is accurate at the time of 
going to preaa 

HINDI FILMS 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Agar Turn Na Hote: Paradise 
(Mntinck Street; 23S442)-12, 
3. 6. 9. 

Rajesh Khanna's wife dies 
duiing childbirth. He searches 
for a mother for his child. 
Meanwhile, he engages a 

photographer (Ra) Babbar) to 
promote his company's 
cosmetics. Babbar chances 
upon an orphan (Rekha), turns 
her into a model and marries 
her. 

He is then crippled in an 
accident and Rekha becomes 
governess to Ra)esh's child. 
She is forced to hide>her mar¬ 
ried status and Rajesh falls in 
love with her. The tnangle is 
eventually resolved. 

Good photography and 
haunting tunes enrich this sim¬ 
ple film. 

Arth (A): Metro (Chowringhee 

Road; 233541). Basusree 
(S.P. Mukherjee Road; 
478808) & Bina (Bidhan ^ra¬ 
ni; 341522)-noon. 

Shabana Azmi's husband, 
Kulbushan Kharbanda, who 
makes ad films, falls in love 
with Smita Patif, a film star. 

Excellent performances 
from the cast are the main 
strength of this altogether 
commendable film. 

Be-Aabroo: Society (Corpora¬ 
tion Place; 241002)-12, 3, 6, 
8.45 

A senes of instances of the 
physical violation of women is 

dealt with. 
Betaab: Jyoti (Lenin Sarani; 
241132)-12, 3, 6. 8.45. 

Star debutants Sunny Oeol 
and Amrita Singh with veteran 
Shammi Kapoor are in the 
leading roles of this film, 
directed by Rahul Rawaii with 
music by R.D. Burman. 
Coolie: Orient (Bentinck 
Street; 231917), Krishna (T.C. 
Dutta Street; 344262); Crown 
(R.A. Kidwai Road; 244822), 
Uttara (Bidhan Sarani; 
552200). Ujiala (Russa Roao; 
478666). Grace (M.G. Road; 
341544); Purabi (M.G. Road; 



350680) 
This him has a long and 

complicated story with Ami- 
tabh Bachchan towering over it 

In the end this is another 
big-budqel film full of entertain 
ment and stamped with Man 
mohan Oesais technical vif 
tuosity 
Juitlce Chaudhury Darpana 
(Bidhan Sarani 552040)-3 
shows 
Karate. New Cinema (Lenin 
Sarani 270147) 4 shows 

This IS not a film full of 
stunts The martial arts are 
part of a sentimental story 
villain separates a pair ol 
brothers Mithun Chakraborty 
and Deb Mukhegee (who also 
directs the film) kills their sci 
entist father and has the 
mother run away This basic 
story IS peppered with materni¬ 
ty fraternity romance and re¬ 
venge 
Mawaali Hind (Ganesh Chan 
dra Avenue 274259) Naaz 
(Lower Chiipur Road 
262773) Liberty (Chittaianian 
Avenue 553046) Priya 
(Rashbehari Avenue 464440) 
Hupali (Ashutosh Mukherjee 
Road 474403) 4 shows Rup 
bam (Bidhan Sarani 553413) 
noon Mitra (Bidhan Sarani 
551133) Chhaya (A P C 
Road) Puspasree (Diamond 
Harbour Road 77508’)3 
shows 

Directed by K Bapaiah with 
musir by Bappi Lahiri the film 
stars Jeetendra Sridevi Jaya 
Prada Kader Khan Shakti 
Kapoor Aruna Irani Asrani 
and others 
Rang BIrangl Metro (Chowr 
Inghee Road 233541)2 45 
5 45 8 45 Mitra (Bidhan Sara 
ni 551133) noon 

I With a threadbare plot sta'e 
gags and predictability to the 
point of boredom it is the good 
performances of the cast 
which hold this HrishiKesh 
Mukherjee film together 

NEW RELEASES 

•A, , 

4 V ' 
.y. 

S 
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ArundhuM BanailM (second from right) In ‘Medea' 

Bhaduri Street 5S2270)-3 
shows 

Directed by Ashim Samanta 
with music by R D Burman 
the film stars Rati ^nihotri 
Jaya Prada Ra) Babbar and 
Sur^ay Outt 

Sharmila Tagore Victor 
Banegee Raniit Malltok and 
Naseeruddin Shah are in the 
lead of this film directed by 
Prabhat Roy with music by 
Bappi Lahin 

BENGALI FILMS ■ FOREIGN FILMS 

REGULAR SHOWS REGULAR SHOWS 

Aagamlkaal Radha (Bidhan 
Sarani 553045) & Puma (S P 
Mukherjee Road 474567) 
2 30 5 30 8 30 

Oebashree Roy Joy Sen 
gupta Utpal Dutt Bikash Roy 
Kali Banegee Biplab Chatter- 
jee Dipdk Gang^uly San 
dhyarani Kajdl Gupta and 
Anamika Saha compose the 
cast of this film directed by 
Tapan Saha with music by 
Laxmikanl Pyarelal 

Jeeban Maran. Sree (Bidhan 
Sarani 551515) & Indira (Indra 
Roy Road 47t757)-3 6 8 45 

A golden hearted protagon 
ist preaches universal brother¬ 
hood A golden voiced hero 
remains humble after attaining 
stardom A famous woman 

Clash Of The Titans (A) 
Globe (Lindsay Street 
243715)3 5 45 8 30 

This i« not as spectacular a 
film as might be expected To 
audiences seasoned by fan 
tasy extravaganeas the mons 
teis seem old fashioned and 
the technical wizardry 
amateurish Based on the 
legend ol Perseus and 
Andromeda (played by Harry 
Hamiil and Judv Bowker; this 
IS pleasant though dramatical 
ly stenle entertainment Laur 
ence Olivier and Claire Bloom 
as Zeus and Hera have little to 
do 
So Fine (A) New Empire 
(Humayun Place 231403)-12 
3 6 8 30 

Kataakaar. Roxy (Chowring- 
hee Place 234138) Majestic 
(RA KIdwai Road 242266) 
Basusrae (S P Mukhegee 
Road, 478808) Bina (Bidhan 
Sarani 341522) Moonlight 
(TC Dutta Street 343339) 
Pumesree (Raja Rai Kissen 
Street S54033) 

Sridevi and Kunaal Qoswa 
mi are m the lead 

Mam Aawara Hoon. Lotus 
(S,N BanegeeRoad 242664) 

Grace (MG Road 341544)- 

terKMi Avenue. 4i04m & Tel* 
Ht« Show Houw (^daa 
I / \ 

singer extends unwavering 
hospitality to aspiring singers 
Loffr ideals abound in this 
supposedly commercial enter 
tamer 

Deadpan acting incoherent 
dialogue and facile handling of 
characters are the other ele 
ments in this film 

NEW RELEASES 

Pratidan {t 
(Bidhan SOrani 

(A); Rupbanf 
mi ^3413). Aru- 

NEWFE^ASg 

Kidnapping Of The Preel- 
dent (A). Pite (S N Banegee 
Road 241383) 
Attlta The Hun. Jamona (Mar 
quis Street 243715) 

Anthony Quinn and Sophia 
Loren are m the lead 

SPECIAL EVENTS 

Calcutta (1963) oonteat 

in a fabulous Gaia Nile fpatur* 
ing top bands lovely crooners 
floor shows compeiillon 
dances colourful fashion show 
and fmally the beauty parade 
for the selection of Miss Cal 
cutta Comperes Mahmood 
Barry and Jimmy Ardesher 
Tickets Rs 150 per head in¬ 
cluding a sumptuous dinner 
The programme is sponsored 
by Modi Textile Ltd (Modift- 
agar) 

At Oberoi Grand (Chowring- 
hee Road) 

25 December 10 30 em 
Naathbati Anaathbat a play 

produced by Sombhu Nfitra' 
and written ano directed by 
Saoli Mitra will be staged 

At Academy of Fine Arte 
(Cathedral Road 444205) 

25 December onwarde 
Mitra Parishad a social 

organisation colebrales its sil¬ 
ver jubilee with a week-long 
exhibition and lectures 

At 115 A Chitlaranjan Ave¬ 
nue 340442) 

26 December 6 30 pm 
Theatron will stage the 

Greek tragedy Medea in Ben¬ 
gali The cast includes Arun- 
dhuti Banegee Ranian Sircar 
Bijoy Chakraborty Babu Dutta 
Roy Abhijit Sen rapia Adhi- 
kari and others Direction Salt! 
Banegee 

At Academy of Fine Arts 
(Cathedral Road 444205) 

26 December 6 30 pm 
In memory of Sagar Sen 

Rabirashmi presents Biswa- 
lana Mohichee a programme 
featuring various forms of 
Rabindrasangeet accompa¬ 
nied by dances 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road 449937) 

38 December 7 pm 
Charbak presents Ae-Eak- 

llihas wntten and directed by 
Jochhon Dastidar 

At Academy of Fine Arts 
(Cathedral Road 444205) 

30 December. 6 30 pm 
Body Language School pre¬ 

sents a mime play by Ashok; 
Chattegee and his students 

At Bijon Theatre iRaja Rej 
Kissen Street 558402) 

31 December 5.30 pifr 
Asthai presents Ohananjoy 

Bhattacharya in a prograname 
of Bengali songs of bygone 
days Subinoy Roy end 
Jayashree Oasgupta m Rabin¬ 
drasangeet and Jagannath 
and Urmlaaia Bose Amalendu 
Bhattacharye and Sieeia Ma- 

At Ra^ra Sedan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road 449837) 



JUMBO CHRISTMAS CROSSWORD 

STRAIGHTFOR- 
WARD-'ACROSS 

1 Yulattde ,4) 
4 Young sheep (5) 
/ Cake decoialion (5) 

10 Hcrtt (4) 
12 Black wood (5) 
14 ■ — Baba (3) 
15 Fireside 16) 
17 Michaelmas daisy (5) 
20 Crowd actor (6) 
21 Chunh recess (4) 
23 Christmas lare (4 7) 
24 Neat (4) 
26 Saints name (6) 
27 Command (6) 
28 Antlered creature (4) 
29 fledbieaat (5) 
30 Hail (6) 
31 Autogriph <4) 
32 OstentaHous (S) 
37 and 6 Down Father 

Chnaknaa (5 S) 
39 FkKit mmders (9) 
4? Approaches <5) 
43 FrC8t(4) 
44 Wide smile (4) 

46 Let down (5) 
48 Wind instrument (7) 
62 Songbird (7) 
63 Area of land (4) 
55 Compass f»int (4) 
67 Give (7) 
faO Time of year (6) 
62 Cattle sheds (5) 
63 Bearei of frankin 

cense (6) 
65 leaves nut (5) 
67 Famous racecouise 

(*i) 
68 -Twankey (5) 
69 Royal sons (7) 
70 Clofhes (6) 
72 Friendly (S) 
7j Pointed steeple (6) 
75 Soviet Union (6) 
77 Perfume (5) 
78 Confectionery (6) 
83 Chests (7r 
84 Former Ruasiah ruler 

(4) 
85 Too (41 
87 Esteems (7) 
88 Helps (7) 
90 Flowenno 8hrob'(5) 
91 MisiBid (4) 
92 Lads (4) 
94 Splendour (5) 

96 Nativity location (9) 
99 Israelite leader <6) 

102 Clip (6) 
104 Opeiat'C solo (1| 
105 Liquid refreshment 

106 Nimble (6) 
107 Curved sirurtuie (4) 
108 Christmas sonq (6) 
110 Hebrew prophet (51 
111 Huge (4) 
113 Popular carol (6 6) 

114 Heavenly light (4) 
116 Large fowl (5) 
117 Prepared (5) 
119 Monastery head f6| 
120 Ptaythinq (3) 
121 Worships (5) 
122 Continent (4) 
123 Candid (5) 
124 Christian symbol (5) 
125 Piece ot vocal music 

(4) 

STRAIGHTFOR' 
WARD-DOWN 

2 Sevwur (7) 

3 BistiojJ* dOfmi" (3' 
I Plui ked irisirument 

(1) 
6 In1la*abli loss (8) 

fa See 37 Across 
e Sinqpi (8) 
) Donaton (4) 

10 Gendei (3| 
II Item of clothing (7) 
13 Stioiir) dimk (6) 
16 Biller fruits (fa) 
16 Dominions f6) 
19 Wo>ohippei (6) 
22 Toboggan (6) 
2b Chiistmas cake ing 

redienf (6) 
33 Citrus Iruit (7) 
34 Jewelled headpiece 

(5) 
35 Pal 14) 
36 Prime (5) 
38 It starts on January 

1st (3 4) 
40 Inn (5) 
41 Palm Iruiis (5) 
42 Christmas (6) 
46 Shake noisily (8) 
47 Baked dishes (4) 
N9 Pantomime charac¬ 

ters (4 7) 

50 Liqhiwoiqht decora 
lions (5 6) 

61 Cupid (4) 
64 Ju^ul lestival (9) 
6fa leg coverings (9) 
68 Icy ligure (7) 
69 temaie player (7) 
61 Siqnot1he70dlae(6) 
64 Bit (6) 
66 Set ret agent iT| 
67 Fool (3) 
71 farkage (6) 
74 try (6) 
75 Lotteries t7i 
’fa Certain (4) 
79 Flat (4) 
80 Ditkonsim charade 

17) 
8t tiogancp (5) 
82 F)avour (6) 
84 Tiles out C) 
86 Seaside air (6) 
89 Unoccupied (4) 
91 Flowers (fa) 
'i3^ Oho‘t (6) 

»'>* Walchtower (8) 
91 (jliHerinr) decoration 

16) 
9/ Sirlii''h dish (fa) 
98 One ot the three 

kings (8) 
too Speerhmakus (7) 
rot Trjv (6) 
102 Fortified wino (fa) 
103 Popular pantomime 

(7) 
109 Bow (5) 
112 Racelr-ick (4) 
114 Drinks slowly (4) 
116 Healih losorl (3) 
118 Lettei (3) 

CRYPTIC 
ACROSS 

1 Noel says its ten de¬ 
grees (4) 

4 StnkBs announced by 
voolt/ young tilings 
(1) 

7 Sweet white coat (5) 
10 Kind of stuffing for the 

Wise Man (4; 
12 BI»;kwood the En¬ 

glish loader gets thin 
(5) 

14 Beba s first bit of van¬ 
dalism (3) 

15 Mingles about the fire¬ 
place (5) 

17 Daisy tears about (S) 
20 One of the him crowd 

(5) 
21 Some cheap seattng 

in the church (4) 
23 Victoria Sweat a 

Christmas fate (4,7) 
24 Tim goes outside to 

decorate (4) 
26 1 he saint 8 e little par¬ 

simonious (S) 
27 Command tidinass (5) 
28 Precious-sounding 

creature (4) 
29 Chap seen on many a 

Christmas card (5) 
30 King (Saorge gets Eiv 

gtnh end French wel¬ 
come (S) 



31 ■ Act a» an unOarwriter 
. W) 
32. Gaudy a& a panto¬ 

mime? (5) 
37. Worker in the Salva¬ 

tion Army appearing 
as Father Christmas 
(5) 

39. They minded whan 
they saw the Christ¬ 
mas light (9) 

42. Approaches and 
points out a listener 
(5) 

43. Wirtlor coat (4) 
44. Cheshire cat’s 

, pleased look (4) 
45. Cet down the cow (5) 
48. Blasted instrument! 

(7) 
52. What the dog might 

do with a bird (7) 
53. Care about the area of 

land (4) 
55. Point the Three Kings 

came from (4) 
57. Here's a gift <7) 
60. The water boy's on 

time (6) 
62. Lowly cattlesheds (5) 
63 Wise Man driving 

round pa’s car (6) 
65. So Tim dances and 

skips (5) 
67. A mac. perhaps, 

needed at the race¬ 
course (5) 

68. One’s husband is late 
(5) 

69 E.g Charles, Andrew 
and Edward (7) 

70. Unusually sooer 
habits '5) 

72. Cook my tea to bo 
friendly (5) 

73, One pointing to 
heaven trom the 
Church (5) 

75. Prussian republic (6) 
77. Perfume supplied by 

Jack at first (5) 
78. Bonbons that are 

small in some ways 
(6) 

83. Hear the cougher’s 
chests (7) 

84. Old ruler Of the arts 
administration (4) 

85. As well as some fes¬ 
tival songs (4) 

87. Unusual reserve one 
has great respect lor 
(7) 

68. Is a help (7) 
90. This time R's musical 

(5) 
91 and 92 The scrutfy 

slyboots led by Peter 
Pan (4, 4) 

dArCKoi says it shone 
around (5) 

95. Royal David's city (9) 
99. Prophet tidying rness 

around the ring (5) 
102. Cut and share out (5) 
104. Marian's song (4) 
105. Doctor taking writing 

fluid to be rum. 

123. Incense Mm with a gift 
.of the Magi (Sf 

124. A sign of Chnst s 
betng angry (5) 

125. Carol's boy appearing 
before the godhead 
(4) 

CRYPTIC 
DOWN 

to be a woi shipper (8) 
22. Sigh about the French 

winter transport (6) 
25 Some praising a 

Chnstmas cake ing¬ 
redient (6) 

33. Nag Rose to stew the 
iruit (7.) 

34. Headdress that I. a 
■rabbi, hold (5) 

35 See much change in a 
friend 14) 

36 and 42 Down' Num¬ 
ber one Chirstmas (5, 
6) 

perhaps (5) 
106. Spry Joe's in "105" 

(5) 
107. Monarchist head (4) 
108. Waits to sing one (5) 

2. Handel's liberator (7) 
3. Understand it's the 

bishop's domain (3) 
4 Instrument featured 

by the telly recently 

38 Time of resolution (3 
4) 

40 Lol The inn may 
appear (5) 

41. Goes out with the Iruit 

' prophet (5) 5. Toys that get blown 42 See "36 Down" 
111. Figure a saint to bo up (fl) 46 Shake the child s toy 

huge (4) 
t13 Carol's tinsel thing 

getting torn (6, S) 
114. A highlight of the 

Nativity (4) 
115 One getting fat as 

Christmas 

6 Follower oi “37 
Across " (5) 

8. Hers can't upset the 
singers (8) 

9 Joe to foot the present 
(4) 

10 Could be male or 

(6) 
47 Mince dishes? t4) 
49. Sue’s gristly pudding 

unpleasant to Cin¬ 
derella (4. 7) 

50, Pinch a spare piece 
lor the decorations (5. 

approaches (5) 
117. Ed and Hay get set (S) 
119. Previous head of the 

convent (5) 
120. Play part of the panto 

yourself (3) 
121. Implores Ray to pul in 

a PS (5) 
122. Area in Caucasian cir¬ 

cle (4) 

female (3) 
11 Covering foi a new 

manger at last (7) 
13. Name your first drink 

(6) 
16. Pulped melons taste 

bitter (6) 
18. Domain of a politician 

in Ireland (6) 
19 A French artist's nghi 

6) 
51. Rose got up as the 

god of love (4) 
54 Festival that has its 

charms (9) 
56 The present holders 

(9) 
58. One won't sun/ivo me 

thaw (7) 
59. She has a part to play 

f7) 
61 Sign to arise perhaps 

<51 
64 A bit Of peace by the 

sound of It i5) 
66 Agent trapped by cla¬ 

morous pyromaniacs 
13) 

67. A ships animal (3) 
71 EP Carl made a pack¬ 

et from (6) 
74. For a change the pen 

IS icy (6) 
75 Gentleman thief puls 

goods in a lottery (7) 
76 Certain to be in the 

treasure-chest (4) 
79 Flat way the snow lay 

round about (4) 
80. One haunted by 

Christmas ghosts (7) 
81. Darling girl <5) 
82. Sample some of Gre¬ 

ta s teacakes (5) 
84. Tries the matches (5) 
86 The air's a lightinreight 

one (5) 
89. Ued about being un¬ 

employed (4) 
91. Lisle I pattern with 

flowers (8) 
93 i strip, drunk with 

brandy, perhaps (6) 
95. Cab Brian drove to the 

arts centre (B) 
96 It gives sparkle to 

Martin's elderberry 
wine (6) 

97. Crones swallowing 
American soldier s 
food (6) 

98. Choir Mol arranged 
for the Wise man (8) 

100 They talk of an 
alternative to roast- 
pudding (7) 

101. Presentation trey (6) 
102. Dnnk sounds dear to 

the French (6) 
103 Lad and I perlormtng 

in a pantomime (7) 
109 Love to stop out in 

Bow (5) 
112 Initially takes up rac 
, ing fillies ai the (rack 

(4) 
114 Soft-hearted halt- 

sister has a drink <4) 
116 Resort featured in a 

Christmas pantomihie 
(3) 

118 A letter from the mes¬ 
senger (3) 

SOLUTION—ACROSS 

svns oil TOUVO 80( 49 OS1V S8 BVSi P8 NOSV3S 09 i.N3S3Ud OC NIBOH 62 H33a 
ONOS set HDbV 201 3110V 90l Stl3dJOO C8 Si33MS 4S iSV3 9S BdOV ES 82 H3adO 42 NOWIS 

SSOUD fr2l MNVbd 621 MNIHC 901 VIHV frOt 84HVJJ.V 44 VISSflB TIVJ.OVM 29 XadWflBJ 92 WIBi l-e DNIOOnd 
VISV 22t SAVBd 121 BV3HS 201 S3SOW 94 3UldS £4 ABiVIN 8? B3M01 8k NIBO Wnid G2 3SdV i2 WBJ 
AOi. 02i HOlBd 6U 66 W3H3THi3fl '24 S3aOB 04 S30NIHd »k BVOH Bk SBV3N -XB 02 U3XSV '41 31 
AaV3B 4U 3SOOO 96 AB010 k6 SAGS 69 MOCIM 89 2k SOB3Hd3HS ONI 9t ITV kt AN083 
SH BVIS kU iHOIN 26'ISOI'te OVIII 06 XOOSV 49 SilWO 99 6E VXNVS 4C AMOHS 30VS Ot ©NIDI 
LN31IS EH iSVA 'Hi SiSiSSV 89 S3B3A3B BVdSVO E9 S3BAB 29 2G N01S IE i33BO 4 SBIWI k SVfWX I 

_SOLUTION—DOWN_^__ 
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■QVIVfffli 'ABB3H8 eOl 
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SIOOVH X6 laSNIX 96 
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■68 aNOZO 99 sxsax 
ks iisvx 28 'aDvao 

, tB 3000U3S 09 
64 'Sims '94 'saiddvu 

54 AXSOBd >4 130 
-aVd 14 SSV 49 AdS 
99 '303ld '79 'S3IBV 
19 SS3BX0V 85 NVW 

•MONS '95 SONWOOXS 
95 SVWXStBHD kS 
SOB3 V9 SNWHO Ua 

-dVd 05 SUiiSISAIOn 
8k'said •4k 311XVB 9k 
naMON 2k saiva it 
13J.OH Ok BV3A M3N 
9£ XSHId '9C kWlHO 9C 
vBvix kc saoNvyo js 
NtSWW :S2 •MOt3"S 22 

B3UOaV 61 3Bldli93 
81 8NOW31 91 
AQNvaa 'Ci'iNawavo 
tf xas ot idio 

6 SU3XNVHO 9 snvio 
■9 SNOOTIVa S 3BA1 
't '338 E MV1SS3W 2 
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Comics With best jbraMerry^trismas 

WfTCHeS TOWERS. A \m HfiSH- 
Ri» AwaviBfT BuxK (rmeoTY. 

6 

RltXOUUX/S/^iMISUMQ! ffiRJRT 
6AVE THIS Mooa A Five 
RATWe IN THEIR ONWASBP TE^ 
fiaceRAMME.ANP VET I cmxm 
A PE^JENT FiCTURe- 

A 

HELWJ.OANiroK’ 
Ml«.^TWlli:Hy>FlAT 
42? I'M HAMNtS 
•reme imthmy 
REVISION <^AN 
VPU HAVE A UX¥? 
RVE MINtHF-S? 

, OICAV,RNE 

ATM9r! IIHOUSHT VcW 
5WPFIVE MINime^"^ tCVER 
MJJD, HAVE A UOK AT 
My^er wiw-vw? 

■mAT# RIOHT/MA'AM, 
ftWTA CIAU5- 
4ANn21ft EyiRAORPOMR^ 
OF lWT£^^eS TOWER?- _, 
AT yoUR 5CRV1oe...y-|j^^ 

—V-7 I MVB?.. 

But TEu. ME 
?ANTA,WHVARE 7WeU-M!&4 
VOU WORKING here TWrKHV', 
AsAowntPR /i-nsA 

lON6SEPy 

OVION ?AWrA,V0Ll \ 
HADAfiBe^TJ^B, *- 
AFTER AUl., VOU ONLV 
IV0RKH> ONE NiOHT 
ei/a?yvBAR...?owHy 
___ PIP >wauT? 

FUNMy.MlSS1VVIT<»ly. 
EVgJVBOPy EAV5 THE 
EAMETHIM®. NflSSW 
TWNItfS AeWJT THE 
AOMIMBneATION 
we (BUAMTTiyANp 
fiuAinyoawivt.. 

ki^ . 

I(W$ 

fmfs 



1 THOUSHT^ MYFAMYPIP 
«U OWNED 
THERRM-.J 

NOWNAys...WE 

rti 
W&IT PUBLIC IN 
my.. ^ 

m'li 

imvemiZ' 
KC$M0)€OIN.. 

PiaijRF... 

spi!y,suwj0jiyi tm 
icKjc>'i(ouef S¥tiKtiie^ 
9imiMum»cuK. 

'FRAID Wr M|56 \__ 
WTCHy-THATS I 
WHV I'M Wa?MN^..JL 

' KWTABBtfT 
VtJUP UNION’ 

m 

‘iVl 

W UNION/ \ «¥* 
REMEMBH^/IW^S V I _ 
MAWVSBMeWtNO 
memBwen, J 
m REN SELF-X-"^ ■ 
emploved. /BorviJUMUsm 
^ ^ mAGCUXN 
T nv HWD5HAKE?f 

WO.. 1 H/IDN'T 
BEEN tvrw w imninrifi; 
aximvoN 11 llfimi 
umemJ&Hjii 

^^3 THAT ANY FIRM 
WSHOOLO TREAT 

reewHoyeES 
I $0 SHABB)L.Y.. 

OH/cowe ON, THE FIRM ISNT 
5b8W?...THey RETBNNeD 
THE 6N0ME^ A$ COMPUTER 
0PEBAI0C5. BUT THey 
WDNT OoraSHTBV THE 
REINDeER... 

WHAT&THE 
waoBiiMwnH 
the RE(NC«R 
SANTA’WKAT 
happened TO 
THEM? 

NOTHING'" 
Tl€^U 6or 
THE^A. THEy'RE 
REOUNWWTT^P/ 
RVPTWN(5«^ 
DCNTKNCW 
WHAT'« HirTHeM. 

Tbo KNT MEAN TOO VEOOr \ 
OUHERANDCMMCERAND \ 
ntmcBRMovnsN^coMer I 
fM>CM«>,DC«NERAND / 
BUTZEN with voy2^--~--^ 

n ftWNWTHE v/iBfx. 

HOW D’wy 
MANA&E? 

OH/1 aVETHEM 
«)MEOFWWRW>, 
ANDTHE^TAFF 
INTHE50IER' 
MABCBTGIYEME 
L^TTVER GREENS 
ATClO&N&Vm, 
WE SURVIVE,. 

Bur I'M AFWklD W^'U- HAVE 
trwbie sojn-. Some of 
THE other wrrCHES HAiVE 
OOMW,AINEO AftaffTTie 

/'■RTTRON^i' 
ARE USUAU-Y 

-ir\ ^ (ffUIET.. 

U^TEN.SANTA babv 
THTS liJTEKRlESte 
I'M MOlHeROP'fHE 
COVEN OF OUR 
UNION V 

Sl^w, Mis&TwrKWy 
l^riu-CANTOETA I 
DECENT ROUBE..'ETO 
MUCH (NTEH^ERENCE. 
f=TaseABl.Y FROM THAT < 
BlSNEWCaiVffVTER J 
WERATMYOU? 

WWT? 

THAT SETTLE? IT'"NOT 
I CONTENT WITH WHAT THEY'VE 

CONE TOVOU,IH£6NOWES,ANP 
THOSE FSOR RE/NDea?.. THEY 
HAVE THE NERVE TO MUCK 
{/P (MV TELEVISION RCTUEE.. 
CMC,7»fffMBAAif SMICMF 

GAMTA,A6 OFFICIAL 
GtoREGWOMAN FOR 
CjSA/EM NUMBER 3r7 OF 
THE AVIAUSAMATEP UNION 
I5F IAATCHES amp warlocks 
1 CAM TEILTOU NOIN- 

we NIENP ■mWNG INDUSTRIAL 
ACTON AiSAWSTTHE 
CHRISTMAS MARReTING 
C0RR7RA1TDN SlABTiNe 
TOMORROW^ MORNING 
AT 0030.. , 

ITS FANTASTIC 
THAT YOU SHOULD 
GO TO ALL THIS 
TBOUBUE.eSPKIAUYjSAWTA. 
SINCE ICOUDNT /OUR 
plcVJURSEr 

. AND SO IT WAS THAT COVEN 
317 BEBAN PcicenNS cyc... 

mi a 

i' 







'WECaMViSt 
0!^,A>C1HeGM9Me» 
D0NT KMotv mxm- vmr 
cmweiKf? 

mi, (pmommewt 
fXKHmmtoKUicK 

Ttumr.. ME MHfg mveum 

WE <3WT DeuWERWe 
TCWflWTIMSAMVJWy.. 

wwT/^Me, W6flr 
'»«5c»GyjEKS5<k,8orrr 
Juft’fcflfiHT waac... 

ICa&^lWltECSeTDNeA 
fioep PtCTUee MOKIIHC 
ooMPunrs s»4urpc«jM. 

IVETTA 
<:2»rem0N'i39VM«E.. 
fUtmBf/WiSiMS.. 

I HB<ep -me 
<SbMPIfnK... ^ 

IFeEl.TEHBIBir 1 
ABOUT THc^Se 
rasp KIP#... i 
Aforw9 ( 
AMPAU.BEOAUXI 
I HMNiepipm: 

UHS« 

MeyER MINP^ 
THAT.Mtf# 
TWIEMV... 
CAW VOU ; 
HELP? A 

CAN I? VOU R3B5ET THAT 
tmHcviPr 

IS MV SPBCIAUIV... yen PUT 
M3UR FEET UP, HAVE A CtPB? 
AND LEAVE TWS mrn? ME, 

MAvwe eeracfT 
•mm mm 
ntAetimm axmaemMp 
TmRMAKmcmaaMp 
kvf&tP A BiremmSfC: 

vrcm^ 
caw. 

mfa/f BtiABi£P /Me. mucua 
V? 7&M /Me. as;..._ 

THE fitICRYS R0NN1W& 
flfiWN AND "me Toys ARE 
AU B6WR5 6&...VE&, 
WCVE eoTTRAAlSIttn:. 
ftwe WLOUWI^ IMC»^ 

r/'i 

tuai, THAW THE ^roRV.. ne KIPS 
AuT^ THEIR TP« ON CHWSIMAS 
MJRNINS .WHICH MASNIce.- 
ANP1 60T MV Joe BAOC At THE 

iiAmywsm 
COHtOUCnON... 

[iSMtiuUMtr NOW. 

THE|Tac«IWMMESAR£«W4, , 
I.C1U9/, arrsfouiTiN'T sou/e 
THE M3«U5« PBOBtaASINONE 
#fcey.' ANt> jHt TM^- 
cmeii; allchaneed 
ftvx f«)M *naAP9. TM1USH 
IN cF-mmi cAE^ Mj'P 
ncler *<m3w. . 4i6a^ > 



irnforaHom. 
Mini buses in the city 

were not meant for 
standing passengers, but 
as with everything else in 
Calcutta, the rules suc¬ 
cumbed to the needs. 

Now, the minis have 
been officially allowed to 
carry standing passengers. 
And once this is allowed, 
there can be no restriction 
to the number. In fact, 
many minis have a 
wooden plank attached 
above the engine near the 
driver's seat where 
another three-four passen¬ 
gers can be seated. 

Such arrangements, of 
course, lead to sighting groblems and when the 

us is thus full, the driver 
can see nothing but the 
front and the right side. It 

is here that the conduc- ouevre accordingly. One 
tor’s mate comes in doesn’t know if special- 
handy. Previously, he ised training is given at 
only shbuted out the route any motor driving school 
and destinations for the to drivers with the uncan- 
passengers trying to get in ny instinct of driving with 
or out. Now, the mate also partial remote control, 
screams out detailed 
directions from his side so Then, again, invention 
that the driver can man- is the mother of necessity. 

R«:ently, a colloame of 
oms didn’t know wnether 
to be amused or impress¬ 
ed by one such mate in a 
mini. He was sitting on 
thp seat adjacent to the 
driver, just in front of the 
entrance. Twice, be was 
startled by a blowhom too 
close to his ears for com¬ 
fort. He couldn’t under¬ 
stand the source of the 
sound till the second 
blast. 

The mate instead of 
screaming his lungs out 
all the time to vehicles 
and pedestrians on the left 
side of the bus, had fixed a 
blowhom near the entr¬ 
ance, onto the window of 
the front seats. Quite easi¬ 
ly done, as they say at the 
end of theorems. 

Via Media Everyone, no matter But to their credit goes tered the city limits, this 
what the age, in thb the fact that they have correspondent found that 

city knows that the people indeed developed a novel the policemen were no 
responsible for our safety, idea of taking their bribes. longer coming to collect 
tlie policemen, openly , This is what a correspon- their dues, but at the same 
accept bribes. It is quite a dent found out while time, the cleaner was giv- 
common scene .in the city travelling in a truck from ing it to someone, 
to see the policemen Oankuni to the city. 
spread out their hands This correspondent was Our correspondent was 
and gleefully accept what- sitting between the driver quite astonished and 
ever is dropped into their and the cleaner of the asked the cleaner to 
palms. Numerous pictures truck. At various points whom he was giving the 
have been printed in the on G.T. Road, there were money. Before he could 
various city dailies, but policemen waiting for answer, the driver, who 
this hardly has any effect their tips, which was all along appeared not 
on our so-called guar- traing provided for by the bothered with the pro- 
dians. cleaner. But after it en- ceedings, said: “Babu, this 

is the new trend. This 
starts from Dakhineswar. 
The traffic policemen em¬ 
ploy a local urchin to do 
the job for them. These 
urchins come and climb at 
the side of the truck on the 
left and after they have 
been tipped, they get off. 
You must have noticed. 1 
slow down when we 
approach a crossing.” 

Keeping a close watch 
at the next crossing, our 
correspondent did see a 
small boy climbing onto 
the side of the truck and, 
after getting the money, 
which is a standard 25 p, 
getting off. 

When asked why the 
drivers are willing to part 
with the money, the biuly 
driver, who hailed- from 
Rajasthan said: ”We hard¬ 
ly have any option. If we 
do not give, they will stop 
the lorry and create a lot 
of husu. This will take 
up a lot of time, which can 
prove very costly for us. 
M we give tfiis amount 
and avoid the hassles.” 
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The toughest water heater 
is also the safest! a 

■'•’IT;': 

V££Um Water Heater 

' \// /7/.Vf 

r'l 

Vltr«o«w •aamalllns makw It tough and nioro 
durable 
A special steel inner container is vitreous enamelled tc 
make Veeiine Water Heaters corrosion proof. Vitreous 
enamelling, an American process, is a time tested one, 
and is used in the manufacture erf over 90% of the water 
heaters made. This exclusive feature, introduced for the 
first time in India, makes die Veeiine Water HeatUr die 
most durable water heattn*. 
Three qreerfal featurce mahe it safer 
A pressure release valve that relieves excess pressure. A 
thermostatic temperature control. And more, a fusitrfe 
plug that melts, uiereby preventing excessive 
temperature buiid-up. 
A wide range 
VeelineWater Heaters are available in 5, 15, 25, 35. SO. 
and 70 litres storage capacities. 
Unlspiu vesMtilltir 
Veeiine Water Heatera (excqit the 5 litre inodd) are 
suHabie for b<rfh horizontal and vertical mounrfng. 
Uiunatdked quality 
Designed for the discemlng buyer, Vedlne Water 
Heaters continue the tradition of quality long set by 
Voftas. 

tASV-air-Mi 

a^Wketed by; _ 
WMTAM LfAffnm Appliances Division 
19, J.N. Heredia Mwg, BaHard Estate. Bombay 400035 

W777774 from VOLtAS 



CALLING EVERYBODY UNDER 14!! 

You've never had 
something as good 
come your way! 

The Wiz Biz Ciub is in full swing now. Thousands of 
children from ail over India have already become members of 
the most exclusive newspaper club in the country! Join their 
fraternity and taste the joy of novelty each week. 

Fill in the form given below, attach a postal order worth 
Rupees five in favour of "The Telegrapn" and mail it. Or 
better still. Cut out the coupon and bring along the money to 
the office of The Telegraph. The address: 6, rrafuila Sarkar 
Street, Calcutta 700 001. 

join the Wiz Biz Club! join the world of fun! 

Application Fdrm 

Name (in block cafritais) Surname . 

First name_ 
Date of Birth_^_ 
Address_ 
Name of school you attend_ 
Class_ 
HobbiesAnterests_;_ 



Post Mortem 

Hmil On ShMikar 

The comments of the 
hree most eminent writers 
n the box entitled, 'Them. 
)n Shankar’ (Dec 4) were 
ihameful. One said that he 
lad read only one novel of 
Shankar’s (published three 
lecades ago); another said 
hat he has not read any of 
lis 33 novels (one of which 
las already sold over a lakh 
copies); and the third was 
(vasive—he has not read 
Shankar's work "thor- 
mghly." 

These three writers 
strangely enough, all 
issociated. with Ananda 
Sazar Patrika Ltd) have ex- 
]Osed their jealousy of 
Shankar’s success, their 
}oor reading habits, their 
lad taste, lack of decency 
ind largeheartedness, the 
ast two being qualities 
issociated with Bengalis. 

Personally, I am no blind 
idmirer of Shankar’s but 
hat does not make me lose 
il) sense of courtesy and 
jropriety In sharp contrast 
o theirs are Shankar's own 
:omments on contempor- 
iry literatteurs. These three 
nen seemingly do not 
tnow what happens when 
me .spits upwards into the 
iky. 
iilonsu Sekhar Ghosh, 
■iowroh 

It was a nleasure to read 
uch a well written article 
s Pathik Cuba’s on Shank- 
r (Dec 4). Shankar's own 
tory, from his beginnings 
in the footpath of Canning 
Street to where he is today, 
s far more fascinating than 
ny of his novels, 
tunil Baner/ee, 
Calcutta 

foist mt 

In his survey of north 
dcutta schools (Dec 4), 
'spas Kumar Chakravarty 
tiled to meulton Sarada 
haran Aryan Institution. 
This school was the 

rwat hit in that area dur¬ 

ing the Naxalite movement. 
The building was set on fire 
while classes were going on 
and the teachers had to 
rush the boys to the terrace 
because the entrance was 
blocked. 

The school, which is 
situated at the crossing of 
B.K. Paul Avenue and Uiit- 
pur Road, celebrated its 
centenary last year. 
Anomito Roy, 
Calcutta 
. ■ I. —y—np 

In the article on north 
Calcutta schools. ‘Where 
Have All The Students 
Gone?’ I have been quoted 
as saying that the disci¬ 
pline in Shambazar A.V. 
'School is ,very poor. ’.I’m 
sorry to state that I have 
been misquoted. 1 did not 
say anything about Sham- 
bazar A.V. School. In fact, I 
couldn’t have because 1 
completed my studies from 
Bagnbazar High School 
which was not even men¬ 
tioned in the article. I was 
in Shambazar A.V. School 
only till Class VI and from 
what I remember 1 have 
nothing but reverence and 
regard ifor its teachers. 
Subrat.a Gangopodhyay. 
Artist, Ananda Bazar Patri¬ 
ka Ltd, 
Calcutta 

We liked the article on 
nortli Calcutta schools (Dec 
4). But we were surprised 
to find no mention of our 
aima mater, Keshub 
Atademy, which is situ¬ 
ated at 148 Ramdulal Sar- 
ker Street. This school has 
had as distinctive a past as 
the schools mentioned and 
will observe its centenary 
in 1986. 
Saurov Raut and five 
others, 
Calcutta 

The omission of Mahar- 
aja Cossimbazar 
Polytechnic Institute 
(MCPI) in the article on 
north Calcutta schools (Dec 
4) was unfortunate. 
• This was the only school 
in Benwi where technical 
education was free and 
compulsory along with 
general education aqd for 
which a first class work¬ 

shop Was maintained. Be¬ 
fore the Partition of Bengal, 
many of its students fi- fiured regularly among the 
irst 10 in the matriculation 

examination. 
Bhaskar Ghosii, 
Cnfcutto 

Eye for an Eye 

The a.stroloRicaI forecast 
(Nov 20) promised me one 
of the best weeks I was to 
have had for quite a while. 
As a matter of fact, it turned 
out to be the worst I have 
ever had. 

First, I had a sudden 
heart attack. Then I had to 
go to the doctors and to 
nospital. instead of the 
travelling that 1 had been 
assured f would undertake. 
Needless to say, all hopes 
of a secret love affair and a 
happy romance, which had 
been predicted for me, 
were dashed. I am still lan- 
^ishing in bed. 
Son/eev Deblaskar, 
Silchar 

Piopeer Ray 

Annadasankar Ray s lile 
(Nov 13) made defightlul 
reading. Readers will be 
interested 1o know that 
Ray. born, brought-up and 
educated in Oissa, started 
his literary career in Oriya. 
Indeed, during his college 
day.s at Ravenshaw College, 
Cuttack, he was a pioneer¬ 
ing figure in the fiontem- 
porary romantic movement, 

Pratlhan. 
Calcutta 

After Doig 

I am in full agreement 
with Sunil K. Dutt’s .sugges¬ 
tion (Oct 30) that a road, 
square or some place in 
Calcutta be honoured with 
the name of Desmond Doig 
who very aptly-said, “My 
involvement with the city 
never ended even if 1 do not 
live here any longer. My 
heart still belongs to ^f- 
cutta." 
Dehestvar Bhaitacharjee^ 
Ilanagor 
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Jeffrey Archer ts a 
novelist who sells a 
novel in Britain once 
every 15 seconds. This 
week we start a Bartel 
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The year is 1988, and Russian tanks and trcMips 
are massing on the West German border. Just an 

exercise? Or is the balloon going up? This week 
we start the sensational story of a crisis that could 

trigger a nuclear holocaust. By the novelist who 
sells a novel in Britain once every 15 seconds. 

Monday 
October 31,1988 W ■i ■■ HEN Ogarkov entered 

the room' they all stood and re¬ 
mained standing until he had taken 
his seat at the head of the vast table. 
Lenin, Stalin, Krushchev, Brezhnev, 
Andropov, and now Ogai'kov. He 
stared around impassively at his 22 
colleagues. 

At 71. he had waited a long time 
for the leadership, but he felt confi¬ 
dent that he was still young enough 
to emulate the achievements of all 
his predecessors. 

True, Andropov had taken over 
direct control of Finland but every¬ 
one knew the Americans would do 
nothing about that. Like candy from 
a child, if he remembered the West¬ 
ern expression correctly. 

After all, most Americans 
couldn't have pinpointed Finland 
on the globe. On the other hand, the 
march into Poland on Christmas 
Eve. two days after the death of Pope 
John Paul n, had been masterly. 
' A country consisting of 90 per 
cent Catholics were almost all on 

their knees mourning, when the 
tanks crossed the borders of Poland. 
And as for the West, typical of a 
democracy, none of them returned 
to work before January 2 and by then 
it was all part of history. 

The American president had huf¬ 
fed and puffed but there had been 
no sign of any houses falling down 
in the East yet. 

The Yugoslav invasion had been a 
little bolder because some of the 
peasants had put up a fi^t and were 
still causing trouble to the divisions 
Ogarkov had had to leave posted 
there. In time it would become like 
Afghanistan, and who bothered 
with the truth of that now? 

But even Ogarkov had to admit 
Andropov’s seizing of Turkey had 
been both bold and brilliant, a 
stroke worthy of Napoleon. 

The chanmts of an election falling 
in America, Britain end Turimy all 
within a period of three weeks and 
none of them producing conclusive 
results, gave Andropov the oppor¬ 
tunity he had waitM fot. 

The day before Andropov ordered 
the final assault he had Instructed 
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,the Moscow Nerodny Bank to re¬ 
lease four billion dollars on the 
world’s foreign exchange market, 
throwing the international money 
market into chaos. 

True, the White House had made 
threatening noises when Russian 
troops entered Istanbul but the 
bankers of America did not want a 
further run on their beloved dollar 
because of Turkey. 

' By the time the money men had 
finished putting their case to the 
Senate Investigation Committee, 
Turkey had been removed from the 
front pages. 

The story had been replaced by 
news of the US being selected to 
host the World Cup, and that only 
because the Russians had had to 
withdraw their application.. 

Andropov had considered Turkey 
a fair exchange for the World Cup, 
especially as they had told him that 
was one tournament he couldn’t 
expect to win. 

And then Andropov bad died 
suddenly, propitiously Ogarkov 

By the time the money 
men had finished 

putting their case to 
the Senate 

Investigation 
Committee, Turkey 
had been removed 

from the front pages. 

considered, because the West im¬ 
mediately retreated into its shell 
waiting to see who would take over 
his post as Secretary General of the 
Politburo. 

Marshal Ogarkov had been the 
chosen one, well not so much 
chosen as self-selected. There were 
just enough members of the Soviet 
Defence Council who were also on 
the Politburo to believe it would be 
unwise to back the ailing Moscow 
party boss Grishin. 

They feared that if Grishin’s reim 
was sWt, Ogarkov would quickly 
exact revenge on those who had 
held him up and reward those who 
had sui^orted him the first time 
round. 

Kremlinologisls throughout the 
woHd had placed fries on Ogarkov 
and Grishin in front of their own 
elecM Of self-eppointed hrads of 
St^. Withoiit erec^ption those lead¬ 

ers had all hoped and some had 
even prayed for Grishin. 

The Kremlin hadn’t seen it that 
way and the vote had ended up 
13-11 in Ogarkov's favour. A year 
had passed since then and Ogarkov 
had now prepared a master plan to 
remove Grishin and those of his 
henchmen who still dared to oppose 
him. 

“I blame the politi¬ 
cians myself.” said 
Mr Frampton. staring 
at the Daily Mirror 

’ headline. "Ru.ssian.s 
camped along West 
German bolder." 

“You always do. Dad." said Roger, 
not liKiking up from his copy of the 
Times. 

"I bet you voted for the National 
Unity Party at the last election," said 
his father, almost spitting out the 
words. 

■‘Actually, 1 voted Conservative," 
said Roger, seemingly able to road 
tlie Times at the same time as 
conducting a conversation with his 
father. “1 think you’ll find it was 
Susan who supported the NUP.’’ 

“Reactionaries, that’s what my 
children have turned out to be," said 
Mr Frampton, laughing. “I don’t 
know what they teach you at the 
LSE because you certainly haven't 
come up with anything to replace 
the old values.’’ 

“And now would I have shown 
my understanding of the old 
values—by voting Labour perhaps?" 
said Roger. 

“That’s like saying J should eat 
porridge rather than cornflakes be¬ 
cause you do.” 

“No, no, if I started eating corn¬ 
flakes you’d-take up porridge the 
next day." 

“Well, let me know when you join 
the Tory party, Dad, because that 
will be the day 1 vote Socialist." 

"The Labour party was good 
enough for my father and I would 
hope it would have been good 
enough for my children." 

“The world has moved on since 
!the heddy days of Harold Wilson’s 
white heat of a technological revolu¬ 
tion,” said Roger. 

“And Margaret Thatcher’s fascist 
regime come to that,” retorted Mr 
Framptnn. "Because if that lady had 
won ner third election she would 
have been issuing jack boots instead 
of supplementary benefits.” 

"Liken Dad,” sidd Ro^r, finally 
abandoning his pamr. “In frie end 
iwe have to face tkd fact that tlm 
Brithih people didn’t ag^e with 

either of us and voted for a National 
Unity Government. Perhaps in the 
present crisis it would be wise of us 
to support them.” 

“Support them, they got us into 
this trouble in the first place and 
they still haven’t made up their 
minds what they would do if push 
came to shove." 

“When, Dad, not if,” said Roger. 
“They won't do anything if they 

have any common sense.” said his 
sister Susan as she entered the 
room. 

"Did you vote for the NUP in the 
hope tney wouldn’t do anything 
when they were fat,pd with a crisis?" 
asked her father incredulously. 

“No, I voted for them because I 
believed they were the least likely 
party to take us into a nuclear war,” 
said Susan, her eyes flashing. 

"That bunch of turncoats," said 
Roger, trying to read about Watfords 
relegation problems as well as con¬ 
duct an argument with his father 
and sister. 

"A combination of men and 

‘You’re a warmonger,’ 
said Susan, ‘always 
looking on the bleak 

side. You haven’t 
changed in six years. 1 

can still remember 
what you wanted for 
your 15th birthday.’ 

women from all parties whose prim¬ 
ary interest is national was bound to 
appeal to intelligent people like 
me,” she said, attempting to butter 
toast while she'was standing up. 

"And do you still feel the same 
way?" asked her father. 

“Yes. I do," said Susan firmly. "I 
also believe they will show' the same 
courage as the SPD have done in 
Germany when with the help of the 
Green Party they threw' out Chancel¬ 
lor Kohl.” 

“And their deterrent at the same 
time," said Roger looking up. 

“A triumph for common sense," 
said Susan as she buttered a second 
piece of toast. "The first country in 
Europe to get rid of Pershing II and 
the Cruise Missiles. I predict we will 
soon ..follow their example.” 

"Depends who gains overall coni 
tml of the Cabinet,” said Roger, his 
voice rising. 
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“Don't be pathetic, you know very 
well our cause will win in the end. 
The truth is that 1 voted to stop 
another world war. and I thcfti^t 
the National Unity Party were Qie 
best bet .for that.” 

"Depends if they’ve got the guts to 
stand up to the Russians." said 
Roger, wagging a finger at his sister. 

“Are you three arguing egain” 
said Mrs Frampton, as she brought 
in a pla^o of eggs and bacon f^r her 
diugSter. “Who is it this tipse. Wat¬ 
ford or t.*ie Russians?" 

"The Russians," sal'* Roger, "but 
we’re disegreoirg, noi e-guing," 'je 
added. '‘Can I pour you a cu; of tea, 
Mum?" 

“That’s tlM first sensible thing I’ve 
heard this morning.’’ said his 
mother. 

“Where do you stand on thia 
isaue?" Roger began to pour his 
mother a cup of tea. 

“Would you prtfer to be governed 
by the Rusaians or the National 
UnlW Party?" asked Susan. 

"Ilia firltlsb people ml^t even 
show some sense and rutUrn to the 
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Socialists,” chipped in Mr 
Firampton. 

“Frankly, I’m not sure it would 
make a great deal of difference who I 
voted for." said Mrs Frampton. tip¬ 
ping the hot tea. 

“I would still have to cook three 
meals a day and run after the three 
of you.” 

“Come on. Mum. it could be 
worse, at least you have one bread 
winner in the family.” Susan renet¬ 
ted the words as soon as she nad 
selo them. Mr Frampton remained 
silent as his wife left to refill the 
kettle so thet they could all have e 
second cun of tea. 

"So, Fatner." said Kogw, “what 
would' you do about me present 
crisis if you were Prime Minister?” 

“I would have banned the bomb 
20 years i^, and then the raohlem 
need nevn have arisen,” ne toid 
looking more interested in his eggs 
and faecon. 
«"Then the Russiens would heve 

been ahle to mutch in ea and when It 
suited theta?" , 

“You know Very wall w'snl 

what I meant.” 
"But it’s what would have hap¬ 

pened,” said Roger. “And have you 
forgotten it was Attlee’s Labour Gov¬ 
ernment which was responsible for 
our first nuclear deterrent?” 

“You’re a warmonger.” said 
Susan, “always lookli^ on the blmk 
side. You haven’t changed in six 
years. I can still remember what you 
wanted for your 15th birthday.” 

"What was that?" asked Roger. 
“A Falklands war medal.” she 

replied, lathing. "You’ve read ev¬ 
ery book widtten on the sutrisct of 
war t know because you’ve already 
emptied Watfwd libnoy. WoUldnR 
he iiiiTprised if you know mem wpUt 
how to stttt a war than the 
at Defence.” 

"The Secretary of State fm De¬ 
fence is a courageous man,” said 
Rogn. "The only mist^ he made 
waa to leave the Ckmservative party 
and }oln the National Unity Goiwni- 
ment.” 

“TlMt National Ihtity Govesnmettt 
h»i*t tu do a&ything Msh, M 
eay I vrivld lether takao 



ov«r by the Rtissians than die a alow 
dmth cauaed by nuclear fallout 
thanks very mucm.” 

"Perhaps there Is no need to be 
either." i^d Ro^. “If we make a 
firm stand as Kennedy did over 
Cuba, we know the Russians will 
back off." 

“And what remedy do you sug* Set if they decidpd to Rra one of 
elr nuclear weapons at us?” said 

Susan, annoyed that the teapot had 
run dry. 

‘They wouldn’t if they believed 
we could and would retaliate. Bul¬ 
lies never hit anyone who is even 
the same size as th^ ore.” 

Mrs Frampton returned with 
another pot of tea. “Who will be in 
for dinner tonight?” 

“Not me,” said Susan. “As soon as 
I finish work at the library John is 
taking me up to London to see that 
new French film at the ICA.” 

“And you, Roger?" 
“Yes, I’ll be home, mum, I’ve 

some reading to catch up on this 
evening which may turn out to be a 
waste of time if the Russians don’t 
let me take my finals.” 

Susan laughed and kissed her 
mother on the cheek, checked her 
watch and had to-run all the way to 
the bus stop to be sure she did not 
miss the 8.35. 

Too much time wasted talking 
about nuclear disarmament, she 
considered; why hadn’t we followed 
Germany’s example and refused to 
allow any nuclear weapons to‘ be 
based on British soil. 

Roger disappeared upstairs to his 
room to collect some books and put 
on his father’s old donkey Jacket in 
time for his first lecture. Mr Framp¬ 
ton helped clear the table trying to 
kill the time of another unemployed 
day. 

"I blame the politicians,” he said, 
but this time there was no one left to 
disagree with him ®Ogarkov fingered the 

file in front of him 
that contained all the 
details of his plan. 
“Operation Reverse 
Takeover,” which he 
was about to initiate 

and which would guarantee his 
place in Russian history. 

Chice more he stared round the 
table wondering which one of his 
colleagues wouldn’t have the sto¬ 
mach for It. Me had already during 
the year removed two obvious oppo- 
oatds, but he still couldn’t be ce^n 
on which »ide the waverets would 
fall. 

Too much time wasted 
talking about nuclear 

disarmament, she 
considered; why 

hadn’t we followed 
Germany's example 
and refused to allow 
any nuclear weapons 
to be based on British 

soil. 

.“Comrades." began Ogarkov. 
“during this session I want to dis¬ 
cuss Operation Reverse Takeover.” 
He thought the West would enjoy 
his capitalistic code name when 
they came to write history. 

Every eye was now on their lead¬ 
er, some showing excitement, some 
bewilderment, while in others he 
recognised fear. 

“I will need your loyal support to 
cany out such a noble entmprise in 
the name of the Soviet Union." He 
paused to let his well chosen words 
sink in. 

“This time,” he continued, “we 
will have to be bolder and swifter 
than ever before. But the plans are 
now fully prepared for the liberation 
of the West German people.” He 
paused again for effect—even his 
mother had thou|^t he should have 
been an actor. 

“Each of you have had a copy of 
the invasion plan and following our 
endless discussion last Friday, there 
is little for me now to add. 

“We must strike on Saturday, the 
day chosen by the Green Party in 

'Amazing how little we 
had to contribute to 
ensure Herr Vogel’s 

death. Perhaps 
because unlike the 
clumsy attempt on 
Pope John Pam II’s 

life, our assassin this 
time is more interested 
in filial renmige than 

financkd fewm4«* 

Germany to hold their 'Peace by 
Example’ demonstration outside 
those American Army bases .still left 
on German soil. 

“Every penny we allowed to reach 
the Green Party will now be repaid 
by Operation Reverse Takeover.” 

*”rhe German Chancellor, Hans- 
Jochen Vogel, will be in Brazil on a 
state visit at the time, which is Just 
playing into our hands. 

“When he opens the new Volk¬ 
swagen factory in Brazilia we shall 
be ready to move because Chancel¬ 
lor Vogel will be dead 30 minutes 
later. His assassination will be attri¬ 
buted to and carried out by a mem¬ 
ber of the Bader Meinhof gang. 

“Amazing hem' little we had to 
contribute to ensure Herr Vogel's 
death. Perhaps becau.se unlike the 
clumsy attempt on Hope John Paul 
IPs life. ourH.ssassjnthis time is more 
interested in tilial revenge than 
financial reward. 

"1.' the West behaves .sensibly.” 
Ogarkov added, “Vogel's may well 
be the only German life lost.” His 
lips turned up at the sides. Everyone 
else at the table remained poker- 
faced. 
‘'As you know, comrades. 500,000 

of our troops have been moving into 
strategic positions for the last three 
weeks. Twenty thousand T-64, T-72, 
and T-82 tanks are already massed 
along the German border and 15 of 
our SS20 missiles remain constantly 
fixed on London, Paris, and Bonn. 

“If there were any retaliation we 
might well have to obliterate Lon¬ 
don in order to leave the American 
President in no doubt of our deter¬ 
mination. 

“I am hoping such a course will 
prove unnecessary and the whole 
operation will be over within a 
matter of hours. We are fully pre¬ 
pared to move at first light on 
Saturday morning which will be 
midnight in America and five 
o’clock in Britain. 

“By the time the President sits 
down to breakfast, ‘Operatiun Re¬ 
verse Takeover’ will be completed." 

But what contingency plan have 
we made if the Americans or the 
British do decide to relaliate. Com¬ 
rade General Secretary?" Ogarkov 
took his time before turning to face 
Deputy Chairman Grishin, the man 
he had defeated so narrowly the 
previous year 

“If the British threaten us with the 
use of their nuclear weapons, I will 
(^ve the ortier to obliterate ktndon. 
As Ipr the Americans, they eat hx* 
many hamburgers and drink ton 



much Coke to have any stomach for 
a real fight. 

“In any case after the Vietnam 
debacle Mondale wiU never go to 
war over Germany a few days before 
an election." 

“But what about the French? 
Don't forget they have their own 
deterrent," said Grishin. 

“At the first sound of gunshot the 
French will run to their kitchens 
and cathedrals to start eating or 
praying. 

“When they discover we have no 
plans for them..." He paused. "... 

■yet, they will rejoice and return to 
drink their wine. Any more ques¬ 
tions?” asked Ogarkov in a voice 
that left no one in any doubt that 1 e 
did not anticipate a reply. 

“Should we not be concentrating 
our efforts on Austria and Norway, 
by siting the proposed ‘Friendship 
Treaties’ rather than risk confronta¬ 
tion with NATO over Germany? 
“After alt," continued Grishin, "that 
is how we took control of Finland 
without any interference from the 
West.” 

"When we have reunited Ger¬ 
many," snapiped Ogarkov, "Austria 
and Norway will be rushing to sign a 
'Friendship Treaty’ with us on terms 
which we will he able to dictate. 

"But perhaps we should also take 
into account our cuirent oil and 
wheat shortage?” persisted Grishin, 
undeterred. 

• “When the victory is ours. Com¬ 
rade Grishin, it will be a German 
wheat and oil shortap. Soviet 
citizens will eat as they have never 
eaten before. And do not fear we 
will still have alf the spare oil we 
need for our tanks and planes. 
Added to that I have over the last 
year been building up our dollar 
reserve and on Thursday we will 
flood the world’s foreign exchanges 
causing a currency crisis in London, 
Tokyo and New York.” 

“But we have always avoided 
direct confrontation with' the West' 
as a matter of policy,” said Grishin. 

“1 did not avoid direct confronta¬ 
tion when a Korean airliner flew 
into Soviet air-space, some five 
years ago, and gave the order to 
shoot it down,” said Ogarkov. 

No one responded so he con¬ 
tinued. “Have you forgotten.that it 
was Lenin who taught us ‘war is a 
tool of policy’?” 

Ogarkov paused again but Grishin 
remained silent. "So let us move on 
to the' vote,” demanded Ogaikov. 

Time is no longer on our side. 
Those of you who support me raise 
your hands.” 

Nine hands shot up immediately, 
but Ogarkov could have named 
everyone of them even before, the 
meeting^had bemn. A few moments 
|)aaaed before first one and then a 
■second band was raised in support. 

Ogarkov then put his own land 

up, making it 12—10. He waited for 
more to join him but he waited in 
vain. 

Someone he realised must have 
been working behind his back, but 
as he had secured a clear majority 
no one could stop him now. There 
were only five days left and by then 
the cowards around the table would 
have been proved wrong. 

How simple it would then be to 
demand their resignation from the 
Politburo. Owrkov’s only fear re¬ 
mained Grishin who had always 
been a compromiser but as Moscow 
Partyboss he remained popular with 
the people. Not for much longer, 
Ogarkov anticipated, would he have 
to suffer Grishin’s probing stare. 

He could not remember the name 
of the English politician who had 
said, “A week is a long time in 
politics.” 

"Good, then it is settled,” said 
Ogarkov. "We will meet again 
tomorrow to go over the final details 
of the liberation of West Germany. 

“Be certain, comrades, that every 
department of State is ready to 
answer any queries that might 
iirise." He paused before adding 
with a smirk. “At least this will 
iilinvv us the opportunity to give in 
lo one of the West's perpetual de¬ 
mands." 

"And ivhat might that be?” in- 
(|iiired (irishin. 

■‘Wlien we have the whole of 
Germany under our control 1 shall 
issue an order to dismantle the 
Berlin wall." Ogarkov laughed at his 
own joke. 

"Therfi's lU) need to remind you,” 
he continued, “that any discussion 
concerning Operation Reverse 
Takeover must only be made inside 
this room. That is all. comrades.” 

Ogarkov rose and ■quickly left in 
the hope that his action would 
discourage any further discussion. 
As he walked away several of those 
around the table followed him, 
although some hung back and chat¬ 
ted among themselves. They knew if 
would be hard for them to be ac¬ 
cused of conspiracy while they re¬ 
mained in that room. 

“TTHE problem with a 
National Unity gov¬ 
ernment,” said the 
Prime Minister 
addressing the 
Cabinet, “is that it’s 
almost impossible to 

carry out any major decision with¬ 
out imposing perpetual referenda on 
the counisi^. 
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‘'Nevertheless.” he continued, 
“we now face the one crisis on 
which this administration will un¬ 
doubtedly be judKed. I will call 
upon the Secretary of State for De¬ 
fence to brief us on the latest posi¬ 
tion.” 

The Secretary of State for Defence 
opened the file in front of him “Our 
Intelligence repofts have shown that 
the Russians are massing 10 full 
divisions—500.000 troops—more 
than 20,000 T-80 battle tanks, and 
300 MiG-27 bombers armed with 
nuclear warheads along the East 
German border. It has taken them 
three weeks jiist to establish their 
position.” 

"What’s new about that?” asked 
the Foreign Secretary “They have 
been carrying out the identical exer¬ 
cise once every three months since 
Ogarkov took power." 

“In the hope of lulling us into a 
false sense of security." 

"Why should it he any different 
this time?” demanded the Foreign 
Secretary. 

“Because on this occasion the 
German Chancellor is on a State 
visit to Brazil and our intelligence 
reports confirm that the whole 
build-up has a more operational 
look about it. 

“Wo must therefore try to antici¬ 
pate Ogarkov’s every move and 
leave him in no doubt that if it is his 
intention to take one paceiover the 
West German border we will, along 
with out NATO allies and the Amer¬ 
icans. retaliate immediately." 

He paused to allow his Cabinet 
colleagues to take in the gravity of 
the statement. “And to that end 1 
suggest we move all our Cruise 
missiles out of Gree'nham Common 
and into firing positions so that 
Ogarkov will realise that we have 
called his bluff." 

“And at the same time frighten 
the life out of every Godfearing 
citizen in this country," said the 
Foreign Secretary. 

“My purpose is to frighten Ogar¬ 
kov into believing that he has made 
his last advance without retalia¬ 
tion." 

“Surely it would be simpler for us 
to do nothing, and let the Americans 
scare them off." 

“Britain is a little closer to Russia 
than America," said the Secretary of 
State for Defence sarcasticallv. 

“Gentlemen,gentlemen,” said the 
Prime Minister, aware that his two 
colleagues could never forget they 
had both served in past administi|i- 
tions though not in the same party. 

‘If the British threaten 
us with the use of their 

nuclear weapons, I 
will give the order to 
obliterate London. As 

for the Americans, 
they eat too many 

hamburgers and drink 
too much Coke to have 
any stomach for a real 

fights 

“Would you be willing to go to 
war over West Germany?" asked tlie 
Foreign Secretary quietly. 

“If we don’t,” replied the Defence 
Secretary, "you will be asking the 
.same questions about France before 
the end of this administration and 
Britain before the turn of the cen¬ 
tury." 

“We may find that the Americans 
themselves are not willing to go to 
war over Germany." said the Fore¬ 
ign Secretary, “but 1 remain confi¬ 
dent they would never allow Britain 
to be invaded. 

“A future invasion may not prove 
necessary to ensure a Soviet victory. 
They could just pick off our cities 
one by one the moment they were 
certain we could not retaliate. 

"And in any ca.se we must face the 
fact that there is still a group of 
Americans who wouldn’t agree to go 
to war until the Russians had landed 
in Canada and some of those would 
wail for them to reach Texas.” 

The Prime Minister was grateful 
for the laughter that broke out re¬ 
lieving the tension that had been 

‘When the victory is 
ours, Comrade 

Grishin, it will be a 
German wheat and oil 

shortage. Soviet 
citizens will eat as 

they have never eaten 
before. And do notfear, 

we still have all the 
spare oil we need for 
our tanks andplanes.* 

building up around the Cabinet 
table. 

“1 5Ugge.st." he said, "that the 
Secretary oi State for Defence along 
with the Foreign Secretary and my¬ 
self spend the ro,st of the day prepar¬ 
ing alternative plans. 

"in the meantime 1 will contact 
President Mondale at the White 
House to find out his assessment of 
the situation while pressing Chan¬ 
cellor VogeJ to return to West Ger¬ 
many immediately. 

“Let us meet again in exactly 24 
hours and be sure you go about your 
normal dutie.s without showing any 
outward signs of anxiety. 1 also want 
to frighten Ogarkov, not the British 
people." 

At 11.30 that morning the Prime 
'Minister sat alone in the Cabinet 
room of No 10 Downing Street. He 
picked up the phone by his side and 
asked his private secretary to get 
President Mondale on the line. 

“It’s still only 6.30 in Washington, 
»* Sir. 

■'Don’t worry about that," said the 
Prime Minister, “the President 
.sleeps even less than I do," 

IN Moscow it was 
two thirty in the 
afternoon and Ogar¬ 
kov had already sent 
a staff officer to brief 
army General Skokov 
on the German front. 

He infoimed the General of the 
Politburo's decision and confirmed 
that this time the mock attack would 
not lust be an exerci.se. 

Ogarkov also assured Skokov that 
if he succeeded promotion to Mar¬ 
shal of the Soviet Union and the 
award of "Order of Lenin" could be 
his in a week’s time. 

The General had allowed himself 
a wry smile only because the Com¬ 
rade General Secretary was unable 
to see him. 

Ogarkov couldn't wait to show 
those Americans that he had a new 
weapon which would only highlight 
how bad the CIA Intelligence really 
was. 

By this time next week “Opera¬ 
tion Reverse Takeover" would be a 
fait accompli. 

Ogarkov smiled at his choice of 
words thinking how mur.li more 
appropriate they would be when he 
carried out the second part of his 
plan ill two years’ time. 

An idea so daring in concept that 
he liadn’t yet confided the details 
even to his .dosest aicje. 
To be continued 
Conrtmy: Asia Features 
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Guide 

FOR A SPOT OF FUN 
At this time of the year most Calcuttans seek picnic spots WINTER has set in. 

It is the time for 
inter-puro match¬ 
es. frequenting 
parks and other 
iocai plat:es of in¬ 

terest and. of course, picnics. Fic- 
nic.s have become a sort of seasonal 
ritual for Calcuttans during the cold 
weather. Families, groups of friends, 
clubs, offices, all take time out from 
their busv schedules and move out 
to spend a day in one of the picnic 
spots scattered around the city and 
its neighbourhood. Accompanying 
them are lunch Iraxes, transistors or 
tape recorders, sports equipment 
anti—in .some cases—chtiliis along 
with i;rtM-.kerv for those who wdsh to 
get a taste of the real charuibhati. 
C'.hoosing a picnic spot is not diffi¬ 
cult— it can be the Calcutta Zoo or 
IJiamond Harbour, the Botanical 
Cardens or the lawn of your own 
house. 

The Zoological Garden., of All* 
pore comes first to mind. Having 
c.ompleted more than a century of 
existence, the zoo is one of the must 
well-maintained and lively places of 
interest in the city. It has a large 
Loliection of animals, birds and rep¬ 
tiles. and also a children’s zoo at the 
centre. It remains open during the 
months from October to March from 
K.ltd am to .I pm and during April to 
.September from 6 am to 5 pm. One 
can take in ctmked food, the charge 

per picnic box being Ke 1. but 
cooking in anv form is stric;tlv prohi¬ 
bited. 

When the group is very large, 
permission has to be obtained from 
the director. Mr A. K. Uas. whose 
office is by the main gate. There is 
also a restriction on taking in tape 
recorders and transistors. 

Rabindra Sarobar (formerly 
known as the Dhakuria Lakes) needs 
no introduction to a Calcuttan. 
whichever part of the city he or slie 
may reside in. This is the one place 
with a vast amount ot shady green¬ 
ery where people can spend a nice, 
cool day. It is nut a bad idea to take 
your lunch boxes along and enjoy 
every moment of your stay there by 
basking in the mellow sunshine 
beside the water. 

The lakes also offer scope for a 
number of swimming and rowing 
clubs to function. The Lily Pool, the 
Rabindra Sarobar Stadium and an 
open air theatre built by the CiT add 
to the novelty of the place. 

The .sprawling maidan. also 
known as Garer. Math, is another 
favourite afternoon resort for Calcut¬ 
tans during winter. In spite of the 
fact that a large chunk of the maidan 
has been eaten up by the Metro 
railway, it still retains a good deal of 
charm. 

Princep Ghat and Eden Gardens, 
almost on the Hooghly, are two of 
the most attractive spots in the city. 

The Eden Cardens are under the 
control ot the park and gardens 
wing, department of forestry, gov- • 
ernment ot West Bengal, and they 
remain open daily from 5 am to 8 
pm. 

Isolated Irom the clamour of the 
citv. it is a i:oul place with objects of 
interest like the Burmese Pagoda, 
the band stand, lakes with a ghat, a 
children's corner and a rockery. It is 
a very good picnic spot though only 
couked luod is allowed there. The 
legeiidarv Ranji .Stadium aud the 
Akashbani Bhawan are also located 
within its area. 

OUTSIDE CALCUTTA: Moving 
out from Calcutta, in Howrah 
district are the Sibpur Bota¬ 

nical Gardens. The Gardens are situ¬ 
ated on the west bonk of the Hoogh¬ 
ly and cover an area of 273 acres. Its 
main attractions are a banyan tree 
which is more than 250 years old, a 
house containing over 40.000 spe¬ 
cies of dried plants, and a library of 
books on botany. 

The Gardens are 9 kms from Cal¬ 
cutta and the convenient bus ser¬ 
vices are No.55 |fron« Howrah). No 
16, and minibuses from BBD Bag. It 
is open to the public from 7 am to 5 
pin and picnickers are allowed to 
cook on the riverbank. 

Barrackpore. specially after Gan- 
dhighat was built by the river, has 
become a lovely spot. The local 
trains from Sealdah take about 40-45 
minutes to reach the Barrackpore 
station from where rickshaws are 
available. 

The regular bus route is L2U from 
Esplanade, plying through BT Road 
which is the usual roadway. Apart 
from scenic beauty, the Golapbag 
(which is marvellously illuininateo 
in the evenings) is another attrac¬ 
tion. Again, cooking is not allowed. 
The tourism department of the gov¬ 
ernment of West Bengal ha.s recently 
put up a numbei of cottages. 

Bondel has earned its place on the 
picnicker's map. mainly because of 
the historical Portuguese chundi,, 
The bank of the Gan^ is the place 
where visitors do their cooking and 
other choies. Bahdel can be reachiad 



TlwZoologleaiGUircIwfi at AHpora’.fftNIttWfiMMlpopuhiirplae* 

frum Howrah bv loLdi trains (H takes are no restrictions on cooking at the route is National Highway b. The 
about an hour|. and the roadway is usuai picnic spots. picnic spot is off the kolaghat 
GT Road aiong which it takes about For thosa looking foi i piace bridge, on tiio bank of the Kupnar* 
two hours whic h is off-beat vet having reason- avail There is also the Kolaghdt 

Another piate. about the same abie facilities. Gediara (98 kms from bungalow whh h is under the admi- 
distance, and also beside the Ganga, Calcutta) should get the tick, it is nistration oi the SDO. Kolaghat. 
is Phuleswar. Lo(,ai trams are avail- situated at the confluence ol the A little further on from Diamond 
able from Howrah while the road Ganga and the Rupnarayan, and is Harbour is Kakdwip. another im- 
ruute is the Bumbav Road. The approachable bv both rail and road, menselv popular picnic spot, it is a 
actual piinit spot is now well cared The rail route is from Howrah to 40-miiuite bus joumev from Ui- 
for and there is also an irrigation Bagnan. from where buses take vuu amond Harbour, but a better alterna- 
bungalow which has to be reserved to Gadiara en route Shvanipur. It is tive is the Caicutta-Namkhana bus 
in advance. Cooking is allowed. far better to travel bv bus fur it stups route from Esplanade whii.h passes 

The Kalyeni Picnic Garden is at a plac-e called Sibfiur from ivhere through Kakdwip. This takes about 
another popular name antoag pic- the place is a 10-minute walk two to two and a half hours. There is 
nickers. This garden is rather far An alternative bus route is the a beautiful irrigation bungalow be- 
from the Kalvani railway station and Caicutla-Nurpur one (it takes about side the rivet, and the spot is one of 
takes about an hour apd 15 minutes an hour and a half), with tiie latter serene beautv. 
by train from Sealdah. Manv express end of the journev heiqg completed Bakkhali (132 kms from Calcut- 
bus services are available from bv terry. The tourism department of ta]. though farther than the places 
Babughat and the ride takes about the state government has recently mentioned, is now iiecoming popu- 
two and a half hours ordmarilv. built a lodge and a dormitory there lar as a picnic spot. It is a sea resort 
This picnic spot has small cooking A number ot shades have also been when* a tourist lodge has been 
sites with crockerv. available tor built to provide cooking areas for opened bv the WBTDC. 
hire. picnic parties, and crockery can be To reserve anv oi the irrigation 

Picnics and OiamiNid Harimur hired from the lodge itseli bungalows or tourist lodges run by 
have become almost synonymous At present, the tourism depart- the West Bengal government, one 
ov«r the vears. This town is 48 kms meat also conducts one-dav picnic should contact; The Tourist Bureau, 
south of Calcutta and is situated at tours to Gadiara at a lived rate oi Rs liovt oi West Bengal. 3/2 BBD Bog 
the della oi the Ganga. Trains from 87 per head, if not Gadiara. one can (East) (23K272). the Executive En- 
Seaidab take about two noura to optforNurpur (52 kms from Calcut- gineer. Howrah Irrigation Div. the 
reach there and a bus service. Na76. ta) just across the river. The. bus Executive Engineer. Canals Uiv, 
is aiso available. There are a PWU ropte is the same. Nurpur has an irrigation and Waterwavs Directo- 
bungaiow and a tourist lodge. Sogor- irrigation faaingalow. rate. IIA Mirxa Ghalib Street, 
ikn. run bv the West Beiigai tourisrn Koliwhat (74 kms from Caicuttal. (243521. 241811); the Executive En- 
develupment corporation, which on Hm way to Digha. is another gineer. Kakdwip irrigation Oirecto- 
also runs a restaurant where visitors popular pimlc spot. Local trains rate. Survey Building. (451678). 
are allowed to raat and use the tolM ngm Howrah take about an hour 
tor a uoroiiml charge ot Re 1. There and p half to two hours. Bv road, tha Gaiitam BliftttachaTyya 
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DRESS CIRCLE 
SPLENDID ISOUTiON 
Lett: Presenting a six-item program¬ 
me of solo contemporary dance cal¬ 
led Splendid Isolation at the Max 
Mueller Bhavan some days ago was 
Nana Gleason. She also conducted a 
lecture-demonstration for Dr Manjus- 
ri Chaki-Sircar's Dancers' Guild here 
who specialise in modern dance. 
According to Gleason, modern dance 
"Isn't a strict technique, but innova¬ 
tive sensation and an emotional 
movement." 

SCIENTIFIC IMAGE 

Below: In the 22nd session of the 
General Conference of UNESCO, 
held recently in Paris, India was rep¬ 
resented in the Commission-Ill (Sci¬ 
ence and Technology) by Dr Sanat 
Biswas (left) and Dr Jawanar Dhar. Dr 
Biswas is an eminent nuclear en¬ 
gineer scientist and Dr Dhar a noted 
physicist. The performance of both 
helped in renewing India’s good im¬ 
age in the world of science. 



GOOD SHOT 
Above; Not everybody was a loser when 
the fifth Test between West Indies and 
India finished on the fourth day. The 
makers of 'Thums Up' for one. They 
promptly seized the opportunity and in 
collaboration with the Oberoi Grand 
Hotel, the hosts for both teams, held an 
informal pool-side party. Picture shows 
Ramesh Chauhan (extreme left), the man¬ 
aging director of Parle Exports Private 
Limited, the makers of 'Thums Up,' Syed 
Kirmani (third from left) and Sunil Gavas¬ 
kar (fifth from left), among others. 

STEP BY STEP 
Right; When the Guruji confirms that his 
disciple has all the necessary gifts, you 
cannot take the disciple lightly. Ratna 
Chose had her initial trairiing in Odissi 
under Ketucharan Mahapatra. She got her 
first gold medal at the age of five and was 
avi^rded the SingarmanT in 1973. Recent¬ 
ly, she participated in the dance drama, 
Gfiamppr ancf gave an Odisst recital at 
Padatik. ' 



Inner Eye 
NEXT SEVEN DAYS 
FROM JANUARY 1 JANUARY 7 

AMirai'A«r» 
KMpyourtonghMrm 

, 1 aiim and 
•tthabacK of your mind. Con> 
dnua your fNons to bring your 
«iori( to tht Manlion of poopio 
in • poiWon to do you aomo 
good. You ofiouid by and oum- 
mon up onough onprgy tor 
this. But ffloro obro of your OMm 
pfy^yl wottoro wM bo fO' 

AURU8 
■ Apr mAtm 21 

A good wook for 
__oporoting in tho 
Mckgroundl; but It rAght bo OH 

tooooay tojumpthogwi. You 
should md opporbjiildM to n* 
shouidoi* wlin auporioro, oc* 
ooso to whom you find dWouit 
normally. 11 is imporiant that 
you gat out and about moro. 
You nood to giwo profaronoa toi 
lueraiiMa KdM. WMip Unium 21 

A happy woofc ht 
- cenfioontiy pro- 

dicto9 woh a atrang probaMHly 
of a happy romanco or 
*ouont.'* Tno aanoiol ototuiw ia 
ono Of good hoaNh and flood 
took. A romande attMMiaiil 
wM noad canafui oonaWaro’ 
tiofv*^ pormanofO happinaaa 
la sought. You ahoui^ablo 
to lot your hak down. ' 

-^ AfiCER 
Jum U-Mf 22 

< Pfovrdad you aro 
ii. i i V watohiui againit a 

ttvaaianad aliampi to awkidlo 
you, thojMosk wi bnng soma 
ftno tauaiwaaa opportonitloo 
and onabio you to okpand laat 
wwalfa auooaaaai. You ahouid 
da aV that MU can to mails a 
auooaaa or plana hold up tor 
oho roaMon of anothar in dip 
wRpiHi iNMi nis jMSi Rnvnvo* 

NJ Mbiad foriunoa aro 
L„ „ 1 toroaaan and often 
aPeoaaa wtti orown your onlar- 
prtao but bo foHowod by oX' 
travasanoa duo to tho oppooka 
aox. Bhort btpa thoy auggaat 
aro Mkaiy to bo ton, oapociMy if 
out'Of'lno^dinary aclivitioo 
aro invotood. But romanbe do- 
volopffionta wiii moro than 
oomponaato tor Mdowna. 

V'”' INGIO 
AUf M-8<«t23 
Tho otoilar portonta 

^ „ point to tho wsolC 
fiiaaoMing ono of aloady 
progroaa and much domoadc 
happinaea a ‘happy avsnt* 
bairig Nkaly on tho domoabc 
frofn. ripw w ms ovns m gws 
priority to obttoning uaatoi 
knowladgo that eouMhalp you 
branch out in an aniiroly naw 

- -* amsGuon. 

fYl •*** I R 0tpia44ei23 
II2L** not dia right 

put your own point of viow ouar, 
nXOSfulfyp SohSCklNlS NFS Mpt |Pt 
09 fOSfTtflpSO. wpSnOfV VMi 
not wiah to dtocuaa in any! 
anito doM bra aNarattana that* 
way art pfawnhy, Tharo la 
aome ground for taartng pifar' 
aga uniaaacata ia tdhan. Yotk RMi^R ^RMRrW^MP ai^.A^hailRRA T mm w9fn9Q 909inil MQSIIOnp, 

- CORFIO 
OerOMIw 22 
fiu9ifi999 ahoi^ Imi 
anpandtog but ihaiv 

ia a wraat of a aalback eauaad 
by aoma unuauai avont quMa 
bayond your own oontroi. 
AHnough you wifi want to 
apand quMa a ioi of ibna wtw 
NVaniif Fiimnomvt jRni mre mmf 
^ plaaaad to gat of tfia 
doniaatla arwironntant at aoma 
posit in ths waak. 

rnw2i4iur ai 
Your waak la llraly tob9alfl oulis WM 

Md tbwarda Na aaaathaita aro 
to ba aoma aaitoua da- 

taya and obaiadaa to aur- 
iMURt, Comials wiK fftfliilt 
aWo Ika to kaap out of lha 
iimalfQht may iaad to loduolna RRRW^a ROmWOR • l^RRRR^^PW 
your imrnadiato fWancM emb- 
iMaUW Jlrf kMMA imAI iMh RPmS* MOmP wl jbPil MRR BW 
Mnldng about radaooralienT 

ttKrtPr fiUMBIW/WPCtBtiOWI 
jmmmt i 
.MMURWy 2 

aatTHDAVt 
1 

A vow of aaaalant onotwaa ia 
RMPMSIla P pmppW rnlRNir 
•net MiQOfeBllQfi wWi nn sM 

-] AOITTARIMS 
Nair2SO)W21 
Tharaaraanynunvr 

_1 bar of proioeta that 
you can daai wNh that do not 
raquira you to tdto any aert of 
gamUa. M la vital now that you 
do whto you can to sadaiy Wa 
daatraa of your mats or pa- 
renla. AMhoii^ thara wW ba 
finanoial atrama, a graat kn- 
orovamant in your haaKh 
ahouid ba a raiiof. 

-^ AFRtCORN 
0Mi22Jin21 

^ Moms can ba mada 
to improM Jointly 

. lonraooufoaa. MuluaHy hsid 
tonda or raaowooa ean b* 
kioroasod by doaHng wlW poo-i 
pit. in tho background nriiaj 
coMd aupply kiformation you; 
would not coma by in Wa 
normal njn of affaki. A highly 
auooaaatol wook, thantw to 
your own inWaBM. 

- QUARIUS 
jRn 22-rM » 
Do not taka tho aaay 

^ way out Ttow am 

You wB ba Mnr auoeaaaU in 
MurRluiifisM ttr nnifiMkm W^PI^ R WMi^WRRMRW^ W" JR* RRMmp^WHWR 
999 |9Mp ' sjns or pM9 99nOU9« 
auddan ravafidla notwMv 
atanding. you wdi aohioM 
fflueh in Ma kitporiant ywar 
taough hard work. 

JBIHMIfy 3 
Proaidod a landaney to imput' 
aiva conduct ia oontrokad iha 
naw yaar wM ba ena of aiaady 
progfaaa with much hatp from 
aid rakdlvaa. Obaiaeiaa that 
thara wara in your way to- 
waida Wa Mtor pari of 1083 
can ba auooaaafuHy abmm' 

January 3 
A happy, aucoaaafui yaar ia 
praaam aspaoMiy if oon* 
oamad wiW art or tkaratura. 
Look towarda tha bright aida of 
Ufa; count your btoaainga. 
Thora wM ba axoakant oppor* 
tumbaa to maka prograaa m 
your earaar. InffuantW paopla 
will raalaa your potannal. 

of an aldorty raWiM or aaaod- 
ala. \Moric Wduaktouaty and 
auooaaa ia aaaurad. A naw 
Mand wfk ba of graat halp to 
you In fackig up to ona or two 
troubtayma obataetaa^n 
aoma oaaaa amanaiing from 
an old ptwaon. 

JamiBiy 4 
riramlaa eauMon In fauoinaaa 
and finanoa. Inaura vMuabiaa 
pnd rakiaa naadlaaa riaka 
aoma good foriuna wM Wan ba 
raalaad. You ara Hkaty to hwm 
M numbar of fitakxtikin oendi' Baa 90n9 999 099199 VIHHB WnRi 9009 909 |MKp|99 VIHHB WnRi 
JanuBry i 
A happy ana Mry preaparm 
yaar m toraaaan wiW gafeia 
VwOUpn 919 ODOpOfMBBn 0i 9 
fipiiiwpr PMi p (Mimt MBML 
Tha iiaiar portami Wia yaar 
tnamiMt&t laMurPia for 

IehmI wMch ootid iw» ^^Rat^aaaa i^^r^ 
buainaaa or akidfaa 

January • 



QUIZ / Nea 
Hira't ■ sHghttjr 
delayed report 
ftnm vlkarit Kjiui* 
delwel Oft the 
Eddie Hyde 
Memorial Shield 
(1983). "Big-time 
quizzing letumed 
to Calcutta with 

.. the staging of the 
Eddie Hyde Memorial quiz at Christ 
The Kitm Parish Hall. However, it 
appeared to be a subdued return, 
somewhat shorn of the riamour, the 
competition, as well as me audience, 
interest that one has come to associ¬ 
ate with open quizzing. However, 
none of this seemed to trouble the 
DI(A) outfit, (Phyllis McMahon, 
Nell O'Brien, Sadhan Banerjee and 
Souvik Guha j as with 41 points they 
made mince'-meat of the opposition 
on the way to their fifth successive 
win of the season with only the 
Round Table Quiz to follow, kudos 
to D1(A) fen a fantastic run. Motley 
Crew (341/2 points) on the other 
band, have probably resigned them¬ 
selves to playing second fiddle to 
DI(A)> The era of nail-biting finishes 
seems to be all but over though Red 
Everready (the sponsors) had us 
Iwlieve otherwise. Surely, not a 
healthy trend, when the third team. 
DI’B, were as many as 15 points 
behind the second placed team. 

Acoustics, wbidi have always bam 
tim bme of (pilxatM m dm Parish 
Hall, were for once very good thaidis 
to a tww stono tytUm installed by 
dw Phrish Club, 

* AUowancm have fob# made as it. 
was Milford Hennessey's debut as 
an open quizmaster, but the height 
of the Niagara Falls, or for that 
matter the address of the Park Street 
Post Office and the Indian Airlines 
Building don’t real fit into an open 
quiz, in the audio-visual rounds 
many questions never directly per- 
tainm to the piece played or the 

CBS tlthQuaaUonrWfwia 
an Aprfl OantHnum? 
fflalm i*n> Calouiia) 
Ana: A iMwrty-fnafrtad 

visual projected. However Mr Hen¬ 
nessey had certainly vastly im¬ 
proved by the time the final came 
round where his questions were 
more like what they should have; 
been earlier. As for Jayshree Singh, 
shf gathered on her wide experience 
as a quizzard to put on a stellar 
show. 

Not suprisingly, ^ere was a near¬ 
total absence of trivia in the quiz. 
Therefore, when an occasional one 
like ‘Which cigarette did Sanjeev 

Kutnaz advwrtiM fovT (Supursuu) at 
'What special privil^ was bes¬ 
towed on PrtaciM Anne in the 1976 
Montreal Olympice?’ (she was 
spend from a sex tstit) came up, if 
regaled the eudience. Cff the rest, 
reveletiom that Kipling thought Cal¬ 
cutta to be the 'City of Iheeiffu} 
Night’ and that Winston Churchill 
wrote to his mother something like 
"Calcutta is full of supermaly unin¬ 
terested people endeavouring to 
assume a haughtiness suitable for 
the season’ sounded more like black 
humour rather than stark troths. 

' But all said and done, the Eddie 
Hyde is a landmark as Calcutta’s 
first open quiz as we know it and 
therefore still has that little old 
something which gives it its char¬ 
acter.’’ 

A brief report on an unusual quiz 
from Tonmoy Mukherjee, Calcutta 
9: "The students of the Calcutta 
Homoeopathic Medical College 
organised an Intra-College Quiz on 
Materia Medica on the College Cam¬ 
pus. Many students participated in 
different groups. Dr Clarke’s groups 
defeated Dr Tyler’s group in the 
final. Students from different 
Homoeopahic Medical Colleges en¬ 
joyed the quizzing provided by 
quizmaster Dr S.K. Dubey.” 

I wish a)] of you a very happy 
New Year! 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. What was the code name of the atomb bomb 

dropped on Hiroshima? (Rajeev Bajoria, Cal- 
cutta-e) 

2. What is the meaning of ‘glitzy’? (Prabal Guha, 
Cricutta-33). 

3. Besides Omada, which other country was ab¬ 
sent from CHOGM in New Delhi? (M.K. Suresh, 
Calcutta-29) 

4. Who said, "Give me blood aind I shall give you 
freedom?" (Geyetri Mondal, Caiattta-6) 

5. Who is ft stegophiiist? (ICajft BUwm, Calcuttft-29) 
6. Wbftt does the insertotkm INRl shoWn above the 

cruciffed figure erf C^ist mean? (Santanu Roy, 
Cakutta-sg] 

7. Vi^db US city is tto 'City of Brotherly Love7 
(Ashbke Seiqpipta, Calculta'75) 

6. vnm is the Scotiftod of the Eori? (Ravi Kedia, 
Bomhay-dl 

9. WMch U^ I^ident was born LesUe lonich King 
h? CParihasanlhi Ghose. Cah:utta-J9) 

9. is the wtxrld’s higher adUng dguette^ 
(Sifddeev Hbmacharya; i^gupaza} 

(uopsanb 
aq) ui SutpuBs uosjad aq) /(q uaaig raMsuy,) 

'sixtofq dqiqj itq apsui oroqimi^ -Qt 
piO£ piweo 

—Buieu s,j8q)e|d[8)$ sjq qooj oqM ‘pjojf ppubf) 'g * 
•guoniqs ’9 

•B|qd|ep»nqd vj , 
‘pet}|3tuo 

8BM tsino qojqM uo sbojo aq) jo do; aq; ;a 
;nd uSfs aq;—(sMsf dq; p i^iezs^ p snsaf) 
umjoaepni xax ‘snuaiezeM snsai si ouoi rini aqi 'Q 

■(^Sujppaqspeoi toj 
Suisnosjd) ptods io} sSuippnq sqmip oqM eaQ 'S • 

•asog 8spUBq3 ssqqns ffspN e , 
'n)sini8A’£ • 

01, :(tu9}ziiiS UBOuaf) aq; tuoq 
iffqsqoid /itMotn ‘Xqssi; 'Suqzzsp 
Bqpimur ais|p|imo{]03 ueipeu^ pus Sf] e s] q % 

1, MAO tSE-TUNQ. 12. MARIE CUmE. 3. INDIRA QANf^. 
MUMM tP CHACiaNO MR * RAJESH KHANNA. S. MARM3N BRAf^X). 6. SHAKIR 

DEW. XWlNl^rON miflCHHX. 



^ noWng Slone tiifto liM )<^liHrne4 40, iwrid Whawal divercatf f •> 
Jl^tweOn%at<SilH»ameh,BarlMdo(i, 



rince William is 17 months old. The blond toddler prince, dressed 
I a navy blue snow suit, embroidered with 'ABC,' was presented to 
hotographers last month in the garden of Kensington Palace, 
ondon. Lady Diana and Prince Charles watch him with obvious 
arental pride. 

Prince Edward, the youngest son of 
Queen Elizabeth, is following in the 
footsteps of his older brother, the Prince 
of Wales, by appearing in a stage pro¬ 
duction at Cammidge. He plays the role 
of the witch hunting Judge Danforth in 
Arthur Miller’s The Crucible at Jesus 
College Chapel, 

Connery. The British mitms to B^ movies Atfiiftt. <n ' 
>ntMmy m}^, ^nnery stars with Barbara Carfsia (right) who plays f aBma Blush, and Pamefs Salem who is In 
• tote or Miss Moneypenny. v < 



ZOOMING IN / Yantai Beijing opera 

NOT JUST SONS AND DANCE, THIS 



Aawtm>hiir for dl 
that ft fupMfa in 
ChfoMO thMtra 
today is tha Yin* 

td Balling Opart. Tha 
Hum spaotacuMr shows 
by tha SS^aunnher opaM 
from C3iina at Rtbindm 
Sadan racantly, sponsored 
by tha ICXIR. ravaalad the 
classicd npartoire in all 
its beauty 

The artistes axceilad in 
interpreting the tradition¬ 
al tnaraes in their ex¬ 
quisite form and tacfani- 
que with characteristic 
charm and professionai 
aUll. 

An innovativwaimroach 
in combining the r ussicd 
ingredients (singing, dta- 
logue, recitation) with tha 
dynamic art forms (panto¬ 
mime. dance movmnants 
and martial arta) diatitig- 
uiahed the Bal{iiw Opera, 
which dataa bacE to tha 
Ci^ng dynasty, from tha 
Western variety 

Repreaentetiva symbol¬ 
ism. an aasentid alamant 
of folk art parvadat dl 
through Grand gastuiaa, 
rich costumes, poetic 
visuals, maiodtas, snapw 
and incisive dialogue, afi 
recreate a frirvtala ateaos- 
phere. Adaof Uavery and 
martid aits tocSuiiquaa ate 
shsrply cootrastod with a 
aatiticd view of things 
rawipnpiMK 

OMpdk UuilteGhiryA 
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Tlw information oivan balow 
la aeeurala at tna thna of la aeeurata at ‘ 
going to praas 

REGULAR SHOWS 

ir Turn Na Hota: Paradise 
(Bwtinck Street: 235442)-12. 
3. 6. 9. 

Rajesh Khanna s wife dies 
during childbirth. He searches 
for a mother for his child. 
Meanwhile, he engages a 
photographer (Raj Bahbar) to 
promote his company's 
cosmetics. Babbar chances 
upon an orphan (Rekha). turns 
her into a model and marries 
her. 

He is then crippled in an 
accident and Rekha becomes 
governess to Rajesh s child. 
She 1$ forced to hide her mar¬ 
ried status and Rajesh falls in 
love with her. The triangle is 
eventually resolved. 

Good photography and 
haunting tunes enrich this sim- 
ote film. 

Arth (A): Metro (Chowringhee 
Roacf; 233541), Basusree 
(S.P. Mukherjee Road; 
476808) & Bina (Bidhan Sara- 
ni; 341522)-noon. 

Shabana Azmi’s husband, 
'Kulbushan Kharbanda, who 
makes ad films, falls in love 
with Smita Patil, a film star. 
The abandoned woman is also 
an orphan, an element in the 
plot which is dictated by the 
demands of sentimentality. 
The film deals with her efforts 
to become independent of him. 
and. in the Indian context, con¬ 
veys a powerful message. 

Excellent performances 
from the cast are the main 
strength of this altogether 
commendable film. 
Be-Aabroo: Society (Corpora¬ 
tion Place: 241002)-12. 3. 6. 
e.4§ 

A series of instances of the 
physical violation of women is 
dealt with. 

As in most other Hindi films 
the theme Is only an excuse for 
a generous display of flesh. 

Betaab: Jyoti (Lenin Saram. 
241132)-12. 3. 6. 8.45. 

'4 

J"' 

' s if 

The come hihier look; Srldevi In ‘Kalaakaar’ 

Star debutants Sunny Deo 
and Amrita Singh with veterar 
Shammi Kapoor are in tlw 
leading roles of this film 
directed by Rahul Rawail witt 
music by R-D. Burman. 
Coolie: Orient (Bentincli 
Street; 231917). Kri^ma (T.C. 
Dutta Street; 344262), Uttars 
(Bidhan Saram; 552200), Ui- 
jala (Russa Road; 478668) 
Purabi (M.G. Road;' 350680). 

This film has a long and 
complicated story with Ami- 
tabh Bachchan towering over il 
alt He is an orphan who grows 
up as a oioiie on a railway 
Diatform. He fights iti-behaved 
oassengers. romances with 
well-dressed women and has 
an aids in a falcon. Wahaede 
Rahman is the long-foal 
mother. Rishi Kapoor is a fond* 
of-the-botMe journalist and Radi 
Agnihotri is a miittOnaiEe’S 
daughter whom he Idwaa. 
There are also Kader‘lOilit, 
Om Shiv^ri, Surash Obei^ 
and others who play the ^ 
tsiia wmom he vanquishin. 

Iharaia some dfseonoar^ 
use of symbols in the film. The 
hero esiabUshes a wotkafs 
colony Whk^ has a hamihiar- 
and'Wckla i^mbol. and Ma 

■ .-'.'h: ■ ■'-i fieri. /■ ,,, 



tn the end, this is another 
big-tMjdget film full of entertaHv 
ment and stamped with Man- 
mohan Desai's technical vir¬ 
tuosity 
Juatloe Chaudhury: Oarpana 
(Bidhan Sarani; 552040)-3 
shows 

The story of this film lacks all 
sense whatsoever The char¬ 
acters include a long-lost 
father and son who look alike, 
a son who is a tough cop, an 
evil lawyer with a sexy daugh¬ 
ter, and a diamond smuggler 
who has a twin The story 
revolves aiound justice and 
the elderly lawyer takes the 
law into his own hands to beat 
up the villains He also con¬ 
demns his own son for a cnme 
which he never committed. 
Kalaakaar: Roxy fChownng- 
hee Place. 234138), Majestic 
(RA Kidwai Road, 242266) & 
Pumasree (Raja Raj Kissen 
Street, 554033)-4 shows, 
Basusree (S.P Mukherjee 
Road, 478808), Bina (Bidhan 
Sarani, 341522) & Moonlight 
(TC Outta Street, 343339)-3 
shows. 

Sndevi and Kunaal Goswa- 
mi play the lead in this musical 
love story 
Main Awara Hoon. Lotus Rati Agnihotrl and Sun)ay Dutt In ‘Main Awara Hoon* is N Banerjee Road, 242864) 
I Grace (M G Road, 341544)- 

4 shows, Menoka (Sarat Chat- 
terjee Avenue, 410417), Talkie 
Show House (Shibdas Bhadun 
Street. 552270)-3 shows 

Rati Agnihotri, Jaya Prada, 
Raj Babbar and Sunjay Dutt 
are in the lead of this action- 
packed, romantic and musical 
family fare, directed by Ashim 
Shamsnta, with music by R 0. 
Burman 
Mawaall: Hind (Ganesh Chan¬ 
dra Avenue, 274259) Naaz 
(Lower Chitpur Road, 
^2773), Liberty (Chittarsnjan 
Avenue. 553046). Chhaya 
(A.PC Road, 351382). Priya 
(Rashbehan Avenue. 464440). 
Rupali (Ashutosh Mukherjee 
Rdad. 474403) 

There are two Jeetend'as, 
one good and the other tough. 
There are two girls (Sridevi 
and Jaya Pradha) and two 
villains (Kader Khan and Shak- 
tl Kapoor). There is no story 
but ttiere is the usual murder, 
chase, fight, romancing and 
dancing. 

This IS a film with all the 
usual ingredients, so much so 
that there is nothing to say 
about It. 
Rang BIrangl: (Chowringhee 
Road; 233541 )-2.45, 5.45. 
8.45. 

Devon Verma is a btunder- 
buss with good intentions who 
tries to save the marriage of 
Amoi Palekar and Parveen 
Babi by encouraging the man 
to flirt with his secretary, Deep- 

ti Naval She, however, has a 
boyfriend, Farooque Shaikh, 
who IS a college professor 

With a threadbare plot stale 
gags and predictability to the 
point of boredom, it is the good 
performances of the cast 
which hold this Hrishikesh 
Mukherjee film together 

NEW RELEASES 

Chor-Poliee: New Cinema 
(Lenin Sarani, 270147), Mitra 
(Bidhan Sarani. 551133), 
Jagat (AP.C Road, 365108), 
Kalika (Sadananda Road, 
478141)-4 shows 

Ashok Kumar, Shatrughan 
Sinha, Parveen Babi and Am- 
jad Khan star this film, directed 
by Ainjad Khan with music by 
RD. Burman 
Meera: Elite (SN Banerjee 
Road, 24138^ & Ganesh (Up¬ 
per Chitpur Road, 332250)-4 
shows. I 

Directed by Gulzar with 
musK by Pandit Ravi Shankar, 
the film stars Hama Malini (in 
title role), Vinod Khanna, 
Shammi Kapoor, Vxlya Sinha, 
Amjad Khan and others. 

BENGALI FILMS 

REGUjLAfl^gJO^ 

AgamHoil (A): Radha (Bidhan 
^nl; 553045) & Puma (S.P. 
Mukherjee Road: 474567)- 

2 30, 5 30 8 30. 
Married off to a brute of a 

husband, Oebashreo Roy, af¬ 
ter an unsuccesslyl suicide 
attempt, becomes a call girl to 
support her family She meets 
Joy Sengupta, falls in love and 
many a rendezvous follows 
One day he comes to know the 
truth about her. All ends happi¬ 
ly after she comes forward with 
the money required for the 
treatment of Joy Sengupta's 
ailing father She is accepted 
as tne daughter-in-law of the 
family 

Debashree Roy, Joy Sen¬ 
gupta, Utpal Dutt, Bikash Roy, 
Rail Baneijee, Biplab Chatter- 
jee, Dipak Gariguly, San- 
dhyarani, Kajal Gupta, Bula 
Bhattacharya and Anamika 
Saha comprise the cast of this 
film, directed by Tapan Saha 
with music by Laxmikant- 
Pyarelal 
Jeeban Maran: Srse (Bidhan 
Sarani, 551515) & Indira (Indra 
Roy Road; 471757)-3,6.8 45 

A golden hearted protagon¬ 
ist preaches univereal brotner- 
hood A golden voiced hero 
remains humble after attaining 
stardom A famous women 
singer extends unwavering 
hospitality to aspiring singers 
Lofty Ideals abound in this 
supposedly commercial enter- 
tdinof 

Deadpan acting, incoherent 
dialogue and fecHe handling of 
characters are the other de¬ 
ments in this film. 

Pratidan (A): Rupbani 
(Bidhan Sarani, 553413), Aru- 
na (MG Road, 359561) & 
Bharati (S P Mukherjee Road, 
474686)-2 30. 5 30. 8 30 

Sharmila Tagore, Victor 
Banerjee, Naseeruddin Shah 
and Ranjit Mullick play the lead 
.n this film, directed by Prabhat 
Roy with music by Bappi 
Lahiri 

FOREIGN FILMS 

NEW^RELEASES 

Little Lord Pauntieroy 
Minerva (Chownnghee Place 
2410S2)-12, 3. 6, 8 30. 

Alec Guinness and Ricky 
Schroder are in the lead 
Mad Monkey Kung Fu: New 
Empire (Humayun Place, 
231403)-12, 3. 6, 8 30 

The hero is a young man 
who enjoys spending his time 
with the monkeys in the forest. 
In town one day, he rescues 
an old man who is being 
abused by some people. This 
happens to be a famous monk¬ 
ey man who trains monkeys to 
perform kung fu shows on the 
street A rival had chopped off 
his fingers and since then he 
had faiien on hard times. He 
runs into this rival again, is 
beaten up and his monkey 
killed. Our young hero bef¬ 
riends the old man, learns 
monkey kung fu and takes 
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rwenge ofi th« rival 
Tha Fox And Tht Itoundo: 
Tiger (Chownnohee Road, 
235977H2, 3 545 815 

A full-length cartoon delight 
of Walt Disney 

nw Hot Touch (A): Jamuna 
(Marquis Street 243715) 

Wayne Rogers stars in this 
not romantic affair 

The weekly programme was 
not aveliable at the time of 
golitg to preaa. 

RECOF^DS 

Sheesh Mahal, is the latest LP 

by any standards partieularly 
to a classical enthusiast, but 
the commercial success is yet 
to be seen because the very* 
name of Qhulam Ati has given 
an ovenehelming success to 
all the record producers tn the 
recent years 

Side one starts with a thumrt 
m Mishra Pilu, a hght melody, 
very popular with MAh vocal¬ 
ists and instrumentalists He 
starts with an in-depth enplora- 
tion of the Raga, but the de¬ 
velopment of the tune m ttw 
later part is simply methodical 
though well-knit The Dadra m 
the next cut is much more 
impressive 

The flip side carries a thumn 
in Mishra Khammsy Perhaps 
this 18 one of his favourite tune, 
we had the same m his earlier 

of Qhulam Ali the cynosure of ghazai records The use of 
ghazal lovers with a different Komal NUa beautiful and melo- 
fiavour In this album (ECSO dius and he has mixed Ga, Ma, 
2929), produced by HMV there Pain this Mishra Raga occa- 
are thiimns in Mishra Pilu and sionatly It is evident that the 
Mishra Khammaj Dadra and singer is deeply influent tw 
Mahiya the Patiala gayaki *of which 

It is a mediocre production Ustad Bade Qhulam All was 

me high pnest 
Finally the record carnes a 

Mahiya, a rare presentation 

I to 9 January: 3 to 8 pm 

dally 
A painting fair organised by 

CoHege of visual Arts 
At Apeeiay (15 Park Strmt) 

1 Januery: 10.30 am 
Naathbati Anaathbat, a play 

produceed by Sombhu Mitra, 
and written and directed by 
3aoli Mitra will be staged 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road 449937) 
1 January. 8 pm 

Penn Friends Club presents 
Tatat Aziz in a musical 
evening 

At Kala Mandir 
(Shakespeare Sarani, 
449086) 
3A,5, and 8 January: 7 pm 

Youtheatre presents The 
Dragon a fairy tale by 
Yevgeny Shvarts, directed by 
Ashish Sen with music by Diltp 
Balakrishnan The cast in¬ 
cludes Monojit Dasgupta, 
Masoodul Huq, Kersi Master, 
Ranian Kamath, Ishan Rama. 
Ruma Sircar, Chinky Tagore 
and others 

At Max Mueller Bhavah 
(Pianiatlwuh Barua Swanl; 
479404) 
8 to 8 JaiMiary 

St Xaviers College Stu¬ 
dents Union holds its annuil 
festival Xawt$av-/y oomee 
with a new wing a separate 
Higher Secondary section. 
Events on the first day include 
the English debate, HS etocu- 
tion, Bengali extempore, Hindi 
JAM, ‘What s the good wont. 
ad spoof, quiz prelima, H$ 
dumb charades, Bengali de* 
bate, media quiz eaaterr) 
nondassicai muse, H$ dabetf 
and English caption contest. 
Events on the second day 
mdude English JAM. Bengii 
JAM, Vateez quiz and Who arm 
I skits, soap box, crealivf 
wrrting, mono actmg, Hindi d*- 
bate, antakshan and wastam 
music Also an exhibilion of 
photography. 

At S[xavior's Colaga (90 
Park Street) 
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THflATRE 

Afllwian: Rangana (tS3/2A 
Acharya PrafuUa Chandra 
Road; 556846). 

Wrtttan by Biiti Mukherjaa, 
tha play baa bean diraciad by 
Gyanaah Mukharjaa. and tha 
atar attraction ia tha varaatHa 
Anup Kumar. 

$uaovan, a joiiy axlrovait 
marrias Anita, only child of Jitu 
Sarkar, a marchant, and 
Swayangprava, a hot* 
tamparad sociaty lady. Thay 
wa Invitad to staiy at a zamin- 
dar’s housa at Muehkunda- 
Kundataswari but at tha station 
Suaovan meets an old friend, 
Santwana, and misses the 
train. So ha decides to go wWi 
Santwana in a taxi. But Anita, 
upset, returns to Calcutta and 
Swayangprava, furious starts 
tor Muehkunda with Anita and 
Jitu. 

Meanwhile Susovan and 
Santwana put up at an inn as a 
married coupla after the taxi's 
breakdown. Santwana's hus¬ 
band accepts it sportingly and 
pacifies tha others who arrive 
at the irm. On her way back to 
Calcutta. Swayangprava 
meets Sadarangalai who wit¬ 
nessed the inn incident, real¬ 
ises she has been made a fool 
of, and returms with him on his 
motorcycle. An accident 
occurs and they take shelter in 
a panthanivas. Susovan and 
others, hearing of the mishap, 
rush to the panthanivas where 
things are sorted out. 
Anandamath; Biswaroopa 

In 1176 B.S.. because ot the 
greed of the East India Com¬ 
pany, the instrument of the 
British imperialism, and the 
caHous tyrannic administration 
of Nawab Mirzaffar, an awful 
famine ravaged Bengal. Hun¬ 
dreds and thousands of people 
died of starvation. 

Thakur Satyananda, found¬ 
er of the Sanatandharma, led 
to tha revolt against the forces 
of the Nawab and the British. 
The Shibboleth ot the Sana- 
tans was Banda-Mataram 
(Worship thy Mother). Jiba- 
nanda of Bnairabipur village 
took up Sanatandharma. His 
wife Snanfi also followed her 
husband in the guise of a 
young man. Mahendra Singha, 
zemindar of Padachinha ul¬ 
lage, Mned Swami Satyanan- 
da. who tMth Oie h^p of his 
dieciptee end foilowsrs won 
the battle against ttie com¬ 
bined tomes of the Nawab and 
the Britieh. 

After the victory, everybody 
relumed to -toeir homes, but 
Jibenenda and ^tartti want to 
the Hknaiayas is search of 
eternal peeoe- 

Supriya Devi is the star 
attraction of this play, based 
on Bankimehandra's novel and 
directed by Rashbehari 
Sarkar. 
BIbor: flungmahal (761B 
Bidhan SaranT; 551619). 

The story deals with a model 
Neeta who had to look after 
the famtiy for her incapacitated 
father. She dreamed of a now 
life since she met Palash. 
Bohemian Palash alsq turned 
a rtew leaf after he got to know 
Neeta. But though Palash and 
Neeta loved each other yet 
they did not have faith in one 
another. They could not accept 
each other as an independent 
entity and thereby suftored 
from parms of primitive 
jealousy. Their bouts of love 
were followed by fits of fight¬ 
ing. And during one such quar¬ 
rel, the primitive man in Palash 
comps out of the cave. 
Subrata Chatterjee along with 
Santosh Outta. Saikat Pak- 
rashi and TapMi Bhattacharya 
form the toadirw cast in this 
play dbactea by Samar 
Mukherjee from Samaresh 
Base's story. 
Char Miar: Pcatap Maneh 

(Acharya P.C. Road; 359219). 
Samiran Chatterjee is an 

honest project engineer work¬ 
ing on a dam construction. But 
he Is a square peg in a round 
hole because his fellow work¬ 
ers are corrupt. Then follows 
conflicts and conspiracies. 
Chattertee's life is at stake. His 
famtiy life is at a breaking 
point, all because he stands on 
his principles. 

Eventually, however, nobility 
and honesty win. 

Gyenesh Mukherjee acts in 
and directs this ptw which has 
Ashim Kumar and Basabi Nan- Sf in the lead. 

agpash: Tapan Theatre 
(Sadananda Road; 425471). 

Based on Samir Rakshit’s 
Haiya^auoe, and diracted and 
acted by Satya Bando- 
padfway, ma play has Chiran- 
leet, Rattw Ghoshal and Tarun 
Kumar In ttta leading roles. 
Pralapatt: Minmve (Beatton 
Street; 5544^]. 

Direciad by Samar Miikher- 
jee from Samaresh Basu:s 
popular story, the play has 
Santu Mutchptee dnd Soma 
Mukha^ee aic^ with Kati 
Banwfoa. Roti^ Mazumdar. 

Bankim Ghosh, BIplab Chat- 
taijee, Manu Mukherjaa, Ana- 
mika Saha, SumHa Sanyai, 
Sumita Chattaijae and Miss 
Papie in ttm toad. 
Ri^umar: Kashi BIswanath 
Manch (Canal Wettt Road; 
355598). 

Soumkra Chatterfoe Is back 
on the stage with this play 
Written and directed by him, it 
is also the first play with 
Soumitra Chattarjea and 
Sabitri Chatterjee together. 

Rangtnl: Circarena (6 Raia 
Rto Kissen Street; S57213). 

the play is bassd on 
Samaresh Basu's BiJOn 
B^hum and directed by Simar 
Mukherjee. 

Abha, the daughter of a poor 
school teacher, turns down tha 
love of pop-singer Subeer to 
order to marry Jolly, tha only 
son of the politically-tofluentloi 
industrialist. Sir J.C. Majum- 
dar. But hw dream of builaing 
a home with a loving partoar to 
shattered when she realises 
that she is married to tha 
licentious son of a grse^, 
lusty pervert. Ultimate, Sr 
J.C. who from the very beg^ 
ning had opposed their mar- 
ria^, toes to kill Abha and her 
son little knowing that he Nm> 
self is hunted by hto mtotress- 
nised Jaya who wants to 
avenge her mother’s death. 

The leading artistes are 
Haradhan Banerjec, Sallen 
Mukhariae, Samar Mukherjee, 
Sriup Mitra, Bapi Mitra. Jayaa- 
rea Sen, Aloka Qancmiy, 
Geeta Karmakar Geeta Dey, 
Debika Mitra and Miss Shefaii. 
Samadhan: Star (79/3/4 
Bidhan Sarani; 551139/4077). 

The story centres around 
Arati who lives with her mater¬ 
nal unde Binode, aunt Kamala 
and grandfather Satyaprasan- 
na. They live to harmony tHi 
Kamaia's niece Rekha comes 
to stay for her BA exams. 

Trouble starts vtoen after 
paying Raima's examination 
fees, Kamala runs out of 
money. To complicate mattms, 
Rekha makes advances to 
Manoj, a rising doctor intended 
to be Arati's groom. However, 
all the complications are 
solved amiedsiy. 

RanjitmuH Kankaria directs 
this family drama which has 
Mahendra Gupta. Haridhan 
Mukherjee. Satindra Bhat¬ 
tacharya. KatyanI Mondal. 
Manju Chakraborty and 
Praser^it in the leading roles. 

Sufldarl Lo Sundari: Jogesh 
Mime Academy (Kaliqhat 
Park; 460746). 

The cast includes Meenak¬ 
shi Qoswami, Subir Gangu^, 
Oeb Stoha. Duigsdas Baner- 
jse, Juto Banerjee and Ctoin- 
moy Roy, who dso directs. 
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PIGTUREWORD 

W';i: 

CRACKING UP By Shamlu Dudeja 

Some famous people have been known to have split personali¬ 
ties. that is, they are cracking up. Their names have been divided 
into groups of two letters: for example, LATA MANQESHKAR is LA 
TA MA NG ES HK AR. These groups have been arranged 
alphabetically, i.e. AR ES HK LA MA NQ TA. 

Can you put the following personalities together again and 
discover their real names? 
(Example: AN FR IS 2L ZT—FRANZ LISZT.) 
1. MA NG OT SE TU 
2. EC IE MA Rl UR 
3. 01 GA HI IN NO RA 
4. AN JE KH NA RA SH 
5. AN BR DO MA ON RL 
6. AK DE LA SH TA UN VI 
7. HI HU LL NC NS RC TO Wf. 
8. EA HA lA KE LL MS RE SP Wl Anawar on Pa^o 15 

Barter Bank 
1/ you read an item in this 
page that you wish to re¬ 
spond to, please write in 
to Baiter Bank, c/o The 

Telegraph Colour Maga¬ 

zine, 6 PrafuUa Sarkar 
Street, Calcutta 700002. 
Also, if you wish to enter 
an item in this column, 
please write in with de¬ 
tails to the address given 
above. We shall inform 
you of responses to your 
insertions by post, 

• Books: I offer five illus¬ 
trated (in colour) books 
about the GDR in ex¬ 
change for a pocket 
camera. Write to Ajay 
Kumar. 

• Comics: I want to ex¬ 
change old issues of Wis¬ 
dom and Indrajal comics 
for Kontakt magazines 
from the GOR. Contact 
Kamal Kant. 

• Book: I offer a brand 
new copy of A History of 
Europe by H.A.L. Fisher 
for any good book of the 
same value. Write to 
Arvind Kumar Mukul. 

• Textbook: I am willing 
to exchange a copy of 
Business Economics by 
N.C. Shah, used in Class 
XI and XH, for an LP of 
L.axmikant-Pyarelal. Con¬ 
tact Manoj Kumar )ain. 

• Radio: I wish to exchage 
a Philips electric radio for 
books by Enid Blyton, 
Alfred Hitchcock and 
Arthur Conan Doyle. 
Write to Kaushik Chow- 
dhury. 

SOLUTIONS 
leoH Of e goBJX I 
geei V ouiJBuiqns 8 
eJhieuBis z 
I|og I :uM0C| 

leeMMet PnOBL 
ei)U)| 11 UBABiBO 8 
men 9 sqno $ 
.U08|g I :tfOjav 



□□DBB 
BBBBDBe 
□BBBB 

• APPLE SAUCEI Jim¬ 
my's sistsr inquirsd: 
*'lf I sskstf you to give 
me four of your 16 
apples, how many 
would you have left?* 
Selfish Jimmy's 
emphatic reply was 
' P S Q I P X- 
QTPEQEPNQr Drop 
P's and Q's for 
answer. 

Starting with the letter W 
and moving from adja¬ 
cent letter to adjacent let¬ 
ter in any direction, see if 
you can spell out a mes¬ 
sage that relates to a kind 
of puzzle that often 
appears right here in 
Junior Whirl. 

The hidden message 
contains five words. Let¬ 
ters of these words 
appear in the diagram in 
such a way that if you 
draw a line tracing out 
the message, each and 
every letter shown will be 
traversed. 

BlMh 
MD M|zznd otof^ «i •fimsdui *41 

CAN YOU mutT YOtf* CViST- Thara are at least six dWer- 
Ahum 

aP^BvIBR^vo A^n^V V^Bs^VBs 

qalekly can yos IM themt Check anesrars wHh thssa below. 

■jMitu||>t|Ap»0 '*'SuiM|W«t«M4 V ’J*ll«une 
jiOlSlMtM V VWIDIII«|>«n V’SmiWiui v jw WMilit •« VwnJ.niwifS't iSKWsniHO 

DOG START What does Pido see through the telescope 
above? To find out, insert lines from 1 to 2 to 3, etc. 

o Musical Notel Add 57 in Roman numerals to 
two-thirds of ONE. Mix ingredients properly and 
you will have the name of a musical instrument. 
What instrument? luaiwi •BumuwM (>u» no « hat pho uhoia wu 
o Waist Unel Measure your waist. Multiply your 
measurement by 99. Jot down the sum of the 
digits in the product. Answer is below. uMuAg 

FAN-TASTICI Add colors to this stadium scent: 1—Rod. 2—LI. 
bluo. 3—Yollow. 4—Lt. brown, s—Plosh. s—Orango. T—Ok. brown. 
S-Lt. purplo. »-Dk. purplo. lO-Dk. blue. n-Orocn. 

SPELLBINDER 
SCORE 10 points for using oil the 
letters In the word below to form 
two complete words: 

IMPUDENT 

THEN scort 2 points each for all 
words o( four lottors or.more 
found among bw toffors. 

Try to scare lit teost M poMts. 
•uns'MnO - wtiStii* tioinu 



Comics 

M6U.O, t'O LIKE TO 
’ PUCe A WANTx-f 
.AO IN VOUB j 
7 BAAPLOVAABNTy 
I SECTION, 
^ PLEASE r<> 

VBS, 
AAA’AM 

r SELP-ASSUBEO, COAAPrTBNT \ 
\ MATLQB OPPCe MANAGER J 
NEEDED POR AN OLP-LINS Kl 
traditional pirm.-aalpst be ^ 

BXPEPIENCCO AND HAVE NBCESBARy 
> SKILLS POR MANA3BAARNT OP ^ 
' eEEQSONNBL AT ALL )- 

levels 

Lt 

t want to 
APPlV POR 
THE NEW 

JOB < 
OPENING 
•VOU HAVE > ill 

# 

TRUSTWORTHY 
I'M LOVAL, I'M 
EKPERIENCEO 
AND I KNOW 
ALL ABOUT T 
THE JOB / 

-Jr^S 

OKAY VOURE THE 
MAN I'M 

LOOKING POR.. 
VOU'RE 

S^i HIRED ! ) 

GOOD LUCK, 4 
BUMSTEAO 

/ THANK VOU. 
MR. DITHERS... 

I'LL DO 
1 W MV BEST 

WELL, I DON'T HAVE ^ 
TO SHOW VOU WHERE 
VOUR OPPICS a...GET 
IN there __ 
AND GET 

, \AoaK 

/-• THIS IS THE »- 
, f NUTTIEST place 
V TO WORK IN THE 

whole . 
V.-, world tT—' 



MOOSE MILLER By Bob Weber 

THE LOCKHORNS 



JULIET JONES By Stan Drake 

MANDRAKE By Lee Falk 



ARCHIE 
WHERE HAVE XXI 

BEEN ALL 
AtORNING' 

w' t 4 

BUYING FARTS TD REPLACE 
THE ONES THAT FELL OFF 
ON THE WAV OVER THERE f 

II ■ II Alw 

;7 / 

•W .■■■« ; 

%//■ 

I GOT ONE OF THOSE 
NEW WHOOPIN-SIREN 

CAR ALARMS/ ^ 

) WHAT FOR'NOW THE 
/ONLY PART OF THAT 
JUNK pile WORTH 
STEALING IS THE 
__ ALARM 

E -jl 

WHAT'S 
THAT 

RACKET? 

ARCHIE'S OAR ALARM/ 
I ACCIPENTALLY SET IT OFF 
BY LEANING ON THE CAR." 

\m ' , 

I PON'T KNOW HOW^ ANP 
ARCHIE ANP VERONICA WENT 
TO HIS HOUSE IN HER CAR" 

WELL, SOMEBOpy HAS TO 
FO SOMETHING." THAT 

MONSTROSITY 15 PRIVING 
ME CRAZY." ^ 

rU, RUN OVER 
TD ARCHIE'S 
HOUSE ANP GET 

HIM." 

7 

AARLOPGE, JIIGHEAPTDLPS PONT 
ME WHAT HAPPENS?." < NOTNeR, 
I'LL BE RIGHT OVER ARCN/Nfl 
SHUT OFF THE ALARM.'>^ 

• f/AAM>erAiVg» 

MUFHB7HB ^ 
^ SOUA/P.^ 

HOW Pip 
)iouP07mr. 
MN LOpee^ 

WITH A LITTLE 
IMAGINATION 

ARCHIE. 

.7^ 

x5* I 



CALCUTTA / Ratan Gomes 
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CALLING EVERYBODY UNDER 14!S 

You've never had 
something as good 
come your way! 

The WIz Biz Club is In full swing now. Thousands of 
children from ail over India have already become members of 
the most exclusive newspaper club in the country! Join their 
fraternity and taste the joy of novelty each week. 

Fill in the form given below, attach a postal order worth 
Rupees five In favour of "The Telegrapn" and mail it. Or 
better still. Cut out the coupon and bring along the money to 
the office of The Telegraph. The address: 6, Prafulla Sarkar 
Street, Calcutta 700 001. 

Join the Wiz Brz Club! join the world of fun! 

" AppIteaAlen Fbnii 

NMTia (in BlnfSc capitate) Sumanw _ 

PVatnama 

Data of BWh_ 
Addraaa_:_ 
Name erf acrfxxrf you attand _ 

Hobblea^ntarasts. .^. «• 



Post Mortem MuMy Mw 
Tfaa utfcW on north < 

Ananya Mukheriee’s arti¬ 
cle (Dec 18] carried a 
photiMraph of mwnbert of 
&e Vi^meD'a Coordinating 
Council. 1 Would like to 
point out that the caption 
waa wrong—4t was not Re- 
nidca Roy (President] but I, 
BefoU i^nose (Honorary 
General Secretary} who 
appeared in the Im fore- 
pound. 
BefoU Ghose. 
Calcutta 

Which OnegT 
Thank you for the Lime¬ 

light feature on Bimal Mitra 
(Dec IB). It is a pleasure to 
see you drawing eminent 
writers into the limelight. 

However, I was asto¬ 
nished to read Shankar's 
statement about the Sahitya 
Akademi award “which 
has been given to Toms, 
Dicks and Harrys.” It 
would have been a befitting 
statement by Shankar had 
he himself received the 
same. May 1 humbly ask 
him to name these Toms, 
Dicks and Harrys? 
S. l^noban, 
Calcutta 

Instrumental 
Nostalgia (Dec 11) made 

interesting reading. It came 
at an appropriate time, on 
the second day of the fifth 
Test match. 1 feel that dtis 
article was instrumental in 
preventing another riot on 
the fourth day, after the 
West Indians’ victory. 

i would like to point out 
a glaring omission in 
Pataudi’s article. He did 
not mention the important 
role Coiurad Hunte played 
in saving the situation for 
the CAB. And Lloyd’s com¬ 
ment, that Hunte was “fun¬ 
ny’’ smacked of bias. In his 
autobiography. Playing to 
Win, Hunte. says that he 
want to get the flags be- 
::au8e he wanted to ''avoid 
surrendering them, the 
iymbol of sovereignty of 
3va two nations, to mob 
rule.*’ 
'Wdeep BhoUachaiya, 

The article on north Cal¬ 
cutta acfaools (Dec 4) was 
infonnative. But the state¬ 
ment that in the last fiw 
years no student from 
Shambazar A.V. School has 
secured a scholanhip, was 
incorrect. In 1979, I was 
one of the four students 
who were awarded nation¬ 
al scholarships for our per- 
formances in the 
Madhyaidik examiiution. 

I would alsolike to point 
out that every year, at least 
two or three recipients of 
national scholarships be¬ 
long to this school though 
the credit is probably due 
more to the students them¬ 
selves than to the teachers. 
DipanJcar Ghosh, 
Calcutta 

Naked Faeta 
The feature on Shankar Esc 4) was excellent. 1 
ve read many of bis 

books and came tb know a 
peat deal more about him 
from the article. 

His books contain naked 
facts about our 8(x;iety. He 
writes mostly about the 
lower middle class, but it is 
apparent that this class is 
oppressed by another class. 
His books are also filled 
with true-to-life characters. 
And Shankar has his own 
distinctive style of story¬ 
telling. 
Suvendu Singha, 
Ranchi __ 

Limelight (Dec 4) fea¬ 
tured the most talked about 
writer in presentday Bengal 
(Shankar). If sales figures 
are any indication, it is 
apparent that readers have 
a tremendous appetite for 
his works. The main i^on 
for this is tiiat he deals with 
current problems regarding 
employment in a domestic 
perspective. His themes are 
down-to-earth rather than 
romantic fantasy. 
Subir Ghosh, 
Durgapur 

WmAl Kar Again 

In his letter about Bimal 
Kar (Nov 6), Debasbish Ma- 
iumdai's wrong in savHg 

tint “he has not contri¬ 
buted to any Puja issuea 
this year.” Bimal Km con¬ 
tributed a novel to the 
Jr^antar Puja number this 
year. 
Xdnolal Sarkor. 
Tezpur 

YoifBr, Fefiod 
mmmhmummmmmmmmm , 

Your article in Interiors 
(Oct 30) was informative, 
though the facts were all 
wrong. 

As an Italian living in 
India, I am amazed by such 
endeavours as the 
flourishing industry in so- 
called “period furniture" 
and its unrelated arts. 

French Rococo did not 
start during the Renaiss¬ 
ance (which is synony¬ 
mous with a re-vitafisation 
of the arts), but wPh the 
onset of Mannerism, whioh 
signed the death warrant of 
that culturally enli^tened 
period of European nistoro. 

Actually the furniture fe¬ 
atured in your article is of 
the most vulgar hybrid 
variety possible, and 1 de¬ 
finitely reel there ought to 
be a law against it. 

Has Ms Dhinpa consi¬ 
dered peddling her wares 
to the owners of the homes 
featured in the Sunday Ex¬ 
press article by Ga'utam 
Bhatia, ‘Home is where the 
art is?’ 

But she is probably 
already selling to them. 
Claire Shroff, 
New Delhi 

Travel Bugs 

We in West Bengal love 
to travel. How about giving 
us details regarding the va¬ 
rious travel agencies)? 
Sister Kalyani. 
Ramafcrishna Mission Seva 
Pmtlshthan, 
Calcutta 

Photo Journal 

I suuest that you trans¬ 
form the magazine into a- 
photo or art journal. There 
is no such periodical pub¬ 
lished in Calriutta. 
G Huir • 

Contents 
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Th« world of racino Is a 
very axcMing ons.Bl9 
money andlong strlMS 
is not aN. Thers^ more 
stable talk to it. And 
today te Derby Day. In, 
Sport, we ah« you the 
oornpletepieture. 

ContirHiing the Serial 
by Jeffrey Archer m fliie, 
our second, instalment. 

Cover: 
Nikhil Bhattacharya 
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SPORT / Racing 

Racing is fun, racing is fashion. Racing is big money, racing is passion. 
Alcana Basu captures it all At one end of the Cal- gate, along with the horses, com- to favour green saris, just in case shi 

cutta racecourse is a menting amusedly that horses can’t won. But most of the time the horse 
gate marked ‘For read anyway. The gate leads by a are just by the way—an excuse h 
Horses Only.' Outside dirt track into the Unsaddling Enel- see and be seen, an excuse to spent 
the gate, twice a week, osure and from there to the Parade an afternoon basking in the sun am 
stand rows of cars pa- Ring. Racing days the place is usual- comparing jewellery or skirts, o 

tienlly waiting for their owners. So ly crowded with people. Not only tips. 
do a few .stray hackney carriages and owners and gamblers end trainers Duiiagly squandering five rupeei 
u mob of small boys fluttering yel- and other people with a vested on a winning ticket split fifty-fifty ii 
low Itooks. The wait is long and interest in the sport of racing, but the hope of making imtold mil 
interrupted only by a train of horses many people who appear to have got lions—"I think we can afford Rj 
going in through the gate, or a there purely by accident. 2.50 each—no, not two hundred anc 
.startled horse galloping out. No one Calcutta is not a parade of hats fifty, are you crazy'?” Searchinj 
tries to catch the horse. It knows like Ascot or Lbngchamps but it can hopefully for a system, or shredding 
where it is going as well as the be a parade of saris, kneebreeches, losing tickets like confetti. Somi 
watchers outside do. Back to the gowns—or any other costume cur- have even been known to chang< 
stables having decided to retire from rently in vogue. Often a horse can horses in mid-race, yelling madh 
the racing game for the day. dictate the predomii^ating colour. A for the horse that looks like it i: 

A surprisingly large number of filly called Green Sari once inspired going to win and abandoning th< 
people find their way in through the a whole season of race going women one yelled for until the distanct 



Desmond Dolg*»ditHirltii| of ttuPaddocfc, Calcutta Ftooacourae 

post. "There has to be a system. I 
mean there’.s got to be a system. You 
think if we pulled all the names out 
of a hat?” “No. The favourite’s got 
diarrhoea. He can’t possibly win. 
Let’s try that one with the thirty to 
one against odds.” 

You might find Nafisa Ali there 
on an afternoon. Or circle the race¬ 
course five times because someone 
says they’ve seen her. Gayatri Devi 
might be there with her daughter-in- 
law. Whispers run round the course 
between races and even through 
races, and very rarely about racing 
form. An actress with her ancient 
lover. A newly married woman 
draped in diamonds. The enigmatic 
one-armed heroine of a crime of 
passion, who was reputedly shot b\’ 
a jealous husband. On extraordinary 
afternoons a cricketer of the stature 
of Tony Greig or Du jon .sheltering in 
one of tlie boxes and attracting 
flurries of autograph hunters while 
the horses are totally forgotten. A 
transnarent skirt with a very visible 
pair of panties—its owner blushes 
and scurries off to change. 

Occasionally racebooks are coin- 
pared. “The horse’s mother-in-law's, 
cousin gave me this tip. You think it 
might, come in?” Places and binocu¬ 
lars are changed. “1 r.an‘t stand there 
any more. I lost in the last race. i.et's 
go down to the rails," Food coupons 
are shuflkad or cups of tea jostW in 

where the otore se- 
sip lea and watt;h the 

races over closed-circuit television, 
“if 1 make ten rupees on this race I'll 
buy you an ice-cream.” “No, don’t 
gamble. We can spend that money 
on kati-rolls. They’re nice and hot.” 

The serious racegoer; The serious 
racing contingent is usually recog¬ 
nisable by their suits and binoculars 
— though 18 year olds have been 
known to trot out their three pieces 
for the occasion and can rattle off 
the names of the horses with an 
expert's ease. Not that the public 
who crowd the other two stands are 
any less devoted. They yell en¬ 
couragement to the jockeys and 
study racing form religiously from 
week to week, regardless of W'hether 
the races are in Calcutta. Bangalore. 
Bombay. Madras, Hyderabad or 
Ooty. They are the one.s most 
affected by the vicissitudes of racing 
fortune. They know the news from 
the stables almost as well as the 
trainers and are uii first name terms 
with the jockeys. Th(Kse of them 
unjucky enough to be denied entr¬ 
ance to the course line the railings 
outside or crowd beside the Horse’s 
Gate. 

Despite the excitement of races all 
over the country, India has never 
really been horse country. The 
Mughals used to import their horses 
frtmi Arabiii and breed them wijh 
whatever local stock there w'as. His¬ 
tory di>es not record whether they 
ratasd them. The Briti^, tat the 
plhk handv did. The 

' ■ it'; 

meeting was in Madras and the 
horses raced were Arabs. Calcutta 
bad races too. as early as 1794, held 
in Akra, near Garden Reach, where 
the Nawabs had their country 
houses. The venue was shifted from 
Akra to the Maidan in 1809, and the . 
first stand wa.<i built in 1820. By this 
time there were four types of horses 
running: the Arab, the Cape Horse, 
the Australia^ Water and the En¬ 
glish thoroughbred. A Jockey Club 
also existed, which gave way to the 
Calcutta Turf Club in 1847. 

The Calcutta Turf Club did not 
acquire the title 'Royal' until 1913, 
when King George V and Queen 
Mary visited the racecourse with its 
attractive white stands. 

THE NUN’S DARLINQ 
Probably one of the most fascinat¬ 

ing stories in the Turf Club annals is. 
that of the champion horse Paddy’s 
Darling. He was sent to Calcutta in 
disgrace after losing his races as a ., 
three year old in England. The propf 
erty of the Armenian millionaire. ! 
C. Calstaun, who owned most ot 
Park Street, he grew into a cham^-' 
pion under the expert care and ham ' 
molish of the Calcutta syces. 
' The story goes that he (Paddy*|i,K 

Darling not Galstavm) encountered^ 
an English p:key whom he d%®; 
iik^l, threw nhn oh the course, 
bolted to the sanctuary bf the little.; 
Sislers of the Poor who later found; 
ed t^ Cdd People's home on ijaumr.; 



f. 

areular Road. The nuns had lost ing of its kind in Calcutta disting- 2,000 Guineas, Oaksand St 
their own carriage horse and held uisbed by a tiered and colonnaded were not Introduced to Cawutfa 
him for ransom, threatening not to porte-cochere. Interestingly enough, until hi the late 19508 and after-- 
let him run in the Governor Gener- the Turf Club included in Its ranks though a race called the Calcutta 
al’s Cup unless another horse was at this period the father of the Derby Stakes was first run in 1642 
given tnem so that they could con- actress, Vivien Leigh. for Arab horses over a distance of 2 
tinue visiting and collecting food for There were only two ‘classic’ miles. The race was discontinued in 
the poor. Galstaun offered them races being run in Calcutta then. 1856. 
three horses, each seemingly more The Queen Elizabeth II Cpp, which Many changra: Since then many 
and more, unsuitable. The nuns pro- began as the Governor General’s things have changed in Calcutta, 
fessed themselves satisfied with the Plate then became briefly the Gov- The better trainers and jockeys are 
horse he finally mve them—^though ernor General's Cup, then the Vlcer- to be found in the other, richer, 
they later recorded that the animal oy’s Cup, reverted to the Governor. racing centres^Bombay, Bangalore, 
kicked the front of their carriage the General’s Cup and is finally run in Madras. ‘The days of the pace setting 
moment he was put into the shafts. its present form, taking its title from Calcutta horses like Dark Legend, 

All the best hordes in India ran in that of fhe king or queen ruling in Baqlava, the filly Hovercraft who 
Calcutta. Dark Legend, for instance, England. humbled the ‘racing machine,’ 
also owned by Galstaun, who stood 'The other race was the Gold Cup Prince Pradeep, in 1964 and Fair 
at stud in France and sired winners which began as the Trial Stakes in Haven, seem to be over. Lester 
in races all over Europe. Owners 1900, underwent similar fluctua- Pigott, the greatest living English 
like the Maharajah of C^och Behar tions in name from King Emperor's jockey, does not ride here any 
and the Aga Khan patronised the Cup to King’s Cup to 'Trial Stakes more—^though in the 60s he was to 
course. After World War I, the Turf again in 1953, to Coronation Cup, be found booting horses like Pussy 
Club, at the height of its glory, and finally to its present name. Galore and Fall Haven to victory- 
acquired its well knqwn club house. The Derby and the other tradition- the latter in the Derby. Once in a 
at 11 Russel] Street—the only build- al English classics—1,000 Guineas, while Wally Swinburne still drops 

FlrtFlMhfMcond from rIgM), along wWi other h(rtM«jMing lad out for their morning trot 



ill. aloag with Jagdish. usually and lost ground in the straight. Bangalore and Gilcutta in a four . 
estorting a,Ramaswamy or Khatau Calcutta’s last bursl of pride was year cycle, at through Hyderabad, 
classic hope. Once Swinburne’s son, when Mldni^t. Cowboy’ ran away Bangalore, Madras and Bombay. 
Walter, wno rode the Epsom Derby with the Turf Invitation Cup—an Cries of 'Race book!’ echo down 
winner sbergar to victory in 1980, all-India race that establishes the Park Street otj Wednesdays and 
also rode here. The better Calcutta winner as the best horse of the year Saturdays and sellers frantically 
jockeys, Nelson Reuben, Richard in the country. Since then there has chase cars waving bright yellow. 
Alford and Butfoy have left for other been nothing but increasingly dis- blue or white books. The Yellow . 
centres. appointed hopes. Book is the oldest of the three 

What is left in Calcutta then, if not publications. It was first printed in 
the glory? A racecourse that Kishore T*! UT the coming or winter still 1915 and became the official Calcut- 
Bhimani once extolled as the most l-< brings a stir to people’s hearts, te racing guide. Hawkers collect the 
beautiful in the world. With a sweep XJ The Horse Special steams into books from Bentinck Street and trot 
of green lawns and the white dome Howrah from Bangalore, bringing down the roads calling steadily all 
of the Victoria Memorial swelling the two, three, and four year olds the way. They usually get a 25 pet , 
gently beyond. The starbursts of who summered in Bangalore, and cent commission on the number of 
dahlias and the spreading banyan who are now about to contend for books they sell and most punters 
near the unsaddling enclosure. And the Calcutta classics. Rumours begin have their favourite man. Apart ', 
a very dedicated, loyal band of to spread—Byramji is sending three from these there are the handicap ■ 
racegoers. A band of diehards cap- of his charges to mop up the Calcut- sheets and the kotcho books which 
able of exulting fiercely whenever a ta opposition before finally testing hit the streets three to four days 
Ramaswamy horse bites the dust of their powers in the more chaileng- before the races. And, ever since 
defeat, even if only accidentally—as ing Bombay and Madras classics. Or inter-venue betting was introduced 
once happened in the Gold Cup in the Invitation Turf Cup which is to Calcutta, there are the Bombay, 
when Sun lion beat Own Opinion run in a different centre every year, Madras and Bangalore hooks which 
simply becau.se the latter swerved going through Bombay, Madras, are available throughout the year. 

Adelina, a regular aceneatealer, loaing thia time to Birthdey Girl: the trophy was ieet month’s Gold Cup 



On an average racing day you can 
find at least 11.000 people at the 
course. Inter-venue betting attracts 
7,000, all as excited and ready to 
cheer at the commentary and the 
closed circuit colour telecast ut 
races in Bombay, or elsewhere, as if 
the horses were running three 
dimensionally down the Calcutta 
track. Several punters even bring 
their binoculars to inter-venue race 
days, commenting wistfully that 
racing would not seem the same 
without them. 

Once upon a time races were on 
Saturdays and Sundays. After the 
Inter-venue betting was introduced, 
the days were shifted to Wednes¬ 
days, with a few Saturdays. There 
were protests from office bound 
racegoers, but inter-state betting has 
proved so lucrative for the Turf Club 
and the Stake that the ordei remains 
unchanged. Only two of the big 
races, the Indian Produce Stakes 
and the Derby are run on holidays. 

The Indian Produce Stakes is run 
on New Year's Day, the official 
birthday of every thoroughbred the 
world over. Often it provides a 
useful pointer to the Derby winner, 
since colts and fillies that have won 
the Produce Stakes have gone on to 
win the Derby the following year. 

Always on a Sunday: The Derby 
is always run on a Sunday. And it is 
the second most crowded event in 
the Calcutta racing calendar, after 

Year's Day. Run over a distance 
of 2400 metres, it is the most impor¬ 
tant of the classic races. From the 

start of the winter season in late 
October or early November, nothing 
is more heatedly discussed among 
punters, horse breeders or racing 
correspondents. The Derby carries 
with it a gold trophy worth Rs 
10,000 and a purse of Rs IVs lakhs Eresented by the RCTC. It also 
rings untold honour to the horse, 

the trainer, the jockey and the own¬ 
er, The history of racing records the 
failures of several eminent owners 
to win the coveted trophy, in India 
as well as abroad. The M^arajah of 
Oaroda, who gallantly and futilely 
pursued the Epsom Derby, and won 
almost dll the other English classics, 
is probably the most outstanding. 

In Calcutta the race merits a lap of 
honour. The Derby winner, jockey 
and trainer circle the Parade Ring 
receiving the applause—and, on 
some occa.sions the jeers—of the 
crowd. The names of Derby winners 
read like a roll of honour, including 
some of the best horses ever bred in 
the country. Prince Blossom, who 
set a record and was unbeaten until 
leg trouble overtook him; Topmost, 
who went on to win the Turf Invita¬ 
tion Cup; Midnight Cowboy, who 
strode to an incredible ten length 
victory carrying the pink and blue 
colours of Gina Narayan of Cooch 
Behar. And not just colts. Fillies, 
too, like Royal Challenge who ran 
away with all the big races in Cal¬ 
cutta in 1971, and the brilliant Fair 
Haven, and, recently, Adelina. 

The story behind the making of a 
Derby winner is a long one. It starts 

HM. King Oaorge V (extranw toft) with Sir Afoc A. Apear and hIs AOC: 
■tamling In tha Paddock (1912) 
S 

at the stud farms with the birth of a 
foal. Tha foal grows into a long- 
legged, irresponsible yearling and 
makes its appearance at the auc¬ 
tions, where, on occasion, it might 
tangle itself up in its own brittle legs 
out of sheer exhilaration, and end its 
career without sotting hoof on the 
track. 

On most occasions the foal has a 
carefully bred pedigree. A colt or 
filly with Prince Pradeep blood is 
likely to have the stamina to stay the 
distance of 2,400 metres, even more 
so if its mother was also a stayei. 
There are no hard and fast rules 
dividing the horses that can sprint 
from the horses that can stay. A few 
horses have been able to tackle short 
distances like champions and have 
still won the Derby Others have 
failed miseiablv And, again, just 
stamina and the right pedigree does 
not necessarily male a classic horse. 
A Derby winiiei needs something 
more. 

THE UNMISTAKABLE 
CHAMPIONS 

English racing histnrv fondly re¬ 
members Colonist II, owned by Sir 
Winston Churchill. Colonist was so 
determined to win that on occasion 
he was known to stick out his neck 
and try and bite his rivals. A 
prospective Derby winner does need 
a lot of the Colonist spirit, though 
watching yearlings caper in an auc¬ 
tion ring is no .sure guide to their 
spirit. Some champions, however, 
can be unmistakable Trainer Paddy 
Rylands saw Midnight Cowboy at a 
stud farm and realcsod that he had 
seen a great horse, two years before 
the bay colt came to him for 
training. 

After the yearling is bouglit, it is 
put into the care of a trainer. It has 
two syces to groom it, feed it and 
walk it early in the morning and 
later in the evening it is fed on a 
diet that includes sliced carrots, oafs 
and molasses. Stables have their 
own pet likes and dislikes us far as 
horse markings go A horse with a 
white blaze and tour white feet is 
known as a ‘panch kalyan’ and is 
considered lucky. A horse with a 
snake like marking anywhere on its 
body is unlucky, btaliles also have 
their own pet names for horses, 
names with which the animals are 
mure familiar than they are with the 
ones they race undei. 

boon utter the horse is plated in 
the stable, its owner chouses its 
name and registers it with the turf 
authorities. Names should not be‘ 



the eatne as those of existing race- 
horses or of horses who have raced 
in the past 10 years. Names can be 
chosen according to fancy, dictated 
by those of the animal’s parents, or 
dictated by the guidance of an 
astrologer who casts the horse's 
horoscope .according to its real birth 
date. One mare called Auburn 
Lights, who was losing under that 
name, became Poinciana and a sud¬ 
den winner. 

A lot of hard work goes into 
turning a yearling into a through- 
bred racing machine. Colts and fil¬ 
lies have to be taught to get used to 
the starting stalls—narrow boxlike 
gates that .seem to instinctively give 
most horses claustrophobia. Some 
horses never get used to them and 
the start of a race can be delayed for 
almost an hour simply because one 
horse resists the blandishments of 
the trainer and the jockey and the 
combined physical force of three or 
four syces who try to push if in. 
Desperate horses have been known 
to crawl out from under the barrier 
in front, on one occasion injuring 
the jockey. Animals like these can 
give horseowners nightmares. It is 
no point owning a speed bomb who 
can tackle even 2,800 metres—the 
distance of the St Leger and the 
Queen’s Cup—in 3 minutes flat and 
leave the rest of the field standing 
still, if the animal refuses to get into 
the starting stall. 

Notorious examples of tempera¬ 
ment: Horse temperament can cause 
other problems. The Calcutta race¬ 
course has seen many notorious 
examples. The champion filly. Rose 
Blossom, for example, who would 
probably have been a greater cham¬ 
pion but for the fact that she thought 
every mounting session with the 
jockey in the parade ring was the 
start of a game of musical chairs 
with her as the chair running round 
the jockey. As a two year old she 
was slightly more docile, but she 
became more of an exhibitionist 
every year and was responsible for 
breaking the hearts of scores of 
punters, as well as their pockets. 

There was Henry Au’s gelding, 
Mentor, distinguished by his twitch¬ 
ing tail. Cognoscenti swore that 
whenever Mentor’s tail twitched 
anti-clockwise, it meant that he was 
going to win. Unfortunately he often 
slowed down in the middle of a race 
to change the twitching direction of 
his tail and os a result lost. 

Horse whims and fancies are 
mven greater leeway abroad. The 
French filly,' Allez France, had 

Mozart piped into her stall, a horse 
companion whom she could bully 
and bite on early morning training 
sessions, and a philosophical sheep 
called Le Mouton who shared her 
stall and her thoughts! 

Barring temperament, which ran 
make or break a winner, a lot de¬ 
pends on track work. Euiy in the 
morning, at least three mornings a 
week, trainers take their charges to 
the course for fast sprints over cer¬ 
tain given distances, which can 
range from 2,000 metres to 400 
metres. Two horses from the same 
stable will usually sprint, or ‘spurt,’ 
together, and the way they finish is 
an indication toward.s the racing 
form of the animal. I was once told 
that any animal who covered 400 
metres in less than 25 seconds, was 
a coming winner. These sprints fol¬ 
low a particular pattern and every 
stable has its own carefully guarded 
training patterns. Trainers can be bedevilled by 

other problems, apart from 
those which appear on the 

PrMWor (KasbriiM'up) «»lniiing 
ttw BiiraHMuiCup In lias 

track. Sore shins can min a horse’s 
racing c&reer for good. So can heart 
troubles. Mauritius Pearl, runaway 
joint winner of the Bangalore Derby, 
and a Calcutta champion in the 
making, dropped dead from a heart 
attack. So did Sergeant Pepper, and 
many other promising colts and 
fillies, some of whom never even 
made it to the track. 

But supposing your horse sur¬ 
vives all this. Supposing your train¬ 
er has managed to build it into a 
lean mean racing machine, capable 
of striding over 400 metres in 19 
seconds flat on an ordinary track 
workout. Supposing it’s flicked 
through the 2,000 Guineas and the 
Army Cup [a 2400 metre race that is 
another guide to Derby form) with 
arrogant disdain wondering why the 
course was not even longer. You’ve 
paid the Rs 30.000 fee for entering it 
in the Derby. You've managed to 
cajole Mr Ramaswamy’s jockey into 
flying over to ride for you, and the 
Syces’ Union is not threatening an 
immediate strike on Derby day, 
what happens next? 

They’re coming into the Parade 
Ring now, led by the chestnut colt 
from Bangalore. He’s looking well, 
very frisky. It's a fine sunny after¬ 
noon with the going firm. The odds 
are 5 to 4 on ihe favourite and still 
rising. Looks like an easy victory., 
The Calcutta challenger is available 
at 3 to 1 though the bookies are 
offering longer odds on both. Here 
comes the Calcutta horse striding in. 
A very tall colt. Must be ail ol 17 
hands high, if not more. On looks 
and form both of them seem to be 
very evenly matched, but perhaps 
the punters know something that 
everj'one else doesn’t. 

That grey filly is going to cause 
problems. She’s twitching at her bit 
again. Last time she wandered out in 
the straight and sent three other 
horses off course, and almost started 
a riot. But she’s looking well too, 
coat glistening. Some of the best 
looking horses in the country are 
here today. 

Wait-there’s a sudden change in 
the betting. The favourite’s odds 
have lengthened slightly. Now 
they’re all mounted and going out of 
the ring. That grey filly lool» like 
she wants to bolt. No, she’s all right 
now. 

They’re all at the start, the filly's 
being loaded first. A bit of trouble 
there..she’s in! Now the others are 
going in... all in. They’re under 
starter’s orders •now... and they're 
off! 
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SERIAL / Jeffrey Archer 

In this, the second, instalment from the sensational novel of Jeffrey Archer, 
the lone voice of dissent is raised as the .Politburo finalises ‘Operation 
Reverse Takeover’ 

Tuesday 
November 1 1988 

“Uo you think it’s a 
good idea to have a 
burglar alarm fitted?" 
said Roger Frampton. 

"Of course," said 
his sister. Susan, 
studying a map of 

Greenham Common that was cover¬ 
ing the table. "That is if you have 
anything worth protecting.” 

“Then why don’t you want Bri¬ 
tain to have its own burglar alarm?" 
replied Roger. 

"It’s not the same thing at all." 
said Susan looking up, angry at 
having been caught out. 

Old Mr Frampton swung back and 
forth from sun to daughter like a 
tennis referee at Wimbledon. "Fif¬ 
teen-love to Roger,” ho adjudicated. 

“Of course it's the same thing if 
you Believe that Britain has some¬ 
thing worth protecting." said Roger. 
“Like democracy and freedom of 
speech. Once you accepT that pre¬ 
mise then nuclear weapons are no¬ 
thing mure'than Britain’s burglar 
alarm.” 

“But what if the alarm goes off?” 
asked Mr Frampton, determined not 
to be left out. 

“Someone will undoubtedly gel 
hurt, either the thief is caught and 
punished or you lose your posses¬ 
sions,” .said Roger. 

“Perhaps you could end up with 
the worst of both worlds," suggested 
Susan, cpturning to her map. 

"How could that happen?” asked 
Roger. 

“You invest in a burglar alarm, 
you fit it, the thief breaks in. the 
alarm goes off, he .steals your goods 
but still leaves your home unin¬ 
habitable." said Susan trium¬ 
phantly. 

"I’d still rather have the burglar 
alarm fitted so that the odds of being 
broken inU) were in my favour, not 
the thief's.’* 

fO 

“Your academic theories won't 
stop me going to Greenham Com¬ 
mon this weekend and doing every¬ 
thing in my power to prevent them 
moving any warheads off the base." 

“How do you intend to go about 
that?” asked her father. 

“Simple,” Susan replied. all 
been very carefully organised, we lie 
in the road blocking ali the gates 
leading from the camp." Susan said 

ointing to little black marks she 
ad made on the map. With 50.000 

of us they couldn’t get a Mini out let 
alone a nuclear warhead." 

“1 wonder how the women of 
Velikiye Luki will react to your 
demonstration?" 

“Who are they?” asked Susan not 
looking up. "I’ve never even heard 
of the place." 

“No reason you should have 
done," said Roger, "because Veli¬ 
kiye Luki is one of the sites where 
the Soviets store their nuclear war¬ 
heads. So there is one thing we can 
all be certain of this weekend." 

“What’s that?" a.sked Susan. 
"There will be no Russian women 

lying in the road demanding that the 
Kremlin .ban nuclear weapons." 

“Can't you see that if we put 
pressure on the government to dis¬ 
arm they in turn will have to put 
more pressure on the Russians. 
That's why I’m going to Greenham 
Common on Saturday.” 

"That should at least please Ogar- 
kov. It will save him the trouble of 
sending over 50.000 troops to do the 
same |ob^' Said Roger returning to 
The Times. Rodney Cowton^their 
defence correspondent,described in 
his article the movement of Russian 
troops in eastern Europe over the 
past forty-eight hours. The sheer 
scale of the operation horrified 
Roger. 

'The Russians had six million men 
under arms and five hundred 
thousand of them were now sta¬ 
tioned oh the East German border. 
He went on to read the Prime Minis- 

, ter’s bland statement about the 

crisis. 
"1 hui'fi been in foiich with the 

American President and wc are con- 
finuoily monitoring the situation.” 

“I’m still in two minds about my 
altitude to the CND.” said Mr 
Frampton, casting aside his Doily 
Mirror. “Sti.san has always been 
sincere about banning the bomb, 
you know.” 

“Sincerity is not a prerogative of 
the CND.” .said Roger. “I am sincerf! 
about keeping a deterrent as long as 
the Russians do but it doesn’t mean 
she's good and I’m liad.” 

“Or you’re right and she's wrong." 
his father replied. 

“But that's what the whole argu¬ 
ment is about. Dad." 

As Ogarkov entered 
the room they all rose 
again. He waved his 
hand to indicate that 
it wasn’t necessary 
for them to stand, 
although he would 

have Iteen livid if they hadn't. 
All 21 members of the Politburo 

were present awaiting his next 
move, .some with eager anticipation, 
others with resignation 

Overnight the far wall of the room 
had been transformed with maps of 
Europe, f;overed with a mass of red 
arrow.s ail pointing towards Berlin 
and Bonn. 

"Comrades.” Ogaikov began. “1 
have invited General Skokov to join 
us this morning and talk us through 
his detailed plan of. campaign for 
‘Operation Reverse 'Takoover.’" 

Without waiting for a comment, 
Ogafkov pressed a button under¬ 
neath the table and a door opened at 
the far end of the room. 

Through the door came a great 
bull of a man in full dress uniform, 
whose medal ribbons were second 
only to Ogarkov’s. 

The General picked up a wooden 
pointer resting against the map. 

For the next hour General Skokov 
gave a full and comprehensive 
account of how he intended to carry 



out "Operatido Reverse Takeover." 
As the plan unfolded it became 

obvious to everyone in the room that 
the General had been planning the 
final attack fpr several months. 

"What are the orders to be if the 
Americans or NATO were to retaii- 
ate?” Deputy chairman Grishin 
asked. The General remained silent 
as he knew only Ogarkov had the 
authority to answer such a question. 

"Nato have never been known to 
attack anyone in the past. Have you 
forgotten what happened when we 
marched into Turkey?" Ogarkov 
asked. "Ali they did was phone each 
other up in several languages. 

"But if they were stupid enough 
to retaliate,” continued the General 
Secretary, banging his fist on the 
table, “we would take them on and 
win, for ours is a crusade to release 
the people of West Germany from 
their capitalistic overlords.” 

Grishin shuddered and continued 
unimpressed. "And if the British 
tlecide to operate Polaris or the 
Americans were to fire their (’rul.se 
missiles, what then?” 

“They wouldn’t dare,” .said Ogar¬ 
kov. annoyed by Grishin’s attempt 
to undermine him. 

“How can you be so certain?” 
Grishin asked showing no sign of 
emotion. 

* “Because I shall«personally be 
getting the President out of his 
C]amp David bed on Saturday morn¬ 
ing to infocm him that we have no 
intention of firing one shot in anger 
unless the Americans retaliate. And 
as long as his forces retire behind 
the borders of Prance. I shall give 
my word that no lives will be lost." 

“And what makes you so confi¬ 
dent that he will fall in with your 
little plan?” 

“Because he will be only five days 
away from the Presidential elections 
and all the opinion polls show that 
the American fienple will Tioi sup¬ 
port him again if he is responsible 
for taking the United Stales into 
another war.” 

“That didn’t stop Roosevelt or 
Truman," said (I’rishin. 

“Botli waited until after an elec¬ 
tion before making their move and 
this time that will prove too late,” 
.said Ogarkov. Not everyone round 
the table looked (Convinced. 

“We have been gathering informa¬ 
tion from our agents in London, 
Bunn. Paris and Washington,” con¬ 
tinued Ogarkov, "and there are no 
.signs of the enemy preparing to 
retaliate. This whole episode will be 
over twentyfour hours after we have 
set foot in West Germany.” 

“One way or the other," said 

Grishin. 
“The comment of a coward," said 

Ogarkov, just loud eiinugii lor every¬ 
one around the table to hear. 

It was the first tacti(;al error (3gar- 
kov had made, for Gri.shin was one 
of the few men left around that table 
who had fir,st-hand experience of a 
world war. and also had a Red Star 
won at Smolensk to prove it. 

“In four davs,’’ continued (3gar- 
kov, annoyed at his own mistake, 
“we will lie rejoicing in a famous 
victory and 1 know you would all 
want to .send our Giimrnantier in 
Chief. General Skokov. hack to the 
front sure in the knowledge that he 
has the full hacking of the Polit¬ 
buro.'' 

The General looked round the 
table and was oquuliy unconvinced, 
but of one thing he was certain: 
Ogarkov was in command and that 
was good enough for him. 

He stood to attention, saluted and 
left the Politburo to play politics 
while lie prepared for war. 

The Prime Minister 
entered the room as 
Big Ben chimed ten 
o’clock. Every mem¬ 
ber of the cabinet was 
in his place, bat none 
of them stood, such is 

democracy. He opened the file 
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placed in front of him. 
"rve been in touch with President 

Mondaie three times during the 
night,” he began, “and I also man> 
aged to make contact with Chancel¬ 
lor Vogel in Brazil. 

“The President spent most of the 
day with his defence advisers at the 
State department and he is sending 
his Deputy Secretary (3* State. Henry 
Bland, to prief me on the conclusion 
of those meetings.. 

“Bland will be flying to London 
overnight. As everyone around this 
table is only too aware, since we 
signed the Treaty of Copenhagen 
last year we have the dual key 
system for our Cruise missiles while 
keeping sovereign independence 
over the use of Polaris. 

“Were the Russians to cross the 
German'border it would still require 
a majority vote within the Cabinet to 
allow American nuclear weapons 
based on British soil to be brought 
Into action." said the Prime 
Minister. 

demanding operation?” < 
The Secratary of State for Defence 

checked his file. 
"There are six million Russians 

under arms at the present time of 
which it is thought over five hun- 

*Were the Russians to 
cross the German 

border it would still 
req[uire a majority vote 
within the Cabinet to 

allow American 
nuclear weapons 

based on Britisn soil to 
be brought into action,’ 

said the Prime 
Minister. 

hypothetical until we learn the atti- 
tuae of our American partners. 1 
suggest the Foreign Secretary, the 
Defence Secretary and I see the 
American envoy over breakfast at 
eight tomorrow and then we can 
report back to the Cabinet.” 

Heads nodded in agreement 
round the table. 

“And what did Chancellor Vogel 
have to say?” asked the Forei^ 
Secretary, knowing the answer. 

“I must confess he didn’t sound 
over-anxious,” said the Prime 
Minister. “Seemed more interested 
in staying in Brazil to open his new 
car factory. 

"Kept saying that he anticipates 
living through the border problem 
three of four times a year for the rest 
of his life.” 

“Exactly my sentiments," said the 
Foreign Secretary. 

“But," continued the Prime 
Minister, “he rgreed to return to 
Germany immediately if the Amer¬ 
icans and Her Majesty’s Govern- 

“The Secretary of State for De¬ 
fence is already preparing for the 
immediate siting of our land-based 
missiles and the deployment of two 
of our four Polaris submarines to 
strategic positions in the North 
Atlantic. 

"This will only become a state of 
‘military vigilance’ if both the Amer¬ 
icans and this Cabinet agree that is 
the correct course of action to 
follow." 

“The Foreign Sec:retary ha.s made 
no secret of the fact that he remains 
convinced that the Russians are 
only carrying out another tactical 
exercise tn aggravate us.” 

“They have in his opinion no 
intention of (:ro.ssing the German 
border. Does that remain your posi¬ 
tion. Foreign Secretary?" 

“It certainly does. Prime Minister. 
The Russians have enough problems 
of their own to cope with at this 
moment. After their dreadful har¬ 
vest this summer they will need all 
the excess grain the Americans can 
supply." 

"They will find ino.sl of what they 
want waiting for them in We.st Cer-' 
many.” sugge.sted the Defenoe 
Secretary. 

“Added to that." (;ijntiriued the 
Foreign Secratary. ignoring tim i:oin- 
ment. “they' have countless divi¬ 
sions already stationed and garri¬ 
soned over half the European i;onti- 
nent virtually acting as a police 
force. 

“Can we be .sure that they still 
havettnough tnmps to mount such u 

dred thousand are currently massed 
along the East German border." 

“Tnat doesn’t prove they are 
going to cross into West Germany.” 

“Tell the Afghans, the Poles and 
the Yugoslavs that and see what 
kind of response they come up with 
because I can assure you of one 
thing, their reply wouldn’t be 
couched in Parliamentary lan¬ 
guage,” said the Secretary of State 
for Defence, hi^ voice rising. 

“That’s different,” said the Fore¬ 
ign Secretary. "Those countries for 
all intents and purposes, were 
already behind the Iron Curtain.” 

“They went on to draw that cur¬ 
tain round Turkey without us cut¬ 
ting off any of their cloth, so Cter- 
many should not stretch the same 
material that much further." 

“I don't accept that argument." 
said the Foreign Secretary, ‘it’s sper 
cious." 

“We also have further intelligence 
reports to suggest that General Sko- 
kov flew back to Moscow last night 
for a meeting with Ogarkov tn face a 
full session of the Politburo,” said 
the Defence Se(;retary. 

"That doesn’t prove he intends to 
cross the (Jennan border, on the 
contrary, he's leaving it." 

"It doesn't prove anything." said 
the Defence Secretary, "but it is 
interesting that he never once re¬ 
turned to M()scow during the other 
tour exercises carried (nit on the 
('i^rman front” 

' Once again the Prime Minister 
jumped in. "Tliis ci|^cy,.<i^(m b 

ment felt it prudent to do so after 
tomorrow’s meeting, 

"I anticipate needing at least two 
hours with President Mondale’s rep¬ 
resentative in the morning so tomor¬ 
row's Cabinet meeting will be put 
back to eleven o’clock." ®At the end of the 

second day Ogarkov 
was satisfied that 
“Operation Reverse 
Takeover" was run¬ 
ning according to 
plan. Skokov had 

sent a message during the afternoon 
to confirm that the invasion was on 
schedule for first light Saturday 
morning. 

In London, the Prime Minister 
spent the rest of <he day with his 
civil servants preparing for PM’s 
questions in the House that after¬ 
noon. 

He then went over a speech on the 
state of the British economy which 
he intended to deliver to a CBI 
dinner at Grosvenor House on 
Thursday night. 

Roger sat alone in his 
room studying the 

^ I ^ history of the 
■ I Napoleonic Wars by 

Lefebvre while Susan 
went to the local Brit- 
ish Rail office to book 

herself a return ticket for Newbury. 
Mr Framption read’ intently the 

Situations Vacant column., in the 
Watford Evening Echo. 

To bo continued 
Courtesy;. Asia Features 

inursoay nigi 
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UPAY SHANKAR REMEMBERED 
. After Uday Shankar, the privilege of staging Mahajiban 
rightly went to Shanti Bose who directed the oallet, based 
on the life of Lord Buddha, in the creative style of the late 
dancer. Shanti Bose, who started a^ the most promising 
disciple of Ud^ Shankar, later rose to become the ballet 

master of his troupe. On the 83rd birthday of Uday 
Shankar the other day, Shanti Bose's troupe, Nri^angan, 

staged Mahajiban and accompanying him was iCeema 
Laishmi Me^. Reema, a class Xll student of Loreto 

House, is ^viousiy another star in die making. 

\ 
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Inner Eye 
NEXT £|IVEN DAYS 
FROM JANUARY 8 TO JANUARY 14 

- FUES 
Mw2i<^sn 
TIiNiititooodPMk 

'L.n.J, tor tfoanna with 
proWwm'i^hh^^ wMh ttw 
Mnooth nmning of famOy tMo. 
You ahouW fa« able to w* 
MMe kwMt ones to toHow 
your plana to build up savlnipi 
pitlll pay back doMs. Concen- 
trale on business ttua reourires 
a peofcotui atmoephera. Do not* 
eKpeei profits Ms week. 

-Tjlfl AUftUS 
I Apr SI-MW ai 
El h is best to take a 

_back seat and nMn- 
tain a low pro^. Not much will 
happen this weekl You will be 
dealing primarily with routine 
afNrs at the otfice or factory. 
More time should be given to 
oerrsapondence. Oo not loss 
touch wittt contacts vmorn you 
may wish to do business with 
jM some future date. 

-EMINI 
w May 3a-Jurm 21 
E Much will depend on 

_ your self control and 
common sense which wilt en> 
able you to keep dear of 
romaim eritangternents. Con- 
tinue to make hay while toe 
sun shines. Your relationship 
with people In senior positions 
Witt oormnue to improve. Oo 
what you can to cultivate the 
conficwnoe ctt people. 

^ ANGER 
-r juna aa^iuiy Z2 
' Your special sklHs 
- and abilities will 
come to toe forefront. Catch up 
with offidai correspondence. 
Recant activities may have to¬ 
wered your reststanca—there 

:a!to^ppS<Nbitity of a minor ail- 
, ment such as a cough or cold. 
Creative work wUI be interest- 
tog and could lead to additional 
earnings.' 

EO 
, JMy to*ausSS ‘ 

Romance is Nkety to 
-i go parttcufarty watt 

toia weak. Pso|^ whom you 
have MSn fseling a NttlBi un- 
suro df wHi make fhak kiton* 
doits dear In no unoeftam 
terms. Do not ivtore minor 
detaiis to anything you tio. A 
new attachment is In the offing* 
if you do not aireacly Nwe 
somebody special in your Me. 

\ IRQO 
Aup 2S-S«W SZ 
Thiels a week which 

-rJ. offers a chance to 

Donship which means a greet 
'deal to you. Take toe oppot- 
tuntty to join a ckib or society 
where you wodd have the 
chance to rub shouktera with' 
influential or glamorous peo- 
pla- 

- IBRA 
appissocte' 
After one or two re- 

...._ osm setbacks you 
should new bo able to make 
progreea in your chosen 
carapr. The accent la on work, 
rather than ptoasure. Sitoar- 
iors will recogrdae stoat you 
are attempting to acMeM and 
wM ba wipraoiative of your 
efforts, oU .and tiew 
friends wW help you. 

- CORPIO 
OM 23-Hllv » 

. A eebrm romahoa 
- might oauaa ex¬ 
travagance. There Is a danger 
of losses being incurred if you 
allow yourseiT to become in¬ 
volved in get-rich-quick 
schemes, specialiy if you are 
expected to put in the largest 
chunk of capital. Radical 
changes ooukJ occur unless 
you checA extravagance. 

AGtTTARIUE 
NwSjMto.ti ' ' 

'Eady .seibadtoCenS' 
1^-—..1 posattMe. You imiat 
not dci or sey aiwthing torn 
could epott (Mans you heYS 
made, tor leisure aoevittea kh 
ter. Differences wW develnp H 
you Insist on putting your per¬ 
sonal desires before famHy in¬ 
terests. You are apt to have a 
false sense of security. Do not 
forget longterm goals. 

APRiCORN 
■ Ose 22.Jan 30 

Differences with 
—^_ yourspouseorpart- 
nsr are tikdy to gat fanned tl^ 
week. You will not take critic¬ 
ism easily and arguments 
could stir up deep romed feel¬ 
ings. Professional affairs wW 
be easier to cope with. You will 
have better luck with work tfutt 
reouires attention to detail. 
Ckxleaguas will be helpful. 

- QUARIUS 
Jan ZI-FaS 20 

Hopes toat you have 
_ been harbouring Witt 
be strernthened in the manner 
rour afrairs are progressing. 
There nwy be opportunities to 
bring an oulatanding business 
transaction to a satiatactory 
conclusion. A good week for 
disoussing things with profes¬ 
sional people. An exciting ro¬ 
mance possible. 

- iSCES 
Fab 21-MW ao 
Opportunities are 

L_ likely to oome out of 
the blue this week. Activittes 
wUI take you into wider circles. 
Confect inAuentiBl people who 
might support your ortginel 
ideas. Important paitnerehip 
codd be made. Good week Mr 
setting od on a buainses trip. 
There mtohl be Ulneas in the | 
family tnisweek. 

LUCKY NUMBER AND COUHIR 

MONDAY 

TUESDAY 
WEDNESDAY 
THimSOAY 
FROAY 

SATUWMY 

JANUARYS 
'COaaESKMHCNCE JANUARY S 

Wtowtua JANUARY 10 
DOMESTW AfWURB JANUARY t1 

WMVa JANUARY 12 
SmYATIOM JANUARY 1S 

JANUARY 14 

'4iaMa«W"^MMaaaa* 

JfRMBnrt 
A yettr of expatteht pnwwM 
wttn partkfotitteuoccm foixiai- 
ness and travel is foiraeeen. 
The poftwnts faMMR love and 
marriagB-'A nadfoal or qtaga 
cttBser could' hriiig' tores. 

r«lidvesoii|gN.: \... 

' JwMjUgww B 

■fhla/sM be a ^ 
progrttsa ttksfy tphs crowned 
by promotion. Frisndii wM be 
veryheMd.CtontaclwtthMo- 
pie who Hke to kesfi out of ms 
wnsiigM may meuR tosaoiu- 
ttcm to your ttiancial proMsma. 

•lammry to 
A suoceasfd year dS- 
mending only steady effort is 
foresasa You are also tikaty to 
find ttprt tovsd ones expect you 
to deal with domestic isauSs 
when you should be giving 
priority to your csaraer. it is 
important to keep your cool 
when others arowid you may 
be losing theirs. 

Jwluary 11 
A year of averagegbod tomina 
and domestic happkiese is 
ahead. Be guided m your own 
Intuitions and be chary about 
seeking proihotion—it misytt 
be wiser to wait till the neKi 
year. Listen to the advice of 
people who are older and 
morS skpfrIenGed Man you. 

JaiNiBiy I E 
Providad you can kesp otoar of 
Eby aquMMng dfs- 

itors they get put of 
s year sftotWjbe'baD- 

pyandproAtSfolhlM; 

Jttifluwy 13 # 
This Witt be a highiy sucoessid 
year due to your own inittative, 
resourcefulness and enter¬ 
prise. YOU Witt have opportoni- 
tiae to dww df your creative 
taients. WfMrt you achieve now 
Witt guarantee handsome pro¬ 
ms in the near futuw. You wilt 
also travsi 

JanuMy 14 
Tlia stars augur a happy fo-' 
manes or “SNenL* arwl also! 
f tt :■■ ■ ■ t' ' n •Tr^T: 

value of 
crsaas 
aftorta. 

M.8. RAMAN 

your own 



QUIZ / Neil O’Briai 
Kaustav Nag, 
Dhanbad 4, is in- 
teraMed in phre¬ 
nology. This is the 
art df reading char¬ 
acter and potential 
ability from the 
general shape of 
the head and from 
the location, size 

and distribution of bumps on the 
skull. Phrenologists maintain that a 
man’s character is determined or 
revealed by the interaction of va¬ 
rious organs qf the brain located in 
specific positions of the head; the 
size of these organs can be ascer¬ 
tained by a phrenoiogd^t from the 
shape of the head, and by feeling 
certain areas he can tell how well or 
how poorly the subject's intellectual 
and other faculties are developed. 

Phrenology, one of the more mod¬ 
ern occult arts, owes its origin in 
part to Rev. Johann Kaspar Lavater, 
a 19th-century Swiss mystic and 
author, who saw the human body, 
and particularly the head, as a re¬ 
flection of the soul or inner man and 
produced a detailed work on the, 
character qf a person according to 
the shape of his head, his features 
and the lines on his face (physiog¬ 
nomy). As a pseudo-science, phre¬ 
nology was devised and constructed 
entirely on the basis of trial and 

wror by ]h»nz Joseph Gall (1758- 
1826) and hie disciples, J.K. 
Spurheim and G. Combe. Hundreds 
of heads were examined before 
some 35 different areas, each con- 
Cemied with specific character or 
intellectual ability, were located 
and defined for future phrenolog¬ 
ists. 

Phrenology probably reached its 
greatest popularity during the 19th 

11th Queetion: What 
do alatuae of famoua 
people on horaobaok 
hhNoM if, (a) all the 
four hoofa of the 
horae are on the beet, 
<b) two hoofa are off 

die baae and (e) ono ho(d la raitacf? 
(Kirtyan Banaijaa, Kharaopur) 
Ana: At laael In the US, eeeh of 
dieae has a uaeial maaninfl: (a) 
kMMatoa that the rWar died a naiu- 
'nd death; (b) meana ha was Mtlad hi 
battle; mo (e) he died from battle 
wounds. 

centurv, although there are still 
flourisning societies devqted to tha 
art as well as a number of contem¬ 
porary phrenologists. Like many 
other systems of divination of char¬ 
acter, including physiognomy, phre¬ 
nology has had its convince shp- 
porters (among them Walt Whitman, 
Edgar Allan Poe, Alfred Russel Wal¬ 

lace and Charles Darwin), and it can 
certainly be startlingly right at 
Umes, though the geneial verdict of 
informed opinion is a mixture of 
little acclaim and much criticism. ^ 

From M.K. Rao. IIT, Kharagpur 
comes this interesting item: 

"Francis Darraud's fox terrier has 
been going the rounds for nearly 
seventy years: which must be a 
record of some sort. Where would 
you be likely to see him? 

“On an HMV or RCA Victor gta- 
maphone record. About 1900. ^r- 
raud first painted the picture of the 
dog listening to an Edison phono¬ 
graph, which was supposed to be 
reproducing the voice of its owner, 
and offered it to Edison. When he 
refused it. Barraud painted out the 
cylinder instrument and substituted 
a disc and horn one, and this was 
bought by its present proprietors, 
the Gramaphone Co. L^d.” 

‘“Which is the shortest war on 
record”? asks S. Sasmal, Calcutta 26, 
who also provides the answer; “The 
war that was fought between Britain 
and Zanzibar from 9:02 to 9:40 am 
on August 27, 1896. The British 
battiq fleet under Rear-Adm. Harry 
Holdsworth Rawson delivered an 
ultimatum to the self-appointed Sul¬ 
tan, Said Khalid. to evacuate his 
palace and surrender. This was ndl 
forthcoming until after 38 minuter 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 

1. Why does a fly rub its legs together? (Santanu 
Roy. Calcutta-59) ' 

2. Why is Mary Arden's house at Wilmcote, War¬ 
wickshire, a tourist attraction? (N. Kejriwal. 
Calcutta-40) 

3. ■ What country was the setting of D.H. Lawrencte’s 
novel The Plumed Serpent? (Gaulam Karar, 
Calcutta-36) 

4. What is orogeny? (Sanghamitra Sinha, Calcutta- 
53) . 

5. For what is the Lawrence Trophy awardadt 
(Ananya Chatterjee, Caicutta-47) ' 

^6. Who has been called the father'pf^inodaRi . 
television? (Sumanta Ray, Dhanbad)'^ <7 

7. In which Bengali film did forml^/lpl^faiiQlBrr 
Chuni Goswami act? (Sandip Hal(StrlliiiiN^7 
12) . 

8. Which is the world’s broadest stiiNtIf .. 
Bose, Alipurduar Jn) 

9. Which ch^acter in whidi play said,'‘1[''fl 
girdle R^nd about the paiu/In foi^' 
(Sunil Sengupta, Calcatta-75) 

to. What is the scientific name for snakasT (Abhljit 
Biswas, Cafoutta-18) 

(uopsanb 
aip a][ Sufpoas oosmd aip i(q osa;8 saaMsay*) 

‘stptqdo JO sainadiag 'ot 
•moaiQ 

Jeuiiunspfw V s.eiBadsaneifS “1 -q 
•ap|M spjB^ yzlz 8} pJBAajnoq anef-g aqx 

Ifzeag }o {ejfdeq aip ’ejiTBeag «| saaMog aaiqx 
atp |o BZBij am oj bzbu (^piunyq eqj uio^ 

: sejim aoj auinuna 'spry {einamnQOfq aqx. '9 
‘Utaag utoi|inag 

upjjlCJOMZ ifOlfpeiA, '9r 
■uoaaas)aqpppt{Sj^§tea8q)u|Xm)U^patsB}8qx 'S* 

'sufetnnpoi jo nopBnno| jo asaaoad aqx ’F 
•£ - 

‘aatpoth g,^eaBads8i|Bqg saM mp asntoag z, 
oieqj too paaaiiiBg 

8[B;aa)iimt ^ go BuidaiaiS iSej heapi ox i*. 

that aeianK waa to hava aid the.ieforda aiit aloudi 
AttthatimtilMiwOFdafaiidofle! 4Ki) contain the sound 

^ pone spaHed the same way. 



PANORAMA / Madhyamgram High School 

NURSERY FOR FOOTBALL 
The school did the town proud by winning the Subroto Cup for the 
third time running Madhyamgram is 

a small town 22 
kins northeast ol 
C^ilcutta, near the 
Bangladesh border. 
It shot into the 

national limelight in 1981 when 11 
boys between th8.age.s of 15 and 17 
brought glory to their town and 
school by winning the coyeted Siib- 

roto Cup. 
They repeated that feat in 1982 

and this year, too, when at the Dr 
Ambedkar Stadium in Delhi, they 
became the first team to ntake it a 
hattrick; a remarkable achievement 
because at this level of football it is 
the most sought after trophy in the 
country. 

When the boys returned from De¬ 

lhi on December 23, there was a 
great reception awaiting them at 
their school. “Football.” said Mr 
Krishnapada Ganguly, the headmas¬ 
ter and ex-student of the school, “is 
a way of life in this small town. 
There is a local league comprising 
two divisions and all throuj^ the 
year, the boys are kept occupied by 
the game. It is indeed a great boon to 
the locality since everyone is so 
involved with the game that they 
have no time tor anything else. 
Would you believe it, even during 
the turbulent 70s, we did not close 
school for a single day?” 

The school is-not very old, having 
been established in 1951, and now 
has 1,200 students on its tolls. Mr 
Ganguly, as a student, had dreamt of 
participating in the Subroto Cup 
and winning it. “In those days, Rani 
Rashmoni School won the trophy 
and became the first school from. 
Bengal to do so. This gave me a lot of 
inspiration,” says Mr Ganguly. 

“After that, it was the era of 
Kumar Ashutosh, the famous Paik- 
para school. They won the trophy 
four times. After 1 joined the staff of 
the school in the mid-BOs, it occur¬ 
red to me that since I couldn’t play 
myself, 1 must do my playing 
through my students.” 

His ideas assumed shape in the 
early 70s when he took over as 
headmaster, at only 29 years of age. 
"1 think it was an advantage biH^ause 
I took an active interest in the game 
right from the beginning,” he says. 
“Almost all the teachers had dayed 
at some level or the other and fliere 
was plenty of encouragement h-om 
all quarters. 

“One might fliid it hard to believr 
that in the annual match between 
the teachers and the atudents. we 
used to give the boys ajigiod flupt, It 
used to be a tough match and p^|de 
in the loceUty used, to look Imtwerd 
to it. Studmits from claisses VI to XU 
are divided into three poupa and a 
touroaphMif wantmU#. Hi ls,». 
much awaited ^a^t simi the 
petitive spirit is very keen, 

Bcnaol came bomk 



in 1977 when Mr Gaur Hari Dan 
took charge of the football team. Mr 
Dan played for. two years in the 
senior division league in Calcutta, 
but left because he. did not like the 
atmosphere on the Maidan. His ser> 
vice towards the school is, purely 
voluntary—though he is not an ex- 
student of the institution, as might 
be €»cpected. 

*‘Mr Ganguly iirought me to 
Madhyamgram and, encouraged me 
to go tbrou^ the coaches’ course at 
the MIS in 1974. After that 1 got a 
diploma in phystoal education in 
’7Band |oined^eaciVi»^aafoalMl^t^^ 
coach’:". ' ’ 

That year, MMihyamnram ffigh 
won th« ^ Roif tfopny 

and became the school football 
champions of the state. They won 
that trophy right up to 1981 which 
made them eligible for the Subroto 
Cup. Since then, they are being 
directly seeded, being the holders. 

The headmaster regards it as part 
of his fob to enrol boys with poten¬ 
tial. 'There are many students who 
can’t afford to pay the exemniation 
fees knd thermore can’t continue 
studying." he says. “If I fitid|hat a 
boy has potentisl, 1 enrOl himlh my 
school.’’ 

Atrial is held at theh^nitii^ of 

ubon classes^^ire 
sawdted for iuither Bpyk 
aiie. glso. ettroUed if thby 's^wm 

promise during inter-school 
matches. 

They begin their season with 
three-hour morning practice ses¬ 
sions for four days a week and the 
team participates in small tourna¬ 
ments in and around the locality. 
“This year we participated in the 

. Bankim Cup, or^nised by the IFA, 
and won it." says Mr Dan. "By 
playing these matches the Ims get 
Some good match practice. Inis is 
very important." . 

liie'headmaster went on to say 
that they would love to have mote 
,practice passions, but cannot do so 
necause of the lack of proper hicili- 
ti^. “Ttmre is . only one ground 
here,’’ says Mr Ganguly, "the South 

' 17. 



Zone Aesociatton gtouad and it is pay plsym, “We pii^ «» # team 
run by ihe iocd paach^at. Each ” be says. »1t all,, 
club has a right to the ^uiid and 
thetefora praidtce is rationed. ja«y4Bdde^**ii^«Bta4td of encou^^ 

“Bat one thing ousbt to be men^ meat from the teachers of our 
tinned here; when we Mt down to school. They look after us a gpretit 
serious practice in Cktdber and deal and try to meet all our reqiiire- 
November, the other clubs cooper- meats. Our coach, Gourda, has 
ate and let us have the ground more helped us a lot and we are also 
often. They, even offer to play hiend- inspired by the local support we get. 
ly matches a^inst us. This ground Saiifib Bhattacharya. wpo plays for 
is not a proper ground and nine-a- East Bengal, and was a student of 
side matches are fust about possible. 9ur school, used to come and play 
But we have to make do. we have no with us during practice sessions. It 
alternative." - certainly helped in building up our 

In the final of this year’s touma- spirit. We want to win again next 
ment, MHS beat Alaawl High year." 
School by the odd goal In three. "We- 
scored'both our goals first," said the ▼ M THAT happens to these play- 
coach, Mr Dan. “Perhaps the boys 1/1/ ers when they pass out from 
were a little complacent after that » * this school? "Some get a 
and conceded the first gcwl against chance to play in the first division 
us in the tournament. The goalkeep- teams in Calcutta, but very few 
er was in position, but one of the games come their way. They have to 
stoppers tried to clear the ball, it wait for their chance and when it 
struck his boots, was deflected and comes, two to three matches in the 
went in.” entire league, they are so demoral- 

This year, because MHS were in Ised that they can’t show their true 
for a distinction, their players were form," says Mr Dan. 
made to go through a medical check- Young Kiran itlds: “Players are 
up before the tournament. "Four of given a raw deal bn the Maidan. We 
our boys were rejected," said the go there with plenty of hope, but we 
coach. “We were in a fix and we are not given the chance to make 
asked our headmaster to send four good. Here we are one bfg family, 
other boys from the camp who were each helping the other. But out 
actually to play the next year.” there, no one cares for us and we 

The full squad was: Gauranga end up the losers." 
Das, Gautam Banerjee, Chinmoy Some do make it, however. But 
Shikdar, Manab Das, Prasanta Saha, too few to rive the others any confl- 
Paitha Roy. Kiran Adhikary (Cap- dence to face the big. bad world, 
tain), Shyamal Sarkar, Sunil Bagui, Manab Roy (who won a scholarship 
Moti Majumdar. Sankar Kar, Gopes- worth of Rs 75 per month for a year 
war Ghosh. Subrata Sil, Bimal Das, because of his performance in the 
jayanta Das and Abhijit Subroto Cup this year) and Partha 
Roychoudhury. Roy helped Taltolla Akata to be- 

The coach declined to name the come the second division cham- 

piOtlf' and they 
nopdtb in first 
divfaiiEin. ^$ii^ta $il pbys for Sal- 
Ma PHaiidhi and S&dkar for 
Aikya Saihmilani. All four W4»e in 
the MItS team this y»ar.. 

Kaushlk Banerjee (1981-112 batdi) 
plays for KidderpOTe: the 1981 cap 
tain Dipak Pahi assists Border 
Security Force: from tlie 197^ batch. 
Apurha Mukherjee rdays for (^ay 
Mills, Bodibayi Praotp Senj^jq>ta for 
Aryan: ’Tarun Sen for BhratH Son¬ 
ina: Kabir Bose, who was called for 
the Indian camp before the Russian 
tour this year, had played for the 
school in 1980: and of course there 
is Sanjib Bhattacharya who used to 
play for the school in 1972-73 and 
now plays for East Bengal. 

It strikes one as odd lhat none oi 
the players who lifted the Subroto 
Cup last year found themselves in 
the Bengal school team which lost to 
Assam school this year. “Nor were 
we told to send our boys for the 
camp for the Indian schools team." 
says Mr Ganguly. “Injustice is done 
to our boys. They are good enough 
to win the trophy year ahear year, bui 
are not even considered tor the 
Indian schools team." 

MHS has also received encourage¬ 
ment from local government offi¬ 
cials. Last year, Mrs Ranu Ghosh, 
the DM of 24 Parganas, awarded Rs 
5,000 f(nr the playors and this year. 
Mrs.T.T. Kumar, the SDO of Baresat 
has assured them of prize money. 
Encouragement has also come from 
Mr S.S, Mirza, the DDPI (Physical 
Education), government of Wesi 
Be^i. 

“Tuis is good for us." saj^s Mi 
Ganguly. “But in the end. I must say 
that it is die boys who worked bard 
to bring us this honour. I have nc 
complaints against them. They arc 
disciplined and obey me. We arc 
more like friends." 

And it is not just football that 
MHS boasts of. It is the only school 
where geology is taught. In the 
Madhyamiks, on an averam. 93 pei 
cent of die boys pass, with at least 
four winning scnolanhips. In the 
Higher Secondary, they have a IOC 
per cent pass record, 

But it is aipeed that it is foodiall 
diet has made MHS famous, The 
town is now recognised for it and 
even localities iseariiy Identify 
themaelvea as being "so many^ kmi 
frona MaiHiyam#Mni.'’ 

-'liracgltM&nrjta. 



DRAWINGS / Rathin Mitra 

THE CALCUTTA COLLECTORATE 

STANDING in thn 
queue, waiting to 
board a north> 
bound minibus in 

BBD Bog, if one takas a 
look tovrarda the north¬ 
west, not a fragment of the 
litthomituryii to be seen. 
The Old Port and St 
Anne’s Church have long 
since disam>eeired> 
Howeeer. on the western 
side of the old tank- Susie, stands e building 

bich, along with the 
GPO. is an imfosing tea- 
tlaoniel to mid 
nineteenth century 
anMecture. 

Among the idd fauiM- 

inga with an uncertain fu¬ 
ture, the one in immediate 
peril, is the Collector id 
Caicutta’a Office. The 
anc»stiy of the Collector 
of Calcutta can be traced 
back to the days of tbe 
zamindara. 

'0>is dfice has travelled 
all ovm the city in search 
of a permanent place. In 
1783 It was situated <m 
the southmn side of Lal^ 
aar, with the old Jail to tan 
east and Klamendey's 
Mission Church to thi 
north. By 1820 it bap 
moved to a house id thn 
junction cd ChowrinjdMn 
and Park Street In me 

1830s it was shifted to the 
premises then occupied 

the hirst mint of Calcut¬ 
ta in ChurchLaneand after 
a pasSaM of another 50 

it found its way to a 
in Banksball Street. 

; The building with 
jwhich we are at presant 
poncwned, la situated in 
ftte north-western comer 
of BBD Bag and was 
erectad in the 1800s dur¬ 
ing the Lieutenentship of 
Sir Charles BlUott. At pre- 
aqnt, the building 
nmnaoditfs the Com- 
adsstbiiwr of the Fresidmi- SDIvlaion, tiw CoUaotor 

Ceimma,^ the Probate 

Duty Collector, as well as 
the Collector of Excise, 
and die Zonal Superinten¬ 
dent of Excise on the 
ground floor and the 
office fd the CommiMion- 
er of Revenue end Orcuit 
Presidency on the secemd 
floor. 

Elaborate staircases, 
prentices, arches, col¬ 
onnades and high ctalinga 
and such like adorned 
buiidinp In du past. It is 
a pity that Urn modem 
uUlHttdan point of view 
has little reverence for 
gmndeuc 

SUIhgltligi Ghanb 
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BENGALI FILMS 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Agamikal (A): Radha (Btdhan 
Sarani; 553045) & Puma (S.P. 
Mukherjee Hoad; 474567)- 
2.30, 5.30, 8.30. 

Married -off to a brute of a 
husband who is having an 
affair with his widowed sister- 
in-law. and after subsequent 
hardships, Oebashree Roy 
turns into a call girt to support 
herself and her mother and 
brothers. She meets Joy Sen- 

gupta. an unemployed young 
man and tails in love with him. 
Many a rendezvous follows, 
until one day he discovers the 
truth about her. 

Meanwhile, his father falls ill 
and the money for the opera¬ 
tion is provided by her. Subse¬ 
quently. Joy Sengupta saves 
her from the tender nfiercies of 
Utpal Dutt, but in the ensuing 
metoe the latter is accidentally 
kiitad. Joy is sentenced to 
three yearn in jail. The film, 
ends witti his parents accept¬ 
ing her as their daughter-in- 
law. 

Oebashree Roy's perform¬ 
ance is the only commendaMe 
part of the film. 

Directed by Tapan Saha 
with music by Laxmikant- 

Pyarelal, the Him stars De- 
bashree Roy, Joy Sengupta, 
Utpsd Dutt, Bikash Roy. kali 
Banerjee. Biplab Chatterjee, 
Dipak Ganguly. Sandhyarani, 
Kajal Gupta, Bula Bhat- 
tacharya and Anamika Saha. 

Jeeban Maran; Sree fBidhan 
Sarani; SS1515) & Indira (Indra 
Roy Road; 471757)-3,6,8.45. 

This film has a golden 
hearted protagonist who 
preaches universal brother¬ 
hood. There is also a golden 
voiced hero who remains hum¬ 
ble after attaining stardom, 
and a famous woman singer 
who extends unwavering hos¬ 
pitality to aspiring singers. This 
supposedly commercial enter¬ 
tainer abounds with lofty 
ideals. 

The acting is deadpan, tiie 
dialogue incoherent and the 
handling of charai^ers Incom¬ 
petent 

Directed by Sukhen Das 
with music by Das. the 
film has Sumitra Mukheriee. 
Joy Baneriee, Sukhen Dds, 
Shakuntala Barua, Swarup 
Outte, Bikash Roy. Anup 
Kumar, Prasenjit and newfind 
Piyu in the lead. 

Pratidan (A): Rupbani 
(Bidhan Sarani; 5534t3), Aru- 
na (M.G. Road; 359561) & 
Bharati (S.P. Mukheriee Road; 
474686)-2.30, 5.30, 8.30. 

Sharmila Tagore is a simple 
village girl who is in love with 
Ranpt Muitick. He goes abroad 
to become a barrister, leaving 
her an unmarried mother. She 

knamlM Mw teeleamM the bride (IHrtMaltraeli^ 



jbecomM a ruujtch girl and 
bo^riands d0stitu!a9. Vt<aor 
Baneijee Is an cwar-prasent 
vtOain who causas her untold 
misery. 

However, dirough aH her 
trials, she is comforted by 
several personifications of 
goodness. One of these ts 
Naseeruddin Shah, a tough 
who is transformed by her and 
helps her to. square up 
accounts with her enemies. He 
eventually dies. 

( In the meantime, the villain 
is eliminated. Sharmila is ac¬ 
cused of murder and acquitted 
in an absurd courtroom drama 
in which the defence is con¬ 
ducted by London-returned 
Ranjit Muflick. 

The talents of the cast are 
wasted in this film which 
attempts to vie with Bombay 
blockbusters but lacks their 
polish and technicai compe¬ 
tence. 

HINDI FILMS 

Hero: Opera (Lenin Sarani), 
Grace (M.G. Road; 341544), 
Ganesh (Upper Chitpur Road: 
332250)-^ shows, Rupbani 
(Bidhan Sarani; 553413)— 
noon, Menoka (Sarat Chatter- 
jee Avenue; 410417). 

Directed by Subhash Ghai 
with music by Laxmikant- 
Pyrarelal, the film stars Jackie 
Shroff, Meenakshi, Shammi 
Kapoor and Sanjeev Kumqr. 

REGULAR^SHO^ 

itaar Turn Na Hole: Paradise 
(TOntinck Street; 235442)-12, 
3, 6, 9. 

Good photography and 
haunting tunes enrich this sim¬ 
ple film. 
Arth (A): fiiletro (Chowringhee 
Road; 233541), Basusree 
(S.P. Mukherjee Road; 
478808) & Blna (Bidhan Sara- 
pi; 341522)-noon. 

Excellent performances 
from the cast are the main 
strength of this altogether 
commendable film. 
Ba-Aabrao: Society (Corpora¬ 
tion Place: 241002)-12, 3, 6, 
8.45 

A sehes of instances of the 
physical violation of women is 
dealt with. 
Baiaab: Jyoti (Lenin Sarani; 
241132)-12, 3, 6, 8.45. 

Star debutants Sunny Deol 
and Amrita Singh with veteran 
Shammi Ksyx>or are irr the 
leading rotes of this fllrh, 
directed by Rahul Hawaii with 
music by R.D. Burman. 

Cbar-Poifee: New Cinema 
(Lenin Sarani; 270147)— 

11.45,2.45, 5.46,8.45. KaDka 
(Sadananda Road; 478141). 
Jagat (A.P.C. Road; 
365108)-^ shows. Krishna 
(T.C. Dutta Street; 344262)— 
noon, Mitra (Bidhan Sarani; 
551133). 

Ashok Kumar, Shatrughan 
Sinha, Parveen Babi and Am- 
jad Khan are in the cast. 
Coolie: Oient (Betinck Street; 
231917), Krishna (T.C. Dutta 
Street; 344262), Gem (A.J.C. 
Bose Road; 249828), Uttara 
(Bidan Sarani; 552200), Pura- 
1^ (M.G. Road; 350680), Ujjaia 
(Russa Road; 478666). 

This film has a long and 
complicated story with Ami- 
tabh Bachchan towering over it 
all. 
Juatlea Chaudhury: Darpana 
(Bidhan Sarani; 552040)-3 
shows. 
Kalaakaw: Roxy (Chowring¬ 
hee Place; 234138)—4 shows. 
Majestic (R.A. Kidwal Road; 
242266), 'Basusree (S.P. 
Mukherjee Road; 478808), 
Bina (Bidhan Sarani; 341522), 
Purnasree (Raja Kissen 
Street; 554033). 

Leukaemia is the main vil¬ 
lain in this melodramatic love 
story. 
Main Awara Hoon: Lotus 
(S.N.- Banerjee Road: 

242664)—4 shows. 
^unjay Outt as the 

youngest brother, comes of ' 
poorly. Raj Babbar, Rati Agni- 
notri and Jaya Prada are 
somewhat better. 

FOREIGN FILMS 

NEW^RELEASg 

Fedora (A): Minenra 
tChowringhee Place; 241052) 
—12, 3. 6, 8.30. 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Mad Monkey Kui^ Ru:New 
Empire (Humayun Place; 
231403)—12, 3, 5i,45. 8.15, 

TV 

CALCUTTA 

8 January 
4.30: World of sport. 
6.05; Feature film te Hindi. 
9.15: Focus: A programme on, 
ojrrent affairs. 
9 January 
8.00: Sports roundup. 
8.25: Sahitya SanSkriti. 
9.15: ChKramals: Film songs 
in difier«it languages. 
10 January 
7.00; Youth Time. 
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drama. Samar Qupta has con¬ 
ceived the drama quite well 
and has combined narration 
and music with bnlllant ease 
This album is a meaningful 
addition to the Bengali de¬ 
votional music 

8 January: 8.30 pm 
A solo recital of Tagore 

songs by Geeta Ghatak in a 
programme organised by 
Geeta-Sudha 

At Rabindra Sedan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road, 449937) 
8 Janua^: 3 pm 

Calcutta Youth Choir cele¬ 
brates Its silver jubilee through 
an international festival of 
songs, dances and music The 
participants include IPTA 
choir groups from Delhi and 
Madras, singers and dancers 
from 16 status of India, Mike 

7 55 Play ferial 
9 25 Ek Mulaqaat/Looking 
Back Looking Forward Jagan 
nath Azad 
11 January 
7 00 English film serial. 
810 Darshaker Oarbare 
8 30. Chitrahar 
9 IS Senal Lucy Show. 
12 January 
7 00 Tarunder Janye 
740 Dristikone 
815 Music & Dance Polk 
dance of Oaijeeling 
915 Places of Pilgrimage 
The shnno ol Bom Jesus in 
Goa 
I 

13 January 
6 34 English feature film. 
9 15 Public Sector A film on 
Indian Oil 
I 

14 January 
6 00 Feature film in Bengali: 
Epar Opar (Cast Soumitra 
Chatterjee Apama Sen Dilip 
Roy Padma Devi and others. 
Direction Ashutosh Banerjee. 
Music Sudhin Dasgupta) 
740 Saptahiki 
915 Science Magazine prog- 

RECORDS 

Jugavatar Sri Sri Ramakriah- 
ns: Dunng the middle and late 
19th century a reawakening 
took place in Bengal Creative 
Inspiratton coupled with know- 
lac^ was bringing thorough 
Bharnes in every sphere of 
life Dunng this time Ramak- 
n^na Paramhansa Dev, a 
oriest at the Oakshineswar Kali 
Ten^e, praadied the Vedan- 
tlc phiioknhy of the wual 
ralidity of all faiths this 
attracted a large number of 
aeople of various religious per- 
Hiasions Statwans like Ginsh 

Ghosh, Kashab Sen and 
others luminanes of Bengal 
frequented Dakshineswar 
Among them was a yourrg 
student, Narendranath Dutta— 
who was later to be Swami 
VivekanarKla 

ConsKfenng alt these fac¬ 
tors, Bharati Record and 
Musical Products has released 
this LP. drama and music by 
Samar Gupta and dirbbted by 
Jagannath Basu The record 
hokfs everyone's interest be¬ 
cause of Its smooth progres 
Sion, strength of the dramatic 
element and fluid musical 
atmosphere Gurudas Baner- 
lae (Ramakrtshnai, Aiitesh 
Banerjee (Qinsh Gnosh) and 
Oebraj Roy (Narendranath 
Dutta) have excelled their own 
standards The simple, lyncal 
language is an asset to the 

> , 'if 

..L r 
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m. 

Glick and his Quintet from the 
US, Eurico Lopis from Argenti¬ 
na, Fanda Parveen from Bang 
ladesh and folk troupes from 
the USSR 

At Netaji Indoor Stadium 
8 January; 5.30 pm 

In memory of Dr Anjali 
Mukherjee, Bhaiatiya Sangeet 
Kala Kendra presents a prog 
ramme entitled Sangeelanjali 

At Tripura Hitasadhini 
Sabha (3 Surya Sen Street 
Calcutta 12) 
11 January: 6.30 pm 

On the inauguration day of 
Asiatic Society s bicentenary 
celebration, Rabitirtha will 
stage Tagores dance drama 
Tasher Desh Direction 
Suchitra Mitra 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed 
ral Road, 449937) 
12 January: 6.30 pm 

Indian Cultural Ensemble 

presents the children's dance 
drama FtMuahi and Tagore’s 
Tashar Desh Directed by 
Aditya Mitra, the participants 
include Tushar Bhanja, Supar- 
na Bhattacharya, Hast 
Mukherjee, Sumita Sinha and 
Sankar Bose 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road, 449937) 

12 January: 6.30 pm 
A premier presentation fol¬ 

lowed by a discussion of a 
Kathak item composed and 
danced by Pt Vijai Shankar 

At Padatik Little Theatre (6/7 
AJC Bose Road 446087) 

13 Janurary: 6 pm 
Kingshuk presents an even 

ing of songs featuring Heman- 
ta Mukheijee Sikha Basu, 
Chitral^ha Choudhury, Bam 
Tagore and various artistes of 
Its organsation 

At Rabindra Sadan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road 449937) 

PLANES 

INTERNATIONAL 
Bombay-Calcutta-Bangfcok- 
Hong Kong-Tokyo: Cmcutta 
arnval AI316 (2) at2110 Cal 
cutta departure AI316 (2) at 
2205 
Tokyo-Hong Kong-Bangkok- 
Caicutta-Bombay CaTciitta 
arrival AI307 (3) at 2(145 Cal¬ 
cutta departure Ai307 (4) at 
0040 
London-Frank*urt-Roma- 
Bombay-Caleutta: Calcutta 
arnval Ah32 (ll at 1915 
Catcutta-Bombay-Dubai- 
London-New York* Calcutta 
departure Ail03 (1) at 2355 
Caleutta-Bangkok. Calcutta 
departures TG314 (1,3 6) at 
1345, Calcutta arrivals TG313 
(1, 3 6) at 1225 
Calcutta-Karachl- 
Copenhagen: Calcutta depar¬ 
tures SK976 (4, 7) at 0820 
Calcutta arrivals SK975 (4, 7) 
at 0705 
Calcutta-London: Calcutta 
departure BA144 (2) at 2115, 
Calcutta arrival BA145 (2) at 
1315 
Calcutta-Kathmandu: Calcut¬ 
ta departure RA214 (1, 4) at 
1610, Calcutta arnval RA213 
(1. 4) at 1450 
Caicutta-Kathmandui Depar¬ 
ture. IC247 (1 3 4 5 7) at 
1330, Calcutta arnval, IC246 &3. 4 5 7) at 1250 

Icutta-Ohaka: Departure, 
IC223 (daily) at 1420. Calcutta 
arnval, IC224 (daily) at 16^ 
Caleutta-ChItlaBong: Depar- 
tura IC22S (4, 7) at 1530; 
(Calcutta amvat IC^ (4, 7) at 
1830 
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DOMESTIC 

Caieutt«*Dalht: Dopartures, 
IC402 (dally) at 1735, iC263 
(daily) at 0^; Calcutta arriv* 
als, IC401 (daily) at 1125, 
IC26^ (dally) at 
Calcutta-Bombay; Depar¬ 
tures, IC176 (dally) at 0545. 
IC273 (daily) at 1950; Calcutta 
arrivals, IC175 (daily) at 1125, 

' IC274 (daily) at 1850. 
Calcutta-Madras: Departure, 
iC26S (dally) at 1700, Calcutta 
arrival. IC^6 (daily) at 2150 
Cafeutta-Port Blair: Depar¬ 
ture IC285 (2, 5) at 0600, 
Calcutta arrival IC286 (2,5) at 
1040. 
Caleutta-Gauhati-Texpur- 
Jorhat-Lliabari-DIbrugarh: 

Departure IC211 (daiM at 
01^; Calcutta arrival IC212 
(daily) at 1600- 
Cateutta>lmph8t: Departure 
IC255 (daily) id 0945; Calcutta 
arrival tC2S6 (daily) at 1540. 
Calcutta-Bagdogra: Depar¬ 
ture 1(^21 (daily) at 1120; 
Calcutta arrival IC^2 (daily) at 
1340. 
Calcutta-Gauhatl: Departures 
IC249 (daily) at 0600, IC229 
(daily) at 1300; Calcutta arriv¬ 
als IC250 (1. 3.6) at 1445 and 
(2. 4. 5, 7) at 1800, IC230 
(daily) at 1605. 
Calcutta-Agartala: Depar¬ 
tures IC237 (daily) at 0545, 
IC243 (daily) at 0650; Calcutta 
arrivals IC238 (2, 4, 6, 7) at 
1100 and (1, 3. 5) at 0835. 

IC244 (daily) at 0900. 
Caleutla'ddrhal'Olbrugarh: 
Departures IC213 (1.3.4,6,7) 
at 0600;. Calcutta arrivals 
!C,214«1, 3, 4. 6. 7) at 1015. 
Caieutta^flchar*iinphat: De¬ 
parture IC255 (daily) at 0945; 
Calcutta arrival IC2S6 (daily) at 
1540. 
Caleutta-Ranchi'Patna- 
LucknoW'Delhl: Departure, 
IC410 (daily) at 0700, Calcutta 
arrival, 1C 409 (daily) at 1045. 
Caleutta-Bhubaneawar- 
Hyderabad-Bangalore; De¬ 
parture IC269 (2,4,6) at 1140; 
Calcutta arrival IC270 (2,4,6) 
at 2125. 
Calcutta*Nagpur- 
Hydarabad-Bangalore: De¬ 
parture IC289 (3.5, 7) at 1140; 

Calcutta arrival K^70 (3,5,7) 
el 2145. » 
Caleutta<Bhubanaawar> 
Viahakhepatnam: Departure 
IC277 (1. 3. 5. 7) at 1210; 
Calcutta arrival fC278 (1.3,5, 
7) at 1650. 
Caleutta-Varanaai* 
Gorakhpur: Departure IC281 
(2, 4. 6, 7) at 1210; Calcutta 
arrival 10282 (2, 4, 6, 7) at 
1855. 
Calcutta-Jamahedpur- 
Rourkela-Ranchi: Departure 
PF715 (2. 4. 6) at 0700; Cal¬ 
cutta arrival PF716 (2, 4, 6) at 
1305. 
Caicutta-Jamahedpur: De¬ 
parture PF717 (1. 3. at 
0700; Calcutta arrival PF718 
(1, 3, 5) at 0900. 

TRAINS 

Departure 
Up Time 

1 19-20 
5 20-00 
3 20-40 

81 9-45 

103 9-45 

101 16-55 

173 5-45 

67 10-55 

61 22-55 

9 21-35 

7 10-10 

49 14-20 
11 21-00 
39 21-10 

19 22-00 

21 16-05 
57 6-10 

EASTERN RAILWAY 
(HOWRAH) MAIL 

Delhi Kalka Malt 
Amritsar Mail 
Bombay Mail via Allahabad 

EXPRESS 
Air-Cond. Express Tri-Wkly 
via Gaya 
Dep.—^Tuos. & Wed. up to 
New Delhi 
Dep.—Sat. up to Amritsar 
Arri.—Tues., Wed. & 
Saturday 
Alr-Cond. Express Bi-Wkly 
via Patna 
Dep.—Thurs. up to New 
Delhi 
Dep.—Sun. up to Amritsar 
Arri.—Mon., & Friday 
Rajdhani Alr-Cond. Exp. 4 
days a week 
Dep.—Mon., Thurs., Fn. & 
Sunday 
Arri.—tues.. Wed., Sal. & 
Sunday 
Himagiri (Jammu-Tawi) 
Exp. Tri-Wkly 
Dep.—Wed., Sat. & Sunday 
Arri.—Mon., Tues. & Friday 
Bombay Janata Express 
Tri-Wkly 
Dep.—Mon., Wed. & Friday 
Arri.—Tues., Thurs. A 
Sunday 
Dehradun Janata Express 
Wkly 
Dep.—Sunday 
Arri—Sunday 
Boon Expnm via Grand 
Chord 
Toofan Expresa via Main 
Line 
Amritsar Express . 
Delhi Expresa via Main Lirra 
Delhi Janata Express via 
Main Line 
Gorakhpur Express 

MKhlla Expresa 
Kanehentunga 
Tri-Wkly 

Expresa 

Arrival Departure Arrival 
Time 

8-15 
7-55 

Dn. Up Time 
Dep.—Tues., Thurs. & 

Time Dn, 

2 
6 

Saturday 
Arri.—Wed., Fn. & Sunday 

12-50 4 59 18-55 Kamrup Express 
New Bongaigaon Janata 

6-30 60 
165 12-30 13-35 166 

17-10 82 307 6-10 
Express 
Black Diamond Express 21-25 308 

309 17-15 Coalfield Express 10-30 310 
305 18-20 Asansol Express 8-45 ?06 

SEALDAH (MAIL & EXPRESS) 
43 19-15 Dar)eeling Mail 8-45 44 

17-10 104 
S3 22-00 Gsur Express 

Jammu taw) Express 
5-00 54 

51 11-45 15-40 52 
13 20-45 Upper India Express via 

SBG Loop 
Bhagirathi (Lalgoia) Ex¬ 

11-55 14 

303 18-20 10-20 •304 
press 

11-05 102 SOUTH-EASTERN RAILWAY 
(HOWRAH) MAIL 

3 20-00 Madras Mail 6-10 4 
2 20-15 Bombay Mall via Nagpur 7-00 1 

23-35 "174 EXPRESS 
60 14-15 Gltanjali (Bombay) Ex¬ 13-40 59 

press 5 days a week 
Dep.— Mon., Tues., Wed., 

21-15 68 Fri. & Saturd^ 
Arri.— Mon., Tues., Thurs., 
Fri. & Saturday 

134 20-50 Ahmedabad Express 4 
days a week 

4-00 133 

8-15 62 Dep.--Tues., Thurs., Fri. & 
Sunday 
Arri.—tues.. Wed., Fri. & 
Sunday 
Bombay Express via 
Nagpur 
Coromandal (Madras) Ex¬ 

6-55 10 30 12-45 13-10 29 

18-15 8 141 16-25 10-45 142 

15-45 SO 37 23-10 
press 
Madras Janata Express 4-10 38 

6-05 12 13 17-30 Tata Steel Express 10-18 14 
5-20 40 11 6-20 I^Mt Express 21-50 12 

10-50 20 
5 

15 
22-10 
21-25 

Jharsugida Express 
Ranchi Hatta Express 

5- 00 
6- 40 

6 
16 

7 22-35 Puri Express 5-30 8 
6-45 22 9 18-45 Jagannath (Purl) Express 8-00 10 

19-30 58 45 10-50 EMt Coast (Hyderabad) 16-15 46 
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WONDERLAND 

Shhh! By Shainlu Dudeja 

Dont say it out aloud but what property do the following twelve 
words have in comrnon'? 

1 Scheherazade 
2 Maliaous 
3 Sugar 
4 Chicago 
5 Passion 
6 Crescendo 
7 Artificial 
B Shimmering 
9 Partition 

10 Mansion 
11 Ocean 
12 Tissue 

Answer on Page IS 

Barter Bank 
If you read an stem in this 
page that you wish to re¬ 
spond to, pieasp write in 
to Barter Bank, r/o Thl 
1 HI GRAPH CoiOI'R MagA- 
/iNf, 6 PrafuHa Soikar 
Street Colrufta 700001 
Also if you wish to enter 
an item in this column, 
please write in with de 
tails to the address given 
above We shall inform 
you of responses to your 
insertions by post 

a Rei urdh. I otfei Abtia s 
Siipii liouper Stevie 
Woii(li>r s lioltc I thrill /uiv 
•111(1 Neil Ditiinond « 
(>i( of'si Hits 111 ex( lidiige 
lor leioiils hv Rogei Wbi- 
l«iLei Peirv (omo Eru 
C Ifipton diid the Soturdriy 
Night 1 e\ ei <ilbum Write 
to kongoii Neogi 
• Camera. I offer an 
almost hianri new Hot 
shot 110 witli dtiange 
meiits loi eletIronic flash 
gun .i(l|iistrnent in ex 
I hdiigc foi any n mni 
(dnieia in good londitiun 
w ith the s.ime dd|ustnient 
( ontar t Kaiipt Kumar 
Rov 
a Magazines’ 1 hav e nbout 
20 issues of last year s Tin 
Tiikkaph Colour Maga¬ 
zine which 1 want to ex- 
(hange for gieeting c ards 
Write to Arti Arora 
• Camera* I has e a Zenet 
I SIH pie-set camera 
made in the USSR with a 
Photex pie-sot H'l mni 
tele made in fapan I want 
to excliangc* this lor a 
Japanese or (hirrnan made 
SLR of equal price, which 
IS about Rs 11)00 ('ontarf 
Piiiaki iJas t_ . 

SOLUTIONS 
M80 Of S8XV 6 tihJJ 

8 aousj:! I ei0H 7 uawG 
8 leujoo Z sdets t luatOQ 

lueos peaH 
11 Jieitouuv 6 aiiuguad 9 
uobeM S sxoBG i •stoov 
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^anuDD^irWllDDffQ®? 
'by Hal Kaufman- 

• MORE SAMANTICSi 
Hare are tome more 
thought provoking 
words attributed to the 
lata Sam Qoldwyn 1 
"-me out "2 ”1 
read-of it all the way 
through ^ 3 'Anybody 
who goes to a 
psychiatrist ought to 
have 
his—examined " Fill 
bianks 

!►«( I I tpri I I 

COiNDROP 
TESTER' 

Make a fist Extend your 
arm forward and place a 
com atop the back of your 
hand (soe illustration 
aside) 

Now, dropping your 
arm suddenly attempt to 
open your hand and 
catch the coin before it 
falls to the floor 

When you have sue 
cceded several times try 
stacking two coins and 
increase the number as 
you go along Buttons 
erasers sugar cubes or 
other small items may be 
used in place of coins if 
you prefer 

Practice makes perfect 
of course 

AWESOME POEI Mr. Mean, our wrestler psl above, mey 
heve met his nwteh Add missing lines to cemptete scene 

e Riddle Me This' What is the best month for 
pawnshops? Hock tobur What kind of cat samples 
public opinion? A poll cat 
e Vowelling Out' Insert the missing vowels—a. e, 

% o. u—in these femillar sayings 1 TMSMNY 2 
SYCMSY6 3 WLLBGNSHLFDN 4 
LTnSTRKSFLLGRTKS ^ 
lltf) »|U I V «}i;op||V4> MbYqii«»M t Oti ou'i Asi ) ^ Ai >1 *> J I 

HOCUS-POCUS 

CAN YOU TRUST YOUR EVES? TiMre are st least six diffsr 
tnees in drawing details beitwasn top end bottom ponylt. How 
guickly con you find tbemt CMck emwors with ttisso hoiow 

DIGGING INI Add the following colors neatly to the pirate scene 
above’ I—Red. 2—M. blue 3—Yellow «—U brourn s—Flosh. 
6—Orange 7—Dk brown S—Ok blue 9~ Black 

SwimiutlwinSvw * t Suiniw 
Mtllio r UMMUIOSII**Ai < ( 4Mi*UW«l4ttM ("MxwutuiO 



Comics 



MOOSE MILLER By Bob Weber 

THE LOCKHORNS 



JUUET JONES By Stan Drake 

MANDRAKE By Lee Falk 







$• VMI CM Mk tolls 
to CMfklMce. 
We have set up two new consultancy cells 

to give you professional advice*- FREE! 
The Risk Management Ceil advises you on 

matters of corporate insurance. The 
Customer Service Cei offers advice on 

general insurance. Plus ws have our vast 
network of Divisional and Branch Offices 
aR over the country. To be close U) you~ 

^terever you are. 

I-;-^ 

I Contact US al any of these tefef^tone numbers: t 
Calcutta 44-8336-8 6 26-0800 

Bombay 22-1814 New Delhi 27-0111 
Madras 83824 Ahmedabad 38-1642 

I Lucknow 48586 \ 
I-J 

National Insurance Company Limited 
(A Subtotory cf QwiMi (fMunncc CorpoMion of laps) * 

to ik gmwktg of ii 
I 
i 
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The Wiz Biz Club is in full swing now. Thousands of 
children from all over India have alrea^ become members of 
the most exclusive newspaper club in tne country! Join their 
fraternity and taste the joy of novelty each week. 

Fill In the form given below, attach a postal order worth 
Rupees five in favour of "The Telegrapn" and mail it. Or 
better still. Cut out the coupon and bring along the money to 
the office of The Telegraph. The address: 6, Prafulla Sarkar 
Street, Calcutta 700 001. 

Join the Wiz Biz Club! Join the world of fun! 



Post Mortem 

Spot 

' omission of Subhash 
iSarovar (popularly known 
as Beliaghata Lakes) in 'For 
a Spot of Fun’ (Guide. )an 
1) was unfortunate. 

This is one of the finest 
icnic spots in Calcutta, 
esides tne beautiful lakes 

with two islands |;v the 
side of Kadapara forest, 
there are gardens with col¬ 
ourful flowers, separate 
parks for children and 
ladies, an artificial hillock, 
a zoo with harmless anim¬ 
als, and bathing, swimming 
and boating facilities. 
There is also a nice cafetar- 
ia, ‘Kallol.’ 

The picnickers may 
com'e with their lunch 
packets or they may enfoy a 
Choruibhati as kitchen 
facilities along with crock¬ 
ery are made available to 
the picnickers by the Cal¬ 
cutta Improvement Trust. 
J. BaichaudhUry, 
Calcutta 

WeU Handled 

The Christmas Short; 
Story. 'Handle With Care’’ 
(Dec 2.'i) made intere.stjng 
reading. - Heartiest congra¬ 
tulations to Vernon Tno- 
mas for his extremely de¬ 
lightful piece. 

It was perfectly harmo¬ 
nious with that characteris¬ 
tic ‘Burradin’ mood. Why 
don't you publish such re¬ 
freshing stories regularly 
every week? 
Tathogoto Chatterjee. 
Calcutta 

The Greatest 

Compliments to the cele¬ 
brated novelist.' Shankar, 
for his unbiased apprecia¬ 
tion of Bimal Mitra whom 1, 
like Shankar, consider as 
the greatest Bengali living 
storyteller of our times (Dec 
18), 

It should be a matter of 
shame to all lovers df Ben- 
gdi literature that Bimal 

Mitra has been neglected 
and slighted in his home¬ 
land. 

Not only that, he has 
been branded a plagiarist 
because, perhaps, of some 
similarity between Saheb 
Bibi, Golom and King's 
General (D, Maurier), parti¬ 
cularly the climactic last 
scene. 

In my humble estimation 
S.B.G. is far superior to the 
other novel in the delinea¬ 
tion of the characters of the 
dramatis personae. 

The five novels of Bimal 
Mitra mentioned by Shank¬ 
ar. exemplify—their flaws 
notwithstanding—w'h at 
traditinijally true novels 
should be; a motley crowd 
of men and women, good, 
bad or indifferent, placed 
against a vast canvas of 
time spooling nut events, 
actions and emotions in all 
their complexity, reaching 
on one another, and ulti¬ 
mately showing man and 
his environment as play¬ 
things of the cosmic forces 
which govern eternal time. 

Shankar, w'ho. admitted¬ 
ly. is the most popular 
storyteller in Bengal today 
makes no secret of how he 
was influenced by Bimal 
Mitra in his literary enter¬ 
prise. Though dissimilar in- 
style and choice of themes 
(Shankar does far more 
painstaking homework and 
tieid research), they both 
enthrall their readers by the 
fluent;y of their narratives 
and building stories within 
stories. 

La.stly, I offer a bouquet 
to the editor for publisliing 
this much needed article. 
S. N. Bose, 
Catcutta 

Thank you tor the excel¬ 
lent article on Bimal Mitra 
by Shankar (Dec 18). Before 

,1 read it. 1 knew of Bimal 
Mitra only as the author of 
best selling books like 
Sahib, Bibi, GoJam and 
Kari Dive KinJam. 

But. now I know the man 
as an incredible personal¬ 
ity. My belief that modesty 
and fame do not go together 
nowadays has also been 
strengthened. 1 fail to 
understand why he has not 
been recommended for the 

Sshitya Akademi award 
while writers of lesser 
ahclaim have bagged equal¬ 
ly prestigious awards in the 
past. 
Debashish Mafumdar, 
Calcutta. 

How, Soath 

I was impressed by the 
article on north Oilcutta' 
schools (Dec 4). It w'as 
painful to read about the 
present condition of these 
schools which have had a 
glorious past. 

May I suggest a similar 
article on south Calcutta 
schools? 
Aniruddho Bose, 
Calcutta 

As Distinctive 

Dress Circle (Oct 23) fea¬ 
tured two Calcuttans who 
received the Arjuna award 
this year. It is surprising 
that you have neglected 
Sudhir Karmakar, who also 
received it this year, and 
who is very much a ([lalciit- 
tan. He is a product of 
Calcutta soexer, having rep¬ 
resented (Calcutta in the 
national team and has de¬ 
lighted Calcutta soccer lov¬ 
ers for a decade by his fine 
playing. 
Sumit Chukrtihorty, 
Calcutta 

There is no denyin/i Sudhir 
Karmakur’s contribution to 
sport. And Ihvrc was no 
intention to ignore him. 
The winners of the Arjuna 
Award for 1981 and 1982 
were announced together 
and the list was too long to 
accommodate everyone 
mentioned. So we took just 
the 1982 winners; Sudhir 
Karmakar was a 1981 
awardee.—Editor 

That*s True 

I disagree with the 
allegations made by San- 
ieev Dehlaskar in his letter' 
(Jan 1). 'The astrological 
page is by far the most 
accurate I nave seen in any 
magazine. 

Arun Tamhsiiey, 
Hind Motor 
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SPORT / Polo 
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i6 SOME of my local 
friends remem¬ 
ber their parents 
telling them that 
they will not 
fake them for 

polo on Christmas Day if they did 
not behave properly,” said Vijay 
Singh, the pietropolitan's highest 
handicap player who has migrated 
from Rajasthan. 

Judging by the spectator turnout 
last Christmas Day it seems either all 
the children have turned into brats 
or they prefer some other treat from 
parents expecting better behaviour. 
The Indian Polo Association final 
between the 61st Cavalry and Im- 
asconda drew no more than a 
thousand spectators on December 
25. 

man who gets a heavy heart 
seeing the empty stands is Col. 
Maha^^ Prem Singh of Jodhpur, the 
referep of the tournament this year. 
His agony is understandable as he is 
yet to forget the crowds of yestery- 

At one time 20,000 
people used to watch 

polo finals; today, 
barely a thousand do. 

Where have all the 
crowds gone? Lokesh 

Sharma finds out 

ears. “Today if I tell some youngster 
that more than 20,000 spectators had 
watched the match between Calcutta 
Polo Club and a Jaipur-Jodhpur com¬ 
bined team in 1960, the centenary 
year of fhe club, he will probably 
laugh at me,” said Maharaj Prem 
Singh with a tone of nostalgia. 

where have all the spectators dis¬ 
appeared? Lt. Col. 'Pickles’ Sodhi, 
who has spent almost two decades 
on the circuit and has been making 
virtually an annual pilgrimage fo the 

city, has seen both the high noon of 
the sport's popularity and its sunset. 
“1 think the poor spectator response 
Sr fl direct fallout of the virtual non 
participation of the Rajasthani royal 
familiesf'said ‘Pickles' Sodhi, who 
has married Nafisa Ali. “The 
Maharajas and the princes were a 
great attraction for the local Marwar- 
is and Rajasthanis. They came to see 
the Maharaja of Jaipur and Rao Raja 
Hanut Singh of Jodhpur as much to 
datch a glimpse of royalty as for 
their polo brilliance. Both m them 
were nine goal handicap playors arid 
amongst the top players in the 
world," explained Lt. Col. Sodhi, 
who is himself a five- goal handicap 
player. 

Lt. Col. Rupi Brar endorses this 
view |)ut also adds that the popular¬ 
ity of polo has declined mainly 
b^use Calcutta Polo Club does not 
own a stable. This, he feels. , has 
deprived the youngsters olan oroor- 
tunity to piw up their initial las- 
Bons. 



HAtf ■ twntury ago tho gamo 
wM <m an entiroljr different 
plane. It carried a touch of 

daas. Those were the days of royal' 
ty: the daw of mafestic players like 
Maharaja Mwai Man Singh of Jaipur 
and Reo Raja Hanot Sin^ of Jodh- 
pur, both nine goal handicap play- 
eip and easily tpe beat produced by 
India. 

Today it is difficult to raise a team 
with an aggregate handicap of 18 6tala but in the late 30s Rao Raja 

anut Singh and Maharaja Sawai 
Man Singh had an 18 goal handicap 
between them. And the Maharaja of 
laipur’s team had a total handicap oi 
34 goals. Rao Raja Abhdy Singh, the 
younger brother of Rao Raja Hanut 
Singh, and Maharaja Prithi Singh of 
Baria, the other two players, were 
eight goal players. 

There is an interesting incident 
related with the formation of this 
team. Recalls Maharaja Prem Singh: 
“The Maharaja of Jaipur had mar¬ 
ried two princesses of Jodhpur. At 
that time polo had become more or 
less extinct in Jodhpur so the 
Maharaja of Jaipur suggested to the 
Maharaja ot Jodhpur to lend his 
horses and players to him. Since the 
son-in-law whs making the sugges¬ 
tion it could hardly be re)ected In 
time, these horses contributed to the 
creation oi the greatest polo force in 
India. The best horses and riders of 
Jaipur end Jodhpur forined a match¬ 
less combination." 

The presence of royalty was an 
equally big attraction on the social 
circuit. The elite considered it a 
privilege to' have the Maharaja of 
Jaipur at their party. His presence 
made the evening a truly cham¬ 
pagne affair—literally and 
met^honcaily. 

"Tne Maharaja of Jaipur drank 
only champagne. So anyone who 
invited him had to arrange an 
adequate supply of champagne, 
which cost a lot even in those days. 
However, his presence mure than 
made up for the expenses," remem¬ 
bers Mr S.B. Aibara, chairman of the 
Calcutta Polo Club. 

A great aocial event: Then there 
WM the polo ball, a great social 
event. Those who couldn’cappear at 
thaee aocial gatherings made up by 
finding tbeir way to the pojo 
fMund: if they couldn’t rub some of 
ttie stordpit off tire royal shoulders 
Onto their own, they could at leaat 
aae It spayldb on the polo field. 

There was ancAfaer type of royalty 
those daya; the high handicap fore* 
kn teams which lent themselvas 
mgou«ah|ty to the populeriiy of the 

adort. the touring teams from 
Argentina and Gkat Britain had 
their own Maharahis, Bob Scheen, e 
10 goal handicap player from Great 
Britain, was a major draw when he 
played in the Calcutta Polo Club’s 
centenary celebration eKhibition 
match in 1080. Similarly. Argenti¬ 
nians Edwards Moore (7), who 
toured the city in 1986. Goti and’ 
Lickle (both 7). who played in 1968 
'were stars tn their own right. 

The polo fraternity also remem¬ 
bers the Hipwood brothers, Gillian 
and Howard, who played regularly 
from 1966-77. Gillian was a eight 
goal handicap player when he last 
played in this metropolis. 

There was thus no dearth of 
high handicap players those 
days The standard was high 

and the mounts were of a superior 
standard. Even the government 
showed its appreciation by making 
occasional gestures like allowing 
the import of 10 horses from Great 
Britain in 1960. 

Today there are no Maharajas, no 

Naflaa Ail watehwsnUloiaddliMilDllMiMMBliiaraaaaalafliMi HMMt 

«M)d mountp and uot many hif^^ 
handicap playme. U Cot V.P. SUi^ * 
was once a seven ftoal hanoltiaip 
player but he is past his prime aha 
uarnes a five goel handicap now. 

Jim Gunn, the captain of the.AU* 
ati^lan Polo Council which played^ 
the Calcutta circuit this ymr, pwtl* 
cularly complained about poor 
mounts. “The education of the 
ponies we rode was pathetic. 1 wUl 
not blame the breed of the ponisA, 
During my stay either I saw th^ 
.tied in the stable or taken out for an 
evening walk like pel dogs. I pity 
their boring life,’’ felt Jim Gunn* 
who himself breeds horses. 

Conducive conditions: But Gunn 
was of the opinion that other cohdi' 
tions lent themselves favourably to 
the aport. “You have enough ffass* 

* fields whereas we play most of om 
polo on dirt fields. Also the wintehi 
are dry and cool enough tor polo,'* 
he added. 

Qilcutta Polo Club has realisOai 
the need of having its own stable tt' 
polo has to progress. “If we sal# 
enough money then we plan to Intv 



ponies and put them at the disposal 
!oi our youngstera. The idea is to 
promote the sport at the grassroot 
level. We are looking forward to 
building a team which will be able 
to lift me Indian Polo Association 
championship.” elaborated Mr 
Aibara. 

"We planned everything so meti* 
culously this season as if we were 
launching a heW product. First pf all 
we ensutra the participation of the 
army teams by approac^ng Genetd. 
A. Vaidya, wim was the last GCX>in- 
C. Eastern Command. During his. 
term in Calcutta we had decided to 
make the GOC-ln-C Eastern Com* 
mand. a permanent patron of the 
club to ensure greater involvement 
of the army,” said Mr Aibara, 

The season could not have been a • 
success without the help of the 
army* The army brought almost a 
huodrad hones and bon most of the 

entailing expenses including 
freight 

Lt Q>1 Brar opined that the dub 
made a good move dils season. 
"They got the best avaibble talent in 
the country and also got the Austra¬ 
lian team to play hits. Besides a 
local player, Konnie Nath, spon* 

•sored a him handicap Endish play* 
er. Oliver Ellis. All tnls is good but 
the club must raise its own stable for 
continuity. The army ponies'will 
not stay behind after the season gets 
over.” 

The Calcutta Polo C3ub needs 
the stable for another reason. 
Lately the owner of the land in 

Bhowanipore where the ponies are 
stabled has made it clear that he 
wants the premises vacated. In such 
an event the only option remaining 
will be to shift the stable to the 
Tollygun^ Club. But this, the 

equldne lovers Isel, will expose tin 
mounts to accidents while travelling 
the long distance to the polo 
grounds. 

Improvements can only come in Ebases. The sponsorship obtained 
y the organisers diis season was an 

achievement in itself. Two tourna¬ 
ments were completely sponsored. 
The Indian Tobaco) Ck)mpany spon¬ 
sored the Classic Cup and Tts Tele¬ 
graph sponsored The Tel^roph 
Cup. Besides this exhibition mateh- 
es were sponsored by Shaw Wal¬ 
lace, Bangur Brothers and Asiatic 
Soap Company. And, of course, the 
regular pattons like the house of 
Khaitans and the house of Birlas. 
who do not desire to publicise their 
involvement, did their usual bit. 

Among other things, the organis¬ 
ers deserve credit for getting the 
Calcutta Mounted Police back into 
the fold after a lapse of four years. 



Oovwmor B.D. Pand* gMng aimy Vw IPA Cup to tlw dwMn of Mm winiwr, t1 at Cinnrtry, in DMMibar 
(Baiow);'Mia Anna Wright, QBE, touchaa up harfacaatttia polo grounda 

The return of the policemen will 
contribute to polo particularly in the 
off season. The Calcutta Polo Club 
are optirhistic of organising three 
matches every weak regularly in 
future. This will provide opportuni¬ 
ties for youngsters just as it will help 
the seniors to keep in touch. 

Looking ahead, the organisers are 
determined to publicise the event 
more in the Butrabazar area, a Mar- 

wari stronghold which used to pro¬ 
vide most of tha- spectators earlier. 

The feeling of i^^mrtance: Some 
members of the CPC were, however, 
sore with the enclosures provided 
for them. The members were made 
to sit with, ticlmt holders. "Why 
should the members pay the annum 
subscription of Rs 150 if they have 
to sdt in the general enclosure? They 

can just pick a few matches and pay 
their way in,” grumbled one mem¬ 
ber. The CPC is aware of this feeUr^. 
A gTQup in the club feels tiut 'a 
special enclosure for members in 
definitely called for. 

Criticism and praise alwtys fall 
headlong over one another. A lot 
remains to be achieved, ,but a lot has 
also been achieved. The season-au¬ 
gurs well for the future, 

Some people say that the game . 
has no meanina to the common man ^ 
because he will hardly ever get an 
opportunity to play ft.. To Hds, 
Maharaja mm Singh countered: "A 
lot of people go to the cinema hut - 
they oon’t all become actors, do 
they?" 

There are programmes to save 
wildlife from extinction and pre¬ 
serve monuments so there is no 
reason why steps should n(^‘ ni 
taken to preserve polo which is an 
important part of Indian culture. At .. 
an old Persian poem reads: "A htir j 
man being Is a polo ball which is hit 
hither and thither by the polo sticks 
of destiny." 



SERIAL / Jeffrey Archer 

In Russia the hawkish Ogarkov has replaced the late Yuri Andropov and 
the Soviets have started gobbling up their neighbours. Now, 500,000 
troops and 20,000 tanks have moved up to the West German border. An 
acutely anxious President Mondale sends his aide to Number 10 Downing 
Street. Now read on. 

Wednesday, 
November 2,1988 

HENRY BLAND, 
President Mondale’s 
personal envoy, flew 
into Heathrow at 7,18 
that morning. An in¬ 
conspicuous black 
Austin Princess tax¬ 

ied up by the side of his aircraft. 
After the shortest customs check 

on record. Mr Bland was whisked 
away to 10 Downing Street accom¬ 
panied by a solo motor cycle escort. 

The President’s envoy anived at 
Number 10 thirty-two minutes later, 
his driver never having once ex¬ 
ceeded the speed limit. 

The Prime Minister,* the Foreign 
'Secretary and the Secretary of State 
for Defence joined him for breakfast 
on the first floor at Number 10. After 
a sleepless night all Henry Bland 
wanted was a cup of black coffee. 

“Gentlemen,” he said, after he 
had drained his first cup, “let me 
brief you on the outcome of yester¬ 
day’s meetings. My Government has 
every reason to believe that the 
Soviets are at this moment planning 
a full scale invasion of West Ger¬ 
many. 

“Tile sole intention behind this 
unprovoked move being to add the 
territory to those countries already 
under the direct influence of the 
USSR. 

“Ogarkov (the Soviet leader) has 
for some time been looking for an 
opportunity to establish himself as 
leader and he obviously feels this is 
his chance. 

“My Government therefore con¬ 
siders we must do everything in our 
power to prevent such an invasion 
taking place even if it proves neces- 
.sary to use force.” 

“Steady on.” said the Foreign 

Secretary, “aren’t you jumping the 
gun a bit?” 

“I don’t think so,” said Bland. 
“Our intelligence information 
gathered from our agents on the 
ground expects the Soviets to make 
their move in the next fortyeight 
hours and perhaps even before that. 
So some immediate decisions have 
to be made and acted on.” 

"What have you in mind?” asked 
the Secretary of State for Defence. 

“At seven o’clock Washington 
time and 12 o’clock GMT our re¬ 
spective Soviet ambassadors must 
be summoned and left in no doubt 
that if the Soviets put a foot over the 
West German border we will cut it 
off.” 

“What does 'cut it off' mean exact¬ 
ly?” aslced the Foreign Secretary. 

“That we would not hesitate to 
retaliatb, even attack Moscovy.” 

“Easy for you to say 3,000 miles 

*You could only allow 
him 12 hours/ said 

Bland stiffly, *and then 
you must be prepared 
for Ogarkov to ignore 
you and carry out his 
attack. All our studies 
of the man show he’s a 
loner so we must not 
allow ourselves to be 

taken by surprise. 
Don’t ever forget his 

uncompromising 
attack on the Korean 
, nirlinerinl983.’ 

away,” suggested the Foreign 
Secretary, “but what happens if our 
bluff is called and we have to carry 
out such an attack?” 

“I never suggested it was a bluff,” 
said the American envoy quietly. 
“The President is in deadly ear¬ 
nest.” 

“I would not be willing to go that 
far at this juncture,” said the Foreign 
Secretary. 

“Then how far would you be 
willing to go?” asked the American 
envoy. 

“For the moment 1 think we 
should give the Soviet ambassadors 
a firm warning, and see how Ogar¬ 
kov responds. 

“You could only allow him 12 
hours,” said Bland stiffly.”and then 
you must be prepared for Ogarkov to 
ignore you and carry out his attack. 
All our studies of the man show he’s 
a loner so we must not allow 
ourselves to be taken by surprise. 
Don’t ever forget his uncompromis¬ 
ing attack on the Korean Airliner in 
1983." , 

“Agreed,” said the Secretary of 
State for Elefence. “1 have already 
put the following plan into action...” ®“Do you really think 

the Russians would 
invade West Ger¬ 
many?” asked Mr 
Frampton, switching 
off the nine o’clock 
news before lighting 

a ciprette. 
“C^ainly,” said his son Roger, 

“if they believe all we will do is sit 
and watch.” 

“Perhaps they will atop with Ger¬ 
many.” suggested Roger’s sister 

' Susan, wanning her hand by the 
fire. 

“Or France or Britain or whoever 
else is willing to capitulate,” said 
Roger, difwhiK into his second bow) 
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of poiTidgt. 
‘l3ut don't you naliu w« could 

all be dead from nuclear fdlout In a 
week’s time,” said Susan, concen* 
trating on keeping warm. ”We 
should never have built Polaris in 
the first place.” 

“Perhaps you’re right but what’s 
been Invented can’t be disin* 
vented,” said Roger. “And it may 
now only be Polaris that’s keeping 
us alive at this moment, or at least 
making sure we are not part of the 
Soviet Union. 

“I know Watford isn’t Elysium but 
I still prefer it to Leningrad.” 

“I think Leningrad is preferable to 
being dead,” said Susan, staring out 
at the rain dreading having to go to 
work. 

“If you go to Greenham Common 
on Saturday you can be sure the 
Russians will be delighted by your 
action,” said Roger pushing his 
empty porridge bowl to one side. 

“I still believe someone has to 
stand up and be counted on the 
moral issue, said Susan “So nothing 
will stop me going to Greenham 
Ck)mmon.” 

“We may all have to stand up and 
be counted in the end,” said Roger, 
“and none of us will lack sincerity 
for the cause we believe in even if 
we are no longer allowed to express 
it." 

Susan did up her coat and mar¬ 
ched out into the rain without re- 
plving. ®When the Soviet 

Ambassador arrived 
at the Park entrance 
of the Foreign Office 
It was still pounng, 
how did the British 
describe it “Cats and 

Dogs." 
The Ambassador was met by a 

private secretary before being 
escorted into a waiting lift which 
opened opposite the Foreign Secret¬ 
ary’s private room. 

Alexei Demitrov had been a di¬ 
plomat for 29 years. Paris, Washing¬ 
ton, Rome and now London. He 
sometimes thought he was more 
western then his hosts. 

The Soviet Ambassador was 
shown into the Foreign Secretary’s 
room with hardly enough time to 
take his raincoat off. He found the 
Foreim Secretary standing by the 
nift^iuficont Ad&in nuurblo tiroplflcsi 
beneath a picture of Palmerston. 

“Good momii^ Foreim Secret¬ 
ary,” he said in an accent that would 
have passed unnoticed at Balllol 
high table. 

“Good momiim. Your Excellen¬ 
cy,” said the Foreign Secretary 
grijffly. 

"I have summoned you because 
Her Majesty’s Government has 
reason to suspect that your armed 
forces are about to launch an inva¬ 
sion into Wwt Germany with the 
sole intention of bringing the mitire 
German nation under the Soviet 
flag/; 

The Soviet Ambassador showed 
no sign of emotion although he 
suspected it might well be true, in 
.which case to quote the old British 
complaint, “he would have'been the 
last to hear about it.” 

“If this is the situation,” con¬ 
tinued the Foreign Secretary, “we 
wish to Inform your government 
that we shall treat any such action as 
hostile to this nation. I hope you are 
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left in no doubt as to what the 
implications of such an actl5n might 
be," 

"I am left in no doubt, Foreign 
Secretary.” 

"You will pass on the views of 
Her Majesty’s Government to your 
o%vn government immediately and 

*I have summoned you 
because Her Majesty’s 

Government has 
reason to suspect that 
your armed forces are 

about to launch an 
invasion into West 

Germany with the sole 
intention of bringing 
the entire German 
nation under the 

Soviet flag.’ 

we expect a reply within 12 hours.” 
"I shall endeavour to do so, Fore¬ 

ign Secretary.” 
“If we have not heard back from 

your government after the 12 hours 
have elapsed we shall consider the 
reports we have received accurate!” 

"I understand. Foreign 
Secretary." 

“Good day. Your Excellency.” 
“Good day, Foreign Secretary.” ®Ogarkov,> the leader, 

scowled as he read 
over the London 
Embassy telex for a 
second time. The 
British won’t do a 
damn thing while 

that National Unity lot are in power. 
They are so democratic they will 
never be able to come to a decision. 
Telex our Ambassador back in¬ 
structing him that there is no truth 
in'the British allegations. 

“We are only carrying out exer¬ 
cises within our own borders as he 
will clearly come to realise in the 
next few.hours.” Ogarkov hesitated. 
“But don't send if until an hour 
before the deadline.” 

"Yes, Comrade General Secret¬ 
ary," said the aide. 

"And see that the contents .of 
theke telexes do not reach any other 
member of the Folitburo before 
tomorrow morning.” 

“Yes, Comrade General 
Secretary." 

"And get me General Skokov on 
the fine immediately.” 

“Immediately, Comrade General 

Secretary.” 
In minutes the aide had located 

General Skokov and put the Com¬ 
rade General Secretary on the line. 
“Could you advance ‘Operation Re¬ 
verse Takeover’ by twentyfour 
hours?" were Omrkov’s first words. 
The silence made him wonder if he 
had been cut off. 

"Are you there, Comrade 
General?” 

“Yes, Comrade General 
Secretary.” 

“Well?” 
"Yes, 1 could,” came back the firm 

reply. 
“Good, then we cross the German 

border on Friday moming at first 
light.” 

“Do I still carry out the contingen¬ 
cy plan?” 

"Yes,” replied Ogarkov, “but you 
will have to move your reserve 
troops back Immediately for it to 
have any effect.” 

“It will be done,” said the 
General. 

Ogarkov put the phone down and 
returned' to check over the full text 
of his message to be sent to London. ®On receiving the 

Telex the Soviet 
Ambassador re- 
(quested an immedi¬ 
ate Interview with 
the Foreign Secret¬ 
ary. The Foreign 

Secretary briefed the full Cabinet of 
his exchanges with the Soviet 
Ambassador and Ogarkov’s reply 
late that evening. There was an 
audible sigh of relief around the 
table when they were given the 
details. 

"And bettm news still,” he con¬ 
tinued, “which ! am sure the De¬ 
fence Secretary will be able to con¬ 
firm. Divisions of Russian troops 
have been seen leaving the Gerqian 
border and heading mst towards 
Poland. 

“MiG278 and T82 tanks are also 
moviim away from the danger zone 
and it ba^s to look as if our tactics 
of firm diplomacy are paying off.” 

The Secretary of State for Defence 
remained silent even though his 
reports showed that a considerable 
number of troops still remained on 
the German border.- 

He would only see cause for re¬ 
joicing when every Russian soldier 
bad retreated back to Poland, and 
not before. 

“I don’t think we should relax yet, 
Prime Minister,” said the Defence 
Secretary. 

“1 wouldn’t want you to end up 
playing die same role as N^lm 

Qiamberlain did In 1^0 vrith all of 
us looking for a Churchill.” 

“I'm sure you see yourself in the 
latter role should such a situation 
arise,” said the Foreign Secretary. 

“I can assure you that 1 intend to 
remain vigilant as t aip not totally 
convinced by the sudden backing 

At 4 o’clock the next 
morning, as US envoy 
Bland’s plane headed 
back to Washington, 
an aide crept into the 

Prime Mmister’s 
bedroom and woke 
him gently. He had 

been dreaming and it 
was a few moments 
before he took the 

dews in. 
down of Ogarkov. 

“I shall order our forces in Europe 
to remain on red alert for at least 
another 48 hours. 

“Secretary of State for Defence, I 
want to be brought up to date on the 
movement of the American Cruise 
missiles out of Greenham Common 
and when you expect every one of 
them to be in position."- 

“Chancellor Vogel has agreed to 
return to Germany, and will be back 
in Bonn by this time tomorrow,” 
said the Prime Minister. 

“Let us hope our worst fears are 
now over and by the weekend we 
shall have ridden the storm with our 
only problem being the protestors at 
Greenham Common. Thank you, 
gentlemen.” 

At four o'clock the next morning, 
aa U.S. envoy Bland’s plane headed 
back to Washington, an aide crept 
into the Prime Minister's bedroom 
and woke him gently. He bad been 
dreaming and it was a few moments 
before he took the news in. 

The Soviets had- continued to 
withdraw for eight hours but the 
latest information coming throu^ 
showed .that they had suddenly 
turned west towards the German 
border and would be back in posi¬ 
tion by dawn. 

"(Ml, C^,’’ said the Prime Minis¬ 
ter. "Am 1 to be Cbunberlain or 
OuiichiU?” 

To be continued 

Cmiitesy: Asia Features 



DRAWINGS / Rathin Mitra 

The Town Hall 

To the west of the Raj Bhavan and behind 
the Council House stands the Town Hall, 
along with the High Court. As one walks 
towards the building from the east, the 
hrst thing that catches the eye are the 
scars inflicted on the building in the form 

of varicose rain>water pipes, which are of recent origin. 
However, the doric architecture, being ^nd enough to 
withstand the caretakers' contempt, still fascinates the 
visitors. 

The green parinted wooden shuttms (JhiJmil) which 
act as sun shades have the ingenuity of being mounted 
on pivets so that the central portion can be swivelled at 
will. The flight of stairs facing the road on the south is 
not the mam entrance. A semicirdular carriwway from 
the outer gates leads the visitor to and horn the northern 
front. Hie vestibule with a grand double staircase can 
admit 200 people at a time. On the sidewalls ascanding 
the stairs are two large oil paintings flanked by a pair m 
busts which are as uncarra for as die building Itself. 

A presentday visitor to the town Hall may find it 
well nigh impossible to believe that the same building, 
since its completion in 1813, had the honour of 
receiving not’oniy the celebrities of the “White Town” 
but also national leaders like Keshab Chandra Sen, 
Naba Copal Mitra and Surendrenath Baneriee The great 
partition meeting in 1905 was held in this house, which 
also saw the 50th birth anniversary celebrations of 
Rabindranath Taj^re. 

The decision to build the Town Hall was taken at a 
public meeting held on February 21,1804 and Colonel 
Gantin was chosen as its architect and builder. It seems 
time to hold another public meeting aimed either at 
delivering the Town Hall back to the town, or finding a 
proper custodian, so that the remaining articles of 
value, such as paintings, statues, and busts can be 
removed from the building to places where they will be 
better cared for. 

Sidhuthn Ghmh 
11 



JINGLE BELLS 

Above: When Christmas comes, can 
marriage be far behind? it wasn't for 

Test cricketer Arun Lai (28) who 
married his four<year steady, Oebiani 

Smgupta (33) on December 26. The 
marriage was solemnised in a city 

civil court and Lai celebrated the big 
event with a century (114 n.o.) for 
Mohun Bagan against Greer in his 
first big match after the marriage. 

QUARTER CENTURY 

Right: A silver jubilee is always a big 
event.^nd it has been a very big 

event for the Calcutta Youth Choir. 
In like vein, they c^elebrated their 

tSth year with an international festiv* 
al of folk music and dance. All cr^it 
For the stupendous show goes tp the 

brain and spirit behind CYC, the 
well preserved livet^r^, 

Ruma Cirfiatfiato^ 



THE CROWNING GLORY 

Organised by The Promoters, and this year Rumi is a student of Loreto House. Close on 
sponsored by Modi Textiles, it is the oldest her high heels was Jillian Gomes, who might 
beauty contest in the country. This was the have stepped out of the pages of Vogue, out 

16th time that a panel of nine eminent hasn't; she is an employee of British Paints, 
judges had the enviable task of selecting the The second runner>up was Anna Marie Oliv* 
prettiest girl in town from 20 finalists. And er, the girl with the childlike charm. The 

tneir vote went to the wispy girl vOith a lot of pidure shows Rumi giving one of the 
poise: Rumi Ghoeh. The daughter of the judges, Mrs Farida Barry, a piece of the 

circulation manager of Amrita Bazar Patrika, queen's cake while jillian watches happily. 

13 



Inner Eye 
NEXT SEVEN DAYS 

FROM JANUARY 15 TO JANUARY 21 

RIES 
Mwr 21Apr 20 

Yo^ vHH hav« excel- 
(•m opportunitim to 

•KPMid your business. You wW 
be poptw among your friends 
•no reiottves. Let your own 
Intuiiiona guide you. nosperity 
is pradicled on the financial 
•no tMJSiness front and alt your 
twrd work wM rxtw tie re¬ 
warded. You are likely to ac¬ 
quire some luxury items. 

July 23-Auo 23 

Aumis 
Apr 2IJlMy 22 

Follow your own 
, J judgement. Your in¬ 

term Win amance this week 
wnd protnokon IS likely. Busi¬ 
ness will remain stewiy. An 
ebcWy family member is un- 
Hkely to cause furdw worry. A 
hapw romance or ‘event is 
probule. You might win a 
prize or two. You will benefit 
through sports, 

EMM 
Iw May SSskinp 21 

Be pabent in the. 
_r4 face of serious' 

otiatacies to your ambition. 
Devote extra alimkon to mK 
nuts dataila. After a minor se^ 
back due to (ftsagreemenis. 
business wM progress. Bakis 
through die OoouH are ,also. 
pmdtcted. Take care of ‘your' 
Kid your tamily'a hesMi. Avoid 
disputes. 

you 
tracts. YoumaywcpeetgrsalK 
financial girins but axerdae 
caution and drcumruiection in 
dealings wifti the opposite sex. 
Do not become involved In 
litigation as it might turn out to 
be a longdrawn affair. Saek 
the advice of elders. 

IRQO 
Au8 SS-SwX 22 
This week’s outlook 
is favourable though 

perhaps not quite as much as 
last week's, ^rt from a minor 
loss or Irritation (probably Bnk- 
ed with a reiative), your pros¬ 
pects seem eixxiur^ing. You 
are adv^ed to be on yow 
guard against deception, spe- 
ciaiiy in love. Servicemen wiM 
have dn enjoyable week. 

AQIlTARItM 
NOV 2»0«p 2> ’ ' 

The plahats am un- 
_ favouraMa. Wait tbr 

better ds^. Exerdoe aKttime 
caution in alt deaNnga. Praebipe 
resttaint in afi aotlvinea. Checfc 
irritable tandendea and do ndt 
crit'idse ottiers. Aflar a soma- 
what cHfficuft beginning, things 
wW improve. Do not te extta- 
vagant. T«^e care of your 
health. 

( 

SRA 
s<vl 2SOct 22 

|i You are advised to 
It make an effort not to 

antagofrtse your employer. 
Pay attention to business and 
professional pursuits. A fdr 
measure'of success and good 
fortune is indicatsd, inchiong 
giWis throi^ specuMion or 
gambling. Do nql make any 
kiqiortant chmges tttis week. 
Watch your hem 

APRiCORN 
Dm 23-Jan 20 

A benefidal change 
^ job or residKK» is 

tikety. The week will be a 
hapw one provided you check 
extravagant tendencies. You 
will benefit through inheri¬ 
tance. A secret friendship or 
assodation will prove he^pAit. 
Love avid domestic affairs wffi 
brif^^tugdness. Friends wW 

GHJARIUS 
Jm 21JW> 21 
StellK portsnia are 
somewhat con¬ 

fused. EMfkxjtlies and unex¬ 
pected reversals beyond your 
control will nevertheless be 
mttigated by help from an un¬ 
expected souroe. Watch your 
finances. Avoid property deads, 
foreiqn investmei|te qnd spe¬ 
culation. Do not negtitet your 
health. 

c ANGER 
Jufw'22-luiy 22 s CORPfO 

Ool 23.N0V 21 P You might not fed 
safisfied with the re- 

Ik^. You wW be d>le to 
. sdve longstanding 

[ M 

tSCES 
Feb224llH 20 

Your boundless 
energy and ambition 

phydccd and mental strain win 
occur. Do not be irritabie. Suits 
and debts wW causa anxiety. It 
wifi not be easy to find solu¬ 
tions to your problams. Stay 
away from romantic entangte- 
mente. Look after ttie heatth of 
the woman in your family. 

Courage, faith and fortituda 
wii! you ki sucoessfiriiy 
tadding probIsms. A good 
week for romance and corres¬ 
pondence. Affairs on file home 
front wfH be happy. Profession¬ 
als ary Hkely to be transferred. 
Avoid hasty dadeions. 

tion is advised agaWist pf^aical 
overstrain and in deafinga with 
etderly relives. SeoaH mat¬ 
ters wifi progress and young 
people and inteitecluads ww 
oonttibuto to your wefi being. 
Vteuteate new friendsldpe are 
toroseen. 

LUOCY NUMBER AND OOUXNt 
SUNDAY fWMANCE JANUAAY 15 2 HKSj 
MONDAY auaama mtim JANUM1Y 15 5 .pw 
TUESDAY Ktqweiq. JAI4UARY 17 7 . aura 
MEDNESOAV IRBDITR'yiClli JAtfttARY 15 5 oaiMai 
TwaisaAY iMAm aUttiANY It S 

moAY ooMBsne AHWaa .. JANUMIVaS 'a mam 
SATUnDAY reowiaie jAMUteV 21 s 

WRTHDAYS , 
kifaiiMi..■■■iii;,' II 

15'. ■ 
A TlTMii’ of atifiliibint nrfinniiH is 

pwpMny ffIliRpT 
and’asaiiiGiaiton wi(h'aq''i)n 
Mend bding paMoufiHy 9uc- 
oaastui. Tharat~''«dfi ^ba gdins 
through t!^ 'wbakaM aniir- 
pnae aais wanaps airougn a 
lagaey and, in aoma daaas, 
through vary fortunate mar 

Januaiy 16 
Chances are you wilt go from 
strength to strength tms ye». 
Get your priorities right. Peo¬ 
ple in superior positons will 
take note of sny increase to 
output on your part.* A good 
yev for bu^ness people to 
promote anything that requires 
team eftott 

JaiHiwy 17 
After one or two initial difficul¬ 
ties yow hard work and enter¬ 
prise will bring rewards, often 
m the form of promotion. A 
financial dteappototment will 
be quickly followed by gains 
linked wfm the arts. 

Jwmary If 
The yew is likMy to bstpfi well 
but towKds fis dose there are 
Nkaty to be sdrlous obatedes. 
AIttiough tNs will drain your 
reserves, it could prove liw a 
physical condition thd has 
oem causing you oonosm for 
soma time need do so no 
longK. ' 

January 19 
A yeer of avaraga acted fortune 
is foreseen, but dnfiditliee to- 
vqlvtng property and an skter 
rafattee wM deuekto- KM vital 
fhal you do not teaort io haMy 
measuree where la iftnanos 
nonoemad; Sodd activities 
could lead to ki exdting 
romaiftic tovolvemeitt. 

Janumy 20 
A happy and succesaful yesH’is 
presarm specially if con¬ 
cerned witti art and fiMtattire. 
ftomanoe and manfags are 

Ak travel la inaoated. 
You wM fiava more time for 
entertainmenL Vbu wa find 
boring joba earfter to cope 
witti. 

JMHuay 21 
Yotee la m excapdonaiiy for¬ 
tunate bktttdmMtoMMa sue- 
caae Mrouah ouaktaas actertty 
WIB IfSYBi 19 IQfMPPWI* fliv 

portente favour kwe and e«r- 
rbwi. Your relations wihjwo- 
pla who hold superior poMogs 
MR OOrNIrliMI ID RiipiMp*, 

AM am ' ■' • 
.WIvwRs ^e^RPNjWRw, 
lii ... 



QUIZ/Neil O’Brien 
The last of the 

-'-f AQUO quizes on 
the Calcutta Open 
Circuit for 1963 is 
Round Table’s 

' 'Bankura Horse 
’ Quiz which has 

iiF,C spilled over into 
j ' " ' 1984. The final, 

be an interesting affair, will be held 
this evening at 6 pm at the Saturday 
Club, The quizmaster, as usual, is 
Alban Scolt. We hope there will be a 
good turnout of quiz enthusiasts. 

Anup Kr Dutta, Calcutta 64, asks, 
‘What is a werewolf?’ 

From wer ■- ‘man’, wul/ *= ‘wolf: 
a living person who changes into 
animal form and liecomes a fero¬ 
cious killer and eater of human 
flesh. Scientifically known as lycon- 
thropy, it is the magical transforma¬ 
tion of man into beast, or the belief 
that this takes place.' 

The werewolf tradition is found 
in most countries of the world and is 
of very ancient origion. (It was com¬ 
monly believed that men bom on 
Christmas Eve became werewolves.) 
The werewolf is, however, essential¬ 
ly different from the other trans¬ 
formation legend, the vampire, in 
that the werbwoif is a living person 
and the change to animal shape only 

lasts duriiig a lifetime; though the' 
change can be temporary or perma¬ 
nent. In Germanic legend and folk- 
lore the change was urought about 
by donning a wolf’s pelt: a practice 
that is certainly as old.as man’s 
pictorial representations of himself 
and an idea that students of occult 
mysteries find interesting, especial¬ 
ly since it was believed that those 
who voluntarily took the shape of a 
wolf were believed to be able to 

Jr^QQ—lllth OuMtIon: Why la 
yoo the dreaeing room of 

a theatre called a 
fjfipwi ,‘graenroom’? (Surath 

' Ngtggy Banei)ee, Bllaapur) 
pC Originally euch 

-—I rooms were painted 
green to rellave the eyes from die 
glare of the stage lights. 

resume the shape of a man at will, 
while those who underwent the 
transformation involuntarily were 
the subjects of malignant magic. 

In 1521 two Frenchmen were 
burnt alive at Besancon after one 
had related how he had tau^t the 
other to cover his naked body with a 
special ointment which caused hair 
to grow all over the body and claws 
to sporout, after whidi they ran on 

all fours like the wind at|d ate' 
children. 

There are supposed to be titimy 
\vays of freeing a human from jtKe 
curse d a werewolf, but the best- 
known is to shoot the mari-wolf 
with a silver bullet, prefmebly con* 
secrated silver, such' as a crucifix 
from a church. The theme of meta¬ 
morphosis has been exploited in 
literature and art, but the occultist 
looks upon the werewolf as a sorcer¬ 
er whose astral body roams freely 
where it will while the magicitm is 
asleep. 

jbydeep Bhattacharye. Calcutta 
26, and Suresh Reginald, Kbarag- tmr. both rightly point out that the 
ength of the standard metre (25 

Dec. ’83) should have been based on 
‘Krypton 86’ and not ‘cadmium’- 

However, I find that a cquple d 
months ago the metre was redmned 
in terms of another base, time—■ 
“specifically, the distance light, 
travels through space in 1/ 
299,792,45Bth of a second.” 

Thank you joydeep and Suiesh. 
Postscript; Althou^ 1 shall be out of 
the country for about a month, t 
have written enough to keep this 
column going till my return. B^ev* 
(u- publication of reviews received in 
the meantime will naturally be de* 
layed. 

QUESTIONS 

1. who said, “I awoke one morning and found 
myself famous?” (Kanishka Chowdnury, Calcut¬ 
ta 19) • 

2. Who was the first to call Gandhiji, “Mahatma”? 
(Anurag Shukla, Calcutta 14) 

3. What was Vinoo Mankad’s full name? (Gautam 
Karar, Calcutta 36) 

4. What is the currency of Gabon and Cameron? 
(Biswa Ibatiin Bhowmick, Calcutta 14) 

5. When is the m^ss of a body changed? (Debnath 
Kundu. Ranaghat) 

6. Vi^ich Presidmt’s name was almost the same as 
that d his country? (Debasish Daniel, Hooghly) 

7. Who is a Second sto^ man? fSarbajit Ghosal, 
nr, Khmngpur) 

8. What is mdtdown? (Pmbal Guha, Calcutta 33} 
9. What is the Secret Sdvice d France? (Rongon 

Neog^, Calctttm 18) 
la. Who wi» Tom Sawyer's bosom friend? (Aldrijit 

Dutta, BT Kinpiijr} 

AN«Wir to 

F£0*EHA*T 
W,DISC* 
REE-MA* 
R-MARY. 
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I bMUttfui watwfatl, known m tho ‘Bridal Veil/ naar Umara (^mg 

no ma Dolida Piaaa a^lch, at 10,600 ft, ia tha fiighovt point on tha 
irHurafflaroutafobova) f 

About so kms from De¬ 
lhi and 1.200 kms from 
Lhasa, the capital Of 
Tibet, are the beautiful 
spots of Mount Kallash 
and Lake Mauasarovar, 

the sacred places of piloimage iot 
the Hmdus. In fact, Kaifash (celled 
Kang Rinpochhe m Tibetan] is re¬ 
garded as a sacrad mountain by four 
nt Asia's great religions: Uiuduism, 
Jainism, Buddhism and the pre- 
Buddhist shamanistic religion of 
Tibet, the Bon religion. 

The devout Hinou looks upon 
Kallash as the abode of Lord Shiva 
and his consort, Parvati. Buddhists 
associate Kallash i ith a tantric 
meditational deity (Yidam) called 
Domchog and his consort, Oorje 
Phangmo. The followers of the Jain 
religion also attach great spiritual 
significance to Kallash. In their writ¬ 
ings, Kailash is called Astapada, 
wliere Rishaba, the first Tirlhankara, 
•ittaineo Moksha. According to Bon 
associations, the Kailasb- 
Manasarovar region was one of the 
chief centres of the Bon faith long 
liefore Buddhism appeared in Tibet 
around the 7th century AD. 

In the middle years of the present 
(.entury. the Chinese, having carried 
through their Marxist revolution, 
began to revive old claims that Tibet 
was an integral part of China. In 
1959 the monk ruler of Tibet, His 
Holiness the Dalai Lama, fled into 
exile in India. Thereafter the 
Chinese completed the takeover and 
(losed the borders of Tibet to secu¬ 
lar and religious traffic alike. The 
pilgrim route from India to Kailash- 
Manasarovar was reopened in 1981 
and since then, the ministry of 
external affairs ha.s been sending 
batches of pilgrims to these holy 
places every year. 

1 was a member of the second 
batch that went to Kailash- 
Manasarovar tbi^eu' from June 26 
to July 27,1983. There were 21 of us 
in all, including twt» other women. 
Our group leader was Mr A.K. Bhal- 
tat.h^ya from Calcutta. The trip 
took exactly 30 days and the route 
was—Oelhi-Champawat (452 kma)- 
Dharr.hula (171 kms)-Tawaghat (19 
kms}—roadhead by bus. 

Trekking started from Tawaghat- 
Pangu (9 kms)-Slrkha (9 kms)-Jibti 
(l6Kms]-Malpa (9. kms)-Budhi (9 
kms)-Gunji (14 kmsJ-Kalapani 
(SkmsJ-Navidhang (9 kmsj-lipulel^ 
(7 kms). 

All places except Tawa^at and 
Lipulekh were night halts. The 
travel ahd stay aitangements on the 



Indian side were made by the Ku- 
maon Mandai Vikas Nigam, for 
which each pil^im had to pay Rs 
2,750. In China, each pil^inl paid 
650 yuans to the Chinese authorities 
(each yuan being equivalent to ab¬ 
out Rs 5). On the Indian side, the 
pilgrims are escorted on the trek by 
five armed security guards of the 
special pcdice force, two wireless 
men from the UP state government 
and two guides from the Nigam. 
Medical facilities are available at 
each camp. 

The first two days’ journey from 
Delhi was covered by Deluxe bus. 
About 25 kms from Charapawat is 

■the famous Advaita Ashram at 
Mayavati founded on the initiative 
of Swami Vivekananda in 1899. Ifi 
January, 1901, he had spent some 
time here. 

Tho Ashram commands a mag¬ 
nificent view of the Himalayas, spe¬ 
cially the Nanda Devi peak. It is a 
very quiet and chaimii^ place and 
the atmosphere in this Ashram is 
very soothing.' The Ashram is in¬ 
volved in various welfare activities 
in the .neighbouring villages. It is 
also engaged in research in the 
philosophy of Non-dualism. 

WE began trekking at 
iTawa^at (3,500 ft) on the 
third day of departure from 

Delhi. The river Dhauli Ganga meets 
the river Kali at Tawaghat. Tho first 
clay’s trek was to Pai^u (7,000 ft), a 
Bhutiya villige famous feu- its car¬ 
pets. Between Pangu and Sirkha 
(7,800 ft), is the fraous Narayan 
Ashram founded by Narayan Swami 
in 1936 on his return hrom Kailash- 
Manasarovar. 

l^e Narayan Ashram is consi¬ 
ders-a place of pilgrimage by itself 
by many devout Hindus. Between 
Sirkha and Jibti (7,600 ft) the highest 
point is Rungling top (10,000 ft). 
The trek from Rungling top to the 
'village of Simkhola was a charming 
walk through thick forests. Ihere 
was a nronSon of chestnut trees. 
Rhododendrons and very graceful 
pines. I was raninded of 'I^ore’s 
poetry whme he makes frequent 
■references to the elegant Rho- 
ikidendixm trees. » 

Ftom Jihti fo Malpa.(6,400 ft) was 
a very tricl^ descemt. Midway be¬ 
tween these two camps are the 
baaotihil Nifang watenalls. Aftw 
JlMi, the trek U along the riw Kali 
with Nepal on die outer side of the 

' river. Malpa to Budhi (<8,700 ft) ia a 
steep aaci^. There ate beautlfiil 
.watarihlis near a place call^ La-, 

'■^8, ..7 

Cemp Budhi: eowe monwnte of raet 
mare. These waterfalls drop from a 
very great height and are known as 
the' ‘Bridal Veil. ’ Budhi to Gunji 
(11,000 ft) is a long walk and we 
passed the village Garbyang on the 
way which is the last pq^t office on 
the Indian side. 

Garbyang was once a very 
prosperous trading centre when the 
borders between India and Tibet 
were open. Boys and girls from here 
used to go abroad for higher educa¬ 
tion. Today, this villare is fre¬ 
quented by landslides and is said to 
be slowly sinking. 

Guqfi is the last civilian camp on 
the Indian side. It is located at the 
junction, of twQ. valleys—the 
Kutighati ahifthe [ipughati and the 
rivers Kuti and Kali meet here. The 
trektrom donji to Kalapani (11,200 
M is along the bonk of |he KoU. 
Tnera are beautiful flowers in the 
valley and a number of Kelu and 
Depdor tress. One of my compan¬ 
ions quoted the fcdlowing lines W 
the Japanese Haiku poet Bashen-To 
talk casually about a flower, a Use, 
is one of the pleasures of a wander¬ 
ing Journey. 

walkii^, When our 
(feet acdied end the blisters 
hurt, we would suddenly 

find a pretty flower and the discom- 
.fort would be forgottni. Ihere was 
'ceaseless activity in nature all 
around at which we could nm but 
'marvel. At Kalapani we taw ^ 
emiice of the riym KalL 

From this camp we oould see the 
iiiaiestic Nampha peidt. in biqpal. 
Kaupani to l^vUBbi^ (13.000 ftj. 

was a trek through a valley of flow¬ 
ers. A variety of Himalayan flowers 
could be seen here in very fragile 
colours which seemed to match the 
landscape so perfectly. 

Navidhang is a grassy camping 
ground surrounded by snow capped 
mountains all the year round, j^om 
Navidhang. on the 11th day of our 
departure from Delhi, we crossed 
into Tibet via the Lipulakh Pass 
(17,000 ft). The officers and jawans 
of the ITBP (India Tibet Border 
Police) escort the pilgrims from 
Navidhang to the Pass. 

We left Navidhang at about five in 
the morning on horseback and 
reached the Pass at about nipe. By 
10 am pilgrims from the previous 
batch started arriving from the Other 
aide. The Chiimse omcers who had 
escorted them to the Pass now took 
us down and the Tibetan porters 
toede over our lugg^. 

About 4 km and 3,oeo'fi down the 
Pass, is a pUvro called Namashen 
wdbera tfa» pilgrims get onto horses 
once s^D on the km ride to 
Taklakot Once In Tibet, we set our 
wstebes to Beijing tima which is 
about two and a hw hours ahead of 
1ST. 

The distance bom Namadliin to 
Taklakot Is covered in oboui six 
hours with one brief halt at aplace 
called Pale. Thero was a nidden 
change In fiie lambKapu and as we 
rode through the Piunng valley of 
Tibet, 'we could was stiebhes' 
broum, bemn mourUafeous oriuirtiy 
'oiotnul. 

CM iWivulnt fiw i^lgrim penbrn 
we had to go 



olMom fonnalitlea which took ab¬ 
out an hour. The centre offers vary 
coHif(»table accommodation and 
has its owh generator. There was a 
video to show us popu^ r:hin«>fK» 
films and on die first day we were 
shown a film caUed The Joys of 
Fcuniiv Life—the story of a Chinese 
joint family breaking up due to a 
mischievous daughter-in-law. The 
story was quite similar to a typical 
Hindi movie on a similar subject— 
One difference being that the 
Qiinese film had no songs. 

Taklakot is a small town of about 
8,000 people, situated on the river 
Kamaii. The ruins of the famous 
Simhilina Gompa can be seen on the 
top of a hill overiooking the town. 
Tnu monastery was destroyed dur¬ 
ing the cultural revolution. Barter 
system prevails in Taklakot and the 
local Tipetans are extremely poor. After a day’s rest at taklakot, 

we left by bus for the Kailash 
and Manasarovar base com- 

pas, about 110 kms to the northeast 
of taklakot. The landscape of this 
comer of the great plateau of Tibet is 
one of desolate beauty. In the hi^ 
altitudes prevailing there—13,000 ft 
and above—there are virtually no 
tre^ and little other vegetation. Due 
to the rarefied air, colours reach the 
eye withan uiifiltered Intensity and 
the sky is a deep, clear blue. 

On our way to Darchen we had 
our first glimpse of Kailash from the 
bus. It was an unforgettable moment 
as the pilgrims-got down to do their 
first pronom to the sacred peak. 
Some piWims wept out of sheer joy 
at the fiufUment of their pilgrim¬ 
age—the si^t of the abode of Lord 
Sniva. It was a touching si^t. 

The Kailash base camp is at a 
pUtce celled Darchen (15,000 ft) to 
the south of Kailash. Incidentally, 
Mt Kalash (22,028 ft) is not a Hima¬ 
layan peak but briongs to a range 
called Cangri or tha southern trans- 
Himalayas. 

The Kailash ntfikrama. route is 
about 60 kms and we did the 
ParUcnma in two days* first 
nigfag;'s lult was at a place called 
'OImpiutk. On the second day, we 
starM at ^ut four in the morning 
(Befi^ time). A number of icy 
Btraama had to be negotiated and we 
cronad thim in the dark with our 
tortdias gitiding «». The hipest 
poliplfiM m&tama route is the 
DnMol>asa (18,000 ft). Tbwe is a 
hvw Madc bouidar «rldcb is 
bsBilvad to be toe nmuial stcate 
Idalia of Odiini Je dm goddess of 
msacyi hr tha Ismale aspect of a. 

I^yahi Buddhal tihis boulder is 
topped by a pitdusiqn qf cakna ai^ 
pto^ flags. All pU^ms generally 
perform pujo here. From here, about 
200 ft down to the eastern valley of 
Kailash is the Court Kund, a si^l 
oval-shaped lake covered with a 
sheet of ice almost all the year 
round. This lake was sounded for 
the first time in 1946 by Swami 
Pranavananda and the maximum 
depth recorded was 84 ft. This is the 
highest lake ever sounded. 

From Gouri Kund we walked for a 
couple of hours over a vast stretch of 
snow before reaching the valley to 
the east of Kailash. The Parikrama 
ended at Darchen on the evening of 
the second day. According to Hindu 
belief, one Parikrama of Mt Kailash 
washes away the sins of one's entire 
life. 

In Buddhism, Parikrkma routes of 
sacred mountains are a terrestrial 
projection of the cosmic mondola, 
each circuit being a single turn of 
the wheel of life—a progression 
through life to death. 

Lake Manasarovar, the first lake 

There was 
ceaseless activity In 
nature all around at 
which we could not 

but marvel. 

known to geography, lies southeast 
c£ Darchen at a distance of about 30 
kms. According to Hindu le^nd, 
this lake was created by the mams 
(mental effort) of Lord Brahma. 1110 
legend goes that Brahma's sons 
spent 12 years at Kailash performing 
austerities. l,acking a convenient 
place to bathe, they appealed to 
their father for help. Brahma obliged 
by creating the lake. The lake Is 
majestically set between two mif^ty 
mountains, Kailash on the north and 
the Curia Mandhatta (25,353 ft) on 
the south. Situated at a h<d^t of 
14,950 ft) the vast expanre of fixe 
lake with a circumference of about 
100 kms, covers an arm of abwt 320 
sq kms. The lake waa sounded for the 

first time by Sven Hedin and 
then by Swami Pranavsmnda. 

and toe mc^mura depth reoortoNl 
was 300 ft. In somePsii and Sonsiertt 
works, this lake is descalbid 
Anavatapta—lake witoout heut aw 
trouble. In toe Mahsiltoawta. Man- 
astfovar is also known as BhidtWMr*. 

hi lain works it is referred to as 
Famna Hiada.. To toe west Of this 
iakn, at a distance of about 3 kins, is 
Lake Rakshas Til where Ravaoa is 
said to have done penance to prop¬ 
itiate Lord Shiva. 

This lake is about 220 sq kms in 
area but has no Partoiama route. It Is 
in no way Intorior to Manasarovar In 
physical beauty, but from toe spir^ 
itual point of view, Manasarovar 
remains unparalleled. 

The Parikrama of -Manasarovar 
starts at a place called Hor. The first 
night’s halt was at Youngfa. The 
Parikrama route is along the shore of 
the lake and part of the Parikrama is 
done by bus. From Younj^a, we 
walked to a place called Chaidi 
where the Parikrama ended on the 
second day. 

Just before Chaidi are the ruins of 
the Gosul Gompha, one of toe eight 
Gomphas originally on the Parii^- 
ma route. At Chaidi, on successful 
completion of Parikrama, pilgrims 
generally take a dip in the holy lake 
and perform pujo. 

The only outlet from Lake Man¬ 
asarovar is a shallow 10 km long 
channel called Ganga Chu throp^ 
which the excess water of Manasar¬ 
ovar flows into Rakrtias Tal in the 
rainy season. Contrary to legend, no 
river comes out of Mt Kailash or 
Lake Manasarovar. though the 
sources of four great rivers, the 
Sutlej, Indus, Brahmaputra and Kar- 
nali, are the glaciers in the Kailash- 
Manasarovar region. 

We spent a totol of 10 days in 
Tibet and on the 2l8t day of depar¬ 
ture from Delhi, our group crossed 
back into India a^n via the Lipu 
Pass. On the 30th day, we were back 
in Delhi—after a month-long unique 

.experience. 
For me, the trip was more of m 

educafion in huinan nature than a 
pi^i^tge. A group of 20-odd peo¬ 
ple ^med to encompass the entire 
universe! Thera ww a swaadji who 
willingly missed the Parikranms so 
that he could stay back to take care 
of an ill pllgrtffl. And there were 
some pilgrims whose' sole purpose 
in undertaking the pilgrimage was 
to do toe Paruuama aM shut their 
eyes to eves^thing oUti One dert v«d 
fascinatii^ insights into hwnao na- 
turn and returned frwn the trip wFdh 
a deeper asdentandiioi) ai Itor, 
<»ie hopest a be^ human b«lngl 

lOiaagK 
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The Infortmrtlon givan below 
l« aecurata at me tlm* of 
going to proa* 

HINDI FILMS 

NEW RELEASES 

Khandhar: Metro (Chowrtng- 
hee Road; 233S41), Mitra 
(Bldhan Swani; 551133). 

A Dim by Mrinal Sen which 
has Shabana Azmi and 
Naseeruddin Shah in the lead. 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Agar Turn Na Note: Paradise 
(BenUnck Street; 235442)-12. 
3, 6, 9. 

Rajesh Khanna’s wife dies 
during childbirth. He searches 
for a mother for his child. 

Meanwhile, he engages a 
photographer (Raj Babbar) to 
promote his company's 
cosmetics. Babbar chances 
upon an orphan (Retcha), turns 
her into a model and marries 
her. 

He is then crippled in an 
accident and Rekha becomes 
governess to Rajesh's child. 
She is forced to hide her mar¬ 
ried status and Rajesh fails in 
love with her. The triangle is 
eventually resolved. 

Good photography and 
haunting tunes enrich this sim¬ 
ple film. 

Arth (A): Metro (Chowringhee 
Road; 233541), Basusree 
(S.P. Mukherjee Road; 
47880B) & Bina (uidhan Sara- 
hi; 341522)-noon. 

Shabana Azmi's husband, 
Kulbushan Kharbanda, who 

makes ad fikns, falls In love 
witti Smifa Patil, a film, star. 
The abandoned woman ^ also 
an orphan, an elemertt in the 
plot which is dictated by the 
demands of sentimentality. 
The flim deals with her efforts 
to become independent of him, 
and, in the Indian context, con¬ 
veys' a powerful message. 

' Excellent performances 
from the cast are the mam 
strength of this altogether 
commendable film. 
Betaidi: Jyoti (Lenin Sarani; 
241132)-12, 3, 6, 8.45. 

Star debutants Sunny Oeol 
and Amrita Singh with veteran 
ShammI Kapoor are in the 
leading roles of this film, 
directed by Rahul Rawail with 
music by R.O. Burman. 
Coolie: Orient (Bentinck 
Street; 231917). Krishna (T.C. 

Dutta Street; 344262), Uttara 
(Bidhan Sarani; 552200), Uj- 
jala (Russa Road; 478866), 
Purabi (M.G. Road; 350680). 

Directed ^ Prayag Raj and 
Manmohan Dasai, 6ie film has 
Amitabh Bachchan In tha tltte- 
ole with co-stars WaheUfa 
Rahman, Rishi Kapoor, Rati 
Agnihotri, Soma Anand, 
Suresh Oberoi, Kader Khan, 
Om Shivpuri, new find Puneet 
Issar and others. Hrishikesh 
Mukherjee has edited this film, 
whose music is my Laxmikant 
Pyarelai. 
Justice Chaudhiwy:. Oarpana 
(Bidhan Sarani; 552040)-3 
shows > 

The story of this film lacks all 
sense whatsoever. The char¬ 
acters include a long-lost 
father and son who look alike; 
a son who is a tough cop; an 



Itr, « diamond amui^ 
wtK> hn • twin Tha «oiy 
nrvolvM aiOMnd juatloo and 

aWarty iawyar takaa tha 
law Into hia own handa to boat 
up tta viltaina Ha alao oon* 
damna hia own aon tor a crima 
wtHCh ha navar commitiad 
Canear Aur Qupta Rog: 
Ughthouse (itomayun Place. 
»1402)>-t2, a, 6 8 30 

These are two documentar- 
iaa on the diseases their 
causes effects and possible 
cures They are compact and 
informative though rather re* 
Dulsive to the uninitiated 
Chor Police: Now Cinema 
(Lenin SarSni 270147)— 
1145, 245. 545 8 45 

Directed by Annlad Khan, tha 
film comes to Calcutta after 
much controversy about Its 
censorship problems Being 
made by an arch villain, it is no 
surprise that the film is replete 
with villains of all hues 

A gar^ of tour steals pre¬ 
cious gems worth millions. A 
girl IS lodnapped, raped and 
murdwed by three members of 
tha group despite their solemn 
assurance to the fourth (Am- 
jad) that such cnmes would not 
be committed The girl hap 
pens to be related to a police 
officer and toe cycle of re¬ 
venge starts Part of the action 
IS set in Dubai But it is as far 
from reality as any 
Haro. Opera (Lenin Sarani) 
Grace (MG Road 341544;, 
Ganesh (Upper Chitpur Roaq 
332250)—4 shows, Rupbani 
(Bidhan Sarani 553413)— 
noon, Menoka (Sarat Chatter- 
lee Avenue, 410417)—3 shws 

Jackie Shroff Meenakshi 
Shammi and Sanjeev com¬ 
pose the cast of tots film, 
directed by Subhash Ghai with 
music by Laxmikant-Pyarelal 
Kalyug. Roxy (Chownnghee 
Place 234138) Indiia (mdra 
Roy Road. 471757) 

A frim by Shyam Benegal 
starring Shashi Kapoor 
Rekha, Raj Babbar and Kul- 
bhushan 
Main Awara Hoon: Lotus 
(S N Banerjee Road 
242M4)—4 shows 

The* plot IS a stale one Two 
Mothers have different lifes- 
yles and, it is revealed later, 
Mferent approaches to life 
rhe older Is a paragon of virtue 
while the younger seems an 
nsolent drCyikard However, it 
s he who turns out to be the 
>ne who cherishes family 
Mnds and values The story is 
;|amishKl with villains, fights 
and dances 

Stinjay Outt, as the 
irouiigeM brother, comes of 
tooriy. Riy Babbar, Rati Agm- 
lotn and Jaya Prada are 
Mtodwhat bwer 

Debaahiee Roy In‘AgamHcar 

Mawaall Hind (Ganesh Chan 
dra Avenue 274259) & Pnya 
(Rashbehan Avenue 
464440)—4 shows, Madhuban 
(Regent Park), Pushpasree 
(D H Road)—3 shows 

'There are two Jeetendras, 
one good and the other tough 
There are two girls (SndevI 
and Jaya Prada) and two vil¬ 
lains (Kader Khan and Shakti 
Kapoor) There is no story but 
there is the usual murder, 
chase fight, romancing and 
dancing 

This IS a film with all the 
usual ingredients so much so 
that there is nothing to say 
about It 
Meri Adaalat; Majestic (RA 
Kidwai Road, 242266), Basus- 
ree (S P Mukheriee Road, 
478808), Moonlight (TC Dut- 
ta Street, 3433^) 

The film stars Rajnikant, 
Zeenat, Mohnish and Kader 
Khan 

BENGALI FILMS 

Sui^yatrlahna: Puma (SP 
Mukhegee Road; 474567)-3 
shows . 

Directed by Ashutosn 
Baneriee with music by 
Hemarad' Mukhs^, toe film 
has Oeepankar Cm md Arab 
Bhattacharya in ^ lead and 

supported by Ruma Guhatha- 
kurta 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Agamiket (A): Radha (Bidhan 
Sarani 553045)2 30 5 30, 
8 30 

Mamen off to a brute of a 
husbano who is having an 
affair with his widowed snMer- 
in-iaw and after subsequent 
hardships Debashree Roy 
turns into a call girl to support 
herself and her mother and 
brothers She meets Joy Sen- 
gupta, an unemployed young 
man and falls in love with him 
Many a rendezvous follows, 
until one day he discovers the 
truth about her 

Meanwhile his father falls ill 
and the money for the opera¬ 
tion is provided by her Subse¬ 
quently Joy Sengupta saves 
her from the.tender mercies of 
Utpat Dutt, but in toe ensuing 
melee toe latter is aooidentaHy 
killed Joy IS sentenced to 
three years in jail The film 
ends with his parents accept¬ 
ing her as toeir daughter-in- 
law 

D^ashree Roys perform¬ 
ance is the ohiy commendable 
part cb toe film 

Direded by Tapan Saha 
with music Ew yMcmiiF8ht-< 
PyaraM, Jhw film atara Da- 
bashree Ro^ Joy ektogupta, 
Utpai Duti, Okaiih KbS 

tawwiya and Anamika Saha. 
Sman li&mi Srss (Bidhan 
8ai^;5i^15}-3.8,84S 

This film has s golden 
heartsd protagonist who 
preachss untvsmi brother* 
nood There is also s golden 
vdoed hero who remains hum¬ 
ble after attaining stardom, 
and a famous woman siiiger 
who extsnda unwavering hos¬ 
pitality to aspiring singers This 
auppQssdiy commercial enter- 
iatner abounds with lofty 
ideals 

The acting is deadpan, the 
dialogue incoherent and the 
handwig of characters incom- 
oetsnt 
Protldan (A): Rupbani 
(Bidhan ^ram. 553413), Aro- 
na (MO Road, 359561) A 
Bharat!(SP Mukher)ssRoad. 
474666)-2M. 5 30. 830 

Sharmfta Tagore is a simple 
village girl who is In love with 
Rarqit Muttick He goes abroad 
to become a banister, leaving 
her an unmarried mother She 
becomes a nautch girl and 
befriends destitutes Victor 
Banerjee Is an ever-present 
viHain who causes her untold 
misery 

However through all her 
trials she is comforted by 
several personifications of 
goodness (^e of 'hese is 
Naseeruddm Shah a tough 
who IS transformed by her and 
helps her to square up 
accounts with her enemies He 
eventually dies 

In the meantime toe villain 
IS eliminated Sharmila is ac¬ 
cused of murder and acquitted 
in an absurd courtroom drama 
in which toe defence is con¬ 
ducted by London-returned 
Ranjit Mufiick 

The talents of toe cast are 
wasted in this film which 
attwnpts to vie with Bombay 
blockbusters but lacks toetr 
polish and technical compe¬ 
tence 

FOREIGN FILMS 

N^^g£A8E8 

Convoy: Elite (8 N Banerjee 
Road, 241383) 

Kna Knstofferson and AH 
Maegraw play toe-lead 
Ooid: Jamuna (Marqulp 
StreeL 243715). 

Rogar Moore and Susannah 
York are in toe lead m thia 
non-stop action thrlHsr. 

REGULAR SHOWS 
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I io«M from'Mai MMilify Kung Fu* 

The hero is a young man 
Mho enjoys spending hn time 
Mith the monkeys m me forest 
n town one day he rescues 
in old man who is being 
ibused by some poeole This 
lappens to be a famous monk* 
»y man who trains monkeys to 
serform kung ki shows on the 
street A nviu had chopped off 
ils fingers and since then he 
lad fallen on hard times He 
tins into this rival again, is 
seaten up and his monkey 
lolled Our young hero bet* 
nends the old man, learns 
monkey kung fu and takes 
revenge on the nval 

Dole: ‘Justice Chaudhuiy* 
ihown on page 20 haa bean 

BPECIAL EVENTS 

tf January 
Naresh and Sunita Kumai 

preaent a new series ol paint* 
ngstwMF Hussain based on 
a painter a visual journey 
Ihroui^ tryo points of refer- 
snces, Tagore and Ray Hus¬ 
sain $ present exhibition, from 
Q0etanfaH to Pathor Pmchah, 
features a series of paintmes 
inspired by his deep love for 
the dty of Calcutta and Bwigali 
juHura, 

At Tata Centre (Chownng- 
ftaa Road) , 
16 January: M am 

Bhoiagin Kalanundir pays 

Its tribute to KazI Nazrul 
through a musical programme 
Oqahkiaar Bansan and a solo 
rectial ol Nazrul song by 
Ohiran Bose 

At Kala Mandir (B) 
(Shakespeare Sarani,. 
440086) 
18 Januara: 8.30 am 

Manna Dey and Anmdhuti 
Holme Choudhury sings for 
Apanjan 

At Ananya Cinema Hall 
(BT Road) 
10 January: 8.30 pm 

Debendra Vidya^h Qnha- 
nirman Sarnitl in aid of its 
building fund presents an 
everting of classical music and 
dance, with Ustad Amiad All 
Khan on Sarod and a Kathak 
recital by Chitresh Das 

At Kala Mandir 
(Shakespeare Sarani. 
449086) 

CALCUTTA 

18 January 
430 World of sport 
6 OS feature fUm In Hindi. 
915 Focus A programme on 
current affairs 

18 Jaraiarv 
ftOOSplm roundup 
8.B5 Mhltya Sansknii 
815 ChHraanala: Rm songs 
in dWIertnt languages 

17 January 
700 Kuchipudi dance by Oer- 
nk Munro 
7 55 Play in Bengali Ek 
Ohara Duf Raat 
8 25 Ek Mulaqaatrtooking 
Back-Looking Forward 
Tushar Kanti Gnosh 
18 January 
7 00 English film serfai 
6 10 Darahaker Oarbare 
830 Chitrahar. 
9 IS Senal Lucy Show. 

10 Januarv 
7 00 Tarunder Janye 
740 Oristikone 
8 IS CfiKramala: Film songs 
in Bengali 
915 Places of Pilgnmage 
Shrevenbengbla 
10 00 Wild Life On One BBC 
senal film (12) 
20 January 
6 34 Childrans fUm m Hindi 
Rahul 
915 KaviKeMukhSe Poetry 
recitation 
1000 National programme on 
Music Shehnai recital by 
Anant Lai 
21 January 
600 PaaturafHmlnBsnBall: akar Nayak jpaak Sumitra 

ukherjee. Samit Bhanja, 
Rabi Ghosh, Jayashrae Roy, 
Partha Mukherjae and others, 
Directton DIrwn Qupla, Music 
Ashima Bhattacharya) 
7 40 SaptahHti 
015 BcwnoiFUiTLT&aOasart 
(Part II) 
10 00 Sports qua 

Shango (C^S) It Is definitely 
not a Santana fans cup of 
tea—but for people who are 
instinctive dancers or rhyOtm 
lovers, this 40 minute 89 
secorxf release is worth an 
investment 

The first track-—The Nikt— 
builds up a tempo that, along 
with the very simple lyncs 
(which are worth following) 
make one move without hav¬ 
ing to put in too muidi effort 
The lead is simply sweet, and 
Is punciuated by those notes 
that only Carlos Santana can 
touch 

Hold on IS a disappointment 
The lead tries to explain some¬ 
thing quite in harmony with the 
lyncs but there is something 
missing somewhere one 
wants to rush the fast forward 
button in order to complete the 
424 track prematurely The 
guitar explains Carlos mes¬ 
sage uetween verses in Right 
hunting time and the bass 
seems to be doing things on its 
own A good track—obviously 
more welcome than the pre¬ 
vious one The music is tight 
and backed beautifully by the 
keyboards 

Nowhere To Run is loud and 
could have done with a little 
less emphasis on the cymbals 
The lead guitar Itself however 
proves the good reproduction 
by the CBS 

Nueva York instantly bongs 
you back to the conventional 
Santana style The congas, 
bass drums (outstanding) 

sMim 

Mad keyboards aid the timely 
punctuations By the cymbals K' <a you something that you 

ve longed to hea from San¬ 
tana The master IS accorded a 
warm welcome by the roll of 
the drums and, provided your 
neighbours dont object you 
can raise the volume to hear 
Santana at his beet 

Oxurr, the first track on side 
B. IS the number that any 



with touchM of the heart of 
Africa aimoat comirte aBve. 
The tom-tom off beats and the 
roH of the drums in epical Afro 
style grips. Body SuHhtg Iws 
Carlos' giving eveTthing he 
can with die Iwcs. A pieiwant 
425 track. 

tVhaf Does ft Take (to win 
your love) has more stress on 
lead take-offs. The notes are 
wen sustained and extremely 
calculated. But the change in 
the vocal style may not be 
fitting to the mood stnjck by 
the previous track. The rest m 
the music Is ordinary, deoap- 
lively jumpy and has bad 
lyrics. 

That Carlos Santana is a 
'Qunj' for most aspiring lead 
guitarists is amply evident as 
one goes through Let Me hh 
akie. The lyrics are very per¬ 
suasive. Superb sHdes on the 
lead, emphasising the off 
beats, the booming bass and 
the precfse off beats played by 
the drums combine to give 
reggae that even a Bob Mariey 
maniac would love. 

Warrior projects the image, 
and the versatality of Canos 
Santana is evident by the 
sheer change in mood. There 
Is suspenw with a threatening 
combination of bass and 
drums. Midway through this 
421 track there is a break for 
the better. Santana strikes in- 
sistonl notes and the dmm- 
mlng (thanks to the powerful 
bass backing) could be a les¬ 
son to any aspiring rhythm 
man. 

The title song—S/iftToo— 
takes command gradually, the 
deep African amiosphere Is 
created with gathering volume 
and a basic rhythm gains in 
strength when with the crash 
of dmms, all music ends. 

A good inveatrrient, yes, but 
only if you like Santana. 

Qona Clear (HIIV)Hn order to 
ride [riggy-back on the success 
of Menu Dibango’s Soul 
Makossa, now comes this sub¬ 
sequent album, originally, re¬ 
leased in 1980. 

This album lacks the inspira- 
Uoa that created lively reggae 
compositions Hke This is rug- 
gae Music. The music Is very 
contrived and tries to Imitate Hs 
previous achievements. Only 
the first two tracks of the six 
are tolarable to some extent 
FUK up tm poilshed reggae 
arrangements with a plafnnve 
yet soulful tune. Qom City is 
more speeded, with funk 
undertones. The main refrMn 
la cM^, thoii^ file ctaniinB 
is overdone. Mlaiaoi Brakkar's. 
aax aoio is weaker than hkr 
notmai capabUties. 

From here onwards, the 
music gets very pretentious. 
Doctor Bird has a lefiiargic. 
tune and the electronic bird 
calls irritate. Reggae Makossa 
is simply Soul Makossa with a 
reggae beat and slightly diffe¬ 
rent arrangements. Frozen 
Soul is a medium paced tune 
that leaves one cold. The final 
Tek Time has some interesting' 
portions but the overall effect 
remains weak. 

Reggae lovers could give It 
a try-^ least the beat won’t 
let them down. 

THEATRE 

Aghatan: Rangana (153^ 
Acharya Prafulla Chandra 
Road: 556846). 

Written by Bini Mukherjee, 
the play has been directed by 
Gyanesh Mukherjee, and the 
star attraction is the versatile 
Anup Kumar. 
Anandamath: Biswarooba 
(Raja Raj Kissen Street; 
55^2). 

Supriya Devi is the star 
attraction of this play, based 
on Bankimehandra's novel and 
directed by Rashbehari 
Sarkar. 
Bibor: Rungmahal (761B 
Bidhan ^anT; 551619). 

Subrata Chatlerjee along 
with Santosh Outta, Saikat 
Pakrashi. and Tapati Bhat- 
tacharya form the leadirig cast 
in this play directed by &mar 
Mukherjee from SamarMh 
Basu'a alory. 

Char Prahar: Praup Manch 
(Acharya P.C, Road: %9219). 

Gyanesh Mukherjee acts in 
and directs this pfw which has 
AshKm.Kumfii’ atid Nan- 
dy in the lead, 
mgpasftr Tapan Theatre 
(Sadananda Road: 425471). 

Based on Samir Rakshit's 
Hatyakaree, and directed and 
acted by Satya Band'o- 
padhyay. the play has Chiran- 
»et, Ratna Ghosha' and Tarun 
Kumar in the leading roles. 

Prajapati: Minerva (Beadon 
Street: 554489). 

Directed by Samar Mukher¬ 
jee from Samaresh Basu's 
popular story, the ,,p|ay^,tiw' 
Santu Mukherjee end Soma 
Mukherjee along with Kali 
Banerjee. Robin Ma^umdar, 

nklm Ghosh, Biplab Chat- 
; Manu Mukherjee, Ana-. 
Saha, Sumita Sanyal. 

Sumita Chatteijee and Miss 
Papia in the lead. 

Rajkumar: Kashi Biswanath 
Manch (Canal West Road 
355598).' 

Soumitra Chatterjee is back 
„ao ..{hi stage wim this' play 
Written arwl directed by him. it 
is also the first- -play with 
Soumitra .Chatterjee-and 
Sabitri Chattarjae together,. 

Rangini: Ckcarena (6 Rcya 
Red Kiswn Street: 557216). 

the play is based on 
Samaresh Basu's Biion 
Sbhuinand directed by Samar 
Mukhprjee. 

ThP leading artistes are 
Shekhaf Chatterjee. Saiien 
Mukheriea, Samar Mukherjee, 
Sriup Mpa; Sapi Mitra, dayas- 
raa San, Atoka Siul^y, 
Qaata Kanmakar-Geeta 1^, 
Dai^ Mfira'ahd MISS Shefai. 
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Barter Bank 
If you read an item in thi^ 
pa^ that you ivish to ro' 
spond to, pJease write ir 
to Barter Bank, c/o Tm 
Telegraph Colour Maca 
ziNS, 6 PrafuIIa Sorkai 
Street, Calcutta 700001 
,Also, if you wish to entei 
an item in this column 
please write in with da 
tails to the address jiiver 
above. We shall inforn 
you of responses to youi 
insertions by post, 

a Dining table set; 
would like to exchange 
my six-seafer dining table 
set for a 48" ceiling fan oi 
any other household arti' 
cle of equal value. Write 
to Bimal Choudhury. 
• Records: 1 offer Let ue 
Dance with Sandy Nelsor 
in good condition for an) 
record of old Hindi film 
songs. Contact Navtn B. 
a Piistcards: 1 have aboul 
25 antique Indian post¬ 
cards which 1 would like 
to exchange for antique 
Indian and foreign coins 
and stamps. Write to 
Surender Jain, 
a Cassettes: I offer Hit Pa¬ 
rade, Tina Charles and 
Selection '80 for flam Bal- 
ram and Prem flog. Con¬ 
tact Shibroop Basu. 
a Coins: I have coins from 
Hong Kong. Singapore 
and India which 1 would 
like to exchange for coins 
from Poland, South Amer¬ 
ica, Canada and Africa. 
Write to Minal Shanghavi. 
a Camera: I offer an holy 
n in good condition for 
anything of equal value. 
Contact Ranoj Pu^ 
kayastha. 

SOLUTIONS 

Answer on 15 <1«« 
zi umiQ Oi uiy 6 U|^ 
8 J(un S eAfSA 7 MSOlHV 
e SOH Z isne i 
Num et Jaaoi it jSSSpj, 
IIWS « HAUV e :aaojav 



ioDiniotirWllDOff 
•by Hal Kaufman- 

• !'• HAVE m Each of 
tha foHowing stata- 
manta to attributad to 
an Amariean Prasi* 
dent; 1. "I cannot tall a 
lia.” 2. “I am as strong 
as a bull mooaa.' 3. ^ 
do not chose to run.” 
4. ”1 am a Ford not a 
Lincoln.” Can you 
name tha Presidents? 

piOi P|WH) 
> •Owiooo U|/w e 'll«iMDau 
uopoMu t 'uoiBuMn/M •Sioro t 

MAlYtX-ERaSE 
TESTS wrrsi 

Our professor friend 
above is pointing to a 
challenging problem in 
multiplication. 

Students are asked to 
determine from the few 
numbers given and their 
positions in the computa¬ 
tion the identity of the 
numbers represented by 
X’s. 

As a starter, note that 
the first digit in tha multi¬ 
plicand multiplied by 7 
results in a number en¬ 
ding in 8. Also note that 
the entire multiplicand 
multiplied by 5 is 4900 or 
more. 

. Take it from there. 
oorm >1 MS ^ psaMmui ms 

HAYTHEREI SametMng Is amiss iftNw haying soMMabm. 
What can It be? Te find set, add linns del ts det. 

• Poetic Licenael Take 2/7 of Shelley, 3/5 of Blake, 
2/7 of Spenser, 2/5 of Keats and 2/6 of Moore and 
find the hame of another famous English poet. 

(M+M+d|.|.*l|t''VS) aiMdMIilllS * MMW **U 

a Eight Bali. Challanga: Amnga eight figure eights 
in a column to add up to 1000. Can you eom^? 

-S+SfS+SStSM ttV 





MOOSE MILLER By Bob Weber 

THE LOCKHORNS 



juueT.fONis 

MANDRAKE By Lee Falk 



ARCHIE 
AiaCHE ANPRE@6iE 

AXE ARGU ING 
ASAtMr 

YES.ANP rW TIREP 
OF \Tr I'M GOING 

TO STOP THEMf 

■■■ f • - I i-' ■ h'- ' *-•. •' '-i 

^LL IT TAKES 
IS A LITTLE 
WPLOMACV/ 

you OUGHT TO START 
WITH SOMETHING EASIEI^ 
mE AtffCisw xxms j 

KepucriOMr 

THERE'S ALREApy TOO MUCH FIGHTING 
IN THE WORLP' I'LL BET TOU TWO OOULP 
RESOLVE VOUR PIFFERENCES IF VOU 
COULP SEE EACH OTHER'S 
POINT OF VEWr 

NOW. REGGIE, >OU 
PRETENP THAT VOU'RE 
ARCHIE-ANP, ARCHIE, 
VOU BE REGGIE.'' > 

THAT'S'' 
PUMBr; 

L Aj..JU 

NO,ITI5N'T.^ 
LETS GIVE 
IT A TRY.' 

■WriSS'^V . 
■ t ..V.-;'-- 

r 
HI, REGGIE,CAN JTWHY. THANK VOU, ARCHIE, 
I GIVE VOU A IF ITS NOT TAKING VOU 
LIFT COWNTOWN \ OUT OF VOURy——^ 
IN MV CLASSIC CARTJe VvAY.^ jeT^E? VOU 

/gM TWO 04W SET 
jwm along r 

il-ttr 

W) ‘iYf’ 

Is'. ' ■ • 

NQRBG6IE,r^X NEVER HAVE THAT 
HAVE NOTHING V PROBLEM, ARCHIE.' 
TO PO Att/mVrf WHEN I PDN'T HAVE 
I CAN'T GET /A PATE. 1 SPB^P THE 
sA RATEf ^ EVENING LOOKING IN 
ii^' niiig Tir MIRROR.'' 

1 NEVER LOOKT 
IN THE MIRROR, 
I'M AFRAIP IT 
MIGHT BREAK.O 

UMEOOiEHS 

SEE? THAT'S WHAT 
HAPPENS P VOU PON'T 
WEAR A HAT TO THE 
BEACHf THE SUN FRIES 
VOUR BRAIN- 

' / * 

' V 

i..’ 



CALCUTTA / Samir Sinha 
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Election year 

Olympics year 

Mamti year 

Orwell’s year 

Peanuts year 
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CALLING EVERYBODY UNDER 14U $ 
You've never had i 
something as good * 
come your way! 

The WIz Biz Club is in full swing now. Thousands of 
children from all over India have already become members of 
the most exclusive newspaper club in the country! Join their 
fraternity and taste the joy of novelty each week. 

Fill in the form given below, attach a postal order worth 
Rupees five in favour of "The Telegraph" and mail It. Or 
better still. Cut out the coupon and bring along the money to 
the office of The Telegraph. The address: 6, Prafulla Sarkar 
Street, Calcutta 700 001. 

Join the Wiz Biz Club! Join the world of fun! 

If 
)f 

4- 

♦ 
♦ 
Jf 
♦ 
If 
3f 
4^ 
4^ 

I 
>f 
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Appncancin roms 

Name (in block c^>ital8> Surname_ 

First name ■ 
Dale of Birth_■ . 
Arirtrww 

Name of school you attend_ 
Ctass_ 
HobbieaAnteresis_ 

4* 
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4* 
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Post Mortem 
PtttejWioug FMrte 

It Was shocking to read 
the first part of the snial 
Jeffrey .^her (Jan 1) for its 
perverse and pathological 
anti'Communist stand. 
Such stuff, which is cer- 
tpiinly not literature, can do 
much damage. 

The aim is clearly du¬ 
bious since facts of contem¬ 
porary history show that 
instead of the Russians, it is 
the Americans who are 
daneerously pushing the 
worldn fact, the new year 
has arrived with a 
tremendous payload of in¬ 
flammatory tension and 
none c:an afford to accept 
ideploHtcal venom and thus 
allow himself to become a 
moron. But you are specifi¬ 
cally trying to do it by 
publishing such nonsense. 

Archer’s poisonous fable 
portrays the Russian com¬ 
munists as rapacious im- Serialists like the Nazis, 
ut it was precisely them 

who did the lion's snare of 
the job of saving the world 
from the fascist menace. 

Millions of them laid 
down their lives for libera¬ 
tion of other countries. 
While conveying my best 
wishes to you in the new 
year an advice as bonus^ 
do not forget what Sartre 
said once, that an anti¬ 
communist Is a rat. The Eress has a great responsi- 

ility in making people 
aware of the grim realities. 
Instead of doing that you 
are publishing CIA prop¬ 
aganda. 

However unfortunate it 
might be it is true. 
Amaresh Debnath, 
Calcutta 

Wot Gofered 
Your article on the Cal¬ 

cutta Jains (Nov 20) was 
undoubtedly interesting, 
but the writer couldn't cov¬ 
er certain persons of dis¬ 
tinction. 

Among the most notable 
is the late Seth Sohanlal 
Du^ (Oswal Swetamber 
Jain) who has* not .only 
made an .Impact on this 

particular community or 
Marwaris as a whole, but 
throu^out the country for 
his anonymous diarity to a 
number of educations in¬ 
stitutions. hospitals, social 
welfare societies mainly in 
Rajasthan and West Bengal. 

My eldest brother, 
Basant Raj Bhandaii, wo 
started his career in Calcut¬ 
ta in 1950 is a Senior Trade 
Advisor, International 
Trade Centre. UNCTAD/ 
GATT at Geneva for the last 
six years. He became 
founder/manager director 
of Jute Corpn of India Ltd. 
in 1971 a.s well as worked 
at various posts for a de¬ 
cade and a half with Slate 
Trading Corpn of India Ltd. 
He was awarded Marketing 
Man of the Year award by 
the then Pre.sident, 
Fakhruddin Ali Ahmed, at 
Vigyan Bhavan in February 
1976. This was followed by 
a merit certificate from the 
commerce ministry. Govt 
of Phillippines, in 1977 
while deputing there on a 
UN assignment. 
C.fi. Bhondari, 
C'aicutta 

Short Stories 
Thank you for the in¬ 

teresting short story, 
'Handle with Care,' (Dec 
25). And congratulations to 
Vernon Thomas. 

I would like to suggest 
that, you include a ^ort 
story in every issue of the 
Colour Magazine. 
Rabindra Nath Mahto, 
Barhanva (Bihar) 

Some Polntofs 
After going through the 

beautiful article on Bimal 
Mitra by Shankar (Dec 18), 
a few points required some 
clarifications. 

In 1947, Bimal Mitra left 
Calcutta to settle in Bilas- 
pur. But when did be come 
back to Calcutta? And what 
were the circumstances 
then which compelled him 
to return to Calcutta? This 
was not made clear. 

Shankar feels that Bimal 
Mitra's talent as a writer 

has not been recc^ised by 
the Sahitya Akauemi, Cal¬ 
cutta Doordarshan and 
other such bodies. There is 
nothing special in this be¬ 
cause if we study history 
we come across many wri¬ 
ters/poets who were not 
recomised initially or dur¬ 
ing their lifetime. 

P.B. Shelley, the greatest 
romantic poet of England, 
at the age of 18 was re¬ 
moved from the Oxford 
University for writing an 
article, ‘On the NecessHy of 
Atheism.' When Shelley 
became famous in Fram:e, 
Italy, etc due to his poems, 
it was only then that his 

■portrait was hung in the 
Oxford University Hall and 
he was recognised as the 
great poet that he was. 

Dr Harivansh Rai Bach- 
chan (father of the filmstar, 
Amitabh), wrote the 
famous ‘Madhushala’ when 
he was a student of MA at 
Allahabad University. At 
that time, all recognised 
poets and writers com¬ 
mented that it was only 
young romance tliat 
brought forth ‘Madhusha¬ 
la.’ After writing lor many 
more years only was Di 
Bachchan recognised as a 
great poet. 

The later actor, Guru 
Dutt, in his film Pyaso, was 
also not recognised by the Eeople. Even- his own 

rotner was unable to give 
him two square meals a day 
because Guru Dutt wa.s an 
unemployed youth. But 
when Guru Dutt’s book of Eoems was published after 

is death (supposed by 
people) and a steady in¬ 
come started coming in, 
that the same brother of 
Guru Dutt went fo the pub¬ 
lisher and asked for his 
share with the plea that he 
had fed Guru Dutt when he 
was alive. 

These are the ways of the 
woiid. The torchfcwarer of 
the Bengali novel, Bimal 
Mitra, is no exception. As a 
humble ditizen, I pray that 
he gds the highest literary 
awards. 
Guru Dutt ‘Pyaso*. 
24 Pmganas 
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Sreela Majumdar is a 
Mrinal Sen discovery. 
But her talent doesn't 
stop there. She has 
many other awards and 
award winning films 
under her belt. The just 
released Mnnal Sen 
film is Khandhar,' in 
Hindi, and she does an 
important cameo in 
that, too Limelight. 

Serial: We continue the 
Jeffrey Archer ihnller, 
'On the Sixth Day.' 

The Calcutta Youth 
Choir celebrated its sil¬ 
ver jubilee by organis¬ 
ing an international fes¬ 
tival of folk music and 
dance Panorama. 

tUiinbow: featuring a 
pick of ttie 1984 calen¬ 
dars. And why we 
chose what. 

Cover: 
Soumitra Sixiha 
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LIMELIGHT / Sreela Majumdar 

THE 
BICE OF 

GOOD 
CINEMA 

A Mrinal Sen discovery, 
the actress with a penchant 

for art films and awards is 
seen to good effect once 

again in Sen’s just released 
‘Khandhar’ 



At a time when legend 
in the studios of Tolly- 
gunge have made an 
Inevitable exit, when 
the good looks of 
Kanan Bala have stop¬ 

ped knocking people down, when 
the glamour ct Suchitra Sen has 
faded, when Supriya Chowdhury 
has taken a back seat and walked 
into professional theatre and the 
birds of passage—^Moushumi Chat- 
teijee, Sharmila Tagore and Raakhee 
Gulzaiw-have flown to richer pas¬ 
tures in Bombay, the spotlights long 
to focus on another screen goddess. 

These last few years have proved 
that more often than not, most 
screen heroines in Bengal have ugly 
feet of clay. The audience patiently 
wait and watch for a miracle to 
change the scheme of things and 
have an obnoxious Jai Bobo Torak- 
nath landed on them. But it is also 
true that along with the sluggish 
pace of commercial films, many 
new and interesting movies are 
being made by a crop of committed 
directors. 

One actress who has gambled 
hard on only appearing in meaning¬ 
ful cinema is tW dusky Sreela Ma- 
jumdar. The risks are now paying 
rich dividends. All along she had 
resisted the urge to grab some tem¬ 
porary and tinsel diadem. Now 
permanent applause is coming her 
way. Among the faceless^ dolled-up 
beauties that currently rule the 
roost, Sreela’s swarthy {visage and 
large, expressive eyes stand apart. 
She is certainly not the convention¬ 
al dream-girl that most middle class 
viewers are sold on. Neither does 
she have any illusions about her 
looks. 

Humble background: In fact, when 
we met her for the first time one rain 
drenched night at the Gorky Sedan 
where Mrinal Sen had invited us to 
watch a preview of Kharij, we hard¬ 
ly recognised this powet^l actress 
in the crowd. Yet she has won 
international recognition at the most 
envied of places. Like Cannes, New 
York and Moscow. Even on home 
ground, many films that have fea¬ 
tured her have won prestigious 
awards at the state and national 
levels. And that’s saying a lot for a Sirl who lives with her mother in a 

umble little home, down a humble 
little lane in the cut-throat arteries 
of Tollygui^! In a span of just five 
years, Sreela’s face is a part of good 
cinema and she herself has come a 
long way indeed, 

leather it wag Mrinal Sen’s Para-' 

ihurnm, AkaJet Sandbane or Ekdin 
Pruiidin. Utpalendu Chakraborty’s 
much acclaimed Cliokh or Gautam 
Chatterjee’s accolade-winning Nog- 
moti, Sreela Majumdar has played a 
pivotal role in all these much- 

*1 am ewMnly not an aikgel. J do 
haea a tiaad tor buainaaa* 

discussed films and proved over 
and over again her mettle as a 
powerful actress. And critics, both 
in India and abroad, have gone 
overboard, Iryir.g to praise her ta¬ 
lent. Sreela is still recovering from 
the euphoria and i.s quite over¬ 
whelmed by the sudden attention 
she is receiving because in her heart 
of hearts she is very much a naive 
little Bengali girl. Only the prover¬ 
bial Pandora’s Box now lies within 
her reach, 

SREELA in real life and Sreela 
on screen are tw'o totally diffe¬ 
rent people. Thai is why, 

perhaps, we were initially hesitant 
about her breaking away from the art 
film syndrome. One morning spent 
with her changed our opinion. She 
breezed into our fiat, wearing a 
salwar-kameez and her sparkling 
smile and in just 45 minutes she had 
transformed into a siren with infi¬ 
nite guile and charm. 

From an inconsequential little 
makeup box that she carried, she 
took out all the potions that per¬ 
formed this trick, just a few sugges¬ 
tions, a little bit of egging on and 
Sreela became a photographer's de¬ 
light. No fuss ‘ over costumes 
selected for her, no sulks and silly 
tantrums. She gave account of her¬ 
self as few professionals would and 
we were humbled into realising 
what an explosive volcano lay hid¬ 
den behind thosR auiet, kohl- 
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Poring fx appml when ■hectioo—» 
rimmed eyes. 

Not that Sreela has spurned gla¬ 
mour altogether. She oozes sex 
appeal when she wishes. But as she 
says, 'Td rather depend on my 
talent!" This is what directors and 
her co-stars have recognised. Mrinal 
Sen, of course, gave her the much 
needed break with Parashuram. The 
minute her powerful performance in 
a radio play was brought to -his 
notice by his wife, the director was 
sold. 

And when they finally met, a 
strange chemistry began to work 
which both found utterly delightful. 
According to Mrinalda, “Sreela is 
one actress who understands a role 
with such perception, that it is not 
at all difficult to handle her on the 
sets.” 

Epithets: Utpalendu Chakraborty 
has called her “an excellent perfor¬ 
mer” and if rumours are to be 
believed, even Satyajit Ray is much 
impressed by Sreela’s talent. Amon^ 
her co-stars, Dhritiman Chatterjef 
finds Imr unabashedly “fabulously 
attractive,” Joy Banerjee gleefully 
calls her “the dark beauty of Tolly- Stnge” and even the veterans fMl 

at she will pick iq> many more • 
awarde and laurels in the future. 
Smita Petti and Shabatia Azm< Knva 

only praise for this dark nymohet. 
And even Victor Banerjee , so con¬ 
ventionally handsome, thinks that 
Sreela has “extremely beautiful 
eyes.” 

The sum total of all these com¬ 
ments brings one single fact to 
mind. Sreela Majumdar can certain¬ 
ly not be ignored any longer. 
Perhaps she may not have bad an 
ideaP childhood, perhaps she stu¬ 
died in an ordinary school, perhaps 
her unsatiable interest in theatre 
brought her into the world of films 
and perhaps her insecurities still 
show when she speaks rather shyly 
about her humble environs. 

But that her talent is unlimited 
has been acknowledged by some oi 
the big names in Indian cinema 
That is very encouraging indeed. 
For Sreela has never had any burn¬ 
ing urge to sing stupid songs and 
run around cardboard trees. Ovei 
lunch she tells us, “I still attend 
classes at the University in between 
shooting and I don't really want tb 
take on more than I can chew. 1 have 
never wanted to stare down from 
largerothan-life hoardings and nor 
hgve I any desire to act only for 
money. I am certainly not an angel. I 
do have a head for business fnd 1 
would be foolish if t said that I don’t 

need the money. Of course. 1 do! But 
I can depend on mv talent to earn it. 
All along I have done my roles with 
great sincerity and 1 have found that 
it works.” 

IN the melange of grease-paint, 
frills and furbelows, Sreela is 
determined lo keep her face 

unmasked.She has climbed the hard 
ladder to recognition from the sim- 

le rungs of radio plays in child- 
ood, hard-core theatre during her 

teenage years and now, realistic 
cinema. Her single attempt at doing 
a commercial role in a film like 
Srinkhol has hardly enhanced a 
career so firmly ensconsed in the 
new-wave movement, but Sreela re¬ 
mains unfazed. 

With a grin she says, “Perhaps 
Srinkhol was a bad film, but I 
enjoyed my role! And I’m not being 
defensive. I know that the public 
must have been disappointed. They 
expect much more from me. I have 
set terribly hij^ standards for my¬ 
self. But it’s nice to take a break once 
in a while. And 1 roust confess that 1 
will accept roles in commercial 
films if I like them well enough. I’m 
not doing charity. I'm professional 
enough to realise that 1 have to earn 
a living as an actress. 

6 



"It'B a simple question of discie* 
tion aiid judgement. If a commer¬ 
cially successful film also happens 
to be good cinema, the situation just 
couldn’t be better. And I can tell you 
that this is going to happen more 
and more in the coming years. The 
accent is shifting. The audience is 
more aware. 

'The film industry cannot take 
too many things for granted much 
longer. Not only are directors with a 
sense of purpose emerging, but also 
actors and actresses who have the 
wherewithal! to handle different 
kinds of role professionally, without 
temporary intoxicants like awards 
and success going to their heads.” 

Perhaps her realistic attitude to 
work got her into realistic cinema in 
the first place! Her decision to work 
in films came at a time when the 
industry in Bengal had suffered sev¬ 
erely from’ lack of talented actresses 
and outdated modes of working. But 
for Sreela, these handicaps did not 
matter because she was confident of 
what she had to offer. 

International orbii; Her very first 
film, Mrinai Sen’s Parashurani, 
catapulted her into the internation¬ 
al orbit when the film was shown in 
Moscow. Her role of a pavement- 
dweller was so touchingly portrayed 
that even the language barrier (the 
film is in Bengali) and tricky sub¬ 
titles could not hamper her style. 
For Sreela, Mrinai Sen will always 
be special because he introduced 
her to the screen. She has been in 
most of his films, ever since. Even 
his latest one in Hindi entitled 
I^andhar, with Shabana Azmi and 
Neseeruddin Shah in the lead, fea¬ 
tures Sreela in an important cameo 
role. 

Many other directors in Bengal 
have begun flooding her with offers. 
She was a major draw in Utpalendu 
Chakraborty's Chokh where she acts 
opposite Om Puri. Already this film 
has bagged the National Award and 
has been a much discussed topic at 
the Berlin Film Festival, where cri¬ 
tics were bowled over by the subject 
of the film ancT showered on it very 
generous and lavish praise. 

Sreela says, "Chokh is a very 
powerful film. And while I worked 
in it, I realised what tremendous 
range and scope there is for acting, 
sven in an orainary, deglamourised 
tolq. The film was made against all 
t^ds. There were times^ when we 
worked continuously for long hours. 
But all of us were so involved that 
none of the tension ever seemed to 
nmtter. In fact. It heightened our 

‘Tlw dark bMUly of ToHygunotf ’ M 
co-atar Joy Banerjea wiHa her 

sensjbilitiesJt forced us to give off 
our best. Doing this film with’ 
Utpalendu was a memorable experi¬ 
ence. 1 will not forget it in a hurry." 

SREELA'S meticulous etching of 
a gypsy girl, her private 
traumas and her joys shared 

with others in her tribe, went a long 
way in fetching director Gautam 
Chatterjee the National Award for 
regional films. Nagmati is a com¬ 
bined triumph of the director and 
the actress. Other discerning direc¬ 
tors who have featured Sreela in 
.their fihns are Buddhadeb Dasgupta 
in Sheet Gri.shmer Smriti and Pur- 
nendu Pattrea in Khara. Though 
neither of the films have yet been 
commercially released, the directors 
are rather stunned bv the versatile 
performance pul in by Sreela. 

But will art films be enough to last 
the actress a lifetime? Will she get 
trapped in her own talent, in her 
disdain for the routine masala 
movies? Arching an eyebrow. Sreela 
replied calmly. “It is true that I am 
tetribly choosy about my work. Af¬ 
ter all, for the better or the worm, 1 
have been appreciated in the best of 
film festivals the world over and 1 
am not willing to let all this go. Why 
should 1? But I’m not snooty. {lutve 
never looked down on coinmer^ 
fUn^makers. I think a film tilps Sno- 
lay was breathtaking. It was so gOod 

technically. Even Masopm. in its 
own genre, was an extremely intel- 
Ugently made film. 

“ft matters little Jiow you market 
your ftlm. Whether it Is meant for 
the art or the commercial circuit, a 
good film is s good film. Period. 
And in Bengal today, in spite of a 
whole heap of rubbish being 
churned out, I feel proud to say that 
meaningful cinema is still appreci- 
ated. And those are the kind of 
movies I'd like to work in. Gone are 
the days of Uttam Kumar and 
Suchltra Sen. They were melod¬ 
ramatic artistes mid many of their 
perfonnances are downright funny, 
even if copious tears kept running 
down their cheeks. I know this is a 
near-blasphemous statement but I 
don’t mind making it. We’ve got to 
break out of exaggerated clowning. 
We’ve got to treat cinema with more 
respect. You need much more than 
charisma and screen presence to 
make a really solid impact. The 
sooner we accept this act, the better. 
Personally, I would never dare to 
risk the reputation I’ve built up over 
the years.” 

Actress par excellence: It is hei 
reputation as an actress par oxcell- 
ence that made a director like 
Shyam Senegal cast her in Arohan. 
He was so impressed by Sreela that 
he created a very special cameo foi 
her to play in his much-discussed 
and about-to-be released Mandi. As 
a dumb girl who refuses to take to a 
prostitute's life intitially, Sreela has 
done a marvellous job. She has no 
dialogues to deliver in this film but 
her eyes keep communicating con¬ 
stantly. Even in the last scene, when 
she is forced to return to the bordel¬ 
lo, her sensitive portrayal will not 
be easily forgotten. 

Filmmakers outside Bengal have 
woken up to the fact that there is 
more to this dusky actress from 
Bengal than meets the eye. Besides 
Shyam Senegal, whom Sreela finds 
"extremely sensitive and charm¬ 
ing,” there are others who are mak¬ 
ing die necessary overtures to woo 
her to Bombay. Directors like M.S. 
Sathyu, Shama 21aidi, Govind Niha- 
lani and many others of their ilk. 
Sreela, for the moment, is takii^ 
count of her award winning per¬ 
formances and is waiting and 
watching. The future, she knows, is 
bright. But with the cunning wis¬ 
dom of Scarlett O’Hara she smiles 
sweetly and says, "After all, tomor¬ 
row Is onothOT day!" 

StibhM / Jayainrato Chat terjee 
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The Russian Army is poised to invade West Germany. Britain’s National 
Unity Government is dithering. Soviet leader Ogarkov gambles on a weak or 
non-existent response from the West. War or peace: the ultimate decision has 
to be taken. This is the penultimate instalment of the sensational new thriller. 

Thursday. 
November 3, 1988- 

GET the President on 
the phone im- 
mediately," said the 
Prime Minister as he 
headed towards the 
bathroom. He re¬ 
turned moments later 

to find his aide holding the phone in 
an outstretched hand. 

The Prime Minister took it from 
him and sat on the end of the bed. 
“Have you heard the news?" were 
his first words. 

“1 certainly have," said President 
Mondale. “I learned about the 
Soviet manoeuvres 10 minutes be¬ 
fore they were announced on a CBS 
news bulletin. Now everyone in 
America knows and by breakfast 
today so will most of Europe.” 

"And you still feel that if the 
Russians cross the border we should 
retaliate?" 

"Yes, 1 do.” said the President. “If 
anything, my attitude has hardened 
since my advisors are sure that if 
you don’t grasp the nettle now, I 
will only have to do it some time in 
the near future. 

"Your National Pnity party de¬ 
manded the right to a final say on 
the use of any of our nuclear 
weapons based on British soil, so 
this becomes one of those rare occa¬ 
sions when I can pass the buck from 
the Oval Office to Number 10 Down¬ 
ing Street without any fear of being 
blamed for it. 

“The last time that happened, if I 
recall correctly, was when Lord 
North sacrificed America. 1 hope 
you don't make the same mistake." 

“I can assure you that Polaris and 
the Cruise missiles. are now all 
operationally deployed and combat 
ready " the Prime Minister said. 

“Good, so now all vou have to do 

is let Ogarkov know that you will, 
with our full backing and that of 
NATO, retaliate if his troops cross 
the west German border,” said the 
President. “If you fait,to do so I have 
ordered General Kenny to put in 
motion a contingency plan for the 
removal of American forces to zones 
pf safety behind the French and 
Belgian borders. 

“I'm not letting my boys die .be¬ 
cause you vvon't back us up when 
the German nation is threatened. 

"Damn it all, they've got nearly 
twice as many troops on the ground 
as 1 have. And don't forget, when 
Vogel and the Green Party formed a 
coalition to defeat Kohl I was made 
to remove every nuclear warhead on 
German soil. 

“So they've sure only got them¬ 
selves to blame. Let me luiow the 
moment you’ve made your final 
decision so that at least our two 
commanders can work in unison 
one way or the other.” 

“1 wilt,” said the Prime Minister. 
“Do you have any new informa¬ 
tion?” 

“Only that the Defence Depart¬ 
ment’s view is that the Russians 
plan to cross the West German bor¬ 
der tonight or in the early hours of 
the morning,” said the President, 
"so I’ll leave you to get on with what 
my wife would call a busy day. 

“Everyone except the Russians 
seem to have forgotten that I’m 
fighting an election next week. 

“Bv the way, the Republican 
candidate Gerry Kemp, can be found 
in a different state everydav, telling 
the voters that I’m unwilling to back 
the British and stand up to the 
Soviets^” 

"Geftainly no one here is going to 
accuse you of not making your 

’ position clear. Mr President. I'll call 
you as soon as the Cabinet meeting 
has come to its decision.” 

® OGARKOV jvas 
briefed in a small 
room in the Kremlin 
where he spent the 
night on a camp bed, 
a' gesture he consi¬ 
dered would read 

well in the history books. He check¬ 
ed through the early morning 
telexes. 

The Americans wanted to fetali- 
ate but couldn’t without the support 
of Britain as' agreed when they 
signed the 1987 Copenhagen Treaty. 

The British were still being inde¬ 
cisive over the use of their American 
based nuclear weapons and were 
holding a Cabinet meeting that 
morning to make the final decision. 

“Thank God for the Treaty of 
Copenhagen," Ogarkov said out 
loud. He considered that a British 
Cabinet made of the three main 
parties would never agree to stSch 
'action when the only loser would be 
Germany. 

He was also confident that the 
National Unity Party would back 
down if it meant confrontation with 
the Soviet Union. 

He now felt ready to face the 
Politburo for they would not deny 
him victory now it stared them in 
the face. He also believed that the 
British had also supplied him with 
the ammunition he needed to re¬ 
move Grishin-from his position of 
favour. 

The moment that had happened 
his master plan could then be adv¬ 
anced to the next border. 

Ogarkov marched confidently 
into the meeting of the Politburo. 
Once again they all stood when he 
entered the room and as soon as 
they had settled back in their places 
he briefed them on the latest posi¬ 
tion. 

“By this time tomcHrrow, gentle¬ 
man, 1 predict that the Federal Re¬ 
public of Germany will no longm be 
pert of the capitalist bloc, but an ally 
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of the Warsaw Pact.” 
"I must ask again what plans we 

have made if the British aecide to 
back the Americans and turn Polaris 
on Moscow-«nd Leningrad?" said 
Deputy Qiairman Grishin. 

"They have no intention of car¬ 
rying out such an action. The British 
Foreign Secretary worded his pro¬ 
test most precisely leaving me in no 
doubt that be would not use nuclear 
weapons. 

"That could change at today’s 
Cabinet meeting.” 

"Then a conventional battle will 
have to take place on German soil 
which, as I predicted yesterday, will 
only last a few days until the enemy 
have been overthrown or retreated 
behind the French, Belgian and 
Dutch borders. 

“I have given clear directive.s that 
our soldiers are not to fire on any 
American or British troops if they 
are found retreating to the West.” 

"Nevertheless,” continued 
Grishin. “1 fear it would be wise for 
us to hold a preinvasion meeting of 
the Politburo if there is any com¬ 
munique from the British.” 

“1 agree,” s?id a voice from the 
other end of the table. Ogarkov 
quickly looked around to see who it 
was that had spoken out against 
him. Aliyev, a supporter of Grishin. 
Another one to remove after the 
victory. 

Ogarkov hesitated only because 
he considered Grishin had shown a 
vulnerability which^he intended to 
exploit. “1 also agree,” Ogarkov said 
to everyone’s surprise. "The Polit¬ 
buro should meet if and when we 
hear anything from the British. but if 
I am proved right in my judgment 1 
shall expect those Comrades who 
have continually opposed me on 
this operation to acknowledge the 
fact in public.” 

A long silence followed as every¬ 
one round the table knew that could 
only mean they would have to res¬ 
ign from the Politburo. For some 
time no one spoke. 

“For my part I shall be only too 
willing to abide by that agreement,” 
said Grishin. “If it is proved that my 
caution, has been without founda¬ 
tion. 1 would feel that 1 could no 
longer serve a useful purpose on the 
Politburo.” 

“Excellent.” said Ogarkov. a smile 
of triumph coming over his face. 
“Then we will all met when and if 
we ever hear from the British.” 

"And.” continued Grishin, “if I 
am (iraved right. I would expeitt 
vou. General Secretarv.'tfy issue the 

same public statement.” 
Ogarkov went cold as ha realLsed 

he had fallen into Grishin's trap and 
everyone around that table knew it 
as well. Now everything rested on 
the successful outcome of the inva¬ 
sion of Germany. ^ 

it was was Ogarkov's turn to hesi¬ 
tate. He chose his words carefully. “1 
cannot argue with that. Therefore 
we will all meet before the final 
order is given and decide the fate of 
the Union.” The General Secretary 
rose and left the room. 

Switching off Jan 
Leeming, Mr Framp- 
ton asked, “If it 
turned out be a con¬ 
ventional war and no 
nuclear, weapons 
were used, what hope 

would NATO have against the Rus¬ 
sians?” 

“The USSR spend 14 per cent of 
their GNP on armaments, while we 
spend five per cent and if sheer 
number^ are to be the only consid¬ 
eration the Russians must win,” 
pronounced his son Roger. 

“But that would have been true of 
the Germans in 1938.” said Mr 
Frampton. walking back to his chair. 

“1 agree.” said Roger, "but a lot of 
peiipia would still have to*die to 

prove the point once again." 
"Are you still convinced the Rus¬ 

sians will cross the West German 
border?” asked his father. 

“That will depend. Dad, on how 
far the National Unity* Party are 
willing to .go. 

“However much Mondale may 
wish to come to (he aid of the West 
Germans no one will be able to 
blame him for withdrawing his 
troops if he can’t get the full backing 
of Britain.” 

CHANCELLOR 
VOGEL, the West 
German leader, spoke 
to the Prime Minister 
just before he went 
into the Cabinet 
room. 

Vogel left him in no doubt that if 
the British did not come to his aid 
he would have to surrender. We 
would have tb surrender. We would 
be over-run in a matter of hours, he 
had predicted, and at least that way 
he might save a few lives. 

The Prime Minister would have 
liked to remind Vo^l thkt it was he 
who had insisted on the reihoval of 
all American Cruise and Pershing 11 
missiles from German soil the pre¬ 
vious year, otherwise they would 
have had their own deterrent. 
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But he suspacteH that he wouldn’t 
have been the first to mention that 
fact to Vogel today. 

The Prime Minister replaced the 
phone and walked out of his study. 
Everyone of the 22 Cabinet minis¬ 
ters were seated in their places 
chatting among themselves. 

They fell silent when he took his 
seat at the centre of the table. 

The Prime Minister glanced 
around the room at the men and 
women who between them would 
make k decision he had prayed 
would never need to be acted on in 
his lifetime. 

"Good morning," he began. “I will 
bring you up to date on the latest 
position. Chancellor Vogel has just 
phoned and begged us to support 
him if the Russians cross his border. 

"President Mondale has been in 
contact with me twice this morning 
and his Cabinet will give us their 
full support if we consider it neces¬ 
sary for him to use those nuclear 
weapons that are based in this 
country. 

“The President is unwilling to go 
it alone and intends to order General 
Kenny to withdraw his troops if we, 
have not come to a decision by 
midnight. 

"In such circumstances Vogel will 
be left with no choice but to surren¬ 
der. The President did not need to 
remind me that under the 
Copenhagen Treaty we alone must 
now decide how to handle the Rus¬ 
sians’. threat. 

"All of you have had not a few 
days but a lifetime to come to a 
conclusion, if ever such a situation 
arose. 

“Well, now it has arisen and I 
intend that every Cabinet minister 
should express his opinion before 1 
call for a vote. At least that way no 
one will be able to suggest at a late 
date his voice was not heard. 

“Foreign Secretary, perhaps you 
would be kind enough to l^gin.” 

“1 remain convinced." began the 
Foreign Secretary, “that the Rus¬ 
sians have no territorial designs on 
West Germany and that their end¬ 
less marches to the bordm are just 
another part of the cold war game. 

"If we were to threateni the Rus¬ 
sians with the Polaris were they to 
cross the West German border and 
then did not...." 

“That is out of the question," 
interrupted the Prime Minister. "If 
we say we will use our nuclear 
weapons when they cross the Ger¬ 
man border we will left with no 
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choice." 
"Exactly,” said the Foreira 

Secretary, "and 1 ask you will the 
British people thank you for starting 
the third world war?" 

The Prime Minister looked 
around the Cabinet and couid see 
that many of his colleagues shared 
the Foreign Secretary’s view. 

“Thank you,” said the Prime 
Minister. "1 will now call upon the 
Secretary of State for Defence." 

"I remain of the .opposite view. 
Prime Minister, we have in our 
arsenal, thanks to the Americans, 
the Cruise missile, and Polaris. 

"What was the point of investing: 
five per cent of the nation’s wealth 
on our deferice if we never had any 
intention of using those weapons 
when we were threatened?. 

"No one wants to be the first to 
press the button, but if we let the 
Russians march into West Germany 
we will only be holding the same 
discussion again within a few years, 
perhaps even months. 

“And then it will be the French 

*lf we say we will use 
our nuclear weapons 
when they cross the 
German border we 
will be left with no 

choice.’ 

border they have designs on or even 
the English Channel. At some point 
we wilt have to make a stand if we 
do not want to end up as a satellite 
of the Soviet Union. 

"We must therefore leave Ogarkov 
in no doubt that if his troops cross 
into West Germany we will not 
hesitate to attack them in the air, on 
land and at sea with ail the weapons 
at our disposal.” 

THE Prime Minister 
stared around the 
table and once again 
he could see support 
for this view, but he 
could not yet tell 
whose opinion was 

in the ascendancy. 
He invited the Chanceilm of the 

Exchequer to speak next and it 
became obvious that he was in 
favour of a firm stand against the 
Russians. 

The Home Secretary followed 
him and she came down on the side 
of caution. 

By lunch time when sandwiches 

had been brouf^t in the Prime 
Minister had heard from twelve 
Cabinet collea^es and the vote was 
still in the balance. 

During the morning he had re¬ 
ceived telegrams confirming that the 
Russian divisions, had returned to 
the German border and appeared to 
be setting in for the ni^t. 

The Secretary of State for Defence 
was also able to report that all the 
Cruise missiles were now in place 
and three of our Polaris submarines 
were stationed in the North Atlantic 
awaiting further orders. 

The Prime Minister continued to 
li.$ten to his colleagues late into the 
afternoon and by four o’clock every¬ 
one around that table had expressed 
an opinion. 

He called for a short break before 
he summed up. 

The Prime Minister left im¬ 
mediately for his study ,and con¬ 
tacted the President at the White 
House and then the Chancellor in 
Bonn to let them both know that he 
would have a decision within the 
hour. 

Tile Prime Minister returned to 
the Cabinet room and for the next 30 
minutes tried to sum up the views of 
his colleagues. 

“The Cabinet," he said, in his 
final words, “by tradition only votes 
on rare occasions. But this must be, 
one such occasion, because each of 
you has to be on the record over this 
decision. 

"Therefore I intend to call for a 
vote and whichever way it goes 
those of you whose views have not 
been in the majority must then take 
collective responsibility or resign. 

“Those in iavour of the Foreign 
Secretary’s opinion please raise 
your hands.” 

The Prime Minister counted the 
hands and wrote down every name 
on a pad in front of him. 

He paused, before asking for those 
who backed the Secretary of State 
for Defence, and once again he 
counted the hands and wrote down 
each of the names. 

He checked over the numbers 
twice. The result could not liave 
been closer and he was only re¬ 
lieved that the 12-10 verdict had 
made it unnecessary for him to give 
a casting vote. 

The Prime Minister looked up at 
his Cabiiikt colleagues and said, 

■'“The vote is 12-10 in favour of 
the....” 
To be concluded 
Cmirteay: Asia Features 



QUIZ / NeU O’Brien 
Oevika Roy, Cal¬ 
cutta 19, writes: 
“Cowes is famous 
for yachting. Is its 
name a derivative 
of ‘cow’?” The 
name of ‘Cowes’, a 
port in the isle of 
Wight, seems to 
derive from a 

sandbank of the coast there, or two 
sandbanks, called ‘The Cow’. This 
name was apparently transferred to 
two forts on either side of the mouth 
of the river Medina. There is a local 
legpnd that Cowes Castle, built in 
1540 for locaj defence by Henry VIII, 
was named for its guns, which when 
fired sounded like the iowing of 
cows. 

Niraj Rana, Dhanbad, a.sks about 
the invention of the machme gun. 

In 1984, the first completely auto¬ 
matic machine gun was patented by 
Hiram S. Maxim in London. In 1861, 
Maxim, an American electrical eO' 
gineer, attended the Paris Exposi¬ 
tion, where an American friend told 
him, “If you wish to make a pile of 
money, invent something that will 
enable these Europeans to cut each 
other’s throats with greater facility.” 
Folowing this wise counsel, Maxim 
moved to London and began design¬ 

ing an automatic rapid-fire gun. 
Years before, after^ firing a rifle 

and receiving' a severely hruised 
shoulder from the gun's recoil, Max¬ 
im had decided this energy could be 
usfd for better purposes than iniur- 
ing the shooter’s shoulder. In his. 
London workshop, he devised a gun 
which used the recoil energy' of each 
bullet fired to eject the empty car¬ 

tridge. load a new bullet, and release 
the firing pin. Sine® the recoil from 
each shell loaded and discharged 
the next shell, the gun fired con¬ 
tinuously and automatically while 
the operator pressed the trigger.'To 
supply the gun with ammunition, 
Maxim constnicted a mechanism 
which led the gun a canvas belt 

loaded with 250 cartridges. Also, he 
invented a water jacket, holding 
seven pints of liquid, to cool the gun 
while firing. The first true machine 
gun, the Maxim gun weighed 40 lbs 
and fired 600 rounds a minute. 

After Maxim gave a demonstra¬ 
tion of his new weapon for the 
Prince of Wales [later King Edward 
VII), British army officers, and War 
Office officials, the British govern¬ 
ment purchased the Maxim gun, 
which was then manufactured by 
the Vickers factory and supplied to 
the army in 1888. , 

Manas Roy, Ranchi 4, writes. 
“The year 1900 was not a leap year 
althout^ 1900 is divisible by 4. 
Why?” 

A leap year doesn’t invariably 
occur every four years a.s is general¬ 
ly thought; rather only when the 
year is exactly divisible by 4, ewept 
centenary' years which are divisible 
by 8. There was no February 29. for 
example, in 1900 which was not a 
leap year. But the next centenary 
year, 2000, will have that extra day 

Arvind Kumar is interested in 
starting a Quiz Club in Patna. He 
'would like quiz lovers of Patna who 
are interested to write to him at 
LF-27 Shrikrishnapuri, Patna 
800013. 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 

1. After whom was Chowringhee named? (Sukanta 
Cuba Ray, Calcutta 9} 

2. What is the difference between a gun and rifle’ 
(Alok Jha, Jamshedpur 4] 

3. What is the tenth wedding anniversary called? 
(Sanjay Bhattacharya, Ourgapur 4) 

4. What and where is Lap Nor? (Himadri 
Chaudhuri, Calcutta 37) 

5. Colloquially, when does a cricket umpire ‘spread 
his wings’? (Vikash Khandelwal, Cmcutta 17) 

6. What is common to: )affarabati, Nagpuri and 
Surthi? (Kaveree Bamzai, Calcutta 20) 

7. The Oder-Niesse line divides which two coun¬ 
tries? (Lalit Choraria, Gauhati 1). 

8. What does the word ‘Soviet’ mean? (Ajay Choka- 
ni, Gauhati 1) 

9. Who is an ambulance chaser? [Soumyadip 
Chowdhuiy, Calcutta 29) 

10. What is common to: George Orwell, Kirk Doug¬ 
las and Ringo Starr? (Joydeep Bhattacharya, 
Calcutta 68) 
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Antww to AQE WISE 

If X and y are the digits of the ages, then: lOx+y* 
7(x+y), or 3x=»6y, or x»2y. 
x*2y, gives pairs of numbers (1,2), (2,4). (3,6) and 
(4, 8); or die ages are 84, fa, 42, 21. 
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Panorama 

AN INTERNATIONAL BEAT 
The Calcutta Youth Choir, on the occasion of its silver jtibRee, orgatfised an 
international festival of folk music and dance 

' ' r . An Interna- 
tibnat Festiv¬ 
al of Song, 
Music and 
Dance”: the 
very caption 

conjures up a picture of colour and 
vibrant movement, of tittle known 
instruments wgiling out unfamiliar, 
evocative melodies, of lilting voices, 
swaying bodies...specially so be¬ 
cause this Festival was one of folk- 
loric heritage, by the people who 
understand and love folk cultwe— 
the Calcutta Youth Choir. 

The CYC has made quite a name 
for itself in hunting out unknown 
folk tunes and building up a folk 
repertoire that has always been 
based on the genuine thing: primi¬ 
tive dances from Bihar, Assam, 
Mizoram, haunting or catchy tune* 
like the “Chio Chio Chi” which is so 
popular today, “Chhattisgarhi” from 
Madhya Pradesh, "Holi" from Uttar 
Pradesh, “Baul” from West Bengal, 
to name a few. 

With unquenchable enthusiasm 
that emanates; perhans. from its 
mainspring, Ruma Guhathakurta, 
the CYC has performed in the com¬ 
pany of such folk stalwarts as the 
Baul veteran Sanatan Thakur, the 
great drummer Moghai Ojha of 
Assam; its members Imve danced to 

the Dutt ot gypsies in ttieir .com¬ 
pany, danced to delighted crowds 
on the streets of Copenhagen, col¬ 
lected countless numbers of relief 
funds through their programmes, 
and with grave discipline and 
sincerity pre.^ented the finest IPTA 
choir songs to the nation, perform¬ 
ing before national dignitaries. 
These days choir singing and folk 
performances (often very pseudo] 
have become permanent items oi 

our Calcutta cultiuor but surety uu 
CYC. were tne peopk who encour:: 
aged at leihst our metropolis to form 
this strong nasha. 

Consequently, this nosAo* or 
addiction was at its height in the 
r estival that stretched from the 
lanuary 4 (when the silver jubilee 
celebration was inaugurated formal¬ 
ly by om chief minister at the 
i^bindra Sadan in the morning) to 
the final whirl of magnificent cmpur 
and rh)rthm 'at the Netaji Indoor 
Stadium on the afternoon of Janua^ 
8; all the five days packed with 
songs, dances and music presented 
by various artistes of India, Bang¬ 
ladesh, the UK and the USA, with 
certain contributions by the CYC 
added for good measure, staged 
simultaneously at Rabindra Sadan, 
Gorky Sadan and Sisit* Mancha. If 
audience response is anything to go 
by, then one point at least is certain¬ 
ly proved by this celebration: di-> 
versity of language and culture 
forms no barrier to the enjoyment ol 
spontaneous dance, song and music. 

The finale at th% Netaji Indoor 
Stadium was a kind of concentrated 
essence of all the items that had 
been performed over the past four 
days. Some items were no doubt 
curtailed or omitted to fit into the 
time schedule, yet a consideration 
of this evening’s entertainment 
should give us a pertinent cross- 
section of what the CYC has offered 
to the people of Calcutta as the 
ultimate crop of its 25 years’ experi¬ 
ence. 

The experience was as good as a 
technicoloured travelogue to 
the.wanderlust of our Calcutta 

audience. One became a glutton for 
colour...more cplour...after white- 
clad boys, and girls in red bordered 
traditional Bengali saris softly 
moved round the stadium floor to 
form the letters CYC and leave gol¬ 
den marrigold petals in that forma¬ 
tion. The first burst of glorious 
colour came with the swaying red 
lahengas. the zari and glasswoik 
decorated choUs and chunnis of th« 
dancers of the Banjara group oi 



pCaraataka: giris mov«<l in drug¬ 
ged primeval circular motions, on 
and on. while their antique silver 
payals clashed and the multitudes 
of glasswork.cm their costumes re¬ 
flected needle-points of bright light 
on the stadium’ floor. 

The'Baniaras are a socio¬ 
economically backward tribe, 
thankfully exempt from any veneer 
of pretence, and the metallic clank¬ 
ing of instruments and the throb of a 
make-shift "ghatam" beat time to the 
dance and song, rising to a compul¬ 
sive climactic frenzy of jerky move¬ 
ments. The audience leaned forward 
to applaud the tiny, dazzlingiy zari- 
clad mite of a Krishna as to the 
crescendo of the vociferous Aaj 
Biraf me hoJi re rasio with gaily 
dressed damsels flinging coloured 
obir on each other from—a delight¬ 
ful touch—banana leaves. The 
Chhadeyu of Orissa, really came 
into its own in the reverberating 
atmosphere of the Stadium, with the 
dhol, sankhya (conch shell), mahuri 
and ghanta echoing and re-echoing 
from every corner, with the red 
turbaned, athletic dancers leaping at 
impossible angles, the white beaded 
garlands crossed on dark gleaming 
bodies, the drum beating out a 
throbbing rhythm very much like 
our regional “Gajan” beat, very apt¬ 
ly, since this,' also, is a dance to the 
Lord Shiva. The clusters of shim¬ 
mering peacock feathers of the 
Madhya Pradesh dancers.'the glitter 
and sheer male force of the Punjab 
Lok Rangmanch, the multicoloured 
fluidity of the dances of Gujarat, the 
melting erotic grace of the items of 
Maharashtra...so many aspects of 
fplk culture were exploited with so 

The Banjaras with a burst of giorioua colour 

much beauty...after all. the brightest 
riot of multicoloured flowers are, 
like these folk items, direct products 
of the soil. And then, it you clo.sed your 

eyes, there was an equal riot 
of glorious sound. Whether 

one listened to the wistful ballads 
and Jays of Martin Cartchy (UK), or 
to the jazzy swing of the New Songs 
Quintet (USA), or, on a very diffe¬ 
rent plane, to the crescendo beats of 
jhargram, one's blood danced to the 
catchy patterns, the rise and fall of 
the melody. Farida Paryeen’s direct, 
clear voice breaking with the nostal¬ 
gia of a Lalangeeti...reminiscent of 
Utpalendu Chowdhury’s powerful 
songs (though itot included this 
evening),...Ajit Pandey’s equally 
lively numbers...balanced by Mass 
and Choir songs presented with 
verve, precision and commendable 

(Jarity of enunciation by Pancham 
Choir (Delhi), Madras Youth Choir. 
Gandharva Choir (Delhi), j.nd last 
but not in any way the least, by'CYC 
led by Ruma Guhathakurta. 

There were any number of revolu¬ 
tionary IPTA songs, songs of love, 
separation, joy, and all sorts of 
imaginable and unimaginable in¬ 
struments. ranging from the sedate 
harmonium, mandolin or flute to 
brass essels beaten with sticks, a 

, pair of harmonised conches, kartals, 
the kamaycha, mahuri, to the clang¬ 
ing and jingle of a hundred glass and 
metal banfdes as singing girls clap¬ 
ped to the tune...all contributing to 
the rare thrill of the sonic effect. 

Linking the colour to the sound, 
the idea to the effect, was the un¬ 
doubted simplicity and sincerity of 
each and every performance. While 
the Choirs represented disciplined 
urban sophistication, the dances 
and ritualistic songs showed primi¬ 
tivism in its unadulterated form: a 
salutary experience to tour city 
viewers who so often sit through 
pseudo-Santhali or urbanised Naga 
dances, through Bauls and Kajris 
sung with suspicious city accents. 

Therefore, the CYC deserves our 
thanks; not only for their own per¬ 
formances, but also for bringing true 
folk before us. May they fulfil for 
ever the placid and confident claim 
made by their new Jubilee Song: 
“Ponchish bachhar dharey shaharey 
nagarev/Dinbadaler gaan geye geye 
amra cholechhi" (We have gone our 
own way, over twentyfive years, 
singing the song of ever-changing 
days through towns and cities). 

SttiMuda Mukherjea 

ntotograplu: D.P. Sinha . 
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Inner Eye 
NEXT SEVEN DAYS 
FROM JANUARY 22 TO JANUARY 28 

RtES 
Mw21-AFr20 
This '\ivMk is very 
1i)nan«ts for (tatlng. 

You wlU Nlvs your fiU of ro> 
ma^ from cosy parto for 
two to otfwr ptasMirabla pas* 
tlmas. Provided you can keep 
clear of litio^ation and'cir* 
oumenting disputes bpforp 
they get out hatKi, your 
wem altould be profitabie. too. 
A woman friend wili be Imptui. 

EO 
jmr asjwe 22 
A week of at 

J averaga good tor* 
lune and domestic nappiness 
is foreseen. A secret romance, 
however, is foreseen wMch 
threatens to cause a depletion 
in your purse. It will take mord 
than just chamn to keep your 
acbedules from becoming 
hopelessly tangled. You mighi 
undertake a journey. 

AURUS 
V 

IRGO 
1 Apt 2l4toy 21 Aug 24'Smt 23 ■ - m Apart from a slight A flighty jiuccessfut 

threat of loss of week thanks to your 

AOrTTARIUS 
HMtMmtat 
Practise tact rddi 
fbrabearanoe and a 

threMened lawsuit may be 
averted. After a minor setback, 
your business and financial 
affairs continue their njn of 
prosperous conditions with a 
background of domestic blias. 
Your outlook remains very 
good, and gradual improve¬ 
ment will be registered. 

APRICORN 
OwSSUwEO 
Your prospects are 
much better sspe- 

cause anxiety. A hunch may 
well come tnje and bring a 
huge siice of fortune. You 
could find yourselt tampcrartty 
at odds wim a family member 
on entertainment pl^ Con¬ 
sidering drcumstanoes, check 
expenoture. 

6 

EMIM 
Mty 82-Jiuni 21 
A meet auAJldous 
week. Your own in- 

biitions should enable you to 
take lull advantage of aspiem 
did- business opportunity. 
News throu^ a lettdr that a^ 
rives from mtance may cause 
damage In some pending 
arrangements or immlhern 
holiday fesUvitlos. Your 1^ 
for secrecy wiR help you. 

But be prepared for a nfinor 
setback towards Ha end. As 
the weekend draws to a dose, 
It’s Hksly to be flHad wWi happi¬ 
ness eapodally If you are abis 
to errioy it wHh those nearest 
and oear^. Evening dstighls 

to be experialvei 

IBRA 
(tapl Huou 2t 
A banefidal change 
of job or residence is 

likaly. This week wW prove to 
be a happy one and moderate¬ 
ly fortunate provktod you 
chock a tendaitoy to mdrava- 
gance. You wW further benafii 
mough a property matter and/ 
or the hdpful advice of an 
elder: in some oaaaa by Inheri- 
tanoa. 

domestic amini which wenow 
scheduled to bring you much 
happiness. Accept aH such 
reaaontoiie risks as seen by 
you to be worfi-taking. Rtrgs 
ahead. You will be profitod 
with substantial speculative 
gains or romance. 

QUARIUS 
Jm 21-Hb IS 
This week ends with 
.the hsto of an elder 

and promise or impendrig 
promotion. Your outlook is sti 
favourable, r^ier less so for 
buainaas which wil need care¬ 
ful attention to detaR, but mors 
so for love and domestic 
affairs. Particuiariy favourable 
for business sxpansion and 
spaoulalive invaatment. 

ANGER €2 CORPK) V • 
J|m22>Mya2 
Mbiad tortunaa are 
toraaaen and suo- 

oaas4tm 81 
-Sarvioamanaiepah 
.-tloulariy favounwl, 

iSCES 
pmasMwse 
You wil have atoNto- 

Win mvwri ywi vnivranw 
but wW be followed by extrava- 
ganoe on the oppodis sex. 
You may find time weighing on 
your hands: take advent of 
a lack of activity to coast, 
through the next weaimnd and 
prspiie yourself for the woik- 
KmQ riM WMCa 

nwM tno nwiiiM i 
fOfMMn. MIddto «lliL _ 
DMlni with A lyddin tlTDlniif 
good fortune such es-win- 
ning a tiekel Shortly af¬ 
ter, however, you srsedvised 
to guard againat ovsiQpIknism 
tflQ OAOtpAOn. 

WsBVnNNf 
as to bs pNHsd by al your 
Mandiand labtiiveA Utyout 
own Iniuitione ba your giefato 
fortunai You wW wte ntwsfH swtoasaE^^N r sr^^w^erSis 

IhfOimh tMHIit AMiQOMIOfI Of 
tniQnntfnfi Ano iQf vvvi^ Youf 

LUCKY NUMBill AND COiOUR 
8UNCMY ooaaanc AFMias JAMUAhVEt s nuoat'.- 
HQMMV coaaeaFONPEwci JANUAhVSS a — ■ 
TUiaOAV ■MFsaia JANUARY 84 s amhi 
toCDNBBOAY fiflMAM MMA JANUARY* am 
THUrtSOAV AUAPIGMUA M^PADMsM JANUARY at s am 
FRKMY MBBRAIKM jMpvtrtr 4. am.. 
aATURDAY BBAAf^ Ik jwuiMYai 

BummAYs 

Jmwmy 72 
The aMlar portanta graei^ 
fovouryou, promWng parme- 
nant aiiooaaa, gaina through 
akfara, Inaunm, and in thoea 
authority and ncfvsl or aaoret 
aaaooMlona. But baweie of 
dfosamkin IhrcxDh axocaalvs 
wpandkurs. 

January 23 
Youfli Is a moat auapioious 
bkthdayAYour year is Indioa- 
tiva of soma unaxpaciad good 
fortune; but bawaie of mating 
snors of Judgement in bu^ 
nass. Also, In looiat and 
domastic rrMdtars. 

January 24 
You will develop new Intsresla 
during your yeer end beneficial 
changes are promisad pro- 
vidadyou keep a carefol watoh 
on aitoenditurs, and spscula- 
tion is shunnsd. CXiMandfog 
finapoisi auocasa, InUuding 
prooabla promotion and even 
WM iiiAiftHhA allAil AQnwwhii ■ewBww 8iSFsewisiw 
by unaxpaolad traubla. 

«tanu«y 28 
Your social, buainaaa and In- 
taUactual aotivkias expand. 
Much wU depend on own ewr- 
tiona and initiativa as to the 
dsgrss of suoosss rsattssd. A 
woman may eauaa unax- 
paotad anxiety-—others, 
howavar, oontrtbuia to your 
wUtiMing and happinsss. 

January 28 
A buqr year an,pnaxpaCtod 
avani or change beyond your 
oontrol wil uMmately prove be- 
nefloiai, but waton finanoas 
oloaaty. Drive and initiative wa 
lewetd you wel. kbrge eheed. 
Trevel and Improved heeltii 

January 27 
Your awtlveiaaiy fa dt good 
^itiimwfMBWiAAaA^BMbAanilnai^to 

wmn bounds f — 

help bom kMars and 
aoiinaa, .'as,.'SM 
your own-en" 
ionnQQnMi||s 

'Januvy 
TourAmMnpiy 
porbwAk 
onarspw: 
dr otnar 

_.a»' 
aiapafMihira diiBiaa* 

|Ma^ri|i||RMB aM bfaaas ar,||| 
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DRAWINGS / Ratiiin Mitra 

Metcalfe Hall 

Before the «velcd looldiig watehousea came up 
on the bank of the river, the noble Strand was 
not a mere road. The early planners of Calcutta. 

' perhaps strove to welcome the maiden voyager 
bom Errand, approaching the dty down the Hughli on 
board amll-masM East Indiaman, with an impressive 
rity'Scape. The Kfetcalfe Hall, adorning what was than 
be Police Ghat, oonfaributed mote than its share to the 
icenery. 

However, the ptesetri address of the Metcalfe Hall. 12 
bmnd Road, would only lead one to confront an 
Oncouth masonry wall, of recent origin, at the {unction 
of Hate Street and Strand Road. However, standing on 
tlM western side of Strand Road and looking over the 
walls, one is rewarded with a view of Metcalfe Hal 
which looks like a Greek temple. A truncated view 
OMih} magnificent nonetheless by the Gothic columns 
and terra>CGto iioO'-headad gargoyles. To entw^ the 
Ibremises one hai to make a detour. Metcalfe Hall at 
prasMit htinbly {uatifles its existence as a godown of 
me Government of India’s stationaiw office. 

At a piddle mee^ in durTown Hall on February IB. 
IBSBi on ptopm of Mr LongueviUe Qatioef 
i!Ulvo6ata,i5upr^ Court, it was resolved to orect a 

ft would be oiiled t^e Metcalfs Hall, 
.ground floor being dewted to the museum ai^ jOahaxtlie. 

committee rooms of the Agricultural and Horticultural 
Societies, and the second floor to the Public Library, 
both of these institutions having long been the peculiar 
obfect of the solicitude and bounty of Sir Charles 
Meti:alto. the provisional Govemor>C^neral of India in 
1835-1836. The architecture was taken from the portico 
of the Temple of the Winds at Athens by the ar^tect, 
C.K. Robituon. A broad flight of steps leads to the 
portico on the river front on the western side. Tlie 
eastern side is provided with a covered, colonnaded 
entiance~30 columns, each 36 feet in hei^t, rise frenn 
a 10-foot high ornamented basement and support the 
^neral entablature of the building. At present numer¬ 
ous shabby cubicles have usurped the original vestibule 
(63 feet long'and 30 feet wide) on the ground floor. 

Ihe Calcutta Public Library, founded in 1836, took 
possession of the first floor of thp Metcalfe Hall, its 
depletion in 1844. _ 
'llbe present condition of the building makm ond' 

wonder whether the cold indiflerence of CPWD, care¬ 
taker of the building, will prove more effective Uim die 
ji^Mmese bomb, which narrowly missed die Metcalfe 

in one el the afruraids duriiw the Second World 
War. 



WHAT is the con¬ 
nection between 
legendary Indian 
poet Kalidasa and 
cricketer Vijay 
Merchant, be¬ 

tween British painter William 
Hodges who travelled down to India 
in the 18th century and comedians 
Laurel and Hardy, between the great 
Banyan Tree of the Botanical Gar¬ 
dens at Shivpur and Russian painter 
Aleksei Saltykov who toured India 
in the mid-19th century, between 
the Indian painter Bendre and Feng 
Hwang, the Chinese bird of peace 
and goodwill? 

They are all part of prestige calen¬ 
dars productKl for the current year 
by corporates who have built up a 
tradition of providing Galcuttans 
with an enjoyable end-of-the-year 
fever known as CCC or Calendar 
Collection Competition. In very spe¬ 
cial cases the fever lasts throughout 
the year as with the calendar, 
“Shakespeare and the Artist” pro¬ 
duced by Tribeni Tissues in 1983. 
Requests were coming in for this 
calendar to the company even in the 
last two months of the year, and sure 
enough the paintings will be cut and 
framed by many long after the dates 
have ceased to be usefol, as has 
always been the case with art calen¬ 
dars. 

It is precisely this ability of the 
prestige calendar to transform itself 
from an object of utility that is time 
bound, to an object of abiding beau¬ 
ty that has made the scramble for 
calendars such a cult in Calcutta. 
The CCC fever is a gan>e of one- 
upmanship that brings prestige to 
the corporates who take a great deal 
nfcare and research to produce these 
calendars and. of course, pride and 
satisfaction to the homes that can 
hang them up. Indeed on a cold 
january morning the person making 
a gift of a good calendar can win 
friends and influence people with a 
swiftness that would make Dale 
Carnegie write another book. 

The 1984 choice: Which will be 
the most talked about calendar in 
1984? Which corporate will receive 
the most number of letters from 
schools, colleges and private indi¬ 
viduals, asking for calendars and 
even reprints of paintings and art- 
used? Which calendar will fetch the 
maximum value from the Esplanade 
calendar market as the year grows 
older? For this hi the market that 
hang's a price tag on the uniqueness 
of a calendar concept that trans¬ 
cends its daily utility.. 

Rainbow 

THE 
llmliiLciiju 

WORLD OF 
CALENDARS 
Which are the best 
calendars of 1984? And 
why? 

The time to visit those stalls is in 
February. March when the calendar 
collection fever had subsided a little 
and the best calendars have been 
talked about from coffee houses to 
cocktail parties. Then, the price you 
are paying is for the* best. 

For the 1984 winners, seven com¬ 
panies are in the running. Tribeni 
Tissues, who have gone oriental this 
year with Kalidasa and the Bengal 
School. Dunlop with the “Glory of 
the Green” paying homage'to the 
Botanical Gardens, Shaw Wallace 
taking a trip into the 19th century 
with the Russian artist, Saltykov, 
Chloride with the history of cinema, 
Indian Tube with portraits of 
pioneering Indian cricketers—-the 
men who made the Prudential 
possible— and Hindustan Motors 
who are carrying on their theme of 
contemporary Indian painters. Com¬ 
ing down from the wall to the desk 
there is the delicate India Tobacco 
calendar. “The India of William 
Hodges” and “Myths of the Air." a 
series of lost birds and monsters 
from Holman Climax. 

“People have come to expect the 
unusual and the unique from us,” 
says Dr N.G. Choudhury. managing 
director, Tribeni Tissues. The theme 
of Kalidasa was chosen by him the 
day the Shakespeare calendar was 
despatched to its varied destina¬ 
tions. “In selecting Shakespeare we 
collabojated with the Asutosh Col- 
lecUutr of the National Library and; 

Jound there a series ^ 18th and 19th 
century illuatrations that were a 
revelation. Kalidasa became*an 
automatic choice after Shakespeare 
because both ate world figures and 

are related to books because our 
calendar is always accompaided by 
a little bonk which compiles the 
entire thesis of our research material 
which cannot go into the format of 
the calendar.” 

IN fact, the Kalidasa book is jparti* 
cul«dr la^ds^ . 
time itm colour pletes qBve been 

used. Tlw calmtdar too Is « 14-page 
production whose eehtnl Umh^'Is 
the '^discovery of an tsriaiital nunaor 
tic ” As research began no 



mrlM ftom Hw Hohnan CItawx 
i; CMwIdi** cMamalie filtli^; Tribcni 
w’ oiImiM totMiir WMf a page from 
jstan llalof«’\e<N^b^^ pilnMM 
>. jMMMg flw wmtmi bast of-Hia yoar. 

sa's contribution to 19th century 
and early 20th century art, particu¬ 
larly on the much criticised Bengal 
School, the team came across very 
early translations of Shakuntala in 
the Archives of the Asiatic Society. 
The translator was William Jones, 
the founder of the Asiatic Society. 

The second page of the calendar 
thus became a poster sheet without 
dates featuring the story of how 
Kalidasa came to be discovered In 
the 19th century by European intel¬ 
lectuals after Sir William Jones pub¬ 
lished his translation. The artiste, 
poets and musicians who made 
Kalidasa into the quintessential 
oriental romantic wma Beethoven, 
Grwthe. Schiller and Scshubert. 

Hhe page also faatures. apail from eaits of those moiters, a still 
the first evet {froduction of 

Schubert’s lost opera, ShoJcuntnio, 
whose score was brought back to 
India by dancer Mallilu Sarabhai. 
"Since the calendar in primarily a 
visual delight, we reserved the liter¬ 
ary aspect of our research for the 
book and turned to the Bengal 
School of painters for the calendar, 
entitling the project "Kalidasa in 
Indian Art.” 

The calendar features a rare col¬ 
lection of paintings that includes 
the painting of Yosniko Katsuta, the 
lapanese painter who came to India 
to learn from Abanindranath Ta¬ 
gore. The other artists featured are 
Abanindranath Tagore, Raja Ravi 
Varma, Asit Kumar Haidar, Kanu 
Desai, Cham Roy, Chintamoni Kar, 
Ramgopal Vijayargiya and Puma 
Chandra Chakravarty. All these 
painters turned to Kalidasa’s poetry 
and drama for the subject matter of 
their nrt after Tagore and Bankim 
Chatterje and others had turned to 
Kalidasa in their literary efforts fol¬ 
lowing upon the Kalidasa awaken¬ 
ing in Europe after William jones 
had published his translation. 

Researched for over eight months 
the calendar throws into tocus an 
aspect of Indian art that would 
otherwise remain hidden in the 
pages of books and manuscripts in 
archives and museums. The accom¬ 
panying book details the journey of 
William Jones, reproduces the intro¬ 
duction he wrote to his translation 
of Shokuntaio, reproduces many of 
the paintings from the reserve col¬ 
lection not used in the calendar and 
provides detailed biodata of all the 
artists. 

Prestige through collaboration: 
“A good prestige calendar is usually 
produced through collaboration,” 
says Mani Shankar Mukherjee of 
Dunlop. "It not only makes the 
calendar more authentic, but en¬ 
ables the corporate to give timely 
publicity to the organisation." Dun* 
lop’s “Glory of the Green" is a 
calendar produced with the Bote* 
nical Garden, Calcutta. Mani Shank¬ 
ar thought of the idea of the Botanic¬ 
al Garden for the-’84 calendar be¬ 
cause he felt it would be a good idea 
to give some pre-publicity to the 
bicentenary of the Botanical Gar-, 
dans which will be celebrated in 
1987, 

"We hope that our early cbl- 
laboritffon will bring some ^ount. 
of public notice to a major forthcom-. 
ing event in the history of the lar^st 
prden in South East Asia." The 
work on the calendar started early in 
1983 and entailed several dis^s- 



sions with the Botanical Survey of 
India. The end result is a calendar 
that Is a pastoral symphony, in 
green. 

The first page is devoted to the 
great Banyan Tree which is more 
than 220 years old. The photograph 
will bring back childhood memories 
for many Calcuttans, of picnics and 
lazy afternoons. The giant waterlily, 
the camphor tree, the cannon baili 
tree, the famous branching palm 
which never fails to attract the visi¬ 
tor's eye and the feathery bamboo 
form the other pages. The fly leaf of 
the calendar carries a beautiful im¬ 
pressionistic illustration of leaves. 
“1 am very fussy about the dates,” 
says Mani Shankar, “many prestige 
calendars neglect this without 
realising that, most homes do not 
have space for more than one good 
calendar and if yours is going to be 
that only one, it had better carry 
legible dates." 

The search for an interesting 
theme for their corporate 
calendar took Shaw Wallace to 

the Asutosh Collection of the 
National Library and into the Rem- 
brandt-like world which was the art 
of the Russian painter, Aleksiei 
Oimitrievich Kniaz Saltykov, who 
toured India during the year 1841 
and 1846. He published a visual 
document of his tour in'a book 
entitle^ Voyages Dans L’Inde. The 
title cover of the book forms the fly 
leaf of,the calendar. 

). Bhargava, director in charge of 
public relatiohs, Shaw Wallace. 

IncHan Tutw's tribut* to Indian 
crickat 

who initiated the research says. 
"This collaboration with the Nation¬ 
al pbrary has enabled us to bring to 
the public eye art treasures that are 
very much a part of this city, but 
which only a few visitors to the 
library can see.” Saltykov’s style 
brin^ a Rembrandt-like vision of 

•light to depict the massiveness of 
the Indian panorama. The first page 
shows a grand scene inside a temple 
at Kanjivaram. the second is a mag¬ 
nificent cioseup of a battle scene, 
the third is a royal procession, and 
Bie fourth a night {oumey in Delhi. 
The last painting is particularly re¬ 
miniscent of Rembrandt’s famous 
Night Watch. Saltykov’s paintinra 
have tremendous impact with 
horsm, elephants, grand temples, 

' hunum ftpins, klnip-eBil saints, fte 
dust of oattle ana the ppmp and 
ceremony of an Indian court creat¬ 
ing a bawdrop oi oriental standeur 
that should make this calender a 
collator’s item. 

'nttiute to ladiaii cricket: It was 
the desire of the chairman of Indian. 
Tube.Ruaai Mody, to pay tribute to 
the grand year of Indian cricket 
throu^ a ctuendar. But with a dif- 
terence. He wanted to delve into the 
heritage of Indian cricket and pay 
homam to cricketers of the past who 
have laid the foundation of Indian^ 
cricket and made the Prudential 
possible. The decision was taken to 
do a series of portraits of Indian 
cricketers from C.K. Nayudu and 
Mohammed Nissar to cricketers of 
more recent years like Pankaj Royi 
and Ghulam Ahmed. . 

The calendar is entitled “Portraits 
of Pioneers” and is a tribute toi 
stalwarts who played the game, who 
slit the style and who sowed the 
seeds of the sporting spirit that 
triumphs wherever cricket is play¬ 
ed.. This is an unusual approach to 
cricket art and the calendar has been 
carefully researched with the help 
of the families of these senior cricke¬ 
ters who played the game at a time| 
when the camera had not turned the 
cricketer into a matinee idol. 

The 12 cricketers featured are 
Vijay Mendiant, C.K. Nayudu, Lala 
Amamath, Amar Singh, Mushtaq 
Ali, Vinoo Mankad, Vijay Hazare, 
Professcu' Oeodhar, Mohammed Nis- 
aar, O.D. Himtlekar, C^ulam Ahmed 
and PanJui} Roy. Each page carries a 
short note mi the achievements of 
the caicdcater. This is a prestige 
calendar that is obviously attemp¬ 
ting to ride on the dizzying popular¬ 
ity of the gmne of cricket in India* 
but doing it in a very special style. It 
should M good reference materia] 

all interested in the history of the 
••me. 
c For many years Hindustan Motors 
'his beOn pateonising contemporary 
pidiah artists torou^ their prestigs 
'calendar. Says their PRO, Tapan 
l^inha. 'tWe are not restrictiiig 
^^rselves to artiste from Bengu 
itidbaa timugh.iSMt is the impression 
;.inany have. #e are open to lOiyii^ 
;iirt m»A any. hidian pointw, 4>ig 
Jjribanes or dumown, provicted ouf 
^mel of judges like die work of ait. 
.the paiiitlitgi are 
oum^t and aie-uspd in the venous, 
offices of the Biiia Group. Soine!-^ 
timas we work btm tfwspum'' 
dee,” tliia yOar ttte ttx ariiate lea- 
tuied mm Nuym Srldbar BaasiilK ITC*ad>akcalei»d>irlroitftltopaliilinBad*BWffinmltodgaa 
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Ounloif • INWiOf# tymphonjf In BTMm It brfnge back eli^^ 
of plonlea and lazy afiwnoont 

Jehangir Sabivala, B. Piririia, k.K. 
Hebbw, Rathin Maitra and Krianait 
Ara. This is a distlnguishod calan* 
dar aiid the huge size tfVBS (ull 
acoM to tEe eyt- to dwell ovw the 

of art. 
The 'pelnOngs are llkedly to be 

presanad, cwtainly the Bendn is ao 
exquisite woik and the Sabavala 
should being bach msamiiai 'ol hie 
recent exhlMtkm in Calcutta ydiaia 
the piinttng was on display. T)^ Chloride cahnsdarj: *iri|a 

Faactoatiag World of Ftbstin' 
ihoa^ *a fflwitic chetiji fil im 

foiiiiat itjba^ campany-^ hat 
/^'far aBiay 'yamb CUortde'a 

cdteodaip'iiaaa' 
":m 'b 

hal 

iormyt that would turn the calendar 
into a book at the close of the year. 

The calendars are usually printed 
'.back to. back in a six sheet format 

itftdi the nudn ilinstiatiOn on firemt 
end the nuioiity of dte nnriting al the 
bath* Whsn Out into dbe booK form 
the larger illustrations form iita}or 
colour pictumi ot an UlustraM 
book. Tms year Cldoride's calmdar 
is based on the assumption that the 
children habituated to receiving the 
Chloride book calendar for years 
-have mwn up and perhi^ deserve 
aomeUiing that ia more adult, which 
is why perhaps why Laurel and 
Hardy finds a place at the bach 
while scenes of sex and violeiica are 
given prominence in the main pic¬ 
tures. Ihe calendar Is anranmd ulto 
a film strip with dates on either side 
and covers films from The Great 
Train Robbery (1903) to Gandhf. 
The scenes from the Hindi films. 
ShoJoy and Shokti are irritating in a 
calendar. 

In the area of desk calendars, 
India Tobacco has set a standard 
and a tradition that Is followed into 
1984. The calendar is based on the 
paintings of William Hodges which 
continues their series on Britl^ 
Painters who came to India. Says 
Adity Syam, public relations officer. 
India Tobacco, “Wa are happy to be 
in Calcutta for here one can really 
pick up some valuable ait treasure. 
Hie Hodges are all from our own 
collection. We pick these up 
whenever we can and keep them in 
our (xillecticn for future use. We 
intend to continue the series.” 

Holman Climax is another com¬ 
pany which is slowly making its. 
presence felt with, a continuous 
theme in desk calendars. Ovm the 
last five years the'aim of the com¬ 
pany has been to produce e desk 
calendar on the theme of eir. This 
year .the calendar shows six mythic¬ 
al birds end monsters of the air from 
the Indian Gatuda to tha Chinese 
Feng Hwang and thr Sadu, the 
guai^ian apint of the Assyrians. 

Hie timeless world of prestige 
calendars will continue to excite 
Calcuttans every time a new yew 
appoachaa. Mora and mote tlMf 
teaufency (d corponites la to uneditb 
treaaurea from tha dty’a eait art and 
Utanay irchlvea and fud^ng by the 
fUquiaea pmanted this year the 
•ti^uce» <Ciucutte*a Iflmriea, private 
oolklrtions, pavementa, aucrioiia«, 
fiiirieitini, art galleries and of CQune 
dw ipl^idariiat anfoy working 
this fr^nating araact of cont^ 
muiiiartiims aaems tar from babgg^ 
mdumslad. 

.Kfadbifti. 
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l^ilns to pfMt 

HINDI FILMS 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Agar Tom Na Hota: Paradise 
(Bentinck Street; 235442)‘12. 
3. 6, 9. 

His wife having died during 
childbirth, Raiesh Khanna 
searches for a girl to be a 
mother to his child: He also 
engages a photographer (Raj 
Babbar) to promote his com¬ 
pany's cosmetic products. 
Searching for a fresh face, 
Babbar nances upon Rekha, 
an orphan, and turns her into a 
model after which they get 
married. 

Babbar then meets with an 
accident which cripples him. 
Rekha finds employment as ?ovemes6 to Rajesh's child, 
b meet the conditions of the 

job, she pretends to be unmar¬ 
ried. Predictably. Raiesh falls 

in love with her. The triangle is 
ultimately resolved with diffe¬ 
rent solutions for each. 

Good photography and 
haunting tunes enrich this sim¬ 
ple *film. 

Artb <A): Metro (Chowringhee 
Road; 233541), Basusree 
(S.P. Mukheriee Road. 
478608) & Bins (Bidhan Sara- 
ni; 341522)-noon. 

Shabana Azmi's husband. 
Kulbushari Kharbanda, who 
makes ad films, falls in love 
with Smita Patil. a film star. 
The abandoned woman is also 
an orphan, an element in the 
plot which is dictated by the 
demands of sentimentality. 
The film deals with her efforts 
to become independent of him, 
and. in the Indian context, con¬ 
veys a powerful message. 

Excellent performances 
from the cast are the mam 
strength of this altogether 
commendable film. 

Betaab: Jyoti (Lenin Sarani; 
241132)-12, 3. 6, 8.45. 

Star debutants Sunny Deol 

and Amrita Singh wdh veterwt 
Shammi Kapoor are in the 
leading roles ol this film, 
directed by Rahul Rawail u(Hh 
music by R.O. Burman. 

Cancer Aur Gupta Rog: 
Lighthouse (Humayun Place; 
231402}—12. 3. 6. 8.30. 

These are two documentar¬ 
ies on the diseases, their 
causes, effects and possible 
cutes. They are compact and 
informative, though rather re¬ 
pulsive to the uninitiated. 
Coolie: Orient (Bentinck 
Sheet: 231917), Krishna (T.C. 
Dutta Street; 3442^), Uttara 
(Bidhan Sarani; 552200), Uj- 
jaia (Russa Road; 478666), 
Purabi <M.Q. Road; 350680). 

Directed l» Prayag Raj and 
Manmohan Oesai, ttw tilm has 
Amitabh Bachchan in the titler- 
ole with co-stars Waheeda 
Rehman, Rishi Kapoor, Rati 
Agnihotri, Soma Anand, 
Suresh Oberoi, Kader Khan, 
Om Shivpuri, new find Puneet 
Issar and others. Hnshikesh 
Mukherjee has edited this film, 
whose music is by Laxmikant 

Pyarelat. 

Hera; Opera (Lenin Sarani), 
Grace (M.G. Road; 341544), 
Qanesh (Upper Chitpur Road; 
332250)-4 ^ws, Rupbani 
(Bidhan Sarani; 553413)- 
noon. Menoka (Sarat Chatter- 
jee Avenue; 410417)-3 shows. 

Jackie Shroff, Meenakshi, 
Shammi and Sanjeev com¬ 
prise the cast of this film, 
directed by Subhash Ghaf with 
music by Laxmikant-Pyareial. 
Kalyug; Roxy (Chowringhee 
Place: 234138), Indira (indra 
Roy Road: 471757), Darpana 
(Bidhan Sarani; 552040). 

A film by Shyam Senegal, 
starring Shashi Kapoor, 
Rekha, Raj Babbar and Kul- 
bhushan. 
Main Aware Hoon: Lotus 
(S.N. Banerjee Road; 
242664)-4 shows. 

The plot Is a stale one. Two 
brothers have different lifes¬ 
tyles and. It is revealed later, 
different approaches to life. 
The older Is a paragon of virtue 
while die younger seems an 
insolent drunkard. However, it 



tl tw who tum$ out to be th« 
one who cherishes family 
bonds and values. The stoty is 
garnished with villains, fights 
and dances. 

Sunjay Outt, as the 
youngest brother, comes of 
Doorly. Ra} Babbar, Rati Agnl- 
hotrl and Jaya Prada are 
somewhat b^ter. 
Mawaall: Hind (Ganesh Chan¬ 
dra Avenue; 274259)-4 shows, 
Madhuban (Regent Park), 
•-“3 shows. 

There are two Jsetendras, 
one good and the other tou^. 
There are two girls (Sridevi 
amd Java Prada) and two wl- 
lains (Kader Khan and Shaktt 
Kapoor). There is no story but 
there is the usual murder, 
chase, fight, romancing and 
dancitig. 

This is a film with ail the 
usual ingredients, so much so 
that there is nothing to say 
about it. 

Meri Adaalat: Majestic (R.A 
Kidwai Road; 242266), Basus- 
ree (S.P. Mukherjee Road; 
478608), Moonlight (T.C. Dut- 
ta Street; 343339). 

The film stars Re^nikant, 
ZeenatAman, Mohnish Behl 
and Kader Khan. 
Khandhar: Metro ^Ohowring- 
hee Road; 233541), Mitra 
(Bidhan Sarani; 551133), Priya 
(Rashbehari Avenue; 464440). 

A film by Mnnai Sen which 
has Shabana Azmi and 
Naseeruddin Shah in the lead. 

NEW RELEASES 

Ardh Satya: New Cinema 
(Lenin Sarani; 270147), Talkie 
Show House (Shibdas Bhaduri 
Street; 552270), Jagat (A.P.C. 
Road; 365108), Pushpasree 
(Diamond Harbour Road) and 
noon shows at Uttara (Bidhan 
Sarani; 552200) & Ujjala (Rus- 
sa Road; 478666). 

An authentic film Iw Govind 
Nihaini, starring Om Puri, Smi- 
ta Patil and Amrish Puri. 

BENGALI FILMS 

Agamlkal (A): Radha (Bidhan 
Sarani; 5^45)-2.30, 5.30, 
6.^ 

Married off to a bnite of a 
husband. who Is having an 
affair wnh his widowed sTsler- 
in-law, and after subsequent 
hardships, Debashree Roy 
turns into a call girl to support 
herself and her mother and 
brodters. She meets Joy Sen- 
giqjta, an unemployed young 
man and fails in love with him. 
Many a rendezvous follows, 
until one day he discovers the 

about her. 
I, his father falls ill 

and the money for the opera¬ 
tion A provided by her. Subse¬ 

quently, Joy Sengupta saves 
her from the tender mercies of 
Utpai Outt, but in the ensuing 
melee the tatter is acddentaily 
killed. Joy is sentenced to 
three years in jail. The film 
ends with his parents accept¬ 
ing her as their daughter-in- 
law. 

Debashree Roy's perform¬ 
ance is the only commendable 
part of the film, 
jeeban Maran; Sree (Bidhan 
Sarani; S51515)-3, 6, 8.45. 

A golden hearted protagon¬ 
ist preaches universal bromsr- 
hood. A golden voiced hero 
remains humble after attaining 
stardom. A famous woman 
singer extends unwavering 
hospitality to aspiring singers. 
Lofty ideals abound in ttiis 
supposedly commerciai ente^ 
tainer. 

Deadpan acting, incoherent 
dialogue and facile handling of 
characters are the .other ele¬ 
ments in this fibn. 
Pratidan (A): Rupbani 
(Bidhan Sarani; 5^13), Aru- 
na (M.Q. Road; 359661} & 
Bharati (S.P. Mukherjee Road; 
474686)-2.30, 5.30, 8.30. 

Sharmita Tagore Is a simple 
village girt who is in love with 
Ranjit Mullick. He goes abroad 
to become a banister, leaving 
her qn unmarried mother. 
becomes a nautcdi girt and 
befriends destitutes. Victor 
BantMiee Is an ever-preeent 
villain who causes hwr unlold 
irrtsery. 

However, throuoh all her 
SMf. 



tritit, Bh* IB ocMTitortBCl to 
BBvtrBi pBrsonIfloatlonB of 
goodn^. On* of ttioBO la 
NaBoimddin Shah, a'tMjgh 
who is transformad to tor and 
helps her to square up 
accounts with her enemies. Ha 
sventually dies. 

In the meantime, the villain 
Is eliminated. Sharmiia is ao> 
ouaed of murder and aoquittad 
In an absurd oourtroom drama 
in which the defence, is con* 
ducted by London-returned 
Rar^ Muiitok. 

The talents of the cast are 
wasted in this film whiqh 
attempts to vie with Bombm 
blocKbusteiB but lacks their 
polish and technical coi|ipe-‘ 
fence. 
Surlyatrlehna: Puma (S.P. 
Muk^rjee Road; 474567)-3 
shows. 

Directed by Ashutosh 
Banerjee with music by 
Hemanta Mukhedee, the film 
has Deepankar Oe and Arati 
Bhattacharaa in the iead and 
supported by Ruma Guhatha* 
kurta. 

FOREIGN FILMS 

new^releases 

Tarset Gold Seven (A): 
Minerva (Chowringhee Place; 
241052)-^ shows. 

REGULA^HO^ 

MadMonIkey KungFu:New 
Smpire (Humayun Place; 
231403)-12, 3. 5.45. 8.15. 

The hero >s a young man 
who enjoys spending his time 
with the monkeys in the forest. 
In town one day. he rescues 
an old man who is being 
abused by some poeote. This 
happens to be a famous monk¬ 

mmii fipimHn 9 onsnimip vmiiv m foomv 

ey man who trains monkeys to 
perform kung fu shows on the 
street. A rival had chopped off 
his fingers and since then he 
had fallen on hard times. He 
runs'into this rival again, is 
beaten up and his monkey 
killed. Our young hero bef¬ 
riends the old man, learns 
monkey kung fu and takes 
revenge on the rival. 
Tootsie: Globe (Lindsay 
Street; 231769)—3. 5.45, 
8.30. 

Dustin Hoffman plays a 
talented young actor with, un- 
fortunateV, a genius for argu¬ 
ment which is why he is unem¬ 
ployed. He dresses up in drag 
and wins a female role in a 
popular television series, 
rame and fortune follow, but 
soon complications develop. 
He falls in love with a co-star 
(Jessica Lange). On the other 
hand, her father is attracted to 
him. His girlfriend thinks he is 
gay, and his flabnate thinks he 
IS crazy. 

Below are the ratings of bestselling books for the week ending 
January 14, 1984. 

Fiction 
1. Seduction of Pater S. by L. Sanders 
2. God Player by H. Cook 
3. Space by J. Michener 
4. Crossings by Danielle Steel 
5. On Wbige Of Eagle by K- Polletl 
6. Mn to H. Fast 
7. We'H ^are A Double Funeral by *f H. Chase 
8. Exoeet by J.Hlggins 
9. Albetros by E. Anthony 

10 Roots to ^ Hatley 

Non-fleUon 

1. Idols by S. Gavaskar 
2. TlnMn And The Blue Lotus 
3. Caioutta by ktoorhoues 
4 AMWHx A 8w) 
5. JtoW Vegetable Cooking by T.Didal 

This, is a hilarous film with 
impeccable direction and per- 
fonnances. 

SPECIAL EVENTS 

22 January: 6 pm 
Mallhar presents Tagore's 

dance drama Chandalika, with 
Ruto Barterjee and Piyali Sen- 
gupta in dance and Purba 
Dam, Sumitra Basu, Chittap- 
riya Mukherjra, Abhijit Guha 
and Ratna Biswas in songs. 

At Rabindra Sedan (Cathed¬ 
ral Road; 449937). 
22 January onwards: dally 
8.30 pm, holidays: 3 & 6.30 
pm 

Sachin Shankar Ballet 
Troupe, Bombay, celebrates 
its 10—day festival in city with 
Train, Freeze and other items. 

At Academy of Fine Arts 
(Cathedral Road; 444205). 
to January: 6.30 pm 
Surdas Krishnaleela, a dance 
drama will be presented by 
Saurabh; choreography; 
Namita Chatterjee, dance 
direction: Dipali Roy, and 
music direction: V. Balsara. 

At Kala Mandir 
(Shakespeare Sarani; 
449086). 
24 January: 6.30 pm 

Shibaranjani presents Ta¬ 
gore's dance drama Shyaim, 
with Shhnti Bose, Poulami 
Chatterjee, Shakti Nag and 
Arup Mitra is dance; and 
Dwijen Mukheilee, Arghya 
Sen, Abhirup Guhathakurta 
and Madhusree Saha In 
songs. The choreography and 
dar^ direction arro to Shanb 

Parveen Sultana, Bhlmsen 
JoBhi, Shibkumar Sharma, 
Sipra Bose, Sutapa Outta 
Gupta (OdissI), Meera Prasad, 
Saiamat All Khan (guest artiste 
from Pakistan) and Vyjyanthi- 
mala (Bharat Natyam). 

At Vivekananda Park. 
25 January: 6.30 pm 

To commemorate with birth 
anniversary of Michael Madhu- 
Sudan Dutt, Rabi Chakra pre¬ 
sents the dance drama, Knsh- 
nakumari, direction and 
choreography by Asit Chatter¬ 
jee The participants include 
Arati Muknerjee, Banasri Sen- 
gupta, Haimanti Shukla, 
Jatileswar Mukherjee, Anshu- 
man Roy, Dinendra Chow- 
dhury, Cnittapriya Mukherjee 
and Ashok Roy in songs, and 
Gayatn Chatteriee, Arati 
Mazumdar, Alokananda Roy. 
Sriparna Mukherjee, Arundhuti 
Bhattacharya and Asit Chatter¬ 
jee in dance* 

At Rabindra Sadan. 

TRAVEL 

At Kala Mandir 
(Shakespeare Sarani; 
449086). 
22 to 25 January 

Dover Lane Music ConMr- 
ence .celebrates its annual 
funcdon witn Ravi Shankar. 
Nikhil Banerjee, Hariprasad 
Chaurasia, Nona Devi, Naren 
Dhar, Manaa Ohakraborty 

PLANES 

IIITERNATtONAL 

Bombay-Calcutta-Bangkok- 
Hong Kong-Tokyo: Calcutta 
arrival AI316 (2) at 2110; Cal¬ 
cutta dejtarture AI316 (2) at 
2205. 
Tokyo-Hong Kong-Bangkok- 
Calcutta-Bombay: Calcutta 
arrival Ai307 (3) at 2345; Cal¬ 
cutta departure AI307 (4) at 
0040. 
London-Frankfurt-Rome- 
Bombay-Calcutta: Calcutta 
arrival AH 32 (1) at 1915. 
Calcutta-Bombay-Oubai- 
London-New York; Calcutta 
departure AI103 (1) at 2355. 
Caloutta-Bangkok: Calcutta 
departures TQ314 (1, 3, 6) at 
1345; Calcutta arrivals TQ313 
(1, 3, 6) at 1225. 
Calcutta-Karaehi- 
Copenhagen: Calcutta depar- 
(uras SK976 (4, 7) at 0820; 
Calcutta arrivals SK975 (4, 7) 
at 0705. 
Caleutta-London: Calcutta 
departure BA144 (2) at 2115; 
Calaitta arrival BA145 (2) at 
1315. 
Cateutta-Kethmandu: Calcut¬ 
ta dtowture RA214 (1, 4) at 
1610; Calcutta anlvai RA213 
(1, 4) at 1450. 
'Calcuto-Kathmandu: Depar- 
tura, IC247 (1, 3. 4, 5. 7) at 
1330; Calcutta arrival, IC248 
0, 3. 4, 5. 7) at 1250. 
CMcutta-Ohafca: Departure, 
|C2^ (d^) at 1420; Cfdoitta 
arrival, IC&4 (de^) at 1620. 
Caleutla-Chitlagdng: Depar¬ 
ture iC225 (4, 7) at 1530; 
Calcutia arrival IC226 (4,7) at 
1630. 



Otteuita-CMhl: l>«pwtur»k, 
IC402 (dally) at lW^iC263 
(daNy) at Oi^; Cidcutta arriv- 
ala. k^i (daHy) at 1125. 
IC264 (cfadly) at ^5. 
Caleutta«BOinbay: Depar- 
turaa. IC176 (datty) at 05^. 
tC273 (daHy) Id 1950; Calcutta 
arrivals iCl75 (dally) at 1125, 

arrival. ICS^ (dally) at 2150 
CaleuttB-Pon Buiir: Depar¬ 
ture IC285 (2. SJ at 0600, 
Calcutta arrival IC^ (2.5) at 
1040. 
Calcutta'Qauhatl-Tezpur- 
Jorhat'Ulabarl’Dibrugarh; 

Ossarture tC2l1 (daHy) 
0530: Cakxitia arrival Oi2 
M) to 1600. 
Caleuttp4ni0hal: Departure 
l(^ (daHy)« 094S: Canutta 
arrival IC^ (daHy) at 1540. 
Caleutta-Baadoara: Depar¬ 
ture IC221 (dal^at 1120; 
Calcutta arrival 1^2 (di%) at- 
1340. 
Catcutta-Qnihatl: Departures 
IC249 (daily) at 0600, IC229 
(daily) at 1300; Calcutte arriv¬ 
als IC2M (1.3.6) at 1445 and 
(2. 4. S. 7) at 1800, IC230 
(didly) at 1605 , 
Caleutta-Agartala: Depar¬ 
tures IC237 (daily) at.0545, 
IC243 (daily) at 0650: Calcutta 
arrivals IC238 (2, 4, 6, 7) at 
1100 and (1, 3 5) at 0835. 

^44 (ofNy) at 0900. 
Caimitta-Mrhat-'Oibrtigarli: 
Departures IC213 (1.3.4,8.7) 
at 0600; Calcutta arrivals 
)^14rtl.Ji 4, 6,.7) « jots. 

^ireurel^BSMalSrtal 0946; 
Calcutta arri^ iC256 (tWIy) at 
1540. 
Caleutta-flanehi-Patna* 
Luaknovs-Oalhl: Departure, 
1C410 (dally)'at 0700; Calcutta 
vrivai. 1C 409 (daily) at 1045 
Caleutta-Bhubanaaatar 
ltydand}ad*Bangalore: De- 
picture (2,4,6) at 1140. 
Calcutta arrival \C27Q (2,4,6) 
at 2125. 
Caleutta^Nagpur 
Hydarabad-Bangalore: De¬ 
parture iC269 (3,5,7) at 1140' 

Caiculti arevai 10270 (3, b, 7) 
812146. 
Calautta«ibiibaReawar* 
VtohaNhapabiam: Dapartuw 
IC277 (1, 3. 6, njA 1210; 
CaleuOl arrival Ic^ (1- 3,6, Sat 1650. 

aleutta-Varanaat< 
QoraWipur: Departure OSt 
(2, 4. 6, 7) at ^0; Cahailta 
arrival IC282 (2, ri, 6. 7^ at 
.1865. 
Caloutta*<lamebe«lpur« 

1305. 
Caleutta-Jamehedpuf: De¬ 
parture PF717 (1. 3. 5) at 
0700 Calcutta arrival Pi^lO 
(1. 3 5) at 0900. 

TRAINS 

Departure 
Up Time 

1 19-20 
5 20-00 
3 20-40 

81 9-45 

103 9-45 

101 16-55 

173 5-45 

87 10-55 

61 22-55 

9 21-35 

7 10-10 

49 14-20 
11 21-00 
39 21-10 

19 22-00 

21 1685 
57 e-10 

EASTERN RAILWAY 
(HOWRAH) MAIL 

Delhi Kalka Mall 
Amrltaar Mall 
Bombay Mall via Allahabad 

EXPRESS 
Alr-Coitd. Express Tri-Wkly 
via Gaya 
Dep.—lues. & Wed. up to 
New Delhi 
Dep.—Sat. up to Amritsar 
Arri.—Tues., Wed. & 
Saturday 
Alr-Cond. Express Bi-Wkly 
via Patna 
Dep.—Thurs. up to New 
Delhi 
Dep.—Sun. up to Amritsar 
Am.—Mon.. & Friday 
Raldhani Alr-^^ond. Exp. 4 
da:re a week 
Dep.—Mon., Thurs., Fri. & 
Sunday 
Arri.—tues., Wed., Sat. & 
Sunday 
Hlmaglrl (Jammu-tawl) 
Exp. Tri-Wkly 
Dep.—Wed., Sat. & Sunday 
Arn.—Mon., Tues. & Friday 
Bombay Janata Express 
Tri-Wkly 
Dep.—Mon., Wed. & Friday 
Arri.—Tues., Thurs. A 
Sunday 
Dehradun Janata Expreaa 
Wkly 
Dep.—Sunday 
Arri—Sunday 
Doen Express via Grand 
Chord 
toolan Express via Main 
Line 
Amritsar Express 
Dslhl Express via Main line 
Dsihl Janata Express via 
Main Line 
Qorakhpur Express 

Arrival 
Time Dn. 

6- 15 2 
7- 55 6 

12-50 4 

17-10 82 

17-10 104 

11-05 102 

23-35 174 

21-15 68 

8-15 62 

Departure Arrival 
Up Time Tims Dn. 

uep.—Tues., Thurs. A 
Saturday 
Arri.—Wed., Fri. & Sunday 

59 18-55 Kamrup Express 6-30 60 
165 12-30 New Bongalgaon Janata 13-35 166 

Express 
307 6-10 Black Diamond Express 21-» 306 
309 17-15 Coalfield Express 10-30 310 
305 18-20 Aswisol Express 8<45 306 

SEALDAH (MAIL A EXPRESS) 
43 19-15 Darlasling Mall 8-45 44 
S3 22-00 Qaur EnweM 5-00 54 
51 11-45 JammuTawl Express 15-40 52 
13 20-45 Exiness via 11-65 14 

303 18-20 Bhsgli^l (Lrigoia) Ex- 10-20 304 

IMthila Express 
Ksnehenjunga Express 
Tri-WWy 

15-45 SO 
6-05 12 
5-20 40 

10-50 20 

6M6 22 
19-30 58 

SOUTH-EASTERN RAILWAY 
(HOWRAH) MAIL 

3 20-00 Madrss Msll 6-10 
2 20-15 Bombay Mail via Nagpur 7-00 

EXPRESS 
60 14-15 

134 20-50 

6-55 10 30 12-45 

141 16-25 

37 23-10 
13 17-30 
11 6-20 
5 22-10 

IS 21-25 
7 22-35 
,9 1845 

45 10-50 

Gltan|ali (Br>mbay) Ex¬ 
press 5 days a wsw 
Dep.— Mon., Tues., Wed., 
Fri. A Saturdw 
Arri.— Mon., Tues., Thurs., 
Fri. & Saturday 
Ahfflsdabad Express 4 
days a week 
Dep,—Tues., Thurs., Fri. A 
Sunday 
Arri.—Tues., Wed., Fri. A 
Sunday - 
Bombay Express via 
Nagpur 
Coromsndal (Madras) Ex¬ 
press 
Madras Janata Express 
Tata Steel Express 
Ispat Express 
Jharsugida Euress 
Ranchi HatiaExpniaa 
Purl Express 

13-40 59 

4-00 133 

Jagannath (Puri) Express 
EiM Ci^ (Hyderabad) 

13-10 29 

10-45 142 

4-10 
10-18 14 
21-50 12 
580 6 
6-40 16 
5-30 8 
84X> 10 

16-15 46 



If you read an item in this 
page that you wish to re¬ 
spond to, please write in 
to Barter Bank, c/o The 
Telegraph Colour Maga¬ 
zine, 6 Prafulla Sarkar 
Street, Calcutta 700001. 
Also, if you wish to enter 
an item in this column, 
please.write in with de¬ 
tails to the address given 
above We shall inform 
you of responses to your 
insertions by post. 

• Book: i WPuld like to 
exchange Violet Wins- 
pear's iMve's Prisoner for 
any book by Charlotte 
Lamp except A Frozen 
Fire and Storm Centre. 
Contact Susmita Pakeasi. 
• Camera: 1 am interested 
in exchanging a sparingly 
used Click III with leather 
case and portrait lens for a 
2 or 3 band radio or a high 
powered pair of binocu* 
lars suitable for bird 
watching. Write to C. Srik- 
rishna. 
• Magazines: I have 50 
The TEt.EGRAPH Colour 
Magazines which 1 would 
like to exchange for fic- 

JUST-A-MINUTE 

AGE WISE By Shamiu Dudeja 

Coincidentally, Father Factorial and Ma Maxima who have two 
children, have peculiar numbers for their ages, this year. In each 
case, the number is equal to seven times the sum of the digits. How 
old are they? 

tion books or books on 
electronics. Write to K. 
.Siidhakar. 
• Stamps: 1 nave 700 Indi¬ 
an and foreign stamps 
which I want to exchange 
for a tape recorder in good 
condition. W'rite to Shu- 
banjan Das 
• Comics:.Khave 180 com¬ 
ics. mostly Archie and 
Richie, which 1 would like 
to exchange for something 
electronic. Contact Sanjay 
Arora. 

SOLl/TIONS 
aiSQ 

6 ®!*W 8 leuuBMb 9 
y agasou g lapad f tuMOQ 
«lieqs Et QB Zi enue^V 
U l!«i 01 MTO Z •ftSBO 
9 0a^ 9 Mouag z laaojay 

Answer on Page 11 



3][in!ii]D#rW[bD[r[]g 
■byHalKaufman- 

1 2 S 4 5 

• WHAT HOI Wtiat 
can you put in a pail of 
watar to make it 
weigh less? A hole. 
What can you double 
and still have the 
same number? Your 
fists..What is it that 
everybody in the 
world is doing at the 
same time? Growing 
older. 

WORD SQUARE 
WITS TESTER 

Five VKords correspond¬ 
ing to the definitions be¬ 
low complete the word 
square problem above. 
How quickly can you find 
the missing words? 
(Word number 1, FROST, 
is already in place). 
1. This is often on the 

pumpkin in Faii. 
2. One who handles a 

lasso with skill. 
3. Express a view. 
4. Mails a letter. 
5. A lock of hair. 

Remember, a word 
square consists of words 
that read the same both 
across and down. 

f OUKlO b' AKlOti i tStUJ i lAMSUV 

THERE are 12 squirrels in liw tcsne above — one lending to 
business, 11 freUckina sboet. See if you can locate all 11. 

• Sum CoinsI Place four US coins in a row so that 
the first equals 1/3 the second plus fourth; the 
fourth is 1/5 the second; and the third and fourth 
are 3/S of the first. VWhgt is the order? 

iooio lA (teifOiu puB japsnt) (HUfO 

• Pun Crock! Fanfare—cost of travelling to sta¬ 
dium. Bobolink—-a kind of brook. Heedless—a cold 
house. Neuritis—novices in the publishing field. 

'4VA 

mmm 

HOCUS-FOCUS 

CAN YOU TRttfT YOUR EYES? Tltora are af least six dHter- 
Ouana Bki^l iMiAOaaaaa MRsa^tolte lilAaaa 

OTCM M flrawffiy MMNt MlwMR WIV UUIIUIH psilVl*« wmm 

V 'Suinfui ti dooi I 
'SwMitu It tuna f 'snuoun n u<w s ‘Snniui n jumss 

11 -SuiMIIU <1 'S IMMMIP •! IMt UllMOfA 'I :«nuMWin 

4^ 

PACK MANI Apply colors neatly to enhance the racing scaae 
above: I—Red. 2—Lf. blue. 3—Yellow. 4—Lt. brown, S->Flo^ 
*—Lt. greon. 7—Ok. brown. •—Dk. blue. 0—Lt. purple. 10—Gray, ■ 

SPELLBINDER 
SCORE 10 points (or using oil the 
letters In the word bolow to form 
two complofe words: 

OEEDIENT 

THEN SCOTS 2 polnis coch for oil 
words of four totters or moro 
tound among tho lottors. 

Try to scorn M lonst SI potato, 
woo'tea .uitjSwioMtowe 



Comics 



MOOSE MILLER By Bob Weber 



JULIET JONES By Stan Drake 

MANDRAKE By Lee FaB 
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Post Mortem 

8«Mt NiwtMcbt 

Sidhaalha Ghosh's artklB 
nan a), on the Calcutta Col* 
lectorate made interesting 
reading. Old Calcutta 
under tne British ila| and 
its antiquitim have their 
own charm and it is a pilv 
that few people attach 
sufficient imporfance or 
show a genuine interest for' 
the past mra. ■ 

The Telegraph could 
start a regular feature on 
the eubject in the Colour 
Magazine. I am sure readers 

down tlm a^ in a mood of 
sweet nostalgia and captur¬ 
ing the romance of bygone 
days. 
Mohua Mitra. 
Calcutta 

Mow Spcft 

Being a regular reader of 
The Telegraph from its in¬ 
ception. I find' it very in¬ 
formative. However. 1 sug- Eit a p^e or two in foe 

lour*Magazine devoted 
to majcu sport, especially 
cricket, to give it more 
variety. 

A few blowups of cricke¬ 
ters. too. would be excel¬ 
lent. 
fl.A. Whitefield, 
Cuttapk 

Modom»Biit. 

Thank you for the cover- 
a« on Nana Gleason (Jan 1} 
who conducted a lecture- 
demonstratiori and a work¬ 
shop here at foe Dancers’ 
Guild. However, we want 
to draw to your attention 
that Or Manjusri Chaki- 
Sircar, who is currently 
conducting a woricshop at 
the Dancers’ Guild, is not a 
‘modern’ dancer as it is 
understood in the western 
dance world. 

Acconmg to foe special- 
Ms, modetn dance "isn’t a 
strict technique;’’ But whar 

,1^ Cliaki^^Hoar does and 

teaches is based on wry 
rigid Indian classical train¬ 
ing. She mainly tries to 
combine different, forms of 

' Indian classical dances so 
that the improvisation is 
more expressive. Some¬ 
time. she uses foe vrestera 
and far eastern concept 
only to broaden foe scope 
for movement in innova¬ 
tive choreo^-aphy. 
Parbati Gupta, Sanghamit- 
ra Mafumaar and Smbashi 
Ghosh. 
Calcutta 

Requires Researeli 

Regarding foe comment 
in 7 Days of ManmohaP 
Desai's "technical virtuos¬ 
ity," I would like to state a 
few points. 

Manmohan Desai’s com¬ 
mercial technique of intro¬ 
ducing a documentary 
breakup in the middle of a 
feature film. Coolie, is real¬ 
ly marvellous. Mr Desai's 
creative imagination of 
manufacturing a' chicken 
from a man’s body pressure 
r^uires research by scien¬ 
tists. His powerful message 
to the audience that gora 
men cantfot be destroyed 
by evil is greatly highli^t- 
ed when we find Amitabh 
still aliye after receiving 
.four bullet shots. 
Arun Dutta. 
Calcutta 

Why Hot? 

I was really surprised by 
foe letter written by w 
Sankar Ray (Nov 6). Why 
can’t a fascist write a good 
play? It has been always f>roved that culture flows 
rom a free society and not 

from an oppressed society 
such as East Europe of now. 

If we examine oeepfo we 
can see that the East Euro¬ 
pean countries have pro¬ 
duced no literary or cultu¬ 
ral figure. The isolated ones 
they have produced have 

’all defected to the West. 
Starting from the 1930s. 

the ones trying to S{nead 
good culture have got only 
one reward—death. 1 hope 
Khr Ray amees with me. 
Plnafci Gqhd.Golcutto 

I thank Samir Pal for 
pointing out (Nov 6) that 
foe novel which won Bimal 
Kar foe Sahitya Akademi 
award was ’Asamoy’ (Nov 
27) and hot ’Ashamayee’ as 
mentioned by me. Though 
my error was purely a 
trtoslation one. 1 admit that 
‘Ashamayee’ and ’Asamoy’ 
mean two different things. 
My apologies. 

I. however, strongly de¬ 
fend my statement that at 
foe time of my original let¬ 
ter being sent to you, Bimal 
Kar had himself told me 

'that he was not contribut¬ 
ing to any Puja Numbers in 
1983. Later, he chan^ his 
mind and did contribute to 
some Puja Numbers. 
Debashim Majumtfar, 
Calcutta 

Pwbly Kicttiag 

Your article on Polo (Jan' 
15) as a dying sport, at least 
as far as spectators are con¬ 
cerned, was not only time¬ 
ly, but something that 
needed to be brouj^t to 
public notice. 

Polo as a mine has few 
parallels for the excitement 
It ^ves. Unlike other sport, 
it is dependent not only on 
foe man playing the sport, 
but also on foe animal he 
rides and controls. In that 
way, it is a doubly interest¬ 
ing game to watch than, 
say, tennis, cricket, swim¬ 
ming, or even horse racing. 

Then, consider the de¬ 
light in watching the sheer 
beauty in foe horse's move¬ 
ments which consist not 
only of svrift pace, but also 
tremendous control in 
swervihg, changing pace 
suddenly, turning around 
in mid-gallop ana so on. 

With ail this to watch, 
one really wonders why 
polo has declined in spec-, 
tator appeal. It is pathetic 
to see even finals between 
two superb teams attract 
only a handful of people— 
and those, too. having a 
dirMit interest in the game 
like foe playere’ friends, 
family sutid so on. 
S. 'Roy. CaJcuho 
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Limelight 

The Stren^ of Shakti 
Sunil Gangopadhyay has known Shakti Chattopadhyay, recent winner of 
the Sahitya Akademi award, since they were in college together. Here, 
he writes with great affection about his friend who is arguably the best living 
Bengali poet IT was a chilly night in Decem¬ 

ber. Shakti Chattopadhyay, 
having been literally thrown 
out from the apartment of one 
of his chums, was frantically 
trying to get back home. It 

needed a miracle at that time to find 
a transport that would take Shakti 
home. But in Calcutta miracles are 
not. uncommon. 

Shakti found a double-decker 
trudging its way down the street. It 
must have been garage-bound for 
there was no one in the bus except 
the driver. Shakti, taking no 
chances, jumped into iti The driver 
was soon bowled over by the viva¬ 
cious young man’s friendly chatter 
and readily agreed to help him get 
back home. He drove straight to that 
din^ lane in south Calcutta where 
Shakti lives and which hadn’t been 
honoured by a visit from a double 
decker. I have never heard of a 
double-decker being used as a taxi. 

Tarapada Roy, one of our great 
friends in the good old days, used to 
stay at Panditia Place. The poor 
fellow had to pass many a sleepless 
night because Shakti would kmock 
at his window quite often at the 
dead of night. One night Shakti 
banged his window at one o’clock. 
This time he was not alone but had 
as many as three taxies escorting 
him. 

It was some time before that Tara¬ 
pada could apprise himself of the 
situation. Shakti took a cab from a Eilace which must have been such a 
ong way off that the driver got so 

bored of driviitg that he refused to 
drive further and demanded the 
fare. Penniless as always, Shakti got 
down from the cab and boarded 
another nonchalantly. The recalclt- 
raiU cab driver followed him and so 
did the new one who also met the 
same late. Finally, it was a taxicade 
that took Shakti to Taranada’s niace. 



A constable of the IPSrk Street 
police station once arrested Shakti 
for a petty case. He thou^t his 
enterprise would be awarded but he 
was in for a rude shock. As soon as 
he saw the offender, the officer*in* 
charge yelled at him: “Haven't I told 
all of you not to bring this bearded 
chap before me? That rogue tries to 
kiss me on my chin.” 

Anecdotes, equally if not mote 
hilarious, are aplenty about Shakti. 
Most of them are true. But there are 
also many which are only half 
truths. This is quite natural for a 
person like him. He is known to all 
sections of society; ministers, police 
officers, business magnets and even 
rickshawailas. There cannot be 
many persons in Calcutta who are 
more popular than Shakti. There are 
countless many here who love Shak¬ 
ti dearly—including several who 
have never read poems, let alone 
Shukti's. 

Debut on the literary scene: In¬ 
terestingly, Shakti made his debut 
on the literary scene with prose. He 
used to write short stories. As a 
student he completed a novel. Then 
there was that pseudonym of Sphu- 
linga Samaddar which used to 
appear in journals as a book- 
reviewer. Only a few among us 
knew that it was none other than our 
young friend from the Presidency 
College who frequented the Coffee 
House along with us just to gossip 
for hours together or to read out his 
latest piece before us. In tune with 
the fashion among students those 
days, a bidi, not a cigarette, used to 
be on his lips always. 

We belonged to a separate group; 
those of us who used to bring out 
Krittiba.s. a journal of poetry. For all 
practical purposes. Krittibas was a 
new venture. We made it a point to 
publish contributions from freshers 
only. No wonder the magazine 
turned out to be sort of a flag-bearer 
of the new movement in Bengali 
literature. So meticulous were we 
about keeping our distance from 
run-of-the-mill types that wei 
allowed only poets featuring in Krit¬ 
tibas to sit there. There used to be 
several around but they never came 
to our table. 

I remember the trio who first 
broke this unwritten code. Deepen- 
dranath Bandopadhyay (who made 
a mark as a leftist writer and I an| 
sure could have written many more 
beautiful pieces had he not met an 
early death), Sandipan Chatto- 
padhyay (who claims to be an anti- 
establishment writer now) and 

Shakti Chattopadhyay. Deepen had 
never written a poem, nor md San¬ 
dipan. 

SO the day Shakti came to oui 
table to show me a sonnet 
written by him I was totally 

surprised. It was beautiful in the 
sense that its rhymes were correct 
and words apposite. But as I read 
the small piec» I found it lacking in 
lucidity. Shakti came up with 
another piece a few days later, this 
time a long one and written in prose 
style: Subamarekhar /anma (The 
Birth of Subamarekha). It was in¬ 
spired, brilliant and 1 felt privileged 
reading it. 

We published it in the very next 
issue of iCrittibas and, as all of us 
expected the poem created a great 
sensation. Writes Shakti in the pre¬ 
face to one of his works: “One night 
after retumliu home, I wrote a son¬ 
net maintaining grammatical 
accuracy in it. It was a trivial 
attempt on my part. However, I 
showed it to Sunil next morning. He 
gave me the address of Buddhadev 
(Buddhadev Bose) and I mailed it to 
iCabita, the magazine edited by him. 
Forthwith came the reply saying, 
that the editor wanted to publish it 
with a few additions and alterations. 
My joy knew no bounds. 

“I mmost ran all the way to 
Sunil’s place and showed him the 
letter. I had two other poems with 
me: Subamarekhar /anma and 
/arashandha. Sunil insisted that 1- 
keep Subamarekhar /anma for Krit¬ 
tibas. I did. But I sent /arashandha 
to Buddhadev by the next mail. That 
was how I became a poet. I didn’t 
really expect to,” 

So that is how it all began. The 
rest is history. Shakti dived deep 
into poetry never to look back again 
at prose. I know he writes very lucid 
prose and is even distinctive in 
style, but I am delighted to say that 

rose has never been able to steal 
is true love ever after. 
An academic career is one of the 

thin^ that Shakti had to forsake in 
his unflinching love for poetry. 
Although he got very good mmks at 
his school leaving examination it 
was poehy which attracted all his 
•ttenticm ^ Presidency College. 
Bunking ciaesw was a sport for him. 
Not surprisingly, he deferred appear¬ 
ing for his B.A. examination for a 
icouple of years. 

Ifo was btHti in 1933. Ifo lost his 
father in his eaiiy years. He used to 
stay at his uncle’s place in Bac^zar 
when f first nUM him. His unde was 

a very rich man and so all of us 
presumed Shakti to have an affluent 
background. Compared to his, my 
financial position was bad. I had to 
^ve tuitions to boys to meet the 
expenses of my studies at school, 

Shakti had been involved in lef¬ 
tist movements even in his school 
life. So I was not really surprised 
when he came to me one day and 
said: "It’s not fair that you give 
tuitions only to earn money." I felt 
ashamed of myself and decided to 
jo/n the free coaching institution 
ran by Shakti and his comrades. 

Teargas and lathicharges: Both of 
us took part In strikes and rallies 
occasionally, facing teargas, 
lathicharges and even firings. But 
we were much more interested in 
our own movement which had Krit¬ 
tibas at its epicentre. Much of what 
we wrote in the magazine was ba.si- 
cally confessions about ourselves. 
And, for understandable reasons, 
our leaders did not like the stuff we 
churned out. The chink that de- 
reloped with this difference of opin¬ 
ion grew bigger. We grew further 
apart and finally cut off alt relations 
with any political party. 

Poetry took away many things 
from Shakti. The cosy and .secured 
life that he had at his uncle's house 
was shortlived for he had to shift to 
a rented house in Ultadanga along 
with his mother and a younger 
brother. And all of a sudden, Shakti 
found himself looking for a liveli¬ 
hood. I too was searching for a job. 
then. 

We had a very tough time in the 
50s which saw recession |n the, 
wake of the World War II. (1 ^ not. 
saying that getting a job has become 
easier nowadays.) I was jobless for 
three years before I scraped through 
a competitive examination of the 
West Bengal government and got a' 
clerical job. I did not like the job, but 
likes and dislikes hardly matter 
when you have a large family to 
support. 

Surprisingly, Shakti bagged two 
jobs, both of them well paying. He 
used to go to office in three-piece 
suits. I was told he used to leave his 
house at the right time to catch the 
office-bound bus. But instead of 
going to office he used to invariably 
land up at my office. He would 
literally drag me out of my room and 
yre would do what we felt like the 
rest of the day. This city has never 
had any shortage of places for adda. 

He wasn’t at my office everyday 
but even when he didn't come I was 
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sura our friend wouid not be at his 
office. He preferred the old cot of 
Sandlpan’s sinde-room flat to his 
chair in the onice. 

PREDICTABLY Shakti soon lost 
his job. but it caused barely a 
wrinkle on his forehead. I am 

sure there aren’t too many people 
who can be so nonchalant about 
losing a job. 

It was at this time that we became 
obsessed with the idea of commit¬ 
ting suicide. We delighted in risking 
our lives for weird adventures, with 
Shakti always in the forefront of 
whatever mad rush we set for 
ourselves. We would booze whenev¬ 
er and wherever we liked, frequent¬ 
ing the dirtiest pubs in the city even 
after midnight. Those were shops 
where murders were committed 
quite often those days, but that 
hardly stopped us from getting in¬ 
ebriated. Then, after getting dead 
drunk, we used to get caught on the 
deserted streets of north Calcutta. 

It was during those stormy days 
that a famous poet of modem Benga¬ 
li literature, Sharat Kumar Mukho- 
padhvay, wrote his famous lines; 
"Maohyoraate Kolkoto shashan 
kore chorjon jubok” (At midni^t, 
Calcutta is ruled by four youths.) 
Besides Shakti and me, Sharat him¬ 
self and Bhaskar Dutta. who now 
stays in London, were the other 
referred to. 

Around then Allen Ginsberg came 
to Calcutta, and all of us became 
friendly with him and his gay com¬ 
panion Peter Wolvoski. We took 
them to the burning ghat at Nimtolla 
and the adda of ganja smokers there. 
It was there that Ginsberg first heard 
the famous chant of Hare Rama 
Hare Krishna and thanks to him. the 
refrain soon became popular in the 
West. 

One day Ginsberg offered us a 
tablet of LSD. Remember, this was 
in 1962, and very few people in this 
country had heard about LSD then, 
let alone tasted it. But to show our 
mettle to the foreimer, we decided 
to take the stuff ri^taway. The best 
place to take drugs was the house 
that Tarapada Roy lived in. So we 
went there, took two tablets each 
and lay down on the bed. It was like 
experiencing death even though 
alivt, and the host had a tough time 
helping us regain our senses. At the 
height of the fuss. Shakti came to the 
conclusion that the death he had 
cherished had accepted him. “Bring 
your pen and a piece of paper,” he 
mumbled to Tarapadada, “you must 
e 

note down my last words.” 
The most important phase: Then 

came the period in Shakti’s life 
which I think was the most impor¬ 
tant for his literary style. Our friend 
Samir Roychowdhury stayed in 
Chaibasa in Bihar. An officer of the 
state fisheries department, he used 
to come to Calcutta often just to 
enjoy our adda. Once Shakti went to 
Howrah station to see him off. But 
the whimsical man that he is, he 
boarded the train with Samir with¬ 
out informing anyone else. He just 
vanished from the city! 

Months passed by. He did not 
bother to drop a line to anyone of us, 
nor send any message to his family. 
Then someone floated the rumour 
that he had been imprisoned in 
Chaibasa jail. So, one day, Sandipan 
and I set oR for Chaibasa. Two 
freetrlppers on a crusade to set free 
another confirmed vagabond: I re¬ 
member we took along several gifts 
to lure the inmates of the jail; fore- 
1^ cigarettes, biscuits, even cheese. 

A great surprise was in store for 
us in Chaibasa. We reached Samir’s 
house to find it locked from the 
outside. The neighbours informed 
us that the owner of the house had 
gone out of Chaibasa, but they knew 
nothing about Shakti, We didn’t 
have the courage to go on to jail to 
look for our missing friend. So we 
went to a dak bungalow nearby. 

in the evening, when both of us 
were walking along the banks of the 
Boro river, singing at the top of our 
voices, someone looked out of a 
house we were passing and yelled 
out. "Who is it who dares to sing 
Rabindrasangeet here except my¬ 
self?" It was Shakti. 

The family with whom Shakti 
was staying had nine beautiful gir)§. 
in no time two of them got engaged 
to Samir and Shakti. Sandipan and I 
also spent that night there. In fact 
we stayed on for quite some time to 
try our luck but in vain. 

After we had rescued Shakti from 
the ’jail’ of Chaibasa, we were in for 
a pleasant surprise. One day we 
found piles of sheets in his bags 
containing his poems, all fresh and 
flavoury. What a new style he had 
come up with! After his first work 
He Pram, He Swairalabdha, Shakti 
had lost the style he had so meticu¬ 
lously built up. which I suppose 
was because he was obsessed with 
llbanananda Oas. 
,^-\HAKTrs poetry had never 
^^been theme-oriented: they are 
iM/memorabie for his exquisite 
choice of words. The overwhelming 

styles then were of Tagore and Jiba- 
nananda Das, both very different. 
For some time Shakti had opted foi 
the latter's style. But in this lot ol 
poems it was obvious, to our relief 
that he had got rid of the obsession. 

These poems were truly new, 
both in style and content. Some had 
even experimented with rh3dhm. 
But what impressed us most about 
them was the beautiful way he had 
culled words from the semi-dialect 
used by people in the rural areas. 
The most powerful poet of present- 
day Bengal was bom. 

It was because of his association 
with Samir Raychoudhury and his 
younger brother, Moloy, that Shakti 
became a member of the hungry 
generation. In England it was the 
time of the angry young men; like 
:hem youth of the hungry generation 
here also raised their voices in pro¬ 
test. I remember Time carried a long 
report on them, along with photo¬ 
graphs of the young poets. 

I didn’t join them for, in my naive 
sensitivity. I convinced myself that 
the only reason why Shakti and 
others had launched this stir was to 
crush the one developed by us ear¬ 
lier through Krittifaas. I did not want 
our movement in Bengali poetry to 
disintegrate the way political parties 
and drama groups had done. 
However, when police started 
arresting youths on charges of 
obscenity, Shakti and Sandipan de¬ 
nied ever having any relations with 
the movement. 

Shakti was the only young poet 
among us who had a beard. He kept 
it till he got married in 1967. And 
when he shaved off that famous 
beard on August 15, 1967. all of us 
lamented that our friend was losing 
his independence on Independence 
Day itself. For most of us, 1967 was 
a year to remember, because all of us 
got married that year. For me the 
year was significant for other 
reasons as well; my first novel came 
out that year. After that, I worked 
more on prose than poetry. 

Ltfaatyle after maniage: Marriage 
brought hardly any change in Shak- 
tl’s lilestyla. one which most of us 
ettviied'. Even today he is as sincere 
dijOut |^eti|r as he was two decades 
ago: for him, everything else is 
insignificant. Only those who have 
tried their hand at it know the pain 
involved in the quest for deeper 
meanings erf words—the pain that 
brings only loneliness. I believe that 
the restlessness drat marks Shakti's 



Few those of us who have Iwen 3 
close to him, It is not difficult to \ 
understand the genesis of that res* • 
tlessness. All that he does—getting 
dead drunk, raining his health, 
reaching home after midnight, those 
occasional bouts of vanishing from 
Calcutta—he does to concern that 
perpetual affliction. (All credit to 
Mlnakshee, his wife who stays calm 
despite the insane ways of her hus¬ 
band. The only thing I have against 
her is that she feels that it is always 
the friends of her husband who 
make him drink!] 

Let me present some of the poems 
of Shakti which exemplify the utter 
restlessness I have sTOken about: 

Now 1 know that I am not 
alone. Many have 
greater sorrows and dis¬ 
appointments than I have. 
Now I know that I am not 
alone. Near the tremulous 
skies, 
in the land of clouds and 
rockets, I am not alone. 

Conscience now is circums¬ 
cribed. Man is such today 
that he will trample heaped 
flowers under his feet 
and go away. To admire or to 
be fond is out of court, 
today we limit ourselves to 
darlmess. ' 

(Translated by Manish Nandy) 

One of the most famous poem 
written by Shakti is "That is no hour 
of pleasure, no hour of joy.’’ To 
quote a few lines from that poem: 

Everything sways from bead 
to feet, 
walls beside walls, comice be¬ 
side comice. 
Pavement changes Iq the dead 
of ni^t. 
When I return home, home 
inside home, feet inside feet, 
breast inside breast 
nothing else—(yet many 
things move?)—even earlier. 
Everything sways from head 
to 
walls beside walls, comice be¬ 
side cmnice 
Pavement changes in the dead 
of night 
when I return home, home 
inside home, feet inside feet, 
breast inside breast 
nothii^ else... A poet can always give his 
best at middle ajm. Unfortu¬ 
nately, here in India, recogni¬ 

tion, money or prestige does not 

_“t'f- 
'•deto' with ttw latt Nirod RtalunHiarTsunil (ilangopadhyay 

•nd Shakti Chatt^dhyay 
always come till late in life. Shakti 
has continued to write exquisite Eoetiy, even at the expense of his 

ealth. No one else among us has 
been able to dissolve poetry in life 
the way he has done. Perhaps that is 
why he is a living legend. Like 
Michael Madhusudan Outt, he is a' 
blazing comet on the sky of Bengali 
literature. He has been able to 
mould people’s thinking in such a 
way that if you think of a poet you 
think of Shakti Chattopadhyay. 

His fame has not left Shakti total¬ 
ly untouched. Inspired by his free¬ 
wheeling lifestyle, people began to 
say that Shakti was not his real self 
if he was not drunk. To prolong this 
myth he also made it a point to go to 
meetings only after drinking heavily 
or feigning to have done so. 

Although fame and prizes are no 
inducements to a writer, they can 
change his lifestyle. Fortunately, 
this has not been the case with 
Shakti. Six months ago be changed 
his habits drastically. Till then he 
did not have any big prize except 
the Ananda Puraskar to nis credit. In 
November, ’82, I met him at a 
function in Santiniketan, where 
some bo3m and girls had arranged for 
celebrations to mark his 5(Hh birth¬ 
day. I could not believe my eyes 
when 1 saw Shakti potting aside his 
half-full glass. For the first time in 
my life I heard him saying he ‘‘did 
not like all this." I did not miss the 
pangs of change writ large on his 
face. 

•The diffisrent life: Then for some 
months we heard stories of Shakti 

leading a "different life." Someone 
told me that he had stopped drink¬ 
ing altogether. I did not oelieve this 
until at a get-together I noticed him 
pouring didnks only for us and then 
tell me blushingly: “Sunil, believe 
me, I have stopped it," I did not try 
to influence him to change his 
mind. 

It was at this time when friends of 
mine were swapping stories of 
Shakti going to get-togethers well 
dressed and taking tiis wife and 
child along with him that news 
came of his getting the Akademi 
award. I do not think our friend will 
reprd it an event of any worth 
whatsoever. The prestige of the 
award has been downgraded enough 
by having been given to many an 
undeserving writer. In fact, Shakti 
should have got it much earlier. I 
only hope that with the prize money 
of Rs 10,000 he will go into hiding 
once again and come back fresh 
with bagfuls of amazingly beautiful 
poetry. 

I remember Satyajit Ray once 
being invited to a publishing award 
giving function. He was presented 
with a cheque of Rs 1,000 by a 
publishing company. Announcing 
this, one of the organisers said, “The 
prize money may be meagre, but our 
esteem for the recipient is very 
high.” Visibly angered by the hypoc¬ 
risy of the company, which was well 
off, Ray lashed out during his 
speech: “I would have been happier 
had the prize money been liigher 
and the esteem less.” 

So far as awards are concerned. I 
cannot agree more with Mr Ray. 
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SERIAL / Jeffrey .Archer 

Oil THE SIXTH DiT 
Russia's vast war machine is poised to invade West Germany. Soviet leader 
Ogarkov has gambled that the West will not press the nuclear button. In a 
tense Cabinet meeting at Number 10 Downing Street, the Prime Minister 
is asking his colleagues: “Will you fight the Russians, or doj^ou want to 
avoid nuclear war at all costs?” * 

Friday. 
November 4,1988 

“Twelve-ten in 
■ favour of the Foreign 

Secretary” said the 
Prime Minister. 
Everyone around the 
Cabinet table started 
talking at once. The 

Prime Minister waited until he had 
complete silence. 

"Your decision means that no 
further protest will be made to the 
Russian^ 

"You hre convinced tftey have no 
intention of crossing the West Ger¬ 
man border and even if they did you 
would be unwilling to countenance 
a nuclear war over Germany. 

“It has therefore been agreed that 
we would have little hope in a 
conventional battle against the 
Soviets where our troops and equip¬ 
ment are outnumbered almost two 
to one. 

“If that situation should arise we 
would have to retreat to the Belgian 
end Dutch borders and then recon¬ 
sider our position. 

“Now that you.have made your 
decision, General Kenny must be 
fully informed of our intentions so 
that he can react to any set of 
circumstances that might arise over 
the next few days. 

“I shall naturally inform Presi¬ 
dent Mondale and Chancellor Vogel 
of our decision. Goodnight, gentle¬ 
men. I can only hope we albhave a 
peaceful weekend." 

The meeting broke up, the Minis¬ 
ters exhausted and the Prime Minis¬ 
ter Immediately left for his study. 
He called President Mondale first to 
let him know the Cabinet’s decision. 

“I'm sorry to hear that," the Presi¬ 
dent said, “but I fully understand 
your position even if 1 don’t agree 
with it. 
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“1 am sure you realise that it’s 
going to be impossible for America 
to cooperate with you on matters of 
defence in the future. Congress will 
never vole for expenditure on pro¬ 
jects they feel they have little or no 
influence over. 

“1 think you must assume Trident 
is no longer on your shopping list.” 

”1 also understand your position, 
Mr President, but my hands are now 
tied." 

“So be it.” said the President. 
"America will have to look for its 
friends elsewhere in the future. 
Heaven knows we have done every¬ 
thing to prove we don’t believe in 
‘super power sanctuary.’ 

“Good luck, and let’s hope that 
your Foreign Secretary is proved 
right and it's nothing more than a 
false alarm.” 

The Prime Minister waited for a 
moment between calls and then 
asked his PPS to get Chancellor 
Vogel on the line. 

The German Chancellor listened 
to the news in disbelief before 
saying: “So much for European uni¬ 
ty, a unity that can now only be 
achieved under a Soviet regime.” 

“I’m* sorry," said the Prime 
Minister. 
" “That must be the understatement 
of the century,” replied Chancellor 
Vogel. * 

“Once again the' Germans are on 
their own.” He heard the phons 
click and found the Secretary ol 
State for Defence waiting to speak tc 
him. 

“I have no quarrel with the 
Cabinet decision, Prime Minister, 
but I feel that I must in the circumst¬ 
ances resign my office of state and 
return to the backbenches. 

“I do not have the Foreign Secret¬ 
ary’s abiding faith in the Russian's 
goodwill and this is the only way 1 
can put my views on the record.” 

“I have for some time faced the 
• fact that whatever the outcome, one 
of you would have to go,” said the 
Prime Minister, “and I hope it will 
not be long before you return to 
government.” 

The Prime Minister attended the 
CBI dinner held at Grosvenor House 
later that night. 

He gave a lacklustre speech ou the 
current state of British industry, 
before returning to Number 10 
Downing Street and collapsing into 
bed. He had the worst night’s sleep 
since he had taken over the job. 

Ogarkov actually 
smiled when he 
heard the news that 
the British Secretary 
of State for Defence 
had resigned because 
the Foreign Secret¬ 

ary's view had prevailed in the 
Cabinet. 

He could not wait to see the faces 
around the Politburo table now that 
the victory was his. 

But that would have to be held up 
because the Politburo was only to be 
called into session if there was any 
protest made by the British. 

As the hours passed by it became 
more and more obvious that no 
communique was ping to be sent. 

Ogarkov had already been in¬ 
formed that thousands of Germans 



-were fleeing across the French, Bel¬ 
gian and Dutch borders and every 
airport and railway station was Ai¬ 
led to overcrowding as panic set in. 

He got put through to General 
Skokov at the front only to And he 
was waiting like an impatient child 
who wasn't being allowed to open 
his Christmas stocking until first 
light. 

The Russians crossed the West 
German border a few minutes aAer 
six o'clock on the morning of 
November 4, 1988 and' even they 
were surprised by the lack of resist¬ 
ance. 

The Americans and British had 
leA a few hours before having des¬ 
troyed all their Ales and records. 

'They set up new bases behind the 
Dutch, French end Belgian borders. 

As the sun rose higher in the sky 
it became clear that the Russians 
were only facing a token resistance 
from a few brave Germans who had 
taken to the streets with overnight 
home-made petrol bombs. 

They were no match for a ruth¬ 
less, highly trained army who by 
nightfall had assassinated Chancel¬ 
lor Vogel and a mere 1,119 other 
insurgents who had shown any form 
of resistance. 

The Russians then established a 
dusk to dawn curfew. 

Few Germans could be found 
alive on the streets that night as 
500,000 Russians occupied their 
newly captured territory. 

Families remained huddled 
together in their homes suddenly 
aware what life in East Berlin must 
have been like. 

The Western press gave the Rus¬ 
sians what any film star would have 
described as bad notices, but Ogar- 
kov simply reminded his aide of the 
English proverb “Sticks and stones 

»* 

That evening Presi- 
dent Mondale 
addressed the nation 
and explained to his 
countrymen that he 
had wanted to retali¬ 
ate when he realised 

what the Russians were planning. 
But he couldn't countenance such a 
stand without British support. 

In future, he told the vast televi¬ 
sion audience, America would have 
to stand alone as they could no 
longer rely on Britain as an ally, and 
to that end. he added, we shall 
remove all our nuclear weapons 
from British soil. 

®When Ogarkov en¬ 
tered the room he 
was greeted with 
loud applause all the 
way to his seat. He 
joined in with the ap¬ 
plause to show that 

he considered the triumph a joint 
effort though he believed in truth 
that if he had not stood firm the 
Politburo would never have carried 
through his daring plan. 

Three seats were vacated round 
the table, those of Grishin, the Mos¬ 
cow Party boss and his two life-long 
supporters Aliyey and Demichev, 
I'hey would never be heard of again. 

Ogarkov had no .further plans for 
removing anyone else from the 
Politburo for now was not the time 
for a purge but rather a reconcilia¬ 
tion. Grishin would be smeared as 
the culprit. 

Ogarkov would replace the three 
9 



men with his own acolytes and thus 
create perpetual majority on the 
Politburo to ensure that he was able 
to carry out the next part of “Opera* 
tion Reverse Takeover." 

He smiled for the second time that 
day. “Comrades,” he said, "the Un¬ 
ion has had an historic triumph in 
releasing the people of West Ger¬ 
many froin the capitalists. The very 
lack of resistance to our comrades in 
arms by other than a handful of 
subversives clearly shows how wel¬ 
come we were. 

It will be some time before we can 
consolidate our position but Mar¬ 
shal Skokov assured me it will be 
only a mutter of days before the 
whole of Germany is under his 
command. 

(3ur first priority therefore must 
be to stop those criminals who are 
trying to escape over the border to 
France, Holland and Belgium and to 
that end I have decided to build. 

You've won this 
time, vour have you 
proved your case?" 
asked Roger taking 
off his Watford scarf. 

“Nobody won.” 
said Susan. Let us say 

common sense has prevailed.” 
“Common .sense has turned out to ' 

be a little rough on the Germans.” 
replied Roger, pouring himself a 
beer. 

“1 am sure we will be able to 
negotiate something for them as 
soon as it all settles down." 

"Like we managed to for the East 
Germans when they built the first 
wall!" said Roger. 

“We should at least be thankful 
there wasn't a nuclear war when we 
would all have been blown to 
.smithereens." 

"There never needs to be one 
when only one side has the nuclear 
weapons." replied Roger. 

"Precisely." said Su.san. "and now 
that the Americans are removing all 
their warheads from British soil, we 
have nothing to fear and can at last 
sleep in peace." 

■'If having a deterrent was your 
onlv tear.” 

“What el.se is there to fear?” asked 
Susan. 

"Ask me the same question in five 
years' time. " said Roger putting 
duw'n the empty glass. 

■'You’re just a warmonger." .said 
Sicsan. "There's no proof the Rus¬ 
sians have any territorial interest in 
Britain.'.' 

"Then you won't be going to- 
(ii'eehliam Common?” said Roger. 

'Wliat's tliK point, we've won a 

famous victory. You agree with me, 
don't you. Dad?” 

Mr Frampton looked up from his 
paper. "Don't ask me. I blame the 
politicans myself,” he said. 

Friday^ 

November 4, 1988 

"Twelve-ten in 
favour of the Secret¬ 
ary of State for De¬ 
fence,” said the 
Prime Minister. 
Everyone around the 
table started talking 

at once. The Prime Minister waited 
until he had complete silence. 

"Your decision means that I must 
now contact Ogarkov immediately 
and leave him in no doubt that if hi,s 
forces cross the West German border 
we shall, along with the Americans, 
defend NATO’s position as if West 
Germany were sovereign territory. 

“To that end the Secretary of State 

*Your decision means 
that I must now 
contact Ogarkov 

immediately and leave 
him in no doubt that if 

his forces cross the 
West German border 
we shall, along with 

the Americans, defend 
NATO's position 

for Defence has assured me that we 
are in'a full state of readine.ss and 
that our commanders in the field 
have everything they need at their 
disposal to repel the enemv. 

“1 shall naturally inform the Presi¬ 
dent and Chancellor Vogel of our 
decision." 

The tired meeting broke up and 
the Prime Minister immediately left 
for his study. He called the Amer¬ 
ican President first to let him know 
the Cabinet's decision. 

“Thank God for twelve brave men 
and women.” said the President. 
"General Kenny has been briefed 
and is well prepared for the Rus¬ 
sians should they decide to invade 
West Germany. 

"All that is left for you to do now 
IS coutact Ogarkov and leave him in 

dmibi that we will cut off his 
balls if he takes one step across that 
luirder although i feel sure, you'll 
find a inore British wav of express¬ 

ing the same sentiment.” 
"1 feel sure I will," said the Prime 

Minister, smiling for the first time 
that day. 

"ril deal with Ogarkov as soon as 
1 have spoken to Chancellor Vogel, 
and then I’ll come back to you 
again." 

‘‘J shall look forward to hearing 
from you.'I haven't got anything else 
on this evening.” The Fhesident 
smiled. “Let's hope that your Fore¬ 
ign Secretary is right and it's no¬ 
thing more than a false alarm. 

“In which case ail we can be 
guaranteed is a sleepless night, and 
in my case I shall be up listening to 
the election results.” 

The Prime Minister waited for a 
few minutes between calls and.then 
asked his PFS to get Chancellor 
Vogel oil the line. 

The German Chancellor listened 
to the Prime Minister’s news with 
relief and then said; “True European 
unity at las) and let us hope that this 
time it is Germany that prevents a 
world war rather than starts one. 

"Please let me know the result of 
your conversation with Ogarkov. for 
like the President. 1 shall not be 
sleeping this evening." 

The Prime Minister put the phone 
down to find the Foreign Secretary 
standing by the door. He handeil 
him his letter of resignation and left 
without a word. 

The Prime Minister read over the 
letter slowly but be had already 
faced the fact that whatever the 
outaonie one of them would have 
had to go. 

He hesitated once again before 
sitting down at his desk. For 30 
minutes he wrote and rewrote a 
short brief. He rehearsed it and 
when he was convinced that it was 
word perfect he asked his PPS to get 
Ogarkov on the line. 

He checked his watch, it vrould be 
nearly midnight in Moscbw. It took 
his secretary almost another hour to 
locate the Russian leader which the 
Prime Minister put down to nothing 
more than tactics, but eventually he 
came on the line. 

"Mr Ogarkov." he began, reading 
from his handwritten brief. “This is 
the British Prime Minister. I have to 
inform you that Her Majesty's Gov¬ 
ernment in accord with the Amer- 
i(;an administration will not tolerate 
any advance of Soviet troops o\'er 
the border of West Germany. 

"If any such invasion should take 
plm;e vdu must be in no doubt that 
the British nation will defend the 
so\<nfttigti rights of the West German 
(wnple as signatories of the NATO 



agreement and the Cppenhagen 
Treaty. 

“We shall do this with the sup¬ 
port of ail the armed forces and 
weapons at our disposal. Be assured 
we shall remain vi^lant at all times, 
although it remains our policy to 
make no aggressive move unl^s 
that border is crossed, is that under¬ 
stood. Mr Ogarkov?” 

The Prime Minister heard the 
phone click and was left in no doubt 
that he had been understood. 

Ogarkov frowned, but Grishin 
pressed on. “I have always believed 
we should continue our propaganda 
with the Green Party in Germany, 
the CND in Britain and the different 
nuclear protest fpoups in America. 

“it may take a. little more time, but 
it will in the long run greatly streng¬ 
then the odds in our favour.'' 

“I don’t agree,” said Ogarkov. “1 
have 500,000 troops trained and 
ready to invade Germany and 1 
remain confident that the West 

the. soldiers laced each other over 
the barbed wire. Suddenly and 
without warning some Soviet troops 
began to leave, in small numbers at 
first but then more and more. 

Their faces showed the same re¬ 
lief as those ot their British and 
American counterparts. 

By first light there was only a 
token Soviet force left at the boraer 
posts. The Prime Minister had a 
good night’s sleep for the first time 
that week. 

After he had called the President 
and Chancellor back to tell them the 
message had been delivered to Ogar¬ 
kov, the Prime Minister decided he 
would still attend the CBl dinner at 
Grosvenor House. He made a 
memorable speech on the necessity 
for an independent defence policy 
that could only be strengthened by 
the backing of true allies. 

the British but 

Every member of the 
Politburo had heard 
the news before the 
preinvasion meeting 
took place. Ogarkov 
was determined to Eress ahead despite 

e knew he could not 
do so w'ithout the support of the 
Politburo. He sat staring at grim 
faces as he gave a full explanation as 
to why he still wanted the invasion 
plan to be carried out. 

“And how do we cope with the 
fact that the Americans have, to our 
knowledge, 300 nuclear warheads 
pointing in the direction of Lening¬ 
rad and Moscow? Any one of which 
could wipe out those city’s entire 
populations in a matter of minutes,” 
asked Deputy Chairman Grishin. 

“When it comes to it they will 
never press the button,” replied 
Ogarkov, “and if they did we still 
have twice their personnel and oui 
new SS26 with which to retaliate.” 

And which one of us do you 
imagine will still be around to pick 
up the pieces?” asked the Deputy 
chairman. “No, this is madness. 

“I am convinced we must make a 
tactical withdrawal while leaving 
the West to believe that we nevmr 
intended to cross the border in the 
first place. 

“We were, as the General Secret¬ 
ary told our Ambassador In London, 
only carrying out military exercises 
within our own territories.” 

“But it may be yean before we 
have anothw opportunity like this 
one,” said Ogentov. 

”Qr never again,” said Girlahin- 
“Time is always on our side, that is 
if you put the Soviet Unitm ahead of 
your own ambitions.” 

would never uso a nuclear warhead 
for fear of the reprisals that they 
would bring upon themselves." 

“I still prefer to wait until they 
have no warheads to use.. As you 
have continually reminded us our 
conventional weapons far outnum¬ 
ber theirs which gives us all the 
more reason to return to the Geneva 
Conference on arms reduction.” 

Ogarkov looked around the table 
confident he stili had at least 11 
supporters for “Operation Reverse 

“A brilliant victory,” 
said Roger, taking off 
his Watford scan. 

"It was nothing of 
the sort.” said Susan. 
“The Russians never 
intended to cross the 

German border in the first place. As 
usual, your lot got worked up over 
nothing.” 

“1 don’t call 500.00 troops no¬ 
thing,” said Roger, pouring himself 
a beer. 

Suddenly and without 
warning some Soviet 
troops began to leave, 
in small numbers at 

first but then more and 
more...Tbe Prime 

Minister had a good 
night’s sleep for the 
first time that week. 

"Newspaper figures. The truth is 
that common sense prevailed. The 
rally at Greenham Common this 
weekend will be yet another drive to 
remove finally all American mis¬ 
siles from British soil. 

“Our supporters have succeeded 
in Germany and proved that it 
doesn’t start a world war. It will 
only be a matter of time before we in 
Britain realise that as well.” 

“And then nothing,” said Susan, 
clacking her heel on the stone kitch¬ 
en floor. “Won't t you ever under¬ 
stand that it’s the duty of every one 
of us to get rid of nuclear weapons 
once and for all in the interest of a 
safer world?” 

Takeover.” Even if it was a tie he 
would use his casting vote and 
prove them ail wrong in the end. 

“Then this had turned out to be 
nothing less than a vote of confi¬ 
dence.” said Ogarkov. 

“1 agree, said Grishin. 
“So be it. Those of you who 

support my plan to bring the Ger¬ 
man people under the Soviet rule, 
raise your hands.” 

Nine hands shot up, C^arkov 
stared and stared again at his com¬ 
rades as the seconds ticked by be¬ 
fore another hand went up. The rest 
of his past supporters left their 
palms flat on the table. 

'Those of you against,” he said, 
almost in a whisper. 

Twelve hands went t}p. Owkov 
hesitated for a moment and then 
stood up and marched out of the 

“1 couldn’t agree with you more,” 
said Roger. "If you can get both sides 
to agree.” 

“Ah, you'll never learn. I can't 
waste any more time on you or I’ll 
miss my train to Newbury. I've been 
looking forward to going to 
Greenham Common all week." 

“Wrap up well," shouted .Mrs 
Frampton from the kitchen. "With 
all that overnight host you could 
catch your deam of cold out in tlui 
open.” 

“I've taken an extra pullover, 
Mum.” 

Roger put down his empty glass 
as he watched his sister leav^. 
“What do you think Dad? he asked 
bis father. Mr Frampton looked up 
from his paper. 

“Don’t ask me, I blame the politi¬ 
cians myself,” he said. 

room. 
'ilw tension on the German b^re Concluded 

that night remained at fever pihdt as Courtesy: Asia Feotoree 
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RELIGION / Gangasagar Mela 

WASHING AWAT A MULTITUDE OF SINS 
The second largest religious fair in the country attracts pilgrims from 
abroad, too WHO was Udit 

Chand Dutta and 
John Pamar? No¬ 
body knows now. 
Of course, Udit 
Chand Dutta died 

Jong ago and John Pamar is not 
alive, either. But the names and 
pioneering work of Udit Chand Dut¬ 
ta and John Pamar ought to be 
remembered forever in connection 
with the Gangasagar Mela. Many of 
IIS do not even know that every 
particle of dust on the ancient road 
to Gangasagar is associated with the 
names of these two. 

As far as information is available, 
an institution was set up in 1819 
and named Sagardwip Samiti in the 
open wide of Sarmela. Sagardwip 
was divided into six administrative 
parts. They came to be known as 
Goramara, Murganga, Bamunkhali, 
Companier Char, Sikarpur and Oho- 
bilot. And this Dhobilot has de¬ 

veloped into what is now Gangasa- 
gar. It was here that the Ashram of 
Kapilmuni was founded. 

Gradually, people came in and 
settled around Gangasagar. Sagard¬ 
wip Samiti handed over all duties 
and responsibilities to a businesman 
of Calcutta. He was John Pamar. 
And, in 1867, Pamar handed over 
the reins to a Bengali businessman. 
Udit Chand Dutta. The area then 
was 17,726 bighas. The two. be¬ 
tween them, did a lot for the place. 

In 1864 Gangasagar, better Imown 
as Dhobilot then, was in the grip of a 
severe famine. Only 488 out of 5,625 
people survived. Every year, Dhobi¬ 
lot had to face natural calamities 
and the revenue of Dhobilot drop¬ 
ped steeply. 

During the floods of 1875, the 
settlements were washed away and 
;peopie forgot all about Dhobilot. 

he people also forwt all about Udit 
hand Dutta and nis son, Prasad 

Dutta. 
It was extromely difficult in th 

late Idth century to reach Sagard 
wip. Even then, pilgrims used to gi 
there for the blessings of th 
Almighty. But times have changed 
Pilgrims today travel by bus, launci 
or boat. The roads are wide and it i 
easy to reach Gangasagar now. 

Cte the way to Kutchabaria fron 
Namkbana, Sagardwip rises on th 
horizon. Sagardwip, with water am 
land, is 218 souare miles. Th 
population of the island at present i 
mearlv a lakh. In 1862-63, th 
population was only 285 and th 
number of houses then was a neg 
Itgible 87. 
' The ritual of Gangasagar Mel 

consists mainly of taking a holy di| 
in the waters close to the Ashram o 
Kapilmuni. The Mela is on the ver 
last day of the Bengali month a 
Pous (mid-January, usually)—whici 
is better known as Makar Sankran 

ThronsiBg to the Kapilmuni Aahram 



ti—«nd pilmms throng Gangasagar 
evan thou^ tiie water is icy cold 
then end they have to bathe at dawn. 

Gangasagar and the Mela are now 
under the supervision of the state 
government. There are about 30 
relief centres and societies like the 
Red Cross, St John’s Ambutohce, 
Bharat Sevashram Sam^, Ramiji^ 
rishna Mission Seva. Prathtsthan, 
Kapil Bis wanath, etc engaged for the 
assistance of the pilgrims. Thme ati 
about 3.000 policemen dq>loyed to 
tackle the vast mowds. 

.Pilgrims from aU' over India aa 
well as abroad come here to bathf 
on Makar Sankranti. Nearly a 
thousand packed tourist buseil inf* 
rive from the diffetmd statee df 
India. Eighty per cost d the pilgrlihi 
comavhom states othae 

. BengaL Ihe cnrards ih' ^ last Gais^ 
.easaRar numbered roUi^ly: 
Iwliha^jnuddsg it the second laimiikt 
hleU m India, ahar the Kund^ 

Sani^ Sinhh' 



NOSTALGIA / Balasore 

ESTABLISHING THE BRITISH 
Balasore was the first place where a settlement was established by the 

British in Eastern India Tib HE past link of Balasore 
•■in Orissa with Calcutta 

is today virtually un¬ 
known. Balasore's past, 
however, contains much ' 
of interest. The name 

Balasore is said to be a fmm of 
Baleswar—die young Krishna, or, 
acccnding to the Imperial Gaz^tew 
erf India (1909), of Banwwar, from 
the temple to Mahadeo Baneswar 
(Shiva, the Forest God). 

The history of Balasore, according 
to John Beames’ The History of 
Orissa under Mohommedan, 
Marathn and English Buie (1675), 
{com the 13th century onwards fea¬ 
tures the Afghans (the Sheran 
Brodien sent by Bakhtiyar Khalrf in 
120S)t the Mugfaals (Raja Man Singh 
in 1592), the Portufuew (1599), the 
English (1633). die Dutdi (1645), die 
Danes (1676), the French (1676) and 
the Mw^lias (1743, at die invitatioB 
of Mir Habib). 

Balasore was one of the earlier 
European settlements in Eastern In¬ 
dia. Qi die Portugume setdement, as 
early as 1599, not a vestige remains. 
Pipli was, however, the centre for 
Arakanese pirates with whom the 
Portuguese were in league. Their 
sloops used to haunt the Bay, harry 
^bdpplng and cany off the prisoners 
to noli, which was a slave market to 
whira the Arakanese plratw also 
brought tb^ pcisoiters. The Portu¬ 
gese had unaertaken to keep the 
Bay clear of pirates. Shah J^ian, 
mraged at th^ piracy and dieir 
refuw to release the numwous pris¬ 
oners. in 1632 besieged arid took 
their settlemmt at Hu|^, ai«i sent 
the survivoa as prisoners to Agra. 

According to tM Imperial Gazet¬ 
teer, Balascne was the first jrface 
w^hera a setUement uras established 
by die British in Eastern Ini^. R . 
owed ills importance not so mudi to 
Ha GommntaDce for trade with Oris¬ 
sa (the ureavm <d Balasore had ^ 
now be«i loog edeluated), at to m 
safety (|l its roadstead, near dm^ 
mouth Gangs, wUch mirirfad 
saag^irfsg i^ps to 
goes into smaller vessda for tmiia- 

port up the Hoo^y. The earliest 
mention of the name in English 
records is in 1633, when a party of 
factors, who had reached Orissa on a 
voyage from Masulipatmi, received 
permission from thp local Governor 
to berth at Balasore. The following is 
an account from Sir William Wiiron 
Hunter’s History of British India 
(1899): 

£ ( tN March 1633, ei^t English- 
I men started in a native junk, 
X'with a squue sail, an oor-like 

rudder, and a high poop, with a 
thatched house built for a cabin,' 
and rolled up the Bay of Bengal till 
they reached the moudt of the Grrat 
Rivm (rf Orissa (the Bui^balang). 
There, on April 21. Easter Day, 
1663, they cast andior inside dm 
mud-bwiks of the Mughal Cuatoms- 
Station M Hatishpor. The Hindu 
P(»t-Officer or 'Rxrgger' (our'sea- 
captain's rmdering of Raja) behaved 
with Indian courtesy to strangms. 
But presimdy a Portuguese frigate 
steered into the fuivni. anchored 
close to our halfdecked boat and got 
up a scuffle on sht»e. ‘where our 
men being oprest by multitudes had, 
like to have been ayil slaine or 
spoyled, but that Luckriip the Rc^- 
mi (i.e. LiJcahmi the t&ja) rescued 
mem with two hundred men! 

" Ralph Cartwright the chief mar- 
clmnt..ptoceeded yirith a small de- 

BalasOTe owed its 
importance not so 

muck to its 
Gimven^ce for trade 
with Orissa as to the 

safe^ of Its ro^stead 
near toe BUHito toe 
Ganga whiito siiabled 

putadon inland to the Moslem Gov 
ernor of Orissa at Cuttack...Tht 
kindness which they met with or 
their few days’ idur^ up the de 
Ita-—kindness which Hindu hospi 
tality showed to any stranger from i 
distant land who came in peace— 
impressed them deeply. The impos 
htg etiquette of die Court of Cuttacl 
quickly brcnight them - back to < 
Oense ^ ^eir positlon...(The Mbs 
iem Gmmmor oi Orissa] received tlu 
three Englisbnmn in his Hall o 
Public Audience amid orients 
Splendour, affably inclined his heat 
to Mr Caitwri^: then slipping of 
his sandal offered ‘his foot to oui 
mwchant to kiss, which ha twici 
refused to do, but at last he was f^ 
to do tt’ Cartwright presented hit 
gifts. howevw, he could ftn 
^h his petition for trade, ‘the Kii^j 
almoner’ gave the signal to: 
preyer...and oushmss endra for tlu 
day... 

“Cartwri^t came with two die 
tinct objects; redress for the Portu 
wese attadk within a Mu|hel har 
hour, and a license for trade. Thi 
Portuguese Captain lodged a coun' 
ter-complaint against our crew, anc 
e«:h of the litiflaats pmehosed tlu 
md frf powmbif offlcials...The Gov 
emor 'made ribort wtnrk widi thf 
msfter, and put ua aU out of shift 
presMrfly; ftv be coifflscated bod 
the vlssri mid goods oS to MquNrft 
This was too much for the Boglisl 
temper. To the ridmrishiBant frf tN 
coiutiwB 'otvyraomhaat rose up ft; 
graet anger, and di|>artad, sayhii 
9iaf tf he cotrfd net 
he would havf It in atioth<n 
place'-..Tlif (Sovernor, mlhei 
amused fimn dfriidodliy Mgaujne- 
fty. gaws jfrfm ItBue te Quui 
d^a, nt>4 dmi aidalM him ftstc 
Ida' Pi6iNiiM».-.TIie. ie«hit'''sofii 
m^pasBod. The Ckrenaor or TQag 

lha Periutiwiae fttgite, but oi 
Mmr 5. was. Iw malad m anki 
giving dm SngfMi an OBorfb HosmR 
to aeatit. jms ^Wsa 

' 9*!**”*^*^ femWid'iiie'tiinBicy.ei 
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mission to th« English is actually 
dated February 2, 1634. TI€E^ Dutch acquired a plot of 

land jU Balasore. still known as 
KoUaadais Shahi or Ulansha* 

hi, in 1646. After nearly two centur¬ 
ies, this' was ceded to the British in 
162S (the same year as Chinsurah). 
All that remained was a brick pyra¬ 
mid erected in memory cd Michael 
fans Burgmaaf Van Sevenhuisen 
November!696. 

The Danish settlement was estab¬ 
lished in 1676 and the locality is 
still known as Oanemardanga. It was 
ceded to the British in 1846. 

The French settlement (the local¬ 
ity Is called to this day, Fm^ashdan- 
ga) remained zealously under -the 
Administrator of Chandannagar dll 
it was transferred to independent 
India. 

In 1650 the English ship Lyoness 
anchored at Balasore. The ship's 
captain, John Brookhaven, drew up 
instructions for those who were to 

moUidiing ell Mughal foils on the 
Hooghly within ree^, aftm negotia¬ 
tions failed: Qutmock based himself 
at Hijili. and a blow was struck In 
1667 by the En^ish Sft Bialasore. The 
Ei^lish captured the fort with small 
loss. , 

On the following day they took 
the new town, btuning and des¬ 
troying. They broke into the cus¬ 
toms house, they plundered the 
wealth of’the private merchants and 
burnt all the shipping. Overtures 
were made by Shaista f^an, and the 
English came back, now to Suttanu- 
ti, but the arrival of a fleet from 
England put a new complexion on 
the situation. 

The Court of Directors of the East 
India Company in answer to Char- 
nock’s earlier (1686) appeals for 
help had sent out a ‘ capricious and 
futUe featherbrained sea captain of 
the name df Heath with orders to-set 
up a factory at Chittagong, which, 
they felt he vrould find ‘somewhere 
up the great Ganges.” 

Ip whose memory a striking mono 
mant was erected in Weidiaainste 
Abbey, next to that of Genera 
Wolfe. He was only 26, and was tb 
son of,the famous navigator of tha 
dama, acixirdtng to toe Loruht 

■Timas of August 3, 1799. The continuing Manitha isAdi 
bagan to lay waste the faintw 
land and ii^ure British tradte 

In 1803, matters came to a head. / 
British force of about 1,000 men sa 
sail from Calcutta. They landed neai 
old Balasore, advanced along thi 
.river, attacked and took the fort or 
September 21, 1803. 

In 1893 some shells manufacturec 
at Cossipore had to be sent to Eng 
land as no proof facilities wan 
available in India. Hence the Gov 
ernment felt the need for a proo 
range in the country. Hie Director 
Ordnance Factories, sought a suit 
able location near Calcutta, but « 
the mud of the river would rendei 
the recovery of the profectiles (ani 

When the English were 
driven out of the 

settlement of Hugli in 
1686 by the Mumal 

Fau|dar, after a ^arp 
skirmish, Chahiock 

decided on 
demolishing Mughal 
forts on the Hoogly 

within reach* 

be sent up to the town of Hooghly, 
‘Principally and above all thtogs, 
you are to endeavour with the 
of ymir ffli^t and power the true 
advancement of the giPry ol God. It 
is the design of our Mastexs the 
Honoui^le Company to advance, 
and incnaaa thw trade in tiiesa 
parts Orissa and Bengal;* 

:Ain East India Conqiany daspatoh 
dated Pnbruafy 22. IBiMI, jivas an 
aln^ complete list of the Councils 
Wtabltsiied in -Bengal. Hie lS»d- 
tpuuters of the Eiwi^ meidtants 
was m Outiide Hugh, a few 
ibtdetsd ^ctorim at IhKics. Balaaon, 
OoKdfidiimHg add f^tna made up 
ttja- than tmm 6^ of ihe Sogdab 

Whan ihoBugUili waiu driven out 
oF^aetttt»«it in 1M6 by 
01* .Mwiilud ffauidmi after n ahaep 
richrmlah, OianiPck decfdad (m 

Heath disallowed Charnock's 
agreement with Shaista Khan, 
and ordered the embarking of 

the Agent and his staff cmto the 
ships, the bombardment and furthei. 
burning of Balasore (1688), and 
finally the transportation of the en¬ 
tire English settlements in Bengal 
and Bihar to Madras. Captain 
Heath’s six month cruise around the 
Bay. reads like a romance, according 
to H.E.A. Cotton. In 1690, when 
Aurangzeb granted them a new. ^r- 
man, the English raturaed to Bala¬ 
sore. 

Hie importance of Balasore de¬ 
clined ■ as the navigation of the 
Hooghly became more familiar to 
European pilots and when its local 
trade was affected by the Maiatha 
invaskm of Orissa. 

' In 1799 one of the most brilliant 
ftlgate actions on racmd was fought 
in Balasore Rrwds by the British 
frigate La SybiUe against the French 
frinte Lo Forte which was reputed 
to be die most heavily armed vessel 
aflpatin hmtlma. *niaFt«Bichfrigate 
had bean playtng havoc at tha Smd- 
heads with the Eoglteh alripping. 

After a fiurca eximange in whfr^ 
La Foita lost an adfUfril (da Seroey), 
her captain and all hw uauteuants, 
and siutaliiqd cmniallias of tw out 
d a crow ai Wtaatk veasal 

'afruck her ccdount. M. SyhilJe asr- 
find har oft ittlbt^ 
-with only is^ttesuiwim^,-Wioairi 
wiMNri-iraa 
Edward Cook, w^lahiwtod in 
the South Pack Caitteiery. Old- 

The importance of 
Balasore declined as 
the navigation of the 

Hoogly became more 
familiar to European 
pilots and when its 

local trade was 
affected by the 

Maratha invasion of 
Orissa, 

'overwator* shots) Impoaslbhi. ai 
adjacent site was sought. On ^ 
au^stion of the Pori Olfioers, 0 
Ci^tta and Orissa, Chandipore. 11 
km from Balasore, waa.lnapectad 
On this coast the flVa-frtfhom line ii 
about 12 miles from tha shore and i 
beadi of about three miles ia unoh 
vared at low watwr. So fiivouiubll 
was the report for firing almig Ihs 
length of the beach, diet tfaU PrqQj 
and Experimental EstablishnUi^ 
came into being in 1696, witoi fri 
headquarters fiahwmre. * 

A cuiiouB pheammmoa had oco» 
atonafty bean repotted , at C%imdi> 
pore in thevpast, of soiihda frrxn ftw 
am shniliar to the boom cd fang 
These had hem teptetegd et^ m 
chMur dontftms days on whitih dup 
was iio .fttfiig-' Ehadirii of La Sybm 

0991 
'SJL‘MnBttMsi ' 





L«ft:Frlnc«tt Caroline af Monaco ind 
her flanoe Staphano Caabaghl make a 
hantfaoma eouirta. Tha 23-yoarKHd 

. MaHan iMialnaaanHHt and ttia gorgaoua 
dttigMar Prinoa Rainlw and tha lata 
Pilnoaaa Cbaoa had a cMI niarriaga at 
iM nBfW np0|B9 |n MOIIHPQ* TM 

rimopw Mnipr invTwias 10 r iMcn 

btiainaadniah PhWIppa Junel andad in 
divoraa taro yaara latan^-theuah Ilia 
dlveioa iaaoi not raco^ilaadoirtlM 
ISalhdBa^lMireiir 

4tNiva: A cuatard^ tm what 
Prinoa Chaiiaa got hinwalfhito 
hto vteR to Manehaaiar rooMitly. A foiM 
pia hit him in diafaoa at aeommonHy^ 
oantra, iMft the good naturad Princa 
toe* up the matiar India right aplrttiihd 
atartad a alapaUck aoana IhoatM 
dtraetor Sh^hanStartcia wid other ^ 
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The monilng jogsers 
aad players had left, 

the maidan was deserted, 
but the roads were full of 
vehicles screeching their 
ww to places of work. 

Suddenly, right in the 
centre of the maidan, near 
the Mohammedan Sport¬ 
ing ground, there 
appeared a goalkeeper 
drMsed in office wear, in 
a full-sleeved sliirt and 
trousers. ‘Ckulkeeper,’ be¬ 
cause he started ‘keeping’ 
to an imaginaiv shooter. 

He lumped full to his 
left, got up, tipped 
another floater over the 
bar, mt up a^n, and then 
dived full length at an 
advancing forward. All 
this was imaginary, of 
course, except the goal¬ 

keeper himself. His ^1- 
keeping a la Bhaskar 
Ganguly over, with a 
smile of contention on his 
face and dirt on his 
clothes, he travwsed the 

maidan. By then, quite a 
few people had collected 
and there was a good deal 
of applause. 

But then, this is a soc¬ 
cer-crazy city, isn’t it? 

A^up of young boys 
found a novel 

method of attracting the 
attention of a bunw of 
young rirls at the Victoria 
Memorial the other morn¬ 
ing. These schoolgirls had 
gone there at about 11 am 
for a picnic to celelaate a 
collea^e's birthday. They 
spread out their stuff and 
were about to settle down 
to an mtoyabla day out in 
the sun, when this group 
of boys emerged from no¬ 

_*neaM’ Note_ 
where. 

After many an effort to 
attract the attention of 
these young girls failed, 
they moved away to a 
distance. Then arrived an 
elderly beggar in absolute 
tatters who limped right 
upto the picnic spot and 
instead of putting out his 
palm to beg for a few 
coins, he dropped a neatly 
folded piece of paper right 
in the middle of me chat¬ 
tering young giris. 

One of the girls picked 
it up and opened the sheet 
of paper to find the names 
and telephone numbers of 
some boys. 

In the meantime the 
pestnrittB Romeos were 
craning their necks to see 
the reaction of these girls 
who—mudi to their dis- 

‘ appointment—took no 
nonce of this gesture, but 
tote die paper into tiny 
bits and scsdlered them eu 
ovw the garden. 

Cable Fable 
CABLE fault. This 

perhaps, is the phrase 
most familiar to telephone 
subscribers of the citv 
Used by the telephones 
department as an excuse 
for nonfunctioning tele¬ 
phones. Its sheer lack of 
credibilitv was brou^t 
home sharplv to a col¬ 
league of ours recentlv 

Whaf happened was the 
usual* the colleague's tele¬ 
phone—in the 45 ex- 
t hange—suddenly went 
dead Complaints were 
registered, peisonal visits 
were made to the e\.- 
change. the division^] en¬ 
gineer was contacted, 
angrv letters were written 
to the general manager 
All brought forth the same 
response—cable fault 

Months passed At last 
one dev a telephone 
mechanic visited the 
building, to repair another 
telephone of course, but 
our colleague saw him 
and forced nim to hate a 
look at his own instru¬ 
ment The mechanic, as 
mechanics ere u’ont to be 
these davs. was rather un¬ 
cooperative end initialh 
gave just a few cursory 
glances and half-hearted 
prods with his screwdriv¬ 
er. However. lUddenlt 
there was a look of in¬ 
terest and with a trium¬ 
phant ‘ Hah!' the tnache- 
nic lunged at the tele¬ 
phone's plug point, ad¬ 
justed a feiA’ wires, and 
presto, toe telephone was 
working. 

All that had happened 
was that one of the house 
peiiitms who had recontty 
been swannini alt overt 
the piece had aceidentallv 
palled and toosened a 
wire. 0na supposes thatt 
too, to ha a cMh lauh for 
the dapaitmant. 

It 
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tt Vnwed Op AU«ilEaH family 
tyantod to troat their 

newly married son-in- 
law, an Australian, whc 
was visiting Calcutta foi 
the first time, to a typical 
Bengali lundn. So he was 
taken to a restaurant that 
served real home-cooked 
Bengali fare. 

it was astounding to 
note how expertly he 
handled the entire Bengali 
menu, as if he was the real 
Bengali present there. He 
ate the bitter sukta with 
genuine relish, the dad 
and brinjal fry was eaten 
in a jiffy. When it came to 
the sorshey hilsa fish, this 
young man got to work 
with his knife and ^ fork. 
Without much effort, he 
separated the fish from 
the thin hair-like fish 
bones. 

At the end of the meal, 
his plate was polished 
clean axcept for the fish 

bones neatly piled up on 
the edges. Then came the 
mango chutney, followed 
by the traditional mishti 
dot and rosogollas which 
wei% consumed with the. 
greatest glee, fust when 
wo'^m'e discusidog 
fact as to the ease with 
which Ihis young visitor 
had hfndlM the entire 
m«nu so forei^ to him. 
the ritu^ poon was being 
served. 

On this QccaBi(m> be 
took a .poofl in his hand, 
calmly opened it up and 
very pdttely ate up the 
Ininm ootiteals lu»s the 
aopari masahi, then 
vmy cuuaUy i^ui^ed 
M|PtheBtWh^<U* bmand 
threw it htto Die plate as if 
it ¥m tiswiwt wrapping! 

The other morning, an 
acquaintance lifted 

the telephone receiver to 
make a local call and 
found herself in the mid¬ 
dle of an intriguing cross 
connecdon. 

Two ladies were having 
a conversation which 
went something like this: 
"It is just not coming, 1 did 
it die way you instructed 
me to do it, but the num- 
bef is doubling every 
time," said one voice. 

"How many-times must 
1 tell you to take the first 
one, put it over the 
second, then throu^ the 
second one catch the loop 

in front and drop all three 
.together,” said the other 
one. 

"Wait, wait," continued 
the first excitedly, "let me 
try once more.” 

The second voice chip¬ 
ped in impatiently with, 
“Hurry up, several people 
are wdting for their num¬ 
bers," 

Then the first voice 
shrieked io joy, "Hey, It's 
come, it's come beautiful¬ 
ly this time.” 

By now our acquant- 
tance’s curiosity had ^ 
the better of her and she 
could not resist asking 

KoUtoly if they would tell 
er what game they wmo 

playing over the tele¬ 
phone, keeping so many 
calls waiting. 

"Sorry, didl," said the 
second voice, "this Is a 
knitting design which I 
am trying to teach my 
sister-in-law and she leai- 
iy takes her time in grasp¬ 
ing the Uttlest thix^.” 

Apparently, they were 
both telephone operators 
employed at different 
offices. No wonder half 
the telephone numbers in 
Calcutta are pwrpetuaUy 
engaged! 

A correspondent’s 
friend, who is one of 

the frontline leadem of the 
AB^F (All Bengal Junior 
Doctors' Federation] re¬ 
cently went through an 
ironic experience. 

During a gherao at one 
pf the medi^ colleges of 
Chdcutta, the junior doc¬ 
tors were reportedly 
beaten .up by the police. 
The situation took a bad 
turn and all the hospitals 
of West Bengal went on a 
weeklong strike. The rest 
of the story Is known to 
everybody. 

TlMSestisSiltiiee 
After the strike was over 

and the hpspitals had 
shrugged off their de¬ 
serted look and the out¬ 
patients' departments re¬ 
sumed functioning, our 
correspondent’s friend 
was treating patients as 
per routine. A man had 
brought his wife, who was 
suffering from heart trou¬ 
ble. When the doctor be¬ 
gan examining her, the 
man, with folded hands, 
began a monologue: 

‘ DoCtorsaab, we met in 
your superintendent’s 
room that day. 1 was on 

duty. I was ordmed to beat 
you. But believe me, doc- 
torsaab, I didn’t be^ you 
or any of your friends/1 
just shouted to scare you 
and*I actually took care to 
see that you didn’t ^ 
hurt. Don’t brand me gi^- 
ty, sGob* my wife is vwty 
seriously ill.' 

Our correspondent tolls 
us that his friend says that 
this incident oonclusivefy 
proves the validity of flie 
old saying, ‘He who ex¬ 
cuses himself, accuses 
himself.’ 



Th» information gtvan batow 
ia aecurata at tne tima of 
going to 

HiNDi FILMS 

RBGULARmpWS 

Agar Turn Na Hoia: Pwadlse 
(BMrtinck, Straat; ^^2)-l2, 
a, 6, 9. 

Raiaah Khanna's wHa dias 
during ohHdbirth. He aaarehas 
for a mothar tor hfa child. 
Meamvhila. ha angagea a 
photographar (Ri^ Baboai^ to 
promota his .oompany’s 
ooBmadce. Babbar chances 
upon an orphan (Rakha). turns 
har into a ntodel and marries 
her. 

Ha is than crippled in an 
aoddant and Rakna becomes 
govamaar to Riyesh’s child. 

She Is toroad to fdda har mar¬ 
ried status and Rajash tods in 
loya with har. The triangle a 
avantually resolved. 

Qood photography'and 
haunting tunes enrich this sim¬ 
ple film. 
Ardh Satya: New Cinema 
(Lanin Sarani; 2roi47),.Tallcie 
Show House (Shibdas Bhaduri 
StreM; 5S2270), J^t (A.p.C. 
Road; 365108), Pushpa^ 
(Diamond Harbour Road: 
775081 )-3 shows, Uttara 
(Bidhan Sarani, 552200) S uf 
jisla (Russa Road; 478666F 
noon. 

An authentic fifin ^ Govlnd 
Nihatani 'starring Om Purt, 
Smita Patil and Amri^ Puri. 
Arttt (A): Metro (Chowringfiee 
Road; 233541), fiasusrea 
(S.P. Mukharjaa Road; 
478806Hnoon. 

Shabana Azmi's husband, 
Kulbushan Kharbanda, who 

makes ad films, fails to leva 
with Smita Patil, a film star. 
The abandoned woman is also 
an orphan, an elerrient to the 
plot which is dictaled few the 
demtoids of santimanfality. 

Excellent performancso 
from the cast are the main 
strength of this altogether 
commendable fflm. 
Betaab: Jyoti (Lenin Sarani; 
241132)>12, 3, 6, 8.^. 

Star debutants Sunny Deol 
wKl Amrita Singh with veteran 
Shammi Kapoor are to the 
leading roles of this film, 
directed by Rahul RawaH with 
musie>by R.D. Burman. 

These are two docummtar- 
ias on the diseases, their 
causes, affecto and possible 
cures. They are compact and 
informative, though rather re- 

puMve to the ^^ftihitiated. 
Coolla: Orient (Bantinek 
Street; 231917), Krishna (T,C. 
Dutta Street; 344^), Uttara 
(Bidhan Sarani; 5&S^K Mi- 
iata (Russa Road; 478666), 
Purabi ^.Q. Road; 350660). 

Oireem Iw Prayag Riri and 
Manmohan Oesto, the film has 
Amitabh Bachchan to the ttiler- 
ole with co-stars Waheeda 
RMunan, Rishi Kapoor. Rati 
AgnihotrK Shoma Anand 
Sirash Oberoi, Kader Khan, 
Om Shivpuri, new find Puneet 
Issar and others. Hrishikesh 
Mukberjee has edited this film, 
whose music is my Laxmlkant 
Pyaralal. 
Haro: Opera (Lenin Sarani), 
Grace (M.Q. I^d; 341544), 
Qaneeh (Upper Chitpur Road; 
3322S0)-4 shows, Rupbani 
(Bidhan Sarani; 553413)- 
noon, Menoka (Sarat Chatter- 
jae Avenue; 410417)-3 shows. 

>u ■ 
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Jackie Shroff is the actopted 
son of Amrish Puri who is 
charged with murder. Shammi 
Kap^ is a retired IGP whose 
statement will send Puri to the 
gsdiows. Jackie kidnaps the 
rSP's daughter (Meenakshi 
Seshadri) and holds her pris¬ 
oner in a log cabin and, pre¬ 
dictably, falls in love with her. 

This is a cliche-ridden film in 
which nothing, from the music 
to the technical aspects, merits 
mention. 
Khandhar: Metro (Chowring- 
hee Road; 233541), Mitra 
(Bidhan Sarani; 551133)—3 
shows, Priya (Rashbehari 
Avenue; 464440)—4 shows. 

A film by Mrinal Sen which 
has Shaoana Azmi and 
Naseeruddin Shah in the iead. 
Main Awara Hoon: Cotus 
(S.N. Banerjoe Road 
242664)-11.45, 2.30, 5.30 
8.30. 

The plot is a stale one. Two 

Directed by K. Bapaiah wRh 
music by Bappi Lahiri. the tHm 
stars Jeetendra, Sridevj, Java 
Prada, Kader Khan, Shm 
Kapoor, Aruna Irani, Asrani 
and odiers. 
Mari AdaaMt: Majestic (R.A 
KIdwai Road; 242266), Basua- 
ree (S.P. Mukheilee Road; 
478808), Moontoht (T.C. Dut- 
ta Street; 343339). 

The film stars Rajnikent, 
Zeenat Aman, Mohnish BeM 
and Kader Khan. 
Pfiulwail: Regal (S.N. Baner- 
jee Road; 233849), Krishna 
(T.C. Dutta Street; 344262). 

Debashree Roy, Shashi 
Puri, Rakesh Bedi, Ashok 
Saral and Jayashree T. sUir 
this fitm, directed by Mukui 
Dutt virith music by Rajkamal 

BENGALI FILMS 

NEW RELEASES 
brothers have different lifes¬ 
tyles and. it is revealed later, 
different approaches to life. 
The older is a paragon of virtue 
while the younger seems an 
insolent drunkard. However, it 
is he who turns out to be the 
one who cherishes family 
bonds and values. The story is 
garnished with villains, fights 
and dances. 

Sunjay Dutt, as the 
youngest brother, comes off 
poorly. Raj Babbar, Rati Agni- 
hotri and Jaya Prada are 
somewhat better. 
Mewaall: Hind (Ganesh Chan¬ 
dra Avenue; 274259)—4 
shows 

Jadiie Shroff and MeenaksM In Karo*: Ilia prelaefhM toueh 

y-i-Ui, 

M' 

Samarpita; Sree (Bidhan 
Sarani; 551515), Indira (Indra 
Roy Road; 471757)-3 shows. 

Alpana Goswami, Chiran- 
jeet, Nandini Mallyea, Ruma 
Guhathakurta and Rabi Ghosh 
comprise the cast of this film, 
directed by Guru Bagchi with 
music by Ajoy Das. 

REGULAR SHOWS 

Pratidan (A): Rupbani 
(Bidhan Sarani; 553413), Aru¬ 
na (M.G. Road; 359561) & 
Bharat! (S.P Mukherjee Road; 

'■i '3 

’if 

474886)-2.30, 530. 8.30. 
Sharmiia Tagore is a simple 

village girl who is in love with 
Ranjit Mullick. He goes abroad 
to become a barrister, leaving 
her an unmarried mother. She 
becomes a nautch girl and 
befriends destitutes. Victor 
Banerjee Is an ever-present 
villain who causes* her untold 
misery. 

However, through ail her 
trials, she is comforted by 
several personifications of 
goodness. One of these is 
Naseeruddin Shah, a tough 
who is transformed by her and 

V 
w 

helps her to square off 
accounts vdth her enemies. He 
eventually dies. 

In the meantime, the villain 
is edmlnated. SharmHa Is ac¬ 
cused of murder and aoquittod 
in an absurd courtroom drama 
in which the defence la con¬ 
ducted by London-returned 
Ranjit Mullick. 

IMwahrie Roy In 'Phuiwarl'; the Uoasoping took 

Mad Mondkey Rung l^u; New 
Empire (Humayun Place; 
231403)-12, 3, 5.45, 8.15. 
Tootale: Globe (Lindsay 
Street, ^1769)^, 5.45, 6.30. 

Duatin Hoffman plays a 
talented young actor with, un- 
fortunatefy, a genius for argu¬ 
ment which Is why he Is unem¬ 
ployed. He dresses up in drac 
and wins a female role In a 
popular television series. 
Fame ancT fortune follow, but 
soon complications develop. 
He falls In love with a co-star 
(Jessica Lange). On the other 
hand, her father is attracted to 
Nm. 

This Is a hilarious film wHh 
impeccable direction and per¬ 
formances. 

B SPECIAL EVENTS 

26 January: 4 pm 
Regent King and Rotary 

ChJb of Dum Dum present 
Ustad VUayat Khan (vhttt Shu- 
jaat). Pandit Bhimsen JoshI 
and Ustad Amjaid Alt Khari,. 
accompanied by Pandit Maha- 
purush Misra and Sabir lOian 
«n a classical music averring. 

At Neta^ Indoor Stadium. 
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TALKING SHOP / Hie City 

LIVING ON WFTH A VENGEANCE 
So what if the city is proclaimed ‘dead’... 

£ £ ^^ALCUTTA is 
• • f not all that 

I -bad..." 
Vi—^ The out¬ 

burst of my feelings rapre- 
aented a revealation. 

The story of my sojourn 
in Calcutta began all of a 
sudden. It was a warm 
momti^ in Bombay when 
my boss called me and 
cooly said, "You will be 
going to Calcutta tomor¬ 
row for a training prog¬ 
ramme. You’ll be staying 
there for six months...” 
Used to, as 1 was, to the 
idio83mcrecies of my boss 
what jolted me more was 
the word “Calcutta.” Hav¬ 
ing never visited Calcutta 
before my picture of Cal¬ 
cutta was a jumbled imag^ 
of what all I had read 
about the city. 

“Calcutta is a dead 
city.” 

“...a city of decadence.” 

me back to my senses. The “But Calcutta is not all 
company car haying come that bad...” 
*0 pick me up, sparing me That Calcutta is a vicUm 
a first day experience of of gross mismanagement 
Calcutta transport, it was is an imdisputable fact. It 
with mixed expectations I seems to be in themips of 
moved into the city. My a Frankenstein. cof- 
eyes frantically roving fers ran dry. The Franken- 
around to. capture as stein grew. The polity 
much it could of Calcutta, tried desperately to stall 

Howrah^,* Birdge. India’s the growth of ^eFranken- 
only cantilever bridge, stein. The opposition, for 
The trams. The only city a set of opposite reasons. 

The definition of Calcutta was 
definitely more complex than the 
one-sentence epitaphs framed by 
mediamen. Calcutta may need a 
more efficient public relations 

department...It seems to be in the 
grips of a Frankenstein. 

“...living example of ^ . 
urban catastrophe.” plying trams. The wants it to live, -nnw is 

“ the best part of Cal- crowds, which in aU running out. The Franken- 
cutte can be compared to “uld be called a stein grows on. 
Kurla platform No. 9 (a The conspicuous 
suburban platform of economic activity going 011? Frankenstein or no 
Bombay famous for its wound. The Maidaos, DFrankenstein ^Icutta 
hordes of bemars). Bombay had one Azad carrot be proclaimed a 

‘The media ran out of Maiden here there was a dead city. A city with a 
adjectives. eea of them. The inhuman very responsive public in 

It would be a under- rickshaws. The posh retail sharp contrast to the im- 
statement to say my image stores and hotels. personal crowd of Bom- 
of Calcutta was grotesque _T**e definition of Cal- bay. A bottom pincher in 
not meant for decent cutta was definitely more Bombay could walk away 
Mvlng complex than the one with impunity. Here you 

It was with hesitating sentence epitaphs framed can’t rub a woman’s 
footsteps I boarded the cy mediamen. Calcutta shoulder, even eccidental- 
Howrah express that °ced a more efficient ly, without raising many 
night. My short tenure of puc^lc relation depart- an eyebrow and a chorus 
stay the only consolation, tncol- Ki hochhe. 

It was a cloudy after¬ 
noon, complying with my 
mood, when the train 
glided into the Howrah 
station. The coinage ‘dead 
city’ was so much ing¬ 
rained in my subcon- 
scious that I was very 
much expecting an eerie 
silence. The station jolted 
22 

The city may not have 
an hedonistic scotch cul¬ 
ture of Bombay nor is it 
conservative like Madras. 
Its lifestyle a blend of old 
values and traditions 
packaged in a westernised 
living. 

The memories of beauti¬ 
ful "Bong dames” down 
Rashbehari Avenue and 
Gariahat. A whole city 
mad over football. The 
serene atmosphere of 
Rabindra Sarobar. A fresh 
beginning for morning 
joggers. An idyllic setting 
for a evening date. The 
majestic Victoria Memo¬ 
rial. The Park Street by 
evening flaunting its 
temptations. The hawkers 
of Esplanade. Ready to 
sell their wares for any 
bargain. 

A city of contrasts. 
Standing amidst the dust 
it^itizens drink tea only 
from a earthen cup for 
hygenic purpose. 

A city very possessive 
of anything Bengali in¬ 
cluding its ^ys and Sens. 
But very much obsessed 
with Bombay’s films and 
its film world. 

A city inhabited by 
large number of self proc¬ 
laimed communists and 
ruled by a commimist fovemment. But with a 
oisse /aire scenario 

around represanting more 
a democracy in decay. 

A city in spite of its 
chaos of tratec jams, un¬ 
certainties of power supp 
ly, desperation due to a 
worsening economic 
scene, still emanates a 
sense of order. 

A city proclaimed dead 
often lives on with a vege- 
nance. 

A city worth a second 
visit. 

R. Prasad 



DRAWINGS / Rathin Mitra 

St John^s Church 

ST JOHN’S CHURCH stands a little back from the 
load at the corner of Council House Street and 
Hastings Street. In spite of the recent establish¬ 
ment of a refrigerator repairing shop nearby, 

silence dominates the premises even during the noisy 
office hours. 

The foundation stone of St John’s Church was laid on 
April 8; 1784 and Lieutenant Agg, of Bengal Ei^eer, 
onered his services as architectTHowever, the distinc¬ 
tion of being the first church in Calcutta rests with St 
Anne’s, which was unfortunately pulled down in 1775. 
The church of St John was consecrated on Sunday, June 
24,1787. Old drawings by Daniell and BaiUie testify to 
the church's having had minor additions wi^i the 
exception of the wide porticos cm the north and ionUt. 
the carriage porch at the west and the tacraiiura at the 
east end. 

Because of its stone tower, tha church was locally 

called ‘Pathar Girja’ or Stone Church. Of alll the S'ogs' displayed inside the church the most cele- 
is the one by 2k)ffany, The Last Supper, which 

was presented to the church by the artist himself on 
April 9, 1787. 

St John’s churchyard also has the honour of houd^ 
the mausoleum of Job Chamock, the father of Calcutiiai 
In fact the ol^ burial ground in the churchyard is nearj^' 
80 3rears older than the church itself. 

It seems mat even after death Job Chamock is not 
destined to find peace. There is a , rumour that the 
mausoleum is going to be removed from its present site 
for reasons which remain obsoure: If the man honoured 
as the foundw of Calcutta can really be dislodged from 
his last abode, no one should be taken unawares if some 
•day Calcutta itself be dislodged from Calcutta. 

Sdliwdui Ghcnrii 
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Barter Bank 

iroWfflBLUD 

FEW FOR THE ROAD By Shamlu Dlfdeja 

file distance betvveen AUpore and Barrackpore is approxinnatsiy 30 km. 
/ ' ■ tortoise back, leaves Aiipore for Barrackpore and travels at a speed 

of 2 km per hour. A boy leaves Barrackpore for Allpore, on a bicycle and travels 
at a speed of 12 km per hour. When they meet, who will be closer to Aiipore? 

2. There exists a number such that when you divide it by 5 or when you subtract 5 
from it, the answer is the same. Find that number. 

3. Wo received a telephone call last night from a chemist who declared that he 
had discovered a liquid which dissolves everything. He wanted a photographer 
to go over to his laboratory and take a pictore of him holding this cherr^l in a 
bottle. Our news editor was not impressed. Why? 

Anawera on Page 22 

If you read an item in this 
page that you yvish to re¬ 
spond to, please mite in 
to Barter Bank, c/o The 
TetEGRAPH Colour Maga¬ 
zine, 6 Pra/uIIa Sarkar 
Street, Calcutta 700001. 
Also, if you wish to enter 
an item in this column, 
please write in with de¬ 
tails to the address given 
above. We shall inform 
you of responses to your 
insertions by po.st. 

• Postcards: I want to ex¬ 
change 50 picture post¬ 
cards of the USSR, a 
stamp album from the US, 
some loose stamps and 15 
old issues of Tins Tele¬ 
graph Colour Magazine 
for a pocket camera. Con¬ 
tact Tista Banerjee. 
• Slide Viewers: I have 10 
3D viewers with adjusting 
knobs and 60 coloured 
slides of renowned film 
stars, which I want to ex¬ 
change for 25 picture 
postcards. Write to Suvo- 
jit Ganguly. 
• Comics: I offer Prisoners 
of Sun (Tintin) and A.ster- 
ix and Cleopatra for any¬ 
thing of equal value. Con¬ 
tact Arm Kumar. 
• Transistor: I offer a 
transistor or watch in‘ex¬ 
change for the ICSE ques¬ 
tion papers of the last 10 
years. Write to Arshad 
Ali. 
• Magazines: I want to 
exchange rare Bengali 
magazines for books of 
ICWAI (Inter Groups I and 
III) and Tom Brown’s 
Schooldays. Contact 
Basabdatta Lahiri. 

SOLUTIONS 
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• SPOT CHECK! Hid¬ 
den here in rebus form 
is the present nsme of 
the island region 
where Columbus first 
sighted lend in the 
New World; 
dWdEdSdTd. How 
quicKly can you puzzle 
it out? Hint: As a star¬ 
ter, read between the 
d's: then take note of 
letter arrangement. 

(tp Ul JS3AAI SWPUI (lij/M 

WORD SQUARE 
CHALLENGE 

Five words correspond¬ 
ing to the definitions be¬ 
low complete the word 
square poser above, you 
are asked to insert the 
right words (Number 1, 
STORM, is already in 
place). Oefmitions: 
1. Importint weather 
watch aubiact 
2. Indian shelter. 
3. Certain golf tourna¬ 
ments. 
4. What tenants pay. 
5. Condition of some stu¬ 
dents' rooms. 

In a word square, of 
course, words read alike 
across and down. 

TIME WARPI Columbus and his nwn cannot believe their 
eyes. To discover why, add lines from dot i to 3, 1, etc. 

CAN YOU T«U$T YOUR EY1»» Tbire are at least six dlltor- 
oiwas In drawing detoils betwoan top and beltm panels. Haw 
pelcMy can yoe Nnd IhemT Chock enawars with thaoe belew. 

'6u|n|u>« JWOIS '•>*»MlO*l •WMd •« -toww *1 jmtQ 
r 'Suiww •! WX'lJoeQ t jnifun n P*«i t ■lhl«»« •» whl ’i 



Comics 



MOOSE MILLER By Bob Weber 



JULIET JONES 
HOWE>Og6tTPeffU 
TO*ffr5Mll.UON 
POLUAR9 Aft the 
WINAie* OP THi STATE 
l.OrVffByMtt.JO'jeS? 

veey ^ 
aewiLPe«iNS, 
I MUST SAY I 

ive SOT (TOM, juuE a /masime!) 

By Stan Drake 
NO, S(Sl.S... I hAP no INKLiNft 
IN APVANCE TWAT X COUi.f> 
POSSIBLY BE THE WINNER! J JUST 
BOUSHT A STATE LOTTERy TICKET 
POBONE COLLAR. 

rMCNexr 
MOKAfm&., 

/ YOU c an't imagine the 
CBOWPS OF people ' FeiENPS 
ANP STBANSeSS - IVHO SHOWEP 

UP WMEN T>IE NEWS CFBPKE, 
filBl-S. THAT5S WHY I CAME , 

_ here. ^ 

I'VE TMOUSHTABOUT 
IT, SIBLS, ANP PCCtPEP 
I REAUVPONT NEEPALL 
THATMOMSV. SO... I'M 
HAWPINS ITOVERTO 
YOU TWO... 

el963 Kkrg Faatum 8 . Inc VWcMid right* rwarvad 

MANDRAKE ByLeeFalh 



ARCHIE 



CALCUTTA / MoloyBanerjee 



Election year 

Olympics year 

Mamtiyear 

Orwell’s year 

Peanuts year 

Follow 1984 with 

TheTelegra^ 
The best news coverage 



jOose-iq) is for dose-iqK 
I Winter winds and rosy cheeks. The best 
^way to keep out the cold is to cuddle up 
p little closer. And you’re confid^t because 
l^tKi’ve used Gose-up. 

Transparent, red Close-up’s two super- 
|!W!uten«r8 leave your teeth tteir whitest and its 
m)edal mouthwash keeps your breath its freshest. . 

So, smile a dose-up smile and stay cool&d^y 
because after all^CloB^p is for dos^ups. ' 

I A quality pfOduc|^tl^HnduitBn Lever. 



























Post Mortem 

Some Errors 

\ With reference to your 
lolour Magazine (12 June), 
I would like to point out 
that a few enors crept into 
the interview with me. 

I did not appear in the 
ISCE (conducted after Class 
XII], but in the ICSE exams. 
1 obtained 94 marks in Sci¬ 
ence, and not in Econo¬ 
mics. Ms layati Chakrabor- 
ty’s name has wrongly been 
spelt as )ayanti» 
Kanad Chakraborty, 
^ 'olcutta Boys’ School 

rooiTUK 
It was encouraging to see 

the article on the Calcutta 
Swimming Club (12 June) 

' Ela Patnak. Unfortunate- 
|the research was rather 
lited. > 
The club has reason to be 

proud, not only of a second S)osition at the national 
evel, but of swimmers who 

have set records and won 
their events at the national 
swimming championships. 
To name two such swim¬ 
mers—Nafisa Ali and 
Darius Anklesaria. There 
were other swimmers 
whose diving and swim¬ 
ming abilities have yet to 
be equalled. To name a 
aw—Shus Kocher, Zoltan 

jt^fzgai, the Sharma 
rothers, Petra Baldik and 

Feroze Antia. 
I sincerely feel that it is 

the swimmers who add to 
the charm of a swimmim 
club. These swimmers di 
deserve a mention in the 
article as the standard of 
swimming was at its peak 
(n the early 70s. 
flm Ankiesoria, 
Qicutto 

Ictttta Roads 

Your Investigation on 
Icutta roads (5 June) was 

steresting to read. But 
^^ik Guha should have 
^mentioned road cleaning. 

British days the streets 
used to be washed twice a 

day, but new this is never 
done. 

Here I would like to 
know Mr Asoke Kumar’s 
(Commissioner of Calcutta 
Corporation) excuse, why 
the civic administration is 
never able to keep up with 
the garba^ clearance, and 
why they have stopped 
their truck service which 
once used to collect gar¬ 
bage from door to door. 
Negligence- of the corpora¬ 
tion is quite evident. 

However, the way thinra 
are going at present only 
point to the further decline 
of Calcutta. To ray mind, a 
solution to the traffic prob¬ 
lem could be a satellite 
town in the suburbs and 
flyovers in the crowded 
areas. As such we can only 
hope that Calcutta will re- 
min her former dory and 
become the proud city she 
once was. 
Syed Roshodath Ali, 
Calcutta 

Spirited Speech 

This has reference .to 
your Eating Out feature (24 
April). 

Since when has alcohol 
become a part of the Indian 
meal? How on earth could a 
marazine of your repute 
and responsibility act as a 
medium to introduce this 
damaging fashion and cul¬ 
ture to our society? Your 
open and tantalizing adver¬ 
tisement of expensive beer 
with ‘Badshahi’ food only 
increases the frustrations of 
the 98 per cent middle- 
income, educated (i.e. 
those who are able to read 
your magazine) salaried 
people. 
Kumori Raj. 
Calcutta 

Of Plucked Eyebrows 

The interview with Swa- 
tiiekha Chatterjee was 
wholly engrossing, as it 
threw light both on the 
actress concept of acting 
and the director’s dedica¬ 
tion. Enthusiasts of Ray 
films were, perhaps, over¬ 
whelmed do receiving this 

issue (5 Jime). 
Another thing can be 

noticed in the published 
photonaphs of Bimala. To¬ 
day, if not all, most of the 
actresses are seen with 
plucked eyebrows as they 
hopelessly depict Bowth- 
akuFons of Thorn’s time. 
Just see the cover photo- 
^aph of Bimala, and you'll 
find that her eyebrows 
aren’t plucked. So, that’s 
Satyajit Ray, with all his 
penections! 
Oebashish Kundu, 
Siliguri 

Wonder Why... 

It seems the comics fea¬ 
ture is on the out—1 don’t 
know why because that is 
the first feature I turn to 
even Sunday morning. Be 
kind enough to continue 
with it. 

Markina has long been 
reduced from two pages to 
one, but what happened to 
Crime Puzzle? Reduced 
from one page to zero, I 
daresay. Calcutta will nev¬ 
er see colour, even after 
repeated requests. I wonder 
then why you call the 
magazine what you call it. 
Shamindra Sengupta, 
Calcutta 

Potatoes and Heirs 

The article on The For- fiotten Heirs of Tipu Sultan’ 
1 May) was very infoipia- 

tive. It also seemed to echo 
the words of Sir Thomas 
Overbury: "The men who 
have not anyrthing to boast 
of but their illustrious 
ancestors are like pota¬ 
toes—the only goocf be¬ 
longing to them is under- 
mund.’’ 
SubuJ Sen, 
Calcutta 

Calcutta 

This refers to the Calcut¬ 
ta photograph of Priya Ran- Sn Hati (15 May). It was a 

iautifuliy aesthetic photo¬ 
graph. 
Abhijit Sen. 
MoJcnln, Hooghly. 
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